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The treatise above entitled is divided into three main sections. The first 

consists of introductory matter which furnishes a brief account of the litera

ture of Vertebrate Zoology from the earliest times to the present-from the 

writings of ancient and medieval zoologists, Aristotle, Pliny the Second, 

Dioscorides, Averroes, et al, to the more important treatises and monographs 

on ornithology, mammalogy, ichthyology, herpetology, and amphibiology 

of the twentieth century. Included are general treatises and numerous 

periodicals and serials, monographs on vertebrate palaeontology, zoogeo

graphy, ecology, psychology, bionomics, experimental zoology, &c., likely 

to interest the advanced student and the librarian. 

Brief descriptions are also given of Natural History Societies, Museums, and 

Zoological Stations throughout the world; travelogues of naturalists; 

drawings of animal painters and illustrators, more than 5000 originals of 

which are in the McGilllibraries. 

It is hoped that physicians and medical libraries will find the work useful. 

As is well known, not only were the majority of ancient and medieval 

writers on natural history physicians, but many modern treatises on com

parative and systematic zoology are the products of medical men. 

The second section of this Introduction is an arrangement of the Library 

Contents (on Vertebrate Zoology) in both chronological and geographical 

order so that a work on any desired subject can be quickly found and 

delivered to the student by the librarian. 

The third section is the largest and most valuable for both the research 

student and the librarian-a partially annotated Catalogue of the vertebrate 

zoological items in all the University libraries, forming a very large selection 

of important works on that vast subject. 

The McGill libraries are particularly rich in incunabula and other 

fundamental treatises on vertebrate zoology, as will be seen by consulting 

Chapter xix, page 127, in which a number of rare and unique items are 

briefly described. 

It may here be added that with the continual additions to the various 

University Libraries the collections now approach a total of 40o,ooo 

volumes. 
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Animals are divisible into four classes, those that walk, those that fly, those that swim, 
and those that creep on the ground. Although every one that flies can walk, yet not every 
one that walks is able to fly. 

When birds fly they rise ; 
When fishes move, they descend ; 
Animals of the same class are alike ; 
Their spirits are in harmony. 

Anglicized ... 'Show kindness to animals'. 

AL-JA.lp:~. Book of Animals. 

Chinese Proverb. 

The motto of the Ceylon Soc. Prev. Cruelty to Animals. 

He cyDIH mypaam1 B'L He6t, a ~an cHHnny B'L pyKR. (PyccKaH nocJioan:o;a.) 

Rather a titmouse in my hands than a crane flying in the air. 

Thou shalt no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil. 

Russian proverb corresponding to the English 
'A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.' 

Japanese proverb illustrating the attitudes of the Three Monkeys. 
b 
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.,Evta Se TWV s~WV E1Taj.l<p0Tepl3E1 Ti)v cpvcnv T~ T. avep~lT~ Kai TOiS TeTpcX-rrocnv, olov 1Tl&r)KOL 
Kai Kf1(3ot Kai KWOKE<paAOl. 

There are animals whose organization gives them a place in nature between man and the 
quadrupeds, for example, the apes, the long-tailed monkeys and the baboons. 

ARISTOTLE. Tiept TCx 3({)0: tcrTopfcxt, II, Cap. 8. 

Nocturnorum animalium, veluti felium, in tenebris fulgent radiantque oculi, ut contueri non 
sit; et caprae, lupoque splendent, lucemque jaculantur. 

The eyes of animals that see at night, cats for example, are radiant and shining ; indeed it 
makes one uneasy to look at them ; those of the she-goat and of the wolf are also resplendent 
and emit light like fire. 

PLINIUS SECUNDUS. Lib. XI, Cap. 55. 

Il fenomeno delle migrazioni non e piu il 'Mistero dei Misteri ', come lo definirono parecchi 
Autori. Il valore delle constatazioni fatte mediante Osservatori ornitologici, numerosissimi 
inanellamenti ed altre indagini hanno dato allo studio delle stesse quel carattere positivamente 
scientifico che sempre era loro mancato. Ed ora esso e entrato nel novero dei fatti scientifici, 
come tanti altri ea mano che le nostre cognizioni aumentano, illato meraviglioso del fenomeno 
diminuisce e scompare. 

E. ARRIGONI DEGLI ODDI. Ornitologia Jtaliana. 1929. 

Torekeny teste ben eros lelek lakott; eles elmejevel oly meleg sziv parosult benne. Amelynek 
varazsa minden hozza kozelall6t megkapott es amely fenyesse teszi emleket sziviinkben es 
ebren tartja iranta val6 halankat. 

Cln his fragile body dwelt a robust soul; an acute intelligence was in him associated with a 
kind heart. He had a charming personality that no one who came in contact with him could 
resist and which while it held our reverent interest also compelled a feeling of thankfulness~ 

TITUS CSORGEY's encomium of the Hungarian naturalist Isidor v. Maday zu Maros. Aquila, 1925-6. 

En Fugl i Haanden er bedre end ti paa Taget. 
A bird in the hand is better than ten on the roof. 
'De ere sure', sagde Rreven om R0nnebrerrene (han kunde ikke naa dem). 
'They are sour', said the fo}{J.he could not reac~he rowan berries). 
Den Hest, man faar forreret, ser man ikke paa rfrenderne. 
You do not look a gift horse in the mouth. 

Alia kattor aro svarta i morkret. 
In the darkness all cats are black. 
En svala gor ingen sommar. 
One s llow does ot mak~ a summer. 

Danish Proverbs. 

Swedish Proverbs. 
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with the 'sales catalogues ' issued from time to time by the larger dealers in scientific works. 
Among these may be mentioned the publications of Bernard Quaritch, and Maggs Bros., 
London ; FriedHinder und Sohn, Berlin ; L' Art Ancien, Zurich ; and of Taeuber und Weil, 
Munich. In many of these catalogues will be found useful bibliographical notes. 

The Compiler is greatly indebted to many friends for assistance in preparing this volume. 
First of all he wishes to thank the Librarian of McGill University, Dr. Gerhard Lomer, and his 
heads of Library departments for their valuable help. In the re-arrangement of the journals in 
the E.S.W. Library of Ornithology that task had the benefit of Miss Margaret S. Mackay's 
unusual acquaintance with natural history periodicals. Without the co-operation of these 
trained experts, the present task could not have been completed. 

Professor Arthur Willey, Director of the Department of Zoology in McGill, has most kindly 
written the notes of many non-English titles of zoological works in the libraries, while Mr. Henry 
Mousley has evaluated a large proportion of the treatises printed in English. For the remaining 
notes the Compiler is responsible. 

The Authorities of the British Museum (Natural History Department), especially the Keeper, 
very generously assigned a room and equipment to the Compiler and his secretary for two years/ 1 
work on the Introduction, Index, and Catalogue. In addition, the Compiler is especially in-
debted to the Librarian of the Zoological Department, Mr. Basil H. Soulsby, and his successor, 
Mr. Cockburn Townsend, while their assistant, Mr. H. W. England, very kindly and helpfully 
placed the resources of the invaluable natural history collections at the Compiler's disposal. 

Dr. C. Davies Sherborn (Natural History Museum) and Professor Ramsay Wright, formerly 
of Toronto University, now of Oxford, have both been very helpful. 

Dr. Ernest Hartert and the library of Lord Rothschild's hospitable Museum at Tring have 
also furnished valuable aid. 

For advice and help in the present undertaking the Compiler is indebted to several of his 
associates in the Smithsonian Institution, in particular to Dr. Chas. W. Richmond and Dr. 
Alexander Wetmore, the Assistant Secretary. 

In the important matter of proof-reading Miss Lilian Bates, the Compiler's Secretary, has 
been of great assistance. 

The orthography of these volumes is that adopted by the Oxford English Dictionary in which_ 
both the so-called American and British styles are given. 
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ION TO TH I~ LI'rERLL\_ TURE 

OF 

VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY 

CHAPTER I 

THE BEGINNINGS OF ZOOLOGIC.AL RECORDS - EARLY GREEK, 

ROMAN AND ORIENTAL ZOOLOGISTS - THE EARLIEST MEDIEVAL 

WRITERS ON VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY. 

Aristotle-Caius Plinius Secundus-Dioscorides-Aelian-Oppian-Constantinus 
African us-Titus Lucretius Carus-The Phis;mogus-The Dialogus Creaturarum-

The Early Moslem Naturalists-Mesue-Averr~s-El Kasvini-Abd~Ila!Y-Abou "t ·~~ 
el Deschahif-EI Damiri-The Nuzhat-Nama-Avicenna-Early Chinese Writinas 
on Natural History-,S_abanus Maurus. 

SEVERAL thousand years before the Chris
tian era frescoes and rock -cut pictures of 

animals were produced by primitive artists. 
One of these, taken from an ancient tomb at 
Maydum in Egypt, presents with great fidelity 
a flock of geese. The Compiler of this Intro
duction has seen in several Egyptian ten1ples, 
monuments, and tombs similar animal por
traits that vie in beauty of portraiture with 
modern pictures. Assyrian monuments also 
show animal portraits, though they are not, as 
a, rule, RO well executed. 

Numerous Glacial Period paintings of birds 
on the walls of caves in France and Spain-
12 species have been recognized in a single 
cave near Cadiz--were recently discovered. 

Of authors the first serious writer on zoology 
whose works have survived is Aristotle. This 
remarkable philosopher and famous naturalist 
was born at Stagira, 384 B.C., son of the 
physician to and friend of the King of Mace
don, grandfather of Alexander the Great. At 
the age of 18 he left Stagira, went to Athens 

B 

and beca1ne a pupil of Plato, with whom he 
resided until .the death of the latter 20 years 
afterwards. He subsequently retired to Lesbos, 
where he married the daughter of an old pupil 
-the ruler of that State. In 342 B .C. he 
became, at the invitation of Philip of Macedon, 
instructor of his son Alexander. In 334 B.c. 
Aristotle went to Athens and there opened a 
school-the celebrated Lyceum. His followers 
were known as Peripateticst-..and the sect has ? 

survived under various names until the present 
day. The books that have escaped the ravages 
of time and the neglect of man are only a 
fraction of this great naturalist-philosopher's 
output ; it is unlikely that we shall recover the 7 

Zw.!;,Ka and the 'AvaTofttKa in which he probably 
descrjbed more fully the animals with which 
he seems to have been acquainted, but we do 
know that this famous writer of the early 
Greek period greatly influenced scientific 
thought throughout the Middle Ages and even 
the philosophy of our own times. 

Sundevall estimates that this versatile ob-
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server described more or less fully 70 mammals, 
150 birds, 20 reptiles, 116 fishes, 60 insects and 
arachnids, 24 crustaceans and annelids, and 
about 40 molluscs and radiates. 

Aristotle made a rough classification of his 
birds into eight principal categories, his fol
lower, Pliny the Elder, relying entirely upon 
characters taken from the feet, divided them 
into three. The McGill libraries are fortunate 
in the possession of over 20 editions of Aristotle 
and an early fourteenth-century manuscript of 
his zoological treatises. 

Three centuries were to elapse before the 
second outstanding figure in zoological litera
ture appeared-Caius Plinius Secundus (A.D. 
23-79), known as the Elder, or the Naturalist. 

He was the author of numerous works, social, 
political, and philosophic, among them a His
toria naturalis in 37 books, most of Liber X 
being devoted to birds. Perhaps the best trans
lation of this famous treatise is the French 
work by Littre. Pliny acknowledges his in
debtedness to Aristotle but, so far as we know, 
he made many additions to and improvements 
upon the works of his great predecessor. 

Plinius Secundus was born at Como inN orth 
Italy, and when 23 years of age entered the 
Army inN orth Germany, and during his service 
wrote several military treatises. During this 
period he travelled about the Empire making 
notes and observations which he subsequently 
utilized in his various writings. He numbered 
the Emperor Vespasian among his intimates, 
but his social diversions do not seem to have 
interfered with his studies or his devotion to 
literature. Altogether he produced 160 volumes 
of manuscript which he left to his nephew. Un
fortunately most of his works have been lost, 
but for us, fortunately, the Historia naturalis 
has survived. The author died in A.D. 77, killed 
by noxious fumes given off by an eruption of 
Vesuvius that, escaping into the Bay of Naples, 
overcame the naturalist while he was com
mander of the Roman fleet at that station. 

An excellent review of the Birds of Pliny 
and Aristotle will be found in Evans 's edition 
with notes, of Turner's Birds. Inch~ing th~ 

first (1469) printed edition the McGilllibraries 
possess more than 30 printings of Pliny's His
toria natural is. 

Another century passed before we find a 
third ancient authority of special prominence, 
viz. the 'Sophist', Claudius Aelianus, born ea. 
A.D. 220 at Praeneste. Although an Italian, 
Aelian's works \vere written in Greek. He 
added very little to our knowledge of ancient 
zoology, although he refers to the writings of 
several other naturalists (whose works have 
not survived) showing that the study of animal 
life in the .. early centuries of our era had i tR 
share of devotees. 

In his description of animals whose parts 
were used as remedies Pedacius (Pedanius) 
Dioscorides (1st cent.), a Greek physician, born 
in Anazarba, Cilicia, gives an account of many 
faunal forms in his celebrated six books of the 
Materia medica (editioprinceps, A. P.lVIanutius, 
1499, in the Osier Library), some editions of 
which furnish a complete catalogue of the verte
brates, as known in his time. 

ConstantinusAfricanus, who diedinA.D. 1087, 
was the author of ZflOTPO<f>E!ON or Lepora
Tium, in which many animals are described. 
In this treatise numerous quotations from 
Oppian and other writers are given, but a 
few original observations are also recorded. 
A McGill library has the 1560 edition of Con
stantine the African. 

Titus Lucretius Carus, a Roman poet who 
lived in the first half of the first century B.C. 

wrote a hexameter poem (De Natura Rerum) in 
six books in which he endeavoured to pene
trate the mysteries of 'things as they really 
are'. In it he refers to animal life and indicates 
a knowledge of the fauna of his day. The 
McGill libraries, especially the Osier and 
Blacker collections, have fourteen editions 
of this :r:emarkable work. The Bibliotheca 
Osleriana possesses the rare V enetian impres
sion of 1495. 

Oppian (2nd cent.) has also written at least 
one natural history monograph, a poem in the 
guise of a treatise on fishing and hunting. The 
first edition appeared in 1478, the second 
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in 1508. Both are extremely rare. A good 
edition .is the Greek text (printed with a Latin 
translation and voluminous notes) by J. N. B. 
de Ballu, folio, Argentorati, 1786. The Latin 
title reads, Oppian'i Poemata de venatione et 
piscatione. Among the several printings in 
the various libraries of McGill is a good 
(Italian) rendering, hy Salvini, in the Blacker 
Library. 

Ray Lankester points out the childish de
light and wonder witl?- which the people of 
early civilizations gathered and treasured 
stories of strange animals from distant lands, 
and instances among these fables the Physio
logus, the best known of the early m~dieval 
Bestiaries (treatises on animals to whom moral 
traits are ascribed) as examples ·of this primi
tive credulity. 

Certain Christian teachers took an interest 
in natural history, partly because of passages 
in Holy Writ that they wished to explain and 
partly on account of the supposed divine reve
lations in the book of nature of which it is 
man's duty to take proper advantage. But the 
early Christian writers were far removed from 
scientific methods, and instead of consulting 
Aristotle and other observant naturalists they 
quoted Aelian and similar works of the imagina
tion in which scra:ps of folk-lore, travellers' 
tales, and fragments of misapprehended science 
were set forth in what was regarded as an 
elegant and authoritative style. 

They took these fairy tales of the' naturalist' 
for gospel truth and tried to make the best of 
them for religious instruction. 

Several of the Fathers-Clement, for ex
ample-followed this plan, and wrote a curious 
mixture of zoological descriptive matter and 
theological sermonizing. They told of beasts 
and birds that had no existence as a basis for 
churchly teachings of about the same scientific 
standing and value. 

Among the many known editions of the 
Phisiologus is a metrical codex of 1.2 chapters 
by Bishop Theobald, from A.D. 1022 to 
1035 Abbot of Monte Cassino, Italy. This 
variant has been copied and printed and re-

printed many times since the first manuscript 
appeared . . A very good, annotated, and illus
trated English translation of the Cologne, 1492, 
edition is by A. W. Rendell, London, 1928. 
The characters, physical, moral, and mental, 
of twelve birds and beasts reviewed from the 
medieval standpoint are quaintly developed in 
this curious work, one of the most popular 
animal folk-lore works of the Middle Ages. 
The numerous printings of the Phisiologus, 
including one in old-English, are fully listed hy 
Choulant (Handbuch der Bucherkunde fur die 
~tere Medizin, Leipzig, 1841). 

The mythical Ant-lion furnishes a fair ex
ample of the zoology of the Physiologus. Of 
course this beast is not the insect we know, but 
'his father hath the shape of a lion, his mother 
that of an ant ; the father liveth upon flesh, and 
the mother upon herbs. And these bring forth 
the ant-lion, a compound of both, and in part 
like to either ; for his forepart is that of a lion, 
a!ld his hindpart like that of an ant. Being 
thus composed he is neither able to eat flesh 
like his father nor herbs like his mother ; there
fore he perisheth from inanition' . This 
description is then followed by an ingeniously 
constructed moral. 

The Physiologus (or Phisiologus) was not 
only popular but appealed to the imagination 
of the multitude long after it ceased to have 
the support of the Church as a respectable work 
of piety. It also furnished material for artists 
and architects engaged upon cathedrals and 
other ecclesiastical buildings, especially in 
gargoyles and for ornamentation of the walls 
and furniture. 

The chief emblems of the original Physiologus 
were as follows:' (1) the lion (footprints rubbed 
out with his tail; cubs first receive life three 
days· after birth by their father's breath); 
(2) the sun-lizard (restores its sight by looking 
at the sun); (3) the charadrius (presages death 
or recovery of patients); (4) the pelican (recalls 
its young to life with its own blood); (5) the 
owl (or nykticorax, loves darkness and soli
tude); (6) the eagle (renews its youth by sun
light and bathing in a fountain); (7) the 
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phoenix (revives from fire); (8) the hoopoe 
(redeems its parents from the ills of old age) ; 
(9) the wild ass (suffers no male but itself); 
(10) the viper (born at the cost of both its 
parents' death); (11) the serpent (sheds its 
skin; puts aside its venom before drinking; is 
afraid of man in a state of nudity ; hides its 
head and abandons the rest of its body); 
(12) the ant (orderly and laborious; prevents 
stored grain from germinating ; distinguishes 
wheat from barley on the stalk); (13) the 
si1·ens and onocentaurs (compound creatures; 
see Isaiah xiii. 21, 22); (14) the hedgehog 
(pricks grapes upon its quills); (15) the fox 
(catches birds by simulating death); (16) the 
panther (spotted skin; enmity to the dragon; 
sleeps f~r three days after a 1neal: allures its 
prey by sweet odours) ; ( 17) the seaAortoise (or 
aspidochelone ; mistaken by sailors for an 
island); (18) the partridge (hatches eggs of 
other birds) ; ( 19) the vulture (assisted at birth 
by a stone with loose kernel); (20) the ant-lion 
(likely to perish of hunger because it cannot 
subsist on either vegetable or animal diet 
alone); (22) the unicorn (caught only by a 
virgin); the hyena (a hermaphrodite); (25) the 
otter (enhydris; enters the crocodile's mouth 
to kill it); (26) the ichneumon (covers itself 
with mud and so lies in wait to kill the dragon 
-a version of No. 25); (27) the crow (takes but 
one consort during life) ; ( 28) the turtle-dove 
(same nature as No. 27); (29) the jTog (either 
living on land, when it n1ay be killed by rain, 
or in the water without ever seeing the sun); 
(30) the stag (destroys its enemy the serpent); 
(31) the salamander (quenches fire); (32) the 
diamond (powerful against all danger); (33) the 
swallow (brings forth but once, a misreading of 
Aristotle, llistoria animalium, vol. 13); (34) 
the tree called peridexion (protect._· pigeons 
from the serpent by its shadow): (35) the 
pigeons (of several colours but led by one of a 
purple or gold colour) ; ( 36) the antelope (or 
hydrippus ; caught by his horns in the thicket) ; 
(37) the fiTe-flints (of 2 sexes that combine t.o 
produce fire); (38) the magnet (that adheres to 
iron); (39) the saw-fish (sails in company of 

ships); (40) the ibis (fishes only along the 
shore) ; ( 41) the ibex (descries the hunter from 
afar) ; ( 42) the carbuncle (called 'the diamond 
again', found only by night); (43) the elephant 
(conceives after partaking of mandrake ; brings 
forth in the water ; the young protected from 
the serpent by the father ; when fallen is lifted 
up only by a certain small individual of its own 
kind) ; ( 44) the agate (employed in pearl fish
ing); (45) the wild ass and ape (mark the 
equinox); (46} the Indian stone (relieves 
patients of the dropsy); (47) the heron (touches 
no dead body, and keeps to one dwelling-place); 
( 48) the sycamore (the wild fig; grubs living 
inside the fruit and coming out); (49) the 
ostrich (devours all sorts of things ; forgetful of 
its own eggs). Besides the-~e, other and later 
versions contain sections of unknown origin 
about the bee, the stork, the tiger, the wood
pecker, the spider, and the 'Wild boar.' 

Another form of the Phisiologus was the 
Dialogus creaturarum. A modern edition of 
that ancient folk-lore dialogue-in which 
several birds take part-was published in 
Munich, 1923, under the title Die Zweisprach 
der Tiere, 78 pages, illustrated by 38 woodcuts. 
These fables, by an unknown author, have been 
frequently copied, the first printed edition 
being published by Peter van Leu at Houda, 
Holland, in 1480. The present volume is num
ber '27 of a 550 limited printing, translated 
from Latin into German, with the woodcuts of 
the early Dutch edition. There are many 
dialogues in which various animals take part, 
thus illustrating their habits and establishing 

· their identity. 
However ridiculous their writings now seem, 

early observers and writers were the founders of 
zoological science, so that all through the suc
ceeding centuries-including our own times
the naturalist-explorer and the author worked 
hand in hand and played an important role 
in the progress of zoology. 

As will be seen by the numerous early works 
(that include zoological treaties) in the Biblio
theca Osleriana lower-animal life and human 
structures were, in the medieval mind, closely 
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related. Indeed we largely owe the important 

province of modern comparative anatomy, 

physiology, and psychology to the fact that in 

the Middle Ages parts of animals as well a of 

plants were regarded as 'simples ', to be 

employed in medicine just like an. other 
remedy. 

In discus ing the therapeutic merits of 

animal products the animals themselve were 

often described and pictured, thus giving the 

treatise a definite place in pure zoological 
literature. 

This fact explains the very noticeable and 

intimate association in literature between 

medieval medicine and medieval zoology. The 

physician-a the name indicates-was neces

sarily a naturalist and all his tides of learning, 

such as they were, flowed towards contempla

tion and study of 'things as they are '-de pro
prietatibus Terum-in the realm of nature. 

Bound by traditional chains-as was the whole 

world of science during the Dark Centuries

he had, perhaps, more than any other student 

of life, fitful visions of biological truth, in

spirations that at the renaissance became 

clearer and clearer figures out of the night of 

superstition and ignorance. Thus we find that 

during the past four or five centuries medical 

men have been distinguished by more or less 

original and independent contributions to 

biological literature in all its departments. 

In the early centuries the world of science 

was enlightened by a new luminary, the rising 

sun of Mohammedan enterprise. 
The Black er Library, the Osier Library, and 

the E.S.W. Library of Ornithology are well 

supplied with manuscripts and printed works 
(mostly in Arabic, Persian, and Hindustani) 

that furnish a full account of the zoological 

literature of Persia, North India, Arabia, and 

their dependencies during the early flourishing 

periods of Moslem Learning. Before the days 

of Mahomet there were in Syria and Egypt 
Greek-Christian and (probably) Greek-Hebrew 

schools, medical and other, and although the 

victorious Mohammedans closed most of these 

seats of learning the advancing hosts absorbed 

I 

much of their doctrines and such of their 

teaching method as were not in conflict with 

the dogmas of the Koran and incorporated 

them into their own publications. Thus the 

celebrated Rhaza (El Razi) tells us that a 

physician, Mesue (Aboru ben Masoweih), who 

died about A.D. 857, wrote a work whose 

Latin translation was entitled De Animalibus. 
Of the many Arabic authors that followed this 

early writer the best known is A vicenna ( 980-

10:~7), who paraphrased the Zoologia of Aris

totle and added to that great work many 

original ob ervations, ranking as a naturalist 

writer with the equally famous Spanish

Arabian, Averr~s (1126-98). 

Averr~s (Ib~-Rushd) was born in Cordova, 
the son of a learned judge. In his native city, 

for many centurie. the centre of Hispano

Arabic culture, he studied medicine and law, 

and was for several years cadi of Seville and, 

later, governor of a province. If any medieval 

naturalist is worthy to be called the Aristotle. 

of the Middle Ages it was certainly Ib_£-Rushd. 

Dante in his Divina Co~ia describes Averroes 
in the court of the heathen by the side of 

Aristotle and, as Osier points out, he was 

one of the principal commentators on that 

authority. 
An account of the animals of Egypt, in 

particular a description of the crocodile and 

hippopotamus, is furnished by another Islamic 

authority, Abdalla!Jf (1162-1231), in a treatise 

that is not merely a compilation from previQU 

Greek and Latin authors but which cont~ins 
original observations on the animal life o the 

Nile region. 
The Blacker Library has two editions f the 

works of Sakanja ben Muhammed, called from 
the district (Kasvin) in Northern Persia where 

he resided, El Kasvini. This natural philo

sopher lived in the thirteenth century and 
wrote the Wonders of Nature in which he quotes 

not only his Persian predecessors in natural 

history but Hippocrates and Aristotle. He 

was an exponent of the Aristotelian theory of 
the development of life from lower forms to 

higher. He described for the first time the 
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orang-utan, the dugong, the flying dog (or fox), 
and several other new species. 

The service rendered by early Arabic writers 
on natural history was not so much their actual 
observations of new facts or the promotion of 
original theories of animal life as in the preser
vation and diffusion all over the world of the 
humanistic writings (including the biologic 
teachings) of. the Greco-Roman authors to 
which they had access. As Nordenskiold 
remarks, 'through the intermediary of the 
Arabian philosophers the few learned scholars 
of the West in the early Middle Ages acquired 
a knowledge of the products · of classical cul
ture; Aristotle, for instan~e, was long read at 
the medieval universjties i~ Latin versions of 
Arabic translations from the original writings, 
and the Arabic commentators, Avicenna, 
Averr~s, and other~, were the first to act as 
guides to an understanding of the treatises on 
nature and to help Europeans to penetrate 
that world of phenomena whose existence they 
had entirely forgotten'. 

It is not possible here to do more than men
tion some of the more prominent of the other 
Moslem writers on natural history whose 
works have come down to us mostly in frag-
mentary form or as complete codices. Among 
these we find AbQ!! el Descha~f (ea. A.D. 868) 
the author of the K itab-el-haiwan or 'Book of 

m.{ Animals'; AbQ:!! Bekr ben Ali Ib:g. Wahschijah 
(lOth cent.) who wrote a treatise whose (Latin) 
title is Descriptio animalium. Ahmed Ibu Abul 
Asch'ath (d. 970) is represented in biological 
literature through a Bodleian manuscript 
whose (translated) title is Liber de Animalibus. 
A famous astronomer, Abul Casim el Mad
schriti of Cordova (d. 1007), has left a (Madrid) 
manuscript entitled Generatio anirnalium. 

Victor Carus tells us further about Abou 
M~hamm~d A bd~llagf ben J usuf ( 1161-1231) 
that in a description of Egyptian marvels, 
written in 1203, he devoted an entire chapter 
to a description of animals, based largely on 
Aristotle. 

Moslem naturalists, as is well known, de
lighted in works similar to the Physiologus, 

and the McGill libraries have several chan11ing 
Persian and Arabic volumes containing s~ ,oriet-~ 

based on dialogues between birds and other 
animals. One of these-a great favourite· in 
medieval times-is a prettily illustrated and 
illuminated 12mo giving thirty tales of a 
parrot, in which this talkative bird regalet-~ the 
harem with tales of jungle life. Indeed, af.' bte 
as the early fifteenth century a Persian, S~ 
Ferededdin Attar, wrote a, Dialogue between 
Birds. Another rather important work is that 
of Abulfat!: ~li IbJL el Doreihim (d. 1361) of? ·1 
Ba~ad, the Utilitates anirnalium, divided into ~~ 
four parts; quadruped::;, hir(l:-<, fiRheR, and 
insects. 

Still another codex, hearing a similar title 
but quite different text, was written by 
Seinneddin el-Hanefi (d. 1324). 

Last, but by no means least, is the well
known work on :zoology, the !!. ayat ul-H aywan 
('Life of Anin1als ') by Albulbeka el-Damiri, 
who died in Cairo A.D. 1405. The McGill 
libraries have several editions of this monu
mental treatise. They also shelve several 
extracts and partial translations, with com
ments by various editors reflecting in part 
original observations of the writers. But 
mostly these were founded on the teachings of 
early Greco-Ron1an codices, to which they not 
only had access but of which they made a 
large number of translations. It is upon such 
renderings that we must rely for all we now 
know of the lost originals. 

The Compiler regrets that limited space 
prevents that extended notice of these Moslem 
writers that their place in the history of zoo
logical literature demands. During three years 
residence in the Far East he collected (with 
the aid of W. I vanow, former official of the 
Imperial Russian Library at Saint Petersburg) 
for the Blacker Library as many of the written 
and printed copies of their works as were 
available, one of which, the Nuzhat Nama 
(q.v.), has been translated and a portion 
published. 

Among these is an anonytnous codex written 
about A.D. 1_580 enti~ed Kitab!!::.i:_-Haywan, 

{/ 
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a zoological dictionary. The copy in the 
Blacker Library is incomplete both at begin
ning and end, so that the exact date of its 
original composition and the name of the 
author cannot be determined. As it is dis
tinctly different from other works of the kind 
produced during the same period it is probably 
unknown to cataloguers and is consequently 
very rare. 

Of the manuscripts purchased in Persia for 
McGill is one by Muhammad Taqi, son of 
Muhammad Tabrizi, dated 1690, the title of 
which is Khawassu'l-hawan, a study of the. 
medicinal properties of mammals, birds, 
reptiles, fishes, and insects, in the form of a 
dictionary. It was composed in honor of the 
royal naturalist, Abbas II of Persia. Examples 
are also found in the British Museum, the India 
Office, the Bodleian, &c. At the same time was 
acquired a lithographed copy of the foregoing, 
printed about 1858, in Teheran. It is profusely 
if not artistically illustrated and is supple
mented by a work on poetry. This edition 
is extremely rare and is not found in any 
European library. 

Another zoological manuscript (found in 
Shiraz) by Nizamu'd-Din Ahmad, was written 
ea. 1750. and is entitled Midmar-i-danish. This 
is a treatise on the horse, its diseases and their 
treatment; on amulets for horses, &c. It was 
composed in A.D. 1+60 and is also dedicated to 
Abbas II of Persia. 

Still another acquisition is a very rare edition 
of a well-known work by Prince Timur-Mirza 
Qajar, published in ~ the Baz-N'!:..ma-1-
N asiri. This treatise on falcons and hunting
birds in general has been reprinted and trans
lated many times and is one of the standard 
works on falconry. 

Also purchased in Shiraz is an anonymous 

manuscript of recent date, entitled Tibbu'l
haywan. It is on veterinary medicine and sur
gery and is useful for determining the meaning 
of the terms one meets with in Arabic and 
Persian works on zoology. As there is no 
proper introduction, the author's name, qate 
of composition, and the formal title are not 
mentioned. The copy (or original) is not found 
in the usual catalogues, so that the present 
copy of the treatise may be unique. There is 
a table of contents at the end of the book and 
the- caligraphy is good. 

The influence of Chinese literature on occi
dental fauna! publications has been practically 
nil and yet elaborate books-both as printed 
volumes and codices-were produced in China 
for many centuries and greatly affected the art 
and science of the great Empire as well as 
Korea and Japan. The librarian of the Gest 
Library of Chinese Literature in McGill-the 
largest of its kind in America-has kindly con
tributed a review of the zoological works in his 
collection, a contribution that has been intro
duced into the chapter in this Introduction on 
Oriental Zoological literature. 

Of the (about) 180 incunabula in the McGill 
libraries (about) 30 are more or less zoological. 
The compiler has annotated the majority of 
the latter for the appended Catalogue and re
ferred to a few of them in the present Intro
duction and Index. 

The first printed book on animals (as well as 
the first treatise on medicine) is the 1467 
edition of IJabanus M aurus. This Abbot of '1 

Fulda wrote (ea. A.D. 820), his famous De 
Sermonum Proprietate, of which Book VII con
tains descriptions of fishes, serpents, and other 
animals. Of this extremely rare incunable only 
three are in America, one of them in the Osier 
Library. 

1 



CHAPTER II 

MEDIEVAL JVRI1'ER8 ON ZOOLOGY A.1.VD THEIR IMMEDIATE 
SUCCESSORS. 

Emperor Frederick 11-HiJdegarde of Bingen-Albertus Magnus-Vincent de 
Beauvais-Conrad von Megenberg-Bartholomaeus Anglicus-Anselm of Canter
bury-Herbals-Edward Wotton-Dame Juliana Berners-Johann von Cube
Conrad Gesner-Aldrovandus-Guillaume Rondelet-Pierre Belon-Leonardo da 
Vinci-Fabricius ab Aquapendente-Marcus Aurelius Severinus. 

PARTLY because of the impetus given to 
literary production by the Saracen in

vasion we notice a general European revival of 
interest in the natural history of Aristotle and 
other early writers. _This forerunner of the 
later renaissance did not dispel many of the 
clouds of ignorance and superstition that had 
settled on occidentallands, but the thirteenth 
century may be taken as the period of a note
worthy, if temporary, scientific revival. 

A further account of these important Islamic 
contributions to the literature of Zoology will 
be found in the chapter on Oriental Literature. 

The annals of the chase, and especially 
descriptions of falconry and other forms of 
hunting furnish, incidentally, rather good 
accounts of the animals involved. That in
teresting codex the De arte venancli curn avib'l'S 
of the Emperor Frederick II of Hohenstaufen 
(l Hl4-1250) i · a case in point; and there were 
many other in which original ob ervations of 
local fauna are recorded. Fairly good descrip
tions of the fishes and insects known to natura
lists in the thirteenth century are also given 
by this Imperial author, although the former 
are, in some instances, not readily identified. 

Among his many activities Frederick regu
lated and improved the ancient chool of 
medicine at Salerno and initiated a registra
tion of physicians. 

:Many account·, long and short, have been 
written of the life and acts of this fmnous 
medieval personage, but the Compih'\r is aware 
of no review of his career superior to the brief 
outline contained 'in Eric Nordeuskiold's urn-

mary: 'Italian in his upbringing, half oriental 
in his ha hit and mode of thinking, he gathered 
round him learned men from the East and 
'V e. t. He had Aristotle'~ writings translated 
fron1 the Greek into Latin. Frederick's treatise 
011 falconry is far n1ore than a mere disserta
tion on hunting ; in a lengthy introdu<'tion he 
gives an account of the anaton1y of birds. in 
which he not only di plays a knowledge of 
Aristotle's anatomical writings, but is also able 
to point out inaccuracies in his statements ; 
further, he describes avian habits and the 
movements of migratory birds &c. Unfortu
nately Frederick lived during the period of 
eccle iastical reaction in the thirteenth century, 
and after his death hi. priestly opponents 
eradicated most of the cultural progres, he had 
achieved; the dissection of human bodies was 
again prohibited and physicians had hence
forth, a.s before, to rely on the classical authori
ties. The tran lation of Aristotle which he 
caused the learned l\1ichacl Scotus to carry out 
was perhaps the mo t enduring evidence of his 
cultural ain1 -,: it was on thiR work, in fact that 
t.he scienti ts of the later :Middle AgeR in 
general ba ed their learned studie . ' 

The accompanying Catalogue Ji. t 14everal 
editions of the well-kno\vn treatise on falconry 
referred to aboYe, and the Compiler had an 
opportunity to study the fa1nous 1nanu, cript 
in the Vatican library. 

The faint flickers of originality that, apart 
from the Arabiaulux e:r oriente, lit up the gloom 
of the Dark Age wen' furni hed in part by a 
nun, the celebrated Hildegarde of Bingen 
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( 1098-1180). Rhe wrote the Physica (see Cha . 
Singer's Studies in the History and Method of 
Science), which contains popular but more or 
less personal notes on animals and plants, and 
the use man can make of them. 

A naturalist whose name iR familiar to 
Htudents of medieval literature is Albertus 
Magnus (1193-1280)2-his real nameAAlbert von 
Ballstarlt. He joined the newly formed order 
of Dominicans, became a professor in Paris and, 
finally, bishop of Rregenshw·g. Rretiring to the 
quiet of a monastic cell he devoted his life to 
science as it was then conceived, and particu 
larly to 'harmonizing' the writings of Aristotle 
with the teachings of the Church. 

A more important service we owe to Albertus 
Magnus ; edidit jlarnmarn, he kept a 1ve and 
encouraged an interest in nature hersplf at a 
time when the minds 0£ men were powerfully 
and exclm.rively ilirected to a supernatural 
world in or beyond th<:> skies. 

Although the revival of intere~t in such 
humanistic studies as those supplied by Aris
totle was noticeable towards the end of the 
Middle Ages, it must not be forgotten that 
most of the teaching bodies were ecclesiastic 
in character and opposed to original research or 
an expression of any opinion not fathered by an 
all-powerful church. Any departure from this 
rule was promptly met by fire, sword, or cord. 
This mixed state of mind is discussed by J. G. 
Schneider in his Aristotelis, historia anirnaliurn. 

Victor Carus gives an interesting account of 
the three Dominican friars that in the thir
teenth century attempted to furnish the _world 
with all that was really known about the 
zoology of their time. These were Vincent de 
Beauvais, Albertu"' Magnus (1193-1280) and 
Thomas de Cantimpre. rrhe last named is also 
known as Brabantins. from his native province. 
His life dates ar 1186-1263 and he wrote a 
De nat'uri rerum, a Bonurn uni?'eTsale de 
apibus, and several other natural philosophical 
books, giving t.lwm a moral (i.e. ecclesia,stic) 
turn when pr;ssible. His treatises must be 
regarded ns among the few 1neclieval book~ on 
zoology that nuuk progress in that science. 

He catalogued and des · · (often ac-
curately) J 10 mam1na 4 birds, 85 fishes, 
including, of cotuse, the usual number of 
fabled animals and duplications of species 
under different names. In addition to Aristotle 
this author quotes Galen and a number of 
other medica-naturalists as his sources of 
information. 

The notations following the titles in the 
McGilllibraries attributed to Albertus Magnus 
furnish a sufficient account of this priest's 
literary labors, but it may be said here that 
he was by far the greatest of the triumvirate 
just mentioned and perhaps less hampered, 
although a devout son of the Church, by 
ecclesiastic shackles than his two contem
poraries. 

Vincent de Beauvais (Vincentius bello
vancensis; d. 1264), whose Speculurn Quadru
plex in seven folio volumes was first printed 
in 14 73, exhibits a fine example of a voluminous 
compilation, an immense encyclopedia after 
the Arabian style. He furnishes, with his 
authorities meticulously quoted, a complete 
review of all the natural, doctrinal, moral, and 
historical data of the times. The seventeenth 
book describes, in alphabetical order, the 
birds ; the eighteenth the fishes ; the nine
teenth domestic mammals, the twentieth 
wild animals, and the twenty-first other 
animals, including serpents, 'reptiles', and 
worms. The Speculurn rnajus has been several 
times reprinted, the last edition in 1624. 

0 

The foregoing represents only a small portion 
of the literary activities of medieval naturalists. 
We may add to the list of authors Gerard de 
Broglio, Bartholomaeus de Bragantiis and 
Engelbert d' Admont, all of whom in the 
thirteenth century wrote codices on the 
natural history of animals, each of them 
advances and improvements on the bestiaries 
of that period. 

Mention has been made of that important 
wTiter Barrtholornaeus anglic1.ts. Of course one 
refers to the earlier writer of that name and 
not to the de Granville (or Glanvilla) of a 
later century. Of the more important Bartho-
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lomew we know little except that ~v wa:-.: an 
English Franciscan monk, whose JJe Pr;·o
prietatib1.tS Rerum ( q. v.) iR among the moRt 
famou of medieval writings. His H i.storia 
(Liber) anir;nalium is, like the encyclopedia of 
Vincent of Beauvais, an immense compilation 
of previous writers, most of them familiar to 
us, to which some original observationR are 
added. The work passed through many edi
tions, the latest one known to the Compiler 
having been published in 1619. 

The passing of the early part of the medieval 
period saw several new and important publica
tions on zoology, among them the celebrated 
work of Conrad von Megenberg (1309-78), the 
(rare) illustrated Buch der 1Vatur. Compara
tively unknown is Jacob van Maerlandt who, 
about the same time, wrote a similar work 
entitled N aturen Bloeme. The former work 
(the first natural history printed in German) 
was reissued and thoroughly .analysed by 
Franz Pfeiffer, Stuttgart, 1861, and the 
student is referred to that review. V on Megen
berg reflects the first glimmering of the 
humanistic, renaissance torch. 

Although a Dominican friar and presu1nably 
much influenced by ecclesiastic conventions 
and traditions, his book exhibits many decided 
advances on previous treatises. Several re
prints and editions of this fundamental volume 
have appeared during the past four hundred 
years. 

Let us now glance at the zoological literature 
of a comparatively modern epoch, that post
medieval era when University teaching had 
expanded and had been liberalized, when 
speech became freer and, above all, when the 
invention of printing brought works on natural 
philosophy, both ancient and recent, within 
reach of the many. 

This revival of zoological research in Europe 
was, of course, a part of the New Birth of 
science. All the currents of independent 
thought, as opposed to superstition and mere 
authority, ran towards a scientific River of 
Doubt and Exploration. 

Of those that lived and worked on the 

borderland of the Okl. an0 the New was Edward 
vVotton (1492-1550), son of a college porter in 
Oxford L niversity, who roRe to distinction aR 

a practising physician. He worked for over 
twenty years on his De differentiis animalium 
and proved himself a faithful follower of 
Aristotle, whose anin1al classification-vivi
parous quadrupeds, oviparous quadrupeds, san
guineous animals, non -sanguineous animals, 
&c.-he accepted. He did, however, reject 
many of the fabulous creatures whose pictures 
and descriptions had been handed down from 
antiquity, although he-die Gute liegt so nah
rarely gives a description of many new forms 
that, quite at hand, British explorers were 
constantly bringing to England. One must, of 
course, not forget that Wotton was, as a 
physician, mostly interested in the medicinal 
uses of the animals he described. 

Cuvier thinks that the commentary by 
Petrus Gyllius (Leyden, 1583) on Aelian should 
be bracketed with Wotton' work. The former 
is entitled Ex Aeliani historia latinifacti_. .. de f.g, } I~J:./ 
vir!\ et natura animali1.tm. This claim does not 1 0

// 
appear justifiable a.lthough Wotton does quote · .. .,. 
Gyllius a number of times, and was probably 
influenced by his writing . 

Animal dialogues were, following the inven
tion of printing, published .in plenty after the 
style of the medieval Physiologus-the most 
noticeable one being the Lucidarius (or Eluci
darius) attributed to Anselm of Canterbury. 
The first edition appeared in 14 79, since which 
date many printings of it have been made in 
almost every European language. It wa , in 
fact, a best seller' of its day. 

Dame Juliana Berners, at one time Prioress 
of the Nunnery of Sopwell, Herts., flourished 
about 1460 and wrote treatises on Hawking, 
Hunting, Coat-Armour, Fishing, and Bla ·ing 
of Arms. These tractate form the famou 
Book of St. Albans, the first edition of which 
wa printed and published by Wynkyn de 
Worde in 1496. It is profusely illustrated by 
excellent woodcuts and has been several times 
reprinted. In the cour c of thi work the 
natural history of hunted animals-birds, 
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fishes, and mammals--receive attention, 
thus making it a proper title for a zoological 
library. 

Probably the best account of the life and 
writings of Dame Berners is given by J oseph 
Haslewood as a preface to the facsimile edition 
of London, 1810, a historical re-search of great 
zoological value and one ·well worth reading. 
This work is now a1nong the rarities but an 
example will be found in the Blacker Library, 
together with a unique MR. copy of the same 
edition. 

The early post-medieval period was also, it 
must be remembered, an era of numerous 
herbals and faunal pharrnacopeias in which 
not only plants but animal parts were described 
for their value as remedies in disease. A few 
of these are of zoological importance because of 
the description of the animals themselves. 
Apart from that consideration Krauterbucher 
and other herbals do not really belong to this 
Introduction. 

The titles Gart ( Garten) der Gesun,dheit, 
H ortus ( Ortus) Sanitatis, and Garden of Health 
have an oriental suggestion. Under the first 
heading it appears as the earliest printed 
German Herbalhavingnatm·alhistoryinterests. 
It has also an important standing as one of 
the first prints illustrated by woodcuts. This 
celebrated natural history treatise was prob- · 
ably a compilation by J ohann von Cube, a 
Frankfurt physician. It was derived from 
various ancient and medieval sources, notably 
from the Speculum Naturale of Vincentius de 
Beauvais, the Etymologiae of Isodorus Hispa
lensis, and from Megenberg's Buch der Natur. 
·The first edition of the Hort'us was published 
in Mainz by Peter Schoffer in 1485 (Rain 8948), 
since which date many variants, large and 
small, have appeared in several languages, 
including English. Probably the most elabo
rate edition is the H ortus Sanitatis ~I ajor, 
folio, Mainz, 1491, Jacob Meydenbach (Rain 
8944), 453leaves,]Ylographic title-page.,. seven 
full-page and over a thousand smaller wood
cuts of plants, animals, and n1inerals. As Payne 
has said

1 
it was · the model for all -subsequent 

editions. Folio editions with full-page cuts are 
called 'major' ; smaller formats 'Ininor ', or 
are not distinguished by any adjective. Occa
sionally some of the cuts are coloured, but 
these are not. as a rule, accurate and do not 
assist in elucidating the text. 

One of the Blacker copies (the second edi
tion) of the Hortus Sanitatis Major, Strassburg, 
Johann Pryss (ea. 1497), folio, 360 leaves, has 
three full-page woodcuts, 530 smaller cuts of 
plants, 164 _of quadrupeds, 122 of birds, 106 
of other animals, and 144 of minerals, a_nd the 
text includes most of the zoological facts of 
Megenberg's B~teh der Natur. The large initials 
are rubricated, the woodcuts are old-colored, 
and there are a few contemporary marginal 
notes. Choulant calls the Hortus the most 
important illustrated natural history of 'the 
Middle Ages. Five editions are shelved in the 
McGilllibraries, two of them incunabula. 

The outstanding product of the New Birth 
in zoology was Conrad Gesner ( Gessner) of 
Zurich, early a student of medicine, philosophy, 
&c. at Paris, Montpellier, and Basel. This 
versatile genius was at one time professor of 
Greek at Lausanne and eventually was ap
pointed 1nunicipal physician of his native 
town, where he died of the plague in 1565. 
His comparatively short life was a continual 
struggle with hardships; to gain a living he 
had to do much hack-work in many depart
ments of literature. Perhaps his superabun
dant energy was stimulated by these obstacles; 
at any rate he found time to accomplish what 
might well have absorbed the vitality of 
several men of genius. Alnong his many 
writings is the famous H istoria animalium, 
1551, four large folios of nearly 3,500 pages, in 
which he classified species on the Aristotelian 
plan, although the influence and example of 
Pliny are also noticeable throughout. The 
first part treats of quadrupeds, the second of 
birds, the third section of fishes, and the fourth, 
a posthumt>us work, of reptiles and insects. 
Its alphabetic arrangement and the careful 
preparation of the text appeal to the student. 
Numerous original obaervations are recorded, 
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and he rejects (on stated grounds) many of the 
fabulous animals accepted by his predecessors. 

Probably the highest compliment paid to 
this voluminous compiler is the attempt of the 
Germans to adopt him, with the title of the 
'Pliny of Germany'. As a matter of fact 
Gesner was born, lived, wrote, and died in 
Switzerland, and was proud to be called a 
Swiss. Osier refers to him as follows: 'Conrad 
Gesner, who kept open house, ... for all 
learned men who came into his neighbourhood 
... was not only the best naturalist among the 
scholars of his day but of all men of that cen
tury he was the pattern man of letters. He 
was faultless in private life, assiduous in study, 
di1igent in maintaining correspondence and 
good will with learned men in all countries, 
hospitable-though his means were small-to 
every scholar that came into Zurich .... While 
finding time for services to other men he could 
produce as much out of his own study as 
though he had no part in the life beyond its 
wall, ... He is the father of Bibliography.' 

An important innovation in this remarkable 
work was the employment of illustrations by 
the best artists of the day; indeed, he draws 
attention to the fact that the picture of the 
rhinoceros was made by Albrecht Diirm·. It is 
hardly necessary to say that the H istoria 
animalium long continued to be a storehouse 
from which succeeding writers 'borrowed' 
many a helpful page. 

In this connection it must be remembered 
that medieval artists, including monastic 
illustrators, often drew faithful pictures of 
faunal life. 

In the Albertina Museum (Vienna) are 
preserved aq uarelles and other dra "rings by 
Albrecht Diirer of animals similar to that just 
mentioned as contributed to Gesner's Historia. 
Facsimiles of Diirer's drawings can be seen in 
the Blacker Library. 

So far as concerns quantity in the literature 
of sixteenth -century natural history at least 
one follower of Gesner surpassed that great 
writer. He is Ulisse Aldrovandi who, born in 
1552 of a Bolognese family, studied philosophy 

and medicine at Rome and Padua. He was 
later made professor at Bologna where he 
resided for forty years, dying at the advanced 
age of eighty, when he willed his large collection 
of natural objects, including many unpublished 
manuscripts, to his native city. 

Probably his treatises are an improvement 
on those of his prototype Gesner, although 
Buffon (who super ·eded him) declares that 
only about ten per cent. of Aldrovandi's work 
is worth preserving. However, N ordenskiold 
holds that his illustrations, typography, and 
classification are improvements on Gesner's. 

Guillaume Rondelet was born in 1507 at 
Montpellier, where he later taught anatomy 
in the University. He is best known by his 
work on sea fishes- De Piscibus marinis
which included whales, seals, cephalopods, 
crustaceae, and vermes. He was especially 
noted for his dissections of these animals, 
which led him to contradict many of the 
assumptions of Aristotle. 

Pierre Belon, born in 1517 at Le Mans, was 
a medical naturalist who traveled widely, 
made large collections of animals--especially of 
fishes-and wrote at least two monographs on 
1narine life. They are entitled La Nature et les 
diver sites des poissons and L' H istoire naturelle 
des etranges poissons marins, both of which 
include even a wider range of species than 
those described by Rondelet. However, Belon 
regarded almost every mammalian swimmer 
as a 'fish', among them the otter, the hippo
potamus, and the beaver. During his Eastern 
travels he discovered several oriental types 
unknown to his contemporaries. It must be 
noted that his piscine classification approaches 
the modern and includes a division of true 
fishes into bony and cartilaginous. 

Belon did even better as an ornithologist. 
His Histoire des oyseaux (1555) arranges the 
various groups according to their structure 
and habits; there is in his writings much evi
dence of a study of the morphology and his
tology of species, while comparative anatomy 
is illust1·ated in the pictured comparison of 
the skeleton of a man with that of a bird in his 

V 
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first book on avian life. In this last regard he 
was far ahead of his times. 

Although Belon may be regarded as the 
first serious comparative anatomist, Leonardo 
da Vinci (1452-1519) helped along what is 
actually a modern study by his attention to 
anatomical details in art, just as Andreas 
Vesalius (1514-64) created a new era in medi
cine and surgery by his careful attention to 
human dissection. 

It is, however, to Fabricius ab Aqua pendente 
(Girolomo Fabrizio) that we must look for the 
first wide application of Belon's attempt to 
place comparative anatomy and, perhaps, 
comparative embryology, where they rightly 
belong. His work on the development of the 

fertilized ovum is but a part of these investiga
tions, most of which are fully illustrated. 

In many respects Marcus Aurelius Severinus 
(1580-1656) is a more important comparative 
anatomist than his predecessors. His Zootomia 
democritaea is not merely a defense of compara
tive anatomy in the modern spirit but is a 
systematic treatise on that subject, with notes 
on his own zootomic experiences with birds, 
mammals, fishes, and many invertebrates. He 
gives a full account of the dissecting instru
ments, lenses, &c. used in this histologic art. 
The Cmn piler has his Ornitholographia, a 
chapter of the Zootomia, separately bound, 
actually a comparative study of the feet of 
birds. 

------- --~--~------~--



CHAPTER Ill 

THE RENAISSANCE AND ITS EFFECT ON THE RECORDS OF ZOOLOGI

CAL SCIENCE-PUBLICATIONS OF NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETIES 
AND MUSEUMS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD- SOME SIXTEEJ\TTH 

AND SEVENTEENTH CENTURY WRITERS 01{ VERTEBRATE 

ZOOLOGY. 

Academia Naturae Curiosorum-Accademia dei Lincei-Royal Society of London-Acade

mie des Sciences de Paris and its congeners throughout France-Berlin. Gesellschaft 

Naturforschender Freunde-The Preussische SocieHit (Akademie) der Wissenschaften 

and similar societies throughout Germany-Academie Royale des Sciences, Brussels 

-Academie d. Wissenschaften, Vienna-Academie des Sciences, St. Petersburg

Swedish Societe des Sciences et des Lettres and other'Scandanavian Natural History 

Societies-The (London) Royal Asiatic Society and its associates in the Far East

Local British Societies of Natural History-The Smithsonvan Institution and other 

American Natural History Societies and their numerous publications-K. Dansk 

Videnskabernes Selskab-Philadelphia Academy of Sciences-Associations for the 

Advancement of Science in England, America, France, and Germany-International 

Congresses on Zoology-Societa Zoologica ltaliana-Early and some Recent British 

Local Faunists and their Writings-Ferrante lmperato-Clusius-John Hunter

Ray-Willughby-Hans Sloane-W. Charleton-Johannes J onstonus-Topsell-S. 

Collins-G. Germano-H. vonHoevel-H. H. Frey-W. Frantze-S. Bochart-D. Sennert 

-Scaliger-Nieremberg-Jose d 'A costa- Hernandez-G. Piso-Molina-Gesner

Schwenckfeld-Borelli-C. Merrett-Sibbald-Agricola-Tulp-0. Worm-John Caius 
-P. Gillius-J. Bontius. 

T HE scientific awakening of Western 
Europe in the sixteenth century and the 

alliance of medicine with biological research 
in University study were followed by the 
founding of important academies, societies, 
and museums for the special investigation of 
natural history. Among the first named were 
the Academia Secretorum Naturae, Naples 
(1560) (later suppressed by the Church), the 
London Royal Society (1662), and the Paris 
Academie des Sciences (ea. 1670). These and 
numerous other early institutions, to be later 
mentioned, published and some of them con
tinue to publish to the present day important 
serials and periodicals devoted to zoology, 
most of them on call in the Blacker and other 
McGilllibraries. 

V 

The spirit of these institutions is well illus
trated by the motto of the (London) Royal 
Society, 'Nullius in verba' . 

In other words the rules of the society 
insured the collection of carefully noted phe
nomena only and the critical investigation of 
all new or remarkable observations. As 
Lankester says, 'Under the influence of the 
touchstone of strict inquiry thus set on foot by 
the Royal Society, the marvels of witchcraft, 
sympathetic powders, and other relics of 
medieval superstition disappeared like mist 
before the sun'. 

The Royal Society Lega,n to i~sue important 
and continuous publications since its founda
tion in 1662; its fellowship constitutes by far 
the most notable roster of British naturalists, 
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and it~ Ph??o-,~opldral Transndiorz-~ (1664 to 

date) and ot.hf'J' Reria.l. a.re eRRentia.l to the 

w.;efulnf'R, of R.n:v hiologieal lihntr?. 

The output of zoological literature wa: from 

quite early time stimulated by the formation 

of these learned societies first throughout the 

western world and later in America and Asia, 

many of them devoted to the study of natural 

history. Only a partial list of the e ca.n be 

mentioned here , but practically all of them 

had sections on natural history or had leanings 

thereto, and they are represented, with the 

titles of their literary products, in this Cata~ 

logue, as transactions, comptes rendus, annali, 

Abhandlungen, &c., many of which are difficult 

to secure to-day. 
Germany wa among the first to found 

scientific societies and academies. J. L. Bausch, 

a doctor of medicine at Schweinfurth in 1652, 

initiated 'the famous Academia Naturae Cu1·io

sorum which, under various changes of name, 

status, and publications was destined to exert 

a powerful influence on European zoology and 

to survive until the present day. It is now best 

known as the Academia Caesarea Leopoldino

Carolina Germanica, whose R ova Acta and other 

periodicals are shelved in the McGill libraries. 

As mentioned, among early institutions of 

natural science in France is the famous 

Academie des Sciences de Paris, founded about 

the middle of the seventeenth century. After 

a reorganization and division of the Academie 

into sections there began a yearly publication 

of Memoires which, interrupted only by the 

stormy days of 1790, have appeared regularly 

ever since. The list of academician is prac

tically that of the most renowned men (and 

women) of learning in the French dmninions. 

Quite as important for the present In' ro

duction was the founding in 1626 of ·whnt was 

.A. then the 'Jardin Royal des Herbe m\dici-:; 
nales ',later the' Jardin des Plantes ',and now 

' the 'Musee d'Histoire Naturelle ·. The Annale.· 

and M emoires of this fa.n10U,' institution were 

first issued in 1802. 
The titles of the Paris Academie des Science8 

were copied. in many French cities-e.g. in 

Dijon, Marseilles, Amiens, Caen, Bordeaux; 

Lyon, Toulouse, Montpellier, and Rouen. The 

ma,jority of thesP important publioations, 

largely collected for the Blacker Library, are 

to be found in the accompanying Catalogue. 

Several short-lived academies about this: 

time also appeR.red in Italy- the A ccademia dei 

Lincei , the Accademia del Cimento (1651-67), 

et al. 
The foundation of the Academie Royale des 

Sc1:ences, &c., at Brussels occurred in 1772, 

since which date many valuable Mernoires, 

&c., have been regularly issued, most of them 

li ted in the Catalogue. 
Owing to political and other complications 

the German K onigliche Preussiche Societat 

(Akademie) der W issenschaften was not founded 

until1700. It underwent various titular· changes 

and issued a variety of important periodicals 

(some of them published in the Frenoh lan

guage, fashionable during the reign of Frederick 

the Great and afterwards) that have regularly 

appeared, albeit under occasional changes of 

title, until our own time. 
Of the many other noteworthy German 

societies devoted n1ore or less to natural his

tory a.nd contributing much of value to zoo

logical literature the Compiler can refer here 

only to a few. Among them are the K. 

A!':_ademie der W issenschaften, Wien, founded 

in 1846 ; the K. Gesellschaft der W issenschaften 

at Gottingen, founded in 1751; the K. Aka

demie Gemeinnutziger lf issenschaften, founded 

in 17 54 and displaying several changes of title ; 

in Munich several virile societies, the earliest 

the Konig. Bayerische Academie der Wissen

schaften, founded in 1758 and publishing 

(among many other periodicals) their Abhand

lungen in 1763 with various continuations to 

the present year. In Dantzig, there was 

founded in 17 43 the N at'll.rforschende Gesell

schaft, prototype of numerous societies with 

similar names founded throughout German

speaking Europe, that have published many 

Annalen, Versuche, Verhandlungen, Schriften, 

&c., rno t of w4ich are still issued, and are 

listed in the present Catalogue. 

V 
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Of the societies for the study of special 

departmentR of biology gradually developed in 
all civilized countries, one may mention here 
the important PalaPontograpll iC'al Socipty 
(founded in 1847) whose monographs, mostly 
in the form of annual volumes, have been is~med 
since 1848. Those referring to vertebrate zoo
logy will be found in the McGill libraries and 
a corn plete list to 1908 can be consulted on 
pp. 1501-2 of the Br. Mus. Cat. (Nat. Hist.). 

Among the many- too numerous to rPceive 
mention here but mostly listed in the appended 
Catalogue-popular publications of German 
natural history societies is the active and 
productive Berliner Gesellschaft N aturfor
schender Freunde , the foster-parent of rnany 
similar societies in middle Europe . Founded 
in 1773 it has continued to function since that 
date . and to publish continuously several 
periodicals of which, perhaps, the Schriften 
and its continuations ( 1780 to elate) are the 
best known. 

It was, in like fashion, the Kgl.-Preussiche 
Akademie (founded in 1700) that published 
the Descriptiones Animali'ttm of J. R. Forster's 
voyage to the South Seas in 1772-4, and the 
zoologic reports of R. Kossmann's journey to 
the Red Sea, 1877-80. 

A very important, vigorous, and literature
producing Academie des Sciences was planned 
in St. Petersburg by Peter the Great and 
founded in 1725 by his widow, the remarkable 
Catherine I. Immense collections of books, 
manuscripts, and natural objects were pur
chased throughout Europe by these rulers, 
while the activities of scientific investigations 
and investigators were encouraged during the 
past 150 years so that an extensive Russian 
zoological literature, often published in several 
European languages (in addition to the Russian 
text), is familiar to all advanced students of 
systematic biology. 

In 1720 Linuaeus helped to create in Uppsala 
and to write for the Swedish Societe des Sciences 
et des Lett'res. Thi. was followed by the fonnda
tion of the Kongliga Svenska Veten.skaps
Akademien in 1739. The Ar;·kiv, Handlingar, 

&c. of these important institutio~s continue 
to he issued to the present time. See the ap-
pended Catalogue. . 

Through the munificence of an Englishman 
there was founded in 1846 at Washington 
what was destined to become a center of great 
scientific importance-the Smithsonian Insti
tution. Its Annual Reports (begun in 1846), 
its famous Contributions to Knowledge (1848), 
its Miscellaneous Collections (1862), and many 
more publications of its branch organizations 
(especially the U.S. National Museum) have 
added a large number of original and extremely 
valuable monographs on vertebrate zoology to 
the literature of biology. 

In Denmark the University of Copenhagen 
with its scientific clientele has played an 
important :part in the publication of zoological 
literature from 1 n71 onwards, aided by the 
Skrifter and other journals of such associa
tions as the K. Dansk Videnskabernes Selskab, 
founded in 1742. Many of the Danish serials 
and other periodicals are listed in this Cata
logue . 

Of much importance are the publications of 
the (London) Royal Asiatic Society and of its 
associates-the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 
Ceylon, Japan, Malaya, &c. 

The Philadelphia Academy of Sciences and 
other flourishing natural history societies were 
more recently founded in America. The 
Journal of thr~ Philadelphia Academy was 
first published in 1817. 

At the risk of duplication one may at this 
time refer to a few rather important (some 
quite early) British publications in zoology 
partly dependent upon the impetus resulting 
from thee tabli. hment of local natural history 
ocieties. Smne of these monographs will also 

receive attention elsewhere in this Introduc
tion. The Cmn piler has in mind uch treatises 
as I relanr!:_ naf1.uall history by Gerard Boate, 
1652 ; J oshna Chilclrey · Britannia Baconica, 
1 661'; C . . 1\'Ic>rrett't:' Pinax rerum naturalium 
81·itann?·caJ'1.un, IH6G (several edition ) ; Robert 
Plot's Sa.tural History of Oxfordshire, &c., 
1677 (2nd ed., J 705); the same author's 
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· Natural History of Staffordshire, &c., 1686; 

Chas. Leigh's Natural History of Lancashire, 
&c., 1700, and Robt . Sib bald's Scotiq, illustrata, 
1684. These were, of course, the forerunners of 
those numerous and important local histories 
of which the Victoria History of the Counties of 
England is such a conspicuous example. Quite 
as plentiful is the supply of similar periodicals 
published by local British-Colonial and Ameri
can institutions. 

It was in the eighteenth century ( 1737) that 
F. de Piantade published his Memm'res pour 
l 'histoire naturelle de Languedoc in much the 
same vein as the British monographs. In 
Switzerland J. J. W agner had written and 
published (Zurich) as early as 1680 the Historia 
·naturalis H elvetiae curiosa, that subsequently 
appeared in several editions. A Polish treatise 
by Gabriel Rzaczynski appeared in 1721, a 

· H istoria ]).r aturalis c·uriosa Regni Poloniae. 
As will be seen by later references in this 

Introduction, the very useful, popular Associa
tions for the Advancement of Science and 
similar societies in England, the United States, 
Germany, and France were not founded until 
well into the nineteenth century. Various 
International Congresses devoted to the study 
and discussion of zoology in all its branches 
have also done much to advance that science. 
The literary output of these conventions is 
listed in the present Catalogue. 

Elsewhere the publications of modern Italian 
natural history societies are mentioned and 
catalogued. Here one may refer to the active 
Societa Zoologica Italiana (founded in 1892), 

whose B·u llettino has been published in Rome 
since 1882. 

Periodical literature has been given a special 
chapter in this Introduction; hence little more 
will be said of it in this place except to draw 
attent,ion to the fa.ct that societies devoted to 
nattu·al sciences often sta,nd in loco parenlit';j to 
those most important titles in all faunal litera
ture, vi'!:. the transactions, magazines, jour
nals, archi\ es, annals, &c. that constitute the 

body of pe-riodica zoologica. As is well recog
Hized, most wurks in science, whether syste-
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matic or popular, are largely compendj.a or 
extensions of articles or papers previously 
published in periodicals. For this reason the 
Blacker and other scientific libraries of McGill 
have striven to make their collections of 
journals as complete as possible, and to the 
captions of the Catalogue the reader is referred 
for more extended information regarding these 
original sources. 

A number of writers on natural history 
during the period of the renaissance have 
already been mentioned. To these may be 
added more than one Italian, among them 
Ferrante Imperato (1550-1625), whose Del£ ) 

;.... HiNtoria Naturale, Naples, 1599, dealt with 
flora, fauna, and geology in a rather original 
fashion, and whose twenty-eight books on 
the subject went through several subsequent 
editions. 

D 

Another early Italian naturalist, Ippolyto 
Salviani, wrote in 1554 a work on aquatic 
animals; 256 (folio) leaves illustrated by 83 
plates. 

Later there appeared an interesting work by 
Francesco Oarcan·o vel Sforzino, entitled I tre 
libri de gli U ccelli da Rapina . . . con un trattato 
dei Cani, 1622. 

Still later, Joannes de Laet (1593-1649) 

published a disquisition (1648) on G. Marc
gravius' and G. Piso's works, discussing 
the fauna and other natural products of 
Brazil. 

Both the Osier and the Blacker Libraries 
have several titles headed by the name of that 
voluminous French writer Chas. de Lecluse 
(or Clusius) (1526-1609), whose zoological 
writings, translated into several European 
tongues, ought to be familiar to the student. 

Another indirect result of the early founda
tion of scientific institutions was a race of 
investigators whose labors furthered greatly 
the onward progress of zoology. During the 
latter part of the eighteenth century this 
evolution in literature culminated in Linnaeus, 
the father of systematic biology, and in such 
men as John Hunter, the famous surgeen, 
founder of modern comparati~e anaton1y, a 
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study that he helped to build on a fi 1 m founda
tion. 

Of pre-Lim1ean names in sybtcmatic zoology, 
the most prominent is that of John Ray (1628-
1705), or Wray (as he wrote himself until 
1670), regarded by many as the founder of 
English natural history. Besides editing the 
works of his friend and pupil, Francis Wil
lughby, he contributed much of value to the 
literature of zoology; indeed his writings 
greatly lessened the extensive labors of the 
great Linnaeus. He it was who defined the 
term 'species', until his day loo ely applied in 
the classification of animal life. In naming the 
larger groups he made unwonted use of anato
mical characters and it is, perhaps, not incor
rect to speak of him as the father of scientific 
zoology. 

Ray was sent to Cambridge where, among 
other subjects, he studied natural history and 
eventually held University offices. Obliged to 
leave college on account of religious differences 
he joined Willughby, member of a rich and 
noble family, who enabled him to devote him
self entirely to scientific studie . 

The two friends (the older man addressed 
the younger as 'amicus et Maecenas suus') 
went together on a two years' journey through 
Europe, travels that are recorded in Observa
tions topographical, moral and physiological, 
1673, in which Ray printed his famous Cata
logue of Plants not native of England. Returning 
to England laden with collections of variou" 
kinds, they settled down in Willughby's coun
try house to work on the collected material; 
but this scheme was interrupted by the death 
of the patron who, however, made Ray one of 
his executors and appointed him guardian of 
his two sons. 

Ray finally moved to the cottage left hin1 
by his parents where for over twenty years he 
continued his numerous researche , the results 
of which have greatly affected the progress of 
science. Although he made botany his chief 
study, his literary work included all the divi
sions of zoology, folk-lore studie , &c. Ra ' 

~classification of vertebrates is not really ~ 

con1prehensive as that he made of plant:-:; 
indeed 'VHlughby wrote 1nost of the treatiRe 
on zoology. After the pren1ature death of the 
latter his collaborator published, in hi own 
name, a book on fishes and another on birds 
that were probably the combined work of both 
writers. Ray al o v.rrote works on quadruped.·, 
reptiles, and in ·ects , the first two being his 
most important contribution to vertebrate 
biology. All of the aforementioned titles will 
b found in this Catalogue. 

The progress of zoological observation from 
Ray to Linnaeus was marked by the vigorous 
labor of many scientific investigators, among 
them Woodward, the paleontologist; Hans 
Sloane and Rum phi us, collectors; Alex. Monro 
and Shaw (1692-1751), travellers; Reaumur, 
the entomologist, and Peys onel, Linck, and 
Lhuyd, students of fishes. 

Of the bountiful literature of this period the 
Compiler can mention only a few titles. 

A clas ic treatise on zoology was the Ono
masticon Zoicon of 'Valter Charleton, the first 
edition issued in 1668, followed by several 
others before 1680. 

An early British local fauni t was Joshua 
Childrey who wrote in 1661 BritanniaBaconica, 
m· Natural rarities as they are found in every 
Shire. 

La Caccia dell'ArchQ.bugio (Bologna, 1672) 
of Vita Bonfadini is an illustrated 12mo of 96 
page that not only give direction for hunting 
various animal with the arquebus but also 
de cribes quite carefully the hunted birds and 
mammals. 

An important, early contribution to com
parative anatomy was Samuel Collins'~ A 
systeme . .. treating of the Body of .Llf an, Beasts, 
Birds, Fish, &c., 2 vol ·., illu trated, London 
1685. 

The Ichthyographia (London, 1685) of 
Franci \Villughby, folio, with many plates of 
fishes and an elaborate title-page, forms a most 
important atlas of piscine . literature which 
should be in every zoological library. It has. 
also a decidedly human intere~t, the full-page 
plate being dedicated to variou well-known 
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members of the Royal Society, among them 
Christopher \;rren and Samuel Pepys, the 
diarist. 

Joan_L"'les tJonstomJR, or plain John Jonston, 
although horn abroa.d in 1603, was of British 
descent and a student at St. Andrews. After 
many years of research at various continental 
universities he returned t,o England, but a.gain 
set out on hjs travelR, gradw-.ted ::t a physician, 
and finally Rettled in Silesia,. A brief notice is 
given in thiR Catalogue of hi. great zoological 
encyclopedia, alphabetiea1ly an ;:tnged, a rival 
of Gesner's heavy tmnes. ThiR is the Thau
matograph?:a natu,ratis in decern classes distincta, 
1633, in which he describm) the marvels of the 
natural world. Fi.,.,re of the six books are 
devoted to man, the remainder to other 
animals. We may without hesitation bracket 
this immense work with the treatises of Aldro
vandus and Gesner, and note that successive 
editions were translated into Dutch and (the 
Birds) into French. The artistic plates display, 
as a rule, German synonyms; the teA.'"t matter 
shows generally a decided scientific advance 
over previous writings on the various subjects 
-on the fishes in particular. 

Because he occupied a prominent place on 
the roster of seventeenth -century faunal 
encyclopedias one must speak of Edward 
Topsell, and especially of his H istorie of Foure
footed Beasts, 1607, and the Historie of Ser
pents, 1607. Most editions of these cyclopedias 
are listed in our Catalogue. 

Attention should also be given to Giovanni 
· Germano, who, in 1625, wrote a Breve e susta~ 

1 ~J~;;iale trattato ... delli pi!!:Yrincipali animali ... 
llcon il corpo humano, &c., illustrated with 12 

copperplates of osteologic subjects, Inonkey, 
dog, cat, several birds, bat, man, et al. The 
writer was a Proven<;al Minorite friar, author 
of several works on anatomy and surgery. The 
present volume is very rare and is counted 
among the earliest works on comparative 
zoology. A fine copy is in the Blacker Library. 

Contemporary with Germano's treatise there 
appeared two rare works-H. von Hoevel's 
N euwerwunderbarlicher T hiergwrten, &c., Frank-

furt a.M., 1601, and Johann Sperling's Zoologia 
physica, 1661. The latter, edited and published 
after the author's death by G. G. Kirchmaier, 
exhibits original thought and is an effort to 
fur ush a more rational classification of animals 
than had hitherto been attempted. 

In 1595 the pastor H. H. Frey published his 
Biblisch Thierbuch, &c., now a very rare book, 
in which he shows us that God has given us 
animals for other purposes than food, sport, 
and game; for comparnonsllip, as teachers o£ 
morality, and so on. It was a new dogma and 
one feels like commending its perusal to a 
certain claHs of Christian 'sportsmen ' of our 
own day, many of whom would be the better 
of a book on the rights of animals. 

vVe find an extension of the teachings of 
Frey in the treatise of W olfgang Frantze (H i8-
toria animalium sacra, 1612) that has been 
reprinted and translated many times. An 
English edition appeared in London, 1670.· In 
addition to his recognition of the habits and 
domestic life of our animal brothers he pro
poses a rational system for their classification. 
As for 'dracones' he says, with much spirit 
and truth, 'the principal dragon is the devil'. 

A n1ore complete and popular sacred natural 
history is the famous Hierozoicon of Samuel 
Bochart, London, 1663, several subsequent 
editions o£ which were published elsewhere. 

The encyclopedic period produced a number 
of other treatises, only a few of wllich will be 
mentioned here. One of these is often quoted
Daniel Sennert's Epitome naturali8 scientiae, 
1618. This author was a professor of medicine 
in Wittenberg, and attempted a crude classi
fication of animal life. Earlier but not less 
irnportant is the Exotericarum exercitationum 
Liber XV, Paris, 1557, of J. C. Scaliger, who 
notes many original observations of animal 
habits. Of some slight value, also, is the rare 
Historia naturae of Nieremberg, 1635, divided 
into 16 'books', after the ancient style. 

Illustrations of zoological works by copper, 
steel, and wood engraving soon became com
mon enough, and during this period numerous 
examples appeared of designs by a istsfamous 
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in other departments of art-Nicolas de Bruyn, 
C. J. Visscher, Adrian Collaert (or Collard), 
Adrian Bloemart, Saint Lucas, Albert Flamen, 
and Antonio Tempesta, most of whom are 
represented by titles in the McGill Libraries. 

Reference has several times been made to 
early zoological observations found in treatises 
on medical zoology, i.e. on animal products as 
remedial agents in human therapeutics. Quite 
frequently discoveries in faunal and floral life 
made by early voyagers to the New World 
were confined to this category, incidentally 
noting facts of some value in comparative 
zoology and other sections of biology. Among 
these are books published by Oviedo (Sum
mario ... dell' India occidentali, 1535}; Jose 
d 'Acosta (Historia natural ... de las lntl?.a.c; , 
frequently translated, 1st ed. , 1.)90, Sevi1le); 
Francesco Hernandez, physician to Philip of 
Spain, author of very important and well
known Americana (treatises on Central AJneri
can flora and fauna), 1628- 51 ; N. A. Recchi, 
an<>ther physician whose contribut.ions to 
zoological history are enrolled in this ( 1ata
logue ; the list ending with the works of still 
another physician, Guil. Piso, whose H-istoria 
naturalis Brasiliae and other works l)ll the 
same subject (1648-58) are familiar to students 
of natural history. 

Later, the Abbe Molina wrote his clasHic 
Storia naturale del Chile, the first edition of 
which was published at Bologna in 1782. 

As previ<>usly mentioned, the san1e year 
(1555) that saw the appearance of Gesner's 
H istoria animalium, including a discourse on 
birds, witnessed the publication of an illus
trated Histoire de la nature des oyseaux, by 
Pierre Belon (1517-64). This writer's descrip
tions of birds were distinguished chiefly by an 
unusual attention to their internal structure 
as well by a description of their external 
appearances. He also compared avian with 
human structures and thus became one of the 
first of the comparative anatomists. Belon's 
works did not slavishly follow tradition; hence 
he avoided much of the medieval absurdity 
expressed ·in many earlier and -some later 

publications. He adopted also a definite 
taxonomy, parts of which survive to the 
present day. 

Newton (Dictionary of Birds, p. 6) . peaks 
very favorably of the next impmtant name 
on our list, that of Volcher Coiter, who pub
lished at Niirnberg in 1573 and 1575 two 
tractates embellished with well-executed cuts, 
in which the histology of bird structure is 
quite well described. 

A physician named Caspar Schwenckfeld 
published at Liegnitz in 1603 a volume he 
called Theriotropheum Silesiae in which over 
lOO birds are described f.lo accurately that they 
are readily identified. 

It was in 1680-1 that Giovanni Borelli's 
lJe nwtu animalium appear'd. Thi , first edition 
(in the Blacker Library) i:-; extremely rare, no 
copy being listed in the British Museum Cata
logue (Nat. Hist.). 

It was not until 1666 that Christopher 
Merrett printed tho first edition of his Pinax 
rerrnm naturali1.l,m Bn:tannicarum, a work of 
importan<;e as it touches nmny sides of natural 
history. 

frf 1684 Sir Jtobert Sibbald published his 
&cotia illustrata, in which many of the fauna 
and flora of Scotland are depicted and de
scribed. 

Despite the preponderance of medieval and 
othm· early books on the subject, mammalogy 
pure and simple has not, on the whole, excited 
~much literary interest through the ages as 
ornithology and probably not much more than 
ichthyology. As a consequence the treatises 
and periodicals on the first subject do not bulk 
as large on the shelves of most libraries devoted 
to natural history as do works on bird lore. 

Ruminants naturally attracted the atten
tion of early writers on domestic and general 
zoology. Johannes Aemylianus Ferrarensis in 
1584 wrote a partial treatise on the subject 
while J. Geo. Agricola published two editions 
(1603 and 1617) on the deer and its use in 
medicine; and there are many others. 

The horse and his allies have a still greater 
monographic . bibliography to .their .credit; 
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many are the tractates dealing with equine 
anatomy and therapeutics. Several early 
Persian MSS. and printed book in the Blacker 
Library deal with this . ubject. In 1598 Carlo 
Ruini wrote a Book on the Horse that ran into 
several editions. The wild zebra was de cribed 
about the ame time by the voyagers Pigafetta 
and Thevenot. 

Monographs on special zoological subjects 
began to appear at a relatively early date. 
We cannot do more than 1nention a few of the 
more important. Nicholas Tulp, Dutch physi
cian, first described (Observationes medicae, 
1641) the chimpanzee and other hitherto 
unknown animals; Wolfgang \1\'aldung (Lago
graphia, &c., 1619) gave us an illuminating 
account of the biology of the hare ; J aco b 
Thomasius furnished the first scientific account 
(De V1:s'u Talparum, 1689) of vision in the mole: 
Olatis \Vorm wrote a, monograph (Historia 
animalis quod in Vorvagia, &c., Hasniae, 1653) 
on the lemming, with anatomical figures ; and 
there were published volumes too numerous to 
mention on uch domestic animal:::; as the dog 
and cat, a most int,eresting and important 
treatise being tht> original and admirable 
English monograph on the dog by John Caius 
( 1510-7 3), various edjtions of which are shelved 
in the Blacker and other libraries of McGill. 

From the earliest times, by Persian, Indian, 
and European authors , the elephant has been 
a favorite monographic ubject. Justu Lipsius, 
Gaspard Horn, and Joachim Praetorius, fol
lowing the good example set by Petrus Gillius, 
described that pachyderm from personal ob-
ervation. 

There were several local histories published 
in America before 1700 that contain a few 
allu::-;ion to the fauna of the continent but 
theRe, in an elementary treatise like the present, 
may be ignored. 

Among the important seventeenth -century 
writers on neotropical zoology, some of 
whom have already been mentioned, is George 
Marcgrav, who wrote much of the natural 
hi tory portion of Johan de Laet's Novus orbis 
... hb1·i XVIII, Lug. Bat., 1633. This impor
tant and well-trained medical mathematician 
contributed largely to our knowledge of the 
early zoology of South America. 

The medical profession is further represented 
lJy :::;everal early adventurers to the New World, 
one especially deserving of mention, J acob 
Buntius (1599-1631), a native of Holland, 
whm;e Historia Naturali~ (1658) waH publislwd 
by J:>iso (q.v.). His explorations extended far . 
afield as he also describes both the Mauritius 
Dodo and the Orang of Borneo. 
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W ORKS on comparative ar;wtorny and 
zootomy are fairly represented in this 

Catalogue. The earlier theses were mostly the 
records of work done by medical men who when 
interdicted from the dissection of human sub
jects turned to the lower animals for informa
tion on anatomy, physiology, and even psycho
logy. Such authors and titles on comparative 
biology as are not catalogued here will usually 
be found in the Bibliotheca Osleriana. 

Zootomy and live animal experimentation 
are, as every one knows, among the most 
valuable life-saving and productive present-day 
laboratory research works man can undertake. 
Preventive and curative medicine, zootomy, 
and zoophilosophy still march hand in hand, 
a procession albeit of meagre proportions as it 
beganitsjourneywith the first dawn of history. 

In practice it commenced with Aristotle, 
Galen, Vesalius, Ambrose Pare, Eustachius, 
Fallopius, Riolanus, and many other names 
famous in medico-zoological literat1u'e. One 
notes that Volcher Coiter (Koiter, Koyter, or 
Coeiter) a Nuremberg doctor (already men
tioned) presented almost the first important 

work on con1parative anatomy, some details 
of which will be found in the annotated list of 
thi~ Catalogue. The name of a contemporary 
of ( •oiter, Fabricius of Aquapendente, may 
properly be bracketed with him as the founder 
of con1parative anatomy . 

. Mention has been made of Marcus Aureliu:-> 
Severinus (1580-1656), professor of anatomy 
and surgeon at Naples. He wrote the first 
systematic treatise on comparative anatomy 
(Zootomia Democritaea, &c., Nuremberg, 1645, 
edited by J. G. Volckamer) entirely devoted to 
that subject. He made an effort to free his 
writings from the myths and doubtful obser
vations of animal life that had accumulated in 
the literature of preceding centuries. 

The discovery of the New World and its 
explorations furnished during the succeeding 
centuries Inany hitherto unknown specilnens 
and Inuch literary matter descriptive of animal 
fonns. It was about thi ti1ne also that certain 
early anatomists contributed aecou11ts of their 
labors to the progress and history of com
parative zoology. The chief of these, in addi
tion to Fabricius and Se m·inus, were Harvey 
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( l57R-l Gi17): Malpighi ( 162H- 1:}4); Tyson ( 1649-
1 702); Rwammerda.m ( 16:n- RO), and Hooke 
(1635- 1702), all of \\hm,e \\ritingH arc J'('pn•

sented in the accompanying Catalogue. 
. Thomas Willis (1621-75), Oxford professor 
of physics, is in ·ome respectR mnre important 
as a zootomic writer than most of his contem
poraries, and his De anima Bndornrn, London, 
1672, must be mentioned here. Despite his 
false notions on the psychology of the (so
called) inferior animals, he is worthy of a place 
near the immortal Harvey. 

The literature of comparative embryology i. 
essentially modern and rests mainly upon 
microscopical observations, and yet, like other 
departments of zoology, it had its early begin
nings. For example, Petrus Rommel wrote 
Defoetibus leporinis extra uterurn repertis, Ulm, 
1680, and made sen ible (comparative) com
ments thereon; and there are many other 
similar allusions in eventeenth- and eighteenth
century literature to this important . cience. 

In the hands of Malpighi, Leeuwenhoek, and 
a host of later investigator the use of the 
microscope introduced systematic investi
gators to an entirely new world of cientific 
research. 

As Victor Uarus points out, the employment 
of alcohol, instead of the old method of drying, 
rubbing with powder , &c. for the preservation 
of zoological specimens, greatly increa ed the 
number, variety, and value of mu eum collec
tions everywhere and mea urably advanced 
smence. 

Comparative anatomy thus encouraged ad
vanced apace and numerous additional mono
graphs on zootomy appeared-a the Compiler 
ha already mentioned. A rather early and 
important treati ·e of thi kind is the Anatomia 
animaliurn (Amsterdam, 1681) of Geraard 
Blaes, preceded in 1673 by the le s important 
.il1. iscellanea anatornica homini~ brutor'U1nque, 
&c., containing not only the Wl·iter' original 
observations but (illustrated) excerpt. from 
other author:-:~. 

Among the brilliRnt ('omparative anatomiHts 
of the early eighteenth century wa: FntHce::-;co 

Redi who ·e seven-volume Opere, largely de
voted to natural history, was published in 
17 J 2-30. 

Another work of much the ame scope is the 
Amphitheatrum zooticum of M. B. Valentini 
(1657-1729), profe or of medicine in Giessen, 
almm~t an encyclopedia on the subject, and 
u eful to-day as a work of reference. The 
figured anatomy of the American opossum 
and of many other interesting vertebrates is 
given; indeed thi extensive work furnishes 
the best compendium of the numerous writings 
on comparative anatomy that appeared during 
the eighteenth century. 

Reference to the literature of comparative 
biology (especially zoology) and its literary 
expositors shows that the labors of early 
(eighteenth century) writer on and investi
ga tors of lower animal anatomy uniformly 
improved upon the activitie. of their pre
decessors. Among these later scientists are 
J. N. Lieberkuhn, Peter Camper, John Hunter, 
and Peter S. Pallas. 

Peter Camper (1722-89) was born at Leyden, 
graduated in medicine, and lectured at several 
Dutch universities. He is be t known as the 
forerunner of modern craniology-Camper's 
facial angle is still in common use-and as a 
comparative anatomist who dissected the 
orang-utan and other higher a pes and dis
coursed upon their comparative anatomy. He 
al o publi hed monographs on avian osteology, 
the structure of the ear in reptiles, fishes, and 
whales, and on the anatomy of the reindeer, 
elephant, and rhinoceros. He it was who, after 
a study of the anatomy of the human foot, 
condemned the footware of his period and 
suggested improvements on it. 

In this connection, an early, noteworthy 
'Arbeit' i J. F. Meckel's elaborate and well
illustrated anatomy of the Duck-billed Platy
pu ·, 1826; in it the famous surgeon described 
the flipper of this faunal paradox. An earlier 
work by Alex. Monro (1785) compared the 
tructures of fishes with those of man and 

other animals. 
Although they exerci ed ome influence on 
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the progress of comparative anatomy the 
specific writing of Felix Vicq d'Azyr (nat. 
17 4-R) a.nrl 0f hiR t.Parhf'r ( 1onrlilla<' ( 171f>- RO) 

can have only a bare mention here. 
·We have had frequent occasion to speak of 

John Hunter but it is welJ to rpfpr once more 
to that famous SUl'gf'Oll and natura.1ist. His 
father was a poor Scotch farmer. After a hard 
struggle to secure an education Hunter settled 
in London and devoted his tjme and enprgy to 
surgical practicf', to anatomical studies, and to 
the establishmPnt of thP magnificent museum 
that is still the pride of the Royal College of 
Surgeons. Osier quotes a.n opinion of this 
remarkable genius from Buckle's History nf 
Civilization 1:n England : ' He was one 'of thosP 
e:xtremely rare chara.cters who only a.ppear at 
very long intervf\.ls, and, who, when thPy do 
appear, n~model the fabric of our knowlengP. 
They revolutionize our modes of thought ; t}wy 
stir up thP intellect to insurrection; they ar(-' 
the rebels and demagogues of science.' 

Hunter's treatises on comparative anatomy 
show much originality of thought and an~ 
probably the most important contribntions 
to the subject made during the eighteenth 
century. Of these works his Obse'rvations on 
certain parts of the Animal Oeconomy, 1786, has 
been several times reprinted and many times 
made the subject of comment and review. 

Of the many other contributions to the 
subject our own Agassiz has written a mono
graph well worth the attention of the stHdent, 
The Structure of Animal Life- six lectures 
delivered in 1866. 

A minor contribution of some vctlue is T. C. 
Eyton's Osteologia Avium, a 4to, with 113 

plates. A more in1portant treatise is B. "·· 
Hawkin~ Comparative Osteology, an cttlas 
prepared under the supervjsion of Prok;:;sm· 
T. H. Huxley in 1864. 

Among the long list of DHHh-.·;1 American 
teachers of paleontology and comparative 
anatomy standH the proD;lincnt figure of J oseph 
Leidy. One of h·s best known contributions 
to the former is his Ancient Fau?w of J.Ye
braska, 1854. 

Of the many modern writers of textbooks on 
compa.rai,ive anatomy none is surpassed by 
R. E. E. \\'jpdershPim, a tran.lation of whose 
be t edition (1886) was made in 1886 and in 
18!=)7 by the American zoologist W. N. Parker. 
The original work and its translations have 
passed through many editions. 

Among tlw followers and Anccessors of 
Cuvier, especially in the realm of comparative 
anatomy, was Carl Asmund Rudolphi (1771-

1 832) who, f\,part from his rf>searches on para
sites and his large work on general physiology 
(never completed), gave some attention to 
vertebrates, their cerebral and digestive 
organs, &c. 

Even better known than Rudolphi was 
J ohann Friedrich Meckel ( 1781-1833) whose 
studies in comparative anatmny are set forth 
in his System der vergleichenden Anatomie. He 
also developed a theory of evolution worthy 
to be mentioned with that of Lan1arck, W allace, 
and Darwin. 

Among the early nineteenth-century ex
ponent ·of comparative biology in France may 
be mentioned Henri Marie Ducrotay de Blain
ville ( 1777-1850). A native of NorJnandy and 
an enthusiastic pupil of Cuvier, he developed 
into a brilliant writer and teacher of the bio
logic sciences. He is best known in this con
nexion by his Ostec.i.!::.~phie (on fossil verte
brates) and his De l'organi4ation des anirnaux. 

Karl Theodor von Siebold (1804-85) and 
Friedrich Hermann Stanniu collaborated to 
write a well-known treati e-it is something 
more than a textbook- a Lehrbuch der ver
gleichenden Anatornie, 1H"W, in which Stannius 
describes the vertehratae and Siebold the 
invertebrateR. In this work especial attention 
is given to n1icroNcopical anatmny, in contrast 
to other pretPntious work:-; of the kind in 
which 1norphology i~' more or less neglected. 

The pioneer comlJ<l ra.t.i \TC biologi. t of Sweden, 
as well as one of her forenwst na,turalists, was 
Ander~ Adolf Rf'tzitls ( l7!Hi-1 H60), born in 
Lnnd. He Rtudied und0r t h(' foremost teacher .. 
of th(' day: indeed hiH work (<tnd reports 
of it) on the lVlyxinoidia<-· forn1ed the basis of 
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Johannes Muller's celebrated trea.tise, while his the Mammalia (1870) w ose edition 
researches in anthropology are written into (1885) was written in collaboration with 
the record of 1nodern craniologic terminology. Hans adow. 

The anatomy of animals peT se has a con- There is not roon1 at this time to do justice 
siderable literature of r cent date, only a part to the comparative and other natural history 
of which can be mentioned here. Most authori- stndies of St. George Mivart (1827-HlOO), on1e 
ties claim that Gm·ard Bla ius (Geraard Rlaes) of whose work have elsewhere heen mention d 
'vas probably th first to publish an xtensive and nearly all of whose tr ati~e. on ve ·tebrate 
work on the subject (Anatomia animalium, zoology are in the McGilllibraries. 
Amstel, 1681) made up of his own observations Of College textbooks the Compiler thinks 
and illustration incorporated with extracts very favorably of Arnold Lang's CompaTative 
from Malpighi, Willis, and other , ancient and Anatomy (the English edition published in 
modern. 1891-6), with a preface by Ernst Haeckel. 

That excellent work by Pander and Alton, The science of embryology in the modern 
the well-illustrated Vergleichende Osteologie, sense is a late development of scientific re
(1821-38) in two volun1es, every good research search. One of the earlier devotees of this 

. library should po se ss. branch of biology was Karl Ernst von Baer 
More recent essays and treatises are acces- (1792-1876), a native of Esthonia. A good 

sible in considerable numbers. Among them is account of this erudite teacher and of his life 
ir Everard Home ~Lectures on Comparative and writings is given by Ludwig Stieda (q.v.). 

Anatomy, 4 vols. (1814-23), and Supplement Baer's De ovi mammalium genesi, 1827, Ueber 
(1828), 2 vols., well illustrated and of great Entwickelungsgeschichte der Thiere, 1827, and 
value to the student. 1837, are well known to advanced students. 

Another excellent and more modern work is In the e treatises Baer con iders at length the 
George Rolleston's Manual of Comparative development of the ovum in vertebrates. 
Anatomy, the second edition of which appeared Baer' succe sor at the Univer ity of Konigs-
in 1888. berg was Martin Heinrich Rathke ( 1793-1 60), 

Among more recent writers on the compara- born in Dantzig. In hi tractate, U eber die 
tive anatomy of vertebrates (and of fauna in ruckschreitende Metamorphose he records the 
general) was John Sterling Kingsley; we note results of his researche in comparative 
his Comparative Anatomy of Vertebrates, 2nd embryology. He also wrote quite a few mono
eel., 1917. graphs on the vertebrate and on marine 

Of Henri Milne-Edwards (1 00-85) the zoology. 
•ompiler has el ewhere written. It may be Another pioneer (and a ociate of von Baer) 

added here that he was a native of Belgium in embryology was Christian Heim·ich Pander 
but of English origin. A pupil of Cuvier, he (1794-1865). He was born at Riga of wealthy 
came when quite a young man to Pari and parents and was able to give his whole attention 
became a profe or there. In a treati e on the tohisfavoritestudy. Histreati"e, Vergleichende 
Cru tace·ae he worked out a system of corn- Osteologie, did not attract as much attention as 
parative anatomy that till stand a a model his purely embryologic works. 
for re earch tudent in zoology and other Francis Maitland Balfour (1851-82) the 
departments of biology. brilliant younger brother of the celebrated 

Among the popular modern Vi'Titer on co1n- Lord Balfour, whose early death, the result 
parative zoology wa the celebrated Sir W. H. of an accident, cut short a most promising 
Flower. Of hi many contribution to this career, wrote a number of 1nonographs-one 
department of natural cience one think· on the development of harks-but he is be t 
chiefly o£ his I n/roduclion to the Osteology of E known to cience as the author o£ A Tt·eatise of ~ 

/V 
) 
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Comparative Embryology, that furnishes the 
development of the embryo throughout the 
whole animal kingdom. 

In 1929 was published an excellent treatise 
of 544 octavo pages, on Comparative N eurology, 
by J. W. Papez. It is a well-illustrated text
book dealing entirely with the brain and 
nervous system of the vertebrate classes and 
will be found extremely valuable to advanced 
students. 

Very useful anatomical monographs on birds 
have been written by R. W. Shufeldt (q.v.) , 
especially his Myology of the Raven, New York, 
1890. 

A Swiss em bryologist of note was Wilhelm 
His (1831-1904) , born in Easel, where he be
came professor of anatomy before he was 
translated to Leipzig. He wrote , among other 
works, Unsere Korperform, Leipzig, 1874. A 
complete biography and bibliography of this 
naturalist has appeared in the Anatom. 
Anzeiger, vol. 25, pp. 161-208. 

Another embryologist with a German name 
born outside the Fatherland is Alexander 
Wilhelm Goette (1840-1922) of St. Petersburg. 
He finally became professor in Strassburg. 
His chief work on vertebrates is Die Entwicke
lungsgeschichte der Unke (Bombinator igneus). 

Of importance in this review of zoological 
literature are the writings of Oscar Hertwig 
(1849-1921) and his brother Richard (1850-
1920), born in Friedberg-in-Hesse. The latter 
became professor of zoology in Munich, Oscar 
of anatomy in Berlin, and ~hey both carried on 
valuable and original researches in embryology, 
including the development of the vertebrata. 
Oscar's Allgemeine Biologie (many editions, 
the 4th Jena, 1912) and Richard's Lehrbuch 
der Zoologie, Jena, 1890, are classic textbooks. 

Much work on the embryology of vertebrates 
has been done in England. Prominent among 
these investigators is Edwin Ray Lankester 
(1847-1929), whose literary output has already 
been noticed. He gave much attention to 
papers dealing with the evolution of the 
articulata and pisces. 

Darwin has been mentioned in several con-

nexions. It may be added here that Charles 
Robert Darwin (1809-82) was born in Shrews
bury and married his cousin, daughter of the 
celebrated porcelain factor , J osiah Wedgwood. 
After a partial training in those rather opposed 
studies, medicine and theology, he interested 
himself chiefly in geology under Professor 
Adam Sedgwick. In 1831 he accompanied the 
Beagle, as unpaid naturalist, on her famous 
voyage round the world, and his scientific 
fortune was made. Despite the ill health that 
followed his retirement Darwin, then in affluent 
circumstances, worked persistently and chiefly 
on the evidence that supported his theory of 
evolution, the printed records of which im
mortalized his name. Although one does not 
find among Darwinia many purely zoological 
titles yet every student of the vertebrata and 
their literature should carefully read all the 
well-known works of Darwin on biology, 
especially his account of the voyage of the 
Beagle, just as one would absorb the Natural 
History of Selborne by another famous author 
who, in accord with the spirit of the modern 
scientist, ' kept his eyes steadfastly fixed on 
the truth, never casting side glances at the 
safety of his soul ' . 

Darwin soon had arrayed for and against 
him all the cohorts of the Church and many 
devotees of Science, the result being, inter alia, 
the publication of an immense mass of litera
ture, generally controversial, most of which it 
is not the purpose of the Compiler to mention 
or catalogue, although a few of the more 
important, as they relate to vertebrate zoo
logy, are on our list. It may be said, finally, 
as a solitary comment on the subject and as a 
sidelight on the spiritual poise and rare probity 
of the great naturalist, that the most valid 
objections to the conclusions of the Origin of 
Species are stated in the pages of that famous 
treatise. 

Prominent among the advocates of the Dar
winian theory was Ernst Haeckel of Jena who, 
seven years after the appearance of the Origin 
of Species, published his Generelle Morphologie, 
1866. Two years later appeared his Naturliche 
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Schopfungsgeschichte emphasizing the extreme 
value of embryology as a guide to the develop
ment of species, classification, and nomencla
ture. 

Early in the discussion of evolutionary 
schemes appeared Steenstrup's remarkable 
Alternation of Generations. See the Ray 
Society's reprint, 1845. 

Mention has been made of the fact that 
German investigators were in the forefront of 
zoological research and literary production, 
and the names of Kolliker, Remak, and 
Kowalesky must be added to the foregoing 
list. These writers and several of the following 
authors took part in the discussion of the 
doctrine of evolution. 

A very prominent and voluminous writer, 
especially on vertebrate fauna, wasP.L. Sclater, 
who especially distinguished himself (in 1857) 

by correlating the known facts of the geogra
phical distribution of animals. 

In 1836 Henry Doubleday published a 
systematic list of British birds as a contribu
tion to zoologic nomenclature. The original 
edition of this monograph is very rare, 'want
ing' in the British l\1useum Catalogue. 

A note must here be made of David W. 
Mitchell's Genera of Birds in three volumes, 
1844-9, written in association with G. R. Gray. 

An essay of importance from the evolution
ary viewpoint is W. A. Herdman's Phylogenetic 
classification of Animals, 1885. 

Because of its anatomical basis one must not 
forget George Rolleston's Forms of Animal 
Life, Oxford, 1870. 

This. is not the place to do more than refer by 
name to even the other prominent writers (and 
their publications) that have added to the 
literature of evolution; especially in Germany 
'Darwinismus' was and is regarded as part of 
the teachings of those N aturphilosophen that 
include, with many others, the English natura
list, Erasmus Darwin (1731-1802); Lamarck 
(1744-1829); Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire (1722-

1844); Oken (1799-1851); Goethe (see his 
Zur Naturwissenschaft, Stuttgart, 1817), and 
Treviranus (Biologie, 1802-5). 

One of the minor opponents of the Darwinian 
theories was Wm. Bateson, a believer in the 
'discontinuity of variation' who, in 1894, wrote 
his Materials for the Study of Variation, &c. 

While the original doctrine of evolution 
(especially its main principle, the survival of 
the fittest in the struggle for existence) will 
require modification in the light of modern 
biology, its literature still remains as one of 
the most important parts of zoological studies, 
the chief titles of which will be found in the 
present Catalogue. 

Among the opponents and critics of the 
Darwinian theory that have contributed 
noticeably to biological problems and their 
literature one may mention Richard Owen, 
Kolliker, Agassiz, Albrecht Wigand, von Baer, 
and Quatrefages de Breau, with a passing 
reference to such scientific weaklings asS. Wil
berforce, Bishop of Oxford, who may be re
garded as the representative of that numerous 
array of theologians who hastened to don the 
ancient panoply of ecclesiastic warfare in 
defence of their medieval science. One of the 
best expositions of Darwinian theories is 
G. J. Romanes' Darwin, and after Darwin, 
1892-7, in three volumes. 

Of the many men of scientific attainment 
who became advocates and exponents of the 
theory of evolution in its several phases first 
place must be given to Alfred Russell Wallace, 
by many believed to be the eo-discoverer of the 
great theory. Associated with him were such 
authorities as Lyell, Thos. Huxley (whose 
numerous contributions to the various depart
ments of vertebrate zoology are listed in the 
Catalogue), Edward Newton, Asa Gray, Radl, 
Sir Joseph Hooker, and Herbert Spencer; 
indeed, both in England and in Germany
the two cen~ of biological progress-evolu
tionary theories and hypotheses were for many 
years dominant subjects of discussion in 
natural science. 

One of the best of the recent reviews of the 
various branches that have grown out of the 
large trunk of Darwinism is Professor George 
Dorsey's The Evolution of Charles Darwin, 
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1927; but there are dozens of other similar 
studies, many of them more elaborate and 
profound, few of which can be mentioned here. 

The centenary of Darwin's birth and the 
fiftieth anniversary of the publication of the 
Origin of Species was commemorated by the 
printing of a series of Essays edited by A. C. 
Seward, Cambridge, 1909. 

A companion of A. R. Wallace in a journey 
round the world was Henry W alter Bates 
(1825-92). After a year of exploration \Vallace 
returned to England, later to make hi famous 
journey to the East Indian arc hi pelego and to 
write the classic volumes listed in this Cata
logue. Bates remained in Brazil and subse
quently wrote that fascinating story, 'Phe 
Naturalist on the River Amazons, the first 
edition of which (in 2 vols.) was published in 
1865. 

Wallace made many contributions to zoo
logy, a most important one being the account 
of his discoveries in animal geography. He 
was, in fact, a principal pioneer in the study of 
animal distribution on the earth's surface. It 
was the treatise that he wrote on the disposi
tion of faunallife in Borneo, Lombock, and the 
Celebes, and which he sul)lnitted to Darwin, 
that impelled the latter to n1ake a simultaneous 
reading before the Linnean Society in 18G8, of 
his own and his friend's views on animal and 
plant struggle for existence and its effects on 
the origin and specific history of floral and 
faunal fonns. 

Thos. Belt in his Naturalist in 4.\-ricaragua, 
1874, also furnishes many germane observa
tions on animals and plants in reference to the 
theory of evolution. 

Carl Gegenbaur (1826-1903), a well-to-do 
graduate in medicine and pupil of Virchow, 
taught in Heidelberg n1ost of his mature life. 
Here it was that he wrote his textbooks, the 
Grundriss and Grundzuge d. vergl. A natomie, 
2 edns., 1859 and 1874, Leipzig. Ife worked 
in all the biological fields but towards the end 
of his career devoted himself to the vertebrata 

' especially to their embryology and compara-
tive anatomy, as brilliantly exposed in his 

Untersuchungen zur vergleichenden Anatomie 
der Wirbeltiere, 4to, Leipzig, 1864-72. Still 
later he completed the celebrated Vergleichende 
Anatomie der fVirbeltiere (in several editions, 
1898 and 1901 among them), which summed 
up the labors of a lifetime. This elaborate 
work served for a full generation as the text
book of what may be termed the (modern) 
Gegenbaur school of comparative anatomy. 

The best known pupil and follower of Gegen
baur was Max Fiirbringer (1846-1920) who 
followed his teacher from Jena to Heidelberg 
as prosector. He published a number of mono
graphs, and will long be rem em be red by orni
thoJogists for his monumental Untettsuchungen 
zur Morphologie und Systematik der Vogel, 
2 vols., 1888. This remarkable study of avian 
anatomy is an enduring superstructure built 
on the firm foundation of morphological 
research and it forn1s the basis of a rational 
classification of birds now universally accepted. 
This monograph also plays an important part 
in the indispensable Bronn's Klassen u. Ord
nungen des TieTreichs, Vol. vj, Abt. 1-5 of 
which is wholly given up to the morphology of 
the vertebrate sub-classes. 

The career of that brilliant apostle of 
nwnism and versatile exponent of the Dar
winian philosophy in certain of its phases, 
Ernst Heinrich Haeckel, calls for further com
ment. His life dates are 1834-1919 and he was 
born at Potsda1n. After a thorough grounding 
in biology (mostly under Johannes Muller) 
and medicine, he was, in 1862, called to the 
chair of zoology in Jena and held it untill909. 
The influence of Haeckel on the progress of 
biology has been immense. Although he 
devoted most of his time and energies to 
research involving only the invertebrata his 
Gene1·elle Morphologie deT Organismen, 1866, 
and other works affect higher organisms more 
deeply than 1nany a treatise with a purely 
zoological title. His extremely popular N atur
liche Schopfungsgeschichte, 1868, is known to 
English readers through the translation 'His
tory of Creation'. 

As a comprehensive and very important 
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contribution to the en1bryology of vertebrates 
the student hould know E. Selenka's Studien 
ueber Entwickelungsgeschichte der Thiere, in 
five volumes, 1883-92, continued after the 
author's death by several colleague . 

Modern instance. of studies in fauna] de
velopment n1ay be found under the (preHent 
Catalogue) title by Arthur \Villey, professor 
of 7-0ology in McGill "Qniversity, among them 
Amphioxus and the Ancestr·y of the Vertebrates, 
1894, with a pr face by H. R. 0 born; also 
under various captions of the former's Zoo
logical Result , 1898-1902. Doctor Willey has 
recently ( l 930) publi ·hed a complete review 
of animal dev lopment in his tre~tise, Lectur·es 
on Darwinism. 

The two (Belgian) van Benedens, father and 
son, demand Rome attention. The former, 
P. J. van Beneden, is the author, among other 
works, of a Histoire naturelle des Delphinides 
des mer-s d'Europe, 1889, 8vo, Bruxelles. The 
son-Edouard van Beneden (1845-1910)-was 
best known as a professor at Liege and the 
editor-publisher of the Archives de biologie. One 
of his earliest monographs is entitled Recherches 
sur la Signification de l'CE1tf, 1870. 

A very useful handbook is A. G. Butler's 
How to Sex Cage Birds, 1907, a research in 
which Maud Knobel (q.v.) and others have 
long been engaged. 

Although the numerous classes of specialists 
in modern cytology undoubtedly follow a most 
important and interesting branch of biology 
ha ing zoological relations, yet, as previously 
stated, the Cmnpiler feels that he must draw 
the line when it comes to giving a re iew of 
their literary productions. In this connection 

the decided effect upon the progress of verte
brate zoology produced by the labors and 
writings of such tireless investigators as 
Butschli, Flemming, Nageli, William Bowman, 
Ran16n y Cajal, Ehrlich, Nissl, Theodor Engel
mann, Studnicka, F. C. C. Hansen (and fifty 
other ) will be acknowledged at once by the 
advanced student, but the story of their lives 
and literary products must be left to the biblio
grapher-more diligent and competent than 
the Compiler-to do full justice to all the 
subdivisions of historical biology. 

A well-known and useful work of reference 
for the student is Altum and Landois' Lehrbuch 
der Zoologie that has passed through numerous 
editions and translations, one of them quite 
recent and up-to-date. 

Incidentally, attention may be drawn to a 
work on an important physiological subject, 
E. B. Poulton's Colours of Animals, London, 
1890. The same author has also collected 
and issued under the title of The Hope 
Reports (1897-date) valuable extracts and 
reprints frorn various journals on biological 
subjects. 

One of the best known works on Animal 
Intelligence (and Behaviour) is the treatise of 
G. J. Romanes, 1883. 

Studies of marine fauna have already been 
n1entioned. The use as part of the equipment 
of scientific expeditions of the improved ocean 
dredge and trawl has provided abundant 
material for such investigators and writers as 
E. Forbes, Gwyn-Jeffreys, Nol'lnan, W. B. 
Caldwell, Adam Sedgwick, Bateson, the two 
Sarasins, Quatrefages, Deniel son, Alex. Agas
siz, Carpenter, and Wyville Thomson. 
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TRAVELOGUES OF EXPLORERS-REPORTS OF VOYAGES AND SCIEN
TIFIC EXPEDITIONS CONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS OF VERTE
BRATES - JOURNEYS OF NATURALISTS ROUND THE WORLD
GOVERNMENTAL AND PRIVATE SURVEYS AND EXPLORATIONS. 

John Josselyn-Jose d'Acosta-The Voyages of Capt. Cook-L. A. de Bougainville
J. Byron-H.M.S. Hecla and Fury-The Uranie and Physicienne-H.M.S. Chanti
cleer-La Coquille-Voyage of the Astrolabe-H.M.S. Beagle-The Novara-Cura~oa 
-H.M.S. Alert-Challenger-Vega-Marchesa-Travailleur and Talisman-Wm. 
Dampier-Geo. Bennett-Geo. Barrington-The S.S. Investigator-The S.Y. Scotia 
-Horn Scientific Expedition-Voyages to )h.e Antarctic of the Southern Cross and 
Terra Nova-Die zweite Deutsche Nordpol![fahrt-U.S. Exploring Expedition under 
Wilkes-Second Yarkand Mission-FelixLde Azara-P. Sonnerat-Peter Pallas
A. von Humboldt-Voyages round the World-La Perouse-Azara and Rengger in 
the Southern Hetnisphere-The travels of Prince Wied-Neuwied, Mikan, Natterer, 
J. B. Spix, F. B. Martins, Max Perty and Agassiz in Brazil-Reports of voyages to 
South America by d'Orbigny, Poeppig, Clauile Gay, Tschudi, de Castelnau, Schom
burgk, Burmeister, Louis Agassiz, Bates and Alfred R. Wallace-U.S. Astronomical 
Expedition to the Southern Hemisphere-E. H. Shackelton-La Belgica-Expeditions 
to Central America by Ram6n de la Sagra, R. Schomburgk, Felipe Poey, Gundlach and 
Salle-Early treatises on American Zoology by J. B. and Wm. Bartram, Thos. Jeffer
son, John La\vson, J. K. Townsend, B. S. Barton, R. Harlan, Gundlach, H. Sloane, 
J. B. Labat, Audubonand Bachman, J. E. 1-Iolbrook, J. V. G. Smith, DavidHumphrey, 
Rafinesque-Schmaltz and E. Hitchcock-Gran-Chaco Expedition-Natural History 
Expeditions to African Wilds-Voyages to lndo-China, Thibet, China and the South 
Seas-Scientific Explorations of South America, Alaska and Australia. 

PRECISE identification of species as well as 
exactitude in describing them were greatly 

facilitated by the writings of those naturalist
explorers who collected specimens in their 
native habitat. These venturesome lovers of 
wild life, especially the early adventurers who 
penetrated into unknown areas of mountain 
stream, and sea, often at the risk of their lives, 
deserve a fuller mention than can be given 
them here; indeed the Compiler regrets that 
limited space will oblige him to omit even a 
passing reference to many accounts furnished 
by voyagers over wide oceans and across con
tinental stretches who gave reliable descrip-

tions of fauna that have added measurably to 
the literature of zoology. 

As will be further noted, nineteenth- and 
twentieth-century travelers with some know
ledge of natural history generally devoted a 
chapter or two to the fauna of the localities 
visited, and often furnished trustworthy lists 
of birds and other animals previously unknown 
to science. 

As the Compiler's own continent was among 
the first to be systematically explored he will 
speak of some reports of travels in and of a 
few expeditions dispatched to that quarter of 
the world. 
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The earliest English work on American 
natural history in general resulted from two 
visits between 1638 and 1671, made by John 
J osselyn. Several editions of his New Englands 
rarities, in the McGill libraries, are of the 
greate ·t interest to the student. 

Perhaps Josselyn wa stimulated to give 
thes experiences by the voyages of Jose 
d'Acosta, whose Historia natural de las Indias, 
&c., appeared at Leon in 1590, with an English 
translation, 1604. 

One thinks naturally of the published 
explorations of the Hakluyt Society, of Cap
tain J ames Cook, especially of the zoological 
observations of the latter made in H.M.S. 
'Endeavour', 'Resolution', 'Adventure', and 
'Discovery', and of a hundred other adven
turers about which so many volumes have 
been written. 

Although it is not the purpose of the Corn
piler to mention or attempt an evaluation of 
all the numerous naval expeditions (govern
mental and private) that, especially during the 
nineteenth century, engaged in every form of 
zoological research, it is thought desirable to 
draw attention at this juncture to a few not 
already described. The student will find a 
selection of these in the Index and a much 
larger and usually annotated list in the Cata
logue, where they are entered under the name 
of the vessel or vessels engaged in the work, 
under the name of the commander of the 
expedition, under the name of the zoologi t 
or zoologists on board, or under all three 
captions. 

A famous early naturalist-explorer was 
L. A. de Bougainville whose Voyage autour du 
monde par 'La Bmtdeuse el l'Etoile', 1766-9, 
was the first important expedition of his long 
career ; another is the 'Resolution' V oyar;e <=~. 

Among early cientific voyage is J. Byron's 
expedition in H.M.S. 'Dolphin', 1764-5, 
reports of which are given in several editions 
and their tran lations into foreign tongues, 
but perhaps the most i1nportant of the 
early nineteenth-century voyages are the fol
lowing: that of the 'Hecla and Fury', 1818-28, 

\V. E. Parry; of the French expedition in the 
'Uranie' and 'I hysicienne', 1824-6, associated 
by naturalists with the name of Louis de Frey
cinet; the voyage to the Southern Atlantic of 
\Vebster in H.M.S. 'Chanticleer', 1828-30; the 
expeditions of the 'l(ing George and Queen 
Charlotte', 1826, in connection with which are 
coupled the names of. George Dixon and 
N athaniel Portlock; and of 'La Coquille', Louis 
I. Duperry, 1826-30. 

The famous voyage of the 'Astrolabe', 1830-
35, is intimately associated with the valuable 
scientific work of J. S. C. Dumont d'Urville 
who later (1842-54) made several voyages in 
the 'Astrolabe' and 'Zelee'. Darwin's world
famous expedition in the 'Beagle', 1838-44, has 
already been mentioned. 

These voyages and the reports on their 
zoological discoveries were followed in quick 

- succes ion by many other important events of 
like character, e.g. the famous voyage of the 
'Tbeti. and E perance' (1837) t1s. ociated with 
the familiar name of Louis A. Bougainville; 
after which came the subarctic voyage of the 
'Recherche', then that of the well-known 
'Blo som', Capt. F. W. Beechey, in l 39; then 
the second voyage of 'La Coquille' in the same 
year, coupled on this occasion 1nainly with the 
fame of the ornithological and other reports of 
R. P. Lesson; also during 1839 the voyage of 
'La Favorite' and the name of C. P. T. La place. 
These were followed in 1841-52 by the expedi
tions and di coveries of 'La Bonite' so well 
reported by the famous Auguste Vaillant ; by 
the voyage (1843-4) of the 'Sulphur' and 
Richard B. Hinds; by the valuable discoveries 
made by Arthur Adams and others during the 
voyage of the 'San1arang', 1843-6, and the 
many adventure· (1844-76) of the famous 
'Erebu and Terror' (el ewhere mentioned) 
under the scientific aegir-; of Sir John Richard
son ann John E. Gray. 

In 1852 John Macgillivray described the 
birds uf the 'Rattlesnake' voyage to New 
Guin<_.a, &c. 

ShJrtly before this a privately conducted 
expedition was n1ade to the Far Ea t (see 
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Voyage dan8 l' I nde, hy Victor J acqnPmont) 
whose zoological aRpects were, in part, reported 
by I sidore Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, while J. B. 
Juke's name is associated with the voyage of 
H .M.S. 'Fly' during 1842-6, tlw JS,_ arraf'ire 
dated 1847. Between 1846-5:5 t ool- place t.hc 
scientific ex pcdit.ion f'l of the 'V enns', for report s 
of which "' e are mainly inclehkfl to ,\bel 
A. du Petit-Thouars. Specially valuable for 
geographic and distributional records were the 
voyages (1852-4) of the 'H erald', noted by 
Edward Forbes. 

The next important 1narine expedition was 
that of the 'Novara' in 1865, associated with 
the name of the Austrian commander , B. von 
Wullerstorf-Urbair. In 1880- 3 the E xpeditions 
scientifique8 du Travailleur et du Talisrnan 
furnished mainly marine records. 

In the year 1873 the voyage of the 'Cura<;oa' , 
under the scientific care of Julins L. Brenchley, 
rliscovered n1any new zoological species. Al
though not published until 1884 the Report on 
the Zoology of H.M.S. ' Alert ', 1881-2, was 
issued by the British Museum; not, of course, 
to be confused with the voyage of the <Alert' 
and 'Discovery' to the Polar Ne a in 187 5-6, 
when H. vV. Feilden described the 1nan1mals 
and birds and A. Gi1nther the fishe . . 

The next most important scientific expedi
tion was the famous voyage ( 1881) of the 
'Challenger' under C. Wyville Thomson, the 
zoological reports of which fill many valuable 
volumes. Six years later (1887) Michael A. 
Healy directed the expedition of the 'Corwin' 
and about the same time the 'Vega' sailed 
round the northern world, the reports of 
whose scientific work are mostly furnished by 
N. A. E. von Nordenskiold in several editionR 
and languages. The year before (1886) 
F. H. H. Guillemard made many valuable 
observations and discoveries during the well
known voyage of the 'Marche a' , and the 
reports of that expedition are an1ong the 
fundamental treatises of systematic zoology. 
In 1888 Alphonse Edwards described the 
scientific expedition of the 'Tra vailleur' and 
the 'Talisman', 1880-3. 

1'he student of zoological literature>: shonld 
by a ll means familiarize hin1self with the 
reports of these scient ific expeditions th~tt 

n~gistered for the first time definite knowledge 
of much of the world's nRtural rustory. 

Australasia and Oceania in general haYe 
always been favorite cxplcJration :u·eas for 
f;eafariug explorcrR-natnralists in particular. 
vVillian1 Dam pier ( 1652- 1715) was among the 
best known of these adventtu·ers and his 
voyages armmd the world included an expedi
tion to New Holland in 1699. 

At this point may be Inentioned, among 
notable voyages, the several visits of the 
naturalist George Barrington to New South 
Wales and his account of them, publis}wd in 
1795- 1802. 

A combined history of voyages interesting 
to naturalists is the first edition, in four 
volumes, of John Hawkesworth's Account 
(1'77 3) of the Voyages of ... Cornrnodore Bymn 
(1764-6); Wallis (1766-8); Carteret (1766-9), 
and Cook (1768-71). 

More recently A. W. Alcock under the cap
tion A Naturalist in the Indian Sea8, 1904, 
reported on collection n1ade in the Survey 
Ship 'lnve tigator'. 

Wagner's Reisen in Algier, 1841 , resulted in 
large collections of birds and mammals which 
he described, while H. Schlegel reported on the 
amphibians. 

As el ewhere shown, the numerous expedi
tions and voyages dispatched by the Federal 
Governn1ent of the United States to all part 
of the world (including the American con
tinents) as well as the explora,tion parties sent 
out by the many Departments, Bureaux, and 
Surveys, both of the central government and 
of the various states, have furni. hed hundreds 
of reports on vertebrate zoology. The present 
Index and the annotated Catalogue have listed 
them, n1ostly to be found under the caption 
United States. In some instances t 1ese valuable 
contributions to natural hi.tory ha.ve been 
publi heel separately, in vdlich case ·uch 
'author' editions ' are also cutcrcfl under the 
name of the writer. 

( 

~ 
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The birds· and mammals of Alaska collected 

by the Mcllhenny expedition to Point Barrow 
in 1900 are fully described by Witrner Stone. 

Among the more recent expeditions is that 
of the Steam Yacht 'Scotia' during 1902-4, 
under the auspices of the Scottish Oceano
graphical Society. See 'Scotia ' in this Cata
logue. 
~orge Bennett (1804-93) was an intrepid 

and instructed explorer-naturalist who in 1834 
published an account of his JVanderings in 
New South JV ales Batavia, &c., in two illus
trated volumes as part of his journeys around 
the world. In 1860 he issued from London an 
amended history of his Gatherings throughout 
Australasia, in which he de. cribes many verte
brates. 

An important exploration of Central Austra
lia is the Horn Scientific Expedition, whose 
reports were edited in 1896 by Baldwin 
Spencer, the vertebrate zoology being de
scribed by specialist . 

Among the explorations best known to 
systematic zoologists is John Whitehead's 
Expedition to North Borneo (1893) productive 
of many species new to science. 

One of the most valuable reviews of the 
fauna of New Guinea is found in C. E. A. Wich
mann's Nova Guinea, whose as yet unfinished 
publication (in French and Dutch) began in 
1906. 

One of the most successful voyages to the 
Antarctic region from the viewpoint of verte
brate zoology was that of the 'Southern Cross'. 
In 1910 the 'Terra Nova' made a somewhat 
similar voyage under\ tft:e ~am~ /corrpnander 1.
.Japt. R. F. Scott. See Br. Mus. Cat. (Nat. 

ist.). 
Trevor-Battye's Ice-bound in Kolguev, 1895, 

urnishes 'a chapter in the [natural history] ex
plorationof Arctic Europe' well worth reading. 

Although comparatively little pace was 
given to vertebrate zoology in the early 
volumes of F. Nansen's Norwegian 1Vorth Polar 
Expedition, 1893-6, yet R. Collett's and 
F. Nansen's brief account of the Birds must 
be mentioned. 

) 

F 

More productive ·of literar are the 
reports on Die Zweite Deutsche ... ordpolarfahrt 
. .. in 1869 und 1870, edited by G. Hartlaub 
and M. Lindeman, when the anthropology, 
mammalogy, ichthyology, and ornithology of 
the expedition were fully described. 

A more recent North Polar Expedition for 
scientific purpoRes i:;; the Austrian Inter
nationale Polmjorschung, 1882-3, when the 
collection of vertebrates was described in a 
three-volume report. 

Die Preussische Expedition nach Ost-Asi n,. 
whose Zoologischer Theil was edited by E. von ) 
Martens in 1867-76, is also to be borne iy. 
mind. 

The Narrative of the U.S. Exploring Expedi
tion around the World under Capt. Charles 
Wilkes, 1838-42, is of considerable importance 
in scientific literature. Chas. Pickering, J. P. 
Couthony, Jas. D. Dana, Titian R. Peale, arid 
Horatio Hale gave accounts of their special 
activities in the Reports of the Scientific Results. 
The first edition (now extremely rare) of this 
government expedition was published in 1844 ; 
a new edition, New York, 1856, was printed in 
five volumes, with additional text and plates. 

One of the outstanding examples of worthy 
contributions of travelers to science is E. Dif
fenbach's Travels in New Zealand, 2 vo s .. 
1843, in which the mammalia, reptiles, and 
amphibia are described by J. E. Gray, the 
birds by G. R. Gray, and the fishes by J. 
Richardson. 

One of the best known Asiatic scientific 
expeditions was that of the Second Y arkand 
Mission, 1878-91, the collections of which were 
examined by specialists ; Blanford, mammals ; 
R. B. Sharpe, birds; F. Day, fishes, &c. 

The majority of naturalist-travelers to the 
New World seem to have visited S_ou.t_h America 
during the past two centuries, so many indeed 
that there will be space for mentioning only a 
small propor-tion of them. 

Don Felix de Azar a ( 17 46-1811), an engineer 
of noble birth, was detailed by the Spanish 
Government to delimit the frontiers of Para-
guay. He devoted much of his time to imp: r- / 
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tant observations of South American fauna, 
part of which is reported in his A puntamientos 
para la Historia natural de los Quadrupedos, &c., 
2 vols., Madrid, 1802. There is a French trans
lation of this valuable work by Moreau de 
Saint-Mery, also in 2 vols., Paris (1801). Azara 
lived 20 years in South America, during 
which period he wrote further accounts of 
Central and South American fauna. This work 
was published after his death by C. A. Walcke
naer; there is, also, a French translation by 
Sonini 1809 in four 8vo vols., and a folio " ' ' atlas. 

Some of the best known expeditions to the 
Far East were those of Pierre Sonnerat who 
visited (and described the natural history of) 
China, Papuasia, Ceylon, the ,Philippines, &c. 
between 1774 and 1781. 

The collections of vertebrates made during 
Zichy's Dritte Asiatische Forschungsreise, 1901, 
were described by well-known naturalists. 

As several times indicated, our early know
ledge of Russian fauna is largely due to the 
labors of Peter Pallas whose journeys to various 
parts of the Empire have been described in 
several languages. These publications are to 
some extent listed in the present Catalogue, 
attention being especially called to his Reise 
durch verschiedene Provinzen des Russischen 
Reichs, &c., 1771-6, in three volumes and to 
his three-volume quarto entitled Zoographia 
Rosso-Asiatica, 1811-42, completed long after 
his death. Peter Simon Pallas was born at 
Berlin in 1741, and in 1768, having acquired 
an international reputation as a naturalist, was 
invited by the Empress Catherine to St. Peters
burg. He spent six years (1768-74) in explora
tions of both European and Asiatic Russia, 
collecting an enormous array of scientific 
(mostly zoo logic} specimens which formed the 
basis of many ethnic, geographic, floral, and 
faunal treatises. He finally settled in the 
Crimea and died there in 1811. 

In 1799-1804 Alex. von Humboldt and 
Aimee Bonpland visited South America. The 
original German account of the expedition (in 
the Blacker Library) was translated and issued 

in 2 vols., 57 plates, under the ·title Recueil 
d'Observations de zoologie et d' anatomie corn-· 
paree; faites dans l'Ocean Atlantique, Paris, 
1811-32. This record is not only remarkable 
for the faithful description of the animal life 
encountered during the voyage but is noted 
for the discovery of many new species. 

The Compiler has drawn frequent attention 
to the many Voyages autO'ltr du M onde listed in 
the appended Catalogue as productive of much 
of our literature on vertebrates. Of these 
circumnavigations that of Count La Perouse 
in 1785-8 is among the best known. It is also 
well to read Labillardiere's&,hree(Y'ftars' @?y~ 
in search of La Perouse, either in the original 
or in the English translation. 

Prince Maxmilian of Wied-Neuwied wrote a 
Beitrdge zur N aturgeschichte van Brasilien, four 
octavo volumes, giving a classic account of his 
travels in that state andneighbouring_countries 
during 1815-21. The work was translated into 
French and published, like the German earlier 
edition, in W eimar. Among the many other 
naturalists who have visited Brazil and de
scribed its flora and fauna are J. E. Pohl, 
who gave his attention almost exclusively to 
botany; J. C. Mikan (1769-1844), author of 
Delectus florae et faunae Brasiliensis, 1820-5; 
J ohann N atterer, who wrote Zur ornithologie 
(and zur Sdugethiere) Brasiliens, 1868-71, as 
the result of Reisen in tha~ country, while 
J. B. Spix and Carl F. P. Martius, under the 
patronage of King Max Joseph of Bavaria, 
visited Brazil and spent three years there, 
recording their floral and faunal discoveries 
under several titles, that of Martius being 
(Eine) Reise in Brasilien, 3 Tle., Mi.inchen, 
1823-31. Spix (1781-1826) was born in Hoch
staedt, and died in Munich; he studied first 
theology and afterwards medicine. 

Martius, born in Erlangen, son of a chemist, 
was ennobled for his scientific services and 
died also in Munich. Spix wrote a series of 
monographs describing many species new to 
science in the whole animal kingdom. The 
titles of this series are uniform, e.g. Serpentum 
Brasiliensium Species novae, I vol., 26 col. 
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pl. They are all listed in the accompanying 

Catalogue. 
In 1 20-1 Prince Max of Wied-Neuwied 

(1782-1867) visited Brazil and in 1832-4 North 

A!llerica, when he 1nade a study of their flora 

and fauna. See the annotated titleR in this 

Catalogue. 
Accounts of many hitherto undescribed 

Brazilian fauna are al o given by Max Perty 

(the invertcbr .. tae in Delectus animal articul., 

1830-1, 40 col. pl.) and by Aga. siz, who speci

ally studied the fi hes (Selecta genera et species 

pisciurn, Monachii, 1829-31, fol., lOO pl.). 

Johann R. Rengger (1795-1832), who was 

born and died in Aarau, spent eight year in 

South America and has given -us a noteworthy 

account of the man1mals of Paraguay (N atur

gesch. der Saugeth·iere von Paraguay, 8vo, 1830, 

Basel). 
Ohe should not forget that among the earli

est travels of Alfred R. Wallace was his ex

ploration of the River Amazon , a descrip

tion of whose natural history he published in 

1853. 
During 1826-33 Alcide De saliues d'Orbigny 

( 1802-57) the well-known professor of paleonto

logy at the Jardin des Planles, visited South 

America and wrote an account of his travels 

·and discoveries tha~ is a classic of zoologic 

literature (Voyage dans l' A merique M eridionale, 

&c.). This large quarto was published in 90 

parts illustrated by means of 415 plaJtes. It 

usually-appears bound in 7 volumes text and 

2 volumes in atlas form. D'Orbigny's contri

butions to the literature of the British Museum 

collections (shells, moUusce, &c.) are even 

better known to students. , 
From 1854 to 1885 ppeared numerous 

original monographs in German, Spanish, 

French, and English, describing the zoology 

of travels to various ·c<Juntries in South 

America by the famous ·naturalist C. H. C. 

Burmeister, especially to Argentina and Brazil. 

'In passing, one may also call attention to 

Edward Whymp r's Travels amongst the Great 

Andes, 1892. · 
EduardFriedrich Poeppig (1798-1868) wrote 

a picturesque account of his travels in the 

Americas that began with such high spots as 

Philadelphia and Cuba and ended in Peru, 

Chili, and the Amazon Rivers. In it (Reise in 

Chile, Peru, &c., 1827-32, 2 vols., and atlas of 

16 plate , fol., Leipzig, 1835-6) he gives a 

brief review of the fauna. 
Of much value i the scientific description of 

Chilean natural history afforded by the writings 

of the French author Claude Gay (1800-73). 

The best of hi.· works, of which Gay acted 

largely as editor, was published by the Govern

ment of 1hile. It is the monumental Historia 

fisica y politica de Chile, &c., in 28 vols. 

text, and 2 -;ols. atlas. Of the eight volumes 

devoted to zoology, the mammalia are treated 

by Gay and the aves by 0. Des Murs. The 

evertebrata, botanica, and other subjects are 

voluminously considered by numerous col

laborators. 
A useful treatise on the zoology of Peru is 

J. J. von Tschudi's Untersuchungen ueber die 

Fauna Peruana, &c., 1844-7, 4to, St. Gallen, 

the result of a five years' residence in South 

America. 
Count Francis de Castelnau (1812-80) pub

lished in 184 7, under French Government 

auspices, a most valuable report (Expeditions 

... pendant les annees 1843-7, 180 pl., 14 vols., 

Paris) on the zoology of portions of South 

America, the result mainly of expeditions from 

Rio Janeiro and Lima. Accounts of the zoo

logy are furnished in three quarto volumes. 

In 1863 appeared the first edition of that 

much reprinted classic, Bates's The Naturalist 

on the River Amazons. It should be carefully 

read by every student of South American 

natural history. 
In various connections the Schwedische Sud

polar-Expedition (1901-3) has had references, 

especially to the nam~s of A. J. E. Lonnberg 

(aves and pisces) and K. A. Anderson (the 

higher animals in general). 
In 1909 was published E. H. Shackleton's 

Heart of the Antarctic in two volumes, giving an 

account of discoveries made during the voyage 

of the 'Nimrod', 1907-9. J. Murray edited the 
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Biol gy of the expedition which was not fully 
reported until the Reports of the Scientific In
vestigations were made (a second edition) in 1911. 

The scientific expedition of the Belgian 'La 
Belgica' to the South Pole in 1897-9 did not 
gat~er many vertebrates, except pinnipeds, 
cetaceae, and marine fishes. The reports were 
published in 1901-13. 

In 1902-3 the Deutsche Siid-polaT-Expedition 
reported its Bericht on the natural history of 
the 'Gauss' voyage. 

Robert Hermann Schomburgk was born at 
Freiburg near Rossbach in 1804. In 1831 he 
made a scientific survey of the Virgin Islands 
where he was established as a merchant. 
During 1831-5 he explored and repor~ed upon 
(see his treatises on the subject) British Guiana 
on a commission from the Royal Geographical 
Society. In the latter country he discovered 
the magnificent Victoria regia lily during a 
trip up the Berbice River. He was knighted in 
1844. In addition to his various scientific 
works on British Guiana he published a very 
useful History of Barbados, and after holding 
several offices under the British government 
he died in 1865 at Schoneberg, near Berlin. 
He accompanied his brother Richard on several 
exploratory expeditions. 

As previously mentioned, one of the best 
reviews of the fauna of northern South Ame:rica 
was written by Richard Schon1bnrgk. His 
va-luable Reisen in Br·itisch-Guiana in den 
JaJ~,ren 1840-44, Leipzig, 1847-8, has, in part, 
been translated into English (1922) by the 
Compiler's friend, Walt.er Roth, the Director 
of the British Guiana Museum. 

Another valuable contribution to the litera
ture of South American fauna is the Physika-
ische Beschreibung deT argentinischen Republik, 

5 vols., 1875-80, Buenos Aires, by Cad Her
mann Burmeister (1807-92), the accon1plished 
naturalist and traveler. A French translation 
of this important work was made by E. Maupas 
and E. Daireaux, Paris, 1876-86. 

A later report of value (already referred to) 
is Louis Agassiz's Scient.~fic Results of a Journey 
in Brraz'!:z: the _ T4ayer Expeclition, 1870. 

One of the most recent exploratory expedi
tions for natural history purposes is that to 
the Gran Chaco area (Argentine, Bolivia, and 
Paraguay). A volume on the bird-life of that 
important section of South America has been 
written (1930) by Prof. Alfred Laubmann of 
Munchen. Other volumes are in the press. 

Not to be passed over lightly as a contribu
tion to the faunal history of Central South 
America is Travels on the Amazon and Rio 
Negro, 1870, by Alfred R. Wallace. 

An earlier but even n1ore valuable addition 
to our knowledge of South American fauna 
are the reports of what is generally known as 
the U .S. Naval Astronomical Expedition to the 
Southern Hemisphere ... 1849-52, under Lieut. 
J. M. Gilliss, 6 vols., published by the govern
ment at Washington, 4to, 1856. The verte
brata are treated (in vol. ii) by S. F. Baird 
(Mammals); J. Cassin (Birds), and C. Girard 
(Reptiles and Fishes). 

The various reports of the famous Wilkes 
U.S. Exploring Expedition during 1838-42 
have been fully discussed elsewhere in this 
Introduction. A photostat copy of the ex
tremely rare NaTrative of 1845 is shelved in 
the Blacker Library. See the appended 
Catalogue. tf. {I The well-known H istoria fisica of Ramg_n de r · 
la Sagra (director of the Botanical Gardens in " 
Havana) dealing, inter alia, with the fauna of 
Cuba, has been touched upon elsewhere in this 
Introduction. A French translation of this 
important work was published in 1840-58. 

Another naturalist, Felipe Poey (1799-1891) 
wrote M emorias sobre la historia natu'ral . . . de 
Cuba, Habana, 1851-8. 

The first local work of importance, i.e. 
listing any considerable fraction of faunallife 
of the United States, is John Lawson's Descrip
tion and ]\T atu'l'al H istm·y of North Carolina, 
that went through several editions between 
1728-1860. Of considerable importance is 
John Kir~ Townsend's (1809-51) Narrative of e1 
a Journey across the Rocky Mountains, Phila., 
1839, in an appendix to which the quadrupeds 

._and birds_found :in the territory~of:the Oregon 
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are catalogued. There are also notes on the 
fauna of the Sandwich Islands, Chili, &c. A 
London edition, illustrated, in two volumes, was 
issued with a title somewhat different in 1840. 
Both works are rare. 

Of early examples of these expeditions one 
may mention here that in 167 5 Friedrich 
Marten described his Voyage au Spitzberg et 

D l au Grojf:_nland; in 1658 de Rochefort published 
· ..- his Voyage aux Antilles: the expedition of Boc

conewasundertakenin Sicily, 1674; Guillaume 
Bosman made a Voyage aux Cotes de Guinee, in 
17 04 ; in 17 07 Hans Sloane described his Voyage 
to the West lndies (1707) including Madeira, 
in which he describes the flora and fauna of 
these islands; we note, also, the travels of 
Scheuchzer in Switzerland, 1708, in 2 vols., 
with extracts translated into Latin and French. 

Reference has also been n1ade to the valuable 
monographs of Gundlach on the vertebrate 
orders of Cuba, and published separately, 
1872-93, by the Sociedad espafwla de historia 
natural, Madrid. 

During 17 96-8 Ledru and Sonnini visited 
and described the natural history of the Virgin 
Islands and Porto Rico. 

Auguste Salle (d. 1896) described, in con
junction with E. Parzudaki, a collection of 
birds made by the former under the title 
Catalogue des Oiseaux d'lt Jf exique, &c. (Paris), 
1862, a useful but rare pamphlet. 

The two Bartrams, John B. (1699-1777) and 
William (1739-1823), published interesting 
contributions to North American zoology. 
The former travel er furnished Observations 
.. ~on the Animal-s ... of Pensilvania (sic) &c., 
London, 17 51. William Bartram gave us 
Travels through North and South Carolina, 
Florida, &c., Phila., 1791. The original manu
script of this work and the drawings of the 
plants and animals to illustrate it are among 
the treasured items in the library of the 
Botanical department of the British Museum. 

Several references have been made to Mark 
atesby's Natural HistO'ry of Carolina, Florida, 

&c., folio, 2 vols., 1731-43, with an English 
(1771, Edwards) and a .German annotated 

edition ( 17 4 9, Seligmann). This treatise with 
its early colored plates hould be 'seen' by 
every student of American zoology. 

Benjamin S. Barton's Fragments of the 
Natural History of Pennsylvania, 1799, is also 
regarded as a basic contribution to the study 
of A1nerican zoology. This rare folio was 
reprinted by the Willughby Society, 1883. 

J. B. Labat's Nouveau Voyage aux isles de 
l'Amerique, 1722, i important owing to the 
natural history of the West Indies to be foun 
in its six small volumes. 

Two early and important works on verte
brate zoology are to the credit of Richard 
Harlan (1796-18~3): Fauna Americana; being 
a description of the Mammiferous Animals 
inhabiting North America, &c., 4to, Phila., 
1825; and American Herpetology, Phila., 1827. 
The till more important Viviparous Quadru
peds of North America, by Audubon and Each
man, 'in 3 vols. text and 3 vols. atlas, 1846, 
followed by the edition of 1854, has been noted 
elsewhere in this work. 

One should not overlook the chapters on 
American birds in M. J. Brisson's Ornithologia 
(1760)elsewhere noted. It is a splendid example 
of good work, with 261 plates, but unfortu
nately giving only mononomes of the fauna. 
Here, too, mention must be especially made of 
John R. Forster whose rare tractate, A Cata
logue of the Animals of North America (1771), 
contains the first scientific mention of many 
new species. 

A rather early effort to describe animal life 
in the New World is Godman's American 
Natural History. The third edition is dated 
1836, Phila. 

Thomas Jefferson printed (1782 and 1787) 
his classic Notes on the State of Virginia, with a 
fair account of its flora and fauna. 

Of the greatest interest to us are the accounts 
of Captain Cook's three voyages that with the 
observations of the two Forsters, William 
Ellis, Hunter, John White, Phillips, and others 
furnish intimate descriptions of the flora and 
fauna of Oeeania. 

It would not be out of place for the student 
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to read at this juncture Frank Chapman's 
study of Panama Zone wild life, My TTopical 

Air Castle, 1929. 
Among other local travelogues is Hudson's 

fascinating N atttralist in La Plata. 
Too much importance cannot be attached 

to Vieillot's Histoire natuTelle des Oisea1tx de 
l'Amerique Septentrrionale, 1807, 2 vols., folio. 
Coues regardR this and the author's other 
contributions to the subject of almost. as n1uch 
importance to American ornithology as \Nil
son's treatises. 

Another reference should be made to the 
scattered but valuable contributions to Ameri
can zoology of that versati}e genius and original 
observer, Constantine Samuel · Rafinesque
Schmaltz ( 17 83-1840), best known to An1erican 
readers as Rafinesqu.e who, born in Galata, 
Sicily, died in Philadelphia. He wrote, an1ong 
other monographs, Ichthyologia ohiensis, &c., 
8vo, Lexington, Ky., 1820, a very rare treatise 
reprinted, with a life and portrait of the author, 
by R. E. Call, Cleveland, Ohio, in 1899. He 
also published .the Atlantic Journal and Friend 
of Knowledge that appeared in eight numbers, 
1832-3, con1plete sets of which are very rare. 

The zoology of the expedition under W. H. 
Keating to the Canadian Lake of the Woods 
in 1823 is described in a valuable report by 
Thomas Say in 1825. 

In 1822 W. E. Cormack explored New
foundland and wrote his Narrative, an interest
ing account of the flora and fauna, edited by 
Bruton and published in 1928. 

East African zoology is well represented in 
the Zoologische Ergebnisse of an expedition by 
F. L. Stuhlmann undertaken during 1888-90, 
2 vols., Berlin. 

The mammals and birds of Somalilan d are 
described by P. L. Sclater and others in F. L. 
James' The Unknown Horn of AfTica, London, 
1888. 

A good account of west-central African 
natural history (including its vertebrate 
zoology) is given by L. S. Schultze in his 
Zoologische ETgebnisse, 1908-13, the result of 
travels in 1903-5. 

In 1913 C. A. Alluaud described the fishes 
of Lake Victoria N yanza collected during an 
expedition to East Africa. 

Another valuable contribution to our know
ledge of East African vertebrates resulted 
from the Swedish Zoological Expedition to 
Kilimandjaro in 1905-6, 3 vols., 1910. See 
Sjostedt, B. Y., in the present Catalogue. 

Adolf Friederich, Duke of Mecklenburg, 
headed an expedition into Central Africa in 
1907-8 and his report furnishes a valuable 
account (1910-14) of the flora and fauna of 
that area. 

Students of the natural history of Siam and 
French lndo-China should read A. H. Mouhot's 
TTavels in those countries during 1858-60, 
two illustrated volumes, London. A. Gunther 
describes in it 1nany new species of mammals, 
reptiles, and freshwater fishes. 

As part of the reports (D!:_cades Zoologiques) 
of the Mission Scientijique &c. Indo-Chine, a 
systen1atic account of its vertebrates is pub
lished, 1905-7. 

Another report on Chinese vertebrates 
(some new species) is found in A. E. Pratt's 
To the Snows of Tibet thTough China, 1892. 

A good account of the mammals and birds 
of Manchuria is found in P. L. von Schrenck's 
ReisenimAmuT-Landein1854-56thatappeared 
in St. Petersburg during 1858-1900. 

For several years past the Payne-Whitney 
Expedition and several other less important 
voyages of American vessels have been made 
to the South Seas. The former has carried on 
a 1nost excellent and extensive collection and 
exploring work u~der the direction of Mr. 
Rollo Beck and his assistants, supervised by 
the American Museum of Natural History, 
New York. Dr. Cushman Murphy of that 
institution has in charge the specimens col
lected during the voyage of 'La France' and 
other vessels in the employ of the expedition 
and these appear mostly in the publications of 
the Museum. 

The various Reports of the Princeton Uni
versity Expeditions to Patagonia, 1896-9, 
include an account of the Mammals by J. A. 
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Allen; Batrachiana and Reptiles by L. St€jne
ger; Fishes by C. H. Eigenmann. 

The vertebrate zoology of northern South 
America iR to some extent described in Andre's 
A Nat?ualist in the Guianas, 1904. 

A charming account of a natnrali t's adven
tures is Hans Gadow's Thrmtgh Southern 
Mexico, well illustrated, 1908. 

A publication of considerable scientific 
importance is the Fasciculi Malayenses, an 
account of material, including Yertebrate.s, 
collected by T. N. Arm an dale and H. C. Robin
son during an expedition to Perak and the 
Siame e Malay States in 1901-2. 

The vertebrate zoology of North China. is in 
part described by A. de C. Sowerby in Through 
Shen-kan (1912). 

A noted traveler-naturalist was A. L. 
Adams, account of whose interesting wan
derings in India, Egypt, and Canada ( 1867-73) 

are separately recorded and shelved in the 
Blacker Library. 

A readn ble story of South American travels 
is Ball's }.,rotes of aN aturalist, published in 1887. 

In 1867-D Dall and Bannister published a 
locally important List of the Birds of Alaska. 

The liRt of expeditions to and travels in 
Australasia is (as noted) a long one. In 1849 

Charles Sturt publi hed an account of the 
natural history of Central and South Australia 
as a result of exploratjons made 1844-6. 

Among th0 more recent contributions one 
notices Saville-Kent's Naturalist in Australia, 
and Semon's In the Australian Bush. 



CHAPTER VI 

FORERUNNERS,-CONTEMPORARIES, FOLLOlVERS, AND SUCCESSORs· 
OF LINNAEUS - A SHORT ACCOUNT OF LINNAEAN LITERATURE~ 
FAUNAL CLASSIFICATIONS AND NOMENCLATURE. 

Ray-Linnae.us-Sherborn-Peter Artedi-Dumeril-Hasselq!!_ist-P. Forskal-P .·Kalm 
-D. Solander-J. C. Fabricius- C. P. Thunberg-:-Erxleben-Rumphius-J. T. Klein 
-M. J. Brisson-Rafinesque-Mohring-W. Turton-T. E. Bowdich-J. R. Forster-
Swainson-G. L. L. de Buffon-L. Daubenton-A. von Haller-Charles Bonnet
Spallanzani-Fitzinger-J. M. Bechstein-P. S. Pallas-J. W. von Goethe-J. Fleming 
-L. Oken-J. B. Spix-K. G. Carus-MaxWeber-LouisAgassiz-Geo. Shaw-Vigors 
-Baird-Nelson-Richmond-Merriam-Gill-Allen-Coues-Ridgway. 

T HE literature of jaunal classifications, 
mostly controversial, may be said to have 

begun with Pliny and Aristotle, an'd having 
been touched upon vaguely here and through 
succeeding centuries by more or less original 
investigators, finds its first universally recog
nized authority in the truly great Linnaeus. 
It is needless to say that this Introduction has 
little to do with these currents and backwaters 
of zoological history ; it is enough to mention 
the chief monographs (and their writers) that 
make up the literature of the subject. The 
Compiler has already mentioned most of the 
proponents of this, that, or the other system, 
and it remains to be said that the wordy war
fare that has gone on for two centuries, result
ing chiefly in the long 'synonymies' that head 
the textbook accounts of various species, has 
grown out of a partial instead of a complete 
examination of the animal under review. 

By some investigators it is believed that 
until all the internal organs, the bony skeleton, 
the muscular apparatus, and other animal com
ponents receive the same careful examination 
for determining their specific place in classifica
tion that is now given to external characters, 
there will never be agreement among systema
tists as to nomenclature. 

Ray's systematics were a decided advance 
on the classification schemata of his predeces
sors, as they, in their turn, lag behind the 

biological system inaugurated by the illustrious 
Linnaeus. 

Carl Linnaeus (or Linne) was born in 1707 of 
educated but poor parents, his father, vicar of 
Rashul~, being a good botanist. A student at 
the Universities of Lund and Uppsala he had 
a hard struggle to secure a bare existence and 
was often in dire want. Before graduation, 
however, such was his enthusiasm for science 
that he was allowed to give lectures in the 
University. That he might further advance in 
scientific knowledge he took up his residence 
in Holland where he studied n1edicine, took 
his doctor's degree, and then moved to Leiden. 
There he was assisted in publishing his epoch
making Systema naturae which brought him 
immediate credit and fame. After traveling in 
Northern Europe for three years, during which 
time he published many treatises, he returned 
to Sweden where he made a bare livelihood by 
the practice of medicine. In 1741 he was made 
professor of botany a_t U ppsala and soon 
beca1ne not only the forenwst teacher in the 
University but was recognized as a world-wide 
scientific leader, acknowledged and acclaimed 
everywhere. He was the recipient of many 
honors and was finally ennobled, taking the 
name of von Linne. His systematic treati<ses 
are, as ev:ery one knows, the . foundation on 
which modern biologic classification is built. 
Some of the very numerous Linnaean '·epithe-
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; tics', among them Pulteney's M enwirs of the 

.- Great Naturalist, 1805, are to be found in the 

Blacker and E.S.W. libraries; and it may be 

added that a complete annotated bibliography 

of all Linnaean literature is now in process of 

preparation by Mr. Soulsby, the talented 

Librarian of Zoology in the (Natural History 

Dept.) British Museum. 
For the advanced student of Linnaeus a most 

useful handbook is Charles Davies Sherborn's 

Index to the generic and trivial names of Animals 

in the 1Oth and 12th editions of the Systema 

Naturae, 1899. 

This is not the place to discuss the compe

tence nor the weaknesses of the Linnaean 

binomial classification of plants and animals; 

the Compiler simply repeats one objection 

to them, viz. that their merits are by no 

means uniform. The Linnaean zoological 

classes were not treated as successfully as 

the botanic system, probably because the 

writer knew more about flora than he did 

about fauna. 
The pupils of Linnaens, some of whom were 

foreigners attracted by the fame and enthu

siasm of the great teacher, traveled abroad and 

made collections and observations independent 

of their instructor. 
Among them mention may be made of those 

earlier observers who added anything worth 

while to the literature of zoology. 
Peter Artedi, born in North Sweden, more 

of a fellow worker than pupil, joined with the 

young Linnaeus at Uppsala to study natural 

science, the one preferring botany, the other 

choosing zoology, especially ichthyology. While 

Artedi was preparing his I chthyologia with the 

aid of his friend Linnaeus he came to a tragic 

end ; he fell into a canal and was drowned 

towards the end of 1735. In 1738 his famous 

work on fishes was edited and published in 

Leiden by Linnaeus. 
Of the French school of systematists and corn

parative anatomists one must not overlook 

Andre Dumeril who, in addition to numerous 

other contributions to natural history, wrote 

a Zoologie analytique, ou methode naturelle 
G 

de classification des Animaux, 1806, and a 

M emoires d' A natomie compart3e, 1807. 

F. Hassel~st, an actual pupil of Linnaeus, 

traveled in the East and died (1752) in Smyrna. 

He gives the natural history of the countries 

visited in his Voyages and Travels in the Levant, 

1766. This work, popular in its day, has been 

several times translated. The student list also 

includes such well-known writers as Pehr 

Forskal (1732-63), whose Descriptiones Ani

malium is among the zoological fundamentals ; 

Pehr Kalm (1716-79); Daniel Solander (who 

held a position at the British Museum, and 

died in London in 1782); J. C. Fabricius (1745-

1808); and Carl Peter Thunberg. Of these the 

last-named roamed farthest afield, collected 

the most material, and published the largest 

number of 1nonographs. His Fauna Americae 

meridionalis, Uppsala, 1823, in three parts, of 

which he acted as editor, is a very important 

contribution to American zoology. 
J. C. P. Erxleben's Mammalia as part of his 

Systema Regni Animalis per classes, ordines, 

&c., 1777, must not be overlooked as an 

important document in the contest over 

nomenclature and systematics generally. 

Because of its value as an early systematic 

study of faunallife in the Moluccas the Com

piler draws attention to a rare folio, G. E. 

Rumphius' D'Amboinische rariteitkamer, &c., 

published in Amsterdam in 1705. 

One writer and traveler of the eighteenth 

century, Jacob Theodore Klein (1685-1759), 

demands special mention. His careful treatises 

(q.v.) on floral and faunal subjects form an 

important contribution to the history of 

systematic biology. 
One of the finest publications of this period 

is the Ornithologie of Mathurin J. Brisson 

( 1723-1806) who, like the authors just men

tioned, modified in many respects the classi

fication of the Linnaean Systema. 
A student of Linnaeus and his classification 

was George Edwards, who, in his Catalogue of 

Birds, Beasts, Fishes, &c., 1776, and elsewhere, 

discusses the systematic nomenclature of the 

listed fauna. 

) J 
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One of the numerous supporters of the 
Linnaean method was the brilliant though 
erratic Rafinesque (1783-1840)-that Sicilian
American to whom a more extended reference 
js elsewh~re made. It will be remembered that 
there were at this time other systems, advo
cate~ by Barrere in 1745 (Ornithologiae Speci
men Novum; Perpignan); Mohring in 1752 
(Avium Genera; Zurich); the better known 
Klein, who published his Historiae avium Pro
dr_omus at Lubeck in 17 50 ; also the noted 
English .naturalist, William Turton ( 17 62-
1~35), _who not only translated the Sy8terna 
Naturae b11t compiled a treatise on British 
Fau.na .(1807) arranged according to the 
Linnaean system. 

An American systematist of some note, 
T. E . . Bowdich, made a rather early Analysis of 
the Natural Classification of Mammalia, Paris, 
1821, dealing with both the Illiger and the 
Cuvier nomenclatures. 

One of the early (and rare) Zoologia Ameri
~ana is J. R. Forster's Descriptiones A nimalium, 
1771, reprinted (with a preface by P. L. 
Sclater) by the Willughby Society in 1882. 

William Swainson (1789-1855) was an active 
Brjtish naturalist. During the first half of the 
nineteenth century he wrote many mono
graphs on zoological subjects, especially on 
avian Jife. It may here be noted that his most 
enduring contribution to vertebrate zoology 
was his Treatise on th.e geography and classifi
cation of Animals (1835), originally contributed 
to Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopaedia. 

It was about this time that Johann J. Kaup 
(1803-73) wrote his works on (anatomical) 
classification of animals, most of whose titles 
are listed in this Catalogue. 

In 1850, A. White wrote a semi-popular 
history of the mammalia, in which stress was 
laid on classification and habits. 

Of eighteenth-century zoologists in France 
(whose classification of. animals is important) 
Count Georges Louis Leclerc de Bu:ffon, wealthy 
an~ well-born, was easily the most brilliant. 
He received a thorough education at home 
and, after making the grand tou~, spent a year 

in London studyi:p.g mathen1atics, physics, and 
botany. In 1739 he was appointed keeper of 
the 'King's Garden', now the J ard1:n des 
Plantes. Under his influence this Jardin du 
Roi was greatly extended and became the 
centre of biological research in FraJnce. Buffon 
was made a count, a member of the French 
Academy, and became a universal social and 
E!Cientific success. In the beginning of 1749 the 
first part of his famous H istoire naturelle was 
published and he continued to work on it for 
the remainder of his life. In this monumental 
task he was greatly assisted by the anatomist 
Louis Daubenton (1716-1800). The first 
edition was later followed by several supple
mentary volumes (Suites) and by many trans
lations and editions of the treatise itself. Several 
of these are represented in this Catalogue and 
mirror the reputation of Bu:ffon as a natural 
scientist, brilliant writer, and, in maJny depart
ments of zoology, an original thinker. It will 
be noticed, however, in glancing at his contri
butions to literary biology that he seems un
able completely to discuss the subject of 
mammals. This ea ption in his H istoire was 
dealt with monographically by Daubenton and 
others, who added notes on their comparative 
anatomy. 

Although that versatile prodigy the Swi s
born Albrecht von Hailer is best known as a 
physician, poet, and physiologist, he made 
several contributions to pure zoology; among 
them a H istoria natural is ranarum, 17 58, and 
a mass of observations on animals in his 
Bibliotheca anatomica, an annotated biblio
graphy of all the literature in that scientific 
sphere to the date of its compilation. 0 ler 
said of him (Bibliotheca Osleriana, p. 117) that 
he 'is the greatest bibliographer in our ranks. 
Next to the Index-Catalogue of the Surgeon
General's Library, his works have been mo ·t 
helpful in the preparation of this catalogue. 
To learning and judgment he added that 
indispensable quality in a bibliographer, ac
curacy'. 

Charles Bonnet (1720-93) was, like Hailer, 
born in Switzerland. Although he devoted 

V 
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himself almost entirely to insect biology, and 

I is best known as the discoverer of parthp
,...UW genesit; (in the aphidae), he contribut~d ocl~

what to vertebrate zoologic literature; e.g. in 
hi. Contemplation de la Nature (1769, 2nd ed.), 
2 vols., and in hi CEuvre d'histoire naturelle, 
&c. (1779-81), 8 vols., 4to, published in Neu
ch~tel. 

Closely related to Bonnet but differing from 
him in some important respects was the Abbot, 
Lazaro Spallanzani (1729-99), born at Reggio. 
The Swiss naturalist translated the Italian 
scientist's Opere into French while Spallanzani 
himself published one of his early works with 
the title: Fisica anirnale ... colla giunta di due 
scritti sullo stesso argomento del celebre Sig. Bon
net (1782). The Osier Library has a full com
plement of the works of these two friends. 

Several references have been made to the 
systematic works of the famous zoologist, 
M. J. Brisson (1723-1806), a rival of Linnaeus. 
The Compiler again draws the student's atten
tion, at this juncture, to the two editions, 17 56 
and 1762, of his Regnum animale, published in 
parallel Latin and French columns, as among 
the fundamental books of reference. 

Of later contributions to faunal classification 
there must be borne in mind L. J. Fitzinger's 
essays on the subject, among them his N eue 
Classification der Reptilien, Wien, 1826 ; N atur,. 
geschichte der drei Reiche, 1862-4, in 8 vols.; 
and an unfinished Conspectus geographicus of 
which the Systerna Reptilium appeared in 1843 
as the first fascicle. 

One may once more refer here to that faunal 
systematist, Jacob T. Klein (1685~1759), 

whose numerous works on all the major faunal 
groups are represented on the shelves of the 
McGilllibraries. One of the best of these is his 
criticism (1743) of the arrangement by Lin
naeus of his quadrupeds and amphibia in the 
Systerna Naturae. 

In 1795-7 J. M. Bechstein published the first 
edition of his treatise on caged animals-in
cluding birds, mammals, fishes, and amphibia. 
Not only have there been several editions of 
this well-known work but it served as a source 

of supply for numerous popular books on pet 
animals during several subsequent generations. 

In 1731-8 E. Albin brought out A Natural 
History of Birds, in three folio volumes, London, 
illustrated, and in 1737 published a book on 
English Song Birds, which i now very rare, 
there being no copy in the British Museum 
library. 

Among well-known writers on comparative 
biology was Peter Simon Pallas ( 1 7 41-1811). 
Although horn in Berlin and educated as a 
physician in Germany, most of his scientific 
work was done in Holland and Russia, 
in the latter country under the patronage of 
Catherine II. His contributions to biological 
literature deal in most part with zoology
especially with mammalogy. His Spicilegia 
zoologica, a series of monographs, describes a 
number of new species. An account of his 
Russian travels, as well as several other titles 
by this important zoologist, are recorded in 
this Catalogue. 

The Compiler has not the space required to 
do justice to a sketch of the life, activities, and 
enduring influence exerted on scientific thought 
by that intellectual giant J ohann W olfgang 
Goethe (1749-1832). It would absorb several 
pages to evaluate properly his many contribu
tions to biology. Born at Frankfurt-am-Main 
in 17 49 of wealthy bourgeois parents, he first 
practised law, and then became actively 
engaged in the political and literary life of the 
principality of Weimar. After a two -years' 
residence in Italy he retired to devote the 
remainder of his long life to poetry and science. 
Of the numerous titles (and the many editions 
and translations of them) perhaps the best 
selection of his biological writings is the two
volume edition of Schriften zur N aturwissen
schaft (1905-7) with notes by Max Morris. 
These are excerpts from the 14 vols. of the 
celebrated Weimar publication, mostly on 
natural science. 

In 1822 the Rev. Dr. John Fleming wrote a 
Philosophy of Zoology, giving his views on the 
classification, structure, &c., of animals, that 
had considerable merit. He it was who sub-
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sequently (1828) published a fair History of 
British Animals in one large 8vo volume. 

A South German philosopher who devoted 
himself to natural history, whose fame spread 
throughout continental Europe, was Lorenz 
Oken or Ockenfuss (1779-1851). He, after 
graduation as a doctor of medicine, taught in 
several home universities. Finally (in 1832) he 
settled in Zurich for the remainder of his life 
where he carried on his chosen work. Oken is 
best known by that natural history periodi
cal, Isis, which he published for many years. 
The articles in that magazine represent all 
phases of contemporary opinion; in its columns 
problems were presented and prizes offered for 
their solution. Since its discontinuation the 
title 'Isis' has been given to several other 
periodicals, showing the sincere flattery of this 
form of imitation. Complete sets of this store
house of information are becoming very rare ; 
it was only after years of search that the 
Compiler was able to complete the files in the 
Blacker Library. 

In the same collection are Oken's Allgemeine 
Naturgeschichte fur all Stiinde, 1833-41, with 
an atlas of 158 col. pl., and his Lehrbuch 
der Naturphilosophie, 1843. The former is a 
compilation of high order, the latter, by some 
regarded as the author's best work, reflects his 
peculiar notions about the Universe, its 
government, the source of animal life, and so 
forth. 

Every student of the history of systematic 
zoology should consult J. B. Spix's Geschichte 
aller Systeme in der Zoologie, 1811, a scholarly 
account of the science since the days of 
Aristotle. 

Mention may here be made of Karl Gustav 
Carus (1789-1869), born in Saxony, court 
physician and (earlier in life) professor of corn
parative anatomy at Leipzig. In 1861 he 
summarized his rather eccentric notions about 
the relations of species to one another in his 
Natur und Idee. The whole animal system is 
arranged in circles, with protozoa at the peri
phery and homo sapiens in the centre-the 
Circular System. 

A noteworthy work is Max Weber's Die 
Siiugetiere, 1904, a monograph on the anatomy 
and classification of mammals recent and 
fossil. 

An illuminating contribution to the science 
of classification is found in Louis Agassiz's 
(1854) Sketch of the Natural Provinces of the 
Animal World. 

Of the army of systematists who compiled 
or wrote original schemes of nomenclature 
must be mentioned Rene P. Lesson ( 1794-
1849) whose numerous contributions to the 
literature of vertebrate zoology are well known. 
The M anuels, both of M ammalogie ( 1827) and 
of Ornithologie (1828), are among the earliest of 
his writings, while his various Tableaux furnish 
his ideas of faunal classification. Most of 
Lesson's titles are listed in the Catalogue. 

A systematic treatise of considerable impor
tance is the voluminous system ( 14 vols. with 
many illust.) by George Shaw, London, 1800-
26. 

o ~ystematics based on special anatomy is 
the work of J. B. Spix, Oephalogenesis, sive 
capitis ossei structura, &c., 1815, by which 
classes, families, &c., are to be determined by 
the conformation of head structure. 

In some systematic classifications all faunal 
forms are supposed to be grouped or to revolve 
about homo sapiens as the central figure. 
Beginning with the Historia Naturae (1635) 
of Nierenberg, Fischer de Waldheim in his 
Tableaux Synoptiques de Zoognosie (1806) was 
followed by William S. Macleay (1792-1865) 
who further elaborated his concepts of the 
so-called Quinary classification. 

It was Vigors, however, that was most 
influential in pressing Quinary graphs on the 
scientific world, a task in which he was greatly 
assisted by Swainson. Both these writers con
tributed, between 1823 and 1835, many papers 
on the subject to the Transactions of the Lin
naean Society and to the Zoological Journal. 

As stated by Swainson in his Geography and 
Classification of Animals (1835) this so-called 
'circular-grouping' held sway among systema
tists for a number of years. 

~I 
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While on this subject attention must be 
drawn to the fundamental and enduring work 
on neotropical classification and nomenclature 
carried on for nearly a century by American 
systematists-most of it contributed to U .S. 
Government Publications. Although titles in 
serials have been, as stated, necessarily ignored 
in this Introduction, the Blacker and other 

libraries of McGill University have on their 
shelves a goodly array of these indispens
able publications that record the labors of 
Baird, Merriam, Nelson, Stone, Richmond, 
Gill, Allen, Coues, Henry, Ridgway, and a 
hundred other faithful workers, living and 
dead, who have left their mark on the history 
of zoology. 
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SOME FUNDAMENTAL TITLES I}..T THE LITERATURE OF MODERN 
VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY -HAND-COLORED ATLASES AJ.lD THEIR 
MAKERS - ANIMAL PAINTERS AND ILLUSTRATORS. 

Temminck-Schlegel-Catesby-Albin-Geo. Edwards-A. Sparrman-Bree-Fritsch
William Hayes-W. Swainson-Jacquin-Susemihl-Sven Nilsson-F. Levaillant
Audebert-Vieillot-Prince Maxmilian Wied-Neuwied-A. Desmarest-Audubon
Manetti-E. Riippell-J. A. and J. F. Naumann-John Gould-Fraser-Sir W. Jardine 
-C. W. Hahn-Des Murs-G. D. Rowley-Rene P. Lesson-Kittlitz-Reichenbach
J. 0. E. Perrier-Cassin-D. G. Elliot-J. E. Gray-Lear-Dresser-Olphe-Galliard 
-Jose ph Wolf-Keulemans-George Moore-Marshall Bros .-Lichtenstein-William 
Lewin-Wolf and Meyer-Montagu-Graves-Selby-John Hunt-Jenyns-H. L. 
Meyer-Eyton-Macgillivray-Yarrell-F. 0. Morris-H. Seebohm-Jardine-Booth 
-J~ Rennie-Lord Lilford-Shaw and Stevens-Dumeril-Gravenhorst-Illiger
Hardwicke-Ranzani-Latreille-Wagler-d'Orbigny-Millais-St. George Mivart
G~tke-Kaup-Prince C. L. Bonaparte-9-iebel-Trouessart-C. 0. Waterhouse
C. D. Sherborn-Thos. Brown-George Robert Gray-Richardson and Swainson. 

T HE modern literature of European fauna 
deals largely with continental forms. So 

far as birds are concerned-and they occupy 
much of the limited space devoted to animal 
life in this Introduction-mention has ah'eady 
been made of Temminck's Manuel d'orni
thologie. It first appeared as a single book in 
1815, but was expanded into several volumes, 
and for fifty years was the best known work on 
European ornithology. One of the author's 
colleagues, Hermann Schlegel, brought out 
( 1844) in German, Latin, and French a Kritische 
U ebersicht der Europaischen V ogel which 
treated to the date of publication and in 
masterly fashion the whole subject of European 
avifauna. 

The first six or seven decades of the nineteenth 
century formed the period, par excellence, of 
splendor in hand-colored illustration. Neither 
before nor since have animals--especially 
birds-been so splendidly and effectually 
depicted. There were, it is true, a few fore
runners of these really n1agnificent atlases
most of them folios and quartos-among the 

earliest being two large folios (1731-43) con
taining fine illustrations of Mark Catesby's 
well-known Natural History of Carolina, des
tined for several foreign translations and 
reproductions. This work was followed in 
1738-40 by Eleazer Albin's colored figures 
illustrating his Natural History of Birds, and, 
best of all, by George Edwards' Gleanings of 
Natural History in four quarto volumes. 

As early as 1786-9, A. Sparrman's Museum 
Carlsonian1tm (q.v.) with 100 colored plates 
was published. Later (1832-7) appeared the 
magnificent Gould's Birds of Europe, in five folio 
volumes. In 1849 was published Degland's 
Ornithologie Europeenne, in two volu1nes, whose 
errors were supposed to be corrected by Gerbe 
in a second edition (1867). Bree's excellent 
Birds of Europe not observed in the British Isles, 
4 vols., 1858-63, in 1875 reached an improved 
edition of five volumes, while Anton Fritsch in 
1870-1 published his Naturgeschichte der Vogel 
Europa' s with a well-made folio Atlas. 

Of the earlier examples of zoological atlases 
with fine, colored plates, one must remember 
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the works of William Hayes, especially his 
Nat·ural History of British Birds (1775), 40 
colored plates, and his famous Osterley Park 
Portraits (1794) with 101 hand-colored plates. 
Jacquin's BeytTiige zur Geschichte der V ogel, 
1784, although a small folio, has 19 excellent 
colored plates. 

A fine earl atlas of hand-colorPd pJates, 
3 volumes, with text, is W. Swainson's Zoo
logical Illustrations, 1820-3. 

Another noteworthy atlas is J. C. Susemihl's 
Abbildungen der Vogel E1-aopas, 1839-51, a 
quarto with 106 fine, colored plates. 

Influenced to an extent by the previous 
activities of Linnaeus, Sven ilsson (1787-
1883) began his literary labors by publishing, 
in 1817-21, his Ornithologia Svecica, followed 
soon after by several treatises and fine atlases 
on Scandinavian fauna in general, most of 
which had subsequent editions. Consult the 
present annotated Catalogue. 

An Afbeeldingen of Netherlands zoology, 
316 well-executed hand-colored plates of 
which 133 depicted birds, was issued in 1838 
by Nicolaas Anslijn. 

Reproductions of colored drawing almo t 
attained perfection in the atlases of Fran9ois 
Levaillant (1753-1824), several times men
tioned in these pages. His earliest large work 
was a magnificent folio-with many colored 
plates-the Histm>re nat'ltrelle ... d'Oiseaux de 
l'AmeTique, &c. (1801); the next three were the 
famous volumes on Parrots, not completed 
until after the author's death, followed by two 
monographs on other avian groups. It seems 
aJ pity that he was unable during his lifetime 
to complete, even with the aid of his son and 
of Temminck, his admirabl Oiseaux d'Afriq'lte, 
the sixth a,nd last volun1e of which wa::; pub
lished in 1808. The McGill liLnuie:--~ have 
almost complete set of li'. Lcvaillant'H ·works, 
including the rare English rendering (London, 
1790) of the ~r oyage dan8 l'intb·ieur d' Afrique, 
Paris, 1790. 

A contemporary and Himilar sPric:; )f work. 
to thm;e of Levaillant were begun by AudebPrt 
and Vicillot. In 1802 appeared their Oiseaux 

dares, two folio volumes, remarkable plates 
whose fine hand-coloration is heightened 
(though from the systematic point of view not 
improved) by gilding. 

Vieillot issued in 1805 a work on the 'beaux 
chanteurs' of the torrid zone, and in 1807 
another treatise on the birds of North America. 

A fine colored a.tlas (90 pla.tes) of the fauna 
of Brazil accompanied Prince Maxmilian 
Wied-Neuwied's Abb1'ldungen zur Natur
ge.schichte BTasiliens, 1822-31. 

Mention n1ust be made also of A. Desma
rest's (1784-1838) Histoire Nat?-trelle des Tan
gara8 (1805), as well as of the publication in 
1808 of a rare and beautifully illustrated 
Les Pigeons by Coenraad J. Temminck (1770-
1858), assisted and illustrated by Mme. Knip. 
In 1813-15 he published, alone, a 3-volume 
work on the same subject. These fine atlases 
were followed in 1815 (2nd ed. 1820-4) by his 
Manuel d'Ornithologie which was translated 
into Dutch in 1824. 

Of the many folios and quartos illustrated 
by splendid and costly hand-colored plates 
the blue ribbon must be awarded to an Ameri
cana, Audubon's famous elephant folio of 435 
life-size studies of the Bi,rds of AmeTica (1827-
38). This magnificent atlas was followed by 
several folio and smaller-sized editions, both 
of plates alone and of text under the title 
Ornithological Bibliography. All these editions, 
reprints and variants, are listed in this Cata
logue and shelved in the libraries of McGill 
University. A sketch of Audubon's career and 
a further account of hi literary activities will 
be found in the chapter on Unica. 

In1820Temminck,assistedbyBaronLaugier, 
projected a supplmnent to D'Aubenton's 
Planches Enluminees (1771-86) with the title 
Nouveau Recueil, &c. (1838). One hundred 
and two parts in five volume illustrated by 500 
plates were issued at irregular periods, the last 
in 1839. One of Tem1ninck's disciples was 
J. C. Werner whose splendid Atlas des Oiseaux 
cl'Europe of 530 plates (1842-8) is elsewhere 
described. 

AnadmirableltalianandLatinornithological 
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compilation by Xaverio Manetti (1723-84) and 
others in five volumes, fairly well illustrated 
in color, was published at Florence, 1767-76. 

Vieillot completed in 1825 the text of the 
Galerie des Oiseaux, an ambitious effort to 
figure and describe every avian species. Oudart 
prepared the plates, and the work was con
tinued until two volumes with 301 colored 
illustrations had been published. 

Although m.any brilliant colored atlases of 
birds (and fishes) will be mentioned and listed 
in this work it must not be forgotten that 
similar collections of pictures covering all the 
vertebrate orders were occasionally published, 
an example of which is the Atlas zu der Reise 
im nord. Afrika, by E. Ruppell, in 5 parts with 
over ioo fine, colored plates. 

Contributions to the long list of early hand
colored treatises on the avifauna are the 
remarkable volumes of the two N aumanns, 
beginning with Johann Andreas (I744-1826), 
whose N aturgeschichte der Land- und W asser
V ogel des n6rdlichen Deutschlands, &c. (I 7 8 9-
1803) with drawings by Johann Friedrich 
(1780-1857) was followed by several similar 
titles, generally accompanied by atlases with 
hundreds of colored plates. These editions 
(the last one of 12 volumes, completed in I905) 
really form the principal accounts we have of 
middle-European birds, and the Compiler 
advises all students to make themselves 
familiar with their pages. 

In 1832 John Gould began the publication 
of his wonderful series of zoological mono
graphs that for profusion of hand-colored 
illustrations have never been equalled. Begin
ning with A Century of Birds from the Hirnalaya 
M o·untains he finally published through a 
series of years about forty-five folio volumes 
(exhibiting 3,000 colored plates) that comprise 
a marvellous array of treatises, whose full 
titles will be found in the present Catalogue. 
They constitute the n1ost attractive literary 
treasures of the Blacker and E.S.W. libraries, 
and include his famous Birds of Asia as well as 
the incomparable atlas-treatises on Humming 
Birds, Toucans, Trogons, &c. 

Fraser's ambitious Zoologia typica, begun in 
1841, was intended to include a general series 
of colored plates, and although the seventy 
plates that did appear were extremely well 
executed the enterprise did not meet the 
support it deserved, and it was discontinued 
in 1849. 

Better in execution are the colored pictures 
prepared by Selby and J ardine for Illustra
tions of Ornithology (1827-43) in four volumes 
with over 200 plates. 

In 1834-41 appeared C. W. Hahn's Orni
thologischer Atlas of birds of the world, un
finished after 137 colored plates had been 
issued. 

James Wilson's Illustrations of Zoology (1828) 
produced 36 colored plates. 

Des Murs' supplement to D'Aubenton's 
Planches enluminees, entitlediconographieorni
thologique, with seventy-two colored plates, 
was corn pleted in four years ( 1845-9). Similar 
to it are the Esquisses ornithologiques of Du Bus, 
with 37 plates, followed by the more valuable 
Exotic ornithology of Sclater and Salvin with 
100 plates picturing I 04 species from Central 
and South America. About the same time 
appeared the periodical Ornithological Mis
cellany of Rowley (1875-8), having as con
tributors the leading British ornithologists of 
the day. The hand-colored plates are un
usually good, from drawings by that fine artist 
Keulemans. 

Most of the atlases described above (costly 
and rare folios and quartos) were followed 
about this time by quite a few volumes on 
zoology of smaller size and, generally speaking, 
of minor importance. Among · ~Q@It!~.-~~e 
Swainson's excellent three (octavo) volumes 
of Zoological Illustration~ with 182 colored 
plates (1820-I), succeeded by a second series, 
equally good, completed in 1833. The latter, 
of three more volumes, contained I36 plates. 

About this time ( I828) Lesson brought out 
in two duodecimo volumes his M anuel d'Orni
thologie and in (I83I) an octavo T'raite d'Orni
thologie, with an atlas of the same size con
taining 1I9 plates. A well executed Oenturie 

(/ 
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Zoologique, with 80 colored plates, completed 
in 1831 and followed by illustrations de Zoo
logie, 60 plates, was also due to the labors of 
this well-known and diligent natura.li t. 

In 1832-3 Kittlitz published his K unf'ert.u
feln zur Naturgeschichte der Vogel , \vith 36 
plates. 

Attention has already beP.n drawn tq t.h(' 
elaborate works of Reichenbach who in 1~45 
began publication of his rmnarkable series of 
illustrated quarto treatises which were issued 
during the following ten years and are generally 
referred to under the title Vollstand?~gste 
Naturgeschichte der Vogel. On about 1,000 
plates-900 colored-are crowded illustra
tions representing avian species, mostly re
duced in size from other authors, Gould in 
particular. A. B. Meyer, in 1879, published a 
useful, indeed necessary, Index to these 
numerous pictures. 

During 1902-6, J. 0. E. Perrier published 
La Vie des A nimaux illustree in four volumes 
with numerous colored plates ; mammals by 
A. Menegaux and birds by J. Salmon. 

In 1853-5 Cassin brought out what is re
garded by ome as a supplement to Audubon's 
octavo edition, Illustrations of the Bi,rds of 
California, &c., and in 1866-9 D. G. Elliot 
published an important and well-illustrated 
equel to Audubon's treatises entitled New 

and hitherto U nfigured Bitds of North America. 
.LL\fter the lapse of 11early sixty years an ac

complished ornithologi. t-painter, Rex Brasher 
(following the example of Audubon), published 
an atlas (1930) of 12 volumes depicting all 
the birds of North America-a stupendous 
undertaking rivaling the work of Audubon in 
execution and much exceeding him in the 
number and variety of hi pictures. 

In 1830 John Edwa.rd Gray began publishing 
his atlas, Illustration8 of Indian Zoology, with
out descriptive text. 

During 1832 Lear iHsuerlhi~:daithfnlly figured 
work on Parrots. Ma11y of thP original draw
ings used to illustrate this monograph are now 
in the Black er Library. 

A notable work on European bird life is that 
H 

of DresRer (and Sharpe) who began their well· 
known Bird.s of Europe in 1871, to be com
pleted <1lnne by the former iu 1879-a splendid 
4to set of eight volumes, followed by a helpful 
supplement. The beautiful colored plates are 
reproduced from the drawings of Keulemans 
and Neale. Newton (D1'ctionary of Birds, p. 42) 
remarks of t.hiF; fine piece of work: 'European 
ornithologists have been all but unanimously 
grateful to Mr. Dresser for the way in which he 
brought this enormous labour to a successful 
end.' 

Leon Olphe-Galliard issued in 41 fascicles 
a Contributions a la Faune ornithologique de 
l' Europe Occidentale, 1884-91, usually bound 
in 4 volumes, one of the mm;t important syste
n1atic treatises ever written on the subject. 
Among several similar publications, J. Back
house brought out (1890) a useful Handbook 
of European Birds. The E.S.W. Library has an 
interleaved and annotated copy prepared by 
the author for a second edition that never 
appeared. 

The greatest of all animal painters, Joseph 
Wolf, began in 1855 the publication of his 
Zoological Sketches from subjects in the London 
Zoo. This wonderful exhibit of faunal portrai
ture has never been equalled in that desirable 
but rare combination-fidelity to nature and 
artistic conception. The Blacker Library has 
a small number of original drawings by Wolf 
that are regarded as among the finest of its 
'association' possessions. 

Several large zoological atlases were the 
product of the pen and brush of George Shaw 
(q.v.) who, among other works, depicted the 
collections in the Museum Leverianum 
(1792-6), and with F. P. Nodder issued 24 
volumes of colored natural history plates 
entitled The 1Vaturalist's Mi.scellany, London, 
1790-1813. 

These truly great examples of colored 
reproductions of animal subjects (most of them 
finished by hand) were followed at rather 
regular intervals for many years by smaller 
enterpri~es, some of them of importance. 
A fair example is the Marshall Bros. Capi-
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tonidae or Scansorial Barbets, a monograph 
with 73 beautifully colored plates, London, 

1870-1. 
As the Compiler has elsewhere mentioned, 

both the Centurie Zoologiqne (1830) and the 
Illustrations de Zoologie (1832) of Lesson, the 
former with 80 and the latter with 60 colored 
plates, deserve a place with the best of the 
colored bird atlases. 

A valuable Museum Curator who utilized 
his material for publishing drawings, cata
logues, and letterpress of scientific value, was 
M. H. C. Lichtenstein of Berlin (1780-1857). 
See the appended Catalogue. 

One of the treasures of the Blacker Library 
is William Lewin's Birds of Great Britain, with 
the seven extra-illustrated volumes of hand
colored plates, London, 1789-94, elsewhere 
fully described. 

Another fine atlas is that of Wolf and Meyer's 
N aturgeschichte der V ogel Deutschlands, 1805-
21, with 176 colored plates. 

Of Montagu's remarkable Ornithological 
Dictionary (various editions 1802-83) it may 
be repeated that it was the earliest and best 
of its kind. Graves published in three volumes 
and two editions (1811-21) a British Ornitho
logy that does not find favor with Newton 
who prefers the contemporary treatise of the 
same title by John Hunt, published at Norwich 
(3 vols., 1815-22) but never completed. 

About this time (1825-33) appeared a fine 
series of 222 colored plates engraved by the 
author-Selby's Illustrations of British Ornitho
logy, in two folios, accompanied by two similar 
volumes of text. This well-known work passed 
to a second edition, the first volume of letter
press being changed to bring the classification 
in conformity with the so-called Qninary 
theory that then (and for a long time after
wards) was quite fashionable. 

A fairly well-known octavo work-now 
quite rare-appeared in 1828, Fleming's His
tory of British Animals, followed in 1835 by 
Jenyns' Manual of British Vertebrate Animals, 
a very useful handbook. Librarians and others 
will please note that Leonard Jenyns later 

underwent a change of name (but not of heart) 
to L. Blomefield. It was in 1857 that H. L. 
Meyer completed his celebrated Coloured lllv.s
trations of British Birds and their Eggs, in 
quarto. 

Eyton, in 1836, published a supplement to 
Bewick's Birds (1821) under the heading 
History of the Rarer British Birds. 

The year 1837 was marked in the annals of 
British vertebrate zoology. This was the 
inception of treatises on the bird life of Great 
Britain by Macgillivray and Ya.rrell. The 
eulogy pronounced upon the works of both 
these naturalists by Alfred Newton is, in the 

_judgment of the Compiler, well deserved: 
'They still stand as the best that could be said 
on the subject in the middle decades of the 
nineteenth century.' An entry of most of 
the editions of their principal studies-both 
entitled A History of British Birds-will be 
found in this Catalogue. Saunders, it may be 
added, condensed and practically re-wrote (in 
one volume, 1889) Yarrell's three volumes to 
form a most valuable and useful Manual of 
British Birds. 

Profiting (in quite a legitimate fashion) by · 
the observations and writings of Macgillivray 
and Yarrell, the Rev. F. 0. Morris published 
A Natural History of the Nests and Eggs of 
British Birds, 3 vols., 8vo, 1st ed., 1853; a 
History of British Birds, 8 vols., numerous 
editions; H. Seebohm also a History of British 
Birds, &c., 4 vols., 1883, and several other and 
earlier editions. These volumes were for many 
years very popular; they are well written and 
excellently illustrated works on the subjects 
of their title-pages. 

Although Professor Newton does not hesi
tate, in his usual frank manner, to state what 
he regards as the inferior status of the Morris 
and Seebohm volumes yet there are several 
authorities that do not agree with him. Cer
tainly the works of both authors were employed 
as textbooks by several generations of teachers 
and advanced students, to the entire satis
faction of all concerned, and the colored 
plates that adorn the text have been approved 
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and copied by many experts and informed Coloured Figures of the Birds of the British 

illustrators to the present hour. Islands, by Lord Liliord (T. L. Powys), in seven 

A unique literary and book-making per- volumes; the drawings by Keulemans and 

formance is Jardine's Naturalist's Library Thorburn. 

(1830-45), forty octavo volumes. This semi- Returning for the moment to vertebrate 

popular work, successfully picturing by means zoological literature in general, among the 

of hundreds of hand-colored portraits the more important handbooks and monographs 

vertebrates of the world, 'is a wonderful little are Shaw anrl Stevens' Zoology, in 14 volumes 

library of natural history, an encyclopedia of (1809-26); Dumeril's Zoologie analytique 

faunal monographs of which three editions, (1806); Gravenhorst's Vergleichende Uebersicht 

one a reprint, have appeared. The memoirs of des linneischen Systeme (1807); llliger's Pro~ 

celebrated naturalists, that form part of the dromus Systematis Mammaliurn et Avium 

Library, are well worth reading. (1811 ), a useful handbook; Vieillot's Analyse 

Another excellent treatise, with the mis- d'une nouvelle Ornithologie (1816), now very 

leading title, Rough Notes on Birds in the rare, but reprinted by the Willughby Society; 

British Islands, is by Booth of Brighton, Temminck's Manuel d'Ornithologie (1820) in 

1881-7. ~two folios, with fine which he promulgated an An~lyse of his own 

drawings by Keulemans. that criticized and really supplanted the classi-

Here one may draw attention to a rather fications of Vieillot and Illiger in the minds of 

useful book, J. Rennie's Architecture of B1'rds, ornithologists generally. 

one of the early monographs on avian anatomy. Another fine example of faunal depiction is 

Every doctrine promulgated by the immortal Illustrations of Indian Zoology, by T. Hard

White of Selborne is revered by this Compiler, wicke and J. E. Gray, 2 vols., 1830-4. Still 

and he firmly believes, with the great naturalist, another is De Kay' s Zoology of New York 

that 'every kingdom, every province should (1842-4) in which the birds are shown in 141 

have its own monographer', but when it comes fine, colored plates. 

to the recognition of half a dozen monographers Ranzani in 1821 published his compilation, 

for every province he would like to draw some- Elementi di Zoologia, in 8 volumes; in 1825 

where a well-marked line. In no country appeared Latreille's Familles Naturelles du 

(although Germany and the United States Regne Animal, and in 1827 Wagler completed 

make a good second) iu the regional world his Systema Avium, followed in 1830 by a 

have 'local faunas' been so widely exploited Naturliches System der Amphibien, both works 

as in the British Isles. There seems to be a being more fanciful than useful to students. 

monograph on the vertebrates of every region, For the serious student of American orni

county, city, and town of the United Kingdom, thology d'Orbigny's Syrwpsis Avium, based on 

several times repeated. Some of these will be his voyage to America, must not be forgotten. 

noticed here; for the remainder the Catalogue The Compiler, whose present function it is 

must perform that duty. to annotate zoological works in the McGill 

The array of expensive colored atlases just libraries, has elsewhere commented on a por

described by no means exhausts the output of tion of the literature of those occupations and 

zoological literature of the same character)' amusements known as the Chase, Hunting, 

during the period indicated. These are syste~ and (certain forms of) Sport. At this time it 

matic manuals and other treatises published may be well to pQRI!!tB:er the varieties that in

in considerable numbers, the colored plates volve the unnecessary destruction of animal 

being mostly subsidiary to and illustrative of life, because it is the Compiler's dili"9el'ate 

the complete letterpress. Of more recent opinion that when joined, as is frequently the 

examples one may cite the magnificent (456) case, to the deliberate killing of birds or other 
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animals for the mere gratification of one of 
man's meanest instincts, the act assumes the 
guise of a cowardly murder-and nothing else. 
And when this wanton destruction is accom
panied by the infliction of long-drawn-out pain 
and misery the crime ought to be denounced 
in no uncertain terms by every believer in the 
rights of animals. It should be equally con
demned whether the deed be perpetrated by 
'our very best people' or by the so-called 
'lower classes'; whether the defenceless and 
often harmless creatures are needlessly done 
to death in the lovely stretches of the British 
Isles, in the forests or mountains of America, 
on the blood-stained terraces of Monte Carlo, 
in the bull-rings of Spain or France, in the 
jungles of India, or in the uplands of the 
African continent. 

· Let the apologist disguise it as he will, 
deplorable inhumanity lurks in live-pigeon 
shooting matches, in pheasant and partridge 
bags, in the pleasures of wild-fowling, in the 
otter hunt, in the horrible stag hunt, in the 
fox hunt (that 'pursuit of the "uneatable" by 
the "unspeakable" '), in deer hunting, and in 
every one of those allied cruelties one meets 
the wide world over. 

Lest some unsophisticated reader may 
accuse the Compiler of being too 'sob by and 
sentimental' on this subject let him read an 
authentic account of, say, an up-to-date 
otter hunt, by a responsible naturalist. He 
will find such a recital in Henry Williamson's 
Tarka, with an introduction by Sir John 
Fortescue, publif:ihed in 1930, a copy of which 
is in the Blacker Library. 

The author describes the brave fight of an 
animal with his most dreaded enen1ies-dogs, 
'gentlemen' garbed in full hunting regalia, and 
a mixed crowd of men, women, and children 
who chased him one bright summer's day over 
the English moorlands. All day long this 
human mob, urging on a score of hounds to 
bi~e and worry the unfortunate beast, assisted 
with long, iron -shod poles in hunting him out 
of holes and watery shelters in which he from 
tim~ t~ time took temporary shelter. After 

nearly nine hours of this sort of amusement 
they finally killed him. And this is how he 
died: 'He crawled half up the bank, but turned 
back at the thudding of many feet and swam 
down to the stickle. The sideway ply of a pole 
in a turmoil of water struck him on the head. 
He pushed past the iron point but it was 
brought down on his shoulder. Hounds were 
fifteen yards away, urged on by the horn and 
the cheers of the whippers-in. Thrice Tarka's 
teeth clicked on the iron pressing his shoulder 
as he strove against the weight of the sports
man trying to lift him back. A second pole 
was brought down fr(Jlll the other flank, 
crossing the first-and these wooden pincers 
held him. Amid the harsh cries of men and 
women and the heavy tongues of hounds 
Tarka was overborne by the pack.' 

But the WI'etched otter was not quite dead 
yet ; there was more fun in store for the 
hunters. 'Tarka escaped at last from the 
worry and swam down stream slowly, bleeding 
from many wounds . . . and as hounds and 
men were about to leave he was observed to 
kick feebly and roll over. Tally Ho!' 

Alas! for this blot on the scutcheon of an 
otherwise brave and gentle people. 

The student's attention is directed to one of 
the best known, modern, illustrators of works 
on game animals--especially birds-viz. John 
G. Millais. Among many publications of merit 
is his Game Birds and Shooting-Sketches, 1892, 
admirably illustrated by 34 colored plates. 
More to the Compiler's liking are his British 
Surface-Feeding Ducks, 65 platBs, 1902, and 
his Mammals of Great Britain and Ireland, 
1904-6, in three finely illustrated volumes. 

About the same time (1896) appeared a 
magnificent quarto, with 61 colored plates, 
St. George Mivart's Loriidae, preceded by 
another admirable monograph, 45 plates, on 
the Canidae ( 1890). 

Covering, after a fashion, the same ground as 
Gatke's famous Vogelwarte Helgoland, 1891, is 
an English translation by Rosenstock, entitled 
H eligoland as an Ornithological Observatory, 
published in 1895. 
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The ever-present, ever-changing subject of 

fauual classification received an impetus by 
the writings of Kaup, .specially in his Allge
meine Zoologie (182!l) and twenty years later 
in his Ueber Classification der Vogel. 

In this connection one must mention the 
illustrious nmne of Prince Charles Lucien 
Bonaparte, who~e famous and useful Cnn
spect'tts Generum Avhi,m (begun in 1850) was in 
1865 provided with an indispensable supple
ment by Finsch. 

The professional naturalist ught to have 
within his reach GiPbel's Thesa'u:rus Ornitho
logiae, published in 1872-7, another valuable 
work of reference. 

A well-known systematist, E. L. Trouessart 
(1842-1918), ha,s written several annotated 
lists of mammals and birds, among them his 
Catalogus rnarnmalium, 1898-1905, and his 
Catalog1te des Oi,Qeaux d'Europe, 1912. Other 
systematists have worked at the san1e task, 
among them C. D. Sherborn (q.v.) and C. 0. 
Waterhouse. The latter first published his 
Index Zoologicus in 1902, as part of the indis
pensable Zoological Record. 

Capt. Thomas Brown's illustrated works 
should receive mention here, more for their 
great rarity than for their additions to zoo
logical knowledge. The Blacker and E.S.W. 
libraries have all his titles. 

The works of George Robert Gray n1ark an 
important era in zoological literature. For 
many years in charge of the ornithological 
collections in the British Museum, he began by 
publishing hi· important List of the Genera 
of Birds in 1840, followed by a second edition 
in 1841. The E.S.\V. Library has both of these 

editions, the latter one being Gray's own inter
leaved copy with MS. notes for subsequent 
treatises. 

In 1844-9 appeared his Genera of Birds _in 
three folio volumes, beautifully illustrated by 
Mitchell and Wolf, with 185 colored and 148 
uncolored plates. It contains references to 
more than 2,400 generic names and forms an 
indispen~able item in every research library 
on zoology. 

The foregoing wm·e privately printed, but 
in 1855 Gray brought out for the Museum his 
well-known Catalogue of the Genera and Sub
genera of Birds, a s1nall but useful manual 
based on his larger works. 

Dr. Chas. Richmond, in a letter to Mr. W. L. 
Sclater, points out that the Carnegie Musellfll 
has appended to its library copy of this 1855 
Catalogue an additional title-page reading 
'A List of Genera and Su bgenera of Birds', 
1855 (Taylor and Francis), followed by a leaf 
of ' Addenda' printed on both sides. Dr. Rich
mond thinks this is not a part of the British 
Museum publication but was added in a few 
instances by Gray to presentation copies. At 
any rate they are certainly exceedingly rare 
leaflets. 

In 1869-71 Gray published for the Museum 
his Hand L~ist of Gwnera and Species of Birds in 
three parts, making three octavo volumes, thus 
adding more valuable tools to the armament 
of the research student. 

The first zoological work published at the 
expense of the British Government, the Fauna 
Boreali-Arnericana (1829-37), appeared as a 
magnificent and wonderfully useful series, by 
Richardson and Swainson. 



CHAPTER VIII 

FROM NATURAL PHILOSOPHY TO MODERN BIOLOGY - THE LITERA
TURE OF VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY, 1750 TO 1850 A .D. 

S. Raffles-T. Horsfield-Reinwardt-C. J. Temminck-Mauduyt-T. Pennant
Schaffer-P. Brown-Hermann-J acquin-Prosper Alpinus-Schwenkfeld-Salerne 
-D'Aubenton-E. Griffith-J. E. Gray-P. L. S. Miiller-Tegetmeier-Gmelin-F. M. 
Daudin-J. R. Forster-Thienemann-Andrew Smith-Andersson-Holub and Pelzeln 
-Shelley-Layard-Reichenow-Von der Decken-Canon Tristram-Rochebrune
A. Milne-Edwards-A. Grandidier-Erasmus Darwin-E. Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire
F. Cetti-J. F. Blumenbach-Lamarck-Baron Cuvier-T. Schwann-Richard Owen 
-J. Miiller. 

T HE last half of the eighteenth and the 
first half of the nineteenth centuries wit

nessed the visits of a number of zoologists not 
only to India but to its neighbouring countries. 
Among these naturalists one may mention 
Sir Stamford Raffles who first wrote, in 1817, 
a two-volume History of Java (valuable to 
-students of zoology) and later contributed to 
Jardine's Illustrations of Ornithology. 

Stamford Raffles, son of a British sea
captain, was born in Jamaica, July 5th, 1781. 
In 1795 he was appointed to East India House 
and settled in Penang. In 1805 he accompanied 
Lord Minto on an expedition to Java. In 1816 
ill health required his return to England, where 
he wrote his History of Java and was knighted. 
In 1818 he returned to the Far East and formed 
a settlement at Singapore. Returning to 
England he founded the London Zoological 
Society, and died in 1826. 

Thomas Horsfield (1773-1859), born in 
Philadelphia, but died in London, was the 
author of many treatises on the fauna of the 
Far East-the Dutch East In dies in particular. 
Perhaps one of his finest contributions to the 
literature of the subject was his Zoological 
researches in Java, 4to, London, 1824, with a 
large number of colored plates. 

Dutch travelers sustained their reputation 
as active explorers by contributions to the 
natural history of their own East Indian 

possessions. Of these Caspar G. C. Reinwardt 
(1773-1854) was a prorninent writer, although 
his reports were mostly botanical. 

As a member of the Natuurkundige Com
missie in Ost-I ndilJ... Salomon Mueller wrote . tfb 
(with H. Schlegel) a Zoology of the Dutch East 1 
I ndie8, folio, 1839-44, that is a reference classic. 
Working on the same task C. J. Temminck (i 

contributed V erhandeling over de Natuurl~jke / o 
Geschiedenis der N ederlandsche overzee&he oe
zittingen, &c. 

In quick sue · 1 followed Shaw's Memoirs 
of the Museum Leverianum Mauduyt's _ 

Ornithologie ( 1 7 84) in the Encyclopedie M etlw
dique, a second edition of which was begun in 
1790 by Bonnaterre, after whose tragic death 
during the French Revolution it was finally 
finished by Vieillot in 1823. A little later 
appeared the first (folio) edition of the monu
mental treatise of Naumann on the birds of 
Germany. 

In the preface to his Dictionary of Birds, 
Newton briefly cites the names of many orni
thologists and their works as belonging to this 
period, among them Thomas Pennant (1726-
98) (Genera of Birds); Scha:ffer ( 1718-90) 
(Elementa ornithologica); Peter Brown (fl. 1776) 
(New Illustrations of Zoology); Hermann 
(1738-1800) (Tabula Affinitatum Animalium); 
Jacquin (1766-1839) (Beytraege zur Geschichte 
der Voegel); Sparrmann ( 1748-1820) (Museum 
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Oarlsonianum), and Hayes (ea. 1729-99) (Po·r
traits of Rare and Curious Birds). These titles, 
with their dates of publication, appear in the 
accompanying Catalogue of the McOilllibraries. 

Early voyages to till nwre ren1ote parts of 
the Old World and descriptions of their faunal 
and floral life are described by many hardy 
explorers. Only a few of these can be men
tioned here; the expedition to Palestine of 
Georg Breydenbach, who furnished the first 
drawing of the giraffe ; of J ohannes Leon 
Africanus, a Spanish Arabian (El Hassan el 
Wa.san, died 1532), whose writings on African 
zoology have been' absorbed' by everal other 
writers; of Prosper Alpinus ( 1553-1617), whose 
Historia natttralis, de criptive of animal life in 
Egypt, appeared in Leyden, 1735; and the 
many travels and reports of Pierre Belon, the 
celebrated naturalist whose works we have 
several times noted. 

Quite early the Russian Empire was visited, 
explored, and described (mostly by Germans) 
to some degree in the interests of scientific 
research. Sigismond von Herberstein wrote 
one of these accounts (.Rerum moscoviticarum 
Oomrnentarii, Ba. el, 1556) and Caspard von 
Schwenckfeld another (Theriotropheum Silesiae: 
&c., 1603). 

Towards the end of this period an important 
series of monographs, now very rare in their 
complete state, were published by C. P. Thun
berg (1822-3) describing the faunal life of 
widely separated zoologic areas, a1nong them 
Ame1ica, Brazil, Japan, New Holland, China, 
the Guianas, et al. 

In the year 1767 appeared a posthmnous 
work by Salerne (d. 1760), issu d from Paris 
and entitled Histoire NaturellP .. . l'QTmtho
logie. It was based on Ray'R ytWJl8i8, a.na 
Newton, always chary of prais , ~!'C' ' h.: ·: ,..,ry 
highly of the volume. 

}1 Acting tmder Bu:ffon's influence and subsi-
dized by the French Government, D'Aubenton, 
between 1765 and 1780, publi hed his re
markable atlas entitled Planches enltlminees 
d'histoire naturelle, already noticed. It ap
peared in 42 parts and pictured 1,008 anin1als, 

1nostly birds. It was certainly a tremendous 
undertaking and there is to-day no nwre 
imposing collection of hand-colored plates. 
As the at.las was without accompanying text 
Bu:ffon supplemented the work by his Histoire 
natu·relle, generale et particuliere, nine of the 
forty-four volumes being devoted to avian life. 
Thi ' arduous undertaking was begun in 17 49 
and was not completed until 1770, during 
which time Bu:ffou h~td the <lssistance of several 
competent and careful collaborators. Too 
much prai e cannot be given the aut.hor of this 
ren1arkable treatise, enlarging, as it did, every 
department of zoological research. 

In 1827 Edward Griffith, a copyist of Baron 
Cuvier, wrote a respectable Animal Kingdom 
in 16 volumes that shows signs of original 
thought. 

On the whole, the two Grays, George Robert 
(1808-72) and John Edward (1800-75), did 
more than any other systematists to place 
vertebrate zoology on an enduring basis. Their 
work in the British lVIuseum and elsewhere is 
voluminous, catholic, and reliable. Only a 
small part of their essays, catalogues, and 
ot.her library titles are mentioned in this Intro
duction but nwst of them have been listed in 
the Catalogue and Index. 

During this period, also, P. L. S. Muller 
(1725-76)published a(translated and amended) 
edition of the Systema Naturae. Ten years 
later appeared Boddaert's Table des Planches 
enlurnineez, reprinted by Tegetmeier. In 1786 
Scopoli published his Deliciae Plorae et Faunae 
I nsubricae, a rare work, also reprinted and 
based on Sonnerat's Voyage aux Indes, &c. 
(1872-6). Two years later appeared Gmelin's 
celebrated cmnpilation (the thirteenth edition) 
of the Systerna N atwrae. Another important 
general treatise on ornithology issued in the 
eighteenth c ,ntury w8s F. M. Daudin's 'Praite 
ez;m,entaire, &c. 

Very rare and yet fundamental is the Zoo
logia Indica Selecta of J. R. Forster, Halle, 
1781, printed in both Latin and German and 
based on Tennant's Indian Zoology. 

Oology and itslitentlure ·will not occupy much 

I 
-e, 
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space in this Introduction although the ap
pended Catalogue will be found io list most 0f 
the ·works on avian and reptilian eggs. One of 
the finest colored atlases rlepicting the former 
is F. A. L. Thienemann's EinhunrleTt Tafeln 
vim V ogeleieren. 1 845-54. 

The mammals, reptileA, amphibia, and hirds 
of the Ethiopian Region (Africa in particular) 
have had extensive literary attention, and it 
is not possible to mention all the deserving 
works on the vertebrate fauna of all the 
provinces. Prominent among them are Sir 
Andrew Smith's Illustrations of the Zoology of 
South Africa (1838-49), the seconrl edition by 
Sharpe issued in 1884; Andersson's Notes on 
the Birds of Damara Land (1872); Holub and 
(August) von Pelzeln's Beitriige zur Ornithologie 
Siidafrikas (1882); Shelley's comprehensive 
Birds of Africa (1896-1912); Layard's Birds 
of South Africa (1867); Newton's article in the 
Encyclopaedia Britannica, 9th edition ; Rei
chenow's Die Vogel Afrikas (1904); von der 
Decken's extensive Reisen in Ost Afrika (1870); 
Canon Tristram's Fauna and Flora of Palestine; 
R·ochebrune's Faune de la Senegambie (1884); 
Levaillant's Oiseaux d'Afrique (1799-1808), 
and the fauna described in the H istoire physi
que, naturelle et politique de Madagasca1· (1875-
84) by Alphonse Milne-Edwards, Alfred Gran
didier, and others. 

The period under consideration Norden
skiold describes under the ea ption 'from 
natural philosophy to modern biology'. Promi
nent among the pioneers (and an early one) 
that contributed to its 1JI·illiant episodeR was 
E1.'asmus Darwin ( 1731-1802), the grandfather 
of the illustrious Charles. He was a medical 
practitioner in Lichfield. He wrote 1na.ny 
papers for the Royal Society but the treatise 
that made him most widely known (apart 
from his relationship to his famous descendant) 
and which was translated into ~everal con
tinet)tal languages is his Zoonomia (1794 ), a 
peculiar but original t.hesis in which t.he author 
attempts to formulate the laws that govern 
the origin and progress of animal life. 

Among the first of the comparative biologists 

in the modern sense may well be placed the 
vcrsC~,tile Etienne Geofi-roy Raint-Hilaire ( 1772-
1844). Born near Paris, he entered the priest
hood but, despite t.hi handicap, was appointed 
professor of zoology by the Republican Govern
Inent and at once. howed himself to be, among 
other accmnplishnwnts, a brilliant anatomist. 
He accompanied Bona parte to Egypt. as 
zoologist and contributed to the immense 
illustrated folios of the Description cle l' Rgypte 
(q.v.) in which are recorded the activities of 
the numerous scientific observers on the 
exploration staff of Napoleon. Later he went, 
also under Napoleon's orders, to 'collect' 
specimens from Portuguese museums to enrich 
the French State, n1uch as his master was wont 
to 'transfer ' old masters from the galleries of 
Italy to the Louvre and similar collections. 
Saint-Hilaire's rivah·y with Cuvier, in which 
Goethe supported th" former, is well known; 
it continued until Saint-Hihtire's death. His 
studies in comparative anatomy were mostly 
upon the osteology of vertebrates, while his 
speculations as to the evolution of the larynx 
and ear in mammalia and birds ba ed on actual 
dissection, are likewise well known. 

It was in 1777 that Francesco Cetti ·wrote 
his several monographs on the vertebrate 
zoology of Sardinia. 

Johann Friedrich Blumenbach (1752-1841) 
requires a few lines since, in addition to his 
studies in anthropology (Anthropological 
Treatises, &c., tran ·. 1865), he made valuahle 
observations on the com1Jarative anatomy of 
the higher apes and other animals; and his 
soubriquet of '1\t.lagister Germaniae' was in 
part given hh11 beca.use of his introduction into 
the Fatherland of this very study of eo m
parative anatomy-several years before l'uvier 
introduced it into France. 

The Chevalier de La1narck (whose family 
name was de Monet) (1744-1829), cadet of a 
poor but noble fa.Jnily of Picardy, eventually 
rose to fa1ne and wide infh1Puce in the ~cientific 
world. Of the many li.ternry contrihutions he 
Inade to biology we are m'>~tly interl'sted in 
his Philosophie Zoologique, 1809, the second 
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edition of which was published in 1830, and 
~ -~ his earlier work, Recherches sur l' organi~ation 
~ des corps vivants, 1802. In the former treatise 

~I 

he develops a theory of animal evolution-the 
development of life in nature-which suggests 
the coming of Darwinism. 

Baron Georges L. C. F. D. Cuvier (1769-
1832), of French Huguenot extraction, wa::, 
born in the Duchy of Wiirttemberg. Although 
very poor he applied himself with absorbing 
diligence to his collegiate studies and rose 
during and after the Napoleonic era to occupy 
the most influential position in the world of 
natural science of any man of his country. 
His treatises on comparative anatomy, in the 
preparation of which he was greatly assisted by 
Dumeril (q.v.), and his essays on classification 
of the anilnal kingdom are too well known to 
tudents of natural history to require extended 

comment. His Regne animal, 1817, passed 
through numerous editions and translations 
into all the European scientific tongues, many 
of which are shelved in the lVIcGill libraries. 
One must not pass over, either, his studies in 
paleontology. His celebrated work, Recherches 
sur les ossemens, 1812, is a work that ushered 
in the modern study of that science. 

Of the many earlier nineteenth-century 
histologists, whose researches became so much 
more efficient by the employment of modern 
laboratory methods, few devoted themselves 
largely to pure zoology. In passing, mention 
may be made of one of these-Theodor 
Schwann (1810-82), a gentle soul, son of an 
obscure bookseller in a small Prussian town. 
He became professor in Louvain and Litge and 
is best known for his cell-theory, first f lly de
veloped in his M ikroskopische U ntersuchungen 
der Tiere und Pjlanzen. J. J. vValsh (Makers of 
Modern Medicine, 1907) gives a good account 
of the life and works of this eminent man. 

Richard Owen (1804-92), contemporary of 
J ohannes 1\ti tiller, was born in Lanca ter, the 
son of a merchant. His fame as a naturalist 
seems about equally divided between com
parative anatomy and paleontology, but his 
activities, as curator of the Hunterian Museum 

I 

and as keeper of the Natural History Branch 
of the British Museum at South Kensington 
(until he was 80 years old) kept him in touch 
with all departments of biological research. 

Johannes Peter Muller, a pioneer in experi
mental physiology and one of the most popular 
and brilliant of German biologists, was born 
t.he son of a shoemaker at Coblenz in 1801. He 
took his degree in medicine and in 1830 was 
appointed professor of chemistry at Bonn, a 
position he held for nearly 30 years. His work 
in oceanic zoology and his researches in corn
parative histology interest us most, especially 
as he (late in life) was engaged almost exclu
sively with (the lower) vertebrates. He pub
lished a well-known monograph on the lancet 
fish (amphioxus) and spent over nine years on 
the skeleton, nerves, and muscle system of the 
Mixinoidei-those borderland vertebrates, a 
study of whose minute anatomy throws so 
much light on the structural development in 
the higher forms. 

Mention has several times been made of the 
hundreds of works in all languages on 'game' 
animals and their pursuit in the interests of 
so-called sport. These publications are among 
the earliest printed works on zoology. 

Although the Compiler views with a mixture 
of contempt and wonderment the chase after 
inoffensive animals by men armed with high 
intelligence and higher power guns, and 
although he seems unable to comprehend the 
cruel murder of beautiful and often useful 
fellow creatures for the mere gratification of 
the lust to kill, yet he freely admits that accu
rate accounts and records of fauna now under 
discussion are frequently found as part of th£::se 
melancholy tales of slaughter. For this reason 
alone they are included in the present volume, 
in the hope that when the veneer of civilization 
(with which some humans seem to be very 
thinly smeared) is exchanged for the thicker 
varnish of a rational pity and a feeling of 
animal brotherhood, these publications and 
the acts that prompted them will be only a 
memory of centuries that have long passed 
away. 



CHAPTER IX 

SOME IMPORTANT ZOOLOGICAL TREATISES AND SERIALS PUB· 
LISHED DURING THE NINETEENTH CENTURY- MONOGRAPHS 
ON LOCAL FAUNAS - TEXTBOOKS ON ZOOLOGY- REPORTS OF 
EXPLORATIONS AND SURVEYS - THE MODERN LITERATURE 
OF VERTEBRATE BIONOMICS. 

H. Stannius-P. L. and W. L. Sclater-M. Neumayr-Treatises on Paleontology
Zittel-Cope-W. K. Parker-Woodward and Smith-Flower and Lydekker-Ernest 
Ingersoll-Beddard-W. K. Gregory-D. G. Elliot-H. F. Osborn-Scudder-Theo. 
dore Palmer-H. G. Bronn-Cuvier and Saint-Hilaire-De Blainville-R. P. Lesson
T. H. Huxley-Giebel-Vogt and Specht-Alex. Wilson-Prince Chas. L. Bonaparte 
-J. J. Audubon-Prince Wied-Neuwied-Monographs of Local American Faunists
Giraud-T. M. Brewer-P. R. Hoy-Bailey-Dawson-Lewis and Clark Expedition
Thos. Say-W. E. Leach-Edward Sabine-De Kay-P. Pallas-Thomas Nuttall
Reinhardt-N. A. Vigors-Capt. Beechy-C. P. Holboll-Titian Peale-W. Gambal
Geo. A. McCall-George N. Lawrence-John Cassin-S. F. Baird-Sir John 
Richardson-Elliott Coues-Louis Figuier-British Museum Handbooks-Wm. Bing
ley-Starke and Sclater-Jerdon-Blanford-Anthropologic Journals and Treatises 
-W. P. Pycraft-S. J. Holmes-W. Bateson-Local Societies and their Organs
(American) Journal of Mammalogy-Laboratory Experimentation-Heider and 
Korschelt-Louis Roule-Hertwig-Societies for the Protection of Animals-T. S. 
Palmer-Gilbert Pearson-Alex. Wetmore-Ray and Willughby Societies. 

I T is a task of no small difficulty to choose 
from the voluminous nineteenth -century 

literature on vertebrate zoology a satisfactory 
list of representative titles. However, here are 
a few of the more important. 

As early as 1856 H. Stannius wrote a very 
useful treatise on amphibian anatomy, Zoo
tomie der A mphibia. 

A revival of interest in the distribution of 
animal life on the earth led to the appearance 
in 1896 of Lydekker's Geographical History of 
Mammals, Cambridge, followed by the Sclaters, 
father and son, who published (1899) in London 
their valuable Geography of Animals. 

In 1862 J. A. Gaudry presented his classic 
treatise, Animaux fossiles et geologie del' Attique. 

In 1873 Kowalevsky wrote his systematic 
treatise entitled V er such einer naturlichen 
Classification der Fossilen Hufthiere. 

Nicholson and Lydekker published in 1889 
their useful two-volume Manual of Paleonto
logy. 

An ambitious project by Melchior Neumayr 
( 1845-90) began to appear in 1899-Die 
Stiimme des Thierreichs. This natural philo
sophy of extinct animals is here treated by an 
eminent Austrian but, unfortunately, the 
great work was never completed and much 
of the published matter treats of invertebrates. 

In 1898 Woodward and Smith published a 
classic textbook, Outlines of Vertebrate Pa,Zeonto
logy, that should be known to all students of 
the subject. 

On the whole the most important German 
treatise (later translated into English) that 
takes up the entire subject is von Zittel's 
Handbuch der Paliiontologie, Leipzig, 5 vols., 
1876-93. 
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A philosophic work, mostly paleontologic, is 

Chas. Deperet's Les Transfo't'tnations du M onde 

animal, Pari , 1907. 

Cope's Primary Factors of Organic Evolution, 

Chicago, 1896, furnishes the author's views on 

the relations of paleontology to Darwinism. 

Several large, popular and well illustrated 

volumes on 'animals of the world ' appeared 

during 1884, including Cassell's Natural History, 

N. Y., and the StandardN atuTal History, Boston. 

These works contain much of value to the 

student of mammalogy. 
In 1885 W. K. Parker wrote his scientific 

treatise On Mammalian Descent. 

During 1859-97 appeared the monnmental 

and as yet unfinished systematic H. G. Bronn's 

Klassen und Ordnungen des Thier-Reichs, 

written in collaboration with several well

known zoologists. This fine treatise is noted 

especially for the attention to anatomic details. 

In 1891 Flower and Lydekker issued their 

excellent work on Mammals, Living and 

Extinct. 
During 1907 appeared the second edition of 

Ernest Ingersoll's dependable volume on the 

Life of Animals. 
In 1910 W. K. Gregory wrote his mono

graph on the Orders of Mammals, N.Y.; 

and one must not forget the communication 

on the same sub-class contributed in 1902 

to the Cambridge Natural History series by 

Beddard. 
D. G. Elliot's well known Syrwpsis of 

Mammals was published at Chicago in 1901. 

It is a systematic and technical treatment of 

the subject. In 1910 appeared H. F. Osborn's 

Age of Mammals in Europe, Asia and North 

America. 
In 1904 D. G. Elliot brought out his work

a very creditable one-on the mamrnals of the 

West Indies aud Middle America. 

Reference may again be made here to 

S. H. Scudder's Nomenclatm· Zoologicus, 1882-

4, a most useful alphabetical list of all generic 

names to 1879, with a Supplement. 

A reference work of distinct value to 

advanced students is Theodore Palmer's (1904) 

Index generum mammalium. One meets with 

it now and then in the form of an author's 

separate. It was first contributed, as No. 23, 

to North American Fauna. 

Here the Compiler wishes to refer to and 

to advise perusal by the student of important 

French monographs on mammals-that of 

Cuvier and Saint-Hilaire, Histoire naturelle des 

mamm~fe'tes, Paris, 1824; the wonderfully illus

trated treatise by De Blainville (1839-64) in 

four quarto volumes, Paris-Osteographie des 

Mammiferes, and the ten-volume treatise of 

R. P. Lesson, Histoire naturelle des Mammi

feres et des Oiseaux, the last-named one of the 

Buffon suites, first edition 1828, second 1840. 

In 1871 T. H. Huxley brought out his well

known Anatomy of vertebrated animals, in 

which mammals are given a large share of 

attention. 
Giebel, in 1874, contributed the article on 

Die SiiugethieTe to Bronn's Klassen u. Ordnun

gen des Thierreichs. 
Vogt and Specht published at Munich in 

1883 Die Siiugethiere im W ort und Bild, a widely 

copied and popular treatise, much of whose 

text and most of whose excellent plates form 

the chief attraction of many a subsequently 

published domestic and foreign book on mam

malogy. 
We must bear in mind that it was during 

this period that Alex. Wilson (1766-1813), 

J. J. Audubon (1780-1851), and Prince Charles 

Lucien Bonaparte (1803-57) (most of whose 

works are found on the shelves of the McGill 

libraries) carried on their famous observations 

of American bird life and published their 

wonderfully illustrated treatises. The Com

piler prefers to refer the reader to the annotated 

titles of these celebrated zoologists in the 

Catalogue rather than to attempt an evalua

tion of their works here. 
An exception must, however, be made to 

Audubon's opus magnum the Birds of America 

(1827-38), elephant folio, 4 vols., 435 hand

colored plates, reproduced life-sized drawings. 

With the exception of the French Government 

Description del' Egypte (q.v.) this huge atlas of 
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American avifauna forms the largest volumes 
ever issued on vertebrate zoology. Moreover 
the life-size plates (determined by the measure
ments of the wild turkey-cock) are reproduc
tions of the largest drawings of animals known 
to librarians. For more than a century it was 
believed that the Audubon drawings were the 
largest portraits of birds known to collectors
most of the originals of which are now deposited 
in an American Museum. This belief was held 
until the discovery in 1924 of several hundred 
life-size paintings made by Lady Elizabeth 
Gwillim, Madras, 1800-6, of Indian vultures, 
eagles, and storks; now i~ the Blacker collec
tion. The reader is referred to the Catalogue 
for a further description of these unique 
orignals, that antedate Audubon. 

About this tin1e, also, Prince Maxmilian of 
Wied-Neuwied (1782-1867) visited various 
sections of the American continents aJld re
ported his zoological observations in a number 
of valuable and well-illustrated volumes, 
among them Reise nach Brasilien in den J ahren 
1815-1817, 2 vols. with atlas, Frankfurt-am
Main. He also wrote a Reise in das innere 
Nord-America in . .. 1832 bis 1834, also 2 vols. 
with atlas, folio, Coblenz, 1838-41, as well as a 
V erzeichniss der auf seiner Reise in N 01·d
America beobachteten Saugetiere, Berlin, 1862. 

Several of the local American faunists-very 
numerous in the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries-have been mentioned with their 
writings. Of the early writers we should not 
forget Jeremy Belknap (History of New Hamp
shire, 1792); Samuel Williams (History of 
Vermont, 1794); Samuel Hearne (Hudson's 
Bay to the Northern Ocean, 1795), all of impor
tance; W. B. 0. Peabody's Birds of Massa
chusetts, 1839; Giraud's Birds of Texas, 1841; 
the same writer's Birds of Long Island, 1844, 
are elsewhere commented on; J. H. Linsley's 
Birds of Connecticutt, 1843; Thomas Mayo 
Brewer's Birds of Massachusetts; the Bairds' 
(Wm. M. and S. F.) Lists of the Birds of 
Carlisle, Penn.; S. W. Woodhouse on the Birds 
of the Southwest, later, also, by A. L. Heermann 
and T. C. Henry; Zadock Thompson's Natural 

History of Vermont, 1842; P. R. Hoy's Birds of 
rVisconsin, 1852; the Birds of Ohio by M. C. 
Read, as well as by Dawson and Robert Kenni
cott, and much later productions, Bailey's Birds 
of Virginia; Dawson's Birds of California, and 
the Birds of the State of Washington by the 
same author. See the appended Catalogue. 

The earlier writers on the local fauna of 
North America were followed during the suc
ceeding fifty yearR by numerous ~Q@8QijEJQ~ ~ 
who covered very thoroughly every state in 
the Union. 

The Lewis and Clark Travels to the Source of 
the Missouri River, London, 1814 (and several 
other editions), must be 1nentioned here, inas
much as Wilson made use of much of the 
material gathered by that famous expedition. 
This was done in conjunction with George Ord 
(1781-1866) whose important contributions to 
American ornithology are emphasized in Giin
ther's Geography, 1815. 

Thomas Say (1787-1834) and others also 
wrote upon the zoological results of several 
expeditions within the limits of the United 
States, for example a Narrative of an Expedi
tion to the Sources of St. Peter's River in 1823, 
led by Long. Towards the end of the Wilson 
period Wm. E. Leach (1790-1836) and Edward 
Sabine (1788-1883) furnished reports on 
American Arctic fauna as a result chiefly of 
the exploring expeditions of Parry, Franklin, 
and Ross. 

Some of the later and numerous State pub
lications had something more than a strictly 
local value; e.g. the important Zoology of New 
York in 6 vols., 1842-4, published by De Kay 
in 5 vols. as part of the 20-volume Natural 
History of that State. Many other States 
followed the example set by New York. 

An outstanding contributor to the zoo
logical literature of America was the famous 
Spencer Fullerton Baird ( 1823-87) who, as 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution for 
many years, was a recognized leader in the 
scientific world. His labors and writings are 
too numerous for annotation here but his best 
known monographs on North American fauna 
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appear as contributions to government pub
lications, both State and Federal, among them 
the Mammals of North America, 3 parts, many 
colored plates, 1859; a Catalogue of North 
American Birds, &c., 1858; Birds of North 
America, Phila., 1860, written in conjunction 
with J. Cassin; anq A History of North Ameri
can Birds, with T. #M. Brewer and Robt. 
Ridgway, 3 vols., Bo ton, 1874. Most of 
Baird's important publications are shelved in 
the McGilllibraries. 

To this period belongs also Peter Pallas' 
celebrated, rare, and valuable 3-volume Zoo
graphia Rosso-Asiatica [1811-(42)] with its 
second edition, reprints, and addenda. This 
treatise and others by the same author are very 
important for American zoologists as they 
describe many new Arctic species, especially 
those faunal forms that are now (or were) 
found in Alaska. 

In the Catalogue and elsewhere in this Intro
duction the Compiler has given brief notices of 
the works of three more zoologists who con
tributed so remarkably to the Audubon period 

• of American faunal literature-Richardson, 
Swainson, and Nuttall. To these one must add 
at this juncture the contributions of the Danish 
naturalist, J. C. H. Reinhardt (1776-1845), on 
the fauna of Greenland (1838); the report 
by N. A. Vigors (1839) on the zoology of 
Capt. Beechey's famous Voyage; the descrip
tion by C. P. Holboll (1795-1856), of the 
avifauna of Greenland, and the equally impor
tant contributions to the faunallife of America 
by S. W. 'iVoodhouse, William Gambel, 
George A. McCall, and Titian Peale. 

It was about this time that four na1nes of 
American zoologists-several times mentioned 
elsewhere in this Introduction-shone with a 
scientific light of the same quality as that with 
which Wilson, Audubon, and Bonaparte illu
minated the world of vertebrate zoology. They 
are Cassin, Baird, Lawrence, and Brewer. 

John Cassin (1813-69) is best known for his 
zoological (especially ornithological) reports on 
the Wilkes Exploring Expedition, on Commo
dore Perry's Japan Expedition, on the Gillis 

Expedition to Chili, and for his Illustrations of 
the Birds of California (1853-6)-alarge octavo 
volume with fifty colored plates. The outstand
ing character that was especially Cassin's is his 
equal familiarity with Old World and Neo
tropical species. His works should be carefully 
reviewed by students of vertebrate zoology. 
Among the minor and yet important works of 
this naturalist is the series of catalogues ( 1849-
53) of birds in the collections of the Academy 
of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia. 

George Newbold Lawrence (1806-95), one of 
the Couesian 1853-8 triad (comprising in addi
tion Baird and Brewer), is best known to us for 
his work on the ornithology (and mammalogy) 
of Central and South America, and for his 
collaborations with his two compeers. Full 
justice to his several activities is furnished in 
L. S. Foster's biography of this well-known 
writer. 

Thomas Mayo Brewer (1814-80), another 
person of this trinity, who, apart from several 
treatises written in conjunction with others, 
distinguished himself as the father of North 
American.,Q9logy, his published work (pp. 140 
and 5 pl.) on that subject unfortunately pro
ceeding no further than Part I, 1857. It was in 
1874 that he published the first part of his 
fa1nous History of North American Birds, to be 
completed by others after his death. 

Although mention has several times been 
made of the zoologica americana entirely pro
duced or mostly inspired by that versatile writer 
and naturalist Spencer Fullerton Baird ( 1823-
77) he still deserves, what lack of space forl;>ids, 
another page all to himself. The reader is 
advised to make himself acquainted with the 
celebrated Pacific RailwaL Re or~. The 
volumes devoted to zoology are not only 
useful for a study of North American fauna 
but they cast much light on the career of 
Professor Baird. For his other numerous single 
and conjoint volumes the student is referred 
to G. B. Goode's bibliography as well as to 
the titles in the append d Catalogue. 

At this juncture the C mpiler desires to draw 
attention to that magnificent series of mono-
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graphs entitled Fauna Boreali-Americana; or 
the Zoology of the northern parts of British 
America, 3 vols. (4 pts.), many colored plates, 
edited 1829-37 by Sir John Richardson. He 
wrote on the fishes, quadrupeds, and, in col
laboration with W. Swainson, the birds. 
Richardson was an indefatigable explorer and 
writer on the zoological results of the expedi
tions in which he took so prominent a part. 
These included the two governmentally con
ducted voyages to the North Pole in search of 
Franklin and (in 1845) another made chiefly 
on his own responsiblity. The records of these 
voyages will be found in the appended 
Catalogue. 

In many respects Elliott Coues (1842-99) was 
the most brilliant writer on vertebrate zoology 
America has so far produced. Certainly his 
Field Ornithology (1874) and his Key to North 
American Birds (1872) with their numerous 
subsequent editions are still the standard text
books for students of North American bird life, 
while his famous List of Faunal Publications 
relating to North American Ornithology (down 
to 1880) has so far been unsurpassed. One must 
bear in mind his Fur-Bearing Animals (1877) 
and other treatises that furnish evidence of his 
wide knowledge of faunal life in general. His 
many contributions to the literature of verte
brate zoology are listed in the appended 
Catalogue. 

In 1850 John E. Gray wrote his Hoofed 
Quadrupeds (as part of the Knowsley Hall out
put) with 62 colored plates. 

Typical examples of popular and well
illustrated works on vertebrate zoology on the 
market in recent years are two series published 
in America during 1884. These are Cassell's 
Natural History, N.Y., and the Standard 
Natural History. 

As a contribution to comparative psycho
logy, K. Groos has given us an entertaining 
book, The Play of Animals, 1900. 

In 1901 Frederic Lucas wrote a popular but 
serious contribution to paleontology, Animals 
of the Past, N.Y. 

Mention may once more be made of that 

extensive, popular treatise, Hutchinson's Ani
mals of the World. 

During 1837 H. G. L. Reichenbach contri
buted to German faunalliterature his Deutsch
lands Fauna, the first and second parts being 
devoted to mammalia and birds. 

The important atlas of C. J. Lorek appeared 
in 1834-7, entitled Fauna Prussica, and depicts 
(130 col. pl.) the principal faunal forms of 
North Germany. 

Thomas Huxley, in 1871, published his 
famous Anatomy of Vertebrated Animals, 
long to remain a popular textbook on that 
subject. 

Although they are not regarded as strictly 
scientific literature yet one must not pass by 
the interesting, rather early and much trans
lated series of books, mostly on prehistoric 
zoology, by Louis Figuier, full titles of which 
are listed in the appended Catalogue. 

For the past half-century the Trustees of the 
British Museum have published a long array 
of Catalogues and Handbooks on Vertebrate 
Zoology that have been of incalculable value 
to students and systematists. They are rich 
sources of information upon which innumerable 
book-makers have drawn for materials both 
textual and illustrative. Every natural history 
library should have and every advanced 
student of vertJ6 bra te zoology should familiarize 
himself with these indispensable monographs. 

William Bingley (1774-1823) published a 
number of semi-popular works on mammalogy 
during the early nineteenth century, among 
them Memoirs of British Quadrupeds, 1809. 

In 1900-6 Stark+ and Sclater published their 
classic work on the Fauna of South Africa. 

Quite worth the student's attention is 
T. C. Jerdon's Mammals of India, 1867. 

A very useful work is Blanford's Zoology of 
Persia, London, published in 1876, followed 
(1888-91) by the volumes on Mammalogy, in 
the Fauna of British India. 

During this period, also, appeared numerous 
travelers' accounts of Asiatic natural history, 
among them Alcock's Naturalist in the Indian 
Seas; Hickson's Naturalist in North Oelebes; 

~I 
I 
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Siedlecki's Java, and many more of the same 
type. 

Although the Compiler has no intention of 
recording even the principal work on anthro
pology that are to be found on the shelves of 
the McGilllibraries, a few titles in the Blacker 
Library are especially desirable for studPntR, 
among them everal sets of periodicals- the 
Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great 
Britain and Ireland, 1872 to date; The Anthro
pological Review, 1863-70; Transactions, Jo'ltr
nal, and other publications of the A nthropo
logical Society of London, 1863- 71 ; M an, as 
well as such monographs as Huxley's Man's 
Place in Nature, 1863; J. F. Blumenbach's 
Anthropological Treatises, and similar works, 
for which consult the Student's Index. 

Somewhat later there was pu hlished a work 
of classic importance, W. P. Pycraft 's Cou-rt-
ship of Animalsf', 1913. 

S. J. Holmes' Studies in Animal Behariou-r , 
published in 1916, is well worth the student's 
attention. 

Still later appeared a textbook by T. H. 
Morgan and others, The Mechanism of Men
delian Heredity, 1 9 1 9. 

One of the best authorities on animal heredity 
is W. Bateson, whose works are listed in the 
appended Catalogue. 

In 1920 was published the two-volume 
edition of Dendy's System of Animate N atuTe. 

E. N. Harvey published, also in 1920, The 
Nature of Animal Life. 

Many of the British local societies issuing 
worth-while zoological periodicals have been 
mentioned but many more re1nain to be noted, 
among them the Cardiff Naturalists' ()ciety, 
founded in 1867, with Transactions regularly 
published since 1870. Another of the lesser 
organizations that might be mentioned, as 
typical of a hundred others, is the Woolhope 
Naturalist ' Field Club (founded in 1851) 
whose Transactions have been regularly i ued 
since 1856. 

Reference has before been made to the many 
local natural history societies in all countries 
and their numerous publications-mostly popu-

lar in character. These associations are 
unusually common throughout German lands, 
a typical example being the Naturforschender 
V erein in Br/nn whose Verhandlungen have 
been regularly published since 1~63. 

The Societe d'Histoi-re Naturelle of Colmar, 
founded in 1859, ha been publishing its impor
tant Bulletin since 1860. 

Reference has been made to several South 
American foundations of im pnrtance in a Rtudy 
of vertebrate zoology. One of these is the 
Argentine Museu Nacional (founded in 1818) 
whose Archivos and Revista have appeared 
since 1876. 

In addition to North American Societies and 
their publications elsewhere noted, the Buffalo 
Society of Natural Sciences, founded in 1861, 
has published its important Bulletin since 1873. 

In 1853 was founded a very important 
American center for natural science research, 
the California Academy of Sciences ; since that 
date the Acaden1y has regularly issued Pro
ceedings and (later) a Bulletin. 

In 1860 was founded the now famous 
:Museum of Comparative Zoology, at Harvard 
University. Since 1861 it has published a 
number of periodicals of great value to stu
dents of vertebrate zoology, chief among them 
the Bulletin (1863) and Memoirs (1864). 

The most important special periodical pub
lished in the U .S.A. on the subject of its title 
is the J ou'rnal of M ammalogy, organ of the 
American Society of Mammalogists (founded 
in 1919). 

Among the comparatively recent societies 
of Italian origin is the Accademia Gioenia di 
Scienze Naturali of Catania, founded in 1824 
and publishing several periodicals, Atti and 
Bullettino, since 1825. 

A recent foundation in Italy (1900) is the 
Unione Zoolog~ca Jtaliana that has published 
the Archivio Zoologico since 1902. 

Once more and before leaving the subject, 
the Compiler draws the attention of librarians 
and research students to the fact, not suffi
ciently emphasized, that the publications of 
the Natural Hi tory Department of the British 
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Museum offer extremely valuable and i:n.forma
tive scientific literary material in most sections 
of biology. This Introduction and Index can
not, unfortunately, do more than mention a 
small fraction of these invaluable publications, 
but the Compiler advises the advanced student 
in particular to search the British Museum and 
this Catalogue for such additional zoological 
titles upon which he may be seeking informa
tion. 

The literature of zoology has, in recent years, 
recorded the results of laboratoTy expeTimenta
tion, especially along evolutionary and heredi
tary lines. A good review of this work is found 
in Cunningham's Modern Biology. Treatises, 
essays, reports, and articles on ecology, physio
logy, biochemistTy, embryology, histology, cyto
logy, economic zoology, and experimental zoology1 

also show a decided increase, especially as 
monographs and in periodical writings, thus 
emphasizing the contention of the Compiler, 
elsewhere stated, that by far the most impor
tant and up-to-date portion of our twentieth
century literature on the varied relations of 
vertebrate zoology is to be found in serials, 
magazines, and journals devoted to that sub
ject. 

Of the many modern textbooks on the com
parative embryology of vertebrates listed in 
the present Catalogue, some of which have 
already been mentioned in this Introduction, 
the four-volume Lehrbuch of Heider and 
Korschelt (1902-10) is to be recommended to 
the advanced student. 

One of the most complete and erudite of the 
many treatises on embryology with a basis in 
comparative anatomy is Louis Roule's L'Ana
tomie comparee, &c., 1898. 

Another and better known treatise on the 
same subject is Hertwig's Lehrbuch der Ent
wicklungsgeschichte, 6th ed., 1898. 

Societies for the care of and prevention of 
cruelty to animals have been founded in most 
civilized countries and their organs for propa
ganda regularly published. Among the best 

1 In this connection the student Rhould havfl access to 
the valuable Journal of Experimental Zoology. 

known is the very useful and important Society 
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, in 
England. In Italy, as a further example, the 
Associazione romana per la protezione degli 
animali, as well as a recently organized Society 
for the Protection of Birds, have been formed 
and are doing admirable work. 

The literature of bird protection has several 
times been mentioned in the present volume ; 
and many societies have issued (propaganda) 
literature and periodicals devoted to the good 
cause, the bulletins and transactions of the 
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds in Eng
land, and the Audubon Societies in America, 
for example. Similar associations, with their 
attendant literary output, have long been 
established in Germany and elsewhere in 
Europe. Practically all these sets of serials and 
journals are listed in the appended Catalogue. 

One of many essays on bird protection 
in America is Theodore S. Palmer's Legisla
tion for the Protection of Birds, Washington, 
1900. 

The recently formed (1929) International 
Committee for Bird Protection has issued a 
Bulletin under the editorial management of 
Gilbert Pearson which surely will be produc
tive of much good. 

The protection of animals, whether avian, 
1nammalian, or piscian, from their most 
dangerous and persistent enemy-man-is an 
end devoutly to be wished. The human 
creature, with all his boasted development 
from the troglodyte condition, is still largely 
a savage. The urge to adventure on mountain, 
jungle, or sea that some unfortunate animal, 
especially if attractive because of its superior 
size, beauty, or supposed food value, may be 
murdered secundum wrtem ca1mot be resisted 
by the so-called sportsman. The lust to kill 
for the sake of killing dominates many a man, 
otherwise a model citizen, a kindly husband, 
and an excellent father. These contradictory 
elements in human character seem to justify 
the poet's lines: 

'The more', said one, 'of men I see, 
The more do dogs appeal to me.' 
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On those rare occasions when the sports

man realizes more or less clearly that he is 
guilty of something he ought to be ashamed 
of, instead of telling the world all about it in 
print, he is pretty sure to disguise his killings 
under such titles as 'A Hunter and Collector 
with Rod and Gun in Utopia ' , or 'Travels of a 
Sporting Naturalist in the ParadiR(' lR lands ', 
and so on; or perhaps he salves hi. con cience 
by presenting a museun1 or zoological society 
with a few pelt , horns, or birdskins, and hires 
some one to make a list of systematic names in 
Appendix A. The Compiler has no quarrel with 
legitimate and rational collecting for scientific 
purposes alone, but he has lived long enough to 
see the extinction of some of the mo ·t charnl
ing and lovable bird and mamn1als on earth 
through man's insensate greed and stupid 
barbarism. For example, according to reliable 
authorities, gunners in the United States take 
toll of the wonderful wild ducks and geese of 
that country to the number of quite 10,000,000 
every year. This wholesale, needless slaughter, 
combined. with the extensive drainage of 
marshlands and ponds (the destruction of 
feeding ground ) has resulted in an enormous 
decrease in the annual migration of the e 
'game birds' despite the establishment of 
sanctuaries, gun-club rules, and the passage of 
local, federal, and international laws. If this 
'sport' -legal and illegal- continues as it is 
now carried on, in twenty years such birds as 
the beautiful \Vilson Goose will be as rare as 
the exterminated Sandhill Crane or the 
Trumpeter Swan. 

An attempt to preserve threatened fa unal 
life in general is the purpose--rather vain, 
perhaps-of the Conference lnternationale pour 
la Protection de la J..7 ature, whose illustrated 
Recueil des Proces- V erbaux of the 19 l 3 meeting, 
pp. 247, was published in Berne in 1914. 

What will be the end of the pre, ent propa
ganda now carried on, chiefly by Gilbert Pear
son, in a ·in1ilar effort for the prm:mrvation of 
avian life, remains to be seen. In any event 
the attempt i at least an advance on the 
previous world attitude-viz. indifference to 

and complete ignorance of even the difficulties 
of the problem. 

A · pointed out by Dr. Wetmore (Encycl. 
Brit., 14th ed., p. 918), bird protection, when 
properly enforced, is a potent factor not only 
for the salvation of species but in greatly 
increasing the numbers of many useful birds. 
He SH,Y that in the United States 'there are 
76 bird reservations under jurisdiction of the 
Department of Agriculture, ranging in ize 
from a few acres to several hundred square 
miles, while light-house reservations, national 
parks, and imilar tracts under supervision of 
other governmental departments have also 
been designated as bird preserves. In addi
tion, various States are now developing the 
idea of game. anctuaries which are al o refuges 
for birds. Pennsylvania, at the present time, 
has 88 sanctuaries of this kind, including nearly 
73,000 acres. Private sanctuaries are also multi
plying and afford much protection; many have 
been established as local enterprises by cities, 
towns, or by groups of private individuals'. 

The United States Governments, in conjunc
tion with private enterprise, are doing what 
they can to prevent the extinction of that 
largest of the deer, the American Elk (Wapiti), 
of which about 40,000 head still survive of the 
va t herds that once roamed the mountains 
of North America. Starvation, as the result of 
unusual winters, restriction of feeding areas, 
and savage butchery by 'sportsmen' of unpro
tected herds during the 'off' season, are slowly 
reducing the numbers of this beautiful, inoffen
sive mammal. 

K 

The student of faunal literature has been 
n1uch aHsisted by the formation of Societies for 
the reprinting and editing of rare books, and 
occasionally for the publication of n1anuscript 
treatise that held no prospect of financial gain. 
Of these useful and numerous associations in 
Europe and America the \Villughby Society and 
the Ray 'ociety (founded in 1 44) stand pre
eminent. Among the first issues of the latter 
was the Bibliographia Zoologiae of J. L. R. 
Agassiz, edited by H. E. Strickland (q.v.). 
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CHAPTER X 

SOME IMPORTANT ZOOLOGICAL TREATISES PUBLISHED DURING 
THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, CONTINUED - MONOGRAPHS ON 

LOCAL FAUNA- TEXTBOOKS ON VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY- THE 

LITERATURE OF VERTEBRATE BIONOMICS. 

Reports on Captain Cook's Voyages-Pallas-Pennant-Lyonnet-De Geer-0. F. 

Miiller-Cavolini-Della Chiaje-Ledermiiller-A. Trembley-Lamarck-R. Owen

Agassiz- Johannes Miiller-J. H. Blasius-Rathke-Meckel-J. V. Thompson-the 
Van Benedens- Claparede-Dalyell-Sars-All man-Inventors of classifications 

schemata-H. Milne-Edwards-R. Leuckart-Thos. Huxley-The Microscopist

naturalists, von Leeuwenho~k and Malpighi-Works of the morphologists, Carl G. 
Carus, Kielmayer, Gotthelf Fischer, Dallinger, F. Tiedemann, Bojanus, J. F. Meckel 

and C. A. Rudolphi-Treatises on biochemistry by Theodore Schwann-Bionomics

The Far East in Nineteenth-Century Zoological Literature-B langer-The Siebold 

Family-Temminck and Schlegel-Mauritius and its Naturalist Visitors-African 

Zoology-Andrew Smith-W. L. Distant-Clapperton and Denham-W. C. H. Peters
Von der Decken-Napoleon's Description de l'Egypte-Ehrenberg and Hemprich

P. E. S. Riippell-E. Fenz 1-P. Bleeker-C. T. Lefebvre-M. T. von Heuglin-M. F. 

Wagner-W. L. Sclater-Webb and Berthelot-Bory de Saint-Vincent-R. T. Lowe

Robert Ridgway-Ornithology of Hawaii-Zoology of the West Indies-Leotaud

Charles Cory-Lambeye-Alex. Wetmore-Literature of Canadian Fauna-de la 
Hontan-Thos. Nuttall-Mcllwraith-Taverner-Ross-Chamberlain-Elliott Coues 

-Bendire-Examples of Monographs on particular Species and Genera-Paleon

tology-R. Owen-Woodward family-C. G. Ehrenberg-Dictionaries of Natural 
History-P. H. Gosse. 

T HE interval in time between Linnaeus 
and Darwin is marked by numerous and 

important additions to the literature of zoology. 
A few of these have already been mentioned; 
others are Solander and Banks, who reported 
on the zoology of the first of Captain Cook's 
famous voyages ; Peter Simon Pallas ( 17 41-
1811), writer on the fauna of Siberia; Thomas 
Pennant, famous for his descriptions of British 
fauna; Lyonet ( 1707-89) and De Geer ( 1720-
78), both naturalists of note; 0. F. Muller, 
Cavolini (1756-1810), Della Chiaje (fl. 1828), 
Ledermiiller ( 1719-69), and Abraham Trembley 
(1710-84)-all observers adding to the litera
ture of lower-animal-mostly aquatic-forms 
of life. 

The publication of the Linnean system 
greatly stimulated definite descriptions of 
zoological types and a decided improvement 
was henceforth noticeable in the literary 
quality of monographs on zoological subjects. /,"" 

A brief account r e.en4 given of t.S 

the career of J. B. P. Lamarck (1744-1829), ~ 
a celebrated French naturalist who introduced 
the term invertebrata into the nomenclature of 
zoology. He was at first a professor of botany, 
but late in life, and before he became blind, he 
turned his attention to zoology, his greatest 
work on that subject being the Histoire 
Naturelle des Animaux sans Vertebres, 1815-22. 
In general he may be regarded as a supporter 
of Linnaean doctrines and in many particulars 
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he saw eye-to-eye with and was one of the 

forerunners of Charles Darwin. 

A still more celebrated zoologist-elsewhere 

noted-was the famou Baron Georges Cuvier 

(1769-1832) who early devoted his life to the 

study of biology and, among many other 

scientific activities, instituted views of anilnal 

life largely based on anatomical research; 

indeed it was he who first emphasized the 

importance of anaton1y as the chief basis 

for a systematic classification of the animal 

kingdom. 
Another product of the nineteenth century 

several times mentioned, and perhaps the best 

known of Cuvier's disciples, is Richard Owen 

(1804-92), a great authority on the paleon

tology, morphology, and histology of many 

forms of faunal life. In common with the 

writers above mentioned Owen published a 

classification picturing his views of the rela

tionship of members of the animal kingdom, 

all of which is reflected in the zoological litera

ture of the writer's day and generation. 

Here the Compiler draws attention to the 

extensive apd valuable zoological works of the 

distinguished Russian writer, J. F. Brandt. 

Among his treatises in the Blacker Library are 

Mammalium exoticorum ... descriptiones et 

icones, 1835, and Descriptiones et icones Ani

malium Rossicorum, 1836. 

About this period the teachings and writings 

of German zoologi ts became prominent in the 

scientific world, and we note a corresponding 

change in and additions to theoretical classi

fications that, in the main, were built upon 

histological research in which the microscope 

played the most outstanding role. Agassiz in 

his Essays on Classification (1859) gives a fair 

account of these publications. 
The name of that brilliant genius J ohannes 

Muller (1801-58) often recurs in these pages. 

He was probably the greatest investigator of 

the internal structure of animals, and one 

associates his name with that of his predecessor 

Rathke (1793-1860) and of Meckel (l781-

5J§_g3)t .. Of.:-.Mtill~r's numerous and impqrtant 

:W.~~~!r.~. ~~j; Jo-g 41!i.l!l!:iox_¥_s_, .. Berlip.,;.)844, 

may be cited as a model of accurate and com

plete scientific observation and illustration. 

Somewhat later (1857) J. H. Blasius pub

lished his Siiugethiere, an octavo of 550 pages, 

as part of a general zoology of Middle Europe. 

Among other writers of this period was the 

Army Surgeon, J. V. Thompson, whose papers 

on marine invertebrates are in a class by them

selves. With him ;may be mentioned, as 

students of Oceanic fauna, the senior V an Bene

den, Claparede, Dalyell, Sars, and Allman. 

There follows, during this period, a long 

array of important investigators and writers 

at least three of which are distinguished as the 

inventors of classification systems well known 

to students of zoology. These are Henri Milne

Edwards (1800-84) (see, in particular, his 

Rechenhes anatomiques, 1845-9, and his 

Anatomie comparee, 1857-81); Rudolph Leuck

art (1823-98); and Thos. Huxley (1825-95), 

whose monographs dealing with their particular 

systems are listed in this Catalogue. Of these 

three classifications that of Huxley has influ

enced n1ost the changing nomenclature of our 

present-day systems. He it was who insisted 

that a rational classifying of fauna should 

comprise with meticulous accuracy the whole 

structure, microscopic as well as gross, of all 

animal forms, including not only their adult 

structures but their development ab ova to 

maturity. 
Thomas Huxley was the son of a poor school

master. Born in London he became one of the 

most famous biologists of his day. He served 

as surgeon in the English Navy and while in 

Australian waters examined the animal life so 

abundant in that quarter of the world. He 

afterwards taught comparative anatomy as 

part of his duties when appointed professor at 

the British School of Mines, whence he wrote 

several textbooks and conducted lecture 

courses that added greatly to his fame. Perhaps 

he will always be best known, in a literary 

sense, by his classic Evidence of M an's Place 

in Nature, 1863. 

_ John Kirke Townsend (180~-51) w:rote_ a 

f!tmou§ Narra#ve qf ~ 1 ourney ac_ro~s tA~JlJ,~){:~ky 

- --
J 
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Mountains &c., 4to, Phila .. 1, 39, in an ap] n
dL· to which i' a li 't of the quadruped" and 
bird~ found in t.he t€rritory of the On'g n. 
There also, notes on the fa1u1a of t.h ..._ anlh' ich 
!'land", 'hile, &c., ar catal an d. A London 
edition illnstrat d, in 2 Yoh1n1e:, wn i"'U d 
with a title som what differ nt in 1t-i-10. Both 
work are rar and iinportant. In 1 49 ap
pear d th firt and onl~y part (pp. 12. pl. 4, 
Phila.) fhi~ rnithologyofthe nited tates-

ery rare. 
Phyc.ioloo-y ba~ d on tru tur . or anatomi

cal pl1y ·iology. really had a h oinning-< lb it 
vao·u and cloudy-in th writino·s of the 
anci nt zoolo· j t . and we di ern it in the 
w rk" of Ari:st tl and G~ len. The ubje t 
actually b~lon 'in th domain of medicine. I r 
the 2tndy f which the r ader is r f n d to 
the Bibliothe a 0 ·leria 1W. In hi catalogue 
the student f cmupc rativ physiol gy will 
find at fir t hand th titl s of all the ~ential 
liter~ tur on thi ~ iiup rtant snhjE et from the 
earlie:st t th lat st times. 

As th n1pil r ha~ "eY r< l tun s r 1narked. 
th di cov r. · f th clini a l microsco and 
th r mod rn meth ds of r "etuch ID< d 

p " ibl 10t only a cnr<lt 

on mu t 
work"' 
1 '32) ;\'h 

1 -14), anoth r cmnparativ anaton1i t, to 
whon1 Hu1nboldt dedicated hi~- Zoological 
Re eaTChe . 

An th r n1orph logi t of mne note is 
,ot.t.h If i~ch r (1771-l 53), who e works 

had a wid range frmu fi ~h to g ology and 
pal ontolocry. About this tin1e also appeared 
t.he paper· of Dalling r on c mparative mor
phology and, following him, F. Tiedemann 
(17 1-1 0) n1ade n1any and varied contribu
tion to the an1e study. L. H. Bojanu (1776-
1 :)27) mu t not be pa ed o er a" adding 
embryolo y t hi other comparative tudie · 
nor -.h uld J. F. I ck , (2nd ),._nlem her of an 
illustriou.. fa1nily f 111 di a-naturalist , be 
for ott n~ecau e f hi de oti n t the tudy 
and t aching of comparati\e anatomy. He 
w rl~ed tu1der Cu ier and ev ntually became 
a fan1 u profe"sor in Hall . wher h dited 
hi w ll-known Archh·. '. A"nnu1d Rudolphi 
(1771-1c 32) a teacher of Johanne" ... Hiller, wa 
an ther cmnparative anatomist f not . 

Biochemi 'fry (with it" attendant literature), 
an imp rtant department f zool gy much 
.. tudied in r nt tim s, h~ d it inception in 
the ell-th ry and th r works f The dor 

chwann L?1 L 1). 
Bionom ic". a ut which 'harle" arwin wa 

the fir" t "'eri u:s "\\Tit r. had c forerunner in 
mu1t oro· "L. L. d Buff n. wh ,...., e~-ten.,:iv-e 

writin :: ar largely de te to the habiU: of 
< nimal:::. an their r 1· ti n" to th ir immediat 
stUT nndina"' rn h r than t uestion' f 
"'tru tu lone. fall th ·writ I." b fore and 

ntinental India wa 
ritLh n· hu·afut 

h< rle' 
a t.r bzde ·
. th t de,cl.s 

uritius, 

' I 

I 
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and portion" of India. "\Ye ar indebted to 
apt. Hugh Falcon r (1 0 - 65) for num r u 

brochur s on th fo il fauna of the Far Ea .. t 
(and other localiti ") especially hi Fauna 
Anliqua ivalen"is, &c. , and Illu !rations 
1 46-9, London, that treat ~· t nsiv ly, w·ith 
ir . T. au ley , the pal ontology of orth 

India. 
Another ·plorer of th Far Ea t wa Philipp 

Franz von iebold (1796- 1866), who i not to 
b confu ed with an qually di tingui hed 
naturali t, 1arl Theodor iebold (1 04-- 5), or 
with hi father Chri tof, profe or in "\Viirzburg. 
His chief work on the anin1al"' of Japan i. 
entitled Fau1w Japonica, &c., Lugd. Bat. , 
1 33-50, a 6-vol. folio in which . J. Temminck 
and H. Schlegel collaborated for de. cription .. 
f the vertebrata. 

Madaga car ha always been a favorite 
i land for the oyaging faunist. One of the 
early nineteenth -century report. on it animal 
life is furnished by Julien F. Desjardin (1799-
1840) who, among other contribution , wrote 
a Rapport Annuel sur ... l'histoire naturelle de 
l'ile Maurice, 8vo, 1 35-6. Shol'tly before, 
J. B. Bory de Saint-Vincent (17 0-1 46) visited 
the i land and de cribed the Mauritian and 
neighboring fauna in his Voyage dans le 
quatre principales ile des me'rs d'Afrique , 1 03, 
3 vols., vo. 

Martin H. C. Lichten tein (1780-1 57), born 
in Hamburg while erving as a doctor in the 
Dutch service pent mo t of three years in South 
Africa and contribut d to our lu1owl dg of its 
zoological life. He became better known as 
profes or of zoology in Berlin, in charge of the 
University Mu eum. o far as concerns his 
work in South Africa it i largely dealt with in 
hi Reisen irn siidlichen Africa, 2 part , B rlin, 
1811-12. 

Reference ha ah·eady been 1nade to the life 
and writings of ir Andr w Smith (1797-1 72) 
to whom the world of natural science is greatly 
indebted for his faunal literature relating to 

uth Africa. Hi chief monograph i ~ Illus
trations of the Zoology of South Africa , 5 vol ., 
183 -50. 

:Much later, with the ame end in view, is 
"\V. L. Di tant' }...,. at'uralil t in the Tran vaal 
(1 92) in which the Inainnutlia a\" , r ptilia, 
and batrachia of outh Africa are y temati
cally de cri bed by con1pet nt peciali ~t . 

An .·p dition to the 1 ngo , during which 
some attention wa paid to th fauna of the 
region vi ited wa made b. r J arne Kingston 
Tnckey (1776- 1816). In hi ~ Narrative of an 
Expedition to explore the Ri'l e1· Zaire, 4to, 
London, 13 pl., 1 1 J . Cranch gives ' A 
general notice of the Animals'. 

Hugh lapp rton (17 - 1827) made several 
incur ion into the wilds of entral Africa, 
account of which (with a description of the 
anin1als een and ecured) were given by him 
and hi. a ociate in two-volume works. "\Vith 
D. Denham h publi hed, 1 26 two editions, 
l'tr arrative of Travels . . . in nm·thern and central 
Africa 1822- 4. 

An1ong the n1ore important contributions to 
nineteenth-century literature of vertebrate 
zoology of Africa and neighboring regions 
are tho e of \Vilhelm . H. Peters (1815-83) 
the ucces or in Berlin of Lichtenstein. His 
}..T at1.tnvi enschaftliche Rei e nach M ogambique, 
&c., 4to, Berlin, 1 52-82, in which the fauna 
is elaborately catalogued i , perhap , his best 
work. In conjunction with Carl C. von der 
Decken (1833-65) he described the mammalia 
of that naturali t's well-known Reisen in Ost
Afrika in 1859-61, 4 vol . This fine work also 
includes a hi tory of the fauna of the African 
coastal regions-Zanzibar, Mozatnbique, &c. 

The faunal di coveries, n1any of new species, 
by arlo Fornasini in Mozambique were 
examined and described by Giovanni G. 
Bianconi (1809-78) under the caption Speci
mina Zoologica Mo ambicana, &c., Bonon., 
1850-70. 

After their return from the famous military
scientific expedition into Egypt, made under 
the first Napoleon and (a previously men
tioned) described in the monumental Descrip
tion de l' Egypte, H istoire N aturelle, 4 superfolio 
vols., a group of haturalists that included the 
zoologists E. Geo:ffroy Saint-Hilaire, M. J. C. L. 
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Savigny, Friedrich W. Hemprich (1796-1825), 
and Christian G. Ehrenberg (1795-1876) either 
continued and extended their studies of 
Egyptian animal life or turned their attention 
to the fauna of neighboring region., especially 
the African. A second edition, much inferior 
to the first, was issued by the Bourbons. This 
was the origin of the well-known Symbolae 
Physicae seu ]cones &c. Pars zoologica, Berol., 
1828-45, that Ehrenberg and Hemprich (as
sisted by others) brought out in 4 vol . , with 
numerous colored plates, in which the fauna 
of northern Africa, Arabia, Syria, &c. are fully 
described and depicted. 

Another prominent zoologist who is widely 
known for his studies of African fauna was 
vVilhelm P. E. S. Riippell (1794-1884), whose 
Atlas zu der Reise im nordlichen Afrika, folio, 
1826-8, has the first part devoted to the 
zoology of the expedition. The author also 
published monographs on the birds and 
mammals of Abyssinia and other African 
countries ; in fact he is among those numerous 
writers whose works must be studied by all 
serious students of African biology. 

Another naturalist who traveled much in 
the countries bordering on the Mediterranean 
and recorded his discoveries and observations 
on the animal life of the East was J oseph von 
Russegger (1802-63). With the aid of J. J. 
Heckel and other systematists he published 
his Reisen in Europa, Asien und Africa . . . in 
den Jahren 1835 bis 1841, &c., 4 vols., Stuttgart, 
1841-8. The natural history portion of this 
useful work has been reprinted under thP. 
editorial management of E. Fenzl and others. 

Although he should rank among the most 
celebrated of ichthyologists in general P 
Bleeker is best known for his magnificent trea
tise, the nine-volume folio Atlas ichthyologique 
des Indes Orientales Neerlandaises, 1862-72, 
a famous work published at Amsterdam, and 
illustrated by 420 folio colored plates. 

Abyssinia was the chief objective of a scien
tific expedition under C. Theophile Lefebvre 

:-~.18lli6.Q).reportoo.upon:.under the titl~ V Qypge 
.. en:Ab.yS.iiinie..c: .. T-h-is. :w.~kyin.'Jt. yolJJ.mes_!:..Bru-is, 

was published in 1845-51, and illustrated with 
over 200 plates. 

Among the better known faunists who wrote 
n1uch about the animals of Africa was the 
naturalist Martin T. von Heuglin (1824-76). 
His travels and discoveries are described in 
several publications, at least two ornithological, 
and in nun1erous contributions to serials and 
periodicals. A number of these will be found
as is the case with quite a few of the foregoing 
titles-in this Catalogue. Here the Compiler 
will 1nention only this writer's Ornithologie 
Nordost-Afrikas, &c., Cassel, 1869-73, a classic 
work on this subject. 

As a result of his travels in northern Africa, 
Moritz F. \iVagner (1813-87) published Reisen 
in deT Regentschajt Algier, 1836-8, 3 vols., 
Leipzig, with an Atlas, in which the fauna is, 
a1nong other subjects, systematically described 
and figured. Subsequently the French govern
ment organized a scientific survey of the same 
territory and published Exploration scientifique 
de l'AlgeTie pendant les annees 1840-42. This 
report was published in Paris, 1846-60, the 
birds and mammals being described by Levail
lant, the fishes and reptiles by A. Guichenot. 

Finally, and as a supplement to this all-too
brief account of the early explorers who wrote 
on African zoology, the reader is referred to 
W. L. Sclater's excellent article, 'Early Sources 
of our Knowledge of African Ornithology' 
(Jour. fur Ornithologie, Bd. 2, 1929). 

The Canary Islands and their faunallife to 
some extent depicted by Alexander Humboldt, 
were more fully described by P. B. Wel::ib and 
S. Berthelot in their Histoire naturelle des iles 
Canaries, 1835-44, in 3 vols., and an Atlas 
of 438 plates. This rather rare and extensive 
work was issued in 108 parts, the ornithology 
being detailed mostly by the principal editors 
(and M. A. Moquin-Tandon), the reptiles by 
M. P. Gervaise, and the ichthyology by M. A. 
Valenciennes. That indefatigable explorer and 
naturalist, Baron J. B. Bory de Saint-Vincent, 
has given us, also, an earlier report entitled 
E. sai.s . __ . . . -Q'i4 p';:e.,cis~ d_e_ ]?J;i$loir~ g_eni,Tale. de 
l'archipel des Canari~, Paris, 1803. ~<::-j-i(L 
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The Madeira group has been fairly well 
explored and its fauna listed during the nine
teenth century. One of the best historie is 
that of Richard T. Lowe (1802-74), who wrote 
Primitiae Faunae ... M aderae et Portus Sancti, 
&c., Cambridge, 1831, also another edition 
with appendix in 1851, as well as a History of 
the Fishes of Madeira, 8vo, London, 1843- 60, 
with 17 colored plates. 

Several references have been made in this 
Introduction to the life and works of that 
celebrated Smithsonian, Robert Ridgway 
(1850-1929). Although his n1o. t enduring 
work is the monumental BiTds of J.,T m·th and 
Middle America, 8 vols. (1901-27), unfiniRhed 
at the time of his death, t.he Catalogue annexed 
to this Introduction credits him with a notable 
Calor Standard (two editions) for zoological 
descriptions; A Manual of J.,Torth American 
Birds (1st edition, 1887); the Or~ithology of 
Illinois, 1887; as one of the editors with 
Brewer and Baird of their fine treatise (already 
mentioned), and of numerous other contribu
tions to the various Smithsonian publication '. 

The avian literature of the Hawaiian Islands 
may here be noticed once more. It is in part 
represented by the well illustrated works of 
Lord Rothschild's Avifauna of Laysan, 1893-
1900; the monographs of Evans and Wilson, 
Aves Hawaiienses, 1890-9; the mall, popular 
handbook of H. Hensha w, Birds of the Hawaiian 
Islands, 1902, and a useful Key to the Birds of 
the Hawaiian Group, l 901, the work of \V. A. 
Bryan. 

The Spanish Mainland has been the subject 
of many treatises, the most popular of which 
is probably Waterton's lVanderings, that ha~ 
been many times reprinted ince the first 
edition of 1 25. Next in order of in1portance 
is Richard Schomburgk's Reisen in Brih' ch
Guiana (1848) which ha recently l> en trans
lated from the Dutch and German edition by 
the Compiler's friend, Dr. vValter Roth, Curator 
of the British Guiana Musetnn in Georgetown, 
B.G. The original MS. of that tran lation is 
now in the E .. W. Library. 

Leotaud's Oiseaux de l'ile de la Trinidad and 

Gosse's Birds of Jamaica (1847) are examples 
of early local works on the avifauna of the West 
Indian island . The latter is a charming work. 
The Blacker Library is fortunate in pos essing 
the original drawings from 'vhich Gosse's 
( 1.;1.b~equent) IllustTations (1849), a sort of 
atlas to the text, 'vere produced - delightful, 
illustrative, colorcd drawings. The small 
folio of text has itself hecome exceedingly 
rare. 

Charles Cory's na1ne is indelibly a sociated 
with the faunal literature of the \"'Vest Indies, 
beginning with his BiTds of the Baharna Islands 
(1880) which had two printings, the last in 
1890. The reader is referred to the Catalogue 
list for the complete roster of Dr. Cory's excel
lent Inonographs. 

Cuba, Porto Rico, anrl Haiti also claim a 
large number of authors-L mbeye, Poey, and 
Gundlach among the early writers, vVetmore 
among the recent contributor . 

Although Baron de la Hontan published a 
catalogue of the Canadian animals-birds in 
particular- in his Voyages (1793) and descrip
tion, and while figures of British American 
fauna form part of several noted treatises on 
North American zoology, yet Canada has not 
received the special attention that the impor
tance and variety of her fauna! pecies demand. 

The adjective Canadensis has been rather 
overworked in sy tematic biology for many 
a long year, and the Dominion has not been 
neglected by zoological writers as part of North 
An1erica, but local treatise" arc few. However, 
Tho . Nuttall's (1786-1859) jJanual in two 
volumeH (1832-4) and one volume in 1840; 
Mcllwraith's Birds of Ontario (1894); Ta er
ner's BiTds of EasteTn Canada (191 9); Ro 's 
BiTds of Canada ( 1871); Chamberlain's Cata.
logue of Canadian Binls (18H7), n1ay be men
tioned at thi. juncture. 

In addition to the variouR C'ditions of his 
Check List of J.,~orth American Birds (lst ed., 
1882) and of the famouR Key to .1..Vorth AmeTican 
Bi,rds (1872 ed. pTin.), Elliott Coues was re pon
sible for 1nany works that did not bear his 
name as part of their major titles, among them 
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Steams' New England Bird Life in 2 volumes, 
1881-3. 

Another and still more popular treatise is 
North American Birds (1874-84) by that 
versatile and accomplished trinity, Baird, 
Brewer, and Ridgway. This work was followed 
in 1887 by a second edition, and in 1896 ap
peared a Manual of North A nwrican Birds by 
the last-named author. 

In 1892 was published Major Bendire's 
classic and finely illustrated Life Histories of 
North American Birds. 

The Compiler is well aware that there exist 
in the literature of the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries many well-known, finely 
illustrated and important treatises devoted to 
individual vertebrate orders, families, genera, 
and species. Perhaps the forty volumes of 
Jardine's encyclopedic Natural History fllrnish 
the best collection of this class. However, the 
present Introduction cannot, owing mainly to 
lack of space and to a desire to a void needless 
repetition of titles, do more than mention a 
few of these monographs, some of which have 
already been quoted in this ·ection. These 
titles with many others listed in the Student's 
Index and the Catalogue comprise such works 
as Sclater's Curassows; Bent's Life Histories of 
North American Birds; Eyton's Anatidae, 
1838; Hervieux's Canaries, 1730; Knip's 
Pigeons, 1808; Beebe's Pheasants; Finsch's 
Papageien, 1867-8; Lear's Parrots, 1832; 
Gould's many monograph , e.g. his Toucans, 
1834; Kirke Swarm's Accipitres, 1923-
Brehm's Papageien, 1842; Phillips' Ducks, 
1922-30; Miller's Bats, 1907; Forbes' P1·imates, 
1894; Blaauw's Cranes, 1897; Alferaki's Geese, 
1905; D. G. Elliot's Grouse, 1864; H. Alien's 
Bats of North America, 1864; Elliot's Felidae, 
1883; E. Blyth's Cranes, 1 81 ; Dewhurst's 
Cetacea, 1834; Sclater and Smit's Antelopes, 
1894-1900; Greenels Parrots, 1887; Eudes
Deslongchamps' Trochilides, 1881; Thos. 
Beale's Spe'rm Whale, 1839; Seth-Smith's 
Parrakeets, 1902-3; Dresser's Meropidae, 1884; 

St. George Mivart's Cat, 1881 ; Widegren's 
Sveriges Salmonider, 1862; E. Coues Muste
lidae, 1877; M. C. Engell's Elefantens udbred. 
i Afr~ka, 1899; Lord Tavistock's popular work 
on Parrakeets, 1929; Fayrer's Snakes of India, 
1874; Gould's Kangaroos, 1841; Lydekker's 
Cervidae, 1898; Herbert Friedmann's Cowbirds, 
1929; Jardine's Felidae, l 845; Jardine's British 
Salmonidae (1839); Russ's Brieftaube, 1877; 
Lydekker's Ruminants, 1898; Roosevelt's Deer 
Family, 1902; Beddard's Whales, 1900; Dug
more's Newfoundland Caribou, 1913. Finally, 
R. Lydekker's Handbook to the Marsupialia 
and Monotremata, 1894, and most of that 
versatile author's numerous other monographs 
will be found listed in the present Catalogue 
as good examples of original and valuable con
tributions to systematic zoology. 

The articles on paleontology contributed by 
Sir Richa:rd Owen to the eighth edition of the 
Encyclopaedia Britannica, though now out of 
date, are among the best of the earlier essays.. 
on the geologic relations of extinct animals. ,..... 

· followed (1877) by Researches 
on the Extinct Mammals of Australia and (1879) 
·~ a M emoir on the Extinct Wingless Birds of 

New Zealand and elsewhere, illustrated by an 
atlas with 128 plates. 

The paleontologic works of various members 
of the Woodward family should be familiar to 
the research student. These monographs are 
many of them listed and evaluated in the 
present Catalogue. 

Among the dictionaries and cyclopedias of 
natural history listed in the appended Cata
logue is the im1nense Encyclopedie M ethodique 
( 1782-1832), 196 volumes, several of which are 
devoted to vertebrate zoology, most of it con
tributed by L. J. M. Dauhcnton, A. G. Desma
rest., and the Abbe Bonnaterre. 

An excellent con1bination of the systematic 
and popular appeared in the manuals of the 
natura.list P. H. Gosse, whose Mammalia 
(J 848): Bird.s (1849); Reptiles (1850), and 
Fishe.s ( 1851) are well worth perusal. 

l• 



CHAPTER XI 

I. SOME IMPORTANT TREATISES AND MONOGRAPHS ON ORNI
THOLOGY AND MAMMALOGY PUBLISHED DURING THE NINE
TEENTH AND TWENTIETH CENTURIES. 

A few Forerunners of Modern Zoological Literature: Merrett-Plot-Pennant-Berken
hout-Tunstall-Swainson-J. Fleming-L. Jenyns-Thos. Bell-John Church
Flower and Lydekker-Max Weber-W. K. Gregory-H. F. Osborn-W. F. Kirby
John Latham-Vieillot-R. Gray-Local British Faunists: Harvie-Brown and Buckley 
-Sterland-Muirhead-Tucker-Knox-Harting-J. Atkinson-A. G. Butler-Eagle 
Clarke-A. Lefebvre-Local Continental Zoologists: Rzaczynski-Grossinger-J. L. 
Frisch-J. D. Peterson-J. B. Fischer-Beseke-Bechstein-J. A. Naumann-Bork
hausen- Pilati- Cetti- Nozeman- Houttuyn- Linnaeus- Brunnich- Gunnerus. 
France: Chenu-A. G. Desmarest-Temminck-Brehm-Blasius-Great Britain: 
J. Walcott-Lord-Donovan-Bolton-Bewick-Gilbert White-G. R. Gray-America: 
Pennant-Barton-J. R. Forster-Bartram-Wm. Yarrell-J. G. Wood-J. Duncan. 

A S previously pointed out, the literature of 
~ Mammalogy is next to that of Ornitho
logy the most extensive of the publication 
devoted to vertebrate zoology. The more 
important treatises, taken at random and 
covering some of the many subdivisions of the 
subject, are recorded here. Several of these 
titles are also referred to elsewhere in this 
Introduction, while the great 1najority of all 
independent mammalian titles will be found 
(partially annotated) in the appended Cata
logue. 

The chief contributions to Ichthyology, 
Herpetology, and Amphibian life are men
tioned in the special chapters devoted to those 
subjects. 

Every civilized country possesses a local 
literature on its zoological inhabitants, some of 
it extremely voluminous. Elsewhere the Com
piler has listed a considerable number of these 
monographs, especially British and American, 
quite a few elaborately illustrated and de
scribing minutely the aniinal life of limited 
areas. A brief account of a few of such local 
faunists is desirable in a work of this kind, 
more extended treatises being given greater 
prominence. 

L 

? 

The government publications (reports, books, 
&c.) of Great Britain and Ireland issued by the 
various departments, offices, surveys, and 
numerous commissions of the Empire, now and 
then contain or are chiefly concemed, directly 
or indirectly, with vertebrate zoology. This is 
especially true of game and of fishes as food. 
The lYicGilllibraries have a full complement of 
these works, and the Compiler refers the 
student also to the Cat. British Mus. (Nat. 
History) under the ea ption Great Britain and 
Ireland for a list of them. In the present 
Introduction only the most important can be 
noticed. 

As a prelude to the mention of modem 
publications on Aves and Mammalia a few 
forerunners of nineteenth- and twentieth
century literature may first of all be noted. 

Merrett's Pinex contains the earliest list 
(1666) of British birds, while Plot's Natural 
History of Oxfo'rdshire (1677) was the first of 
a long line of local 'faunographs' hardly one 
of which fails to contribute something new to 
the zoology of the county or counties described. 

Berkenhout published a Natural History of 
Great Britain and Ireland in 1769, after which, 
in time and interest, came Tunstall's (and 

/vr 
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Fothergill's) Ornithologia Britannica, folio, 
1771. 

Thomas Pennant was born at Downing, 
Flintshire, June 14, 1726. In 1744 he went 
to Oxford but left without taking a degree. 
Between 1754 and 1774 he traveled extensively 
on the Continent and over the British Isles. 
From boyhood he had been greatly interested 
in natural history, was a friend and correspon
dent of Linnaeus, and wrote extensively on 
zoologic subjects. He died December 16, 1798. 

The most celebrated of this writer's works, 
British Zoology, folio, 1766, was first published 
anonymously by the Cymmrodorion Society, 
followed in 1768-70 by a second and more 
complete 8vo edition in 4 volumes, illustrated 
by plates. 

In 1771 there appeared at Chester the first 
edition of his Synopsis of Quadrupeds which, 
like the preceding treatise, had several sub
sequent and amended editions and was 
translated into German. Later, accounts of 
the natural history of his voyages to Scotland, 
Wales, and elsewhere, appeared in print, pre
ceded by his well-known Genera of Birds, 
Edinburgh, 8vo, 1773; 2nd ed., London, 1781. 
Of considerable interest to Americans are the 
two editions of his Arctic Zoology, the first one 
appearing in London, 2 vols., 1784-5, and a 
supplementary volume in 1787. A good review 
of the life and works of this important naturalist 
is that of Sir W. Jardine-a Memoir of Pennant 
-in the former's Humming Birds, Pt. II, 1833. 

A valuable systematic monograph is W. 
Swainson's Treatise on the geography and classi
fication of Animals, 1835. 

Another observer of lesser rank than Pen
nant was John Fleming, who, however, wrote 
a fairly good Philosophy of Zoology, in two 
vols., Edin., 1822, giving his favorite classi
fication of animals, followed by A History 
of British Animals, &c., 1828, reprinted in 
1842. In 1835 Leonard Jenyns (afterwards 
Blomefield) brought out a Manual (followed 
by a Catalogue) of British Vertebrate Animals. 
This writer is, however,. better known for his 
contributions to the ichthyology of the 'Beagle' 

expedition. EdwardForbes (1815-54) although 
a specialist in mollusca contributed many im
portant papers on biology in general, mostly 
in conjunction with other writers. A versatile 
author (editor of the Zoological Journal) was 
Thomas Bell ( 1792-1880). Among his numerous 
contributions to vertebrate literature of the 
British Isles is his History of British Quad!ru
peds, &c., 8vo, London, 1837, 2nd ed., 1874, 
and a History of British Reptiles, &c., London, 
1839, 2nd ed., 1849. 

Among the curios of early British mamma
logic literature is John Church's Cabinet of 
Quadrupeds, 1794'--1805, 2 folio vols., well illus
trated with drawings by J. Ibbetson. 

Although not a very recent publication, the 
Introduction to the Study of Mammals, 1891, by 
Flower and Lydekker, is of great value to the 
student; and the same may be said of Die 
Saugethiere, 1904, of Max Weber. Another 
instructive treatise is W. K. Gregory's Orders 
of Mammals, one of the Bulletins, vol. xxvii, 
1910, issued by the American Mus. Nat. 
History, New York. Of the many works on 
vertebrate paleontology, H. F. Osborn's Age 
of Mammals, 1910, is to be recommended. 

A brief but systematic study of the general 
subject is W. F. Kirby's Mammals of the 
World, London, 1907. 

Reference has several times been made to 
John Latham (1740-1837). His General Synop
sis of Birds and their supplements, 1781-1802; 
his General History, 1821-8, with several 
editions (English and German); and his syste
matic treatise, or Index Ornithologicus (1790), 
are well known to instructed ornithologists, 
and form an essential part of all good libraries. 

Mention has been made in this Introduction 
to the valuable contributions to ornithology of 
L. J. P. Vieillot (1748-1831). Among these is 
an Americana of considerable importance, his 
H istoire N aturelle des Oiseaux de l' A merique 
septentrionale, in 2 vols., Paris, 1807. 

Probably no fauna of the palaearctic region 
has been so thoroughly described in mono
graphic literature as the aves of Great Britain 
and Ireland. Newton (Dictionary, pp. 44-5) 
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notices, for North Britain, Robert Gray's 
Birds of the West of Scotland (1871), and the 
series of district Vertebrate Fauna, begun by 
Harvie-Brown and T. E. Buckley, of which 
seven volumes have now appeared, treating of 
(1) Sutherland, Caithness, and West Cromarty; 
(2) Outer Hebrides; (3) Argyll and Inner 
Hebrides; (4) Iona and Mull (this by Graham); 
(5) Orkney, and (6 and 7) Moray, as well as 
Dee and Shetland; also Muirhead's Birds of 
Berwickshire (2 vols., 1889-96). 

Another typical local history is Sterland's 
Birds of Sherwood Forest, 1869. Other local 
works on English birds are still more numerous, 
among them the oldest of all, Tucker's un
finished Ornithologia Danmoniensis ( 4to, 1809), 
an ambitious work of which not even the whole 
of the extensive Introduction was published. 
At intervals followed Dillwyn's Fauna and 
Flora of Swansea ( 1848); Knox's Ornithological 
Rambles in Sussex (1849), and Harting's Birds 
of Middlesex ( 1866). 

A rather good compend of British ornitho
logy was published by John Atkinson in 1820, 
based largely on the anatomy and physiology 
of birds. 

Based chiefly on a study of British birds, 
W. Eagle Clark wrote a useful work (2 vols., 
1912) on the subject of avian migration. 

Another treatise, published 1896-8, is an 
extensive monograph on the oology and nido
logy of the British Isles-A. G. Butler's British 
Birds with their Nests and Eggs-in six volumes, 
of which the author collaborated with H. 0. 
Forbes, W. B. Tegetmeier, and other well
known writers. Related to this work is A. 
Lefebvre's Atlas of the Eggs of the Birds of 
Europe, 1844; also a French edition in 1848. 

'Local faunists '-as Newton calls them
from the seventeenth century onwards present 
a difficulty for one who essays a brief history 
of zoological literature in all countries, since 
their name is legio , and it is possible to list by 
name only a few of them. In this place it may 
be mentioned that in 1721 Rzaczynski brought 
out his Historia naturalis ... Poloniae; Gras
singer, in 1793, his Historia avium Hungariae. 

In 1743-63 J. L. Frisch published the splendid 
V orstellung der V ogel Deutschlandes, admirably 
illustrated by colored plates. Later, J. D. 
Peterson wrote his rare V erzeichnnis baltischer 
Vogel, and in 1791 appeared J. B. Fischer's 
. . . N aturgeschichte von Livland, followed by 
Beseke's Beytrag zur Naturgeschichte der Vogel 
K urlands. Still later were published Bech
stein's well-known descriptions of German and 
other mid-European birds followed by-most 
complete of all-the voluminous and remark
ably illustrated monograph of J. A. Naumann 
on Central European ornithology, with its 
many supplements and a recent fine, enlarged 
edition. Worthy of mention but overshadowed 
by the beauty and fullness of the N aumann 
productions are the local publications of 
Borkhausen (1800-41) and several others of 
minor importance. 

During this period appeared also many 
treatises by other local naturalists, among 
them (for Italy) Pilati, Gilius, Bernini, and 
Cetti; (Holland) Nozeman and Houttuyn; 
(Scandinavia) Linnaeus' Fauna Svecica; Brun
nich's Ornithologia borealis, and the writings of 
Gunnerus and Otto Fabricius, most of whose 
annotated titles will be found in the present 
Catalogue. 

In France there appeared (1850-80) Chenu's 
valuable Encyclopedic d' H istoire N aturelle in 
the preparation of which Desmarest, des Murs, 
and other well-known writers participated. 

Here also may be noted the work (8 vols. and 
4 vols. atlas) of L. P. J. Vieillot's Faune 
Frarru;aise, 1820-30, of which the birds were 
described by the author, mammals and reptiles 
by A. G. Desmarest, and the fishes by H. M. D. 
de Blainville. 

An early and very useful work of reference 
dealing with European avifauna is Temminck's 
Manuel d'Ornithologie, published in 1815 and 
1820. 

Of the comparatively early works on the 
Birds of Europe, the treatise of John Gould 
(1832-7) was sumptuously illustrated by his 
usual profusion of finely executed hand
colored plates. 
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In 1831 Brehm issued his N aturgeschichte der 

Vogel Deutschlands, really a handbook of the 
birds of North and Middle Europe. However, 
the most complete treatise on Middle European 
bird-life is an enlarged edition, published in 
1860 and edited by Blasius, of Naumann's 
original N aturgeschichte der V ogel Deutschlands, 
1797-1803. 

About1789appearedJohn Walcott'sSynopsis 
of British Birds; Wn1. Lewin's (superior) Birds 
of Great Britain in 7 volumes; Lord's (inferior) 
System of Ornithology; and Donovan's volumin
ous Histories of Animal Life in the British 
Isles, followed by Bolton's very popular 
Harmonia Ruralis. 

Bewick's Histories are better known for their 
remarkable woodcut illustrations than for the 
scientific value of the text. Most of this last
named naturalist's titleR will be found in the 
present Catalogue. 

.Thomas Bewick was born at Ovingham, 
Northumberland, in 1753, the son of a farmer. 
He early evinced a love of nature and of 
drawing. When fourteen years of age he was 
apprenticed to the Newcastle engraver Beilby, 
whose partner he subsequently became. Fr01n 
1779 onwards he produced woodcuts as illus
trations for many books, his figures and tail
pieces showing an immense advance over 
previous examples of wood engraving. He 
died in 1828, having acquired a reputation as 
the most effective, accurate, and spirited wood 
engraver of his day. 

While these pretentious and in many in
stances truly valuable contributions to scienti
fic zoology were being published in Great 
Britain a small volume by an obscure clergy
man named Gilbert \Vhite appeared, with the 
title The }..T atural History of Selborne, from the 
little village in which he lived. It consists 
mostly of letters to scientific friends and, as 
Newton says, 'the graceful simplicity of its 
style, the elevating tone of its spirit, and the 
few errors of fact or opini~n it contains' recom
mend it alike to all classes of readers. The first 
issue was in 1789, and since that date there 
have been published more editions and imita-

tions of this fascinating book than of any other 
work on natural history in the wide world. 
There are few zoologists that have not fallen 
under the charming influence of its delightful 
pages. About forty of the chief printings, 
including the first, are listed in the present 
Catalogue. 

In 1817 John Walcott issued his 3-volume 
Exotic Animals, comprising descriptions of the 
Linnaean classes of Fishes and Amphibia and 
illustrated by 60 plates. 

In the meantime the faunal literature of 
North America was not neglected. Pennant's 
Arctic Zoology, Barton's Fragments, J. R. Fors
ter's Catalogue, and Bartram's Travels furnish 
a fair and early account of animal life then 
known to exist in the northern latitudes of the 
New World. 

As elsewhere mentioned, oology is not made 
a special study in this Introduction, but we 
must not fail to report favorably on Wolley's 
Otheca Wolleyana, issued in 1864 and 1902. 

A voluminous as well as scientific and popu
lar writer on British zoology is Wm. Yarrell 
(1784-1856). His chief treatises are a History 
of British Fishes; also A History of British 
Birds, 3 vols., ill., 8vo., London, 1837-43, that 
appeared in four editions, the last one in four 
volumes, revised and enlarged by Alfred New
ton and H. Saunders. 1871-85. These two 
works form an important part of English zoo
logical literature. 

Popular forms of literature on vertebrate 
zoology have their uses, and although the Com
piler does not intend to evaluate many of them 
a few will be mentioned. Among the writers of 
such books is the Rev. John G. Wood (1827-
99), whose Illustrated Natural History (1851) 
and Feathered Frien-ds, 1856, each i~ several 
editions, have been widely read. 

A semi-popular work is John Dunoan's 
Birds of the B~itish Isles, 1898. 

Another 'local faunist' is W. P. Turn bull, 
whose Birds of East Pennsylvania and New 
Jersey was privately printed and published 
(1869) at Glasgow. His other ornithological 
works (q.v.) were issued in America. 
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Another and valuable monograph on local 
avifauna is A. H. Howell's Birds of Arkansas, 
issued ii1 1911. 

Still another local work is E. H. Eaton's 
Birds of New York, 2 vols., the first part of 
which appeared in 1910. 

A very readable account of the natural 
history of Canada is given by W. R. King in 
his Sportsman, &c., 1866. 

In 1906 A. P. Low reported an Expedition to 
Hudson Bay and the Arctic Islands. 

Attention may here be drawn to the recent, 
revised and partly rewritten edition of Frank 
M. Chapman's excellent Handbook of the Birds 
of Eastern North America, 1927. 

H. Kirke Swann contributed (1895) brief but 
interesting observations of the fauna of Nova 
Scotia in his Nature in Acadie. 

Returning to the vertebrate-zoological litera
ture of the Old World, a comprehensive study 
of the fauna of the Netherlands is H. Schlegel's 
Natuurlijke historie van Nederland (1860-78) in 
6 ,. volumes, illustrated by numerous colored 
plates, depicting and describing not only the 
mammalia but the birds, fishes, and reptiles. 

Of considerable value to the advanced 
student is J. Herman Albarda's list of Holland 
birds in his Aves Neerlandicae, 1897. 

An interesting, popular work on the Flora 
and Fauna of Palestine was published by 
H. C. Hart in 1891. 

An account, largely ornithologic, was given 
of Asiatic fauna by Pallas (1811, St. Peters
burg), in his Zoographica Rosso-Asiatica. 

J. GouldandB. Sharpe published beautifully 
illustrated volumes (London, 1888) on the 
Birds of Asia, preceded (in 1831) by a Century 
of Bi,rds from the Himalayan Mountains, 
written by the former zoologist. 

Count Salvadori described many Oceanic 
and South Asian birds in his Ornitologia della 
Papuasia, 1880-91. 

The birds of China were largely described 
by Da vid and Oustalet under the title Les 
Oiseaux de la Chine, Paris, 1877. 

Blakiston and Preyer presented their (now . 
rare) work on the Birds of Japan in 1882. 

In the name of sport Capt. J. H. Baldwin 
has written a good systmnatic account of many 
North Indian and Bengalese vertebrates, 
especially of the mammals. 

In 1901 appeared Seebohn1' Birds of Asia, 
in which he reports his practical experiences of 
the avifauna of that continent. 

J. A. Murray's contributions to the literature 
of Indian zoology are well known, especially 
his Vertebrate Zoology of Sind, Bombay, 1884, 
and his Avifauna of British India, 1887. 

Adding to his several contributions to the 
ornithology of India, Stuart Baker wrote in 
1908 his Indian Ducks followed in 1913 by 
Indian Pigeons and Doves, London and Bombay. 

A useful work, combining systematic treat
ment of the subject with a popular account, is 
T. C. Jerdon's Mammals of India, especially 
the second edition, 1874. 

In 1913 appeared (London) Dewar'sinterest
ing and popular book, Glimpses of Indian 
Birds. 

George Reid published in 1890 his Birds of 
the Indian N. JV. Provinces. 

Bucknil and Chasen's Birds of the Islands 
of Singapore, 31 col. pl., was published in 
1927, and is a popular and useful systematic 
account of the avifauna. 

The mammals of Malaysia have been well 
described by J. L. Bonhote in Fasciculi 
Malayenses, 1903. 

H. Schlegel's Birds of the Dutch East-Indies 
(1863), a comprehensive history in three 
volumes, was published in both French and 
Dutch. 

For Wichmann's classic Nova Guinea, 1906, 
E. D. van Oort wrote an account of the birds, 
other well-known naturalists treating the other 
vertebrates collected during the expedition. 

One of the most acute of observers of the 
Zoology of Java was, as' already mentioned, 
Thos. Horsfield, the titles of whose works on 
the subject are to be found in the appended 
Catalogue. 

Of the early works dealing with the verte
brate zoology of Japan the best is P. F. Sie
bold's Fauna Japonica, 6 vols., 1833-50, corn-
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plete sets of which are quite rare. C. J. Tem
minck and others assisted in the preparation 
of this elaborate monograph. 

H. Seebohm wrote an important and, at the 
time, much needed volume on the Birds of the 
Japanese ErnpiTe in 1890. 

The literature of the vertebrate zoology of 
Africa and the neighboring islands is quite 
extensive. 

In 1884 Milne-Edwards and others brought 
out at Paris a Historie naturelle des Oiseaux de 
Madagascar, both the birds and n1ammals of 
that island having been previously described 
(1875) by Edwards and Grandidier. 

The vertebrate zoology of Sir Andrew 
Smith's South Africa (1849), 5 vols., is very 
important. 

Starke and Sclater published (1900-6) the 
avian portion of the Fauna of South Africa, in 
four volumes, London-a comprehensive and 
scientific production. 

Also a useful four-volume treatise, well illus
trated and semi-popular, is F. W. Fitzsimons' 
Natural History of South Africa, 1919-20, in 
which the mammals are systematically de
scribed. 

E. L. Layard's Birds of So'lah Africa has 

deservedly reached several editions, that of 
1875-84 having been revised by Bowdler 
Sharpe. 

Captain Shelley's last contribution to the 
subject was published in 1896-1913, a com
plete and valuable work entitled The Birds of 
AfTica. 

An interesting monograph on the mummified 
fauna of ancient Egypt was issued by the 
Cairo Museum from the pens of Gaillard and 
Daressy, 1905. 

] n 190 1 H. E. Harris published a series of 
photographs and essays on Some Birds o.f the 
Canary Islands and South Africa, illustrated by 
56 plates and numerous cuts in the text. 

J. I. S. Whitaker in 1905 wrote a useful, 
systematic work on the Birds of Tunisia. 

In 1912 there appeared in London, Game 
Birds and Water-Fowl of South Africa, by 
Hors burgh. 

L. S. Schultze'sZoologische Ergebnisse (1908-
13) furnishes systematic descriptions of the 
vertebrates of West and Central South Africa. 

A recent and most excellent systematic 
treatise (though poorly illustrated) on the 
birds of South Africa is the Handbook of 
G. L. Bates. 



CHAPTER XII 

II. SOME IMPORTANT TREATISES AND MONOGRAPHS ON ORNI
THOLOGY AND MAMMALOGY PUBLISHED DURING THE NINE
TEENTH AND TWENTIETH CEJ.lTURIES, CONTINUED. 

More British Local Faunists : Jonathan Couch-Wm. Evans-Wm. Thompson-Cecil 
Stnith-Hancock- Christy- Borrer-Willis Bond- Pidsley- H. A. Macpherson
Whitlock-Kirke Swann-Lord Lilford-H. E. Dresser-D. G. Elliot-Arrigoni degli 
Oddi-Temminck-Borowski-Wytsam-Schulze-P. L. Sclater-W. L. Sclater
Pechuel-Loesche-von Schreber-F. 0. Morris-P. Westell-H. W. Wharton-Wm. 
Macgillivray-G. R. Waterhouse-S. G. Miller-C. J. Cornish-Bree-A. Lindermayer 
-Brodrick-H. Schlegel-Gadeau de Kerville-R. B. Sharpe-Fauna of Africa: . 
G. E. Shelley-C. Whymper-Barb~ du Bocage-C. J. Hartlaub-W. C. Harris
Finsch and Hartlaub-Anderson-Heughlin-Layard-A. Grandidier-W. H. Drum
mond-G. Revoil-Schilling-R. E. Drake-Brockman-C. V. A. Peel-American 
Zoologists: Alex. Wilson-Audubon-Elliott Coues-Chas. Chubb-Lord Brabourne 
-Prince Bona parte-S. F. Baird-Joseph Henry-Crawshay-Taczanowski-Baron 
Tschudi-Azara-Mikan-A. Pelzeln-G. L. Bates-G. N. Lawrence-Marsh-Richard 
Harlan-J. H. Studer-C. J. Maynard-T. Jasper-A. E. Verrill-F. Kermode-W. A. 
Bryan-Jones Family-Geo. Ord-Kumlein-Turner-Belt-Schlater and Hudson
Chas. Cory-Warren-D. G. Elliot-C. H. Eigenmann-C. M. Scammon-A. Pope. 

;\ TTENTION has several times been directed 
.1-\_ to the extensive and, in many instances, 
overlapping histories of local British zoology. 
Of these, the works of the Couch family on the 
zoology of Cornwall is a good example. Jona
than Couch (1789-1870) wrote an interesting 
Cornish Fauna, Truro, 1838-44, in which 
R. Quiller Couch described the zoophytes. 
The same author extended his observations 
and, in 1862-5, published a very creditable 
History of the Fishes of the British Islands, 8vo, 
London. The Blacker Library has several 
J onathan Couch manuscripts. 

The mammalogy of Scotland, Edinb'..' 1 ',Zh 
region, i sy tematically discussed by Wm. 
Evans in his Mammalian Fauna, 1 92. 

In this list of local treatises may be included 
vVillia1n Thompson's (1805-52) Report on the 
Fauna of Ireland, 2 pts., 1841-4, followed 
by his Natural History of Ireland, in 4 vob., 
1849-56, which, owing to the premature death 

of the writer, was completed by others. To 
these we add Stevenson 's Birds of Norfolk 
(3 vols., 1866-90, completed by Southwell); 
Cecil Smith's Birds of Somerset (1869) and of 
Guernsey (1879); Cordeaux's Birds of the 
Humber District (1872); Hancock's BiTds of 
Northumberland and Durham (1874); The 
BiTds of Nottinghamshire by Sterland and 
Whitaker (1879); Rodd's Birds of Cornwall, 
edited by Harting ( 1880); the VeTtebrate Fauna 
of Yorkshire (1881), in which the Birds are by 
vV. E. Ularke; Churchill Babington's Birds of 
Suffolk (18 4-6); A. U. Smith's Birds of Wilt-
·hiTe (1887); Birds of Essex (1890) by Christy; 

of Sussex (1891) by Borrer, and of Trorceste1·
shire (1891) by Wil1is Bund. To the foregoing 
may be added the Birds of Devonshire (1891) 
by Pidsley, and (1892) by D'Urban andMathew 
(Suppl. and ed. 2, 1 95); Lakeland ( 1 92) by 
H. A. Macpher on; Lancashire (ed. 2, 1893) by 
F. S. Mitchell; London (1893) by K. Swarm; 

I 

11 
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Derbyshire (1893) by Whitlock, and finally of 
Northamptonshire (2 vols., 1895) by Lord 
Lilford. 

Of course the Victoria County l\7 atural His
tory, recently published, constitutes by far the 
most complete account of the local flora and 
fauna of England. 

Attention is again directed to H. E. Dresser's 
Bi,-ds of Europe, 1902-3, 8 vDls., fine, colored 
plates, as well as to his Eggs of the Birds of 
Europe, 1905-10. 

A cosmopo·litan writer and versatile syste
matist, with whom every advanced student of 
zoology should become acquainted, is Dani~l 
Giraud Elliot, many times quoted in these 
pages. At this time reference is made especially 
to his well-known List of Land and Sea Mam
mals of North America, 1901, published by the 
(Chicago) Field 1\fuseum of Natural History, 
followed by similar monographs on the same 
fauna in Middle America and the West Indies, 
1904. His fine quarto Review of the Primates, 
in 3 ill. vols., was published by the (N.Y.) 
Americ~;tn Museum of Natural History, 1912-
13. Practically all Elliot's works are shelved 
in the Blacker Library of McGill University. 

The Compiler wishes again to draw the 
attention of the student of vertebrate zoology 
to the great scientific and educational value of 
the many Guides to the in1mense collections in 
the British Museum of Natural History, most 
of which are listed in the appended Catalogue. 

A very good atlas, with excellent descriptive 
letterpress, of the birds of Europe, has been 
published in Italian by E. Arrigoni degli Oddi, 
1902. 

Among well-known European zoologists 
stands the Hollander, Conraad Jacoh Tenl
minck, several times n1entioned in this Intro
duction, who not only wrote many treatises on 
ornithology but published (alone and with 
others) several works on mammalogy and 
vertebrates in general. He issued in 1827-41 
his important Monographies ·de Mammalogie, 
in two volumes, baRed on an examination of the 
collections in various European Museums. 

Half a century earlier G. H. Borowski wrote 

and published his Gemeinnutzige Naturge
schichte des Thierreichs, &c., in five volumes, 
with colored illustrations, dealing mostly with 
vertebrates. 

An excellent exam pie of specific and generic 
catalogues is the one recently issued by P.A. G. 
'Vytsam. In this Genera Avium (1905 to date) 
each family is treated by a different writer, 
who is specially fitted to describe it. 

A comprehensive work on general zoology, 
Das Tierreich, was begun in 1896, in the edi
torial charge of F. E. Schulze, and published in 
Berlin by the Deutsche Zoologische Gesellschaft. 

Reference has several times been made to 
that talented and versatile zoologist, Philip 
Lutley Sclater (1S29-l907), whose contribu
tions to zoo logic literature are fully represented 
in the appended Catalogue. He wrote many 
monographs, especially on bird families, orders. 
and species and (mostly in conjunction with 
others) numerous systematic treatises of great 
importance. Of his best known works one 
remembers the Birds of the Challenger Voyage, 
1880 ; Catalogue of the Birds in the British 
Museum, 1886-91; (with W. H. Hudson) 
Argentine Ornithology, 1888-9, and (with 
0. Salvin) Exotic Ornithology, howing lOO 
colored plates of American birds. A biblio
graphy of the elder Sclater's writings was 
published as Bulletin 49 of the United States 
National Museum, 1896. 

Following in his fan1ous father's footsteps, 
'Villiam Lutley Sclater (1863- ), formerly 
Director of the South Mrican Museum, pub
lished as Editor his first large work, the impor
tant Fattna of South Africa, 1900-6. This 
treatise was Rhortly followed by others of equal 
value to vertebrate zoologists, e.g. A History 
of the Birds of Colorado, 1912, and the Geography 
of Mammals (in conjunction with P. L. Sclater}, 
1899; all of which are li ted in the accompany
ing Catalogue. 

Of recent treatises on vertebrate zoology 
there is an abundant supply in all the European 
languages, one of the best being Pechuel
Loesche' (third) edition (1890-3) of A. E. 
Brehm's Illustrirtes Thierleben in ten illustrated 
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volumes, a work to which attention has already 
been directed. 

An excellent publication of a somewhat 
earlier period is the abundantly pictured 
J. C. D. von Schreber's quarto, Die Siiugethiere 
in Abbildungen ... mit Beschreibungen (1815-
55} with over 300 colored plates and corre
sponding letterpress. 

Of nineteenth -century writers on British 
fauna one of the most popular was Francis 0. 
Morris (1810-93). His octavo History of British 
Birds in six volumes (1851-7) was several times 
reprinted, as was also his Natural History of the 
Nests and Eggs of British Birds, 3 vols., 1853-6. 

A popular little work by W. P. W estell on 
British Mammals appeared in (1) 1927 as one 
of the Abbey Nature Books. 

H. T. Wharton (1846-95) drew up a List of 
British Birds (1877), the genera arranged after 
Sundevall's method, the nomenclature revised 
by himself. 

Several of Jas. E. Harting's numerous con
tributions to the literature of ornithology have 
been mentioned. Perhaps his Handbook of 
British Birds, second edition, 1901, was his 
best, and one should remember his essays on 
mammalian life, especially his Extinct British 
Animals, 1880. He is also our best modern 
authority on falconry and has written many 
books regarding one form of the chase (modern 
and medieval), that elegant and aristocratic 

f sport~ of torturing and killing birds by means 
of birds. 

Attention is again drawn to William Macgil
livray's labors and writings lest one forgets 
that while he was a great ornithologist his 
investigations included the domains of geology, 
botany, and mammalogy as well. In addition 
to his classic treatises on British Birds (1837-
52} and his contributions to the (1831-9) 
Audubon series (q.v.) he wrote British Quadru
peds (1845-6} for the Naturalists' Library. 

A little-known treatise is a rather good 
Natural History of the Mammalia, in two illus
trated volumes, by G. R. Waterhouse, 1846-8. 

Of the many collections of chapters on 
zoology by different authors, brought together 

for the information of the lay reader, one may 
here mention C. J. Cornish's excellent Living 
Animals of the World ( 1901), of which several 
editions and translations have appeared. 

In 1871 Fritsch wrote and published in 
Berlin Die V ogel der paliiarktischen Fauna. 

In 1875-6 there also appeared Bree's History 
of the Birds of Europe, London. 

Another excellent and recent account of 
European birds is Hartert's (1903-14) Die 
V ogel der Paliiarktischen Fa·una, Berlin. 

Not many writers have touched the fauna 
of modern Greece. An exception is Ant. 
Lindermayer, who wrote in 1860 his Viigel 
Greichenlands. 

Highly spoken of is Seebohm's (1883-5) 
History of British Birds and their Eggs. 

Of the several modern works on British 
falconry one may mention at this time Wm. 
Brodrick's Falconers' Favourites, folio, 1865, 
and, in conjunction with F. H. Salvin, Falconry 
in the British Islands, 2nd ed., 1873. 

A second edition of that valuable work, 
H. Schlegel's De Vogels van Nederland, 2 vols., 
was published in 1878, the first having ap
peared in 1854-8 as part of a work on Dutch 
fauna. 

A quite complete account of the fauna of 
(old} Hungary is listed in the appended Cata
logue under Budapest. FaunaRegniHungariae, 
1900. 

In 1888-97 Gadeau de Kerville wrote, in 
four fascicles, his excellent Faune de la Nor
mandie. 

The name of that celebrated British natural
ist, Richard Bowdler Sharpe (1847-1909), 
occurs frequently in these pages. His first 
independent work was a Monograph of the 
Alcedinidae: or family of Kingfishers, 1868-71, 
with 126 beautifully colored plates by Keule
mans. For nearly half a century he occupied 
a foremost position in the zoological world, 
publishing chiefly works on ornithology, many 
of them in conjunction with other writers. 
His principal treatises are in the McGilllibraries 
and listed in the appended Catalogue. 

The vertebrate zoology of Africa has been the 
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subject of many interesting publications, as 
previously stated in a former chapter of this 
Introduction. 

Among works generally regarded as standard 
reference treatises are G. E. Shelley's Hand
book to the Birds of Egypt (1872) and his larger 
Birds of Africa, completed and edited by 
W. L. Sclater, 1896-1912. 

Chas. Whymper also wrote on Egyptian 
Birds ( 1909), mostly those seen in the Nile 
Valley. 

Barboza du Bocage has "furnished an excel
lent account (1857-82) of the vertebrate 
zoology of Angola and other Portuguese 
possessions in Central and West Africa. 

One of the excellent (rather early) works on 
African birds is C. J. G. Hartlaub's System der 
Ornithologie West-Afrikas, Bremen, 185 7. 
Elsewhere allusion was made 'to this author's 
study of Madagascar fauna and other essays 
on African bird life, all listed in the Catalogue 
herewith. A still earlier work (1840) on Game 
and Wild Animals of Southern Africa, with 
40 colored plates, was issued by W. C. Harris. 

In 1870 (Leipzig) appeared Finsch and 
Hartlaub's Vogel Ostafrikas, a companion to 
the latter's 1857 treatise on West African 
avifauna. 

Anderson published (London, 1872) his 
Notes on the Birds of Damaraland. 

During 18 7 5 there appeared at Cassel 
Heughlin 's Ornithologie N ordostafrikas. 

An unusually good treatise, the second 
editionofwhichappearedin 1884, was Layard's 
Birds of South Africa, a textbook of great value 
to the systematic student. 

A noteworthy cyclopedia, the H istoire 
physique de Madagascar of A. Grandidier, 
1875-1920, in more than 40 vols., is still 
unfinished. The whole range of zoology is fully 
treated in this monumental work. 

In 1875 W. H. Drummond wrote a very 
readable Large Game and Natural history of 
South and South-east Africa and, ~' an 
interesting record of the natural history ex
plorations of this traveller appeared .,..""71-.10~ 
entitled Tropical Africa. 

The faun of Somaliland are described in 
George R~oil's Faune et Flore des Pays 
9omalis, 1882. 

The fauna of Equatorial East Africa is 
partly described in Schillings' Mit Blitzlicht 
und Biichse, 1905. 

Later (1910) R. E. Drake-Brockman wrote 
his well-known Mmmmals of Somaliland. 

Of great interest for zoologists is C. V. A. 
Peel's Somaliland (1900) which gives a good 
account of the fauna (including the reptiles) 
of East Central Africa. 

Among the :local faunists' that have written 
about South America is Charles Chubb (1851-
1926) who with Lord Brabourne began what 
(owing to the untimely death of both authors) 
was unfortunately never finished, a complete 
account of the avian life of that continent. 
All that appeared is the Birds of British Guiana, 
1916. 

In 1907, R. Crawshay wrote his Birds of 
Tierra del Fuego, describing most of the species 
found on the islands and mainland in the 
region of the Straits of Magellan. 

In 1884-6 Taczanowski (1819-99) published 
at Rennes, France, his Ornithologie du Perou, 
a valuable treatise in four volumes. 

In his Fauna Peruana, 1844-6, Baron 
Tschudi described the birds (with J. Cabanis), 
fishes, and reptiles. 

A good description of many South American 
birds is to be found in Azara's (1805) Histor. 
nat. de los paxaros del Paraguay, Madrid. 

In 1820 Mikan issued in four parts, with 24 
colored plates, his classic Delectus Florae et 
Faunae Brasiliensis. A much later work on 
the birds of Brazil is that of A. Pelzeln, pub
lished in 18 71. 

For a study of Brazilian mammals, see 
Brazil. Commissao de Linhas Telegraphicas, 
1914-16. 

A classic travelogue that passed through 
several editions and translationS' is Bates' 
Naturalist on the River Amazons (1863, Lon
don). In it bird-life plays a prominent part. 

The birds of South-Western Mexico were 
described by G. N. Lawrence, a rep_ort based 
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on the collection made in 1875 for the United 
States National Mu eum by F. E. umichre t 
(1828-82). 

One cannot mention too often that r mark
able series, Biologia Centrali-Arnericana, in 
which (1 0) P. L. Sclater described the avi
fauna. 

In 1880 Marsh brought out hi well-known 
Odonto'rnithes: Extinct Toothless Bird, of North 
Arnerica, a monograph that should be tudied 
by every student of zoology. 

Alexander Wil on (1766-1813) the Father 
of American Ornithology', was born in Scot
land, the son of a Pai ley weaver. He became 
a pedlar and while tramping about Scotland 
composed a number of dialect poems that 
enjoyed a wide popularity, some of them 
highly praised by the poet Burns. Mixing with 
politics and being unable to pay a fine inflicted 
because of certain literary indiscretions he wa 
imprisoned for a time. Smarting under a ense 
of injustice he emigrated to America. 

While employed as a village choolmaster 
he made drawings of birds which \Villian1 
Bartram, the naturali t, encouraged him to 
continue and finally to publish. In 1806 he 
was appointed one of the editors of Ree's 
Encyclopaedia and thus acquired the lei~mre 
and means to bring out his great work, the 
. even-volume American Orm:thology. After the 
appearance of th first volun1e of thi. fa.mon8 
treatise he ~p nt the following winte1·, a;.; he 
said, 'in . earch of birds and su bscri her~'. In 
l 76 a statue was erected to \Yilson in his 
native to"\\'11. He died in Philadelphia at the 
early age of forty-seven. 

Practically all the 1nonographs of this fuuda
mental writer (including the rare variants of 
title) are in the E.S.,V. and Blacker libraries. 

Although Joseph Henry (1797-1878) did 
not contribute much to the systmnatic litera
ture of vertebrate zoology he, as the first 
Secretary of the Smithsoniqn Institution and 
a man of varied scientific attainments, did 
much to encourage the study of zoology. Born 
in Albany, N.Y., of Scottish ancestry, he first 
attended a country district school and aft.er-

wards an Albany academy, to which he was 
in 1826 attached a teacher. In 1832 he was 
appointed profe., or of natural philo ophy at 
Princeton and in 1 46 re igned to accept 
charge of the Smithsonian. By g neral con ent 
he was the foremost of American phy ici ts. 

Prince Lucien Jules Laurent Bonaparte 
(1803-57), on of Lucien and nephew of the 
Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte, was a cienti t 
and rarely acted the part of a royal politician. 
He married in 1822 his cousin Zenai:de Bona
parte, daughter of King Jos~ph, and at the age 
of 22 began the publication in Philadelphia of 
hi American Ornithology, a natural history of 
bird inhabiting the United States, not given 
by Wil on. Subsequently he published, 
generally in the U.S.A., numerous papers and 
treati e on variou aspects of natural history 
as he o bs rved them both in A1nerica and 
Europe, most of which have been collected for 
the McGilllibraries. Despite the handicaps of 
his royal descent and surroundings, he was a 
devoted and efficient student of nature fit 
to rank with the best sy:;;tematic writers on 
zoology. 

Jean Louis Rodolphe Agassiz was born at 
Motier, Fribourg, Switzerland, May 28, 1807, 
and stnrlied at Lausanne, Zurich, Heidelberg, 
and Munich. He graduated in medicine in 
1830 and early began his uninterrupted and 
suuce. ·:-;f ul career as a. natura.li::st, having in 
18Z!) wtitten an essay 011 the Fishes of Brazil 
that ''Ta. warmly praised by Cuvier. This 
work ''as followed by utherH on iehthyo 
logy and by published ohs ,rvations on glacial 
action. He tra veled e_ -tcnsively in Europe 
and in th ~ Tuited States, lecturing lilostly on 
zoologi , topics in various cities of the Old and 
New \Vorlds. In 1848 he wa. elected professor 
vf natural history at Harva.rd and henceforth 
oecu pied ~everal positions of honor and trust 
in the United States, declining offers of chairs 
in European universities. He finally gave all 
his collections to found a Museum of Com
parative Zoology at Harvard-that flourishing 
activity further developed by his son, Alexan
der Agassiz ( 1835-1910). A life of 1mu~ual 
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scientific devotion came to an end at Cam
bridge, Mass., December 14, 1873. 

The titles by J. L. R. Agassiz that relate 
to vertebrate zoology will be found in the 
appended Catalogue. 

Spencer Fullerton Baird (1823-87), fore
most American naturalist of his time, was 
born in Reading, Pa., and graduated from 
Dickinson College in 1840. It was a meeting 
with Audubon that turned the young man's 
attention to ornithology. In pursuit of this 
study he made long journeys through the 
country. Later he studied medicine and in 
1845 became a professor in Dickinson College, 
lecturing on various natural science branches. 
He made large collections of faunal material 
which became eventually the nucleus of the 
immense resources of the Smithsonian Institu
tion, of which he became Assistant Secretary 
in 1850. 

His chief scientific labors are on record in 
the publications of that body, the Reports 
alone being enough to satisfy the ambition of 
any man. Coues thinks his treatise on Birds 
'marked an epoch in the history of American 
ornithology'. 

In 1878 Baird succeeded Joseph Henry as 
Secretary of the Smithsonian ar.d in 1877 he 
died at the age of sixty-four, with complete 
recognition of his valuable labors for his 
country and full of honors conferred on him 
by almost every civilized Government. In 
addition to his p,ublications on ornithology, 
Baird wrote a notable Mammals of North 
America, 1859, as well as many treatises on 
reptiles. All these are recorded in the appended 
Catalogue. 

Among the early works on North American 
ma1nmals is the treatise of the versatile Dr. 
Richard Harlan ( 1796-1843), Fauna Ameri
cana, pp. 318, 4to, published in Philadelphia, 
1825. His composite work on medicine, zoo
logy and comparative anatomy appeared in 
1835. A presentation copy of this work from 
the author is in a McGill library. 

Revised Check Lists of North American Birds 
_are published by authority of the American 

Ornithologists' Union every few years. Files 
of these should be found in every good library 
on zoology. 

In 1878 appeared J. H. Studer's Birds of 
North America, with 119 hand -colored plates 
by T. Jasper. 

Of local faunists Chas. J. Maynard (1845-
1929) contributed much to American literature. 
His Birds of eastern North America, 1872-81, 
and his Contributions to Science, 2 vols., 1884-
94, form part of these fODtrilmtig:uf. 'f> ~s 

Elliott Coues, one of the most brilliant and 
versatile of American naturalists, was born at 
Portsmouth, N.H., on September 9th, 1842. 
When eleven years of age he removed to 
Washington, D.C., where he attended Gonzaga 
College. Then he became a student at 
Columbia University, graduating B.A. in 1861 
and entering the medical school the following 
year. After graduation as an M.D. he entered 
the U.S. Army and for seventeen years re
mained in the Service, resigning in 1881 
(as Captain) to devote himself entirely to 
scientific pursuits. During his army life he 
was stationed at various posts (especially 
in the far West) at all of which he worked 
continuously at his favorite subjects. He 
was fortunate in having as mentor Professor 
Baird, under whose guidance he wrote several 
monographs. On his return to Washington he 
contributed largely (among many other tasks) 
to the Century Dictionary and devoted many 
years to the famous Bibliography of Orni
thology which, unfortunately, he was not able 
to complete. 

Among the nu1nerous publications under
taken by Dr. Coues was a series of historical 
scientific treatises, the first of which appeared 
in 1893 and dealt "\\-ith the Expedition of Lewis 
and Olarke. Coues died at the early age of fifty
seven and the world of science lost one of the 
most trenchant, analytical, painstaking and 
ready writers America has ever seen. Practi
cally all his n1any works are to be found in 
the McGilllibrariesJ and listed in the appended 
Catalogue. 

A very 9ood account of their natural history 

t 
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is contained in A. E. Verrill's Bermuda Islands, 
1902. 

Among the publications of the Provincial 

Museum of Victoria, British Columbia, is a 

useful Catalogue of British Columbia Birds, by 
F. Kermode, 1904. 

At this place may be mentioned W. A. 

Bryan's useful Key to the Birds of the Hawaiian 
Group, 1901. 

On several occasions the Compiler has com

mented on the mass of literature on local fauna 

contributed by American writers, especially 

monographs on vertebrate life in various 

States· of the Union. Several early Massachu

setts reports on the flora and fauna of that 

state were published officially by various 

commissions from Geological, Zoological, and 

Botanical Surveys in 1835, 1838, and 1839, 

respectively. All these reports are listed in · 

this Catalogue under Massachusetts, State of. 

An outstanding and very rare monograph, 

depicting and describing local fauna, is Nests 

and Eggs of Ohio Birds, by the J ones family, 

1879-86, an excellent hand-colored atlas (68 

plates) of which very few copies were issued. 

The illustrations are superb, accurate pictures, 

drawn from nature. An early copy is in the 

Blacker Library. 
The first systematic treatise on North Ameri

can zoology by an American, including an 

account of new species collected by the Lewis 

and Clark Expedition, is George Ord's ( 1781-

1866) extremely rare North American Zoology ," 
1815, a reprint of which was published by 

S. N. Rhoads in 1894. 
In 1879 T. L. T. Ku1nlien published his 

Contributions to the Natural History of Arctic 
America, in which L. Kumlien described the 

Birds and Mammals, while T. H. Bean wrote 

about the Fishes. 
In 1886 appeared Turner's Natural History 

of Alaska largely devoted to bird life in the far 

north of the American continent. 
During 1888 Belt published his interesting 

A Naturalist in Nicaragua, an account of one 

of the numerous natural history expeditions 

made during the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries to Middle and South America. 
In 1889 Sclater and Hudson published in 

London their charming Argentine Ornithology, 
an amended edition of which was published in 

1920 (2 vols.) by Hudson alone, with the title 

Birds of La Plata. 
In 1890 Warren published at Harrisburg his 

Birds of Pennsylvania, one of many American 

contributions to local ornithology. 
In its Zoological Series the Field Museum of 

Natural History issued a very useful Catalogue 

of Mammals by D. G. Elliot, Chicago, 1907, 

not only of North American but of many exotic 

species. 
Here may be mentioned a special treatise by 

Carl H. Eigenmann, an outstanding work on 

Cave Vertebrates of America, 4to, published by 

the Carnegie Institute of Pittsburgh in 1909. 

The Marine Mammals of the N.W. Coast of 
North America are described by C. M. Seam

man (and W. H. Dall) in a well-illustrated 

essay of 319 pages, quarto, published in 

1874. 
W. T. Grenfell's Labrador, 1909, furnishes a 

good account of the vertebrate fauna. of that 

desolate coast. 
Charles Cory's studies of vVest Indian Birds, 

not to forget his monograph on the birds of 

eastern North America (1899), should be borne 

in mind, all of them to be found in the present 

Catalogue. 
The latest West Indian account of island 

zoology is the Survey of Porto Rico and the 
Virgin Islands, 1927-30, of which 31 part~ 

have appeared-a comprehensive and most 

valuable serial. 
Of the many smaller works on American 

ornithological speoialties a well-illustrated 
monograph is A. Pope's Upland Game Birds 
of the United States (1878), with 20 colored 

plates. 



CHAPTER XIII 

Ill. SOME IMPORTANT TREATISES AND MONOGRAPHS ON ORNI
THOLO(JY AND MAMMALOGY PUBLISHED DURING THE NINE
TEENTH AND TWENTIETH CENTURIES, CONCLUDED. 

Australasian zoology: John Gould-E. P. Ramsay-Walter Buller-Campbell-Gregory 
Mathews-F. McCoy-W. H. D. Le Souef-Oceania: Hartlaub and Finsch-A. R. 
Wallace-J. S. Gardiner-Gould and Sharpe-W. R. 0. Grant-Salvadori-Wilson 
and Evans-Worcester and McGregor- Scandinavia: Conrad Quensel- Sven 
Nilsson-Linnaeus-A. J. Retzius-G. 0. Sars-H. J. Wheelwright-Gaimard and 
Quoy-Niel Horrebor-J. E. C. Waiter-M. von Wright-J. C. Schiodte-Faber
H. C. Miiller-Collin-Kjaerb~lling-Sundevall-Holmgren-Einar Lonnberg-Jager
skiold" and Kolthoff-E. L. Schi~ler-1. Hartling-Collett-Zoology of Germany: 
Reichenbach-The Naumanns-J. Sturm-B. Borggreve-Gatke-Leverkiihn-von 
der Miihle-Reichenow-Zander-Switzerland: Stolker-Fatio and Studer-H. R. 
Schinz-P. Blanchard-Irby-ltaly: Count Salvadori-Savi-Giglioli-M. Craveri
E. G. Dehaut-L. Benoit-G. Motorelli-Arrigoni degli Oddi-G. Madarasz-Bory de 
Saint-Vincent-S. A. Renier-Canon Tristram-India: Hume and Marshall-R. A. 
Sterndale-Chas. Hose-Kelaart-Legge-G. M. Henry-Blanford and Oates-Huber 
-American literature: Godman and Salvin-Richardson and Swainson-Zoological 
anatomy: Nitzsch and Burmeister-J. Rennie-Fiirbringer-Perrier-M. G. Retzius 
-Casey Wood-Australia: John Gould-J. L. G. Krefft-Popular ornithology: Sharpe 
-Frank Chapman-Knowlton and Ridgway-Stejneger-R. Lydekker-Evans-
Pycraft-Beddard-A. Newton-Stone and Cram-Bertha Sturgis-McGregor
H. W. Henshaw-Guthrie-Smith-French zoology: Vieillot-P. Gervais-A. Risso
Benoist-Degland-Lesauvage-Tes1E~-Rene Paquet-Roux-Lapommeraye-Cres
pon-Belgium and Holland: Selys-Longchamps-P. J. van Beneden-A. Dubois
H. Schlegel-Biittikofer-Albarda-Blaauw-Russia: A. Humboldt-Eichwald-von 
Schrenck-von Hofmann-Middendorff-Radde--United States and Canada: T. H. 
Streets-S. B. Wilson-Anthony-Le Moine-C. E. Dionne-E. D. Wintle-F. E. 
Beddard-F. C. R. Jourdain- E. G. Boulenger-Econornic ornitlwlo~y: E. R. Kalm
bach-Junius Henderson-W. E. Collinge-H. K. Job-Bird Banding: Audubon
Alex. Wetmore-Julian Huxley. 

OF the many beautifully illustrated volumes 
devoted to Australasian zoology John 

Gould's quarto volumes on the Birds of 
A'u.stralia, London, 1837-8 and 1848-69, still 
hold the palm. As a textual companion to this 
treatise the author published, London, 1865, a 
Handbook to the Birds of Australia. 

In 1878 E. P. Rap1say issued in Sydney his 

Tab1tlar List of Australian Birds, with a more 
complete edition in 1888. 

Comprehensive accounts of the vertebrates 
of New Zealand have been written ( 1904) by 
F. VV. Hutton, both alone and in collaboration 
with J. Drummond. 

In practical value and up-to-date arrange
ment the remarkable 12 volumes of Gregory 
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Mathews, The Birds of Australia, London, 
1911-28, stand pre-eminent. 

A good account of local Australian fauna 
(including vertebrates) is to be found in 
F. McCoy's serial Natural History of Victoria , 
1878-90. Another is a history of the vertebrata 
of New South Wales given in the Handbook of 
the meeting at Sydney (1914) of the British 
Association for the Advancement of Science. 

Two very interesting volumes on the Wild 
Life of Australia appeared in 1907-9 from the 
pen of W. H. D. Le Souef (q.v.). 

Regarding the zoology of Oceania, in 1867 
:flartlaub and Finsch contributed their Beitrag 
zur Fauna Centralpolynesiens, with an account 
of the birds. 

In 1869 there appeared in New York Alfred 
R. Wallace's famous M alay Archipelago, mostly 
devoted to Oceanic birds. 

John S. Gardiner wrote (and edited) his 
noted Fauna and Geography of the Maldive and 
Laccadive Archipelagoes, 1902-3. 

The year 1881 saw the publication of another 
of John Gould's famous works-completed 
after his death by Bowdler Sharpe-the Birds 
of New Guinea. 

The fauna of Australasia and other countries 
of Oceania has also been fairly well described 
in the various voyages herein listed, among 
them the expeditions of Hakluyt, Dampier, 
La Perouse, and Captain Cook, not to forget 
the monographs of Latham and many others. 
There must also be mentioned Shaw's Zoology 
of New Holland (1794), the latter appearing in 
a second edition entitled A Natural History of 
the Birds of New South Wales (1808), with 
additional plates. There was also a third, 
posthumous, printing in 1822. 

Reference has elsewhere been made to 
Surgeon-General John White (fl. 1788-96) 
who wrote an interesting Journal of a Voyage 
to New South Wales, 1790, in which he gives an 
account of the faunal and floral life of that 
country. The mam~alia are systematically 
described by J. Hunter, the other animals by 
G. Shaw. This work was translated into French 
with notes by C. J. Pougens, Paris, 1795-8. A 

German transcription of the same material, 
8vo, 1793, was also published as part of 
F. A. A. Meyer's Uebersicht der neuesten zoo
logischen Entdeckungen in N euholland, &c. 

In 1866 Diggles began to issue (in parts) his 
Ornithology of Australia which (though never 
completed) continued until 1877, when it was 
published as two volumes in Brisbane. 

In 1883 A. J. Campbell's Nests and Eggs of 
Australian Birds appeared-a most useful 
manual. In recent years Leach 's Australian 
Bird Book (first printing 1923), a valuable 
handbook, has been very popular. 

The islands of Oceania have a considerable 
literature all their own, only a fraction of which 
can be mentioned at this time and in this 
place. Two are Wigglesworth's List of Poly
nesian Birds, Dresden, 1891; T. Salvadori's 
Ornithologia della Papuasia e delle M oluche 
(and an Aggiunte) 1880-91. 

In addition to the Polynesian avifauna de
scribedin the voyage of the 'Challenger' several 
informing works appeared since the earlier 
contributions, the last of which were Gregory 
Mathews' Birds of Norfolk Island (1928), and 
Casey Wood and Alex. Wetmore's Birds of 
Fiji, 1925-6. 

Among the works dealing with the avifauna 
of Australasia is Sir Waiter Buller's Birds of 
New Zealand in two editions, 1872-3 and 1888, 
finely illustrated with drawings by Keule· 
mans. In 1882 Buller brought out a useful 
Manual based on the first edition of his Birds. 
Many of the original drawings made by Keule
mans for these treatises are in the Blacker 
Library. 

G. R. Gray also contributed studies of New 
Zealand birds, in his Appendix to Di:ffenbach's 
Travels in New Zealand ( 1843) and in the Zoo
logy of the' Erebus' and 'Terror' (1844-76). 

Of special systematic value is F. W. Hutton's 
Catalogue of the Birds of New Zealand, 1871. 

A recent (1930) and well executed work, 
with an excellent combination of popular and 
systematic attractions, is W. R. B. Oliver's 
Birds of New Zealand. 

As mentioned; a well-known contributor tQ 
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the vertebrate zoology of Australia is George 
Shaw (1751-1813) the author of the Speculurn 
Linnaeanum: or Linnaean Zoology (4to, 1790). 

Still another comparatively early and well
known naturalist-traveler was Philip Parker 
King (1793-1856) who wrote several works on 
the natural history of the Australian continent. 
He was the editor of a two-volume Survey of . .. 
the Western Coasts of Australia between 1818-
22, 8vo, London, 1827, in which the vertebrate 
fauna were described by J. E. Gray. Here must 
be mentioned, also, the wide wanderings of 
George Bennett who, among other books, wrote 
the attractive Gatherings of a N aturaUst in 
Australasia, &c., 8vo, London, 1860. 

A description of the birds of Malaysia is 
given by W. R. 0. Grant in Annandale and 
Robinson's Fasciculi Malayenses, 1903. 

Wilson and Evans brought out (in 1884) 
their pioneer treatise on the Birds of the Sand
wich Islands, followed (1893-1900) by the 
beautifully illustrated Avifauna of Laysan, 
including an up-to-date systematic description 
of some birds of Hawaii, by Lord Rothschild. 

Worcester and McGregor published their 
valuable Hand-List of the Birds of the Philip
pine Islands in 1906. 

Much of the literature describing the fauna 
-especially the birds-of the Philippines will 
also be found in certain periodical publications, 
e.g. the Philippine Journal of Science (edited 
by McGregor); in the Journal f. Ornithologie; 
Ibis; Proc. Zool. Soc., et al. 

As previously mentioned, Scandinavia is 
well represented in faunal literature, native 
and foreign. An early writer, Conrad Quensel 
(1767-1806), although mostly a botanist, wrote 
(in conjunction with others) Svensk Zoologi, 
1806, while Sven Nilsson, under the caption 
Skandinavisk Fauna, wrote, between 1820 and 
1855, and published in Lund, a series of mono
graphs pretty well covering the whole range of 
Scandina vian vertebrates. 

The Swedish flora and fauna catalogued by 
Linnaeus were fully described by that volumi
nous writer Anders J ahan Retzius ( 17 42-1821) 
in numerous essays on the subject. In the pro-

• 

duction of these tractates he was associated 
with fellow naturalists. One of the monographs 
that interest us is his Faunae Suecicae, pars 
prima (vertebrata), 8vo, 1800. Of the same 
character as Retzius was Georg Ossian Sars 
(1837- 11909), who with collaborators (Daniel 
C. Danielssen, 1815-94, for example) described 
the marine life of north European seas and 
made many contributions to the oceanic fauna 
of other localities. 

Writing under the pen-name of 'An old 
Bushman' H. W. vVheelwright contributed 
(1852-7) a number of monographs on Swedish 
and general Scandinavian vertebrate zoology. 
See the present Catalogue. 

A survey of the flora and fauna of Iceland, 
Greenland, Lapland, Spitzbergen, the Faroes 
and neigh boring islands was made by a French 
Commission scientijique between 1835 and 
1846 in the corvette 'Recherche'. The results 
of these expeditions were published, 1842-4, 
in nearly 30 volumes, an immense work of 
great importance. We are chiefly concerned 
with the faunal descriptions given by one of 
the zoologists Paul Gaimard (1790-1858), who 
described many new species, especially in the 
Voyage en I slande et au Grienland ... 1835-36, 
published Paris, 1840-4, hols. text, 3 atlases 
with 250 plates. Associated with the name of 
Gaimard is that of Jean Rene Constant Quoy 
( 1790-1869) whose combined and original con
tributions to zoology are so well known in 
connection with the famous voyages of the 
'Uranie' and 'Physicienne' and the 'Astrolabe', 
1817-18. 

A contribution to the faunal history of Ice
land well worth mentioning is Niels Horrebov's 
Account, published in London, 17 58. 

A monograph on Scandina vian ornithology, 
in both Danish and German, was published by 
J. E. C. Waiter in 1828, a second edition 
appearing in 1832. 

Magnus von Wright's Finlands Foglar, 1873, 
is one of the best studies of the birds of Finland 
yet published. 

During 1878-1907, J. C. Schiodte published 
Zooloyia Danica1 which, though incomplete1 is 
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an interesting semi-popular account of fauna! 
life in Denmark. 

Of other northern (sub-arctic) ornithology 
the birds of Iceland have been well described 
by Faber, whose Prodromus der isliindischen 
Ornithologie was published as early as 1822. 
Since that date several travelers and various 
expeditions ha.ve furnished additional informa
tion regarding sub-polar fauna, birds in parti
cular. Of these mention may be made of 
Baring-Gould's Iceland; its Scenes and Sagas, 
1862. H. C. Muller has described the birds of 
the F~roes in his Faeroernes Fuglefauna, 1822, 
bette;known in its German translation. 

Scandinavian ornithology, both general and 
local, is well presented in Collin's Skandinaviens 
Fugle, 1873; by the publication in 1856 of 
Kjaerb~Jling's Danmarks Fugle; by Sun
devall's Svenska J'_~larna 1856-73; and by 
Holmgren's Skand~naviens F!fvlaT, 2 vol ., 
1866-73. 

Attention must be drawn to the recent work 
of Einar Lonnberg, the last edition (1917-29), 

£ of that classic treatise Svenska f!hJlar-the 
- Birds of Sweden, originally written by the 

if~ Wrights, M. and W. The first edition appeared 
<t t.ll~ during 1828-38, and was the principal authority 

' on the subject. 
A valuable contribution to the systematic 

study of North European bird life is N orclens 
FijJJlar, now in course of publication (1911-26, 
48 parts), by Jagerskiold and Kolthoff. 

A truly great and well illustrated treatise 
(8 vol .) that was intended to include the avi
fauna not only of Denmark but of Greenland, 

o. Iceland, and the F.$J;oes is Eiler Lehn Schi9ler's 
(1874-19~9) lJanmarks Fugle. Two volumes 
had already been published and a third was 
under way when the distinguished author died. 

A more recent and valued publication on 
avian life is Ivar Hartling's (1929) Ornithologist 
H andbok . . . over all i Finland fagelarter. 

As has been noted, the avian literature of 
Norway is quito volnminous, of which one 1nay 
quote Collete l\Torges Fugle that firf't appeared 
in 1868 with a supplement in ·1 71 and an 
English translation by Cocks in 1894. Collett 

N 

has also written an original work in English 
entitled The Ornithology of Northern Norway. 

A new and very important contribution to 
Northern faunal literature is the account (not 
yet completed) given under the title Fauna 
arctica, 1900 to date. Several writers of note 
are included in this series, F. Romer, F. Schau
dinn, A. Brauer, and W. Arndt among the 
number. 

Several pages might easily be filled with a 
list of works on the zoology of Germany, in 
particular treatises on its avifauna, or rather 
upon the bird life of Central Europe. The most 
important of these appear (with brief annota
tions) in the appended Catalogue; only a few 
of the outstanding titles will be referred to 
here. 

Although the complete series of H. G. L. 
Reichenbach's faunal cyclopedia, N aturfreund 
(1834-63), is almost unobtainable, yet parts of 
it are available and form a valuable contribu
tion to general vertebrate zoology. 

As already pointed out, of treatises on avi
fauna germanica the systematic volumes of the 
two N aumanns head the list. The various 
editions of these treatises, with their scientifi
cally arranged text, beautiful plates, and well
printed pages, form models after which other 
faunal cyclopedias may well be fashioned. 

Of the many early nineteenth-century efforts 
to describe and depict the fauna of Germany, 
local and general, the Compiler wishes to draw 
attention to the works of Carl Ludwig Koch 
(1778-1857) who, although he is best known 
as a writer on the wrticulata and other inverte
brates of Middle Europe, also published several 
treatises on the vertebrate zoology of Germany. 
Among these were De,ulschlands Fauna (written 
with J. Sturm); SystenL der Baierischen Zoolo
yie, 8vo, Niirnberg, 1816, and Fauna Rati
sbonensis, 8vo, 1840, in collaboration with 
A. E. Fuerm·ohr. 

One of the illu trators that furnished valu
able information for the student of German 
nineteenth-century biology is the Nuremberg 
artist-naturalist-engraver Jacob Sturm (1771-
1848). In conjunction with several others he 

( 
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depicted with fidelity the flora and fauna of 
Central and Northern Europe. We are mostly 
concerned with his Deutschlands Fauna in 
Abbildungen nach der Natur, mit Beschrei
bungen, 4 parts, Nuremberg, 1797-1857; a 
fifth part, contributed after his death, by his 
son, J. H. C. F. Sturm. This is a magnificent 
series (about 25 vols.) well written and illus
trated by hundreds of colored plates. 

Newton (Dictionary, p. 39), commenting on 
the numerous works on the Birds of Germany, 
contents himself with an alphabetical list of the 
chief contributors. If we add some twenty or 
thirty names to the collection we may (by 
reference to the pages of the present Catalogue) 
gain a fair knowledge of the avifaunallitera
ture of Middle Europe as it appeared in book 
form during the past 150 years. In passing, 
attention is drawn to Die Vogel-Fauna von 
Norddeutschland of Bernard Borggreve, 1869, 

that appends a bibliographical index of all the 
important literature on bird life to the date of 
publication. 

_This roster of Central European literature 
op.· bird lore displays the names of Brehm (the 
elder and younger), von Droste, Gatke, Gloger, 
Hintz, Holtz, Alexander and Eugen von 
Homeyer, Jackel, Koch, Konig-Warthausen, 
Kriiper, Kutter, Landbeck, Landois, Leisler, 
Leverkiihn, von Malzan, Matschie, Bernhard 
Meyer, von der Miihle, Neumann, Reichenow, 
Tobias, Johann Wolf, and Zander-most of 
whose writings have found a place on McGill 
Library shelves and are listed in this Catalogue. 

It must be remembered that certain well
known German ornithologists have written 
much about foreign bird life and little about 
the avifauna of their own country, among them 
Cabanis (editor of the Journal fur Ornithologie), 
Finsch, Hartert, Hartlaub, Heine, Prince Max 
of Wied, A. B. Meyer, Nathusuis, Nehrkorn, 
Reichenbach, and Schalow. To the above list 
may be added the South-German von Pelzeln. 

Victor von Tschusi zu Schmidhofen wrote 
a monograph on Tyrolese birds, 1877, as well 
as an ornithological bibliography of Austria
Hungary, 1878. 

The literature of Switzerland's ornithology is 
furnished in a useful Bibliographia Ornitho
logica H elvetica by Stalker in the B1.tlletin de 
la Societe Ornithologique Suisse, vol. ii, p. 90, 
which gives a list to date of publication on 
Swiss birds. The names of Fa tio and Studer 
are among the most prominent. 

As regards Swiss vertebrates, one of the 
most reliable of the earlier writers on the sub
ject is Heinrich R. Schinz (1777-1861) who in 
addition to numerons nwnog1·aphs on the 
fauna of his native land, e.g. Verzeichnis der 
in der Schweiz vorkommenden W irbelthiere, 4to, 
1837, published several works on European 
and general zoology. One of the former, in 
2 vols., Stuttgart, 1840, is entitled Europaische 
Fauna. 

The faunae, especially the biTds, of Pm·tUf}al 
have several times been described, in one 
instance rather well by an early, rare, and 
excellent five-volume work on vertebrate zoo-
logy by Pedro Blanchard, the Thesourro de 
Meninos; Resumo de Historia Natural, &c., 

Lisbon (1817-19); later a work by Barboza ~O~ 
du Bocage, Catalogue das CollecEf Ornitho
logicae, 1869. 

The birds of Spain have not received, rela
tively, much attention, although Irby's Orni
thology of the StTaits of GibTaltar (two editions, 
1875 and 1895) and Abel Chapman's Wild 
Spain (1893) cover the ground fairly well. 

The overlapping of Romance literature is 
seen in zoology as well as in other departments 
of book-making, and there are several French 
faunal works that include the zoology of the 
Iberian peninsula and its neighborhood. 

Italy is well represented by nun1erous works 
on vertebrate zoology, especially by the Fauna 
d'Italia, the second part of which, Uccelli, 
from the pen of that eminent zoologist, Count 
T. Salvadori, contains a good bibliography of 
Italian avifaunists. This author has written, 
among other treatises, an excellent Elenco 
degli Uccelli Italiani (1887) and Savi an Orni
tologia Italiana, in 3 volumes, 1873-7. Still 
another and much more elaborate treatise is 
Giglioli's Iconografia dell'Avifauna Italica, in 
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five folio volumes, 1879-94-, beautifully illus

trated by hand -colored plates. 

It will be remen1bered that Prince Lucien 

Bonaparte also wrote an Iconogrrafia della 

Fauna italica, Roma, 1H32-42, in 3 folio 

voh1n1es. 
The animal l'ife of Sicily and it neighbor

hood was thoroughly described in several 

n1onographR by Oronzio Uabriele Costa ( 1787-

1867). The earliest of these general descrip

tions is furnished by hiH Fauna del Regno di 

Napoli, &c., in 11 volH., 4to, col. ill., 1829-

86, this monumental work having been con

tinued by his son, Achil1e Costa, after the 

death of the father. 

Among the noteworthy nineteenth-century 

writers on natural history was Alfred Malherbe, 

author of several monographs on Mediter

ranean flora and fauna; also of a Faune orrni

thologique de la Sicile (1843) and similar works 

on the birds of Algeria ( 1846 and 1855). Even 

more important is his two-volume (with Atlas) 

folio (Metz, 1861-2), the Monog'raphie des 

Picidees. 
A rather early, almost complete (and rare) 

catalogue of Italian vertebrate faunae was 

compiled by Giglioli in 1880, entitled Elenco 

dei mammiferri &c. 
An Italian translation (1926), with notes, of 

Louis Figuier's popular work on bird life by 

Michele Craveri gives a fair account of birds 

in general with a more extended history of 

Italian avifauna. 
E. G. Dehaut began in 1911 to issue Materri

aux ... pourr l'histoirre zoologique ... de Corrse 

et de Sarrdaigne. In the half -dozen fascicles so 

far published a very good systematic account 

of Mediterranean vertebrates is given. 

Somewhat earlier (1840) Luigi Benoit in 

Messina had published his Orrnithologia Sici

liana. 
G. Motorelli's Monogrrafia on the birds of 

Sardinia, 1895, is a well written and well 

illustrated systematic essay, although Count 

Salvadori's Catalogo degli U ccelli di Sarrdegna 

( 1864) made a good foundation for it. 

M. Craveri's (1927) Atlante orrnitologico; 

Uccelli italiani, Milan, 300 figs. on 50 coL 

plates, with descriptive and explanatory text, 

is a very useful, well arranged work showing 

the majority of Italian birds at a glance. Both 

the indigenous and migratory avifauna are 

pictured for the use of students and visitors, 

the ystematic as well as the popular names of 

pecies being given. 

E. Arrigoni degli Oddi publi hed in 1929 his 

Orrnitolog1:a (36 col. pl.), an up-to-date account 

of birds of the world, an elaborate extension of 

the author's Manuale di Orrnitologia Italiana, 

1904. 
The beRt account of the birrds of Hungary is 

furnished by the works of G. Madarasz (1899-

1903). 
Countrries bo'rderring on the M editerrranean 

were, during the troublous Napoleonic years, 

examined from time to time as to their faunal 

life by Baron Bory de Saint-Vincent, the 

results of which have been given by him and 

other writers. 
The faunallife of the Adriatic and its shores 

was examined and reported on by Stefano 

Andrea Renier (1759-1830) in a posthumous, 

illustrated work entitled Osservazioni posthume 

di Zoologia Adriatica, Venice, 1847. 

Greece, Turkey, and the Levant are partly 

represented in Tristram's Florra and Fauna of 

Palestine, 1884, and Shelley's Birds of Egypt, 

1872. 
A note may here be made of the faunal 

literature of the Far East. Hume and Marshall 

wrote on Indian Game Birds (1878-80), and on 

the Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds by Hume 

alone, 1889. These volumes may be regarded 

as supplementing the classic work of Oates and 

Blanford (q.v.), especially their monumental 

treatise on the Fauna of British India, 1889-90. 

A profitable work on the Mammalia of 

Ceylon and India was published by Robt. A. 

Sterndale in 1884. 
A brief but useful account of the mammals 

of Borneo was furnished by Chas. Hose, 1893. 

Ceylon has received abundant attention 

from zoologists. In 1852 was published 

Kelaart's Prrodrromus Faunae Zeylanicae; Ten-

~.I 
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nent's Sketches of Natural Histm·y of Ceylon 
(1861); Legge's Birds of Ceylon (1 7 -80) with 
admirable colored plat by Keulemans, and 
(in 1925) Wait's Manual of the Birds of Ceylon. 

During 1927-30 there appear d a note
worthy publication, a serie of (4-8) Coloured 
Plates of the Bi,rd8 of Ceylon, reproduction of 
fine drawings by G. M. Henry, made on the 
spot from live specimens of indigenous Island 
life. This is a Colonial Government publica
tion, the original drawings having been loaned 
for the purpose by the Compiler of this Intro
duction and Catalogue. 

Continental India has had a large share of 
literary contributions to tudies of its fauna 
much of it appearing in periodical literatur . 
A Go-vernment serie of great value, The Fa,una 
of British India, by Blanford and Oate (Stuart 
Baker is now engaged on a second edition-in 
six or seven illustrated volumes-of the A vi
fauna) is the most important of these treati es, 
althoughJerdon's Bird of India (1862-4) mu t 
be given first place as a forerunner. Blyth' 
posthumous M arnrnal, and BiTd of Bun-na 
(1875) must not be omitted from any biblio
graphy, however incom-plete, of Indian zoo
logy. 

Of the num rous contribution to a study of 
animal-especially avian-flight in it relation 
to aeronautics, a rather n ibl tudy i. an 
early one by t.Tean Huber, Observation sur le vol 
des Oiseaux de proie, 17 84. 

Here one may once more remind the reader 
of two remarkable books, fir t of that monu
ment of indu try, Godn1an and Salvin' Bio
logia CentTali AmeTicana, 1879-1915, in which 
all the vertebrate ub-cla se are wonderfully 
well described and depicted. To be bracketed 
with that fine collection is the much earlier 
Fa-una Boreali-Arnericana, the quadrupeds ann 
fishe b.· the Editor Sir John Richardson · the 
birds by ~.,.. wainson and Richardson. 

Of works on the mm·phology of bi1·d life, in 
1867 there appeared in London an excellent 
translation of Nitzsch and Burmei ter (1 40) 
classic work, System der Pterylographie, still an 
authority on the plumage distribution of bird . 

Of anatomical books on birds one of the be. t 
i Jame Rennie', BiTd ATchitecture, London, 
1844. 

A very important original work of r fer nee, 
familiar to all re earch \Yorkei"', i Fiihrbrin
ger's (1 8 Amsterdan1) Unter 7.tchrungen. zur 
Morphologie u. ystematik der Vogel. 

One of the 1nany t xtbook with anatomical 
illu trationR i" J. . E. Peni r'R admirabh~ 
Traite de Zoologie, 1~93-192~. 

On th · organ.· of p cial ·en , M. U. Ret
ziu ·' Das Gehororgan der TVirbelthiere, in two 
illu trated volume·, 1881-4, is probably the 
1110 t conlJ lete of otologic treati e . 

ContributionN to the ·carce literature on 
fo '<·il eggs ha be n 1nad by th Compiler. 
S e hi e a ' on the llossil Egg of Berm,udan 
BiTds (by Casey A. \Vood, 1923), and A Fos il 
Bird·· Egg from the Po. t-TertiaTy Mud-Rock 
of F1ji, 1925, from the pen of the same writer. 

A book notable for thP colored illu tration 
characLeri ·tic < f the a1'thor i John Gould · 
Mamrnal of Australia, 3 vol ., 1845-63. 

In 1871 J. L. G. Krefft published his folio, 
the lrlammal of AusiTalia, illu trated pre
ced d in 186 . b. hi 1\T otes on the Fa1.tna of 
Ta mania. 

The end of the nineteenth century and be
ginning of the twenti th wa a period for pub
lication of many e1ni-popular volumes, gener
ally well illustrated in color. de cribing and 
depicting the fauna of the world. Of these may 
be m ntioned Sharpe Royal 1\ af'u1'al Hi tary, 
fotu volume of which (1 9 ) are devoted to 
bird life; Frank hapman', Bird Life, N.Y., 
1 9 : Knowlton and Ridgway (1909) Bi1·ds of 
the lVoTld-one of the be t-and the Standard 
Natural History publi hed in Bo ton, the 
ornitholog, of which" was (18 5) edited by 
Stejneger, and the Royal Natural HistoTy, 
1893-6. edited by R. Lydekker, who al o 
wrote on the Yertebrate . To thi" li t may 
well be added t-wo adn1irable compilations on 
avifauna. Evan (1900), in the Cambridge 
Natural Hi tory eries and Pycraft'R H'i.-:tory 
of Bi1·d , published in London 1910. 

A cientific monograph on the StTuctu1·e and 
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Cl a sification of Birds wa. pu bli hed by Bed
dard, London, 1898. A few year;:; before (1896) 
had appeared the first edition of Alfred New
ton's famou cla. ic, A Dictimwry of Birds. 

Returning to the other vertebrate clas ·es, 
it will be noted that in 1902 wa published 
Stone and Cram's American Animals, a work 
of great practical value to student . Shortly 
before this C. L. Herrick had written (1892) 
his excellent Mammal of Minnesota. 

A useful manual is the recently is ued (1929) 
Field Book of Bird. of the Panama Canal Zone 
by Bertha Sturgis. 

Richard C. McGregor has furnished u ·with 
a full description (1903-24) of the avian fauna 
of the Philippine Island . 

A very good popular and ystematic accow1t 
of Hawaiian birdR is given by H. W. Hen haw, 
1902. 

That popular writer on New Zealand fauna, 
H. Guthrie-Smith, published in 1927 an inter
esting book entitled Birds of the Water, Wood 
and vVaste. 

French literature on verteb'rate zoology is quite 
voluminous. In addition to that already noted, 
one of the most valuable and extensive under
takings is the Faune Fraru;aise by Louis J. P. 
Vieillot (1820-1831) and other French natural
ist . Eight volume and an Atlas were pub
lished between 1 20 and 1823 ; in a sense 
contributions have been made to it ever since, 
if (among many others) one includes such 
additions to this histoire as Paul Gervais' 
Zoologie et Paleontologie franyaises, 4to, Paris, 
with an Atlas, 1850; second edition, 1859. 

The fishe and other marine animals inhabit
ing the coastal water of Southern France 
were, early in the nineteenth century, studied 
and described by Antoine RisRo, in his Ichthyo
logie de Nice, 8vo, Paris, 1810, followed by 
his H istoire naturelle des principales productions 
de l'Europe meridionale, 5 vols., Paris, 1826. 

Local French fa1.tnae, e pecially birds, are 
well described by a large number of writers 
whose productions are listed in this Catalogue. 
These are (vide Newton) chiefly Benoit, 
Baillon, Blandin, Bureau, Canivet, Ohesnon, 

Deglancl, D marle, De Norguet, Gentil, Hardy, 
Lemetteil, Lemonnicier, Lesauvage, Maignon, 
Marcotte, Noury, and Tesle. To this category 
1nay b added the more modern name of 
Menegaux, Rene Paquet, and many others. 

The la t-named, under the pseudonym 
Neree Quepat, ha written an interesting 
Ornithologie Parisienne; Roux, Ornithologie 
Provenr;ale, 2 vols., 1825-9; more important, 
Jaubert and Lapomn1eraye, Les Richesses orni
thologiques du A1idi de la France, 1859-61; 
Bailly, Ornithologie de la Savoie, 4-vols., 1853-4 ; 
Bouteille and Labatie, Ornithologie du Dau
phine, 2 vols., 1843-4; and two interesting 
monographs by C1'espon, Ornithologie du Gard, 
1840, and Faune Meridionale, 2 vols., 1844. 

The faunal vertebrate life of Belgium has been 
frequently described, the best of the earlier 
treaties being by M. E. de Selys-Longchamps 
(1813-1900), entitled Faune belge; a mono
graph that long remained the chief authority 
on the subject. 

As previously 1nentioned, Pierre J. van 
Beneden ( 1809-94) devoted most of his energies 
to a tudy of the fi. hes (living and fossil) and 
other marine life of the Belgian coast, but he 
also published occa ional papers on the ter
restrial animals of the Low Countries and other 
localities. 

A well-known treati e, the Planches coloriees 
des Oiseaux de la Belgique, published.1854-60, 
by Ch. F. Dubois fully covers the avifauna. 
This work was so well received that it was 
supplemented by many additions and ap
peared (in 1861-4) as the Planches colO'riees des 
Oiseaux de l'Europe. Between 1876 and 1894 
Alphonse Dubois, son of Ch. F. Dubois, pub
lished a Faune illustree des Vertebres de la 
Belgique (2 vols. text, 2 vols. atlas), which is 
at the moment the best all-round work on the 
vertebrate zoology of Belgium. Newton draws 
attention to the excellence of the text-maps 
showing the geographical distribution of 
Belgian animal life. 

Of the many Dutch work on local vertebrate 
zoology, there i room to mention that eminent 
family of naturalists, the Schlegels. Hermann 
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Schlegel's De Dieren van Nederland, 1860, and 
his De Vogels van N ederland, in their Yarious 

editions (1854- 78) furnish a u eful account of 

Holland's vertebrate faunae. Among other 

authors of importance that have written on the 

animal life of the Dutch possessionR we notice 

~tittikofer , Crommelin, Jentink, Albarda, and 

Rlaauw. 
Denmark's faunallife is de. ·cri bed in a serial, 

Danmarks Fauna, issued by the Danish Natural 

History Society (1907 to rlate) and is well 

worth the student's attention. 
The explorations of Alex. Humboldt in 

various regions have several times been men
tioned. ln 182D he visited Asiatic Russia with 
the equally well-known naturalist-traveler, 

Christian G. Ehrenberg (1795-1876), whoRe 

contributionR to the literature of vertebrate 

zoology have already been noted. The travels 

in Southern Russia of Prince Demidof (1812-

70) are described in a Voyage dans la Russie 

meridionale, 4 vols:, 2 atlases, 1840-2, in which 

the zoology of that region is to some extent 

pictured. 
The Caucasus was explored in 1825-6 by 

Carl Eduard von Eichwald (1795-1876). This 

·naturalist is among the best known writers on 

Russian floral and faunallife, both living and 

fossil. Among his publications are not only 

the Reise auf dem Caspischen Meere und in den 

Caucasus, 2 vols., Stuttgart, 1834-8, but other 

works of interest to zoologists, e.g. Lethaea 

Rossica, ou Paleontologie de la Russie, 3 vols. 

and atlas, Stuttgart, 1852-68. 

Another voyage undertaken in the interests 

of Russian zoology was that of Peter Leopold 

von Schrenck ( 1826-94), reported in the Reisen 

und Forschungen im Amu'r-Lande . .. 1854--56, 

with colored illustrations, St. Petersburg, 

1858-1900. Much of the fauna of northern 

Europe and Asia is well described in these 

interesting reports by Schrenck himself. 
A survey of the Russian Empire under the 

auspices of the Russian Geographical Society 

in which Ernest von Hofmam1 (1801-71) gave 

an account of the zoology is entitled Der 

n6rdliche Ural ~nd das K ustengebirge Pae-choi, 

Hd. II, 8t. PeterRburg, 1 56. Much more 
important and better known are the classic 
works of Alex. T. von Middendor:ff (1815-94), 

eRpecially the Reise in den aussersten N orden 

und Osten Sibiriens ... 1843-44, 4 vols. and 

atlas, St. Petersburg, 1847-75. This author 

h<t: aJRo written other treati es that include 

Ru:sian vertehTateR. Radde's Ornis Caucasica 

iR a biologic-geographic study of gn·at value
really one of the Ru. sian naturalist's reports 

on the fauna of thr E1npire and of his various 

trip.· throughout the Uzar' vast dominions. 
A valuable contribution to the vertebrate 

znnlogy of Unife(l States tenitory i~ the mono

graph of ThoR. H. ;treets on the Natural 

History of Hawaii (1877) in which he has in

cluded Fanning Island and Lower California. 

This eR ·ay was originally contributed as Bul

letin No. 7 to the .S. National Museum. 
One of the several treatises on the Birds of 

Hawaii is S. B. Wilson's Aves Hawaiienses, 

1890-9, an excellent systematic work, com

pleted with the help of A. H. Evans and Hans 

Gadow. 
Anthony's Field Book of North American 

Mammals, 1928, is to be highly recommended. 

In 1860 (second edition 1861) Le Moine 

published his Ornithologie du Canada, followed 

in 1866 by his Birds of Canada, but none of 

these titles rose to the dignity of a corn plete 

study of the subject. 
Other important titles in Canadian zoology 

are by C. E. Dionne, Les Oiseaux de Canada, 

1883, and a Catalogue des Oiseaux de la Province 

de Quebec, 1889. 

A local Canadian naturalist, Ernest D. 

Wintle, published in 1896 a very interesting 

volume, the Birds of Montreal, pp. 14+281, 

with two plates and a map. 
Reference must again be made to that 

excellent work on Mammalia (1902) by F. E. 

Beddard as Volume 10 of the Cambridge 

Natural History. 
F. C. R. Jourdain's contributions to recent 

ornithologic literature include his Eggs of 

European Birds, 1906-9. 

Probably the best popular work on general 
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zoology is in four volumes, Living Animals of 
the TVorld (about 1927), by E. G. Boulenger, 
W. P. Pycraft, and others, published by 
Hutchinson and Co., and profusely illustrated. 

Economic ornithology is a wide subject barely 
touched in this Introduction, but it may be 
well to draw the student's attention to Junius 
Henderson's up-to-date digest of North Anwri
can literature on the subject in his Practical 
l' alue of Birds, 1027. Perhaps the publications 
of the U.~. Dept. of Agriculture (Biological 
Survey in particular) are the most important 
and valuable contributions to this subject. 
One of many examples is E. R. Kalmbach's 
ess-ays, mostly compiled for the Farmer's 
Bulletin-on the economic relations of birds 
to agriculture, 1920-30. 

Chiefly becau e of the rarity of 1nonogra ph 
on the subject one values \Valter E. Collinge's 
Study of the food of some British wild birds, 1913. 

An instructive work on the breeding of wild 
birds is H. K. Job's Propagation of Wild Birds, 
1902. 

The literature of Bird Banding (as a pai't of 
the study of Migration) is of comparatively 
recent date. Alex. Wetmore (Ency. Brit., 14th 
ed., p. 927) referH to the attempt to mark wild 
birds with small bells, paint, colored ya.rns, 
&c., as much as 125 years ago, but it was not 

until the widespread introduction of aluminium 
band that the methods became of scientific 
value. Audubon placed silver-wire rings on 
common phoebe to test their return to certain 
breeding localities. In 1899 C. C. Mortensen of 
Denmark began in systematic fashion to band 
ducks, starlings, storks, and birds of prey. 
Such good results followed that the plan was 
everywhere adopted. 

The An1erican Bird Banding Association 
began its work in 1909, afterwards taken over 
by the Bureau of Biological Survey, Dept. of 
Agriculture, at \Vashington. Now more than 
1,500 persons are regularly engaged in the 
work and more than 350,000 birds have been 
banded. The accounts of this enterprise are 
found mainly in Bird Banding}..,. otes, a monthly 
1nimeographed periodical (1922 to date) issued 
by the U.S. Bur. Biol. Survey at Washington. 

In thi connection may be studied Dr. Wet
more's able and instructive Migration of Birds, 
l92f>. 

The literature of the courtship, mating, and 
reproductive habits of animals though not 
very large is important and interesting. The 
chief authority on this subject is Prof. Julian 
Hnxley whose very valuable essays form part 
of the treatises listed in the accompanying 
Catalogue. 



CHAPTER XIV 

THE LITERATURE OF ZOOGEOGRAPHY- VERTEBRATE ECOLOGY
VERTEBRATE PALEON'POLOGY-ANIMAL PSYCHOLOGY-ZOOLO
GICAL GARDENS, MUSEUMS, AND STATIONS. 

A. R. Wallace-Prince of Monaco-Anton Dohrn-K. A. Mobius-E. A. W. Zimmermann 
- Treviranus-Illiger-J. A. Wagner-C. Pickering-Peter Pallas-Agassiz-Prince 
Bonaparte-Gloger-Ludwig K. Schmarda-von Sars-Oersted-Bartholomew
Frank Chapman-A. Dubois-T. H. Huxley-E. Forbes-R. Hall-R. F. Scharff
F. Beddard-A. Murray-C. J. G. Petersen-J. Schmidt-Karl Semper-Edward 
Cope-A. Heilprin-G. P. Moore-Migration of Animals-von Homeyer-A. Wetmore 
-A. Rauber-W. Roux-H. Spemann-Jacques Loeb-Yves Delage-~gassiz and 
Gould-Lydekker and Nicholson-C. Meyer-A. S. Woodward-von Zittel-T. Fechner 
-W. Wundt-Alexander Lehmann-Hans Przibram-Reports of Zoological Stations
U.S.A.-Louis Agassiz-W. K. Brooks-Wood's Hole-Pacific Grove and Jolla, 
California-N.Y. Zoological Station in British Guiana-Barro Colorado, Panama Canal 
Zone-Helgoland Observatory and other European Stations-Natural History Museums 
of the World and their Reports. 

QUITE a few naturalists of ilnportance 
have given much time to the study of 

geog1'aphical biology or to that division of it 
commonly known as zoogeography. ~ome 

general zoologists, like Alfred R. vVallacP, have 
written extensively on the subject, and among 
those of that class not previously n1entioned 
one must remember the oceanographic work 
done at the various marine stations, for e~- 

ample, that carried on by the Prince of Monaco. 
Among the earliest of these is the Aquarium 
at Naples, fotmded by Anton Dohrn (1840-
1909). However, the Zoologische J ahresberichl e 
and other publications, 1870 to date, of thi · 
famous scientific centeT are, like so many of 
its class, mo tly taken up with studies of 
marine invertebratPs inhabiting the plankton 
and other submarine areas. In consequence 
they find no place in the present compilation 
and Catalogue. 

Among the pioneers in this field who studied 
· local vertebrates as well as other forms of 

marine life was Karl August Mobius (1825-
1908). His famous book Die Fauna der Kieler 

Bucht, 1865, is a model of its kind; he 1neasured 
carefully the estuary that he describes so that 
he might report upon the e--act positions and 
area its marine anilnalR and plants occupied. 
Indeed, Mobius may b sa.id to be the father 
of modern ecology. 

As pointed out by Victor Carus, in a study 
of general zoogeography one should bear in 
mind the comparatively t>arly contributions 
to that subject by Eberhard A. W. von Zim
mermann (1743-1815). In 1777 he publiRhed 
in Leyden Specimen zoologiae geog1·aphicae, 
quad'rupedurn domicilia el mi(!rationes 8istens, 
pp. 685, 4to, followed by a much enlarged 
German edition, 1778-~3, Leipzig, in 3 volume~. 

Th0se treatises were succeeded by everal 
other contributjon~ to the , a1ne subject, e.g. 
those of Rudolph Christ,ian Treviranus ( 1779-
1864), Ne'ue Unte1'suchungen . .. der thie1·ischen 
Ki5'rper, Bren1en, 1835.; ,J. C. \V. Illiger (1775-
1813) ... P'rodTom'LtS sy:.stematis JJ.Iammalium et 
Avium, Berlin, 1811 and other e say of 
similar import. 

In 1873 N. A. Syevertzov (1823-85) wrote 
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an essay on the vertical and horizontal dis- Avium Europaearum, 1871. In the same year 
tribution of Turkestan animals. T. H. Huxley delivered his celebrated lecture 

Peter Pallas has given us a good idea of the on the Geographical Distribution of Animals. 
distribution of faunal life throughout the old Further examples of zoogeography based 
Russian Empire in his Zoographia Rosso- on physical conditions are several papers 
Asiatica, 1831, and in his other voluminous by Edward Forbes (1815-54), including the 
v;rritings. Connexion between distribution of the Fauna 

Johann A. Wagner (1797-1861) published and Flora of the British Isles . .. and geological 
Die geographische Verbreitung der Saugethiere, changes, Memoirs, I, 1846, that contain valu
Miinchen, ( 1) 1845; (the American) Charles able data on that subject. Later he elaborated 
Pickering (1805-78), The Geographical Dis- his theories (as to homozoic belts), the result of 
tribution of Animals and Plants, fol., 1854-7 6 studies made on the zoological collections 
(and 1863), Boston, one of the reports of the gathered during the Voyage of the 'Herald', 
United States Exploring Expedition under 1852-4, and from other expeditions of like 
C. Wilkes; Ludwig Karl Schmarda, Die geo- character. 
graphische Verbreitung der Thiere, pp. 755, Another edifying account of avian distribu
Wien, 1853; to which may be added, among tion (in Australasia) is R. Hall's Key to the 
many essays and treatises, the studies of birds of Australia and Tasmania with their 
Aga siz and Schlegel, who, in addition to geographical distribution, 1899. 
registering and mapping the regions occupied As exemplifying the many hypotheses ad
by faunal species, have advanced hypotheses vanced to account for faunal distribution 
and theories to account for the areas and limits Anders S. Oersted (1816-71) endeavored to 
of habitat and migration. prove that the coloration of fishes depends 

An edifying example of zoogeographical largely upon the depth zones which they in
treatment is Prince Bonaparte's geographical habit. See his De regionibus marinis, 1844. 
and comparative List of Birds of Europe and A most valuable and graphic guide to re-
North America, 1838. gional zoography is Bartholomew's Atlas of 

The early efforts of Michael Sars (1805-69) Zoogeography, with numerous colored maps. 
to do for submarine or oceanic depths what In the domain of local avian distribution a 
many others have since his time done for painstaking work is now (1930) being issued in 
mountain flora and fauna in the establi hment parts by H. G. K. Molineux giving a Catalogv£ 
of zones of elevation as part of zoogeography, of Birds and their Distribution in the Western 
must not be passed in silence. Portion of the Palaearctic Region. 

Sars' Fauna littoralis N.!!J!!:giae, 1846-77, A thoughtful work on zoogeography is 
gives a fair account of his theories, and one R. F. Scharff'!'l European Animals; their geo
might here point to the recent work of FrankS. logical history and geographical distribution, 
Chapman in South America in which he sue- 1907. 
cessfully relates the occurrence of definite F. Beddard in 1895 wrote a Text-book of 
faunal species with well-defined altitudes, Zoogeography for the Cambridge Natural 
ranges of temperature, amount of rainfall, &c. Science Manuals. 

As early as 1833 C. \V. L. Gloger wrote Da.." Andrew Murray has written a very impor-
Abiind_e'f'r; der Vogel ... durch Einftuss des tant quarto (London, 1866) on the Geographical 
Klima~ und bei den Europaischen Sauge- Distribution of Mamrnals, illustrated by 101 
thieren. colored maps ; and J. Palacky has done the 

ornithological zoogeography is een in A. Incidentally, J. A. Palmen wrote a contro-

One of the con1paratively early studies in san1e for Birds (1885) and for Fishes (1891). ~ 

Du bois' Conspectus systematicus et geographicus 
0 

versial work entitled U eber die Zugsllrassen d¥.,9-/ 
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Vogel (1876) which was attacked by von 

Homeyer. During the discussion some light 

was thrown upon moot points on both the 

migration and distribution of bird-life. Shortly 

before this date Eugene Rey wrote his Syno

nymik, 1872, on practically the same subject. 

One of numerous articles on local zoo

geography is E. D. Cope's Geographical Dis

tribution of Batrachia and Reptilia in North 

America. 
In 1882 and 1892 M. A. Menzbir published 

(in Russian) his illustrated Ornithological geo

graphy of European Russia. Earlier still an

other observer, A. T. von Middendorff, pub

lished (1859) an account of the seasonal flights 

of Russian birds. 
A. Heilprin's Geographical and Geological 

Distribution of Animals, issued with a colored 

map (1887), gives an excellent idea of faunal 

zoogeography. A different view will be found 

in R. F. Scharf'sHistoryoftheEuropeanFauna, 

1928. 
R. Lydekker has written on the distribution 

of game animals throughout the world. See, 

e.g., his Great and Small Game, 1901. 
George P. Moore's study (1879) of the geo

graphical range of 376 avian species of British 

Birds is of great interest. 
A comprehensive study of faunal distribu

tion is W. L. and P. L. Sclater's The Geography 

of Mammals, 1899. 
Closely related to zoogeography is that 

important subject-the migration of animals 

(in particular the far and wide wanderings of 

birds), about which so much has been written 

from the earliest to the present times. This 

fascinating study is considered in almost all 

general zoological treatises; also in numerous 

monographs, a few of which are mentioned 

here. An enlightening work, among many, is 

that of E. F. von Homeyer, Die Wanderungen 

der V ogel m it Rucksicht auf die Zuge der Sauge

thiere, Fische und Insecten, 1881, while the 

latest theories as to bird migration are fully 

discussed by Alex. Wetmore in his Migration 

of Birds, Cambridge, Mass., 1927. 

A very good account of European bird 

migration is published by Ott6 Herman in his 

Recensio critica, 1904. 
Wells W. Cooke has written and published, 

mostly through the Bulletins of the Depart

ment of Agriculture, U.S.A. (1910-15), several 

very valuable monographs on avian zoo

geography and migration throughout the 

United States including an account of their 

relations to migration in general. 
Among ecologists are C. G. J. Petersen 

(b. 1863) who has investigated and reported 

on the animal life inhabiting the bays and 

inlets of his native Denmark; J. Schmidt 

(b. 1877), the authority upon the reproduction 

and life habits of that vertebrate mystery the 

eel. In like manner Karl Semper (1832-1893), 

professor at Wiirzburg, has reported upon the 

life conditions and distribution of many ani

mals and their particular environments. 

The teaching of comparative biology is now 

commonplace, but it was not when A. A. 

Gould and Louis Agassiz published the first 

edition of their Outlines of Comparative Physio

logy in 1855. 
Among paleontologists with vertebrate zoo

logical leanings was the celebrated American, 

Edward D. Cope (1840-97), who did such 

yeoman service in the cause of zoological 

science, most of it recorded in Smithsonian 

and State Departmental literature. Of these 

several are mentioned elsewhere, but one may 

recall his Synopsis of Extinct Reptilia . . . of 

New Jersey, 1868, and his editoriallabors on 

the American Naturalist. Dr. Cope especially 

encouraged collaboration with other writers 

and a list of several conjoint titles will be 

found in this Catalogue. 
Among the readable works on faunal paleon

tology are the Manual of Lydekker andNichol

son, 3rd edition, 1889; Christian Meyer's Zur 

Fauna der Vorwelt, in 4 vols., 1845-60, and, 

to jump across the Atlantic, the series of 

articles on Fossil Vertebrates extracted from 

the Bulletins of the American :.M_useum of 

Natural History, the first volume of which 

was published in 1898. 
One of · the <best modern text books on 
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paleontology is Johann H. Steinmann's Ein

fiihr"ung, whoRe Recond edition wa. is ued in 

1907. 

-

Pa,leontology i::: exhaustively treated, also, 

in • trom r von Reichenbach' two-volume 

Lekrbuch, 1909-l 2. 

Another exce1lent manual is A. S. Wood

ward's Outlines of Vertebrate Paleontology, 

1898. The other caption of this noted paleon

tologist should also be looked up in the present 

Catalogue. 
An excellent and reliable popular life-history 

of extinct fauna i. K. A. von Zittel's Au8 der 

U4rzeit, 1H71-2. Von Zittel has also written 

an excellent Handbuch der Paliiontologie, 

1876-1893, with English translations from the 

original German amended by numerous col

laborators and continued as a series of mono

graphs until the present time. Altogether it is 

the most comprehensive, modern cyclopedia 

of extinct and fossil fauna so far attempted. 

H. A. Nicholson (alone) has also given us an 

admirable and popular Manual of Zoology 

(seventh edition, 1887), in which extinct 

animals are described. 

A popular but reliable work on vertebrate 

paleontology, written by Prof. Kirtley Mather 

of Harvard University, 1930, is entitled Sons 

of the Earth. 
Within the province of vertebrate zoology 

the records of experimental morphology are not 

voluminous ; plant life seems to be a more 

fertile field for the investigator. Still, we have 

the descriptions of August Rauber (1845-

1917) who in his experiments with the verte

brate embryo sought to discover the laws that 

govern its development. Among numerous 

monographs he wrote U eber die Stellung des 

Huhnchens im Entwicklungsplan, 1876. 

The founder of the school of evolutionary 

physiology was Wilhelm Roux (1850-1924), 

born 111 Jena. e held pro es al chairs at 

Innsbruck and Halle and worked assiduously 

to popularize his novel methods of zoological 

experimentation. His Collected Essays ap

peared in Leipzig, 1895. 

Many of these biological experiments appear 

weird to one u acquainted with advanced 

laboratory methods 1': but their value is un

questionable. One of the best known experi

mental morphologists of the day is H·ans 

Spemann of Stuttgart (b. 1869), who has held 

several professorial chairs in German uni

versities. The reports of his work are mostly 

contributed to periodicals. 

Finally, let us not forget Jacques Loeb 

(1859-1925), graduate in medicine and privat 

docent at Wiirzburg, professor in Chicago 

University, and for several years attached to 

the Rockfeller Institute, who made many 

chemical and other remarkable experiments 

on the embryo. Frogs and sea-urchins were 

the chief material on which these experiments 

were carried on. An important work by Loeb 

is The Mechanistic Conception of Life. Yves 

Delage ( 1854-1920) reached results similar to 

those attained by Loeb but by different 

methods. 
Several works on vertebrate embryology have 

already been mentioned. To these may be 

added T. L. W. Bischofi's volu1nes, 1852. See 

the titles listed in this Catalogue and on the 

cards of the Medical and Osler Libraries of 

McGill. 
A treatise worth consulting isM. H. Rathke's 

Entwickelungsgeschichte der W irbelthiere, 1861, 

that furnishes a good history of faunal embryo

logy as known in the late fifties. 

Until the middle of the nineteenth century 

animal psychology was far from an exact 

science. Writers in the past either attributed 

purely human concepts to animals or they, 

like Descartes, regarded them as mere auto· 

matons. Although it is not the purpose of this 

Introduction to go very deeply into the sub· 

ject, it is proper to direct attention to the 

writings of Theodor Fechner (1801-87) and 

Wilhelm Wundt (1832-1920). The latter 

wrote, among other contributions to the sub· 

ject, Vorlesungen ueber . .. die Tierseele, Ham

burg, 1892. Several English and French 

writers have also contributed to the literature 

of comparative psychology. 

The experimental side is discussed by Alfred 

{h 

, I 
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Lehmann (1858-1921), professor at Copen
hagen, who holds that the chief consideration 
in comparative psychology is the extent to 
which the organs of the lower animals resemble 
those of man. He is best known by his Grund
ziige der Psycho-physiologie, 1912. 

Students interested in the subject will find 
a most useful contribution in H. Przibram's 
Experimental-Zoologie, four volumes of which 
(1907-13) are in the Blacker Library. 

The establishment of zoological stations i~ 
closely connected with the literature of verte
brate zoology since the reports and journalR 
published by them often furnish information 
of great value to students of that specialty. 

In 1873 Louis Agassiz founded a public 
station on Penekese Island, Buzzard's Bay, 
Mass., and later Alexander Agassiz set up a 
private research laboratory at Newport, R.I. 
At about this period W. K. Brooks, Johns 
Hopkins University, became the founder of 
several stations in the Southern States, while 
in 1889 the U.S. Fish Commission opened its 
well-known research station in Beaufort, N.C. 
This was followed by the Marine Biological 
Laboratory at Wood's Hole, Mass., the large 
marine laboratory of the Brooklyn Institute 
at Cold Springs Harbor, L.I., and the U.S. 
Tortugas Zoological Laboratory under A. G. 
Mayer. 

A very useful Biological Station for Research 
is maintained in Bermuda by Harvard Uni
versity, published reports of which appear 
from time to time. 

Stanford University has opened an impor
tant research and teaching station at Pacific 
Grove, Monterey Bay, Calif., and the Uni
versity of California an equally famous marine 
station near La J olla, Southern California. 

Among other numerous (freshwater) zoo
logical stations in America may be n1entioned 
-as contributors to the literature of verte
brate zoology-the Illinois State Laboratory 
of Natural History at Havana, Ill., the station 
of Indiana University at Winona Lake, the 
U.S. station at Put-in-Bay, Lake Erie, and 
the laboratory-station at Sandusky, Ohio, 

founded by the State University. Of con
siderable importance, also, was the tropical 
station (now unfortunately abandoned) of the 
N.Y. Zoological Society under the care of 
C. W. Bee be, located 50 miles up the Essequibo 
River in British Guiana, and first utilized in 
1915. The Compiler spent a winter there and 
can testify to its valuable activities. 

Several useful laboratories and stations have 
been founded by various Canadian activities. 
Prominent among these iR the Marine Station 
at Nanaimo, B.r. 

Still better situated, perhaps, especially for 
the study of Central American fauna, is the 
U.S. Sanctuary at Barro Colorado in the Uanal 
Zone. The London Times (Literary Supple
ment, March 13th, 1930) thus describes it in 
a review of Frank M. Chapman's My Tropical 
Air Castle, 1930: 

'When the Gatun Dam was finally closed in 
the building of the Panama Canal, the 
Chagres river flooded about 165 miles of 
lowland and made islands of the hills; and 
the largest of these islands is Barro Colorado, 
roughly circular in shape and with a diameter 
of about three miles. In 1923 this island-hill 
was made a nature reserve by the Governor 
of the Canal Zone and was placed in charge 
of the Institute for Research in Tropical 
America, which is a branch of the American 
Government's National Research Council. 
Here, with the lavishness which the American 
Government is able to afford, there has been 
established a laboratory for the study of the 
fauna and flora of the region which comes 
enviably near to the ideal. In comfortable 
quarters specialists in various branches of 
biology live at their ease in an excellent climate 
where malaria is unknown, 450 feet above 
the level of the lake, with the unbroken 
primeval forest as their back yard, and un
limited ice and other luxuries punctually 
delivered to them from steamers passing 
through the Canal. If the world so far has 
heard little of Barro Colorado, it can hardly 
fail to hear very much more. As Dr. Chapman 
rather quaintly puts it, it is "on the threshold 

r 
( 
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of what should be an increasingly important 
existence". It is probable that, as the floods 
slowly rose, the wild things would retreat 
into the safety of the high ground ; so Barro 
Colorado may have more than its natural 
stock of birds and beasts. Dr. Cha pm an 
catalogues some 230 species of birds which 
have already been observed; and the three
mile rea seems to contain, with the ;ngle 
exception of the jaguar, all the larger mam
mals of tropical America, including pun1a, 
ocelot, tapir, two kinds of peccary and two of 
deer, four monkeys, two sloths, tayra, agouti , 
coati, etc. Flashlight photographs of most of 
these, self-taken by the use of trip-wires 
stretched across the trails or in other likely 
places, are an attractive feature of this 
volume. But Dr. Chapman is primarily an 
ornithologist and he has studied closely and 
tells interestingly of the nesting habits of 
the oropendolas, or American orioles, and the 
grackles and fly -catchers which are paras! tic 
on them by nest-robbery; of the mating of 
parrots, the pluck and fighting qualities of 
humming birds and of the coloration of forest 
species and of the purple gallinule and jacana 
of the open sunlight. His experiments come 
near to proving that, among vultures, the 
so-called turkey-buzzard is guided to its food 
by scent much more than is generally sup
posed. He also gives the pathetic story of 
an attempt to tame a young of the notoriously 
untamable "howler" monkey, the old men of 
which have faces which are "the incarnation 
of every evil thought that has ever passed 
through the mind of man''. ' 
In the development of economic ichthyology 

not only the United States and Canada but 
Great Britain and her colonies have established 
special laboratories for the study of piscine 
life and culture. Here may be mentioned the 
valuable Liverpool Sea-fisheries Laboratory. 
Many of these stations issue Reports, &c. 

In Europe, also, many governments and 
societies have established schools, observation 
stations, and laboratories for zoological o bserva
tion and research. Among them Germany and 

Northern Europe, at Helgoland; at Rossitten ; 
Plon (founded 1892) ; at Kiel; on islands in the 
White Sea; at Kielkond; Oesel, founded 1909. 
Other stations are at Tromso, Norway; at 
Kristineberg, well-known Swedish station; at 
Copenhagen, and at St. Andrews (Scotland). 
Further south we find laboratories developed 
at Plymouth ; on the Isle of Man. In France 
there are stations at Coste in Brittany ; at 
Wimereux; at Cette (Montpellier) ; at Saint
V aast-le-Rogue ; at Finistere (Roscoff) ; at 
Villefranche on the Riviera. In Italy there is 
a University Station at Naples ; an Austrian 
station at Trieste; a Russian zoological station 
at Sebastopol; and at many other European 
points not mentionable here. These institu
tions contribute more or less to reports and 
other records on vertebrate fauna, works 
whose titles will be found in the body of the 
present Catalogue. 

Lack of space permits the listing here of only 
a small number of the many European Museums 
of Natural History and of their publications
and the same may be said of similar institu
tions in America and elsewhere-but their 
literary output, so far as they touch vertebrate 
zoology, will be found in the appended Cata
logue. 

A useful guide to most North .Alnerican 
institutions of this kind is F. J. H. Merrill's 
Natural History Museums of the United States 
and Canada, 1903. 

Federal, Municipal, private and other 
Museums furnish their quota of literary 
material in vertebrate zoology. A number of 
these have been noted. Just here the Com
piler draws attention to the admirable and 
useful publications issued by the Indian 
Museum of Calcutta, dating from 1881. These 
are all entered in the present Catalogue. 

An admirable Natural History Museum, 
organized mainly by the late Herbert Robin
son, publishing the Federated Malay States 
Journal (Kuala Lam par, 1905 to date), furnishes 
a typical example of many institutions of the 
kind in the Far East. 

Another active institution is the Capetown 
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South African Museum, puhliRhing itR R epottts 

and Annals since 1856. 

To the long list of American Museums 

largely devoted to vertebrate zoology and its 

literature belong;:; the well-known Museun1 of 

Comparative Zoology (Harvard University) 

that since 1861 has issued a series of important 

periodicals, an1ong them its B1tlletin published 

from 1863 onwards. 
The many zoological publications of the 

Smithsonian Institution, of the Philadelphia 

Academy of Sciences, the Museum of Verte

brate Zoology, University of California, and 

other American institutions of this kind will 

be found listed in the appended Catalogue. 

The numerous publications of the New 

York American Museum of Natural History 

(founded in 1860) began with the Annual Re

port in 1870, since when the wonderful growth 

of the institution has produced much valuable 

periodical literature, listed in this Catalogue; 

and the same may be said of the N.Y. Zoo

logical Society founded in 1895. 

Of the several works devoted to the manage

ment of 1nuseums and zoological gardens in 

general (including the preparation of objects 

for the former) that of P. L. Martin, Die Praxis 

der Naturgeschichte , Weimar, 1869-82, is to be 

recommended. 
The literature, generally annual reports, on 

vertebrate.· confined in menageries, zoological 

gardens and private collections, can have only 

a passing reference, although it is occasionally 

of importance. Confined animals furnish valu

able information in comparative biology, 

especially in animal pathology, anatomy, 

physiology, and psychology-not to speak of 

classification-but ecological notes of caged 

fauna must always be viewed with some dis

trust since birds and beasts do not always 

behave in captivity as is their wont in the 

jungle. 



CHAPTER XV 

IMPORTANT TREATISES ON ICHTHYOLOGY FROM THE EARLIEST 

TIMES TO THE PRESENT. 

Bashford Dean-Oppian-The Kerns-Belon-Salviani-Rondelet-Gesner-Bossuet

von Schonfeld-Paolo Giovio-Sonnini-Dopovan-Seeley-Marcus Bloch-Georgius 

Fabricius-Gottfried Voigt-A. Giinther-Goode and Bean-Aclogue-U.S. Expedi

tions-A. Guichenot-Julian Woods-E. R. Waite-D. H. Storer-G. D. Stead-T. N. 

Gill-Evermann-Eigenmann-David Starr Jordan-L. Vaillant-G. A. Boulenger

H. Sauvage-A. Valenciennes-Pieter Bleeker-Max Weber-E. Geoffroy Saint

Hilaire-S. J. Hickson-William Houghton-F. G. Aflalo-Charles Henry Gilbert

Murray and Hjort-Wm. Houghton-Siebold-J. Couch-Blanchard-W. Grote-W. 

Wright-W. Lilljeborg-Reuter and Mela-B. F. Fried-Day-Hutton and Hector

Weber and Beaufort-Agassiz-A. Griffini-F. Supino-W. P. Pycraft-Bertram

J. T. Jenkins-G. B. Goode. 

T ITLES in ichthyology, systematic, eco

nomic, and popular, are almost as numerous 

as those on mammalogy; certainly they exceed 

in number the tale of treatises on herpetology 

and amphibiology. 
In particular one notices in a well-equipped 

library hand-colored folios and quartos illus

trating piscine species that remind one of 

the voluminou and magnificently illustrated 

atlases on ornithology. Some northern and 

many tropical fishes lend themselves to ornate 

decoration. Attempts to reproduce their 

brilliant, glowing coloration by the use of gold 

and silver leaf, aluminium paint, and similar 

means are vain efforts to present the resplen

dent and iridescent magnificence of these caly 

denizens of the deep. In addition to such 

considerations, the world-wide value of fishes 

as food secures the attention of both govern

mental and private activities with print, brush, 

and pencil. 
Relatively few of the large number of 

ichthyologic works shelved in the McGill 

libraries can be mentioned here, but the atten

tion of the student is called to the chief authori

ties on this important subject, especially to 

the complete Bibliography of Fishes by Bash

ford Dean and his collaborators. 

Inasmuch as many valuable accounts of 

fishes from various parts of the world-par

ticularly pelagic species-are to be found in 

the records of Voyages, numerous examples 

of these are given in this Catalogue, especially 

under United States headings. . 

Ancient literature has occasionally some

thing to say worth repeating about the natural 

history of fishes. The EngliRh translation of 

Oppian's Greek poen1 (see Oppian's Halieuticks 

of the }.T ature of Fishes and Fishing of the 

ancients in five books, Oxford, 1722) well 

sums up all that was really known about 

Greco-Roman ichthyology. The rarer editions 

of Oppian, including the unique 1508 printing, 

are in the McGill collections. 

Of the early treatises on ichthyology, Belon 's 

well-known (French) monograph appeared at 

Pari in 1551. Two years later he published in 

Latin his chief work on Fishes, a French edition 

of which appeared in 1555. Belon's treatises 

are actually the first works on the subject 

tha.t one may take seriously . They are genuine 

contributions to ichthyology and mark a de

cided advance over former writings on the 

subject. 
Hippolyte Salviani (1514-72), Roman 

physician to several popes, wrote his Aqua-
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tilium animalium historiae in 1554-8, a folio 
that was probably not compiled from Belon 
and, in consequence, lacks many of the scien
tific features of Belon's monumental treatise. 
Nevertheless, it forms one of the outstanding 
early contributions to systematic ichthyology. 

Another important-perhaps the most 
important-ichthyologist of the sixteenth 
century was Guillaume Rondelet, another 
medical man, born in 1507, who described with 
great care and accuracy more varieties of 
Fishes than either Belon or Salviani. His 
masterpieces, Libri de Piscibus, &c., 1554, and 
Universae aquatiliurn Historiae, &c., 1555 (both 
folios) appeared four years before the versatile 
Gesner published his Ichthyologia, in which, 
by the way, much of Rondelet's observations 

· are included. In all he catalogued and de
scribed 205 oceanic and 59 freshwater species ; 
of the total 264, 239 are figured by woodcuts. 

In 1558 F. Bossuet wrote a sort of supple
ment to Rondelet, entitled De natura aqua
tilium carmen in universam Gul. R. &c., Leyden. 

Another physician, Stephen von Schonevelde 
of ·Hamburg, wrote in 1624 an important 
I chthyologia, describing the fishes of his locality. 

In addition to the many piscine volun1es 
written by sixteenth -century doctorR of medi
cine there were a few non-professional authors, 
among them Paolo Giovio who described (De 
rornanis. piscibu8 libellus, 1524-7) Roman 
fishes. His small work passed through several 
editions and was translatecl into Italian by 
C. Zancaruolo of Venice in 1560. 

In passing, mention must he made of 
Georgius Fabricius, who wrote Fishe8 of the 
Elbe; of the Kerns (father and son) and of 
Gottfried Voigt who in 1667 published at 
Wittenberg his dissertation De P1:scib1Js fos-
8ilibus atque 'Volatilibu8. 

From the last-nan1ed title it will be seen 
that animal foss,:l8 early attracted attention; 
indeed their origin was commonly discussed 
by naturalists of the Middle Ages, most of 
whom agreed without a shadow of doubt that 
they were· plantes la by a wise Creator for his 
own inscrutable purposes. 

Felix Plater (Observationes, Basel, 1680) 
regarded the bones of a mammoth or aurochs 
found near Lucerne as those of a giant, but 
Ferrante Imperato (Historia naturalis, 1599) 
illustrated his work with drawings of fossils 
that he correctly surmised-as did others at 
that time-had been deposited in mountains 
that had rir.;en frmn the prilnitive ocean. This 
Introduction does not pretend, however, to 
enter, except occasionally, into the fascinating 
field of piscine paleontology. 

One of the most important of the Buffon 
'suites' is that by T. S. Sonnini, the Histoire 
naturelle, generate et particuliere des Poissons, 
1802-5, Paris, in 14 volumes. lt is admirably 
illustrated by colored plates and is regarded 
as a classic by systematists. 

Reference has already been made to the 
zoological works of Edward Donovan (1768-
1837), and one must not forget his valuable 
and extensive Natural History of British 
Fishes, in 5 vols., with col. pl., London, 1802-8. 

A noteworthy and comparatively early 
treatise is Wm. Yarrell's History of Briti8h 
Fi8hes, in two volumes, 1835-6, followed by 
two editions in 1841 and 1859. 

Another important ichthyologic treatise is 
H. G. Seeley's Freshwater Fi8he8 of Europe, 
1886. 

An early systematic treatise on fishes is 
P. M. A. Broussonet's Ichthyologia sisten8 
Piscium descriptiones et icones, with plates, a 
quarto issued in London about 1782. 

A noted ichthyologist of the late eighteenth 
century was Marcus Bloch (1723-99) whose 
classic treatise on Gennan ancl foreign fishes 
(N aturgesch. der auslii.ndischen Fische, 1785-95) 
appeared as part of his volutninous Allgerneine 
N aturge.<Jchichte der Fisc he, beautifully illus
trated. 

As a n1odel presentation of such subjects 
one should read the Fi8h of the Voyage of the 
Beagle, by L. Jenyns. 

Practically every scientific oceanic expedi
tion investigated fishes. a typical example 
being the report by L. V aillant on the ichthyo
logy of the Mission du Cap Horn, 1888; the 
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account given of deep sea fishes by A. Giinther 
in the Report of the Challenger Expedition ; the 
record, by A. Valenciennes, of the fishes caught 
during the cruises of the 'V en us', 'Bonite ', 
'Fa vorite ' and similar French scientific expedi
tions. 

Reference has several times been made to 
that monumental work, an annotated Biblio
graphy of Fishes (1916-23}, in three volumes, 
the joint work of three accomplished ichthyo
logists, the most important contributor being 
the first author, Bashford Dean. Every serious 
student of piscine life and every natural history 
library should be en rapport with this almost 
unique production. 

Two Americans (George B. Goode and T. H. 
Bean) collaborated to produce a monograph, 
in two volumes, on Oceanic Ichthyology, well 
illustrated by 123 plates. A rare treatise is 
J. V. G. 'Smith's Natural History of the Fishes 
of Massachusetts, published in Boston. 

A good, recent account of French ichthyo
logy is given by A. Aclogue in his Faune de 
France, 1900. 

As previously stated, the Federal govern
ment of the United States has from time to 
time dispatched expeditions that secured 
large collections of vertebrates, including 
fishes, many reports of which are listed and 
annotated in· the present Catalogue, chiefly 
under the heading United States. Among these 
are accounts by well-known zoologists of the 
cruise of the 'Corwin' to Alaska and the N. W. 
Arctic Ocean in 1881; the International Polar 
Expedition to Pt. Barrow, Alaska, &c., 1885; 
Exploration of the V alley of the Amazon, 
1853-4; U.S. and Mexican Boundary Survey, 
1857-9; the U.S. Naval ... Expedition to 
the Southern Seas, 1855; Expedition down 
the Zuni and Colorado Rivers, 1853; Pacific 
Railway Survey, 1855-9, and a dozen others 
in which the ichthyology of the expeditions 
was more or less completely treated. 

One must draw attention to the admirable 
review of American economic ichthyology in 
Fisheries and Fishery Industries of the United 
States (1884-7), edited by G. B. Goode. 

The fishes and reptiles of Chile are described 
and pictured by A. Guichenot in Claude Gay's 
excellent Historia de Chile, 1848-9. 

In 1882 Julian Woods described the Fish 
and Fisheries of New South Wales, followed by 
E. R. Waite who wrote the Marine Fish of New 
South Wales in 1898. 

D. G. Stead has written a report on the 
Edible Fishes of New South Wales, 1908, illus
trated by 81 plates and a colored map, a. 
supplement to his more important Fishes of 
Australia, 1906. 

An early and important New England 
ichthyologist was David H. Storer · (1804-
91) whose reports on the fishes and reptiles 
of Massachusetts (1839) and his Synopsis of 
the Fishes of North America (1846) are. well 
known to systematists. 

p 

Of the numerous contributions by T. N. Gill 
to American ichthyology his Catalogue of the 
Fishes of the Eastern Coast, 1873, and his con
tribution to Kingsley's Standard Natural 
History (1885) may be mentioned. Another 
American work of value is Girard's Ichthyology 
of the (Mexican) Boundary, illustrated by 41 
plates, 1859. 

A book, both popular and scientific, is C. Z. 
Southard's American Trout, 1928. 

Here may also be noted Kilbourne and 
Goode's Game Fishes of the United States, 1879, 
with 20 colored plates. 

The fishes of Peru are described and depicted 
in J. J. von Tschudi's Fauna Peruana, 1844-6. 

Evermann and Radcliffe have also written 
on the Fishes of the West Coast of Peru, a work 
illustrated by 14 colored plates, 1917 (U.S. 
Nat. Mus. Bull. 95). 

S. E. Meek's well-known Freshwater Fishes 
of Mexico was published in 1904, and C. T. 
Regan in 1906 contributed his section on 
Pisces to the Biologia Centrali-Americana, in 
which many Mexican species are described. 

That well-known authority on American 
ichthyology, Carl H. Eigenmann (1863- ), 
has written extensively on the fishes of South 
America; for example, his Freshwater Fishes 
of British Guiana, an elaborate report pub· 

~ 
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lished as a M errwir by the Carnegie Institute 

(Pittsburg\}. in 1912. Other titles of Dr. 

Eigenmann appear in the present Catalogue. 

The fishes of North Borneo are described 

(in Whitehead's Exploration, 1893) by L. 

Valiant, as are the marine and freshwater 

fishes of Malaysia by J. Johnstone and G. A. 

Boulenger. See Fasciculi Malayenses, 1903. 

Madagascar is well represented in ichthyo

logic literature by H. Sauvage's classic con

tribution to A. Grandidier's Histoire physique, 

1875-1900, of that island; Zanzibar was 

similarly treated (1866) by R. L. Playfair and 

A. C. L. G. Giinther, with the aid of 21 colored 

plates. 
R. T. Lowe's Fishes of Madeira, 1843-60, 

with 17 colored plates, should also be borne in 

mind. 
The ichthyology of the Canary Islands was 

described by A. V alenciennes in 1836-44. 

As one of a series published by Stanford 

University, E. C. Starke gives an account 

(1913) of the Fishes of the Stanford Expedition 

to Brazil. 
Among accounts of local African fishes is 

the description of the catch made during the 

progress of the Mission Ohari-Lac Tchad, 

1902-4, under Auguste Chevalier. In the 

appendix the ichthyology of the expedition is 

treated by J. Pellegrin. 
Between 1862-78 the celebrated Dutch 

ichthyologist, Pieter Bleeker, was engaged in 

bringing out his famous Atlas I chthyologique, 

in nine folio volumes, whose splendid colored 

plates picture the fishes of the Netherland 

East In dies. 
The freshwater fishes of the Indian Archi

pelago are carefully described by Max Weber 

in Zoologische Ergebnisse, 1894. He also wrote 

a similar account for Wichmann's Nova Guinea, 

1906. 

As early as 1803 there appeared a descrip

tion by Patrick Russell of 200 species (and 

colored figures) of Indian fishes collected along 

the coast of Coromandel. 

The student of East Indian ichthyology 

should not neglect the several descriptive 

catalogues issued by the Calcutta Indian 

Museum-especially those by A. Alcock. 

Mention might here be made to a useful 

work, illustrated, Buchanan's Fishes of the 

River Ganges, 1822. 

E. Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire (Description de 

l'Egypte, 1809-30) wrote a Historie naturelle des 

Poissons du Nil, de la Mer Rouge et de la Medi

terranee. It may here be added that E. Rtippell 

also wrote ( 1828) an illuminating account of 

Red Sea fishes, illustrated by 35 colored plates. 

In 1913 C. Alluaud described the fishes 

collected from Lake Victoria N yanza. 

In 1902 G. A. Boulenger wrote a well-illus

trated work on the fishes of the Nil~, and in 

1907 contributed a list of the fishes in the River 

Gambia, West Africa. 
A useful book for the advanced student is 

G. A. Boulenger's Catalogue of the Freshwater 

Fishes of Africa in four illustrated volumes, 

1909-16. 

Among the most famous of the world's 

herpetologists and ichthyologists stands 

A. C. L. G. Gtinther, a few of whose works will 

have the required mention here. His con

tributions to the literature on reptiles and 

fishes of the British Museum are well known, 

many of them listed in the appended Cata

logue. 
Of quite another class, though a very inter

esting one, is S. J. Hickson's Fauna of the 

Deep-Sea, 1894. To the same category belongs 

E. W. H. Holdsworth's Sea Fisheries, London, 

1877. 

Although of local importance only and one 

of many such books, W. Houghton's two 

volumes on British Fresh T.Vater Fishes, 1879, 

give a very interesting and accurate account 

of the subject. The same may be said of a 

handsome, illustrated work with the same 

title by Sir Herbert Maxwell, 1904, one of the 

Woburn Library Series. 

F. G. Afialo has also contributed a volume 

(on British Salt- Water Fishes, 1904) to the 

Woburn Library. 
In 1918, Neal Green brought out his instruc

tive work on the Fishe'ries of the North Sea. 
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The most important nineteenth-century 

French treatise on fishes in general is the 

extensive work of Cuvier and Valenciennes, 

published 1828-49, the Histoire naturelle des 

Poissons , 22 vols., Paris. 

Ten years later there appeared the first 

portion of the celebrated Catalogue of Fishes 

in the British Museum, London, 1859-70, by 

A. Giinther, who in 1880 also wrote a useful 

and practical handbook, an Introduction to the 

Study of Fishes, Edinburgh. Still later there 

appeared several noteworthy contributions to 

ichthyology, among them Eigenmann's South 

American Fishes, San Francisco, 1893, and 

Dean's Fishes, Living and Fossil, N.Y., 

1895. 

These treatises were followed by one of our 

most extensive systematic monographs, Jordan 

and Evermann's Fishes of North and Middle 

America in 4 vols., 1896-1900, Washington. 

Dr. David Starr Jordan, who is easily the best 

known authority on ichthyology in America 

if not in the world, is the author of many 

works on that subject, among them a semi

popular volume, Fishes, 1907, N.Y. This 

veteran ichthyologist's best known syste

matic monograph is his Genera of Fishes issued 

1917-20 in four parts, each separately indexed. 

This 'contribution to the stability of scientific 

nomenclature ' records the history, biblio

graphy, synonymy, &c. of ichthyology from 

Linnaeus (1758) to 1920. Another standard 

work of reference by Dr. Jordan is his Cata

logue of the Fishes of Japan, 1913. 

It was Boulenger who contributed an excel

lent essay on fishes .in general to vol. vii of 

the Cambridge Natural History series. Three 

American authors about this time also pub

lished books that deserve special mention here 

-Ward's Marvels of Fish Life, N.Y., 1912, 

and Goode and Bean's Oceanic Ichthyology, 

N.Y., 1915, Goode already (in 1888) having 

written on American Fishes, N.Y. 

Another important, general treatise on 

deep-sea ichthyology is Murray and Hjort's 

Depths of the Ocean, 1912. 

Of the remarkable types found in Oceania 

and neighboring waters D. S. Jordan and 

A. Seale described in 1906 The Fishes of 

Samoa ; A. Giinther Die Fische der Siidsee 

(1873-1910), and D. S. Jordan and B. W. 

Evermann, Fishes of the Hawaiian Islands, 

1905. The American titles are mostly U.S. 

Government publications. 

Turning once more to works on foreign ·and 

fossil ichthyology we note Houghton's (1879) 

Freshwater Fishes of Great Britain, London ; 

· Siebold's (1863) Die Siisswasserfische von 

Mitteleuropa, Leipzig; Couch's Fishes of Great 

Britain ; Siisswasserfauna Deutschlands of 

Brauer, 1909; Blanchard (1866), Les Poissons 

des eaux douces de la France, Paris, and W. 

Grote's Siisswasserfische von Mittel-Europa, 

Frankfurt, 1909. 

Between 1836-57 appeared the first edition 

of W. Wright's monumental Skandinaviens 

Fiskar, followed in 1892-5 by an edition in 

English. This treatise is among the best yet 

written, a beautifully illustrated work on 

North Sea fishes. 

In 1881 was also published an important 

work on Scandinavian pisces by W. Lilljeborg 

-Sveriges och N orges fiskar-in three volumes. 

An outstanding treatise on the fishes of 

Finland, in fact the standard work on the 

subject, is Reuter and Mela's Finlands Fiskar 

(1883-93, 12 parts so far issued), with the text 

in both Swedish and English. 

Still later (1892-5) is the excellent three

volume monograph of B. F. Fries et al, entitled 

Skandinaviens Fiskar. 

Others are Day (1889), Fishes, in Fauna of 

British India; Hutton and Hector's (1872) 

Fishes of New Zealand, and a magnificent 

monograph in five volumes by Weber and 

Beaufort (1911-28) on the Fishes of the Indo

A ustralian Archipelago. 

Of many works on fossil fishes, Agassiz 

( 1833-44) wrote Recherches sur les poissons 

fossiles, 3 vols., and supplement, and New

berry (1890) Paleozoic Fishes of North America, 

Geological Survey, Wash. Sir Richard Owen, 

the famous paleontologist, wrote an inform

ing Descriptive Catalogue of Fossil PiBces in 

• 
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the Museum of the Royal Collwe of Su'rgeons, 
1854. 

The celebrated Alphonse Guichenot con
tributed many useful treatises to his almost 
universal ichthyology, among them the Reptiles 
.and F ishes of Cuba, 1843; of Chile, 1848; of 
Aby8sinia, 1851, and of Reunion in 1862-all 
of these titles being listed in this Catalogue. 

A useful, systematic, two-volume Catalogue 
of the Fishes of South Africa was published in 
1927 by A. K. Barnard. 

Much earlier, A. Valenciennes wrote on the 
fishes of South America, in the Voyage dans 
l' Amerique meridionale, 1835-4 7. 

In 1870J. C. Weber issued thesecondedition 
(amended by Kranz) of his sma,ll manual, Die 
Fische Deutschlands u. der Schweiz, illustrated 
by 67 colored plates. 

The Pisces of Siebold's Fauna Japonica 
( 1842-5Q) furnishes one of the best accounts 
of Japanese ichthyology, although in America 
D. S. Jordan's Catalogue of the Fishes of Japan, 
Tokyo, 1913, is the standard authority. 

.Achille Griffini published in 1911 a popular 
work on fishes, amphibia, and reptiles, well 
illustrated. 

In 1916 appeared Prof. F. Supino's syste-

matic I pesci d'acqua dolce d'ltalia, illustrated 
by colored plates. 

Of popular works on general ichthyology 
the Compiler recommends W. P. Pycraft's 
Story of Fish-Life, 1901. 

For a full account of American fish culture 
and protection as well as of the uses of fish for 
food and other commercial purposes the litera
ture supplied by the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture is recommended. 

In Great Britain many volumes have been 
written on economic ichthyology, one of the 
popular titles being Bertram's Harvest of the 
Sea, London, 1865 ; another, Mcintosh and 
Masterman's British Marine Food Fishes, 
1897; still later a valuable monograph by 
J-. T. Jenkins, The Sea Fisheries, 1920. 

Probably the most important (English) 
source of nineteenth -century literature on fishes 
in generalfollowed the London meeting in 1883 
of the Great International Fisheries Exposition. 
In vol. iii, p. 1170, of the Catalogue of the British 
Museum (Natural History) is published most 
of the papers contributed to that meeting. 
The advanced student of New World ichthyo
logy will look over with profit the list of papers 
by G. B. Goode and other American writers. 
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SELECTED TITLES FROM THE LI'PERATURE OF f!ERPETOLOGY A1VJJ AMPHIBIOLOGY. 

Charles Owen-von Rosenhof-J. G. Schneider-J. D. Schoepf-Jacob SturmLamouroux and Bory de Saint-Vincent-W. Swainson-V. Kollar-C. Girard-G. A. Boulenger-J. E. Gray-E. D. Cope-L. Stejneger-H. C. Bumpus-E. CouesH. C. Yarrow-Hans Gadow-Lydekker-G. Tornier-J. Van Denburgh-DitmarsReese-J. E. Holbrook-D. Humphrey-S. P. Woodward-F. A. Lucas-von ZittelDe Kay-W. H. Smith-Suckley and Cooper-A. S. Woodward-Victoria County Histories-Westell-Ge<_). G. Scott-C. H. G. von Heyden-R. P. Lesson-Temminck and Schlegel-T. Bell-Guichenot-Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire-Vaillant and GrandidierF. M. Fitzsimons-Nieden and Sternfeld-Siebenrock and Boettger-Diirigen-E. Schreiber-A. Giinther-Ramon de la Sagra-J. E. Gray-J. L. G. Krefft-Gabriel Bibron-Bocourt and Dumeril-J. B. Spix-L. G. Andersson-Baron TschudiW. L. Sclater-Patrick Russell-A. Aclogue-J. F. M. Reguis-L. Stejneger-Siebold -F. Mocquard-Rooy and van Kampen-L. Mehely. 

I T may here be noted that the term amphibia 
was originally employed by Linnaeus to 

denote the Class of the Animal Kingdom 
comprising crocodilia, lacertilia, tortoises, 
turtles, ophidia, salamanders, and frogs. In
deed, some editions of his Systema Naturae 
add to that list certain groups of fishes. 
Although this view has been greatly modified 
by later observers and the Compiler knows 
that Huxley and others insist upon the dis
tinctness of the Class Amphibia, yet it is much 
more convenient in the present compilation to 
adopt the plan of Giinther. In his celebrated 
Catalogue he treats amphibia as one of the four 
orders of Reptilia; accordingly the Compiler 
will regard the titles on Am phibia as a part of 
herpetologic literature. In fact they are so 
treated in many monographs. 

Ancient and early medieval literature about 
reptiles-especially 'serpents' -seems bound 
up with accounts of animals in general, refer
ences to which have already been abundantly 
made. Most of these primitive discourses, 
especially on 'serpents', are largely mythical 
matter, as will be found in Charles Owen's 
Essay on Snakes, 1748. 

An early writer was Antonio V allisnieri 
whose Istoria del Camaleonte Affricano, e de 
varj Animali d' Italia, 1715, illustrated by 13 
plates, furnishes excellent descriptions of a 
chameleon and other reptiles. 

Roesel von Rosenhof's Historia naturalis 
Ranarum, with a preface by A. von Hailer, 
and 24 plates, 17 58, is generally regarded as an 
excellent piece of work and rated among the 
early classics of am phi biology. 

To the same category belongs J. G. Schnei
der's Naturgeschichte der Schildkroten, 1783, 
and 2 colored plates, although J. D. Schoepf's 
Historia Testudinum, 1792, with 34 colored 
plates, adopts a more modern literary dress. 

In 1799-1805 Jacob Sturm described and 
pictured German amphibia in his Deutschlands 
Fauna. 

In 1828 Madame S. Lamouroux published 
her Iconographie des Reptiles, with text by 
Bory de Saint-Vincent. 

W. Swainson made a study of monocardian 
animals (2 vols., 1838-9) in which the Reptiles 
of the World occupy a prominent place. 

A useful account of amphibian life is given 
in V. Kollar' s Bildliche N aturgeschichte, 1853-7. 
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At the outset, attention is again drawn to 

the many valuable systematic accountR of the 

reptiles and amphibians of the world in reports 

of Voyages and scientific Expeditions, both 

governmental and private. Many of these 

herpetological titles are noted below the major 

headings of Voyages in the Catalogue, and 

should not be forgotten hy the research student. 

For example, a very elaborate account of 

American herpetology iR given by C. Girard 

under United States. Voyages, ll' il kes Expedi

lion, 1845-76. 

The chief Acientific, i.e. systematic writers in 

English on reptiles and amphibia are G. A. 

Boulenger, J. E. Gray, and A. Giinther of the 

British Museum, E. D. Cope and L. Stejneger 

of the Smithsonian Institution, and R. L. 

Ditmars of the New York Zoological Society. 

Their works (listed in the accompanying Cata

logue) give a good account of the whole subject 

and should be consulted by all students of this 

group. 
One may begin the modern list by mention

ing the monographs of John E. Gray (with 

Sowerby and Lear), Tortoises, Terrapins and 

Turtles, folio, 1872, and L. Stejneger, Herpe

tology of Porta Rico, 200 ill., 1904. The batrachia 

and reptilia of the Standard Natural History 

(see Kingsley, J. S.), 1885, are amply discussed 

by H. C. Bumpus and E. D. Cope, and in 

An Expedition to the V alley of the Great Salt 

Lake of Utah by Baird and Girard. See under 

H. Stansbury, 1852. 

A valuable contribution to mid-American 

herpetology (including amphibia) is furnished 

by H. C. Yarrow and E. Coues in the Federal 

Report, Survey West of the Hundredth Meridian, 

1875. 

Hans Gadow, Amphibia (Cambridge Natural 

History, vol. viii), 1901; Lydekker and others, 

Amphibia, London, 1912, and Dickerson's 

The Frog Book, 1906, N.Y., are semi-popular 

works of considerable importance. Valuable 

contributions to fossil amphibia (as a section 

of general paleontology) form part of H. R. 

Knipe's Evolution in the Past, London, 1912. 

As has been pointed out, there are many 

-v,;orks on general zoology that contain admir

able eAsays on herpetology. One of these iR 

Ehrenberg's Symbolae Physicae whose supple

Inent (1899) ha. excellent, illustrated chapters 

on reptiles by G. Tornier. 

ln vol. v of Occasional Papers, California 

Academy of Sciences, 1897, J. Van Den burgh 

describes thP reptilia of the Pacific Coast of 

North America. 
Treatises and periodical publications on 

reptilian and amphibian forn1s are not as 

extensive as might from the interest of the 

Huhject be expected. However, recent field 

work on world species has occupied the atten

tion both of systematic paleontologists and 

pure zoologists; there has in consequence been 

a great increase in the literary output dealing 

with prehistoric reptiles. 

One of the noteworthy reviews of general 

amphibiology and herpetology is to be found 

in F. Werner's edition of Brehm~Tierleben, 

1912, under Lurche und Kriechtiere. 

A valuable author's excerpt from the Ameri

can Naturalist (1925) is G. K. Noble's Evolution 

and Dispersal of Frogs. 

One of the best early treatises on British 

reptiles is Bell's History, 1839. 

Of early comprehensive monographs, that 

of Dumeril and Bibron (Erpetologie generale, 

1834-54, Paris) is to be especially recom

mended. Another celebrated work of very 

great local value is Fayrer's Snakes of India. 

J. Verluys, on Amphibia (vol. i, Hand

worterb. d. Naturwiss., 1912), gives a good 

account of the subject; so does E. Perrier, in 

his Traite de Zoologie, vii, 1925, while 0. Abel 

in Die Stamme der W irbeltiere, 1919, deals 

scientifically with developmental herpetology 

and am phibiology as part of vertebrate zoology. 

A very important contribution to the litera

ture of modern herpetology is the work of 

Bronn, 1866, Reptilia, a section of his monu

mental Klassen und Ordnungen des Thierreichs. 

Of still greater value for advanced students 

are Boulenger's Catalogue of the Reptiles in the 

British Museum, London, 1889-96 ; Lydekker's 

companion volume (1890), Catalogue of the 
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Fossil Reptiles and Amphibia in the British 

Museum ; E. D. Cope's Crocodilians, Lizards 

and Snakes, Washington, 1900, as well as his 

(brief) Analytical Table of Genera of Snakes, 

1886. 
Well written and dependable books of a 

more popular character are Ditmars' Reptiles 

of the World , N.Y., 1910 and 1927; the same 

author's Reptile Book, N.Y., 1914, and Reese's 

Alligator and its Allies, 1915. To these may be 

added S. W. Williston' TVater Reptiles of the 

Past and PTesent, Chicago, 1914, and Boulen

ger's Reptiles and Batrachians, N.Y., 1915. 

Among other (American) writers may be 

mentioned John Edwards Holbrook (1796-

1871) who wrote a well-known North American 

Herpetology, &c., in 5 vols., with col. ill., 4to., 

Phila., 1842, and other treatises on (local) 

reptilia, such as David Humphrey's (1804-91) 

Report on the Ichthyology and H erpetology of 

Massachusetts, 1839. 
Publications dealing with the extinct and 

fossil forms interesting to both zoologists and 

general readers, are A. S. Woodward's V erte

brate Paleontology, London, 1898; F. A. Lucas' 

A nirnals before M an in North America, N. Y., 

1903, and K. A. von Zittel's Text Book of 

Paleontology (English translation by C. R. 

Eastman, 2 vols., N.Y., 1903). 
Numerous examples of reptilian fos il de

posit. discovered in Europe are described in 

literature, a good example being the quarto 

volume of E. Fraa ·, Stuttgart, 1896, Die 

Schwiibischen Tria8-Saurier. The British Mu

seum publications, especially those of Richard 

Lydekker, ~n:evri6tlsly mentioned, furnish a 

complete study of fos~ilreptilianand amphibian 

world forms discovered prior to 1890. 
Many of t.he local faunal histories of North 

America describe the reptiles and a1nphibia 

of a particular locality. Perhaps the most 

elaborate of these i found in De Kay's Natural 

History of New York State, 1842-4. Another, 

less valuable but furni hing a report on Mid

'Vest American herpetology and amphibiology 

(in Ohio), is made by W. H. Smith. 
In 1859-60 Suckley and Cooper published 

their reports, in three parts, of the fauna col

lected during 1853-60 in Washington and 

Oregon territories, Minnesota, Nebraska, Kan

sas, Utah, and California. Much of this valuable 

material was also utilized for other publica

tions, listed in this Catalogue. Part Ill con

tains most of the zoology, of which J. G. Cooper 

describes the reptiles. 
A small volun1e containing much infonna

tion on vertebrate paleontology is A. Smith 

Woodward's Guide to Fossil Reptiles, Amphi

bians and Fishes, 1910. 
The reptiles and amphibia of the British 

Isles are generously described in various 

treatises and manuals but especially in county 

publications and records of meetings (Dublin, 

Sheffield, et al) of the British Association for 

the Advancement of Science. As outstanding 

sources of information for the first of these see 

the Victoria County Histories. There is , how

ever, in these local faunal accounts a large 

amount of duplication. 
Several of the Guides to the British Museum 

(Natural History) deal with amphibia and 

reptiles in a scientific fashion . Among them 

is a volume, very useful to the advanced 

student, by Richard Lydekker, 1913. 

A recent, small, popular work on British 

Reptiles and Amphibia is W. P . Westell's 

contribution to the Abbey 1Vature Books, 

(?) 1927. 
For an up-to-date study of the biologic 

relations of reptiles and amphibia there is no 

better textbook than George G. Scott's The 

Science of Bioloay, 1930, in which the Inor

phology, histology, phylogeny, physiology, 

classification, &c. of the8e sub-rlaRses meet 

the wants of the advanced student. 

At this juncture one may refer to G. A. 

Boulenger's well-known Tailless Batrachians 

of Europe, 1897, illustrated by 24 colorecl 

plates-one of the Ray Society publications. 

The batrachians and reptiles of Malaysia are 

well described by G. A. Boulenger in Annan

cla.le and Robinson's Fasciculi Malayenses, 
1903. 

In 1832 R. P. Lesson inscribed the herpe-
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tology records of a Voyage aux I ndes-OTien
tales, a valuable addition to our knowledge of 
the subject. 

In 1842 appeared the Reptiles of the Voyage 
of the Beagle, an admirable scientific treatise 
by T. Bell. 

Among other early (and ~mportant) con
tributions to herpetology is the little book by 
Baron Clermont, A Guide to the QuadTupeds 
and Reptiles of E'urope, 1859. 

A noteworthy contribution to the herpe
tology of North Mrica was made by Guichenot 
in a Voyage en Abyssinie, 1847-51. The same 
author {with C. H. Jacquinot) described the 
reptiles and fishes of the voyag~ to the 
South Pole of the 'Astrolabe' and the 'Zelee', 
1841-54. 

As part of his several contributions to the 
monumental Description de l'Egypte, 1908-30, 
E. Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire wrote seve:r;al sec
tions on the reptilia of the Nile region. 

The herpetology of Madagascar i well 
described by L. Vaillant and G. Grandidier in 
A. Grandidier's Histoi'l'e physique, 1875-1900, 
of that interesting island. 

C. H. G. Heyden's Atlas (1827) of the Reptile.s 
of N OTth Africa forms part of the illustrations 
of E. Ruppell's Reise. 

An excellent monograph on the Snakes of 
South AfTica appeared in HH2 from the pen 
of that noted naturalist, F. W. Fitzsimons. 

A quite recent review of the a1nphibia and 
reptiles of Central Africa will be found under 
the caption Adolf Friedrich of MecklenbHrg 
by F. Nieden and R. Sternfeld (1912). 

The herpetology and amphibiology of the 
Nile region were well described and pictured 
in 1898 by John Ander~on. 

F. Siebenrock and 0. Boettger giv a, good 
account of the amphibia and reptiles of Mada
gascar and Ea t Africa in A. \ oeltzkow '~ 
Reise in OstafTika, in 1903-5. 

P. N. Van Kampen describes the amphibia 
of the Indian archipelago, collected by Max 
Weber in 1890. 

The amphibia and reptiles of Middle Europe 
are well described and depicted by Br. Durigen 

under the caption Deutschlands Amphibien und 
Reptilien, 1897. 

Another valuable and systematic treatise, 
but more comprehensive, is E. Schreiber'. 
HeTpetologia Europaea, 1875. 

A notable (French) edition of G. A. Boulen
ger's work is Les BatTaciens et pTincipalement 
ceux d'Europe, 1910. 

A good description of local South American 
an1phibian~ and reptiles is also given by G. A. 
Boulenger in E. Whymper's Travels amongst 
the GTeat Andes, 1891. 

The reptilia and amphibia of the Americas 
are well represented in literature. In addition 
to titles already quoted one of the best accounts 
of these Mexican and Central American classes 
is furnished by A. Giinther in Godman and 
Salvin' s Biologia C entrali-Americana, 18 7 9. 

A good account of Cuban reptilia is given in 
vol. iv of Ramon de la Sagra's HistOTia ffsica, 
1843. S~e, also, under the captions United 
States in the appended Catalogue, where many 
accounts of American reptilia and amphibia 
are given. 

Of the rather sparse literature of Australian 
herpetologicalliterature mention may be made 
of J. E. Gray's Catalogue of reptiles and 
amphibia to be found in Sir George Grey's 
Journals, published in 1841; also in his and 
A. Giinther's reports on the same animals in the 
Voyage of the 'Erebus' and 'Terror'. 

The reptiles and amphibia of Central Aus
tralia have been systematically dealt with in 
the Report of W. A. Horn's Scientific Expedi
tion, 1896. 

J. L. G. Krefft in 1869 published an admh·
able essay on the Snakes of Australia. A good 
account of the reptiles and amphibia of New 
South Wales is contained in the Handbook of a 
meeting of the British Association for the 
Advancement of Science at Sydney in 1914. 

The reptiles of South America as known at 
the date of publication (1847) are well described 
by the naturalist-explorer Gabriel Bibron in 
his several expeditions, including the famous 
Voyage dans l'Atnerique meridionale (several 
times referred to here), that of 'La Bonite ',&c. 
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rocchi has also (1882) published an Etude 
es Batraciens de l'Amerique Centrale in 4to. 

An important paper on the reptiles and 
batrachia of Mexico was written in 1870 by 
Bocourt and Du~ril as part of the Mission 
scientifique au M exique. J. B. Spix wrote in 
1824 several monographs on the batrachians 
and serpents of Brazil. 

L. G. Andersson listed the reptiles and 
batrachians of southernmost South America 
in 1899-1907, collected by the Swedish Ex
pedition to the lands about the Straits of 
Magellan. 

The reptilia of Peru are pictured and de
scribed in Baron Tschudi's Fauna Peruana, 
1844-6. 

The reptilia and batrachia of India, Burma, 
and Ceylon are well described and depicted by 
G. A. Boulenger in the classic (Blanford's) 
Fauna of British India, 1888. 

A reference list of the Reptiles and Batrachia 
in the (Calcutta) Indian Museum by W. L. 
Sclater will also be found very useful. In 1872 
appeared the first edition of Sir J oseph Fayrer's 
classic Thanatophidia, an interesting account 
of the poisonous snakes of India. 

In 1864, the Ray Society reprinted A. 
Giinther's important Reptiles of British India. 

More than half a century earlier Patrick 
Russell wrote two monographs, well-illustrated, 
1796 and 1801, on Indian Serpents. 

French amphibia and reptilia are well 
described in A. Aclogue's Faune de France, 
1900. 

A systematic account of the reptiles of Indo
China is given as Decades Zoologiques ( 1905-7) 
in the report of the Mission Scientifique, pub
lished at Hanoi. 

The batrachians and fishes of Southern 

--------

France have been described by J. F. M. Reguis 
in his Essai sur l'hi8toire naturelle de la Provence, 
&c., 1882. 

The reptilian life of Japan is best described 
and pictured (in its modern aspect at least) by 
Siebold in his large and classic Fauna Japonica, 
and by L. Stejneger's Herpetology of Japan 
and Adjacent Territory (1907), the latter a 
profusely illustrated monograph of 577 pages. 

The amphibia and reptiles of North Borneo 
have been fully described by F. Mocquard in 
Whitehead's Exploration, 1893, the same task · 
having been undertaken by N. de Rooy and 
P. N. van Kampen for Wichmann's systematic 
travelogue~ Nova Guinea, 1906. 

A general report on Asiatic amphibia and 
reptiles was also furnished by L. Mehely from 
collections made during Zichy's Forschungs
reise, 1901. 

The reptiles and amphibia of North China 
are partly described in Clark and Sowerby's 
report on the Clark Expedition of 1912. 

In 1925 began a very important series, 
entitled Beitriige zur Fauna sinica, the first 
four parts of which are devoted to a study of 
Chinese reptiles. 

A systematic work, part of Cornalia's Fauna 
d'Italia, is F. E. de Betta's Rettili ed Anfibi, 
4to, 1874. 

Still earlier (1777) Cetti wrote his Anfibi e 
Pesci di Sardegna. 

A work previously mentioned is a small but 
useful and well-illustrated treatise, Achille 
Griffini's (first printing in 1911) I pescF.Jli 
anfibi-I rettili, in which the essentials of 
universal herpetology are briefly discussed. 

Along with other vertebrates, Bavarian 
amphibia are fully described in Reider and 
Hahn's Fauna Boica, 1831. 

Q 



CHAPTER XVII 

ORIENTAL LITERATURE ON VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY-CODICES, 
PRINTED TREATISES, AND LITHOGRAMS IN PERSIAN, ARABIC, 
AND OTHER ISLAMIC LANGUAGES-SANSKRIT AND SINHALESE 

WRITINGS--CHINESE AND JAPANESE LITERATURE ON ZOOLOGY. 

Zakariya Qazmini-Al-Jahiz- Nizamu 'd -din- Faras -n~ma- 'Ilaju '1-fil- Damiri
Uthman Beg-Raja Rajeswar Rao-Doki Nandan-Baz-nama-Tuhfatu's-sa'idin
Tibb-1-aspan-Chinese books on Zoology-Japanese Zoological Literature. 

REFERENCES have been made elsewhere 
in this volume to the rather extensive 

collections of Arabic, Persian, Sanskrit, Hin
dustani, Bengali, Sinhalese (in the form of 
palm-leaf codices or olas), Chinese and other 
oriental works on zoology in the McGill 
libraries. The notes and evaluations to be 
found in the appended Catalogue raisonne are 
intended to furnish some proof that the Far 
Eastern peoples were not indifferent to the 
study and attractions of natural history, and 
that while oriental literature on that subject 
is relatively small it does exist. From the 
roster of Persian, Arabic, and Hindustani 
manuscripts, lithograms, and printed books, 
collected for the Blacker and E.S.W. libraries 
during the Compiler's three years in India and 

J\JM Kashmir, he selects the following: :..Aja'i~l
~ v~·~ makluqat (Wonders of Creation) by Zakariya 

Qazmini, composed during the thirteenth cen
tury. A Hindustani translation from the Persian 
or Arabic. Treats of Cosmography and Natural 
Science, including General Zoology. Lucknow, 
1912. Large 4to. Pp. 696. Illustrated in 
color. 

Besides this (lithographed) copy, there are 
in the McGill libraries four other copies or 
editions of this the best known medieval 
Mohammedan work on zoology. 

A very important and fundamental Book on 
Animals was written in Arabic by Al-Jahiz in 
the ninth century from which quotations were 
made by subsequent Islamic writers, including 

Qazmini, and by some medieval Christian 
authors. See the annotation of this work in 
the appended Catalogue. 
___.;!qlu'sh-shu'ur, by Nizamu'd-din, composed 
about 1873. In Hindi; naturalistic encyclo
pedia. Lucknow, 1914. Pp. 490. 
Danish-~ma-i-Ala'i, by Avicenna, begin

ning eleventh century. Persian natural philo
sophy. Haydarabad, 1891. Pp. 7+137+176. 
(Rare publication.) 

Faras-r4,ma, by Muhammad Abdu'l-lah, 
end of nine1eenth century ; in Hindustani; four 
books, on the horse. 

Faras-n4ma, a different version of the pre
ceding wo;k, in Hindustani, also in four books. 

'Ilaju'l-fil, by the same writer; in Hindi; 
diseases of the elephant. Lucknow, 1912. 
Pp. 184. 

'Ilaju'l-fil, also a different version of the 
same title, supra. Lucknow, 1899. Pp. 199. 

Hayatu'l-haywan, by Damiri; written A. H. 

1372, in Arabic; zoological encyclopedia. 
2 vols. Tehran, 1868. No pagination. (Rare.) 
_:..[lmu'l-haywanat, by Uthman Beg, in Arabic; 
modern treatise on zoology. Cairo (1), 1886. 
Pp. 775. 

Tashrihu'l-faras, by Raja Rajeswar Rao of 
Haydarabad, in Hindustani ; on breeds of 
horses. Lucknow, 1906. 

M akhzan-i-ilaj-i-haywani, by Doki Nandan. 
in Hindustani; composed ea. 1899; Indian 
veterinary art; Meeruth, 1900. Pp. 137. 

Zinatu'l-khayl, by Mahdi Hasan, about 
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1835; versified treatise on horses, in Hindus
tani. Cawnpore, 1907. Pp. 220. 

Faras-nama-i-Rangi!!:_; by Rangin Sa'adat 
Yar Khan of Delhi, died 1835. Versified tract 
on horses. Cawnpore, 1886. Pp. 24. 

Sayd-gah-i-Shawkati (or Baz-nama), by Y ar 
Muhammad Khan Shawkat, composed about 
A.D. 1883, in Hindustani. On falconry and 
birds. Rampur, 1884. Pp. 338. 

Tuhfatu' s-sa'idin, by A bid b. Husayn Ansari, 
1870, in Hindustani, on the lawfulness of the 
flesh of different animals for food. Lucknow ( 1 ). 
1870. Pp. 16. 

An anonymous but well written rubricated 
Persian manuscript (ea. A.D. 1780)-is the Baz-
1l1Jma-on the diseases of the falcon and their 
tteatment. In this short treatise a description 
of the birds is briefly given. This rare manu
script was discovered by W. I vanow in Hyder
abad. 

A reference to the annotated Catalogue 
under Faras-nama will furnish a fair account 
(manuscript, lithograms, prints) of the horse
favorite of Indian chieftains, especially of 
the Moslems-his varieties, his diseases with 
their medical and surgical treatment; excellent 
colored drawings, in Persian, Arabic, Hindi, &c. 

A rare anonymous Hindustani manuscript 
(Tibb-i-aspiin) gives further information on 
the same subject. Another, Khayl-nama, 
transcribed in 1829, also gives a description of 
equine varieties. A versified book of the horse, 
12mo, red-and-black letter Persian manuscript, 
dated 1245, A. H., details the charms and sings 
the praises of that animal. 

Still another manuscript poem in Persian 
(Husami) on the same subject, a fine sample of 
calligraphy, possesses some scientific value. 

Two editions, 1873 and 1888 (Hindustani 
litho grams) on Animals and their diseases
'JZaju'Z-baha'im-furnish an account of Indian 
animal pathology and the treatment of faunal 
disease in general. 

According to Dr. Resillac-Roese, Librarian 
of the Gest Chinese Research Library of McGill, 
there are comparatively few individual works 
on zoology in Chinese literature, as can be 

ascertained from the great Chinese Catalogue 
Ssu k'u ch'uan she tsung mu, chuan (chapter) 
115, 116, tome IV, vol. 32, original edition, 
A.D. 1790. Nearly all the material on zoological 
subjects is found in encyclopedias, dictionaries 
of terms, some historical works, and gazetteers 
of provinces. Important western works on 
Chinese zoology will be found in Henri Cordier's 
Bibliotheca Sinica, vol. i, pp. 171-188, Paris, 
1881. 

Scientific works on zoology in Japanese 
before 1860 are quite rare. They are repre
sented in the Blacker and E.S.W. Libraries 
mostly by artistic but not very reliable pic
tures of native faunae-birds in particu
lar-with, in a few instances, descriptive 
text. 

During the past fifty years, however, 
Japanese naturalists have published numerous 
treatises and periodicals on their own and 
general zoology quite equal to European and 
American productions. 

Most of the latter titles appear in the ap
pended Catalogue. 

The Compiler, during a residence of two 
years in Ceylon, was able to collect and present 
to 1nany libraries, the Bibliotheca Osleriana in 
particular, several hundred Olas, curiously 
bound manuscripts beautifully written in 
Sinhalese on prepared leaf-strips of the Talipot 
Palm. A number of these are monographs on 
zoological subjects, plainly though rudely 
illustrated. They are now deposited in the 
Blacker and E.S.W. Libraries of McGill, and 
are among the rarities of those collections. 
Altogether these leafy codices testify to the 
high state of civilization enjoyed by Buddhi
stic Ceylon during that intellectual darkness 
of Europe called the Middle Ages. 

Dr. Andreas Nell, of Kandy, at the request 
of the Compiler, gave a full description and 
history of the Ola in the Annals of Medicine for 
1929, while in the same periodical (1926, 
No. 8, pp. 435-55) the Compiler has furnished 
an account of Sinhalese literature in its 
relations to Medicine and Comparative Zoo
logy. 



CHAPTER XVIII 

PERIODICALS AND SERIALS ON VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY. 

Importance of Periodical Literature in Zoologic Study-Catalogue of Zoological Society 

-Zoological Record-Annals and Magazine of Natural History-Ornithological 

Periodicals, General and Local-London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Magazine-Publica

tions of the various Royal Societies-The Linnean Societies and their periodicals

Proceedings of Local Naturalists' Societies and Clubs-The numerous Publications of 

French Societes des Sciences Naturelles-Spanish Zoologic Periodicals-ltalian 

Periodicals on Zoology-German Periodicals issued by many Naturforschende Gesell

schaften, Naturvereine, &c.-Swiss Periodicals on Vertebrate Zoology-American 

Magazines, Serials, and Reports issued by Societies and Institutions-The Transac

tions of British, American, French, and German Associations for the Advancement of 

Science-Proceedings of International Congresses and Conferences on Zoolegy and 

its Branches-Journals and Serials published in Holland, Belgium, Scandinavia, and 

Russia-Local Periodicals and Serials of the Old and New World-Canadian Periodi

cals-Local Journals on Zoology published in the United States, Middle and South 

America-African and East Indian Periodicals-Australasian Magazines, Serials, and 

.Journals-Japanese Periodicals-Journals devoted to Vertebrate Anatomy, Develop

ment, Behaviour, University Societies and Departments, Embryology and other 

specialized Subjects. 

ON several different pages of this Introduc
tion the Compiler has, in a general way, 

spoken of the extreme importance of journals, 
magazines, serials, &c., in a study of faunal 
literature. These for1n, indeed, the very 
foundation of our knowledge of the subject. 
Much of the output constitutes a record of the 
work done in laboratories, museums, and other 
institut·ion. , partly or wholly devoted to zoo
logy; hence it is specially a contribution to 
systematic zoology and it also furnishes the 
latest and 1nost :scientific news in all depart
ments of natural science. The number of these 
periodicals has enormously increased in late 
years and it is difficult for even the best 
equipped library to keep pace with them and to 
preserve full sets of their many volumes. rrhe 
McGilllibraries have, however,. triven to make 
their collections as complete as possible, and it 
iR now propoRerl to furnish a list (comparatively 
a s1nall one) of the most important zoological 

periodicals out of the hundreds of those 
now on the tables and shelves of the McGill 
libraries. 

The Compiler once more directs particular 
attention to the extremely valuable geogra
phical catalogue of periodicals on zoology pub
lished in the Catalogue of the Zoological Society, 

the fifth and last edition having been issued 
in 1902. If that indispensable volume were 
brought up to date (1930) it would form a 
ready and unusually helpful source of informa
tion that has now to be culled, often with much 
labor, from such ponderous tomes as the 
Union List of Serials, whose very complete
ness as a record of all scientific periodicals 
makes it for our purpose difficult to manage. 
Even the Catalogue of the British Museum 
(Natural History) has for the student of 
vertebrate zoology the shortcomings of its 
many virtues in the inclusion of every natural 
history title. 
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In an effort to supply this want the Compiler 

has attempted in the present volume to 
furnish, in the excellent form of the London 
Zoological Society's Catalogue, a roster to date 
of most periodicals and serials devoted partially 
or entirely to vertebrate zoology. The work 
that adequately ~upplements this list is, of 
course, the Zoological Record. 

A few current periodicals on vertebrate zoo
logy, -especially avian contributions, are : Ibis 
(British); Aquila (Hungary); Auk (U.S.A.); 
Beitriige zur Fortp~nzwngsbiologie der Vogel 
(Germany); Berichte des Vereins Schlesischer 
Ornithologen (Germany); British Birds (Lon
don); Avicultu'ral Magazine (British); Oondar 
(Pacific Coast, U.S.A.); Australian Zoologist; 
Emu (Australasia); Flora, og Fauna (Scandi
navia); Novitates Zoologicae (London and 
Tring); Gerfaut (Belgium); b·ish Natu'ralists' 
Journal ; Scottish Naturalist ; Zoological Record 
(entire literature of zoology); Journal of the 
Bombay N qtural History Society ; Stray Feathers 
(India); Journal fur Ornitlwlogie (Germany); 
K6csag (Hungarian) for Protection of Bird Life; 
London Naturalist; N orsk Ornithologisk Tids
skrift (Scandinavia) ; Bulletin Zoological Society 
of Egypt; Oiseau; Revue Fraru;aise d'Ornitho
logie (France) ; Der Zoologische Garten ; Zoo
logischer A nzeiger ; Ornithologische M onats
berichte (Germany); Aarsberetning (and Aars
hefter) of the Tromso Museum (Norway); 
Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences 
of Philadelphia; Journal of Mammalogy, Balti
more ; Proceedings of the Zoological Society 
(London); Revista do Museu Paulista (Bra~il); 
Archivos and Revista do M useo N acional, Rio 
de Janeiro ; South African Journal of Natural 
History; A nales of the M useo N acional de 
H istoria Natural (Buenos Aires) ; El H ornero, 
issued by the Sociedad Ornitologica del Plata ; 
South Australian Ornithologist ; U ragus (Si
beria); and the Wilson Bulletin (U.S.A.). 

More of a popular order are the Orni
thologische Beobacter (Germany); Bird-Notes 
and News (Great Britain); Aviculture (U.S.A.); 
Bird-Lore (U.S.A.); the publications of the 
numerous Audubon Societies (U.S.A.), and 

the East Africa and Uganda Natural History 
Society Bulletin. 

International Congres~ and Conferences on 
zoology in general were interrupted by the 
World War but have since then resumed their 
meetings. 

Several of these have been mentioned in 
connection with the publications to which they 
gave rise. Perhaps the chief meetings are those 
of the Congres I nternationale de Zoologie, whose 
first Session was held in Paris in 1889. Since 
then the sittings have occ:urred about every 
four years-in Moscow, Cambllidge (England), 
Leipzig, London, Berlin, Geneva, Boston 
(Mass.), Cambridge (Mass.), &c., the ninth at 
Monaco in 1913. All sorts of Comptes-Rendus, 
Regles, V erhandlungen, &c. were issued after 
the various Sessions, for which consult the 
appended Catalogue. 

The papers &c. of the International Congress 
of Ornithology (first held in 1885) generally 
appeared in its offic.ial ·organ, Ornis (q.v.). The 
last or Seventh (quadrennial) Session was held 
this year ( 1930) at Amsterdam. 

The International Convention for the .Pro
tection of Birds, held in Budapest, 1907, is 
reviewed by Ot~ Herman. 

The Compiler has elsewhere spok-en of the 
great value to the advanced student of the 
Zoological Record, now in its sixty-fifth volume, 
at the ~oment ably edited by W. L. Sclater. 
At least the sections that include vertebrates 
should be accessible to every one interested in 
that subject. 

Another periodical essential to the studies 
of the specialist in vertebrate zoology is the 
famous Archiv fur Naturgeschichte, 1835-
date. Another is the Archives de Biologie, 
1880-date. Still another is the .Annals and 
Magazine of Natural History with its many 
mergers, changes of title, and editorial manage
ment since its first issue at Edinburgh in 1837. 
This journal is among the most important 
conservators of vertebrate faunalliterature in 
any language. 

The above four periodicals might well con
stitute a small but comprehensive reference 
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library that contains most of the information 
required by a student of modern vertebrate 

zoology. 
Many of the publications that have from 

time to time been issued by British Colonial 
natural history societies, &c., are listed in the 
appended Catalogue. As an example one may 
quote the Transactions and Proceedings of the 
New Zealand Institute, a composite association 
founde~ . in 1867. This important periodical 
has been issued regularly since 1869. 

It seems hardly necessary to refer to the fact 
that access to the voluminous periodical litera
ture of general biology-which of course in
cludes general zoology-is essential to a serious 
study of vertebrates, and this truism is put 
forward as a reason for including them in this 
Catalogue. 

Of what might be termed 'semi-avian' 
magazines, such as Eggs and Stamps, The 
Naturalist (devoted entirely to Ornithology 
and Geology), The Weekly Oologist and Philate
list, as well as others of a more ambitious type, 
the Compiler cannot give more than a passing 
notice, although some of them present papers 
of ornithological importance. 

The numerous and important publications of 
the British Museum (Natural History) have 
been referred to many times in the present 
Introduction with a note that their titles are 
generally to be found in the appended Cata
logue. The History of the Collections (1904--12), 
in 2 vols. and Appendix, should be in reach of 
every student of vertebrate zoology ; nor should 
he despise the various Guides, Books and Maps, 
Instructions for Collectors, Economic Series, 
&c., intended in the first instance for visitors 
and amateurs. A complete list of these titles 
is published in the Cat. Br. Mus. (Nat Hist.) 
Supplement, pp. 130-40. 

The biologic publicati~ns of Ca;IUbridge are 
more numerous than those of any other 
British. University. The 46th Annual Report 
of the Museums (1912) gives an account of 
the natural history activities, that are still 
carried on. 

Of many local British journals are the PTo-

ceedings of the Cheltenham Natural Scienct 
Society (founded 1877) that began its New 
Series in 1907 ; the J ouTnal of Ecmwmic Biology 
(now of Zoological Reseanh), 1905 to date, 
edited by W. E. Collinge; and the Ootteswold 
Naturalists' Field Club, typical of dozens of 
.·uch useful associations in the British Isles, 
published 14 vols. of Proceedings, 1847-1903. 
Still older is the Devon and Cornwall Natural 
History Society, founded in 1838, and its 
publications. 

A specialized but important British periodi
cal iR BiometTika, a journal for the statistical 
study of advanced biology, 5 vols. of which 
have appeared, 1901-7. 

Among many other local British periodicals 
devoted to natural history, the majority pub
lished by county and other societies, is the 
Birmingham Natural History . . . Society 
whose annual report has been regularly issued 
(with few exceptions) since 1899. The BTadford 
Scientific (Association, founded 1875) Journal 
published its first number in 1904. The Welsh 
Museum of NatuTal History, Cardiff (founded 
1863), later the National Museum of Wales, 
and the Cardiff Naturalists' Society both pub
lish Reports and Transactions, the latter 
beginning about 1868. 

The noteworthy Essex Field Club, previously 
mentioned, published a Year Book and Calen-
dar (1905-14) and Special Memoirs, 1885-1910, 

including the BiTds of Essex by M. Christy, ~-
pp . .§....+ 302, 1 pl. and numerous text figs. L 

Mention has been made of the Glasgow 
N atuTalist. T~i~ journal has been issued 
regularly sirt_ce the appearance of its first 
volume in 1909. 

The Hampstead Scientific Society (founded 
1899) ~as issued Annual .Reports since 1891, 
as w~l~ ,as other works on the natural history 
of the neighbourhood. 

The Hastings and East Sussex Naturalist 
(1906-date), the organ of the Hastings and 
St. Leonard's NatuTal HistoTy Society (founded 
1891), is among several useful publications of 
that local society. 

One 1nust not pass over the zoologic publica-
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tions of the Hull Museum, whose Publications, 
Nos. 1- ~ 85 (birds &c.), are of distinct value. 

The periodicals and serials in the German 
language of local societies, museums, univer
sities, and other institutions are more numerous 
than those of any other country. Lack of space 
does not allow the Corn piler even to list here 
the chief of these, but the Catalogue does. The 
Zoologische Sammlungen issued by the (Berlin) 
Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universitat is a good ex
ample, one of the fir tissues appearing in 1899. 

The N aturhistorischer V erein d. Preussichen 
Rheinlandes &c. and theN iederrheinische Gesell
schaft f. N atur- und H eilkunde have both issued 
their Sitzung,berichte since 1906. 

The Badi'l£her Zoologischer V erein (Karls
ruhe) was founded in 1899, since which date 
it has regularly published Mitteilungen, amply 
illustrated. 

The well-known N eue Zoologische Gesell
schaft of Frankfurt a.-M. has published the 
Zoologischer Beobachter, 1906-11. 

The Thurgauische N aturforschende Gesell
schaft (founded in 1857), one of many similarly
named societies in German -speaking lands, has 
published regularly its Mittheilungen since 
1857. 

The very important Gesellschaft Deutscher 
Naturforscher u. Aerzte, several ·times men
tioned in these pages as prolific of zoologic 
literature, has recently (1868-1930) issued 
several important Fest- and Denkschriften 
whose full titles will be found in the accom
panying Catalogue. The Oberhessiche Gesell
schaft f. Natur- und Heilkunde has published 
its well-known Bericht since 1849. 

There are in the McGill libraries many 
'separates' of zoological journals whose perio
dical status presents a difficulty. These are 
Berichte, Annuals, Year Books, Annual Bulle
tins, Jahresberichte, Aarsberetn7.71,J, ~1~-:-n"taires, 

&c., generally printed a integral parts of a 
parent magazine and usually paged as it is. 
It often happens, however, that these excerpts 
are provided with a special cover, title-page, 
index, and, sometimes, with a preface entirely 
distinct from that of the periodicals from 

which they were extracted. In this guise the 
reprint is placed on the market and advertised 
as a distinct publication. When, in addition to 
these devices, the excerpt is separately paged, 
its claim to a place in such a compilation as 
this is much strengthened. The Compiler 
feels, therefore, that in the following Catalogue 
he may quite properly be criticized for accept
ing some of these abstracts and rejecting others 
of equal or of greater value. 

It may not be out of place to refer, briefly, to 
a few of these yearly reviews. One of them 
is Moske's Ornithologischer Jahresbericht iiber 
Pommern, printed in the Zeitschrift fur Orni
thologie. This report appeared regularly for 
several years, and does not differ materially 
from similar contributions to journals that 
are quoted in booksellers' lists as bona fide 
periodicals. 

In the case of annuals like the valuable 
Report on Scottish Ornithology (of which three 
issues were printed as separate publications 
and the remainder wholly as contributions to 
the pages, first of the Annals of Scottish Natural 
History and subsequently of the Scottish 
Naturalist) notes on the whole series are ap
pended to-the titles in the Catalogue. 

Attention may also be drawn to the Reports 
of the Movements and Occurrence of Birds in 
Scotland by L. W. Hinxman and T. G. Laidlaw, 
that ran for many years in the Annals of Scot
tish Natural History. The E.S.W. Library of 
Ornithology has a series of these-1891-9 
inclusive-issued separately but bearing the 
pagination of the journal in which they 
originally appeared. 

A short but excellent example of an annual, 
or multiannual, periodical is the Ornitho
logischer Bericht iiber M ecklenburg, of which the 
tenth report (1914-20), much delayed by the 
Great War, was printed in the Archiv. d. Fr. d. 
Naturges. in Meckl., 74, 1920. 

Whatever their standing, annual reviews in 
the shape of bound 'separates' form handy 
volumes for the research student even when 
complete sets of the parent journals are also 
accessible. For example, the E.S.W. Library 
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has a. 'run_' (from the Reichen.ow .. Cabanis 

collectiQn) of_ the Beri~ht iiber die Leistungen in 

der Naturgeschichte der Vagel, and Aves, edited 

by Hartlaub, von Pelzeln, Hellmayr et al, 

covering the sixty -one years between 1846 and 

1907. These refj3ren~e volumes are reprints 

from. the corresponding· J ahrgange of the 

Archiv fur Naturgeschichte, and, in the shape 

indicated, save much tim~ and labor otherwise 

expended in hunting references ill thB library 

copy of_ the g~neral zoological pe_riodical. 

A mino-r but· useful yearly review is the 

Koen.ig .. War.th~usen Ornitliologischer J ahres

be:richt) one-of the. J altreshefte des V ereins fur 

viiterUindische· N aturkunde in W iirttemburg, not 

separately paged, however. 
Scand-a.navia, including· Ho-lland and Bel

gium, is prolific of natural history societies, 

museums, &c., most of which publish periodi

cal literature on vertebrate zoology. Here one 

may mention, inter alia, the Bergens Museum 

whose Skrifter, in annual volumes, first 

appeared in 1878. 
The Annales de Zoologie de la M usee du 

Congo Belge, published in Brussels since 1898, 

and the Memoires de la Musee Royale d'His

toire Naturelle de Belgique, 1900 to date, are 

among- the important zoological periodical 

literature of Belgium. 
Of some importance are the publications of 

the K. N orsk Frederiks U niversi$ issued in 

Christiania since 1895. 
Reference has already been 1nade to the 

Dansk Naturhistorisk Foreningr founded at 

Uopenhagen in 1838, as well as to the Dansk 

Ornithologisk Forening (founded in 1906)whose 

Tidsskrift has appeared regularly since 1906. 

In Denmark, also, is published the K. Dansk 

Videnskabernes Selskab, whose Biologiske Med

delelser has regularly appeared since 1917. 

A valuable contribution to vertebrate zoo

logy has for many years been the various 

periodicals and single monographs issued by 

the Gothenburg Museum. 
The H ollandsche M aatschappij of Haarlem 

continues to publish several natural history 

periodicals and other works; the Archives 

since 1898; the Natuurkumiige Vedmndelingen 

(1900-30), &c. 
The N aturhistoriches Museum· and the Zoo

logische Gesellschaft are among the chief sources 

of periodical and other vertebrate zoological 

literature in Hamburg. Several of these have 

already been annotated in the appended 

Catalogue. 
To the student familar· with the- Sc~ndina

vian langu~ges, there are several periodical / 

reviews accessible .. For instance, in a McGill 

Library is a set of early separates: 1"rber~ttel~ J . 

ser· om V etenska;pernas framsteg, aJgjfne af\ 
Konigl. Vetenskaps-Academiens Embets n! 

Stockholm, 1822-53. These admirable repo s 

on bird life were contributed as follows: 

1821-8, J. W. Dalman; 1829-31, S. Nilsson; 

1832-6, B. F. Fries; 1837~50, C. J. Sundevall. 

Although this is not the place to furnish a 

complete account of such serials, it is even 

more difficult to place reviews that appear 

irregularly or that cover an lmeven period of 

years. Such a publication is R. Collett's helpful 

M irulre M eddelelser vedrer N orges Fuglefauna 

i Aarene ... , issued in several sections a· 

appendices of the Norse Nyt. Mag. f. Naturv. 

The first part comprises the years 1873-6, the 

second· 1877-80, and the third. the years 1~81-

92. Such serials, issued in section and separ

ately paged may, perhaps, be regarded as 

periodicals, but it was decided to omit them 

from this Catalogue. 
Finally, for the English reader the best 

annual reviews of the regularly published sort 

are the Zoological RecoTd and the Ibis Index of 

Ornithological Literature ( 1870 and onwards) 

by Sa bin and Sclater, which for many years 

have furnished an admirable account of the 

literature. 
In determining the status of a 'purely 

ornithological' periodical, it was decided (with 

some regret) to omit those journals that deal 

exclusively (or mostly) with poultry, domestic 

pigeons, canaries, and the sporting aspects of 

bird life. For this reason it was decided that 

such otherwise interesting journals as The 
Homing Pigeon (17 vols., 1905-22) and Die 
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Zeitschr.ift fur Brieftaubenkunde should be 
excluded. Poultry magazines and kindred 
by-product of scientific ornithology have an 
enormous periodical literature in many lan
gn~ges-particularly in English and Gennan
RcattP-red over th(' whole globe. The Compiler 
has gathered a li t, of nearly t.hree hundred of 
these, and he ha.R reason to believe tha"G there 
a. re many more. Some of tlwm an' 'veil 
illustrated and ad1uirably conducted; and not 
infrequently they contain articles of decided 
merit, written by competent observers on 
snbjects closely related to scientific ornitho
logy. They occasionally discuss, for example, 
Mendelian problems, avian pathology and 
psychology, experimental a.viculture, acclima
tization, hybridism, &c. 

Just what to do with such (generally annual) 
periodicals HS Bird Ca.lendars, Ta.schenbiJche'r, 
Kalender fiir Vogel-Freunde, Bird Years , &c., 
iR not easy to decide, but in view of the generous 
snpply of n1agazines proper it was decided t.o 
pass them by with this brief 1nention. 

Although it seems at first blush trivial to 
spea.k 9f 't, yet who shall say that a century 
hence the ' airy nothings ' in our zoological 
periodicals may not acquire a certain value
socjologic, perhaps-and afford a n1eans of 
determining just what sort of people we were ? 
At any ra.te, the Compiler record th issue:;; of 
one of these comic pu blicat.ions , The A uklet. 
The first number has as it.s minor title, 
Occasioruzl J O'unwl of Ornithological Jl.f invtiac, 
Illustrated, Vol.1, o.l, 1920. Ctm·ent.. Anony
nwus. Privately printed. \iVashington, D.C. 
This amusing critique of 1nen and thjngs 
ornithological is well worth reading. 

Although most of the periodicals, including 
the annuals and the irregularly published 
bulletins edited by the American Audubon 
Societies, have been-listed in thi. Catalogue 
(and many of them are genuine contributions 
to the progress of scientific ornithology), yet 
the Compiler has been obliged to omit a few 
titles of this character because of hiM inability 
to obtain the data necessary for atmotation. 
In this connection it is hoped that, after a 
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proper interval, a supplement to or a second 
edition of this Catalogue will be written, perhaps 
by another hand, in which this and other 
defects may be remedied. 

Of British periodicals devoted entirely or 
partially to natural history the names are prac
tjcally legion, and the Con1piler could not if he 
\Vould mention in this place more than a sn1al1 
h:1ction of thP.m. However, among the oldest 
of the general journals is the famous London, 
Edinburgh, and Dublin Magazine, first pub
lished in 1728, which with several changes of 
major and minor titles still continues its 
useful activities. 

It may be well to repeat at this time that the 
appended Catalogue has a fairly good list (and 
the McGilllibraries a coiTesponding supply) of 
those numerous British and Colonial periodi
cals and serials whose titles begin with the 
adjective Royal; many of then1 publish 
valnablP articles on vertebrate zoology. Of 
course the publications of the famous Royal 
Society of London (founded in 1660) is the 
forernnner of them a.ll . 

A chain of Linnean societies was early forged 
in all countries favorable to such projects. 
Their publications are of outstanding inter~st 
to naturalists. Among them, and perhaps thE' 
most important, a.re the Transactions, J ottrnal, 
&c., of the Linnea.n Society of London, founded 
in 1788 : the P1·oceedings of the Linnean Society 
of New South vVales, 1877 to date; 11ransactions 
of thr> ew York Lilmean Society; the Bulletin 
and Acte8 of the Societe L1~nneenne de Bor
deau~:, founded in 1818, and the Annales de la 
Soc1'ete Linneenne de Lyons, founded in 1822, 
the first volume of which was published in 
1826-36. 

R 

French-speaking countries have been provi
dent of periodicals largely devoted to natural 
history. In addition to those already mentioned 
one might add such publications as the Bulletin 
scientifique de la France et de la Belgique that, 
with its varying titles, has been published 
regularly since 1869. 

Of departmental and sectional periodical 
a Bulletin of the Societe des Sciences N aturelle8 
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de l'Ouest de la France (founded in 1891) has 
appeared regularly since its foundation. 

During the period of its publication, 1872-7, 

Gervais's Journal de Zoologie, Paris, was a 
valuable periodical and its six volumes still 
stand as a work of reference. 

Of the many natural history publications by 
Museums in France those of the M usee d' His
toire Naturelle de fflarseilles, founded in 1819, 

is a good example, especially the Travwu,x d'lt 
Laboratoire de Zoologie Marine, and the 
Annales, the latter issued continuously siuce 
1883. Of course the numerous and important 
periodical publications of the Paris Museum 
d' H istoire N aturelle quite overshadow all other 
French serials, including the Bulletin and 
M emoires of the Societe Zoologique de France. 
The A nnales of the former first appeared in 
1802, the Bulletin of the latter in 1876. 

During its period of publication (1849-79) 

the Revue et M agasin de Zoologie pure et 
appliquee was a notable French periodical and 
the same can still be said of the Revue Suisse de 
Zoologie, whose first volume was published at 
Geneva in 1893. 

Another local French society, the Societe des 
Amis des Sciences Naturelles, founded in 1865, 
has continuously issued a creditable Bulletin 
since 1866. 

The Iberian Peninsula furnishes quite a few 
periodicals in part or wholly given over to 
natural history. One of these is the MemoTias 
published by the Madrid Real Academia de 
Ciencias exactas (founded in 184 7) ; another 
the Boletin of the R. Sociedad Espanola de 
Historia Natural (founded in 1871) first issued 
in 1901. 

Several Italian natural history periodicals 
have already been mentioned; one of much 
importance is the Atti della Societa Italiana di 
Scienze Naturali issued from Milan since 1859. 

Taking them at random, of a few of the 
more prominent German periodicals in whose 
volumes will be found many valuable and 
original essays and articles on vertebrate zoo
logy one may mention the Biologische Zentral
blatt, founded by Prof. J. Rosenthal, Erlangen, 

1881 to date. The Abhandlungen of the Dres
den N aturwiss. Gesellschaft I sis have been 
published since 1860, the society itself having 
been founded in 1833. 

An excellent e~-ample of the numerous array 
of local German journals is the J ahresberichi 
of the N atu.rwiss. V erein von Elberfelde, founded 
in 1846. More important are the several 
periodicals (Abhancllungen, Berichte, Katalogen, 
&c.) issued regularly by the Senckenbergische 
Natu;forschewle Gesellschaft, a vigorous :;;ociety 
found cl in 1817. 

In 1823 was founded the popular Gorlitzer 
N aturforsch. Gesellschaft, since which date the 
society has regularly published its Abhandlun
gen, &c. The Mittheilungen of the Greifswald 
N aturwiss. V erein (founded in 1866) has been 
regularly issued since 1869. The Halle Verein 
(founded in 1848) is still more productive of 
zoological literature issued under various 
titles, especially since 1853; in the same town 
was published Der Naturforscher, 1774-1804. 

Still another active society is the llf ecklen
burg. V ere in der Freunde deT N aturgeschichte 
whose Archiv have been regularly published 
since its foundation in 184 7. 

A most important journal devoted to zoo
logy is that issued, among 1nany others, by the 
Deutsche Zoologische Gesellschaft since 1896-

Das Tierreich. 
A rather important German periodical is 

Kosmos, devoted in particular to vertebrate 
embryology. A complete set (1877-86) of 
19 volumes is in the Blacker Library. 

The important V eThandlungen, as well as the 
official A nzeiger, organ of the De·utsche Zoo
logische Gesellschaft, has been issued since 1891 

and 1890 respectively. 
The organs of the numerous natural history 

societies-mostly in Central Germany-whose 
titles include the name N aturjoTschender V erein 
are catalogued, as a rule, under the names of 
the towns or provinces to which they belong. 
Some of them are quite important. 

There are few of the numerous general zoo
logical German periodicals more valuable to 
the advanced student than the Zeitschrift f. 
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W issenschaftliche Zoologie, founded by C. T. von 
Siebold in 1849 and since regularly continued. 

Of the numerous French and Swiss journals 
devoted to natural history, many of them 
issued by local museums and societies, a few 
have already been mentioned. Practically all 
the important serials and journals of this class 
find a place in the Catalogue. The Archives 
de Zoologie expeTirnentale et generale (of great 
value to the Htwlent) has been regularly issued 
in Paris since 1872, the 66th volume bearing 
dat 1927. The Cmnptes Rendus of the A s. 
Pranyai8e pour l'Avancement des Sciences 
(already mentioned) reached its (annual) 
54th volume in l !)30. A in the case of corre
sponding As ociation elsewhere in the world 
of Science th 'Ociety ha. held meeting in 
almost every part of the great Empire included 
in its sphere of action. 

By the way, few th re are that know the 
foeerunner of our own A.A.A.S. - The Associa
tion of American C+eologists, founded in 1840. 

At Bordeaux was first published in 1895 the 
Proces-VeTbau~r of thP Socir!tr! des Sciences 
Physique8 et Natu'relles. 

The Bulletin of the Societe V a~oise des 
Sciences NatuTelle8 (founded in 18i5) has ap
peared promptly since 1842. 

The South European countries supply a fair 
amount of periodical literature dealing with 
vertebrate zoology. The Budapest Magya'l' 
Nemzeti M..f!:.zeum published, inteT alia, Die 
Vogel UngaTns (1899-1903) by G. Madarasz, 
while the M agyar Tudmrui,nyos Akademia 
(from 1864 onwards) issued treaties of like 
character. The Academia .Roman!J: (founded 
in 1866) has published various zoological 
papers from time to time. 

The long-established Musee d'Histoire Na
turelle of Geneva has published a number of 
serials and periodicals, among them several 
Catalogues of its zoologic collections. 

Local natural history societies, museums, 
universities, and other institutions, with their 
corresponding publications, are almost as 
numerous in America as they are in Europe. 
At this time there is space in this Introduction 

to list only a few of these in addition to those 
already mentioned elsewhere. Among them 
are the important Journal and Proceedings of 
the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. 
An Index to Scientific Contents ... 1812-1912 
was published in 1913. 

The New York State Museum dates fron1 
1845 and has published Annual RepO'I'ts since 
1848, a Bu,lletin since 1887, and Memoirs since 
1889. 

Notre Dame University (Indiana) has issued 
the bimonthly AmeTican Midland Natu1·alist 
since 1909. 

The (New York) American Museum of 
Natural History, one of the foremost of New 
World institutions, continues to publish impor
tant and numerous serials and periodicals, 
details of which will be found in the appended 
Catalogue. 

The publications of the University of Cali
fornia on Zoology began in 1902, and have 
regularly been issued since that date. 

Volumes of the important Biological Bulletin 
of the (Wood' Hole, Mass.) Marine Biological 
Laboratory have been published continuously 
since 1899. 

The chief Hawaiian natural history activity, 
the Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum (founded 
1889) &c. at Honolulu, has issued excellent 
Occasional Papers (1899-1930) and Memoirs 
(1899-1930). 

Further mention must be made of the 
Illinois Natural H istm·y SuTvey (established 
in 1918 as one of the State University func
tions) whose Bulletin has been regularly issued 
since its creation. 

The Bulletin of Iowa State University LabO'I'a
tO'I'ies of Natural H istO'I'y and its continuations 
have been published in yearly volumes since 
1888. 

The University of OolO'I'ado Studies (vol. i, 
1903) as well as the Bulletin (vol. i, 1900), 
with contributions on vertebrate zoology, are 
published at Boulder, Colo. 

The Brooklyn (N.Y.) Institute of Arts and 
Sciences (founded 1824) is a large and influen
tial combination of various departments of 
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natural history. Prominent among its publica
tions are its Cold Spring H arbO'r lvf onographs 
(1903-30); Memoirs of Nat. Sciences (1904) · 
the Children's M nseu,m .1.V ews, is ned under 
different titles since 1902 ; and the B rookly ~~ 
Museum Quarterly (1914-30); &c. 

Of the many zoological periodicals i~:~sned by 
Harvard University tho. e of the Musewm of 
Comparative Anatomy (already mentioned) are 
to be kept in mind. 

The Departmental publications of the Cana
dian Government and its departmentR of 
Agriculture, Mines, Marine and Fisheries, &c. , 

as well as of the several Surveys furnish a 
goodly alTay of zoologic literature, all of which 
will be fotuld in the present Catalogue. 

As before inti1nated , the Carnegie Institute 
(Pittsbur~ founded 1895, has issued since 
1898 valuable P11bl1'rations of the ()a,rnegie 
Museum, while the Carnegie Institution of 
\Vashington (founded 1902) began to publish 
in 1903 a Year Book and now numbers about 
500 Publications (1902 to date), n1any with 
papers of great value to the student of zoology. 

The Ohio Naturalist, published at Columlms 
official organ of the Ohio State University 
(founded 1870), has been issued at regular 
intervals since 1900. 

The A1nerican Acadmny of Arts and Sciences 
(founded in 1780) has continued its first volun1e 
of Memoirs since 1780, its Proceedings since 
1846. The American Journal (Sillilnan's) has 
had an honorable career since the tirst issue 
in 1818. 

Among the many publications of local 
American natural history societies is the serial 
Pacific Coast A vifauna ( 1900-30) dealing 
ehiefly with bird life of that region and i~sued 
under the auspices of the very active Cooper 
Ornithological Club of California (founded in 
1893). 

Partaking largely of what may better be 
listed as a Serial is that admirable periodical 
described in the appended Catalogue under 
the ponderous caption United States Depart
ment of Agriculture; Biolog-ical Survey Divis·ion; 

- North American Fauna, 1889 to date. These 

separately-paged memoirs are (when treating 
of vertebrate zoology) annotated under indi
vidual headings in the present Catalogue. The 
Biological Survey also issues a separately
paged B1t.lletin of great scientific interest and 
value, 1889- date. 

Attention has already been drawn to the 
importance of the periodical literature issued 
by the l .S. National Museum-its Annual 
Report (1884 to date); B'ulletin (1875 to date); 
P1·oceedings ( 187 9 to date) ; and its Special 
Bulletin (1892 to date). 

In Europe scientific societies of this char
acter, as well as their nun1erous publications, 
are much more prolific than in the New World, 
and it has not been possible to do n1.ore than 
mention a small fraction of them. A typical 
example is the Allgemeine Schweizerische 
Gesellschaft, &c., whose Verhandlungen was 
first issued in 1817. With several other 
publicatjons it has been continued ever since. 

Our lin1ited space does not permit of more 
than a mention of a few of the numerous local 
North American periodicals devoted to zoo
logy, but :'IJH an exarnple of these the valuable 
Proceedin(/8 of the PortlanJ (Maine) Society of 
Naturc1l History (founded in 1843) has been 
continuously published since 1869. . 

Canada is well represented by natural his
tory periodicalR, listed in the Catalogue, oet> of 
which is the Canadian N atu:ralist first publiHhed 
as the organ of the Natural History Society of 
Montreal (founded 1827, now defunct) in 1857. 
Another of similar name, Le Naturaliste 
Oanadien, was edited by the Abbe L. Pro
vaneher, 1869-91, afterwards by the Abbe 
V. A. Huard. 

The Ottawa Field-Natu1·alist's Club, founded 
in 1879, has published since that date its 
Transactions (1880-7), continued as the Ottawa 
Naturalist. 

Toronto University (founded in 1827) issues 
a valuable series of natural science periodicals, 
among then1 a Biological Series, first edited by 
Ramsay ~Tright, 189 to date. 

Several South American natural history 
museums and societies (with their publica-
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tions) have already been noted. Among these 
is the Museu Ooeldi (Paraense) de Historia 
Nature!, founded in 1867, whose Boletim was 

first published at Para in 1894. 
The Revista is. ued b. the Museo de La Plala 

(founded in 1877) since 1890, and the AnrtlP~~ 
since 18!"H, Hhould not be passed over. 

To th roster of American publicatio11s Oll 

zoology 1nay be added the pm·iodicals of the 
Boston ~uciety of atural Histol'y Journal , 
Memoirs , Proceedings, &c.,. that tirst appeare(l 
in 1837. It has since published many funda 
mental papers on ertebrate zoology. 'ets of 
all these serials are on the sh lvPs of the 
McGilllibraries . 

Another notable Anwrican societ that has 
regularly issued its J O'llrnal since its founda 
tion in 1870 is the ( •incinnati So iety of atura] 
History. 

An iinportant though popular magazine is 
Forest and Stream, New York, in ·.vhich , since 
its first publication in 1874, have appeared 
many serious papers on vertebrate zoolog_ 7 • 

A more recent source of vertebrate literature 
are the publications (various Serie especially) 
of the Field Museu111 of Natural History, 
founded in 1893 at Uhicago. 

An A1nerican periodical, valuable for the 
research student, is ~ hitman'l:) Journal of 
Morphology, first published in 18~7. Of even 
greater value is Gegenbaur's lrf orphologisches 
.Tahrbuch, issued regularly since 1876. 

Another German periodical is the Zeitschr ift 
fur ltforphologie und Anthropologie, 1899 
1930. 

In the Philippine lslands the Govern1nent 
Science Bureau is the one source of periodicals 
interesting to the zoologist. The Philippine 
.] ournal of Science, edited and first regularly 
issued by P. C. Freer in 1906 and now under the 
care of R. C. McGregor is a periodical of great 
scientific value. 

The Annals of the Durban JJ1. useum (founded 
in 1885) has been regularly issued since 1914; 
a General Guide to the M'ltseum was published 
in 1916. 

The Journal of the East Africa and Uganda 

Natural History Society (founded 1909) has 
been published in London regularly since 
1910. 

The Annals as well as the Reports of the 
Pretoria Museum and Zoological GardenR 
(founded in 1892), issued since 1908, deserves 
Inention. Another African periodical of impor
tance i:s the Revue Zoologiq,ue Africaine, 
Bruxelles, 1 n 11 to date. 

OI Dutch jou1~nals the periodicals of the 
Amsterdam Koninklijk Zoologisch Genootschap 
(1838) and. of the Kon. Akademie vw1 Weten
schappen ( 1851) are very important. They are 
noted in the appended Catalogue. 

Australia and. ew Zealand have contributed 
quite a few iuter sting periodicals to vertebrate 
zoology, smne of which have already been 
mentioned. 

The Queensland Museum began publishing 
a serial-Memoirs-in 1912, which has been 
regularly issued since. 

The Canterbury Museum (Uhristchurch, 
N.Z.) has been issuing Qtuides since 1900 and 
Records since 1907, dealing with the flora and 
fauna of the Dominion. 

In 1896 was first issued the Geelong ]).T atural,£st 
and The TV mnbat , now consolidated under the 
first -na1ned periodical. It is the flourishing 
organ of the Geelong (Victoria, Australia) 

aturalists' Field Club, fomlded in 1880. 
In 1882 ·was founded the Australasian 

Association for the Advancement of Science 
\ hose (Annual) Reports have appeared regu
larly since that date. 

Of Northern European countries Finland 
contributes several excellent periodicals, the 
chief of which is, perhaps, the Acta Societatis 
pro Fau1"a et Flora Fennica, Helsingfors, 
regularly issued since 1875 . 

The Far East--British India, Ceylon, Dutch 
East In dies, Indo-China, Malaysia, Japan, &c. 
-is the source of many activities furnishing 
periodicals of interest to the vertebrate zoolo
gist. One of the most prolific of these is the 
(Calcutta) Indian Museum already mentioned. 
Its Memoirs (separately paged papers) and 
Records, each begun in 1907, are important 
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serials, while Guides, Catalogu.es, and Lists 
continue to be published. 

Among the issues of the Ceylon Governn1ent 
is the Annual Report of the Marine Biologist 
(1909-30). A famous Government institution, 
the Colmnbo (Ceylon) Museum, founded in 
1875, not only issue~ the usual Guides, Report8, 
and Memoirs but sponsor' the well-known 
Spolia Zeylanica, !?1. I of which was pu blishcd 

in 1903. 
The Museums Department of the Federated 

Malay States has been publishing regularly 
an illustrated Journal, from I(uala Lumpur, 
since 1905 and an Annual Report since 

1911. 
Of voluminous Russian periodical literature, 

among the n1ost important are the publica
tions of the Societe I mperiale des N aturalistes, 
Moscow, founded in 1805 which, with several 
vicissitudes of name and dates of publication, 
has been issuing M emoires, Bulletins, &c. 
since 1809. 

Of periodicals important for students of Far 
Eastern zoology, none is of greater value than 
the Journal of the Bombay Natural JJ istm·y 
Society, issued regularly since 1886, and, as 
mentioned, the publications of the various 
Royal Asiatic Societies, n1ostly branches of the 
parent London Society. 

Several Australasian periodicals devoted to 
natural history have already been mentioned, 
and many more are on the roster of the Cata
logue. An important example is the Journal 
and Magazine of the Field Naturalists' Club of 
Victoria (founded in 1880) issued since 1884, 
while the Emu, organ of the Royal Australasian 
Ornithologists' Union, has been regularly 
published for 1nany years. 

Among University institutions devoted to 
natural history and very nunwrous in the 
United States, one nu1y mention the Illinois 
State Laboratory of Natural History, founded 
in 1862, whose Bulletin has been issnecl since 
1876. 

Another typical example of a local American 
society issuing praiseworthy periodical litera
ture is the Wisconsin Natural History Society, 
founded in 1857, that published its Bericht, 
first in 18 71 ; Bulletin and Proce~dings since 
1885, and Occasional Papers, 1S89-96. 

As already noticed, Italian scientific societies 
were among the earliest foundations, ttnd 
an10ng the first to issue their own periodicals 
and serials. One of these, the Reale Istituto di 
Studi S1.tperiori of Florence, was organized in 
the fourteenth century, although its natural 
history Pubblicazioni were not begun, as 
separate 1nmnoirs, until1877. 



CHAPTER XIX 

UNIQUE A1.VD RARE PRI~YTED B001(8. J.VlA.ATUSrRIPT. , AND DRA H'
JNGS IN THE ZOOLOGICAL LIBRARJE/'.,1 OF J.lfcGILL UNIVERSITr. 

Autograph letters-The Woodward, Dar"vin, Bowdler Sharpe, Elliott Coues, Sherborn, 
Robt. Ridgway, Brewster, Casey Wood, R. Macgregor, and other Collections-Original 
Drawings and Manuscripts-Rabie-Wm. Lewin-Feather Book of 1\tlinaggio-James 
Forbes-F. W. Frohawk-Ronald Green-John Gould-Haycs Family-Keulemans
Jos ph Wolf-Samuel Ho"' itt~H. W. 'Veir-A.l\1achien-F. ""·· Surtees-E. A. Wilson 
-F. J. Shore-W. E. Powell-Karl Plath-E. Neale-R. Dias-W. R. Fisher-G. M. 
Henry-John Duncan-W. J. Belcher-The Taylor White Collection of water-colors
Van Huysum-C. Collins-P. Paillou-E. Albin-G. D. Ehret-G. Webster-Lady 
Elizabeth Gwillim-P. H. Gos e-John Walcott-J. Gundlach-H. Gronvold-Samuel 
Pepys' opy of Wilhighby's Ornithologia-Rar and unique zoological books-G. 
Germano-J. J. Audubon-Elliott Coue -Sir W .. Jardine-.John Latham-Wn1. 
Turn -J. L moin -.J. P. . Lei ler-Ja . Backhou -L. P. Vieillot-Unique 
Per ian Codice and Printed works on Zoology-Original manuscripts-G. A. Borelli 
- ntoine Fee-l. G. aint-Hilaire-Dan1e Juliana Berners-Jerdon and Blyth-
Piiny the Se ond-Bewi k C apbook -Ale . Wilson-Rabanu Mauru -1508 edition 
of Oppian-Merrem 's Beytra_g_e-Flam n 's copper plates-Jan van de Straet's book 
on Venery- iebold's 1/auna)aponica-John Gould's Birdsinma u cript-Jo. Ursino 
-Martin Saint- ng and hi 1'raite eMmentaire, 1834 0-The v ry are _ to ia_ ~ / 

u,;.i. natura!_ of Eugenio Bettoni-Balthasar 1\tlonconys' Journal des Voyages, 1665- 6-
chon v Id 's orth Europ n I hthyology-Ba thomaeu Anglicu -Paul Barthez
ir Jo ph Bank ' manu ript-L i ler-Milne Edward' Library rarities- Rare 

work of Prince Bonaparte-Martin Saint-Ange-Moncony ' Journal-Father Bou-
~ geant-Borkhaus n' Tents h rnithol<2_gie-A are Buffon. 

EVER large library gathers in th onr:e 
of time a n urn b Jr of litera17 trea.snreR that 

vary in number ;.1nd quality with the enthusi 
asn1, collecting spirit, and funds a.t the disposal 
of the librarian or his advi~ory boclieH. In the 
case of McGill the zoological collections not 
only have acquired t.heir sht-tre of t.heRe rarities 
hut have also e"rtcnded their acquisitionR to 
rare and unique iten1s not generally considered 
in University quarters as relatt·d tu library 
activities. The <lescripti0ns that follow ar not 
intended to glorify tlw l\!cOill acquisitions but 
to furnish the student \Yith the characterH of 
unusual titles accumulated by every large 
library of the present kind. 

In the caL gory of unica is a collection of 
letters of natnraJist~. These ar regarded by 
tlw Librarian and the ( 10mpiler as of impor
tance becaw~e of the ch:-tracter of the subjects 
gen<'rally discussecl in them and becaw~e of the 
light thrown on the scientific life and character 
of the writers , th ir w0rk, their opinions, and 
their pPculiaritie . genuine hi tory of the 
progress of vertebrate r.oology cannot be 
written unless onP is acquainted 1nore or less 
intimately with the working methods ancl 
daily doings of the makers of that hi tory. 

By purchase and gift the Blacker and 
E. 1 .W. libraries have in the course of ten 
year~ or more collected over 25,000 letters and 
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unpublished manuscripts written by nearly 
every prominent writer on zoological subjects 
from the seventeenth to the twentieth cen
turies. Chief among these are the vr ood. ward 
(British 1\'Iusenm), Bowdler Sharpc, Elliott 
Cones, Hherborn, Robt. Riclgway, Brewster_ 
McGregor, and Casey \\1 ood collections. This 
assemblftge of autograph material, alpha,
hetica,Uy arranged. and stored in fireproof oon
tainerR, is. very natnrally, accesRihlr only to 
responsible and advanced students of zoology. 
Much of it cannot be published now, but most of 
it has a dire0t and important bearing on the 
history of zoology. Moreover, the Compiler 
believes that the future historian of natural 
science and its hnilden~ will finrl a mjnf' of 

information in 1.hese more or leAs penmnal 

records. 
Original draw£ngs-1no3tly illustra.tions for 

zoological works already p·n blished by artjd~ 
more or less famo1ts in the annals of nAt.ural 
histor r fl.l'f' fairly well repres nterl in t.h 
McGill lib1·aries. Tnfortunately th8 collAction 
is weak in the wod s of American aYtists; it 
la.cks original e amples of Aud11 b011. for 
instance ; but. the Compiler 1 opes t- > r ,1 Jedy 
that defect in the near futUl:e. A fmv of the 
more imporLant A.cquisitio11s in thi~ line , 1.n 1-Pn 

at random, ·will now be rnPnt"oned. 
At the instance of Dr. Ale . \VPtnwre. the 

Blacker LibrR,ry a q11ired recently four folio 
volumes of unpublished. a.q1.wrelks, with llHllllt

script rlesct·ipt.ioll~ and in de~, hy dl' r f.l hie of 

the IIistm:rP }latH.relle dr , 1f. Dmninuo. 'rhPR~ 

important nrnericana were painteri frmn natnre 
by a French a.rtist in the \\Test Indies hetwcetJ 
1767 and 1784, and consist of colon~d drawingf' 
of 59 species of birds, 7 5 of fishes, rrptilcs, and 
crustaceae, HR well as 127 14hf..et.s df picting 
several hundred other natural history objoctt-; 
found in an important \Vest Indian iRland. 
Dr. W etmore has n1ade the avian portion of 
this collection the basis of an illustrated paper 
in the Auk, Oct., 1930. 

The Blacker Library has 1nany t )riginal 

drawings by the well-kno'"ll eighteenth
century artist-author, William Le win. Among 

them is a portfolio of water-colors (made in 
1785) of Eritish bird eggs painted from the 
Portland Museum collection, being ~0 original 
drawings, clepicting 146 eggs, on thick cart
ridge paper with title, description!;, ar d index 
in Lewin'R handwriting, 4to (probably unique). 
The figures rolTORpond mainly with the plate~ 
in hiR Brit1:sh Bircl8, but Reem to have heen 
excent<'d with greater care and were doubtleR:o: 
p:-lint/'Cl before l'lt)G, ttR the co:1tcnts of the 
Portland Museum were sold in April of that 

year. 
Prohahly the most valuable of the unique 

zoological iten1s in the McGill General Library 
is the Feather Book of Dionisio Minaggio, an 

offirial of the Court of Milan. Its curious title 
is dat ,d 1618, thus 1naking the fMlthor-artist 
a conten1porary of ~ hakespAa,re . The hook 
itself, with fl, reproduction of one of thP curious 
feather-made -pictures, is described by the 
Compiler in !his, p. 7:H, 1927. 1t is a hugf' 
folio, metal-clasped anrl hoRsed, 19 X 12!inches, 
five inch s thick, and containing 156 pictures 
of vaJrious objects-larj:Zely biru8. The sciAntific 
importance of LhiR collection li R chiefly in the 
fact that the hirds depicted are as much as 

-possible the hircl-fJkjns then1s lvPs with theiv 
nrigi11t1.l l:=~.w" H.nrl mFtndibles! An10ng them 
w 1lnd ·well preserved sp cimens of song-hirdf:l, 
wading birds, bird: of prey, &c. 

'The clnte of t.heir prep .nJ,tion indi At.e~ thH.t 
l·hf y are, in all probahi.lit. r, the oldest collection 
nf hird skim; known to ornithologist:·. Most of 
the r.xamplf'~ hHve their yerru:jcnlar nR.rne~ 

attached. This extrelnf'ly import.ant, well 
pre ·erved anrl nniqlle eol1ectjou wm nn 
doubtly be further e.-aminecl and rerorted 
upon by a sy~tematic ornjthologi~t. 

n int resting portfolio with ,:omc hiRtori c::~l 
value is a collection of 54 sheet - 30 figures nf 
J nclia n birds : 16 of eggs ; 12 of oriental f-10rpents 
and other vertebrates-for il1Hstrctting James 
Forbes ( 17 49-1819) Oriental 1J1 emoirs, 1Rl3. 

The dTa\vings were made in India by the 
author-artist about 1760-l 8] :}. 

Of the younger school of ani.rnal painters 
Ronald Green, born in 18~2, at Rainham, 
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Kent, ha ' 1nad<.> a name for himself. He has 
ilhu~tra.ted Pycraft's Flight of Birds and made 

any other dra-vvings for well-known publica
ions. The Black ~r and E.S.\V. libraries have 

representative collections of his paintings. 
lt is not generally known that John Gould 

(a.s·,isted by J\Irs. Gould) dTew some of the bird 
portrait3 for his celebrat<.>d Birds of Australia, 
yet· the Blacker Library possesses among its 
n1ost valued drawings 22 water-colors, most 
of which were u ed for the purpose just indi
cated. The notes on the margins of the draw
ing (made between 1831-6) are in the hand
writing of Mrs. Gould. 

Both the Hayes and the Hays fa1nilies of 
animal portrait painters are repr~ented in the 
BlackP-r a.nd E.S.W. libraries. 

Of the fonnPr , Charle. Ha yes is least known. 
He wn.s, however, the son of the famous 
\\'illiam Ha.yPs . Vide infra. His works are 
represented in the E.S.W. Library by a port
folio of 50 well e. ~ecuted sheets of original 
drawings of birds, without descriptive matter. 

\Villiam Hayes (1729-99) is best known as 
tho artist who supplied the adn1irable illustra
tions of the Po'rtraits of Birds . . . at Osterley 
Park. He drew these and n1any other paintings 
both alone and in collaboration with other 
members of his family. A portfolio of 49 
colored paintings , from the library of Lord 
\Villough.ly de Broke, now in the Blacker 
collection, made in conjunction with A. Ha ye , 
were drawn between 1779 and J 789. 

Origi11al sketche · and water-color drawings 
of ulw. celebrated animal painter ,John G. 
KcH1emar•~ (J R42-1912), horn in P.otterdam 
but domiciled in England, are well represented 
in the TcGill-mostly Blacker- collections. 
1l'13 ... 1) of the original aquarelles, sketches, and 
colored lithograms inf.p.nded to illustrate 
~ 'ir V\7alt>~r Buller's Birds of J..Tew Zealand, all 
of the original wH.ter-color drawings (not 
colored lithograms) for St. John Mivart's 
Oanjdae, a.nd a portfolio of selected drawings 
raad to ill·lstra·ce pa.per in Ibis, Proceedings 
of the Zoological ociety, and many other 
periodicals and treatises are among the trea-

--

s 

sures of the McGill collections. A unique item 
by this artist is a small series of oil portraits 
on glass of birds, painted for his friend Bowdler 
Sharpe, also in the Blacker Library. Altogether 
Keulemans was acknowledged to be the best 
portrait painter of birds for illustration during 
the last three decades of the nineteenth 
century. 

One of the best known of British zoological 
illustrator-artists is F. W. Frohawk. The 
Blacker Library has several of his painstaking 
and beautiful drawings. 

Among the pictured treasures of the Blacker 
Library are 95 original charcoal drawings, 79 
of which were used to reproduce the litho
graphs of D. G. Elliot's beautiful Phasianidae. 
The remaining sixteen were made for the same 
purpose but were never published. These 
unique originals were made by Jose£ (or Josep) 
Wolf (1820-99), a famous animal illustrator of 
German birth who came to London at the age 
of 28 and for the re.mainder of his long life was 
employed as an illustrator by Robert Gray, 
John Gould, and numerous other authors who 
accorded him first · rank as · a producer of 
animal portraits. 

A representative . but smalf assemblage of 
original drawings on 26 plates-so.me of the 
figures ~e ~ from the · brush of 
Samuel Howitt (1765-1822). Probably · by a 
member of the same family but-of lat~r date 
(ea. 1840) is an excellent collection · of 400 
drawings in color of British birds' eggs, with 
descriptive MS. text and both vernacular and 
Rystematic ~es-evidently prepared for 
pu blioation. --- . Another artist-illustrator of books and 
papers on anitnal life is H. W. Wen· (1824-
1906). In the Blacker Library is a most inter
esting collection of 90 spirited, original, pen 
and pencil drawings depicting various faunal 
species, mostly birds, signed and dated 1869-
1901. 

A collection of considerable historical and 
scientific value is shown by the 453 well
executed original drawings of the American, 
A. Machien (1861) drawn on 173 plates, with a 

// 
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manuscript title-page, 'Abbildungen zur Natur
geschichtederVogel, &c., New York, 1861'. The 
collection is from the library of the late George 
N. Lawrence. 

In the library copy of E. L. Layard's Birds 
of South Africa, 1867, are inserted ten original 
drawings of African birds by the artist, F. R. 
Surtees. 

In the Blacker Library are 13 valuable 
drawings by H. Gronvold and E. A. Wilson 
made (1899-1901) to illustrate the Report of 
the Voyage of the 'Southern Cross ' to the 
antarctic region, published in 1902. 

One of the most valuable manuscripts in 
the Blacker Library is an unpublished Appen
dix (in three volumes) to Latham's Birds, 
1821-8, with 195 original water-colors of 
Indian avifauna by F. J. Shore. Most of these 
are not to be found in the 1821-8 edition, or 
if they do appear, the coloring is probably 
incorrect. This fact is pointed out by the 
artist-editor who states that almost every 
picture in his collection is painted ad naturam 
so that unaltered plumage is depicted. Copious 
notes accompany each drawing. A more com
plete review of this historical series of drawings 
will be found in the appended Catalogue. 

Another small but unique collection of 
water-color drawings by W. E. Powell is in 
the Blacker Library, good examples of an 

· -illustrator for popular periodicals. 
The E.S.W. Library has a representative 

collection of a rising young artist, Karl Plath, 
born in Chicago, 1886, who has made many 
successful water- and oil-paintings of birds for 
well-known magazines and books. 

A really famous oil-painting by a well-known 
animal painter, E. Neale, who illustrated 
entirely Booth's Rough Notes of British Birds 
and contributed some of the illustrations of 
Dresser's Birds of Europe, was presented by 
Mr. W. J. H. Craddock to the E.S.W. Library. 
It pictures the Golden Eagle, the canvas 
measuring 3 ft. X 2 ft. 4 in. 

Unusually good examples of original draw
ings of East Indian birds by a native artist, 
R. Dias, are in the Blacker Library. This 

collection, bound as an oblong folio and . 
gathered between 1878 and 1881, consists of 
110 colored drawing of birds, 11 of ne ts (two 
of which are in black and white), and one of 
eggs. Many sheets boar a printed reference to 
corresponding specie.· in Jordon's Bird, of 
India. They range in ize from 5! X 2 i to 
16! X 14l inches. 

A unique item in the Blacker Library is a 
collection bound in three interleaved volwnes 
containing 257 sheets of water-color drawings 
(328 subjects) of British birds' eggs by the 
artist, William R. Fisher. These drawings, 
made in 1845, with manuscript descriptions 
and other notes, were intended to supplement 
the second edition of Yarrell's History of 
British Birds. In the MS. preface, dated 1847, 
Fisher says 'the figures of the rarer eggs are 
chiefly from Mr. Yarrell's cabinet'. This fine 
oological atlas and letterpress was never 
published. 

A remarkable collection of original water
color paintings of animals was secured for the 
Blacker Library in 1928. The animal portraits 
were painted between 17 20 and 17 40 but all 
efforts to identify the artist have failed. After 
two centuries it is not easy to obtain informa
tion regarding an illustrator who does not sign 
his works. The bound quarto volume of several 
hundred well executed figures has only this 
dated title-page: 'Collection d'oiseaux et 
d'animaux peints d'apres Nature.' 

A small but unique collection of well executed 
drawings are fourteen water-color paintings 
of European birds of prey by John Duncan, an 
English illustrator who in 1898 published his 
own Birds of the British Isles. 

An unusually fine series of aquarelles is 
from the brush of an unknown French artist, 
who flourished at the end of the eighteenth 
century. These carefully executed drawings 
represent 95 birds, 7 butterflies, and 1 bat. 

Of recent original drawings by animal 
illustrators, the Emma S. Wood Library pos
sesses quite a few. The most important is the 
practically complete portfolio of colored draw
ings of the Birds of Fiji (about 150) by W. J. 

/ 
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Relcher, of Snva. The depiction of the bird 
life of thiR PolyneRian group, with its appro
priate Rurroundings, occupied nearly fourteen 
years of the arti t' leisure, each bird being 
painted ad naturam, nearly all from live peci
nwn, in their native habitat. A number of the 
picture. have been u. ed to illustrate published 
treatiseR on the avifauna of Fiji, especially a 
monograph on the Birds of Fiji by the present 
Corn piler and Dr. A lex. W etmore. 

The single colored illustration that serves 
as a frontispiece to the present work has a 
history that the Compiler has already told in 
The Ibis, of October 1927, with the title 'Two 
hitherto Unpublished Pictures of the Mauritius 
Dodo'. It will on account of its unique charac
ter perhaps bear repetition here: 'On 16 June, 
1926, there was sold at Sotheby's what is in 
all probability the most notable collection of 
water-colour drawings that has engaged the 
attention of natural history devotees for many 
a year. This property was described in the 
auction catalogue as "A magnificent Collection 
of Original Water-Colour Drawings of Natural 
History Subjects, by J. Van Huysum, C. 
iollins, P. Paillou, Eleazar Albin, G. D. Ehret, 

and G. Webster, loo ely inserted in 29 vol. old 
half calf. The Collection comprises (among 
495 drawings of flowers and insects) Birds: 659 
drawings, by C. Collins and P. Paillou, of Eng
lish and Foreign Song Birds, Game Birds, etc. 
in 16 vol. Beasts: 265 drawings, by C. Collins, 
of Animals from Hudson Bay, North America, 
Carolina, Brazil, Peru, India, etc. Fishes and 
Reptile : 22 Drawings of Fishes, Crocodiles 
and Tortoises, C. Collins and E. Albin".' 

This extensive array of aquarelles wa 
originally made for Taylor White, F.R.S., of 
W allingwells, Nottinghamshire, for a time 
Judge on the North Wales Circuit, and a man 
of considerable means. He was certainly an 
enthusiastic naturalist, a collector of curios, 
and a liberal patron of the arts. That he had 
a large collection of stuffed birds and other 
animals is abundantly shown by the notes he 
made on many of the drawings. For example, 
on the painting of what is entitled 'Phaeops 

Minor' is written: 'This bird, with many others, 
was brought me from North America by my 
learned friend, Hodgkinson Banks, Esq.' 
And, again: 'This bird (Falco lagopus) and the 
next, which I take to differ in sex only, were 
given me by Mr. Banks, together with many 
others that he brought from Canada and 
Labrador.' The following notes are appended 
to the picture of the Cow Deer : 'This beast 
with the Female was brought from Bengall 
and presented to Ld. Olive by Govr. Cranweil 
in the year 1767. The whole form of its body 
D~ too much from the Goats particularly J 
its head and tail than can not properly come 
in to that Class. So that I considered it as a 
new Genus undescribed by any Author which 
I have met with.' 

l Any doubt as to the size and importance of 
t e Taylor White colleytion disappears on the 
discovery by m;, fpiess( Mr. J. H. Craddock 
of a reference to it in the Bowdler Sharpe 
edition of White's Natural History of Selborne. 
On 12 April, 1770, Gilbert White, in a letter to 
Daines Barrington, writes: 'the collection of 
Taylor White, Esq., is often mentioned as 
curious in birds, etc.; can't I be introduced 
when in town, and see this museum of my 
namesake 1' 

Taylor White early put into practice the 
excellent plan of preserving the appearance of 
his specimens by having them portrayed by 
competent artists, not only in their natural 
colors but, when that was feasible, of life size. 
This practice seems to have been followed for 
many years, as shown by the dates on the 
pictures. Whether he authorized his artists to 
paint many subjects outside his own collec
tions cannot be stated; certainly the majority 
of the drawings 1nay well have been of live 
and stuffed examples in his own menagerie 
and museum. 

The painters that contributed to this zoo
logical portrait gallery were the best animal 
draught men of their day-as announced in the 
Sotheby catalogue-and among the pictures 
was a water-color drawing of the Mauritius 
Dodo. So far as concerns this drawing, now in 
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the Blacker Library of McGill University, it 
was probably made from a stuffed specimen in 
the owner's private collection somewhere 
between A.D. 1730 and 1750. The particular 
portfolio that contained the drawing of the 
Dodo held 66 other pictures of Ostriches, 
Pheasants, Peacocks, &c., all of them by 
Chas. Corulls and P. Paillou, 20 of them being 
signed and dated by Collins, 19 by Paillou. 
The remaining 28 were evidently painted by 
one or other of these artists. Most of the 6 7 

pictures in this volume were made between 
A.D. 1736 and 1780. 

A careful examination and comparison of 
the water-colour drawings convinced the Com
piler that the portrait of the Dodo was by the 
brush of Charles Collins, who painted it about 
A.D. 1736, in the same year in which he 
published his Set of Twelve Hand-coloured 
Birds, with 112 Figures of Animals, T. Bowles, 
London. The latter, by the way, were the first 
colored figures of birds issued in this form in 
Great Britain. 

After further investigation the Compiler 
says:-' I understand that the previous owners 
of this remarkable collection rarely opened thf' 
portfolios in which the drawings were stored, 
and this fact explains the freshness of · the 
pictorial colours and the whiteness of the 
paper on_ which they were drawn nearly two 
hundred years ago. They have all the appear
ance of having been painted quite recently. 
In consequence I am not aware of any other 
painting now in existence that affords as clear 
and definite a po~trait of the Dodo (Raphus 
cucullatus).' 

'So far as the picture of the Black Dodo is 
concerne~, the artist undoubtedly painted it 
with either a living or stuffed specimen in front 
of him. As a matter ~f fact, we do not know 
how many examples of the two Dodos were 
imported into Europe in the early years of the 
eighteenth century, _and there was then quite 
as good a chance of the bird appearing in 
Venice, Genoa, or Milan as in Amsterdam or 
London.' 

.One of the most important collections of 

original paintings in the McGill libraries is 
that by a comparatively unknown artist, 
Lady Elizabeth Gwillin1 (1763-HW7). The 
~mpiler has already told the story of this 
interesting 'find' in r.Phe Ibis, July 1925, and 
the following extracts repeat t.he tale of a 
search in the cellar of a London dealer and the 
discovery there of a parcel containing about 
thirty small (10 X 14 in.) monnted and colored 
drawing8 of Indian J!ishn .. Each n1, t. bore a11 
anctimwer':-; (or deaJer':--!.) print( d number; a 
few were signPd 'E. U.' ancl upo11 :-;t.ill more 
were written legends (that ~ 1ir Hell.ry Drake
Brockman very kindly tn-tnt.,latf'fl a nlu) of 
the nativP nmnes of t.he :·mhjects portrayed. 
'With the contents of thi.s package I was shown 
a portfolio con tail1ing painting. in colour of <l 

few [ndian flower:-:, imwriLed with both their 
tr'i ia] and ystmnatic nanws. Pasted on one 
of the front pages of th-i:-~ podJolio wa: a leaf on 
which was written" ElizabPth Gwillin1,l\Iadras, 
1800-1806." \Vhile I wat~ cxa1nining the~e 

drawing~ a.nd asking for 1nore, a salesman 
happened along and said to the proprietor, 
"I think that before I went t~o France in Hrl4-
I 'a\Y a collection of bird painting~ elm\ n 
stain:~." Shortly afterwards this clerk appeared 
bearing an immense, dust-laden, but extremely 
well made portfolio about five feet broad and 
four high. I noticed that it was brass-bound, 
provided with a safety lock and a wide woodc11 
back. It 1nust hav WPighed thirty or fort.y 
pounds. On it were painted bar ly decipher
able initials and a date-"E.C.K .. 1800". The 
content an11:1zed and delighted me. I do not 
clain1 to be an art expert, but I lvdllized at once 
that th paintings of Indian birds in the 
pocket of the giant container were by the 
hand of no mean draught tnanO 
~We are all well acquainted with the pro

ductions of brush and pencil wielded by ''ladies 
of quality" during the Georgian and early 
Victorian p riods, and I fully e~"pected to find 
these atnateurish efforts displayed in the bird 
drawings, despite th rather favourable im
pression n1ade on me by the paintings of the 
fishes and flowers. But I wa agreeably mis-

~I 
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taken ; not only were the birds-so far as I 
then knew them-faithfully depicted as to 
plumage and posture, but the backgrounds 
were painted in a fashion worthy of Keulemans 
or Gronvold. They were in waJter-colour, care
fully finished and on fine paper. Some of them 
were mounted, and all were nu1nbered in the 
handwriting of the artist. Many bore (on t.he 
backs mostly) descriptive notes-mea.sure
ments, colour-indications, and other data. 
Generally the systematic title, sometimes o11ly 
the English or vernacular name, was appended. 
On son1e pictures there was no legend ; on 
others only the genus was given. In addition 
t.o the completed drawings there waR a ~anall 
collection of unfinished sketches evidently the 
usual "studies" of the artiRt. 

'Son1e of the paintings bore fail~t, hnt elabo
rate, pencilled descriptions of the bird-sul~ject, 
references to its habit.at, life-history, neHt.ing
habits, oology, foocl, sexual differences, &c., 
showing that the artist was, for her clay and 
generation, a well-informed zoologiRt. 

'In every inRtance an a ppro-pria,te background 
--Indian landscape, trees, shrubs, on which 
the particular bird was accustomed to roost, 
flowers, fruit or animal food on which it fed
was provided. 

'In addition to notations by the hand of 
the artist herself the reverse of each portrait 
showed, as in the case of the drawings of the 
Indian fishes, a trade number, as if the collec
tion had been prepared for public sale or 
auction. 

'After I had acquired this rather remarkable 
"find", I naturally tr.ied to trace the paintings 
to their original source, but in vain. All the 
dealers could tell me was that they were pur
chased by them 'at a sale in the country' many 
years before, but exactly when and where they 
could not remember, and were unable to dis
cover, as no record of the sale had been pre
served. From time to time the portfolio had 
been resurrected and an occasional picture 
sold; it was impossible to say who bought 
these odd lots.'. 

The Corn piler cleaned the Gwillim pictures of 

their century of dust and other accumulations, 
and was much pleased to find that, chiefly 
owing to the fine quality of the drawing-paper, 
there was very little 'foxing' visible, and that 
the well-constructed portfolio had further 
preserved thenL The colors were remarkably 
well preRerved; many a brilliant hacklP, 
mantle, wing, and t<Lil :;;;eemed aR freshly 
depicted as when they were painted more than 
a hundred years ago. 

In all there were 121 drawings, and as the 
highest of Lady Gwillim's nun1bers was 20 l 
(cone"ponding to 180 of the supposed dealer) 
it rnay he assmned t.hat shf' had a,t one tiime 
and another painted at least the firRt num
ber of bird-portraits, most of them distinct 
specieR. 

TheRe 121 pictures give one a fair idea of the 
avifauna-indigenous and migrant-of South
ern Tndia. Comparing them with Jerdon's list 
and \Vith the fuller catalogues of Blanford 
and Gates, there are, of. course, many gaps, 
many genera not represented at all; but, con
sidering the circumstances, one can easily 
believe that if the artist had lived a few years 
longer she would have made a gallery of Indian 
bird-pictures of the greatest scientific value, 
worthy to rank with the major collections of 
the world. 

The importance of the collection may war
rant a few further remarks about the individual 
pictures, as well as about the artist herself. 

In the first place, almost all the drawings 
are life-size. If one reflects for a moment that 
Indian birds include many of the largest o'f the 
Old World aviis,una, the reason for the im
mense portfolio just described is clear. 

For example, the painting of Ardea cinerea 
measures, exclusive of the mount, 33! in. X 
24 in.; of Dissura episcopus, 25! in. X 24 in.; 
H erodias alba, 26! in. X 20 in. ; Ardea manil
lensis, 26! in. X 19! in.; Botaurus stellaris, 
30 in. X 24! in.; Pseudotantalus leucocephalus, 
25 in. X 21! in.; Gallus sonnerati, still larger. 

It has been the proud belief of Americans, 
the Compiler included, that J. J. Audubon 
first produced full-length portraits of the 

V 
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largest birds, and certainly the pictures of the 
male and female Wild Turkey, of Washington's 
Eagle, &c., and their exact reproduction in 
the elephant folio bear out that claim. How
ever, so far as originals are concerned, we must 
now concede the palm to Lady Gwillim who, 
so far as known, is the first artist-ornithologist 
to paint full-sized and exact pictures of any 
considerable number of birds whose length 
exceeds, say, 30 inches. 

'I asked a number of trained ornithologists 
to examine and give me their opinion of the 
scientific and artistic value of the collections, 
among them Mr. Stuart Baker and Mr. Kirke 
Swann. The latter carefully revised the syste
matic names of the Birds of Prey, and expressed 
his complete satisfaction with the manner in 
which they had been depicted by the artist. 
Mr. W. L. Sclater also kindly looked over the 
portfolio and agreed that its contents would 
be of distinct value to students and would form 
a desirable addition to any research library. 
He pointed out that in the evident faithful 
delineation of living subjects the pictures 
formed a striking contrast to those common 
but really valueless drawings supplied by 
native artists of Indian birds. Moreover, they 
were likely to be free of those errors ( dis
coloured and faded wattles, legs, ceres, mandi
bles, &c.) sometimes made by even our best 
artists who were obliged to make their drawings 
from bird -skins, in which decided colour
changes occur after death. Lady Gwillim, 
having been in a position to command live 
birds or recently killed specimens, had been 
able to avoid such mistakes. 

'Having settled the status of her pictures, it 
remained to find out something about the 
artist. I have consulted all the ordinary and 
most of the extraordinary sources of informa
tion that would occur to one interested in the 
matter, but with meagre results. Many 
authorities-among them Sir Hem·y Drake
Brockman (I.C.S.), Sir William Foster of the 
India Office, Canon Bannister, the well-known 
genealogist of Hereford, whence Lady Gwillim's 
husband came to Madras, the Librarian of the 

Inner Temple, Mrs. Frank Penny, the Madras 
historian and well-known Indian novelist, 
and several others, who seemed likely to 
furnish some account of her life and career as 
the wife of a distinguished Indian judge-very 
kindly assisted me in this quest. In addition, 
I have carefully searched all the biographies, 
both British and Indian, at my command and 
have diligently explored, while in that city, 
all the Madras public libraries, including the 
files of the Madras Government Gazette and 
records in the Connemara Library at Madras. 
Through the courtesy of the Garrison Chaplain, 
The Rev. C. E. De la Bere, I was permitted 
to examined the Parish registers of St. Mary's 
Church and to copy the inscription on Lady 
Gwillim's tomb. I regret to say that the 
information thus acquired is small in amount 
and of disappointing character. The Govern
ment Gazette, the only newspaper published in 
the Presidency at the time, gives only the 
usual formal notice of the lady's death, omitting 
her maiden name and birth-place. As Sir W. 
Foster remarks, obituaries of women of title 
were not fashionable at the beginning of the 
nineteenth century.' 

Briefly, all the vital data the Compiler could 
secure up to the present time is as follows: 
Elizabeth Gwillim (maiden name unknown) 
was born (about) April 21, 1763, and came to 
Madras in the year 1800 with her husband, 
Si~ Henry Gwillim (just made K.C.M.G.) of 
Hereford, one of His Majesty's Puisne Justices 
of the newly-formed Supreme Court of J udica
ture. She died Dec. 21, 1807 (a,t the early age 
of 44), and was buried in St. Mary' Church, 
Fort St. George, Madras. 

Among colored drawing employed to illus
trate published works one of the best examples 
is the well-executed collection in the Blacker 
Library of Philip Henry Gosse's Illustrations 
of the Birds of Jamaica. These drawings are 
the originals of the 52 colored plates, 4to., 
London, 1849. 

Because of its interesting provenance the 
library copy of John Walcott's 'Figures' 
(1788-9) is worthy of a brief note. It has two 
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original drawings by the author of the 'Kite
fish' and the 'Six -lined Lizard' inserted with 
the author's bookplate ; also an inscription of 
a former owner on the title-page, 'Presented 
to me by his son, W. Walcott, 1817'. 

In this connection, a title of interest to the 
student of New World ornithologic literature 
is the following, in the E.S.W. Library: 'J. 
Gundlach's (1810-1896) original drawing book, 
1852, 8vo, pp. 121 + 2, Cardenas, Cuba.' This 
unique volume has about 67 spirited outline 
drawings of birds, with a loose leaf sketch of 
another taken from a letter addressed to 
Gundlach and postmarked ' Habana, 18 Oct. 
1852 '. It is addressed to him at Cardenas, 
Cuba, where he lived for many years. The 
birds are in each instance given their English, 
Spanish and zoological names. This item was 
secured for the E.S.W. Library through the 
courtesy of Dr. Chas. W. Richmond. 

Among modern natural history artist
illustrators (many examples of these in the 
McGill collections) none is better known than 
Hendrik Gronvold, with a studio in the Briti h 
Museum. He it was who painted the life-size 
portrait of the Amazon parrot, John IIIrd, 
now decorating the walls of the E.S.W. Library. 
All his drawings (plain and colored) illustrating 
Kirke Swarm's monograph on the Accipitres 
(continued after the death of the original 
author by Alex. Wetmore) are in the Blacker 
Library, with many more in the best style of 
the artist. 

Every large library inevitably collects in 
the course of time printed books that ar so 
rare that they are not on the shelves of other 
collections of even greater size and importance. 
Of natural history libraries that of the British 
Museum stands pre-eminent, and its catalogue 
is the standard reference work for li!Jr~riPs and 
bibliographers in that special field. To po sess 
a literary item of zoological interest 'not in the 
Briti h Museu1n ', n1eaning thereby not listed 
in its Natural History Catalogue so far printed, 
raises its value, commercial and bibliographic, 
considerably and indicates a probable rari.s
sima. The McGilllibraries have their share of 

these very rare items, a few of which may be 
mentioned at this time. 

Among the many interests in life possessed 
by the famous diarist, Samuel Pepys, was his 
library. In his diary he several times mentions 
his collection of books, mostly bound in uni
form calf, the covers stamped with the Pepys 
arms and further decorated with his book
plate. He was fond of arranging and indexing 
his roomful of literary treasures and of reading 
favorite volumes. He left this collection with 
its bookcases, manuscripts, diaries, and other 
appurtenances to Magdalene College, Cam
bridge, and there, in a building set apart for 
the purpose, it is displayed for all the world to 
see. 

Now it happened that John Ray, president 
of the Royal Society, of which Pepys was also 
a member, wishing to give the diarist a worthy 
book for his library, presented him with a copy 
of the well-known Ray-Willughby treatise on 
Birds. lt was the English folio edition, beauti
fully bound in leather. Ray had it rubricated 
throughout and, in addition, the usual black 
and white plate of the original were carefully 
colored. An inscription told the occasion of the 
presentation. The recipient had his coat-of
arms stamped on the covers and, of course, 
added his book-plate. It was a fine accession 
to the Pepys collection. 

On the death of the diarist his executors 
very properly decided to present a few library 
duplicates to relatives. They found two 
examples of Willughby's Birds- one the usual 
plain copy and the other the Ray presentation. 
By ome unexplained error the latter was 
handed over to a Mr. Jackson- Pepys' relative 
-and the other retained in the Library. After 
the lapse of a couple of centuries this historic 
volume came on the market and was purchased 
for the Blacker Library and is now one of its 
chief treasures. 

There is some doubt a to the fir t printed 
book on (scientific) comparative anatomy but 
probably it i Giovanni Germano's rare folio, 
Trattato delli pi~ principali animal i-con il 
corpo hurnano, with copperplate illustrations, 
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published at Naples, 1625. The Blacker 

Library has a copy, o far as the Compiler 

knows, the only one in the New World. 

The McGill libraries possess practically all 

the important treatises on bird life in An1erica 

prepareJ by John James Audubon (17R0-

1851). This famous naturalist was born in 

SantoDomingo,hisfatherbeingJqhnAudubon, 

a French naval officer. The boy was taken to 

France, where he attended a military school 

and for a brief period studied drawing ; then 

he came to America. A year spent on his 

father's farm near Philadelphia in hunting, 

studying, and painting birds proved a good 

introduction to his future career. A chequered 

period followed attempts to repair his father 's 

financial losses in the West In dies, and had 

it not been for the devotion and assistance of 

his wife, Lucy Bakewell Audubon, we would 

probably never have heard of the artist. She 

practically supported the family and encour

aged Audubon to travel to Europe and about 

America gathering subscriptions for his now 

world-known Atlas, Birds of America. After 

the publication of the text for the plates he 

returned to the home of his adoption and 

brought out additional works on faunallife, in

cluding (in collaboration with Bachman, father

in-law of his two sons) a work on A1nerican 

quadrupeds. 
The library copy of his first and most 

important \Vork, the remarkalle Bird8 of 

America, issued in ' elephant· folio style, 1827-

38, is a subscription example purchased for the 

general library hy 100 1nerchants of Montreal 

in 1860. r his copy, in its original covers, con

tain~ H, list of the donors that forms a roster of 

the Lest known citizens of the day in that 

Canadian city. The gift shows not only their 

pride in the University but proves their intelli

gent interest in scientific pursuits. 

The format of the original atlas resulted 

fr01n Audubon's desire to reproduce life-size 

portraits of all the birds he painted and, as the 

male \Vild Turkey required 'double-elephant' 

folio sheets, all the plates were published of 

that size. When these imposing series (435 

hand-colored plates, 1,065 life-sized figures of 

489 supposed speci s of birds) were exhibited 

in Edinburgh t ey became the talk of the 

town, as they l the first attempt to ~ 

depict birds life-size painted fr01n nature in 

their natural poses and provided with such 

sylvan backgrounds and other surroundings 

as they commonly preferred. 

The McGill .copy of Audubon'~-; Rvo edition 

(1840-4) has inscribed on a blank title-page 

the following interesting note : 'Montreal, 

L. C., Sept. 29/42. It is with delight and the 

most grateful sentiments of my poor heart 

towards you that I subscribe myself as your 

sincere friend and servant, John J. Audubon. 

To Frederic Griffin, Esq., Montreal, Canada.' 

As every student of the literature of Ameri

can ornithology knows, Elliott Coues' Instal

ments were intended to be a prelude to a 'Uni

versal Bibliography of Ornithology'. In this 

connection one is reminded that Coues was 

under considerable obligation to his friend 

Professor Alfred Newton, of Cambridge, 

England, for assistance, advice, andencourage

Inent in the preparation of his Bibliography. 

One of the treasures of the E.S.W. Library of 

Ornithology in McGill University is an auto

graphed copy fr01n Newton to Dr. Elliott 

Coues, 'with the corn piler 's kind regards ', ot 

those 'Extracts from the Record of Zoolo

gical Literature, Vols. I-VI, containing the 

portions relating to Aves from 1864-1869'. 

This compilation proved of great help to Coues 

in assen1bling data for his great work; and the 

copy in question is full of his marginal notes 

and bracketed paragraphs indicating the 

transference of nun1erous references whose 

verbiage one n1ay readily recognize in the 

pages of the Instalment.,. 

The Blacker Library possesses ample evi

dence that when Coues decided he would be 

unable to fini h the work so happily and 

successfully begun he did his best to engage 

the acti ities of others to that encl. The account 

of one of these effort -that unfortunately 

ended in failure-is in the form of a letter 

accompanying a presentation copy by the 
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author of the lnstalment.c; 'to his friend W. tions begin 'Ex lib. Eligii Jo anneau ' . The Ruskin Butterfield '. This communication first of the (front) double title-pages was later refers to an arrangement made two years pasted in (teste 'Anno XII') doubtless to before his death by Coues with Ruskin Butter- satisfy the regulations of the French (Refield to proceed with and complete the publica- publican) Government. There is also a Preface tion of the Bibliography, so far as it concerned de l' Editeu'r (pp. xiii-xvi) bound in at the end British Hirds. For this undertaking, Coues with various MS. corrections ; p. xii consists offer::; very assistance in his power, including f ' emendanda ' , continued on pp. xiii and xiv, the use of his collection of unpublished notes. with a praefatio auctoria on pp. xv-xvi. At 

Another item of interest to zoology biblio- the end are 3! MS. pages bound in. The philes is the Godn1an copy of that rare serial, Preface is subscribed' Paris, ce 15 Juillet, 1809, Sir \Villiam Jardine's Contributions to Orni- Eloi Johanneau'. The Praefatio is abbreviated thology, 1848-53, 5 vols., with 101 col. pl.-in from the Index Ornithologicus of Latham. 
the Blacker Library. Two of the volumes have The library copy of the rare Compendium laid in an A. L. S. from Jardine on matters of the Ornithology of Great Britain, written by connected with the Contributions. John Atkinson in 1820, belonged to Sir William The E.S.\V. Library has also an incomplete Jardine, who made the following potation on set with the original covers, and numerous a blank fly-leaf: 'This copy of Atkinson MS. notes dealing with the difficult and dis- belonged to \Villiam Yarrell, and was purputed questions of the months of publication. chased at the Sale of his Library, 15th Novr. It n1ay be added that the dates on the covers 1856for£l.l. 0. Allthenotesinpencilthroughare quite misleading and throw little light on out the vol. are Mr. Yarrell's-Wm. Jardine.' the actual month or year of publication. Of volumes that are rarissima (whose posses-Among rare and interesting volumes in the sion is due mostly to persistent search and E.S.W. Library is a unique variant of the the expenditure of dollars) the McGilllibraries editio nova (1809) of John Latham's well-known have the usual share. The evaluations in the 
Index Ornithologicus. The appended notes to appended Catalogue generally note unusual that title were written for the present Cata- or scarce items, but a few of the more notelogueattheCompiler'srequest by Dr. Charles W. worthy itmns may be mentioned here. One of Richmond, from whom the Compiler was able these is the original edition of William Turner's to secure the copy-truly a bibliographical Avium precipuarum . . . apud Plinium et curiosity. 'It is of particular interest', ay Aristotelem, &c., a small octavo printed in Dr. R.ichmond, ' on account of the many manu- 1544, at Cologne; a well preserved example is script correction and explanations. At the among the tTe·1.imres of the Blacker Library. end of the work are what appear to be two Thi. t.i~.Jc iH marked 'wanting' in the Cat. Br. printed title-pages, one in French and the other Mus., 1915, and it is undoubtedly a very rare in Latin, both dated 1.Dccc.Ix, and both little classic. There is a translation of this book differing frmn ordinary copies. There are MS. by A. H. Evans, published in 1903. 
corrections on each, with autograph additions An extremely rare Canadiana (no copy in the by the hand of Milne Edwards (fron1 whose Br. Mus. Nat. History, the Smithsonian, nor libraryitwaspurchased)thatincludereferences in the Ayer Library) is Sir James Lemoine's to the pages where he had made notes de moi.' Tableau synoptique de l'ornithologie du Canada, A description of this unique volun1e, and 1864, published in Quebec. The only other giving its history, are notes in French (tallying copy known to the Compiler besides that in with Dr. Riclnnond's annotations) in the the E.S.\V. Library is a :\betterl, example in hand\+Titing and signature of the fir. t owner the library of theN ationaiMuseli'ili. of Ottawa. and editor, Eloi Johanneau. These MS. nota- In the Blacker Library are several extremely 

T 
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rare copies of that opus magnum, the De Pro

prietatibus Rerum of the Minorite, Bartholo

maeus Angelicus, who flourished about 1250 

A.D. The earliest is dated A.D. 1481 and may be 

described as follows: Gothic letter, 456 ll. the 

first and last blank, first initial of each book 

supplied in red, green, and mauve, other initials 

and paragraph marks in red, rubricated 

throughout, stamped morocco, g.e. by Riviere; 

fol. Cologne. J ohann Koelhoff. 

This is the second Cologne edition. The first 

one was issued in 1472, having been printed 

in that town by the famous English printer 

Caxton. Its author, professor of theology in 

the University of Paris, should not be confused 

with Bartholomew de Glanville (like our author 

an English minorite monk) who lived about 

A.D. 1360. The copy in hand is a remarkably 

fine and clean example, wanting only two 

blank leaves. 
A previous owner of this Blacker Library 

copy has written in the following comments: 

'The book before us is no doubt one of the 

earliest specimens of Caxton's art, although it 

it issued to the public as a work of Koelhoff.' 

Caxton, on the termination of his apprentice

ship to a merchant or mercer in London, in 

1442, went into the Low Countries, either on 

his own account or as the agent of some 

merchants, and resided abroad for thirty years. 

Whilst there he studied the art of printing on 

the premises of Koelhoff, during which time 

he was assisted by Wynkyn de Worde, a 

native of Lorraine. 

The first specimens of their craft were the 

present publication, The Game and Play of 

Ohesse, &c., several of them not being actually 

issued until some years afterwards and then 

without date or place. 

Caxton returned to England in 1472, after

wards going back and forth to the Continent, 

his first boo~printed in Westminsterl!)bearing 

date 14 77. It was during these migratory 

visits that he began and finally completed the 

'Bartholomaeus ', which he left with his friend 

and instructor Koelhoff, to be published by 

him under his own name, whenever he chose. 

It was not until three years afterwards that 

Koelhoff presented to the world thi. magnifi

cent edition of an extraordinary work. · 

It is from the fir. ·t printed English eel ition 

that we quote the authority attributing the 

printing of this Latin version to Caxton. In 

the 'Prohemium Bartholomei de Propriet:.1-

tibus rerum '-a eries of introductory ver ·e.

he thus writes: 'and of your charity call to 

remembrance the soul of William Caxton, first 

printer of this book in Latin tongue at Cologne, 

himself to advance that every well disposed 

man may therein look.' 

In the Osler Library is a somewhat later 

edition (A.D. 1482) printed at Lyons; Rain

C. 2503. 

The first English translation was made by 

John of Trevisa for Sir Thomas Berkeley in 

1397, and it was printed in London in (or 

about) 1495 by Wynkyn de Worde. 

In the edition of 1495 the English names of 

the birds appear in the first paragraph of a 

chapter instead of at the head with the one 

Latin name. 

Of the nineteen books into which the work 

is divided, Book XII is devoted first to 'De 

A vi bus in generali ', followed by accounts of 

'Aquila, or Egle'; 'Ancipitre, or Gosehauke'; 

'Alieto' [ = Sparrowhawk n; 'Apibus, or 

Bees' ; 'Bubo, or Owle' ; 'Columba, or Culuour' 

[=Dove] ; 'Coturnia, or Curlewe' ; 'Ciconia, or 

Storke' ; 'Cornix, or Crowe'; 'Corvo, or 

Rauen'; 'Cigno, or Swanne; 'Culix, or Gnatte' 

[the fly]; 'Cicada, or Grasshopper'; 'Fenix' 

[=Phoenix]; {Grus, or Crane'; 'Gallus, or . t1 
Cocke'; fGallinaceo, or Capon'; 'Gallina, or YJI 
Henne' ; 'Grype' [=Griffon] ; 'Herodius, or l 

Faucon'; tllirundo, or Swalowe'; 'Kala- 1 
drius' ( 1) ; 'Larus' [a gull] ; 'Locusta' [locust] ; 

'Mergulus, or ote'; 'Milvus, or Kyte'; 

'Nicticorax, or Nyghte Crowe'; Rnocrocalus, 0· 
or Myre-drumble'; 'Pellicane'; 'Perdix, or I 

Pertriche'; 'Pavo, or Pecoke'; 'Passeres, or 

Sparrowes'; 'Strucio, or Ostriche' ; 'Turture'; 

'Vulture'; 'Ulula' [ = Bittern]; 'Upupa, or 

Lapwynge' ; 'Vespertilio, or Remouse' [the 

bat]. 
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See, also, an account of another English 
translation, 1582, in this Catalogue. 

A collation of the (first) Spanish edition 
from a copy in the hands of Maggs Bros. is the 
following: 18th Sept., 1494. De la Propriedades 
de las Cosas. Ellibro de prop'rietatibus Rerum 
ett Romance. Folio. Gothic letter, double 
columns of 46-7 lines. With the (woodcut) 
Arms of Spain, sixteen large woodcuts, and 
a large woodcut printer's device on a black 
ground. Woodcut initial letter . Head-lines. 
Rarissima. Toulouse, Henri Mayer, 18th Sep
tember. Rain 2523 (without seeing it). Proc
tor 8722. Pellechet 1887. 

Forty-six leaves (gg l-mn1 8), including the 
entire Book XVII, 87 pages, 'De Los Ani
males ', from the a hove edition of this book 
describe 110 animals, preceded by several 
pages relating to animals in general. 

Of this extremely rare incunable McGill has 
only a portion, presented to the Library of the 
Medical Faculty by Maggs Bros., London. 
This excerpt comprises 13 ff. which include 
the complete Book Ill, Del Anima, treating 
the several Senses. Beginning on the verso of 
(script) folio 24 is a discussion of Vision-Del 
sentido dela vista, illustrated by two woodcuts 
in the text. 

A facsimile of the general title to the volume 
is prefixed, and on the verso of the leaf is drawn 
a fifteenth -century picture of the crucifixion, 
which does not appear in the original volume. 

The Compiler had the 13 leaves bound (in 
imitation of contemporary binding) by Zaehns
dorf, and forwarded the volume, thus embel
lished, to the Medical Library. 

The collation of the second English edition 
(in the Blacker Library) reads as follows: De 
Proprietatibus Rerum. (In English.) Black
letter, double columns of 50 lines. A.D. 1535, 
London. Thomas Berthelet. Second edition in 
English. Sm. fol. Fol. 226 misplaced. Very 
rare. Lowndes regards (vol. ii, 898) this 
edition as the chej-d' ceuvre of Berthelet's press. 
This famous work is really a compilation 
in nineteen books from various departments 
of human knowledge, and was the encyclopedia 

of the Middle Ages. Berthelet's device is only 
found in a few copies (mis ing in this instance), 
the other having the la. t page blank, and 
very often the la t leaf containing it is wanting 
altogether. 

The title of another Engli h print is 'Batman 
uppon Bartholome, his Booke De Proprieta
tibus rerum; tr. fr. the Lat. by John de Tre
visa.' Folio. London. T. East. fol. 86-425. 
1582. The work begins with Bk. 7 De infirmita- · 
tibus, and end with Bk. 19 De Instru. musicis. 

The copy in hand includes the zoological 
portion, translated by Stephen Batman. It is 
an extremely rare edition; this copy, in the 
Blacker Library, has been carefully compared 
with the British Museum copy, and found to 
agree with it. 

Still another rarissima is Paul Barthez' 
N ouvelle m~anique des mouvements de Z' homme 
et des animaux, of 262 pages, published at 
Carcas onne in 1798. It is a scientific contri
bution to a study of aerial flight. In the 
last three propositions of the first section 
(pp. 43- ) the bipedal posture of the bird at 
rest is considered. The sixth section (pp. 190-
245) i a treatise on the flight of birds. This 
work is of historic importance for aviation, 
following upon that of Borelli in the seven
teenth century to be described later. 

Another treasure of the Blacker Library is a 
manu cript of 44 large octavo pages by Sir 
J o eph Banks, written in hi own hand and 
giving an accmmt of his Voyage to Iceland in 
1722, after his return from the journey round 
the world with Captain ook. This scientific 
survey of the polar region was undertaken at 
the request of Lord Sandwich, First Lord of 
the Admiralty. Bank was on that occasion 
accompanied by Dr. Solander and several 
assi tant. whom he engaged at hi own expense. 

A rare and important item for zoologists is 
J. P. A. Leisler's Nachtraege zu Bechsteins 
Naturgeschichte Deutschlands, two parts, 1811-
15 (all pub.). The library of the London 
Zoological Society is the only British collection 
that has a compl t copy; and there is another 
in the Field Museum (Ayer Library) Chicago. 
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The E.S.W. Library is glad to have Heft. I; 
Heft II treats of bats. 

An interesting copy of the rare (Dutch) first 
edition of Georg Rumpf'. Amboinsche Rari
teitkamer, Amsterd~m, 1705, is in the Blacker 
Library. It is provided with an extra en
graved title-page, and gives one of the best and 
earliest accounts of marine life in the seas of 
Amboyna. 

The following collation describes another 
rare treasure in the Blacker Library:-Anony
mous. 1551. Cont'rafactut· alleT vierfu ·sigen 
Thier-Eygentliche und gantz artliche contra
factur (4 lines). Getruckt zu Stras burg durch 
Balthassar Becken. Erben. DMLI. Sm. fol. 
Gothic letter. 32 leaves, 61 large, virile wood
cuts (5-i X 4l in.) of animals. Bound by 
Riviere. No letterpress except full page title 
and narnes of ~t1limals. On the Tecto of first 
leaf, in script by a contemporary hand: 
'Franciscus Rossius N oeus, Chirurgus paris, 
1551.' Excessively rare, not in British 1.\'Iuseum, 
nor listed by Banks, Brunet, Graesse, nor is it 
in the Catalogus Bibliothecae histor·ico-naturalis. 

Another very rare treatise of 356 folios, not 
listed in the Nat. Hist. Cat. of the Br. Mus., is 
Jacques Le Fevre's Paraphrases, A.D. 1521. 
This ambitious work endeavors to furnish in 
one volume all the fundamental knowledge 
known to date on natural philosophy. 

Among the rarities, mainly the result of 
limited numbers and private printing, is T. W. 
Blakiston's A mended List of Bi1·ds of Japan. 
There is no copy in the Br. Mus. Nat. Hist. 

Another McGilllibrary rarity is listed in the 
Catalogue as : 17 20 ? M iscellania curiosa de 
avibus. On birds. Pp. 122. 95 pl. sq. 8vo. 
MSS. in English and Latin with original draw
ings of English and American birds. 

This curious manuscript describes, with the 
help of Ray's Synopsis and other contemporary 
sources (quoted by the unknown author and 
artist), over 200 species, with colored drawings 
of 98. It is in the E.S.W. Library and may be 
of interest to research scholars. Internal 
evidence indicate its production in the begin-

g of the eighteenth century. 

A nu~ber of interleaved treatises with copi
ous notes and marginal additions--evidently 
in preparation for an editio altera that may 
or may not have been published-are in the 
McGill libraries. These unique items have 
something more than a passing interest and 
value and are regarded by the Compiler as 
worthy of record. 

One example of these is James Backhouse's 
Handbook of European Birds, 1890. The 
library copy is interleaved and prepared for a 
second edition which, so far as the Compiler 
knows, was never published. The original 
edition is quite rare, no copy being noticed in 
the Cat. Br. Mus. (Nat. History) nor in the 
Zimmer Cat. of the Ayer Library, Chicago. 

In the E.S.W. Library is the following title: 
L. P. Vieillot, 1816, Analyse d''ltne nouvelle 
Ornithologie elementaiTe. 8vo, pp. 70+ l. 
Paris. This is the rare editio princeps of a small 
but extremely important volume reprinted by 
the Willughby Society. The present co~y 

bears the signature of A. Milne Edwards and 
was auctioned off at the sale of his library. 
There is a very neatly hand-printed list of 
'errata' at the end of the copy. In the opinion 
of Dr. Chas. W. Richmond, through whom the 
E.S.W. Library was able to acquire the item, 
and to whom the Compiler is indebted for the 
following notes, the errata are all taken from 
the Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat. (?vol. xxiv) or 
from some other of che author's writings of 
1817 or 1818. 'There are about 120 new genera 
proposed in the present work as well as 16 new 
species. See, also, l\'Iathews, BiTds of Aust1·alia, 
Supplt. No. 5. The author tried to publish 
this work for two or three years before it 
finally came out. In spite of Vieillot's industry 
and activity, not to mention originality, some 
people tried to give him a black eye, and 
Temminck even published a pamphlet (Observa
tions sur la classification methodique des Oiseaux, 
et remarques SUT l' analyse d'une nouvelle 0Tni
thologie elementaire par L. P. Vieillot), elated 
1817 in which he answers Vieillot.' 

Taking them at random, two very rare titles 
in the Black-eT' Library (neither of which 
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appears in the Cat. Nat. History Br. Museum) 
.are Graefe and Naumann's Handbuch der 
Naturgeschichte des Tie1·reichs, 1836, and A. J. 
Lottinger's Histoire du Coucou d' Europe, 1795. 

As is the case with all large natural history 
libraries of the New World the McGill collec
tions are ill supplied with manuscripts and are 
especially defective in codices written before 
the invention of printing. The Compiler rnay 
therefore be excused if he quotes at some 
length descriptions of three Persian treatises on 
zoology one of which, and perhaps two, were 
copied before A.D. 1450. 

The following notes on these extremely 
rare treatises were furnished by Colonel H. 
Murray of Simla, India, in whose possession the 
three manuscripts were at one time, and by 
Professor Syed Azhar Ali, M.A., a well-known 
authority on oriental manuscripts. The latter 
believes the three works, with their fine illus
trations, constitute a ' rare treasure that should 
never have left India ' . The remainder of the 
annoiations is extracted from a detailed 
description of the second item, Farah:AJma-i
Jamali, published during 1929 in the Journal 
of the Royal Asiatic Society by W. Ivanow of 
the Asiatic Society of Bengal, author of many 
works on oriental literature and former curator 
of Persian manuscripts in the Imperial Library 
at St. Petersburg. 

Elsewhere it is recorded that the original of 
the Nuzhat-Niima was written in Gurgan and 
Astarabad during a period of non-employment 
and adversity by Shah Mardan, son of Abil 
Khair, when he excerpted and translated from 
other Arabic works such facts and observa
tions as he considered worthy to be presented 
to the public. He made a number of separate 
books in this way, one of which he called Badir. 
This one he revised and enlarged to form the 
Nuzhat-Nama. 

The Nuzhat-Niima is divided into two sec
tions, the first one into six chapters--on ana
tomy, 'ten1peraments ', animals (mammals), 
birds, reptiles, insects, trees, minerals, &c. 

The second section of the Nuzhat-Niima deals 
with astronomy, astrology, and similar subjects. 

The original manuscript of the N uzhat was 
written in the fourteenth century A.D., after 
the Dilamites had thrown off the yoke of the 
Bagdad Caliphate. 

The small, second part of the collection is a 
separate treatise of 10 pages written by 
Ibrahim, son of Abdul Jab bar. It deals mostly 
with botanical subjects , and is probably an 
original treatise. At least no name is entered 
as copyist, and it is without date. 

The thiTd work in this bound volume is 
entitled Farah-.!!J!ina-i-J amali. It was written 
in A.H. 899 (about A.D. 1519) by Abu Bakr, son 
of Muzhar, son of Muhammed, son of Abul 
Casim, son of Abi-Said-il-Jamal, known as 
Yazdi (citizen of Yazd). 

The author states that while it is largely a 
cornpilation of natural science, none of the 
contents of the Nuzhat-Niima have been 
repeated. The compend appears in two parts, 
each subdivided into chapters. 

Chapter I of the first section deals with 
anatomy; Chapter II with mammals; Chap
ter Ill with birds; Chapter IV with reptiles; 
Chapter V with the vegetable kingdom and 
agriculture. 

Chapter I of the second section deals with 
the four seasons and their relation to the sky, 
space, and time; Chapter II treats of arithmetic, 
astrology, logic, accounts, and the decisions 
and judgments of Ali, the Fourth Caliph and 
son-in-law of the Prophet. 

Like the second treatise, this work is cer
tainly an original manuscript. There is no 
mention of the copyist, but it was evidently 
written to supplement and bring up to date 
the information supplied by the other two 
monographs. Also, no date is given of any 
copy. 

Mr. Ivanow, in his report on the Farah
?!!Jma-i-J amali notes that until recently 'only 
one copy of the work is so far known, viz., 
in the library of the British Museum; it is 
slightly incon1plete at the end, as described by 
C. Rieu, in his Catalogue of the Persian Manu
scripts, vol. ii, pp. 465-6. Not long ago, 
Dr. Casey A. Wood, the well-known ornitholo-

f/ 
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gist, a professor of Stanford University, while 

on a tour in Kashmir, acquired another copy 

of this rare work, bound in one volume with 

the N uzhat-?!Jima-i-Alii'i, and a fragment of 

another work in the same style'. 

These three quite unique Persian manu

scripts, all dealing with Natural Science, are 

bound together in one (original) cover. 

The first manuscript is entitled Nuzhat

Niima-i-'Alii'i, or Alla's Book of Happiness, the 

name of the Patron to whose order the original 

manuscript was written being Alla-ud-Daula. 

There are only three known complete copies 

of this work, one in the Bodleian Library at 

Oxford, one in the Ducal Library at Gotha, 

and the present copy. 

The present manuscripts are elaborately 

illustrated with hundreds of colored drawings 

in the best style of the fifteenth century, a 

circumstance that greatly enhances the scien

tific, artistic, literary and, one may add, the 

commercial value of the collection. 

Illustrated manuscripts of Arabic and 

Persian medieval works dealing with natural 

history, accompanied by drawings of the best 

artists of the period, are of the greatest 

rarity. 
Without doubt it was the intention of the 

naturalist who wrote the third section of this 

collection, and who is responsible for the 

whole, to bring together all that was known in 

his day of natural history. To that end he 

adopted, first of all, the correct plan of repro

ducing in toto what he regarded as (and what 

probably was) the most authentic work on the 

general subject. With this he incorporated a 

few additional, original pages by a second 

author and, finally, he supplemented these 

works, one original and the other a more 

extensive but published monograph, by his 

own contributions taken from various sources, 

but contriving as far as possible not to dupli

cate the observations of the other two writers. 

The colophon records that the copying of 

the first work-the Nuzhat-!!:firna-was com

pleted on Sunday, the 9th of Rabinawwal, 

Anno Hegirae 807, i.e. about A.D. 1427, and 

that the copyist was Ali son of Mahmud, son 

of Mahammud Suruamed Sayingh, of Shiraz. 

The third page shows the seal of Mahabat 

Khan, Commander-in-Chief in the reign of 

Emperor Jahingir, and records the fact that 

the three books were part of the library of the 

former's son, Aman-ullah K.hanazad-Khan

Feroz Jung. 
The transcript not only contains the last 

two chapters, missing in the British Museum 

copy, but also gives very interesting variants 

of the latter, especially in the passages relating 

to the date and the place of its composition. 

The student who is interested in oriental 

zoologica rarissima must not fail to read also 

the chapter on Oriental Literature where, in 

addition to the books just mentioned, are 

described several of great interest, some of 

them extremely rare. 

An almost unique title (in the Blacker 

Library) is the first edition of G. A. Borelli's 

De Motu Animalium, 1680-1, wherein is 

described, for the first time in print, an explana

tion of bird flight based on the theory of the 

lever and aerial resistance. Even subsequent 

editions are rare ; the editio princeps is not 

catalogued in any 1\ library .6ftBliltsa ~he 

Compiler. 
A very rare zoological item (in the Blacker 

Library) is the original edition of Scopoli's 

Deliciae Florae et Faunae Insubricae, 1786-8, 

the ornithological part of which was reprinted t ~ 

by the Willughby Society in 1882. 

In the Blacker Library, also, is the beauti- lt 
fully written original manuscript (with plates 

and portraits) of Antoine Fee's well-known Vie 

de Linne, 1832, probably the best of the French 

biographies of the great Linnaeus. The illus

trations of this manuscript are fresh and clear 

-probably first states of the plates-and the 

volume in hand establishes the fact that it was 

really ready for the printer in 1831. 

One of the most interesting and among the 

most valuable of the manuscripts in the Blacker 

Library is one of 46 folios by Isidore Geo:ffroy 

Saint-Hilaire, dated 1833, entitled Considera

tions sur les caracteres employes en ornitlwlogie 
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&c., an original essay on the classification of 
birds. 

Of considerable interest, al o, is a manuscript 
copy, dated 1808 (Blacker Library), of Dame 
Juliana Berners' Treatyse of Fysshynge wyth an 
Angle, 1496-that rare Wynkyn de Worde 
item-by the hand of Sir H. Ellis, Chief 
Librarian of the British Museum who, more 
than a century ago, carefully copied the exces
sively scarce original with his own hand. 

Of interesting volumes in the E.S.W. 
Library unique because of a provenance, 
mention may be made of Jerdon's copy of 
Prince Bonaparte's Conspectus generum avium, 
that famous quarto, published 1849-57. It is 
interleaved, and Dr. Jerdon has made on the 
blank pages many manuscript notes. 

McGill students of advanced ornithology 
should feel much indebted to a good friend
Dr. Charles W. Richmond-for a published 
variant of this celebrated treatise, which he 
discovered by the merest accident. In Dr. 
Richmond's own words :-'No one seemed to 
suspect that there were two editions of Bona
parte's Conspectus until I noted the fact over 
fifteen years ago. On comparing my own 
copy with the office volume I found that 
one set was printed in type slightly smaller 
than the other, and that no new names had 
been added or other changes made in the 
(probably) later printing except certain typo
graphical errors. The reason for the second 
edition may have been the occurrence of a fire 
or a demand for additional copies after the 
distribution of the type used for printing the 
first issue. You will find a note on the 1nain 
differences between the two printings on 
p. 579, vol. 53, of the Proc. U.8. ;~Trrt. ~11r8eum. 

There are many bibliographical and other 
not throughout the laHt three part::; of n1y 
copy, some of which mt1y be useful to you. 
There is, also, a note on the cancelled pages 
of Gray's Gene'ra of Birds on p. 3HG of vol. 53 
quoted. above.' 

As previously tated, of volumes with pro
venances of interest to naturalists and collec
tors-presentation copies, correspondence, and 

other manuscripts bound in, added drawings 
&c.-the McGill libraries have their share. 
One example that occurs to the Cmnpiler is an 
autograph letter, dated September 30th, 1861, 
from Dr. Jerdon to Edward Blyth regarding 
the latter's work on Indian Zoology. It is 
bound with Blyth's Catalogue of the Birds in 
the Museum of the Asiatic Society, 1849. 

Quite a rare work, Pedro Blanchard's Birds 
of Portugal (Thesouro de meninos, 1817-19) is 
represented in the Blacker Library (no copy in 
London libraries) by an exam pie formerly in 
the Royal Library, with the Portuguese arms 
stamped on the cover. 

Of perhaps minor importance but still inter
esting are such volumes as a presentation copy 
of the seventh edition of Carpenter's Micro
scope, 1861-5, which the editor (W. D. Dallin
ger) has used as a scrap-book for appropriate 
newspaper clippings. 

A provenance that approaches the historical 
is found in a Blacker Library incunabular copy 
of Pliny's Natural History (1483) that belonged 
to Laurentius Burellus. It contains his coat 
of arms, manuscript verse, and notes relating 
to the contents of this rare folio . 

~i 
I 

Very rare but interesting items are Bewick's 
Chap-Books of Natural Histor~,. These little J lX -?..._...~ ......... ~__..., 
tractates were published by the great (wood
cut) illustrator and placed on sale at Alnwick, 
about 1827, for popular consumption. The 
E.S.W. Library possesses seven of these curio-
sities, with the cuts well-preserved and the 
text clear. 

Every American zoologist is interested in 
the publications of Alex. Wilson, most of 
which are in the McGill Libraries. A very 
scarce variant of the 1853 printing (T. M. 
Brewer, ed., H. S. Samuels, pub.) of American 
Ornithology is the publication by Magagnos and 
Co., N.Y., a word-for-word copy of the 1840, 
1 53, and 1854 issues except that it is prefaced 
by a major, colored and gilt title whose ver
biage has been slightly altered. It is merely a 
bibliophilic curiosity. 

Reference has several times been made to 
the 180 incunabula in the McGill libraries-
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more than 30 of them of special interest to 
zoologists. It is not the purpose of the Com
piler to mention all the rarissima among the 
latter, but several interesting items will be 
found in the present annotated Catalogue 
under the headings Rabanus Maurus, Aristotle, 
and Plinius Secundus. Attention is directed 
to a fonrtee.nth-century MS. of Aristotle's His
toria animalium; to the first printed edition of 
Pliny, and to a copy of the 1472 edition once 
owned by William Morris whose own beautiful 
typography was in all probability influenced 
by the printed pages of Jenson's Venetian 
publication. 

The Osler Library, in which are shelved the 
great majority of the McGill incunabula, has 
many rare volumes of interest to the student 
of vertebrate zoology. One of these is the 
Etymologiae ( cyclopedia) of Bi ·hop Isidore 
(p. 641, Bibliotheca Osleriana) printed 1n 
Augsburg, 1472. Book XII is devoted to 
animals and was the standard authority on 
the zoology of the ninth and tenth centuries. 

Even rarer than the foregoing (possibly 
unique) is the 1508 (second) edition, printed 
in Venice, of Oppian's poem, Alieutikon. This 
rarissima is not noted by Brunet, by the Biblio
theca piscatoria, or by any other catalogue 
accessible to the Compiler. 

Of titles of excessive rarity even when they 
appear in one or more catalogues the McGill 
libraries have their share. One of these is a 
fundamental treatise, Blasius Merrem's Bey
traege zur besondern Geschichte der Vogel, in two 
parts, with 12 col. pl. , 1784-6. The long
estahh~hed German dealer who supplied these 
volumes to the Blacker Library reports thmn 
as the first corn plete copy he had ever 
seen. 

The E.S.\V. and Blaoker libraries are for
tunate in having been able to acquire several 
of the small ornithologic albun1s of the artist 
Flamen, whose copperplate engravings of 
fauna are rare in all their states. 

A rare folio of 128 pp. in the E.S.W. Library 
is C. E. Blancharcrs Recherches osteologiques, 
1~57, in which the osseous structures of birds 

are made the basis of a rational classification. 
This title is not listed in any of the usual 
ea talogues. 

The treatise of Jan van de Straet, published 
at Antwerp in 1566 (Venationesferarum), is one 
of the rarest of books on venery, including 
animal fights (bull baiting &c.), for the delecta
tion of the human brute ; and similar perver-
sions by man of the lower ( 1) animals. The k / 
excuse for the inclusion of the book in the / 
library is not so much its great rarity as that 
it does deal with a use of birds and beasts that 
occupied much human energy for several 
thousand years, including the present century; 
moreover it is remarkably well illustrated, 
furnishing excellent portraits of the animals 
in question. The Blacker copy is unknown to 
the Nat. Hist. Cat. Br. Mus. 

The botanist Pierre Boitard in 1827 wrote 
a Manuel d'histoire naturelle in 2 vols., Paris, 
which is not listed in any of the usual cata
logues. The copy in the general library of 
McGill is the gift of Sir Donald Smith. 

Another exceedingly rare (when complete) 
and important treatise is Siebold's Fauna 
Japonica, 1834-8, which after several years 
quest the Compiler was able to secure for the 
Blacker Library. Parts or single volumes of 
this well-known monograph are met with now 
and then but the entire system is seldom on 
the market. 

A valued acquisition by the Blacker Library 
is a manuscript in the handwriting of the 
famous naturalist, John Gould, in which he 
describes over six hundred birds, evidently a 
part of the original copy for some of his 
numerous published contributions. 

Both the Blacker and the E.S.~T. libraries 
possess several rare trea ures in the shape of 
zoological BonapaTh·a·ilrr. An interesting pro
venance is found h1 a presentation copy of 
Prince Charles Lucion's Revue critique, 1850, 
now in the E.S.\:\ . Library and from the God
man collection. The Prince writes on the fly
leaf, 'To Mr. G. R. Gray, Ornithologist to the 
British Museum, London. Thi.s book is now 
sent for the third time. I hope it will reach 
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you] with all the others'. The natural query 

is who 'bagged ' the other two? 
Another rare treasure is the fine Gurney 

lihrary copy of Bonaparte's Iconographie des 
pigeon8. 1857-8, with 55 colored plates
cmnplete. 

Among th raritieR in thP E.S.W. Libr~ry i. 
J. U. Aitinger's Kurtzer und einfaltiger Bericht 
von dem Vogelstellen, a treatise of 372 pages, 
quarto, published at Cassel in 1653-4, not 
listed in the Br. Mus. Catalogue. 

Another in the same collection is still rarer 
but of less importance, a poem by Ignacio da 
Persico, published in Verona in 1728. 

The verses are in praise of the Canary which 
the author wrote for a friend, describing and 
depicting his method of teaching canaries 
vocal music by means of the flute. It i 
entitled I Canarini and is illustrated by 
everal pretty vignPttes. In the , an1e Library 

is a somewhat , imilax work, published in 
Nuremberg in 1754, folio, 45 plates, intended 
to be a kind of supple1nent to Hervieux' 
w ll-known tr a.tiRe on the 1antuy, but it is 
mo.,tly occupied in describing certain wild 
birds and illu trating methods for their 
capture. It was written by F. A. von Pernau 
an cl the title is (in part) Grundliche A nwei ·ung 
alle Arten Vogel zu fangen. 

Of much greater value and cientific impor
tance are the two following fundamental works 
by the famous originator of n, theory of volu
tion, a forerunner of Darwin, J. B. de Lamarck 
(1744-1829). 

The first title is Recherches sur l'oryanisation 
de corps t'ivans, Paris, 1802; the second 
Philosophie Zoologique, Pari ' , l on, in two 
vols. Neither of these editions is in the British 
Mu eum and only one volume of the latter i 
in the Pru sian State Library. Friedliinder & 
Sohn, through whom the Compiler acquired 
these rari simae, assured him that the volumes 
of the latter, editio princep8, was the iir.·t they 
had ever een in the trade. The clitions of 
1830 and 1873 are comparatively common. 
Both these treatises are in the Blacker Library. 

A rare tractate, not in the library of the 
u 

British Museum (N at. Hist.) but found in the 
Banks Collection, is the Pro8opopeia A nima
lium of Johannes Ursinus, published at Vienne 
in 1541. 

Probably issued in more than one printing 
is the very rare Traite elementaire d'histoire 
naturell e of Martin Saint-Ange and others, 
1834--40. The Blacker Library has the four
volume edition (48 livraisons), whose descrip
tion the Compiler is unable to find in any of the 
usual catalogues. 

Eugenio Bettoni's Storia naturale, 1865-71, 
in three volumes is now among the great 
rarities in zoological literature. Only lOO 
subscription copies were issued (in 48 parts) 
of which one complete set is at McGill. 

The Blacker Library acquired a copy of 
the rare Balthasar Monconys' Journal des 
voyages, first edition, 1665-6. In this admir
able history the adventurer describes the 
animal life encountered by him in his world
wide journeys. 

A remarkable t~ is that of Stephenus 
A. chonevelde on North European ichthyo
logy, with remarks on piscine nomenclature
a very scarce item. 

The McGilllibraries have an unusual collec
tion of G. L. Buffon's famous works, but one 
deserves special mention here-an 1852 edition 
of the birds of the H istoire naturelle, illustrated 
with 150 hand-colored plate , by two of 
Buffon's followers, A. Comte and Charles 
d'Orbigny. Thi ·very rare edition is not listed 
in any of the usual catalogues. 

A complete (22 Hefte and 132 col. pi.) copy 
of Teutsche (not Deutsche) Ornithologie by 
Borkhau en and others, 1 00-17, e pecially 
if accompanied by the oTiginal wrappers, is 
among the rare t of avian treatise . This 
scarce folio i in the E.S.W. Library. 

In 1739 a Jesuit Father, Guillaume Bou
geant, wTote a curiou but interesting book on 
the psychology of the l (? 2Jkn~e;{animals, in 
which he anticipated by two centuries many 
modern theories, among them their possession 
of numerous human traits--especially powers 
of speech. The work (now very rare) became 

a,..Aj(, .,, 
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immediately popular and was translated into 

English. Two editions are in the Blacker 

Library. This philosophic treatise, however, 

deeply offended the tender susceptibilities of 

the dominant church and Father Bougeant 

was promptly sent to prison for his temerity 

in promulgating doctrines unknown to ecclesi-

astic zoology. That palladium of scientific 

progress, the Church of Rome, gained a com

plete victory over its aberrant adherent. After 

thinking the matter over while in durance vile 

Bougeant decided to apologize for his indiscre

tion, did penance, and once more reposed on 

the bosom of an infallible hierarchy. 



'B. STUDEN~ AND LIBRARIA ' J, READY INDEX TO SHORT 
AUTHOR-TITLES ON VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY ARRANGED GEO
GRAPHICALLY AND IN CHRONOLOGIC ORDER. 

Tms classified list is intended to furnish a ready reference to the more important printed books, 
codices, atlases, &c., in the various subdivisions of vertebrate zoology. As a rule only one title 
(presumably the most important) is given from the list of publications (including reprints and 
editions) of a particular author on a particular subject. Other publications, if any, in the McGill 
collections will be found under the author's name in the appended Catalogue. 

The main purpose of this Index is to enable those unacquainted with the bibliography of 
Vertebrate Zoology to find in a few minutes the title of a work whose identity no catalogue 
reveals and which might easily escape the notice of any but a specially informed librarian. Owing 
to its classified arrangement it ought to be of distinct assistance to students and librarians 
generally. 

The Introduction mentions and the Catalogue lists and annotates most of the hundred or 
more titles of County, State, Provincial and other monographs on the local vertebrate fauna of 
Great Britain, Germany and America; but the student is also referred to other sources for 
information because lack of space prevents the entry of many of these titles in this Index. The 
same rule applies to the large body of serials and periodicals; these headings will be found in the 
Catalogue proper. 

As a concrete example of the working of the Student's Index, let us suppose that it is desired 
to find a modern book on the Birds of British Guiana. The titles most likely to furnish full 
information on the subject are (geographically) to be sought, first, under General Treatises on 
Animals of the World. The Index Indicis furnishes the page for that and other captions, and 
we find a recent treatise (in English) that will probably yield some of the required information, 
1897. Lydekker's Natural History. Then we search for a history of Birds in General and soon 
find 1907, Knowlton and Ridgway. Next we turn to the Birds of the Americas and find 1918, 
Cory and Hellmayr. The list of books on the Vertebrate Zoology of South America follows in 
the work, 1904, Eugene Andre's Guiana. Finally we look up the titles under the heading Birds 
of South America, from which we choose the specific title Birds of British Guiana, a well-known 
treatise, 1912-17, Charles Chubb. Armed with these books a complete account of the subject 
is at once available. 

vVhen information regarding a particular genus or species apart from habitat is required as, for 
example, a description or the life-history of the Lemurs, Penguins, Salmon Trout, Cobras, or 
Salamanders, a search for titles under Vertebrates of the World, as well as under such 
(appropriate) headings as Mammals of the World, Birds of the World, Fishes of the 
World, and under Reptiles and Amphibia of the World will certainly yield the required 
data, and probably also refer the student to special monographs on the subject of the research. 

How to find information regarding unusual titles in vertebrate zoology 

If the treatise sought cannot readily be traced in this Studen®Index-because it is not in 
the McGilllibraries-the following method of search will be useful. 

It not infrequently happens to both the advanced student and the librarian that difficulties 
arise in locating the proper title of a book, an atlas, a manuscript, a periodical, or other item in 
the literature of zoology preparatory to consulting the work itself. 

The main difficulty in this quest lies, as a rule, in the possession of an incomplete or imperfect 
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heading. It is like searching for a person residing in New York or London, whose name is 
improperly spelled or the number of whose street is inaccurately given. It is as if one seeks 
John Smith, 2073 Bayview Street, when Henry Smith, 1073 Rayview Avenue is the c·orrect 
address. Then again, an extract from or a separate of a paper in son1e obscure journal mas
querades and is not uncommonly advertised as a distinct publication ; or a perfectly legitimate 
serial with its own pagination is everywhere described like (to give one of many such examples) 
North American Fauna. It would need a literary divining rod to discover it as quoted in most 
catalogues (unless it be several times cross-referenced) where it is liste9- under United States
Department of Agriculture-Biological Survey Division-North American Fauna, 1889-date. 
In the appended Catalogue such misleading titles are cross-referenced to the caption under which 

they are most widely known. 
There are many other stumhling blocks to be leaped or pushed aside before a hidden title is 

run to earth, but these two obstructions will serve to illustrate the point. 
To continue, in nine cases out of ten a reference to our best authority, the six (so far published) 

volumes, alphabetically arranged, of the Catalogue of the British Museum (Natural History) will 
afford at once the required information. Failing that source, the item must be rare or the title 
in some respect inaccurate, in which case Mr. H. W. England of the British Museum (Natural 
History) Library suggests (and the Compiler quite agrees) that further search may be made as 
follows: If the date of issue be comparatively recent, i.e. between 1864 and 1930 the Zoological 
Record with its continuations should ne ·t be consulted. If no trace is there di covered, try that 
painstaking source of knowledge, the Bibliotheca Historico-Naturalis of \.Vilhelm Engelmann 
(and his subsequent coadjutors J. V. Carus and 0. Taschenberg) that quite well covers the 
whole range of literary vertebrate (and other) zoology from 1700-1930. 

There are several original (confirmatory and other) sources of information for books, &c., 
published before 1700, incunabula, &c.; e.g. the catalogues of Rain and Brunet; for titles 
appearing between 1835 and 1930 the upplements to the Archiv f. Naturgeschichte; between 
1878 and 1930, the Zoologischer Anzeiger. 

These investigations made and the title sought still eludes the investigator, the research 
student is justified in declaring either that his first-hand description of the title is in

sufficient or inaccurate, that the work is an excerpt from some obscure item, or that he 
is the lucky pos essor of a unica aut zoologica Tarissima, not recognized by the usual courts 
of record. 

Although a few periodicals on the various sections of vertebrate zoology are included in this 
list, it is by the Compiler considered desirable to speak of the most important of them in a special 
chapter, to which the student. is referred. The Catalogue will be found to be well provided 
with such titles in all the scientific languages. As a rule only one (usually the first) edition of 
a work is quoted; other printings are generally to be found and evaluated in the appended 
Catalogue. 

The following abbreviations are employed in this Index: (Anat.)=Anatomy; (Aust.)= 
Australia, Australasia; (Batr.) = Batrachians, A~phibia; (Belg.) = Belgium; (Bib.)= biblio
graphic or biographic work; (Austria.) =- the former Austrian Empire; (Can.)=Canada; (Cat.) 
=Catalogue list; (Class.) = classification, nomenclature, generic or specific lists; (Comp. Zool.)= 
comparative zoology; (Den.) = Denmark; (Dict.) - dictionary, encyclopedia; (Dist.)=geo
graphic distribution, zoogeography; (Evol.)=evolution, Darwinism; (Ext.)=separateorextract; 
(G.B.)=Great Britain; (Geog.)=geographic distribution; (Ger.)=Germany, Middle Europe; 
(Holl.)=Holland, the Netherlands; (Hung.) = Hungary; (It.)=Italy; (Mass.)=Massachusetts; 
(Mus.)=Museum collections; (Neur.) = neurology; (N.Z.)=New Zealand; (Ont.)=Province of 
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Ontario, Canada; (Ool.) = Oology, nests and eggs; (Oph.) = ophthalmology; (Paleon.)=paleon
tology, fossils , extinct species; (Per. or Period.) = periodical or serial; (Polyn.) = Polynesia; 
(Pop.) = popular; (Psych.) = psychology, animal behaviour; (Que.) = Province of Quebec, 
Canada ; (Russ.) = Russian Empire ; (Scand.) = Sca.ndinavia ; (Seneg.) = Senegambia ; (Text-b.) = 
text-book, college manual ; (Tr.) = travels: (U.S.A.)= United States; (Voy.) = Voyages, expedi
tions, travels ; - date = A.D. 1930. 
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General Treatises on A.nimals of the 
World 

Thi:s ~t>dion includes works that deal with more 
than one hranth of ueneral vertebrate zoology. 
The sludenL of a p:uticular branch will, accordingly, 
consult not otliy the liLies here listed but looJ.;: up 
special works under tlleir separate headings. To 
assist in the search most titles have (in parenthesis) 
an indication of any subject specially treated in the 
quoted work. 

300 B.c. Ari totle. 
50 A.D. Plinius Secundus. 

140. Aelian. 
220. Oppian. 
60'?-. Isidorus. 
840. Mesue. 

(Diet.) 

1020. Theobald. 
1170. Averroes. 
1240. Albertus M a anus. 
1260. Barthomaeus Anglicus. 
1265. Thomas de Can timbre. 
1346. von M egenberg. 
1385. El-Damiri. 
1467. Rabanus Maurus. 
1469. Plinius Secundus. 
1473. Vincent de Beauvais. 
1478. Megenberg, K. vun. 

(Ancient) 

1479. An elm of Canterbury. 
1485. von Cube, J oh ann. 
( ?) 1501. Avicenna. 
153o. Oviedo. 
1547. Wotton, Ed. 
1551. Gesner, Conrad. 
1552. Wotton, Ed. 
1555. Gesner, Conrad. 
1557. Scaliger, J. C. 
1565. Aelianus, C. 
1583. Gyllius, Petrus. 
1584. Ferrarensi , J. A. 
1590. d'Acosta, Jose 
1595. Frey, H. H. 
1598. Ruini, Carlo. 
1599. Aldrovandi, lisse. 

(Travels) 

(P. Gillius trans.) 

(Ruminants) 
(Travels) 

(Horse) 

1599. Imperato, Ferrante. (Fossil) 
1601. von Hoevel, H. 
1603. Agricola, J. G. 
1605. Belon, Pierre. 
1605. Lecluse, C. de. 
1612. Franz, Wolfaang. 
1618. Sennert, Daniel. 
1619. Waldung, Wolfgang. 
1625. Germano, Giovanni. 
1633. Jonstonus, Johanne . 
1635. Nieremberg, J. E. 
1641. Tulp, Nicholas. 
1645. Severinus, M. A. 
1648-58. Piso, Guil. 
1650. Severinus, M. A. 
1653. \Vorm, Olaus. 
1655. Worm, 0. 
1657. Plinius Secundus. 

(Deer) 
(Comp. Zool.) 

(Class.) 
(Class.) 
(Hare) 
(Comp. Zool.) 

(Class.) 
(Comp. Zool.) 
(Comp. Zool.) 
(Cent. Am.) 
(Comp. Zool.) 
(Cornp. Zool.) 
(Museum) 
(Dutch ed.) 

GY 

16:-)fL Honlius, Jacob. 
16~)~1. Tl10ma iu , Jacob. (Mole) 
1 fj() l. ·per ling, J ohann. \Class.) 
16fl:~. Bochart, Samuel. ( acred) 
167·2. Bonfadini, Vita (Sport) 
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Society. (London Zoo) 
1929. Mudge, I. G. (Cat.) 
1929. Papez, J. W. (Comp. Neur.) 
1929. U.S. Cat. of Books. 

• 

1930. Brambell, F. W. R. (Embryol.) 
1930. Goodrich, E. S. (Anal. and Class.) 
(1930). Scott, G. G. (Gl. Biol.) 
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1J.3_2Q. Frederick I I. (Falconry) 
1544. Turner, W. (Pliny, Arist.) 
1555. Belon, Pierre. 
1573. Coiter, Volcher. (Anat.) 
1603. Schwenckfeld, Caspar. 
1676. Ray, J. 
1676. Robert, T . 

1676. Willughby, F. 
1695. Baerius, N. 
1731-8. Albin, E. 
1738-40. Albin, Eleazer. 
1743-51. Edwards, George. 
1745. Barrere, P. 

(Atlas) 
(Latin. Ray) 

1750. Klein, J. T. (Class. ) 
1752. Moehring, P. H. G. (Cla . s. ) 
1760. Brisson, M. J. 
1767. Salerne, F. 
1767-76. Manetti, - ·. 
1773. Pennant, Thomas. 
1779. Schaffer, J. C. 
1775. Ha yes, W. 
1781-1802. Latham, John. 
1784. Huber, Jean. 
1784. Jacquin, J. F. 
1786. Pennant, T. 
1786-9. Sparrman, A. 
1800. Daudin, F. M. 

(Synopsis) 

(Class). 

(Flight) 

(Buffon) 
(Mu eum ) 

1801-5. Levaillant, F. (Parrots) 
1801-6. Levaillant~ F. (Paradise ) 
1802. Audebert and Vieillot. (Atlas ) 
1802. Vieillot and Aude-

bert. 
1802-83. Montagu, Col. 
1805. Desmarest, A. 
1805. Vieillot, L. J. P. 
1806. Levaillant, F. 
1808. Temminck-Knip. 
1813-15. Temminck, C. J. 
1815. Temminck, C. J. 
1816. VieilloL, L. J. P. 
1816, 1883. Vieillot, L. J. P. 
1819. Latham, John. 
H~20. Temminck, C. J. 
18·20-39. Temminck and 

Laugier. 
1825. Vieillot, L. J. P. 
1825. Vieillot and Aude-

(Oiseaux dores) 
(Diet. ) 
(Tangaras) 
(Song-birds) 
( Promerops) 
(Pigeons) 
(Pigeon ) 

(Class.) 
(Analyse) 
(Class.) 
(Class.) 

(Atlas) 
(Atlas) 

bert. (Galerie des Oiseaux) 
1827. Wagler, J. G. (Class.) 
1827-43. Selby and Jardine. (Atlas) 
1828. Lesson, R. P. (Manual) 
1829. Lesson, R. P. (Hum. birds) 
1831. Lesson, H. P. ( Traitt~) 
1831. Rennie, J. (Ana t.) 
1832. Lear, Erlward. (Parrots) 
1832-5. KittliLz, F. H. von. (Atlas) 
1833. Geoffrov Saint-

. Ililail· , I. 
1833-4. Jardine, \V. 
1834. Gould, John. 
1834. Jardinc, \V. 
1834-41. Halm, C. \V. 
183;:>. Baker, T. B. L. 
1835. Selby, P . .J. 
1836 \~Tood, Neville. 
1836-7. Swainson, W. 

(Class. Ol'ig. !\Janus.) 
(Hum. oird ·.) 
(Toucans) 
(Game) 
tAUas) 
(Class.) 
(Pigeons ) 
rBib.) 
(Class.) 

1838. E) ton, T. L 
183 . Swainson, \V. 
1838- 43. Temminck, C. J. 
1840. Gray, Geo. R. 
1840. itsche and Bur-

mei ter. 
1841. Belany, J. C. 
1841- 2. Gray, G. R. 
1843. .Jardine, W. 
1844. Rennie, James. 
1844-9. Gray, Geo. R. 
1844-76. Gray, Geo. R. 

(Anatidae) 
(Fly-catchers) 
(Pigeons) 
(Genera) 

(Eng. trans. Pterylg.) 
(Falconry) 
(Cla s.) 
(Sun-birds) 
(Anat.) 
(Class.) 
(' Erebus' and 

'Terror') 
1845- 9. Des Iurs, 1. A. P. 0. ( tlas) 
1845-9. Du Bus, B. L. (ALia ) 
1845-56. Thienemann, F. A. L. (Ool.) 
1845-79. Reichenbach-Mt>yer. 
1848. Blanc, Alphonse. 
1849. Des Mur., . L .P.O. 
184H. Friderich, C. G. 
1849. Kaup, J. J. 
1849-61. Gould, John. 
1850-65. Bonaparte-Finsch. 
1852. Gray, G. R. 
1852. 1artin, \V. C. L. 
1853. Ileermann, A. L. 
1853. chinz, H. R. 
1853. Sclater, P. L. 
1854. Stanley, E. 
1855. Gray, Geo. R. 
1857. Souance, C. de. 
1857. Steenstrup, J. J. 
1858. Yanell, vV. 

(Atlas) 
(Cage-birds) 
( ... la. s.) 
(Hum. birds) 
(Class.) 
(O<il.) 
(Hum. birds) 
(001.) 
( tlas) 
( Ga1bulidae) 

(Cla s.) 
(Parrots) 
(Vultures) 

1860. Des Murs, M. A. P. 0. (Ool.) 
1863. Sundevall, C. J. (Aristotle) 
1864- 5. Elliot, D. G. (Grouse) 
1864, 1002. Wolley, J. (Ool.) 
1864-1907. Newton, Alfred. (Ool.) 
1865. Bonaparte, Prince \.harle . (Class.) 
1866. Montagu, Geo. (Diet.) 
1866. Sundevall, C. J. (Woodpeekers) 
1867. Blasius, R. ( Ool.) 
1867. Huxley, T. H. (Class.) 
1867. Tegetmeier, V\T. B. (Poultry) 
1868. Tegetmeier, W. B. (Pigeons) 
1868-71. harpe, R. B. ( Kingfishf'r~ ' 
1869. Figuier, G. L. 
1869. eidlitz, G. C. M. 
1869-71. Gray, Geo. R. 
1869-73. Cassell's Birds. 
1872-3. Sundevall, C. J. 
1872-7. Giebel, C. G. A. 
1873. Brodrick, Wm. 
1874. Bourcier, J. 
1874. Tegetmeier, W. B. 
1874-6. Wright. L. 
1 74-7. Iul ant and Yer-

(Ool.) 
( C:lass.) 

- (Clas . ) 
(Bib.) 
(Falconry) 
(Hummers) 
(Reprint Atlas) 
(Pigeons) 

raux. (Trochilidae) 
1874-98. Br·. Mus. Nat. Hist. (Cat.) 
1876. Palmen, J. A. (MiO'ration) 
1876-80. helley, G. E. (Sun-birds) 
1877. Russ, K. F. 0. (Carrier Pigf'on) 
1877-80. Blakston, W. A. ( age-birds) 
1878-83. Reichenow, A. (Parrots) 
1870. Benecke and Kupffer. (Embryol.) 
l 79. Owen, Richard. (Extinct.) 
1 79. Selys-Longchamp , 

M. E. (Class.) 
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Birds of the World-Genera~ ontinued. 
187H- '2. Sclaler, P. L. (Jacamars) 
l 80-7. Sharpe, l{. 13. (Hum. birds) 
l)~:n. IHylil, E. (Cranes) 
1881. Eud.es-Deslong-

ehanlp~, E. 
' eebohm , 

Tegetrneier, vV. B. 
Tegetmeier, W. n. 
Gadow, H. F. 

1883. Gould, John. 
1883-9. Sharpe, R. B. 
1884. Greene, W. T. 
1 84. R u , K. F. 0. 
1884- 6. Dresser, C. 
1885. Palack~, J. 
1885-D4. harpe and \Vyatt. 
1886. Ridgway, Robt. 
1887. Green, J. F. 
1887. eebohm, H. 
1888. Furbringer, Max. 
1888-9. Bartlett, E. 
1888-9. Lydekker, R. 
1889. \Valerhou e, F. H. 
1890. Shufeldt, R. V . 
1890. Wright, Lewis. 
1891. Bendire, C. E. 
1891. Harting, J. E. 
1891. Leverkuhn, P. 
1892. Sharpe, R. B. 
1893. Wickmann, H. 
1893-6. Newton, Alfred. 
1894. Witherby, H. F. 
1895. Headley, F. W. 
1895. Mar hall, W. A. L. 
1896. Mivart, St. G. 
1 96. Newton, A. 
1897. Blaauw, F. E. 
1898. Beddard, F. E. 
1898. Chapman, Frank. 
1 98. . harpe, Bowdler. 
1898-1902. Seebohm, H. 
1898-1902. Sharpe, R. B. 
1899. Evans, A. Il. 

(Parrots) 
(Parrots ) 
( Meropidae) 
(Zoogeog. ) 
(Swallows) 
(Color St.) 

(Bird of the Ocean ) 
( C:haradrudae) 
(AnaL. and Cla s.) 
( Fringillidae) 
(Fos il) 
(Index) 
(Anat. Raven) 
(Poultry) 
(061.) 
(Falconry) 
(061.) 
(Class.) 
(061.) 
(Diet.) 
(Duck) 
(Comp. Anat.) 
(Anat.) 
(Loriidae ) 
(Diet.) 
(Cranes) 
(Anat. and Class.) 
(Pop.) 
(Pop.) 
(Thrushes) 
(Turdidae ) 

1899. ~ehrkorn, A. (061.) 
1900. Evans, A. H. (Cam. Nat. Hist.) 1900. Haecker, V. (Bird-song) 
1901. Eckstrom, Fannie. (Pop.) 
1901. Lydekker, R. (Dist.) 
1901-12. Br. Mus. ( at. Hi t.) (061.) 
1904. Tegetmeier, W. R. (Pheasants) 
1905. Alpheraky, S. (Geese) 
1905. Wytsman, P. A. G. (Class. genera) 
1907. Butler, A. G. (Sex Cage-birds) 
1907. Rothschild, L. W. (Extinct) 
1907-10. Godman, F. D. (Petrel ) 
1909. Knowlton and Ridgway. 
1910. Beetham, Bentley. (Herons, &c.) 
1910. Pycraft, W. P. (History) 
1912. Clarke, W. E. (Migration) 
1917. Wood, Ca ey A. !Comp. Oph.) 
1918-2'2.. Beebe, Wm. (Pheasants) 
19'2.1. Knight, .. W. R. 
19'2.1. Lambrecht, K. 
1922-6. Phillips, J. C. 
1923. Thorn on, J. A. 
1924-date. Swann, H. K., 

and A. Wetmore. 

(Fo sils) 
(Ducks) 
( iol.) 

(Accipitres) 

Ut·.?:-). Alien,<~. M. (Psych.) 
1 \1·2~>-K ErH.:yrlopediP Omit hologiqtH'. 
1 !I:! G. Figuier, Louis. ( It. Lran . ) 
HI"2G. Ileilmann, (i. Evol.) 
Hl'26. Thomson, J. A. (Migration) 
19'26. Wetmore, Alex. \Migrati011) 
1 ~):27. vVetmore, Alex. (Migration) 
H)28. Hendy, E. W. 
1 ~1:2H. Arrigoni degli Oddi, Ettore. 
1U'29. TuvLtoek, Lord. (Parrots) 
1930. \Vood, Casey A. (Psittacosis) 

Mammals of the World 
General Treatises 

1560. Constantinu , A. 
1:J84. Aemilianus, J. 
1607. Topsell, Edward. 
1777. Erxleben, J. C. P. (Clas .) 
1777. von Zimmermann, E. A. V./. (Dist.) 
1778-U. Pallas, P. S. 
1793. Pennant, T. (Synopsis) 
1 00. Audebert, .J. B. (Monkeys.) 
1809. Lawrence, J. (Horse) 
181 '2. .uvier, G. L. C. F. D. (Fossils) 
181 ;)-55 . Schreber, J. C. D. vo11. (Atlas) 
1820-'2.. Desmarest, A. G. 
18'2.3. Scote by, W. (Whales) 
1824. C:uvier and St. Hilaire. 
1824-9. Schinz, H. R. (Class.) 
1 27. Lesson, R. P. (Manual) 
1827-34. Lichten tein, M. H. C. (Atlas) 
18•.27-41. Temminck, C. J. 
18':2. . Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, E. 
18'2.9. Huet, J. B. (Mus.) 
18'2.9. Khayl-nama. (Horse, Persian) 
1 33-40. Royle, J. F. (Himalayas) 
1835. Treviranus, R. C. (Anat.) 
1 3G. Cuvier, F. G. 
1 39-64. de Blainville, H. M. D. (Osteogr.) 
1845. Owen, Richard. (Fo sil) 
1845. Wagner, J. A. 
1845- 6. Jardine, W. 
1 45-6. Jardine, W. 
1845-6. Jardine, W. 
1845-6. Jardine, W. 
1846-8. Waterhouse, . R. 
1848. Gosse, P. H. 
1850. Latham, R. G. 
1850. White, A. 
1854. Agassiz, L. 
1 54-5. Gervais, F. L. P. 
186'2.. Gerrard, E. 
1865. Owen, R. 
1866. Gray, J. E. 
1866. Murray, Andrew. 
1868. Gray, J. E. 
1868 and 1871. Gray, J. E. 
1869. Gray, J. E. 
1870. Gray, J. E. 
1872. Gray, J. E. 
1 73. Kowalevsky, V. 0. 
1874. Elliot and Wolf. 
1874. Giebe1, C. G. A. 
1874. Gray, J. E. 
1876. Buchner, L. 
1881-4. Retzius, M. G. 

(Deer) 
(Felidae) 
(Monkeys) 
(Ungulates) 
(Nat. Hist.) 

(Ethnology) 
(Pop.) 

(Fossils) 
(Gorilla) 
(Seals) 
(Zoogeog.) 
(Dolphins) 

Whales) 
arnivora) 

(Monkeys) 
(Ruminants) 
(Fossils) 
(Pop.) 

(Sea-lions) 
(Psych.) 
(Ear) 
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Mammals of the World-General Treatises. 1G86. Hay, J. 

continued. 
170;). H.udbeckius, 0. (Biblical) 

1883. EllioL, D. G. (Felidae) 17'2"2. Oppian. (Ancient) 

1883. Yogt and Specht. (Pop.) 1738. Artedi, Peter. 

1883-92. Selenka, E. (Embryo!.) 1740- D. Klein, J. T. 

'J 
1885. Guenther, A. (Br. Mu .) 1764. Gronovius, L. T. 

1885. IIartmann, C. E. ~r . R. (Apes) 1760. Schaeffer, J. C. 

1885. Parker, W. K. (Evol.) 1770. Gouan, A. 

1885-7. Lydekker, R. (Sheep) 17 2. Broussonet, P. M. A. 

1888-90. Lydekker, R. (Fossil) 1786-95. Bloch, Marcus. 

1890. Mivart, St. G. (Canidre) 1785. Monro, Alex. 2nd. (Comp. Anat.) 

1891. Flower and L ydekker. 1802-5. Sonnini, C. N. S. 

1894. Forbes, H. 0. (Primates) 1817. Walcot, .John. (Amph. also) 

1894. Guenther, A. (Br. Mus.) 1828-49. Cuvier and Valenciennes. 

1894. -wn:ley, A. (Amphioxus) 1833-44. Agassiz, Louis. (Fossil) 

1894-1900. Sclater and 1844. Oersted, A. S. (Geog.) 

Thomas. (Antelopes) 1846. Owen, Richard. (Comp. Anat.) 

1895. Lydekker, R. (Carnivora) 1847. Valenciennes, A. 

1896. Lydekker, R. (Geog.) 1851. Gosse, P. H. 

1898. Lydekker, R. (Deer) 1854. Gronovius, L. T. (Cat.) -v\1 
1898-1905. Trouessart, E. L. (Cat.) 1858. Jones, T. R. (Pop .) 

iJJ; 1899. Sclater, P. L., and W. L. (Zoogeog.) 1859-70. Gunther, 
(lCat. !f3r. Mu~ 

1900. Andrews, C. vV. (Br. Mus.) - A. C. L. G. 

1900. Beddard, F. E. (Whales) 1860. Karr, A. (Diet.) 

1901. Reighard and Jen- 1868. Mangin, A. 

nings. (Felidae Anat.) 1874. Bosgoed, D. M. (Bib.) 

1902. Beddard, F. E. 1877. Holdsworth, E. W. H. 

1902. Roosevelt, T. (Deer) 1877. Rauber, 11. 

1904. Elliot, D. G. (Midd. Am.) 1877. Young, A. (Salmon) ~ 
1904. Palmer, Theodore. (Cat.) 1880. GQ.!.lther, A. C. L. G. 

1904. Weber, M. C. vV. (Comp. Anat.) 1883. Westwood and Satchel!. 

"I 1905. Lankester, E. R. (Extinct Ani- 1884. Sprensen, W. E. (Comp . Anat.) 

mals) 1885. La Blanchere, H. de. (Diet.) 

1905. Ridgeway, W. (Horses) 1888. Vaillant, L. L. 

1906. Ingersoll, E. 1889-1900. Woodward, A. S. (Fossil Fishes) 

1907. Kirby, W. F. 1890. Cunningham, J. T. (Sole) 

j/ 1907. Lydekker, R. (Ungulata) 1891. PalackX, J. (Zoogeog. ) 

1907. Miller, G. S. (Bats) 1891. Sauvage, H. E. 

1910. Gregory, W. K. (Syst.) 1894. Hickson, S. J. (Deep Sea) 

1910. Osborn, H. F. (Paleon.) 1895. Dean, Bashford. 

1910. True, F. W. (Whales) 1895. Goode and Bean. 
(~ ~ 1912. Anderson, K. (Bats) 1895-date. Boulenger, G. A. 

1913. Lydekker, R. (Ungulates) 1896. Goode and Bean. (Deep Sea) 

1913-16. Br. Mus. (Nat.Hist.) (R. Lydekkcr) 1901. Pycraft, W. P. (Pop.) 

1916. Forbush, E. H. (Cat.) 1904. Bridge, T. W. 

1917. Cornish, C. J. (Pop.) 1907. Jordan, David S. (Ppp.) 

1923. Cox, H. (Dogs) 1912. Gemmill, J. F. 

1927. Ash, E. C. (Dogs) 1912. Murray and Hjort. (Deep Sea) 

1928. Holmes, S. J. (Frog) 1915. Goode and Bean. 

1929. Rhys, E. (Horses) Hll6- 17. Dean, Bashford. (Bib.) 

1929. Yerkes, R. M. (Apes) 1917-20. Jordan, D. S. (Class.) 

1930. Mather, K. F. (Paleon.) 1920. Jenkins, .J. T. ( ea Fisheries) 

1930. Demaison, A. (Pop.) 1922. Naef, A. (I< ossil) 

1928. Daniel, J. F. 

Fishes of the World 

General Treatises Reptiles and Amphibia of the World 

1508. Oppianus. (Poem) 
General Treatises 

1534. Oppianus. (Poem) 1607. Topsell, Edward. 

1544. Rondelet, Guillaume. 1742. Owen, Chas. (Serpents) 

1554-5. Rondeletius, G. 1758. Hailer, Albrecht von. (Frogs) 

1554-8. Salviani, Hippo- 1792. Schoepf, J. D. (Turtles) 

lyte. 1827. Heyden, C. H. von. 

1555. Rondelet, Guillaume. 1828. Lamouroux, 

1558. Bossuet, F. MadameS. 

1620. Belon, Pierre. 1830. Wagler, J. G. 1\mphibia) 

1667. Voigt, Gottfried. 1834-54. Dumeril and Bib-

1685. Willughby, Francis. ron. 
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Reptiles and Amphibia of the World-General 1872. Andersson, C. J. 

Treatises, continued. 1896-1912. Shelley, G. E. 
1835. Kielsen, F. C. (Amphibia) 1900-5. Reichenow, A. 
1838-9. Swainson, W. (Fishes and Reptiles) 1930. Sclater, W. L. (B ib.) 
1849. Gray, J. E. (Cat.) 
1850. Gosse, P. H. Mammals 
1856. Stannius, H. (Anat.) 
1865. Mayer, A. F. J. C. (Eggs) 1899. Bryden, H. A. (Game) 
1866. Bronn, H. G. 1899. Engell, M. C. (Elephants) 
1869. Figuier, G. L. 1903. Baum, H. (Expect.) 
1870. Dumeril and Bocourt. 1909. Bryden, H. A. 
1872. Gray, J. E. (Turtles) Fishes 
1872. Sower by and Lear. (Testudinata ) 

J/J 
1874. Mivart, St. G. J. (Frog) 1909. Boulenger, G. A. (Freshwater) 
1877. G~nther, A. C. (Tortoise) 
1882. Hop1ey, C. C. (Pop.) America-Both Continents 1886. Cope, E. D. (Snakes) 
1888. Lydekker, R. (Br. Mus.) General Treatises 
1889. Bottard, A. 
1889-96. Boulenger, G. A. (Br. Mus. Cat.) 1707-25. Sloane, Bans. (Voy.) 
1890. Hoffmann, C. K. 1751. Bartram, J. (Tr.) 
1890. Lydekker, R. (Ca L.) 1826-8. Godman, J. D. (Semi-pop. ) 
1893. Cooke, M. C. 1835-6. Poeppig, E. F. 
1896. Tornier, G. 1859-60. Suckley, G., and 
1900. Cope, E. D. Cooper, J. (Pacific Coast) 
1901. Gadow, H. (Camb. Nat. Hist.) 1882. Forster, J. R. (Cat.) 
1901. Seeley, H. G. (Extinct Reptiles) 1895- 1909. Shipley, A. E. 
1906. Dickerson, M. C. (Frogs) 1900. Shufeldt, R. W. 
1910. Ditmars, R. L. (Pop. ) 1902. Stone and Cram. 
1910. Vaillant, L. L. 1920. Shipley, A. E. (Zool.) 
1911. Griffini, Achille. (Pop. ) H)24. Meisel, Max. (Bib.) 
1912. Lydekker and others. (Amphibia ) Birds 1913. Br. Mus. (Nat. Hist.) (R. Lydekker) 
1914. Ditmars, R. L. (Pop. ) 1801-2. Levaillant, F. (Birds) 
1914. Fairchild, D. G. (Pop. ) 1846. Selys-Longchamps, M. E. 
1914. Williston, S. W. (Pop.) 1861-2. Sclater, P. L. (Cat.) 
1915. Boulenger, G. A. 1917. Pearson, T. G. 
1915. Reese, A. M. (Alligators) 1918-date. Cory and Hellmayr. 
1919. Abel, 0. (Evol.) 
1921. Arldt, T. (Fossil) Fishes 
1925. Noble, G. K. (Frogs) 1875. Scott, G. C. 
1925. Williston, S. W. (Osteol.) 1888. Goode, G. B. 
1926. Smith, M. (Sea Snakes) 
1927. Ditmars, R. L. (Lasted.) 
1928. Marshall, A. M. (Frog) Asia-Whole Continent 
1928. Shumway, W. (Frog) 
1930. Fitzsimons, F. W. (Pythons) General Treatises 

1240. Kasvini. (Persia) 
Mrica-The Whole Continent 1756. Russell, Alex. (Aleppo) 

18:>6-6\J . TchihaLcheff, P. de. (Asia Minor) 
General Treatises 1867-76. Martens, E. von. (E . Asia) 

1795. Levaillant, J7. (Tr.) 1873. 'llaju'l-baha'im. (Hincl. liLh.) 

1798. Levaillant, F. 1876. Blanford, W. T. (Persia) 

1818. Tuckey and Cranch. (Expect.) 1876. Goldsmid, F. J. (Persia) 

1826. Clapperton and Denham. ,Tr.) 18~H. Ilart, H. C. (Palestine) 

1870. von der Decken, C. C. (Tr.) 1898. Heclin, S. 

1883-7. Rochbrune, A. T. de. (Seneg.) 1\JOl. Zkhy, J. (Expect .) 

1888. Drummond, H. (Tr.) 1901:--date. Weber, M. C. \V. (Siboga Voy.) 

1923. Johnston, H. H. (Autobiog.) 1902-3 . Gardiner, John S. (Maldives ) 

1923. William of Sweden, Prince. 1905-7 . Mission Indo-

1924. Statham, J. C. B. Chine. (French Govt.) 
1923. Survey of the Fauna of Iraq. 

Birds 
Birds 

(1796). Levaillant, F. 
1802. Levaillant, F. 1828. Ehrenberg, C. G. (Africa and Asia) 
1858. Muller, J. \V. von. 1831. Gould, John. (Himalayas) 
1867. Barboza du Bocage, J. V. 1832. Gould, John. ( Ilimalayas) 
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Asia-Who1e Continent-Birds, continued. 

1850-83. Gou1d, John, and Sharpe, H. B. 
1870-1. Marshall, Bro~. (Barbets) 
1888. Gould and Sharpe. 
1888-94. Menzbir, M. A. 
1890. Timur-Mirza-Qajar. 

192H. Wilkiuson, E. S. 

( Turkest:1 n) 
(Persian Fal-

conry) 
( Shanahai) 

Mammals 

18'2.9. Hu ami. 
1829. Khayl-nama. 

(Persian poem. ~IS.) 
(Persian MS.) 

Europe, Whole Continent 

General Treatises 
1797-18;)7. Sturm, Jacob. (Alla ) 
1840. Schinz, H. R. 
1865. Mobius, K. A. 
1899. Scharff, R. F. 
1900. Nansen, F. 
1907. Scharff, R. F. 
1928. Scharff, R. F. 

Birds 

1709. Nobleville, A. de. 
1830. Schinz, H. R. 
1832-7. Gould, John. 
1834. Gloger, C. W. L. 
1839-51. S usemihl, J. C. 
1842. Werner, J. C. 
1 44. Schlegel, Hel'mann. 

(Dist.) 

( orth Pole) 
( Zooaeog.) 
(Di t. ) 

(Nightingale) 
(Ne ts and Eggs) 

(Atla ) 
(Atlas) 

1848. Lefevre, A. (Ool.) 
1849. Degland, C. D. 
1849. Des Murs, M.A. 
1858-63. Bree, C. R. 
1861-4. Duboi, Ch. F. 
1867. Gerbe and Degland. 

(Atlas) 

1868. Norguel, A. (Race ) 
1868-7'2. Duboi , A., and C. F. (Ool. ) 
1 70-1. FriL eh, A11t.on. 
1871. Dubois, 
1871-9. Dres er and 'harpe. 

(Zoogeog. ) 

1871-96. Dre ser, H. E. (Supplement ) 
1872. Rey, E. (ZooO'eog.) 
1875-6. Bree, ( :. H. 
1876. llamonville, J. C. L. D' (Cat.) 
1884-m. Olphe-Gaillard, Leon. (\V. Eur. ) 
1890. I >ackhouse, J. 
1890. Peter en, S. ( 'ong-birds) 
1895. Gatka-no enslock. (l\ligralion) 
1902. Arrigoni degli Oddi, E. 
1903-14. Harterl, Ern t. 
1905. Herman, Otlo. 
1905-10. Dre .el', II. E. 
1906-9. Jourdain, F. C. B. 
1907. Herman, Otto. 
1912. Floerick , K. 
1912. Trouessarl, E. L. 
1914-15 .. olomir ky, D. 

(Migration ) 
(001.) 
(Ool. ) 
(Prot. Bird" ) 
(Pop. ) 
(Cat. ) 
(Ath-t ·) 

Mammals 
1840. chinz H. R. 
1859. Clermont, T. F. 
1889. van Beneden, P. J. (Whales) 

18U6. Hamilton, E. (Wild Cat) 
191:l. Hr. Mus. (Nat. Hist. ) 

(Miller, G. S.) (\V. Eur.) 

Fishes 
16:l4. vou ' l'honfeld, tephan. 
184·>. \'ogt, C. C. (Salmon) 
186~. \Videgren, H. ( almon) 
1886. Seeley, II. G. (Freshwater) 
19mJ. < :hallenger Soc. (N. AtlanLic) 

Reptiles and Amphibia 
1758. Roesel von Rosenhof. (Amphibia 
1859. Clermont, T. F. 
1875. Schreiber, E. 
1896. Fraas, E. 
1897-8. Boulenger, G. 

( 1~o il) 
(BaLrachia 

North and Middle Africa 

General Treatises 
1661. FlacourL, E. de. (Madagas. 
1704. Bosmar, Guillaume. (Guinea) 
1735. Alpinus, Prosper. ( Egypt) 
1803. Bory de 'aint-\'in-

cent, J. B. (Canary Isld . ) 
1812. Milbert, J. G. (Canary Isld .) 
1818. Tuckey, Jas. K. (Congo) 
1823. Thunberg, '. P. (<Juinea) 
1826. Denham and Clupporton. (Tr.) 
1826- . n.uprJell, \V. P. E. . ( . Africa.) 
1831. Lowe, R. T. (:\1adeira) 
1835-6. Desj ardin , J. F. ( \ladag::1 . ) 
1 35-44. Webb and Ber-

thelot. (Canary Isld . ) 
1 36- . Wagner, M. F. ( ~.Africa.) 
1841. vVaO'ner, l\1. F. 
1845-51. Lefebvre, C. T. 
1846-60. Levaillant, Jean. 
1 50- 70. Fornasini and 

Bianconi. 
lt-I:J'2-- 82. Pelerb, \ iV. C. li. 
IR0U-61. Peters and von 

1Aby inia) 
(N. Afri ·a) 

Mozamb.) 
( l\Ioze~mb.) 

rler Decken. E. frka) 
1 '67- 70. Barboza du Bocage, 

J. \ ·. Portug. Afric:-1.) 
1868. Pollou and van Dam. l\1ad<lga .) 
1 70. 13lanford, \Y. T. :Aby inia) 
1872. And er on, C .. J. \ Damaral.) 
1875. Drummond, Vv. ll. ( '.E. Africe~) 
1 75 . .\lellis, J. ( ' . ( 'l. Helena) 
1875. Monteiro, .J . .J. ~ l.ongo) 
1 T)- 4. \lilne-Eclw:-trd!-

A. et al. J.Iadaga~.) 
1 7:->-1HOO. (;t'<mdidit·r .• \. hHlagas.) 
1 , 1. Oat e , F. CenL. . frica ) 
188·2. Hevoil, G. Somaliland) 
18H8. Di)hm l~. (E. Africa.) 
1 8 . .Jamcs, F. L. (Somalilancl) 
1 m - 1 DOl. Sl uhlmmm, F. L. (Tr.) . 
18~l~. . elous, F. ( :. (Tr., S.E. Afrtc<J) 
1 93-HllO. De ut ch-Ost -.\frilw. 
18~) . nmtle , :\lu!'eC du Congo. (Belgium) 
1 !) -1 \H)7 .. ndPrson, .J o 1111. Eg·yp1) 
1900. . Peel r:. \'. A. ( · omaliland) 

"1901. Moore, J. E. \Cent. Africa) 
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North and Middle Africa-General Treatises, 

continued. 
1902. Blanchard, R. A. E. (Madagas.) 
1905. Schillings, C. G. (E. Africa) 
1906-? Voeltzkow, A. (Exped.J 
1910. Sjostedt, B. Y. (E. AfriCa) 
1910-date. Adolf of Mecklenburg. (Expect. Cent. 

1913. Hartert, E. J. 0. 
1915. Sibree, J. 
1925. Carpenter, G. D. H. 
? 1929. Akeley, Carl E. 

Birds 
1802. Bechstein, J. M. 

Africa) 
(Sahara) 
(Madagas.) 
(E. Africa) 
(Pop.) 

1845. ROppell, W. P. E. S. (Abyssinia) 
1857. Hartlaub, C. J. G. (W. Africa) 
1861. Hartlaub, C. J. G. (Madagas.) 
1864. Antinori, 0. 
1869-75. Heuglin, M. T. von. (N.E. Africa) 
1870. Finsch and Hartlaub. (E. Africa) 
1875. Bouvier, A. (E. Africa, Cat.) 
1875. Heughlin, M. T. von. (N .E. Africa) 
1885. BOttikofer, J: (Liberia) 
1901. Harris, H. E. (Canary Islds.) 
1905. Oberholser, H. C. (E. Africa) 
1905. Whitaker, J. I. S. (Tunisia) 
1909. Whymper, C. (Egypt) 
1930. Bannerman, D. A. (W. Africa) 
1.930. Bates, G. L. (W. Africa) 

Mammals 
1203. Abdallatif. (Nile) 
1835-40. Ruppell, W. P. E. S. (Abyssinia ) 
1847-51. Prevost, F. (N. Africa) 
1848. Guerin-Meneville, 

F. E. (Abyssinia ) 
1875-90. Edwards and 

Grandidier. (Madagas.) 
1910. Drake-Brockman, 

1917. 
1918. 

Lonnberg, E. 
Hollister, N. 

R. E. (Somaliland) 
(Cent. Africa) 
(E. Africa) 

Fishes 
1843-60. Lowe, R. T. (Madeira) 
1850-60. Guichenot, A. (N. Africa) 
1866. Playfair, ~· L. (Zanzibar) 
1869. Petherick, J., and B. H. (Cent. Africa) 
1896. Pfeffer, G. J. (E. Africa) 
1907. Chevalier, Auguste. (Cent. Africa) 
1912-date. Alluaud and Jeannel. (E. Africa) 
1918. Hubbs, C. L. (E. Africa) 

Reptiles and Amphibia 
1827. Heyden, C. H. G. von. (Atlas) 
1851. Guichenot, A. (N. Africa) 
1897. Sjostedt, B. Y. (Kamarun) 

South Africa 

General Treatises 
1803. Bory de Vincent, J. B. (African. Islds. ) 
1811- 12 Lichtenstein, l\1. H. C. (Cape of Good 
1812. Milbert, J. G. Hope) 
1834-6. Smilh, Andrew. 
1838-49. Smith, Andrew. 

,) 

1884. Smith and Sharpe. 
1892. Distant, W. L. 
1900-6. Stark and Scl:lter. 
1901-7. Natal. 
1905. Flint, W. 
1908. Pretoria Annals. 
1908-13. SchuUz~ L. S. 
1928. Lotsy, J. P. 
1929. Hamilton, J. S. 

Birds 

(Cent. S. Africa) 
(Evol.) 

1848. Strickland and Melville. (Mauritius 
Dodo) 

y 

1867. Layard, E. L. 
1875-84. Layard, E. L. 
1882. Holub and von Pelzeln. 
1884. Layard, E. L. (S. Africa) 
1900. Stark and Sclater. 
1904. Reichenow, A. 

Mammals 
1840. Harris, W. C. (Game) 
1900-1. Sclater, W. L. 
1919-20. Fitzsimons, F. W. 
1920. Haagner, A. K. 

Fishes 
1868. Fritsch, G. T. 
1927. Barnard, A. K. (Cat.) 

Reptiles a·na Amphibia 
1876. Owen, R. (Fossils) 
1912. Fitzsimons, F. W. 

Middie America and West lndies 
General Treatises 

1628-51. Hernandez, 
Francisco. 

1658. de Rochefort, C. 
1705-25. Sloane, Hans. 
1722. Labat, J. B. 
1750. Catesby, M. 

(Cent. Am.) 
(W. Indies) 
(W. Indies) 
(Voy.) 

1750. Hughes, G. (Barbados) 
1809. Descourtilz, M. E. (Tr.) 
1810. Ledru, A. P., and 

Sonnini. (Vjrgin Islds.) 
1823. Thunberg, Carl P. (Mid. Am.) 
1825. Harlan, R. (U.S.A.) 
1840-50. de la Sagra, Ramon. (Fr. trans. 

1851-8. Poey, Felipe. 
1859. Jones, J. M. 
1868-1909. Mission Scien-

tifique au Mexique 
et dans l'Amr·e ue. 

1872-93. Gundlach, J. 
1879-1915. Godman and 

Salvin. 
1880. Ober, F. A. 
1887. Bovallius, Carl. 
1888. Belt, T. 
1902. Verrill, A. E. 
1927-date. Porto Rico 

and Virgin Islands. 

Cub~· 
(Cuba) 
(Bermuda) 

(Cuba) 

(Cent. ~m.) 
(W. Indies) 
(Mid. Am.) 
(Nicaragua) 
(Bermuda) 

(Survey. W. 
lndies) 
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Middle America and West lndies, continued. 

Birds 

1839-61. Sagra, R. de la 
1841. Swainson, W. 
1847. Gosse, P. H. 
1849. Gosse, P. H. 

(Cuba) 
(Cent. Am.) 
(Jamaica) 
(Atlas. Jamaica) 
(Cal. and 1854. Bonaparte, Prince. 

Nicaragua) 
Saussure, H. L. F. de. (Mexico) 1858. 

1859. 
1859. 
1859. 
1862. 
1864. 
1866. 
1880. 
1880. 
1885. 
1887. 
1889. 
1892. 
1902. 
1928. 

Baird, S. F. (Mexico) 
Bryant, H. (Bahamas) 
Wedderburn, J. W. (Bermuda) 
Salle and Parzudaki. (Mexico) 
Sclater and Salvin. (Panama) 
Leotaud, A. (Trinidad) 
Cory, Charles B. (Bahamas) 
Sclater W. L. (Cent. Am.) 
Cory Charles B. (W. lndies) 
Stahi, A. ( Porto Rico) 
Cory Chas. B. (W. lndies) 
Cory: C. B. (W. lndies) 
Lembeye, J. (Cuba) 
Sturgis, B. B. (Panama) 

Mammals 
1877. Gundlach, J. (Cuba) 
1904. Elliot, D. G. (Mid. Am.) 

1859. Girard, C. F. 
1904. Meek, S. E. 

Fishes 
(Mexico) 
(Mexico) 

Reptiles and Amphibia 

1870. 
1881. 
1882. 
1884. 
1887. 
1904. 

Bocourt, F. 
Gundlach, J. 
Brocchi, P. 
Garman, S. 
Cope, E. D. 
Stejneger, L. 

(Mexico) 
(Cuba) 
(Batr.) 
(Bermuda) 

(Porto Rico) 

U.S.A. and Canada 

General Treatises 

1638-71. Josselyn, Jno. 
1675. Martens, Friedrich. 
1678. Josselyn, John. 
1731-48. Catesby, Mark. 
1751. Bartram, John B. 
1771. Forster, John. 
1784-5. Pennant, Thos. 
1791. Bartram, Wm. 
1792. Belknap, J. 
1792. Pennant, T. 
1793. Hontan, Baron de la. 
1793. Imlay, G. 
1794. Williams, Saml. 
1795. Hearne, Saml. 
1799. Barton, B. S. 
1814. Lewis and Clark. 
1819. Leach and Sabine. 
1819. Ross, Sir John. 
1823. Say, Thos. 
1825. Keating, W. H. 

(N. Am. Tr.) 
(Arctic) 
(New Eng.) 
(U.S.A.) 
(U.S.A.) 

(U.S.A.) 
(N.H.) 
(N. Am.) 
(Canada) 
(U.S.A.) 
(Vt.) 
(Hud. Bay) 
(U.S.A.) 
(N. West.) 
(Arctic Ex.) 
(Arctic Voy.) 
(Expect.) 
(Canada) 

1828. Parry, W. E. (N. Pol. Expect.) 
1829-37. Richardson, John. (Canada) 
1829-37. Richardson and 

Swainson. (N. Am.) 
1834-41. Wied-Neuwied, Max. (N. Am.) 
1835. Hitchcock, Edward. (U.S.A.) 
1835. .Jefferson, Thos. (U.S.A.) 
1835. Ross, J. C. (Arctic Voy.) 
1836. Godman, J. D. 
1839. Townsend, John K. 
1839. Zoolog. Survey. 
1842. Thompson, Zadock. 
1842-4. De Kay, J. E. 
1850. Agas iz and Cabot. 
1852. Baird, S. F. 
1852. Geol. Survey Wis. 

and Iowa. 
1852. Leidy, J os. 
1852. Stansbury, H. 
1853. United States. 

1853. U .S. Geog. and Geol. 

(U.S.A.) 
(Mass.) 
(Vt.) 
(N.Y.) 
(Lake Sup.) 
(Utah) 

(D. D. Owen) 
(Paleon.) 
(Utah) 
(Zuniand 
Colorado Riv.) 

Surveys. (Colorado) 
1853. \Voodhouse, S. W. (S.W.) 
1854. Warren, J. C. (Fossils) 
1855-9. U.S. Pacific Rd. Survey. 
1859-60. Suckley and Cooper. (Expect.) 
1865. Josselyn, John. (New Eng.) 
1866. Lord, J. K. (Brit. Colum.) 
1868. Cronise, T. F. (Calif.) 
1871. Ross, A. M. (Canada) 
1873. Adams, A. L. (Quebec) 
1873-90. United States 

Survey. 
1874-89. U .S. Geog. and 

Geol. Surveys. 

(Territories) 

(W. of 100th 
Merid.) 

1875. Harting, J. E. (Prybilov Islds.) 
1877. Miller, S. A. (U.S.A. Fossils) 
1878. Marsh, 0. C. (Evol.) 
1878. Nares, G. S. (North Pole) 
1882. Forster, J. R. (Will. Soc. Hudson Bay.) 
1882. Ohio, State of. (Zoology) 
1883. Barton, B. S. (N. Am.) 
1883. Corwin, Steamer. (Voy. Arctic) 
1883. Stearns, W. A. (Labrador) 
1885. U.S. Expect. Pt. Barrow. (Voy. Arctic) 
1886. Turner, L. M. (N. Am.) 
1889-date. U.S. Bioi. 

Survey. 
1894. Ord, Geo. 

(N. A. Fauna) 
(Reprint) 
(Nova Scotia) 
(Alaska) 
(Fossils) 

1895. Swann, H. K. 
1900. Stone, Witmer. 
1901. Lucas, F. A. 
1901. Osgood, W. H. 
1903. Merrill, F. J. H. 

(Br. Columbia) 
(U.S.A. and 

1903. 
1905. 
1908. 
1909. 
1909. 
1911. 
1913. 
1914. 
1918. 
1920. 
1921. 

Canada) 
Stone, W., and Cram, W. E. (Pop.) 
Nordenskjold, N. 0. G. (Antarctic.) 
Gadow, Hans. (S. Mexico) 
Grenfell, W. T. (Labrador) 
Seton, E. T. (Manitoba) 
Williston, S. W. (Am. Fossils) 
Bailey, V. 0. (Zoogeog-. New l\IeAicoj 
Hornaday, W. T. ( .S.A.) 
Nelson, E. W. 
Buchanan, Angus. 
Donaldson, A. L. 

(Canada) 
( Adirondacks) 
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d .S.A. and Canada-General Treatises, con-

tinued. 
1923. Corneau, N. A. (Canada) 
1924. Grinnell and Storer. 
1924. Meisel, M. 
1926. Wetmore, A. 
19:28. Cormack, W. E. 
1929. Jordan, D. S. 
1930. Audubon, J. J. 

Birds 

(Bib. U.S.A.) 
(Fossils) 
(Newfdland.) 
(North-East) 
('Audacious A.' ) 

1731-43. Catesby, Mark. (N. Am.) (Carolina ) 
1807. VieilloL, L. J. P. 
1808- 14. Wilson, Alex. 
1827- 38. Audubon, J . .J. 
18:29. Wilson, Alex. 
1832. Wil on, Alex. 
1832- 4. NuLtall, T. 
1832-40. NuLtall, Thos. 
1832- 49. Audubon,J.J. 
1834. Brown, Capt. Thos. 
1835. Brown, Capt. Thos. 

1839. Peabody, W. B. 0. 
( 1840). Lichtenstein, 

M. H. C. 
1841. Giraud, J. P. 
1843. Lins1ey, J. H. 
1844. Giraud, J. P. 
1844. Giraud, J. P. 
1847-9. Gambe1, William. 
1852. Hoy, P. R. 
1853-6. Cassin, John. 
1854. Wilson and Brewer. 

(N.Am.) 

(Bonaparte) 
( .S. and Can.) 
(Canada) 
( Ornith. Bioi. ) 
(Game) 
(Wilson and 

Bonap.) 
(Mass.) 

(Pacific Coast) 
(Texas) 
(Conn.) 
(L. Isld.) 
(N.Y.) 
(Calif.) 
(Wis.) 
( Calif.) 

1855-9. Heermann, A. L. (S.W.) 
1857. Brewer, Thos. M. (Ool.) 
1858. Baird, . F. (Cat.) 
1859- 60. Wilson and Bonaparte. 
1860. Cassin and Baird. 
1864. Lemoine, J. M. (Canada) 
1866-9. Elliot, D. G. (N. Am.) 
1867-9. Bannister and Dall. (Alaska) 
1869. Turnbull, W. P. (Penn.) 
1870-80. U.S. Geolog. Explor. (40th Par.) 
1871. Ross, A. M. (Canada) 
1872. Coues, Elliott. (Key) 
1872--81. Maynard, C. J. (U:S.A.) 
1874. Brewer, Thos. M. 
1874-84. Baird, Brewer, Ridgway. 
1874. Coues, Elliott. 
1874. U.S. Geog. and Geol. Surveys. (Utah) 
1874. Yarrow, H. C. (Utah and Nevada) 
1875. Brewer, T. M. (New England) 
1875. Snow, F. H. (Kansas) 
1876. Sumichrast, F. E. (S.W. Mexico) 
1878. Pope, A. (U.S.A.) 
1878. Studer, J. H. 
1878-80. Coues, Elliott. (Bib.) 
1879-86. Jones, H., and N. E. (Ool. Ohio) 
1880. Marsh, 0. C. (Paleon.) 
?1881-3. Stearns-Coues. (New Eng.) 
1882. Brown, N. C. (Maine) 
1882. Wheaton, J. M. (Ohio) 
1883. Samuels, E. A. 
1884. Reid, S. G. 
1886. Capen, E. 
1886-95. Check-list of 

North Am. Birds. 

(Bermuda) 
(Ool.) 

(1-2) 

1887. Chamberlain, M. 
1887. Ridgway, Robt. 
1887. Ridgway, Robt. 
1889-95. Ridgway, R. 
1890. Warren, B. H. 
1890-6. Nehrling, H. 
1891. Thornpson, E. E. 
1894. ~cllwraith, T. 
1894. Stone, \V. 
1894. tuder, J. H. 
1895-1911. Beal, F. E. L. 
1895. Bendire, C. E. 
1896. Ridgway, R. 
1896. Wintle, E. D. 
1899. Cory, C. B. 
1900. Cooke, W. W. 
1900. Palrner, T. S. 
1900, 1915. Beal, F. E. L. 
1901-19. Ridgway, R. 
1903. Daw on, ¥/. L. 
1904. Bruner, L. 
1904. Kerrnode, F. 
1906. Canada, A. P. Low. 
1906. Halkett, A. 
1909. Cory, C. B. 
1909. Dawson, W. L. 
1910. Check List of N. Am. 

(Cat. Canada) 
(Ill.) 
(Manual) 
(Illinois) 
(N. Am.) 
(U.S.A.) 
(Canada) 
(Ont.) 
(E. Peru) 
(N.Am.) 
(Woodpeckers) 

(Manual) 
(Montreal) 
(E. N. Am.) 
(Colorado ) 
(Protect. ) 
(Bird Food) 

(Ohio) 
(Nebr.) 
(Br. Columbia ) 
(Hudson Bay) 
(Hudson Bay) 
(Ill. and Wis.) 
(Wash.) 

Birds. 
1910. Cooke, W. W. 
1910 (1925). Trotter, S. 
1910-14. Eaton, E. H. 

(Third A.O.U.) 
(Shore birds. Migration) 

1911. Howell, A. H. 
1912. Bent, A. C. 
1912. Sclater, W. L. 
1913. Bailey, H. H. 
1914. Swarth, H. S. 
1916. Kalrnbach, E. R. 
1919. Brimley, H. H. 
1919. Burns, F. L. 
1919. wenk, M. H. 
1919. Taverner, P.A. 
1921. Dawson, W. L. 
1925. Brooks and Swarth. 
1925. Coues, E. 
1927. Chapman, Frank M. 
1927. Henderson, Junius. 
1927. Hoffmann, R. 
1927-9. Bent, A. C. 
1928. Sutton, Geo. M. 
1929. Bready, M. B. 
1929. Friedmann, Herbert. 
1929. Hantzsch, B. 
1930. Brasher, Rex. 

(New YoJk) 
(Arkansps) 
(Behring Sea) 
(Colorado) 
(V a.) 
(Arizona) 
(Economic) 
(N. Carolina) 
(Bib.) 
(Neb. ) 
(Que.) 
(Calif.) 
(Br. Col.) 
(Key) 

(Econ. Ornith.) 
(Pacific States) 
(Limicolae) 
(Penn.) 
(Starling) 
(Cow birds) 
(Labrador) 
(Atlas) 

Mammals 
1825. Harlan, Richard. (U.S.A.) 
1846. Audubon and Bachrnan. (U.S.A.) 
1857-9. Baird, S. F. (Survey) 
1859. Baird, S. F. 
1862. Wied-Neuwied, Max. 
1864. Alien, H. 

(N.Am.) 
(Bats) 
(Mass.) 
(N.W. Coast) 

1869. Allen, J. A. 
1874. Scarnmon, C. M. 
1877. Caton, J. D. 
1877. Coues, E. 
1880. Alien, J. A. 
1886. Elliott, H. W. 
1886. Roosevelt, T. 

(Antelope and Deer) 
(M ustelidae) 
(Pinnipeds) 
(Ala ka) 
(Game) 
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U.S.A. and Canada-Mammals, continued. 
1887. Nelson and True. (Alaska) 
1892. Herrick, C. L. (Minn.) 
1893. Roosevelt, T. (Big Game) 
1898-9. Jordan, D. S. (Seals) 
1901. Elliot, D. G. (U.S.A.) 
1902. Rooseyelt, Theodore. (Deer) 
1904. Hornaday, W. T. 
1905. Elliot, D. G. 
1905. Roosevelt, T. 
1908. Stone, Witmer. 
1909. Bangs, Outram. 
1910. Warren, E. R 
1912. Cory, C. B. 
1912. Miller, G. S. 
1913. Dugmore., A. R. 
1914. Dugmore, A. R. 
1917. Anthony, H. E. 
1918. Stoner, D. 
1922. Stone, Witmar. 
1928. Anthony, H. E. 

Fishes 
1820. Rafinesque, C. S. 
1833. Smith, J. V. C. 
1839. Storer, D. A. 
1846. Storer, D. A. 

(Check List) 
(Game) 
(New Jersey) 
(Labrador) 
(N.Am.) 
( Ill. and Wis.) 
(U.S.A. List) 
(Newfoundland) 
(Beaver) 

(Iowa) 

(U.S.A.) 
(Mass.) 
(New England) 

1849. Herbert, W. R. (U.S.A.) 
1852. Perley, M. H. (New Brunswick) 
1861. Gill, T. N. (East Coast) 
1866. Knight, T. F. (Nova Scotia} 
1873. Gill; 't. N. (Bib.) 
1876. Brown, J. J. (U.S.A.) 
1879. Kilbourne and Goode. (Ga~e) 
1882. Jordan, D. S. (Ohio) 
1883. Smith, J. V. C. (Mass.) 
1884. United States, Bureau of Fisheries. 
1890. Newberry1 J. S. (Fossil. N. Am.) 
1896-1900. Jordan and Evermann. (N. and Cent. 

Am.) 
1899. Rafinesque, C. S. (Ohio) 
1900-29. Rhode Island Comm. (Report ) 
1903. Goode, G. B. 
1903. Holder, C. F. (Big Game) 
1905. Jordan, D. S. (U.S.A.) 
1907. Eastman, C. R. (Fossils) 
1927. Cahn, A, ~- (Wise.) 
1928. Southard, C. Z. (Trout) 
1929. Breder, C. M. (Atlantic) 

R~ptiles and Amphibia 
1827. Harlan, Richard. (U.S.A.) 
1839. Humphrey, David. (U.S.A.) 
1842. Holbrook, John Edwards. 
1852. Baird and Girard. (Utah) 
1868. Cope, E. D. (Paleon. N.J.) 
1876. Cope, E. D. (Cat.) 
1889. Cope, E. D. (Batr.) 
1896. Cope, E. D. (Zoogeog.) 
1897. Van Denburg)l, J. (Pacific Coast) 
1900. Cope, E. D. 
1907. Fowler, H. W. (New Jersey) 
1908. Hay, 0. P. (Fossil Turtles) 
1917. Stejneger and Barbour. 
1922. Van Denburgh, J. 
1930. Bailey, Ve:r:non. (Yellowstone) 

South America 

General Treatises 
1590. Acosta, Jose d'. 
1633. Marcgrav, George Johan de Laet. 
1648. Laet, J. de. (Brazil) 
1769. Bancroft, E. (Gu~ana) 
1773. Banks,SirJ. (Voy.) I 
1782. Molina, G. I. (Chile) 
1805. Azara, F. !'t ~t · d.9J 
1809. de Azara ap.d So!Yt.ni. 1 
1815-21. Wied=-Neuwied, 1\ -rv 

Prince Max. (Voy. Brazil) 
1817-35. Natterer, Johann. (Bra~il) 
1820-5. Mikan, J. C. (Brazil) 
1822. Thunberg, C. P. (Dutch Guiana) 
1822-31. Wied-Neuwied, Prince. (Brazil) 
1823. Thunberg, C. P. (Brazil) 
1823. Thunberg, C. P. (Fr. Guiana) 
1823-31. Martius, Ch. F. P. (Brazil) 
1834. Webster, W. H. B. ('Chanticleer' 

- Voy.) 
1835-47. d'Orbigny, A. D. 
1842. U.S. Explor. Expect. (Wilkes) 
1844-6. Tschudi, J. J. von. (Peru) 
1844-71. Gay, Claude. (Chile) 
1847. de Castelnau, Francis. 
1847-8. Schomburgk, M. R. (Br. Guiana) 
1849-52. Gilliss,• J. M. (Naval Expect.) 
185Q--9. Castelnau, F. L. deL. de. (Tr.) 
1853. Wallace A. R. (Amazo!ls} 
1855. U.S. Naval Exped. 
1863. Bates, H. W. 
1870. Wallace, A. R. (Amazons} 
1872. Hudson, W. H. (Argentine) 
1875-80. Burmeister, C. H. (Argentine) 
1879. Waterton, Chas. (Tr.) 
1881. Doering, A. (Patagonia) 
1881. Glinther, A. C. L. G. (Magellan) 
1885-91. Mission du Cap Horn. (Voy.) 
1887. Ball, J. (Tr.) 
1888. Fernando de Noronha. (Brazil) 
1888. White, C. A. (Paleon.) 
1892. Hudson, W. 11. (La Plata) 
1894. Rodway, J. (Br. Guiana) 
1900. Buerger, 0. (Tr.) 
1901-10. Princeton Expect. (Patagonia) 
1901-13. Belg. Expect. Antarc. (South Pole) 
1902. Br. Mus. (Nat. Hist.) (Voy. 'Southern 

Cross') 
1902- 3. 'Gauss.' (South Pole Exped.) 
1904. Andre, Eugene. (Guiana) 
1907. Sao Paulo Museo. (Cat. Brazil) 
1907-date. Br, Mus. (Nat. Hist.) 

(V oy. ' Discovery ') 
1909. David, T. W. E. (Antarctic) 
1909. Shackleton, E. H. (Antarctic) 
1910-date. Br. Mus. (Nat. Hist.) 

(Voy. 'Terra Nova') 
1920-5. Mikan, J. C. (Brazil) 

Birds 
1807. Vieillot, L. J. P. 
1847. Des Murs, 0. 
1858. Sclater, P. L. 
1866-9. Sclater and Salvin. 
1868. Philippi, R. A. 

(Chile) 
(Ant-birds) 

(Chile) 
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South America-Birds, continued. 
1870. Sclater, P. L., and 

Salvin, 0. 
1871. Pelzeln, A. von. 
1873. Sclater, P. L. 
1874-82. Taczanowski, W. 
1878. Sclater and Salvin. 

(Curassows) 
(Brazil) 

(Peru) 
(Cent. and S. 
Am.) 

1883. Taczanowski, W. (Ecuador) 
1884-6. Taczanowski, W. (Peru) 
1885. Jhering, H. von. (Brazil) 
1888- 9. Sclater and Hudson (Argentina) 
1890. Stempelmann, H., and 

Schulz, F. (Argentine) 
1892. James, H. B. (Chile) 
1894, 1900. Goeldi, E. A. (Brazil) 
1900-06. Goeldi, E. A. (Atlas, Brazil) 
1902. Stone, Witmer (Patagonia) 
1906. Hellmayr, C. E. (Brazil; Class.) 
1907. Crawshay, R. (Tierra del Fuego) 
1912-17. Chubb, Chas. (Br. Guiana) 
1914. Snethlage, E. (Brazil) 
1915-17. Gronvold, H. (Atlas. Game) 
1920. Hudson, W. H. (Argentina) 
1929. Sturgis, B. B. (Panama) 
1930. Laubmann, A. (Argentina) 
1930. Palmstruch, J. W. (Gran Chaco Ex.) 

Mammals 
1802. de Azara, Felix. (S. Am.) 
1823. Spix, J. B. (Brazil) 
1830. Rengger, Johann R. (Paraquay) 
1844-71. Gay, Claude. (Chile) 
1880. Gervais and Ameghino. (Fossils) 
1914-16. Brazil, Commissio. (Amazon) 
1919. Allen, J. A. (Felidae) 
1925. Hinton, M. A. C. (Whales) 

Fishes 
1829-31. Agassiz, Louis. (Brazil) 
1835--47. Valenciennes, A. (Voy.) 
1893. Eigenmann, C. H. 
1899. Smitt, F. A. (Sts. Magellan) 
1909. Eigenmann, C. H. (Patagonia) 
1912. Eigenmann, C. H. (Br. Guiana) 
1913. Angel. (Antarctic) 
1917. Evermann and Radcliffe. (Peru) 

Reptiles and Amphibia 
1824. Spix, J. B. (Brazil) 
1847. Bibron, G. 
1892. Whymper, C. (Andes) 
1899. Nordenskjold, 0. (Sts. Magellan) 
1930. Gran Chaco Expedition. 

Australasia 

General Treatises 
1729. Dampier, Wm. 
1789. Phillip, A. 
1790. White, John. 
1793. Meyer, F. A. A. 
1794. Shaw, Geo. 
1822. Thunberg, K. P. 
1827. King, P. P. 
1834. Bennett, George. 

(Voy.) 
(Voy.) 
(Voy. N.S.W.) 
(Voy.) 
(Aust.) . 
(New Holland) 
(W. Aust.) 
(Tr.) 

1843. Backhouse, J. 
1843. Diffenbach, E. 
1843. Gray, J. E. 
1844. Forster, J. R. 
1849. Slurt, C. 
1855. Taylor, R. 
1860. Bennetl, Geo. 
1865. Krefft, Gerhard. 
1878-90. McCoy, F. 
1889. Queensland. 
1890-8. Queensland. 
1893. Haeckel, E. 
1893. Semon, R. W. 

( Aust. Colonies) 
( .Z. Tr.) 
(N.Z.) 
(Aust.) 
(Expect.) 
( • . Z.) 
(Voy.) 
(Aust.) 
(Victoria) 
(Expect.) 
(Br. New Guinea ) 
(Aust.) 

1896. Aflalo, F. G. (Nat. Hist.) 
1896. Horn, Wm. A. (Cent. AusL) 
1897. Saville-Kent, W. (Aust.) 
1904. Hutton, F. W. (Cat. N.Z.) 
1904. Hutton and Drummond. (N.Z.) 
1907. Le Souef, W. H. D. 
1909. Chil ton, Chas. 
1914. Br. Ass. Ad. Se. 
1923. Leach, J. A. 
1924. Banfield, E. J. 
1924. Downe, T. E. 
1930. Martin, W. 

Birds 
1808. Lewin, J. W. 
1838. Lewin) J. W. 
1840-8. Gould, John. 
1848-69. Gould, John. 
1865. Gould, John. 
1866-77. Diggles,. S. 
1871. Hutton, F. W. 
1872-3. Buller, Waiter. 
1877. Diggles, S. 
1882. Buller, W. L. 
1883. Campbell, A. J. 
1888. Broinowski, G. J. 
1888. Buller, Walter. 
1888. Ramsay, E. P. 
1891-8. Sharpe, R. B. 
1899. Hall, R. 
1900. Camp bell, A. J. 
1911-28. Mathews, Gregory. 

(N.Z.) 
(N .S. Wales) 
(Aust.) 
(Queensland) 
(N.Z. Game) 
(Pop. N.Z.) 

(New Holland ) 
(N.S.W.) 
(Aust.) 
(Aust.) 
(Aust. Handbook) 
(Aust.) 
(N.Z.) 
(N.Z.) 
(Aust.) 
(N. Z.) 
(Ool. Aust. ) 
(Parrots) 
(N.Z.) 
(Aust.) 
(Bower birds) 
(Dist.) 
(001. Aust.) 

1912-date. (R.) Austr. Ornith. Union. (List) 
1923. Leach, J. A. (Aust.) 
1926. Seth-Smith, D. (Parrakeets) 
1927. Guthrie-Smith, H. (N.Z. Pop.) 
1930. Oliver, W. R. B. (N.Z.) 

Mammals 
1845-63. Gould, John. (Aust.) 
1871. Krefft, J. L. G. 
1888. Thomas, 0. 
1894. Lydekker, R. 
1909. Le Souef and Lucas. 
1914. Haswell, W. A. 
1923-5. Jones, F. W. 
1924. Donne, T. E. 

Fishes 
1872. Hutton and Hector. 
1882. Woods, J. E. T. 
1896. Hamilton, A. 
1898. Waite, E. R. 
1906. Stead, D. G. 

(Marsupials) 
(Marsup.) 

(N.S.W.) 
(S. Aust.) 
(N.Z. Game' 

(N.Z.) 
(N.S.W.) 
(N.Z.) 
(N.S. Wal( -
(Aust.) ..,.. 

---
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Australasia-Fishes, continued. 
1908. Stead, D. G. (N .S.W.) 
1914. McCullough, A. R. (N.S.\V.) 
191~. Roughley, T. C. (Aust.) 

Reptiles and Amphibia 
1841. Grey, J. E. 
1869. Krefft, J. L. G. 
1914. Lucas, A. H. S. 

(Aust.) 
(N.S.W.) 

Belgium and Holland 

General Treatises 
1838. Anslijn, N. 
184~. de Selys-Longcharnps, M. E. (Belg.) 
1860-78. Sch1egel, H. (Holl.) 
1861. Schlegel, Hermann. (!-loll.) 
1876-94. Dubois, Alphonse. (Belg.) 
1897. Maitland, R. T. (Belg.) 

Birds 
18~2. Anslijn, N. (Holl.) 
1851-60. Dubois, Ch. F. (Belg.) 
854. Schlegel, Hermann. ( Holl.) 
770-1829. Nozeman, C. (Holl.) 

1875. Fallon, F. F. M. (Belg.) 
878. Schlegel, H. (2nd Ed. Holl.) 

1789-1829. Houttuyn, M. (Holl.) 
1897. Albarda, J. H. (Holl.) 
1897. Blaauw, F. E. (Holl.) 
1903. Buekers, P. G. (Pop.) 
1905, 1907. Contreras, M. de. (Belg.) 
1908. Snouckaert van 

Schauburg, R. C. ( Holl.) 
1928. Van Havre, G. C. M. (Belg.) 

Mammals 
1880. van Beneden, P. J. (Cetaceans) 

China and Japan 

General Treatises 
1782. Sonnerat, P. (China) 
1822-3. Thunberg, C. P. (Japan) 
1823. Thunberg, C. ~ (China) 
1833. Temminck, C.U7. (Japan) 
1833-50. Siebold, P. F. (Japan) 
1856. U.S. Exped. Japan. (Perry) 
1858-1900. Schrenk, P. L. von. (Manchuria) 
1864. Mouhot, A. H. (lndo-China) 
1870. Adams, A. (Tr. Japan) 
1870. Swinhoe, R. 
1878. Western Yunnan 

Expedition. 
1892. Pratt, A. E. 
1912. Clark and Sower by. 
1922-3. Sowerby, A. de C. 

Birds 

(S.W. China) 
(China) 
(N. China) 
(Manchuria) 

1871. Gray, G. R. (China) 
1877. David and Oustalet. (China) 
1882. Blakiston and Preyer. (Japan) 
1886. Stejneger, L. H. (Review; Japan) 
1890. Seebohrn, H. (Japan) 
1897. Snow, F. H. (Japan) 

1909. 
1928. 
19:Z~). 

Barnberg, 0. 
Bangs, Oulram. 
Wilkinson, E. S. 

(China) 
(Tibet) 
(Shanghai) 

Mammals 
18:}8-90. chrenck, P. L. von. (Manchuria) 
1913. vVallace, H. F. (Game) 
1929. RoosPvell, T. 

Fishes 
(.Japan) 

(Japan) 

Reptiles and Amphibia 
1907. Slejneger, L. H. (Japan) 
1925. ~It>l1, R. (China) 

Egypt, Syria, and Palestine 

General Treatises 
1812. Saint-IIilaire·, E. G. 

~/ 

et al. (Description d'Egypte) 
18~8-45. Ehrenberg and Hemprich. (Egypt) 
1841. Kitto, J. · (Palestine) 
1856-69. Tchihatcheff, P. de. (Asia Minor) 
1865. Tristram, Canon H. B. (Palestine) 
1873. Salvadori, T. A. (Red Sea) 
1884. Tristram, Canon. (Palestine) 
1905. Gaillard and Daressy. (Egypt. 

Mummy) 

Birds 

1809. Savigny, M. J. C. L. de. I 
1852. U.S. Exped. Palestine. (Cassin) 
1872. Qshelley, G. E. (Egypt) 
1883. Audouin, J. V. (Egypt. Syria) 
1912. Nicoll, M. J. (Egypt) 
1925. Brooksbank, F. H. (Egypt) 

1887. Davis, J. W. 
1921. Flower, S. S. 

Fishes 
(Syria, fossil) 
(Egypt) 

France and Switzerland 

General Treatises 
1680. Wagner, J. J. (Switz.) 
1737. de Plantade, F. (France) 
1820-3. Vieillot, L. J. P. (France) 
1821-date. Mem. Soc. 

d'Hist. Nat. (Geneva) 
1826. Risso, A. (S. France) 
1837. Schinz, H. R. (Swiss) 
1844. Crespon, J. (France) 
1850. Gervais, Paul. (France) 
1861-4. Companyo, Louis. (S. France) 
1863-7. Ogerien. (Jura) 
1869. Fatio, V. (Switz.) 
1873. Pichot, P.A. (Paris) 
1882. Reguis, J. F. M. (S. France) 
1888-97. Gadeau de Kerville. (Normandy) 
1896-1900. Aclogue, A. (France) 
1910. France, R. H. (Alps) 
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F r ance and Switzerland, continued. 

Birds 
1815. Meisner ahd Schinz. (Switz.) 
1825-30. Roux, J. L. F. P. (S. France) 
1840. Crespon, J. (S·. France) 
1843-4. Boyteille and Labatie. (France) 
1849. Degland, C. D1 (France) 
1859-6. Jaubert and Bar-

thelemy-Lapom-
meraye. (France) 

1864. Necker, L. A. (Switz.) 
1876. Stolker, C. (Switz.) 
1889. Fatio and Studer. (Switz. ) 
1892. Studer, T., and Fatio, V. (Cat. Switz.) 
1897. Ternier, L. (France) 
1899. Paquet, Rene. (France) 
1909. Menegaux, H. A. (France) 
1916. Studer, T. 

Mammals 
1837. Schinz, H. R. (Swiss) 

Fishes 
1810. Risso, A. (S. France) 
1866. Blanchard, C. E. (France) 

Reptiles and Amphibia 
1910. Boulenger, G. A. (France. Batr. ) 

Germany and Middle Europe 

General Treatises 
1721. Rzaczynski, Gabriel. (Poland) 
1726. Marsigli, L. F. (Danube) 
1786-8. Scopoli, G. A. (Austria ) 
1797-1828. Koch and Sturm. (Ger. ) 
1816. Koch, C. L. (Bavaria) 
1830-5. Reider and Hahn. (Bavaria) 
1834-7. Lorek, C. J. (N. Ger.) 
1837-9. Reichenbach, H. G. L. (Ger.) 
1840. Koch and Fuernrohr. (Bavaria) 
1840. Zawadzki, A. (Poland) 
1882-3. Miiller, A. and C. (Ger.) 
1897. Blasius, R. (Brunswick) 
1900. Budapest Fauna. (Hung.) 
1927-9. Dahl, F. T. (N. and Cent. Europe) 
1928. Thienemann, J. R. (Station) 
1929. Brohmcr, P. (Geog.) 

Birds 
1734-63. Frisch, J. L. (Ger.) 
1797- 1808. Naumann, J. A. (Ger. ) 
1800-11. Borkhausen, 

M. B. (Ger. ) 
1805-21. Wolf and Meyer. (Ger.) 
1810- 22. Wolf and Meyer. (Ger.) 
1818- 28. Naumann and Buhlc. (Ger. 001. ) 
1820- 44. Naumaun, J. A. (Ger.) 
1825-9. Roux, J. L. F. P. (Mid. Eur. ) 
1831. Brehm, C. L. (Ger. ) 
1833. Gloger, C. \V. L. (Gf'r. ) 
1837-53. Zander, II. D. F. (Ger. ) 
1853- 4. Bailly, J. B. (Savoy) 
1860. Naumann-Blasius. (Ger.) 
1869. Bfrggreve, Bernard. (N. Ger. ) 

1869. 
1871. 
1874. 
1876. 
1877. 
1877. 

Droste-Huelshoff, F. von. (Cent. Eur.) 
Koch, G. von. (Ger.) 
Willibald, E. (001.) 
Riesenthal, 0. (Cent. Eur.) 
Homeyer, Eugen von. (Ger.) 
Tschusi -Schmid-

1878. 
hofen, V. von. (Tyrol.; 

Schmidhofen, V. 
von Tschusi. 

? 1882-4. Reichenow, A. 
1890. Keller, F. C. 
1891. Jaeckel, A. J. 
1897-1905. Naumann, J. A. 
1899-1903. Madarasz, G. 
190Q. Wuestnei, Carl. 
1909. Suolahti, H. 
1912. Dahl, C. F. T. 
1912. Rey, E. 

(Bib. Aust.-
Hung.) 

(Ger.) 
(Carinthia) 
(Bavaria) 
(Ger.) 
(Hung.) 
(Mecklenburg) 
(Ger.) 
(Mid. Eur.) 
(Mid. Eur.) 

Mammals 
1833. Gloger, C. W. L. 
1857. Blasius, J. H. 
1869. Stralsund Museum. 

Fishes 

(N. Ger.) 
(Ger.) 
(Ger.) 

1863. Siebold, C. T. E. von. (Mid. Eur. ) 
1870. Weber, J. ·C. (Mid. Eur.) 
1909. Grote, W. (Cent. Eur.) 
1909. Vogt, C. (Mid. Eur.) 

Reptiles and Amphibia 
1799-1805. Wolf, Johann. (Ger.) 
1896. Fraas, E. (Mid. Eur. Paleon.) 
1897. Diirigen, Br. (Ger.) 
1913. Sternfeld, R. (Mid. E ur.) 

Great Britain 
General Treatises 

1496. Berners, Juliana. 
1662. Childrey, Joshua. 
1666. Men·ett, C. 
1674. Ray, J. 
1677. Boate, Gerard. 
1677. Plot, Robt. 
1684. Sibbald, Robt. 
1686. Plot, Robt. 
1700. Leigh, Chas. 
1766. Pennant, T. 
1769. Berkenhout, J. 
17-89. White, Gilbert. 
1797. Bewick, T. 
1807. Turton, W. 
1813. Low, Geo. 
1820. Donovan, E. 
1828. Fleming, Dr. John. 

(Reprint, 1810) 

(Cat.) 
(Ireland) 

(Scotland) 

(Selborne) 

(Orkneys) 

1835. Jenyns (Blomefield). 
1838- 44. Couch, Jonathan. (Cornwall) 
1846. Forbes, Edward. (Geog. G.B.) 
1849-56. Thompson, \Villiam. (Ireland) 
1854. Morris, J. (Fossils) 
.IS79. Lubbock, R. (Norfolk) 
1880. Pattersou, Rout. L . (Ireland) 
1891. Buckley- and Harvie-Brown. 
1898. Allalo, F. G. 
1899. Evans and Buckley. (Sl~etlands) 
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Great ;Britain-General Treatises, continued. 
1903-4. \Yoburn Library. (G.B. Serials) 
1907. Forrest, H. E. (~orth Wales) 
1910-13. Andrews, C. W. (G.B. Paleon.) 
1911. Evans, A. ll. (Tweed Area) 
1926. Grey, Viscount, of Falloden. 
1929. Batten, H. M. 

1460. Dame Berners. 
1666. Merrett, C. 
1737. Albin, E. 

Birds 

1 773. Pennant, Thos. 
1788-9. Walcott, John. 
1789-94. Lewin, William. 
1791. Lord, Thos. 
1811-21. Graves, George. 
1815-22. Hunt) John. 
1816. Graves, George. 
1820. Atkinson, J. 
1821-34. Selby, P. J. 

(Hawking) 

(Song-birds) 
(G.B. Class.) 

(001.) 

I .. 
d 

1822. Muller, H. C. 
1823. Syme, P. 
1825-33. Selby, P. J. 
1835-50. Me er, H. L. 
1836. Eyton, T. C. 
1836. Wood, Neville. 

(Col. Atlas) 
(Faeroes) 
(Song-birds) 

(G.B. Atlas) 

(Song-birds) 
t 1837-43. Yarrell, W. 

1837-52. Macgillivray, W. 
1837-85. Yarrell, W. 

•• 1839. Beilby, R. 

0 1843. Me er, H. L. 
1845. Bol on, J. 
1846. Macgillivray, Wm. 
1851-7. Morris, F. 0. 
1853. Watters, J. J. 
1853-6. Morris, F. 0. 
1855. Morris, R. R. 
1856. Hewilson, W. C. 
1858. Laishley, R. 
1861. Atkinson, J. C. 
1861. Newman, E. 
1863. Gray, G. R. 
1869. Sterland, W. J. 
1870. Seeley, H. G. 
1873. Salvin and Brodrick. 
1874. Saxby, H. L. 
1877. Wharton, H. T. 
1879. Beckwith, W. E. 
1879. Moore, G. P. 
1880. Butler, A. G. 
1880. Tunstall, M. 
1881-7. Booth, E. T. 
1883-5. Seebohm, H. 
1885. Lilford, Lord. 
1892. Pigott, T. D. 
1892-4. Swann, H. K. 
1895-6. Poynting, F. 
1896. Mosley, S. L. 
1896. Seebohm, H. 
1896. Swann, H. K. 

(4 eds.) 
(Land-birds) 

(Ireland) 

(Ool.) 
(Ool.) 
(Ool.) 
(Ool.) 
(Cat.) 
(Sherwood Forest) 
(Fossils) 
(Falconry) 
(Shetland) 

(Shropshire) 
(Geog. Dist.) 
(Ool.) 

(Ool.) 
(Atlas) 
(London) 
(London) 
(Ool.) 

(001.) 

1897. Marchant and Watkins. (Protection) 
1898. Duncan, John. 
1899. Saunders, H. (Manual) 
1900. U ss her and Warren. ( Ireland) 
1901. Selous, E. (Bird watching) 
1902. Millais, J. G. 

1906-11. Stonham, Chas. 
1907. Balston, R. J. 
1907. Nelson, T. H. 
H)07-14. Howard, H. E. 
1909. Birchley, S. W. 
1913. Collinge, W. E. 
1913. Swann, H. K. 
1915. Br. Ornith. Union. 
1922. Massingham, H. J. 
1923. Coward, T. A. 
1930. Stonham, Chas. 

(Kent) 
(Yorkshire) 
(Warblers) 
(Cage) 
(Food) 
(Diet.) 
(List) 
(Pop.) 
(Pop.) 

Mammals 

1809. Bingley, Wm. 
1815. Anonymous. 
1828. Fleming, J. 
1837. Bell, Thomas. 
1863. Rowe, J. B. 
1876. Alston, E. R. 
1892. Evans, Wm. 
1895. Lydekker, R. 

(Pop.) 
(Pop.) 

(Devon) 
(Scotland) 
(Scotland) 

1899. Lee, R. B. (Dogs) 
1903. Johnston, Sir Harry H. 
1904-6. Millais, J. G. 
1927. Westell, W. P. 
1928-30. Batten, H. M. 

Fishes 

(Pop.) 
(Pop.) 

1760. Lhuyd, E. (Fossils) 
1802-1808. Donovan, E. 
1822. Walton and Cotton. (Complete 

Angler) 
1835-6. Yarrell, Wm. 
1836-59. Yarrell, W. 
( 1839). Jardine, W. 
1859. Yarrell, Wm. 
1862-5. Couch, Jonathan. 
1865. Bertram, J. G. 
1875. Mclntosh, W. r.. 
1876. Walton, Izaak. 
1877. ouch, J. 
1879. Houghton, Wm. 
1880. Berners, Dame 

Juliana. 
1880-4. Day, F. 

(3 eds.) 
(Salmonidae) 
(3rd ed.) 

(Pop.) 
(Scotland) 
(Compleat Angler) 

(Reprint, 1496) 

1881. Patterson, R. L. (Ireland) 
1886. Cholmondeley-Pennell, H. 
1896. Cunningham, J. T. 
1904. Aflalo, F. G. 
1904. Maxwell, H. E. 

Reptiles and Amphibia 

1837. Bell, T. 
1839. Bell, Thomas. 
1928. Westell, \V. P. (Pop.) 

India and Ceylon 

General Treatises 

1781. Forster, J. R. (India) 
1790. Pennant, T. (India) 
1805. Percival, R. (Ceylon) 
1830-5. Gray, J. E. (India) 
1830-4. llardwicke and Gray. (Atlas) 
1834. Belanger, Charles. (Voy. India) 
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India and Ceylon-General 

tinued. 
Treatises, con-

1846-9. Falconer, Hugh. 
1850. Mason, F. 
1852. Ke1aart, E. F. 
1860. Mason, F. 
1861. Tennent, J. E. 
1875. Blyth, E. 
1877. Baldwin, J. H. 
1884. Murray, Jas. A. 
1888. Blanford and Oates. 
1888. 'Ilaju'l-baha'im. 
1892. Alcock, A. W. 
1903- date. Spolia Zeylanica. 
1906. Dewar, D. 
1920. Hingston, R. W. G. 
1929. Wood, Casey A. 

Birds 

(Fossils, India) 
(Burma) 
(Ceylon) 
(Burma) 
(Ceylon) 
(Burma) 
(Game, Bengal) 
(India) 
(Br. India) 
(Hindustani lith.) 
(Tr., India) 
( Ceylon, Period.) 

(Br. India) 
(Himalayas) 
(Ceylon) . 

(825. Butler, E. A. (Bombay) 
1847. Jerdon, T. C. (India) 
1862-4. Jerdon, T. C. (Br. India) 
1873-5. Hume, Allan. (Ool., India) 
1877. Holdsworth, E. W. H. (Ceylon) 
(1878-80). Hume and Marshal!. (Game) 
1878-80. Legge, W. V. (Ceylon) 
1883. Oates, E. W. (Burma) 
1885. Barnes, H. E. (Bombay) 
1887-8. Murray, Jas. A. (India) 
1888. Le Messurier, A. (Game) 
1889-90. Hume, A. 0. (Ool.) 
1890. Reid, Geo. (Cat. India) 
1901. Finn, F. (Cat. India) 
1908. Baker, E. C. S. ( India, Ducks) 
1913. Baker, E. C. S. (Pigeons and 

1913. Dewar, D. 
? 192'2- date. Baker, E. C. S. 
1925. 'Vait, H. 
1927-9. Wait and Henry. 

Doves) 
(India ) 
(Br. India) 
(Ceylon) 
(Atlas, Ceylon) 

Mammals 
1794. 
1812. 
1839. 
1867. 
1867. 
1874. 
1877. 

Faras-nama. (Persian MS.) 
Tibb-i-aspan. (India, Hind. MS.) 
Ogilby, W: (Himalayas) 
Jerdon, T. C. ( India) 
Tennent, J. E. (Ceylon elephant) 
Jerdon, T. C. ( India) 
Baldwin, J. H. (Bengal and 

1884. Sterndale, R. A. 
1888-91. Blanford, W. T. 
1923. Brander, A. A. D. 

N.W. India) 
(Ceylon, India) 
(Br. India) 
(India) 

Fishes 

1803. Russell, P. 
1822. Buchanan (Hamilton). (Ganges) 
1841. Bennett, J. W. (Ceylon) 
1862- 78. Bleeker, P. (Atlas, Dutch 

1889. 
1899. 
1902. 

Day, F. 
Alcock, A. W. 
Alcock, A. W. 

) 

Indies.) 
(India) 
(Calcutta Museum) 
(Voy.) 

z 

Reptiles and Amphibia 
1796. Russell, P. (Snakes) 
1812. Sinhalese, Ola. 
1864. Gunther, A. C. L. 
1872. Fayrer, J. 
1876. Theobald, W. 
1888. Boulenger, G. A. 
1921. Wall, F. 

( Sinhalese MS.) · 
(Br. India) 
(Snakes) 
(Br. India) 
(Br. India) 
(Ceylon) 

Italy and Southern Europe 

General Treatises 
1674. Boccone, P. (or S.). (Sicily) 
1783-4. Cetti, F. (Sardinia) 
1829-86. Costa, 0~ G.. (Sicily) 
1832-5. Bory de Saint-
. Vincent, J. B. G. M. 

1832-42. Bonaparte, Lucien. 
1847. Renier, S. A. 
1870-4. Cornalia, ~· 
1878-80. Cameran,b, L. · 
1880. Giglioli, E1 H. 
1911-date. Dehaut, E. G. 

Birds 
1776. Cetti, F. 
1827-31. Savi, P. 
1828. Giglioli, E. H. 
1840. Benoit, Luigi. 
1842. Cara, G. 
1843. Malherbe, A. 
1843. Schembri, A. 
1845. Monti, M. 
1860. Lindermayer, A. 
1864. Salvadori, Count. 
1871. Salvadori, T . 
1879-94. Manzella, A. 
1886-91. Savi, P. 
1890. Buhler, Capt. 
1895. Irby, L. H. L. 
1895. Motorelli, G. 
1900. Gaal de Gyula, G. 
1906. Brusine, S. 
1920. Stresemann, E. 
1927. Craveri, M. 
1929. Arrigoni degli Oddi 

(S. Eur.) 
(Italy) 
(Adriatic) 
(Italy) 
(Italy) 
(Italy) 
(Sardinia) 

(Sardinia) 
(Tuscany) 
(Italy) 
(Sicily) 
(Sardinia) 
(Sicily) 
(Malta) 
(Italy) 
(Greece) 
(Sardinia) 
(Italy) 
(Atlas, Italy) 
(Italy) 
(Balkans) 
(Gibraltar) 
(Sardinia) 
(Migr.) 
(Balkans) 
(Greece) 
(Italy) 
(Italy) 

Mammals 
1774. Cetti, F. (Sardinia) 
1777. Cetti, F. (Sardinia) 

Fishes 
1524-7. Giovio, Paolo. (Italy) 
1777. Cetti, F. (Sardinia) 
1883. Faber, G. L. (Adriatic) 
1894. Gourret, P. (Medit.) 
1916. Supino, F. (Italy) 

Reptiles and Amphibia 
1774. Cetti, F. (Sardinia) 
1874. Betta, F. E. de. (Italy) 
1911. Griffini, A. (Italy) 

• 
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Malaysia, Borneo and Philippines 

General Treatises 

1707. Sloane, Hans. 
1776. Sonnerat, P. 
1 782. Sonnera t, P. 
1817. Raffies, Stamford. 
1821. Horsfield, Thos. 
1824. Horsfield, Thos. 
1839-44. Muller, S. and 

Schlegel, H. 

1839-45. Temminck, C. J. 
1855. Motley and Dillwyn. 
1869. Wallace, A. R. 

(E. lndies) 
(Papua) 
(E. Indies) 
(Java) 
(Java ) 
(Java) 

(Dutch E. 
Indies) 

(Dutch E. Indies) 
(Labuan) 
(Malaysia) 

1887. Snelleman, J. F. 
1889. Hickson, S. J. (Celebes) 
1890-7. Weber, Max. C. W. (E.I. Tr.) 
1893. Semon, R. W. (Malaysia) 
1893. Whitehead, J. (North Borneo) 
1894. Biittikofer, J. (E. Indies) 
1894. Worcester and Bourns. (Philippines) 
1903-7. Annandale and 

Robinson. 
1906-date. Wichmann, 

C. E. A. 
1914. Haniel, Curt B. 
1914-16. Grant, W. R. 0. 

1926. Wells, Carveth. 
1927. Enriquez, C. M. D. 

Birds 
1822. Horsfield, Thos. 
(1835). Havell, R. 
1863. Schlegel, H. 

1880. Burbidge, F. W. 
1882-91. Salvadori, T. A. 
1884. Blasius, W. 
1889. Hickson, S. J. 
1891-8. Sharpe, R. B. 
1898. Meyer and Wiggles

worth. 
1906. McGregor and 

Worcester. 
1927. Bucknill and Chasen. 
1929. Robinson, H. C. 

(Malaysia) 

(New Guinea) 
(Malaysia) 
(Dutch New 

Guinea) 
(Malay.) 

(Java ) 
(Paradise) 
(Dutch E. 

Indies) 
(Borneo) 
(Papua) 
(Celebes) 
(Celebes) 
(Paradise) 

(Celebes) 

(Philippines) 
(Singapore) 
(Malaysia) 

Mammals 
1832. 
1890. 
1893. 
1912. 
1924. 

Sykes, W. H. 
Steere, J. B. 
Hose, Chas. 
Hollister, N. 
Mayer, C. 

Fishes 

(Philippines) 
(Borneo) 
(Philippines) 

1705. Rumpf, G. E. 
1862-72. Bl~eker, P. · (Dutch E. Indies) 
1906-30. W1chmann, C. E. A. (New Guinea) 
1911-28. Weber and Beaufort. (Indo.-Aust.) 
1920. Gilbert, C. H. (Philippines) 

Reptiles and Amphibia 
1906-30. Wichmarin, 

C. E. A. (New Guinea, Amphibia) 

1906-30. Wichmann, 
C. E. A. 

1915-17. Rooij, N. de. 
1916. Gyldenstolpe, N. 

(New Guinea, Reptiles) 
(Indo.-Aust.) 
(Siam) 

Oceania and the South Seas 

General Treatises 
1773. Banks, J. (Voy.) 
1776. Sonnerat, P. (Voy.) 
1784. Cook, Captain Thos. (Voy.) 
1822. Thunberg, C. P. (Aust.) 
1867. Hartlaub and Finsch. (Cent. Polyn.) 
1875. Sharpe, R. B. (Oceania) 
1877. Streets, T. H. (Hawaii) 
1879. Roy. Soc. London. (Kerguelen Isld.) 
1879. Roy. Soc. London. (Rodriguez) 
1893. Semon, R. W. · (Oceania) 
1897. Saville-Kent, W. (Tr.) 
1898-1902. Willey, A. (Exped.) 
1900. Andrews, C. W. (Christmas Isld.) 
1916. Shelford, R. W. C. 

Birds 
1859. Gray, G. R. 
1865. Gould, John. 
1867. Finsch and Hartlaub. (Polyn. ) 
1880-91. Salvadori, T. (Papuasia) 
1881. Gould, John. (New Guin.) 
1884. Wilson and Evans. (Hawaii) 
1888. Buller, Waiter. (N .Z.) 
1890-9. Evans, A. H. (Hawaii) 
1890-9. Wilson, S. B. (Hawaii) 
1891. Wigglesworth, L. Vv. (Polyn.) 
1893-1900. Rothschild, L. W. (Hawaii) 
1901. Bryan, \V. A. (Hawaii) 
1902. Henshaw, H. \V. (Hawaii) 
1906. Worcester and McGregor. (Phil. Islds.) 
1913. Sarasin, F. 
1925-6. Wood and Wetmore. (Fiji) 
1928. Mathews, Gregory. (Norfolk Isld.) 

Mammals 
1859. Gray, J. E. 
1900. Andrews, C. W. 

Fishes 

(New Guinea) 
(Christmas Isld. ) 

1873-1910. Guenther, A. (South Seas) 
1905. Jordan and Evermann. (Hawaii ) 
1906. Jordan and Searle. (Samoa) 
1911-28. WeberandBeaufort. (Indo.-Aust. ) 
1926. Douglas and J ohnson. (South Seas) 

Russian Empire 

General Treatises 
1556. von Herbertstein, Sig. (Russ. ) 
1770-84. Gmelin, J. F. (Russ.) 
1771-76. Pallas, P. S. (Tr.) 
1774-80. Pallas, P. S. (Russ.) 
1829. Humboldt, Alex. (Russ. Tr.) 
1831. Pallas, P. S. (Zoogeog.)' 
1834-8. von Eichwald, C. F. (Tr. Cau~asus) 
1840-i!-. Demidov, Prince. (Tr. So. Russ.) 
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Russian Empire-General Treatises, continued. 
1842. Pallas, Peter. (As. Russ.) 
1847-75. von Middendorf, A. T. (Siberia ) 
1852-68. von Eichwald, C. E. (Russ. Paleon. ) 
1856. von Hofmann, Ernst. (Russ.- Asia ) 
1858-1900. von Schrenck, P. L. ( Russ.- Asia ) 
1862. Radde, G. (S.E. Siberia ) 
1873. Syevertzov, N. A. (Dist. Turkestan) 
1880. Seebohm, H. (N.E. Russ. ) 
1882. Seebohm, H. (Siberia) 
1899. Pearson, H. J. (N. Russ. ) 
1906. Lonnberg, E. 
1921. Syevertzov, N. A. (Trans. Russ.) 

Birds 
1879. Bogdanov, M. N. 
1884. Radde, G. F. R. 
1884. Bogdanow, 1\L N. 
1887. Lorenz, Th. 
1887. Palmen, J. A. 
1888-91. Pleske, T. D. 
1894. Reiser, Othmar. 
1897. Somow, N. N. 
1907. Byal-Birulya, A. A. 

(Caucasus ) 
(Caucasus) 
(Empire) 
(Caucasus ) 
(Siberia) 
(Empire ) 
(Balkans) 
(Kharkow ) 
(Siberia) 

Mammals 
1766. Pallas, P. S. 

Fishes 
1856. Pander, C. H. (Russ. fossils ) 

Reptiles and Am phibia 
1881-83. Kiprijanoff, \V. 

Scandinavia and Northern Europe 

General Treatises 
1746. Linnaeus, C. (Sweden) 
1755. Pontoppidan, E. L. (Norway) 
1758. Horrebov, Niels. (Iceland) 
1780. Fabricius, 0. (Greenland) 
1788-1806. Muller, 0. F. (Scand.) 
1791. Fischer, J. B. (Liv1and) 
1800. Retzius, A. J. (Sweden) 
1806. Quensel, Conrad. (Sweden) 
1806-9. Palmstruch, J. W. (Sweden) 
1820-55. Nilsson, Sven. (Scand.) 
1823. Thunberg, C. P. (Sweden) 
1832-50. Voyage en lslande. (Iceland) 
1835-6. Gaimard, Paul. (Voy. N. Eur.) 
1838. Reinhardt, J. G. H. (Greenland) 
1842-4. ' Recherche' (Voy. N. Eur.) 
1846. Holboll, C. P. (Greenland) 
1846-77. Koren, J. (Norway) 
1846-77. Sars, Michael. (Geog. Norway) 
1854. Lloyd, L. (Scand.) 
1858. Nilsson, S. (Scand.) 
1862. Baring-Gould, S. (Iceland) 
1865. Wheelwright, H. W. (Scand.) 
1869. Bowden, John. (Norway) 
1871. Wheelwright, H. W. (Lapland) 
1873-4. Bremen. Geog. Gesell. (North Pole) 
1878-1907. Schi6dte, J. C. (Den.) 
1879. Kinberg, J. G. H. (061.) 
1895. Trevor-Battye, A. B. R. (Arctic) 

1900- date. Roemer and 
Schaud-inn. (Arctic) 

1903. Kennedy, E. B. (Scand.) 
1907- date. Danmarks Fauna. (Den.) 
1909. Mela, A. J. (In Finnish) 
1910. Dahl, Svend. (Danish Zool. Diet.) 

Birds 
1764. Brunnich, M. T. 
1787. Heerkens, G. H. 
1792. Beseke, J. M. 
1822. Faber, F. 
1828. Waiter, J. E. C. 
1846. Holboll, C. P. 
1847. Wright, M. 
1851-6. Kjaerb~lling, Niels. 
1856-73. Sundeval~C.J. 
1859. Wheelwright, H. W. 
1864. Collett, R. 
1866-75. Holmgren, A. E. 
1867-71. Widegren, H. 
1868-71. Collett, R. 
1873. Palmen, J. A. 
1873. Wright, M. von. 
1874. Ringius, G. E. 
1879-88. Sundman, G. and 

Palmen, J. 
1886. Sundstrom, C. R. 
1895. Gatke, H. 
1895. Loewis, 0. von. 
1898. Winge, H. 
1898-1902. Kolthoff and 

J agerskiold. 
1901. Slater, H. H. 
1902-3. Dresser, H . E. 
1911. Koenig, A. F . 
1911-26. Jagerskiold and 

Kolthoff. 
1911. Shackleton, E. 
1917-29. Wright-Lonnberg. 
1926. Kolthoff, G. I. 
? 1926-date. Schi~ler, E. L. 
1929. Hartling, Ivar. 
1930. Molineux, H. G. K. 

(Scand.) 
(Frisian Islds.) 
(Courland) 
(Iceland) 
(S.cand.) 
(Greenland) 
(Finland) 
(Den. ) 
(Sweden) 
(Scand.) 
(Norway) 
(Scand.) 
(Pop.) 
(Norway) 
(Finland) 
(Finland) 
(Scand.) 

(Finland) 
(Sweden) 
( Heligoland) 
(Song-birds) 
(Greenland ) 

(Norway) 
(Iceland) 
( Palearctic) 

(Norway) 
(Antarctic ) 
(Sweden) 

(Den.) 
(Finland) 
(Palearctic.) 

Mammals 
1823. Scoresby, W. 
1866. Lilljeborg, W. 
1902. Winge, H. 

(Whales, Greenland) 
(Scand.) 
(Greenland) 

Fishes 
1624. Schonevelde, S. (N. Eur. ) 

(Sweden) 1835. Ekstrom, C. U. 
1844. 0rsted, A. S. 
1846-56. Sars ~nd others. 
1862. Widegren, H. 
1875. Liitken, C. 
1883-93. Reuter and Mela. 
1891. Lilljeborg, W. 
1892-5. Fries and others. 
1892-5. von Wright, W. 
1894. Vaillant, L. 
1895. Stuxberg, A. 
1918. Green, Neal. 
1920. Schager, C. H. 

(Scand.) 
(Sweden) 
(Greenland) 
(Finland) 
(Scand.) 
(Scand.) 
(Scand.) 
(Arctic) 
(Scand.) 
(North Sea) 
(Sweden) 
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Spain and Portugal 

General Treatises 

1817-19. Blanchard, Pedro. 
1856. Rosenhauer, W. G. 

Birds 

(Portugal) 
(Spain) 

1869. Barboza du Bocage, J. V. (Portugal) 
1870. Smith, A. C. (Portugal) 
1875. lrby, L. H. L. (Gibraltar) 
1888. lrby, L. H. L. (Gibraltar) 
1909. Veiner, Willoughby. (Spain) 
1924. Tait, W. C. (Portugal) 

Mammals 
1903--30. Madrid. See M emorias and Boletin of the 

R. Soc. Esp. de Historia natural. (Spain 
and Port.) 

Fishes 
1866. Capello, F. de B. (Portugal) 
1868. Barcel6 y Combis, F. (Spain) 
1870. Comisi6n permanente de pesca. (Spain) 
1897-8. Sauvage, H. E. (Port. Pal.) 

Reptiles 
1876. Barcel6 y Combis, F. (Spain) 
1903-30. Soc. Esp. de Hist. Nat. (Memorias) 
1898. Sauvage, H. E. (Paleont. Port.) 



C. A PARTIALLY ANNOTATED CATALOGUE OF THE TITLES 
ON VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY IN THE LIBRARIES OF McGILL 
UNIVERSITY. 

THIS section is essentially an author's catalogue, chronologically arranged. In the absence of 
any name entitled to authorship, real or assumed, in the work under inspection, the title is 
listed under the caption 'Anonymous', with a secondary heading of the first principal word of 
the title and, when deemed useful, cross references are also given. 

Titles of periodicals-those bugbears of the Cataloguer-are generally entered under the name 
of the particular society or body presumed to be responsible for their issue. In addition a cross 
reference is made to the ordinary title of the magazine or serial, if this precaution is deemed 
necessary to assist in finding the publication in question. The same treatment is accorded 
Expeditions, Surveys, and Explorations by Governments, Societies, Museums, or other bodies. 

In most of the Catalogue captions the definite and indefinite adjectives or articles as well 
as certain prepositions (de, von, van, d', der, di, deRa, &c.) are ignored. 

This Introduction and Catalogue will not notice to any extent elementary college and school 
text-books on vertebrates. It also passes over lightly the literature of veterinary medicine or 
surgery, of anthropology, microscopical anatomy, biochemistry, zoological cytology, pathology, 
physiology, specific morphology, microbiology, experimental biology, experimental psychology, 
serology, vitalism,Mendelism,and systematic natural philosophy apart from vertebrate zoology. 
The Compiler knows that all these subjects interest (or should interest) the student but he has 
at his disposal neither the time nor the space required for more than a partial catalogue and 
review of their extensive literature. 

Although the Introduction and Index of the present volume deal exclusively with the litera
ture of vertebrate zoology, many of the titles herein do not appear to relate to that study. 
However, it must be remembered that many works apparently covering only botanical, geo
logical, or invertebrate zoological subjects discuss also important topics connected with studies 
of interest to the investigator in vertebrate zoology. 

Following the scheme adopted by the Cat. Br. Mus. (Nat. Hist.) the word (Wanting) is ap
pended to titles not for the moment in any of the McGilllibraries. At the same time it is under
stood that the items thus indicated are 'on order' and some of them may have, meantime, been 
acquired by and are actually in one of the collections. 

As new treatises, periodicals, &c. on vertebrates are constantly appearing and as unheralded 
old ones come frequently to light, it follows that many titles will be added to the McGill shelves 
of which no notice can be taken in the present compilation. In other words the Catalogue in 
hand is not a complete roster of all the vertebrate zoological titles at McGill. Conversely, there 
are quite a few titles of serials and periodicals introduced not only in the hope of securing them 
for the various libraries but to inform students and librarians of their existence and importance 
in a study of the literature of vertebrate zoology. It is the firm purpose of the McGill authorities 
to secure these (and others) when they appear in the market. 

Titles in Arabic, Greek, Russian, Japanese, Chinese, Serbian, and other languages not em
ploying Italian letters, if transliterated, generally follow the rules laid down by the Cataloguers 
of the British Museum. 

It was the original purpose of the Compiler to append notes of evaluation at least to all 
important and most of the minor publications, but for many reasons this praiseworthy plan had 
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to be abandoned. However, it is believed that the annotations provided will furnish the student 
and librarian with a fair idea of the value of the great majority of fundamental treatises. 

With the exceptions already noted the (estimated) 20,000 bound and unbound pamphlets, 
excerpts, separates, reprints, exfoliates, and collections of newspaper and magazine clippings on 
subjects relating to vertebrate zoology in the lVIcGill libraries, although entered in the card 
catalogues of the University, are not recorded or evaluated here. Many of these titles may be 
important contributions to zoological literature-much n1ore important than some of the 
separately bound volumes-yet there is in the appended list no place for them. 

Generally the form and order observed by the authors of the British Museum (Nat. Hist.) 
Catalogue are followed, but almost as frequently the title-sequences of the Library of Congress 
are adopted; there seem to the Compqer to be merit and advantage in both chemes. 

When the symbol [0.] occurs it indicates a title in the Osler Library, and that a more 
complete description of it will be found in the Bibliotheca Osleriana. [G.] indicates that it 
is in· the Gest Library of Chinese Literature; the letter· [vV. I.l indicate that the preceding 
notes were contributed by Mr. Wladimir Ivanow, formerly assistant curator of Persian Manu
scripts at the Itnperial Library in St. Petersburg. 

The series of asterisks **** that act as substitutes for the name of an author, a country or 
a magazine, refers to the first name of the previous heading. 

The Compiler is anxious to repeat that only independent publications are, as a rule, entered 
in this Catalogue. Separates or reprints of. or excerpts from parts or single volumes of published 
works (especially from Government, institutional, and Zoological Society journals and serials) are 
excluded unless they are copies of specially reprinted parts (or' Authors' editions') and listed as 
such in a McGill Library card index, and are actually on hand or on order for delivery in the 
near future. 

Of course this rule excludes the listing and notices of much meritorious literature but, 
unfortunately, lack of space prohibits annotation in this work of many a valuable contribution 
to the literature of vertebrate zoology. 



CATALOGUE OF TITLES IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY 
LIBRARIES 

AARAU. Aargauischen Naturforsch. Gesell
schaft. 
1878-date. Mittheilungen. \'ols. 1-17. 
A fair example of a German periodical devoted to local zoology. 

AARBOG, Bergens Museum. See BERGENS 
MUSEUM. 

Aargauische Naturforschende Gesellschaft. 
See AARAU. 
1863-date. Mittheilungen. 

AARSBERETNIGAR OM DANSXE FUGLE. 
ee JAHRESBERICHT UBER DlE ORNITHOLOGISCHEN 

BEOBACHTU GSSTATIO EN IN DANEMARK. 

AARSBERETNING, Bergens Museum. See 
BERGENS MUSEUM. 

Abbildung und Beschreibung Naturhistori
scher Gegenstande. 1795-180.2. (vVanting.) 

Berlin. 
ABBOTT, CHARLES CONRAD (1843-1911]. 

1868. Catalogue of Vertebrate Animals of New 
Jersey. (Cook's Geology of New Jersey.) 8vo. 
One of the numerous local lists of American fauna; valuable for reference. 

1884. A naturalist's rambles about home. 8vo. 
pp. 485. T. of c. append. index. New York. 
These notes-the gatherings of many years-and some of which had already appeared in various magazines-were made by the author whilst residing on the Delaware river near Trenton, N.J. The bird notes are conflned to Chapters XII-XXVII, pp. 93-241, whilst the appendix contains a list of the birds to be found in Mercer County, New Jersey, pp. 451-75. A second revised edition appeared in 1887 (q.v.). 
1887. A naturalist's rambles about home. 2nd ed. 
rev. 12mo. pp. (2) + 48f5. 1'. of c. append. index. 

New York. 
A slight revision of the first edition published in 1884 (q.v.), the rhanges referring more particularly to the mammals and rept.iles, the author stating that he fotmd little to amend in the ornithological Chapters XII-XXVII. 
1890. Outings at odd times. 8vo. pp. x + 282. 
T. of c. New Yorlc. 
In some of the above outings in New .lersey the author records his experience with Owls, Wrens, Snow-birds, Rlne Jays, Pte. 
1894. Traveb in a t ere-Lop. Suo. pp. 21/j. index. 

Phila. 
A series of popular essays on natural history based on the autbor's observations in the vicinity of Philadelphia, PennsylYania. 
1895. The bird :tbuut Ul'. 8vo. pp .. ri+(l)+ 
9-2. 8. (ronl. 2.1 pi. /iO (i(!S. (1 col.). 1'. of c. 
inde:r. Phila. 
In the opening pages some of the more charncteril'tir phasrl' of bird-life in general are touched upon, followed by a popular account of the birds themselves a found in North America. 
1895. Cyeloperli~ of Natural I Jislory. illusl. 
A brief account of the subject. 

ABBOTT' CLI TON GILBER'l (1881- ] . 
1911. The home-life of tile osprey. f'l1otogr~phed 
c\lld describer! hv Cliulon (i. Abbolt ... with 
some photograph~ by 1Iov,::-1rd I I. CleaYcs. \\ ith 
thirtv-two mountrd plates. 8up. 8vo. pp. /i4 f ( 2). 
32 pi. London. 
A detailed account of periodieal observations at Yarious nrst!; of the O.>prev situated at Atlantir Highlands. New Jersey. Gardiner's Island N.'Y. and elsewhere, illustrated with beautiful photographs. The w~rk forms one of The Bird-Lorer's Home-Life Series. 

1919. Home-life of the Osprey. 
32 photo plates. 
Another edition. 

4to. 

ABBOTT, FRANCES MATILDA [1857- ]. 

pr/ 50. 
(N.Y 

1906. Birds and flowers about Concord, New 
Hampshire. 12mo. pp. xxi+(3)+140+(1). T. of 
c. index. Concord, N.H. 
An endeavor to bring before other people, especially children, the joy that comes from knowing the common things around us. The birds are dealt with on pages 1-58, followed by a list of thosr seen by the author about Concord (110), and those seen by other observers (91), pp. 59-74. 

ABEL, 0THENIO (1875- ]. 
1919. Die SUimme der Wirbelthiere. (vVanting.) 
A fundamental source of information on the origin and chief characters of vertebrates. A complete account of the amphibia will be found here. 

19.22. Lebensbilder aus der Vorzeit. 
19.26. Amerikafahrt. 

Jena. 

Jena. 
ABHANDLUNGEN AUS D. GEBIETE DER 
VOGELZUGFORSCHUNG. See No. 1. WEI
GOLD, H. No.2.DROST, R. HELGOLA D. 

ABHANDLUNGEN AUS DER NATURGE
SCHICHTE, PRAXTISCHEN ARZNEY
XUNST ... UND ANDERER HOLL.X.NDI
SCHEN GESELLSCHAFTEN. 1775-6. 

Leip::ig. 
ABHANDLUNGEN AUS DER NATUR
LEHRE, HAUSHALTUNGXUNST UND 
MECHANIX. (K. 8venska veten, Stockholm.) . 

Hamburg. 
1739-79. Continued as Neue Abhandlungen ... 
mechanik. 

ABHANDLUNGEN DER BAMBERG-
NATURFORSCH. GESELLSCHAFT. 
1 924-dnte. 

ABHANDLUNGEN DER BREMEN. 
NATURWISSENSCHAFTL. VEREIN. See 
BREMEN. 

ABHANDL UNGEN D.CHE MlliTZ. N ATUR
WISSENCHAFT. GESELLSCHAFT. Sec 
CHEM'IITZ. 

ABHANDLUNGEN D. KLG. ZOOLOG .... 
MUSEUMS ZU DRESDEN. See DRESD"E". 

ABHANDLUNGEN D. MUSEUM rltR 
TIERKUNDE UND VOLKERKUNDE ZU 
DRESDEN. See DRESDE~. 

ABHANDLUNGEN D. NATURFOR-
SCHENDE GESELLSCHAFT ZU GHRLITZ. 

ee viJRLITZ. 

ABHANDLUNGEN ZUR NATURGE-
SCHICHTE, PHYSIK UND OEKONOMIE. 
1779-80. T eip-:i.'l. 

ABHA DLUNGEN 
SCHEN BIOLOGIE. 

ZUR THEORETI-
1919-date. Herlin. 
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ABBANDLUNGEN D. ZOOLOGISCH. 
GESELLSCBAFT. WIEN. 
1901-25. (All pub. ) Vols. 1-15, pt. 1. 

ABHANDLUNGEN UND BERICHTE D. 
KGL. ZOOLOG . ... MUSEUMS ZU DRES
DEN. Hg. A. B. Meyer. See also DRESDEN. 

1889-1903. Vols . 7- 10. 

ABBANDLUNGEN UND BERICHTE D. 
POMMERSCH. N ATURFORSCH. GESELL
SCHAFT. See also STETTIN . 

1919- date. Parts 1- 9 , 1 and -2. 

ABBANDLUNGEN UND VERSUCHE D. 
DANZIG. NATURFORSCH. GESELL-
SCHAFT. See DANZIG. 

ABHANDLUNGEN UND VORTRAGE AUS 
DEN GEBIETE DER MATHEMATIK, 
NATURWISSENSCHAFT UND TECBNIK. 
1916-date. (Wanting.) Leipzig. 

ABHANDLUNGEN UND VORTRAGE AUS 
DEM GESAMMTGEBIETE DER NATUR
WISSENSCBAFTEN. 1887-1897? Berlin. 

ABID B. HUSAYN ANSARI. 
1870. On the lawfulness of the flesh of different 
animals for food. In Hindustani. 4to. pp. 16. 
lithograph. Lucknow. 

ABILDGAARD, P . C. S ee MU LLER, o. F ., 1788-
1806. 

ABSTRACT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF 
THE DELAWARE VALLEY ORNITHO
LOGICAL CLUB. 1890-1900. Continued as 
Cassinia. Phila. 

ABU BAXR IBN AL-MUZHIR. . . . AL 
JAMAL AL-YAZDI. . 
1493. Farah- (or Farrukh ) nama-i-Jamali. 

The revie.wer of this title is the well-known authority on Persian 
l\ISS., Wlad1mir Ivanow, formerly attached to the Imperial Library 
in St. Petersburg, now an official of the Asiatic Societv of Bengal at 
Calcutta. Until recently only one copy of this work was known. It 
Is in the British Museum but is incomplete towards the end. C. Rieu 
(Catalogue of the B .M . Persian Manuscripts) describes it in vol. n' 
pp. 465-6. A Vienna MS. (No. 1449 in Fltigel's Catalogue) contain~ 
some extracts from the work. 

'Dr. Casey Wood, of Stanford University, while in Kashmir, ac
quired another copy of this rare treatise bound in one volume with 
an early copy of the famous Nuzhat-nama-i-'Ala'i and part of 
another work in the same style and on the same subject. Both this 
fragmentary monograph and the Farah-nama were intended to 
supplement the earlier Nuzhat-nama.' 

'The tran~cr.ipt ?f the Farab-nama contains not only the two last 
chapters, mtssmg m the British :Museum copy, but it furnishes in
teresting variants of the latter especially as to the date and place 
of composition. In catalogues both works are classed as encyclo
pedias of useful or natural history sciences, but they are something 
more and treat of many beliefs- especially superstitions-connected 
wtth both organic life and inorganic matter. It is particularly 
noticeable that the text of all the documents breathe a spirit free 
of all the b?nds of l\I'!hammadan orthodoxy. For example, the book 
gives detailed directiOns as to how the figures of planets and the 
deities they represent should be drawn-operations specifically for
bidden by the KorAn.' 

The diction of the Faral}.-nli.ma is very simple and unpretentious 
and, of course, not quite so archaic as that of the lOO-year older 
Nuzhat-nAma. For further information relating to the remarkable 
MS. see under Nuzhat-niima. 

The present copy gives the date of the original composition 
(written when the author was only 20 years old) as .A .H. 597 or A.D. 

1201, while Rieu quotes it as A.H. 587 or A.D. 1184. It was composed 
at the villl~ie of MAli}}. in the province of It?takhr. 

ABU BAKR IBN BADR (14th cent.). 
1852-60. Le Naceri. ... Traite complet d'Hippo
logie ... des Arabes. Traduit par M. Perron. 
3 vols. 8uo . 2 pts . illust. Paris. 

Written by a veterinary surgeon to Al-Nacer, the most brilliant of 
the Arabian-Egyptian rulers (1294-1341). This book records the 
hippie science of the Arabs at its best period. [0.] 

ACADEMIA CAESAREA LEOPOLDINO 
CAROLINA . ... See also LEOPOLDINISCH, etc. 
1871-1921. 

ACADEMIA CAESAREA LEOPOLDINO
CAROLIN A GERMANICA CURIOSORUM. 

1652. 

1687. 

1694? 

1712. 

1727. 

1748. 

1752. 
1859. 

1670-7. 

1678- 80. 

Founded a Academia Naturae Curio
sorum. (Akademie der Naturforscher.) 

Academia Imperialis Leopoldina Naturae 
Curiosorum. ( Kaiserliche Leopoldi
nische Akademie der Naturforscher.) 

Academia Caesareo-Leopoldina Naturae 
Curiosorum. 

Academia Caesareo-Leopoldina Carolina 
Naturae Curiosorum. 

Academia Caesarea Leopoldino-Carolina 
Naturae Curiosorum. ( Kaiserliche 
Leopoldinisch-Carolinische Akademie 
der Naturfor cher. ) 

Academia {:aesarea Leopoldino-Franci
scana Naturae Curio orum. 

Heverted to title of 1727. 
Academia Caesarea Leopoldino-Carolina 

Germanica Naturae Curiosorum. 
( Kaiserliche Leopoldino-Carolinische 
Deutsche Akademie der Naturfor-
cher.) 

::\liscellanea curiosa medico-physica, etc. 
Ann. I-YII. 4to. Lipsiae, etc. 

Miscellanea curiosa, sive Ephemeridum 
medico-physicarum, etc. Ann. VIII
X. 4to. Vratislaviae and Bregae. 

1683-92. 
Ann . I- X , forming 6 vols. bound in 4. 

-- Decuriae II, Ann. I-X. (In 5 

1695. 

1694-
1706. 
1713. 

1712-22. 

1739. 

17 27-54 . 

1757-

1913. 

vols.) 4to. Norimbergae. 
-- Index generalis . . . Dec. I and 

II , etc. 4to. ~VorimbPrgae. 

-- Decuriae III, Ann. I-X. (7 vols. 
in 4. ) 4to. Lipsiae and Francofurti· 

-- Index generalis ... Decuriae ter
tiae, etc. 4to. 

Francofurti ad ~vloenum. 
cademiae ... Ephemerides, etc. Cen
turia I- X. (5 vols. in 3.) 4to. 

Francofurti and Lipsiae, etc. 
Index . . . rerum . . . quae in 

ecuriis I II ac Centuriis X. Ephe
meridum Academiae ... extant, ad
juncta Sylloge alphabetica auctorum, 
etc. 4to. Norimbergae. 

• eta physico-medica, etc. Vols. I-X 
( ill 5). 

. rova Acta (Verhandlungen), etc. 
4to. Norimbergae. 

.\ eta 1 T oYa . Reportorium. 2 vols. 

ACAD. CAESAR.-LEOPOLD NAT. CUB. 
See LEOPOLDINISCH-CAROLINISCHE DEUT. AKAD. D. 

NATURFORSCHER. 
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(B.) ACADEMIADECIENCIAS E:XACTAS, I'ISICAS Y NATURALES DE MADRID. 1g'57-date. Anuario. 
1850-1925 . .Memorias. Series 1. 
1921-date. Memorias. , 2. 
1847-63. R~sumen de las aetas. 
1904-date. 1\evista. 

ACADEMIA DE CIENCIAS EXACTAS, I'ISICO-QU.!MICA~ Y NATURALES DE ZABAGOZA. \ 
1916-date. Revista. 

ACADEMIA DE CIENCIAS MEDICAS, 
I'ISICAS, Y NATURALES DE LA HABANA. 
1869-dale. Anales. 

(B.) ACADEMIA DE CIENCIAS NATURALES Y ABTES DE BARCELONA. 
1883-5. Aetas. 
i840-2. Boletin. 1 epoca. 
1876-dale. Memorias. 

1

<7-.ACADEMIA MEXICANA DE CIENCIAS cJ I EXACTAS, I'Isi\ICAS Y NATURALES. 1895-9. Anuar i?i 
1903-date. Anales. 
1876-1910. 1\Iemorias. 

ACADEMIA NACIONAL DE CIENCIAS EXACTAS, C.QRDOBA, ARGENTINE BEPUBLIC. · Buenos Ayres. 
1875-89. Aetas. Vols. 1-6. 
1921-date. Aetas. Vols. 7~. 
1874-dale. Boletin. 
1920-date. Miscei2n.ea. 

ACADEMIA DAB SCIENCIAS DE LISBOA. 
1899/1904-date. Aetas. 
1857-8. Annaes. 
1854-date. Memorias. 
1866-88. Jornal. Series 1. 
1889-1910. Jornal. , 2. 
1917-dale. Jornal. , 3. 

ACADEMIE IMPERIALE DES SCIENCES DE ST. PETERSBURG. See AKADEMIIA 
NAUK, LENINGRAD. 

ACADEMIE DEMETZ. 
1819-52. Memoires. Series 1. (Wanting.) 
1852-71. Memoires. Series 2. 
1871-1914. Memoires. Series 3. 
1914-date. Memoires. Series 4. 

ACADEMIE ROYALE DES. SCIENCES, DES LETTRES ET DES BEAUX-ARTS DE BELGIQUE.. Brussels. 1835-date. Annuaire. 
1832-56. Bulletins. Series 1. 
1857-80. Bulletins. , 2. 
1881-98. Bulletins. , 3. 
1899-date. Bulletins. (Suspended 1915-18.) 
1840-1904. Memoires couronnes. 
1769-88. Memoires. Se_ries 1. 
1820-1904. Memoires. Series 2. 
1904-date. Memoires-classe des sciences. 

ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES, BELLES-LETTBES ET ARTS. Lyons. 1845-6. Memoires. Series 1. 
1851-92. Memoires. Series 2. 
1893-date. Memoires. Series 3. 

ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES DE CRACOVIE. See AKADEMIJA UMI~JETNOSCI, KRAKOW. 

ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES. Paris. See INSTITUT DE FRANCE, PARIS. 

ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES DE L'INSTITUT DE FRANCE. 
1901-22. Memoires. Series IV, vols. 7-12: Ser. V, vols. 1, 2, 3, pt. 1-9, and Jan. 1922. Paris. 

ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES, PARIS. 
1924-5. Inventaire des periodiques scientifiques des bibliotheques de Paris. 4 pt. By A. Lacroix and others. Paris. See also INSTITUT DE FRANCE. 

ACADEMY 01' NATURAL SCIENCES OJI PHILADELPHIA. 
1817-42. Journal. Series 1. 
1847-1918. Journal. Series 2. 
1841-date. Proceedings. 
1824-8. Report of TransactioiLS. 
1921-3. Annual Report. Earlier teports in Proceedings. 
1922-date. Special publications. 
1923-dale. Year-book. 

Biological and microscopical section. 
1922-dale. Contributions. 
1853. Catalogue of the oological collection. 
See HEERMANN, A. L. 

ACADEMY 01' SCIENCES, PASADEN.A., CALIFORNIA. 
1897-8. Publications 1-111. 

ACADEMY 01' SCIENCE 01' ST. LOUIS. 1856/60-dale. Transactions (includes Proceedings). 

ACCADEKIA DEGLI ASPIRANTI NATUBALISTI, NAPLES. 
1843-6. Annali. Series 1. 
1847. Annali. Series 2. 
1861-6. Annali. Series 3. 
1867. Annali. Series 4. 
1868-9. Annali. Second era. 
1887-date. Annali. Third era. 

(R.) · ACCADEMIA DEI I'ISIOCRITICI. 

A a 

1760-1841. Atti. Series 1. 
1862-70. Atti. Series 2. 
1873-85. Atti. , 3. 
1889-1908. Atti. Series 4. 
1909-da.te. Atti. Series 5. 
1883-8. Bollettino. 

Siena. 

1894-date. Processi Verbali delle Adunanze. 
1877-81. Rapporti e Processi Verbali. 
186.4}-72. Revista Scientifica. 
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(R.) ACCADEMIA DEI LINCEI, ROME. 

1870-3. Atti. Series 1. 
1873-6. Atti. , 2. 
1876-84. Memorie. Series 3. 
1884-90. Memorie. , 4. 
1884-91. Rendiconti. 
1892-1924. Rendiconti. Series 5. 
1925-dale. Rendiconti. , 6. 
1876-84. Transunti. 

ACCADEMIA SCIENTIFICA VENETO

TRENTINO-ISTRIANA, PADUA. 

1872-date. A tti. \ 

(R.) ACCADEMIA DELLE SCIENZ~EL

L'INSTITUTO DI BOLOGNA. 
1850-1907. Memorie. Continued as Memor. delle 

Classe di Scienze fisiche, 1908-dale. Index, 

1850-79. ' 

ACCADEMIA DELLE SCIENZE DISIENA. 

See also ATTI, etc. 
1761-4. Vols. I-V. 

(R.) ACCADEMIA DELLA SCIENZE DI 

TORINO. 
1865-date. Atti. 
1759-1838. Memorie. Series 1. 
1839-dafe. Memorie. , 2. (vVanting. ) 

ACCLIMATISATION AND ORNITHOLOGI

CAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 
1860-8. Annual report. Lond. 

1-5 ( 1860-4) title reads: Annual report of the 

Society for the Acclimatisation of Animals, Birds 

Fishes, Insects, and Vegetables, within the United 

Kingdom. 
In 1865 united with the Ornithological Society of 

London. 

ACCLIMATISATION SOCIETY OF GREAT 

BRITAIN, IRELAND AND THE COLON

IES. See ACCLIMATISATION AND ORNITHOLOGICAL 

SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

ACKERMANN, KARL [1841-1913]. 

1898. Thierbastarde. Theile I und 11. 8vo. Krzssel. 

One of the few works on hybridization of animals. 

ACLOGUE, ALEXA DRE [1871- ]. 
1895-1900. Faune de France &c. 

illust. 
4 vols. 8vo. 

Paris. 

A scientific treatise. All the indigenous vertebrates are sys

tematically described in vol. I, pp. 7 + 548, text figures, and in 

vol. IV. Several of the above volumes have also been separately 

published. 

1900. Faune de France, contenant la description 

desespeces indigenes. Vol. I. 12mo. illust. Paris. 

CoNTENTs, vol. 1. Mammiferes, oiseaux, poissons, 

reptiles, batraciens, protochordes. 

ACOSTA, JOSEPH DE [1539-1600]. 
1590. Historia natvral y moral de las Indias, en 

qve se tratan las cosas notables del cielo, y 

elementos, me tales, plantas, y animales dellas: 

y los ritos, y ceremonias, leyes, y gouierno, y 

guerrasdelos Indios. 21 cm. pp. 535+ (36 ). Book 

1-2 appeared originally in Latin under title 'De 

natura Novi orbis libri duo', 1588-9. 

The library copies of this famous work on the natural history of the 

West and East Indies are in several languages-including English. 

It is one of the earliest and fundamental .Aj:nerican treatises on 

natural history. 

1598. Histoire );'aturelle- Lraduite en Frangois 

&c. 8vo. (l\1arc Orry pub. ) Paris. 

A French translation. 

1598. Historie Naturael ende Morael van de 

Westersche Indien. Black Letter Dutch. 

/t.. Dutch edition of this justly celebrated work. 

1604. The Naturall and ~orall Ilistorie of the 

East and West Indie . 

First English Edition. 

1608. Historia :\atural y moral de las indias &c.· 

4to. 1Hadrid. 

A comparatively late Spanish edition. 

ACTA NOVA D. ACADEMIA CAES. LEO-

POLD-CAROL. GERMAN NATURAE 

CURIOS. See ACADEMIA CAES., etc. 

ACTAS D. (R.) ACADEMIA DE CIENCIAS 

Y ARTES DE BARCELONA. See (R.) ACA

DEMI DE CIE CIAS ... BARCELO A. 

E£!!!F:-.!~!!:, h~ 
1840-2. I epora. to...~ / 

ACTA SOCIETATIS PRO FAUNA ET ~ 
FLORA FENNICA. See HELSI ' GFOR~. ~OCIE

TAS PRO FAU A ET FLORA. 

ACTAb. CLASSE DE SCIENCIAS MATH., f...._ 

PHY CAS E N ATURAES. ee ACADEMIA 

DAS SCIE CIAS DE LISBOA. ,... 
ACTA UNIVERSITATIS LUNDENSIS. 

1869-71. Section 1athem. and Nat. Se. 

1905-11. ~ew Series. Yols. 1- 7. 

ACTA ZOOLOGICA FENNICA. I 
~-ols. 1- 3. I-Ielsingfors. ~JP& 

ACTAZOOLOGICA. INTERN. TIDSKRIFT 

ETC. STOCKHOLM. 
1920- date. Vol . T-

ACTES DE LA SOCIETE HELVETIQUE 

DES SCIENCES N ATURELLES. See ALUJE

MEI E ~CHWEIZERJ~CHF. GESELLSCHAFT FUER DIE 

GESAMMTE :'IATl ' RWl~~ENH : ll FTEN. 

ACTES DE LA SOCIETE LINEENNE DE 

BORDEAUX. , 'ee BORDE. ux. 

ADAM, YICTOR 
1844. -Museo l caccialiatori o collezioue di tutte 

le specie · Sf'lvaggina di pelo o di piuma che si 

caccian coll'arrhibugio, etr. Prima traduzione 

Ital' a. 4lo. 72 pl. index. Venezia. 

s rare treatise on port, in which game animals are described 

y an unknown 'cacciatore naturalista', is profusely but poorly 

illustrated. However, it giYes a fairly good. semi-popular descrip· 

tion of the animals hunted. Adam, the French illustrator, was 

really a fine artist. The pre ·ent title is of the first Italian 

translation. 

1852. 8ee Bl-FFO:i'\. G. L. L. ILisiPire natmelle, &c. 

' Ld 

4~~~~ 

I 
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ADAMS , ANDHEW LEITH [1826-82]. 
1867. Wanderings of a naturalist in India, the 
western Himalayas, and Cashmere. 8vo. pp. xi+ 
(1) +333. front. T. of c. index. Edinburgh. 
An interesting account of the author's seven years' sojourn in the 
East-with frequent change of place-he being a surgeon in the 
army. References to birds are very numerous and occur throughout 
the volume. 

1870. Note of a naturalist in the Nile Valley and 
.Malta, a narrative of exploration and research in 
connection with the natural history, geology, and 
archaeology of .lhe lower Nile and Maltese Islands. 
8vo. pp. xvi-t-295. front. 10+ (3) pl. map (col.) 
T. of c. Index. Edinburgh. 

1873. Field and forest rambles, with notes and 
observations on the natural history of eastern 
Canada. 8uo. pp. xvi + 33.3. front. vignette. 
25 figs. 4 maps 11 col. fold.). T. of c. append. 
index. London. 

· Field studies made principally in New Brunswick during three years' 
sojourn 1866-8. References to birds are very numerous, pp, 117-98, 
285-94, with a list of the birds of New Brunswick in the appendix, 
pp. 296-302. 

ADAMS , ARTHUR [18~.0-78], ed. 
1848-50. The zoology uf the voyage of H.M.S. 
amaran~ undet' Lhe command uf Captain Sir 

Edward Belcher ... during the years 1843-1846. 
Pub. under the authority of the lords commis-
sioners of the Arlmiralty. pp. ·jzt+ l 2.50 ). 55 pl. 
(3.5 col.) 31! cm. London. 
This famous Voyage added much to our knowledge of vertebrates 
(that were described by J. E. Gray), the fishes being reported upon 
by Sir J. Richardson. 

See also SAMARAN Gl' 

1870. Travels of a naturalist in Japan and 
Manchuria. 8vo. pp. x + 334. front. (ports.). 
1 fig. T. of r. London. 
An interesting accmmt of the author's visits to various places in 
Japan and Manchuria, whilst acting as staff-surgeon on board 
H.M.S. 'Actreon'. References to birds met with both on sea and land 
occur in almost all of the twenty-two chapters into which the book 
is divided. 

ADAMS, CHARLES CHRISTOPHER [1873- ]. 
1913. Guide to the study of animal ecology. 
pp. 12 + 184. pl. New York. 

ADAMS, H. B. and ADAMS, H. G. See ADAMS, 

The smaller British birds, &c. 

ADAMS, H. DAVONPORT . ....,T_h_e __ 
W.H. D. 

See ADAMS, 

ADAMS, HENRY GARDINER [1811-81]. 
1851. Favorite song birds; containing a p.opular 
description of the feathered songsters of Britain; 
with an account of their habits, haunts, and 
characteristic traits. Interspersed with choice 
passages from the poets and quotations from 
eminent naturalists. 12 col. ill. on stone, by 
Edward Gilks. 16mo. pp. xii+196. front. (co l. ). 
T. of c. index. London. 
An endeavor by the author to set before his readers a series of 
pictures of the mos~ esteeme~ ~f th~ ~ritish .Song Birds, with an 
account of their habits, and distmgmshmg traits, as he was able to 
gather from the best and most recent authorities on the subject. 

1853. Cage and chamber-birds; ... Tr. from the 
German of J. M. Bechstein. With considerable 
additions- on structure, migration, and economy, 

comp. from various sources. Incorporating the 
whole of Sweet's British Warblers. See BECH
STEIN, J. M. 

1854. Nests and eggs of familiar British birds, 
described and illustrated; with an account of the 
haunts and habits of the feathered architects, and 
their times and modes of building. With eight 
coloured plates of eggs, containing forty-eight dif
ferent species. 8vo. pp. iv+78+(1). front. (col.). 
7 pl. (col.). index. London. 
A little book intended for young readers, the title sufficiently ex
plaining its scope. 

[1856.] Humming birds, described and illustrated. 
8vo. pp. (4)+144. front. (col.). 7 pl. (col.). 7 figs. 
Index. London. 
A general, popular account of the homes and haunts, habits. nests, 
voice, and scientific arrangement and names of the T rochilidce. 
Following this is a more detailed account of the sixteen species 
figtll'ed in the colored illustrations. 

[ 1862]. Our feathered families, the birds of prey; 
being an anecdotal and descriptive account of the 
rapacious birds of Britain. With a chapter on 
Aucient and Modern Hawking. With about fifty 
illustrations by F. W. Keyl, Harvey, and others. 
12mo. pp. 320. front. 52 figs. T. of c. Index. 

London. 
This forms the second of three volumes of descriptive sketches of 
the Feathered Families of Britain. Volume I contained the Song 
Birds and their Congeners [1862], and vol. JIJ, the Game and 
Water Birds [1863]. There was a new edition of the present volume 
in 1868, and a reissue of the three volumes in [1879]. Chapter XV, 
pp, 297-316, contains the account of ancient and modern hawking, 
whilst the frontispiece depicts a modern hawking party. 

[1862]. The wild flowers, birds, and insects of the 
months, popularly and poetically described, with 
numerous anecdotes. pp. vi+ 7-316. front. 2 pl. 
47 figs. append. index. London. 

1871. Nests and eggs of familiar birds. Described 
a11d Illustrated. London. 

1874. The smaller British birds. With descrip
tions of their nests, eggs, habits, &c. 8vo. pp. iv + 
252. front. (col.). 32 pl. (col.). T. of c. London. 
A popular account of the habits of the smaller British birds, written 
in collaboration with H. B. Adams. Another edition was issued in 
1894. 

1890. Nests and Eggs of Familiar Birds. London. 

ADAMS, WILLIAM HENRY DAVENPORT [1828-91], 
and GIACOMELLI, H. 
1878. The bird world described with pen and 
pencil. xii+ ( 13)-464 pp. T. of c. Numerous full
page plates. London. 
The text of this attractive volume is by Adams; the illustrations by 
Giacomelli. According to the author, the object of the chapters is 
to gossip pleasantly about birds distinguished by the possession of 
some special character-introducing, where appropriate, the descrip
tions of travellers, or the fancies of poets, or the association of 
history and romance. There are several editions of this well-known 
volume. See also MICHELET, JULES, 1869. 

1885. The Bird World, &c. 8vo. ed. allera. 
London. 

ADAMSON, CHARLES MuRRAY [ob. 1894]. 
1879. Sundry natural history scraps, more 
especially about birds. 2 vols. 8vo. 

N ewcaslle-upon- Tyne. 
Interesting excerpts from The Field, with fresh title-page and cover. 
The present copy is from the Mullens library. 
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[ADAlYISON, C. M. (contd.)] 
1880. Some more scraps about birds. 8vo. pp. 8 + 
27 3. T. of c. pl. 43. Newcastle-upon- Tyne. 
Charming notes about various British birds, from personal observa
tions. Rather a scarce book as only a limited edition was printed 
'many of which have been promised to my friends'. 

1881. Studies of birds. obl. 8vo. pp. ( 4). front. 
(photo.). 40 pl. 1 fig. (vignette). 

N ewcastle-upon- Tyne. 
Comprises the plates from the author's previous work, Some More 
Scraps about B 'irds, 188G-1, the legends being in pencil. This copy 
has the original covers, and is one of the artistic scrap-books of this 
author. 

1882. Another book of scraps, principally relating 
to natural history, with thirty-six lithograph 
illus. from pen and ink sketches of wild birds. 
8vo. pp. (4)+56+36. Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 
Another of this ornithologist's delightful, privately printed • Scrap 
Books', illustrated by his own drawings. 

1887. Some more Illustrations of wild birds, 
showing their Natural Habits. oblong roy. 8vo. 
pp. 3 + 24. 24 col. pl. Only 200 copies printed. 
introd. and index. London. 
One of the several attractive • Scrap-books • arranged by this well
known ornithologist. 

ADANSON' MICHEL [1727-1806]. 
1757. Histoire Naturelle du Senegal. Avec la 
relation abregee d'un Voyage fait en ce pays, 
pendant ... 1749-53. 4to. pp. (viii), 190; xcvi, 
275. 19 pis. 1 map. Paris. 

AD-DAlYIIRI, ABUL-BAXA lYIUHAlYilYIAD 
B. lYIUSA [born 1349 A. n.] . 
1906-8. Hayat al-Hayawan (A Zoological Lexi
con). Translated from the Arabic by A. S. G. 
Jayakar. Vols.landll,part1(allpub.). pp.xxx+ 
1-875 and 1-604. indexes to both vols. 

London and Bombay. 

AELIANUS, CLAUDIUS (fl. ea. 140 A.n.). 
(1556.] Claudii Aeliani praenestini pontificis et 
... Opera quae extant omnia, graece latineque 
e regione edita, ... partim multo quam antehac 
emendatiora in utraque lingua, cura et opera 
Conradi Gesneri, Tiguri, apud Gesneros fratres. 
[Printer's device; also the same on last page.] 
folio. First line of title-page in Greek. n.d. pp. 
24 ff.+658. T. of c. and index. 
A fine, bilingual and complete edition of the works of this writer 
The first section, latinized as De animalium natura libri XVII has 
been translated and annotated by the naturalists Peter Gllllus 
(Gallus) and Conrad Gesneri (Helvetius) from the best Greek 
codices. Charming initials, clear print, and the usual account of 
such birds as the swan, the goose, eagle, &c., not to mention much 
legendary avian life adopted from Aristotle and others. There are 
many marginal notes in both Greek and Latin by the hands of 
previous owners. 

1562. Aeliani de historia animalium libri XVII. 
Quos ex integro ac veteri exemplari Graeco 
Petrus Gillius vertit. Vna cum elephantoru~ 
descriptione. Item Demetrii de Cura accipitrum 
et de Cura et medicina canum, eodem Petr~ 
Gillio interprete. 12mo. pp. 668+(index) 118. 

Lugduni. 
One of the numerous editions of Aelianus' book on Natural history 
(ori~nally in Greek) that, translated into several languages and 
published separately, have been printed since the editio princeptt 
appeared in the beginning of the sixteenth century. The present 
copy is largely devoted to birds. It is a rare item, not mentioned 
by Brunet. Three titles are added, one on the Elephant, one on 
Dogs, and the third on Falconry. 

1565. De historia animalium libri XVII. pp. 16+ 
668+38. Lugduni. 
The well-known treatise on animals by Aelianus translated by 
Petrus Gillius, to which is added a new description of certain 
elephants; also an essay on the care of hawks and dogs by Demetrlus 
through the se;me translator. 

1616. De Animal. natura ib. XVII. Geneva. 

174~. ~At"Atcxvov Tiept w~ {tstoTflTOS !3•!3"Ata IZ.' 
Aeham de Natura Ammahum Libri XVII. Cum 
animadversionibus C. Gesneri et D. W. Trilleri: 
curante A. Gronovio, etc. 4to. 2 pl. pp. 14+27+ 
1128+88. Greek and Latin. London. 

1772. Histoires diverses d 'Elien, traduites du 
Grec, avec des remarques [by Bon. Joseph Dacier]. 
sm. 8vo. pp. xii +520. preface, T. of c. 

The complete work in Arabic, of which this is an English translation 
of an important portion, constitutes one of several extensive 
encyclopedias of natural history originally written in one of the 
Islamic languages. Although much of the matter in this compendium 
-a large percentage about birds, with their Arabic names-is 
borrowed from others, not a little from Pliny and Aristotle, and much 
more drawn from the oriental imagination of the writer, yet, con
sidering his medieval surroundings, the treatise is well worthy a 
place in the library of the advanced student of natural history. The 
McGill libraries have several MS. and printed variants of this well-
known cyclopedia. In this French abbreviation of Aelianus, the author's natural history 

chapters are poorly represented, and the birds are almost neglected. 
ADOLF FRIEDRICH GEORG Duke of Meek- The~e are several other editions of .Aellanus in the library that ' ? furmsh a complete account of the writer's zoology. 
lenburg [1882- ] . f ~ \ M. 
191 0-date. Wissenschaftliche Ergebnisse der Deut-/ 178~· / 'AtAtavov 1Tept w~ /t~tOT!)T~S l'ti'Ata I 
schen Zentral-Afrika-Expedition, 1907-8. 8vo. ~eham de Natura An maim~ L1br1 XVII . 
7 vols to 1914. (Wanting.) Leipzig. mterpretum · · . J. G. Schneider. 2 vols. 8.uo .. 
Although important from other natural history viewpoints this Lzpswe. 
~f~~o~~l~Pf~t a~f2) ~v~:~e)d~~~:i;~fln li~~e~b~~~de~t~~rt~: 1832. Aeliani de Natura Animalium libri XVII. 
amphibia and R. Sternfeld of the reptiles. Volumen primum. Verba ad fidem librorum 

ADOUIN, J. V. Description de l'Egypte. See 
SAVIGNY, MARIE JULE -CESAR LELORGNE DE. 

't!!,!.and GEOFFROY SAINT HILAIRE, E. 
1812. Description des Mammiferes qui se trouvent 
en Egypte. 4lo. editio princeps. Paris. 
Originally part (Tome JJ) of that famous Deffcription d'Egypte 
ordered by Napoleon I. A second and inferior edition appeared in 
1828. 

ADVOCATE OF SCIENCE, AND ANNALS 
TUBAL HISTORY. 
t Wanting.) 

manuscriptorum constituit Fredericus Jacobs. 
Adjecti sunt indices rerum et interpretatio latina 
Gesneri a Gronovio emendata. 2 vols. small 8uo. 
Vol. I, pp. 465 + 254. Vol. II, pp. 700. indices. 

Jena. 
Vol. 11. Volumen alterum. Annotationes scripsit 
Fridericus Jacobs. Adjecti sunt indices verborum 
cum addendis conjecturis ineditis Jo. Jac. Reiskii. 
A useful edition of Aelianus' Animals, since it contains the original 
Oreek !-ext and the Latin translation by Gesner, as revised by 
Gronovtus. 
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~ 1864-6. German edition. Leipzig. 
This rare copy is in the library but the full title is at the present 

/\in access! ble. 

AEMILIANUS, J OANNES. 
1584. Naturalis de ·Ruminantibus historia Ioannis 
Aemyliani . . . vario doctrinae genere referta. 
8vo. [20]+122 pp. Veneliis. 
In some respects an original, certainly a rare and quaint treatise 
on ruminants. 

A FLA LO, FREDERICK GEORGE [1870-1918]. 
1896. A sketch of the natural history of Australia 
with some notes on sport. (Macmillan's Colonial 
Library.) 8vo. pp.xxv+(3)+307. front. 30figs. 
1 map. T. of c. append. glossary. index. 

·London. 
A sketch of the zoology of the Australian colonies, intended by the 
author as an introductory handbook. The birds are described on 
pp. 87-154, with 7 illustrations. 

1898. A sketch of the natural history (verte
brates) of the British Islands; with a concise 
bibliography of popular works relating to the 
British fauna and a list of field clubs and natural 
history societies in the United Kingdom. With 
illusl. 8vo. pp. xiv + 498. front. 3 pl. 70 figs. 
1 map (fold). T. of c. appends. bibliogr. index. 

Edinburgh. 
In this volume some clue is given of the appearance and life-history 
of the 700 odd vertebrates, which either reside in, or visit the 
British Islands. The portion devoted to the birds will be found 
from pp. 97-296, with 36 Illustrations, and a bibliography, pp. 
449-57. A list of Natural History Societies and Field-Clubs is aL<>o 
given in Appendix II, pp. 46Q-7. 

1904. British salt-water fishes; with a chapter on 
the artificial culture of sea fish by R. B. Marston. 
(Woburn library of natural history.) 4lo. pp. 12+ 
328. London. 

ITALIANA (S oc. afric. d'Italia). 
/ 

.~ I L RunoLPH 

I alaSA>graphy. 
, Cb'ast and 
the Gulf of 

along the 
r---:n~~~~~~r-FrM~~t'i'ftr~1"forr.l877-1880. 

I, pp. xxii+314. front. 
202 figs. (including maps). T. of c. Vol. 11, 
pp. ( 4) + 220. 383 figs. T. of c. index. London. 
In these two volumes references to birds are few and far between, 
the major portion of the work being devoted to a description of the 
various forms of life in the deep seas. In vol. I on pp. 114 and 120, 
however, we find references to the bird fauna of the West Indies, 
and to the effects of currents on the distribution of birds, and there 
are other short references to birds in the fauna of various places, 
such as the Tortugas Islands, etc. Text Is identical with the Boston 
edition, also in the library. 

AGASSIZ , ELIZABETH. See AGASSIZ,,.;_L. /\and 
AGASSIZ, ELIZABETH. 

AGASSIZ , \JEAN)LouiS\RonoLPHE [1807-73]. 
·1833- 44. Recherches sur les poissons fossiles. 
3 vols. and supplement. Neuclujtel. 
One of the earliest and most authoritative treatises, by this famous 
naturalist, especially valuable as a textbook on European fish 
fossils. 

1839-42. His to ire naturelle des poissons d 'eau 
douce de l'Europe centrale. 28 cm. pp. vi+ 
326+[2]. 2 pl. and 55 pl. (partly col.) in 3 portfolios. 
32i x 48! cm. Neuchatel. 

(' 

Plates of portfolios (except 'livr.' 2, pt. 2) inter
leaved with text in French, German, and English. 
The text, intended to form vol. 2, was issued in 
1845 in vol. 3 of l'.Iemo ires de la w.· 'te des 
sciences nalurelles de N euchdlel un er title: 
Anatomie des Salrnones, par L. Agassiz . Vogt. 
It was accompanied by 18 plates, of which 14 are 
identical, except in size and quality of paper, with 
those of 'livr.' 2, pt. 2, of the present work. 
CoNTENTs.-t. 1. Embryologie des Salmones par 

C. Vogt. 1842.-Portfolios: [1.] livraison. Les 
especes des genres Salrno et Thymallus. 1839. 
2. livraison. [ptie. 1] L 'embryologie des Salmones. 
1842. 2. livraison [ptie. 2] L 'anatomie des Salmones. 
The first embryologist who studied development of fishes by artificial 
fertilization was Rusconi m· 1836, although the method bad been 
employed in industrial fishing in Germany at the end of the eighteenth 
century. Vogt was the second embryologist to employ the method 
of R usconi. He lost thousands of eggs in his anxiety to protect 
them from the shock of the waves, until he found that they require 
to be kept in perpetual movement. 

1842-6. Nomenclator zoologicus: continens 
nomina systefl1.ica generum animalium tarn 
viventium quatri fossilium, secundum ordinen 
alphabeticicum disposita, etc. 4to. Solodurni. 
This classic bibliography appeared in 26 fascicles constituting one 
volume, each part having a special title-page, pagination and 
bibliography. It is a most valuable work of reference and forms 
a companion for the author's well-known Nomenclatori!! zoologici 
index uni1:er-~alis, also published at Solothurn in 1846. 

1846. Nomenclatoris zoologici index universalis. 
pp. 8+393. Solodurni. 
A valuable contribution to the bibliography of zoology. companion 
of the author's Nomenclator zoologicu!! (q.v.). These · well-known 
compilations have been reviewed bv Prof. Asa Grav in the American 
JoU1·nal of Science, M:arch 1847. · · 

n.d. Nomina systematica generum avium tarn 
viventium quam fossilium. (Nomenclator zoolo
gicus, fasc. 2. Continens Aves.) 4to. pp. x+90. 

[Solodurni, Jent et Gassmann.] 
Lists the names, with bibliographical references, of all genera of 
birds to the year 1841. 

1850. Lake Superior: its physical character, 
vegetation, and animals, compared with those of 
other and similar regions. With a narrative of 
the tour, by J. Elliot Cabot. And contributions 
by other scientific gentlemen. illusl. 8vo. pp. x+ 
(2)+9-428. front. 16pl. (1rnap). T.ofc. Boston. 
The main object of this excursion was a purely scientific one, viz. 
the study of the Natural History of the northern shore of Lake 
Superior. Report will be found in the second part of the volume, 
pp. 137-428, the account by J. E. Cabot of the birds collected and 
observed appearing on pp. 383-5, as well as other references In 
part 1, 'the Narrative', pp. 9-133. 

1854. Sketch of the natural provinces of the 
animal world and their relation to the different 
types of man. 8vo. pp. 22. pl. map. illust. 

Philadelphia. 
Extracted fr. Nott and Gliddon's Types of mankind. Presentation 
copy to Prof. Eschricht from author, with autograph. 

1857-77. Contributions to the Natural History 
of the United States of America. 5 vols. 4to. 

Boston. 
1857-62. Contributions to the natural history of 
the United States of America. By Louis Agassiz 
... Boston, Little, Brown and company; London. 
4 vols. illust. 33 ern. 77 pl. ( 4 col., 2 fold.) 
The complete work was to include ten volumes, 
but only four were published. First monograph 
(vols. l-2) in three parts; second monograph (vols. 
3-4) in five parts. 

~ 
~ 
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[ADA:MSON, C. M. (contd.)] 
1880. Some more scraps about birds. 8vo. pp. 8 + 
273. T. ofc. pl. 43. Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 
Charming notes about various British birds, from personal observa
tions. Rather a scarce book as only a limited edition was printed 
'many of which have been promised to my friends'. 

1881. Studies of birds. obl. 8vo. pp. ( 4). front. 
(photo.). 40 pl. 1 fig. (vignette). 

N ewcastle-upon- Tyne. 
Comprises the plates from the author's previous work, Some More 
Scraps about Birds, 188Q-1, the legends being in pencil. This copy 
has the original covers, and is one of the artistic scrap-books of this 
author. 

1882. Another book of scraps, principally relating 
to natural history, with thirty-six lithograph 
illus. from pen and ink sketches of wild birds. 
8vo. pp. ( 4) +56+ 36. Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 
Another of this ornithologist's delightful, privately printed 'Scrap 
Books', illustrated by his own drawings. 

1887. Some more Illustrations of wild birds, 
showing their Natural Habits. oblong roy. 8vo. 
pp. 3 + 24. 24 col. pl. Only 200 copies printed. 
introd. and index. London. 
One of the several attractive • Scrap-books' arranged by this well
known ornithologist. 

ADANSON, MICHEL [1727-1806]. 
1757. Histoire Naturelle du Senegal. Avec la 
relation abregee d 'un Voyage fait en ce pays, 
pendant ... 1749-53. 4to. pp. (viii), 190; xcvi, 
275. 19 pis. 1 map. Paris. 

AD-DAMIRI, ABUL-BAKA :MUHA:MMAD 
B. :MUSA [born 1349 A.D.]. 
1906-8. Hayat al-Hayawan (A Zoolog·ical Lexi
con). Translated from the Arabic by A. S. G. 
Jayakar. Vols. I and 11, part 1 (all pub.). pp. xxx+ 
1-875 and 1-604. indexes to both vols. 

London and Bombay. 
The complete work in Arabic, of which this is an English translation 
of an important portion, constitutes one of several extensive 
encyclopedias of natural history originally written in one of the 
Islamic languages. Although much of the matter in this compendium 
-a large percentage about birds, with their Arabic names-is 
borrowed from others, not a little from PUny and Aristotle, and much 
more drawn from the oriental imagination of the writer, yet, con
sidering his medieval surroundings, the treatise is well worthy a 
place in the library of the advanced student of natural history. The 
McGill libraries have several MS. and printed variants of this well
known cyclopedia. 

AELIANUS, CLAUDIUS (fl. ea. 140 A.D.). 
(1556.] Claudii Aeliani praenestini pontificis et 
... Opera quae extant omnia, graece latineque 
e regione edita, ... partim multo quam antehac 
emendatiora in utraque lingua, cura et opera 
Conradi Gesneri, Tiguri, apud Gesneros fratres. 
[Printer's device; also the same on last page.] 
folio. First line of title-page in Greek. n.d. pp. 
24 ff. + 658. T. of c. and index. 
A fine, bilingual and complete edition of the works of this writer 
The first section, latinized as De animalium natura libri XVII has 
been translated and annotated by the naturalists Peter Glllius 
(Gallus) and Conrad Gesneri (Helvetius) from the best Greek 
codices. Charming initials, clear print, and the usual account of 
such birds as the swan, the goose, eagle, &c., not to mention much 
legendary avian life adopted from Aristotle and others. There are 
man¥ marginal notes in both Greek and Latin by the hand» of 
previOus owners. 

1562. Aeliani de historia animalium libri XVII. 
Quos ex integro ac veteri exemplari Graeco 
Petrus Gillius vertit. Vna cum elephantoru~ 
descriptione. Item Demetrii de Cura accipitrum 
et de Cura et medicina canum, eodem Petr~ 
Gillio interprete. 12mo. pp. 668+(index) 118. 

Lugduni. 
One of the numerous editions of Aelianus' book on Natural history 
(ori~nally in Greek) that, translated into several languages and 
published separately, have been printed since the editio princep11 
appea:ed in the beginning o.f the six;teenth century. The present 
copy 1s largely devoted to buds. It 1s a rare item, not mentioned 
by Brunet. Three titles are added, one on the Elephant one on 
Dogs, and the third on Falconry. ' 

1565. De historia animalium libri XVII. pp. 16+ 
668 + 38. Lugduni. 
The well-known treatise on animals by Aelianus translated by 
Petrus Gillius, to which is added a new description of certain 
elephants; also an essay on the care of hawks and dogs by Demetrlus 
through the s1m1e translator. 

1616. De Animal. natura Lib. XVII. 

1744. 1At"Atavov rrept oov {.stoT To 
Aeliani de Natur 
animadversioni 
curante A. Gron 
1128+88. Gree 

1772. Histoir 
Grec, avec des 
sm. 8vo. pp. x 
In this French abbr 
chapters are poorly re 

, au or s na ural history 

ADOLF FRIEDRICH GEORG, Duke of Meek- t~~:ha!ec~:;~~~~ ~~~o 
lenburg [1882- ] . Z, -; 

, and the birds are almo t neglected. 
ns of Aelianus in the library that 

e writer's zoology. 

191.0-date. Wissenschaftliche Ergebnisse der Deut-/ ' 178~· / 'At"Atavov 1T 
schen Zentral-Afrika-Expedition, 1907-8. 8vo. ~eham de Natura 

oov ;toTflTOS ~1~"A1a I 
lium Libri XV I I . . 

eider. 2 vols. 8vo. 7 vols to 1914. (Wanting.) Leipzig. mterpretum ... J. 
Lipsiae. Although important from other natural history viewpoints this 

voluminous report (so far as made) says very little about vertebrate 
zoology. Vol. IV (1912) gives a description by F. Nieden of the 
amphibia and R. Sternfeld of the reptiles. 

ADOUIN, J. V. Description de l'Egypte. See 
SAVIGNY, MARIE JULES-CESAR LELORGNE DE. 

!!.!!.. and GEOFFROY SAINT HILAIRE, E. 
1812. Description des Mummiferes qui se tr·ouvent 
en Egypte. 4to. edilio princeps. Paris. 
Originally part (Tome JJ) of that famous Description d'Egypte 
~~~~~ed by Napoleon I . A second and inferior edition appeared in 

ADVOCATE OF SCIENCE, AND ANNALS 
TURAL HISTORY. 
1 Wanting.) 

1832. Aeliani de Natu 
Volumen primum. V 
manuscriptorum consti 
Adjecti sunt indices rerm 
Gesneri a Gronovio emen 
Vol. I, pp. 465+254. Vol 

·malium libri XVII. 
d fidem librorum 
redericus J a cobs. 
terpretatio latina 

vols. small 8vo. 
. 700. indices. 

Vol. I I. Volumen alterum. 
Fridericus J acobs. Adjecti su 
cum addendis conjecturis ined 
A useful edition of Aelianus' Animals, sin 
Greek text and the Latin translation b 
"Gronovius. 

Jena. 
tiones scripsit 
· ces verborum 

J a c. Reiskii. 
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~ 1864-6. German edition. Leipzig. 

';£'his rare copy is in the library but the full title is at the present 
1\maccessible. 

Plates of portfolios ( exc~pt 'livr.' 2, pt. 2) inter
leaved with text in French, German, and English. 
The text, intended to form vol. 2, was issued in 
1845 in vol. 3 of J\,femoires dP la ~-'le des AEMILIANUS' J OANNES. 

1584. Naturalis de ·Ruminantibus historia loannis 
Aemyliani . . . vario doctrinae genere referta. 
8vo. [20]+122pp. Venetiis. 
In some respects an original, certainly a rare and quaint treatise 
on ruminants. 

AFLALO, FREDERICK GEORGE [1870-1918]. 
1896. A sketch of the natural history of Australia 
with some notes on sport. (Macmillan's Colonial 
Library. ) 8vo. pp. xxv+(3) +307. front. 30 figs. 
1 map. T. of c. append. glossary. index. 

·London. 
A sketch of the zoology of the Australian colonies, intended by the 
author as an introductory handbook. The birds are described on 
pp. 87- 154, with 7 illustrations. 

1898. A sketch of tbe natural history (verte
brates) of the British Islands; with a concise 
bibliography of popular works relating to the 
British fauna and a list of field clubs and natural 
history societies in the United Kingdom. With 
illust. 8vo. pp. xiv+498. front. 3 pi. 70 figs. 
1 map (fold). T. of c. appends. bibliogr. index. 

Edinburgh. 
In this volume some clue is given of the appearance and life-history 
of the 700 odd vertebrates, which either reside in, or visit the 
British Islands. The portion devoted to the birds will be found 
from pp. 97-296, with 36 illustrations, and a bibliography, pp. 
449--57. A list of Natural History Societies and Field-Clubs is also 
given in Appendix II, pp. 46Q--7. 

1904. British salt-water fishes; with a chapter on 
the artificial culture of sea fish by R. B. Marston. 
(Woburn library of natural history.) 4to. pp. 12+ 
328. London. 

AFRICA ITALIANA (Soc. afric . d'Italia). 
1882-date. Bollettino. 

AGASSIZ, ALEXANDER EMMANUEL RUDOLPH 

( 

[1835-1 91 0 J . -
J 1888. A contribution to American thalaSA~graphy. 

Three cruises of the United States Cb'ast and 
geodetic survey steamer ' Blake' in the Gulf of 
Mexico, in the Caribbean Sea, and along the 
Atlantic coast of the United States from 1877-1880. 
2 vols. roy. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xxii+314. front. 
202 figs. (including maps). T. of c. Vol. 11, 
pp. (4) +220. 383 figs. T. of c. index. London. 
In these two volumes references to birds are few and far between, 
the major portion of the work being devoted to a description of the 
various forms of life in the deep seas. In vol. I on pp. 114 and 120, 
however, we find references to the bird fauna of the West Indies, 
and to the effects of currents on the distribution of birds, and there 
are other short references to birds in the fauna of various places, 
such as the Tortugas Islands, etc. Text is identical with the Boston ( I 
edition, also in the library. 

~- AGASSIZ, ELIZABETH. See AGASSIZ,"-L. /\and 
(\. ::: AGASSIZ, ELIZABETH . 

AGASSIZ, iJEANJLours\RoDOLPHE [1807-73]. 
·1833-44. Recherches sur les poissons fossiles. 
3 vols. and supplement. Neuchltel. 
One of the earliest and most authoritative treatises, by this famous 
naturalist, especially valuable as a textbook on European fish 
fossils. 

1839-42. Histoire naturelle des poissons d'eau 
douce de l'Europe centrale. 28 cm. pp. vi+ 
326 + [2]. 2 pl. and 55 pl. (partly col.) in 3 portfolios. 
32i x 481 cm. Neuchdtel. 

('-

sciences naturelles de Neuchdtel un er title: 
Anatomie des Salmones, par L. Agassiz . Vogt. 
It was accompanied by 18 plates, of which 14 are 
identical, except in size and quality of paper, with 
those of 'livr.' 2, pt. 2, of the present work. 
CoNTENTS.-t. 1. Embryologie des Salmones par 

C. Vogt. 1842.-Portfolios: [ 1. J livraison. Les 
especes des genres Salmo et Thymallus. 1839. 
2. livraison. [ptie. 1] L'embryologie des Salmones. 
1842. 2.livraison [ptie. 2] L 'anatomie des Salmones. 
The first embryologist who studied development of fishes by artificial 
fertilization was Rusconi in· 1836, although the method had been 
employed in industrial fishing in Germany at the end of the eighteenth 
century. Vogt was the second embryologist to employ the method 
of Rnsconi. He lost thousands of eggs in his anxiety to protect 
them from the shock of the waves, until he found that they require 
to be kept in perpetual movement. 

1842-6. Nomenclator zoologicus: continens 
nomina syste~ca generum animalium tam 
viventium quam fossilium, secundum ordinen 
alphabeticicum disposita, etc. 4to. Soloclurni. 
This classic bibliography appeared in 26 fascicles constituting one 
volume, each part having a special title-page, pagination, and 
bibliography. It is a most valuable work of reference and forms 
a companion for the author's well-known Nomenclatori.Y zoologici 
index universaN'l, also published at Solothurn in 1846. 

1846. Nomenclatoris zoologici index universalis. 
pp. 8 + 393. Solodurni. 
A valuable contribution to the bibliography of zoology. companion 
of the author's Nomenclator zoologicu.~ (q.v.). These · well-known 
compilations have been reviewed bv Prof. Asa Grav in the .American 
Journal of Science, March 184 7. · • 

n.d. Nomina systematica generum avium tam 
viventium quam fossilium. (Nomenclator zoolo
gicus, fasc. 2. Continens Aves.) 4to. pp. x+90. 

[ Solodurni, Jent et Gassmann.] 
Lists the names, with bibliographical references, of all genera of 
birds to the year 1841. 

1850. Lake Superior: its physical character, 
vegetation, and animals, compared with those of 
other and similar regions. With a narrative of 
the tour, by J. Elliot Cabot. And contributions 
by other scientific gentlemen. illust. 8vo. pp. x+ 
(2) + 9-428. front. 16 pl. (1 map). T. of c. Boston. 
The main object of this excursion was a purely scientific one, viz. 
the study of the Natural History of the northern shore of Lake 
Superior. Report will be found in the second part of the volume, 
pp. 137-428, the account by J. E. Cabot of the birds collected and 
observed appearing on pp. 383-5, as well as other references in 
part 1, 'the Narrative', pp. 9--133. 

1854. Sketch of the natural provinces of the 
animal world and their relation to the different 
types of man. 8vo. pp. 22. pl. map. illust. 

Philadelphia. 
Extracted fr. Nott and Gliddon's Types of mankind. Presentation 
copy to Prof. Eschricht from author, with autograph. 

1857-77. Contributions to the Natural History 
of the United States of America. 5 vols. 4to. 

Boston. 
1857-62. Contributions to the natural history of 
the United States of America. By Louis Agassiz 
... Boston, Little, Brown and company; London. 
4 vols. illust. 33 cm. 77 pl. (4 col., 2 fold.) 
The complete work was to include ten volumes, 
but only four were published. First monograph 
(vols. 1-2) in three parts; second monograph (vols. 
3-4) in five parts. 

~ 
~ 
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[AGASSIZ,~R. (contd.)] 
CoNTENTS.- vol. I. pt. I. Essay on classification. 
pt. II. North American Testudinata. 1857.-vol. 
11. pt. Ill Embryology of the turtle. 1857.-
vol. Ill. pt. I. Acalephs in general. pt. 11. Cteno
phorc:e. 1860.-vol. IV. pt. Ill. Discophorce . . Pt. IV. 
Hydroidce. pt. V. Homologies of the. Radwta. 

1859. An essay on classification. 8vo. pp. viii + 
381. index. London. 
The contents of this volume appeared for the first time as an 
introduction to a larger work now in course of publication, under the 
title of Contributions to the Natural History of the United States. 
The principal references to birds w~ll be found under such headil;l~s 
as Birds their standing, p. 40; therr development, p. 125 ; Parasitic 
birds, p: 187; Birds as to their place and order In the principal 
systems of Z"Oology, pp. 285-370. 

1866. The Structure of Animal Life. 8vo. 
(Wanting.) New l 'ork. 

**** and STRICKLAND, HuGH Enwi . 
r-1848-54. Bibliographia zoologiae et geologiae: 

a general catalogue of all books, tracts, and 
memoirs on zoology ... corrected and enlarged, 
and edited by H. E. Strickland. Roy. Society. 
4 vols. London. 
A classic, alphabetically arranged author catalogue which may be 
regarded as the forerunner of the Catalogue of Scientific Papers 
published by the Royal Society. It should find a place in every 
reference library on natmal history. 

**** and GOULD, Auc;usTus A. 
18'48. Principles of zoology: touching the struc

ture, development, distribution, and natural 
arrangement of the races of animals, living and 
extinct; with numerous illustrations. For the 
use of schools and colleges. Pt. I. Comparative 
physiology. 8vo. pp. (4)+xix+(1)+216. front. 
1 map. 170 figs. T. of c. index. Boston. 
References to birds are general, and occur throughout the volume, 
under such headings as Special senses, sight, hearing, voice, &c.· 
Intelligence and Instinct; Motion (flying); Nutrition; Blood and 
Circulation; Embryology, &c., &c. Special references occur also 
to the extinct Dodo, nests of Baltimore Oriole and Tailor birds, and 
bird-tracks · m red sandstone. :Many of the illustrations also I'efer 
to the anatomy of birds. 

1855. Principles of zoology. pp. (2)+5-250. 
front. 1 map. 170 figs. T. of c. index. Boston. 
A revised and enlarged edition of the earlier issue of 1848. The 
illustrations are the same as in the previous edition, the revision 
and enlargement being in the main text only. Another issue 
appeared in 1856. The present copy contains the autograph of 
Sir J. W. Dawson . 

1856. Principles of zoology. pp. (2) + 5-250. 
front. 1 map. 170 figs. T. of c. index. Boston. 
Apparently identical with the issue of 1855. 

.!.*~ and AGASSIZ, ELIZABETH. 
1886. A journey in Brazil. 8vo. pp. 20+540. 
lllust. pl. map. Boston. 
Valuable and interesting references to the flora and fauna of South 
America. The Library has also another edition, published in 1888. 

1888. A Journey to Brazil. lllust. Editio altera. 
Boston . 

••u and others. 
1894. Naturgeschichte des Tierreichs. Stuttgart. 

AGASSIZ, Louis. See BLANC, HENRI. 

J.C. 
::::::!(., 

u 
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AGASSIZ BULLETIN. ('-I 
1890-1. 7 nos. ~ilman, Ill. '6 

AGASSIZ COMPANION. 
1886-8. 5 vols. (all pub.). · ~. ~ 

llYH_andolt~)- ' 

AGASSIZ INSTITUTE. Proceedings. 
1872-3. 2 vols. (all pub.). Sacramenta, Gal. 

AGASSIZ MUSEUM OF COMPARATIVE 
ZOOLOGY. See HARVARD UNIVERSITY: MUSEUM 
OF COMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY. 

AGASSIZ RECORD. 
1888. Nos. 1-6 (all pub.). Oskaloosa, Iowa. 

AHLSTR()M, A. M. See THUNBERG, c. P. I 
AIKEN, CHARLES E. H. and WARREN, E. R. ,.,c; 

1914. The birds of El Paso County, Color~ 
Pts. 1-11 in 1. 8vo. Pt. I, pp. 455-96. 8 pt. 
(15 figs.). 1 map. Bibliogr. Pt. II, pp. 497-603+ 
(10). 16 pl. (30 figs.). ~1.dex. t;) 

. Colorado Sprin s. 
According to dated covers bound in at the end of this volume 
part I was issued in May 1914 and part II in June-September 1914: 
being Colorado College Publication. General Series Nos. 74-6. 
Science Series, vol. xii, No. 13, I, pp. 455-96; II, pp. 497-603. No 
more published. The area. covered by this list is the whole of El 
Paso County, while notes are given for points without the boundaries 
of the County, but adjacent thereto, especially that portion of the 
Pike'~ Peak Region in which are situated the Seven Lakes. Five 
life zones occm within the boundaries of El Paso County, Upper 
Sonoran, Transition, Canadian, Hudsonian, and Arctic-Alpine, the 
bird life in consequence being of a varied character, the number of 
species represented in the annotated list amounting to 276 species. 
A bibliography is included in part I, pp. 47(}-5. 

AIKIN, ARTHUR [1773-1854]. 
1798. The natural history of the year _; being an 
enlargement of Dr. Aikin's Calendar of nature. 
cap. 8vo. pp. vi+(2)+195+(1). 1 pl. (fold.). 
Numerous references to birds in each month of the year. A second 
edition, 16mo, was published in 1799, and a fomth in 1815. 

AIKIN, JoHN [1747- 1822]. 
1790. An Essay on India, its boundaries, climate, 
soil, and sea. (On the birds of Paradise and the 
Phoenix.) Trans. from the Latin of J. R. Forster 
(q.v.). (' 
=ll'IM>~p~sr-tsts-tls""o"'an~dlt-fta17p..,,.,;;i~tl'P"iiPe~eRIWRWIIi>R .. .t.:t'&ll +IH~rt<1!Mt~MN~H~B~•,mu-:-, !tltrtlidha!ftttt~lliiel'.,......-- b 
1795. A naturalist's calendar, &c. SeewHITE,REY. 
GILBERT. 

1798. The natural history of the year; being an 
enlargement of Dr. Aikin's Calendar of nature 
by A. Aikin. See AI KIN, A • 

AIKMAN, JAMES. 
1852. A Natural History of Beasts, Birds and 
Fishes, &c. 8vo. (Wanting.) London. 

AITCHISON, JAME EDWARD TIERNEY [1836-
98]. 
1887. Zoology of the Afghan Delimitation Com
mission. 

AITKEN, E. H. 
1883. The tribes on my frontier; an Indian 

Q~~t" hoe~h- "'" ·•• \;~: 

o 1 t 11 n, 
v d title n 

r ly, n t 
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1~ description (of the various small animals and insects encountered 
by the author) and illustration, but full of genuine science too. 
There are several references to birds under the following headings 
viz. the crows, p. 55; birds of the garden, pp. 135-46; birds at th~ 
mango top, pp. 147-57; birds at the tank, pp. 158-71; the poultry
yard, pp. 172-83. A sixth edition appeared in 1897 (qv) and 

"'~ ~ a ninth in 1920 (q.v.)~ · · ' 

.J.Jd u...-.. 1897. The tribes on my frontier. Illust. by F. C. 
... r-- Macrae. 6th ed. cr. 8vo. pp. (6) +216. front. 
~ 7 pl. 57 figs. T. of c. London. 
«~!Hit The ~ext of this. edition is apparently the same as that of 1883. 

The Illustrated title-page, however, does not appear, but a list of 
figures has been added, as well as seventeen extra illustrations. 

1920. The tribes on my frontier; an Indian 
naturalist's foreign policy, by EHA. Illust. by 
F. C. Macrae. 9th ed. cr. 8vo.-pp. (6) +216. 
front. 7 pl. 57 figs. T. of c. London. 
~:t ~l~8~~~ illustrations in this edition appear to be the same as 

1923. A naturalist on the prowl or in the jungle, 
by Eha. lllust. by R. A. Sterndale. 5th ed. 12mo. 
pp. xii+257. front. 77 figs. T. of c~ee a:Mq__ 
lllllx. - l~ondon;J 
The author here deals in his amusing and interesting way with the 
animals, birds, and insects, &c., that are common to India, forming 
to some extent a. sequel to his The Tribes of My Frontier. There 
are seventeen illustrations of birds with appropriate text. The first 
edition appeared in 1894. 

n.d. The common birds of Bombay by E. H. A. 
Illust. '2nd ed. 8vo. pp. xiv+195. 32 rzg;:-T. 
of c. 2 indexes. Bombay . 
This work consists of a number of popular articles which were first 
published in the Times of India on t.he common birds of Bombay, 
and are here republished with some additions. 

AJA'IBA'L-MAKHLUQAT, by Zakariya Caz
wini, XIIIc. Persian trans. Cosmography and 
natural science. large 4to. lithograph. pp. 584. n.d. 
See also CAZWINI and AL-QAZWINI. Lucknow (?). 

(K.) AKADEMIE V AN WETENSCHAPPEN. 
Amsterdam. 
1898-date. Proceedings. Afdeeling Natuurkunde. 
1865-84. Processen-verbaal. Afdeeling Natuur
kunde. 
1854-92. Verhandelingen. Afdeeling Natuur-
kunde. 
1892-date. Verhandelingen. I~irst section (Natuur 
kunde, &c.). 
1892-date. Verslagen van de gewone vergaderin
gen der wis- en natuurkundige afdeeling. 
(vVanting.) 

AKADEMIE DElt WISSENSCHAFTEN, 
PREUSS., BERLIN. 
1926-7. Nomenclator animalium generum et sub
generum, hrsg. von. F. E: Schulze, ~- K_ukenthal; 
fortgesetzt von K. He~der. Schriftletter: Th. 
Kuhlgatz, Berlin. Pts. 1-6. 

(K.)AKADEMIE DER WISSENSCHAF:t'EN. 
Vcenna. 

Anzeiger. Math.-Naturwiss-Klasse. 
Denkschriften. Math.- Naturwiss-

1864-date. 
1850-date. 
Klasse. 
1848-dale. Sitzun~erichte. Math.-Naturwiss-
Klasse. (\Vanting. ) 

AKADEMIIA NAUK, LENINGRAD. 
1777-82. Acta. (\Vanting.) 
1860-88. Bulletin. Series 3. 

A 

1890-4. Bulletin. , 4. 
1894-1906. Bulletin. ,, 5. 
1907-date. Bulletin. , 6. 
1836-42. Bulletin scientifique. Series I. 
1843-59. Bulletin de la Classe Physico-Mathe
matique. Series 2 . 
1726-46. Commentarii. (\\ anting.) 
1828-57. Compte rendu. 
1849-94. Melanges biologique. 
1831-59. Memoires. Sciences ... naturelles. 
1859-97. Memoires. 
1829-35. Mernoires-supplement. Bulletin scien
tifique. 
1783-1802. Nova Acta. (vVanting.) 
1827-48. Recueil des Actes. (\Yanting.) 
1853-9. Recueil des memoires. 

AKADEMIJA UMI~JETNOSCI, KRAKOW. 
1889-1900. Bulletin international. Comptes ren
dus des seances. 
1901-date. Bulletin international. Classe des 
sciences ... naturelle. 

AKELEY, CARL E. 
1929. In Brightest Africa. 
The writer (whose early death is much to be deplored) approache11 
and deals with the fauna-especially the larger animal life--of 
Africa in a manner quite unlike the usual traveler and sportsman. 
Although essentially a collector of specimensfor an American 
museum his activities (much aided by his clever wife) are invariably 
those of an educated naturalist eager to observe and record hitherto 
unobserved characters in the animals he meets. 

AKSELL, P. M. See THUNBERG, c. P. 

ALABAMA BIRD DAY BOOK. 
1913-15. 3 vols. col. pi. Jlontgomery. 

ALABAMA MUSEUM OF NATURAL HIS
TORY. Museum Papers. 
1910-date. (Geological Survey.) Tuscaloosa, Ala. 

ALAUDA. Etudes et notes ornithologiques. 
June, 1929-date. No. I. June; no. 2, July; no. 3, 
Aug. 192'J. Paris. 
Thif! is a new and popular ornithological journal in which many 
French naturalists are interested and to which they contribute. 
Among them are J. Delamain, P. Paris, and H. Heim de Balsac. 
In +ftoro number three is a paper on Ornithomelology, or an analysis 
of Birrl-song. 

ALBARDA, lJERMAN [ -1899). 
1884. Naamlijst der de provincie Friesland in 
wilden staat waargenomen vogrls met verrnelding 
van al de soorten, die in N ederland voorkomen. 
8vo. pp. 147. index. Leeuwarden. 
A privately published descriptive list of the birdf\ of Frlesland, 
second edition of an earlier (1866) catalogue. The treatise is in 
fact a brief study of Dutch avifanna. 

1897. Aves Neel'landicae. Naamlijst van Neder
landsche Vogels. 8vo. index. pp. vi+ 151. 

Leeuwarden. 
Second edition of short descriptions, wit.h synonymy, range, vulgar 
and scientific names, of Dutch birds. 

ALBATROSS. 
1912-19. Vols. I-VII (all pub.). Cleveland, Ohio. 
A rare and rather important periodical. 

ALBERT, FEDERICO. 

1898. Contribuciones al Estudio de Aves Chilenas. 
(Wanting.) 

~ 
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ALBERT HONORE CHARLES, Prince of I 
Monaco. 
1889-date. Resultats des Campagnes scientifiques , 
&c. Vols. 1-66 to 192:2. 8vo. .Uonaco. 

I 
These noted oceanographic reports ma,de from mate~ia~ collecte~ I 
mostly during voyages by the Princes yacht1 th~ H1rondelle0 

0 ~~;j;~;~~;;:r~aEG ~~@f t~ili&III 8 RlllPaa.s 

/r 1612. Der Welt-Tummel und Schaw-Platz. I 

J/ ilnchen. 
A rare work mostly on natural history. 

ALBERTIS, E~RICO ALBERTO D' [1847- ]. 
1888. Crociera del Corsaro alle zzorre. 8vo. 

1H ilano. pp. 269+3. illust. maps. 
-------- 'i18il!lliii8 iUS&ibJ et the crnjse qf tht"l ''OJBfilll: 0 l:tT't'tte Azutes. 

ALBERTIS, LUIGI 1ARIA D' [1841-1901]. 
1881. New Guinea: what I did and what I saw. 
2nd ed. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xii + 424. front. 
(portr.). 20 pl. (4 col., birds). 59 figs. 1 map 
(col. fold.). T. of c. Vol. II, pp. xii+422. 17 pl. 
2.~ figs. T. of c. index. London. 
A very interesting account of the author's various voyages a_nd 
explorations during the years 1871-7. Both volumes abound with 
references to birds, in addition to wh_ich there are cata~ogues. of 
birds collected in New Guinea (N.W.) m the year 1872-mcludil:!g 
m1my new species-also in New Guinea (S.E.) in th~ year 1875. Six 
oft.he thirty-eight plates represent birds, four of which are colo~ed. 

ALBERTUS MAGNUS [1193-1280). 
1479. De Animalibus. Hain-Cop. 546. Folio. 
Pub. by Paul of Butzbach. Editio princeps. For 
a complete review of this very_ rare tit~e see 
Stadler (Beitraege z. Gesch. d. Phtlos. d. j'\flttelal
ters, Bd. 15-16, MOnster, 1916-21). 1v1antua. 
A full account of the author's ornithology is given by S. Killermann 
in Die VO(Jelkunde des Albertus Magnus, Regensburg, 1910. 

1490 . Summa naturalium (Philosophia naturalis). 
B. Farfengus. sm. 4to [0. 7406.) Hain-Cop. 504. 

• Brescia. 
( 14-90). Liber aggregationis seu s cretorum; et 
de mirabilibus mundi. [0. 7407). sm. 4to. 

1508. Das Buch der Versamlung ... vnd von 
etlichen Thieren. First German edition. Brunet. 

IS" S J ~ ~ . ~ Sirassbourg. ~, 1596. De Falconibus, Asturibus, et Accipitribus. 
~ w -'f . I 7 2 , ;LJ S cJ.. · Appendix o Frederic II, Reliqua Librorum-

. J ""'! .,. e Arte Venandi cum A vibus. sm. 8vo. See 
~ • .._T)"~()J\A. -a--- EDERICK II. Augsberg. 

1778-89. lbertus Magnus Capit. de falconibus, 
asturibus, &c. Jo. G. Schneider. Bound with the 
1596 ed. 
1928. See BALSS, HEI RICH. 

ALBIN, ELEAZAR [fl. 1713-59). 
[1731-8.) A natural history of birds. Illustrated 
with ... copper plates, curiously engraven from 
the life. And exactly colour'd by the author. To 
which are added, notes and. observations by 
W. Derham. 3 vul.«. 29! x 24! cm. 306 col. pl. 
index. London. 
The following is the collation of the library copy of this the first 
published series of colored plates of British birds, and about 
which there is considerable confusion as to the dates of publication: 

Vol. I . 1738. pp. 7+96+4. 101 col. pl. Index; 'In twovolumes. 
Vol. I.' 

Vol. II. 1738. pp. i+92. 101 col. pl. Index. 'In two volume- . 
Vol. II.' 

Vol. Ill. 1738. pp. 7+ 05+ 1. 101 col. pl. Index. 
The Library of Congress gives the dates of publication of their 

volumes 1-2 as 1831- 4. Vol. Ill is sometimes treated as a supple-

ment to vols. I and II; and it occasionally appears with the date 
1if~ens and Swann point out that the three-volume editions, as in 
the case of the copy in hand, were printed ' before ~738' and when 
the third volume was completed the three were ISsued together, 
with changed title, and all given the same date. The title of the 
third volume in the copy in hand is 'A natural history of Birds 
illustrated with a Hundred and one Copper Plates, engraved from 
the Life. Published by the Author Eleazer Albin, and carefully 
colour'd by his Daughter and Himself, from the Originals, drawn 
from the live Birds'. 

1737. A natural bistory of English song-birds, 
and such of the foreign as are usually brought over 
and esteemed for their singing. sm. 8vo. index. 
front. pp . [4]+98 + [2]. 23 copper pl. London. 
The above is the first edition of a popular, indeed famous, little 
book of which there have been many editions. 

1740. A Supplement to the Natural History of 
Birds. London. 

1754. A natural history of singing birds; and 
particularly that species of them m~st commonly 
bred in Scotland; by a lover of b1rds [pseud.). 
12mo. pp. [16] + 170. col. front. 30 col. pl. index. 

Edin. 
A pirated edition, with the plates colored, of Albin's A Natural 
History of Engli~;h Song-Birdlf ; first edition, 1737. In this state it 
is much the rarest of the half-dozen pr\ntings of this little treatise, 
which was quite popular in its day. 

1779. A natural history of English song-birds, 
including such foreign birds as are usually brought 
over and esteemed for their singing: &c. New ed. 
12mo. front. pp. 4 + 107. 92 col. figs. index. Lond. 
One of the half-dozen editions of this or similar titles. The popular 
book may be regarded as the fourth edition. There were also two 
pirated printings. ~ 

ALBUM DEB NATUUR. HAARLEM. 
1852-1909. 58 vols. Tables 1852-94. 61 vols. in 
all. Serial. 
Contains much natural history, illustrations and text. 

ALCOCK, ALFRED WILLIAM [1859- ]. 
1899. A Descriptive Catalogue of the Deep Sea 
Fishes in the Indian Museum. 'Investigator' 
Marine Survey. 4to. Calcutta. 

1899. See CALCUTTA. INDIAN 1\IUSEUM. 

1902. A naturalist in Indian seas; or, Four years 
with the Royal Indian marine survey ship 
' Investigator '. 8vo. pp.xxiv+328. front. 98figs. 
map (fold. ). T.ofc. 2appends. index. New York . 
References to birds: Behaviour of birds, pp. 123~; Edible nests of 
swifts, p. 81; Breeding haunts of sea·birdB, and destruction of 
young by crabB, pp. 181-3; Oceanic Teal and Snipe on Great 
Coco, and Andaman teal on Little Coco islands. 

ALCOCK, THos. See sciENCE LECTURES, 1883-5. 

AJ;.DBIDGE, W. 
1885. A gossip 6n the wild birds of Norwood and 
Crystal Palace district. sm. 8vo. pp. xiii +109. 
front. 12 pl. T. of c. Upper Norwood, London. 

ALDBOVANDUS, ULYSSES [1522-1605). 
1599-1664. Opera omnia. 11 vols. folio. A fine 
and complete set that includes the De animalibus 
I nsectis libri septem ; De A vibus; De Piscibus; 
De Quadrupedibus; De Serpentibus; De Draconi
bus; De M onstris, etc. 
This celebrated naturalist was born at Bologna of a noble family and 
devoted his life to lecturing, collecting specimens, and in writing and 
illustrating numerous treatises on biological subjecta. He became 
blind a few years before his death but died rich in honors, although 
for many years he spent most of his income in scientific pursults. 
The Bib. Osleriana also has the complete zoological works of 
Aldrova.ndus in later (1602-45) editions. 
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603-81. Ornithologire, hoc est de A vi bus Hi
tori-re libri XII. Tomi 3. folio. Bonon. 

These three volumea were itlsued at di1Ierent dates'&Dd by different 
presses. [0.) 

1610-35. Ornithologire hoc est, de avibus hi
storire libri XII. 3 vols in 1. illust. Francofurti. 
Vols. 2-3 have title: Ornithologim tomu8 alter-[tertim] and contain 
libri XIII-XX. 

1613. De Piscibus libri V, etc. 1st ed .. folio. 
Bononi;z. 

1638. De piscibus libri 5, et de cetis, lib. unus; 
J. C. Uterverius collegit. M. A. Bernia in lucem 
restituit. folio. pp. [ 6] + 7 32. illust. Bononi;z. 
A l!eparately published volume from the author's collected workl!, 
edition of 1638. 

1639. De quadrupedibus solidipedibus volumen 
integrum; J. C. Uterverius collegit et recensuit, 
M. A. Bernia in lucem restituit. folio. pp. [2] + 495. 
illust. (in his [Collected works, 1638-vol. 3]). 

Bononi~. 

1640. Serpentvm, et draconvm historire libri dvo. 
B~rtholomrevs Ambrosinvs ... opvs concinnauit 
. . . 4 p. l., pp. [ 30] + 42'1, illust. Engr. title. 
Colophon: Bononire M.rrc.xxx1x. folio. Bononi;z. 

1642. Quadrupedum omniu bisulcoru historia 
J. C. Uterverius colligere inc~epit. Thomas 
Dempsterus perfecte absoluit, M. A. Bernia in 
lucem editit. folio. pp. [ 6] + 1040. illust. Bonon. 

1642-57. Monstrorum historia; cum Paralipo
menis historiae omnium animalium. Bartholo
maeus Ambtosinus volumen composuit, M. A. 
Bernia in lucem edidit. 2 pts. in 1 vol. folio. 
illust. Bononill!. 

1645. De quadrupedib. digitatis viviparis libri 
tres, et de quadrupedib' digitatis oviparis libri 
duo ;-Bartholomaeus Ambrosinus collegit. pp. [2] 
+718. illust. folio. Bonon. 

1645. guadrupedum omnium bisulcorum Historia. 
folio. 'illust. [0.] Bonon. 

1645-6. Ornithologiae hoc est de avibus historiae 
libri 12-[20]. 3 vols. folio. illust. Bonon. 

1766. De Piscibus libri V, etc. folio. illust. [0.] 
Bonon. 

1908. Onoranze a Ulisse Aldrovandi nel terzo 
centenario, etc. folio. [0.] lmola. 

'.ALEBT', H.M.S. See GUENTHER, A. c. L. G. 
1881. 

1884. Heport on the Zoological Collections made 
in the Indo-Pacific Ocean ... by H.M.S. 'Alert'. 
8vo. London. 
The accounts. of work done in Vertebrate Zoology during th111 
celebrated Voyage will be found mostly under Guenther, A. C. L. G., 
1881. 

ALEXA!fDEB, WILFRID BACKHOUSE [1885- ]. 
1928. Birds of the ocean, a handbook for voyagers 
containing descriptions of all the sea-birds of the 
world, With notes on their habits and guides to 
theiridentification. 8vo. pp.xxiii+(1)+428. 140 
illusl. front. 87 pl. T. of c. append. index. 

New York. 

hJndbook for the identification of the various species of !M-birds 
likely to be met with on voyages in any part of the world. Excellent 
plates from photo~aphs accompany the text. 

.A~EX.AlfDBE, NI COLAS ( 1654-1726]. 
1777. Dictionnaire botanique. etc.-etdesanimaux 
d'usage. 

.ALI'ABO, ANASTASIO. 

1897. Mamiferos de Costa Rica, etc. 8vo. 
(Wanting.) San Jos4. Costa Rica. 
An important loeal faunistic treatise. 

ALGEMEE!I'E GENEES- NATUUB- EN 
HUISBOUD:&:UHDIGE JAABBOEKEN. 
1785. Dort. 

.ALGEBIA. 
1844-67. Exploration scientifique de l'Algerie 
pendant les Annees 1840, 1841, 1842, publiee par 
Ordre du Gouvernement et avec le Concours d'une 
Commission academique. Zoologie. 10 vols. folio. 
Complete, with 299 coloured plates. Paris. 
Mollusques, par M. G. P. Deshayes; Animaux 
Articules, par H. Lucas; Reptiles et des Poissons, 
par A. Guichenot; Oiseaux, par V. Loche; Mam
miteres, par V. Loch e. 
A very im-portant and ftnely illustrated record. African vertebrate 
zoology ill 'Well represented by celebrated writers. 

.AL-GHAFIK! [d. 1165]. 
(A.H. 654.) Manuscript in Arabic, by al-Ghafiki, 
a Spanish physician, on Simples, arranged 
alphabetically. Vol. I (A-K) only. Illustrated 
with 367 col. drawings, among tbem 6 of animals. 
[0. 7508.] 

.ALGIEBS. 
1920-date. Travaux du Labo:ratoire de Zoologie 
generate. 
1921-date. 
appliquee. 

Travaux du Laboratoire de Zoologie 

.ALIX, EDMOND. 

1874. Essai sur l'appateillocomoteur des oiseaux. 
8vo. T. of c. pp. ii+583. 3 pl. Paris. 
A comprehensive, scientific, and valuable contribution to a study 
of locomotion in birds and other animals. Autographed, presentation 
copy from the author. 

.AL-JABIZ [? 800-865]. In Arabic. 
1899-1905. Book of Animals. 7 vols. 8vo. Cairo. 
The Compiler is indebted to Professor Ramsay Wright of Toronto 
for the following notes on this important, early Moslem work on 
zoology: • The treatil!e is frequently mentioned in Bochart'11 
Hierozoieon [two editions of which are in the McGill libraries] and 
by Qa.zwlnl (d. 1283) and Damiri (d. 1405) [titles also in McGUl, 
q.v.], who borrow largely from AJ-Jahiz. 1Jnder the caption 
Al·Jihiz or Djihiz a reference to the present work will be found in 
the Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. I.' 

.ALLE!f, A. A. and I'UEBTES, L. A.; PIB!I'IE, 
M. D. 
1927. General ornithology laboratory notebook 
for the recording of observations made in the field 
and studies made in the laboratory on the birds 
of Eastern North America. 4to. pp. (320). 5 pl. 
461 figs. (250 maps.) llhaca. 
Issued by Cornell University. Included in this notebook are studies 
of the bird's skeleton, external parts, and feathers. Keys to the 
orders of N.A. birds; migration data for the birds of Central New 
York, a field roll book, key to the nests of birds of E.N. America, 
and 125 identification and life-history sheets for intensive studies 
of the birds of E.N. America. These sheets are supplied with outline 

Probably the first comprehensive treatise of the birds of the ocean, maps for charting distribution and with outline figures of the birds 
the aim of the author having been to prepare a convenient pocket for coloring. 

Bb 
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~LLEN BIRD CLUB. See ANNUAL REPORT OF 
THE ALLEN BIRD CLUB. 

ALLEN, K. J. 192~. see cHALLENGER sociETY. 

ALLEN' FRANCIS H. 
1925. Thoreau's Bird-Lore, etc. 12mo. Boston. 

ALLEN' GLOVER MORRILL [1879- ] . 
1903. A hst of the 61rds_ pf~ ew He1mpshire. . 

1\fanchester N.H. 

1904. Fauna of New England. 11. Aves. Boston 
Soc. of Natural History. 

1909. Occasional papers of the Boston Society of 
Natural History. VII. Fauna of New England. 
11. List of the aves. 8vo. pp. 4+10 + 2'30. 
An annotated list of all the birds known to have occurred in New 
England within historic times. The nomenclature is that adopted 
by the American Ornithologists' Union Check-list, July 1908. The 
birds listed nu~ber 402; irrespective of introduced, escaped, or 
hypothetical species which· are given in a separate list. 

1909. See G~ENFELL, w. 'F. , _ 

1924. An introduction to . the study of birds. 
Being ten lectures delivered under the auspices 
of the New England bird banding association. 
Unpaged. 2 pp.l., 118 pp. 23! cm. Leetures 3-10 
have each a separate t.-p. 
This may be regarded as a. prefatt>ry volume to the author's Birds 
and their A.Uributes. • · . 

1925. Birds and their attributes. pp. ·xiii + 3-38. 
col. front., illus., plates, port. 21! cm. Index. 
Originally prepared as a series of lectures under the auspices of the 
New England (now Northeastern) bird banding association. An 
admirable account of the htilnan and many other relations of birds. 

1869. Catalogue of the Mammals of Massachusetts, 
etc. 8vo. pp. 65. Washington. 
An excerpt of considerable value to the systematist. 

1872. Bulletin of _the Museum of Comparative 
Zoology, at Harvard College, Cambridge, Mass., 
Vol. Ill, No. 6. Notes of an·ornithological recon
naissance of portions of Kansas, Colorado 
Wyoming, and tah .. 8vo. pp. 113-83. ' 

· Cambridge. 
In thi author's reprint are· indicated some of the results of field 
work on the Plains and in the centrat portions of the Rocky Moun
tains; these results include more qr less complete annotated lists 
of the birds of nine q u1 tc widely separated localities, with a general 
summary of the whole. 

1873- 90-. 
TORIES. 

ee U ' -I:rED T~TES. SURVEY OF TERRI-

1874. Notes on the Natural· History of Montana 
and Dakota. Autbor's· se.p::~:~ate. Boston. 

1876. The Arn~rican bisons, living and extinct. 
4to .. pp. 10 + 246 + 12 p_l_. _map. (Harvard Coil. 
Museum of cOJ;npa_r:;J.tiVe . zoology. Memoirs, 
vol. 6, no. 10. ) · 

· 1876. Progress of ornithology in the nited States 
during the last century .. _8vo. pp. 16. uthor's 
separate. · 
This paper revi~ws the i arly artiCles;· general works, as well as works 

• and papers of a SI?eCial or local character on American birds 
c ncluding with a summary of the progress of Ornithology in the 
United _States during the last century. [From the American 
Natural'tSt, vol. ·x, pp. 536-50, September 1876.] 

1880. ·History Of. North merican pinnipeds; a 
, monograph of the . walruses, sea-lions, sea-bears 

~ andHOWE,H.H.jr. ( 
1901. The birds of Massachusetts. See How.::): 

and seals of North America. 8vo. pp. 16+785. 66 
figs. (V .S. Geological and geographical survey of 
the territories. Miscellaneous publications, no. 12.) 
Author's separaJti-:.; 

ALLEN' GRANT [1848-99]. 
1881. Vignettes from nature. 8vo. P.R· viii + 229. 
T. of c. · .... "~- · · London. 

Only one of the above vig~et~e~ is devoted to birds, and that to 
the Heron. This admirable brochure was also published as No. 33, 
vol. 2, of the Humboldt library. 

1898. Flashlights on nature. 8vo. pp. viii + 312. 
144 pl. T. of c. New York. 
One of th~ al:>ove interesting life-histories is devoted to birds, seven 
plates dep1ctmg phases 1n their life-history. 

1905. Flashlights on nat~re; a popular account 
of the life histories of some familiar insects birds 
plants, etc: 8vo. ··pp. viii + 312. new ed.' front~ 
144 pl. T .. of c. .. New York. 
The first edition of this charm!ng work was issued in 1898. 

1908. The natural history of Selborne. See wHITE, 
REV. GILBERT. 

ALLEN' HARRISON ' [1841-97]. 
1864. Monograph of the ·bats of North America. 
8vo. pp. 22+[2]+85. ill'ust. (Smithsonian mis
cellaneous collections, no. 165.) · Wash. 
Author's separate of an important tract. 

ALLEN, JOEL ASAPH [1838-19"2.1]. 
1868. Birds Observed in Western Ohio Northern 
Ill. and Richll'l:ond, lnd. 4to. ' Boston. 
One of the first ~rochures of a famous American naturalist, many of 
whose ·contributiOns to v~rtebrate ·ooology were made to periodical 
and government publicatiOns. 

1884-7. See UN-ITED STATES. BUREAU OF FISHERIES. 

1886. Revised List of the 'Birds of Massachusetts. 

1889. On Cyclorhis viridis (Viell.) and its near 
allies, with remarks on other species of the genus 
Cyclorhis. 8vo . . pp. 123-35. 7 figs. (Extracted 
from Bull. Am. J1us. Nat. Hisl., Vol. 11, No. 3.) 
Author's edition issu,ed June 17, 1889. New York. 
Three times within the space of five years had this genus been 
monographed; by Hans Ga?-ow in 1885, by Dr. Sclater in 1887, 
and . Count you Berlepsch m 1888, but in each case with only 
p_arttally satiSfactory _results, O'\\illg in large part to lack of a suffi
Cient number of speCimens to show what limit of variation in any 
one form s~ould be allowed for individual variation. Luckily this 
deficiency,, m th~ case of O?e species at least (C. viridis) was supplied 
by matenal which came mto Mr. Alien's hands while the subject 
was fresh, thus enabling him to supplement the efforts of his pre
decessors by a much· more elaborate paper. The article contains 
tJ:te ~uth_or's present hppressions of the statwi, relationships, and 
distributiOn of the vanous forms of Cyclorhis concluding with an 
excellent Key to the species. ' 

1892. The North American species of the g-enus 
Colaptes, considered with special reference to the 
relationships of C. aura:tus and C. cafer. Author's 
edition, extracted from Bulletin of the American 
.1\Iuseum of Natural History, vol. IV, no. l, 
a_rticle 11, pp. '21-44. 8vo·. pp. [24]. 1 map (fold). 

New York. 
In arriving at a s_olution of this problem 785 specimens of the 
genu~ C'olaptes were examined, ,representing all of the North 
Amencan and West Indian forms of the genus in the leading public 
and private museums of the country. 

1892. Description of a new Gallinule, from 
. Gough Island. 8vo. PP· . 57-8. Author's edition, 
extracted from -Hu.,Lleli[l o[ the .. lmerican J\.1useum 

(\. 

~ 
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of Natural History, Vol. IV, No. 1, Article VI, 
pp. 57-8. New York, May· 9, 1892. Neiv York. 
Gough Island is situated about 200 miles south-west of the C-ape of 
Go?d Hope, and about the same distance east of Tristan d' Acunha. 
It IS a mere volcanic islet about 7 miles long by 3- 4 wide and rises 
t<;J 4,380 feet, very little apparently being known of its natural 
history. The species here described is based on three skins collected 
by 1\'lr,. Geo. Corner, after whom the species is named Porphyriornis 
comen., gen. et. sp. nov. 

1896. Alleged changes of color in the feathers of 
birds without molting. 8vo. pp. 13-44. Author's 
edition, extracted from Bulletin of the American 

_ A~useum of Natural History, Vol. VIII, Art. Ill, 
pp. 13-44. N.Y. Mch. 18,- 1896. New York. 
A summary and criticism of the work of some of the more important 
writers upon the subject of color changes in feathers without molt, 
and it deaJ.s unsparingly with those who have asserted as possible 
the complete rejuvenation of an abraded feather. These observers 
appear to have had too little material on which to build and so have 
had recourse to fanciful theories which the present author has done 
his best to explode. 

1900. List of - birds collected in the district of 
Santa Marta, Colombia, by Mr. Herbert H. 
Smith. Author's edition, extracted from Bulletin 
of the American 1\1useum of -Ndtural History, 
vol. XII I, article XIV, pp. 117-83. 8uo. 

New York. 
The basis of this list representing 388 species is a collection of 
2,834 birds collected by Mr. Smith in the neighborhood of Santa 
:M:arta, Columbia, between sea-level and an altitude of about 
8,000 feet, from :M:ay 4, 1898, to September 7, 1899. 

1905. Mammalia of Southern Patagonia. Prince
ton Univ. Expedition. Vol. Ill, Pt. 1. 

1905. Report on the birds collected in North
eastern Siberia by the J esup North Pacific 
Expedition, with field- notes by the collectors. 
8uo. pp. 219-57. New York. 
Author's edition, extracted from Bulletin of the Am. M us. Nat . 
Hist. , vol. XXI, art. XIII, pp. 219-57. N.Y., July 24, 1905. 
The second of a series ·of papers on the Zoological results of 
the Siberian Division . of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, 
the first relating to the · Mammals. The collection of birds, like 
the collection of rtiammals, was made chiefly by Mr. Buxton 
whose itinerary and general description of the country appears 
in the previous paper, pp. 104- 19. The collection contains 
800 skins, of which 580 were Mr. Buxton's, the remainder being 
presented by Mr. Sokolnikoff, an officer in the Russian army and 
Governor of the Anadyr District, with head-c1uarters at Marcova. 
The number of species represented in the collection and here included 
in the annotated list is 127, of which two- an Alauda and an 
Anthus- appear to be not heretofore described. 

1907. The Boeolophus bicolor-atricristatus group. 
8uo. pp. 467-81. New ·York. 

1907. The types of the North American genera 
of birds. 8uo. pp. 106. New York. 
An author's editfon, extracted from the ·Bulletin of the American 
Museum of Natural History, vol. XXIII, article XVI, pp. 279-384, 
New York, Apl. 15, 1907. In its pages the genera and subgenera 
of the present (second) edition of the A. 0. U. Check-List of N offfl 
American Birds and its several supplements are taken up m e 
systematiC se1'{il"ence of the Check-List, for the purpose of showing 
how the types, as now currently accepted, came to be so recognized, 
and in cases where the type was determined by elimination, an 
attempt is made to show each step of the process. 

1908. A list of the genera and subgenera of North 
American birds, with their types, according to 
article 30 of the International code of zoological 
nomenclature. 8uo. pp. 50. New York. 
Author's edition, extracted from Bulletin of the American Museum 
of Natural History, vol. XXIV, article I, pp. 1-50. New York, 
December 26, 1907. In a previous volume of this Bulletin (vol. XXIII, 
pp. 279-384, Apl. 15, 1907) the author published a paper entitled 
The Types of the Genera of North American Birds, as determined 
in accordance with the rule of priority, or the so-called method of 
elimination. The present investigation was undertaken for the 

purpose of determining the truth or fallacy of certain allegations 
regarding the results of type-determination by the above method 
of elimination. 

1910. Collation of Brisson's genera of birds with 
those of Linnaeus: 4to. - pp. [21]. T. of c. (Am. 
Afus. Nat. Hist. Bulletin, vol. 28, art. 27, pp. 317-
335.) 
Author's edition which is for that reason, although. a separate, 
annotated here ; also because it is a valuable contribution to the 
early hi~orr of ornithology. 

1919.-"sy.nonymy and 
Smaller Spotted Cats 
.8vo. pp . . 79. 31 illust. 
A valuable work of reference. 

Nomenclature 
of Tropical 

of the 
America. 

N.Y. 

1925. Primates collected by the American Museum 
Congo Expedition. 89 plates. New York. 

****and others. 
"'1886. The code of nomenclature and check-list 

of North American birds adopted by the American 
ornithologists' Union. Being the report of the 
committee of the Un'ion, ... [J. A. Allen and 
others]. See AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNION. 
1895. Second edition. 

. _1908._.-.Revised edition. 
-1910; Revised edition. 

f\ 

ALLEN'S NATURALIST'S LIBRARY. 
1894-7. Edited by R. B. Sharpe. The compo
nents of this semi-poj:mlar · series are nearly all
including the vertebrate zoological titles--anno
tated in the accompanying Catalogue. The faunal 
subjects of especial interest are: Primates, by 
H. 0. Forbes, 2 vols., 1894; Carnivora, R. Lydekker 
( 1895) ; Marsupialia and Monotremata, R . Lydek
ker (1894) ; British Mammalia, R. Lydekker, 
1895; Game Birds, W. R : Ogilvie-Grant, 1895 
et seq.; Birds of Great Britain, 4 vols., R. B. 
Sharp e. 

ALLEON, LE COMTE. 
1898. NQuv. procedes de taxidermie, accomp. de 
qq. "iinpre·ssions ornithol., de photogr. des princ. 
types -de la ·Coli. de l'auteur a Makri-Keui, pres 
Constantinople, et de physionomies de rapaces sur 
natuf. 4to, .132 figs. -
A rarfitem, not listed m the Br. M. Oat. (Nat. Htst.), but m the 
Oat. of the Lib. Zool. Soc. 

ALLEON-DULAC, J. L. 
1763-5. Melanges· .. : d'histoire naturelle. 
illust. with pl. 
Contains notes on the whole range of natural history. 

6 vols. 
Lyon. 

ALLGEME-INE BIBLIOGRAPHIE. 1856-
1914. Leipzig. 

ALLGEMEINE DEUTSCHE NATURHIS
TORISCHE ZEITUNG ISIS. 
1846-7. Vols. 1-2. Dresden. 
1855-7. New series. Vols. 1-3. 

' ALLGEMEINE FISCHER!- ZEITUNG. 
187 6-date. .1\J un ich. 

ALLGEMEINE GEFLUEGE - ZEITUNG. 
1883-4. Vols. 1-2 (all pub.). Wien. 
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7 
ALLGEMEINE SCBWEIZEBISCHE GE
SELLSCHAFT FUEB DIE GESAMMTElf 
NATURWISSENSCBAFTEN. 
1825-1920. Actes de la Societe Helvetiques des 
Sciences Naturelles. Sessions 11-98. 88 vols. 8vo. 

Solothurn. 
Each year's proceedings are, as a rule, printed and published In the 
town where the meeting is held ; the title was formerly in the pre
vailing language of the place-German, French, Italian, and In 
one instance (1863) Romanish; but since that date two title-pages 
(German and French) have been Issued. 
This edition issued by the Archives des Sciences de Gene11e, really 
Includes all 'the headings of the French-German Society-Actes, 
Comptes Rendus, Verhandlungen, etc. 

See also SCHWEIZERISCHE NATURFORSCHENDE 
GESELLSCHAFT. 

ALLGEMEINES MAGAZilf DER lfATUB~ 
XUNS . WISSENSCBAFT. 

• ~ 1753-67. Vols. 1-12,._&ftt't Index iil-llol-~ (all 
" ,...v b ) ,... " L . J ,., _ pu . . etpug. 

~~:~~~n·~[.;1~= w.,.'i3 
ALLUAUD, CHARLES A. (1861- ) and .JEAH
NEL,R. 
1912-date. Voyage . . . en Afrique Orientale, 
1911-12. Resultats Scientifiques. 8vo. (Wanting.) 

Paris. 
Although this report of the fauna of East Africa is valuable so far 
as it goes there is little of vertebrate zoology furnished. Alluaud, 
however, gives an interesting account of the fishes in Lake VIctoria 
Nyanza. 

AL-M:USTAUFI AL-QAZW!NI, HAMDULLAH. 
1928. The Zoological Section of the Nuzhatu-1-
Qulub. Edited, translated and annotated by 
Lieut.-Colonel J. Stephenson. Pub. by the Royal 
Asiatic Society. Oriental Translation Fund, New 
Series, vol. XXX. 8vo. pp. xix+100+128. 
index. London. 
The original treatise, with the flowery title of Heart's Deliuht, is 
a scientific encyclopedia giving the Persian views of the natural 
world as held in the fourteenth century. The portion devoted to 
zoology is the third martaba (chapter) of the first nUUJala (section), 
and Stephcnson has fully translated it with valuable notes. A 
reproduction of the Persian manuscript (written A.H. 740) occupies 
the second half of the book. 

I I ALPHERAXY, SERGIUS ll850- ]. 
U 1{;;;)1900. ~tki RosM1. 2 pis. St. Petersburg. 

"( 1905 .. T~e geese of Europe and Asia; being the 
~escr1ptwn of most of the . old world species; 

I 
[lllust.] by F. W. Frohawk and P. P. Sushkin. 

--tY:;. L'l folio. index. pp. 8+[2]+198. 24 col. pl. 
. Lon on. 
English translation of the Author's Russian work (Gusi ROBJ.t on 
the geese of the palearctic region published in 1904. There is an 
Appendix I, by G. F. Gobel, on the Eggs of Russian Geese· as well 
as Appendix II by Buturlin on a visit to Kolguev in 1902. The 
colored plates are well printed. 

ALPINUS, PROSPER [1553-1617]. 
1735. Historiae Aegypti naturalis; opus postu
mum. 2 vols. 8vo. pl. Lugduni Batavorum. 
CoNTENTS. Vol. 1. Rerum Egyptiarum libri 
quatuor. 2. Plautis Egypti. · 

AL-QAZW!NJ, ZAKARIYA B. MUHAMMAD. 
Ca. 1675. Ajaibllsl-makhluqat. \Vonders of crea
tion. Persian MS~ 4to. Ff. 401. Numerous col. 
illust. 

This is a fairly good copy of the famous work on zoology originally 
written in Arabic about A.D. 1250. It has often been reproduced in 
MS. and by lithography and translated into Persian, Hindt, and other 
tongues. The Blacker library has several other copies-some of 
them variants of the original. The paintings in the present copy are 
quite artistic; and the calligraphy is good. 

ALBTOlf, EDWARD RICHARD (1845-81]. 
1876. See BRIT. ASSOCN. AD. SC. 

1879-1915. See GODMAN AND SAL VIN, BIOLOGJA 
CENTRALI-AMERICANA. 

ALTENBUBGISCHE NATUBI'OB-
SCHElfDE GESELLSCBAFT. See OSTER
LANDISCHE BLATTER ... GEWERBEKUNDE. 

ALTOlf, JoHANN SAMUEL EDUARD D' [1803-54]. 
( 1824.) Zur vergleichenden Osteologie von Goethe, 
etc. 4to~ illust. [0. 2768.] Bonn. 

AL'l'ON, J. W. E. n' [1772-1840]. See PANDER 
AND ALTON 1 1821-38. 

ALTUM:, BERNARD [1824-1900]. 
1868. Der Vogel u. sein Leben. 8vo. pp. 16 +256. 

Munster. 
The third German edition of this widely read and popular book. 

1875. Der vogel und sein leben. 8vo. Index. 
pp. xv+295. Fifth edition. lHiinster. 
This popular work furnishes an interesting account of the feather 
formation, plumage coloration, song, ntdification, family life, etc., 
of birds. 

1876-80. Forstzoologie. 2te verbesserte und ver
mehrte Autl. 8vo. 2 vols. illust. pi. Berlin. 
CoNTENTS. Vol. 1. Saugethiere. 2. 

"'***and LANDOIS, H. 
1883. De vogel en zijn leven, met bijzondere 
toelating des schrijvers vertaald door Frans de 
Poorter. 8vo. pp. 359. Lokeren. 
Dutch edition of a popular work on bird life. 

1878. Lehrb. d. Zoologie. 8vo. pp. 424. 226 figs. 
Freiburg in Breisgau. 

This is the fourth edition of a well-known college text and reference 
work on general zoology. 

ALVEBDES, FRIEDRICH (1889- ] . 
1923. Neue Bahnen in der Lehre vom Verhalten 
der niederen Organism en. 8vo. illust. pp. 64 + 4. 
Bibliography, pp. 60-2. · Berlin. 

AM:ATEUB N ATUBALIS'l'. - Ash land, Me. 
1904-9. Merged into Guide to Nature. 

AMEtiHilfO, FLORENTINO. 
1894. Sur les Oiseaux Fossiles de Patagonie. 
8vo. Buenos Aires. 

AJIEBICAN ACADEMY 01' ABTS AlfD 
SCIENCES. 
1780-1821. Memoirs. Boston. 

1846-date. Proceedings. 

AM:EBICAN ASSOCIATION I'OB 
ADVANCEMENT 01' SCIENCE. 
1875. Memoirs. 

THE 
Salem. 

This famous author's name is also transliterated Cazwml ~d 184-8-date. Proceedings. 
Al-CazwJ.nt.:. See alio SCI.t.<;:NCE. Camb., .:'Was~. 

t' 

~~· ~ 
~ -1!:1. ~ ~' 4-~. ~v-o., J~olJ-oq ,!Ut.~~-· y. V""n' Sa-u's ~ 

X fJ.. S~~~ Jv~ ~(J. R. S~)!L~- 8~H: 
/SB.-1- ~~. LJ~. ~ ";'"] ~~ ~~~·f 
lV~J 
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1909. Fifty years of Darwinism, modern aspects 
of evolution; centennial addresses in honor ot 
Charles Darwin, January 1, 1909. 8vo. 3+[3]+ 
274 pp. N.L 

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF GEOLO
GISTS AND NATURALISTS. 
1840- 2 . Transactions. Boston. 

AMERICANA COLLECTOR, THE. 
June, 1926. Metuc/um, N.J. 

AMERICAN BIBD HOUSE JOURNAL. 
Edited by JA" W. Jacobs. 4to. 19+illust. Vol. 4, 
no. 1, is January 1919; vol. 5, no. 1, is January 
1921. Colored wrapper. lt'ayneslmrg, Pa. 
This is a trade circular published under the guise of a periodical 
and in the interrst of a commercial firm, but it advertises, never
tireless, a most useful adjunct to bird protection and bird culture. 
It may be described as an Irregular annual. 

AIIEBICAN EXCHANGE AND. 
1884-7. Vols. 1-111. 

IIABT. 
Boston. 

The compiler has seen only Vol. Ill, No. 4, Feb. 1887. 

AIIEBICAN I'IELD. 
1874-5. Published as Field and Stream. 

1875-6 . Published as Field. 

1878- 8 1. Published as Chicago Field. 

1882-date. Published as American Field. Chicago. 
The American sportsman's journal-cont aining many articles on 
natural history. 

AMERICAN I'ISHEBIES SOCIETY. 
1870-date. Transactions. 

AM:EBICAN JOUBJTAL or SCIENCE. 
1818-96 . 1820-79 known as American Journal of 
Science and Arts, also as Silliman's Journal of 
Science. Conducted by Benjamin Silliman, 
James D. Dana, etc. 
First Series. 100 nos. forming 49 vols. General 
Index, 1 vol. In all 50 vols. 1818-:-45. 
Second Series. 150 nos. forming 50 vols. 1846-70. 
Third Series. 300 nos. forming 50 vols. 1871-95. 
Fourth Series. Vol. 1, No. I. 1896. New Haven. 

AM:EBICAN JOUBNAL Or SCIENCE AND 
ABTS. See AMERICAN JOURNAL OF sciENCE. 

AM:EBICAN KENNEL GAZETTE. 1888-
date. ~- New l'ork. 

AIIEBICAN MAGAZINE or NATUBAL 
SCIENCE. Sac City and Des Moines, Iowa. 
1892-4. (All pub.) 

AM:EBICAH MIDLAND HATU'BALIST. 
Noire Dame, Ind. 

1909-date. Vols. 1-13. See also MIDLAND NATURA
LIST. 

AM:EBICAH MUSEUM: or NATUBAL HIS-
T BY. New York. 
19lt-date. American Museum Novitates. 
1907-date. Anthropological papers. 

1881-date. Bulletin . 
f-

1912-date. Handbooks. 

1901-date. Illustrated Guide Leaflets. 

1893-1908. Memoirs. 

1912-date. Memoirs. ew series. 

1900-date. Natural History. 

1869-date. Reports. 

AMERICAN M USEUM OF NATURAL HIS
T ORY. 
1917. Guide to the nature trea ures of New York 
city. American museum of natural history- New 
York aquarium-New York zoological park and 
botanical garden-Brooklyn museum, botanic 
garden nnd ehildren's mu eum. Prepared by 
George . Pindar assisted by Mabel H. Pearson and 
G. Clyde Fisher. 12mo. pp. x+269. front. 61 fiqs. 
(3 maps, 6 plans.) T. of c. [New York.] 
An illustrated guide to the above Institutions. In the American 
~Iuseum of Natural History the birds of the world numbering 
13,000 known species will be found in the south central ,,;ng, 
pp. 5G-4, whllst the local birds are in the west corridor, p. 58; and 
the habitat bird groups in the south central wing, pp. 74-85, with 
eight illustrations. References to birds in the other museums will 
be found on pp. 171-6, 234-7, and 243-8, with fiw illustrations. 

AMERICAN NATURALIST, THE. 
1867-date. Edited by A. S. Packard Jr., E. S. 
Morse, A. Hyatt and F. W. Putnam, (and after
wards) R. H. Ward, E. D. Cope, J . S. Kingsley, 
F. C. Kenyon, A. M. Brown. 8vo. 

Salem, 1'Vlass., etc. 
Vol. I was published by the Essex Institute. 
Vols. 11-IX by the Peabody Academy. 

AMERICAN N ATURE ASSOCIATION, 
WASHINGTON. See NATURE MAGAZINE. 

AMERICAN NATURE STUDY SOCIETY. 
See NATURE-STUDY REVIEW. 

AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGIST AND EX
CHANGE . 
1891. No. 1, March 1891. 8vo. 8 pp. Devoted 
to the interests of all collectors. Editor: C. A. 
Morris; associate: J. F. Hoffman. All issued.? 
Not seen by Compiler. Unimportant (Burns). 
(Wanting.) Paw Paw, Ill. 

AMERICAN ORNITH OLOGISTS' UNION. 
See AUK. 

1886. Committee on Protection of Birds. Bulletin. 
Nos. 1-2. 8vo. N. Y. 
No more published. 
CoNTENTS AND NoTES: No. I. Destruction of our 
native birds. 16 pp. Reprinted from the supp. 
to Science, Feb. 26, 1886. No. 160. 2. Protection 
of birds by legislation. 8 PP~ Reprinted from 
Forest and stream, Nov. 11, 1886. 

· This publication gives a complete account of the work of 'l.Vi~n 
conservation in the United States nearly forty years ago. · 

~ 
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~ [A:MEBICAN OBNI'l'HOLOGIS'l'S' UNION 

(contd.)] 
1886. The code of nomenclature and check-list 
of North American birds adopted by the American 
ornithologists' union. Being the report of the 
Committee of the Union on classification and 
nomenclature. (Coues, Elliott; Allen, J. A.; 
Ridgway, Robert; Brewster, William; !Jenshaw, 
H. W.) Suo. pp. uiii+392. T. of c. index. 

New York. 
A check-list of the species and subspecies of North American birds 
prepared by a committee of the American Ornithologists' Union 
appointed for the purpose. Original references are cited for generic, 
subgeneric specific, and subspeclfic names and for accepted com
binations and the types of the genera and subgenera are indicated. 
Referenc~s are given (by number) to the check-lists of Bair~, 1~58, 
Coues, 1873, Ridgway, 1880, and Cones, 1882, and the geographical 
distribution of each form is noted. This check-list occupies pp. 73-
367 being preceded by a code of nomenclature drawn up by the 
committee for their own guidance in the preparation of the check
list. 

1887. By-laws and rules and list of members. 
Dec. 1887. Suo. pp. [2] +20. New Yo7;k. 
Copy of the By-laws as they stood in 1887. An original eopy is in 
the E.S.W. Library. These have since been amended from time 
to time, a copy of the latest rules appearing in the January number 
of the .Auk for 1927. 

1889. Check-list of North American birds. Accord
ing to the Canons of nomenclature of the American 
Ornithologists' Union. Abridged ed. Revised. Suo. 
71 fol. W ashinglon. 
This list contains not only the species and subspecies of the old 
Check-list, but also the additions and the changes of nomenclature 
made in the Supplement (published at the same time as the above), 
the additions being interpolated In their proper places. Another 
edition, the third (revised), was issued in August 1910. 

1889. Supplement to the code of nomenclature 
and check-list of North American birds adopted 
by the American Ornithologists' Union; prepared 
by a committee of the Union. Suo. pp. iu+23. 

New York. 
Embodies various changes in the A. 0. U. check-list of 1886. 

1889. Pocket Check-list of North American Birds. 

1892. The Code of Nomenclature adopted by the 
American Ornithologists' Union. New York. 

1895. Check-list of North American birds. Pre
pared by a Committee of the American Ornitholo
gists' Union. (Coues, Elliott; Allen, J. A.; 
Ridgway, Robert; Brewster, William; Henshaw, 
H. W.) 2nd and reyised ed. Suo. pp. uiii+345. 
( T. of c. and index both wanting in this copy.) 

New York. 
The second edition of the Society's Check-list (1st ed., 1886), 
embodying the changes in nomenclature and status of species which 
were made in the second to seventh supplements, published from 
time to time in the .Auk, following the Issuance of the revised 
edition of the Check-list In 1889. A third edition appeared in 191~ 

1908. The code of nomenclature adopted by the 
American Ornithologists' Union. (Alien, J. A.; 
Brewster, William; Dwight, Jonathan, Jr.; 
Merriam, C. Hart; Richmond, Charles W.; 
Ridgway, Robert; Stone, Witmer.) Rev. ed 
Suo. pp. lxxxu. T. of c. index. New York: 
A revised edition of the first issue of 1886 (q.v.). In this many of 
the Canons have been more or less changed, usually by amplification 
without materially changing their purport or purpose ; a few have 
been radically modified, chlefty by the adoption of the new • Articl~L 
30' of the International Code of ZoOlogical Nomenclature, whicti 1 

relates to the method Of determining the types of genera. 

gists' Union. (Allen, J. A.; Richmond, Chas. W.; 
Brewster, William; Dwight, Jonathan, Jr.; 
Merriam, C. Hart; Ridgway, Robert; Stone 
\Yitmer.) Third ed. (Revi ed.) Suo. pp. 430: 
front. (map col. fold.). 1 map (fold). T. of c. 
index. New York. 
The third edition of the check-list embodying the changes published 
in the .Auk in the eighth to fifteenth supplements to the Chec'k
li~t. The plan of t~e work follows that of the 2nd edition 1895 (q.v.) 
w1th a few alteratiOns. References are given to the original designa
tion of the various generic types and the mode of such designation 
is. in~icated! the citations of original references to accepted com
bmatiOns of names are omitted, type localities are given for the 
species and subspecies, and serial numbers, prominent in former 
lists, are subordinated. 

1926. Exhibition of bird art held ·in connection 
with the 44th meeting of the American ornitholo
gists' union, Victoria Memorial Museum, Ottawa, 
Canada, Oct. 11-31, 1926. Suo. pp.16. [Ottawa.] 
Catalogue of the 444 paintings, drawings, and photographs exhibited 
by members and others at the 44th Meeting-the first one ever 
held in Canada-of the American Ornithologists' Union. Included 
in the list is the Historical Collection loaned by the Emma 
Shearer Wood Library of Ornithology, McGill University Library I 
Montreal. ' 

!.j'D /--~-

School. Monthly. Svo. 
W orce-st.er, M ass: 

Vols. I-VII, Jan. 1901 to July-August 1906. 
(All issued.) The periodical was discontinued 
owing to the death of the chief Editor. 

The wrapper title-page (well illustrated by photo
engraved studies of birds and bird-life) sho_:ws 
several variations, especially in the subtitle. 
Sometimes part of this is printed diagonally or 
across the upper sixth of the title-page in ( colored 
type larger than the major title, making it read 
'American (BIRD MAGAZINE) Ornithology'; 
occasionally the larger lettering is confined to the 
word ORNITHOLOGY, thus reading 'American 
(oRNITHOLOGY) for the Home and School'. See 
cuts. 

The Editorial title reads 'American Ornithology. 
A Magazine Devoted Wholly to· Birds'. 

Vol. I. 1901. Nos. 1-12. Jan.-Dec. pp. 246. 
illust. 
Editor: C. Albert Reed. 

Vol. 11. 1902. Nos. 1-12. Jan.-Dec. pp. 386. 
index. col. illust. 
Editor: Chester A. Reed. B.S. 

Vol. Ill. 1903. Nos. 1-12. Jan.-Dec. pp. xii+ 
410. col. illust. index. 

Vol. IV. 1904. Nos. 1-l~i. Jan.-Dec. pp. ui+336. 
col. illust. index. 

Vol. V. 1905. Nos. 1-12. Jan.-Dec. pp. ui+30S. 
col. illust. index. 

Vol. VI. 1906. Nos. 1-7. Jan.-July. pp. 116. 
[Suspended.] 

The Publisher of all the volumes was Charles K. 
Reed, Worcester, Mass. 
.American OmitholO{ly belongs to the better class of popular journals, 
and was profusely illustrated by both half-tone and colored en-
gravings of decided merit. Although contributions to its columns 
were made chiefty by the Editors yet a number of well-known 
American ornithologists added their quota of observations, many 
of them of acientlftc value and lntereat. 

1910. Check-list of North American birds. Pre
pared by a Committee of the American Ornitholo-

" 
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AMEltiCA!l OSPREY, T.HE. 
1885. A monthly Magazine Devoted to Ornitho
logy and Oology. 12mo. Publisher, W . . G. Tal
mage. Plymouth,' Conn. 
Vol. I. 1885. Nos. 1-2. May-June. 12 pp. 
(All issued.) 
Falling to secure second-claM P.O. rates this short-lived periodical was mel'ged wi_th the Auassiz Journal. [Burns.) 

AMERICA!l OSPREY. 
1890. 8vo. Devoted to Ornithology and Oology. 
Published monthly. Unpaged. 4 pages to a 
number. Paul B. Haskell, ed. and pub. 

· Ashland,_ Ky. 
Vol. I. Nos. 1-12, 1890. Supplement to No. 7. 
About 50 pp. All issued:. 
Frank Burns describes it as a· -neat little sheet to which H. F. Andrews, B. S. Bowdish, and other well-known . ornithologists contributed short articles. 

AMERICA!l PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 

17~._1833. Proceedings. 
·1838-date. Proceedings. 
·1769-1804·. Transactions. 

Philadelphia. 

1818-date. Transactions. New Series. (Wanting.) 

AMERICA!l POULTR ~ _ ASSOCIATION. 
1905. The American :sta·ndard of perfection; a 
complete description of all recognized varieties of 

·fowls, as revised by the American poultry associa-
tion at its 28th annual meeting, at Rochester, 
New .·York, Nineteen hundred and four. 8vo. 
pp. (2')+.29.0. 89 pl. 35 figs . . T. of c. glossary. 

-- · _ _ · [Buffalo.] 

AMERICAN SCIE!lCE SEltiES. 
. 1S89 .... Zoology for high schools and colleges, 
by A. S. Packard. 7th ed., revised. See PACKARD, 
A. S. 

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MAMMALO
GISTS. (Founded 1919.) 
The organ of the Society is the well-known 
Journal of Mammalogy. Vol. I. 8vo, 1919---+ (q.v.). 

Baltimore. 
1924-dale. Monographs. No. 3 (1927?) is Animal 
life of the Carlsbad Cavern, by Vernon Bailey. 

AMERICAN ·sociETY OF NATURALISTS, 
Records. 
1S83-date. From 1883-5 known as the Society of 
Naturalists of the Eastern United States. 

AMERICA!l SOCIETY OF ZOtlLOGISTS. 
See A\:'lA."I:OMICAL RECORD. 

. -j .• ...; 

THE '.. . AM:ERICAN SPORTSMA!l'S 
. LIBRARY. 

1903. The water-fowi family. See SANFORD, 
LEONARD·. CUTLER. 

- ~~· Upland game birds.' . See SANDYS, EDWYN. 

A.MERICA!l STANDARD OF PERFEC
TION. (Fowls.) 
1905. illust,. 

AMHERST OF HACKNEY, MARY ROTHES 
MARGARET CECIL (born Tyssen-Amherst), 
Baroness [1857-1919]. 

1904. Bird notes from the Nile. By Lady William 
Cecil. 12mo. pp. xii + 113. front. (col.). 12 pl. 
27 figs. T. of c. [London.] 

These notes with but few exceptions are limited to those birds which are residents in Upper Egypt, and which the author saw above Luxor and in Nubia, although a few are mentioned during a short visit to Khartoum on the Blue Nile, and also on the White Nile above Omdurman. A list of species is given at the end of the volume, pp. 75-113, with English, Latin, and Arabic names, Resident or Migratory, locality and range, etc. 

AMSTERDAM. See (K.) NEDERLANDSCH IN
STITUT VAN WETENSCHAPPEN, etc. 

AMSTERDAM. KO!liNKLIJKE AKADE
MIE VAN WETENSCHAPPEN. Verslag~n 
en Mededelingen, etc. (Afdeeling Natuurkunde). 
1853-date. · 

ANALES D. ACADEMIA DE CIENCIAS 
MJ!DICAS, F!.SICAS Y !lATURALES DE 
LA HABA!lA. 1865-date: See ACADEMIA DE 
CIENCIAS ... HABANA. (W-anting.) 

A!lALES D. ACADEKIA MEXICA!lA DE 
CIENCIAS EXACTAS, FISICAS Y !lA
TURALES. 1903-date. SeeACADEMIA MEXICAN~, 
etc. 

ANALES DE CIE!lCIAS !lATURALES 
(earlier Anales de historia natural( 
1799-1804. Vols. 1-7 (a.ll pub.). .A Madrid. 

ANALES DE HISTORIA !lATUltAL. See 
ANALES DE CIENCIAS NATURALES, MADRID . 

A!lALES DE LA SOCIEDAD ESPANOLA 
' DE HISTORIA !lATURAL. Madrid . 

1872-5. Vols. 1-V. 

ANALES DE ZOOLOGIA AP~i!'ADA. San
tiago de Chile. 1914-date. (Wanting.) 

AN ATOKICAL ltECOltD. (Includes Pro
ceedings of American Society of Zoologists.) 
1906- date. Baltimore, Philadelphia. 

ANATOMICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT 
BRITAIN. See JOURNAL OF ANATOMY. 

ANATOKISCHE HEFTE. 
1891-1921. Bd. 1-59. Hefte 1-100. Contd. as 
the Zeitscrift f. d. gesamte Anatomie. 

ANATOMISCHER AKZElGER. 
1886-date. Jena. 

A!lDERSEN, C. H. 
1861. Zoologins Historia foere Linnaeus. Lund . 

ANDERSEN, JOHANNES CARL [1873- ] . 
1926. Bird-song and New Zealand song birds. 
8vo. pp. (12)+215. front. 18 pl. T. ofc. bibliogr. 
index. Auckland. 
Human song gives wide expression to the emotions of love, of prai!e, of joy, of good-fellowship. That which is true of human song ie true, in a larger degree, of bird-song; nor does this a.scribe to birde a greater aesthetic sense than has .already been ascribed to them by those who maintain their song is purely sexuaL This roughly sums up the views of the author of this interesting book on bird· song which should be read by all those interested in the subject. The present copy is subscriber's No. 77, autographed. 
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ANDERSEN, K uo. 1912. See BR. MUS . .NAT. 
HIST. 

ANDERSON, JoHA 'N [1674-1743]. 
1746. Nachrichten von Island, Gronland und der 
strasse Davis zum wahren nutzen der wlssen
schaften und der handlung. Mit kupfern, und 
einer nach den neuesten unct. in diesem werke 
angegebenen entdeckungen, genau eingerichteten 
landcharte. N ebst einem vorberichte von den 
lebensumstanden des herrn verfassets. 20 cm. 
15 pp. l., 328, [5] p. front. 4 fold. pl., fold. map. 
' Vorbericht ' signed: Z • *. [i.e. J. D. \\'inckler]. 

Hamburg. 

ANHANG: Dictionariolum (Danish-German-Es
kimo); Appendix formularum loquendi usitatis
simarum [etc.]: pp. 285-328. 
This is the first edition of a fundamental work on Iceland and 
Greenland. · 

ANDERSON, JoHN [1833-1900]. 
1875. See BLYTH, E. 

[1876 ]. On the osteology and pterylosis of the 
spoon-billed sandpiper (Eurynorhynchus pyg
maeus, Linn.). med. 4to. pp. 213-18. 1 pl. 
(No. 35 ). 2 figs. [London]. 

Observations founded on a specimen procured at Chittagong in 
Eastern Bengal in 1856, which reveal only one important feature 
wherein this peculiar little bird structually differs from the genus 

\.}'ringa, namely the singular expansion of the bill. (Excerpt from 
N~ innaean SocietYl. Transaction 2nd Ser. , Zoology, vol. 1, 1877.) 

78. Anatomical and zoological researches: 
wmprising an account of the zoological results 
of the two expeditions to western Yunnan in 
1868 and 1875; and a monograph of the two 
cetacean genera, Platanista and Orcella. 2 vols. 
33 cm. illust., lxxxi(i.e.85) pl. (part col., 2 fold.). 
fold. map. Vol. 2: Plates. London. 

See also WESTERN YU NAN EXPEDITION. -

1898-1907. Zoology of Egypt. 4 vols. 4to. London. 

A very important addition to our knowledge of Egyptian zoology. 
Vol. I is entirely devoted to Reptilia and Batrachia, 1898, by the 
editor, pp. 65+371, 60 col. pl. , 1 map, figs. in text. Vol. 11, Mam
mals, also by Anderson, but revised and completed by W. E. de 
Win ton, pp. 17 + 37!, 66 col. pl., 1 map and portrait, figs. in text 
1902. Vols. Ill and IV, Fishes of the Nile, by G. A. Boulenger', 
1 vol. tl}xt, l vol. pl., pp. 51 + 578, 103 col. pl., 1 map, figs. in text. 
Vol. Ill was publil';hed at the expense of the Egyptian Government. 

1898. Zoology of Egypt: Reptilia and Batrachia. 
4to. pp. b.:v, 371. 6fJ pl. (col. ). 1 map. text illust. 
Separately published first Yolume of Author's Zoology of Euypt. 

1902. Zoology of Egypt: ~1ammalia. Rev. and 
completed hy \V. E. _De Winton. pp. 31., [v]-xvii, 
374. front. (port.). Lllust. 6U pl. (part double, part 
col.). map. London. 

Separately published ,·ol. 11 of the Author's Zoutoyy·of Egypt. 

ANDERSON, P. 
1913. Birds in t.he Island of Tiree. 

ANDERSON' RUDOLPH MARTIN. 
1919. The brant of lhe .\tlantic coast. sm. 8vo. 
pp. 4. Ottawa. 

A sh?rt tliRcussion of the ~tatus of the Atlantic coast brant (Branta 
berntcla rtl rrucoga~lra) wh1eh has caused considrrable controversy 
among both sportsmen and ornithologists owin~ p;lrtly to its 
remote breeding groun.ds. where it. meets th~ summer range of the 
Black Brant (Branta muncan~), this .fact no doubt being res}>Onsible 

for the uncertainty e~sting as to its ex&et status. 'Ihe present 
pamphlet appears under the &mpices of the Dominion Parks 
Branch, Department of the Interior, Ottaw&, Ont. 

1929. See HANTZSCH, BERNHARO. 

ANDEBSONIAN NATURALISTS SOCIETY, 
GLASGOW, Annals. 1891-date. 

ANDEBSSON' CHARLES JOHN [1827-67]. 
1856. Lake Ngami; or Explorations and dis
coveries during four years' wanderings in the 
wilds of south western Africa. Map. Illust. 
representing sporting adventures, subjects of 
natural history, devices for destroying wild 
animals, etc. 2nd ed. roy. 8vo. pp. xviii+546. 
front. 15 pi. (lithogr.). 1 map (fold.). 40 figs. 
T. of c. 2 indexes. London. 
A record of the author's experiences during two expeditiOns in the 
wilds of the South-western parte of Africa, during the years 185Q-,. 
References to birds are numerous and occur throughout the book, 
with a chapter on the natural history of the Ostrich, pp. 253-69, 
with plate depicting coursing young ostriches. The first edition 
appeared also in this same year, with an America.n issue in 1857. 

1857. Lake Ngami; or explorations and dis
coveries. With an introductory letter by John 
Charles Fremont. pp. (2)+v-xxiii+(1)+433. 
front. 15 pi. 40 figs. T. of c. New York. 
In this American edition the main text is the same a.s the first. 
The plates are inferior, not being lithographed, the paper is of a 
poorer quality, and no index or map is supplied. 

1872. Notes on the birds of Damara Land and 
the adjacent countries of South-'\\.est Africa; 
ed. by J. H. Gurney. 8vo. pp. xlviii+394. front. 
(map col.). 4 pl. bibliogr. index. London. 
A descriptive account compiled by Gurney from Ander.&.n•s note
books of 428 species of birds in his collection at the time oT his death. 

1873. The lion and the elephant; ed. by L. Lloyd. 
8vo. pp. 12+386. pi. London. 
A posthumous publication from the Author's notes. 

1875. Notes on Travel in South Africa. Ed. bY 
L. Lloyd. 8vo. Londo,;. 
Edited from notes by the author &fter hi!! death. 

ANDERSSON, K. A. 1905. See NORDENSKJOLD, 
N. 0. G. 

A!VDERSSON, L. G. 
n.d. Reptiles and batra:chians (from Egypt). 
iflusl. See also CORNISH, C. J., 1903. 

ANDEBTON,BASIL [1864- ], and GJ:BSON, 
W.H. 
[1901 ]. Catalogue of the Bewick collection. 
pp. (4)+iv+(2)+110. front. (porlr.). 9 pi. 
(1 portr.). 4 figs. T. of c. index. 

N ewcastle-upon- Tyne. 
This collection contains not only the works of Thomas Bewick, but 
also some excellent examples of JohJJ Bewick's skill, and that of 
some of Thomas Bewick's pupils too (Luke Clennell, William 
Hervey, etc.) are charmingly represented. In the Cat.alogue the 
arrangement of the books is, in its main outline, chronological. 
That is to say, Bewick's earliest works come first. The date of thr 
first edition of each work is taken as a starting-point. There are 
then recorded in a single group all subsequent editions in the 
collection. When that group is finished, the Catalogue harks back 
to the first Pdition of the next earliest work; and so on. The 
frontispiece is a portrait of Thomas Bewick, the other being that of 

. the donor of the Collection, Johu William Pease. There is also a 
beautiful woodcut of Bewick's mast.crpiecf', 'Tht> Chillingham Bull', 
1789. . 

ANDRE, E. 
1904. A Naturalisl in the Guianas. ·with a 
Preface by J. '-'cott Keltie. porl. of l'- ulhor .. , rol. 
pl. of Birds by Keulcmaus. 8vo. map. 30 pi. 
A scarce and interesting work. 
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ANDREWS, CHARLES WILLIAM [1866-1924]. 
1899. On the extinct birds of Patagonia. 1. The 
skull and skeleton of Phororhacos inflatus Ame
ghino. folio. pp. 32. illust. pl. London. 
London zoological society Trans., vol. 15, pt. 3. 
Bound with N ewtoii, Alfred. On a picture sup
posed to represent the Didine bird. 

1900. A monograph of Christmas Island (Indian 
Ocean): physical features and geology. Descrip
tions of the fauna and flora by numerous con
tributors. 8vo. pp. xiii+(3)+337+(20). 21 P.l. 
(col.). 1 map (col. fold.). 27 figs. T. of c. bibliogr. 
append. indem. London. 
A monograph (British Museum) embracing the scientific results of 
the explorations in 1897-8. The birds, pp. 37-50, are by Mr. Bowdler 
Sharpe, accompanied with notes by Andrews, and four coloured 
plates by Keulemans. "" 

1906. A descriptive catalogue of the Tertiary 
Vertebrata of the Fayum, Egypt. Based on the 
collection of the Egyptian government in the 
Geological museum, Cairo, and on the collection 
in the British museum (Natural history). roy. 4to. 
pp. xxxvii+(1)+324+(52). front. 26 pl. 98 figs. 
1 map. bibliogr. 2 indexes. London. 
The small portion relating to the class A ves will be found on 
pages 258-60, with three illustrations. 

1910-1 913. See BR. MUS. NAT. HIST. 

ANDREWS, JAMES (1801?-76]. See (?1854-6] 
COTTON, JOHN. Beautiful birds. 

1j ANDREWS€) RoY CHAPMAN [1884- ] ; v.t ( OSBORN, HENRY F AIRFIELD) • 
1926. On the trail of ancient man; a narrative 
of the field work of the Central Asiatic expeditions, 
by Roy Chapman Andrews, se. D., leader of the 
Central Asiatic expedition of the American 
museum of natural history in cooperation with 
'Asia magazine', with an introduction and a 
chapter by Henry Fairfield Osborn. 58 photo
graphs by J. B. Shackelford. roy. 8vo. pp. xxiv+ 
375. front. (porlr.}. 60 pl. 1 fig. (map). T. of c. 
index. New York. 
References to birds are infrequent but when occurring are of great 
interest. At the 'Flaming Cliffs' sand-grouse were in countless 
thousands, pp. 178-9 ; Fossil eggs of the extinct giant ostrich 
Struthiolithus were found, pp. 272 and 298. 

ANECDOTES OF BIRDS, &c. See ANONYMous, 
1809. 

ANGLER'S NOTEBOOK AND NATURAL-
IST'S RECORD . 1884-6 . L ondon . 

ANGLES, RAouL. See voYAGES, FRENCH. 
VOYAGE EN ISLANDE, 1838-52. 

·; ANHALT. Dessauer Naturhistorischer 
~ Verein fgr Anhalt. 
f~ 1840-73. Verhandlungen. 1-31 (all pub.) 

ANIMAL LIFE AND WORLD OF NATURE. 
1902-4 . (Wanting.) London . 

ANIMAL RESCUE LEAGUE . B oston. 
1900-date. Report. See also OUR FOURFOOTED 
FRIENDS. 

ANIMALS : PHOTOGRAPHS FROM LIFE 
IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. 

New York, Chicago. 
1898- 1900 . Continues Nature and Art. 

ANIMALS' DEFENDER. Boston. 
1895- 1905 . (Wanting.) 

ANIMALS' DEFENDER AND ZOOPHI
LIST. (National Anti-Vivisection Society.) 
1881-date. London . 

ANIMALS' FRIEND. (Animals' Friend 
Society.) 1833-41 . London . 

ANIMALS' FRIEND. 1894-date. London . 

ANIMAL WORLD . (Roy a l Societ y for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Animal s .) 1869-da le. 

London. 

ANXENBRAND, L. 
1912. Auslandische Stubenvogel. 2te. Auf. illus. 

ANN ABERG-BUCHHOLZER VEREI N F'Dlt 
NATURXUNDE. 
1865-da te. Bericht. 

ANNAES DE SCIENCIAS NATURAE&. 
Oporto, Portugal. 

1894-1906. 1-10 (all pub.). 

ANNALEN DER NATUBGESCHICHTE . 
Golfing en. 

1791 . Succeeded by Beitraege zur N aturgeschichte. 

ANNALEN DER NATURPHILOSOPHIE. 
1901-21. (Wanting.) Leipzig. 

ANNALEN DES X . X . NATURHIST. 
MUSEUMS. Wien. 
1886-92 . Bd. 1-35. 

ANN ALES D . BUDAPEST. Historico 
Natur alis M usei Nationalis Hungarici. 
1903-22. See BUDAPEST. MAGY AR NEMZETI 
MUZEUM. 

ANNALESFRANQAISDET ETR ANGER E S 
D'ANATOMIE ET J1E PVF.SIOLOGIE , 
APPLIQUEES A LA MED INE ET A 
L'HISTOIRE NATURELLE . 1837-9. Paris. 

ANNALES GENERALES DES SCI ENCES 
PHYSIQUES. 
1819- 21. Par J. B. Bory de St. Vincent, A. 
Drapiez, et J. B. Van Mons. Vols. 1-8. All pub
lished. With 130 plates, many being colored. 
Cont ains various Zoological papers. Bruxelles. 

ANNALES D'HISTOIRE NATUBELLE . 
1908-13 (all pub.). Paris. 

ANNA~ES MUSEE D~ CONGO. See ANNALES 
DU MU SEE D~CONGO. 'f-

ANNALES DU MUSEE DU CON(jO 
PUBLIEES PAR ORDRE DU SECBl!.
TAIRE D 'ETAT. Serie Zoologie . 1898-date. 

Bruxelles. 

ANNALES DU MUSEE DU CONGO. 
1906- 7 . Etudes sur la Faune Mammalogique du 
Congo, par Paul Matschie, Tome I. 5 pi. 2 col. 
(Zoologie, S!:rie V); Contributions a la Faune du 
Congo, Tome I, Okapia, par J ulien Fraipont. 
4 col. pi. and 28 others in lithograph and helio
gravure. 1 vol. roy . 4to. Bruxelles. 
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•.)J-'-7 ANNALES DU M USEE D ' HISTOIRE 
NATURELLE D E MARSEILLES . 
1882-dale. (Wanting.) 

ANNALES DE PALEONTOLOGIE . 1906-
dale. Paris. 

ANN AL ES DES SCIENCES NATURELLES . 
Paris. 

1824-31. Zoologie. Series 1, with Atlas 1-12. 
1834-1917. Zoologie. Series 2-9. 

1918-date. Zoologie. Series 10. 

burgh, 1837, with Sir W. Jardine as rhief editor. In 1838 it was 
merged with Sir W. J. Hooker's Companion to the Botanical Magazine 
and appeared as the Annals of Natural Hi.story (when the office of 
publication was transferred to London) until 184l when its full title 
became The Annals and Magazine of Nat1tral History including 
Zoology, Botany, l]nd Geology. ir W. Jardine ceased to be principal 
Editor in 1857, since which date it has been under the editorial 
management of a distingujshed array of Briti h naturali tf<. 

ANNALS OF NATURAL HISTORY. See 

ANNALS OF PH LOSOPHY, NATURAL 
HISTORY, etc. 1801-4. (Wanting.) London . 

ANNALS OF R~n"'"" ..... ·-c-. .......... ---

~-s~;' 
IS'J..O . 

OCI:ETE ROYALE ZOOLOGIQUE DE 
BELGIQUE. 

A NNALES DE LA SOCIETE ROYALE 
ZOOLOGI QUE DE BELGIQUE . 
1863-1927. Tomes 1-57. Commenced as Annales 
de la Societe royale malacologique de Belgique 
in 1863 and continued under the title given as 
above with the addition 'et malaco1ogique '. 

ANN ALES DE LA SOCIETE ZOOLOGIQUE 
SUISSE ET DU MUSEE D'HISTOIRE 
N A TURELLE DE GENEVE . See REVUE 
SUISSE DE ZOOLOGIE. 

ANNALES DE L'UNIVERSITE DE LYON. 
N ouvelle Serie . 
1899-dale. Fasc. 1- 36. 

ANNALI D. ACCADEMIA DEGLI ASPI
RANTI NATURALISTI . 1843- 87 . SeeACCA
DEMIA ... NAPOLI. Napoli. 

ANNALI D . MUSEO CIVICO DI STORIA 
NATURALE D. GENOVA. 
1870-date. ee GENOA. 

ANNALI DEL MUSEO IMPERIALE DI 
FISICA E STORIA NATURALE DI 
FIRENZE . 
1908. Vol. I. 4lo. 

ANNALI DI STORIA NATURALE. 

4to. col. illust. (Wanting.) 
A valuable contribution to Asiatic fauna! history, as the result 
of an expedition to Perak (one of the Federated Malay States) and 
the Siamese :Malay States in 1901-2. Part of vol. I (1903) is devoted 
to Mammals, by J. L. Bonhote; Batrachians and Reptiles, by G. A. 
Boulenger; Fishes, by J. Johnstone (Marine) and G. A. Boulenger 
(Freshwater). The Birds are described by W. R. 0. Grant in vol. II. 

ANNEE BIOLOGIQUE . Comptes rendus 
annuels des travaux de biologie gen. publies 
sous la direction de Yves Delage.-1895-date. 

Par is. 

ANNOTATIONES ORNITHOLOGICAE 
ORIENTALIS . Tokyo. 
1927-date. Vol. I, No. 1; No. 2, Jan. 1928. 

ANNOTATIONES ZOOLOGICAE JAPON
ENSES . (Societas Zoologica Tokyonenses. ) 
1897-date. Tokyo. 

ANNUAIRE DU MUSEE ZOOLOGIQUE 
DE L'ACADEMIE D. SCIENCES DE ST. 
PETERSBOURG. 
1896-date. 8vo. In German, French, English, 
and Russian. St. Petersburgh. 
This important periodical is still published by the Soviet govern· 
ment with a slight change of title. 

ANNUAL RECORD OF SCIENCE AND 
INDUSTRY. 1871- 8 . New rork. 

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ACCLIMA-
TISATION AND ORNITHOLOGICAL 
SOCIETY OF LONDON. 
1861-8. Vol . I-VII I. [All issued?] 

..... 
I 

Bologna. 
1829- 30. Continued as Nuovi Annali delle Scienze 
Naturali. 

ANNALS OF THE ANDERSONIAN 
NATURALISTS' SOCIETY. 1891-date. 

Glasgow. 

Although this Year Book is not exclusively devoted to Ornithology ~~ 
YWJ':tththbetr. dla8rge~u:I:n~r ~ :~ =~~r~.~nc~ c~ntribt;ti~,lll~~:s;a,.l----· O 
t)JJ mhp~d. ~;;i!:iiK<:<'"!t:;;";s.-~..ne 60ct6u.r wenuJ~•<P 

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ALLEN BIRD 
CLUB. ANNALS OF APPLIED BIOLOGY ; the 

official organ of the Association of economic 
biologists. 
1914-date. Vols. 1-18. illust. 4to. London. 

1912- 15 and continuation. Fourth Report. For 
1915. pp. 37. Issued Jan. 1916. Part MS. with 
printed 'Suggested outline for the Observation of 
Birds', and a ' Reference List of All en Club Bird 

ANNALS AND MAGAZINE OF NATURAL Books and Magazines'. Spr ingfielll , .l\1as8. 
HISTORY. 1837-date. London. This periodical report shows the Alien Club to be an active and 

effective organization for the cultivation of Bird Study and Pro-
This very important, indeed indispensable, zoological periodical tection among its hundred-odd members as well as a propagandist 
began its useful career as the Magazine of Zoologv and Botan'l/, Edin- society in Springfield. 

" r> 
/ 
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;~ ~NNUAL REPORT OF THE BIRMING

HAM NATURAL HISTORY AND MICRO
. SCOPICAL SOCIETY. 
1872-94. All published. The Reports for 1886 and 

·succeeding years were published in the j\!f id land 
Naturalist. See fi[SO BIRMlNGHAM NAT. HIST. AND 
MIC. SOCIETY. 

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DIVISION OF 
ORNITHOLOGY. COMMONWEALTH OF 
MASSACHUSETTS . 
1909- date. lllust. - 8vo. Covers. Mostly published 
separately, as part of the annual report of the 
Dept. of Agriculture. By Edward H. Forbush, 
Direct Ol' . Reports 1- XIII for 1909- 21. 

Boston, ~Uass. 
[Report for 1920.] 47 pp. illust. '11

• of c. Issued in 1921. Change 
of title t,o First Annual Report of the Division of Ornithology . 
.Being a reprint of a part of the Annual Report of the Dept. of 
.-\griculture for the year ending Nov. 30, 1920. [Reprint for 1921.] 
41 PJJ. illust . T . of c. Issued in 1922. Change of title to Annual 
Report of the Division of Ornithology. For the year 1921. 

[ANNUAL] REPORT OF THE ROYAL 
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION OF 
BIRDS. 
189 1- date . [Nos. ] l to 30. 
The first report (London, Oct. 1891. 12 pp. small 12mo) was 
followed by others (8vo. covers) regularly every year until the 
present time. Besides business matters connected with the Society 
there are valuable contributions to the history of bird protection. 
See also Bird Notes and News ; as well as Proceedings of the Roy. Soc. 
for the Protection of B ·irds. 

ANONYMOUS . (Titles in alphabetical se
quence. ) 
1746. Abbildungen von Elefanten. 9 figs. 1 sh. 
with text. 

1773 . . \edonologie ou traite du Rossignol franc ou 
cha!J-teur, et c. Paris. 
This work is somr times attributed to Arnault de Nobleville. 

1809 . Anecdotes of birds; or, Short accounts of 
their habits in a state of nature, collected from 
the best authors on natural history with figures 
engraved on wood. (cap. 8vo. pp. xii + 123. 9 figs. 
1'. of c. London. 
The nine woodcuts are attributed to Bewick, the present copy being 
from the Mullens library. 

183 1. (The) Architecture of Birds. 12mo. illust. 
Issued by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful 
Knowledge. London . 
A semi-popular but well-written book chiefly on birds' nests. 

1876. (The) Arctic world: its plants, animals and 
natural phenomena. With a historical sketch of 
Arctic discovery. roy. 4to. pp. viii +9-276. front. 
15 pl. 102 figs. T. of c. index. London and N. Y. 
In the above pages it has been the writer's object to bring together 
just such particulars as might enable the intelligent reader to 
realize for him5elf the true character of the world which extends 
around the North Pole. The ornithology of the region is treated on 
pages 96-106 with eight illustrations. 

1823. (The) atlas of nature, being a graphic dis
play of the most interesting subjects in the three 
kingdoms of nature for study and reference. 
folio. pp. iv+40. 83 pl., mostly colored. T. of c. 

London. 
This descriptive atlas of natural history objects contains 13 colored 
figures (rather well done) of curious birds with their nests and eggs. 
These include the hoopoe, tailor-bird, skylark, etc. I 

1836. Aves Britannicae. A systematic Catalogue 
of British Birds. 8vo. Manchester . 
(? 1780). Baz-nama. (Persian Manuscript.) 
A concise Persian treatise on the diseases of the falcon, apparently 
abbreviated from a larger treatise. The name of the author, the 
date of composition, and the title of the original treatise from which 
the present one has been abbreviated, are not given. Apparently 
no other copy is known. The treatise gives a brief description of 
diseases, and several recipes for their treatment. Also many recipes 
are included for the general upkeep and hygiene of the falcon. 
The copy dates apparently from the end of the XVIIIth century, 
and has been transcribed somewhere in the Western par.t of India. 
The name of the copyist, the place of copying, etc., are riot men
tioned. Condition is fairly good, except for occasional worm
holes. (W. I.) 

ea. 1905. Baz-nama. Tract on falconry. Persian 
MS. 8vo. Ff. 11. Fragment. No jadwals. 
1762 . (The) bird fancier's necessary companion , 
and sure guide. Pts. l - 2. 2 vols. in 1. 12mo. 

London. 
CONTENTS: Pt. 1. Curious remarks on t.he nature, sex, management 
and diseases of English song-birds. 2. Easy way of breeding canary 
birds and the best method of 'chusing' and keeping them both for 
breeding and song. 

1728. (The) Bird Fancier's Recreation. Being 
Curious remarks On the Nature of song-bjrds, 
with Choice instructions Concerning The Taking, 
Feeding, Breeding and Teaching them, and to 
know the Cock from the Hen. Also The Manner 
of taking Birds with Lime-Twigs, and the Pre
parations necessary thereto. With an account of 
the Distemper; incident to Song Birds, and the 
Method to cure them. 18mo. pp. 96. Curious 
frontispiece. London. 
An odd little book (from the Mullens library) full of shrewd observa
tions on the care of cage-birds. 

n.d . Bird Keeper's Guide 
lllust. 12mo. (Canaries. ) 
[t;. 191~] . Birdland ; the 
&J. 8vo .. [5 ] pl. (col. ). 

and Companion, etc. 

na ture study book . 
[Chicago. ] 

In this book the entire heads of the different birds have been cut 
from the heavy board leaves and the circular pieces are of the 
proper size and bevel to fit into any of the holes. Intended especially 
for children, teaching them to find the correct heads for the different 
birds. 

1905. Birds I have seen. 16mo. pp. [22] + 169. 
New York. 

A pocket ornithological note-book, for jotting down impressions 
of any unfamiliar bird seen. The blank pages have the following 
printed headings for recording impressions, viz.: Date, where seen, 
appearance, habits, the female, its note, its nest, common and 
scientific name, family, and remarks. The first edition appeared 
in 1901. 

1888. (The) birds of the Stonyhurst district. 
Reprinted from the Stonyhurst Magazine , July 
1888. 8uo. pp. 14. 1 map (on cover). 
1851. (The) book of birds; intended for the 
amusement and instruction of young people. 
Illust. with 16 woodcuts. 16mo. pp. xiv+21-200. 
fro nt. T. of c. Philadelphia. 
Popular accounts of 60 interesting birds, with illustrative anecdotes. 

n.d. Book about Birds. 6 col. pl. 
1832. (A) book of ornithology for youth ... Boston. 
1848. Boy's Own Book of Sports, Birds and 
Animals. Illust. N. Y. 
n.d. (The) British aviary, and bird keeper's 
companion; containing copious directions for pro
pagating the breed of canaries: also, goldfinch and 
linnet mules. 16mo. pp. xii + 13-80. front. 17 pl. 
index. London . 

~ 
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"'JJ.-~I ANNALES DU M USEE D ' HISTOIRE 
. NATURELLE DE MARSEILLES . 

1882-date. (Wanting.) 

ANNALES DE PALEONTOLOGIE . 1906-
date. Paris. 

ANN ALES DES SCIENCES NATURELLES. 
Paris. 

1824-31. Zoologie. Series 1, with Atlas 1-12. 

1834-1917. Zoologie. Series 2-9. 

1918-dafe. Zoologie. Series . IO. 

ANNALES DE LA SOCIETE DES 
SCIENCES NATURELLES DE LA 
CHARENTE. See LA ROCHELLE, Annales de 
l'Academie des Se. Nat. (Wanting.) 

ANNALES DE LA SOCIETE ROYALE 
MALACOLOGIQUE DE BELGIQUE. See 
ANNALES DE LA SOCI:ET:E ROYALE ZOOLOGIQUE DE 

BELGIQUE. 

ANNAL ES DE LA SOCIETE ROYALE 
ZOOLOGI QUE DE BELGIQUE. 
1863-1927. Tomes 1-57. Commenced as Annales 
de la Societe royale malacologique de Belgique 
in 1863 and continued under the title given as 
above with the addition 'et malacologique I. 

ANNALES DE LA SOCIETE ZOOLOGIQUE 
SUISSE E T DU MUSEE D'HISTOIRE 
NATURELLE DE GENEVE . See REVUE 

SUISSE DE ZOOLOGIE. 

ANNALES DE L'UNIVERSITE DE LYON. 
N ouvelle Serie. 
1899-date. Fasc. 1- 36. 

ANNALI D. ACCADEMIA DEGLI ASPI
RANTI NATURALIST!. 1843- 87 . SeeACCA
DEMIA ... NAPOLI. Napoli. 

A NNALI D . MUSEO CIVICO DI STORIA 
NATURALE D . GENOVA. 
1870-date. See GENOA. 

A NNALI DEL MUSEO IMPERIALE DI 
FISICA E STORIA NATURALE DI 
FIRENZE. 
1908. Vol. I. 4to. 

ANNALI DI STORIA NATURALE. 
Bologna. 

1829-30. Continued as Nuovi Annali delle Scienze 
Naturali. 

ANNALS OF THE ANDERSONIAN 
NATURALISTS' SOCIETY. 1891-date. 

Glasgow. 

ANNALS OF APPLIED BIOLOGY ; the 
official organ of the Association of economic 
biologists. 
1914-date. Vols. 1-18. illust. 4to. London. 

burgh, 1837, with Sir W. Jardine as chief editor. In 1838 it was 
merged with Sir W. J. Hooker's Companion to the Botanical Magazine 
and appeared as the Annals of Nrttural Hi.story (when the office of 
publication was transferred to London) until 184 L when its full title 
became The Annals and J1.Iagazine of Nn.t,ual History including 
Zoology, Botany, 1Jnd Geology. Sir W .• Jardine ceased to be principal 
Editor in 1857, since which date it has been under the editorial 
management of a di. tinguished array of British naturali t!'\. 

ANNALS OF NATURAL HISTORY. 'ee 

ANNALS OF PH LOSOPHY, NATURAL 
HISTORY, etc. 1801-4. (Wanting.) London. 

ANNALS OF SCOTTISH NATURAL HIS-
TORY. Edinburgh . 
1892-1 911. See also SCOTTISH ATURALIST . 

ANNANDALE , THOMA NEL 0 [1876- ] ; 
and ROBINS ON, HERBERT C. 
1903-7. Fasciculi Malayenses. Anthropological 
and zoological results of an expedition to Perak 
and the Siamese Malay states, 1901-2. 4 parts. 
4to. col. illu.st. (Wanting.) London . 
A valuable contribution to Asiatic fauna) history, as the result 
of an expedition to Perak (one of the Federated Malay States) and 
the Siamese l\Ialay States in 1901-2. Part of vol. I (1903) is devoted 
to 1\Iammals, by J. L. Bonhote; Batrachians and Reptiles, by G. A. 
Boulenger; Fishes, by J. Johnstone (Marine) and G. A. Boulenger 
(Freshwater). The Birds are described by W. R 0. Grant in vol. II. 

ANNEE BIOLOGIQUE . Comptes rend us 
annuels des travaux de biologie gen. publies 
sous la direction de Yves Delage.-1895-date. 

Paris. 

ANNOTATIONES ORNITHOLOGICAE 
ORIENTALIS . Tokyo . 
1927-date. Vol. I, No. 1; No. 2, Jan. 1928. 

ANNOTATIONES ZOOLOGICAE JAPON
ENSES. (Societas Zoologica Tokyonenses. ) 
1897-date. Tokyo. 

ANNUAIRE DU MUSEE ZOOLOGIQUE 
DE L 'ACADEMIE D . SCIENCES DE ST. 
PETERSBOURG. 
1896-date. 8vo. In German, French, English, 
and Russian. St . Petersbu.rgh . 
This important periodical is still published by the Soviet govern
ment with a slight change of title. 

ANNUAL RECORD OF SCIENCE AND 
INDUSTRY. 1871-8 . New rork . 

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ACCLIMA-
TISATION AND ORNITHOLOGICAL 
SOCIETY OF LONDON. 
1861- 8. Vol . I-VIII. [All issued?] 
Although this Year Book is not exclusively devoted to Ornithology ~~ 
Yt;tththb~ dlarg~~umb:r of it~ =buto

1 
r~..anc1 c~n~rilm1!ioii'1~?~.i!i~l..._ ___ ,0 

:whe~{ u::=:tt:::;:;:;;;;/'tU!'""'ifiC 60ti6t5 11 "I ~ P 

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ALLEN BIRD 
CLUB. 
1912- 15 and continuation. Fourth Report. For 
1915. pp. 37. Issued Jan. 1916. Part MS. with 
printed 'Suggested outline for the Observation of 
Birds 1 , and a ' Reference List of All en Club Bird 

ANNALS AND MAGAZINE OF NATURAL Books and Mao-azines 1
• Spring(ield, 1\Jass. 

HISTORY. 1837-dale. London. This periodical report shows the Alien Club to be an active and 
. effective organization for the cultivation of Bird Study and Pro-

This very IDlportant, indeed indispensable, zoological periodical tection among it htmdred-odd members as well as a propagandist 
began its useful career as the Magaztne of Zoolouv and Botan11, Edin- society in Springfield. 

"' yvfo-
/ 
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l~ ~NNUAL REPORT OF THE BIRMING

HAM NATURAL HISTORY AND MICRO-
. SCOPICAL SOCIETY. 

1872-94. All published. The Reports for 1886 and 
succeeding years were published in the Midland 
Naturalist. See also BIRMI GRAM NAT. HIST. AND 
:m e . SOCIETY. 

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DIVISION OF 
ORNITHOLOGY. COMMONWEALTH OF 
MASSACHUSETTS . 
1909- dale. lllust. - 8vo. Covers. Mostly published 
separately, as part of the annual report of the 
Dept. of Agriculture. By Edward H. Forbush, 
Director. Reports I- XIII for 1909- 21. 

Boston, A'lass. 
[Report for 1920.] 4'1 pp. illust. '1'. of c. Issued in 1921. Change 
of title to First Annual Report of the Division of Ornithology . 
.Being a reprint of a part of the Annual Report of the Dept. of Agriculture for the year ending Nov. 30, 1920. [Reprint for 1921.] 
41 pp. illust. T. of c. Issued in 1922. Change of title to Annual 
Report of the Division of Ornithology. For the year 1921. 

[ANNUAL ] REPORT OF THE ROYAL 
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION OF 
BIRDS. 
1891-date. [Nos. ] 1 to 30. 
The first report (London, Oct. 1891. 12 pp. small 12mo) was 
followed by others (8vo. covers) regularly every year until the 
present time. Besides business matters connected with the Society 
there are valuable contributions to the history of bird J)rotection. See also Bird Notes and N ew.s; as well as Proceedings of the Ray. Soc. 
for the Protection of Birds. 

ANONYMOUS . (T i tles in alphabetical se
quence .) 
1746 . Abbildungen von Elefanten. 9 figs. 1 sh. 
with text. 

1773. Aedonologie ou traite du Rossignol franc ou 
cha9-teur, etc. Paris. 
This work is sometimes attributed to Arnault de Nobleville. 

1809 . Anecdotes of birds; or, ShOTt accounts of 
their habits in a state of nature, collected from 
the best authors on natural history with figures 
engraved on wood. (cap. 8vo. pp. xii + 123. 9 figs. 
T. of c. London. 
The nine woodcuts are attributed to Bewick, the present copy being 
from the ~lullens library. 

1831. (The) Architecture of Birds. 12mo. illust. 
Issued by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful 
Knowledge. London. 
A seml-popular but well-written book chiefly on birds' nests. 

1876. (The) Arctic world: its plants, animals and 
natural phenomena. With a historical sketch of 
Arctic discovery. ray. 4to. pp. viii+9-276. front. 
15 pl. 102 figs. T. o( c. index. London and N. Y. 
In the above pages it has been the writer's object to bring together 
just such particulars as might enable the intelligent reader to realize for him!felf the true character of the world which extends 
around the North Pole. The ornithology of the region is treated on 
pages 96-106 with eight illustrations. 

1823. (The) atlas of nature, being a graphic dis
play of the most interesting subjects in the t hree 
kingdoms of nature for study and reference. 
folio. pp. iv + 40. 83 pl., mostly colored. T. of c. 

London. 
This descriptive atlas of natural history objects contains 13 colored 
figures (rather well done) of curious birds with their nests and eggs. 
These include the hoopoe, tailor-bird, skylark, etc. 

1836. A ves Britannicae. A systematic Catalogue 
of British Birds. 8vo. Manchester . 
(? 1780). Baz-nama. (Persian Manuscript.) 
A concise Persian treatise on the diseases of the falcon, apparently 
abbreviated from a larger treatise. The name of the author, the 
date of composition, and the title of the original treatise from which 
the present one has been abbreviated, are not given. Apparently 
no other copy is known. The treatise gives a brief description of 
diseases, and several recipes for their treatment. Also many recipes 
are included for the general upkeep and hygiene of the falcon. 
The copy dates apparently from the end of the XVIIIth century, 
and has been transcribed somewhere in the Western part of India. 
The name of the copyist, the place of copying, etc., are not men· 
tioned. Condition is fairly good, except for occasional wormholes. (W. I.) 

ea. 1905. Baz-nama. Tract on falconry. Persian 
MS. 8vo. Ff. 11. Fragment. No jadwals. 
1762 . (The) bird fancier's necessary companion , 
and sure g-uide. Pts. l - 2. 2 vols. in 1. 12mo. 

London. 
CONTENTS: Pt. 1. Curious remarks on the nature, sex, management and diseases of English song-birds. 2. Easy way of breeding canary 
birds and the best method of 'chusing' and keeping them both for 
breeding and song. 

1728. (The) Bird Fancier's Recreation. Being 
Curious remarks On the Nature of song-birds, 
with Choice instructions Concerning The Taking, 
Feeding, Breeding and Teaching them, and to 
know the Cock from the Hen. Also The Manner 
of taking Birds with Lime-Twigs, and the Pre
parations necessary thereto. With an account of 
the Distemper; incident to Song Birds, and the 
Method to cure them. 18mo. pp. 96. Curious 
frontispiece. London. 
An odd little book (from the Mullens library) full of shrewd observa· 
tions on the care of cage-birds. 

n.d. Bird Keeper's Guide 
lllust. 12mo. (Canaries. ) 
[li· 1914]. Birdland; the 
dFJ'. 8vo. : [5] pl. (col. ). 

and Companion, etc. 

nature study book. 
[Chicago. ] 

In this book the entire heads of the different birds have been cut 
from the heavy board leaves and the circular pieces are of the 
proper size and bevel to fit into any of the holes. Intended especially 
for children, teaching them to find the correct heads for the different 
birds. 

1905. Birds I have seen. 16mo. pp. [22] + 169. 
New York. 

A pocket ornithological note-book, for jotting down impressions 
of any unfamiliar bird seen. The blank pages have the following 
printed headings for recording impressions, viz.: Date, where seen, 
appearance, habits, the female, its note, its nest, common and 
acientiflc name, family, and remarks. The first edition appeared 
in 1901. 

1888. (The) birds of the Stonyhurst district. 
Reprint ed from the Stonyhurst Magazine , July 
1888. 8vo. pp. 14. 1 map (on cover). 
1851. (The) book of birds; intended for the 
amusement and instruction of young people. 
Illust. with 16 woodcuts. 16mo. pp. xiv+21-200. 
front. T. of c. Philadelphia. 
Popular accounts of 60 interesting birds, with illustrative anecdotes. 
n.d. Book about Birds. 6 col. pl. 

1832. (A) book of ornithology for youth ... Boston. 
1848. Boy's Own Book of Sports, Birds and 
Animals. Illust. N. Y. 
n.d. (The) British aviary, and bird keeper's 
companion; containing copious directions for pro
pagating the breed of canaries: also, goldfinch and 
linnet mules. 16mo. pp . xii+ 13-80. front. 17 pl. A index. London . 
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~[ANONYMOUS. (Titles in ·alphabetical se
quence.) (contd.)] 

~r 

1840. British Birds. 12mo. 24 col. pl. London. 

n.d. (The) British bird toy and painting book. 
ob. 4to. no t.p. pp. [16]. 
A useful guide for the amateur bird-illustrator. 

1799. Canary Bird, a moral fiction, etc. London. 

1836. (A) Catalogue of the Ashmolean Museum, 
etc. ~- 1 vol. 4to. pp. 12, 188. 

1829. Catalogue des oiseaux composant le cabinet 
de M. le Comte de Rioucour. Nancy. 

? 1500. Chin lzsiu wan hua ku. A classified en
cyclopedia, including material on all kinds of 

. animals, fishes, insects, etc.; Ch'ien chi (1st part) 
chuan 36-7, and chlian 39; Hou chi (2nd part) 
chuan 39-40; published in the Ming Dynasty 
(1368-1644). Size 24·2 x 16-1 cm. [G.] 

(ea. 1720-40.) Collection d'oiseaux et d'animaux 
peints d'apres Nature. 1 vol. 4lo. 
A unique collection of water-col~ by an unknown artist. 

1813. (A) complete natural history; containing 
correct delineations of upwards of three hundred 
animals, in which are included Quadrupeds, birds, 
fishes, insects, etc. Exhibiting in a small compass 
a full description of the numerous creatures which 
compose the Animal Kingdom, with their varieties 
and peculiarities. Illustrated by accurate en
gravings on Wood, by the first artists. 8vo. 
pp. xii + 13-336. 325 figs. T. of c. London. 
This work on Natural History has been specially written for the 
'Fair Sex', all matter offensive to the eye of female modesty being 
omitted, so the introduction tells us. It is divided into four classes 
Quadrupeds-Birds-Fishes-Reptiles and Insects. The portion 
relating to birds is contained on pages 127-246, with 113 illustrations 
in the text. 

1551. Contrafactur aller vierfussigen Thier
Eygentliche und gantz artliche contrafactur 
( 4 lines). 
(Colophon:) Getruckt zu Strassburg durch 
Balthassar Becken Erben DMLI. Sm. fol. Gothic 
letter. 32 leaves, 61 large, virile woodcuts 
(5i x 4t ins.) of animals. Bound by Riviere. No 
letterpress except full-page title and names of 
animals. On the recto of first leaf, in script by 
a contemporary hand: Franciscus Rossius Noeus, 
Chirurgus paris, 1551. 
Excessively rare, not in British Museum, nor listed by Banks, 
Brunet, Graesse, nor in the Catalogus Bibliothecae historico
naturalis. 

n .d. Domestic Habits of Birds. 82 illust. 8vo. 

I
f 1794. Faras-nama. Persian manuscript. Colored 
i_ .:Jl.ust. On thet-lorse. A.H. 1208. 8vo. (?) Shiraz. 

This unique MS. was purchased for the Blacker Library by W. 
Ivanow in North India and is described by him as of fine caligraphy. 
Not only are Eastern variants of Equus described and depicted but 
their diseases and modes of treatment are given and pictured. 

1823. Faras-Nama-i-Hisami. Persian manuscript. 
A short treatise in verse on the Horse, divided 
into 54 chapters. The original was composed in 
847 A.H. (1443 A.D.). 

it is apparently a unique copy, or at least quite unknown to 
'lnbliographers, as it is not signed and no information about it can 
~obtained from other catalogues. It is a well-written copy and 
~text is complete. (W. I.) 

[ea. 1600.] Ganse-Logia, Das isL der Ganse 
wunderbarliche Geburt, lobliche Leben etc. 
18mo. n.d. n.p. pp. 72. illusl. title. Pt. 7 of 

'Die neu-erOfnete lustige Schaubuhne '. 'Gedruckt 
in diesem J ahr.' 
This curious little treatise on the Goose-especially St. Martin's 
goose-is an exceedingly rare contribution to the subject. 

n.d. Guernsey, Sark, etc.; a handbook for 
invalids, geologists, naturalists, archaeologists and 
others. 16mo. pp. 29. Guernsey. 
A view of the general character of the islands. A list of the birds 
will be found on pp. 28-9. 

[ea. 1860.] Habits of birds. 16mo. pp. xvi+379. 
82 figs. (woodcuts). T. of c. London. 
Title-page mutilated, with no indication of author. The contents 
are arranged under the following headings: (1) Habits of cleanliness, 
(2) Birds solitary and gregarious, (3) Pairing, (4) Structure and 
colour of eggs, (5) Hatching, (6) Evolution of chick, (7) Sheltering fit\ 
feediD.g, and training of young, (8) Songs and mimicry, (9) Longevity 
of birds . 

1875. Half hom·s in woods and wilds; adventures 
of sport and travel. illust. 12mo. pp. xi +(1) + 
308. front. 21 pl. 60 figs. T. of c. London. 
The scenes are mostly laid in North and South America, Africa, and 
Europe. Birds are referred to under the following headings: 'In the 
forests of the upper Amazon', pp. 68-102; 'In Britain and Every
where', with rooks and their relations, pp. 105-22; 'In English 
Woods', with birds and their homes, pp. 125-46. The work forms 
one of the volumes in 'The Half Hour Library'. 

1846. Handbuch der Ornithologie; hrsg. von 
einem Freunde der Ornithologie. 8vo. index. 
4 pl. pp. vi+ 200. 
CoNTE TS: Erster Theil: Das System und die 
Gattungen. [all pub.?] Kopenhagen. 
A useful and popular manual, brief and correct, of which the Compiler 
has seen only the above first part. From the Godman library. 

1865-6. Histoire Naturelle de Saone-et-Loire. 
Vols. 1-11. 

1829. 
horse. 

See HUSAML Per ian MS. poem on the 

After 1873. 'Ilaju'l-baha'im. (Hindustani manu
script.) 
A text-book of veterinary art, based on a European system; an 
official publication, composed by a commission, which was held 
originally at Allahabad, in 1873. The text is apparently a transla
tion from English, and may be very useful for references concerning 
the interpretation of the native terminology. 
Lithographed at Haydarabad in the Deccan; the date is not 
mentioned. pp. 98. (W. I.) 

1888. 'Ilaju'l-baha'im. (Hindustani lithograph.) 
Another edition, or a revised version of the same official treatise 
on veterinary art as the preceding. Most probably it is based on 
a different translation of the original text, because the phraseology 
of the two does not often agree. 
Lithographed at Lucknow, 1888. pp. ii and 96. (W. 1.) 

1674. Instruction pour elever, nourrir, dresser, 
instruire & penser toutes sortes de petits oyseaux 
de voliere, que l'on tient en cage pour entendre 
chanter; avec un petit traite pour les maladies des 
chiens. nar. 24to. pp. [12] +84. vignette. 4 figs. 
(tail pieces). T. of c. Paris. 
This small calf-bound volume on the methods of caring for song
birds and making them sing was published by Charles de Sercy, 
by privilege granted by the king of France, the author remaining 
anonymous. A chapter is also given to the treatment of canine 
diseases. 

1835. (An) introduction to the study of birds; or, 
The elements of ornithology, on scientific prin
ciples, with a particular notice of the birds rnen
tioned in Scripture. 8vo. pp. viii + 584. illust. 
in the text. T. of c. London. 

1830 . (The) Journal of a Naturalist. 8vo. 3rd ed. 
London. 

A delightful volume written, as the unknown author tells us, under 
(\ the influence of Gilbert White. 

~ 
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~NONYMOUS. (Titles in alphabetical se
quence. ) (contd.)] 
1829. K.hayl-nama. (Persian manuscript.) 
A detailed treatise on the selection of a good horse, its upkeep and 
hygiene, and on treatment of its diseases. The book is divided into 
two kitabs, or books, the first subdivided into 40, and the second 
into 60 short biibs (chapters). Unfortunately, the preface is missing 
in this copy, and there is no indication of the author or of the date 
of composition. It seems that there are no other copies of this book 
in the libraries with which I am acquainted. It is a good copy, 
in a fairly good state of preservation. It has been transcribed by 
the same scribe as the Hazin, 1829-in Rabi' I 1245 A.H., or Sept. 
1829. (W. I.) 

ea. 1580. K.itabu'l-haywan. A zoological diction
ary. Arabic manuscript. 
The copy is incomplete both at beginning and end, so that the exact 
date of its original composition and the name of the author cannot 
be determined. As it is distinctly different from other works of the 
kind written in the same period it is probably unknown to cata
loguers and, consequently, very rare. (W. I.) 

n.d. r.ebensbilder aus des Tierwelt Europas. 
Bd. I I. Saugethiere; Vogel Band II and Bd. IV, 
Antilopen, etc. 

n.d. [List of British Birds.] Large folio sheet, 
printed on one side. Indigenous and visitant 
species with both specific and systematic names. 
Loosely inserted in Seebohm 's History of British 
Birds, 1883. Attributed to Bowdler Sharpe. 
n .d . London Zoological Society. List of abbrevia
tions with titles of journals containing papers 
dealing with matters of zoological importance. 
pp. 42. London. 
A valuable list for the use of libraries on zoology. 

n.d. Marvels of the Universe. ( Introd. by Lord 
Avebury.) 2vols. 4to. 36pl. 

11758. Memoire instructif sur la maniere de rassem-
.2- bler, de pr~arer ... les diver~curiosites d 'histoire 

naturelle. 8vo. pp. 235. 24 fol{lingcop. pl. (6 birds; 
7 fishes and sea invertebrate animals). Published by 
J. M. Bruyset. Lyons. 
W~ll-lllustrated manual on the preparation of birds, fishes, and other 
s\!l'animals for preservation in natural history collections. 

[1847]. Migratory birds; or, such as visit Britain 
at different seasons of the year. A guide to their 
favourite places of resort, with their natural 
history, songs, and the benefits which their 
migrations confer on mankind. 16mo. pp. iv+ 
5-64. 1 fig. (vignette.) T. of c. London. 
T-his little work comprises short accounts of the birds that arrive 
in the British Isles during March, April, and May, pp. 5-50; the 
autumn and winter birds of passage (September), pp. 5Q--6, and 
winter birds of passage, comprising waders and swimmers, pp. 56--64. 

1720? Miscelania curiosa de avibus. Of birds. 
sq. 8vo. pp. 122. 95 pl. MSS. in English and 
Latin with original drawings of English and 
American birds. 
This curious manuscript describes, with the help of Ray's Synopsis 
and other contemporary sources (quoted by the unknown author 
and artist) over 200 species, with colored drawings of 98. It is in 
the E.S.W. Library and may be of interest to research scholars. 
Internal evidence indicates its production in the beginning of the 
eighteenth century. 

[1822?]. [Natural history. A miscellaneous book 
of natural history in manuscript, containing 
descriptions of birds and method of preserving 
their skins; of preserving shells, plants, minerals, 
and insects, also historical notices on falconry 
and falcons, etc.] cr. folio. pp. 233. 3 figs. index. 

1793. The natural history of birds, compiled from 
the best authorities, and illustrated by a great 

variety of copper plates, comprising near one 
hundred figures, Accurately drawn from Nature, 
and beautifully engraved. 12mo. pp. xii+204. 
26 pl. London. 
The plates in tlus small and popular volume are exceptionally \veil 
done. There are several editions of this work in the libraries of 
McGill, one at least (1791) in 3 vols. with col. pl. 

1815. (The) natural history of birds, from the 
works of the best authors, antient and modern. 
Embellished with numerous plates, accurately 
coloured from nature. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, 
pp. xxxv+(1)+586. 69 pl. (col.). Vol. 11, pp. xv+ 
(1) + 700. 83 pl. (col.). T. of c. Bungay. 
A series of descriptions of birds from all countries, with notes on 
habits, etc., under Vernacular names, and arranged by so-called 
tribes. The plates are hand-coloured, although hardly accurately. 
There is a London edition of the same year, with a slightly different 
title. 

1840. Natural history of birds; their architecture, 
habits, and faculties, with numerous engravings. 
12mo. pp. [ 8] + 308. T. of c. Cuts in text. 
(Harper's Family library. 1841-8. vol. 98.) 

New J'orlf. 
This juvenile manual is an amended American edition of a similar 
work originally published by the British Society for the Diffusion of 
Useful Knowledge. It is signed H. and B. Another (identical) 
edition was published in 1845. 

[c. 1852]. (The) natural history of land birds. 
~mo. pp. 62. pl. Cincinnati. 
This juvenile book is illustrated with cuts evidently borrowed 
from Nuttall's Manual. 

1821. Natural History of remarkable Birds, etc. 

1754. (A) natural history of singing birds bred 
in Britain. See ALBIN, E. 

The E.S.W. Library has another edition (several were published) 
dated, Edin. 1776-all attributed to E. Albin • 

J_UQ. Nature Displayed, being Discourses on 
~Fish, Birds, plants, etc. Edited (translated ) 
by S. Humphreys. 3 vols. 
This title is attributed to Noel Antoine Pluche (q.v.). 

n.d. (Die) Naturgeschichte in getreuen Abbil
dungen und mit ausfUhrlicher Beschreibung 
derselben. Vogel. 4to. 183 pl. (col. including 
engr. title-page). Halbersladt. 
The second volume only of a work on natural hlstory, consisting 
of 183 colored plates of the birds of the world. There is no clue 
to the date nor to the author. The plates are hand-colw-ed. At 
Halberstadt where it was published there is a celebrated -ornitho
logical museum. 

1740. Naturgeschichte in Mahlerey Bestehend. 
2 vols. ob. 8vo. Many original oil-paintings of 
animals and birds with German descriptions. 

1866. (Die) Nester und Eier der Vogel; mit 304 
grosstentheils nach der N atur entwo~nen und 
genau kolorirten Abbildungen. Neue :Ausgabe. 
sq. folio. pp. (2) +24. 8 pl. (col.). 26 figs. 

Stuttgart. 
Colored figures of birds' eggs with some nests. The introduction 
contains an account of the gross features of the development of 
the chick in the egg. 

ea. 1780. New British Bird Fancier, etc. 8vo. 

1745. (A) new general history of birds; including 
the methods of breeding, managing, and teaching 
of song birds. 2 vols. 18mo. London. 
'Illustrated with about 400 figures, copied from 
the originals.' 

/\Vol. I, pp. i-xii, 1 l., pp. 13-340, 171 woodcuts 

? 
/ 
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~ANONYMOUS. (Titles in alphabetical se
quence. ) (contd.)] 
(portrs. of birds ) and numerous decorations. 
Vol. 11, pp. i-viii, 3-814, 3 ll. (index, begun on 
p. ::314 ), 182 woodruts (portrs. of birds ) and numer
ous decorations. 
There are several editions and variant printings of this curious 
work on the habits and other characteristics of many birds. The 
Ayer-Zimmer Catalogue describes a Birmingham edition published 
in 1743. 

1791-2. ,\ new system of the natural history of 
quadrupeds, birds, fishes and insects. 3 vols. 8vo. 
Vol. I, pp. xviii + (2 )+ 586+ (1). 46 pl. T. of c. 
Vol. IJ, pp. vii +( 1) + .5~8. 56 pi. T. of c. Vol. Ill, 
pp. viii + 577 + (2). 44 pl. T. of r. Rdinhurgh. 
A work largely compiled from the writings of others. The portion 
relating to birds will be found in vol. II, pp. 1-568, with 56 plates. 

1801. NoLice ue principaux objets d'histoire 
naLurelle, etc. See J.\UME-SAINT-HILAIRE. 

n.d. ( Les) oiseaux, description des principales 
especes des oiseaux d'Europe; dessins et gravures 
de Pauquet freres. 4lo. pp. 32. T. of c. 8 col. pl. 
18 figs. in the text. Paris. 
An attempt in a few pages to describe and depict the genera and 
species of the principal European birds. The work has little scientific 
value, although some of the colored plates are good. 

1855. Ornithological synonimy; an anon~ mous 
JJJanuscripl. 4lo. [ 4.J4] {ol. 
An old manuscript by some unknown English ornithologist dealing 
with the V1llturidae, Falconidae, and Strigidae. 

1767-7eJ Orni~hologia, .Metho~icc ~ige~ta, atque 
Ieonibus rene1s ad v1vum tllummatls ornata 
[I ,a tine et Italice a Xavier Manetti, Laurentio 
Lorenzi, et Violante Vanni]; Vols. 1-V. 600 
roloured plates, portrait of G-erini after Zocchi, 
vignettes, etc. roy. folio. Florentice. 
A very valuable collection of early plates from treatises by several 
well-known naturalists. 

1743-5. Ornithologia nova; or, A new general 
history of birds, extracted from the best authori
ties in various languages both antient and modern. 
\Vilh Remarks and proper observations upon the 
different species and kinds throughout the known 
worlcl, from the most curious Naturalists, Vir
tuosos and travellers. Containing, a description 
of a great number of curious and uncommon 
birds, found in different parts of the Universe. 
Illustrated with about four hundred figures, 
copied from the best originals. 2 vols. 16 mo. 
Vol. I, pp. xii+(2)+13-340. 257 figs. Vol. 11, 
pp. (2)+viii+3-314+(6). 250 figs. index. 

Birmingham. 
A curious little work, describing the appearance and habits of 
various birds. Many of the accounts are based on travellers' tales, 
whilst others are from more reliable sources. The 507 woodcuts 
are very quaint and crude. 

1780. Ornithotrophie artificiele, etc. Paris. 

(1840). The Parrot-keeper's Guide. By an 
experienced Dealer. pp. 48. small 8vo. 6 col. 
and 8 plain plates. index. London. 

1815. Recreations in natural history; or, Popular 
sketches of British quadrupeds: describing their 
nature, habits, and dispositions, and interspersed 
with original anecdotes; embellished with numer
ous engravings and wood cuts from portraits of 

living animals. 4lo. 
After L. Clennell. 

illusl. pl. pp. 16+368. 
London. 

1835. Saydiyya. Persian manuscript. sm. 4to. 
21 folios. 
A short, anonymous treatise on hunting from the religious (Shihite) 
viewpoint. Incidentally it furnishes a list of birds, mamntals, 
insects, and other animals in Arabic, Persian and Hindi. (W. I.) 

1828. Sketches of Birds Ly Japrmesc .\rtist 
(unsio·ned) of the Old Kano ~chool. (Arranged in 
European order.) Vols. 11 and IV. 

(? 1785.) TiblJ-i-aspan. (Hinduslani manuscript. ) 
A short versified treatise on th treatment of diseases of the horse. 
It is divided irregularly into a large number of short paragraphs 
which have each a special heading. The name of the author and the 
date of composition are not mentioned. Most probably the work 
was composed towards the end of the XVIIIth, or beginning of thr 
XIXth century, judging from its tylr. A fairly good and well 
preserved copy. (W. L) 

ea. 1885. Tibbu'l-l).aywan. Arabic rnanusc·tipt on 
veLcrinary Medicine and Smgery. 
Useful for determining the meaning of terms one meets with in 
Arabic and Persian works on zoology. As there is no proper intro
duction the author's name, date of composition, and formal title 
are not 'mentioned. The copy (or original) is not found in the usual 
catalogues so that the treatise may be unique. There is a table of 
contents at the end of the book. Th<> caligraphy is good. (W. l.) 

1920. Tot a Kahani; [or Indian folklore . tor·~· ur 
a parrot ). vo. pp. 104 + 1. J.ahoN. 
A translation into Urdu of a famous s rif's of Persian folk-lorr 
stories akin to the Arabian Nights Ent£•rtainment, , iu which a wise 
old pa'rrot gives his experience of life in and out of the jnnglr. 
There are several editions, including an old Persian }18. beautifully 
illustrated, of this volume. 

1925. To la Maina; [or lndian folklore I ales of 
I he parrot and the My11ah]. 8vo. pp. 168. 

I.allorf'. 
Folklore tales of the )lynah an<l Parrot, familiar to mo t North 
Indian and Persian peoples, with whom they were very popular. 
The present edition is printed in rdu. 

1765. A treatise on domestic pigeons; compre
hending all the different pecics known in England 
. .. Carefully ~ompiled from the best aut hors. To 
which is added, a .mo t ample description of t.hut 
celebra Led aud beau Liful pigeon called Lite almond 
tumbler. post 8vo. pp. xvi + 144. (tonl. 13 pi. 
75 figs. (head and tail pieces). London. 
The Columbarium of Moore (1735) amplified by a practical.fancier. 
It embraces everything necessary for the succe sful brerdmg and 
rearing of pigeons in general. The book is said to be extremely 
SC'arce according to a pencil note on the fly-leaf. 

1864. Unterricht f. Liebhaber der KanarienYogeL 
Quedlinburg. 7 

*k 1700. Uccellini; a book of Italian water-color ~ ~~ 
drawings of birds.] folio. 105 pl. 
n.d. Wild Birds at Home. 2 vols. 12mo. First 
and Second Series. t 
1923. (Die ) Zweisprachl,der Tiere (Dialogu 
crf'aturarum ). 8vo. pp. 7'8. 38 woodcuts in text. 1 
T. of c. .Hiinchen. 
A modern edition of the well-known Physiologus or Dialogus 
creaturar-um, that in the early middle ages formed one of the few 
manuscripts on birds and other animals. These fables, by and 
tmknown author, have been frequently copied, the first prin~ 
edition being published by Peter van Leu a.t Hou~a •. Holla~d •. m 
1480. The present volume is number 27 of a 550 lnmted prmtmg 
translated from Latin into German, with the woodcuts of the early 
Dutch edition. There are many dialogues in which birds take part, 
thus illustrating their habits and establishing their identity. 

1854-60. (The) zones of the earth; production of 
the zones. folio. 2 vols. pi. London. 
CoNTENTs: vol. p]. Text. [~].Plates. 
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ANSLIJN ' NICOLAAS [1777- 1838] 0 

1822. Systematische IJeschrijving der Vogelen. 
pp. 596. Leyden. 
This is a rare treatise not listed in the Oat. Br . .M118. (Nat .. Hist.), and probably a forenmner of the author's two-volume treatise on the vertebrates of Holland. 

1838. Afbeeldingen van Niederlandshe dieren. 
2 nols. Svo. 316 col. pl., of which 13.3 are o( birds. 

Leurlen. 
An earlier (first'?) edition of this excellent treatise on the vertebrates of Holland was published in 1830. The plates are hand-colored. 

ANTARCTIC EXPED . (BR. MUS. ) ZOO
LOGY. See NATIO ALA TARCTIC EXPED. 

ANTHONY, H. E., and others . 
1917. Mammals of America; technical editor, 
H. E. Anthony ... artists, Carl Rungius Belmore 
Browne, George A. King. 

New York, The University society inc. 
1928. Field Book of North American Mammals. 
12mo. pp. 625. 32 col. pl. 175 illusl. N. Y. 
The author, well known as the Curator of Mammals in the American Museum of Natural History, systematically describes every mammal north of the Rio Grande, and gives an account of its habits, geographical ranges, etc. 

1929. Field Book of North .. \merican Mammals, 
with 32 colored plates, and 17 3 text illust. cr. Suo. 
map. New York. 
Another printing of an earlier edition. 

I {;::JANTHONY, R_:~e FRANCE. EXPEDITION ANT
vvJ ( ARCTIQUE, ( 190lQJ-~· 

ANTHROPOLOGIE. 1890- date. Paris. 

ANTINORI, 0RAZIO' MARCHESE [1811- 82 J 0 

1864. f:atalogo descrittivo di una co1lezione cli 
uccelli nell' interno dell' Africa cenLrale nord da1 
maggio 1859 a11uglio 1861. 8vo. pp. 30 + 117. 

1'.1ilano. 
In this important catalogue of birds found in north-central Africa several species new to science are described. The present copy is from the God man library. 

1873. Viaggio dei Signori 0. Anlinol'i, 0. Beeeari 
eel A. Issei nel mar Rosso, nel terriLorio dei Bogos 
e regioni circostanti durante gli anni 1870- 71. 
Catalogo degli uceelli compilat'i{ per cura di 0. 
Antinori eT. Salvadori. 4to. pp. 161. pl. 

Genova. 
ANTONIUS LE GRAND. 

1673. Historia naturae. variis experimentis et 
ratiociniis elucidata. pp. 3S + 416. J.ondonini. 
This rare treatise is in the Dean A dams Library CMcGill). Not listed in the B.M. Nat. Hist. Cat. 

ANUARIO D. ACADEMIA MEXICANA DE 
CIENCIAS EXACTAS, FISICAS Y NATU
RALES. 1895-9. See ACADEMIA MEXJCA A, etc. 

ANZEIGEBLATT DER ORNIT!!0!..0G. 
MONATSSCHRIFT DES DEUTSCHEN 
VEREINS ZUM SCHUTZE DER VOGEL
WELT. See also MONATSSCHRIFT DES SAC.Hiscn
TIIURI GISCliEN VEREINS, etc. 
The E.S.W. Library has 1897-1903, 12nos.ineach. With1901, No. 3, the title was changed to Anzeigen-Beilage. Table of contents and volume indices. ;llany colored and other illustrations. That well conducted journal, the Omithologisclte .Monatsschrift, published several supplemental periodicals and serials. '£he title of the chief of these was the Anzeigeblatt. This was issued in 12 (monthly) numbers per volume (annum), and printed in Gothic type with separate pagination, title-wrapper, and numbering. It was of the same size and excellent quality as the .Monatsschrift, was well 

illustrated both in colors and blark and white, and contained many valuable contributions to sciencE' by well-known ornithologists. 
The Compiler has so far seen only the following separate issues: 1897. Nos. 1-12. 364 pp. 1'. of c. col. illust. List of Members. 
1898. Nos. 1- 12. 376 pp. T. of c. col. illust. index. 
1899. Nos. 1- 12. 380 pp. 1'. of c. col. ill11st. index. 
1900. Nos. 1-12. 496 pp. T. of c. 11Iany col. illust. 
1901. Nos. 1- 12. 434 pp. T. of c . .Many col. illust. index. 
Title of No. 3 and subsequent numbers changed to Anzeigen-Beilage. 1902. Nos. 1- 12. 536 pp. T. of c. col. illust. index. 
1903. Nos. 1- 12. 506 pp. T. of c. Many colored and other illust. 

ANZEIGEN-BEILAGE. 
Continuation of the Anzeigeblatt der Ornitholog. 
Monatsschrift des Deutschen Vereins zum Schutze 
der Vogelwelt (q.Y. ). 

ANZEIGER FtJ'R BOTANIX UND ZOO
LOGIE. 
? 1896- dale. No 33 bears date 19·1.g. Published 
as a dealer's list by Oswald Weigel, Konigstr. 

Leipzig. 
A useful priced catalogue of titles in all departments of natural 
history. 

ANZEIGER F .D . GES. NATURWISSEN
SCHAFT. 
1817-22. 1- 5 (all pub.). See BERN. 

ANZEIGER DER ORNITHOLOGISCHEN 
GESELLSCHAFr.r IN BAYERN. 
Beiblatt to the Verhandlungen d. Ornithol. 
Gesellsch. in Bayern. (q.v. ) ; also the .Jahres
bericht des Ornith. Vereins Munchen. Nos. 1 
and 2. 1919. 14 pp. No. 3. 1920. No. 4. March 
19':21. No. 5. Dec. 19·2.1. Svo. 1\1iinchen. 
Although this magazine is officially described as 'ein unregelm.issig 
erscheinend~eiblatt' of the 'Verhandlungen' it is issued quite independently of the latter and contains many scientific contributions (Stresemann, Hellmayr et al) apart from its office as a record of the business meetings of the Society. 

APGAR, AUSTIN CRAIG [1838- 1910] 0 

1893. Pocket key of the birds of the northern 
United States, east of the Rocky Mountains. 
sm. Suo. pp. (4 )+ 5- 63. glossary. index . 

Trenton, N.J. 
The title sufficiently covers the description, the glossary giving the meaning of the minimum technical terms used. The present copy is an autographed presentation from the author. 

1898. Birds of the United SLates east of the 
Rocky Mountains, a manual for the identification 
of species in hand or in the bush. Suo. pp. 415. 
70 figs. and numerous line drawings. T. of c. 
glossary. index. New rork. 
A work for students and beginners, with short descriptions of the species, keys for their determination in the field, and a glossary of technical terms. The half-tone illustrations as a rule are poor, in fact unrecognizable in some cases. 

APLIN, BENJAMIN o'OYLY. See APLIN, F. c. 
APLIN, F. C.; APLIN, Rev. B. o'O. and 
APLIN, 0LIVER V. 
1882. A list of the birds of the Banbury district. 
Svo. pp. 177. Banbury. 
Forming the first publication of the Eanbury Natural History Society. The annotated list comprises some 180 species. 

APLIN' 0LIVER VERNON [1858- J 0 

1882. SeeAPLIN,F.c. 
1889. The birds of Oxfordshire. With a map. 
Suo. pp. vii+(1)+217. front. (col.). 1 map (col. 
fold.). addend. glossary. index. U.r (orrl. 
A well annotated list of 242 species, in addition to six species the occurrence of which is considered doubtful. A topographical and historical chapter precedes the bird matter. 
1898. Pygopodes. See BUTLER, A.G. brilisll birds, 
&c. Vol. vi. 
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APOSTOLIDOS, NIKOLAOS CHRISTO. 

1885. (In modern Greek. ) Das Tierreich, Nalur
gesch . d. Saugetiere. Vogel, Kriechtiere, etc. 
(The Animal Kinadom, Natural hist. of Mammals, 
Birds, etc. ) 4to. 90 col. pl. Allzens. 

APPUN, C. F. 
1871. Unter den Tropen, etc. 2 vols. 8vo. 
(Wanting.) Jena. 

APTERYX . 
1905. A New England quarterly of natural his
tory. Vol. 1, nos. 1-3; Jan.-July 1905 (all pub.). 
3 nos. in 1 vol. 23! cm. ix pl., 1 col. (incl. doub le 
map). Pub. quarterly in the interests of the 
Roger Williams park museum of Providence, R.l. 

Providence, R.l . 
This promisin~ J?eriodical eventually failed because of lack of support 
from the mumCipal government. 

APUNTES DE HISTORIA NATURAL . 
1909- 10 ? Buenos Aires. 

AQLU'SH-SHU'UR, by NIZAMU'D-DI . 

1914. Hindustani natural history encyclopedia. 
Lithograph. pp. 490. Lucknow. 

AQUATIC LIFE. 1915-date. (Wanting.) 
Philadelphia. 

AQUATIC MONTHLY AND NAUTICAL 
REVIEW . 1872-81. New York. 

Devoted to the Interests of all pastimes (and natural history) by 
field and water. 

AQUILA. 
A Magyar Ornithologiai Kozpont Foly6irata. 
Periodical of Ornit hology. Journal pour Orni
lhologie. Zeitschrift fOr Ornithologie. Edi ted for 
t he Hungarian Ornit hological Central-Bureau 
(founded in 1893) by Herman Ott6. 4lo. Pictured 
t inted wrappers. Quarterly. Budapest. 

1894-date. 
Published in both Hungarian and German- two 
parallel columns to a page. Papers occasionally 
published in French or English. Collation of the 
first 28 vols. follows. 
Jahrg. I. 1894. Motto: In excelso figit nidum 
Regina avium. Nos. 1 and 2, July; Nos. 3 and 4, 
Dec. 188+36 pp. col. pl. index. 

Jahrg. I I. 1895. Nos. 1 and 2, April; Nos. 3 and 4, 
Dec. 201 pp. illust. index. 

Jahrg. Ill. 18~)6. Nos. 1-2, May; Nos. 3-4, Dec. 
252 pp. two col. pl. 
Jahrg. IV. 1897 . Nos. 1-3, June; No. 4, Nov. 
288 pp. index. col. pl. and figs. 

Jahrg. V. 1898. Nos. 1-3, March; No. 4, Nov. 
311 pp. index. col. pi. and figs. 

Jahrg. VI. 1899. No . 1-2, May; o. 3, Aug.; 
No. 4, Dec. 425 pp. index. col. pl. and figs. 

Jahrg. IX. 1902. Nos. 1-4, Aug. 272 pp. index. 
col. pl. and figs. Supplement. 28 pp. 
Jahrg. X. 1903. 
Jahrg. XI. 1D04. Tos. 1-4, Dec. 404 pp. index. 
.11any col. pi . and figs. Motto omitted. 
Jahrg. XII. 1905. Nos. 1-4, Dec. 387 pp. index. 
tables and charts. 

.Jahrg. XIII. 1906. Nos. 1- 4, Dec. 274 pp. 
index. col. pl. and figs. 
Jahrg. XIV. 1907. Nos. 1- 4, Dec. 380 pp. inde:t. 
plates and figs. 
.Jahrg. XV. 1908. No . 1- 4, Dec. 360 pp. index. 
plates and figs. 
Jahrg. XVI. 1909. Nos. 1-4, Dec. 3J9 pp. index. 
plates and fi!Js. 
Jahrg. XVII. 1910. Nos.1-4, Dec. 305 pp. index. 
col. pl. and figs. 
Jahrg. XVIII. 1911. Nos. 1-4, Dec. 447 pp. 
index. col. pl. and figs. 

Jahrg. XIX. 1912. 1os. 1-4, Dec. 504 pp. 
index. col. pi. and figs. 
Jahrg. XX. 1913. Nos. 1-4, Dec. 585 pp. index. 
col. pl. and figs. 
Jahrg. XXI. 1914. Nos. 1-4, Dec. 299 pp. index. 
plates and figs. Death of the Editor and Founder, 
Ott6 Herman. 
Jahrg. XXII. 1915. Is ued as a single vol. 
German text follmvs the Hungarian. 437 pp. 
1 pl. and 27 figs. Editor: Tit us Csorgey. Full 
index pub. in 1918. 
Jahrg. XXIII. 1916. 599 pp. index. 2 co l . pl. 
and 9 figs. in the text. Editor: Stefan Chernel. 
Jahrg. XXIV. 1Ul7. 321 pp. index. 2 pl. and 
21 figs. in text. Full index to Jahrg. Hll5, pub. 
as supplement. 16 pp. 

Jahrg. XXV. 1918. 236 pp. index. 1 pi . and 
23 figs. in text. Two supplements. 76 + 69 pp. 

Jahrg. XXVI. 1919. 164 pp. index. portrait. 

Jahrg. XXVII. 1920. [Issued . Iar. 15, 19'21.] 
304 pp. plates and 1 text illusl. 

Jahrg. (Tom.) XXVIII. 192.1. 245 pp. index. 
figs. in text. And continuation. 
This well-edited magazine, belonging to the highest class of scientific 
journalism, survived the hard struggle of the World War and 
continues to appear, although in somewhat belated fashion. The 
volumes are well illustrated and the contributions are chiefly from 
the pens of Hungarian writers, although numerous papers have been 
written by others. Besides the editor were Blasius, C. Floericke, 
Frivaldsky, Fiirbringer, Kleinschmidt, chenk, Tschusi zu chmid· p 
hofen, and numerous others of like rank. 

ARBEITEN DER BIOL. STATION Z'ltt ~ 
HOSSINO , etc. r 
1924- 6 . 3 vols. Text Russian and German. 

ARBEITEN A . D. ZOOLOG. INSTITUT ZU 
GRAZ . 
1886- 191 1. Vols. 1-9 (all pub.). Jliincllen. 

ARBEITEN AUS DEM ZOOLOGISCHEN 
INSTIT UT DER UNIVERSITAT WIEN 
UND DER ZOOLOGISCHEN STATION IN 
TRIEST. 1878-1 915. 1 ienna. 

ARBEITEN ZOOL. INST. W'URZBURG. 
.See \\" .. RZB H.l;. ZOO LOG lSCll-ZOOTOl\11SCHE IN-

STITUT. 

ARBEITEN AUS DEM ZOOLOGISCH. U. 
ZOOTOMISCHEN KABINET D. UNIV . 
ST. PETERSBURG. 
1890-1 9 11. os. '2-21. Mit vieleu Taf. 

St. P etersbury. 

/ 
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ARB OLEYA, J. G. DE. 

1852. Manual de la Tsla de Cuba. 1 vol. 18mo. 
Havcma. 

ARCAN A: or, THE MUSEUM OF NATURAL 
HISTORY. London. 
1810-11 . See PERRY , 17EORGE. 

ARCA!-1A NAT U R ... !\.E . 1859 . (vVanting. ) 
Paris. 

ARCHIV F . BIONTOLOGIE. ( Gesellschaft 
f. naturf. Freund e zu B er lin. ) Berlin . 
1906-date ( suspen.-led 1909-1 '2). 

ARCHIV FttR ENTWICKELUN GSME
CHANIK DER ORGANI S MEN. Leipzig. 
1894-1923. Merg"'d into Archi' Hir mikros. anat. 
unci entwick., Pte. (\Nanting. ) 

1 
'

ARCHIV FfiR GEFLUGELKUNDE. 
5 MONATeQHR. F . Fl>RDE RUNG, etc. 
vU 1926-date:~dited by Dr. Otto Bartsch, Berlin

Niederschonhausen, Kaiser \\ ilhelmstr . 66, Ger
many. 
A semi-popular periodical devoted mainly to barnyard fowls. 

ARCHIV F.D. GESCHICHTE D . NATUR
WISSENSCHAFTEN U. DER TECHNIK. 
1909- 18. Vols. 1-8. 

ARCHIV F'UR H YDROBIOLOGIE UND 
P L ANXTON KUND:E . Berlin , Siuttgart. 
1893-1905. .-1. s Forsehuugs. :1us cl . Hi ologi s~,.;h. 
Station zu PIOn. 

1905-date. New series . (\!Vant.iug. ) 

ARCH IV FOR MATHEl'.JIATIK OG N A~UR-
VIDE NSXAB. 1876- dale. Oslo. 

A R CH I V F'UR M I X ROSKOPISCHE AN A-
TOMIE UND ENT WICKLUNGSME-
CHANIK. Bonn . 
1865-date. Continuation of .\rcbiv fOr Entwick. 
der Organismen. 

ARCHIV FttR NATURGESCHICHTE. 
Berlin . 

1835-1911. Continued in two secLioHs. 

1912- date . . '\bLeilu ng ,\:Original ;- rbeitrn. 
19 12-drlle. Abteilung B: .Jahresbericbte. 
1835-clale. Herausgeg 'ben von ... ;\. F . ~\ . 
\Viegman11, (<Htd afterwards) \i\ . F . Erichson , 
F . H . Troscbel, E. von \1arLens, and [" . Hilgendorf. 

nv( 1860. Registrr zu den ersten rJ nf,.......um i Z\ anl.i 'g 
/, .Jahrgange11. .f '-"' v i 

1895. Regist er zu rlrw ·2G . his GO . .J ulJ rgang. 8uo. 
Berlin . 

One of the longe~:;t established and most. important of the periodicals 
devoted to nattm;I history. ltn-aluable to students of vertebrate 
zoolog~. 

ARCHIV DER NATURGESCHICHTE. 
1827-30. (v\-an Ling.) Naumburg. 

ARCHIV F 'Ult NATU'R, XUNST, WISSE~l
SCHAFT UND LEBEN. 
1841-8. Bd. D-I G. Jrg. Braunschweiy. 

ARCHIV F. DIE N ATURKUNDE EESTIS . 
Tartu. 

1854-1905 ? as Archiv fur die ~aturkunde Liv-, 
Ehst- und Kurlands; 1920-3 Arcaiv fUr die !?t ur
kunde des Ostbaltikums. Suspended 1906-19. 

1854. First series. Geologica, chemica et physica. 
Vols. 1-9. Pt. 5? as Mineralogische ;tissenschaf
ten, nebst i.hemie, ~1ysik, etc. 
1859. Second -series. Biologische naturkunde . 

ARCHIV FUR DIE NATURXUNDE LIV-, 
EEST- UND XURLANDS. See ARCHIV FUR 
DIE NATURKUND E EESTIS. 

ARCHIV FttR DIE .NATURXUNDE DES 
OSTBALTIKUMS. See ARCHIV FUR DIE 
NATURKU D E EESTIS. 

ARCHIV FttR NATURWISS NSCHAFT. 
See KON I GSB E R GER A R CHIV FUR . NATURWISSEN
SCHAFTEN UND MATHEMATIK. Konigsberg. 

ARCHIV FUR DIE NATURWISSEN-
SCHAFTLICHE LANDESDURCHFOR-
SCHUNG VON BHHMEN. 1869-date . 

P rague. 

ARCHIV F. WISSENSCHAFTL. U. PET. 
THIERHEILltUNDE . 
1875-1901. Vols. 1-'27. (Continues the earlier 
Magazin f. d . ges. Thierheilk.) Berlin . 

ARCHIV Fl1ER DIE ORNITHOLOGIE. 
See NAUMANNIA. 

ARCHIV FttR DIE SYSTEMATISCHE 
NATURGESCHJ:CHTE. Leipzig. 
1804. Continued as Beiti:§ge zur NaLurkunde. 

ARCHIV D. VEREINS D. FREUNDE D . 
NATURGESCH. 

{J 11 
1~ 11/ 

1847-1922. Jrg. 1- 75. .\1it Inhaltsverz. zu '21-50 t 
u. alphab. Register zu 11-50. Nebst '2 Katl,.._ d. 0 
Vereinsbib liothek von 1887 u. 1896. Gustrow. 

M ecklenbu_r...;;:g_. ____ ___...-/ 
ic-

ARCHIV FttR ZOOLOGIE UND ZOOTOMIE. 
Berlin, Brunswick. 

1800-6. CouLinued as Neues Archiv fUr Zoologie 
und Zootomie. 

ARCHIVES DE BIOLOGIE. 1880-date. 
Paris, Ghent, Liege. 

A very i mportant periodical, especially for reference. 

ARCHIVES DE LA COMMISSION SCIEN-
TIFIQUE DU MEXIQUE . Paris. 
1865-7 . (Wanting.) 

ARCHIVES OF COMPARATIVE MEDI
CINE AND SURGERY. See J OURNAL OF 
COMPAR AT IVEMEDICINEA DVETERINARY ARCHIVES. 

ARCHIVES ITALIENNES DE BIOLOGIE. 
1882-dale. (Wanting .) Pisa, Rome . 

ARCHIVES DU MUSEUM D'HISTOIRE 
NATURELLE DE LYON. S ee M USEUM DES 
SCI E CES NATUR ELLES D E LYON . 

Dd 

• 

) 
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~ c ( ARCHIVES DU MUS*TTM D ' HISTOIRE ARCHIVUM BALATONICUM. (Mus. Na-

~ NATURELLE D E PAI'fs . tion . Hungaricn.m. ) 1926- dale. Budapest. 

s. 1865-74. 1st Ser. 1-10. 

1875-88. 2nd Ser. 1-10. 

1889-98. 3rd Ser. 1-10. 

1899-1908. 4th Ser. 1-10. 

1909. 5th Ser. Vol. 1 and continuation. 

A RCHIVES NEERLANDAISES DE 

P HYSIOLOGIE DE L'HOMME ET DES 

ANIMAUX. 1916-date. The Hague. 

ARCHIVES NEERLANDAISES DES 

SCIENCES EXACTES ET NATURELLES. 

1866- 97. Series 1. 

1897- 1911 . Series 2. 

The Hague. 

1911-date. Serie 3 a. (Sciences Naturelle .) 

AR~IVES 
SCI!NCES 
(Wanting.) 

PORTUGAISES DES 

BIOLOGIQUES. 1921-date. 
Lisbon. 

ARCHIVES OF SCIENCE AND TRANS

ACTIONS OF THE ORLEANS COUNTY 

SOCIETY OF NATURAL SCIENCES. 

1870-4 . Newport, Vt. 

ARCHIVES SLAVES DE BIOLOGIE. 1886-7 . 

(W anting.) Paris . 

ARCHIVES DE ZOOLOGIE EXPERIMEN

TALE ET GENERALE . 
1872-date. Publiees sous la direction de H. de 

Lacaze-Duthiers. Tom. I-X . 

1883-92. Ser. II , Tom. I- X ( = XI- XX ). 

1893-1902. Ser. Ill, Tom. I- X (= XXI-XXX). 

Publiees sous la direction de H . de Lacaze

Dut hiers (et G. Pruvot and afterwards E. G. 

Racovitza). 

1903- 9. Ser. IV, Tom. I-X (=XXXI-XL). 

Fondees par H. de Lacaze-Duthiers. Publiees par 

G. P ruvot et E. G. Racovitza. 

1909- 13. Ser. V, Tom . I-X(= XLI-L). 

1912-date. Tom. LI-. 8vo. Paris. 

ARCHIVIO DI BIOLOGICA. 1894-date. 

(Wanting.) Florence. 

ARCHIVIO DI SCIENZE BIOLOG:t~HE. 
1919- da te . ~~pies. 

ARCHIVIO PER LA ZOOLOGIA, L'ANA

TOMI~ E LA FISIOLOGIA. 
Genoa, JJ odena, Bologna. 

1861-6. Series 1. 

1869-70. Series 2 (all pub.). 

ARCHIVIO ZOOLOGICO. (Unione Zoologica 

Italiana. ) Naples. 

1902-dale. Suspended 1917-20. 

ARCHIVOS DE BIOLOGIA. 1916-date. 
do Paulo, Brazil. 

ARCHIVUM ZOOLOGICUM. 

1909- 10. Redaclionis curam gerenlibus Dr. J. de 

Madarasz et E. . iki. Vol. I. Budapest. 

ARCTIC WORLD , THE , etc. See ANO.·Y-

MOUS 1 1876. 

ARDEA. 
Tijdschrifl der r ederland che Ornithologi che 

Vereeniging onder redactie van: Dr. L. F . de 

Beaufort, A. ,\. Van Pelt Lechner en Dr. E. D. 

Van Oort. 8vo. Plates and cuts in the text. 

Colored wrappers, with figure of rdea. 

1912-date. Jaargang I-. Quarterly. 8vo. 
Leiden, Holland. 

The Journal is the conti11uation of the Verslagen 

en Af ededeelingen N ederlandsclze Ornithologische 

Vereeniging. 
detailed catalogue of the i sues to 19· Z is as 

follows: 
Jaargang I. 191"2. Afl. 1, 2, and 3-4. pr.-Dec. 

137 pp. index. illusl. Double part 3/4. 

JaarganO" II. 1913. Afl. 1-4. Mar., June, ept., 

Dec. 173 pp. index. illust. 

JaarganO" Ill. 1914. Afl. 1-4. Mar., June, Oct., 

Dec. 149 pp. index. illust. 

Jaargang IV. 1915. Afl. 1-4. Mar., June, ept., 

Dec. 146 pp. index. illust. 

Jaargang V. 1916. Afl. 1-4. Apr., Aug., Dec. 

118 pp. index. illust. Double part 3/4. Dec. 

J aargang V II. 1918. Afl. 1-4. Apr., Aug., Dec. 

184 pp. index. illust. Double part 1/2. 

J aarO"ang VIII. 1919. All. 1-4. Aug.; Afl. 2, 

Nov. 132 pp. illust. Pub. by A. B. \Vigman, 

Wageningen, Holland. 

J aargang IX. 1920. Afl. 1 May and "2 Sept. 

60 pp. index. illust. 

Jaargang X. 19")1. Afl. 1-3. 193 pp. index 

illust. Pub. by E. J. Brill, Leiden. 

Jaargang XI. 19')2 .. fl. 1. 96 pp. 

On the list of contributors to the Verslagen and to .Ardea may be 

mentioned F. E. Blaauw, Dr. A. E. H. waen, Dr. E. D. Van Oort, 

F. Willemse et al, who furnish a number of valuable observations 

(occasionally in French and German) on both Dutch and Batavian 

species. 

ARENBERG, E., Prince n'. 
1911-12. Le oiseaux nui ibles de France et le 

mod s de has e ou de pieg age propres a leur 

de truction suivi de quelque consideration ur 

1es buses et le faucon cres erelle. 2 vols. 12mo. 

Vol. I. 1911. pp.l09 + 1. 22 col. pl. T. of c. Vol. 

I I. 1912. pp. 156. 27 col. pl. T. of c. 

An e say on French economic ornithology in which bird-bunting 

and its method are fully discussed. 

1922. Le pa ereau. , les pigeon , les echa iers 

et le pa1mipede nui ihle de France, et les mode 

de chasse et de piegeage propres a lour de truclion. 

27 Planche coloriees. 12mo. pp . 156. 27 pl. (col.). 

T. of c. Paris. 

ARCHIVOS DE VETERINARIA Y ZOO
TECHNIA. 1921-2? (Wanting.) Montevideo. f. ~~~:ely illustrated booklet on birds alleged to be injurious in 

~~ 
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_;v)iTAREVALO Y BACA, Jos:E [d. 1890]. 
1887. Aves de Espafla. sm. 4to. 29 cm. pp. [iii]-

rl vi, [7]-471 . (Half-title: Memorias de la Real 
academia de ciencias exactas, tisicas y naturales. 
tomo xr ). ~ JTadrid. 
A monograph on the birds of Spain, with their vulgar and systematic 
names, food supply, distribution, habits, and other characters. 
The work, excellent as it is, lacks illustration. The present copy, in 
the original wrappers, is from the author's library. 

ARGENSOLA, BARTOLOME LEONARDO D, [1566-
1631 J. 
1708. The discovery and conquest of the Molucco 
and Philippine Islands; containing their history, 
ancient and modern, natural and political . . . 
Written in Spanish by Bartholomew Leonardo de 
Argensola ... Now translated into English: And 
illustrated with a map and several cuts. pp. ( 4) + 
260 +( 8). 1 pl. index. London. 

ARGENT, J. A. 
1839. A Nomenclature of British Birds, etc. 
(Labels for collections.) 1 vol. 8uo. London. 
A useful collection of tags for reference. 

a/ £(ARGENTINE REPUBLIC. Comisi9n cient1-
"" fi.ca de la expedici~n al R!.o Negro, 1879. 

.I v I '(. 1881-2. Informe oficial de la Comisi6n cientifica 
0 agregada al Estado mayor general de la expedici~n 

r I al R,!o Negro (Patagonia) realizada en los meses 
L. de a'bril, mayo y junio de 1879, hajo las 6rdenes 

del general D. Julio A. Roca (con 16 laminas). 
3 pis. folio. 33! x 25! cm. pp. 24 + 530. illust. 
plates (partly col.). Buenos Aires. 
CoNTENTS: entrega I. Zoolo~da. 1. Observaciones 
generales sobre la fauna del teFritorio conquistado, 
por Adolfo Doering. n. Enumeracicln sistematica 
de las especies observadas durantefla ejpedici~n: 
Vertebrados, por A. Doering. MolJscos, por 
A. Doering. Insectos, por Carlos Berg. Aracnidos, 
por E. L. Holmberg.- entrega II. Botanica, 
por P. G. Lorentz y G. Niederlein.-entr~ga Ill. 
Geologia, por A. Doering. T 

ARISTOTLE [384-322 B.c.]. 
Early 14th century. German manuscript. 
Translacio tractatus primi libri quem composuit 
Aristoteles in cognitione naturarum animalium. 
A fragment of the translation of the Historia animalium from 
Arabic and Latin by Michael Scott. [0.] 

1476. Libri de Animalibus. 
Proctor 4312. [0.] 

Hain-C. 1699. 
Venice. 

1493. Prepositiones ex omnibus Aristotelis libris 
philosophie, moralis, na turalis & prime nee no 
dialectice, rhetorice & poeticae, diligetissime 
excerpte: & ad certa reru capita pulcherimo 
ordine per tabellam additam redacte [by Theo
philus de Ferrarus, ed. by Benedictus Soncinas]. 
folio. pp. [56]+ 287. Venetiis. 

1495-8. Opera; Graece, etc. Aldus Manutius. 
folio. 5 vols. 'API.ETOT. llEPI ZQQN 'I.ETOPIA. 
[0.] Venice. 
The second volume of this rare (and famous) Greek edition con
taining the History of Animals. 

1498. De natura animalium, de partibus ani
. malium, de generatione animalium (lat.), inter-
prete Th. Gaza. Barth de Zanis. Venetiis. 

1513. Habentur hoc volumine haec Theod. Gaza 
interprete. Aristotelis de natura animalium, de 
partibus et generatione animalium. Theophrasti 
de historia plantarum, etc. Alexandri Aphrodi
siensis prohlemata, etc., latine. Aldus. folio. 

Venetiis. 
The celebrated Aldine print. 

1533. De Historia animalium. Simon Colinaeus. 
folio. Parisiis. 

1783. Histoire des animaux d'Aristote, . avec la 
traduction frangoise, par M. Camus. 2 vols. Paris. 
Vol. 2 has title: Notes sur l'Histoire des animaux 
d'Aristote, par M. Camus ... 
Greek and French on opposite pages. 
' Notice des mss. & des editions de l'Histoire des 
animaux, soit en grec soit en latin, dont on a fait 
usage pour cette edition': vol. 1, pp. [xli ]-lvi. 
'Table des auteurs qui ont ete consulte"pour la 
r¥~action des notes': vol. Z, pp. [ xliv ]-xlviij. 

l811. Aristotelis de animalibus historiae lib. X 
Graece et La tine. Textum recensuit, J. C. 
Scaligeri versionem recognovit, commentarium 
indicesque adjecit J. G. Schneider. 4 vols. 8vo. 

Lipsiae • 

1816. Naturgeschichte der Thiere. Wbers. v. F. 
Strack. Frankfurt-a-111. 

1831-70. Aristoteles Graece ex recensione Im
manuelis Bekkeri. Ed. Academia Regia Borussica. 
Vols. 1, Z, & 5. [0.] Berol. 

1831. Historia Animalium. Lipsiae. 

1853. Vier Biicher ueber die Tr{i,.€tle der Thiere; 
Griechisch und Deutsch und mit sacherklarenden 
Anmerkungen hrsg. von A[lexander] von Frant
zius. pp. 12 + 322. 

1857. Zoologisch-kritische Bemerkungen zu Aris
toteles Thiergeschichte. 4lo. pp. 2 + 27. See 
SONNENBURG, LUDWIG. Bonn. 

1862. Aristotle's History of animals. In ten 
books. Trans. by Richard Cresswell. H. G. Bohn. 
pp. ix+(1)+326. append. index. London. 
This excellent translation forms vol. 7 of Bohn's Classical Library, 

1863. Die Thierarten des Aristoteles von den 
Klassen der Saugethiere, Vogel, Reptilien, etc. 
8uo. pp. 242. (Wanting.) Stockholm. 
This is an admirable translation from the Swedish by C. J. SundevaJJ. 
It gives a clear description of the zoology of the illustrious, ancient 
naturalist. 

1868. Aristotelis de partibus animalium libri 
quatuor ex recognitione Bernhardi Langkavel. 
sm. 8uo. pp. lxuiii+261. index. Leipzig. 
The Greek text of Aristotle's • animals • with (Latin) notes by the 
Rev. Bernhard Langkavel of Berlin. 

1868. Thierkunde. Kriiisch-berichtigter Text, 
mit deutscher Ubersetzung, sachlicher und 
sprachlicher Erklarung u. vollstandigem Index 
von H. Aubert u. Fr. Wimmer. 2 vols. pp. 1052. 
7 pl. Leipzig. 

1882. Aristotle on the Parts of Animals. Tr ...• 
by W. Ogle. 8vo. [0.] London. tUf 
1883. Histoire des animaux traduite en £ran~ais 
... par J. Barthelemy-Saint-Hilaire. 3 vols. 8uo . 
Part of his (Euvres d'Aristote. [0.] Paris, 

" 
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~{ARISTOTLE [384-322 B.c.] (contd.)] 
1887. Traite de la Generation des Animaux ... 
traduit par J. Barthelemy-Saint-Hilaire. 2 vols. 

Paris. 

1908. The works. Tr. into Engli h-.J. A . Smith 
and \V. Ross. 11 vols. 8vo. Vol. r is deYoted to 
animals. [0.] Oxford. 

1911. De partibus animalium. Translated by 
\Villiam Ogle. 8vo. pp. 8 + 639a_697b. index. 

Oxford. 
The title s-upra is a second and revised reprint of a section of the 
translator's edition of Aristotle's works. It gives a very interesting 
account of the anatomy and physiology of both 'sanguineous' and 
'bloodless' animals. 
To the Compiler a specially important section is that devoted to 
the special senses and to the anatomy of the apparatus concerned 
in them. 

1913. Aristotle as a biologist. See THO\IP o , , 
D 'ARCY Vol. 

ARXIV FOR ZOOLOGI. K. SVE~l'SKA 
VETENSKAPS-AKADEMIEN. 1903-date. 

. .:;tockholrn. 

ARLDT' THEODOR [ 1878- ]. 
[c. 1921]. Ti('re der Vorwelt; Bild c aus der 
Saurierzeit. 8vo. pp. 144. illust. (Deutsche 
naturwissenschaftliche Gesellschaft. ) Leip:ig. 

ARMANDI, PIERRE DA:\iiE. [1778-1855]. 
1843. Hi toire ~Iilitaire de Elephants. 8vo. 
pp. xvi, 670. Paris. 

ARMAS, JuA IG. 'ACIO DE. 
1888. La Zoologia de Col6n y de lo~ primeros 
Exploradorl'l~ cl(' Americn. &•o. Ilabana. 

ARNAULT DE NOBLEVILLE, LOLl ' DANIEL 
[1701- ] . ..... ee 'OBLE\ILLE, AR~An.T DE. 

ARNDT, WALTER. 
1928-?. Die Rohstoffe des Tierreiclls. Suo. Berlin. 
f'his is the. maj<?r heading of a series of important monogravhs on 
raw matenals' m general zoology. 

ARNGRIMSON, FRIMA:-; · B. See HAGERUP, 
A. T ., 1891. 

ARNOLD' EDWARD CARLETO .. 
1907. A bird collector's medley. pp. 8 + 144. 
front. (col.). 19 pl. (11 col.). 20 figs. T. of c. 

London 

1924. British wader , illustrated in water-colour 
with descrlptiYe notes. 4to. pp. vii + (1) + 102. 
51 pl. (col.). T. of c. Cambridge. 

ARNOLD, EDWI LES'IEH LI'<DE 

1887. Birrt life in Englan,l. \uo. pp. x t- .325. 
T. ofc. London. 
An interesting a~cotmt of many of the most familiar English birds 
as well as a rev1ew o~ the gam" laws abroad. pp. 273-325. The 
above was a presentatiOn copy from the author to Howard , aunders. 

ARNOLD' FRIED RICH. 
1897. Die Vogel Europas, tfte Naturgeschichte 

und Lebensweise in Freiheit und Gefangenschaft. 
sm. 4to. pp. lxxx +458. 48 col. pl. 76 text firfs. T. 
of c. index. Stuttgart. 
A well-known, popular work, giving a full description of the 
plumage, habits, and other characters of European birds. The 
colored figures, though small, are of decided value in identifying 
species. They have been extensively used to illustrate other 
publications. 

ARQUIVOS INDO-PORTUGU~SES DE 
MEDICINA E HISTORIA .llfATURAL. 
1921-date. (Wanting.) Nova-Goa. 

ARRIGONI DEGLI ODDI, ETTORE, Conte 
[1869- ]. 
1899. Materiali per uw1 Fauna ornit Jl"gkfl 
Veronese. 8vo. ?adova. 

1902. Atlante ornitolog:co . Uccelli Europei con 
notizie d 'indole generale e particolare. 1 vol. 
4to. T. of c. index. front. 2 parts. .\filano. 
Part 1. pp. xix+165. Bibliograph, pp. 132-165. 
index. Part II. pp. xxv+566. 50 col. pl. 210 figs. 
in text. index. 
An excellent. and comprehensive description of European birds, well 
illustrated. The chromolithographs are nearly all borrowed from 
Arnold's Voqel Europas. Italian vernacular names of species accom
pany the systematic titles. 

1904. Manuale di ornitologia italiana; elenco 
descrittivo degli uccelli stazionari o di passaggio 
finora osservati in Italia. 12mo. 15! cm. pp. 163, 
viii, 907, [1]. Numerous illust. plates. map. 
Three indexes. (Manuali Hoepli.) .,iilano. 
An excellent handbook and descriptive review of all Italian birds. 

1910. Notizie sopra un individuo albino di 
Mesto1one o Spatula Clypeata (Linn.). 8vo. 8 pp. 
illust. Firenze. 
Description and portrait of a Shoveller Duck affected with complete 
albinism, shot near Padua, March 14, 1910. 

1929. Ornitologia Italiana. 4to. pp. 1046. 36 col. 
pl. 586 figs. in text. index. bibliog. pp. 29-161. 
T?Us is the most recent and most complete treatise in Italian on the 
brrds of the world, by an ornithologist who has already published a 
number of systematic and popular works on his favorite subject. 

[L']ART ANCIEN, S.A. Pelikanstr. 8, 
Ziirich I. Switzerland. 
(1925-9). Bulletins XIII-XVI. Earlv Books on 
Medicine, Natural History, and .\.lchemy (printed 
1468 to 1800 A.D.). (22 pp. 106 illust. lndex. 
Althou~h this volume is primarily a dealer's catalogue it forms a 
useful, Illustrated, annotated, and alphabetically arranged work of 
re~erence for ~tudents of early treatises on subjects relating to the 
SCiences mentwned. Of the 2,000 titles thus described the majority 
were published in the 15th and 16th centuries. 

ARTAUD, SouLANGE. See BLUME.TBACH, J. F., 

1803. 

ARTEDI, PETER [1705-35]. See SEBA, ALBERTUS, 
1734-65. 

1738: Petri Artedi . . . Ichthyologia sive opera 
omma de piscibus, scilicet: Bib1iotheca ichthyo
logica. Philosophia ichthyologica. Genera pis
cium. 'ynonymia specierum. Descriptiones 
specierum. Omnia in hoc genere perfectiora, 
quam anlea ulla. Posthurna vindicavil, recog
novit, coaptavit & edidit Carolus Linnreu 
5 pt. in 1 vol. 20! cm. Each part has special t.-p. 
'V ita Petri .\rtedi de cripta a Carolo Linnreo ': 
pp. [vii-xvii]. Lugduni Batauorum. 

/'-A well-known work on ichthyology by a famous pupil of Linnaeus1'" 

~ 
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~ ARTEDUS , PETRUS. See AF 
LINNAEUS, CAHOLUS, 1738. 

ARTHUR, C. P. 
n .d. Budgerigars and cockate, 
feed and breed Lhem: with sorr 
by W. T. Page and \V. Laskev. 
in text. • 
~m~t!~~·s pamphlet, but containing us 

. '"' ~ and FINN, FRANK. 
·n.~a. Parrots for pleasure a 
pp. 34. front. 
The first portion of this little book is dev 
of the care and treatment of Grey Parrot 
and Yellow-fronted Amazons, Mealy and 
pp. 17-21 to the breeding of hybrid Parr 
account of six popular parrots by Frank Fi 
pages a.re devoted to some facts about l\fac 

ARTHUR, STANLEY CLISBY. 
19 18 . The birds of Louisiana . 
4 figs. index. 
Bull. No. 5, State of Louisia 
servation. 
An annotated list of the 368 species recorde 
five blank sheets for notes are bound in 
which is also an autographed presentation 

ARUNDEL , W. B. 
1898 . .. ckworth Birds, etc. !?u 

ASCH AFFENBURG. 
· r..ondon. 

1884-1907. N aturwissenschaftl. V ere in zu Aschaf
fenburg . Mitteilungen. 1-6 (all pub.}. 

ASH, EDWARD c. 
1927. Dogs: their History and Development. 
2 vols. 4to. 268 pl. Vol. I. pp. 18 + 384. 108 pl. 
f!gs.int~xt. Vol. II. pp.16+778. 160pl.figs. 
m text. mdex. 
This monumental work describes and discusses the various canine 
races and their hybrids from prehistoric times until the present. 
I~ is a complete history, literary and systematic, of the Dog in all 
h1s ~elations1 and leaves little ~o be said on the subject. Many of 
the illustrat10ns are reproduct10ns of contemporary pr ints. 

ASH E' THOMAS . 
1808. Travels in America, performed in 1806, fo r 
the Purpose of Exploring the Rivers Alleghany, 
Monongahela, Ohio and Mississippi, and Ascer
taining the Produce and Condition of their Banks 
and Vicinity. 8vo. pp. 366. Newburyport. 
First American Edition. 
~t contains 'Birds of the North West Country', 119 species being 
!Isted. ' I have been much engaged during my rambles in ascertain
Ing t he number and character of the birds.' Not in Cones' Biblio
graphy . 

ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM, A CATALOGUE 
OF. 
1836 . See ANONYMOUS. 

ASHMOLEAN NATURAL HISTORY 
SOCIETY, OXFORD. 
1901-date. Proceedings and R eport. 

ASHMOLEAN SOCIETY, OXFORD. (Con
t inued as Ashmolean Natural H istory Society .) 
1832-58. Abstracts of the P roceedings. (\Vant ing.) 

1879-81. Journal of t he P roceedings. 

1866-8. Proceedings. 

1872-7. Report. 

/ 
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, with 130 
'J. pp. xi+ 

London . 
ge things ' seen 

For instance, 
of four-footed 

of a monstrous 

nal of the 
-XX, with 

Calcutta. 
~ansactions 

n. ('Vant-

edition. 

History. 

1849- [52 ]. Catalogue of the birds in the Museum 
Asiatic Society. See BLYTH, E. 

1885. Centenary review of the :·~ siatic society of 
Bengal from 1784 to 1883. Published bv the 
society. pp. 762. Calcutta. 

A S IAT IC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN 
AND I RELAND. See ROYAL ASIATIC sociETY 
OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND. 

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF JAPAN. 1 okohama. 
1872-1922. Series 1. Transactions. 

1924--date . Series 2. Transactions. 
P ublisher's runs of this important periodical to vol. 50 (Series 1) 
were destroyed by the great Japan earthquake so that complete 
sets are now very rare. 

(ROYAL) ASIATIC SOCIET Y , 
BRANCH. 
Vols. l-XX and continuation. 

:KOR EA 
Seoul. 

ASSOCIATION F R ANQAISE POUR 
L'AVA NCEMENT D E S S CI E NCES. 
1896- date. Bulletin Mensuel. 

1872-83. Compte rendu. 

1884--date. Notes et Memoires. 
Many papers on vertebrate zoology are to be found in these im
por tant periodicals. 

ASSOCIATION LYONNAIS DES AMIS 
DES SCIENCES NATURELLES. 1874-82 . 
(Wan t ing .) Lyon. 

ASSOCIATION DES NATURALISTES DE 
LEV ALLOIS-PERRET. 
1895-1913. Annales. 

1906-14. Bulletin. (Wanting.) 

ASSOCIATION DES NATURALISTES DE 
NICE ET DES ALPES-MARITIMES. 

1835-53. T-ransactions. (\ S ee RIVIERA SCIENTIFIQUE. Nice. 
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~{ARISTOTLE [384-322 B.c.] (contd.)] 
1887. Traite de la Generation des Animaux ... 
traduit par J. Barthelemy-Saint-Hilaire. 2 vols. 

Paris. 

1908. The works. Tr. into Engli h-.J. A. Smith 
and W. Ross. 11 vols. Suo. Vol. V is devoted to 
animals. [0.] Oxford. 

1911. De partibus animalium. Translated by 
\Villiam Ogle. Suo. pp. S + 639a-697b. index. 

Oxford. 
The title gupra is a second and revised reprint of a section of the 
translator's edition of Aristotle's works. It gives a very interesting 
account of the anatomy and physiology of both 'sanguineous' and 
'bloodless' animals. 
To the Compiler a specially important section is that devoted to 
the special senses and to the anatomy of the apparatus concerned 
in them. 

1913. Aristotle as a biologist. See THO\tPso, , 
D'ARCY W. 

of Cruelty to 
Boston. 

ARXIV FOR ZOOLOGI. K. SVE~l'SKA 
VETENSXAPS-AKADEMIEN. 1903-date. 

. ...:;tockholm. 

ARLDT' THEODOR [ 1878- ] . 
[c. 1921]. TiPre der Vorwelt; Bild r aus der 
Saurierzeit. Svo. pp. 144. illust. (Deutsche 
naturwissenschaftliche Gesellschaft. ) Leipzig. 

ARMANDI, PIERRE DA:\11El\ [1778-1855 J. 
1843. Histoire ~Iilitaire des Elephants. 8vo. 
pp. xvi, .570. · Paris. 

ARMAS, JuA lGNACIO DE. 
1888. La Zoologia de Col6il y de Ius primeros 
Exploradoras clt' America. &•o. Habana. 

ARNAULT DE NOBLEVILLE, Lous DA IF.L 

(1701- ]. See "-:OBLE"\ILLE, AR AL'LT DE. 

ARNDT, WALTER. 
1928-?. Die Rollstoffe des Tierreichs. 8uo. J.Jerlin. 
This is the major heading of a series of important monographs on 
'raw materials' in general zoology. 

ARNGRIMSON, FRIMAi\; ' B. See HAGERUP, 
A. T., 1891. 

ARNOLD' EDWARD CARLETO .. 
1907. A bird collector's medley. pp. S+144. 
front. (col.). 19 pl. (11 col.). 20 figs. T. of c. 

London 

1924. British wader , illustrated in water-colour 
with descriptive note . 4to. pp. vii + (1) + 102. 
51 pl. (col . ). T. of c. Cambridge. 

ARNOLD, EDWI LESTEH LI~DEN. 
1887. Birrl life in England. Suo. pp. x ~323. 
T. ofc. London. 
An interesting a?eoun~ of many of the most familiar English birds 
as well as a rev1ew o~ the game laws abroad, pp. 273-325. Th~ 
above was a presentatwn copy from the author to Howard Saunders. 

t;J . ARNOLD' FRIED RICH. - .
1 
~ 1897. Die Vogel Europas, 1/fire Naturgeschichte 

und Lebensweise in Freiheit und Gefangenschaft. · 
sm. 4to. pp. lxxx+45S. 4S col. pl. 76 text fios. T. 
of c. index. Stuttgart. 
A well-known, popular work, giving a full description of the 
plumage, habits, and other characters of European birds. The 
colored figures, though small, are of decided value in identifying 
species. They have been extensively u ed to illustrate other 
publications. 

ARQUIVOS INDO-PORTUGU~SES DE 
MEDICINA E HISTORIA NATURAL. 
1921-date. (Wanting.) Nova-Goa. 

ARRIGONI DEGLI ODDI, ETTORE, Conte 
[1869- ]. 
1899. Materiali per u11a Fauna ornitdr•zkn 
Veronese. Svo. Padovu . 

1902. Atlante ornitologico . Uccelli Europei con 
notizie d 'indole generale e particolare. 1 vol. 
4to. T. of c. index. front. 2 parts. J1ilano. 
Part I. pp. xix+165. Bibliograph, pp. 132-165. 
index. Part II. pp. xxv+566. 50 col. pl. 210 figs. 
in text. index. 
An excellent. and comprehensive description of European birds, well 
illustrated. The chromolithographs are nearly all borrowed from 
Arnold's Vogel Europas. Italian vernacular names of species accom· 
pany the systematic titles. 

1904. Manu ale di ornitologia italiana; elenco 
descritLivo degli uccelli stazionari o di passaggio 
finora osservati in Italia. 12mo. 15! cm. pp. 163, 
viii, 907, [1]. Numerous illust. plates. map. 
Three indexes. (Manuali Hoepli.) .Wilano. 
An excellent handbook and descriptive review of all Italian birds. 

1910. Notizie sopra un individuo albino di 
Mestolone o Spatula Clypeata (Linn.). Suo. 8 pp. 
illust. Firenze. 
Description and portrait of a Shoveller Duck affected with complete 
albinism, shot near Padua, March 14, 1910. 

1929. Ornitologia Italiana. 4to. pp. 1046. 36 col. 
pl. 5S6 figs. in text. index. bibliog. pp. 29-151. 
T?lls is the most recent and most complete treatise in Italian on the 
brrds of the world, by an ornithologist who has already published a 
number of systematic and popular works on his favorite subject. 

[L']ART ANCIEN, S.A. Pelikanstr. 8, 
Ziirich I. Switzerland. 
(1925-9). Bulletins XIII-XVI. Early Books on 
Medicine, Natural History, and .':.lchemy (printed 
1468 to 1800 A.D.). ?22 pp. 106 illust. Index. 
Althou~h this volume is primarily a dealer's catalogue it forms a 
useful, Illustrated, annotated, and alphabetically arranged work of 
reference for students of early treatises on subjects relating to the 
sCiences mentioned. Of the 2,000 titles thus described the majority 
were published in the 15th and 16th centuries. 

ARTAUD, SouLANGE. See BLUMENBACH, J. F., 

1803. 

ARTEDI, PETER [1705-35 J. See SEBA, ALBERTUS, 
1734-65. 

1738. Petri Artedi ... Ichthyologia sive opera 
omnia de piscibus, scilicet: Bibliotheca ichthyo
l~gica. Philosophia ichthyologica. Genera pis
cmm. Synonymia specierum. Descriptiones 
specierum. Omnia in hoc genere perfectiora, 
quam anlea ulla. Po thurna vindicavit, recog
novit, coaptavit & edidit Carolus Linnreus ... 
5 pt. in f vol. 20! cm. Each part has special t.-p. 
'V ita Petri Artedi descripta a Carolo Linnreo ': 
pp. [vii-xvii]. Lugduni Batavorum. 

/'-A well-known work on ichthyology by a famous pupil of Linnaeus(" 

~ 

I 
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~RTEDUS , PETRUS. See ARTEDI, PETER and 
LI'l" AE S, CAROLU , 1738. 

ARTHUR, C. P. 
n.d. Budgerigars and cockateels: how Lo keep, 
feed and breed Lhern: with some additionalnole. 
by \V. T. Page and\\'. Laskey. 8vo. pp. 34. cuts 
in lext. London. 
A dealer's pamphlet, but containing 
amateur. 

~~~; and FINN, FRA K. 

·n.:-n. Parrots for pleasure 
pp. 34. front. 

useful information for the 

and profit. 12111 0. 
London. 

The first portion of tllis little book is devoterl to a general account 
of the care and treatment of Grey Parrots, Blue, Double, Festive, 
and Yellow-fronted Amazons, :Mealy and Yellow-naped Amazons; 
pp. 17- 21 to the breeding of hybrid Parrakeets; pp. 22-31 to an 
account of six popular parrots by Frank Finn, whilst the concluding 
pages are devoted to some fact about )facaws, also by Frank Finn. 

ARTHUR, s l' LEY CLISBY. 
1918. The birds of Louisiana. 8vo. pp. 80. 7 pl. 
4 figs. inder . N_ew Urleans. 
Bull. ~ o. 5, State of Louisiana, Dept. of Con
servation. 
An annotated list of the 368 species recorded for the State. Twenty
five blank sheets for notes are bound in at the end of this copy, 
which is also an autographed presentation from the author. 

A RUNDEL , \V. B. 
1898 . . ckworth Birds, etc. 8vo. (Wanting. ) 

·London. 
ASCHAFFENBURG. 

1884-1907. Naturwissenschaftl. Verein zu. schaf
fenburg. Mitteilungen. 1-6 (all pub. ). 

ASH, EDWARD C. 
1927. Dogs: their History and Development. 
2 vols. 4to. 268 pl. Vol. I. pp. 18 + 384. 108 pl. 
figs. in tex t. Vol. I I. pp. 16 + 778. 160 pl. figs. 
in text. index . 
This monumental work describes and discusses the various canine 
races and their hybrids from prehistoric times until the present. 
It is a complete history, literary and systematic, of the Dog in all 
his relations, and leaves little to be said on the subject. l\Iany of 
the illustrations are reproductions of contemporary prints. 

ASHE , TIIOMAS. 
1808. Travels in America, performed in 1806, for 
the Purpose of Exploring the Rivers Alleghany, 
Monongahela, Ohio and Mississippi, and Ascer
taining the Produce and Condition of their Banks 
and Vicinity. 8vo. pp. 366. 1 ewburyport. 
First American Edition. 
It contain.'! 'Birds of the North West Country', 119 species being 
listed. 'I have been much engaged during my rambles in ascertain
ing the number and character of the birds.' Not in Cones' B iblio
graphy. 

ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM , A CATALOGUE 
OF. 
1836 . See ANO YMOUS. 

ASHMOLEAN NATURAL HISTORY 
SOCIETY, OXFORD. 
1901-date. Proceedings and Report . 

ASHMOLEAN SOCIETY, OXFORD. (Con
tinued as Ashmolean Natural History Society .) 
1832-58. Abstracts of the Proceedings. (vVanting.) 
1879-81. Journal of the P roceedings. 
1866-8. Proceedings. 

ASHTON, JoHN [1834-1904]. 
1890. Curiou creatures in zoology, with 1~0 
illustrations throughout the text. 8uo. pp. xi + 
(1 )-+ 348. 130 (iqs. T. of c. index. London . 
Compiled to place on record some of thosf' 'strange things' seen 
by travrlers.~. which are fast falling into oblivion. For instancr, 
on pp. 171-z06--with 17 illustrations- we are told of four-footed 
duckR, two-headed wild geese, woolly hens, and evfln of a monstrous 
cock with serpent's tail, etc. 

ASIATI CX R ESEARCHES . 
1788- 1839 . Forerunner of the .Journal of the 

iatir .... odety of Bengal. Yols. I-XX, with 
Gener<ll Index to \ ols. I-XVIII. 4to. 

ASIATIC S OCIETY OF BENGAL. Calcutta. 
1788-1839 . , siatic Researches, or Transactions 
of the Society. 

180 5 . \Siatic Heseart.:hes, Freuch edition. (\vant
ing.) 

180 1-18. siatic Researches, I .unuun edition. 
1832-64. .J uurnal. 

1865- 1915. Journal (Part Z)-Natural History. 
l t..-05-dule. J our1tal and Proceedings. 
1905-dute. Memoirs. 
1865-1904. Prl)Ceedings. 
1849- [52 ] . Catalogue of the birds in lhe Museum 
-\. siatic Societ). See RLYTH, E. 

1885 . Centenary review of the .... siatic society of 
Bengal from 1784 to 18R~. PublLhed by the 
society. pp. 762. r:alcutta. 

A SIA TIC SOCI ETY OF GREAT BRITAIN 
A ND IRELAND. See ROYAL ASIATIC sociETY 
OF GREAT BRITAI A D IRELA. D. 

ASIA TIC SOCIETY OF JAPAN. 
1872-1922. Series I. Tr·ansactions. 
1924-dale. Series ·2. Transactions. 

1 okohama. 

Publisher's runs of this important periodical to vol. 50 (Series 1) 
were destroyed by the great Japan earthquake so that complete 
sets are now very rare. 

(ROYAL ) ASIATIC S OCIET Y , 
BRANCH. 
Vols. l-XX and continuation. 

XOR EA 
Seoul. 

ASSOCIATION FRANQAISE POUR 
L'AVA NCEMENT D ES SCI E NCES . 
1896-date. Bulletin 1\Iensuel. 
1872-83. Compte rendu. 
1884-date. Notes et Memoires. 
llany papers on vertebrate zoology are to be found in these im
portant periodicals. 

ASSOCIATION LYONNAIS DES AMIS 
DES SCIENCES NATURELLES. 1874-82 . 
(Wanting.) Lyon. 

ASSOCIATION DES NATURALISTES DE 
LEV ALLOIS-PERRET. 
1895-1913. Anna1es. 
1906-14. Bulletin. (Wanting.) 

ASSOCIATION DES NATURALISTES DE 
NICE ET DES ALPES-MARITIMES. 

1872-7. Report. 
1835-53. TTansactions. (\ See RIVIERA SCIENTIFIQUE. Nice. 
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~7 ASSOCIATION DES NATURALISTES DE--f861.. British birds' eggs and nests, popularlyL 

LA VALLEE DU LOING. Moret-sur-Loing . clescr_Ibed. 1llu trated by vV. S. 0oleman. 8vo. 

1913- d t B 11 t· (W t" ) pp. VL + 122. front. 11 pl. append. mdex. London. 

a e · u e In· an Ing · An edition of an earli~r work with the same title, closely printed 

ASSOCIATION FOR PROMOTING 
RATIONAL HUMANITY TOWARDS THE 
ANIMAL CREATION. See VOICE OF 

II UMA ITY. 

ASSOCIATION STRASBOURGEOISE DES 
AMIS DE L'HISTOIRE NATURELLE. 

Strasbourg. 

I 852-70. l.ompte-rendu. 

ASTLEY, H BERT DELAVAL [1860- 1925]. 
1900. My birds in freedom & captivity. demy 4to. 

on poor paper and With uncolored plates and no chart. There is 
a note on the back of the title-page to tlw effect that a superior 
edition could be obtained printed on fine paper and with colored 
illustrations. 

[1866 ?] British Lirct ' ego- ancl nests. 8vo. 

pp. viii +182. front. (col. ). 11 pl. (col.). 1 chart 

( fold. in pocl-cet ). append. index. London. 

A hart account of the habits and nidification of British Birds. In 
a pocket there is a folded Synoptical Table of British-breeding 
birds' nests and eggs, showing site and materials of the former and 
number, calor, and markings of the latter. The work was' first 
issued in 1861, there being many subsequent new editions. 

1870. British hirrl~ ' PO"O"(:. !lnrl noel c 

~; 
pp. (8)+ix-xvi -+ 254. fr . . ' . \ n-. _ , "1/Y f! -.- -

T. n{ c. index. ~ 
p. ~aCo. 

A sumptuous volume, beautiful ~6Jl-'l ... ~,_---
the author who gives hi experi.e: • """' 0:::::. 
and in his own aviary. The preset ~ rf ~ 

edition, which was limited to one !) J +- ;._• J .,.. V~, 0 A - ' 

in this edition is colored, but wit I a V 0 -~ ~ £.. ~ ~ ) j 

1900. Mv birds in frcel 
7 

- W~ 
J>p.(6) + I.'r- Xvi + 254. frt J..l.i:o .Ji.L.~. {JJ~ ~./'\~-~~' 
inde:r. 

0 
Text and illustrations the same as the larger edition of same date j'J _ _ . 

(q.v.) except that the frontispiece is uncolored and bears the ~ 

lettering 'Checkers Court, Bucks. My old Home'. Attached to the ATLANTIC SLOPE NATURALIST. 1903-4. • t 
presen.t copy are two lett.ers regarding a memorial to the late author, N arberth, Pa. Lww't 

who d1ed on )lay 26, 1925. 
J++J 

ASTROLABE, VOYAGE OF THE. ee (THE) ATLAS OF NATURE, &c. See A ONY- ..L..__:...--.LJ 

Dl.ll\10 T D 'URVILLE, JULE SEBASTIE CESAR, MOUS, 1823. 

1830-5, and VOYAGES,(,FRANCEJ.-

ASTROLABE AND ZELEE, VOYAGE OF 
THE. See DUMO T D 'uRVILLE, J. . c., 1842- 4, 
and VOYAl>ES, V:RA CW. 

ASTRUC, JEAN [1684-1766]. 
1737. Memoires pour I 'histoire naturelle de la 
province de Languedoc, divises en trois parties. 
4lo. pp. 26+[2]+630. pl. maps. Paris. 

ATKINSON, A. E. 
1899. Manitoba Birds of Prey, etc. 8vo. \1'innipeg. 

ATKINSON, JoH [1787-1828]. 

ATTI D. (R.) ACCADEMIA DEI LINCEI. 
1847-76. See (R.) ACCADEMIA ... LI CEI, ROMA. 

ATTI DELL' ACCADEMIA 
1872. See ACCADEMIA ... PAD A. 

Roma. 

. PADUA. 

ATTI D. ACCADEMIA DELLA SCIENZE 
D"fiENA. 1761-74. eeACCADEMIA ... SIENA. 

ATTI D. CATANIA ACCADEMIA GICENIA 
DI SCIENZE NATURALE. 
1824-date. Various eras. 

AUBUSSON' LOUIS MAGAUD D, [1847-1917]. 
1883. Le oiseaux de la France. Premiere mono
geaphie; corvides. Hi toire naturelle generale et 
particuliere des pa sereaux deodactyles cul
trirostres observes en France. folio. pp, [2] +107. 

20 pl. (18 col.). T. of c. Paris. 

A systematic study of the French Gorvidae with fine, full-page 
colored plates. The work is the first of a projected series of mono
graphs. 

1820. A compendium of the ornithology of Great 
Britain, with a reference to the anatomy and 
phy iology of birds. 8vo. 22 cm. pp. vi, [ix]-xii, 

.'!32. 7". of c. index. London. 

The preface states the intention of the author to collect 'the in
formation scattered through exten ive treatises and the transactions 
o~ learned societies-to state the species which have been recently 
d~scovered.-and to . cor~ect those errors in synonyma which the 
d1fference m feather m different ages, or at certain times in the year 
has frequently produced'. ' 
The present copy is interleaved and full of notes by Yarrell. It 
belon~ed to Sir William Jardin~, who has made the following AUDEBERT, JEA BAPTI. TE [1759-1800]. 

no~a~10n on a blank fly-leaf: 'Th1s copy of Atkinson belonged to [1799]. An VIII. HisLoire nature1le des singes 
W1lham Yarrell, and was purchased at the Sale of his Library 
15thNovr.l856For£.11s.Od. Allthenotesinpencilthroughoutth~ et des makis. large folio. pp. 2+176. 10 pts. 

vol. are Mr. Yarrell's.-Wm. Jardine.' 63 col. pl. Brunet 550, I. Large paper. House of 

ATKINSON, JoH CHRISTOPIIER [1814- 1900]. Commons copy with arms tamped on cover; and 

1861. Sketches in natural history, with an essay bookplate. Paris. 

on reason and instinct. With eighty-two illustra- This is the first original work of Audebert the distinguished French 

. naturalist and artist. The figures were' drawn and colored after 

twns by W. S. Coleman, &c., engraved by the a special process invented by himself. 

brothers Dal~iel. 8vo. pp. xii+338+(1). front. !..!!i and VIEILLOT, L. J. p. 

82 figs. ( 49 bzrds; 5 eggs). T. of c. index. 1802. Oi eaux dores ou a reflets metalliques. Tome 

London. premier [Histoire naturelle et generale des colibris, 

Re~erences to birds are very numerous, scattered throughout the · r h · XI ] 
entJre work, whilst more than half the illustrations are devoted to 01seaux-n1ouc es, Jacan1ars et promerops. An . 

them. A second edition appeared in 1865. t Tome second [Histoire naturelle et generale des 

~ 

) 
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~grimpereaux et des oiseaux de paradis. n Xl l-
2vols. roy. folio. Vol. I. pp. [4 ]+ x + 128 + 8 + 28. 
85 (col.) pl. index. Vol. II, pp. [4] + 128 + 40. 
705 (col.) pl. index. Paris. 

One of the early and best known atlases with many beautiful colored plates. 

1810. Histoire naturelle des singes et des makis. 
12 pts. in 1 vol. folio. 63 col. pl. Paris. 
Another edition of the famous atlas. 

'****'and VIEILLOT, L. J. P. 
1830-40. Storia naturale generale dei colibri degli 
uccelli mosca, delle galbule e dei promeropi di G. B. 
A udebert e L. P. Vieillot~, rima traduzione ILaliana 
[fr.theFr.]connotedi eppedeCeresa. 2 vols. 
folio. pl. J1ilano. 
CoNTE Ts. Vol. 1. Text. [2]. Plates. 
An Italian impression of Vieillot and .Audebert's Histoi-re natt~-relle des oiseaux dores. The plates are as in the original work but arranged in different order. This copy belonged to Canon H. B. Trist,ram. 

AUDOUIN, JEAN VICTOR [1797- 1841]. 
1822-30. Dictionnaire Classique d 'His to ire Natu
relle. 17vols. SeealsoBORYDESAI T-VI CENT. 
Ouvrage dirige p~r ce dernier collaborateur. 
1832-4. Recherches pour servir a l'histoire 
naturelle du littoral de la France, ou Hecueil de 
memoires sur l'anatomie, la physiologie, la 
classification et les m(Purs des animaux des nos 
cotes; ouv1·age accompagne de planches faites 
d'apres nature. 2 vols. 24cm. 23 pl. (partlu fol-d. ). 
fold. map, 4 fold. lab. No more published. Paris. 

111 

CONTE 'TS.- t. 1. Voyage a Granville, aux iles 
Chausey et a Saint ,._Malo . . L'etat actuel&- des 

I 14; . peches maritimes en France. La peche de· la J'~ morue a Terre-Neuve. Recherches sur les nau
frages qui ont lieu sur lcs cotes de France.- t. 2 . 
Annelides. 1. ptie. 
Written in conjunction with l\Hlne Edwarcls. 

1883. Audouin's Explication sommaire des 
p1anches d'oiseaux de 1' Egypte et de la Syrie, 
pub. par Jules-Cesar Savigny. 8uo. pp. (2) +v
vii +( 2)+ '302- 430'. T. ofc. index. London. 
Descriptions of, and notes on, the birds of Egypt and Syria, l.Jased on tl!e 14 plates puhlished by Savigny in his Systeme des Oiseaux de l'Egypte et de la Syrie, 1810 (q.v.). The discussion of these plates was begun by Savigny but never finished, the entire subject being later delegated to Audollin, whose contribution (here reprinted by the Willughby Society) was first published about 1826 in part IV of the 'Histoire Naturelle, Tome Premier', pp. 251- 318 and 336-9, ?f the 'Description'. The above verbatim transcription, however, 
IS from the Panckouke edition of 1820-30 where it occupies pp. 302-430 and 45G-6 of vol. XXIII, published in 1828. The differences between the two editions are not collated in the reprint, although the index p. 139 contains references to both. 

AUDUBON, H. S. J. 
1856. Boy's Life of Aububon the Naturalist, etc. 

New } ork. 
AUDUBON ASSOCIATION OF THE PACI
FIC. See THE GULL. 

AUDUBON BIRD CHARTS. 
n.d. Nos. 1-3. 27 x 42 in. Issued for school ::~ncl 
similar purposes by the ational Assocn. of 
Audubon Societies. New } ·ark. 

(THE) AUDUBON BULLETIN. (Published 
by the Illinois Audubon Society, Chicago.) 
1916-date. 8vo. illust. pls. Chicago. 
Spring 1916, Winter 1916-17, Spring 1917, Winter 1917-18, Spring 

and Summer 1918, Winter 1918-19, Spring 1920, Spring 1921, Fall 1921, Spring 1922, Fall 1922, Spring 1923, Fall 1923, Spring and Summer 1924, Smmner 1925, Spring and Summer 1926, Spring and Summer 1927. 

AUDUBON, JoH JAMES LAFOREST [1770- 1851]. 
1827-38. The birds of America; from original 
drawings. 4 vols. double elephant folio. 99! cm. 
ccccxxxv col. pl. London. 
Engr. t.-p. 
Imprint dates: vol. 1, 1827- 3U; vol. 2, 1831- 4; 
vol. 3, 1834-5; vol. 4, 1835- 8, June 20. 
Plate lxiv drawn from nature by Lucy Audubon. 
Plates i-ii, vi-vii engr. by W. H. Lizars, retouched 
by R. Havell, junr.; pi. viii- ix engr. by W. H. 
Lizars; pl. iii-v, ci-cv, cviii , ex engr., printed and 
coloured by R. Havell, junr. ; pi. x-c, cvi- cvii, 
cix, cxii-ccccxxxv engr., printed and coloured by 
R. Haven. 
Plates ii, vii dated 1829; pl. cvi- cx, cxii- cxv dated 
1831; pl. cxxxi-cxl, cxliii-clv dated 183:2; pl. 
clvi-clxxvii, clxxix-clxxxii, clxxxiv- clxxxv dated 
1833; pl. clxxxvi-cxcvii, cxcix, ccii-ccxxxv dated 
1834; pl. ccxxxvi-cclxxxv, cclxxxvii, cclxxxix
ccxc dated 1835; pi. cclxxxvi, cclxxxviii, ccxci
cccl da Led 1836; pl. cccli-ccce dated 1837; 
pi. cccci-ccccxxxv da1 eel 1838. 
Plate cclx marked' ccxl '. 
Originally issued in 87 pts. 
'The plates were published without any text, to 
avoid the necessity of furnishing copies gratis to 
the public libraries in England, agreeahly t.o the 
law of copyright. '-Sabin, A dictionary of hooks 
relating to America, vol. l, p. 315. 
Text to accompany the plates was published in 
5 vols., roy. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1831- 9, under title 
'Ornithological biography, or An account of the 
habits of the birds of the United States of America 
. .. ' Later editions, of t ext and plates combined, 
with alterations, were published in 7 and 8 vols. , 
roy. 8vo, under title ' The birds of America, from 
drawings in the United SLates and their t erritories ' . 
The foregoing collation is from the cards of the Library of Congress, and corresponds exactly with the copy in hand. This work is probably the most famous of the rare plates of American birds. The present volumes were purchased and presented to the l\icGill general library by 100 citizens of Montreal in 1860. 
1831. American ornithology ... By A. Wilson and 
C. L. Bonaparte ... [with contributions by J. J. 
Audubon]. See WILSON, A. ann BONAPARTE, C. L. 
1831. Ornithological Biograpl1:, or au aecount of 
the h<-1bits of the birds of the United States of 
America; accompanied lly descriptions of the 
objects represented in the worl entitled The Bird:s 
of America, and interspersed with delineations of 
American scenery and manners. 1 vol. large 8vo. 
pp. xxiv+512. Prospectus o( pp. 16. Judah Dab
son and T I. lJ. Porter. P!tiladdplzia . 
.A separate edition of the Edinburgh issue- 5 vols., 1831-9- with minor changes in the Introduction and text. The appended prospectus is an advertisement of the Birds of America, with a list of the 100 plates in the first, voltune of that work and a roster of subscribers to that work. In the E.S.W. Library is also another edition of this vol. I, practically identical with the foregoing except that the title-page bears the imprint 'E. L. Carey and A. Hart--Chestnut St. 1832'. Sec W. C. Braislin, Auk, p. 3GO, 1918. Both these volumes are ex-lilJriiJ H. W. l!'cildcn. · 
1831-9. Ornilhological biography, etc. 5 vols. 
8uo. illui}t. lext. Edinburgh. 
As stated in the title, the above volumes are intended to furnish the text for the author's famous folio edition of Birds of Arnerica. To this is added, in vol. V, 'Species seen within the limits of the United States' but not figured in Birds of America, as well as an 
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~7 ASSOCIATION DES NATURALISTES DE__..f86t.. British birds' eggs and ne~ts, popularlyL 

LA VALLEE DU LOING. Moret-sur-Loing. rlescr.Ibed. Illustrated by \V. S. <:oleman. 8vo. 

1913_ d l B 11 
t· (\V t· ) pp. VL + 122. (rant. 11 pl. append. mdex. London. 

a e · u e 111 · an Ing · An e<lition of an earlier work with the same title, closelv printed 

ASSOCIATION FOR PROMOTING 
RATIONAL HUMANITY TOWARDS THE 
ANIMAL CREATION. See voiCE oF 

II MA ITY. 

ASSOCIATION STRASBOURGEOISE DES 
AMIS DE L'HISTOIRE NATURELLE. 

Strasbourg. 

1852-70. C:ompte-rendu. 

ASTLEY, HUBERT DELAVAL [1860-1925]. 
1900. My bird in freedom & captivity. demy 4to. 

pp. (8)+i.'t-xvi + 254. front. (col.). 21 pl. 17 figs. · 

T. n{ c. index. London. 

A sumptuous volume, beautifully illustrated from drawings by 
the author who gives his experiences of birds observed in the field 
and in his own aviary. The present copy is No. 46 of the large paper 
edition, which was limited to one hundred copies. The frontispiece 
in this edition is colored, but without letters. 

1900. My birds in freedom and captivity. 8vo. 

pp. (6) + ix-xvi + 254. front. 21 pl.17figs. T. of c. 
index. London. 

Text and illnstrations the same a the larger edition of same date 
(q.v.) except that. the frontispiece is uncolored and bears the 
lettering 'Checkers Court, Bucks. :My old Home' . Attached to the 
present copy are two letters regarding a memorial to the late author, 
who died on :\lay 26, 1925. 

on poor paper and with uncolored plates and no chart.' There is 
a note on t.he back of the title-page to the effect that a superior 
edition could be obtained printed on fine paper and with colored 
illustrations. 

[1866? ] British bircts' egg anct ne ts. 8vo. 

pp. viii+182. front. (col. ). 11 pl. (col.). 1 chart 

(fold. in pocket). append. index. London. 

A short account of the habits and nidification of British Birds. In 
a pocket there is a folded Synoptical Table of British-breeding 
birds' nests and eggs, showing site and materials of the former and 
number, color, and markings of the latter. The work was' first 
issued in 1861, there being many subsequent new editions. 

1870. British birds' eggs and nesls. :\ewedition. 

cap. 8vo. pp. viii + 182. front. (col.). 11 pl. (col.). 
1 chart (fold. in pocket ). append. index. London. 

A new edition, apparently without alterations of any kind. 

[ 1898]. British birds' eggs and nesls popularly 

described. Rev. and re-ed. 8vo. pp. vii+(1)+ 

245+(1). front. (col.). 11 pl. (col.). append. index. 
London. 

A new and re-edited edition. Still another printing appeared in 
1904, according to :\lull ens and Swann. The present copy lacks the 
folding chart. 

ATLANTIC SLOPE NATURALIST. 1903-4. 
N arlJerth, Pa. 

ASTROLABE, VOYAGE OF THE. See (THE) ATLAS OF NATURE, &c. ee A ONY- ........._.:...----.. , 

D MO T D' RVILLE, JULE SEBASTIE CESAR, 

1830-5, and VOYAGES,(FRA CEJ.-

ASTROLABE AND ZELEE, VOYAGE OF 
THE. See DUMONT D 'uRVILLE, J. . c., 1842-54, 
and VOYACES, V"RA CW. 

ASTRUC, JEAN [1684-1766 J. 
1737. Memoires pour l'histoirc naturelle de la 

province de Languedoc, divises en trois parties. 

4/o. pp. 26 + [2]+630. pl. maps. Paris. 

ATKINSON, A. E. 
1899. Manitoba Birds of Prey, etc. 8vo. 'rinnipeg. 

ATKINSON, JoHN [1787-1828]. 

MOUS, 1823. 

ATTI D. (R.) ACCADEMIA DEI LINCEI. 
1847-76. See (R.) ACCADEMIA . . LI1 CEI, ROMA. 

ATTI DELL' ACCADEMIA 
1872. See ACCADEMIA ... PADUA. 

Roma. 

. PADUA. 

ATTI D. ACCADEMIA DELLA SCIENZE 
D,IENA. 1761-74. SeeACCADEMIA . .. sm A. 

ATTI D. CATANIA ACCADEMIA GICENIA 
DI SCIENZE NATURALE. 
1824-date. Various eras. 

AUBUSSON, LOUIS MAGAUD D' [1847-1917]. 
1883. Les oiseaux de la France. Premiere mono

graphie; corvides. His Loire naturelle generale et 

particuliere des passereaux deodactyles cul

trirostres observes en France. folio. pp. [2]+107. 
20 pl. (18 col.). T. of c. Paris. 

A systematic study of the French Corvidae "dth fine, full-page 
colored plates. The work is the first of a projected series of mono
graphs. 

1820. A compendium of the ornithology of Great 

Britain, with a reference to Lhe anatomy ancl 

physiology of birds. 8vo. 22 cm. pp. vi, [ix]-xii, 

.'2.32. '/'. of c. index. London. 

The preface states the intention of the author to collect 'the in
formation scattered through extensive treatises and the transactions 
o~ learned societies-to state the species which have been recently 
d~scovered.-and to . cor~ect those errors in synonyma which the 
difference m feather m different ages, or at certain times in the year 
has frequently produced'. ' 
The present copy is interleaved and full of notes by Yarrell. It 
belonged to Sir William Jardine, who has made the following AUDEBERT, JEA BAPTI TE [1759-1800]. 

notation on a blank fiy-leaf: 'This copy of Atkinson belonged to [1799]. An VIII. Hisloire naturelle des singes 

William Yarrell, and was purchased at the Sale of his Library 
15thNovr.1856For£11s.Od. Allthenotesinpencilthroughoutthe et des malcis. large folio. pp. 2+176. 10 pis. 

vol. are Mr. Yarrell's.-Wm. Jardine.' 63 col. pl. Brunet 550, 1. Large paper. House of 

ATKINSON, J oH CHRISTOPHER [1814- 1900]. Commons copy with arms tamped on cover; and 

1861. Sketches in natural history, wilh an essay bookplate. Paris. 

on reason and instinct. With eighty-two illustra- This is the first original work of Audebert the distinguished French 
naturalist and artist. The figures were 'drawn and colored after 

tions by W. S. Coleman, &c., engraved by the a special process invented by himself. 

brothers Dalziel. 8vo. pp. xii+338+(1). front. ***i and VIEILLOT, L. J. p. 

82 figs. ( 49 birds; 5 eggs). T. of c. index. 1802. Oiseaux dores ou a reflets metalliques. Tome 

. London. premier [Histoire naturelle et generale des colibris, 

References to b1rds are very numerous scattered throughout the · . h · t A XI J 
entire work, whilst more than half the iuustrations are devoted to 01seaux-n1ouc es, Jacamars e promerops. n · 

them, A second edition appeared in 1865. {\ Tome second [Histoire naturelle et generale des 

~ 

~I 
I 
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~grimpereaux et des oiseaux de par::ldis. An Xll. 
2vols. roy. folio. Vol. I. pp. [4]+ x + 128 + 8 + 28. 
85 (col. ) pl. index. Vol. II, pp. [ 4] + 128 + 40. 
105 (col.) pi. index. Paris. 

One of the early and best known atlases with many beautiful colored plates. 

1810. Histoire naturelle des singes et des makis. 
12 pts. in 1 vol. folio. 63 col. pi. Paris. 
Another edition of the famous atlas. 

'****1 and VIEILLOT , L. J. P. 
1830-40. Storia naturale generale dei colibri degli 
uccelli mosca, delle galbule e dei promeropi diG. B. 
A udebert e L. P. Vieillo~· rima traduzionc I l:'lliana 
[fr. the Fr.] con note di eppe de Ceresa. 2 vols. 
folio. pl. 1'\filano. 
CoNTENTs. Vol. 1. Text. [2]. Plates. 

llL--------~-~---~~~~~..,..~rrce;-, :m Ji.ecuen ue memoires sur l'anatomie, la physiologie, la 
classification et les ma'urs des animaux des nos 
cotes; ouvr::~g·e accompagne de planches faites 
d'apres nature. 2 vols. 24 cm. 23 pl. (partly fol-d. ). 
fold. map, 4 fold. lab. No more published. Paris. 

111 
CONTENTS.- l. l. Voyage a Granville, aux iles 
f:hausey et a Saint,_Malo . . L'etat actueljg,des 

I/ i1; . peches maritimes en France. La peche de · la ~~ morue a Terre-Neuve. Recherches sur les nau
frages qui ont lieu sur les cotes de France.- t. 2 . 
Annelides. 1. ptie. 
Written in conjunction with 1\iilne Edwards. 

1883. Audouin's Explication sommaire des 
planches d'oiseaux de l'Egypte et de la Syrie, 
pub. par Jules-Cesar Savigny. 8vo. pp. (2) +v
vii + ( 2) +' 302- 430 ' . T. of c. index. London. 
Descriptions of, and notes on, the birds of Egypt and Syria, based on the 14 plates published by Savigny in his Systeme des Oiseaux de l'Egypte et de la Sy·rie, 1810 (q.v.). The discussion of these plates was begun by Savigny but never finished, the entire subject being later delegated to Audouin, whose contribution (here reprinted by the Willughby Society) was first published about 1826 in part IV of the 'Histoire Naturelle, Tome Premier', pp. 251-318 and 336- 9, of the 'Description'. The above verbatim transcription, however, is from the Panckouke edition of 182Q-30 where it occupies pp. 302-430 and 45Q-6 of vol. XXITI, published in 1828. The differences between the two editions are not collated in the reprint, although the index p. 139 contains references to both. 

AUDUBON, H. S. J. 
1856. Boy's Life of Aububon the Naturalist, etc. 

1Vew 1 ark. 
AUDUBON ASSOCIATION OF THE PACI
FIC. See THE GULL. 

AUDUBON BIRD CHARTS. 
n.d. Nos. 1- 3. '27 x 42 in. Issuccl for school and 
similar purposes by the National Assocn. of 
1 udubon Societies. New 1-ork. 

(THE ) AUDUBON BULLETIN. (Published 
by the Illinois Audubon Society, Chicago.) 
1916-daie. 8vo. illusl. pls. Chicago. 
Spring 1916, Winter 1916-17, Spring 1917, Winter 1917-18, Spring 

and Summer 1918, Winter 1918-19, Spring 1920, Spring 1921, Fall 1921, Spring 1922, Fall 1922, Spring 1923, Fall 1923, Spring and Summer 1924, Summer 1925, Spring and Summer 1926, Spring and Summer 1927. 

AUDUBON' JOHN JAMES LAFOREST [1770- 1851]. 
1827-38. The birds of America; from original 
drawings. 4 vols. double elephant folio. 99i cm. 
ccccxxxv col. pi. London. 
Engr. t.-p. 
Imprint dates: vol. I, 1827- 30; vol. 2, 1831-4; 
vol. 3, 1834-5; vol. 4, 1835- 8, June 20. 
Plate lxiv drawn from nature by Lucy Audubon. 
Plates i-ii, vi-vii engr. by W. H. Lizars, retouched 
by R. Havell, junr.; pi. viii- ix engr. by W. H. 
Lizars; pi. iii-v, ci- cv, cviii, ex engr., printed and 
coloured by R. Haven, junr.; pl. x-c, cvi- cvii, 
cix, cxii- ccc.cxxxv engr., printed and coloured by 
R. H:=~vP:ll 

; pi. cvi- cx, cxii- cxv dated 
.,1 , , ·xliii-clv dated 1832; pl. 

·v11• ·, • cxii, clxxxiv- clxxA.rv dated JY . ''• . . .. d t d "'PJ p·••": 1 t, cxc1x, ccu-ccxxxv a e 
~· 1 • ' xxv, celxxxvii, cclxxxix-

, h • ~lxxxvi, cclxxxviii, ccxci-
cccli--ccc(' dated 1837; 

d 1838. 
11c 1IldiKCU CCXT'. 

Originally issued in 87 pts. 
'The plates were published without any text, to 
avoid the necessity of furnishing copies gratis to 
the public. libraries in England, agreeably to the 
law of copyright. '-Sabin, A dictionary of hooks 
relating to America, vol. 1, p. 315. 
Text to accompany the plates was published in 
5 vols., roy. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1831- 9, under title 
'Ornithological biography, or 1\n account of the 
habits of the birds of the United States of America 
. .. ' Later editions, of t ext and plates combined, 
with alterations, were published in 7 and 8 vols., 
roy. 8vo, under title ' The birds of America, from 
drawings in the United States and their territories ' . 
The foregoing collation is from the cards of the Library of Congress, and corresponds exactly with the copy in hand. This work is probably the most famous of the rare plates of American birds. The present volumes were purchased and presented to the McGill general library by 100 citizens of Montreal in 1860. 
1831. Ameriean ornithology ... By A. vVilson and 
C. L. Bonaparte ... [with t.ontributions hy J. J. 
Audubon]. See WILSON, A. and BO APARTE, C. L. 
1831. Ornithological Biography, or an account of 
the h::~!Jits of the birds of U1e United States of 
America; accompanied by descriptions vf the 
objects represented in the work entitled The Birds 
of America, and interspersed with delineations of 
American scenery and manners. 1 vol. large Suo. 
pp. xxiv+512. Prospectus of pp. 16. Judah Doh
son and ll. IT. Porter. P!tiladelphia. 
A separate edition of the Edinburgh issuc- 5 vols.~,.,1831-9--with minor changes in the Introduction aml text. ·.rhe appended prospectus is an advertisement of the Birds of America, with a list of the 100 plates in t.he first volume of that work an<l a roster of subscribers to that work. In the E.S.W. Library is also another edition of this vol. I, practically identical with the foregoing except that the title-page bears the imprint 'E. L. Carey and A. Hart-Chestnut St. 1832'. See W. C. Braislin, Auk, p. 300, 1918. Both these volumes are ex-libri-s H. W. Fcilden. 
1831-9. Ornithological biography, etc. 5 vols. 
Suo. illust. te:rl. Edinburgh. 
As stated in the title, the above volumes are intended to furnish the text for the author's famous folio edition of Birds of Amer-ica. To this is added, in vol. V, 'Species seen within the limits of the f United States' but not figured in Birds of America, as well as an 

rv~J.z--
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~ valtfable assOCiation copy ,~~autograph 
inscription "To Bar on G. Cuvier - with" the highest re specs 
of the author - Pa.ris, 17th. ay 1831. Ae all 
Audubon1a are treasured by the McGill Library this copy 
is regarded as of great s ntimental value. 

~ 

1832. Ornithologica iography. [Vol. I.] Pub. 
by E. L. Carey and A. Hart-Chestnut St. 1832. 
Printed by James Kay, Jun. & Co., No. 4 Minor Si. 

Philndelphia. 
This is evidently a rare, separaw printing of vol. I, of the five
volume Edinburgh edition. W. C. Braislin (Auk. 1918, p. 360) has 
re\-iewed this volume with the imprint of 1835, but no one eems to 
find any reference to the present (1832) volume. It is almost 
identical with vol. I of the regular Edinburgh 1831-9 p~;inting. 

1833. nder the special patronage of her most 
excellent majesty Queen Adelaide. The birds of 
America, engraved from drawings made in the 
United States and their territories. Published 
bv the author; ~md to be seen at Mr. R. llaYell's 
Printseller, Engraver, and Publisher, 77, Oxford 
Street, opposite the Pantheon, London, where 
a book is open for sub cribers' names. 8vo. pp. 16. 
T. of c. London. 
A prospectus of the author's work, The Birds of America, etting 
forth the number of plates already published in vol. I, as well a 
those of vol. II, where they could be seen, price, and li t of snb· 
scribers to date. The first volume con isted of 100 plates, repre
senting 99 species of birds, and was finished in 1830, vols. II and Ill 
of equal size being expected to complete the work, of which five 
numbers were to appear yearly at the price of two gnineas each 
number, eleven having so far appeared of vol. II, containing 
55 plates figuring 54 species. 

1835. Ornithological Biog-raphy. Vol. TT. roy. 
8vo. pp. xxxii +588. inde:r. Billiard, (~ray, and 
Corn any, Boston, 1835. T is volume corre-
spon s o an was pu ished shortly after vol. I I 
of the Edinburgh edition. Braislin (Auk, vol. 35, 
p. 361) points out that this work i I he only .one 
of the series with a Boston imnrint and that it 
differs materially from the Edinbtirgh printing. The 
present copy is from the library of I l. \V. Feilden. 
Vols. III and TV bear the Edinburgh imprint. 

1835. Ornithologieal Biograpl1y. \'ol. Ill , Eclin-
burgh. lar 8vo. f!P· :cui+ 6-~8. inde:r. 9 cuts 
in the lexl. Toted as a separate work. though 
rPal y formmg part of his famou:::: (second or) 
Edinburgh edition. The introduction Lcar.._ dale 
Drc. 1st, l83G. The prrseul cop, T i.;; frow the 
library of r~lsMQl IT. \\. Feildru and has the 
usual advertisement of I be forthcoming Bird.· of 
America with a lisL of 11cw subsrrihers. 

1839. ~\ synopsi of the birrl of< orLh 
8vo. pp. J'ii + 359. T. o( c. 

meril'<L 
tondon. 

A syswmatic cla ification of the birds treat d in the folio, Birds 
of America. and Ornitltolouical Biouraphy, with references to 
the plate and the text, re~pectiwly. -r,vo specie given in thP 
Bi.ourapl>y are ~uppressed and two others added making the total 
the B!l~e, -!9 t spp. This work is omctirne ascribed largely to 
1.1acgilhuay, to whom acknowledgements are made b\· Audubon 
in the preface. • 'pvcral new specific names date from this volume. 
The present copy is a presentation onr to Osbert Salvin from 
D. G. Elliot, 1876. 

1840-4. (The) bir l of \nwrica; from drawings 
made in lhC' l nilcd Stales and thcie lcrritorirs. 
7 vols. 8£'0. 500 col. pi. 1'. of c. Nell' } ·orh: & f>hil. 
The above forms the original vo edition, issued by the author in 

_ __ ... #<. ... 1,.,~Jo t.·V~· ov eve pr . .10 cexc;cao . .1.. OJ c. 1.naex. 
The copy in hand has the following on the blank title-page: 'Mon
treal, L.C., Sept. 29/42. It is with delight, and the most grateful 
sentiments of my poor heart towards you that I subscribe myself 
as your sincere friend anrl servant, John J. Audnbon. To Frederic 
Griffin, Esq. 1.Iontreal, Canada.' 

~and BACHMAN, JoH~. 
1845-8. The viviparous rtmvirupeds of . · orth 
.\merica. 3 I'Ols. 71 x 58 cn1. 1.50 rol. pl. Each 
vol. eontnins fifty colored plates. Xew 1-ork. 

Plates lx . ·vi, xci. .·ciii-xcviii, G, di-rv, cvii
cviii, ex-cxix, cxxi-cl drawn from nature IT~ 
J. \\'. A udubon. 
Plate [cxxix] numbered c.·xiv. 

Originally issued in 30 parts. 
This edition appears in atlas form. The complete work (. ee next 
title) also has 3 vols. text. 

****and BACHMAN, J. 
1845-54-. \'iviparous Quadrupeds 0f . orth 
.\merira. 8vo. 3 uols. te.rl. 3 Pols. Atlas' 150 en!. 
pl.). folio. 

~and :BACHMAN, .JoH . 
1854 . The quadrupeds of 'nrlh 1\meriefl. 3 uols. 
col. pl. Vol. 3, n.d. ""W' rorlc 
Supplementary to their earlier work on mammalogy. 

~and BAZIN, P. F. A. [17~n-l86::'ll. 
1857. Scene de la N a lure dan Jes Eta ts-L nL. 
2 vols. Paris. 
1860. The Bird of .\m rica, from original 
drawings by John Jame .\urlubon. RP-i sued by 
J. \\'. Audubon. Vol. L (all pub.). Atlas. ele
phant folio. 1-50 plates on 10-) sheets. Chromolith. 
by J. Bien, 180 Broadw;1y. Roe Lockwood and 
Son, N f'\\. ·' or I·. 
This was an attempt to re}Jro,luce by <'hromolithography the 
original -!:3il colored plates of thr famous 1827-38 elephant folio. 
It was interrupted by the civil war aiHl only 150 plates appeared 
\\ith, howewr, a reprint of the text. of th first 8vo (18-!D--!) edition 
(without the colored plate ) a descriptiw matter. The )IcGill 
Library ha!' an incomplete set of the P plates which are by no means 
equal in merit to the original hand-colored rlrawings. .\ full 
de cription of the above is giwn h~· Zimmer (.Ayer Cat., p. 24). ee 
AUDl.:BON, 1861. for an account. of the text intended to accompan~ 
these chromolithographs. 

1861. The birds of .\merica, from drawing' made 
in the United Stales and Lheir territories. Re
is ued by .J. \\'. A udubon. 500 col. pl. Copyrighl. 
1 3H. Every vol. title ddlecl lt !',·1, . C'.Y York. 
7 vols. Roy. 8vo. Vol. I, 70 col. pl. PJ). Piii+246. 
T. of c. \' ol. IJ, col. pl. 71- 140. pf:. T'ii 71-lrl9. 
T. of c. \'ol. ITI col. pl. 1 tJ 210. p11. viii + fl 2.').'). 
\'n,l. [\,rul.pl.:!Jl-80. Jlf!.!'iii !j .'5:31. 'f'.r-fr. 
\ ol. \, rol. rt. '2,~1-).)(). fJfJ. 1•iii ~f-J-.'l.Jf:. 7'. nft. 

ol. I. col . pi. 3,1 7- 4:!(}. JlfL 1•iii fi-!.5fi. 7. n( ,·. 
'ol. \11, col. pl. 427--500. pp. uii- .9-3.::2. fnctcr 

to seuen vols. at end of last volllllle. .' fE'W \'. ood~ 
cut are cattered throu!.!:houl I hr I P.. ·!. Onr 1 t 
the reis ues of tbe 18-fO ccl:lVO fvrlll ·I' I ltis 
remarkable work. H doe not !lifler JJ1:de· i;d]'. 
from Lhe 1 60 edition de cribcd hy Zim11LCi' .tyer 
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alogue, p. 23). The. present quarto copy was 
· inted by R. Craighead, the plate impressions 

are clear and the colors good. 
'!ft*!, AUDUBON, LucY and BUCHANAN, 

OBERT. 
1868 . The Life and adventures of John James 
A udubon, the naturalist. 8vo. pp. viii + 366. front. 
(portr .). 1 fiy. (vionelte ). London. 
The life and adventures of Audubon by Robt. Buchanan, compiled from a large manuscript called the • Life of Audubon ', prepared 
by a friend of Mrs. Audubon's, chiefly consisting of extracts from 
the diary of the naturalist, but here cut down to about one-fifth of the original by the present editor certain of whose passages 
caused pain to the naturalist's wife who thereupon edited another 
edition in 1869 (q.v.) with some additions, and the omission of 
the objectionable passages. 

[1870]. The birds of America, from drawings 
mvde in the United States and their territories. 
8 vols. 8vo. liOO col. pl. lext-(igs. T. of c. indexes. 

George R. Lockwood, New York. 
The quoted date is from the copyright notice. The above is the 
last complete edition of Audubon's Birds of America with impres
sions of the 1859 plates, in many instances somewhat worn. There 
are some textual variations from the octavo issue of 1860. Briefly 
collated the eight volumes in hand are as follows: 
Vol.I. pp.xv+246. 70col.pl. 2figs.intext. 
Vol. II. pp. viii+199. 70 col. pl. 4 figs. in text. 
Vol. III. pp. viii+233. 70 col. pl. 6 fius. in text. 
Vol. IV. pp. viii+321, 70 col. pl. 28 fws. in text. 
Vol. V. pp. vi·ii+346. 50 col. pl. 14 fius. in text. 
Vol. VI. pp. vii + 298. 44 col. pl. 19 fius. in text. 
Vol. Vll. pp. vii+285. 46 col. pl. 12 fius. in text. 
Vol. .Vlli. pp. viii+256. 60 col. pl. 12 textfigs. index. 

**•*, AUDUBON, MARIA R. and COUES, 
ELLIOTT, eds. 
1897. Audubon and his journals, with z.oolo ... 
gical and other notes. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. 
xiv+532. front. (porlr.). 21 pi. T. of c. Vol. II, 
pp. viii + 554:+ (2). front. 24 pi. (10 diplomas). 
T. of c. index. New York. 
This edition of the life of Audubon by his granddaughter, is probably 
more full, and more accurate, than any other heretofore appearing, 
containing as it does the European Journal of 1826, the Labrador Journal of 1833, and the Missouri River Journal of 1843, the first 
possibly being the most generally interesting. In addition to these 
Journals are the Episodes introduced in the letterpress of the first 
three volumes of the 0-rnith.olou·ical Biouraph.ies, but are not in 
the octavo edition of the Birds of America, and it is believed no 
entire reprint of them has been made before. These are here 
arranged chronologically. Another edition appeared in 1900 (q.v.) 
with the word 'lllustrated' added to the title-page. 

'****~ AUDUBON, MARIA R. and COUES, 
ELLIOTT, eds. 
1900. Audubon and his journals. 1 Llust. 2 vols. 
8vo. Vol. I, pp. xiv+532. front. (porlr.). 21 pl. 
T.ofc .. Vol.II,pp.viii+554+(2). front. 24pl. 
(10 diplomas). T. of c. index. New York. 
An edition which differs only from that of the original published in 
1897 (q.v.) in having the word 'lllustrated' added to the title-page, 
and the attachment of two autographed letters from the editor, 
one to Dr. Casey Wood and the other to Miss Raymond regarding 
the receipt of some MSS. and other matters. 

1901 . See BUTTER WORTH, H. 

1917. See HERRlCK, F. H. 
1930. The Journal of J. J. Audubon, 1820-21; 
also the Journal, 1840-41. Published by the Club 
of Odd Volumes. Boston, Mass. 
Both these biographies are of importance to the student of zoology, 
and of the life of a distinguished naturalist. 

1930. 'Audacious', Audubon. .See MUSCHAMP, E. A. 

AUDUBON, JoHN WoouuousE. 
1906. Audubon's western journal. Clevelund. 

AUDUBON' LUCY GREEN BAKEWELL [1788-
1874]. 

1869. The life of John James Audubon, the 
naturalist. Ed. by his widow. ''' ith an introduc
tion by Jas. Grant Wilson. 8vo. pp. (2) +x+11-
443. front. (portr.). 1 fig. (vignette). T. of c. 

New York. 
Substantially the work edited by Lucy Audubon and Robt. 
Buchanan, 1868 (q.v.), with some additions, and the omission of 
several objectionable passages. 

AUDUBON, MARIA R. 
1897. Audubon and his journals, by M. R. 
Audubon, with zoological and other notes by 
E. Cones. See AUDUBON, J. J. and AUDUBON, 
MARIA R., etc., 1897; also the same title, 1900. 

AUDUBON MAGAZINE, THE. 
1887-8. Published in the interests of the Audubon 
Society for the protection of Birds. Monthly. 
Pictured wrappers. Forest and Stream Publishing 
Co., New York. Vol. I, No. I. Feb. 1887-No. 
12. Jan. 1888. viii+288 pp. lllust. Vol. 11, No. I. 
Feb. 1888-No. 12. Jan. 1889. vi+264 pp. illust. 
(All issued.) 
During its brief career this, the official organ of the American 
Audubon Society, did excellent work in its chosen department 
and not only furnished useful information for the institution of 
branch societies in America but published papers of scientific value 
to ornithologists in general. Its activities are now continued by 
Bird-Lore (q.v.); also by the organs of State and other local 
Audubon Associations. 
Each number contained a reduced black and white reproduction 
of an Audubon plate. Geo. B. Grinnell (Pres. of the Society), 
J. A. Alien, Robt. Ridgway, Florence A. Merriam, R. W. Shufeldt, 
and other well-known writers contributed to its columns. It is 
said that the connection with a paper devoted to the hunting of 
game was the chief cause of its suspension. 

AUDUBON NATIONAL SOCIETIES. Bul
letin. See NAT. ASSOC. OF AUD. SOC. BULLETIN. 

AUDUBON POCKET BIRD COLLECTIONS. 
n.ci. Folders 1-4; 5 x 8 in. Pub. by the National 
Assocn. of Audubon Societies, New York. For 
tea:ching purposes. 

AUDUBON SOCIETIES, NATIONAL 
ASSOCN. OF. 
n.d. Bird Study Book and Pocket Nature Library 
4 vols. Ed. by T. Gilbert Pearson. N. Y. 

AUDUBON SOCIETIES, NATIONAL. 
1903-dale. Educational Leaflets. Series to 1920 
has 101 leaflets. 
1904-date. Reports. 

AUDUBON SOCIETY FOR THE PROTEC
TION OF BIRDS. See AUDUBON MAGAZINE. 

AUDUBON SOCIETY OF ILLINOIS. See 
ILLINOIS AUDUBON SOCIETY. 

AUDUBON SOCIETY OF NEW HAMP
SHIRE. (Bulletin. 4lo.) 
July 1921-date. 8vo. Incorporated under the laws 
of the State of New Hampshire for the protection 
of our native birds: Stratford, N. H. 
This useful, well written little periodical concerns itself with the 
conservation of bird life and with the activities connected with it. 
It contains short papers of members of the Society, including 
Dr. Georgo S. Foster, W. H. Ruse, and others. 
Vol. 1. 1921-2. No. 1, July-Sept. 15 pp.; No. 2, Oct.-Dec. 13 pp.; 

No. 3, Jan.-March 1922. 12 pp.; No. 4, April-June. 14 pp. 
2. 1922-3. No. 1, July-8ept. 11 pp.; No. 2, Oct.-Dec. 11 pp.; 

No. 3, Jan.-March 1923. 10 pp.; No. 4, April-June. 10 pp. 
3. 1923-4. No. 1, July-Sept. 11 pp.; No. 2, Oct.-Dec. 11 pp.; 

No. 3, Jan.- March 1924. 11 pp.; No. 4, April-June. 10 pp. 

Ee 
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AUDUBON SOCIETY OF THE WESTERN 
PACIFIC. 
1923. Bulletin. illusl. 

AUGSBURG. BERICHT DER NATURHIS
TORISCHER VEREIN. 
1848-date. 4to and folio. In 1887 the name of the 
V ere in was changed to N aturwissenschaftli cher 
V erein f. Schwaben u. Neuberg. Nos. 1- 7 are in 
4to, the remainder folio. A subject index to 1896 
is given in vol. XXXII. 

AUK, THE. A Quarterly Journal of Orni
thology. 
1876-date. Published by the American Ornitho
logists' Union. Cambridge, j'yfass. With Index 
and table of contents to each vol. General 
Indexes. 
This periodical began as The Bulletin of the N uttall 
Ornithological Club (q.v.). Vols. 1 to 8, 1876-83, 
the initial issue of the Auk (pictured, tinted 
wrappers), being published as vol. IX, Old Series. 
Both serials are in detail as follows: 
Bulletin of the Nuttal( Ornithological Club. A 
Quarterly Journal of Ornithology. 
Vol. I. 1876. Nos. I-IV, Apr. 1876- Nov. 1876. 
115 pp. col. pl. index. 
Editor: J. A. Alien. Associate Editors: S. F. 
Baird and E lliott Coues. 
Vol. 11. 1877. Nos. I-IV, Jan.-Oct. 115 pp. 
index. illust. 
Vol. Ill. 1878. Nos. I-IV, Jan.-Oct. 200 pp. 
index. col. pi. 
Vol. IV. 1879. Nos. I-IV, Jan.- Oct. 256 pp. 
index. col. pi. 
Vol. V. 1880. Nos. I-IV, Jan.-Oct. 256 pp. 
index. col. pi. 
Vol. VI. 1881. Nos. I-IV, Jan.-Oct. 265 pp. 
index. col. pi. 
Vol. VII. 1882. Nos. I-IV, Jan.- Oct. 275 pp. 
index. col. pl. 
Vol. VIII. 1883. Nos. I-IV, Jan.-Oct. 260 pp. 
index. illust. 
The Auk (New Series). Continuation of the 
Bulletin N. 0. Club. 
Vol. IX, Old Series, 1884 (vol. I, New Series). 
Nos. I-IV, Jan.-Oct. 419 pp. index. col. pi. 
Editor: J. A. Alien. Associate Editors: Elliott 
Coues, Robt. Ridgway, William Brewster, Mon
tague Chamberlin. Pub. by Estes and Lauriat, 
Boston, Mass. 
Vol. X. 1885. (Old Series.) II. New Series. 
Nos. I-IV, Jan.-Oct. 411 pp. index. illust. 
Vol. XI. 1886. (O.S.) Ill. (N.S.) Nos. I-IV, 
Jan.-Oct. 529 pp. index. illust. 
Vol. XII. 1887. (IV. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, Jan.- Oct. 
381 pp. index. illust. 
Pub. by L. S. Foster, New York. 
Vol. XIII. 1888. (V. N.S.) Nos. I- IV, Jan.- Oct. 
484 pp. index. illusl. 
Sole Associate Editor: C. F. Batchelder. 
Vol. XIV. 1889. (VI. N.S. ) Nos. I-IV, Jan.
Oct. 359 pp. index. illusl. 
Vol. XV. 1890. (VII. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, Jan.
Oct. 434 pp. inde..t. illust. 
Vol. XVI. 18~1. (VIII. N.S. ) Nos. I-IV, Jan.
Oct. 421 pp. index. col. pl. 

Vol. XVII. 1892. (IX. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, Jan.
Oct. 420 pp. index. col. pl. 
Vol. XVIII. 1893. (X. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, Jan.
Oct. 407 pp. index. col. pl. 
Vol. XIX. 1894. (XI. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, Jan.
Oct. 359 pp. index. col. pi. 
Sole Associate Editor: Frank M. Chapman. 
Vol. XX. 1895. (XII. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, Jan.
Oct. 418 pp. index. col. pl. 
Vol. XXI. 1896. (XIII. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, Jan.
Oct. 366 pp. index. col. pl. 
Vol. XXII. 1897. (XIV. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, Jan.
Oct. 452 pp. index. col. pl. 
Vo.I. XXIII. 1898. (XV. N.S.) Nos. 1-:-IV, Jan.
Oct. 361 pp. index. col. pl. 
Vol. XXIV. 1899. (XVI. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, Jan.
Oct. 400 pp. index. col. pl. 
Vol. XXV. 1900. (XVII. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, Jan.
Oct. 424 pp. index. col. pi. 
[General] Index to Bulletin (vols. I-VII) and The 
Auk (vols. IX-XXV), 1876-1900. Ed. by 
Jonathan Dwight, Jr. 
Vol. XXVI. 1901. (XVIII. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, 
Jan.-Oct. 436 pp. index. col. pi. 
Vol. XXVII. 1902. (XIX. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, 
Jan.-Oct. 447 pp. index. illust. 
Vol. XXVIII. 1903. (XX. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, 
Jan.-Oct. 480 pp. index. illust. 
Published by the Union at Cambridge, Alass. 
Vol. XXIX. 1904. (XXI. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, 
Jan.-Oct. 531 pp. index. illust. 
Vol. XXX. 1905. (XXII. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, 
Jan.-Oct. ·470 pp. index. illust. 
Vol. XXXI. 1906. (XXIII. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, 
Jan.-Oct. 518 pp. index. illust. 
Vol. XXXII. 1907. (XXIV. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, 
Jan.-Oct. 492 pp. index. illust. 
Vol. XXXIII. 1908. (XXV. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, 
Jan.-Oct. 533 pp. index. illust. 
Vol. XXXIV. 1909. (XXVI. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, 
Jan.-Oct. 483 pp. index. illust. 
Vol. XXXV. 1910. (XXVII. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, 
Jan.-Oct. 516 pp. index. illusl. 
Ten-Year Index. Vols. XVIII-XXVII (N.S.), 
1901-10. Ed. by T. S. Palmer and W. W. Cooke. 
xxviii + 250 pp. 
Vol. XXXVI. 1911. (XXVIII. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, 
Jan.-Oct. 549 pp. index. col. pi. 
Vol. XXXVII. 1912. (XXIX. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, 
Jan.-Oct. 604 pp. index. illusl. 
Editor: Witmer Stone. 
Vol. XXXVIII. 1913. (XXX. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, 
Jan.-Oct. 658 pp. index. illust. 
Vol. XXXIX. 1914. (XXXI. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, 
Jan.-Oct. 593 pp. index. illust. 
Vol. XL. 1915. (XXXII. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, 
Jan.-Oct. 568 pp. index. illust. 
Vol. XLI. 1916. (XXXIII. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, 
Jan.-Oct. 489 pp. index. illust. 
Vol. XLII. 1917. (XXXIV. .S.) Nos. I-IV, 
Jan.-Oct. 542 pp. index. illust. 
Vol. XLIII. 1918. (XXXV. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, 
Jan.-Oct. 541 pp. index. illust. 
Vol. XLIV. 1919. (XXXVI. .S.) Nos. I-IV, 
Jan.-Oct. 608 pp. index. illust. 
Vol. XLV. 1920. (XXXVII. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, 
Jan.-Oct. 675 pp. index. col. pl. 
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Vol. XLVI. 1921. (XXXVIII. N.S.) Nos. I-IV, 
.Jan.-Oct. 652 pp. index. illust. 
Vol. XLVII. 1~22. (XXXIX. N.S.) Nos. T, Jan.-* 
This the premier ornithological magazin~ in the United States 
ranks easily among the two or three chief world periodicals on the 
subject. During a career covering more than half a century it has 
occupied a foremost place in avian literature, opening its columns 
not. only to a discussion of subjects of local interest but to foreign 
contributions and t.o foreign writers. From the very beginning it has 
given much space to practical and carefully prepared critiques of 
ornithological publications in all languages and its General Notes 
are of thE' highest. value to scholars and research students. Practi
cally every American (including Canadian) ornithologist of note has 
contributed one or more articles to its volumes. 
Of the earlier contributors may be mentioned-in addition to the 
editors and assistants-Bendire, Stejneger, Barrows, Shufeldt, 
E. W. Nelson, G. N. Lawrence, C. Hart Merriam, Henshaw, the 
Hrinnells, S. A. Forbes, Cory, Walter Bryan, Wm. Dutcher, H. B. 
Bailey, W. E. Saunders;,. Thos. Mcllwraith, H. Nehrling, T. S. Palmer, 
L. S. Foster, H. C. uberhalser, Chas. W. Richmond, Jonathan 
Dwight, Jr., D. G. Elliot, Frank Chapman, and many another 
faithful worker-some of them still active members of the A.O.U. 

AUXLET. An occasional journal of ornitho
logical minutiae. 
No. 2 sub-title reads: An occasional journal of 
awkward Murre-Murres. 
No. 3 sub-title reads: A semi-occasional journal of 
ornithological disputanda. 
Vol. 1, no. 1, Oct. 1920. 11 pp. illust. 

· no. 2, Oct. 1922. 16 pp. illust. 
no. 3, Oct. 1923. 15 pp. illust. 
no. 4, Oct. 1925. 1, l\ 

_.\ facetious and anonymous periodical intended to furnish a little 
harmless fun at the expense of the members of the A.O. U. It may, 
in the distant future, possess some value in throwing light on the 
fads and fancies of contemporary ornithologists. 

AURIVILLIUS , C . .See LIN AJm~, C., 1907. 

AUS DER HEIMAT. 1859- 66 . (Wanting.) 
Glogau, Leipzig. 

AUS DER HEIMAT . Naturwiss . Zeitschrift . 
1888-dale. Hrsg. v. Dr. K. G. Lutz. Jahrg. 1. 
(Lehrverein fi.ir Naturkunde.) S~. 

AUS DER HEIMAT, F'ttR DIE HEIMAT. 
1908-date. Geestem nde. 

898- 1904. Sub-title: J ahrbuch des V ereins fUr 
Naturkunde an der Unterweser. (Wanting.) 

AUS DER NATUR . 1852-75 . Leipzig. 

AUS DER NATUR. Ze1tschrift fiirall . Natur-
freunde. 1905- 22 . (Wanting.) Leipzig. 

AUS DER NATUR. Zeitschrift f . d . natur
wiss . u. erdkundl. Unterricht . 
1905-15. Jahrg. 1-12. Hrsg. v. W. Schoenichen. 

~ 
AUS NATUR UND XULTUR DER EIFEL. 
1922 . (Wanting.) Bonn-a-Rhein. 

AUS NATUR UND MUSEUM. See SENCKEN-
BERGISCHE 

BERICHT. 

NATURFORSCHENDE GESELLSCHAFT. 

AUS NATUR UND TECHNIK. 1921-2 . 
(Wanting.) Zurich. 

AUS DEB OBNITHOLOGISCHEN LITERA· 
TUB RUSSLANDS. BERICHTE UND 
'UBERSETZUNG. 
No. 1 + [1919 ?] + Suo. Edited by Herman Grote. 

H alle a. S. 
This periodical is published for the purpose of making available 
to those who do not read Russian the most important ornithological 

literature (or a review of it) that has appeared in Russia since the 
Great War. Here are to be found German translations of contribu
tions from the best known Russian naturalists-Shitkow, Bianchi, 
Sarudny, and others. 
The fourth number contains the congratulations of the Editor to 
the veteran ornithologist., Professor Schalow, on his 70th birthday, 
and is issued a.s a 'Sonderheft' to mark the event. 
1. n.d. [1919 ?] pp. 1-16. 
2. n.d. [1920 ?] pp. 17-32. 
3. Nov. 1921. pp. 33-56. 
4. Jan. 1922. pp. 57-72. 

AUSTEN ' NATHA IEL LAURENCE [1847-74]. 
1877 . Natural history papers and memoir of 
~. Laurence Austen. Edited by Frank Buckland. 
Suo. pp. xliv+(2) +190. front. (porlr.). S pl. T. of c. 

London. 
The Memoir occupies pp. ix-xliv, the Natural History Papen 
pp. 1-190. Among the latter are the nesting of the Eagle Owl at 
Croydon, Ravens nesting in confinement, Notes on the Golden
crested Wren, Habits of the Titmouse, Breeding Australian 
Paroquets, and on the form and structure of Dinornis giganteus. 

AUSTEN, GODWIN-. 
See GODWIN-AUSTEN. 

AUSTRALASIAN ASSOCN . FOB THE 
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE. Reports . 
1888-date. Sydney. 

AUSTRAL AVIAN RECORD , THE . A 
scientific Journal devoted Primarily to the Study 
of the Australian Avifauna. Issued in connection 
with the Austral Avian Museum, Watford, Herts, 
England. 
19 12-date. Editor: Gregory M. M a thews. London, 
Witherby & Co. Suo. Vols. 1-V. 1912-22. 
Tinted, pictured wrappers. Issued irregularly. 
As a rule, 8 nos. to a volume. Indices. Each 
number has table of contents. Col. pl. and figures. 
Current. In detail: 
Vol. I. 1912--13. Nos. 1-8, Jan. 1912-Mar. 1913. 
196 pp. Nos. 6 and 7, Feb. 1913, form a double 
part. 
Vol. 11. 1913-15. Nos. 1-8, Aug. 1913-Aug. 1915. 
220 pp. Nos. 2 and 3, Oct. 1913, form a single 
part. No. 8 is Index to vols. I and 11. The 
Austral Avian Museum removed to Foulis Court. 
Fair Oak, Hampshire, England. 
Vol. Ill. 1915-20. Nos. 1-8, June 1915-Feb. 
1920. 1SO pp. col. pls. and other figs. 
Vol. IV. May 1920--Mar. 1922. Nos. 1-7. 234 pp. 
index. Nos. 2 and 3, 4 and 5 form double parts. 
Vol. V. Nos. 1-3. [All published to June 3, 1923.] 
This valuable journal is edited by and the contributions are chiefly 
from the pen of Gregory Mathews, the well-known author of the 
Birds of Australia, and by his associate Tom Iredale. A number of 
other ornithologists have furnished papers-practically all on the 
subject of Australasian bird life, and of its literature. It is beautifully 
illustrated by colored plates and well executed text figures. 

(R. ) AUSTRALASIAN ORNITHOL OGI S T S ' 
CLUB . See EMU. 

AUSTRALIA FELIX. See WHEELWRIGHT, 

H. W., 1861. 

AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM , SYDNEY. 
1851-date. Memoirs. 

1890-date. Miscellaneous Publications. 

1890-dale. Records. 

1874-date. Reports. 
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~AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM, SIDNEY (contd.)] 
1876-94 .. atalogu of the Au tralinn bird in lh 
Au tralian l\Iu um. ee RA 1 Y, EDWARD 

PIER 0 '. 

1883. Catalogu of a ollection of fossil in the 
ustralian Museum. \\rith introductory notes. 

vo. pp. xxviii+159. 1 table (fold.). ·Sydney. 
The present catalogue ha been printed from the :M . of the dealer 
(T. H. Feilding) from whom it wa purchased, hence occasional 
discrepancies in nomenclature. The introduction, pp. v-xxvi, gives 
a quick glance of the whole collection a it stands, which represents 
the succe sion of animal and plants which liYed in the different 
ages of the earth. The fos il remain of birds are not v ry numerous, 
but references to tho that do occur '\\ill be found in the introduc
tion, pp. v-xxvi. 

1883. Guide to the content of the Au tralian 
luseum. vo. pp. 6+56. Sydney. 

1888. Cataloo-ue of the fi hes in the collection of 
the Australian ~luseum. Pt. 1. Recent palaeich
thyan fishe b. J.D.Ogilby. vo. pp.6+26+[2]. 

ydney. 

1889. Lord Howe Island; its zoology, geology, 
and phy ical chara ter . 8vo. pp. (10)+132+(14). 
front. (map fold.). 10 pl. (3 maps fold., 1 col.). 
T. of c. ydney. 
An account of the collection made by the Au tralian Museum 
collecting party, Aug.- ept. 1 7. The bird are de cribed on 
pp. 8-1 , with note on the oology, pp. 45- , and one plate. Forty
one pecie are listed, of whil'h nine are pecUliar to the Lltmd. 

AUSTRALIA ATURALIST. (Natura-
lists' Society of ew South Wales. 1906-da/c. 

. 'ydney. 

AUSTRALIAN ZOOLOGIST. Royal Zoologi
cal Society of New South Wales. ) 1914-da/e. 

Sydney. 

AUVERGNE. Bulletin de la Soc. d'hist. 
naturelle d'Auvergne. 
1922-7 .. 'os. 1-1·. 

AVEBURY, Lord. ee A);O);Y;It L. 

n .d .. Ian·els of the Unh·er e. 

AVERILL H.ARLES K .. Jr. 
1892. Li t of bird found in the ,-i inity of 
Bridgeport, onne ticut, prepar d for the Bridge
port ientifi ociety. vo. pp. 19. Bridgeport. 

AVERRO~S. (: B ·'L \\ ELID ~l t;HA l!IIAD IB:\ 
R HDAL-)IALIKI) [11-.26-9 ]. 
5 Oct., 1482. Collig t. Ferrara Lorenzo of\'alenza, 
et o ii. ·m. folio. Editio princep . (0.] 
The extrem ly rare first L tin edition of the work of this famous 
Arabian physician-naturali t. 

1497. De truction de tructionum (with .\uo-u -
tu ~ "iphu : De en u agente, tc.). Pres of 
Bonetu Locat llus. folio. Partl rei ue of 

ri totle' Plzy ica, et . [0.] · l'enic . 
The phy'icinn A verroe- wa the prominent 'lin on • n turali t
philo opher that function d ior Arabian and European medienl 
th<.mght. He w s the chief commentator on nd e.xponent of the 
An totel an ,y tem. and ought to be well consider d by tudent 
of early biology. 0 I r ~ay that 'he blazed a trail back t{> Ari tot! 
but a tunlly lending to ~ • ature ·. 

Dec., 1497. . llio- t (with Av nzoar: 
Theizir). Pr of tinu~ de Luna. Thi 
third f th fir t eio-ht print dition 
[ .] m.folio. 

AVES BRITANNICAE. 
1836. A Systematic Catalogue of British Birds. 
8vo. 1\1 anchester. 

AVICENNA. [ B u Hu AI m ~ i -x 
(9 0-1037).] 
17th cent. Arabic MS. Kanun. 5 books. The 
famous author, physician, naturali t, and philo
sopher was born in Bokhara. 
He compiled thi large work which he call d the Canon. lt wa 
much quoted by Arabians and other in the twelith to iourteenth 
centuries and the doctrines taught were dominant in European 
medical chools during that period -and longer. He al o wrote 
a work on animal life, based on the teaching of Aristotle. [0.] 

n.d. [after 1500]. De Animalibu , translated by 
Michael cott (J. and G. d regarii, l'enice ). 
Hain- . 2220. Pro tor 4-63. [0.] 
1891. Dani h-nama-i- la'i. 1 atural hi tory and 
natural philosophy. P r ian copy of the 11th-
century original. sm. 4to. pp. 72. Lithoo-raphed.,q 

Haydarabad. 
This well-known work, of which there are many ediTIOn , is very 
rare in the present tate. 

AVICULA, Giornale ornithologico italiano, 
per lo studio dell' Avifauna italica e per tutta 
quanto ha relazione con gliJ..ccelli in generale. «-
1897-1910. Vols. 1-14. [ ut of Pa er ilalicus, 
with motto: Parvus ed omnino italicus.] 4to. 
col., tinted, pictured wrappers. Bimonthly (double) 
numbers. Hon. Dir. Prof. Enrico Hillyer Giglioli 
and Count Prof. Tommaso Salvadori. Director 
Cav. igismondo Brogi, iena. Sienna . 
Parts designated Fasc. on wrapper· 'N' on 
inner title-page. Suspended. 
Anno I. Fas . or os. 1-6, Jan.-Feb. 1897-
Nov.-Dec. 1 97. 184 pp. index. 
Anno Il. Fasc. or Nos. 7-12, Jan.-Feb. 189~ 
Nov.-Dec. 189 . 152 pp. index. 
Anno Ill. Fasc. or Nos. 13/14-'.23/24, Jan.
Feb. 1 99-Nov.-Dec. 1899. 18 pp. index. 
The Editor, Prof. Brogi, having died before the 
issue of Nos. 19/')0 the conduct of Avicula was 
vested in the general ' Direzione '. 
Anno IV. Fasc. or Nos. 25/26-35/36, Jan.-Feb. 
1900-Nov.-Dec. 1900. 172 pp. index. 
Anno V. Fasc. or os. 37 f38-4 7/48, Jan.-Feb. 
1901- ov.-Dec. 1901. 176 pp. index. 
Anno VI. Mar.-Apr. (51/5'2.) is erroneously num
bered as part of 'Anno. V'. 
Anno \ II. Fas . or ros. 61/62-71, Jan.-Feb. 
1903-Nov.-Dec. 1903. 1 3 pp. index. 
Anno Ill. Fasc. or Nos. 73/74-83/84, Jan.
Feb. 1 4- 'ov.-Dec. 1904. 176 pp. index. 
Anno IX. Fasc. or Nos. 5/ 6-95/96 Jan.-Feb. 
1905- ov.-Dec. 1905. 168 pp. index. 
Anno .. r. Fas . or Nos. 97 f9S-107 /108, Jan.-Feb. 
1906- r ov.-De . 19 6. 14 pp. index. 
Anno ~'"1. Fa . or No . 1 9f110-119/1'>0, Jan.
Feb. 1 7- o .-De . 1907. 140 pp. index. 

nno XII. Fa . or o . 1'.21 122-131 13·, Jan.
Feb. 19 8- ov.-De . 19 . 126 pp. index. 
Doubl Fa . or o . L •. 9 13:... ept.-Dec. 19 
Anno ~ Ill. Fas . or ros. 133/134-143, 144, Jan.
Feb. 1H - ·ov.-De . 19 9. 124 pp. index. 
Doubl Fa . or 'o . 141/144 ept.-De . 1 09. 

nno ~"IV. o . 145-56, Jan. 1 10-Dec. 191 . 
(:\Ionthly.) 16 pp. index. (All i ued. ) 
The October number announced the suspension 
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of the Journal, which was probably due, in part 
at least, to the death of the editor, Prof. Giglioli. 
Avicula was the earliest of the Italian scientific journals devoted to ornithology; and it had a useful career. In its pages are found much of the best work furnished by Italian naturalists; its editors, Giglioli, Salvadori, and Brogi constituting n. trio well-known to the world of zoology. 

L' A VICULTEUR. 
1881-8.. Published by M. Voitellier, Nantes 
(Seine-et-Oise), France. Weekly. folio. Each 
part (separate pagination) 4 pp. illusl. in text. 
Except Fe- Annee, about 52 issues yearly. In 
detail: 
1re Annee. 1881. No. 1, Dec. 10-No. 4, Dec. 31. 
Four numbers in first volume. illust. 
2e Annee. 1882. No. 1, Jan. 7-No. 52, Dec. 30. 
numerous illust. 
36 Annee. 1884. No. 1, Jan. 5-No. 53, Dec. 27. 
illust. 
4e Annee. 1884. No. 1, Jan. 5-No. 53, Dec. 27. 
illust. 
5e Annee. 1885. No. 1, Jan. 3-No. 50, Dec. 26. 
iUust. 
66 Annee. 1886. No. 1, Jan. 2-No. 52, Dec. 25. 
illust. 
7e Annee. 1887. No. 1, Jan. 1-No. 52., Dec. 31. 
illusl. 
8e Annee. 1888. No. 1, Jan. 7-No. 52, Dec. 29. 
illust. (All issued?) 
England and Germany are undoubtedly the leaders in European aviculture-foreign, domestic and 'farmyard'-and that is the reason, doubtless, why the corresponding French periodical literature is relatively so sparse. Of trade journals, L'Aviculteu1', issued in newspaper form, is above the average and compares fa.vou!ably with similar English publications: It is devoted chiefly to p1geon and poultry raising. 

A VICULTOlt. 1921-d.ale. 1~1 exico. 

AVICULTURAL MAGAZINE, THE. Being 
the Journal of the Aviculture Society for the 
study of Foreign and British Birds (later) in 
Freedom and in Captivity. Blk. and white and 
colored plates. 
1894-dale. Monthly. 8vo. Brighton, England 
First series in 8 vols. of 96 nos. with colored and 
other plates (18~4 to 1902). In all 4 series, 
1894-1931; and continuation. (First series, parts 
numbered consecutively.) 
Vol. I. Nos. 1-12, Nov. 1894-0ct. 1895. Monthly. 
132 pp. index. 
VoJ. 11. Nos. 13-24, Nov. 1895-0ct. 1896. 
191 +vii pp. index. 
The foregoing edited by C. S. Simpson, Secretary, 
and H. R. Fillmer, Treasurer, of the Aviculture 
Society. 
Vol. Ill. Nos. 25-35, Nov. 1896-0ct. 1897. 
209 +xiv pp. index. 
The foregoing published by W. T. Moulton & Co., 
Brighton. 
Vol. IV. Nos. 37-48, Nov. 1897-0ct. 1898. 
212+xvi pp. index and several colored plates. 
Vol. V. Nos. 49-60, Nov. 1898-0ct. 1899. 195 pp. 
index. 
The last two vols. edited by the Hon. Secy. of 
The Society, H. R. Fillmer; published by Betts & 
Sons, London. 

Vol. VII. Nos. 1-12, Nov. 1900-0ct. 1901. 
234+vi pp. index. 
Vols. VI and VII were edited by 0. E. Cressell 
and pub. by Betts & Sons. 
New Series [Second Series]. 
Tinted wrapper (illustration, bird of paradise); 
sub-title-The Journal of the Avicultural Society. 
Title-page sub-title- The Journal of the A vi
cultural Society. Title-page sub-title (added). 
'Study of Foreign and British Birds') in Freedom 
and Captivity. Edited by D. Seth-Smith. Pub. 
by R. H. Porter, London. Volumes in succeeding 
series are mostly in twelve monthly numbers. 
Vol. I. Nos. 1-12, Nov. 1902-0ct. 1903. 431 pp. 
1\lany col. pl. index. 
Vol. 11. Nos. 1-12, Nov. 1903-0ct. 1904. 380 pp. 
1'-lany col. pl. index. 
Vol. Ill. Nos. 1-12, Nov. 1904-0ct. 1905. 
394 pp. 1\lany col. pl. index. 
Vol. IV. Nos. 1-12, Nov. 1905-0ct. 1906. 375 pp. 
1\J any col. pl. index. . . 
Vol. V. Nos. 1-12, Nov. 1906--0ct. 1907. 389 pp. 
1Vfany col. pl. index and table of contents. 
Vol. VI. (Edited by David Seth-Smith and 
Arthur G. Butler.) Nos. 1-12, Nov. 1907-0ct. 
1908. 359 pp. col. pl. index. 
Third Series. 
Tinted, pictured (changed) wrapper (only name of 
Journal on wrapper title-page). Edited, Nov.
July, by Frank Finn; Aug.-Oct. J. Lewis Bon
hote. Pub. by West Newman & Co., London. 
Vol. I. Nos. 1-12, Nov. 1909-0ct. 1910. 374 pp. 
1\1 any col. pl. index. 
Vol. Il. Nos. 1-12, Nov. 1910-0ct. 1911. 394 pp. 
Index. col. pl. 
Vol. Ill. Nos. 1- 12, Nov. 1911-0ct. 1912. 
355 pp. col. pl. index. (Vols. JI and Ill edited 
entirely by J. Lewis Bonhote. ) 
Vol. IV. Nos. 1-12, Nov. 1912- 0cl. Hll3 . .391 pp. 
J\1 any black and col. pi. index. 
Vol. V. Nos. 1-1'), Nov. 1913-0ct. 1914. 386 pp. 
Many black and col. pi. index. Edited by 
Hubert D. Astley. 
Vol. VI. Nos. 1-12, Nov. 1914-0ct. 1915. 396 pp. 
!\ f any black and several col. pl. index. 
Vol. VII. Nos. 1-12, Nov. 1915-0ct. 1916. 356 pp. 
black and col. pi. index. 
Vol. VIII. Nos. 1-12, Nov. 1916-0ct. 1917. 
364 pp. black and col. pl. index. 
Vol. IX. No. 1 and 12, Nov. 1917-0ct. 1918. 
313 pp. illust. index. 
Editor: Dr. Graham Renshaw. 
Vol. X. Nos. 1-14, Nov. 1918-Dec. 1919. 260+ 
ix pp. illust. index. 
Vol. XI. Nos. 1-12, Jan. 1920-Dec. 1920. 214 pp. 
illust. index. 
Vol. XII. Nos. 1-12, Jan.-Dec. 1921. 188 pp. 
illust. index. 
Hon. Editors: D. Seth-Smith and R. I. Pocock. 
Vol. XIII. No. 1--* 

This magazine is a scientific peri~di~l of the greatt;st vah_1e n?t only to students of avian domestlCatwn but to orrutholog1sts m general. It is well written (by numerous naturalists of note) an.d well edited by ornithologists of international repute. Finally, 1t is well printed. The illustrations, both black and colored, are of the best, although the latter. were (very prope~ly) omitt;ed during the Vol. VI. No. 61-72, Nov. 1899-0ct. 1900. 
Renumbering of parts. 

World War. It is appropnate that the prenuer magazme on gener~l aviculture should be published in England, the home of domestic f faunaculture. 

~ 
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~f" AVICULTURAL SOCIETY. T.ondon. 

1925. A vit·ult ure, a treatise on the managrrnenl 

of foreign and British birds in captivity, pub

lished by the Avicultural sorit'l y. 8vo. pp. 2 + 
. 326+7+16. 27 pl., 10 col. inde.r .. inde:J' to J_atin 

n(lfnes. Hertford. 

Tllis usc·ful volumE> is a ' practical manual of general utility on the 

kPPping and rearing of birrls. Published under the auspices of the 

.-\ vicultural Society of London and La Societe .Vatiorwle d'Acclima· 

talion de France, by a Mixed Committee. and thP Editors of the 

Ai'icnltural .Uagazine and of l'Oiseau'. 

A VICULTURAL SOCIETY OF CALI

FORNIA. Bird news. 
1909. NoE:. 1- C, .J}Inunry-Drf·rmhrr. 8110 • 

. '-lrtn Fmncisco. 

Devoted to the interests of the bird fancier. Edited by F. W. 

D'Evelyn. W. W. Cooley, business manager. With pictured title· 

\j~,~·I. Nos. 1-6, Jan.-Dec. 1909. 64 pp. All issued. F. L. Burns 

gives the date 1901; the Auk, 1909. (Wanting.) 

AVICULTURAL SOCIETY OF GREAT 

BRITAIN. See A\ lC:ti :ruRAL MAGAZI 'E . 

AVICULTURE. See AYICl' L 'll RAL . ocn:TY. 

LO"'DO . 1 n:.! f>. 

AVICULTURE. 
1929. Series Jl, ,·ul. r- :\lonlhly. Puh. by 

the .\vkultul'al S()l'. uf .\n1edca. Fir 1 two nos. 

appeart:'1l tl~ The .\Yicultmal :\1agazinr. 4tn. 
.V Pin ) ·ark and Cl!irago. 

A flourishing and useful magazine devoted to the care and culture 

of bird life- foreign imports in particular. It is illustrated mostly 

by colored plat~R . 

L'A VICULTUR E P RATIQUE. Revue Bi

Mens uelle Illustree . 
i1)12- 14. Puhlier avec le corwour-. de Proft:' . eur, 

et d'Aviculteurs et ave1· le Patronage de So<"i~lt'-s 

rl'Avkulture. QrO'arw official du Howl::m

Faverolles-Ciub, ou Pavilly-Ciub, etc. Dired.t>ur 

Leon I.efevre. 2 nols. and 4 montftly nos. 8uo. 

i/lust. ?iclured wrappers. Suspended (? ). Poris. 

1. Annee. No. 1, July 15, 1912; and thereafter an issue every two 

weeks until No. 12, Dec. 30, 1912. 139 pp, black illust. index. 
2. Ann~. Nos. 13-14, Jan. 1913; and thereafter a double number 

every month until Nos. 23, 24, June; then (single) No. 25, July; 

and one number every month until No. 30, Dec. 1913. 76 pp. 

Jan.-Aug.; thereafter each no. paged separately. illust. T. of c. 

Sub-title changed to 'Organ Mensuel d 'Aviculture, Elevage ', etc. 

3. Annee. No. 31, Jan. 1914; No. 32, Feb. 1914; No. 33, Mar. 1914; 

No. 34, Apr. 1914 (all issued?). 
Fondateur: Leon Lefevre. Chief Editor: V. Duperrey. 
Although at first devoted entirely to the culture of domestic birds 

this journal finally included barn-yard animals of all sorts. As 

such, it is an interesting periodical and gives a fair account of 

'basse-cour' life in France during the years 1912-14. 

AVIFAUNA, THE. 
1895-7. Only three nos. were issued. Nos. 1 and 2 

were published by \V. H. Hoffman, Los Angeles, 

Cal., No. 3, at Santa Barbara, Cal. Vol. I. No. 1, 

Sept. 1895; No. 2, Oct. 1895; No. 3, Sept.. 1897. 

8vo. 48 pp. illust. col. pictured wrappers. 

It contains several ornithological papers of interest to science. 

No. 2 (4to. 17-32 pp. T. of c.) has an instructive (illustrated) paper 

on the California Condor, by the Editor; contributions also from 

J. Grinnell, Lee Chambers, H. A. Gaylord, and others. 

A VIS , RICHARD, pseud. 
1870. The canary; its history, varieties, manage

ment and breeding. 8vo. pp. 48. front. (col.). 

T. of c. London. 

A little treatise on the breeding, rearing, and management of 

Canaries in health and sickness. 

AYER, EowARD E. Catalogue of thr ornitho

logical library, Field Museum of 1atural Jlislory. 

,."-;ee ZIMMER, JOHN TODD. 

. A ZARA, Don FELIX DE [1716-1811] . 
1801. Essais sur l'Histoire naL. drs Qu:Hir·npcdPs 

du Paraguay, etc. 2 vols. 8vo. Paris. 

One of the most important early treatises on South American 

zoology by a famous naturalist. There were seYeral editions and 

translations of this author's works in Spanish, French. GPrntan , 

and English, most of which are in th(' ~I cOill lihrari!·s. 

1802-5. Apunlamientos pnrn la 1 ri. IIJJ'i:t . ':llmal 

Ur Los Pa1·nxos d l P:mtguay, ('11' . . ) 1•ul~. 

.\ludritl. 

1809. \'oyages d:m l' .\mer·iqur \l~ridiuii:IIP, l'tt•. 

J nnls. LP:rl tmtl 2 vols. plates. J~([ris. 

1810. Reist> nad1 Sued .\nH•rikn, t>lc. 8uo. 
Berlin. 

1838. Tlle nl. Jlisl. of tlte Quadr·uprds or 
Par:wuay, Pll'. \'ol. l (nliJ.HJI). ). 8vo. 

EdinlJllrrth. 

B '*'**'*· 
1808. Aviceptologie Franc;aise. P(JriS. 

BABAULT, GuY. 
1916-23. Voyage de Guy Babault dans l'Afrique 

orientale anglaise. Resultals scientifiques. Vols. 

[1-13]. sq. 4to. illust. pl. Paris. 

Of the vertebrates the birds (vol. XI) are by A. Menegam.; mam

mals by Max Kollman. 

1920-4. Mission Guy Bauault dan les provinces 

centrales de l' lnde dans la region occide11tale de 

l'Himalaya et Ceylen, 1914. Resultats scienti

fiques. 5 vols. 4lo. illlljit. pl. maps. Paris. 

CoNTENTS. Vol. [1]. Oiseaux par Guy Babault. 

[ 4]. Reptiles et Ba traciens par Paul Chabanaud. 

The first part contains the ecological description of the stations. 

The second part consists of an accom1t of the birds met with on 

the elevated chain of mountains between the Punjab and the 

Indus, extending to the sources of the Indus, up to the borders of 

Kashmir. 

1921. Recherches zoologiquo/-dans ... l 'lnde, etc. 

1922. Recherches zoologiques dans les provinces 

centrales de 1' In de et dans les regions occiden

tales del 'Himalaya. Ouvrage illustre de 80 repro

ductions photographiques hors texte et de quatre 

cartes. 25! cm. 2 pp. 1., iii, 238 pp., 1 l. pi. 

4 maps (2 fold.). Paris. 

This volume contains the personal narrative and incidents of the 

ex}ledition known as the Mission Guy Bnbaull. The ornithological 

results are published separately. 

1923. See ME EGAUX, HENRI AUGUSTE. 

1924. Voyage de Guy Babault en Tunisie. Resul

tats scientifiques. Oiseaux par Louis Lavauden. 

folio. 279 pp. pl. maps. Paris. 

The plates by N. Boudarel are worthy of mention, especially the last 

one of the sand-grouse (Pterocles coronatus). 

BABCOCK, ERNEST BROWN [1877- and 

CL AUSEN , RoY ELwooo. 
1918. Genetics in relation to agriculture. 8vo. 
pp. xx+675. front. (col.). 3 pl. (col.). 239 figs. 

T. of c. glossary. bibliogr. index. New rork. 

I 

I 
6 i 

I 

I 

An adequate presentation in a single text of the facts and principles 

of genetics and their practical applications. References to b~ds 
are numerous under such headings as Hybrid birds, sex-deternnna· \\\ 

tion in, sex-linked inheritance, song in male, and sterility in hybrids, 

(\with oDe colo~ed plate. First edition. 
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~ 927. Genetics in relation to agric~Uure. 2nd ed. 
8vo. pp. (6) + ix-xiv+673. 3 pl. (cvl.). 203 figs. 
T. of c. New York. 
An almost entirely re-written edition of the first issue (1918); made 
necessary by the tremendous advances in theoretical and applied 
genetics. There are many extra references to birds and an addi
tional coloured plate has been added. The Glossary is omitted in 
this editioii. 

BABINGTON ' CHU RCHILL [1821-89 ] . 
.. 1884- 6 . Catalogue of the birds of Suffolk, with 

remarks on their distribution. 8vo. pp. (7) + 281. 
front. (map). 7 pl. T. of c. addenda. index. 

London. 
An account of the distribution and whether nesting, of the 292 
species enumerated. 

BABSON, WILLIAM ARTHUR. 
1901. Bulletin of The Bird Club of Princeton 
University ... The birds of Princeton, New 
Jersey, and vicinity. 8vo. pp. 82 + vii +(3). index. 

Princeton. 
An annotated list of 230 species and subspecies recorded for the 

• district, which embraces the circular area described with an eight
mile radius from the town of Princeton as .a centre. This does not, 
however, include any part of the Delaware River, or many more 
of the water birds would have been recorded, the 50 species in
cluded having all been observed near the small ponds and streams 
in the neighbourhood. A separate list is given of the breeding 
specie& with dates. 

BACXHOUSE , JAMES [1794-1869). 
1843. Narrative of a Visit to the Australian 
Colonies. 8vo. pp. 16 + 648+56. 16 pl. 2 maps. 
illust. text. append. London. 
Rather .rare. Frequent references to the faunallife of the colonies. 

BACXHOUSE , JAMES, the Younger [1825- 90]. 
1890. A handbook of European birds for the use 
of field naturalists and collectors. sm. 8vo. 
pp. viii+ 334. index. front. London. 
A useful pocket manua.l devoid, however, of illustrations. The 
library copy is interleaved and was evidently intended to be used 
for a second edition, which never appeared. 

BACON , FRANCIS Baron Verulam [1 561- 1626] . 
1651 . Sylva sylvarum; or, A naturall history in ten 
centuries. 4to. pp. [16]+218+[22]. port. London. 
Although primarily intended to be a work on trees, there are many 
interesting references to the natural history of vertebrates by this 
illustrious writer. 

BADISCHER LANDESVEREIN FttR 
NATURXUNDE UND NATURSCHUTZ . 

Freiburg-i-B. 
1882-19 15. Mitteilungen. 
1919-date. Mitteilungen. New series. 

BADISCHER ZOOLOGISCHER VEREIN . 
Karlsruhe. 

· 1889-1907. MiLteilungen. Merged into Badischer 
Landesverein fUr Naturkunde und Naturschutz. 

BAEDEKER, .F'RIEDRICH w. J. 
1855-63. Die ~er der europaeischen yoegel nach 
der natur gemalt. Mit einer beschreihung des 
nestbaues gemeinschaftlich bearbeitet mit L. 
nrehm und \V. Paessler. folio. pp. 26. 8 col. pl. 

[Leipzig.] 
The volume in hand forms only one part of the whole work (on 
the eggs of European birds) , the eight colored plates depicting the 
eggs of 37 described species. The treatise was issued 1855-63 in 
ten parts with t ext and 80 colored plates. 

BAER , KARL ERNST VON [1792- 1876]. 
1828. Uber Entwickelungsgeschichte der Thiere; 
Beobachtung und Reflexion. 2 vols. in 1. 4to. pl. 

Konigsberg. 
A 

1886. Sec STIEDA, LUDWIG. 

BAERIUS , NICOLAS [1639-1714]. 
1695. Ornithophonia; sive, Harmonia melicarum 
avium juxta naturas, virtutes & proprietates suas, 
carmine latino-germanico decantatarum, [etc.]. 
8vo. pp. [8] + 384. illust. Bremae. 
Contains nine woodcut figures of birds colored by hand with 
descriptions in Latin elegiacs and in German rhymed verse. A 
rare title. 

BAGEHOT , WALTER [1826- 77). 
1873. Physics and Politics, etc. 8vo. - [0.] 

New York. 
BAHR , PHILIP HEINRICH. 
1907. (The) home-life of some marsh-birds, &c. 
See TURNER, E. L. 

BAIKIE , WILLIAM BALFOUR [1825-64 ] and 
HEDDLE , R. 
1848. Historia Naturalis Orcadensis. 1 vol. 8vo. 

Edinburgh. 
BAILEY, B. H. 

1918. The Raptorial Birds of Iowa. pp. 238. 
93 figs. 

BAILEY-CHURCHILL, A. 
1926. Living things. A book of elementary 
Nature Study. 12mo. pp . viii+144. T. of c. 
Several pl. ; numerous cuts in text. London. 

BAILEY, Mrs. FLORENCE AuGUST A (MERRIAM) 
[1863- ] . 
1889. Birds through an opera-glass. 8vo. pp. xiii 
+(1)+223. 16 figs. T. of c. append. bibliogr. 
index. . Boston. 
A popular account of 70 New England birds, the work being issued 
as No. 3 of 'The Riverside Library for Young People ', the illustra
tions from Baird, Brewer, and Ridgway, A History of North American 
Birds, 187 4. 

1.896. A·birding on a bronco. 8vo. pp. x+ 226 + 
(1). front. 10 pl. 23 figs. 1'. of c. 2 indexes. 

Boston. 
A popular account of the author's ornithological observations in 
Southern California. 

1898. Birds of village and field, a bird book for 
beginners. 8vo. pp. xlix +(1)+406. illust. front. 
27 pl. 220 figs. + (71). T. of c. append. bibliogr. 
index. Boston. 
A popular handbook of birds with numerous keys to the species 
based on colors ; also accounts of their habits, and distribution, 
etc. The appendix contains migration and residence lists as well 
as a bibliography. 

1898. Birds of New Mexico. pp. 800. illust_. 
A useful treatise published by the N.M. Dept. of Fish and 'Game 
Santa Fe. ·. ·, .: 

1902. Handbook of Birds of the Western United 
States. · ,. ·- ' 
The firRt edit.ion of this well-known text-book, written in. clear and 
precise language and properly illustrated. 

(1908). Handbook of birds of the western United 
States including the great plains, great basin, 
I acific slope, lower Rio Grande Valley, with 
thirty-Lhree full-page plates by Louis Agassiz 
l<'uertcs, and over six hundred cuts in the text. 
8vo. pp. xc + 514. front. 33 pl. 1 map. 3 diagr. 
601 figs. 1'. o( c. bibliogr. a[>pend. addend. index. 

Boston. 
ln the present. (third) edition, all error·· have been corrected, and 
many photographs replaced with drawings by :Mr. Kako Morita. 

~ 

j 
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[BAILEY, l\1rs. F. A. (MERRIAM ) (contd.)] 

1918. Wild animals of Glacier national park. 
The mammals , ... by V. Bailey ... The birds, 
by F. A. Bailey. See BAILEY, v. and BAILEY, F. A. 
(born Merriam). 

1921. Handbook of birds of the Western United 
States. Including the Great Plains, Great Basin, 
Pacific Slope, and Lower Rio Gran de Valley. 
With thirty-three full-page plates by Louis 
Agassiz Fuertes, and over six hundred cuts in the 
text. rev. ed. 8vo. pp. li+(1)+590. front. 
33 pi. 1 map. 3 diagr. 601 figs. 1'. of c. append. 

addend. index. Boston. 

A most carefully prepared 'Handbook' with short accounts of each 
species, keys for easily distinguishing them, and addenda giving 
changes in nomenclature brought up to date. 

1928. Birds of New Mexico; with contributions 
by W. W. Cooke. Illustrated with colored plates 
by Allan Brooks, plates and text figures by the 
late Louis Agassiz Fuertes. Based mainly on 
field work of the Bureau of biological survey, 
U.S. Dept. of agriculture. 8vo. pp. xxiv+807. 
front. (col.). 78 pl. (24 col. 1 map). 136 figs. 

62 maps (2 diagr.). T. of c. bibliogr. 
Washington, D.C. 

The first comprehensive account of the avifauna of American 
South-west. Various plumages of species are described, followed 
in most cases by a paragraph on 'comparisons', contrasting the 
species with its nearest allies particularly as seen in the field. 
Following this comes the range of the bird with a summary of 
• State Records' covering its distribution in New Mexico. Other 
paragraphs cover nest, eggs, and food, as well as general habits. 

BAILEY, H. B. 
1881. 'Forest and stream' bird notes; an index 
and summary of all the ornithological matter 
contained in Forest and Stream, vols. 1-12. 8vo. 
pp. iv+195. index. New York. 

A complete index to the many valuable notes scattered through 
the flies of the magazine as well as a digest of each note or article, 
the reader having at hand much more than a simple index, thus mak
ing it often unnecessary to refer to the original volume. 

BAILEY, HAROLD HARRIS [1879- ] . 
1913. The birds of Virginia. With fourteen full 
page colored plates, one map, and one hundred 
and eight half-tones taken from nature. Treating 
one hundred and eighty-five species and sub
species; all the birds that breed within the state. 
8vo. pp. xxiii+(1) +362. front. (col.). 13 pi. (col.). 
185 half-tones. 1 map (fold.). index. 

Lynchburg, l'fl. 

1925. The birds of Florida ; a popular and 
sdientific account of the 425 species and sub
species of birds that are now, and that have been 
found· ·within the state and its adjacent waters; 
with special reference to their relation to agri
culture; illustrated with 76 full page four-color 
plates,-figuring over 480 birds, by Geo. M. 
Sutton; and with an outline map of the state 
showing areas; and a topographical drawing of 
a bird ... Limited ed. 4to. pp. xxi+(1)+146. 
76 pl. (col.). 1 diagr. 1 map (fold.). index. 

Baltimore, JVI d. 

BAILEY, LORING WOART [1839-1911]. 
1887. Elementary natural history; in trod. to the 
study of minerals, plants and animals, with 

special reference to those of New Brunswick. 8vo. 

pp. vi+ 94. 4 pl. T. of c. Saint John, N.B. 
An elementary account of the position birds occupy in the animal 
kingdom, plate 4 depicting a few types of certain families of birds. 

BAILEY, VERNON [1864- ]. 
1913. Life zones and crop zones of New Mexico. 

lV ashington. 
A valuable contribution to local economic zoogeography. 

**** and BAILEY, FLORENCE MERRIAM. ~- k 
1918. Wild animals of Glacier national park. 
The mammals, with notes on physiography and 
life zones. The birds, by Florence Merriam Bailey. 
8vo. pp. 210. 37 pl. (1 map fold. col.). 94 figs. 

T. of c. index. Washington. 

1928. Animal life of the Carlsbad Cavern. 8vo. 
pp. xiii+(1)+195. front. 67 figs. T. of c. index. 

Baltimore. 
A monograph (American Soc. of l\Iammalogists) of the most exten
sive and spectacular cavern yet discovered in America, situated in 
the Pecos River Valley of south-eastern New Mexico. The bird8 
of the region are described in chapter VI, pp. 130-62, accompanied 
by eight illustrations. 

1930. Animal Life of Yellowstone Park. 8vo. 
pp. 12+232. illust. index. Springfield, Ill. 
A reliable and well-written account of the animals (including fishes, 
reptiles, and amphibia) in a specialized region of the :Middle West of 
North America. The writer is Chief Field Naturalist of the U.S. 
Biological Survey. 

BAILEY MUSEUM AND LIBRARY OF 
NATURAL HISTORY. Newport, News., Va. 
1920-date. Bulletin. 

BAILLIE-GROHMAN, F. 1904. See EDWARD, 
of Norwich. 

BAILLIE-GROHMAN, WM. A. 1904. See 
EDWARD, of Norwich. 

BAILLY, JEAN BAPTISTE [1822- ]. 
1853-5. Ornithologie de la Savoie, etc. 4 vols. 
and atlas. 8vo. Paris . 

BAIL y, wILL! AM L. 
1869. Our own birds; a familiar natural history 
of the birds of the United States. Rev. and ed. 
by E. D. Cope. 8vo. pp. x+11-265. front. 9 pl. 
55 figs. (1 diagr.). T. of c. index. Philadelphia. 
A popular account of the birds of the United States, intended 
principally for youthful readers. 

1874. Our own birds; a familiar natural history 
of the birds of the United States. Rev. and ed. 
by Edward D. Cope. 8vo. pp. x+11-265. front. 

9 pl. 55 figs. (1 diagr.). T. of c. index. 
Philadelphia. 

1-874. Our own birds, and Trees, plants ~nd ~,t,,.PJ. 
flowers. 2 vols. in 1. [Ph~] r;;J 

1875. Our own birds. A familiar natural history 1 · 
of the birds of the United States. Revised and 
edited by Edward D. Cope. 8vo. pp. x+11-2~5. 
front. 9 pi. 50 figs. T. o( c. index. Philadelphza. 

A reprint., with slightly altered title, of the edition of 1874. 

?1876. The Birds of America: a familiar Natural 
History, etc. 8vo. London. 

An English edition of this familiar work. 
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BAIN' FRA CIS. 
1890. The natural history of P1:ince Edward 
Island. Authorized for the use of schools by the 
Board of education. 16mo. pp. viii+9-123. 
front. 45 figs . .. T. of c. ylossary. 

Charlottelown, P.E.I. 
Intended as an introduction to the study of the natural history of Prince Edward Island, for the use of Primary School:;. Birds arc discussed ou pp. 108-17, with one illustration. 

BAIRD , SPENCER FuLLERTON [1823-87]. 
1852. Quadrupeds and birds -by S. F. Baird. 
Reptiles by S. F. Baird and C. F. Girard. 8vo. 
pp. [75]. Appendix C. Zoology of U.S.-Engineers, 
Corps of. Expedition to the valley of the Great 
Salt Lake of Utah, pp. 307-79. Philadelphia. 

1 • o.. • 1852. Exploration and Survey of the Valley of 
. rlC!** and STANSBURY, HowARD. 

the Great Salt Lake of Utah. 8uo. Phila. 
~ -1 ,. ~and GIRARD , C. F. 

1852. An expedition to the Valley of lhe Great 
Salt Lake, etc. 8vo. 
This is really an account of the reptiles of Utah. See also STANSBURY, H. 

1853. See UNITED STATES. 

i~· 1855-9. See UNITED STATES. Pacific Rd. Survey. 
e-J 1857-9. Mammals of North America. 4to. 

pp. 34 + 764 +55. 3 pts. 87 col. pl. Phila. ~ This important and well-known treatise is a reprint of por~ the ReJ??rts of the Pacific Rail~ and Mexican Boundary Survey ExpeditiOn. 

[1858]. Catalogue of North American birds 
chiefly in the museum of the Smithsonian InsLitu
tion. folio. pp. 19. blue paper. no l.-p. 
According to Zimmer (Aye·r Catalogue, p. 32) in its folio form it consists of 'a simple list of 738 names in Latin and English, with serial number!:!, and without. any indication of the distribution of species as given in the original; it was designed, according to the introduction, to facilitate the labelling of specimens and to serve the purpose of a check-list. According to Coues, some copies were issued, printed on but one side of the paper, for further use in label-ling specimens'. The present copy is from the P. L. Sclater library. 
1858. Catalogue of North American birds, chiefly 
in the museum of the Smithsonian institution. 
4to. pp. ( 2) +xvii-lvi + ( 2). Vv' ashington. 
Separate reissue of the author's main work. Besides the list of 738 species, with habitats, these sheets contain a table of the higher groups. The species being all numbered the brochure was much in tL'le for several years as a convenient reference. 

1858. Catalogue of North American birds, chiefly 
in the museum of the Smithsonian institution. 
folio. pp. (2) +xvi(-lvi +25 leaves (blank). 

~Vashinglon. 
A portion of the report on North American Birds in vol. IX of the Reports of the Pac•iftc RailJ:J}iJJ}. Survey, and here published as a separate paper by the Institution. An abridged octavo edition was issued in 1859 (q.v.). 

1858 . Reports of explorations and surveys ... 
for a railroad from the Missif!sippi River to the 
PacificOcean ... Birds; by Spencer F. Baird, &c. 
See U .S . PACIF1C RAILROAD SURVEYS. 

[1859]. Birds of the boundary. With notes by 
the naturalists of the Survey. 4to. pp. (2) +3-32. 
25 pl. (col.). index. [vVashington:] 
The whole work is in 2 vols., the present portion being vol. II, pt. II, relating to the birds. The article is merely a list of the specimens collected by the Commission, the text being comparatively unimportant (the Rpecies being worked up elsewhere), but it is accompanied by 25 beautiful colored plates, wanting in the present copy. 

1859. Catalogue of North American birds, chiefly 
in the museum of the SmiLhsonian institution. 
[First octavo edition.] pp. (2)+19+(3). index. 

Washington. 
A check-list of 738 species and subspecies, with scientific and vernacular names, reprinted with some changes from the quarto, forming a portion of the re.I!ort on North American Birds, in vol. IX of the Reports of the Pacific Railroad Suruy, and published as a separate paper by the Institution in October 1858 (q.v.). 
1859. Mammals of North America; the descrip
tions of species based chiefly on the collections in 
the museum of the Smithsonian Institution. Phila. 
3 pts. in 1 vol. folio. pl. Washington, D.C. 
Pt. 1 is a reprint of the 'Report on mammals', 
presented to the Dept. of War, and pub. in 1857, 
as one of the series of Reports of explorations and 
surveys for a railroad route to the Pacific Ocean . 
Pt. 2 is a reprint of the special ' Report on 
mammals' of the U.S. and Mexican boundary 
survey. Pt. 3 consists of plates, comprising those 
in the two preceding Reports and a few additional 
ones. 

L****land E M ORY, A1ajor WILLIAM H. 
1859. Report on the U .S. and Mexican Boundary 
Survey, etc. Binder's title, 'Zoology of the 
Boundary'. Washington. 

\u**lwith CASSIN,J. and LAWRENCE, G. N. 
1860. Birds of North America; the descriptions 
of species based chiefly on the collections in the 
museum of the Smithsonian Institution. Atlas 
of one hundred plates. 2 vols. 4to. Vol. I, 
pp. ( 4) + lvi +1005. T. of c. 3 append. bibliogr. 
2 indexes. (Vol. 2, wanting.) Philadelphia. 
The main body of text (pp. 1-1005) is identical with the same pages in vol. IX of the U.S. Pacific Railroad Surveys, Reports of Explorations, etc. (q.v.), and pp. i-vi represent pp. xi-A--vi of the same, reset and dated 'October 20, 1858 ', instead of 'October 20J 1853'. Pp. vii-xv+1, containing the explanation of plates ana systematic list of illustrations, are new. In the present copy the plates forming vol. 2 are wanting. 
Under the present title, the work was reissued in 1870 (q.v.) with some changes. 

Ff 

1863. List of the Described Birds of Mexico
not in the Smithsonian. 8vo pamphlet. 
Author's separate. 

1864-72. Smithsonian miscellaneous collections, 
181. Review of American birds in the museum of 
the Smithsonian institution. Part 1. 8vo. pp. vi+ 
478. 57 figs. T. of c. index. ·washington. 
The final form of this paper, which was originally issued in sheets, as fast as it was printed, distributed to various ornithologists for the purpose of eliciting criticisms and suggestions. Pagination extended only to p. 450, and the title-page was slightly different from the present one. Later, for the present edition, the title-page was changed, the preliminary advertisement altered, an introduction written, the table of contents completed (to include the Vireonidre, Ampelidre, and Laniidre), a list of species and index added on pp. 450-78 and the work was reissued in one volume. The final signatme is dated .January 1873, although the title-page cites 1864-72 only. 

[ 1866]. Arrangement of families of Birds. 
[Adapted provisionally by the Smithsonian In
stitution.] 8vo. pp. 8. no t.-p. 
A pamphlet stating that the cla ·si~c~tion of birds present~d is based essentially upon that of Prof. LillJeborg, of Upsala (published in the Proceedinus of the Zoological Society of London for January 1866), and has been adopt.ed prov~siona!f.y in t~e a~rangement of the birds in the museum of the Srmthsoruan InstitutiOn. 
1866. The distribution and migrations of North 
American birds. 8vo. pp. 33. 
An abstract of a Memoir presented to the National Academ:y of Sciences, January 1865. Author's separate from the Amencan Journal of Science and Arts, vol. XLI, January and May 1866. 

1~-j~) 
! 
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~~~AIRD, ~.F. (co ntd. ), 
J 1870. 1 oloaical urvey of California. \'ol. I. 

Land bird'. ...dit d Y . F. aird from th 
manu cript and not · of J. .oop r. ee 
COOPER, J .•. 

meri a, de~cription 
hi fly on the rollection in the 

mu eum of th mith onian In tituti n. By 
p ncer F. Baird with th co-op rati n of Johi1 
a in and ora ~ '. Lawren ·e. "ith an atla 

of one hundr d plate... 2 vol . 4to. Vol. I 
pp. (2)+vii+(l)+xvii-lvi+1000. T. of c. 3 
append. bibliogr. 2 indexe . Vol. ·>, pp. (2) + 
vii +(1). 100 pl. (col.). alem. 
A later edition of the work of the ame title publ' hed in 1 60 (q.v.), 
"ith certain alt rations. The title L changl:'d: the pref ce of ti:'Xt 
nd atla are re.et and differently pag d, "ith that of the text 

occup,ing fl:'wl:'r pages; th table of contents of the t.ext is slightly 
ltered to a cord \\ith thl:' changed pagination; the explanation of 

plate!; is re et on fe' ·er pag and omitted from the volume of text, 
being found only in the atlas; thl:' y tematic li t of illu, tration. is 
entirely omitted: most of the plates art' ret uche.d and re.numbered 
or relettered, and in many en e· are somewhat dtfft'rl:'nt m colora
tion from th . originaL. The genernl dl:'s;criptiv text appears to 
be the same in l)()th edition'. 

• and others. 
1874. A hLtory of 'orlh . meri ·an bird . Land 
bird~. 3 l'Ol . 4to. pi. and 593 woodcut . Yol. I, 
pp. xxviii +596 +vi. 26 pi. T. of c. inde.r. \ ol. :.., 
pp. (6)+590+vi. 30 pl. T. of c. index. ~ol. 3, 
pp. (6)+560+XJ.'uiii. pl. T. of c. append. 
glo ary. 3 indexe . Bo ton. 
Thi i the first edition "ith uncolorl:'d platl:'"': an authoritative 
work dealing "ith the lift'·historie~ and habit~ of the laud birds of 
Torth America north of ~Ie.·ico. The work wa.: k ued al>'o "ith 

colored platl:' . companion work in two volume, by the ~ame 
authors is the Water Bird, of Sorth Amt'rica. 1 4 (q.v.), issued a · 
M oir of the JJII,t"IW o.f omparatire Zoology at Hartard College, 
vol. XII. In th pr "'ent work Till L re,ponsible for the portion 
of thl:' introdu tion (pp .. ·i- ·h·, vol. J) relating to bird as di tin
guished from other ·ertl:'br. te .• nd Cout'" prepl red th t· bles of 
th orders , nd f< milies (IlP. -jy-_-xviii, 'ol. 1) and th glossary 
(pp. 53- 60, vol. Ill). 

•• ,.,vith BREWER, RIDGWAY, COUES, and 
GILL. 
1875. A hi ton of ~ T rth merican ird . Land 
Bird . Illu tnl't d by 4 .hr mo-Lithographi 
Plate and 593 \\'oodcut . 3 tal . 4to. Vol. I, 
pp. xxviii +596 +vi. vignette. 26 pl. (col.). 1 4 
fig. T. of c. index. Vol. II, pp. (6)+590+vi. 
vignette. 30 pl. (col.). 1t0 fig . T. of c. index. 

ol. Ill pp. (6)+560+(2)+xxviii. vignette. pl. 
(col.). 232 fig . T. of c. append. glo ary. 3 
inde::re~. Bo ton. 
..::imilar in every r 'pect to the edition of 1 14 (q.v.) xcept that the 
plate, are rolored inst ad of plain. opie of thi ~econd t'dition 
exi·t which contain 36 additional color plates (tmnumbered) of 
bird, drawn by Rob rt Ridgway not mentioned in the title •. 

1878. ~ merican ornithologv. ~c., by . \ ·u on 
and _ L. onapart . p'"'cip. d. [containino- a 
ea talo u of ~ 'ort h .-\m rican bird by Baird]. 

. and BO • P RTE. C. L. 

authors, th two titles together forming the complete et. An 
l:'dition wa L u d. al;:.o, with colored figur . The vohm1e were 
to baYe been published by the rcologiral urvey of alifornia a 
a complement to OrnitlwlO(JY, t•ol. I, Land Bird, by J. G. Cooper, 
1 iO (q.Y.) in return for the use of the illu tration' of Cooper'· 
work for the volume on the Land Bird- b~· the pre ent authors
h nee the reference in the title. 

BAIRD . :\"ILLIA I [I 03-7:2]. 
1860. • di lionary of natural hi tory. Map and 
numerou illu~ lration vo. pp. (2) +v-,rvi + 613. 
front. (map col. fold.). 216 fig . (44 bird ). T. of c. 
glo ary. index. London. 
A ·uccinct a eotmt of tht' mo t intcre ·ting object· in the nimal, 
Vegetable and _[ineral Kingdom •. with an explanation of variou 
term: used by authors in treating of them. The map ·how the 
di tribution of animals over thl:' glob . 

BAIRNSF ATHER, 
1914. port and natur in lh Himalaya ; ed. 
by F. . _\flalo. vo. illu l. pp . .rv+t1'+137. 
front. (portr.). 6 fig . T. of c. index. London. 
Little memoril:'·-n, th author call,; thl:'m--of outdoor life in the 
Himalayas, ~ome chapters of which first pp ar d el~ewhere. 

BAJON ['?I 7:20- ] . 
1777-8. Memoire pour 

ay nne et d la uian 
illll t. 

rvir a 1 hi toire de 
Fran oi e etc. 2 vols. 

Paris. 
An early ac otwt of the natural history of French Guiana. 

BAXER , DW RD CH RLE TL. RT. 

1900-1. The Bird.., of achar. pp. 1-50, 1-35, 
1-26, 339-11, 539 6i 2 92-33, 390-405 4 6-510, 
399-405, 564-10. 9 col. pl ( oriainal painted by 
th author). 
Althou(Zh this :specially bmmd k i · made up of extract from the 
Journal of the Bombay .Satural Hi.story ociety it i' given a .eparate, 
distinctive title-page. and form , inter alia, a conci·e and excellent 
account of mam· Indian hill pecie~ in which a large number of 
Burme"'l:' form, · ccur. The pre·ent volume i a pre l:'ntation copy 
to th Compiler of thi. atalogue. 

190 . The Indian du 'k" and lh ir allie . large uo. 
pp. xii + 992. 30 pi. (col.). 1 pl. (title). T. of c. 
index. London. 
·rw '·ork e n ist of a ·erie of articl • contributed to the Journal 
of the Bombrtv Natural Hi.story ocieiy, which are here reprinted 
"ith additions and correction t{) bring the list up to date. The 
work wa afterwards incorporated a vol. I of The Game-Bird of 
India, Burma and Ce-yloo, 1921 (q.v.}, by th ame author, ''ith the 
addition of four e.·tra plate , and alterations and addition t{) othe~. 
The te:t aLo wa revi ed to bring the work up to dat~. 

1913. Indian pigeon and doYe . " ' ith :.. 7 col. pl. 
folio. pp. xv+(1) +260. front. (col.). 26 pi. (col.). 
T. of c. bibliogr. index. London. 
Fiftv-one ~pe it'· and -ub,pl:'cie art' dealt "ith in this ·emi-popular 
work It i the first book to introduce the trinominal ,y tem int{) 
India. Followin(Z tl){:' synonymy of l:'ach ~pecies art' the _ve~nac?lar 
naml:'s, if anv, with a de cription of adult and young. diStnbutton, 
nidi lira ti n. and general account of ha bit,. etc .. forming a companion 
volum to the author· Game-Bird of India. Bunna und Ceylo11. 
1921 (q.v.) .• t>wral of the original coloretl drawing b) Gro!l'old, 
made for this trl:'atLe. a;, wl:'ll a, other by th auth r are m the 
E.~ . W. Librnry. 

1921. The o-ame-bird of In ia Burma and evlon. 
2 vol . vo.t- Yol. 1. pp .• rvi +340. 30 pl. (col. ). ·4 pl. 
(1 title). bibliogr. index. Yol. ·2 pp. xvi+32 . 19 pl . 
(col.). 1 pl. (1 title). bibliogr. index. London. 

••• with BREWER and RIDGWAY. Ba.ed on artiele in the Journal of the Bombrty .Natural Hinf!rY 
1884. Th \Yater ird of ... • orth .\m a. odety fr m 1296 onward. re,ist'd and correetl:'d. VoL I, 'll'!th 

modifirations. appeared as as parate "·ork in 19 under the title 
[Vol. "'-n. :\I moir .Mu . omp. Zooloa) The Indinr Dud·. ond their Allie (q.v.>. 

brid e, Ma . liar ard 'niv.] 2 vol . 4to. I ued 1922_30. Bird of Briti h India in htding eylon 
in continuation f the Publication of the oloai- and urma. Forming part of th Fauna of 
al urve: of alifornia. Yol. l pp. xi+(1)+ Briti"h India. Publi"hed und r the authority of 

537. 211 fig · T. of c. ol. ~ PP· ( 6) + 559· 2 2 the eeretarv f State for India. Bird .. , , ·ol · I-6. 
fig. T. of c. 2 indexe. Bo ton. e ·ond edition. Yol. 1, pp. :r.riii+(1)-+- 479. front. 
Thepre entworkL,inre,llty,partoithe,ametreati·ea .4.Hi~tory (eo/ .). 1 ni. (col.). 101 fig. (1 diagr.). 2 indexes. 
of North AJMriean Bird,-Lar a Bird<, 1 i 4 (q.v.), by the ·a me r 

~ 
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~Vol. Z, pp. xxiii +(1) + -561. {ronl. (rol.). 7 pl. (col.). 86 figs. 2 indexes. London. 
Thi< edition is to replace the ont-of-date one by Oate~; and Blanford issued in l88!t-98 (q.Y.). 'fhe general vtnn of U1e work is much the same n the previow.: one except that modern nome11clature ha" heen auopted. with other rhange nere ;;ary to bring it up to date. Text figures and rolorrll plates Juwe been added. Tile complete ornithological series is planned to occupy six volume . 
[1923]. A hand-lisl of genera and species of birds of the Indian empire. Author's repr. from tll 
Journal of the Bombay Nat. Hist. Soc. together with a foreword, addenda, and corrigenda. 8vo. 
pp. (2)+ix+(1)+240. 
Thi catalogue is reprinted (with addenda) from the Journal of the Bombay Natural Hi8tory Soc·iety. The scientific and trivial name of earh bird is given, followed by the type, locality, and the distribution of the species. 

1928. Mishi the Man-Eater, etc. 
A popular account of a man-eating tiger. 

BAKER, FRA K COLLI s [1867- J. 
1895. Naturalist in Mexico, being a Visil to Cuba, etc. 8vo. Chicago. 

BAKER, JOHN RA DAL. 
1926. Sex in man and animals. vVith a preface by Julian S. Huxley. 8vo. pp. xvi+175. 22 figs. bibliogr. index. London. 
Written in the simplest language and presented in the most straightforward way, thus making the subject intelligent for ilie general public. 

BAKER, Sir SAMUEL V\' . 
18~0 . Wild Beasts and their ''V ays: Reminiscences of E urope, Asia, Africa and America. 2 vols. 8vo. 
illust. Vol. I, pp. 14+419. Vol. II, pp. 8+379: 

London. 
An interesting account of many wild animals by a naturalisthunter who was at least ashamed of the needless slaughter and amazing cruelties of many 'sportsmen' whose main object seems to have been the murder of defenceless cr~>atur~>s to satisfy a. savage lust for killing. 

BAKER, T. BARWICK LLOYD. 
1835. An ornithological index, arranged according to the Synopsis Avium of N. A. Vigors. 8vo. 
pp. 8+187. London. 
This rather rare treatise is a fundamental work and ought to be of some value to the research student. 

BALBIANI, EDOUARD G:ERARD [1823-99]. 
1879. Le~ons sur la generation des vertebres. 
8vo. pp. 6+280. 6 pl. illusl. (Cours d'embryo
genie comparee du College de France.) Paris. 

BALDAMUS, AUGUST KARL EDUARD [1812-93]. 
See NAUMANN, JOHANN ANDREAS . 
1851-8 . See NAUMANNIA. 
1876. Vogel-Marchen. pp. 16+136. illust. 

Dresden. 
Fairy tales about birds. 

1880. Illustriertes Handbuch der Federviehzucht. 2te Aufl. 8uo. vol. 1, pis. 1-5 in 1. 50 figs. in text. 
Dresden. 

The first volume, second edition, of a treatise on the culture of caged birds and farmyard fowls; the projected serond volume not seen. 

1882. Das Hausgeflugel; ein praktischer Rathgeber filr Landwirthe und Geflugelhalier uber
haupt. 8uo. pp. 7 + 183. 33 lexl-figs. T. of c. 

Dresden. 
A useful manual on farmyard fowls, with chapters on their culture and <:.are in health and disease. 

1892. Da Leben der europai cben Ku 'lmcke, nebsL Bcilriigen zur Lehen kuncl' der ubrigen parasitischen Kuckucke und SU.1rling-e. 8vo. 
pp. 8 +224. 8 col. pl. T. o( c. Berlin. 
An important eontributiou to the study of habits of the Europeau Cuckoo and other parasitic birds. The copy in hand iH from the Cabanis-Reichenow collection. 

1908. Illustriertes Handbuch der Federviehzuchl. 4te. Aufl bearbeitet von ,\lfred Beed. 2 l'O/s. 8vo. illusl. portr. pl. Berlin. CoNTE Ts. Vol. l. Allgemeines Hulmervogel, Wirtschaftsgeflugelzucht. 2. Tauben und \Vasser
geflugel. 

BALDWIN, JoH HE RY. 
1877. The Large and Small Game of Bengal and the North-V\'estern Provinces of India. 8vo. 
pp. 24+380. 2 pl. illust. text. London. 
In the name of port Capt. Baldwin has writt.en a very good (scientific and popular) account of many of the Indian vertebrates, especially of the mammals. 

BALD WIN, s. PRE TISS. 
1924. Typed letter to members of the Inland Bird Banding Association. 4to. pp. 3. 

Cleveland, 0. 
BALFOUR, FRA CIS MAITLA D [1851-82]. 
1885. A treatise on comparative embryology. 
Second edition. Reprinted without alteration from the first edition. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. 1, pp. xi+(1)+ 
591+(1)+xxiii. 275 figs. T. of c. index. bibliogr. Vol. II, pp. xi+(1)+792+xxiv. 429 figs. T. o(c. index. bibliogr. London. 
A reprint of the first edit.ion (188G--l). Birds are treated in chapters 1-III, vol. 1, and in chapter VIII, vol. 2. Copious bibliographies accompany the text in all case . 

1885. The works of Francis Maitland Balfour ... Ed. by M. Foster ... and Adam Sedgwick. 4 vols. 
8vo. Vol. I, pp. vii+922. Vol. II, pp. xi+(1)+ 
591+xxiii. 275 figs. Vol. Ill, pp. xi+(1)+792+ xxiu. 429 figs. Vol. IV, pp. lx. 53 pl. London. 
The :Memorial Edition of the author's works, vol. I of which contains 'Separate Memoirs', vols. II-III. 'A treatise on Comparative Embryology', which had already appeared in 188(}-1 in two volumes under the same title, and as a reprint. again, in 1885 (q.v.). Vol. IV contains both the plain and colored plates, 53 in all. 

BALFOUR, HE RY [1863-
0GILVIE, F. M., 1920. 

BALL, ALICE ELIZA [1867- ] . 

]. Editor. See 

1923. Bird biographies; illustrated by Robert 
Bruce Horsfall . . . 8vo. pp. xvi + ( 6) + 295. 56 pl. (col.). T.ofc. index. New York. 
An introduction for beginners to 150 common land birds of the eastern United States. 

1924. Bird biographies. Second printing. 
New York. BALL, JoHN [1818-89]. 

1878 . Journal of a tour in Marocco and the Great Atlas, &c. See HOOKER, Sir J. D. 
1887. Notes of a naturalist in South America. 
8vo. pp. xiii+(1)+416. 1 map (col. fold.). T. of c. 2 append. index. London. 
The results of a five months' tour round the South American rontinent. , 'lany references to birds. 

BALL, VALENTINE [1843-95]. 
1884. Report on the Museums 

;1 Canada. 8vo. 

F~ 

of America and 
Montreal. 
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~~ BALLET, JuLES. 
1890-1. La Guadeloupe, etc. 4 l'Ols. 8uo. 

Busse-Terre. 
A contribution to the natural history of the Frenrh WeRt Indit>s. 

1894-1902. La Guadeloupe. R~f'ignlne1~t~ . : . 
faune, etc. 3 vols. in 5. 1'- f1asse - Te1re. 
A second edition. 

BALSS, HEINRICH [1886- J. 
1928. Albertus Magnus als Zoologe. 8vo. pp. 8 + 
146. illust. portr. Miinchen. 
Reprint from Munchener Beitriige zur Geschichte und Literatur der 
Naturwissenschaften und .Medizin , Hft. 11-12. BibliojUaphy, 
pp. 139-45. 

BALSTON' RICHARD J AMES' SHEPHERD' 
CHARLES WILLIAM, and BARTLETT, EnwARD. 
1907. Notes on the birds of Kent. 8vo. pp. xix+ 
465. front. 8 pl. (col.). map (col.). T. of c. index. 

London. 
A popular account of 320 specie!!. 

BAMBERG. Naturforschende Gesellschaft. 
1852-date. Bericht. 

1924-date. Abhan.dlungen. 

BANCROFT, EDWARD [ 17 44-1820 J. 
1769. An essay on the natural history of Guiana, 
in South America. Containing a description of 
many curious productions in the animal and 
vegetable systems of that country. In several 
letters from a gentleman of the medical faculty 
during his residence in that country. 8vo. pp. [ 8] 
+ 402+[2]. pl. London. 
One of the earliest and most informative accountR of the flora and 
fauna of the Guianas, especially of the British section. 

BANFFSHIRE FIELD CLUB AND SCIEN-
TIFIC SOCIETY. Banff, Scotland. 

1881-1909? Transactions. 

BANFIELD, EDMUN D JAMES [1852-1923]. 
[1918]. Tropic days. 1rit/J 37 illust. 8vo. pp. (6) 
+ 7-313. front. 33 pl. T. of c. London. 
Sketches of a quiet scene, on an island off the coast of North 
Queensland; an attempt to describe the animals and types of a 
crude race in ordinary habit as they live. 

1924. My Tropic Isle. illus. N. Y. 
The author's tropic isle is off the coast of North Queensland and 
the pages of the book are concerned with the customs and habits of 
the author on that lonely isle, and lengthy descriptions of the flora 
and fauna found there. 

BANGS, 0UTRAM [1862- ] . 
1898-1916. 34 papers from Auk, Proc. Bioi. Soc. 
\Vashtn., Proc. New. Engl. Zool. Club, etc. 
pp. 283. col. pl. 
As the present bound collection of author's separates constitutes 
a valuable reference handbook for the student of American zoology 
it is included in this Catalogue. 

1909. See GRENFELL, W. T. 

1928. Birds collected by Dr. J oseph F. Rock in 
western Kansu and eastern Tibet, by Outram 
Bangs and J: L.. Peters. 8vo. pp. [ 84]. pi. 
(Harvard Umverstty- Museum of comparative 
zoology. Bulletin. Vol. 68, no. 7.) Camb., J!fass. 

1928. A collection of birds from Oaxaca by 
Outram Bangs and J. L. Peters. 8vo. pp. 22. 

Cambridge, Mass. 

I 

BANKS, Sir .J osEPH [1743- 18'20]. 
1772. Voyage to Iceland. n.p. sq. 8vo. pp. 88 + 6. 
l 1ui'lue autograph manuscript by this famous travt>ler. The journey 
wal:! undertaken at the request of Lord Sandwich, First Lord of the 
Admiralty , after the author' rt>tum from his voyage round the 
world with Captain Uook. He was accompanied by Dr. Solander 
as his assistant in natural history, together with several draughts
men and secretaries engaged at his own expt>nse. In the Blacker 
Library. 

1798-1800. Catalogus bibliothecre historico
naturalis Josephi Banks ... aurtore J. Dryander. 
15 vols. 8vo. · London. 
CoNTE TS. L 1. Scriptores generales. 1798.
t. 2. Zoologi. 1796.-t. 3. Botanici. 1797 .-t. 4. 
Mineralogi. 1799.- L 5. Supplementum et index 
auctorum. 1800. 
An indi pensable work of reference to many rare and often unique 
MSS. and printed books on vertebrate zoology. The copy in the 
Bibliothera Osleriana has the bookplate of Geo. Thursby, F.R.S. 
See also DRYANDER, JONAS, 1798-1800. 

BANNERMAN, DAVID ARMITAGE. 
1922. The Canary Islands, their history, natural 
history and scenery, an account of an ornitholo
gist's camping trips in the archipelago. Illust. 
and maps. 8vo. pp. xv+ (1)+365. front. (col.). 
45 pi. (2 col., 6 fold.). 4 maps (fold.). T. of c. 
2 append. index. London. 
An interesting account of these islands in which the birds figure 
largely, the three colored plates being devoted to this class, as 
well as Appendix B, pp. 328-50, which contains a list of the birds, 
with the status of each species. 

1930. The Birds of Tropical West Africa, etc. 
Vols. I- . pp. 75+376. index. col. front. 10col. 
pl. 119 text figs. London. 
This treati ·e describes and pictures in admirable fashion the birds 
of a region that includes Gambia, Sierre Leone, the Gold Coast, 
and Nigeria. It is expected that there will be in all five or six 
volumes of the work. 

BANNISTER, HENRY ~I. 
[1869]. List of the birds of Alaska, with bio
graphical notes. See DALL, w. H. 

BANVARD, Rev. JosEPH. 
[1846]. Curious habits of birds. 16mo. pp. 96. 
front. 9 figs. T. of c. Philadelphia. 
Conversations between a father and his two sons and daughter, in 
which he imparts some information about birds, mingled with the 
usual religious reflections. A book for children. 

BARBOUR, THOMAS. . __5" 
1917. See STEJNEGER, LEO HAR~ U 

1926. Reptiles and Amphibians. 8vo. pp. 20+ 
117. pls. 142 figs. Boston. 

BARBOZA DU BOCAGE, JosE: VICENTE (1823-
95 ]. 
1867-73. Aves das possessoes portuguezas da 
Africa accidental que existem no Museu de 
Lisboa. 8vo. illust. pl. Author's separate from 
the J ornal de sciencias mathematicas, physicas e 
naturales. Lisboa. 
This systematic treatise on the birds of Portuguese West Africa is 
by a well·known naturalist. The work was issued in seven parts. 

1869. Catalogo das Collecoes ornithologicas, etc. 
(Museo Nacional de Lisbo:i':} 8vo. pp. 62. Lisboa. 

1881. Ornithologie d'Angola, etc. 8vo. pp. 32+ 
576. 10 col. pi. Lisbonne. 
A very good account of the avifauna inhabiting the Portuguese 
possessions of Central and West Africa. 

V 
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1901. Publigacoes scientificas, 1857-1901. 4to. 
pp. 39. -- Lisbon. 
A bibliography of tlw anthor'R writings. 

BARCELO y COMBIS, FlU CTSCO. 
1866. aLaJogo met 6dieo de I as Aves observadas 
en las Tsla Baleat'es. 8vo. pp. 40. Aladrid. 
This is one of several tractates by thi wologist, covering nearly the whole of the natural history of thP Balearic Jslan•ls and thr neighboring coaRt of Spain. 

1876. atalogo cte los Reptile ... Pn las Islas 
Baleares, etc. 8vo. pp. 18. (Wanling.) Palma. 

BARCELONA. Aetas, Boletin u. Memorias 
d. (R.) Academia de ciencias y artes de. See 
(R.) ACADEMIA ... BARCELONA. 

BARCELONA. Museo de Ciencifs Natura*. 
1917-date. Mt>moria . 

BARING, Sir THOMAS. 
1838. A bibliographical account and collation of 
'La description de 1' Egypte' presented to the 
London Institution. folio. pp. 76. London. 
A photostat copy of an unpublished manuscript of great value in describing and appraising the natural history portion of a famous treatise. 

BARING-GOULD, (Rev.) SABI E [1834-1924]. 
1863. Iceland: its scenes and sagas. With 
numerous illustrations and a map. 8vo. pp. xlviii 
+447. front. (col.). 15 pl. (3 col.). 1 map (fold.). 
19 figs. (2 birds). T. of c. 5 append. London. 
References to birds are numerous, with two illustrations. Appendix A contains also a copy of the paper, Notes on the Ornithology of lcelrrnd, by Alfred Newton, pp. 399--121. 

BARKER, DAvm WILSO [1858- ] and CAR
PENTER, A. 
1926. Nature notes for ocean voyagers; ·2nd ed. 
See also CARPENTER, A. 

BARKER, T. W. 
[1905]. Handbook to the natural history of Car
marthenshire. 12mo. pp. vi +(2) +110. T. of c. 
index. Carmarthen. 
In the present work an annotated list will be found on pp. 1-19 of nearly 200 species and subspecies. 

BARKER, W. E. 
n.d. Pigeon racing, a practical guide to the sport. 
12mo. pp. 206. front. 2 pl. 16 figs. T. of c. 

London. 
A complete guide as to the breeding, feeding, training, showing, and general management of racing pigeons, both in health and sickness, with numerous diagrams for the building of a suitable loft. 

BARKOW, HANS KARL LEOPOLD [1798-1873]. 
1856. Syndesmologie der Vogel. folio. pp. 41. pl. 

Breslau. 
A study of the vertebral column in bird . 

BARLOW, C. 
1897. The story of the Farallones. 12mo. pp. 32. 
26 photopf. Alameda, Calif. 
This small titit interesting pamphlet gives a good idea of the bird life of the islands. 

BARLOW, THOMAS WORTHINGTO [1823-56]. 
n.d. A chart of British ornithology, designed for 
popular use. 8vo. in portfolio. London. 
A folding table listing 337 species of birds with their generic characters. 

I' 

BARNARD, A. K. 
1927. Catalogue of the Fishes of South Africa. 
2 vols. (Wanting.) 
A recent, trustworthy, systematic account. 

BARNES' HENRY EDWIN. 
1885. Handbook to the birds of the Bombay 
Presidency. 8vo. pp.xxiv+449+(3)+xi. T.ofc. 
append. 2 indexes. Calcutta. 
Nearly 600 species are described, mainly from Jerdon's Birds of India, 1862-4 (q.v.), with synonymy, measurements, habits, and distribution, etc. An important contribution to Indian ornithology, the author's long residence in India, embracing a period of 20 years, having afforded him ample opportunities for the careful study of bird-life in all its various phases. The :M:S. corrections in ink in the pre ent copy are in accordance with the Fauna of India vols. on Birds. 

BARNESBY, GEORGE J. and SHUCKARD, 
W.E. 
[1860 ?]. Chamber and cage birds: ... translated 
from the last German ed. of Bechstein's Chamber 
birds, by W. E. Shuckard. A new ed. revised and 
partly rewritten, and the points of show birds 
described by G. J. Barnesby. See also BECHSTEIN, 
J. M. 

[1879]. Cage birds ... Translated from the last 
German ed. of Bechstein's l.hamber birds, by 
'"· E. Shuckard. Revised and partly rewritten 
and the points of show birds described by G. J. 
Barnesby. See also BECHSTEI , J. M. 

BARNUM, M. K. 
1886. List of the Birds in Onandago Co., N .Y. 
8vo. Syracuse. 

BARRANDE' J OACHIM [ 1799-1883 J. 
1868. I. Reapparition du genre Arethusina.-II. 
Faune silurienne des environs de Hof, en Baviere. 
8vo. pp. [8] +110. pl. Prague. 
The author was a well-known paleontologist, writer of many monographs on his favorite subject. 

1872. Crustaces divers et poissons des depots 
siluriens de la Boheme ... Extrait du Supplement 
au vol. 1. du Systeme silurien du centre de la 
Boheme, par J oachim Barrande. Prague. 

BARRERE, PIERRE [1690-1755]. 
1741. Essai sur l'histoire naturelle de la France 
Equinoxiale. 
Contains many references to the flora and fauna of French Guiana. 
1743. N ouvelle relation de la France equinoxiale, 
con tenant la description des cotes de la Guiane; 
de l'isle de Cayenne, etc. 16! cm. 2 p. l., iu, 
250 pp., 1 l. 17 fold. pl. 2 fold. maps. Paris. 
A second edition of this description of tropical French South America. 

1745. Ornithologiae Specimen Novum, etc. 8vo. 
Perpiniani, France. 

BARRETT' CHARLES. 
1919. In Australian wilds; the gleanings of a 
naturalist. With illustrations from photographs 
by the Author. 8vo. pp. 230. front. 103 figs. 
T. of c. 2 indexes. l\1elbourne. 
Full of references to birds; no less than 60 out of the 103 illustrations depict them in their native wilds. The present copy is autographed by the author. 

1923. Rambles round the zoo. 12mo. pp. 123. 
front. 38 pl. T. of c. 1\llelbourne. 
t;tories of the :\1elbourne Zoological Gardens. The portion on Birds is described in chapter X, pp. 104-23, with eight illustrations. The present copy is a gift from Lady Barrett. 

~ 
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~ BARRETT-HAMILTON, 
HAMILTO [1871- ] . 

GERALD 

1892. Harrow Birds. 8vo. 

1901-13. See BEL<; I "\1. 'La Relgic a'. 

1925. See HI T01 , M. A. C. 

BARRINGTON, GEORGE [1765-1804]. 

ED\VI J 

Harrow. 

1802. The historv of New South \Vale including 
Botany Bay, Port Jackson, Parramatta, Sydney, 
and all its Jcpendancies. 8vo. pp. (48)+505. 
front. (col.). vignette (col. bird). 21 pl. T. of c. 
An interesting account of the country with notes on the fauna and 
flora; birds on pp. -!35-48, with five coloured illu tration , and 
vignette of t.he black swan. .-? 

1803 . An account of a voyage to ew South 
Wales. 8vo. pp. (10) + 467 + (5). front. (portr.). 
vignette (col.). 2 pl. (col.). 1 map (col. fold.). index. 

London. 
A companion volume to the author's History of New South Trales, 
1802 (q.v.). References to birds will be found on pp. 158, and 
295-300. 

BARRINGTON ' RICHARD MA LIFFE [1849-
1915] and others . 
1882-87. Report on the migration of birds in ... 
1881(-86). See also HARVIE-BRO\\ , J. A. 
1900. The migration of birds, as observed at Irish 
lighthouses and lightships including the original 
reports from 1888-97, now published for the first 
time, and an analysis of these and of the prev~ously 
published reports from 1881-87. Together wtth an 
appendix giving the measurements of about 1600 
wings. 8vo. pp. xxv+(1)+667. front. (map fold.). 
9 maps. T. of c. append. 11 indexes. London. 
A very exhaust ive report, with tables of t he arrival and departure of 
a number of species. Only 350 copies of t he work were printed. 
Attached to the present copy (the author 's) is an autograph letter 
and postcard to C. 8tonham, dated Oct. 17, 190!. 

BARROIS, CHARLE Euc:ENE [1851-1926]. 
1889. Faune du calcaire d'Erbray (Loire in
ferieure); contribution a l'etude du terrain de
vonien de l'ouest de la France. 4to. pp. 348. pl. 

Lille. 
Author's reprint from Memoires de la Soc. geol. du nord, t. 3. 

[1891]. Faune du gres armoricain. 8vo. pp. [106]. 
pl. Lille. 
Extrait des .Annales de la Societe geologique du Nord, vol. 19, 1891. 

BARROW, JOHN HE RY. 
1832. Characteristic Sketches of Animals ... by 
Landseer. 4to. illust. London. 
A.n appreciation of a celebrated artist's contribution to spirited 
paintings of animal life. 

BARROW NATURALISTS' FIELD CLUB 
AND LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC AS
SOCIATION. Barrow-in-Furness. 
1876-date. Annual Reports. 

BARROWS' w ALTER BRADFORD. 
(1885]. Accipitres. See KINGSLEY, J. s. (The) 
Standard natural history, ol. IV. 

1889. U .S. Department of Agriculture. Division 
of Economic Ornithology and Mammalogy. 
Bulletin l. The English parrow (pa er clomesti
cus) in North America, especially in it relations 
to agriculture. Prepared under the direction of 

Dr'. C. Jiart :V1erriam, Ornitholog-ist. 8vo. pp. 40/5. 
mop (rot. fo/11. ). 10 figs. 1'. of c. indea:. 

\\"aslzinglon. 
Presenting the rvidence. lli'O and ron, from whic·h it i;; apparent 
rverythin~ is again:-;t tl1e eligibility of th!' llousc ;o;parrow in 
America. The work iH based primnrii~· on tlw rt"plies of over :~.000 
ob ervers to cirrulars of inquiry ,;rnt out by the l>ivision of Eronomir 
Ornithology of the Department of Agricultmr, a::~ wrll a. to the 
examination of over 500 sparrow :;tomarhs of whirh ouly about one 
in six contained any insect remain~. and nf tlw~P rrmain;; two· 
third were of beneficial im;ects. 

L:t:__:tc**) and SCHWARZ , E. A. 
--rg1j5, The Common Crow uf the nitecl 'lates. 

Bulletin No. 6, U.S. DeparL!llenL of 1\grkulture, 
Division of Ornithology and Mammalogy. General 
report: \\' alter B. Barrows. Report on insect 
food: E. A. Schwarz. 8vo. pp. 98. front. 2 figs. 
T. of c. append. index. Author's separate. 

\\ ·ashinglon. 
The present report is based on an examination of the content of 
!)09 stomachs, from which it would appear that in mo t pl3;ces the 
Crow is neither so harmful nor so valuable as to render special laws 
necessary for its destruction or protection, but from a purely 
economic standpoint the attempt to rid a State of Crows by bountie 
or any other means mnst prove either a corn lete fail or: 
expensive,succe )J. 

19 12. Michigan bird life, a li t of all the bird 
species known to Dccur in the state together with 
an outline of their cla sification and an account 
of the life histor of each pecies, with special 
reference to its relation to agriculture. 8vo. pp. 
xiv+822. front. 69pl. 152figs. T.ofc. 2append. 
bibliogr. glossary. index. Lansing, 1\iich. 
A complete account of 326 birds identified within the limits of the 

tate, their habits, distribution, and migration. 

BARRY, MARTIN [1802-55]. 
(1837). On the Unity of tructure in the Animal 
Kingdom, etc. 8vo. [0.] Edin. 

BARTH, JAcos BocHM 
1881. Norges Fuglevildt, etc. 8vo. Kj0benhavn. 

BA.RTHELEMY-LAPOMMERAYE, C. J. 
1859-62. Richesses ornithologiques du Midi de 
la France. See J AUBERT, J. B. 

BARTHELEMY SAINT-HILAIRE, J. See 
ARISTOTLE, 1883 and 1887. 

BARTHEZ , PAUL J,RSEPH [1734-1806]. 
1798 . N ouvelle m!l~anique des mouvements de 
l'homme et de animaux. 4to. pp.16+246. 

Carcassonne. 
A rare, scientific contribution to a study of aerial flight. In the last 
three propositions of the first ection (pp. 43-8) the bipedal posture 
of the bird at rest is considered. The sixth section (pp. 19Q-245) is 
a treatise on the flight of birds. This work is of historic importance 
following upon that of Borelli in the seventeenth century. 

BARTHOLINUS, THOMA [1616-80]. 
1668. Thomas Bartholinae Di ertatio de Cygni, 
etc. 1 vol. 16mo. 
An early study of the wan. 

BARTHOLOMAEUS ANGLICUS (fl. 1250). 
1481. De Proprietatibus Rerum. Gothic letter, 
456 ll., the first and last blank, first initial of each 
book supplied in red, green, and mauve, other 
initials and paragraph marks in red, rubricated 
throughout, stamped morocco, g.e. by Riviere. 
fol. J oh ann Koelhoff. Cologne. 
This h; the second Cologne edition. The fir ·t one was issued in 
1472 and printed in that town by Caxton. It author, professor of 

('. theology in the University of Paris, should not be confused witb 

~ 
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Bartholomew de Glanville (like our author an English minorite monk) who lived about A.D. 1360. The copy in hand is a remarkably fine and clean example, wanting only two blank leaves. A previous owner of this Blacker Library copy has vlritten in the following comments: 'The book before us is iw doubt one of the earliest specimens of Caxton's art, although it b issued to the public as a work of Koelhoff.' 
Caxton, on the termination of his apprenticeship to a merchant or ~ercer in London, in 1442, went into the Low Countries, either on his own accOtmt or as the agent of some merchants, and resided abroad for 30 years. Whilst there he studied the art of printing on the premises of Koelhoff dnring which period he was assisted by W ynkyn de W orde. a native of Lorraine. The first specimens· of their craft were the present publication, The Game and Play of Chesse, etc., several of them not actually issued until some years afterwards and then without date or place. Caxton returned to England in 1472, afterwards going back and forth to the Continent, the first book printed in We tminster bearing date 1477. It was during these migratory visits that he began and finally completed the Bartholomaeus, which he left with his friend and instructor Koelhoff, t!() be published by him under his O\'VIl name whenever he chose. It was not until three years afterwards that Koelhoff presented to the world this magnificent edition of an extraordinary work. 

The first English edition of the work was published about 1496 by Wynkyn de Worde, and is one of the most magnificent volumes that issued from his famous press. 
It is from one of the leaves of his transl::ttion that we quote the authority attributing the printing of this Latin version to Caxton. In the 'Prohemium Bartholomei de Proprietatibus rerum' -a series of introductory verses-he thus writes: 'and of your charity call to remembrance the soul of William Caxton, first printer of this book in Latin tongue at Cologne, himself to advance that every well disposed man may therein look.' 

1492. De Proprietatibus Rerum. Gothic char~ 
acters. folio. 62 ff. + 2 + ff. 200. illust. Initials in red, blue, green, and gold. 19 books. Hain 2510. Br. Mus. Cat. ii. 435. A rare and beautiful copy. 

Lyons. 
Mullens and Swann believe that t.he original date of composition of this famous work is uncertain. It was probably compiled between the years 1248 and 1267. Bartholomaeus is worthy of mention as being the author of one of the earliest printed worl{S on natural history in the English language, and of one of the most widely read books of medieval times. His work was translated into French (in 1372), and a little later into Spanish, Dutch, and English. Its popularity, continue, Mullens and Swann, remained in full vigor after the invention of printing, no less than ten editions being published in the fifteenth century of the Latin copy alone, with four French translations, a Dutch, a Spanish, and an English one. See also the fuller description of this volume in Chapter XIX of this Introduction. 

The first English translation was made by John of Trevisa for Sir Thomas Berkeley in 1397, and it was printed in London in (or about) 1495 by Wynkyn de Worde. 
In the edition of 1495 the English name of birds appear in the first paragraph of a chapter instead of at the head with the one Latin name. 
Of the nineteen books into which t.he work is divided, Book XII is devoted first to 'De A vi bus in generali ', followed by accOtmts of ' Aquila, or Egle'; 'Ancipitre, or GoRehauke'; '.A.lieto' [ = Spar· rowhawk ?] ; 'Apibus, or Bees'; 'Bubo, or Owle'; 'Calumba, or Culuour' [ = Dove]; 'Coturnia, or Curlewe'; 'Ciconia, or Storke' ; 'Cornix, or Crowe'; 'Corvo, or Rauen'; 'Cigno, or Swanne'; 'Culix, or Gnatte' [the fly]; 'Cicada, or GrasshoJ?per'; '.Fenix' [ = Phoenix]; 'Grus, or Crane'; 'Gall us, or Cocke ; · Gallinaceo, or Capon'; 'Gallina, or Henne'; 'Grype' = [Griffonl; 'Herodius, or Faucon'; • Hirundo, or Swalowe'; 'Kaladrius' ( ?) ; · Larus' [a gull]; 'LoClL'Ita' [locust]; 'Mergulus, or Cote'; 'Milvus, or Kyte' ; 'Nicticorax, or Nyghte Crowe'; 'Onocrocalus, or Myre-drumble'; 'Pellicane' · 'Perdix, or Pertriche'; 'Pavo, or Pecoke'; 'PaR>~eres, or f\parro~es' · 'Strucio, or 0 trichf''; 'Turtnre' ; 'Vnltnre'; 'Ulula' [= Bitternl; 'Upupa, or Lapwynge'; 'Vespertilio, or Rcmouse' [the bat]. 

See also the English translation, 1582, in this Catalogue. 

1492. De proprietatibus rerum. A. Koberger. 
Niirnberg. 

This extremely rare copy is from the library of Dean :Frank Adams. 
18th Sept . 1494. De las Propriedades de las 
Cosas. Ei libro de proprietaLibus Rerum en Romance. folio. Gothic letter, double columns of 46-7 lines. ·with the woodcut .Arms of Spain, 
sixteen large woodcuts and a large woodcut printer's device on a black ground. Vvoodcut initial letters. Head-lines. Rarissima. Henri Mayer, 18th September. Toulouse. Hain 25'23 (without seeing it). Proctor 8722. 
Pellechet 1887. 46 leaves (gg 1-mm 8), including 

"'-

the entire Book XVII, 87 pp., 'De Los Animales ', from Lhe above edition, the first in Spanish, of Bartholomew the Englishman's Encyclopedia, compiled in the early thirteenth century. The book describes 110 animals, and is preceded by several pages relating Lo animals in general. 
Of this extremely rare incunable McGill has only a portion, presented to the Library of the :.\Jed.ical Fa.cu.lty by Maggs Bros., London. This excerpt comprif'es 1 :) If. which include the complete Book Ill, Del Anima, treating the several Senses. Beginning on the verso of (script) folio 24 is a discussion of Vision-Del sentido dela vista, illustrated by two woodcuts in the text. A facsimile of the general title to the volume is prefixed, and on the verso of the leaf is drawn a fifteenth-century woodcut of the . crucifixion, which does not appear in the original volume. The Compiler had the whole bound in imitation of contemporary binding by Zaehnsdorf, and gave the volume, thus embellished, to the Medical Library. 

1535. De Proprietatibus Rerum. (In English.) Black-letter, double columns of 50 lines. Thomas Berthelet. Second edition in English. sm. folio. 
Folio 226 misplaced. Very rare. Lowndes regards (vol. ii, 898) this edition as the chef-d'antvre of Berthelet's press. London. 
The translation is that. of John of Trevisa, made at the request of Thomas Lord Berkeley in 1398. It was first printed in England by • Wynkyn de Worde in 1495. Berthelet's is the second edition in English. The earliest edition in Latin was either the one printed at Basle about 147o-J, or that printed at Cologne about the same time. This famous work is a compilation in nineteen books from vaiious departments of human knowledge, and was the encyclopedia of the Middle Ayes. Berthelet's device is only found in a few copies (missing in this instance), the others having the last page blank, and very often the last leaf containing it is wanting altogether. 
1582. [Batman uppon Bartholome, his Booke De Proprietatibus rerum; trans. from the Latin by John de Trevisa.] folio. T. East. fol. 86-425. 
The work begins with Bk. 7 De infirmitalibus, and ends with Bk. 19 De lnstru. musicis. London. 
The copy in hand is the zoological portion, translated by Stephen Batman. It is an extremely rare edition; the Blacker Library item has been carefully compared with the British Museum copy, and fOlmd to agree with it. 

**** ed. STEELE, RoBERT. 1'893. Medie.val lore; an epitome of the science, geography, animal and plant folk-lore and myth of the middle age; being classified gleanings from the encyclopedia of Bartholomew Anglicus, On 
the properties of things; ed. by Robert Steele with a preface by \Villiam Morris. 8vo. pp. viii+(2) + 
154. 2 figs. T. of c. hibliogr. glossary. index. 

London. 
Tl'lis book consistf< of nine chapters on Medieval Science, Manner .. ~ Medicine, Geography, Natural History-Trees-Birds-Fishes a~w Animals. Birds are treat.ed in chapter VIII, pp. 99--113, the specie a mentioned being the eagle, goshawk, pigeon, crow, raven, swan, phoenix, crane, griffin, pelican, peacock, and vulture. 

BARTHOLOMEW, J. G. [1860- ] and others. 
1911. Atlas of zoogeography. A series of maps Wustrating the distribution of over 700 families, 
genera and species of existing animals, prepared by J. G. Bartholomew, VI/. Eagle Clarke, and Percy H. Grimshaw. Under the patronage of the Royal geographical society. 46 cm. Forms vol. 5 
of Bartholomew's physical atlas. Edin. 
Inclndes all families of mammals, birds, reptiles, and amphibi~ns toaether ;~ith several of the more important genera and spec1es, m~st of the families of fishes, and a selection of families and genera of molluscs and insects. Text furnishes concise information about the aroups ""hose distribution is shown on the plates. About 200 m~ps ~ltoget.her, as most of the 36 plates contain six maps each .. contams also a bibliography of about 1,000 titles arranged by regiOns subclivitled by animals. 

BARTHOLOMEW DE GLANVILLE (GLAN
VILLA). See BARTHOLOMAEUS ANGLICUS. 

~ 
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BARTLETT' ABRAHAM DEE. 
1898. \Vild Animals in Captivity. 8vo. (Wanting. ) 

London. 

'*~**/BARTLETT, EowARD , ed. 
-r9lro. Bartlett's life among wild beasts in the 

' zoo '; being a continuation of \Vild animal8 in 
captivity; the habits, food, management and treat
ment of the beasts and birds al the ' Zoo ' ; with 
reminiscences and anecdotes by A. D. Bartlelt; 
compiled and edited by Edward Bartlett. illust. 
8vo. pp. xv+(3)+375. front. (portr. ). 9 pl. 23 figs. 
T. of c. 4 append. index. London. 

BARTLETT, EDWARD. 
1873. On the birds of Eastern Peru. See scLATER, 
PHI LIP LUTLEY. 

1888-9. A monograph of the weaver-birds, 
Ploceidae, and arboreal and terrestrial finches, 
Fringillidae. 4to. pp. 203. 31 pl. JHaidstone. 
An unfinished manual of the weaver-birds, consisting of five parts 
only of the originally proposed 90 or 95 parts. 

1892. The Mammalia of Borneo. 4to. Sarawak. 

1894. The Crocodiles and Lizards of Borneo, etc. 
8vo. Sarawak. 

1900. Bartlett 's life among wild beasts in the 
'zoo'. See BARTLETT, A. D. and BARTLETT , EDW ARD. 

1907. Notes on the Birds of Kent. See BALSTO , 
R. J. 

BARTON, B. S. 
1883. Barton's Fragments of the Natural History 
of Pennsylvania. Edited by 0. Salvin. 4lo. 
pp. [1], xviii, 24. London. 
This is a reprint of the more complete version of the original, 
published in 1799. See also WILLUGHDY SOCIETY. 

BARTON, FRANK Tow E r o. 
1912. Pheasants in covert and aviary. \Yith four 
coloured plates from life by H. Gronvold, and 
thirty-seven other illustrations. 4to. pp. 288. 
front. (col.). 3 pl. (col.). 24 pl . . 9 figs. T. of c. 

index. London. 
A practical, non-technical work on the brl:'eding and rearing of 
pheasants. 

BARTRAM, WILLIAJ\1 (1739- 1823] . 
1793. William Bartram's Reisen durch Nord
und Sl!.d-Karolina, Georgien, Ost- und Wesl
Florida ... von den Naturprodukten dieser wenig 
bekannten grossen Uinder. Aus dem Englischen. 
Mit ... Anmerkungen von E. A. W. Zimmermann. 
Mit Kupfern. 8vo. pp. 26 + 5. index. supplement. 

Rorli-n 

BASCOM, CAROL! E CHOW ll"'SliiELD. 
[c . 1905]. The bird ho pilal. Illu Lrated from 
photographs. 8vo. pp. 173. front. (col.). 6 pi. 

T. of c. New rork. 
'imple tales, written e;;pedall~- to teach children to love and be 
kind to all living creature,;. 

BASEL. NATURFORSC 
SCHAFT. 
1834-date. Bericht und Yerhandlung. 

BASKETT' JAS. N EWTO . 
n.d. Story of the Birds. 12mo. 

BASSETIERE, G-ERARD DE LA. 

New York. 

1913. Essai ur le Chant de Quelques Oiseaux. 
H uisseau-sur-Cosson ( Loire-el-C her). 

BASS ROCK. Its Civil and Ecclesiastical 
History. 
t'847. (Several contributor .) 8vo. (\Vanting.) 

Edinburgh. 
BASSLER, RAY SMITH (1878- ] . 

1915. Bibliographic index of merican Ordo-
vician and Silurian fo sils. 2 vols. 4to. lab. 

Washington. 

BASTIAN' HE RY CHARLTON (1837- 1915]. 
1871. The modes of Origin of lowest Organisms, 
etc. [0. ] London. 

BATALEUR. See BATELE R. 

BATAVIA. 
1867-date. N otulen van de algemeene ... Bata 
viaasch Gen. van ... \Vetenschappen. Deel 1-
date. Regi ter 1867- g8. 

BATAVIAASCH GENOOTSCHAP VAN 
KUNSTEN EN WETENSCHAPPEN. 

Balavia. 
1862-1921. Notulen; from 1922 in Tijdschrift. 

1919-dale. Populair wetenschappelijke serie. 

1852-date. Tijdschrift. 

BATELEUR, THE. 
1928- dale. A quarterly Journal of frican Orni
thology. Edited by ... H. F. Stoneham and 
A. H. Paget Wilkes. 8vo. Nairobi. 

This admirably conducted periodical a}!peared at fir~t ' ·ith tlle 
incorrectly spelled title 'Bataleur ', bnt this was oon corrected 
to the proper heading- as above. 

BATEMAN, G. C. 
1897. The Vivarium, etr. 8vo. (\Yanting.) 

London. 
BATES, FH K AMA 'A. 

1896. ThP O'''""'n h;_..J _ 

ee Ga,.,,_, --

1 • auvaneea student. 
----~~ ~· ~ •ucu vanw •o tne 

i 
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BATES, HENRY WALTER [1825-92]. 
1863. The naturalist on the River Amazons ... 
during eleven years of travels. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I 
pp. viii+ (2) + 351. front. 4 pl. 14 figs (1 vignette): 
1 map (fold.). T. ofc. Vol. II, pp. vi+423. front. 
3 pl. 21 figs. (1 vignette). T. of c. index. London. 
The first edition of a famous work-the results of travels during 
the years 1848-59,, when 1-1,712 natural history specimens were 
collected, 8,000 bemg new to science. 360 species of birds were 
collected-being named by Dr. Sclater. 

1873- 4 . The German Arctic expedition of 1869-70. 
See KOLDEWEY, Capt. KARL. 

1892. The naturalist on the River Amazons, 
a record of adventures, habits of animals, sketches 
of Brazilian and Indian life. vVith a memoir of 
t he author by Edward Clodd. 8vo. pp. lxxxix+ 
(3)+395. front. (portr.). 1 pl. (col. fold.). 42 figs. 
1 map (fold.) . T. of c. index. London. 
A revised edition of the edifJio princeps of 1863. 

BATH NATURAL HISTORY AND ANTI-
QUARIAN FIELD CLUB. Bath. 
1867- 1909. Proceedings. 

BATMAN' STEPHEN. 
1582. [Batman uppon Bartholome, his booke De 
proprietatibus rerum; tr. from the Latin by John 
de Trevisa.J See BARTHOLOMAEUS ANGLICUS. 

BATTEN, HARRY MoRTIJ\IER [1888- J. 
1923. Inland birds. Northern observations by 
a sportsman. 8vo. pp. 288. front. .33 pl. T. of c. 

London . 
Notes and observations on the inland uirds of northern Scotland. 

1925. Nature from the highways. illust. 8vo. 
pp. 312. front. 15 pl. (21 figs. ). T. of c. London. 
Each chapter deals with some form of outdoor life, mostly in the 
British Isles, although Uanada is mentioned as well. 

[1928]. Habits and Characters of British \Vild 
~nimals. 8vo. pp. 346. 16 pl. New edition. 
A po-pula,t' and accmate account of the life-history of 16 British 
mammals. 

1929. Habits and characters of British W ild 
Animals. Illustrated by -\V. Reynolds. Cheap 
edition. 8vo. London. 

BATTYE , HARRY WATSON [1852-1927]. 
1919. Yorkshire canaries. How to breed, manage, 
and exhibit. Illustrated bv H. Norman. 8vo. 
pp . 80. front. 3 pl. 5 figs. i. of c. London. 

BAUM, HERMAN . 
1903 . Kunene-Sambesi-Expedition JI. Baum. 
8vo. pp. 11 +593. 14 pl. text-figs. CWanting.) 
Although otherwise scientifically imvortant the above report gives 
us Yery little African zoology. A. Sokolows~· describes the antelopes 
of the regions visited. 

1926. See ELLE BERGER, WILHELM. 

BAXTER, EvELYN V. and RINTOUL, LEONORA 
J. 
1928. The geographical distribution and status 
of birds in Scotland. 8vo. pp. viii + 425. front. 
(map) . bibliogr. 5 append. index. Edinburgh. 

BAXTER, LEON H. 
1920 . Boy bird house architecture. 8vo. pp. 61. 
front. 21 pl. (diagrs.). 16 figs. T. of c. 

BAY, EDVARD. 
Milwaukee, Wis. 

1894. Hvirveldyr [of the east coast of Greenland]. 
8vo. pp. 58. Repr. from Nfeddelelser om Gronland, 
19. Kjobenhavn. 

1895. Jagtskitser fra den Danske expedition til 
0stgmnland (1891-2). 8vo. pp. 23. Repr. from 
Dansk jagtlidende. Kjobenhavn. 

BAYLOR UNIVERSITY MUSEUM . 

? 1926 . Contributions. 
Waco, Texas. 

1927 . Special Bulletin. No. I. 

BAYNE , CHARLES s. [1876- ]. . 
n. d . Exploring England; an ,introduction to 
nature-craft. 8vo. pp. 216. front. 15 pl. T. of c. 
index. London. 

BAYNES, ERNEST HAROLD [.1868-1925] .. 
1915. \Vild bird guests; how to entertain them; 
with chapters on the destruction of birds, their 
economic and resthetic values, suggestions for 
dealing with their enemies, a'nd on the organization 
and management of bird clubs. 8vo. pp. xviii + 
(2) +326. front. 33 pl. 20 figs. T~ of c. append. 
index. New York. 
A work designed mainly with the idea of pointing out that bird 
clubs may be made a most powerful factor in the work of bird 
conservation. 

1927. Animal heroes of the Great War; with an 
account of the writer, 'The man and his enemies', 
by Owen Wister. 8vo. pp. 54+307. illust. po'rtr. 

New York. 

BAYREUTH. Naturwissen sch. Gesellschaft. 
1911- 14. Bericht 1-2 (all pub.). 8vo. pl. 

BAY STATE OOLOGIST, THE . 
1888 . To the Study of Birds, Nests, and Eggs. 
W. H. Foote, editor and publisher. Pittsfield, 
Mass. 12mo. Monthly. Suspended. Succeeded 
by the Ornithological and Oological Semi-Annual. 
Frank L. Burns furnishes the following data: Vol. I, 
1888. Nos. 1-6, Jan.-June. pp. iv+52. 
Though containing in the main boyish accounts of collecting trips, 
there are interesting contributions from J. Warren Jacobs, E. F. 
Koch, V\' m. I •. Kells, J,e Grande, T. Meyer, B. T. Taylor, and others. 

BAZIN , P. F. A. See AUDUBON AND BAZIN, 1857. 

BAUR, GEORG. BAZ-NAMA. 
1882-7. [Memoirs on vertebraLa.] 8vo. illust. pl. 
In German. 

BAUTZEN. Naturwissensch. Gesellschaft 
Isis zu Bautzen. ,.-, 
1896-date. Bericht (u. Sitzungsfberichte u. Ab
handlungen). 

Gg 

[ea. 1780]. A Persian manuscript on the diseases 
of the Falcon. Anon. Red-lined frame. 12mo. 
Probably a unique transcript from an original by an unknown 
scribe. Collected by W. Ivanow in Hyderabad-Deccan in Jan. 
1930. [W. 1.] - ... 

' BEAGLE', Voyage of the. 1838-44 . See 
DARWIN, CHARLES. 
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~EAGLE', Voyage of the (contd.) ] 
1839-43. The Zoology of the voyage of H.M.S. 
'Beagle' under the command of Capl. Fitzroy, 
1832-36. Edited by C. Darwin. 5 pts. or vols. 
roy. 4to. with 84 plain and 82 col. pl. 
CoNTE TS. Fossil Mammalia, by R. Owe11. \ ith 
32 pi. Mammalia, by G. R. Waterhouse. With 
32 col. and 3 plain pi. Birds, by J. Gould and 
G. R. Gray. With 50 col. pl. Fishes, by L. Jenyns. 
With 29 pl. Reptiles, by T. Bell. With 20 pl. 
This famous expedition marked the high-water mark of scientific 
exploration, and the reports of the zoology form essential titles for 
every well-ordered library on natural history. 

'BEAGLE' and 'ADVENTURE'. 
1839. Narrative of the surveying voyages, 1832-6. 
4 vols. 

BEAL, FosTER ELLENBOROUGH LASCELLES ( 1840-
1916]. 
1895. Bulletin No. 7, U.S. Department of Agri
culture. Division of Ornithology and Mammalogy. 
Preliminary report on the food of woodpeckers. 
8vo. pp. 33. front. 4 figs. T. of c. 1.-Vashington. 
A preliminary report, based on the examination of 679 stomachs 
of Woodpeckers, representing seven species. 

1897. U.S. Department of Agriculture. Farmer's 
Bulletin No. 54. Some common birds in their 
relation to agriculture. 8vo. pp. 40. 22 figs. 
T. of c. Washington. 
Brief abstracts of the results of food studies of about 30 grain and 
insect-eating birds belonging to ten different families. 

**** and JUDD, SYLVE TER D. 
1898. U.S. Department of Agriculture division of 
biological survey. Cuckoos and shrikes in their 
relation to agriculture. The food of cuckoos. 
The food of shrikes. By Sylvester D. Judd. Pre
pared under the direction of Dr. C. Hart Merriam 
chief of biological survey. 8vo. pp. 26. front. 
1 fig. T. of c. Washington. 
From this investigation we learn that cuckoos rank among our 
most useful birds, whil t the loggerhead shrike's beneficial qualities 
outweight four to one its injurious ones. These facts are based 
on the examination of the contents of 310 stomachs, of which one
half were cuckoos, and the other half shrikes. 

1900. Food of the bobolink, blackbirds, and 
grackles. 4to. pp. 77. illust. map. (U .S. Agri., 
Dept. of.-Biological survey, Division of. Bull. 
no. 13.) Washington. 

1900. How Birds affect the Orchard. 

1907-10. U.S. Department of Agriculture Bio
logical Survey-Bulletin No. 30, C. Hart Merriam 
Chief. Birds of California in relaLion to the fruit 
industry. 2 vols. in 1. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. 100. front. 
(col.). 4 pl. T. of c. Vol. 11, pp. 96. front. (col.). 
5 pl. (col.). T. of c. \Vashinglon. 
A careful study of the food habits of birds that frequent orchards 
!hows thl!-t most of the species are beneficial, and that ''ithout their 
aid the difficulty and expense of raising fruit would be enormously 
increased. A few species under certain circumstances are harmful 
and need to be held in check. 

1911. U.S. Department of Agriculture Biological 
Survey-Bulletin No. 37 ... Food of the wood
peckers of the United States. 8vo. pp. 64. front. 
(col.). 5 pl. (col.). 3 figs. T. of c. Washington. 
The present paper is base<;! upon the ~xamination of 3,453 stomachs 
of woodyeckers re~resentmg 16 species and nearly twice as many 
eubspeCies, taken m a,ll parts of the United States, and Canada. 
Tables are given showmg the percentages of animal and vegetable 
food contained in the stomachs. 

1915. nited States Department of Agriculture, 
Bulletin no. 280. Contribution from the Bureau 
of Biological Survey. Professional paper. Food 
habits of the thru hes of the nited States. 
8vo. pp. 23. 2 figs. T. of c. Author's separate. 

vF ashinglon. 
BEALE' THOMAS. 

1839. The natural history of the sperm whale ... 
To which is added a sketch of a South-Sea whaling 
voyage ... [2nd ed.] 19i cm. pp. vi, [7]-12, 393. 
front. illust. 2 pl. London. 

BEAN, T ARLETO HOFFMA . 'ee UNITED STATES. 
VOYAGE TO ALASKA, 1883. 

1893. The Fishes of Pennsylvania, etc. 8vo. 
pp. vii, 149. 35 pl. (15 col.). Harrisburg. 

1895. See GOODE, GEORGE BROW . 

BEAUFORT, L. F. DE. See WEBER, M., 1911-28. 

BEAUGRAND, CHARLE . 
1888. The walks abroad of two young naturalists; 
[tr.] from the French. David Sharp. Numerous 
illustrations. 8vo. pp.xvi+304. 139figs. T.ofc. 

London. 
BEAUREGARD, HE RI. 
1876. Recherches sur les reseaux vasculaires de 
la chambre posterieure de l'reil des vertebres. 
8vo. pp. 3+159. pl. Paris. 
Graduate thesis of Paris on the vascular supply to the posterior 
chamber of the eye in vertebrates. 

BEAVAN, ARTH R HE RY. 
1905. Birds I have known. 12mo. 
(ronl. 38 figs. T. of c. index. 

BECALETTE, A. 
1903. Traite de Fauconnerie, etc. 

pp. ( 6) + 7-256. 
London. 

4to. Evreux. 
An intere ting accotmt of falconry, ancient, medieval, and modern. 

BECHSTEIN' J OHA MATTHAEUS [1757-1822]. 
1793-1809. Getreue Abbildungen naturhistori
scher Gegenstaende des ... In- und Auslandes. 
Neue Au gabe. 80 He(le. 
One of the most noteworthy atlases (with descriptive text) of this 
famou naturalist. The pre ent copy has 80 parts and is very rare 

1795-7. aturgeschichte der Stubenvogel, etc. 
raturgesch. oder Anleitung z. Kenntniss der 

Saugethiere, Amphil.Jien, Fische, Insekten und 
Wurmern, welche man in der Stube halten kann. 
2 vols. 8vo. pp. 10+488+10; 12+312+8. 2 col. 
t.-p. 4 col. pl. Gotha. 
The first edition of a very popular work. The second volume is 
wanting. 

1795-1805. Gemeinnutzige Naturgeschichte 
Deutschlands nach allen drey Reichen. [Vogel.] 
3 vols. 8vo. 11-IV. Special title for the first volume: 
Gemeinniitzige aturgeschichte der Yogel Deutsch
lands filr allerley Leser, vorzilglich fiir Forst
m~nner, etc. Vol. I (1 05) [11]. pp. xxxiv+1346 
+'12. 30 pl. front. Vol. 11 [Ill] 1795. pp. xx+BOO. 
12 pl. numb. 1-X l ' I I. front. Vol. Ill [IV] 1795. 
pp. xviii+946. 19 pl. (numb. 1-X.XX.) index to 
3 vols. Leipzig. 
The above set of thi famou · author's early works on bird (in the 
original covers) i. from Prof. Anton Reichenow's librarY, and bears 
his autograph. It appears to be composed of two voii.1mes of the 
first edition and one of the second. The four supplements are 
appended to vol. Ill. In this well-known treatise a full account of 
German birds i given and their characters discussed. everal new f\ genera and species are described. 
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1Lv1Z1797. Franz Le Vaillants Naturgeschichte der 

Afrikanischen Vogel. Erster Band (all pub.). 
sm. 4to. pp. x+3+210. index. 48(1-XLVIII) 
hand-col. copper pl. 8 parts (all issued). Niirnberg. 
This treatise is apparently a translation with emendations (' Aus dem Franzosischen iibersetzt und mit Anmerkungen verseben ') of Levaillant's Histoire naturelle des Oiseaux d'Ajrique, 1796, and was probably intended to follow in regular order the proposed 51 li.vraisons of that very doubtful publication, but, so far as the annotator knows, it came to an end with the eighth part. 
1797. Naturgeschichte; oder, Anleitlung zur 
Kenntniss und Wartung der Saugethiere, Am
phibien, Fische, Insecten und Wurmer, welche 
man in der Stube halten kann. pp. [14]+312. 
Extra engraved t.-p.: Naturgeschichte der Stuben
thiere. Golha. 
A separate volume of the author's Naturgesch. d. Stubenthiere. 

1803-12 . Ornithologisches Taschenbuch von und 
fur Deutschland; oder, Kurze Beschreibung aller 
V ggel Deutschlands fUr Leibhaber dieses Theils 
der Naturgeschichta. 3 Thl. [2 vols.] 16mo. 
Vol. I, pts. 1-'2. pp. xxxiv+550. 39 pl. (col.). 
index. Vol. II, pt. 3. pp. (4)+551-612. 7 pl. (fold.) 

Leipzig. 
Field-book on birds of Germany. Part 1 (pp. 1-250) on land-birds, with 19 copper plates. Part 2 (253- 462) on water-birds, with 20 copper plates, all colored; bird-calendar ( 465-84); index ( 485-546); and corrections (547-50). An appendix occupies pp. 455-02 in the second part. Part 3, a . eparate small volume, with 7 folding plates illustrating heads and feet, contains a second appendix (pp. 551-90), and a chapter of generic diagnoses (591-612) including explanation of the plates. 
1811. Kurze Ueber~cht aller bekannten Voegel, 
etc. Niirnberg. 
1812. Naturgeschichte der SLubenvogel. 3te 
vermehrte und verbesserteAufl. 12mo. pp. xxvi+ 
764. 16 col. pl. folding table. T. of c. index. Gotha. 
The third, revised edition, with all the plates colored, of this famous treatise on cage birds. 
1812-15. Nachtraege von J. P.A. Leisler. '2 Hefte. 
8uo. See also LETSLER, J. P.A. Hanau. 
1840. Naturgeschichte der Stubenvogel. 4te ver
mehrte und verbesserte Aufl. 8vo. pp. 22+[2] + 
480. pl. Halle. 
1853. Cage and chamber-birds; Lheir natural 
history, habits, food, diseases, management, and 
modes of capture. Tr. from the German of 
J. M. Bechstein, M.D. With considerable addi
tions on structure, migration, and economy, comp. 
from various sources by H. G. Adams. Incor
porating the whole of Sweet's British warblers ... 
sm. 8vo. pp. 16+500. 38 pl. index. London. 
This is the best of the several English translations of Bechstein's Stubenvogel, the first edition of which appeared in 1795. The present copy has uncolored plates. . The value of this edition is enhanced by the inclusion of Sweet's British Warblers, 1823-9. . 

[? 1860]. Chamber and cage birds; tr. from the 
Germ. by W. E. Shuckard. New Ed. by G. J. 
Barnesby. 8vo. pp. 8 + 492. col. front. index. 
several cuts in text. London. 
This is an improvement on several other English translations of Bechst.ein's famous Naturgesckichte der Stubenvogel. 

1870. Naturgeschichte der Hof- und Stuben
voegel, etc. 5te Auflage. 8vo. pp. xiv, 358 . . 8 f!l. 
text illusl. . LeLpzzg. 

W. E. Shuckard, rev. and partly rewritten by 
G.J.Barnesby. 8vo. pp.[2]+232. front. London. 
Except that it has been reset and provided with a new frontispiece (minus the other illustrations) this volume is identical with the ( ? 1860) edition. 
[1881 ]. The natural history of cage birds; their 
management, habits, food, diseases, treatment, 
breeding, and the methods of catching them. 
[Tr. from the Germ.] New ed. 12mo. pp. 6+311. 
col. front. 6 col. pl. numerous text cuts. index. 

London. 
This edition reflects little credit on those who have been concerned in its production, and the Compiler would advise all students to consult this treatise in the original. 

B E CKHAM , CHARLES WICKLIFFE [1856-88]. 
1885. List of the Birds of Nelson Co., Ky. Author's 
reprint (Kentucky Geological Survey). 8uo. 

Frankfort. 
1887. Observations on the Birds of S.W. Texas. 
pp. 64. 

BECKWITH , WILLIAM EDMUND [1844-9'2]. 
[1879]. Birds of Shropshire. Reprinted. 8vo. 
pp. (2) +31 +(1) +3+(1) +97-112+129-46. 

An annotated list of 224 species. 

BEDDARD , FRANK EvERS [1858-
1885. Collected scientific papers. 
WILL IAM ALEXA DER. 

Shrewsbury. 

J. 
See FORBES, 

1895. British birds. See HUDSON, w. H. 
1895 . A Text-Book of Zoogeography. 8vo. pp. 8 + 246. 4 col. maps. Cambridge. 
An excellent treatise, written for the Cambridge Natural Science :Manuals. 
1898. Elementary practical zoology. 12mo. 
pp. vi+(2)+210. 93 figs. T. of c. London. 
A guide to elementary zoology. 
1898. The structure and classification of birds. 
8uo. pp. xx+548. figs. 252. T. of c. index. 

London. 
A full and thorough treatise on the subject of avian anatomy, with numerous illustrations. 
1900. A book of whales .... With forty illustra
tions by W. Sidney Berridge. 8vo. pp. xv, 320. 
21 pl. London. 
One of the popular Progressive Science Series, written in this scientific writer's best style. 
1902. Mammalia. Cambridge Natural History. 
See also HARMER, S. F., 1895-1909. 
An important, scientific and popular contribution to a valuable series of monographs. 

BEDE , P., LAVAUDEN, L.,and BLANCHET, 
A. 
1924. Contributions a l'ornithologie Tunisienne 
pour servir de complement et de supplement aux 
Birds of Tunisia. See also LAVAUDEN, L. and 
BLANCH ET, A. 

BEEBE, CHARLES WILLIAM [1877- ]. 
1905. Two bird-lovers in Mexico. Illustr. with 
photos by the Author. 8vo. pp. xiii+(1)+407+ 
(1). front. 13 pl. 92 figs. T. of c. append. index. 

Boston. 
t h b · t Field studies of Mexican bird-life, with a chapter devoted to [? 1879]. Cage birds, their managemen , a l s, equipment, etc. used on the journey. The Appendix gives a list diseases [etc. J ; tr. from the last Germ., ed. by of the birds and mammals observed. ;\ 

~ 
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~?rBEEBE, C. W. (contd.)] 
1906. The bird, its form and function. 8vo. 
pp. 12+496. illusl. pl. (American Nature Ser.) 

New York. 
A popular study of the morphology aml other characters of thr 
bird as an animal, with remarks on its physiology. 

[1906 ]. The log of the sun; a chronicle of nature's 
year. 8uo. pp.x+(2) + 321. front. (col.). T. ofc. 

Garden City, N. J' . 
Fifty-two short essays presenting familiar bird and animal objects 
from unusual points of view. Portions of the text had already 
appeared in various American magazines. 

1907. The Bird: its Form and Function. 8vo. 
pp. 11 +496. 1 col. pl. figs. in text. London. 
The English edition of a popular work. 

**** and BEEBE, MA RY BLAIR (nee RicE). 
1910. Our search for a wilderness, an account of 
two ornithological expeditions to Venezuela and 
to British Guiana. Illustrated with photographs 
from life taken by the authors. 8vo. pp. xix+(1) 
+ 408. front. 160 figs. (2 maps). T. of c. 3 append. 
index. New }'ork. 
A running account of two private expeditions to northern South 
America in search of natural history specimen . On the second 
expedition nearly 300 living birds representing 51 species were 
brought back and placed in the New York Zoological Park, no less 
than 33 species being new to the collection. Appendices A and B 
contain a classified li t of the birds observed, with nativr Indian 
vernacular names in many cases. 

****with HARTLEY, G. I 
~G. 

!:.ss, and HOWES, 

1917. Tropical wild life in British Guiana ; zoo
logical contributions from the Tropical research 
station of the New York zoological society. 
Introduction by Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, 
vol. I-. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xx+(2)+23-504. front. 
143 figs. (4 col., 3 maps). T. of c. index. New York. 
This volume represents the results of the first season' work at the 
tropical research station near Bartica, British Guiana, from March 
to August 1916. Invaluable studies were made on the breeding 
habits, etc., of the Tinamous, Eoatzins, Toucans, Anis, and Jacanas. 
A less scientific account of the year's work will be found in the 
author's Jungle Peace (1918). It is probable that no further volumes 
will appear in the present form, the research work being recorded 
elsewhere. 

1918. Jungle peace. Illust. from photos. 8vo. 
pp. (10) +297. front. 15 pl. T. of c. index. 

New rork. 
A delightful book, telling the same story as the author's Tropical 
Wild Life in British Guiana, 1917, only in a fashion that appeals 
more directly to the layman. All but three chaptrrs had already 
appeared in the Atlantic Monthly. The copy in hand is the rare 
first issue, without the introduction by Pre ident Roosevelt that 
appeared in later editions. 

printed, of which this copy is No. 263. A smaller edition in two 
volumes with title Pheasants their Lives and Homes, was issued 
in 1926, the technical descriptions of the birds being omitted, as 
well as a large number of the colored and uncolored plates. 

1919. Jungle peace. Illust. 8vo. pp. (12) +295. 
front. 15 pl. T. of c. index. London. 
The English edition of the first issue, ew York, 1918, without 
alterations. 

1919. Jung1e peace. lllust. 8vo. pp. (10)+297. 
front. 15 pl. T. of c. index. New York. 
A reprint of thP first edition, N.Y., 1918, published in ew York, 
1918 (q.v.). 

1921. Edge of the jungle. 
T. of c. append. index. 

8uo. pp. (8)+303. 
New York. 

A second serie::~ of essays on jungle life, similar to those in Jungle 
PMce, 1918, and which like them had already appeared in the 
.Atlantic Mimthly and other magazines. They relate to the same 
Bartica District in British Guiana in which the Tropical Research 
Station of the New York Zoological Society is situated. 

1922. The edge of the jungle. post 8vo. pp. ( 8) + 
9-237. front. 5 pl. T. of c. append. index. 

London. 
The English edition-with illustrations- of the original one pub
lished in New York, 1921 (q.v.). In this edition no mention 
whatever is made of the fact that the matter comprising the volume 
had already appeared as articles in various American magazines, 
thus leading an English purchaser to imagine he was obtaining 
a fresh publication. With regard to this somewhat dubious method, 
see a review of this edition in Ibis, July 1922, p. 577. 

1924. Galapagos, world's end. With 24 coloured 
illustrations by Isabel Cooper, and 83 photos., 
mostly by John Tee-Van. Published under the 
auspices of the New York Zoological Society. 
27 cm. pp. 22 + 443. col. front. pl. (part col., 
1 double). ports. maps. Bibliography of the more 
important publications relating to the Galapagos 
archipelago, pp. 436-8. New York. 
A record of spontaneous observation, a crystallization of the more 
obvious and characteristic impressions of the land and sea, of birds, 
reptiles, fish and insects. Preface. 

1926. Pheasants, their lives and homes. Pub
lished under the auspices of the New York Zoo
logical Society. 2 vols. 4to. Vol. I, pp. xxviii+ 
(2) +257. front. (col.). 14 pl. (col., 1 eggs). 19 pl. 
1 map. T. ofc. Vol. II, pp. xv+(3)+309. front. 
(col.). 16 pl. (col.). 13 pl. T. of c. 2 append. 
index. Garden City, N. Y. 
In its first form this work appeared in four folio volumes under the 
title A Mono(Jraph of the Pheasants, 1918-22, the edition being 
limited to 600 copies. The present two volumes include all but the 
technical de criptions of the birds, and are, in effect, a summary of 
their known natural history, much of which has been rewritten and 
brought up to date by the inclusion of the most recent discoveries, 
especially those of l\1. .T ean Delacour in Cochin China. For details 
of exact distribution, and intensive descriptions of plumages, 
evolution, etc., it is necessary to refer to the larger work. The 
colored illustrations, which are very fine, are by Thorburn, 
Gronvold, Fuertes, Knight, Lodge1 and Jones. The present copy 
is of the first edition after the printmg of 201 de luxe copies. 

[ 1927]. Jungle days. Col. jacket and lining 
painted by Isabel Cooper. lllust. 8vo. pp. vi+ 
205. front. 9 pl. T. of c. index. New York. 
A delightful account of the smaller animals and insects, etc., 
discovered by the author around his British Guiana laboratory. 
References to birds are scattered throughout the volums. 

1927. TheLogoftheSun. 1vol. 8vo. New l'ork. 
Apparently a reissue of the first edition, 1906. 

1927. Pheasant jungles, with sixty illust. 8vo. 
pp. xiii + 248. front. 57 pl. T. of c. index. 

New l'ork. 

1918-22. A monograph of the pheasants. Pub. 
under the auspices of the New York Zoological 
Society. 4 vols. 4to. Vol. I, pp. xlix+(1)+198. 
front. (col.). 18 pl. (col.). 16 pl. (photograv.). 
5 maps (col.). T. of c. Vol. I I. pp. xv+(1) +269. 
front. (col.). 23 pl. (col.). 24 pl. (photograv.). 
5 maps (col.). T. of c. Vol. Ill, pp. xvi+204. 
front. (col.). 23 pl. (col.). 21 pl. (photograv.). 
4 maps (col.). T. of c. Vol. IV, pp. xv+(1) +242. 
front. (col.). 22 pl. (col.). 27 pi. (photograv.). 
6 maps (col.). T. of c. index. London. 
A monumental and notable modern ornithological work. It em
braces a description of all species of pheasants so far known the 
author having made pecial expeditions to obtain his mat~rial. 
The illustrations by such well-known artists as A. Thorbun, L. A. An outcome of the author's larger work, A .Uono(Jraph of the 
Fuertes, H. Gronvold, G. E. Lodge, H. Jones, Chas. R. Knight, Pheasants, 1918-22. The present work records a few of the author's 
and E. l\Iegargee are very fine, and the photographs of habitat and adventures in the Far East. There are many references to pheasants, 
scenery, taken by the author, add much to the beauty and value and the nest and eggs of the Himalayan Nutcracker is portrayed, 
of this great work. Six hundred copies only of this edition were but there are no illUBtrations of pheasants. 

?-
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~BEEBE, Mrs. M. B. See BEEBE, CHARLEs 
WILLIAM, 1910. 

BEECHEY, FREDERICK \VILLIAM [1796-1856]. 
1839. The Zoology of CapL. Beechey's voyage to 
the Pacific and Behring's Strait ... in H.M.S. 
Blossom ... 18-~5-"28. 4to. pp. 12+186. 44 col. 
pl. 3 col. maps. London. 
Of t!Jis famous scientific expedition J. Richaruson described t ht> mammalia, N. A. Vigors the ornithology, G. T. Lay and E. T. Bennett the fishes, and J. E. Gray the reptiles and batrachi.ans. 

BEETHAM, BENTLEY. 
1910. The home-life of the spoonbill, the stork 
and some herons. 8vo. pp. viii + 47 + ( 5). 32 pl. 
(35 figs:). T. of c. London. 
Illustrated by 35 fine photographs mounted on lG leaves at tl1e end of the volume. 

• 1911. Photography for bird-lovers: a practical 
guide. 8vo. pp. ( 8) +126. fronl. 15 pl. 4 figs. 
1'. of c. index. London . 
A practical manual of Bird-photography dealing with every phase of the subject, including instructions for color photography and cinematographic work. The subject of apparatus is considered at considerable length, based on the author's ample experience whh:h should prove useful to beginners in securing a proper equipment at the outset. 

1927. Among our banished birds. 8vo. pp. xi+ 
(1) +227. front. 15 pl. T. of c. London. 
A charming account (with many fine photogravhs) of the author'E wanderings in Europe for the purpose of studying numerous colonies of birds which formerly bred in the British Isles, and would probably do so again if they rould find sanctuary there. They include the Avocet, Spoonbill, Black-tailed Godwit, Black Tern, Black-winged Stilt, Pratincole, Kentish Plover, Buff-hacked Hero11 and Egret. 

BEETON' SAMUEL 0RCHART [1831-77]. 
n.d. Book of birds, showing how to rear and 
manage them in sickness and in health. Cheap 
edition. 8vo. pp. xii+352. front. (col.) 5 pl. (col.). 
96 figs. 1'. of c. London. 

BEHN, D. H. See KLEIN, J. TH., 1760. 

BEHNING' ARVID. 
1928. ,Das Leben der Wolga; zug1eich eine 
Einfilhrung in die F luss-Bio1ogie. 8vo. pp. 6 + 
16 2. illust. Stullgart. 
Bibliography, pp. 142-7. 

BEIBLATT ZUM JOURNAL FUER ORNI
THOLOGIE. See JOURNAL FUER ORNITHOLOGIE; 
also ORNITHOLOGISCHE MONATSBERICHTE. 

BEILBY, RALPH [1744-1817]. 
1790. A general History of Quadrupeds. The 
textual part of Bewick's treatise. 8vo. (Wanting.) 
The first of many printings. 
1797. A History of British Birds. Vol. I, Land 
Birds. The illustrations by T. Bewick. 4to. 
pp. 6 +30 +335. Newcastle. 
This is the very rare, first edition (no copy in the Br. Museum library) of the text intended to describe Bewick's woodcuts. The same author wrote the corresponding text for Bewick's Quadrupeds. See BEWICK and BEILBY. 

1797. History and description of land birds. 
pp. 6+30+335. illust. (in. Bewick, Thomas, 
1753- 18'28, History of British Birds, 1797- 1804, 
vol. 1 ). Newcastle. 
1809. Jiisl ory and description, etc. Third edition. 
1821. 11 isLory and rl.f'S!Tiptiun, rL'·. FifLh edition. 
History and supplement with additional figures. 
pp. 51 +330. Newcastle. 

1832. History and description, etc. Seventh 
edition. 

1847. Hh;fory and description, etc, Eighth edition. 

BEITRAEGE ZUR FAUNA SINICA. 1922-
dale. Berlin. 

SICH~UNG DER OOLOGIE. Berlin. 

BEITRAEGE ZUR FORTPFLANZUNGS
BIOLOGIE DER VOEGEL MIT BERttCK-~ 
Herau{.~:rg'iegeben vo.n Dr. L. von Boxber.ger, Berlin . . 
Issued every two months. Vol. I, No. 1, Sept. 
1924. Vol. I, 1 u. Z, Nov. 19'24, and continuation. 

A periodical devoted to observation and report of the habits of birds-their biology in the restricted sense. The list of contributors to this serial and the titles of the papers point in the direction of a want that is being filled for the first time in the history of avian periodical literature. Dr. Ernst Hartert furnishes notes on the nesting habits of Desert Birds; Prof. H. Krohn speculates on the recognition of se:-.. by birds; Count 0. von Zedlitz has a paper on the nesting habits of JJI ergus merganser in Sweden ; and there are many interesting articles on breeding habits by well-known observers and writers. 

BEITRAEGE ZUR NATURGESCHICHTE 
OSTASIENS. Munich. 
1906-daie. SupplemenL to K. Bayerische Aka- ~ I demie der Wissensrhaften Math. Phy. Klasse- _J 
Abhandlungen. .,.._ 

BEITRAEGE ZUR NATURGESCHICHTE 
DES SCHWEIZERLANDS. 1775. (vVanting.) 

Bern. 
BEITRAEGE ZUR NATURKUNDE. Kiel. 

1805-10. Continues Archiv fUr die Systematische 
N aturgeschichte. 

BEITRAEGE ZUR NATURKUNDE PREUS
SENS. (Physik-oekonornische Gesell. Konigs· 
berg. ) 1868-1912. 

BEITRAEGE ZUR NATURKUNDE UND 
DEN DAMIT VERWANDTEN WISSEN
SCHAFTEN. 1787-92? (vVanting.) 

Hanover, Osnabruck. 

BEITRAEGE ZUR NATUR- UND HEIL-
KUNDE. 1825-6. Wurzburg, Nuremberg. 

BEITRAEGE ZUR NATUR- UND KULTUR
GESCHICHTE LITHAUENS UND AN
GREiiZENDER GEBIETE. Munich. 
1912-date. Supplement to K. Bayerische Aka
demie der Wissenschaften. Math. Ph~ Klasse
Abhandlungen. 

BEITRAEGE ZUR NORDWESTDEUT
SCHEN VOLKS- UND LANDESKUNDE. 
1895- 1901 . See also NA TURWISSEN. VEREIN ZU 
BREMEN. Bremen. 

BEITRAEGE ZUR RHEINISCHEN NA-
TURGESCHICHTE. 1849-53. Freiburg. 

BEITRAGE ZUR ZOOGEOGRAPHIE DER 
PALAARKTISCHEN REGION. Heraus
gegeben von der Ornithologischen Gesell
schaft in Bayern. 

A 

1919. Tinled Wrappers. 8vo. Heft I. Sept. 1919. 
pp. 56. 1 map. T. of c. (all pub.). J1.1iinchen. 
The contents of the first part are two carefully written articles by Erwin Stresemann on the geographical distribution of several 
palaearctic species. 

~ 
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;;J BEXXER, C. W. and others. 
~ [1800]-17. Teutsche Ornithologie. See BORK

HAUSE , M. B. 

'***tl LICHTHAMI\IER (et al). 
1837-41. Deutsche Ornithologie oder Natur
geschichte aller Vogel Deut chlands, etc. 74 col. pl. 

Stuttgart. 
BELANY, .J AMES CocKBUR . 

1841. A treatise upon falconry. In two parts. 
8vo. pp. vii+(5)+277+(1)+6. front. 

Berwick-upon- Tweed. 
Part 1 of this ·work containR observations upon the nature, anti
quity, and history of falconry, that of part 2 notices of the ditfe~ent 
hawks used in British hawking, the proper method of keepmg, 
training and flying the birds, and the apparatu:> belonging to the 
art. A glossary of terms u ed in falconry is given at the end of tlte 
book. 

BELCHER, \V . .J. See ORIGI'l'AL DRAWl 'GS, 
BELCHER, W. J. 

BELDING, LYMA 
1890. Land birds of the Pacific district. (California 
Academy of Sciences.) 8vo. pp. (4) +274. append. 
index. Author's reprint. San Francisco. 
An annotated list of the 295 Rpecies known to occur in the district, 
which embraces California., Oregon, Washington, and Nevada. It 
was prepared originallY as a. report submitted to the U .. Dept. of 
Agriculture and coh .. i:>ts of the author's own observations on the 
arrival and departure of migrating specieR, as well a~ those of other 
worker:;. 

BELFAST NATURAL HISTORY AND 
PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Belfast. 
1871/2-date. Proceedings and Reports. 

1924. Centenary olume, 1821-1921; a review of 
the activities of the society for 100 years with 
historical notes, and memoirs of many di tin
guished members, ed. by Arthur Deane. 8vo. 
pp. 8+212. porir. pl. Belfast. 

BELFAST NATURALISTS' FIELD CLUB. 
1863-date. Annual Report and Proceedings. 

BELGIUM. Commission de la 'Belgica'. 
1901-13. Resullats du Voyage ... en 1897-g, etc. 
Vols. I-X. 4to. Anvers. 
Relatively few vertebrates were collected and described. Fbhes 
were examined by L. Dollo, 190±, pp. 240, 10 pi., 2 col. maps; 
cetaceae by E. G. Racovitza, 1903, pp. 1±2, 4 pi., figs. in text; 
seals (in English) by G. E. H. Barrett-Hamilton, 1901, pp. 19, 1 pl. 

BELL, F . .J. 
1878. On certain variations in the vocal organs 
of the Passeres, etc. See MULLER, JOIIA ES. 

BELL, THOMAS [1792-1880]. 
1837. A history of British quadrupeds, in luding 
the Celacea. 200 woodculs. 8vo. 22~ cm. pp. xviii, 
526. illusl. London. 
An excellent early treatise. The pre, cnt copy has ten pages of ::\-188. 
by H. Kirke Swann. 

1839-43. See ZOOLOGY OF THE VOYAGE OF H.M.S. 

BEAGLE. 

1839. A history of British Reptiles, etc. 8vo. 
pp. 14+142. London. 
A useful and early work on British herpetology. 

1874. A history of British quadrupeds, including 
the cetacea. 2nd ed., rev. and partly rewritten 

by the author, assi~ted by R. F. Tomes and E. R. 
Alston. 8vo. pp.18+474. illust. London. 

1877. The natural history and antiquities of 
Selborne. See WHITE, Rev. GILBERT. 

BELLAMY' FRANK ARTIIUR. 
n.d. A Historical Account of the Ashmolean 
1 ratural History Society of 0.-fordshire, 1880-95. 

BELLAMY, .JOHN CRE fER [1812-54]. 
1839. The natural history of South Devon. 8vo. 
pp. xxvi+(2)+viii+455. 80 engrav. 9 lithogr. 
5 maps ((old.). T. of c. index. Plymouth. 

BELLONIUS, P. (BELON, PIERRE) [1517-64]. 
1553. De aqualibilibus libro duo, cum eiconibus 
ad vevam ipsorum effigiem, quoad eius fieri 
potuit, e pressis. 4to. With many conlemp. col. 
woodcuts. Paris. 

1553. Petri Bellonii Cenomani De aquatilibus, 
libl'i duo cum EL conibus ad viuam ipsorum 
etrigiem, quoad eius fieri poLuit, expressis ... 
12 x 17 cm. pp.16+448. illusl. Parisiis. 
Helon i:; looked upon as the founder of modern ichthyology as well 
as an authority on ornithology. The illustrations of fishes and 
some other aquatic animals in this volume are of exceptional 
quality for the . ixteenth century, although ome of them are 
fanciful. 

1555. L'histoir~ de la nat re des oyseavx, avec 
levrs descriptions, & na'ifs porLraicts retirez dv 
natvrel: escrite en sept livres, par Pierre Belon 
du Mans. folio. pp. 28+381. illust. Paris. 
On pp. 40 and 41 are the portraits of the skeletons of man and bird 
to show the affinity between them. 'l'hi i. one of the earliest 
illustrations of comparative anatomy. J3elon was the first to attempt 
to identify the names of birds given by Aristotle and by Pliny 
with those current in France. 

1555. La Nature et Diversite des Poissons, avec 
leurs portraicts, etc. pp. 448. Paris. 
A companion work to his remarkable, original and eal'ly treatise 
on the comparative anatomy of birds. 

1605. Plurimarum sing·ularium et memorabilium 
rerum in Graecia, Asia, lEgypto, .Judaea, Arabia, 
aliisque e Leris provinciis ab ipso conspectarum 
observationes tribus libris expressae. Carolus Clu
sius A trebas e Gallicis Latinas faciebat, et denuo 
recen ebat. Altera ed., longe castigator, et quibus
dam scholiisillustrata. folio. pp. [12]+242+[30]. 
illust. Antverpiae. 

BELT, THOMAS [1832-78]. 
1874. The naturalist in Nicaragua: a narrative 
of a residence aL the gold mines of Chontales; 
journeys in the savannahs and forests. \Vith 
observation on animals and plants in reference 
to the theory of evolution of living forms. 8vo. 
pp. xvi + 403. (ronl. 3 pl. 23 figs. 1 map (col. fold.). 
1'. of c. index. London. 
References to birds are cattered throughout this volume, with five 
il!u!'ltrations of them. 

1888. The naturalist in icaragua. Second edition. 
Revised and corrected. vVith map and illustra
tion . 8vo. pp. xxxii+403. front. (porlr.). 3 pl. 
23 figs. 1 map (col. fold.). T. of c. index. London. 
A re\ iseu and corrected edition of the first is ue of 18i4. The 
intrinsic merits of the book, of which Darwin spoke so highly, 
resulted in this second edition, after the death of the author in 1878. 
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/ BEL V ALLETTE ' ALFRED. 
~ 1903. Traite de fauconnerie et d'autour-si rie 

suivi d'une etude sur la peche au cormoran. t4to: 
pp. (12) +269. 34 pl. 52 figs. T. of c. Hvreux. 
A treatise on falconry and on the art of training the go hawk and 
fparrowhawk, "ith a dictionary of words used in falconry. 

BEMMELEN, J. A. VA -. 
1869-71. Jaarbericht van de Rotterdamsche 
Diergaarde over 1868-71. 8vo. (\Vanting.) 

Rotterdam. 

BENDiltE, CHARLES EMIL [1836-97]. 
1891. Directions for collecting, preparing and 
12reserving birds eggs and nests. 4to. pp. [10]. 
Lllust. Separate U .S. National Museum. Bulletin, 
pt. D, no. 29. H'ashinglon. 
A very useful and popular tract for the purpose indicated. 

1892-5. Life histories of North American birds, 
[from the parrots to the grackles,] with special 
reference to their breeding habits and eggs. 2 vols. 
4to. Vol. I, pp. viii+446. 12 pl. (col. eggs). T. of c. 
index. Vol. II, pp. ix+(1) +518. 7 pl. (col. eggs). 
T. of c. index. 1Vashington. 
Owing to the death of the author these two Yolumes are all that 
>~ere published of Bendire's great work, which is now being con
tmued by A. C. Bent (q.v.). Detailed accounts of habits and 
nidification were based mostly on the author's personal observa
tions, with copious notes from other sources making the work at 
the tin1e the most authoritative in its particular line. The second 
volume, although not so indicated on the title-page, is Special 
Bulletin No. 3 of the U.S. National Museum. 

1893. The Cowbirds. Illust. (U.S. Nat. Museum.) 
Author's separate. 

BENDYSCHE, THOMAS. 1865. See BLUMEN
BACH, JOHA N FRIEDRICH. 

BENECKE , B. A. and K UPFFER, C. -vv·. voN. 
1879. Photogramme zur Ontogenie der Vogel. 
4to. pp. 48. 15 pl. 
This important contribution to avian embryology forms part of 
vol. XLI, Nova .Acta, Academia Caesarea. 

BENEDEN, Eno ARD VAN [1846-1919] . 
1870. Recherches sur la composition et la significa
tion de l'CEuf, etc. 4lo. pp. 283. 12 pl. Brussels. 
This essay on the egg was originally published as a Mbnoire coutonne 
by the Academie Royale des Sciences, Vol. 3-1. 

BENEDEN , PIERRE JOSEPH VA [1809-94]. 
1889. Histoire Naturelle des Cetaces des Mers 
d'Europe. 8vo. Bruxelles. 
Originally published by the Academie Royctle de~; Sciences as a 
111 ernoire couronne. 

BENGAL. See ASIATIC sociETY OF BENGAL. 

BENISO~I , H. W. S. WoRSLEY-. See woRSLEY
BENISON, H. \V. S. 

BENNETT, ED\VAHD TuR~ER [17D7 18:)() ] . 
1829. The Tower menagerie: comprising I he 
natural history of the animals contained in that 
establishment; with anecdotes of lhcir dHu'adrrs 
and history. Illustrated by portrails of euC'h, 
taken from life, by \Villiam Harvey; and engraved 
on wood by Branston and v\'righL. London. 
A famous de;;criptive catalogue but not of rnuch sricntifle 'alue. 

1830- 1. The gardens and menagerie of the 
Zoological society delineated. 2 vols. 8vo. illust. 

Clziswick. 

B E NNE TT ' FREDERICK DEBELL. 
1840. Narrative of a Whaling Voyage, etc. 2 vols. 
8vo. London. 

B ENNETT, GEORGE [1804-93]. 
1834. V\'anclerings in ·m South \\'ales, Batavia, 
Pedir coast, Singapore, and China; being the 
journal of a naturalist in those countries, during 
1832, 1833, and 1834. 2 vols. in 1. 8vo. Vol. I, 
pp. (4)+vii-xv+(3)+440. front. 5 figs. T. of c. 
Vol. II, pp. vii+(1)+428. front. 2 figs. T. of c. 
append. London. 
The results of a series of excursions into the interior of New South 
Wales, the author having limited himself to notes taken at the 
instant of observation. References to birds are numerous. 

1837. Catalogue of ... Natural History ... in 
the Australian Museum. 8vo. Sydney. 

1860. Gatherings of a naturalist in .A usLra1asia; 
being observations principallj on the animal and 
vegetable productions of New South \Yales, New 
Zealand. and some of the Austral Islands. 8vo. 
pp.xii+-456. front.(col.). 7pl.(col.). 24figs. T.ofc. 

London. 
An interesting account of the author's observations on the flora 
and fauna of Australasia, in which birds figure largely, at least half 
of the 23 chapters containing references to the class Aves, whilst 
one of the rolored plates depicts the Australian Jabiru. 

n.d. On the avi-fauna of New Guinea. \Yith 
particular reference to the birds of paradise 
inhabiting that and the adjacent islands. 8vo. 
pp. 8. Sydney. 

BENNETT, JAMES V. 
191 9 . The passenger pigeon in Pennsylvania, &c. 
See FRENCH, .J. c. 

BEN NETT, JOHN WHI1CH.l:RCH. 
1834. A Seleclion ... of the Fishes found upon 
the coast of Ceylon. 4lo. 30 col. pl. London. 
Thi is thP second edition of a well-kllO>\n aud important treatise. 
The fir t edition appeared in 1830. 

1841. / Selection of Rare and Curious Fishes 
found upon the CoasL of Ceylon. 3rd ed. 4to. 
col. pl. 

1851. !-'election of Rare and Curious Fishes found 
upon tl1e Coast of Ceylon, from Drawings made 
in thaL Island. 4lo. 30 fine plates (printed in 
brown). 
A revised edition of this valuable work. 

BENOIT, LuiGI [1804-90]. 
1840. Ornitl10logia Siciliana; o sia, Catalogo 
ragionato degli uccclli (:he si trovano in Sicilia. 
Two inuc·xes, one of French, the other of Sicilian 
names of the birds. 8vo . pp . 8+231. Messina. 
~\ ratht>r good <~c<·ounr. including s~ nouymy, habit~. and eharacters 
d I be hinls oi ~:i.icily. 

BENS ON, CIL\.n LE~ V\. ILLI l\1 [ na l. 1836 ] . 
1901. Our Irish song hirds. Sr(.:ond edition. 8vo. 
pp. xv+206. T. of c. 5 pl. Dublin. 
Tlle first edition of thh; vopula.r work was published in 1886. 

BENSUSAN' SA.l\11 EL LEVY [1872- J. 
1908. The hea1-L of Lhe wild, nature studies from 
near D!ld rar. lllusl. (phul.os.). 12rno. pp. xi+ 
(1)+2.97'. front. 7 pl. T. of c. London. 
A series ot >.lorir,; tlwt. in r;'<:lt in~tanc '. <'lld with the Yii)Jent death 
of thP birtl or bf'a:t \lhOs · iife-,;ton i~ ~:>et out. The birds selected 
are tile Golden Eaglt, Hed Urou,_e; Flamingo, Cuckoo, and White CoNTENTS. Vol. 1. Quadrupeds. 2. Birds. ,!\ 'tork. 
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BENT, ARTH R CLE\IELA D [1866 ]. 
1912. .\ ne\v suhsperif's of rrosshill from ew
foundland. 4to. pfJ. [21 j .'J. (Smithsonian Miscell. 
C:ollection, vol. 60, no. r •. ) . ulllor's separate. 

1919. Life histories of . ·orth . merirm: cliYing 
birds. Order Pyg-opodes. 8uo. pp .. nu 245. 
5,5 pl., 12 col. (efJ(IS). inde.r. (Smitllsoni<.Pl Tlt.::.ti1u
tion, .S. Nat. Mus. Bulletin 107.) n ·ashinglon. 
The above is written as a continuation of the work begun by l\Iajor 
Charles E. Bendire in his Life Histories of North American Bird.~, 
and forms a most useful and interesting introduction to the author's 
other monographs. He wa forhmatc in h:ning many Yoltmtar~· 
contributions to his series from all parts of America. 

1921. Life histories of North American gull and 
terns; order Longipennes. 8vo. pp. x+345. 
93 pl. (17 col. eggs). index. (Smith onian Institu
tion, U.S. National .Museurn. Bulletin 113.) 

\Vashington. 
One of the excellent monographs by this author. 

1922. Life histories of • orth American petrel 
and pelicans and their allies; order Tubinares and 
order Steganopodes. 8vo. pp. xii + 343. 69 pi. 
T. of c. index. ( mithsonian Institution, lJ .S. 

at. M us. Bulletin 1 '21.) Author's separate. 
----- n·ashington. 

This systematic monograph, one of a most important ,eriPs b~ 
the author, is intended to cowr the life-historie of Americ'fln hirds. 

1923. Life histories of ~ orth meri<'an ·pilei fowl. 
Order Anseres. 8vo. pp. x+245. 16 pi. inde.r. 
(Smithsonian h stitulion, C.S. National Museum 
Bulletin, no. 126.) \\'aslzinglon. 
This author's separate is the first edition of the fonrt.h serie on 
the histories of "orth American birdR. 
The volume discusRes the Anatidae as far as Perissonefta collrtris. 
For a continuation sN' the Recond edition, I !l2?i. The plnteg arr 
excellent. 

1925. Life hi torie of orth \merican wile! fo" 1. 
Order Anseres. 8vo. pp. :r:+.376. 60 pi. indeJ.·. 
(C .S. Tational ~Iuscum. Bulletin no. 130.) 

\\·ash i ngton. 
The continuation of the fir t edition, dated 192:3, of thr:e excellent 
!'flOnographs. The life;-history of thr Anatidae i"l C1lJTiPtl to anrl 
mclud~s qyunus b1Jcctr>ai!Fr. Tl1ere is an e ·tensive llihliogrnph~·. 
pp. 30~-1~. 

1926. Life histories of .. orth merican mHI'Sb hirds. 
Orders Odontog-lo sae, Ilerodionef; nnct Paludi
~olae. 8vo. pp. :ri ...L 490. front. 97 pi. T. of c. 
zndex. ( .S. ~at. l\Iuseum. Bulletin 1 :~5. \ u thor's 
reprint.) 11'nshington. 
The sixth volume of th.i.<; scri ·, thP treatment follrl\\'ing r.·actly 
the ame plan as prevwu.ly rstahlished. Thr !l~ plntef' rontain 
~ome very fine exampleR of bird photography. Dr. C'ha~. w. 
Townsend prepared five of the life-lliRtories, T. K Prnard that of 
the Scarlet Ibis, whilist the Rev. P. B. Peaboci~· is rel'ponl'iblc for 
much of the account of the Yellow Rail. 

1927. Life hislories of 1Torth AnlC'J'ican .horc 
l irds. Order Limicolae (Part 1 ). nn. pp. i.r + 
(1) + 420. fronl. S1 pi. T. n( c. iwlr.1·. (hull. 142, 

.S. Nat. 1'u eum. Author' eparal t'.) 
I·, r1shinr1ton. 

The t;~Yenth 'ohllliP of the LUr-HiNiorie8 of North American Birds. 
~overmg about hal~ of the , horr-bircls (fwm ,'cnlopax to Totanus) 
1~ th~ sequence of th A.O.r. 'Check-Lbt '. \fany of the Jife
htstor!es of the_ rarer s~ore-birds ar adefJuRtely 11re.~ent d for the 
first tJme; the 11Jn tratwns arr, as usual, c.·epJlcnt. 

BENTHAM, llOWARD. 

[1925]. The po keL hook of Rrilish hirds . .See 
KEARTO , R. 

BERAJAH, ZOOGRAPHIA INFINITA. 
1905-date. EdiLed by 0. Klein cllJnidl. Pub. by 
W. Schluter, Halle. Irregular arrangement of 

Le- L and paginalion. Variously rolorect wrappers. 
4to. Current. Many colored and other plates and 
maps. 
Fnlco (q .. ) published as a upplemenL; the issue 
in 1 UOn. 1 ll i sues cxrrpl the firs I are unnumbered 
und lllc paging of each is, nol to u e a stronger 
trrm, 'prculiar '. 
Lieferuug I. 1\Hl:->. 2:J fJJI· 10 pi., mostly colured. 
(Saxicola Borealis.) 
[Lieferung I L] HlOG. 20 pp. 10 pl., mostly 
colored. (Stri. Flammea.) Supplement. 2 pp. 
Puh. by Erwin ·agele, Leipzig. 
[Lieferung Ill.] 1907. 6 pp. 3 pl., 2 colored. 
(Stri:>.. Ath ne.) 
[Lieferung I .] 1907/8. 12 pp. 7 pi., 5 colored. 
1 table. (Erithacus Domesticus.) 
[Lieferung V.] 1908. 8 pp. 1 table. ( ufang und 
Ende.) Second sub-title: 'Eine ·aturgeschichte 
und Naturgeographie auf Kantscher Basis'. Pub. 
by Gehauer-Schwetschke, Halle. 
[T ieferung VI.] 1908. 2, 4, 2, 1, 2, 2 pp. 4 col. pl. 
(Subgenus Phoenicurus, etc.) Second sub-title 
omitted. 
[LieferunQ' VIT.] 1908. 14 pn . .3 col. and 1 black pl. 
(Eritharus rb1reu".) 
[Lieferung V JI I.] 1909. 2 /JP 1 wl. and l black pl. 
(Erithacu S1alia.) 
[Liefer11ng L · .] 1 \lOU/10. 40 pp. 26 black pl. 
(Corvus 'ucifraga.) 
[Lieferung '".] 1911. 4, 4, 4 pp. 8 pl., 3 colored. 
(Various.) 
[Lieferung XI.] 1912. 6, 6 pp. 9 pl. col. (Falco 
Peregrinu . ) 
Lieferung XII. 1913. 16, 4 pp. 11 col. and black 
pi. (Variou .) 
Lierferung ~ '"1I I. 1 ~11·1. 7-22 pp. PI. IT'-XXl' fl, 
rolored. (Conlinualion of 1<'alco Peregrinu .) 
i !lust. tea:·t. 
Lieferung XI\ . HH . 23-30 pp. PI. XX~\ 11-
XX_\: l ', 2 colored. (Continuation of Falco Pere
grinus.) 
Lieferung X\. 1916. 31-8, 2 pp. 3 pl., 2 colored. 
(Various.) 
I.ieferuno· --vi. 1917. 47-54 pp. (Falco Pere
grinu .) 
Lieferung .. '\IT. 1Dl8. 53-62 pp. illust. in te.rt. 
(Falco Peregrinus.) 
Lieferung . T\ Ill. 1919/')0. 7-14 pp. 2 col. pl. 
(Pants Salicarius.) 
Lieferung XIX. 19:20. 63-78, 2, 2, 2, 2 pp. 8 pi., 
3 colored. ( arious.) 
Lieferung _ ·x. 19'21. 15-31 pp. illust. in text. 
(Parus Sali arius.) 
l nder the date (lf 1908 ( 'eite I), title · Aufaug und EndE' ·. an1i 
elsewhere the Editor defines the meaning and ·cope of this remark
n hle f'erial-periodical a~, brief!~·. an attempt to rorrelate the :->Cienc' 
anrl art of Kant \Yith the concept of modern ::.rience. In varticular 
he studieR the rffect of loealit · on the different race ·-especially 
of birds-and dwell~; much on the vnrion~ aYian phases as iufluenred 
by geograi•hical clidribution. To the a''Prnge rracler Bemjrtli (And 
Falco) will appear a, a collection of scientiflr esgays tinged "ith 
transcenclentali, m. However, few periodicals are r;o magnifict'ntly 
and sympathetically illuRtrated and so heaut iJully print en. The 
gr at majority of the contributions are from the p~>n of the editl'r. 
ThE' initial ca11ital kttPr of the ,pecifk JH\lllf'~ iR tlw eLiitor\; rhoicP. 

BEREZOVSKII, ~lrKH \JI :\lJJ"[[ \.ILO\ ICH. 

1891. .\ye ee p dilioni PolHllilli per proviu!'iHlll 
Gan-su et confinia 1 1 c'i', au!'l orihus ~I. Ht>re
zo" ki ~ V. Bian hi. folio. pp. [2]...L40+1S5. 
illust. pl. In Russian. St. Peter burg. 
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BERG, BENGT (BENT) MAGNUS KRISTOFFER 
[1885- ] . 

f
<:'""'f 1916. Sallsynta faglar. Langnabban. Forsta 
l> J Samlingen. 4to. pp. 32. .Y: s( "' .. 15 photopl/t~Mf. 

Stockholm. 
A well-illustrated description (in Swedish) of the following Long
bills: Limosn aegocephala, Podiceps auritus, Sterna nigra, and 
Larus minutus, with their native names. The monograph is a 
repaged excerpt with a separate title, the copy in hand from the 
Reichenow collection presented by the author. 

I~ 
I 

1916. Sallsynta Faglar. Dvargmasen. 4to. 
pp. 77-145. map. 29 photoplates. Stockholm. 
A continuation of the author's Swedish monographs on shore and 
sea-birds. The present volume is from Prof. Reichenow's library. 

1919. Sallsynta Fjglar. Andra Samlingen. 4lo. 
pp. 342. 61 pholoplates. Stockholm. 
A repaged and entitled excerpt on Swedish sea-birds. This volume 
deals with Skrantiirnan (Sterna caspia). Dviirgtiirnan (Sterna 
minuta), and Gragilsen (.Anser cinereus). The large photo illustra
tions are excellent. The present copy is ex libr·is Prof. Reichenow. 

~~U 
~~ 
""-~~ 

1920. Hagrarnoch Storkar; en Bok om skanska 
Faglar. 4to. pp. 268. col. front. col. illust. on 
wrapper. 64 pl. (2 col.). Stockholm. 
A popular monograph on the storks and herons of Northern Europe 
with excellent plates. 

~~ 1925. Mit den Zugvogel nach Afrika. 132 illust. 
Berlin. 

I q 3/ . _ second edition of a popular work on migration. I] 

1927. Mein Freund der Regenpfeifer. Vierte 
Auflage. [Tr. from the Swedish by Edmund 
Herms.] (Bengt Berg's lllustrierte Tierbii.cher.) 
pp. 111 +(1). vignette (porlr.). ~ 73 fi!J!· -~ 

~ A translation from the Swedish (fourth edition) of the genial story 
of the Dotterel (Eudromias or Charadrius morinellus), the Lahol 
of the Lapps, in its northernmost hatmts. Richly illustrated from 
excellent photographs. 

1928. Tookern, der See der wilden Schwane; 
[tr. from the Swedish by Edmund Herms]. (Bengt 
Berg'slllustrierte Tierbii.cher.) 8vo. pp. 222. illusl. 

Berlin. 
? 1928. Die letz~en Adler. 
One of several popular books by this scientific writer. 

BERGEN USEUM, NORWAY. 
1883-date. A rbog. 

1892- 1930. Aarsberetning. 

1901-6. Meeresfauna. 

1847-9. Skirner. 

1883-1905. Skrifter. Series 1. 

1909-clate. Skrifter. New series. 

BERGSON' HEN RI LOUIS [1859- J. 

Bergen. 

1913. Creative Evolution. Trans. by Arthur 
Mitchell. 8vo. [0.] London. 

BERICHT DER BAMBERG. Naturforsch. 
Gesellschaft. 1852-da te. See BAMBERG. 

BERICHT DER BASEL. Naturforsch. 
Gesellsch. 1834-dafe. See BASEL. 

BERICHT DER BAUTZEN. 
sensch. Gesellschaft. 1896-date. 
ZEN. 

Naturwis
See BAUT-

BERICHT DER BAYREUTH. 
wissensch. Gesellschaft. 1911-14. 
REUTH. 

Natur
See BAY-

BERICHT D. CHEMNITZ. Naturwissen
schaft. Gesellschaft. 1859-date. See CHEMNITZ. 

BERICHTE DER DEUTSCH. ORNITH. 
GESELLSCHAFT. 
1840-date. See DEUTSCHE ORNITH. GESELL-
SCHAFT. 

BERICHTE D. FREIBURG IN BREISGAU. 
Naturforschende Gesellschaft. 1886-date. 
See FREIBURG IN BREISGAU. 

BERICHTE D. XGL. ZOOLOG .... MU
SEUMS ZU DRESDEN. 1886-date. See 
DRESDEN. 

BERICHTE ttBER DIE MITTEILUNGEN 
VON FREUNDEN DER NATURWISSEN
SCHAFTEN IN WIEN. 1846-50. Vienna. 

BERICHTE D. MUSEUM,.\ FttR TIER
XUNDE UND VHLXERXU~DE ZU DRES
DEN. 1886-date. See DRESDEN. 

BERICHTE DER NATURWISSEN-
SCHAFTL. VEREIN DES HARZES ZU 
BLANXENBURG. 1840-62. See BLANKEN
BURG. 

BERICHTE VEREINS SCHLESISCHER 
ORNITHOLOGEN. Published for the Society 
at Neisse. Paul Kollibay, Editor. 
1904-12. 8vo. 5 Berichte. All issued? Tinted, 
pictured covers. The parts were pu~lished the 
year following that covered by the review. 
Erster Bericht ( 1904-5 ). 30 pp. T. of c. 
Zweiter Bericht (1906-7). 28 pp. T. of c. 
Dritter Bericht (1908-9). 80 pp. T. of c. 
Vierter Bericht (1910-11). 66 pp. T. of c. 
The first half of 1911 is reviewed in this volume. 
Funfter Bericht (1911, Second half, 1912). 88 pp. 
T. of c. 
As the title implies, these Berichte record mainly the local ac~ivities 
of the Silesian Society of Ornithologists. Among the contributors 
are the Editor, J. H. Klopfer, C. Zimmer, G. Martini, and Borrmann. 

~.h.W 
r..? 

i<. (. 

~ 
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~ERICHT 1tBER DIE LEISTUNGEN IN 
DER NATURGESBERICHTE DER VOGEL 
WAHREND DES JAHRES 1857-1870. By 
G. Irartlaub, Bremen; 1889-93, by Dr. Reichenow, 
Berlin. 

1869. Bericht ueber die XVIIte Versammlung der deutschen Orni
thologen-Gesellschaft. Cassel, bei Th. Fischer. 1869. 

I Although the yearly review of von Pelzeln bridges (in the E.t:l.W. 
Library) the void between the separately published extracts above 
noted it has nothing to do with the Archiv fur Naturgeschichte from 
which the latter are (with the pagination of the journal) printed. The 
periodical status of this and similar annuals i discussed in the 
introduction to this Catalogue. 

BERICHT DER NATURHISTORISCHER 
VEREIN, AUGsBURG. 
1848-dale. See AUGSBURG. 

BERICHT D. NATURWISSENSCHAFTL. 
VEREIN F. BIELEFELD U. UMGEBD. 
1908-da le. See BIELEFELD. 

BEBICHT D. ORNITHOL.-OOLOG. VER
EINS ZU HAMBURG. 
1897-1903. I. u. 11. 
A rare periodical, but of small scientific importance. 

BERICHT 1tBER DIE OSTERREICHI
SCHE LITERATUR DER ZOOLOGIE, 
BOTANIX UND PALEONTOLOGIE. 
1850-3. Vienna. 

BEBICHT 1tBER DAS PERMANENTE 
INTERNATIONAL ORNITHOLOGISCHE 
COMITE UND AHNLICHE EINRICH
TUNGEN IN EINZELN LAND ERN. See 
also ORNIS, and PROCEED! GS OF THE I TER
NATIONAL CONGRESS OF ORNITHOLOGY. 
As in the case of other societies the Permanent Committee of the 
International Ornithological Congress (or some other member of it) 
occasionally printed a report of the Proceedings apart from that 
appearing in the official organ-which in this instance is Ornis. 
The following are examples of these Berichte: 
I. Bericht. Blasius and Hayek. 64 pp. 

II. Bericht. Blasius and Hayek. 48 pp. Another II. Bericht by 
Blaslus alone. 58 pp. 

V. Bericht. 1891-5. Prof. Bla iu . 27 pp. 

BERICHT 1tBER DIE TATIGXEIT DEB 
'HBVATSXE ORNITHOLOSXA CEN
TRALA'. See ~TSKE ORNITHOLSKA CE TRALA. 

BERICHT UND UBERSETZUNG. Aus der 
ornithologischen Literatur Russlands. 1919? 
See AUS DER ORNITHOLOGISCHEN ... RUSSLANDS. 

BERICHT D. VEREIN F. NATUBXUNDE 
ZU CASSEL. 1860-94. See CASSEL. 

BERICHT UEBER DIE (JAHRES-) VER
SAMMLUNG DER DEUTSCHEN ORNI
THOLOGEN -GESELLSCHAFT. 
1840-date. Nr. 1-21, 1840-75; [Second series] 
Bericht ueber die (Jahres) Versammlung der Allge
mein Deutschen Ornithologen Gesellschafi 1877. 
Although the Journal fur Ornithologie and its forenmner Naumannia 
have since their inception been the organs of the Deutsche orni
thologen-Gesellscha!t, and man);' o~ the papers and proceedings are 
!e~arly. r~ported: m those penodiCals, yet almost every meeting 
IS m additiOn reVIewed more or less fully by one of its officers
usually by the presidel!t-and issued as an independent report 
under the style of a Berwht. Together these form a eparate serie 
that are very useful to the advanced student, containing as they do 
papers from the pen of the mo t accompli bed of European orni
thologists. The following are examples: 
1860. Bericht iiber die XIIIte Versammlung der deutschen Orni
thologen, pp. 104. Stuttgart. By Baldamus. 
1862. Bericht tiber die XIIIte Versammlung der deutschen Orni
thologen, pp. 108. Halberstadt and Brunswick. Baldamus. 

A 

1870. Bericht ueber die XVIIIte Versammlung-zu Hannover 
tmd Hildesheirn, Juni, 1870--vom Vorsitzendem Baron Droste. 
Published in Muenster. 
1872. Bericht ueber die XIX. Versammlung der deutschen Orni
thologen-Gesellschaft zn Cassel. 1872. 
1873. Bericht ueber die XX. Versammlung-.Braunschweig. 1873. 
1878. Bericht ueber die Ill N.~. J ahres-Versammlung d. 11llgemein, 
deutschen ornitholog. Ge, ellsch. zu Berlin. 187 , Leipzig, 1879. Bvo. 
1879. Bericht ueuer die XXIIte Versamm.lnng der deutschen 
Ornith.-Gesell. in Dresden, Mai, 1897. See JOURNAL F. ORNITHOLOGIE. 

BERICHT UEBER DEN VOGELZUG AUF 
HELGOLAND. See JAHRESBERICHT UEBER DE 
VOGELZUG AUF HELGOLA D. 

BEBICHT UEBER DIE WISSENSCHAFTL. 
LEISTUNGEN IN DER NATURGESCH. I 
DER NIEDERE;' TIE RE. 1858-88. Bf'rlin. /j_ 

BERKEL, ADRIAA VAN. 
1922. American voyages, containing a journey to 
Rio de Berbice situate in the continent of Guiana 
on the wild-coast of America, together with an
other to the colony of the said Province Guiana; 
tr. [from the Dutch] by Vv. E. Roth. folio. 
pp. [4+4] +236. 
The original manuscript, presented by the translator to the .Emma 
Shearer Wood Library of Ornithology. 

BERXENHOUT, J OH [ 1730-91 J. 
1769-72. Outlines of the Natural History of 
Great Britain, etc. 3 vols. 16mo. London. 
First edition of a valuable history containing numerous referen'Ces 
to the flora and fatma of the .British Islands. 

1795. Synopsis of the natural history of Great
Britain and Ireland ... 3rd ed. of the Outlines, 
&c. corrected and considerably enlarged. 2 vols. 
12mo. Vol. I, pp. (6)+v-xii+13-334. index. 
Vol. 11, pp. (4)+466. index. London. 
A revision of the author's publication entitled Outlines of the 
Natural Hi-Story of Great Britain and Ireland, etc., 1769-72. The 
portion treating of the birds wm be found in vol. I, pp. 1Q-5-!. MS. 
marginal notes in ink occur throughout both volumes. 

BERLEPSCH, HANS HERMA VON [1857-1915]. 
1883-5. See TACZANOWSKI, L. 

1900. Der Gesamte Vogelschutz. 4te Auf. 8 c~j~fd: ! I 
1903. Der gesamte Vogelsc~};ltz seine Begrundung 
und A usfUhrung. 6 ver~r. und verbesserte t 
Aufl. 8vo. pp. viii + 100. 8 col. pl. T. of c. 
34 text-figs. Gera- U nlermhaus. 
The sixth edition, one of the many printings of tlus classic, 
popular treatise on bird protection. 

1904. Der gesamte Vogelschutz. seine Begrundung 
und AusfOhrung. ~te verm. und verbess. Aufl. 
8vo. pp. x+132. 9 col. pl. T. of c. 47 text-figs. 

Halle. 
A classic work on bird protection and culture that has been i sued 
in many editions and translation . The present copy is a gift from 
the author to Prof. Ant. Reichenow, to whom it formerly belonged. 

[ 1905 ( 1906)]. Descriptions of new species and 
conspecies of neotropical birds. 8vo. pp. 347-71. 
Author' excerpt from the Proc. IVth Internat. Orn. Congress, 1905 
(1906), pp. 3-!7-71. Of the 30 'new' forms described (17 species and 
13 ·ubspecies), seven had previously been named and briefly 
described in vol. XVI of the Bulletin B.O.C., May 1906. About 
half of these new forms are from Argentina and Bolivia, and the 
others mostly from Brazil, Ecuador, and Colombia. 

n.d. Studien O.ber einl3ge sudamerikanische Vogel, 
nebst Beschreibunge~ neuer Arten, von Hans v. 
Berlepsch und Paul Leverkuhn. 8vo. pp. 32. pl. 

~ 
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~/BERLIN. Deutscher Seefi.scherei-Verein. 
1895-1908. Mittheilungen. 1-10, 1885-94, as 
Deutscher Fischerei-Verein. Berlin. 

BERLIN. See GESELL1CHAFT NATURFORSCHE DER 
FREUNDE. (K.) PREUSS~HEAKADEMIE DERWI E -
SCHAFTE . 

BERLINER TIERA~LICHE WOCHEN
SCHRIFT. 
1893-1906. 10 vols. 

BERLIN. Friedrich-Wilhelms Universitat-
Zoologische Sammlung. 
1888. Liste der Autoren zoologischer Artbegriffe 
zusammengestellt fur die zoologische Sammlung 
des Koniglichen Museums fOr Naturkunde in 
Berlin. 8vo. pp. 4+87. Berlin. 
Names of authors of species in the zoological collection of the Berlin 
Museum of Natural History, with their abbreviations. Reichenow
Cabanis collection. 

BERLIN. Zoologisches Museum. 
1896-1915. Bericht. 
1898-date. Mitteilungen. 

BERMUDA BIOLOGICAL STATION FOR 
RESEARCH. Cambridge, M ass. 
1904--date. Contributions. 

BERN. Naturforsch. Gesellschaft, Mittei
lungen. 
1823-date. Index. 

BERN. Stadtisches Naturhistorisches 
Museum. 
1871 ?-date. Bericht. 

BERNARD, PIERRE, COUAILHAC, L., GER
AIS, and LEMAOUT, EMM. 

1842- . Le jardin des plantes. Description com
plete, historique et pittoresque du Museum 
d'histoire naturelle, de la menagerie, etc. 26-! cm. 
2 vols. front. (vol. 2) illust. pi. (partly col., partly 
fold.) ports. fold. plan. Vol. '2 has title: Le jardin 
des plantes. Description complete, historique 
et pittoresque du Museum d'histoire naturelle 
( oiseaux, reptiles, poissons, insectes et crustaces ), 
par M. le docteur Emm. Lemaout. Paris. 
A treatise by well-known zoologists, profusely illustrated and of 
considerable scientific importance. 

BERNER MUSEUM 
GESCHICHTE. 
1869-71. Mitteilungen. 

DER NATUR
Bern. 

BERNERS, Dame JuuANA [1388-"]. 
1808. Treatysse of Fysshynge with an Angle. 
(A carefully written MS. of 46 pp., illustrated by 
tracings of the original woodcuts in black laid 
down; together with MS. notes on fly-leaf and 
stating 'Transcribed Oct. 18, 1808, by (Sir) H. 
Ellis' (Principal librarian of the British Museum). 
A unique copy of this celebrated treatise on fishing by the famous 
prioress of Sopwell Nunnery, forming part of the celebrated Book 
of Saint Albans. The author's name is also spelled Bernes, and 
Barnes. 

1810. [The book of Saint Albans.] The book 
containing the treatises of hawking; hunting; 
coat-armour; fishing; and biasing of arms. As 
printed at vVestminster, by Wynkyn de Worde, 
1496. 4to. black-letter. pp. [2] +104+[172]. illust. 

(Literary researches into the history of the Book 
of Saint Albans.) London. 
Facsimile reprint of the rare original, printed in red and black with 
all the old engravings. 

1880. A treatyse of fysshynge wyth an angle: 
being a facsimile reproduction of the first book 
on the subject of fishing printed in England by 
Wynkyn de Worde, at Westminster in 1496. 
With an introduction by Rev. M. G. Watkins. 
29 x 23 cm. pp. 7 +23. 2 pl. London. 
Another edition of this famous incunabula. 

BERNHEIMER, CHARLES LEOPOLD [1864- ] . 
1924. Rainbow Bridge; circling Navajo Mountain 
and explorations in the 'bad lands' of southern 
Utah and northern Arizona. 8vo. pp. xv+( 3) + 
182. front. 61 pl. 3 figs. (maps). T. of c. append. 

Garden City. 
A recital of journeys, with faunal references, during the years 
1915-23. 

BERNICE PAUAHI BISHOP MUSEUM 
OF POLYNESIAN ETHNOLOGY AND 
NATURAL HISTORY. Honolulu. 
1922-date. Bulletin. 
1899-date. Memoirs. 
1898-1923. Occasional papers. 
1892-date. Special publications. 
See also FAUNA HAWAIIENSIS. 

BERNIER, J. E. 
1910. Report of the' Arctic' Expedition to Hudson 
Strait. Ottawa. 

BERRIDGE, WALTER SYDNEY. 
1914. Birds at the zoo. 1st series. Sixty photo
graphs from life, with short descriptive notes. 
pp. 70. 60 pl. London. 
Volume 13 of Gowan's Nature Books. The first edition was issued 
in 1907 the present copy being the second edition. A companion 
volume'(2nd series), No. 27, was issued in 1918. 
1918. Birds at the zoo. 2nd series. pp. 73. 60 pl. 

London. 
1919. Wonders of animal life. With numerous 
illustrations from photographs by the author. 8vo. 
pp. ( 6) + 270. front. 62 pl. T. of c. index. London. 
The first edition appeared in 1915, the present one being a reprint. 
[1922]. Animal curiosities. 8vo. pp. ( 4) + 7-252. 
front. 22 pl. T. of c. index. London. 
These essays are written with the idea of bringing before 'the man 
in the street • some of the many remarkable birds and other creatures 
that populate the earth. 

1926. Marvels of Reptile Life. 8vo. 

BERRY, ANA M. 
1929. Animalsinart. 4to. pp.18+84. pl. London. 

BERRY, EDWARD WILBER [1875- ]. 
1929. Pal,eontology. 8vo. pp.12+392. illust. pl. 

New York. 
BERT' EDMUND. 

1891. Treatise of hawks and hawking, for the 
first time reprinted from the original of 1619, 
with an introd. by J. E. Harting. 8vo. pp. vii + 
(1) +(16) +109. 1 fig. T. of c. London. 
A careful reprint of a very rare and curious old book, An approved 
Treatise of Hawkes and Hawking. Divided into three books. The 
first teacheth, How to make a short-~vinged Hawke goo~, with .g~d 
conditions. The second, How to reclarme a Hawke from ill condit10n. 
The third, teacheth Cures for all Knowne diseases. One hundred 
copies only of the reprint were issued. 

1\ 

~ 

~; 
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?r BERT, PAUL [1833-86]. 
1864. Catalogue methodique des Animaux Verb~
bres ... de l'Yonne, etc. 8vo. pp. xxii, 129. 2 pl. 

BERTHELOT, SABIN [1794- 1880]. 
1835-44. See WEBB AND BERTHELOT. 

Paris. 

****, BARKER-WEBB, P., and MOQUIN
TANDON, A. 
1841. Ornithologie canarienne. See BARKER
WEBs, P. and MOQUIN-TANDON, A. 
1875-6. Oiseaux voyageurs et Poissons de 
Passage, etude comparee d'organisme, de mceurs 
et d'instinct. 2 vols. 8vo. Paris. 
The title describes this interesting work on comparative anatomy, 
by a distinguished French naturalist and traveler. 

BERTHOUD, SAMUEL HENRY [1804-91 J. 
1870. L'esprit des oiseaux. 8vo. pp. 371. 105 figs. 
index. Tours. 
The third edition of a very interesting and instructive discussion 
of the psychology of birds with many reports and tales bearing on 
the subject. 

l-8.75. Stories of Bird Life, etc. 8vo. 100 illust. 

BERTRAM, JAMES GLASS [1824-92]. 
1865. The harvest of the sea; a contribution to 
the natural and economic history of the British 
food fishes. 22 cm. xv, 519 pp. incl. front. 50 illust. 
'List of authorities', pp. 499-501. [0.] London. 

BERTUCH, FRIED RICH JusTIN [1747-1822]. · 
1806. Synoptische Enumeration der 2. Classe des 
Thierreichs, der Vogel. 4to. pp. [5] +14. 4 col. pl. 
T. of c. (Tafeln der allgemeinen Naturgeschichte 
nach ihren drey Reichen.) Weimar. 
A descriptive table of 158 species of birds, comprising five orders 
of land-birds and two of water-birds, with their habitat, zoological, 
local French and English name . The four colored plates with 24 
well-made figures are entirely of parrots. The copy in hand is from 
the Cabanis library. 

BERWICKSHIRE NATURALISTS' CLUB. 
Alnwick. 

1831-date. History (and Proceedings). 

BESCx_AJ'TIGUNGEN D. GESELLSCHAFT 
NATUltFORSCHENDER FREUNDE, 
BERLIN. 1775-9. (All pub.) See GESELLSCHAFT 
... FREUNDE. 

BESEKE, JOHANN MELCHIOR GOTTLIEB [1746-
1802]. 
1792. Beytrag zur Naturgeschichte der Vogel 
Kurlands m it gemalten Kupfern; nebst eine_!l. 
Anhange uber die Augenkapseln der Vogel. 12mo. 
pp. 92. 7 pl. (5 col.). Mitau. 
The rare first edition of this descriptive catalogue of the birds of 
Kurland, listing two new species. An appendix furnishes an accurate 
illustrated description of the avian eyeball and of its variou~ 
coverings. 

BESSERER, L. VON. 

1926. Unsere Raubvogel, etc. 8vo. 42 fig. M iinchen. 

BETTA, E. DE. See CORNALIA, E., 1870-74, ed. 

BETTONI, EUGENIO. 
1865-71. Storia naturale degli uccelli che nidifi
cano in Lombardia ad illustrazione della raccolta 
ornitologica dei fratelli Ercole ed Ernesto Turati, 

scritta da Eugenio Bettoni; con tavole litografate 
e colorate prese dal vero da O[scar] Dressier. 
3 vols. in 2. folio. 2 vols. text and 1 atlas. imp. 
folio. Vols. I and II, 2 col. front. atlas. 120 col. 
pl. pref. pp. 16. text unpaged. indexes. Milan, 
1865-8-[71]. Issued in ( ?) 48 part . Arrangement 
of plates vary in copies. 
Of this rare work only 100 copies were is ued, all to subscribers. 
An excellent account of this fine monograph appears in the Journal 
f. Ornithol., p. -!3, 1866, and p. 278, 1867. Ferdinando Sordelli 
contributes a discussion of the 'Fagial1!!lacclimati in Lombardia' on 
the back of the first page of text accompanying pl. 57. 

BEUDANT, FRA ~o1s SuLPICE [1787-1852], and 
others. 
1844. Populaere Naturgeschichte d. 3 Reiche, etc. 
7 vols. 12mo. Stuttgart. 
First German edition- translation of the French original-an 
important treatise. 

1848. Populaere Naturgeschichte d. 3 Reiche. 
2te deutsche Au~ 3 vols. 12mo. Stuttgart. 

BEWICK, JoH . See BEWICK, THos., 1870. 

BEWICK, THOMAS [1753-1828]. 
1792. Gene,ra1 History of Quadrupeds. pp. 10+ 
483. illust. Newcastle. 
This copy is of the third edition and exhibits many excellent 
examples of the famous writer's rare efficiency as a wood engraver. 

****and BEILBY, RALPH. 
"T1tr7-1804. History of British birds. The figures 
engraved on wood. 2 vols. 8vo. 233 cuts of birds 
in the text. T. of c. Vol. I, pp. xxx+335+1. 
Vol. II, pp. xx+400. Newcastle. 
CoNTENTS. Vol. 1. Land birds by Ralph Beilby. 
2. Water birds by Thomas Bewick. 
A copy of the rare first issue of the first edition as shown (Newton) 
by the absence of the words 'Wycliffe, 1791' from the figure of the 
Sea Eagle on p. 11 of vol. I. The text of the first volume was entirely 
written by Ralph Beilby; the illustrations are all by Bewick. It 
is as illustrator and artist that Bewick is best known, and mainly 
on account of his excellent woodcuts this work passed through 
numerous editions, a supplement (q.v.) being published by him in 
1821. He also issued a number of small atlases of cuts without 
descriptive matter. The text in all the treatises bearing his name 
are mostly compilations from earlier writers. 

1800. Figures of British land birds, engraved on 
wood; to which are added a few foreign birds 
with their vulgar and scientific names. 8uo. 
pp. ( 4) + 266 + (2). 250 figs. Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 
This printing contains the woodcuts without text, and at the end 
a leaf with the indelicate vignette (usually blacked out in the British 
Birds) in the original state. The cuts were printed from the same 
blocks as used for the British Birds 1797 (q. v.), whilst the figures of 
foreign birds (14 in number), which, Swainson says, 'not having been 
taken from the living specimens, are inferior to the others; they were 
intended for a general work on birds, a design afterwards abandoned'. 

1800. Figures of British land birds . . . 8vo. 
pp. [4]+266. 249 figs. Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 
This copy differs from that of same date in the omission (at the end 
of the volume) of the 'indelicate' plate. 

1800. A general history of quadrupeds. 4th ed. 
4to. pp. 10+526. many woodcuts. 

N ewcastle-upon- Tyne. 
One of many excellent examples of this famous illustrator's art. 
The Black er Library has both the large paper and the usual format. 

1809. A history of British birds; the figures 
engraved on wood. [3rd ed.] 2 vols. in 1. 8vo. 
Vol. I, pp. xlii+43-327+(1). 224 figs. T. of c. 
Vol. II, pp. xviii + 19-360. 229 figs. T. of c. 

Newcastle. 
The third edition of this well-known History of British Birds, of 

(\ which no less than six editions were issued in Bewick's lifetime. 

~ 
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~/[1815. ?]. A natural history of British birds; 
thirty-five engravings on wood. Printed and 
sold wholesale and retail by W. Davison. 18mo. 
pp. 36. 35 figs. · Alnwick. 

0 

This lit.tle volume contains a selection of woodcut.s, with short descriptive t ext, from .Bewick's larger history, and is found bound up with five similar little work<> on British Quadrupeds, Foreign Birds, Foreign Quadrupeds, Fishes, and on Reptiles, Serpents and Insects. 

[1815 ?]. A natural hisLory of foreign birds; 
thirty-four engravings on wood. Printed and sold 
wholesale and retail by W. Davison. 18mo. 
pp. 36. 34 figs. (incl. 1 on l.-p. ). Alnwick. 
A companion book to the one entitled A natu.ml history of British Birds. 

ea. 1819. Natural History of British Quadrupeds 
- Foreign Birds- Foreign Quadrupeds-British 
Birds-Fishes-Reptiles-Serpents- and Insects. 
6 vols. Alnwick. 
The volume in hand forms a small library that furnishes excellent samples of Bewick's skill as a wood engraver. 

1821. A history of British Birds, and Supplement. 
Letterpress: vol. 1 by R. Beilby, rev. by T. 
Bewick. 
CONTENTS. Vol. I. History and description of 
land birds, and Supplement. 
Vol. I. 1821. pp. xl+43-330. 206 cuts. 
Part I. 1821. A Supplement to the History of 
British Birds, containing the History and Descrip
tion of Land Birds. pp. 50. index. many text cuts 
and tail-pieces. 
The fifth edition of this British classic. Vol. II, bound with a supplemen~Q · 

1821. e figures of a supplement to the British 
b' s. Vol. 1, 20 pl. (land birds ). 1 fig. Vol. 2, 
18 pl. (water birds ). 1 fig. Newcastle. 
A series of 38 figures (engraved on wood) of land and water birds issued as one of the supplements to Bewick's History of British Birds, published in 1797-1804. 

1824. General History of Quadrupeds. Newcastle. 
The eighth edition of this classic treatise. 

[? 1827]. [Bewick's Natural History Chap Books.] 
Printed by W. Davison. Alnwick. 
Seven 12mo tractates describing corresponding woodcuts of varied animal life. They resemble the artist's vignettes, arranged for sale as popular pocket pamphlets. They must be exceedingly rare as they are not listed in any catalogue examined by the Compiler. 
1832. A history of British birds. [7th ed.] 2 vols. 
8vo. Vol. I, pp. xl+386. 332 figs. T. of c. Vol. 11. 
pp. xxii + 424. 307 figs. T. of c. Newcastle. 
In this seventh edition are included 14 extra cuts of foreign birds. These latter appear in the eighth and last editions as an appendix, pp. i-xi. 

1847. History of British birds. [8th ed.] 2 vols. 
8vo, Vol. I, pp. (2) +xxxix+(1) +xxxvi + 374. 325 
figs. T. of c. Vol. II,pp.xxiii+(1)+406+(2)+xi. 
321 figs. T. of c. append. Newcastle. 
The eighth and last edition of this British classic was edited by John Hancock, and is in many respects the best. It contains some 20 extra tail-pieces, which Bewick had executed for a projected History of British Fishes ; also 14 additional cuts of foreign birds which appear in the Appendix at the end of vol. II, pp. i- xi. 

1860. Wood engravings of land and water birds. 
Never before published. 114 figs. on 57 pl. 

N ewcastle~n- Tyne. 
This collection of wood engravings (from the Sclater collection) by Bewick is not included in the artist's works although some of them are probably prints from the wood blocks used to illustrate his British Birds. Many of the figures are identified by penciled notes. The volume is certainly rare. 

L****-1' BEWICK, JOHN and HUGO, THos. 
1870. Bewick's woodcuts: impressions of upwards 
of two thousand wood-blocks, engraved, for the 
most part, by Thomas and John Bewick, of 1\?;i , Newjcastle-on-Tvne. Including illustrations of {).J N ~~varwus kmds for books, pamphlets, and broad-
sides; cuts for private gentlemen, public com-
panies, clubs, exhibitions, races, newspapers, shop 
cards, invoice heads, bar bills, &c. With an 
introduction, a descriptive catalogue of the blocks, 
and a list of the books and pamphlets illustrated. 
By Thomas Hugo, tlle owner of the collection. 
demy folio. pp. vii +(3)+28. front . (porlr.). 
2009 figs. T. of c. London. 
A very rare volume of • Impressions of the unrivalled collection of wood blocks of these two artists owned by Thomas Hugo ' . It is not pretended that every single cut in this volume is the work of Thomas or John Be wick, some few of them being by Lee, Harvey , Clennell, and other favorite pupils. 

1885-7. Works. Memorial edition. 8vo. Vol. I, 
pp. (2) + xxxix +( l )+xxxvi+ (2)+374. 325 figs. 
T. of c. Vol. 11, pp. xxiii + (1) + 406 + (2) +xi. 
321 figs. T. of c. append. Vol. Ill, Quadrupeds. 
Vol. IV, Fables of JEsop. Vol. V, Memoir and 
17 cuts of fishes. Newcaslle-upon-Tyne 
Vols. I and II, History of British Birds, are a reprint of the 8th edition of 1847, which contains some 20 extra tail-s · s (not published before) that Bewick had executed for a · ed History of British Fishes, and also 14 additional woo of foreign birds, which latter appear in the Appendix at t nd of vol. II, pp. i-xt. Only 750 copies of this edition were · ted. 

~ JULIA BOYD, ed. 
1886. ewick gleanings; being impressions from 
copperplates and wood blocks, engraved in the 
Bewick workshop; ed. with notes by Julia Boyd, 
to which are added lives of Thomas Bewick and 
his pupils. With impressions from other wood 
blocks collected by or lent t o t he author. 4to. 
pp. xxiv +( 2)+ 108 +( 2)+ 104. front. vignette. 
56 pl. 363 figs. 2 indexes. Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 
A permanent record of the' aftermath· of that remarkable workshop wherein was wrought so much interesting work at the end of the eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth centuries. In this collection birds are not nearly so well represented as mammals. The present copy is No. 8 of the large paper edition. 

BEWICK COLLECTOR. See HUGO, THOS. 

BEYER, E. 
1894. Verbreitele Tierformen d. Arktisch. Region 
in Europa in Diluvium-Zeit. Marburg. 

BEXON, G. L. C. A. See BUFFON and others, 
1749-1804. 

BIANCHI, VALENTiN L 'vovicH [1857- ] . 
1906. Catalogue of the known species of Alaudidae 
or family of larks, with a table showing the geo
graphical distribution and a key to the genera. 
4to. pp. 96 + (2). 2 indexes. St. Petersburg. 
This author's separate forms portion of a scheme for completing the account of the important collections of birds made by Prjevalski during his four celebrated expeditions in Central Asia. The first three parts were prepared by Pleske (Ibis, 1890, p. 256, and 1895, p. 286). Since 1894 no further instalments were forthcoming until 1905, when the fourth part appeared by Prof. Bianchi. The text was written in Russian and German. The present catalogue, written in English, is part of the larger work 

1911. Oiseaux (Aves). sm. 4to. pp. [2]+384+1. 
Vol. 1, pt. I. vii pl. (Faune de la Russie et des 
pays limitrophes.) St. Pelersbourg. 
This work, apart from its description of the two orders mentioned, \ is valuable for the extensive bibliography it furnishes. 
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)vft( BIANCONI, GwvA I GrusEPPE [180~-78]. 
1847-67. Sperimina Zoologica Mosamb1cana, ~tc. 
4to. Bonomae. 

1853-4. Repertorio Italiano per la Sloria naLur~le. 
2 vols. 8vo. Bonomae. 

BIANXI, Y. L. See BIA~cm, v. L. 

BIART, L. 
1872. Adventures of a Young Naturalist. Ed: by 
P. Gillmore. 117 illust. New J ark. 

BIBLIOGRAPHIA ZOOLOGICA. 1896-dale. 
Compiled under H . H. Field as part of the famous Concilium 
bibliographicum, Zli.rich. 
It was also published se~arately and in. book form a~ a ~uppleme1~t 
to the Zoologischer .Anzetger (q.v.). It 1s one of the mdispensablP:;. 

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY OF 
AMERICA. 
1919. Census of Fifteenth Century Books owned 
in America. pp. 245. N. Y. 
A most useful work of reference to locally owned incunabnla. 

BIBLIOGRAPHIE DER DEUTSCHEN 
NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHEN LIT
TERATUR. 1901-14. Jena, Berlin. 

1905-date. In 3 parts. Pt. 2 Palaontologie, 
Biologie, etc. 

BIBLIOGRAPHIE Dl.iS SCIENCES N ATU-
BELLES. 1880-91? Paris. 

BIBLIOGRAPHIE SCIENTIFIQUE FRAN
QAISE. 1902. Paris. 

1903-date. In two parts. Pt. 2 Sciences N aturelles 
et Biologiques. 

BXBLIOGRAPHIE DES TRAVAUX SCIEN
TIFIQUES, SCIENCES MATHEMA
TIQUES, PHYSIQUES ET NATURELLES. 
1895-date. Paris. 

BIBLIOGRAPHISCHE ZEITSCHRIFT 
FttR NATURWISSENSCHAFTEN UND 
MATHEMATIK. 1900-7. Berlin. 

BIBLIOTECA NAZIONALE CENTRALE 
DI FIRENZE. 1886-1900. Firenze. 

BIBLIOTECA DELLA ZOOLOGIA ED ANA
TOMIA COMPARATA IN ITALIA. 1878-
80. Turin. 

BIBLIOTHECA HISTORICO-N ATURALIS. 
Leipzig. 

1700-1846. Continued as Bibliolheca Z oologica. 

BIBLIOTHECA HISTORICO-NATURALIS, 
PHYSICO-CHEMICA ET MATHEMA
TICA. 1751-78. Gottingen. 

BIBLIOTHECA HISTORICO-NATURALIS 
ET ZOOLOGICA I ET II. (3 Abt.) bearb. 
V. W. ENGELMANN, J. V. CARU U. 0. TASCHEN
BERG. 
1846-1930. I. Engelmann, W., Verzeiclmis d. 

Schriften uber Zoologie 1846-60. 2 Bde.- III. 
Taschenberg, 0., Bibliotheca zoologica 11. Ver
zeichnis d. Schriften uber Zoologie 1861-80. 
8 Bde. (Bd. 7 in 2 Halften.) 1887-1923. Leipzig. 
A most useful work of reference for both ·tudent and librarian , 
comprising titles of zoological literature from 1700 to date. 

BIBLIOTHECA ZOOLOGICA. 
1861-1923. Bibl. of 1846-60 by J. V. Carus and 
Vv. Engelmann. 2 vols. Bibliotheca Zoologica II, 
for 1861-80, by 0. Taschenberg. 1887- 1923. 
8 vols. Leipzig. 
Continuation of Bibliotheca historico-naturali.~, etc. (q.v.). See nlso 
E. GELMA ' .", W. 

BIBLIOTHEK FUR AQUARIEN- UND 
TERRARIENXUNDE. 1907-dute. Brunswick. 

BIBLIOTHEX DER GESAMMTEN NA
TURGESCHICHTE. 1789-91. Frankfurt-a- 1. 

BIBLIOTHEX DER NATURWISSEN-
SCHAFTEN NEUESTER ZEIT. 1836-8? 

Leipzig. 

BIBLIOTHEQUE UNIVERSELLE. (Ar
chives des SCiences Physiques et Naturelles.) 

Geneva, Lausanne. 
1846-57. Series 1. 

1858-78. 

1878-95. 
" 
" 

Z. 

3. 

1896-1918. Series 4. 

1919-dale. Series 5. 

BIBRON, GABRIEL [1806-48]. See 
SAINT- I CE T, 1832-6. 

1835-47. 
DIO ALE. 

18.39-61. See SAGRA, RA W DE LA. 

1840-66 . , 'ee VOYAGE AUTOUR DU 10 
LA BO ITE. 

1847. Reptiles. folio. pp. 12 (in Orhigny, 
A. [D.] d'. 180'2-57. Voyage dans 1'.-\.rnerique 
meridionale, 1826-33. Vol. 5, pt. 1). Paris. 
Author's selJarate. 

BICXERTON, W. 
1912. The home-life of Lh terns or sea swallows. 
8vo. pp. 88+(4)+16/l. 32 pl. (37 figs. ). T. ofc. 

London. 
Interesting accounts of the home-liie of the five terns breeding in 
tbe British Isles, the Sandwich, Common, Lesser or Little, R{)seate 
and Arctic Terns, a companion volume to The H()rrle-life of the 
Spoonbill, 1910, by Bentley Beetham. 

1925. The natural history of Hertfordshire. See 
WILMORE, A. 

BID RAG TILL FINLANDS N ATURKANNE
DOM, ETNOGRAPHI OCH STATISTIX. 
1857-64. Helsingfors. 

BIDRAG TILL KANNEDOM AF FIN
LANDS NATUR OCH FOLK. 1858- daie. 

He lsingfors. 

Bucher uber Naturgeschichte 1700-1846. 1. BIELEFELD. 
(einziger) Bd. 1846.- II. C:arus, J. V. u \\". ngel- 1908- date. aturwissenschaftl. \'erein f. Bielefeld 
mann, Bibliotheca zoologica (1). Verzeichnis d. u. mgegend. Bericht. 

A 

? 
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'!V""'- BIELZ , En ARD ALBERT [1826?-98]. 

1856 . Fauna ver Wirbelthiere SiebenhOrgens, etc. 
8vo. pp. 6 + 200. 1-lermannstadl. 

BIGGE , G. R. 
1846 . Catalogue of British Birds, elr. vo. 

Durham. This consi ts of labels for use in catalo!!Uing Rperimens. 

BIG NON' F ANNY. 
1889. Contribution a l'etude de la pneumaticite 
chez les oi eaux. 8vo. pp. 67 + ( 1). 4 pi. Lille. 
A Paris University thesis on the air sacs of birds. 

BIGSBY, Jou JEREMIAH [1792-1881]. 
1868. Thesaurus siluricus. The flora and fauna 
of the Silurian period. 4to. pp. 56 +214. front. 
(map). London. 
1878. Thesaurus devonico-carboniferus. The 
flora and fauna of the Devonian and Carboniferous 
periods. The genera and species arranged in 
tabular form, showing their horizons, recurrences, 
localities, and other facts. 28 cm . pp . 448 . fold. 
lab., diagr . London. 

BIJDRAGEN TOT DE DIERXUNDE . (X. 
Zoologisch genootschap 'Natura Artis 
Magistra' .) 1848-date. Amsterdam. 
A most important zoological periodical, the organ of a large and aPtive Dutch . ociety deYoted to natural hi ·tory. 

BIJDRAGEN TOT DE NATUURXUNDIGE 
WETENSCHAPPEN. 1826- 32 . Am 'lerdam. 

BIJDRAGEN TOT DE TAAL- EN VOLKEN
KUNDE NEERLANDSCH INDI~. 1852-
daff'. The Hague. 

BILDER AUS DER GESCHICHTE DER 
BIOLOGISCHEN GRUNDPROBLEME. 
(Wan ting.) Berlin. 

BILHARZ, TIIEODOR. 
1857. Das electrische Org·an des Zit terwelses 
anatomi eh beschrieben. folio . pp. 6 +52. 4 pi. 

Leipzi(!. 
BILLBERG, G TAV JOJl\.N [1772- ]. 

1806-9. See PALM TRCCIJ, .TO JJ A \YILIIEJ.M. 
1827. Synopsis Faunae ~l'andinaviae. 12mo. 

llolmiae. 

BINGEN' H EILIGE HILDEGARDE vo . 
For her description and depiction of bird-life in ihe i\lirldlc Ages, see RINGER, f'H RLl'~S, 1917-21. 

BINGHAM , H. C. 
1922. Visual perception of Lhe Chick. 
Monograph "20.) 
Author's separate. 

( IJelia \ iol' 
Balt imore. 

BINGLEY, R ev. \ YrLLIAM [ 1 774- 1 8~:-:l]. 
1804. Animal hiography; or , Aut hPn l ic: anecdotes 
0f the live , manner , and economy of the animal 
rrf'ation . i\ rranged according to t lw system of 
Linnreus. In three volu me . '2nd ed., with con
sidrrahle additions a nd correc tions. 3 vols. 8vo . 
Vol. I , pp. xxiii+(1)+504+(8). front. (fo ld.). 
biblioqr. nppend. 2 inde;ces. Vol. II , pp. (2)+5.54. 
2 indexes. Vol. Ill , pp . (2) + 580. 2 indexes . London . 
A popular compilation, with additions and corrections to the first edition of 1802-3. 

1809. Memoirs of British Quadrupeds, etc. (A 
synopsis of British (.}uadrupecls.) 8vo. pp. 12 + 
459+80. 74 col. pi. London. 
A semi-popular work, illustrated by :::;amuel llowitt, by a naturalist that \\TOte sevE>ral booki'. in thr !>ame style, on faunal and floral :'iuhject!>. 

1813. Animal biography; or, Popular zoology. 
\Vith an addition of more than one hundred and 
forty specie . 4Lh ed. 3 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xxxi.t: 
+(1) +520. bibliogr. index·. Vol. II, pp. (2) + 466. 
Vol. Ill, pp. (2) +495. London. 
The present edition has been corrected throughout and at least onethird of the whole rewritten. A sixth edition in 4 Yolumes was bsued in 1824. 

[? 1870]. The history of birds; lheir varieties and 
oddities comprisina graphic descriptions of nearly 
all known species, etc. 8vo. pp. 526. illu ·t. index. 

Chicago. 
A badly printed, crudely illustrated 'with OYer :J00 spirited illustrations', and a more or less accurate description of animals written in familiar style. 

BINNEY, GEORGE [1900 - ). 
[1925]. With seaplane and sledge in the .-\rctic, 
with a preface by \V. J. Sollas. 40 pages of illust. 
8vo. pp. 287. fronl. 3fl pi. 1 map (fold.). T. of c. 
lO append. indu. London. 
An interesting account of the 0 ·ford Gniversit.r Arctic E. pedition of 1924. Eighteen species of birds are mentioned with thrrc illu trations. 

BIOLOGIA CENTRALI-AMERICAN A. 
1879-82. Zoology, botany. and archaeology. Ed. 
by F. . Godman ... and 0. Salvin ... Intro
ductory VO lume. See GODMA , F. D. <md SAL VI!.\, 0. 

1904. Biologia centrali-anwricana. Mammalia, 
by E. R. Alston, v.ith an introd. by P. L. Sclater. 
folio. pp. 20 + 220. p/. See GODMAN, F. D. and 
S.\1.\I::\, 0. 
A nthor's reprint. 

BIOLOGIA GENERA LIS. International 
journal of general biology. ~ 1925-8. .'\rchives internatioualcs de biologie z; generalr . Jnternationale ~eitschrifL fUr allgemeine _ ( JJ.iologie. / rrhivio internaziouale di biologi~- '-;:< gt>nera~ .. \ ols. 1-4. l ' iennn. ~ 

BIOLOGI CA HUN GARICA. BUDA PEST. a.-1 1923. \ ol. I, pls. 1-7 lall pub.). 

BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS . 
1927 dule. Publication Otnce, Menasha, \\ i con
sin. 

BIOLOGICAL BULLET I N . Boston. 
1898 dalr. ( .nnt i nuPs Zoological Bulletin. 

BIOLOGICAL MONOGRAP H S AND M A N 
UALS . . \nimal genetics; an introdurtion to the 
scicn(· of animal breeding. Sec CRE\\, FRA c:rs 
ALUEHT ELEY. 

BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WAS H INGTON. 
l tH8. Ht:llelin. 
1880 dale. Procrrdings. ,.._,ce PHOLEEDI;";<;~ OF I' H F. 
BIOLO(.tC.\L SOCIFTi OP WASITJ"\(,T()'\. 

BIOLOGISCHEN ANSTALT AUF H ELGO
LAND. 'ee WI~E;'L CHArTLICIIE !IH~ERES NTER-

CHU GEl . H efgoland. 
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BIOLOGISCHE NATURXUNDE. ee ARCIIIV 

FUR DIE ATURKU DE EESTIS. 

BIOLOGISCHE STATION ZU PLON. .See 
ARCH IV FUR HYDROBIOLOl$IE D PLA KTO K DE. 

BIOLOGISCHES ZENTRALBLATT. 1881-
date. El'langcn, Leip::ig. 

BIOLOGISCHE 
1881-2. 

UNTERSUCHUNGEN. 
(Reizius.) Stockholm. 

1890-1921. New series. 

BIOLOGIST. 1916-date. 

BIOMETRIXA. 1901- date. 

BIRCHLEY, S 1· ' ER\ . 

1H esa, Colo. 

Cambridge, Eng. 

1909. British birds for cages, aviaries, and ex
hibitions. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. 1, pp. xiv+302. (ront. 
43 pl. T. of c. Vol. '2, pp. viii + 234. front. 27 pl. 
23 sect. plans. T. of c. London. 
A popular account of British birds suitable for cage purposes, with 
instructions for dealing with their general diseases and ailments. 

BIRD-BANDING. 
1930. A journal of ornithological investigation 
[quarterly]. January 1930. Continuation of the 
Northeastern bird-banding association. Bulletin. 

Boston. 
BIRD BANDING NOTES. 

1922-daie. Issued by the Bureau of Biological 
Survey,\\ ashington, D.C. E. \V. Nelson, Director. 
Mimeographed. Issued irregularly; recently every 
month from April 1 , 192'2-daie. Nos. I-XII. 
pp. various (9-15). 
Although the Director deprecates listing thL Ut:ieful circular as 
a 'periodical' yet it comes well \\ithin the definition adopted by 
the Compiler. and he is glad to draw attention to its e.·treme value 
as a record of work done in hird banding, not only in the Fnited 
States but abroad. :'>ToreoYer, there are a number of articles on 
the !iubject, by Rpecialistf;, locnl lists of Bird Bnnding Hocieties, 
outline maps, etc., well worthy of inspection by tho. e engnged or 
interested in this important activity. 

BIRD CALL, THE. 
1887. (All pub.) Monthly. 4lo. 
The Compiler is indebted to Dr. Witmer ~tone for the following 
notes on the rare periodie;ll: ' o far as I know, only six numbers 
(January to June) were publh<hed in Philadelphia by the original 
Pennsylvania Audubon ~ociety in 1887. They l1ad no cover, the 
title being printed acro, . the top of the flrf;t page, anrl the~· rovered 
eight pages, each, the last page being devoted to advertisements. 
'The subject-matter was almost entirel~ · qnotations from other 
journals, largely tho!:le of the tioriet~· for Prevention of CrueltY to 
Animals. · 
'I am not sure who was the Editor. as no name i;; given, but 1 thiuk 
the late Mrs. Brinton Coxe wa~ the respon:;ible one.' 

BIRD CLUB OF PRINCETON UNIVER
SITY. 
September 1901. Bullelin. 1, no. 1. 8LJo. pp. 62. 

Princeion, N . .J. 
The first number (probably all if'sued) <·ontains a list of the officers 
and club membership, and a paper on the Bird~ of Pritweton Xew 
Jer ey, and vicinity, by W. A. Bahdon. Tlw announcement if( made 
that the Club 'will issue further bulletins as the acnnnulation or 
importance of original matter may warrant'. 

(THE) BIRD FANCIER'S NECESSARY 
COMPANION AND SURE GUIDE. 
1762. ~ee A. ONYMous, Bird Fancier's necessal'y 
compamon. 

(THE) BIRD FANCIER'S RECREATION, 
&c. 
1728. See A o Yl\10US, Bird Fancier's recrea lion. 

BIRDLAND; THE NATURE STUDYBOOK. 
c.1 914. See A ONY10 s, Birdland. 

BIRD-LORE. An illustrated bi-monthly Maga
zine devoted to the study and protection of Birds. 
Englewood; N.J. and N.Y. City. Edited by 
Frank 1. Chapman, N.Y. Published hy The 
l\Tar 1illan Co. illust. Offit'ial organ of the Audu
Lon Sodelies. Audubon Department edited by 
Mabel Osgood Wright. Bi-monthly. col. pictured 
wrappers. 
1898-dale. Vols. 1- . 8vo. T. of c. 
To this important American periodical, the organ of many flourishing 
.Audubou Societies, a large number of the best kn0'"-11 New World 
ornithologists have contributed articles, generally well illustrated 
and of scientific merit. While most of these papers discuss local 
bird study, cultivation, and protection, yet many are original 
contributions on foreign birds. The magazine has an excellent 
department in which current avian journal are noticed. All in all, 
it is by far the best periodical of its class in any language. 

BIRD-LOVER, THE. 
1914. An occasional Paper. Pub. by the Selborne 
Society Bird Sanctuary Committee, The Hermi
tage, London, Hanwell, \V. 8vo. illust. Vol. 1, 
No. 1 (all issued). No. 1, issued March 1914. 
pp. 24. 8 illust. in black. London. 
This magazine was published in the interest of bird sanctuaries 
in general and of the Selborne Society's Brent Valley Sanctuary in 
particular. It is to be hoped that such a philanthropic publication 
(intermpted by war condition ) may be resumed in the near future. 

BIRD NEWS. 
1909. Published by the vicultural Society of 
California. Devoted to the Interests of the Bird 
Fancier. Frederick \V. D'Evelyn, Editor; \Y. \\'. 
Cooley, Business Manager. Bi-monthly. 8vo. 
pictured title-page. Vol. I. 1909. os. 1-6, 
Jan.-Dec. 64 pp. (All issued.) San Francisco. 
F. L. Burns gives the date 1901; the Auk, 1900. 

BIRD NOTES. I Being the Journal of 1 The 
Foreign Bird Club I and the I National British 
Bird 1 and Mule Club. Monthly. 
1901-25. Many black and colored illustrations. 
Divided into Series 1 (1901-9); Series :2 (HH0-17); 
Series 3 ( 1918-25 ). 
Vols. IV-VII, 1921-5, when pulJ. ceased after 
amalgamation with the .\virultural Society (q.v.). 
Bird Notes combines the attraction of a practical, popular journal, 
with the qualities of a scientific publication. Among its contributor 
and collaborators are the names of many ornithologi ts of rank. 
The eon.truction and conduct of priYate aviaries and the breeding 
of foreign and dome tic avifauna in captivity-of considerable 
importance from several standpoints-are fully discussed and 
depicted in it;; page·. lt is al ·o refreshing to note in this periodical 
the gradual improvement and enlargement of the format and 
wrappers from small beginnings to the dignity of a first-rate 
magazine and its continuation iu size and content:;, instead of the 
opposite state of affair·, too frequently obsen·ed in other periodicals. 
Under the title Bird :Market trade reports on foreign cage bird;; are 
appended to each number, forming a second supplement for the 
use of members of the Club. The ·e have uot been :;eparately issued 
although the former title is occasionally referred to as H i1 were 
a dil tinct publication. 

BIRD NOTES AND NEWS. A l:ircular Letter 
ddressed to Members ::~nd FrienLls of the Royal 

Society for the Proteclion of Birds and to all 
interested in Bird Protection. London. Pub
lished al the office of lhc Royal Society for the 
Protection of Birds, 3 lJaHover ~q. 
1903. large 8vo. illust. '1'. o(' c. and ind('JeS. I• irst 
vol. 12 nos. ; remainder H nos. Tinted covers since 
1906. 
In addition to the publication o[ tltb well-edited pniodical, or_gan 
of a Society doing admirable work in tile British J;}mpire, the. 'Q..clC t~ 
publishes many leaflet on such important topics as ·The Plume 
Trade', 'Bird and Tree .Oay', ·Bird 'anctuaries ',etc., and endeavors 
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encourage public education on the subject of Bird :Protection, d Culture, and the advocacy of the rights of animals . The embership of the Society and contributors to its organ include any prominent ornithologists, embracing such men as the late W. H. Hudson, who are in sympathy with and take part in the activities of the Society. 
The present Secretary of the Society and the principal contributor to the columns of this magazine is Miss L. Gardiner, Victoria St., London , S.W. 1. 

BIRDS ; a monthly serial illustrated by calor 
photography, designed to promote knowledge of 
bird-life. See BIRDS AND NATURE MAGAZINE. 

BIRDS. Religious Tract Society . 
1842. 12mo. London. 

BIRDS AND ALL NATURE IN NATURAL 
COLORS; a monthly serial illustrated by calor 
photography. 1914- 19 . See BIRDS AND NATURE 
MAGAZINE. 

BIRDS AND NATURE MAGAZINE . 
1896 ?-1907. 1-[21 ], January 1897-June 1907. 
roy. 8vo. Chicago. 
Monthly 1897-8; monthly except July-Aug. 
1899-1907. 2 volumes yearly. 
Publishers: Nature Study Publishing Co. 
Editors: July 1898-May 1900, C. C. Marble; 
Sept. 1900-June 1906, W. E. Higley. 
Volume numbering irregular. Vols. 17-19 called 
(on t.-p. only) 'vols. 1-3'; vol. 20 called ' vol. 4 ' ; 
vol. 21, nos. 1-3, called 'vol. 5, nos. 1- 3 ' ; vol. 21, 
nos. 4, 5, called ' vol. 1, no. 1, 2, old ser., vol. 20, 
nos. 4, 5 '. 
Vols. 1-2 (Jan.-Dec. 1897) title reads: Birds 
illustrated by calor photography; a monthly serial 
designed to promote knowledge of bird-lif~. 
Vol. 3 (Jan.-June 1898) title reads: Birds; a 
monthly serial illustrated by calor photography 
designed to promote knowledge of bird-life. 
Vol. 4 (July-Dec. 1898) title reads: Birds and all 
natijre in natural colors; a monthly serial illus
t rated by calor photography. 
Vol. 5 (J an.-May 1899) title reads: Birds and all 
nature in natural colors; a monthly serial, forty 
illustrations by calor photography, a guide to the 
study of bird-life. 
Vols. 6-7 (J une 1899-May 1900) title reads: Birds 
and all nature in natural colors; a monthly serial, 
forty illustrations by calor photography, a guide 
to t he s tudy of nature. 
Vol. 8, no. 1 (June 1900) title reads: Nature and 
art illustrated by calor photography. 
Vol. 8, nos. 2-[21], no. 4 (Sept. 1900-April 1907) 
ti tle reads: Birds and nature in natural colors. 
Vol. 8, nos. 5-6 (May-J une 1907) title reads: 
Birds and nature magazine. 
In many ways this periodical served to arouse interest in popular ornithology-bird protection in particular- and its colored illustrations were widely sold as separate publicat.ions. It suspended publication during the World War. Continued as Natnre and A.rt. 

BIRDS I HAVE SEEN. 
1905 . See AN ONYMous, Birds I have seen. 

BIRDS OF THE STONEYHURST DIS
TRICT. 
1888. See ANONYMous, Birds of the SLoneyhurst 
district. 

BIRD WORLD MAGAZINE. 
1906-7. December 1906-November 1907. (All 
pub .) 8vo. Cola red frontispiece and t inted ( colored) 

pictured wrappers. A popular magazine issued by 
F. Carl, 154 Fleet St., London, E.C. London. 
It seems a pity that this attractive, well-edited, and useful journal, devoted to popular ornithology, should have such a brief career. It presents many practical, well illustrated articles on wild, as well as on domesticated birds. It was merged with Cage birds, to form: Cage birds and bird world. 

BIRMINGHAM NATURAL HISTORY AND 
MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY. 
1864-72. Annual Reports. United with Birming
ham Philosophical Society to form Birmingham 
Natural History and Phil. Soc. 

BIRMINGHAM NATURAL H ISTORY AND 
PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Birmingham. 
1894-date. Annual Report. 
1894-7. Journal. 
1876-date. Proceedings. 

BIRMINGHAM NATURALISTS' 
ZETTE . 
1882-3. Nos. 1-7 (all pub.). 

BIRMINGHAM PHILOSOPHICAL 
CIETY. See BIRMINGHAM NATURAL HIS 
PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. / 

BfRULA, ALEXANDER [BYALUir{!)rzK 
ALEKSANDR ANDRi,VICH J. 

GA-

1907. Esquisse de la vie des oisea ux dans le 
littoral polaire de la Siberie. folio. pp. [ 4] + 36 + 
157. 8 pl. 23 figs. in text. T. of c. index. (Acade
mic imperiale des sci. de St. Petersbourg. 
Memoires. Ser. 8, vol. 18, no. 2.) In Russian. 
T.-p. in Russian and French on reverse of cover. 

St. Petersbourg. 
A repaged excerpt on the shore birds of Northern Siberia observed during the Russian Polar Expedit ion, 190Q-3. The monograph forms Part IT of vol. I, Section E , Zoology. The other monographs in this section are devoted to certain fishes and a few invertebra.te:J. 

BISCHOFF, G. W. and oth ers. See LEUCKART 1 

F. S., 1832. 

BISHOP, LOUIS BENNETT [1865- ] . 
1900. Annotated list of Birds of the Yukon 
Region. pp. 50. index. 

****, SANFORD, L. C., and VAN DYKE , T. S. 1903. The water-fowl family. 

**** SAGE, J. H., and BLISS, W. P. ~. The birds of Connecticut , &c. See SAGE, 
J. H. and BLISS, W. P. 

BITTERN, THE . 
1890-1. (All pub.) October 1890-December 1891. 
Editor and publisher, H. E. Berry. Printed by 
the News Publishing Co., J. F. Aldis, manager. 
The second volume was issued by C. W. Hillman, 
Canisteo, N.Y. Merged into the Empire state 
naturalist. Damariscotta, Maine-Canisteo, N. Y. 

Ii 

1900-1. 1, nos. 1-4, June 1900-January 1901. 
8vo, 12vo. Editor and publisher, Glen M. Hathorn. 
Continuation of: Western ornithologist, 1894-
1900 (formerly the Iowa ornithologist). 

Cedar Rapids, l a. 
Thi::; interesting periodical contains with other matters papers by the editor (G. 1\'1. Hathorn), Morris Gibbs, H. E. Bishop, and 

W~=~Ue /~ 
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.14 BLAAUW' FRANS ERNST [1860- ] . Y I . 1897. A monograph of the cranes. Illust. by '2'2 
col. pl. by Heinrich Leutemann and J. G. Keule
mans. pp. viii+64. 22 pl. (col., 2 eggs). J3 figs. 
index. Leyden and London. 
Only 170 copies were printed, of which the present one is No. 88-
a fine, systematic treatise beautifully illustrated. 

BLACK, W. T. 
1901. The Fish River Bush, South Africa, and 
its wild animals. 8vo. pp. 55. front. 5 pl. T. of c. 
bibliogr. Edinburgh. 
Author's excerpt from the Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal of 
July and October 1853. 

BLACKBURN, Mrs. HuGH. 
1862. Birds drawn from nature. folio. pp. 2+6. 
22 pl. T. of c. Edinburgh. 
A series of spirited drawings of Scotch birds. Twenty-three addi
tional plates were prepared for a second (1868) edition, which are, 
with a number from this volume, included in the author's Birds 
from Moidart and elsewhere. 

1868. Birds Drawn from Nature. '2nd ed. 
Edinburgh. 

1895. Birds from Moidart and elsewhere; drawn 
from nature by J. B. 8vo. pp. viii+191. front. 
87 pl. T. of c. Edinburgh. 
Uncolored lithographs of birds, mostly from Moidart, Inverness
shire, Scotland, accompanied by notes and anecdotes of the various 
species. Some of the plates were published originally in the author's 
folio, Birds drawn from nature, 1862. 

BLACKER, Maj. LATHAM C. M. 
1901. A history of the family of Blacker of 
Carrickblacker in Ireland. 8vo. pp. 50+ 8. tab. 

Dublin. 
BLACKWALL, JoHN [1790-1881]. 

1873. Researches in zoology, illustrative of the 
structure, habits and economy of animals. '2nd ed. 
8vo. pp. viii + 343. 2 pl. T. of c. index. London. 
First published in 1834. The portion relating to birds will be found 
on pp. 1-183. 

BLAGRAVE, J. 
1685. The Epitome of the Art of Husbandry, etc. 

BLAINVILLE, H. M. D. DE [1777-1850]. See 
VIEILLOT and others, 18'20-30. 
1839-64. Osteographie, ou description icono
graphique comparee du squelette et du systeme 
dentaire des Mammiferes recents et fossiles. 4 vols. 
4to. atlas. Paris. 
The title-page originally issued with Tom. 1 differs somewhat from 
the above. For note by C. Davies Sherborn on the dates of publica
tion of the parts of this work, see Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Ser. VII 
(1898), p. 76. 

1840-46. Se~VOYAGE AUTOUR DU MONDE ... SUR 
LA BONITE. 

BLAIR, FRANCIS G. 
1921. Illinois arbor and bird days. Friday, April 
fifteenth; Friday, October twenty-first. Circular 
no. 151. 8vo. pp. 68. 61 figs. 
Two days upon which the local authoritie may designate suitable 
exercises to be held to accentuate and emphasize the importance of 
the propagation of trees, shrubs, and vines, and the preservation 
of native bird life. The text and illustrations are designed to arouse 
and maintain a healthful interest in outdoor life, in building boxes 
for birds, in feeding and protecting them, in trees and their care, 
in wild flowers. 

BLAIR, WILLIAM REID [1875- ]. 
1929. In the zoo; representing twenty-seven years 
of observation and study of the animals in the 
New York zoological park. 8vo. pp. 12+195. pl. 

New York. 

BLAKE' CHARLES CARTER. 
1875. Zoology for students, a handbook; with 
a preface by Richard Owen. 8vo. pp. xv+(1)+ 
382. 110 figs. T. of c. London. 
A series of lectures delivered to students of Comparative Anatomy 
at Westminster Hospital since 1869. 

BLAKE, F. G. and M. C. 
1903. Williamstown 's Birds. Newspaper Cuttings. 

BLAKE, IRVING HILL [1888- J. 
1927. A comparison of the animal communities 
of coniferous and deciduous forests. 4to. pp. 148. 
pl. diagr. map. (Illinois University theses.) 

Urbana. 

BLAKISTON, THOMAS WRIGHT, and PREYER, 
T.W. 
1882. Birds of Japan. London. 
A rather rare and important treatise. 

1884. Amended list of the birds of Japan, accord
ing to geographical distribution; w·ith notes con
cerning additions and corrections since January 
188'2. 8vo. pp. 68. London. 
This privately printed and rather scarce work forms a useful 
contribution to a study of Japanese avifauna. 351 species are 
described or listed, either as indigenous or migratory varieties, and 
their geographical distribution is carefully tabled. The present 
copy is from P. L. Sclater's library. 

BLAKSTON, W. A. and others. 
(1877-80]. The illustrated book of canaries and 
cage-birds, British and foreign. 4to. pp. viii + 448. 
front. (col.). 55 pl. (col.). 92 figs. T. of c. index. 

London. 
An important work on Cage· Birds divided into three main divisions: 
(1) Canaries, pp. 1-297, by Blakston; (2) British Cage-Birds, 
pp. 29~344, by Swaysland; and Foreign Cage-Birds, pp. 345--444, 
by Wiener. 

BLANC, ALPHONSE. 
1848. Lec;ons de zoologie generale pour servir 
d'introduction a l'etude de l'ornithologie; pub. 
sous les auspices de M. Isidore Geoffroy-Saint
Hilaire. 8vo. pp. [2] +133. (Museum d'histoire 
naturelle.) Paris. 
The title indicates the character of this work, a well-considered 
review of ornithology especially in the light of the works and 
opinions of Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire, whose contribution, under the 
caption 'Cours d 'Ornithologie ', it really is. l!rom the Godman library. 

BLANC, HENRI. 
1907. Louis Agassiz, ses travaux en zoologie et 
en paleontologie. 4to. pp. 26. Author's reprint, 
Bulletin de la Societe vaudoise des sciences naturelles, 
1907. Lausanne. 

BLANCHAN, Mrs. NELTJE (DouBLEDAY, Mrs. -~-;;_ ( 
NELTJE). rr:!> 
1901. Bird Neighbors. See nouBLEDAY, Mrs.J r\ 
NELTJE. L ew l'or~·J._) m/ 
1902. How to attract the birds, and other talks 
about bird neighbors. Toronto. 

1904. Birds that Hunt and are Hunted. 

n.d. Nature's Garden. 
One of the many popular books on natural history by this gifted 
authoress. See DOUBLEDAY, Mrs. NELTJE. 

BLANCHARD, CHARLES EMILE [1819-1900]. -f I 
1841- 54. SeeAoYAGE Au POLE sun. ~ ~ ~S ~ 

1857. Iconographie des perroquets, etc. See ')~ ' ~ 
\SOUANCE, CHARLES DE. 
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~ [1859]. Recherches sur les caracteres osteologiques 
des oiseaux appliquees a la classification naturelle 
de ces animaux. 8vo. pp. 128. 
Originally contributed to .Annales des Sciences Naturelles, Zoologie, Ser. 4, t. 11, pp. 11-145, and continuation. The separate title is not found in any ordinary catalogue. It is a companion to another essay on the structure of the sternum in birds, illustrated by four plates. Criticizes Lherminier's study of the sterna! apparatus of birds. 

1866. Les poissons des eaux douces de la France. 
151 figs. Paris. 
By an authority of acknowledged excellence on French freshwater fishes. 

BLANCHARD, FRANK N. 
1921. A Revision of the King Snakes; Genus 
Lampropeltis. 8vo. pp. vi +260. Washington. 
1924. A Key to the Snakes of the United States, 
Canada and Lower California. pp. 13+65. 
(Papers Michigan Acad., vol. 4, pt. 2.) 

BLANCHARD, PIERRE [1772-1856). 
1817-19. Thesouro de meninos; resumo de his
toria natural, para uso da mocidade de ambos os 
sexos, e instrucgao das pessoas, que desejao ter 
noc;6es da historia dos tres reinos da natureza; 
obra elementar, tr. do Francez, corn muitas 
correcgoes e artigos novos. 12mo. illusl. pi. 

Lis bOa. 
The library copy has the portion relating to zoology, tom. iii-v. The three volumes are from the Royal library with the Portuguese arms stamped on the leather cover. 

BLANCHARD, RAPHAEL ANATOLE EMILE [1857-
?1929]. 
1902. Madagascar au debut du XXe Siecle. 8vo. 
pp. 5+465. 1 pl. figs. in text. (Wanting.) Paris. 
The natural history was not forgotten in this treatise, the zoology having been discussed by G. Grandidier. 

BLANCHERE, H. DE LA. 
1875. OiseauxetlesOiseauxnuisibles. illust. Paris. 
All the (popular) works of this author are extremely scarce. 
1876. Les oiseaux gibier. . . . Paris. 
1884. Les oiseaux utiles et les oiseaux nuisibles. 
4th ed. pp. 387. 150 figs. Paris. 
A French contribution of importance to economic ornithology. Very rare. 

BLANCHET, A. and others. 
1924. Contributions a l'ornithologie Tunisienne 
pour servir de complement et de supplement aux 
Birds of Tunisia. See also LAVAUDEN, L. 

BLANCKE, B. 
(1913]. Musterbeschreibungen unseres Rasse
geflugels auf Grund der vom Club deutscher 
Rassegeflugelzuehter und den Sonderzuchtverein 
veroffentlichten Standards. -rvo. pp. 154. 41 text
figs. T. of c. Berlin. 
A useful descriptive catalogue, in popular form, of the various races of farmyard fowls and other domesticated birds. 

BLAHFORD, WILLIAM THOMAS (1832-1905]. 
1870. Observations on the geology and zoology of 
Abyssinia, made during the progress of the British 
expedition to that country in 1867-68. 8vo. 
pp. xii + 487. front. (map col. fold.). 12 pl. ( 6 col.). 
4 wood engravings. 1 map (col. fold.). 17 figs. 
T. of c. index. London. 
Divided into three parts: (1) A brief description of the journey; (2) Geology; (3) Zoological observations. The portion devoted to the birds will be found on pp. 285-443 with six colored plates, by J. G. Keulemans. The annotated list enumerates 293 species and subspecies, with short synonymy, range, general habits, etc. 

1876. Eastern Persia: An account of the journeys 
of the Persian boundary commission 1870-71-72. 
2 vols. Vol. II, Zoology and Geology. 8vo. pp. 
viii+516. xxviii pl., majority col. index. London. 
A valuable account, much of it contributed by Major 0. B. St. John, of the fauna of Persia, with the native names of the animals. The volumes w~re issued by the authority of the Government of India, and beautifully illustrated by Keulemans. These volumes were also separately sold. 

1876. See GOLDSMID, Sir F. J., Eastern Persia. 
1876. Zoology and geology. 8vo. pp. 8+516. 
illust. pl. (Persian boundary commission, vol. II.) 

London. 
1876. Zoology of Persia. (Boundary Commission.) 

London. 
An important contribution to the subject, separately issued. 
1878-91. See SCIENTIFIC RESULTS ... SECOND 
YARKAND MISSION. 
1888-91. The fauna of British India, including 
Ceylon and Burma. 8vo. pp. 20+617. illust. 

London. 
A famous treatise with many contributors under the editorial control of W. T. Blanford. 

1888-91. Mammalia (of British India]. 8vo. 
pp. 6+20+617. illust. (Fauna of British India.) 
Illustrations and clippings inserted. London. 
1889. The fauna of British India, including 
Ceylon and Burma; Fishes by Francis Day. 2 vols. 
8uo. illust. London. 
1889-98. The fauna of British India, including 
Ceylon and Burma; Birds (vols. 1-2) by E. W. 
Oates and (vols. 3-4) W. T. Blanford. 4 vols. 8vo. 
illust. London. 
A second edition of the birds is now in course of preparation by E. C. Stuart Baker. 

1890. The fauna of British India, including 
Ceylon and Burma; Reptilia and Batrachia by 
G. A. Boulenger. 8vo. pp. 18-541. illust. London. 

BLAHKENBURG. 
1840-62. Naturwissenschaftl. Verein des Harzes 
zu Blankenburg. Berichte (Title varies) (no issue 
for 1850)-all pub. 

BLASIUS, GERARD (1623-82]. 
1681. Anatome animalium, terrestrium varorum, 
volatilium, aquatilium, serpentum, insectorum, 
ovorumque, structuram naturalem ex veterum, 
recentiorum, propriisque observationibus pro
ponens. 4to. pp. 6 + 494. pl. illusl. Amstelodami. 
This well known and important early treatise has a frontispiece and 60 plates illustrating the comparative anatomy of numerous animals. 

BLASIUS, JOHANN HEINRICH (1809-70]. 
1820-60. See NAUMANN, JOHANN ANDREAS. 
1857. Naturgeschichte der ~iiugethiere Deutsch
lands und der angrenzendei'i lander von Mittel
europa. 290 abbild. im texte. 1'23 cm. pp. vi, 549. 
illust. (Added t.-p.: Fauna der ~irbelthiere 
Deutschlands und der angrenzenden · ~nder v?n 
Mitteleuropa ... Ltd. Saugethiere.) Braunschwetg. 
1857. Fauna der "t_irbelthiere . . . von Mittel
europa. Erster Ban&: Saugethiere. 8vo. pp. 6 + 
549. illust. Braunschweig. 
An uncom_llleted but important sntematic treatise on the zoolou f' of middle Europe. 
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[BLASIUS, J. H. (contd.)] 
1862. A list of the birds of Europe. Reprinted 
from the German, with the author's corrections. 
8vo. 22 cm. pp. 24. 'Tr. and ed. by A. Newton.'
Brit. JHus. Catalogue (Nat. llisl.). 
This rare pamphlet, a systematic list of birds with their di tribution 
and British references by the editor, is a translation of an unpub
lished MS. or privately printed paper (in German) by Prof. Blasius 
written in 1861. The names of four new genera are inserted. The 
treatise, though brief, is an important and useful 'fundamental'. 
The copy in hand is from the library of P. L. Sclater. 

BLASIUS, RUDOLF. 
1867. Uber die Bildung, Structur und systema
tische Bedeutung der Eischaale der Vogel. 8vo. 
pp. 48. pl. Leipzig. 

1891. Systematische UebersichtderVogelBayerns. 
See also JACKEL, A. J. 

1897. Braunschweig im Jahre 1897, etc. 8vo. 
pp. 13+634. 3 tables. 13 pl. 3 maps. text-figs. 
(Wanting.) Braunschweig. 
In the above review of Brunswick (a~tschrifU the fauna in the 
state and surrounding regions is des .n ed, the mammals, batra
chians, reptiles, and fishes by W. Blasius, the birds by R. Blasius. 

1906. See GA TKE, HEINRICH. 

BLASIUS, WILHELl\1 [1845-1918]. 
1883. Voegel von Borneo, etc. 8vo. Wien. 

1883. Ueber neue ... Voegel von Celebes. 8vo. 
Braunschweig. 

1893. Verzeichniss der ornithologischen Samm
lungen E. F. von Homeyer's. 4to. pp. 35. 
(Museum Homeyerianum.) Ausgestopfte Vogel, 
Balge, Eier und Nester. Braunschweig. 
The celebrated Homeyer collection, described above, consisted of 
1,785 stuffed birds, 5,012 bird-skins, 4,950 eggs, and 160 nests, 
representing in all 1,086 avian species. 

1897. Neuer Beitrag zur Kenntniss der Vogel
fauna von Celebes. 4lo. pp. 124. pl. Braunschweig. 

1897. See BLASIUS, RUDOLF. 

BL.X.TTER FUR AQUARIEN- UND TER
RARIENKUNDE. 1890-date. See also NATUR 
UND HAUS. Stuttgart, Magdeburg. 

BL.X.TTER DES BOEMISCHEN 
SCHUTZ-VEREINS IN PRAG. 
Dr. \Viadislaus Schier. Monthly. 
Vols. 1-3. 1880-4. (All issued.) 
T. of c. with each number. 

VOGEL
Redakteur: 

Prague. 
8vo. illust. 

This short-lived journal contains (besides an account of the activities 
of the society of which it was the organ) a number of serious 
scientific articles, especially a paper on the migration routes of 
Bohemian birds. 

BLEEKER, PIETER [1819-78]. 
1862-78. Atlas Ichthyologique des Indes Orien
tales Neerlandaises, etc. 9 vols. folio. many col. pl. 

Amsterdam. 
One of the most important treatises on oriental fishes by u. famous 
ichthyologist. 

1874. Poissons de Madagascar et de l'lle de la 
Reunion. 4to. 
This is an author's excerpt (Part 4) from Pollen and Dam's Re

(.. cherches sur la Faune de ~Iadagascar. 

BLISS, WALTER PARKS, SAGE, J. H., and 
BISHOP, L. B. 
1913. The birds of Connecticut, &c. See SAGE, 
J. H. and BISHOP, L. B. 

BLOCH, MARCUS ELIESER [1723-99]. 
1782. J\ bhandlung von der Erzeugung der Einge
weidewurmer und dem Mitteln wider dieselben. 
8vo. pp. [6]+54. 10pl. Berlin. 

1782-95. Allgemeine Naturgeschichte d. Fische. 
Berlin. 

A fundamental, early treatise well known to advanced research 
students. 

1783-7. Oekonomische Naturgeschichte der 
Fische. 5 Bde. 216 color. Taf. Berlin. 
An important work on fishes. 

1785-9. Ichthyologie, etc. 12 vols. 432 col. pl. 
One of the early and fun~amental treatises on general ichthyology 
by a well-known authonty. There are several translations and 
subsequent editions of this valuable work. 

BLOEMART, ABRAHAM. 
[1640]. [Engravings of birds, beasts and fishes.] 
no l.-p. 53 pl. 
These are apparently wrongly attributed to the Dutch engraver 
Abraham Bloemart. They were executed on copper by a French 
engraver, Pierre Firens, about 1640. The cover-title bears the name 
of Bloemart, the engravings bear that of Firens. 

BLOME, RICHARD [d. 1705] (CUMING, E. D., 
ed.). . 1\ 
1929. Hawking or faulconry. 8vo. pp. (4)+vii
xxxii+123+(1). front. (fold.). 4 pl. 7 figs. 
glossary. [London.] 
The preface (by the editor) contains a general account of hawking 
and birds of prey from the earliest times; the remainder of the book 
being an exact reprint of Blome's Hawking or Faulconry, 1686. :!::i:J1ri&t a~i nilleri to-e!i8 copie if nrbich thg pl'£Sen+ IU!I'il! 

BLOMEFIELD' LEO ARD' 
LEONARD JENYNS (1800-93). 

originally Rev. 

1835. A manual of British vertebrate animals: 
or Descriptions of all animals belonging to the 

s; 
classes, Mammalia, Aves, Reptilia, Amphib~·a, and J 
Pisces, which have been hitherto observed in the lr 
British Islands. 8vo. pp. xxxii +55% · · . f/ 
J<Ji(!ji!:!!i!S.... <_!2ambrid~~ { 
The portion relating to the class A ves will be found on pp. 49-286, 
with references in the bibliography, pp. xxv-xxxii. Following the 
scientific name, comes the vernacular or common name of each 
species, with dimensions, and a description of summer and winter 
plumage, as well as general range and habits, etc. 

1846. Observatio sin natural history. 12mo. pp. 
xvi + 440. T. of c. index. London. 
Original observations, those on bird being found on pp. 86-196. 
The calendar of periodic phenomena, pp. 366-428 (including birds), 
was made in the neighbourhood of Swaftnam Bulbeck bt>tween 182o-
31. The present copy is from the Mullens Library with bookplate. 

1922. A naturalist's calendar kept at Swaffham 
Bulbeck, Cambridgeshire; ed. by Francis Darwin. 
2nd ed. 12mo. pp. xviii + 84. Cambridge. 

/~LOSSO~ VOYAGE OF THE. See BEECHEY, 
FREDERICK WILLIAM, 1839. 

BLUE-BIRD. 

f. 

1913-20. Published monthly (except July and 
August) in Co-operation with the Cleveland Bird 
Lovers' Association. For all those who are inter
ested in Wild Birds and their preservation. 8vo. 
col. and pictured litle-page. illust. Volumes run 
from Dec. to Nov.; or, from October on. For 
example. Vol. 1 is Dec. 1909; No. 12, Nov. 1910, 
inclusive of the Blue bird vols. Editor: Elizabeth 
C. T. Miller, Cleveland, Ohio; Georgia M. Bowen, 
Assistant. The first vols. 1-6, No. 2, inclusive, 

~ @39-Jr~- ~ 3~A.4 
tr "YA-fJ- 1 H. 1-f. S 
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~were entitled Nature and Culture · afterwards 
Blue Bird. Eugene Swope was the first editor. 
This. defunct (or suspended) popular magazine did much in its day to diffuse our knowledge of American avifauna and to enlist tlie s~mpathy a!J.d co-operation of nature lovers in the campaign for bird protectiOn. The !llagazine has three times at least changed its forma~, covers, spelling of Blue-bird, Blue bird, and Bluebird. Sometimes the mm1bers are separately, sometimes continuously paged. 

BLUMENBACH, JOHANN FRIEDRICH [1752-
1840]. 
1779-80. Handbuch der Naturgeschichte. 2 Thl. 
Suo. Goltingen. 
One of the early publi~ations of a famous scientific naturalist. 
1797-1810. Abbildungen naturhistorischer Gegen
stande. 12mo. 10 pts. in 1 vol-. 100 pl. 

Gottingen. 
Nos. 1- 100 with separate title-pages. 100 copper plates of men (portr~its) !tnd lower animals (a few colored) including 19 of birds, of w~1c~ nme are colore.d. These ~00 plat~s are accompanied by ~f~~~P~~J0~ext. They mclude an mterestmg (composite) picture 

1803. Manuel d'histoire naturelle, tr. de l'alle
mand par Soulange Artaud. 2 vols. Suo. pl. portr. 

Metz. 
The fifth section of the first volume is on birds, pp. 17G-280. There are plates of the Secretary Bird of the Cape, the Scarlet Creeper of Hawaii, the Green Creeper of New Zealand, and the Dodo of :Mauritius and Reunion. Blumenbach's nine orders of birds are: Accipitres, Levirostres, Pici, C01·aces, Passeres, Gallinae, Struthiones, Grallae, Anseres. 

1825. A manual of the elements of natural history; 
tr. from the lOth Germ. ed. by R. T. Gore. Suo. 
pp. (10)+415+(1)+xiv. 2pl. T. ofc. index. 

· London. 
This work is divided into twelve sections, of which Section V contains the text relating to birds, pp. 79-130, together with a bibliography. 

1830. Handbuch der Naturgeschichte. Zwolfte 
rechtmassige Ausgabe. Suo. pp. x+668. 2 pl. 
front. portr. index. Gottingen. 
The twelfth (and perhaps best) edition of this well-known text-book, containing much valuable information for the student of systematic zoology. There is in this library an English edition, a translation of the tenth German printing. 

1855. Aller Sing- und Stubenvogel, etc. 2 col. pl. 
-~~ Wien·. 

:1865. The anthropological treatises of J ohann 
Friedrich Blumenbach .... Tr. and ed. from the 
Latin, German, and French originals, by Thomas 
Bendyshe. 8uo. pp. 14 + 406. 4 pl. (Half-title: 
Publications of the Anthropological society of 
London.) [0.] 

BLYTH, EDWARD [1810-73]. 
1836. The natural history of Selborne. See WHITE, 
Rev. GILBERT. 
1840 . Cuvier's Animal kingdom, arranged accord
ing to its organization; forming the basis for a 
natural history of animals, and an introduction 
to comparative anatomy. Mammalia, birds and 
reptiles. See also cuviER, G. L. c. F. D. Baron. 
1849-[ 1852]. .... atalogue of the birds in the 
museum [of the] Asiatic Society. 8vo. pp. 34+ 
403. Calcutta. 
This valuable and well-known catalogue lists specimens from all the zoological regions and its publication extended over four years. To the main body of the text are added seven appendices bringing the synonymy of the various species to date of final publication in 1852. The copy in hand has an A.L.S. of Dr. Jerdon to the author. 
1851. The animal kingdom. By G. Cuvier, 
translated and adapted to the present state of 

science. The mammalia, birds, and reptiles by 
E. Blyth, &c. See cuvmR, G. L. c. F. D. Baron. 
1875. Catalogue of Mammals and Birds of Burma. 
8vo. pp. 14+167. London. 
A work of importance to research students in which the mam~alian rec<_>rds are edited by J. Anderson and G. E. Dobson, the brrds by VIscount Walden. 

~and TEGETMEIER, WILLIAM B. 
1881. The natural history of the cranes. A mono
graph by _the late ~dward Blyth, greatly enlarged, 
and reprmted, w1th numerous illustrations, by 
W. B. Tegetmeier. 4to. pp. vi+(2) +91 +(1). 
front. (col.). 6 pl. (1 col., 1 fold.). 20 figs. T. of c. 
append. index. London. 
A reprint of Blyth's papers from the Field, 1873 which with additions from other sources and illustrations, now makes the work a summary of nearly all that is known respecting this interesting group. Tegetmeier recognizes 16 species. The rare Grus nigricolli8 met with by the traveller Prejevalsky on the banks of the Koko-nor' is copied from the Russian original. ' 

BOARDMAN, GEORGE A. and VERRILL, A. E. 
[1862]. Catalogue of the birds found in the vicinity 
of Calais, Maine, and about the islands at the 
mouth of the Bay of Fundy. 8uo. pp. 122-7 + 
130-2. 
Primarily not intended for publication, but afterwards rewritten by Verrill, who incorporated some of his own observations made at Grand Menan in 1859. The list contains the names of about 180 species. (From the Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. ix, Sept. 1862.) 
1903. The Naturalist on the Saint Croix, etc. 

Bangor, Maine. 
BOAS, JOHAN ERIK VESTI [1855- ]. 

1881. Bidrag til Kundskaben om Cunus arteriosus 
og Arteriebuerne hos Amphibierne. 8uo. pp. 100. 
illust. Kopenhagen. 
1890. Lehrbuch der Zoologie. 
One of the most approved text-books on the subject. 
1912. Ohrknorpel und ausseres Ohr der Sauge
tiere; eine vergleichend-anatomische Unter
suchung. pp. 6+226. 25 pl. Kopenhagen. 

BOATE, GERARD [1604-50]. 
1726-55. A natural history of Ireland in three 
parts. By Several Hands, etc. 4to. pp. iv+213. 
10 pl. and text-figs. Dublin. 
A quaint description, including some natural history. One of the • Several Hands' is Sir Thomas :M:olyneux who wrote part ill, in the library copy (posthumously?) dated 1755. There were probably several printings of the Parts. 
1755. Ireland's Natural History. 1 vol. 8uo. London. 

BOCHART, SAMUEL [1599-1667]. 
1663. Hierozoicon; sive, Bipertitum opus de 
animalibus Sacrae Scripturae. Pars prior agit 
libris quatuor de animalibus in genere et de 
quadrupedibus viviparis et oviparis; pars pos
terior agit libris sex de avibus, serpentibus, in
sectis, aquaticis et fabulosis animalibus; cum 
indice septuplici. 2 vols. in 1. folio. Londini. 
The editio princeps of this famous work, in which one finds a curious history of the animal life of the bible. The author, an erudite Frenchman and Protestant clergyman, discusses the (ancient) natural history of the horse and the ass as well as of most other animals (birds, insects, fish, serpents) mentioned in Holy Writ as well as accounts of them in secular works. 
1675. Hierozoicon; sive, Bipertitum opus de 
anfmalibus S. Scripturae, cuius pars prior libris IV, 
De animalibus in genere & de quadrupedibusJ vivi
paris & oviparis: pars posterior libris VI, De 

/\ avibus, serpentibus, insectis, aquaticis & fabulosis 
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~7 [BOCHART, S. (conld.)] 
animalibus agit; cum indice septuplici. Revisum 
atque correctum ... opera atque studio David 
Clodii. 2 vols. in 1. folio. portr. 

Francofurli ad M oenum. 
A revised, second (Latin) edition of this well known treatise. 

1692. Ilier.ozoicon. 3rd Latin ed. Copies in both 
the Blacker and Osier libraries. Leyden. 
1712. Hierozoicon. 4th ed. folio. Lug. Batav. 
There are, also, several other printings, for example, a German 
edition published 1793-6, in Leipzig. 

BOCOURT, FIRMIN (1819-92]. 
1870. Etudes sur les Reptiles et les Batraciens. 
4to. Paris. 
This is a separate of the joint work, part Ill (with A. H. A. Dumeril), 
of the Mission scientifique a~JI,fexique (q.v.). 

BOCQUILLON -LIMOUSIN' HENRI [1834-
1905]. 
1871. Manuel d'histoire naturelle medicale. 2 vols. 
illusl. Paris. 
A short section in vol. I (pp. 342-67) is devoted to the structure, 
uses, and classification of birds. 

BODDAERT' PIETER [fl. 1784] (TEGETMEIER, 
W. B., ed.). 
[1874]. Reprint of Boddaert's Table des Planches 
eJuminee~ d'histoire naturelle. Includes repro
Cfuction of original t.-p.: Table des Planches 
enluminee;_d'histoire naturelle, de M. d'Aubenton 
... precede d'une notice des principaux ouvrages 
zoologiques enlumines. Utrecht, 1783. pp. ( 4) + 
(4) +v-xv+(1) +58. London. 
Exact reprint of this exceedingly rare book of which only a very 
few copies were printed at the time of publication at Utrecht in 
1783. Only two copies are known to exist in the United Kingdom, 
one in the Banksian Library, and the second in private hands. Its 
present value to wologists is due to its applying for the first time, 
to very many species, the presently received system of scientific 
nomenclature, and thus fixing, by reason of priority, the names of 
a considerable number of genera and species. 

BODLEY HEAD NATURAL HISTORY. 
1913-14. Vols. 1-2. British birds. Passeres. See 
CUMING, E. W. D. 

BOECKI NG, A. E. 
1894. The Nandu. Author's excerpt. pp. 22. 

San Antonio, Texas. 
BOEHMISCHES M USEUM F'ttB NATUR-
UND LANDESK UNDE. Prague. 
1830-1. Jahrbiicher. 

BOERHAA VE , H. See SEBA, ALBERTus, 1734-65. 

BOETTGER, 0. See BREHM, A. E., 1890-3. 

BOGHDANOV, MODEST NiLOLAEViCH [1841-88]. 
1879. Ptitzui Kavhaza [Birds of the Caucasus]. 
8vo. pp. 188+9. [Society of naturalists at the 
Imperial Kazan University.] In Russian. Kazan. 
A valuable contribution to the study of Birds of the Caucasus 
~eparatel~ printed wit~ a new .title-page, with script translatio"li 
mto English. 323 spec1es are liSted and described. The copy in 
hand was presented by the author toP. L. Sclater. 

1884. Conspectus avium Imperii Rossici. folio. 
pp. 122. Fasciculus I (all pub.). St. Pelersburg. 
A treatise on the Russian avifauna, five orders being described in 
this part. A full synonymy with distribution of the species is 
furnished. There is, also, an account of several new forms. The text 
is in parallel columns of Russian and French. The present copy is 
from the Godman Library. 

BOHADSCH , J OANNES BAPTIST A [ 1724-72 J. 
1761. De quibusdam animalibus marinis eorum
que proprietatibus, orbi litterario vel nondum vel 
minus notis, liber ; cum nonullis tabulis aeri 
incisis. 8vo. pp. 18+169. 12 pl. Dresdae. 

BHHM , RICHARD [1854-84]. 
1888. Von Sansibar zum Tanganjika, Briefe aus 
Ostafrika; mit einer biographischen Skizze hrsg. 
von Herman Schalow. 8vo. pp. 36+171. portr. 
map. Leipzig. 

BHHMEN. 
1869-1920. Arkiv f. d. naturwissenschaftl. Landes
durchforschung von Bohmen. Prague. 

OH N 'S ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY. The 
feathered tribes of the British Islands. 
There are many other titles of importance to the student of verte
brate wology published by this well-known Library; for example 
an edition of Gilbert White's Natural History of Sel.borne, and two 
editions of W. B. Carpenter's Zoology, 1857 and 1866. The latter 
are in the Scientific Section. 

BOITAB.D , PIERRE [1789-1859]. 
1827. Manuel d'histoire naturelle ... les trois 
regnes. 2 vols. 18mo. 2 pls. numerous col. and 
plain figs. Paris. 
This copy was presented to the Library by Sir Donald Smith. The 
classification of birds adopted i that of Temminck, containing 
16 orders instead of Cuvier's six orders. Very rare. Not in the 
Br. Mus. Nat. Hist. Library. 
Englemann's Bib. Histm.-Naturalis, i. 145, gives a complete collation 
of this work. 

1842. Le Jardin des Plantes a Paris, etc. 4to. 
illusl. Paris. 

OLAM , GEORGE [1859- ] . 
1912. Birds of Northumberland and the Eastern 
Borders. 8vo. photo title. pp. [iv]+xvii+726. 
27 pl. T. of c. index. Alnwick. 
A full account of the avian species in the area given, evidencing 
a wide and personal experience of English bird-life. 

BOLETIM DO MUSEO PABAENS.E DE 
HISTORIA NATURAL E ETHNOGBA
PHIA, PARA, BRAZIL. See MUSEO GOELDI 
DE HISTORIA NATURAL, PARA. 

BOLETIN D . (R .) ACADEMIA DE CIEN
CIAS Y ABTES DE BARCELONA. 1840-2 . 
See (R.) ACADEMIA DE CIENCIAS .. , BARCELONA. 

BOLETiN NACIONAL DE HISTOBI.A, 
GEOGRAI'iA Y CIENCIAS NATURALES. 
1912-13. Havana. 

BOLETiN DE PESCAS . (Instituto Espa.ilol 
de Oceanografia.) 191 6-dale. J\1/adrid. 

BOLINGBROKE, HENRY [1785-1855]. 
1809. A voyage to the Demerary, containing a 
statistical account of the settlements there, and 
of those on the Essequebo, the Berbice, and other 
contiguous rivers of Guyana. 8vo. pp. 224. front. 
(map fold.). inde~ L ondon. 
The sketch of these settlements is in great part copied from succesf
sive letters written by the author to his family, in the course o 
a seven years' residence at Stabrock, without any view to publica

0
-

tion. The peculiar and singular birds are described on pp. 13~,: 
The contents of the above letters originally appeared in a flne q..- wv 

/'.... volume. 

r 
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~BOLLACX, LEON [1859- ]. 

1914. L'emploi rationnel de la plume des oiseaux sauvages. 8vo. pp. 69+(2). T. of c. bibliogr. 
Paris. 

A pamphlet on the rational marketing of birds' feathers. 

BOLLES, FRANK [1856-94]. 
1891. Land of the lingering snow. Chronicles of a stroller in New England from January to June. 12mo. pp. (4) +234. T. of c. index. Boston. 
In these chronicles very many references to birds occur under such headings as: the first Bluebirds, the coming of the birds, ·the Vesper song of the Woodcock, ·wood ducks, and bloodroot, a forest anthem, the Bittern's love song, Warbler ~unday, and in the Wren orchard. 
1893. At the north of Bearcamp water. Chronicles of a stroller in New England from July to December. 16mo. pp. (4) +297. T. of c. Boston. 
Interesting accounts of visits to this locality in New Hampshire, which embrace climbing Bear l\1otmtain and Chocurua, etc. References to birds are numerous and occur throughout the volume. The present copy is of the second edition, the first being published in the same year. 

1894. From Blomidon to Smoky, and other papers. 8vo. pp. 4 + 27 8. index. 'First published in different periodicals between the years 1890 and 1894.' Boston and New York. 
Deals mostly with birds of Nova Scotia and New Hampshire. 

BOLLETTINO, DELL' ISTITUTO ZOOLOGICO DELLA R. Universit,di Roma . 1923-7. Vols. 1-5. 

BOLLETTINO DEI NATURALISTE, COLLETTORE, etc. Later RIVISTA ITALIANA DI SC:lENZE NATURAL!. 

BOLLETTINO DELLE PUBBLICAZIONI ITALIANE. 1886-1900. Florence. 
BOLLETTINO DELLA SOCIETA ZOOLOGICA ITALIANA. ? 1891-date. 

BOLOGNA. Memorie d. (R. ) Accademia delle Scienze dell' Istituto. See (R.) ACCADEMIA . . . BOLOGNA. 1850-1907. (Wanting.) 

BOLOGNA. Memor. della Classe di Scienze :fi.siche. 
1908-date. See (R.) ACCADEMIA DELLE SCIENZE ... BOLOGNA. 

BOLOGNA. See ANNALI DI STORIA NATURALE. 
Bt>LSCHE' w ILHELM. 

1917. S tammba u der Tiere. illust. Stuttgart. 
BOLTON, HENRY CARRINGTON [1843-1915]. 

1898. Catalogue of Scientific and Technical Periodicals, 1665-1895. 2nd ed. 

BOLTON, J AMES ({l. 1775-95]. 
1794. Harmonia ruralis: or, An essay towards a natural history of British song birds. 2 vols. 
The first edition of this well-known work that has passed through many editions. 

1824. Harmonia Ruralis, etc. 2nd eel. 2 vols. 4to. 
1830. Harmonia ruralis . . . illustrated with figures, the size of life, of the birds, male and female, in their most natural attitudes; their nests and eggs, etc. 2 vols. in 1. 4to. Vol. 1, pp. xxiv+ 

" 

(2) + 66. front. (col.). 40 pl. (col.). T. of c. Vol. 2, pp. (2)+96+(4). 40 pl. (col.). 1 table. London. 
Popular descriptions of some British song-birds, with accounts of their habits and nidiftcation, the table at the end of vol. 2 denoting the comparative merit of their singing. 
1845. Harmonia ruralis, etc. A new ed. 2 vols. in 1. 4to. Vol. 1, pp. xxiv+(4)+66+(2). front. (col.). 40 pl. (col.). T. of c. 1 table. Vol. 2, pp. (2) +96+(2). 40 pl. (col.). London. 

BOMBAY BRANCH OF ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND. See ROYAL ASIATIC sociETY ... BOMBAY BRANCH. 

BOMBAY. Natural History Society, Journal. 1886-date. Bombay. 
The Society was founded in 1883 • for the purpose of exchanging notes and observations on Zoology and exhibiting interesting specimens of animal life'. Its illustrated journal, which is issued quarterly as far as possible, contains article8 dealing with Natural History subjects of scientific and popular interest contributed mainly by members. As a scientific journal it ranks amongst the most important publications issued in the East and is an indispensable aid to the study of the Oriental Fauna and Flora. On the popular side its articles appeal to the sportsman and naturalist the world over. 

BONAPARTE, CHARLES LUCIEN JULES LAURENT, Prince de Canino [1803-57]. 
1825-33. American ornithology; or, The natural history of birds inhabiting the United States, not given by 'Vilson. With figures drawn, engraved, and coloured, from nature. 4 vols. folio. Vol. I, pp. vi+(2)+105. 9 pl. (col.). index. Vol. 11, pp. vii+(3)+95. 6 pl. (col.). index. Vol. Ill, pp. (4)+60. 6 pl. (col.). index. Vol. IV, pp. (4)+ 142. 6 pl. (col.). index. Philadelphia. 

This work forms a supplement to Alexander Wilson's American OrnitholO(Jy, 1808-14, and is included in Jardine's later edition of that work, 1832 as a 'Continuation of Wilson's American Ornithology by Charles Lucien Bonaparte'. It is included, also, in the Jameson edition of 1831 and the 'Popular Edition' of 1864, but under the proper title of 'Bonaparte's American Ornithology'. In . all of these, however, Bonaparte's name is joined with Wilson·~ on the title-pages. The J)resent work was originally planned in three volumes. The plates are mostly by Titian R. Peale and A. Rider, with part of one plate by Audubon; engraved by Alex. Lawson and colored by hand . 
1826. Observations on the nomenclature of Wilson's ornithology. 8vo. pp. 250. Reprinted from Academy of natural science of Philadelphia, Journal, vols. 3-5. Philadelphia. 
Coues furnishes the dates and numbers of the Journal in which this publication first appeared. The treatise is a critique of Wilson's American OrnitholO(Jy, 1808-14, particularly as regards t.he nomenclature. 

[? 1826 ]. General synopsis of Mammalia inhabiting North America. 
Appendix to J. D. Godman's American Natural History (q.v.). 
1827. Specchio comparativo delle ornitologie di Roma e di Filadelfia. 8uo. pp. xvi + 17-80. Estratto dal No. XXXIII. del Nuovo Giornale de' 'Letterati. · 
A repaged excerpt from the Godruan library, intended to contrast the birds of Borne with those of Philadelphia. 247 species of the former are placed in longitudinal columns with 281 of the latter to illustrate their relationship. In each instance the vernacular as well as the zoological names are given, with occasional brief descriptive uot .. s. A second edition of this mono~n"aph appeared in 1832. 
1828. The genera of North American birds and a synopsis of the species found within the territory of the L'nited States. 8vo. pp. 284. Ex. from the Annals of tile Lyceum of Natural History of New l'ork. New York. 
This synopsis was earlier promised in the preface to the continuation 

~ 
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(BONAPARTE, c. L. J. L., Prince de Canino 
(contd.)] 
of Wilson's Ornithology, and issued b fore the final publication of 
that work. In the present copy it is given a oruewhat different title 
from the heading of the article in the Annals in that the words 
• systematically arranged in Orders and Families' are omitted from 
the former. 

1832. Supplemenlo allo spe ·chio romparativo 
delle ornitologie di Roma e Filadelfia. 8vo. pp. 15. 
A repaged separate containing correction of and addition to his 
earlier Spccchio comparatit·o, 1827. Occa ionally, as in one of the 
copies in this library, both works are bound as one volume. 

1832-41. Iconografia della fauna italica per le 
quattro classi degli animali vertebrati. 3 vols. 
38! x 28 cm. 180 col. pl. Issued in 30 parts. 

Roma. 
A bibliographic accow1t of this work by Tommaso Salvadori, 
giving collation, date of publication of the Yarious parts, and index 
of the species illustrated, is given in Bollettino dei Musei di zoologia 
ed anatomia comparat(l rlella R. Unirersit?t dt' Torino, vol. iii, no. 48 
(June 20, 1888). 

1838. A geographical and comparative list of the 
birds of Europe and North America. pp. 7 + 67. 

London. 
The student is referred to a review of the above important item in 
the Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., June 1838, p. 318. 
The species, with some new names, are arranged in parallel columns 
with appropriate note . 

1840. Prodromus systematis ornithologiae. 8vo. 
pp. 26. n.p. 
The present copy of this tractate i from the library of G. R. Gray, 
and has numerous marginal notes by him. It is entirely in Latin 
and briefly lists the diagnostic characters of the eight orders as well 
as the families and subfamilies of the Subclass Insessores. It may 
be regarded as an introduction to the author's Systema omithologiae. 

1846. Cata1ogo metodico dei pesci Europei. 4to. 
Napoli. 

1850-7. Conspectus generum avium. Auctore 
Carolo Luciano Bonaparte ... Lugduni Bata
vorum. 2 vols. 4to. Vol. 1, pp. 543. Vol. 11, 
pp. 232. Index added in 1865 by F. H. 0. Finsch. 
Dr. Jerdon's copy with interleaved notes. There is also another copy 
in the E.S.W. Library, bound with Finsch's Index. 

1850. Revue critique de l'Ornithologie europeenne 
de M. le docteur Degland (de Lille). LetLre a 
M. de Selys Longchamps. 12mo. 18i cm. pp. 206. 
'Conspectus systematis ornithologire ', pp. [ 115 ]-
125. 'Conspectus avium europrearum ',pp. (127]-
206. Brussels. 
In addition to criticizing Degland' treatise (q.v.) in tllil'l letter to 
de Sely Longchamps, Bonaparte adds the above-named mono
graphs. In the latter are catalogued the genera, familie , and specie 
of 530 European birds, with a short synonymy and accotmt of their 
distribution. The present cop is from the Godman library with the 
following note, in the hand \VTiting of the di~ tinguished author: 
'To Mr. G. R. Gray, Ornithologist to the Brit.ish l\Iuseum, London. 
This book is now sent for the third time. I hope it will reach [you] 
with all the others.' 

1850. Noticesurlestravauxzoologiques. 4lo. Paris. 
Author's reprint of a small but important article. 

1853-7. (Ornithological papers.] 
4to. pp. 35 + 323. 

12 vols. in 1. 
Paris. 

This work (principally extracts from the Comptes rendw; des 'eances 
de l'Acadimie des Sci~nces, with MS. notes and T. of c.) comprises 
the classification of bird: by eries, the publication of which wa 
urged upon Prince Lucien Bonaparte by fellow zoologists. The 
collection includes a note giving a correct hi~torv of the edible 
birds' nests of J·ava and other Eastern countries. Thi last is dated 
1855. 

1854. Conspedus systemati orniLhologiae. 8vo. 
pp. 48. no i.-p. [ nn. Sci. naL., er. 4, vol. 1, 
1854. Separately printed.] 
ln thi cla~sification, \~·hich antedates that of Hnxley IJ~· ten year:-:, 
the Struthiones are given the highe:;;t rank since, in the author's 
opinion, they tend towards the l\Iammalia, whereas, he ay ·, the 
aberrant species of mammals tend towards the reptiles. 

1854. Notes ornithologiques sur les collections 
rapportees en 1853 par M. A. Delattre de son 
voyage en Californie et dans le Nicaragua. 4to. 

Paris. 
This tractate is valuable especially for students of American bird
life. 

1856. Catalogue des oi eaux d 'Europe offerts en 
1856 aux ornithologistes. 'ee PARz DAKI, EMILE . .----~....-.~ 

1857-8. Iconographie des pigeons non figures par 
MmeJ Knip (MlleOPauline Decourcelles) dans les 
deux volumes de M~ Temminck et Florent 
Prevost par Charles-Lucien Bonaparte Ouvrage 
servant d'illustration a son Histoire Naturelle des 
Pigeons. super-roy. folio. 5 prelim. ll. 62 ll. of 
text. 55 col. pl. irregularly numbered 1-140 in 
descriptive text (not on plates). T. of c. Paris. 
Largely a posthumous treatise, edited by A. !Hoquin-Tandon. It 
was originally intended that the work should be issued in 30 
linaisons of 150 plates, but Prince Bonaparte died after the 
publication of the fourth livraison leaving both 1\IS. and plates 
incomplete. Some copies are incomplete, but the present one, 
from the library of J. H. and Richard J. Gurney, is quite complete. 
The hand-colored bird portraits are extremely fine. 

1857. Iconographie des perroquets, etc. See 
SOUA CE, CHARLES DE. 

BONAVIA, EMMAN 'EL. 
1895. Studies in the Evolution of 

BOND' J OH WALPOLE. 

nimals. 8uo. 
lV estminster. 

1914. Field-studies of some rarer British birds. 
8vo. pp. ix+(2) +305. T. of c. London. 
1\iost of the species described are really scarce, or extremely loral, 
while a. few others, notably the Kite, are very rare indeed. 

BONDE, C. vo and GILCHRIST, J. D. F. 
1922. Practical zoology for medical and junior 
students. ee GILCHRIST, J. D. F. 

BONER, CHARLES (1815-70]. 
1861. Forest creatures. pp. 8+245. pl. London. 

BONFADINI, VITA. 
1672. La caccia dell' Arcobugio, con la prattica 
del tirare in volo, in aere, & a borita. pp. 96. 
illust. Bologna. 

BONHOTE, JoH ' LEWI [1873-192:2]. 
1903-7. See A NA DALE and ROBINSON. 

1907. Birds of Britain, \Vith 100 illustrations in 
colour selected by H. E. Dresser from his 'Birds 
of Europe'. 8vo. pp. x+405. front. (col.). 99 pl. 
(col.). 1 fig./'Jndex. London. 
A popular but scientific account of the haunts and habits, etc., of 
the species treated. 

(1917]. Birds of Britain. 8vo. pp. x+405. front. 
(col.). 99 pl. (col.). 1 fig. (diagr.). index. London. 
Apparently differing in no way from the original issue of llllli. 
.Reprinted also in 1912 and 1914. 

1919. Birds of Britain. 
Another printing of this popular work. 

1923. Bird of Britain and their eggs. 8uo. 
pp. vii+405. front. (col.). 32 pl. (col.) . 1 fig. inde,r. 

London. 
J<'ir, t pnblbhed in 1UU7 (q.v.), and reprinted J9Ji (q.v.), under thr 
tft.le Birdli of Britain, with 100 rolorcd illu.,trations. In th~ pre~ent 
edition the colored plate ' have been reduced to 33, of whtrh three 
are of egg;;, the~:~e not appearing in the original issue. The text, 
however, i1-1 the samr as that of the first Cflition. 

BONITE, LA, VOYAGE OF. See VAILLAi\T, 
AUG TE NICOLAS, 1841-52. 



BONN. Naturhistorischer Verein der pre-us
sischen Rheinlande, Westfalens und des 
Beg .-Bezirks Osnabrueck. 
1844-date. Verhandlungen. 8vo. pi. maps. From 
1854-94 their Sitzungsberichte are included in the 
Verhandlungen, 1895-'! published separately. 

Bonn. 
1844-83. Auloren und Sachregister zu Band 1-40 
(1844-83). 1 vol. Bonn. 

BONNATERRE, Jos. P. [1752-1804]. 
1788. Tableau encyclopedique et methodique des 
trois regnes de la nature, ... lchthyologie. Paris. 
The atlas (of fishes) forms vol. 5 of t,he Tableau encyclopedique, 

I 
consists of 102 plates, and is separately issued. 

n S , , {Jir""~ ' ****. 1789-1823 . ee E CYCLOPEDIE METHODIQUE. 
BONNER, MARY G. 
n.d. Daddy's Bedtime Bird Stories. 12mo. col. pl. 

BONNET' CHARLES I 1720-93]. 
1769. Contemplation de la Nature. 2nd ed. 2 vols. 
1779-83. CEuvres d 'his to ire naturelle et de philo
sophie de Charles Bonnet . . . 18 vols. 20 cm. 
front. (porlr.). 56 fold. pi. fold. tab. Neuchatel. 
CoNTENTs. t. 1. Traite d'insectologie.-t. 2. 
Observations diverses sur les insectes.-t. 3. 
Memoires d'histoire naturelle.-t. 4. Recherches 
sur l'usage des feuilles.-t. 5-6. Corps organises.
t. 7-9. Contemplation de la nature.-t. 10. Ecrits 
d'histoire naturelle.-t. 11. Ecrits et lettres d'his
toire naturelle.-t. 12. Lettres sur divers sujets 
d'histoire naturelle.-t. 13-14. Essai analytique 
sur les facultes de I'ame.-t. 15-16. La palin
genesie pliilos?phique.-L 17. Essai de psycho
logie.-i. 18. Ecrits divers. 

BONPLAND, A. J. A. See HUMBOLDT and 
BONPLAND, 1805-37. 

BONONI, A-. 
1884-95. A vifauna Tridentina. 6 parte. Rovereto. 

BOODE' EDUARD. 
1909. Die Sangerin der Nacht. pp. 328. illust. 

Regensburg. 
BOOK ABOUT BIRDS. n.d. See ANONYMous. 

(THE) BOOK OF BIRDS; intended for the 
amusement and instruction of young people. 
1851. See ANONYMOUS. 

(THE) BOOK OF NATURE STUDY. By 
PYCRAFT, W. P. (V\ anting.) 

(A ) BOOK OF ORNITHOLOGY FOR YOUTH. 
1832. See ANONYMOUS. 

BOOTH, EDWARD THOMAS [1840-90]. 
1881-7. Rough notes on the birds observed 
during twenty-five years' shooting and collecting 
in the British islands; with plates from drawings 
by E. Neale. 3 vols. folio. pl. London. 
1901. Catalogue of the cases of birds in the Dyke 
Road Museum, Brighton, giving a few descriptive 
notes and the localities in which the specimens 
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were found. 3rd ed. 8uo. pp. xii+232. front. 
23 pl. index. Brighton. 
A reprint of E. T. Booth's Descriptit·e CatalO(fue, with a few addith?ns by A. F. Griffiths, who gives a biography of the author, descriptiOn of additional cases, and an index. The first edition was issued in 187"6, the- second in 1896, and the fifth in 1927 (q.v.). The present copy has ~vo autograph letters (inserted) from l'tlr. Griffiths to Dr. P. L. ater n matters connected with the museum. 
1927. .a alogue of cases of birds in the Dyke 
Road Museum, Brighton. 5th ed. (With 31 
illustrations.) 8vo. pp. xxvi+290. front. (portr.). 
30 pl. index. Brighton. 
An enlarged edition of that of 1901 with further notes by A. F. Griffiths on some additional cases added to the collection. 

BORASTON J JOHN MAC LAIR. 
1905. Birds by land and sea; the record of a year's 
work with field-glass and camera. 8vo. pp. xiv+ 
(1)+281+(1). front. 51pl. T.ofc. index. London. 
A po'{lular record of observations made by the author in the neigh· bourhood of Stratford, England, from September 1902 to September 1903. 

1921. British birds and their eggs, with a new 
method of Identification. 8vo. pp. ix+(l) +301. 
front. (col.). 135 pl. (col.). index. London. 
A · popular guide to the birds of the British Islands, arranged according to a new plan, i.e. by grouping them under l!Uch headings as 'Black-and-White Birds', 'Ruddy-Breasted Birds', 'Trunk· Climbing Birds', etc., which the author claims has the obvious merit of presenting birds to the beginner as he himself sees them. 

BORCKART, JoHs. 
n.d. Der Kanarienvogel; ein praktisches Hand
buch uber N aturgeschichte, Pflege und Zucht des 
Kanarienvogels. 27te verbesserte Auflage. 12mo. 
pp. 128. T. of c. Leipzig. 
Practical and very popular handbook for caaary fanciers. 

BORDEAUX. 
1823-4. L~Musee d'Aquitaine. 3 vols. (all pub.). 
(Periodical.) 

BORDEAUX. SOCIETE DES SCIENCES 
PHYSIQUES ET NATUB.ELLES. 
1855-date. Memoires. (Extraits des Proces
Verbaux), etc. First series 1855-75; second series 
1876-83; third series 1884-date. 8uo. 

Paris and Bordeaux. 
BORDEAUX. Societe Linneenne. (Founded 
1818.) 
1830, 1845, 1829 (1866). Bulletin d'histoire 
naturelle, etc. (~ume des travaux, etc.-in 
tom. 3.) Tom. 1-3. · 8uo. Bordeaux. 
1831-dale. Actes. Tomes 4-6. Melanges. Tomes 
7-20. Comples Rendus. Tomes 27- . Table ... 
des Matieres des dix premiers volumes, etc. 
There are also indexes to the second, third, and 
fourth series, with the last volume of each. 

BORELLI, GIOVANNI ALFONSO [1608-79]. 
1680-1. De motu animalium. 2 vols. 8vo. pl. Romae. 
This treatise (first edition) gives for t.he first time an explanation of the flight of birds based on the mechanical principle of the lever and the resistance of the air. It is an extremely rare volume, no edition being listed in the Cat, Br. Museum (Nat. Hist.). There is also an edition dated 1685 in the Blacker Library and another (17 43) in the library of the London Zool. Soc. 
1685. De motu animalium. Ed. altera, correctior 
et emendatior. 2 vols. 8vo. pl. Vol. 1 has extra 
engr. t.-p. Lugduni in Batavis. 
The seoond edition of tllis rare book on a.nimallocomotion; the first appeared in Rome, dated 1680. 

Kk 
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~ !BoRGGREVE, BER ARD. 
1869. Die Vogel-Fauna von Norddeulschland; 
eine kritische Musterung der europaischen Vogel
.\rten nach dem Ge ichtspunkte ihrer Verbreitung 
Oberdasnordliche Deutschland. 8vo. pp.16+156. 
T. of c. index. Berlin. 

[1926 ]. A manual of elementary zoology. 5th ed. 
8vo. pp. xvi + 670. front. 16 pl. 468 figs. T. of c. 
append. index. London. 
Differs from the .Uh edition in having <·onKidl•rable parts of 
C'hapters I, XIII, and XXIX rewrittrn. An extra plate i: a!Ro 
added and two new figures. 

1 

1878. Die Vogelschulzfrage, nach ihrer lJi herigeu 
Entwickelung und wahren Bedeutung mit beson
derer ROcksicht auf die Versuche zu ihrer Losun 
durch Reichsgeset~ung und internationale V ein
barungen. 12mo. ' pp. 142. T. of c. Ber zn. 
.A contribution to the protection of birds in their local and inter
national relation . From the library of Prof. Cabani . 

1888. Die Vogel chutzfrage, etc. pp.180. I.eipziq. 
'econd edition of the original 1878 treati e. 

B ORINI, HENRY L. 
1928. The modern food guide for cage-birds. A 
Text Book for experts as well as for beginners. 
8vo. pp. 63+(1). 7 figs. T. of c. index. Brooklyn. 
A distinct improvement on the material usually published by 
current magazines and various book on this . nbject. 

BORKHAUSEN, MoRITZ BALTHASAR [1760-
1806], and others. 
1800-17. Teutsche Ornithologie; oder, 1 atur
geschichte aller Vogel Teut chland in atur
getreuen Abbildungen und Beschreibungen. 22 
pis. in 1 vol. folio. 132 col. pl. Herausgegeben 
Borkhausen, Lichthammer und Bekker dem jun
gern [and afterward ] C. W. Bekker & Lembeke. 

Darmstadt. 
This well-known but-even in the incomplete or 125-plate state-
rare work was very irregularly issued as Hejte, and is generally 
a puzzle for cataloguers. The text is sometime· found without 
corresponding plates, that may be missing in quite large numbers 
from bound copies. 
The pre ent copy, whose illu trations are color-printed and then 
finished by hand, is believed to be complete and to show all the parts 
issued. Probably there was no original title-page; that of the pre ent 
copy i the wrapper of the last or 22nd Hejt, whose six plate make 
a total of 132. 
The British Museum second copy (see the Nat. Hist. Cat. i. 202) i 
dated 1837- 41, but that is surely an error. 
A short account of the production of this great work i given on 
the reverse of the title-page. The concluding paragraphs read like 
the report of imilar predicaments in which publishers found 
themselves during the period 1914-21. 
:Note also that this is the fir t edition with the 'T'eutsche pelling. 

BORLASE , WILLIAM [1695-177:?,]. 
1758. The natural history of Cornwall. folio, 
pp.xix+326. 29pl.(1mapfold.). T.ofc. Oxford. 
An inclusive and early account of the Natural History of Cornwall. 

BORRADAILE , LA CELOT ALEXA DER [1872- J. 
[1923] . Elementary zoology for medical students. 
(Oxford medical publications.) 8vo. pp. viii+378. 
243 figs. T. of c. index. London. 
An account only of the types which are studied by ·tudents in 
preparation for fir t medical examination·. The principal part 
relating to birds will be found under embryology, pp. 331--{), and 
classification and evolution, pp. 349-58. 'Most of this matter i 
1f~~. from the author's larger work, Manual of Zoology, 1924, 

BORRER, WILLIAM [1814- 9 J. 
1891. The bird of "' u e . 8vo. pp. xviii + 38.5. 
front. (col.). map (col .). index. London. 
This book consi. t. mainly of field notes of the 297 birds recon.led 
for the county. 

BORY DE SAINT-VINCENT , JEAN BAPTI TE 

GEORGE MARIE [1780-1846]. 
1803. Essais ur les isles Fortune et l'antique 
.\Uantide; ou, Precis de l'hi toire generale de 
l'archipel de Canaries. 4to. pp. 6 +522. maps. 

Paris. 

1822-30. Diclionnaire Clas ique d 'Histoire 1
1atu

relle. 17vols. SeealsoAuno 1 ,J.v. 

1832-6. Expedition scientifique de MOI'ee. 'edion 
des ciences physiques. 3 vols. and (2 vols.). 4lo 
and folio. atlas. (Wanting.) Paris. 

1835. Compendio d'erpetoloaia; o, Ll'i Loria 
naturale dei rettili; tr. [from the Fr.] con aggiunle 
del dottore Guiseppe Balsamo. pp. 8 +251. pl. 

A1ilano. 
BOSGOED , DIRK MuLDER. 

1874. Bibliotheca ichthyologicac et piscatoria
catalogu , etc. pp. 26+474. Huarlem. 
Chiefly Dutch text with, however, a preface and title in French. 
This 'u eful work is an enlarged edition of the author's Proerr m1er 
ichthyologische bibliographie, etc., 1 6 71 ; the whole now superseded 
by Bashford Dean's monumental treatise. 

BOSSCHE , G ILIELM s VA DEN. 
1639 . Historia medica, in qua libri IV. .\ Hi
malium natura et eorum medica utilitas exadc 
& luculenter tra tantur. 8vo. pp. 34+434. illust. 

Bruxellae. 
An early animal materia :nedica, in which many fauna! forms arE' 
incidentally described. 

BOSSI , L IGI. 

1822. Trattato delle malatlie degli 
8vo. 

ccelli, Pte. 
Jlilano. 

BOSTON JOURNAL OF NATURAL HIS
TORY. 
1834- 63 . Vol . 1-7 (all pub.). Continued as 
Memoirs of Boston Society of • ratural Ilistory. 

BOSTON SOCIETY OF NATURAL HIS
TORY. 
1915-date. Bulletin. 

1878- 1903 ? Guide for science teaching. 

1862-date. Memoirs. 

1906- 14. Museum and lilerary bulletin. 

1869-date. Occasional papers. 

1841-date. Proceedings. 

1924 . A manual of elementary zoology. 4th ed. 
8vo. pp.xvi+671. front. 14pl. 466figs. T.ofc. 
append. index. London. 
The fir t edition of thi work appeared in 1912, a second in 1918, 
a third in 1920, and a fifth in 1926. The principal reference· to 
birds will b found in Chapter Xlll, ·Reproduction and ex', 
pp. 204-16, with a figme of the Argus Pheasant, Chapter XXIV, BOSTON ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 
'The Pigeon', pp. 436-57, and Chapter XXVII, 'Embryology', 
pp. 552--{), all three of the above with numerous figures in the text. 1882- 4 . Quarterly Journal. 
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~ BOTTARD, ALPIIONSE [1854- 1926 ] . 
1889. Les poissons venimeux; contribution a 
!'hygiene navale. 4lo. pp. 198. illusl. Paris. 
Bibliography, pp. 195- 8. Presentation copy from author, with 
autograph . 

BOUBIER, MAURICE. 
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1922. L 'Oiseau et son Milieu. Paris. 
1 vol. 12mo. 

1837. Journal de la navigation autour du globe 
de la fregate la Thetis et de la corvette l'Esperance 
pendant les annees 1824-26. 2 vols. and atlas. 
illusl. tab. Paris. 
Description of Callocephalon australe

1 
the red-crowned parrot, 

at p. 311, vol. 2, by R. P. Lesson, who JS thew..uthol)of the natural 
history part of the work beginning at p. 299, v<imuperb illustra
tions of the male d. female of this cockatoo on Plates ~~~----t"'"T.,--

1925. L ' Evolution de l 'Ornithologie. 
pp. 2 + 308. index. Paris. 
An admirable, brief, and concise history of the progress of orni
thology to the present day. 

1926. Les Oiseaux. 10 pl. Paris. 

BOUCARD' ADOLPHE. 
1876. Catalogus avium hucusque descriptorum. 
21 cm. pp. xiv, 352. T. o{ c. London. 
There are 2,456 genera and 11,031 species listed in this catalogue, 
which is arranged after his original ideas by thf author. A French 
edition of the same datr exists practically identical with thr present 
copy, a presentation to P. L. 'clater by the compiler. 

1878. On Birds Collected in Costa Rica. 8vo. 
col. pl. 

1889. Catalogue des oiseaux de la collection 
Riocour. · Tours. 

1893-5. Genera of humming birds, being also 
a complete monograph of these birds. 8vo. pp. 
xiv + 412. 2 indexes. London. 
A descriptive catalogue of the humming birds. The work was issued 
in parts as a supplement to the author's periodical, The Humming 
B i rd, vols. II- V, forming nearly the whole of the last volume of 
that work. The first part was issued in 1892 and the last not later 
than Xmas 1895. 

1894. Travels of a Naturalist. 
A rare California item. 

[? 1897-1900]. [Catalogus aviarum. ] Lacks t.-p. 
8vo. pp. 352. 
This interesting and apparently unique copy of a. well-known 
catalogue of birds has the chapter heading as above, Catalogus 
cwiarum (sic), and p. 1 differs from the Brit. l\1us. (1876) copy and 
from the eame in the McGilllibrary. It was probably a late printing 
withdrawn from circulation because of errors. The copy in hand 
has inserted an A. L. S., by Dr. Charles Richmond, who presented 
the work to the E.S.W. Library, commenting on this peculiar 
variant. 

BOUDAREL, A. and DIDIER, R. 
1921. L 'art de la taxidermie au 20e siecle; &e. See 
DIDIER, R. 

BOUGAINVILLE' LOUIS ANTOINE DE [1729-
1811 J. 
1771. Voyage autour du monde, 1766-69. sq. 4to. 
pp. [6]+[420]. maps. Paris. 
De Bougainville served under Montcalm at Quebec, afterwards 
becoming a naval officer. As an extract from Hawkins' Picture of 
Quebec written on the fly-leaf of the present copy asserts, he 'will 
be placed by impartial posterity in the first rank of circum
navigators'. 

BOUGEANT, Rev. GUILLAUME 
[ 1690-1743]. 
1739. Amusement philosophique sur le langage 
des bestes. 12mo. pp. 2 + 157+7. Paris. 
A curious and rare book (bestiary) on the comparative physiology 
and sociology of birds and other animals. The author was obliged 
(in an appended letter) to apologize to the Church for some state
ments offensive to ecclesiastic sensibilities. 

1740. A philosophical amusement upon the lan
guage of beasts and birds. Written originally in 
French by Father Bougeant, a famous Jesuit; 
now confined at La Fleche on account of this 
work. The 2nd ed. corrected. crown 8vo. pp. (2) 
+ 66. 2 figs. London. 
A curious little work in which the author sets forth his reasons for 
believing that, beasts and birds spl.lak. The work is written in three 
parts: (1) Of the understanding of beast ; (2) Of the necessity of 
a language between beasts; (3) Of the language of bea ts. For this 
apparently harmless di sertation the author was sent to prison . 
There appears to be no copy in the British Museum, nor can the 
date of the first issue be definitely stated. 

BOULENGER, EDWARD GEORGE [1888- ] . 
1913. Reptiles and Batrachians. 8vo. pp. 14+ 
278. pl. London and New York. 
Highly desirable treatise by a world authority. 

[1926 ]. A naturalist at the Zoo, with 34 
illustrations by L. R. Brightwell. 8vo. pp. 206. 
front. 33 pl. London. 
The habits and characters of some of the most interesting birds to 
be found in the London Zoo occupy pp. 123-58, the rest of the 
book being given up to accounts of the mammals, reptiles, ft hes'.. 
and insects. 

[1927]. Animal mysteries. Illust. by L. R. 
Brightwell. 8vo. pp. 214. front. 23 pl.

1 
f fi{ ~ 

Lf!ndor;1J 
Nature still presents us with a formidable array of unsolved 
mysteries, a few of which are touched upon in this volume. Birds 
figure throughout its pages under such headings as travel and migra
tion, longevity, architects, pugilists, freaks, sacred, music, evolution, 
nursing fathers, etc., with four plates of illustration . 

[1927]. A naturalist at the dinner table. 12mo. 
pp. 160. London. 

1927. The Aquarium Book. 8vo. London. 

[ea. 1928]. Living Animals of the World in Picture 
and Story. 4 vols. 4to. 2,000 illusl. 50 col. pl. 

London. 
1772. Voyage autour du monde par la fregate This is a popular wor'k but consisting of contributions by various 
du roi La Boudeuse, et la flute L' Etoile en 1766-69. well-known scientific writers on zoology. 

2e ed. 2 vols. maps. Paris. BOULENGER, GEORGE ALBERT [1858- ] • 
1772. Supplement au voyage; ou, Journal d 'un 1890. See BLANFORD, w. T. 
voyage autour du mond fait par Sir Joseph Banks 1897_9 _ See FITZGERALD, E. A. 
et D. C. Solander, Anglois, en 1768-71; tr. de 
l'Anglois. pp. 16 +262. illust. Paris. 1897-8. The Tailless Batrachians of Europe. 
Remarks on the birds of the Falkland Islands will be found at p. 114 2 pts. 8vo. pp. 3 + 376. 24 col. pl. 6 maps. text-
In the first volume. figs. London. 
1772-?3. Voyage autour du .mon~e, ~ar l~fregate A notable treatise, Nos .• 74 and 75 of the Ray ~ociety publications. 
du r01 la Boudeuse, et la flute l Et01le; en 1766, 1898-1902. See WILLEY, A. 
1767, 1768 & 1769. 2. ed., augm. . 3 vols. 8vo. J..· 
fold. pl. (incl. maps, plans). Paris. 18~8-1902 . ..._ ~atr.1aux pour la Faun~ _du Congo. 
Another printing of the editio princeps, 1772. f-.. Po1ssons nouveaux. Vol. I. f)6 pl. addLlzons. 10 pl. 
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?irBOULENGER, G. A. (contd.)] 
1898-1907. See ANDERSON, JOHN, editor. 
1902. See BR. MUS. (NAT. HIST .) 'SOUTHERN CROSS'. 
1903-7. See ANNANDALE and ROBl SON. 
1904. Fishes. Cambridge Natural 
vol. VII. 
One of the best of this famous series. 

History, 
London. 

1907. List of the Fishes ... in the River Gambia. 
(Wanting.) 
This contribution to the Budgett memorial volume is a valuable 
treatise on the ichthyology of West Africa. 

1907. The Fishes of the Nile. 2 vols. 4to. 
1907-date. See BR. IUS. (NAT. HIST.) VOYAGE 
'DISCOVERY'. 
1909. See BR. MUS. NAT. HIST. 
1910. Les Batraciens et principalement ceux 
d'Europe. 8vo. pp. 305. Paris. 
1912. See LYDEKKER [and others]. 
1913. The Snakes of Euro e. 8vo. pp. x+296. 

London. 
1914-16. See GRA T, WM. R. OGILVIE-, editor. 
1920-1. Monograph of the Lace-rtidae. 2 vols. 
8vo. Vol. I. pp. x+325. Vol. II. pp. viii+451. 

London. 

1908. An introduction to the study of the com
parative anatomy of animals. 2nd ed. 12mo. 
illust. London. 

1919. Comparative anatomy of animals. 2 vols. 
Another edition of a useful work. 

BOURNEMOUTH NATURAL SCIENCE 
SOCIETY. 
1908-date. Proceedings. 

BOURNS, FRANK SwiFT and WORCESTER, 
D. C. 
1894. Preliminary notes on the birds and mam
mals collected by the Menage scientific expedition 
to the Philippine Islands. 4to. pp. 64. (Minne
sota academy of natural sciences, vol. l, no. l.) 

1\1 inneapolis. 
1898. See WORCESTER, D.C. 

1906. A hand-list of the birds of the Philippine 
Islands. See McGREGOR, RICHARD c. 

BOUSSUETUS, FRA CISCUS [1520-72]. 
1558. De natura aquatilium carmen in universam 
G. Rondeletti, quam de piscibus marinis scripsit 
historiam. 2 vols. 4to. illusl. Lugduni. 

BOUTEILLE' H IPPOLYTE. 
1843.- Ornithologie du Dauphine. 2 vols. 

BOULGER, G. S. [1894-95.] BOUVET, E. [1890.] See MOUY, G. 
1894-5. The country month by month. See 
OWEN, J. A. 

BOULOGNE-SUR-MER; Station Aquicole. 
1892-1904. Annales. 
1905-14. Annales. rew series. (\\'anting.) 

BOURCIER, JULES. 
1874. Collection typique 
(Trochilides). 8vo. pp. 12. 

BOURGET. 

d 'oisea ux mouches 
Paris. 

1910. Beaux Dimanches. Observations d'histoire 
naturelle. illust. Lausanne. 

BOURJOT -SAINT-HILAIRE' ALEXA DRE 
[1801-86]. 
1837-8. Histoire naturelle des perroquets, troi
sieme volume (supplementaire), pour faire suite 
aux deux volumes de Levaillant, contenant les 
especes laissees inedites par cet auteur ou recem
ment decouvertes. Ouvrage destine k completer 
une monographie figuree de la famille~des psitta
cides, le texte renfermant la classification, la 
synonymie et la description de chaque espece; 
sui vi ,d 'un~ index general des especes decri tes dans 
tout \, 'ou,rage. Les figures liLhographiees et 
colorires avec soin par M. Werner. folio. pp. 42+ 
220. 111 col. pi. index. Paris. 
T!te titles describe accurately this beautiful monograph on parrot.s, 
w1th many fine hand-colored plates. 

BOURNE, GILBERT CHARLES [1861- ] . 
1900-2. An introduction to the study of the com
parative anatomy of animals. 2 vols. illust. 

London. 

BOUVIER, AIME. 
1875. Afrique occidentale. Catalogue geo
graphique des oiseaux recueill!s par Alfred 
Marche et Victor de Compiegne dans leur voyage, 
1872-74. 8vo. pp. 42. Privately printed. Paris. 
A list, with their geographic distribution, of a collecti?n of African 
birds. The copy in hand is an autographed presentation to Osbert 
Salvin by the author. From the Godman library. 

BOVALLIUS, CARL ERIK ALEXANDER [1849-
1907]. 
1887. Resa i Central-Amerika, 1881-83. 2 vols 
8vo. pp. 508. 208 illust. pl. maps. Upsala. 

BOWDEN' JOHN. 
1869. The naturalist in Norway; or, Notes on the 
wild animals, birds, fishes, and plants of that 
country. With some account of the principal 
salmonrivers. 8vo. pp.xii+(2)+263. front. (col.). 
7 pl. (col.). T. of c. London. 
The portion of this work devoted to birds will be found in 
Chapters XIII-XXVI. 

BOWDICH, THOMAS EDWARD [1791-1824]. 
1821. An analysis of the natural classification of 
mammalia, for the use of students and travellers. 
8vo. pp. 118. 15 folding lith. pl., with explanato:y 
captions. index. portr. Parzs. 
Written by the 'Conductor of the Mission to Ashantee '. The figures 
and much of the text are copied from Cuvier. Remarks on the 
orders are appended by H. Kuhl. Bound up with the author's An 
Introduction to the OrnithoW{m of Cuvier. 

1821. An introduction to the Ornithology of 
Cuvier for the use of Students and Travellers. 
8vo. pp. 90. 21 litlz. pl. (264 figs.). index. Paris. 
According to the preface, the text is translated from Cuvier arranged 
in tabular form, illustrated by figures and explained by notes. 
There are two title-pages, slightly different, one with PI. I attached. 

A .v.aluable treatise on the subject, that passed through several The present copy belonged to Wm. Yarrell, with his autograph and 
ed1tlons. address. 
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~ 1825. Excursions in Madeira and Porto Santo 
during the autumn of 1823, while on his third 
voyage to Africa. To which is added, by Mrs. 
Bu\ dich, I. A narrative of' the continuance of the 
voyage Lo its completion . . . II. A description of 
the English settlements on the river Gambia. 
Ill. .\ ppendi:>..: containing zoological and botani
cal descriptions, and translations from the Arabic. 
4to. pp. xii+278. front. (col. ). 21 pl. (3 col., 
3 fold. ). 3 figs. T. of c. append. London. 

BOWLES, Jm-1 HooPER and DAWSON, W. L. 
1909. The birds of Washington, &c. See DAWSON, 
W. L. 

BOXBERGER, LEO. VON. 
1909. Das deutsche Vogelschutzgesetz vom 30 
Mai 1908 nebst den das Flugwild betreffenJen 
Bestimmungen cter PrPussischen Jagdordnung 
vom 15 Juli 1907. 12mo. pp. 67. index . Berlin. 
A summary of Prussian laws relating to bircl prot.rction to 1909. 

BOYCE, \VILLIAM DICKSO [1848-1923]. 
1922. A usLralia anrl ew Zealand. 8vo. pp. ( 2) + 
v-xvii+(1) +·381. front. (portr. ). 29G figs. (20birds ). 
1 map. (col. fold. ). T. of c. New l 'ork. 
The notes of a newspaper reporter. Chapter V contains an ae<'ount of the birds of Australia. New Zealand Lirds are trrated in Chapter II, pp. 269-74. 

BOYD, JuLrA. Bewick Gleanings, etc. See 
BEWICK, THOMAS, 188(:). 

B OYLE, E. V. B. 
1900. In praise of birds. 8vo. pp. 24. [London.j 

BOYSON, V. F. and VALLENTIN, RuPERT. 
1924. The Falkland I slands. 8vo. pp. xii+(4)+ 
13- 414. fronl. 23 pl. 1 map (fold. ). T. of c. 
append. bibliogr. indr>x. 0.1'{ord. 
Divided into four part.s: Pt. l , Bistory; Pt. II, Imlnstries; Pt. ill. Geophysical notes; Pt. IY, Zoolog~' . Tltf' binls Ly Hnpert Yallentin will be fatmd in Pt. IV, Jlp. 28;1~ 335. with six illustrations, and a bibliography, PJJ. 306-7. 

BOY'S OW N BOOK OF SPORTS, BIR DS AND ANIMALS. 1848. See ANO YMous. 

B RABOURNE, \VYNDHAJ\1 vVENnYORTH KNATCH
BULL-HUGESSEN (.J rd Baron ) [1855-1915) and 
CHUBB ' CHARLES. 
[1912-17]. The birds of SouLh America. 2 vols. 
8vo and 4lo. Vol. I, pp. xix+(1)+504. 1 map (col.). 2 indexes. Vol. II, pp. xi +(1). 38 pl. (col.). 

London. 
Originally, this work was to have comprised 16 volumes with 400 plates, but the death of Lord Brabourne, whilst fighting at Neuve-Chapelle in 1915, put an abrupt stop to the work. Vol. I, issued in December 1912, contains his valuable list of the birds, by far the most complete yet issued. The series of 38 beautiful plates intended for this work and contained in vol. II was issued subsequently, und('r eparate authorship and title, as Illustrations of the Game Birds and H'aterjm!'l of South America, by H. Gri:invold, 1917 (q.v.). Both of these volumes in the Jl.fcGilllibrary are autographed, presentation copie::;. 

B R A CX, WE CESLAUS. See vocABULARIUS RERUM. 

BRADFORD, CHARLES BARKER. 

BRADLEY, S. M. See SCIENCE LECTURES, 1883-5. 
BRADY' ANTONIO [1811-81 J. 

1874. Catalogue of the Pleistocene vertebrata 
from the neighbourhoo<i of Ilford, Essex, by 
William Davies. 8uo. pp. xxvii+74. front. 4 maps (3 sect. ). append. London. 
The only remains that were found of the class A ves were :t right humerus of an aquatic birtl of the dl,lCk family (length 5t5 In.) and the upper half of a l'<Hlius (length :tfi in.). ' 

BRAESS , MARTIN. 
1901. Unsere gefiederten Freunde. Eine Samm
lung ornithologischer Vortrage. 8vo. pp. 4+175. 
T. of c. Leipzig. 
A series of popular ehapters on ornithologic subjects. 
1903. Das heimische Vogelleben im Kreislauf des 
J ahres. 8vo. pp. 8 + 222. 1 col. pl. and numerous 
olhPr illusl. index. Being pt. 1 of Das heimische 
Tier- und Pflanzenleuen im J(reislauf des .Jahres. 

Dresden. 
This popular tre~ttise on the seasonal life of birds was issued in six parts as part of a larger work. The present copy (in its original covers) is (·omplete, from the Reichenow collection. 
1914. Aus clem Vogelleben unserer Heimat; 
ornithologische Plaudereien. 8vo. pp. 8+211. 
index. 1\-liinchen. 
Interesting and in ·tructive chapters on bird lore and bird llte. From the Jibmry of Prof. Reichenow. 
[1914]. Heimatliches Vogelbuch; Beobachtungen 
unsrer heimatlichen Vogelwelt in freier Natur. 
pp. 8+216. illust. (Lebensbi.icher der Jugend, 
Bd. 25.) Braunschweig. 

BRAISLIN, W. C. 
1907. List of Birds of Long Island, N.Y. pp. 106. 

New York. 
This important list also appears in B. J. Thompson's Historv of Long Island (q.v.). { 

BRAMBELL, F. W. RoGERS. 
1930 . The Developrnent of Sex in Vertebrates. 
8vo. pp. 16 +261. 24 pl. 25 figs. in text. index. 
A scientific treatise on the subject with an Introduction by Julian S. Huxlt>y. 

BRANDER, A. A. DUNBAR. 
1923. Wild Animals in Central India. 8vo. pp. 16 
+296. illust. index. 
A popular account of many Indian mammals, a systematic list of which (with the trivial names) is given in the Append.Lx. 

BRANDT, JOHANN FRIEDRICH [1802-79]. 
1835 . Mammalium exoticorum novorum vel 
minus rite cognitorum Musei Academici Zoologici 
descriptiones et icones. pp. 2+106. 19 pl. (3 col.). 
Author's repr. from Acad. Imp. Sci. St. Peters
bourg. 1\Iem. ~er. VI, tom. 2 & 3. Pelropoli. 
1835 . Prodromus descriptionis animalium ab 
C. H. Mertensio in orbis terrarum circumnaviga
tione observatorum. Fascic. l. 4to. pp. 75. 6 tab. 
col. Petropoli. 
No more published. 
1836 . Description/et icones avium Rossicor. nov. 
Fasc. I. (unic.) . Do. 6 lab. col. P etrop. 
Second printing of the first and only part published of a projected work on thP birds of Russia. l1901 . The wild fowlers; or- Sporting scenes and characters of the great lagoon. 16mo. pp. ( 6 ) + [1837]. Beitrage zur K enntniss der N a t u r-175. front. 1 pl. 3Z figs. T. of c. New l 'ork. geschichte der Vogel, mit besonderer Beziehung A book for sportsmen. /'- auf Skeletbau und vergleichende Zoo1ogie. Ab-

T 
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~ [BRANDT, .T. F. (conlrl.)] 
handl. l-6. folio. pp. [15fJ]. ,'20 pl. (Exrerpt 
from A cad. imp. Sci. St. Pelel'sl.Jourg. 1\!Iem. 
ser. vi, tom. v, pl. '2.) 
This ropy of Hrandt'R osteology of bird. (1 :Ji') wa~ ]Jrrsf'ntf'd h~· 
the late Professor Alfred. ewton to his friPIHt and pupil.\lr . .\lan:;on
Bahr, author of the Birds of Fiji, nnd hy him giwn to Dr. ('ase-~' 'A. 
Wood. 

. r ~it age zur KcnnLniss ller 1aturgeschirhLe 
der 1\

0
<-ll. Abhandl. 1--6. 4lo. pp. G+ 154. 19 pl. 

(All ub ErsLe Lieferung. (R pr. from Acad. 
tmp. sct. de Si. Pl!lers!Jozzrg. Vlemoires, ser. 6, 
vol. 5, pt. 2.) 8i. Pelersburg. 
A stud:v of the comparative anatomy of hirds in six -parts, probably 
all that appeared. The monof.{raph is devotf'd almost entirely to 
avian osteology and h; admirably illustrated. The copy in hand i!' 
eparately entitled and bonnd-from the P. I,. }-;clater collection. 

1839. Spicilegia ornitbologica exotica. Fasci
cules I. folio. pp. 37. 5 pl. No more published. 
Repr. from ;uemoires de !'~· lead. imperiale des 
sciences de t. Pelersl;ourg, ser. V I, L. V, '2. p Lie. 

Petropoli. 
A reprint of the flr;:;t fa;:;ciclc of thf' comp1etc paper. 

[1847]. Fuligulam (LamproneLLam) I~ ischeri no
vam avium Ho icnrum speciem praemis is obser
vationibus :ul Fuligulmum generis ceLiouum et 
subgenerum quorundam cllararteres et affinitates 
spectantihus. folio. pp. 19. 1 pl. (col.). 

Pelropoli. 
A separate, specially pagf'd imprint of the author's ]Hl]Jer of the 
same title, occupying pp. I 16 of the Mhnoires de l'Academie 
Jrnperiale des SciPnces dP St. /'etersbo?a(J, Her. VI, vol. Vlll, pt. 2, 
February 18-!8. It was pnbli;:;ltrd in this separate form in advance 
of the Journal. 1ew generic and specific names appear in the }Japer. 

BRASHER, REx. 
1930. Birds and trees of North America. 12 vols. 
70 col. pi. in each nol. Paintings of all the birds 
of the North American continent. 100 eLs pub
lished. (\Vanting.) Kent, Conn., U.S.A. 
This magnificent series of colored drawin~s i:; described by Dr. 
f'ushma.n Murphy as follows: · 1 believe that no such projert has 
been attempted . ince the time of Audubon, and of course the 
number of species and form of orth American birds !mown to-day 
is more than double that recognized at the time of the pioneer 
painter-ornithologist.. Mr. Brasher's nine hundred paintings include 
:some twenty-five hundred figurfs, showing the plumage differences 
of the sexes in adult bird , a!l well ns variations dllf' to age and 
season. The great mnjority of the birds are painted Jif~-size, and all 
are shown associated with proper vegetation, both birds and plant. 
being drawn as artistically as is consistent with scientific accnrncy.' 

BRASIL , Lo IS. 
1913. Genera Avium. See \VYTSMA , P., 1~ll3-
l4. 

1914. Les oiseaux d'eau, de rivage eL de marais 
de France, de Belgique & des iles Britanniques. 
8uo. pp. 338. 142 text-figs. index. Paris. 
An account, written €'specially for 'sportsmen', of 223 water and 
shore birds, with short df'srriptions of thr speeies, their habits, etc. 
The woodcuts are excellent. The IJresent copy is from the nodman 
library in the originnl wrappers. 

BRAUER, AUGUST. 

1909-date. Die Susswasserfauna Deutschlands, 
etc. 8vo. 19 Hefte. Jena. 
The title is somewhat misleading as articles on the vertebrates of 
middle Europe are given. In Heft 1, pp. -! +206, with text-figs., 
P. Matschle describes the mammalia, A. Reichenow the aves, G. 
Tornier the reptiles and amphibia, and P. Pa.ppenh im the pisce . 

BRAYTON, A. W. See OHIO, STATE oF, 1882. 
Mammals. 

BRAZIER, J OH . See A STRALIA 

1892. 
l\IUSEUM, 

BRAZIL. Commissao de Linhas Telegraphicas 
... de Matta Grosso ao Amazonas. 
(1914)-16. Esluuo e reeonlwcintrnlos. Vol. 1. 
4lo. pp. 3fJ3 + 29. 36 71l. 1 map. figs. in lext. 
(\Yauling.) Rio de .fanPiro. 
This otlwrwisP extrnsiYe Rt uclr of thr t1ora aJH1 fauna of Brazil 
has so fnr only one nrtkk Oil VNtPI>ratP,;, h;·urd in l9l-! viz . 
.\lanuniit•ros, pp . ..J.() · :3. 25 ])!., illnstration: in the text. An ..t~ne.ro 
(_ oR. I H) to thr whole report was is:snetl in Hl09-1U . 

BREADY, :VIAHCIA HROW.'WELL. 

1929. The European Slat'ling on ils westward 
way,elr. 8vo. pp.26 + 141. rol.fronl. illust. 

N.Y. 
A hist.ory of the steady progrrf;s of Slum us 1'. culuraisfrom the release 
of 0 1Jird:; in X.Y. Central Park;)() yp;u·s ago to their invasion aud 
euonnoul'\ inC"rrase throughout most of North Amrrif'a from C'anada 
to Florida . Although carclrssly written, rviclf'ntly by an amateur 
it has mnny J)Oint. of intrrc~t, P~JlCC"ially observation;:; about the 
varied mu. ieal Hong of thr spePi.cs. 

BRECK, EvwARU [1801- ] . 
1910. \Villlerness pels at Camp Buekshaw. 8uo. 
pp.xi+(1) +239+(1). f1'oni. 15pl. 14figs. T.o(c. 

London. 
A popular account of the doing~ of wild pds. nmongst which were 
young Grf'nt black-backed UuUs and Loons, with illustration:; of 
e]Ji~odeR in their lives. 

BREDER, CHAS. ~l. 
1929. Field Book of 'Marine Fishes of Lhe Atlantic 
C:oa t from Labrador to Tc>.a . 12mo. pp. 38 + 
332. 8 col. pl. 403 le:rl illusl. N.1 . 
A useful little pockrt uook for flrld worl,, with identitlcatiou key 
and bibliography. 

BREDSDORFF, J. II. 
1817. Clas ifil:.atio Rerum 1 'aLuralium. Hafniae. 

BREE, CIIARLE ROBERT [1811-86]. 
1859-63. A history of lhe birds of Europe, not 
obsel'vcd in the British Isles. 4 vols. 4lo. col. 
fronl. col. pl. T. of c. Bibliography, vol. 4, 
pp. [·245 ]-8. Vol. l. 1 5H. pp. 1 +xv+ 1 +207. 
60 col. pi. T. of c. Vol. II. 1860. pp. iu-+ 203. 
60 rol. pl. T. of c. Vol. Ill. 1862. pp. iv+247. 
GO rol. pi. T. of c. Vol. IV. 1863. pp. xvi +250. 
,58 col. pl. T. of c. inde.r. Lisl of European birds. 

London. 
ThiR achnirable de::;('riptivc trcntisr wa. is. uell at irregular intervals 
in (about) 60 part::;. It fnrniRhes thr synonymy, generic cha~acters, 
distribution, and habits of tho e birds of Europe seen outs1de the 
Briti ·h I le:>. 

1875-6. A history of the birds of Europe, not 
observed in tbe British I les. 2nd ed. enl. 5 vols. 4lo. 
col. pl. T. of c. Vol. l. 1875. pp. ix+3+150. 
54 pl.; 53 col. T. of c. Vol. Il. 1875. pp. iv+471. 
53 col. pl. 1 fig. in text. T. o{ c. Vol. Ill. 1875. 
pp. iv+176. 50 col. pl. T. of c. Vol. IV. 1875. 
pp. iv+180. 51 col. pi. 1 fig. in text. T. of c. 
Vol. V. 1876. pp. iv+175. 45 col. pi. 2 text-figs. 
T. of c. general index. London. 
An enlarged and corrected edition, with an amended 'List of European 
Birds' and a bibliography. See note on fir::;t edition, 1859-63. 

BREHM, ALFRED EDMU D [1829-84]. 
1861. Das Leben der Vogel. Dargestellt fOr Haus 
und Familie. 4lo. pp. 20 + 707. 27 col. pl. T. of c. 
index. Issued in part . Glogau. 
An edition de Zuxe of thi well-known but scarce first edition on 
popular ornithology. The above copy (in the original tinted covers) 
is from the Cabanis-Reichenow collection. The author, a famous 
ornithologist, has published numerous works on avian lif~, the 
majority of which have been many times translated and reprmted. 

/'--
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Illustrirles Thierlehen, ete. 6 vols. 8vo. 
I-1 ildbu ruliausen. 

This is the Rix-volnmc printing of a Yery popular histor~· of animal lifr Uwt hfl8 l>een widrly tramllated flnu publishrd in m:m.1· edition::;. 
1867. Le ben der Vogel. 2ie u~ Gloyau. 
[1869-73]. Ca sell 's IJook of birds from Lhe lext 
of A. E Brehrn, by Thoma Rymer .Jone . 4 vols. 
40 col. pl. 420 text-figs. T. o( c. index. 
This amended translation with noLes of a portio a or Breluu ':; famous Illustrirte1/'hierleben is geuerally issued undated. There arr two copies in t.M E.S.W. Library, one pulJlished ill four volumes, as an edition de luxe, wit.h decorated covers ; thr. other hound in two vols. Collation of the four volumes: Vol. I, pp. l'iii + 312. 10 col . pl. 111 text-fius. Vol. II, pp. 11iii + 320. 10 col. p/. 112 text-figs. Vol. lrt, pp. viii + 312. 10 col. pl. 112 text-figs. Vol. IV, pp . 1•iii t 312. 10 col. pl. 5 text-figs. London and New York. 

1871-4. Bird-life; being a history of the bird, its 
sLrueture, and habits, together with sketches of 
fifty different species. Tr. from the German by 
ll. M. Labouchere and Vv. Jesse. 8vo. pp. xxvi + 
898. 11 col. pl. (incl. front.). T. of c. index. 
Issued in parts. 
One of scvrral translations of Hrelun's Da8 Leben rler l ' oyel. 

1872-6. Gefangene Vogel. Ein Hand- und Leltr
buch fiir Liebbaber und Pileger einheimischer und 
fremdlandischer Kafigvogel. 2 vols. 4to. T. of c. 
inde:.res. Vol. I, 3 pis. pp. viii+626 + 2. 2 col. pl. 
Vol. II, 1 pt. [all ]. pp. iv + 827. 2 col. pl. Leipzig. 
This popular work on cage-birds, etc., is the product of >:ome dozen hands, among them Baldamus Cabani , et al. It rank among the first of its class as a German handbook. 

1890-3. IllustrirLys Thierleben, etc. DrilLe Auf
lage von E. Pechuyl-Loesche. 10 vols. 8vo. illust. 

Leipzig. 
This is one of the most. elaborate and best illustrated semi-popular treatises on animal lifr c.ver issued . Thr mammall (vols. I Ill), birds (lV- YI), and fi ::;hes (Ylll) are edit rrl by Perltn 1- Lorschc and W. Haacke; the rep1iJes and amvhibia by P.-L. aw 0. Rocttg<'r. 
1895. Anirn:=tls uJ the \Vorld. 

cte la nature: l'homme et les animaux, 13 vols.) 
Vol. I, pp. xxvi+790+1. 19 pl. 215 figs. in text. 
Vol. II, pp. [1]+905+1. 20 pl. 205 figs. in text. 

Paris. 
The ornithological volumes of Brehm's L'homme et Les Animaux 
tnU!-\t be rarer tlum t.he other series as 'Les Oiseaux' is not mentioned in any of tJw ordinar:v ratalogues. The present copy, in the Blacker Librarr, appears to be mostly a French translation of the German text with-< howrvt>r, considerable additions by the able editor, ~.ucrbe. 

BREHM, CHRISTIA LUDWIG [1787- 1864]. 
1820-2. Beitrage zur Vogelkunde in vollstandigen 
Beschreibungen mehrerer neu entdeckter und 
vieler seltener, oder uicht gehorig beobachteter 
deutscher Vogel, mit funf Kupfertafeln von C. L. 
Brehm und [vVilhelm Schilling]. 3 vols. 12mo. 

N eusladl-an-der-Orla. 
This is a fundamental work for the study not only of German ornithology but of ornithology in general. 
1823-4. Lehrbuch der naLurgeschichte aller 
europaischen Vogel. 2 volS. 12mo. col. front. 
Vol. I, pp. xii+41G. 1 col. pl. Vol. II, pp. viii+ 
417 + 1047. index. Jena. 
An important worl~ .for the student, since sevr.ral new species of Emopean birds are described. The copy in hand is part of the Cabani. ·-Reichenow collection. 

·1831. Handbuch der aturgeschichte aller Vogel 
Deutsc.hlands. 8vo. col. pi. llmenau. 
A rlassic treati' e on mid-European avi.fauna. 
1836. Der Vogelfang. 8vo. pp. 4+158. pl. and 
figs. in tex·t. index. Leipzig. 
Extracted from the Allgemein. Encyclopiidie d. ges. Land- u. Haul-wirt. d. Deutschen. A Register at the end has been added. 
1842-55. Monographic der Papageien; oder, Voll-
stiindige Naturgeschichte aller bis jetzt bekannten 
Papageien mit gctreuen und ausgemalten Abbil
clungen, im Vereine mit andern N aturforschern. 
Hefte 1- 10, 12- 14. Jena. 

Gf· 

Chicago. 
An English translation of the well known Thierleben, from the third German edition. 

Lacking Heft 11 of 1-i. A well.cvritten and well/~ustrated treatise on~leJtalf<J 11arrots. /' " 
1896. From Lhe orLh Pole to the Equator. Tr. 
by M. E. Thomson. 8vo. London. 
1911-13. Die V og·el, N eu hcnrbcilu ng von \Villiam 
.Marshall, vollenrl.rL von F. liempelmann und 0. 
zur Strassen. 4 vols. 4lo. T. of' c. inrleJ·. From 
Brehm's Tierlehen, vols. G- n. Vol. I, pp. viii + 498. 
36 col. pl. 100 figs. in lexl. Vol. I[, fJfJ. xiv + 492. 
39 col. pl. 85 figs. in tex·t. Vol. Ill, pp. xii + 472. 
32 col. pl. 85 text-figs. Vol. IV, pp. xvi + 565 + 568. 
40 pl. (27 col.). 9 dou!Jle plates (photos ), 2 plates of 
eggs, and 3 maps. [.('ip:iy. 
This excellent treatise, although retaining the pnpnlar st~·Je and most of Uw original text of the author, ha.- b een fully llwught up to date by tllr editor:;. 

1911-18. Allgemeinc Kunde des Ticrrriclls. (0. L. 
zur Slrassen.) 4th eel. 1.3 vols. .Jlu. 3,.'!31Jil. aiUl 
lexl-figs. (279 col.). Leipr:.irJ. 
This is a lat~> and enlarged rdltion of Brrhrll'i:l Tierfeill'll, witl1 hundreciH of colored ancl plain illustrations anu OYer 3,000 pa!rt':; of uescripti' c text. 

1924. Das klcine Brebm. Das ges. Tierreich aus 
Brehm's Tierleben ... l\1. Kahlc. 8vu. llu fif!:J. 
29 pl. ( 4 col.). Bcl'lin. 
n.d. ;\ferveilles de la nalurc. liS vols. 
A complet e l•'rcnel.l edition, with note~, of the author',.; 1'icrleben. 
11. · • Les oiseaux. Ed. Fran~aise revue par Z. 
Gerbe. 2 vols. T. u( c. inde.as. (From l\lcrveilles ;\' 

1855. Der vollsU1ndige Vogelfang; eine grund
lir he , \ nlei LungQalle europaischen Vogel zu fangen, 
mit besonderer Beruek ichLigung der Vogelstel
lrrei der Franzo en und Afrikaner. 8uo. pp. 
xxviii+416. 2 pl. index. Weimar . :m important anrl early das;;i<.:: n. cle:-.rriptivc li~t of the 1-lirds of Emope interesting to tile rcf\earch stndent on aecount of the mention of Rpccies new to scienC"r. It is al o a handbook for the dealer and hnntslll<lll as it clescribc · the means of trapping birds of variou. ldnds. 

1865. Kanurienvogel, Sprosser, etc. 7 pl. 
Weimar. 

1866. Vcrzrklmiss del' nachgelas ·en('ll Sammluug 
(meisl) uropuischer \'0gcl. 8vo. pp. 15. 

[Hamburg. J 
A list of G,U7:3 bird skint-~ in the c·ollertion of Ch. L . Rrehm under lhPiJ' systematk ll<llllCR, rl'prrsenting in all 673 sp •cies, mostly of l ~nropcan bird,; . 
1872. Vogc'lhaus u. seine Uewohner. 3 AuJ-

n ~imar. 
ll.d. Die Eier der Europaeisdlcn Voegel. Mit 
ei1wr Be dlrcilJung des 1'\rsthaues gcmeinschaft
lkh hca!'bcitcL mil L. Brehtn, cc. folio. See 
I:L\EilEKEH, F. \V. J. 

BREMEN. Geographische Gesellschaft. 
1873-4. Die zwc' i I e den I tWlle 1 ord polarfahd in 
rlPn Jallt·cn l8WJ unu 1870, unLer Fi'tllr'ung des 
l~upil8H 1 arl Koldewey. 2 volii. 4to. illusl. 
purtr. pl. maps. Leipzig. 

~ 
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BREMEN. Naturwissenschaftl. Verein zu 
Bremen. 
1864--date. Abhandlungen (u. Jahreshericht mit 
Index). 

BRENCHLEY, Juuus Luclls [1817?-73]. 
1873. Jottings during the crui e of H. I.S. 
Curagoa among the '"-outh Sea Islands in 1865. 
8vo. pp. xxviii+48Y." front. (co l. fold. ). 69 pl. 
(44 col., 21 birds ). 1 map (ro t. fold. ). :17 figs. 
T. of c. ind!J?:. London. 
Jottings made whilst a guest on board the/ Cura('O the natural 
history notices being written by varions~pec1 1 s from the 
collections of the author. The notice relatin~ to the birds con<'erns 
only those that are new, or especially rare to science, and hns been 
written by . R. Gray, with 21 beautifully colored plates by 
J. Smit. 

BBEN ANO'S AQUATIC MONTHLY AND 
SPORTING GAZETEER. , ee QUATJC 

MON'.fHLY AND NAUTICAL REVIEW. 

BRESLICH, W. and XOEPERT, 0TTO. 
1893. Bilder aus dem Tier- und Pflanzenreiche 
fUr Schule und Haus. 8vo. pi. 2. ltenburg. 
CoNTENTS. Vogel, Reptilien, Amphibien. 
These are word-pictures of a number of familiar birds, ranging from 
eagles to canaries and ostriches. There are referenc<.'s to folk-lore 

t l and supecytions regarding the healing powers of some of the hirds, 
especially fhe magpie and the cross bill. 

~ B R ETSCHER, KONRAD. 
1915. Der Vogelzug im schweizerischen ~Titlelland 
in seinem Zusammenhang mit den \ViU!"rungs
verhaltnissen. folio. pp. [ 46]. 3 fold. tables. Repr. 
from Schweizerische naturforschende GesellschafL. 
Neue Denkeschriften, vol. 51, Abh. 2. Ziirich. 
Author's edition of a brochure on avian migration in the interior 
of Switzerland as affected by weather conditions. 

BREUGEL, H. G. v. 
1794-6. Naspooringen aangaande de oonlogie of 

~ eierkunde en de oorspronkel. voortteeling v. 
menschen en beesten. pp. 584. Dordr. 
It is said of this rare treatise that it is a contribution to • de voogel
eieren, de hoender-eieren in 't bijzonder, natuurl. broeding d. 
eieren d. de vogels zelve, de kon tige uitbroeding, em.'. 

~r 
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BREWER, THOMAS MAYO [1814-80]. 
1854 . See ALEX. WILSON'S AMERICA ORNITHOLOGY. 

1857. <;;;.mithsonian contribution to knowledge. 
North American oology; being an account of the 
habits and geographical distribution of the birds 
ol North America during their breeding season; 
wi'th figures and descriptions of their egg . Part 1. 
4to. pp. (2) +viii+132. 5 pl. (col., 76 figs.). T. of c. 
addend. index. vVashington. 
Published in June 1857, separately, a;; above. Later it was reprinted 
and published with the same pagination, but with the second title, 
only, in vol. XI of the J.~.lJtion.sJ dated 1859. The plates in 
the latter are not coloreU. Thereareseveral errors in the names of 
certain eggs figured, which have been noted by Uoues. The work 
was never completed. Enclosed in a pocket attheendof theYolume 
is a photograph of a sd of Duck Hawk's eggs with other skctche;;. 

[1859). Smithsonian contribution to knowledge. 
North American oology. Part 1.-Rap tores and 
Fissirostres. folio. pp. viii+132. 5 pl. (76 figs.). 
T. of c. addend. index. [Cambridge?] 
This is the reprint with the same text and pagination as the first 
iss~e, .1857 (q.v.), but with the s.econd title only, and the plates 
plam mstead of colorcd. There 1s no place of publication on thr> 
title-page. 

****, BAIRD , S. F., and R I DGWAY, R. 
f ffl . A history of North American bird . Land 
birds. See also BAIRD, S. F. and RID(:WAY, R. 

1875. See BAIRn, s. F. 

1875. Catalogue of Lhe birrls of New England. 
With brief noles indieating f he manner and 
charaf'l er of lheir prescn<'P; wi1 h u list of spcrirs 
included in previous catalogues believed lo have 
been wrongly classed ::~. hirn of :'-iPw Eng-l~md. 
8vo. pp. 21. Boston. 
.An aunotatc·d li . .;t of :130 !<pede. of 'IP\1 Bnglnnri hi.rcl . followed 
by a li.;t of~() species \Yhiri1 lhe author hac; withdra\1;1, Reprint 
frmtl tlw l'roceedinqs of th" Boston So<'iety of Nflt1Jr.tl Hi.~tnr11. 
YOl. • Yll, 'larch 3, 1873. 

1884. The wa1 er birds of -orlh Americ-a. Ser 
also BAIRD, S. F. and RIDGWAY, R. 

BREWSTER, WrLLIAM [1851- ]. 
1879. Description of First Plumages of .North 
American Birds. 8vo. (\\'anl.ing.) 

1886. The code of nomenclature and check-li. t of 
North American birds adopted by the meJ'i('an 
ornithologist ' Union. ee AMERICA'\ OR I

THOLOGI TC:.' U ION. 

1886. Bird migration. 4lo. pp. 22. 
Author's separate (~Temoirs Nuttall Ornith. Club, No. 1); part I 
trPating nocturnal bird-flights at a lighthouse in the B:n· of Fundn~·. 
anrl part II the general s11bjer>t of bird migration. 

1889. DescripLions of supposed new birds from 
western North America and :\le.·ico. 8vo. pp. 85-
98. [New 1'ork.] 
Author's reprint from the Auk, 1880. Tlw ten suppo~ed ne" hird, 
here treated consh•t of fiye spef'ie!'; and fiye snbsrerie::.. 

1895. Second and revLPd Check-list of ' orth 
Amrrienn bird · . Se" A1\I. OR;'I;ITJJ. 1 "'IO'L 

1895. The lancl-birrls and game-birds of Xew 
England. See MINOT, HE"'RY DAVIS. 

1902. Birds of the <:ape regions of Lower Cali
fMnia. \Yith one man. Rvo. pp. (2)+241+(1). 
mnp (fold.). bibliogr. indrr·. (;amhrirlqP. 
The basb of this monograph consi,ts of a collection of 'upward,; of 
4,400 bird ' made for the author h~· J\Ir. M. Ahbott Fraza.r in 188i. 

1906. The Birds of the Cambrirlge ReO'ion of 
Massachusetts. Four plate anrl three mapc:.. 811n. 
pp. 426. front. (portr.). inrle:v . (;ambridge, 1\Jass. 
The best work on the birlls of 1t given region, without details of 
description or synonymy, bnt with full notes on di;:;tribution, 
hflbits, easonal occurrence, and much historical data .. \Tem. IY 
of the Nuttall Orni.th. Club. 

1910. Check-list of ~ · orth American birdc:.. Pre
pared by a committee of the American Ornitho
logi ts' nion. Third edit ion (revised). See 
AMERIC_\1' OR~ITHOLOGL TS' U~IO~. 

1924. Birds of Lake mbagog. 8vo. Cambridge. 

BREWSTER ORNITHOLOGICAL CLUB. 
1899. Bulletin. ~o. 1. pp . .J. i\ "orresler, Jirp;s. 
The Co•npiler has no~ sceu tlti publication, which is li~ted in thr 
Brah;lin ~ale catalogue, 192::!. 

BRIDGE, THOMAS \VILLIA:\1 [181 -1909]. 
1904. Fi he (e,-clu ive of the systPmatk ~H'r~nnt 
of Teleostei . London, \ eu• } ork. 

BRIGHTON AND HOVE NATURAL HIS
TORY ... \ND P!IILOSOPIIICAL SOCIE'l'Y · 
1855 du.':'. Abstrac t ' of Papers. 

BRIGHTON. Dyke Road Museum. 
1901. Cai alogne of the rRsr of birds in t hr 
"J.1useum, & '. 3rd eel. .Srf 1 OOlH, E. T. 

1927. Calalogue of cases of birds. 5th cd. 
BOOfii, E. T. 



BRIGHTON NATURAL HISTORY AND 
PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY . 
1886-dale? Abstract . 

BRISTOL NATURALISTS ' SOCIETY. 

1863-5. Serie 1. 

1866-72 . Series 2. 

1874-1903. Series 3. 

1904-date. eries 4. 

Bristol, Eng . . 

BRIGHTWEN, ELIZA (born LDER), 'J;Jrs. 
GEORGE BRIGUTWE ' [1830-1906 J. 
1895. Inmate of m. house and garden .... 
Illustrated by Theo. Carreras. 8vo. pp. ( 8) + 9-
277. front. 31 figs. T. of c. London. 
A collection of studies of natural history, a few of which had already 
appeared in Nature Notes and in the Girls' Ou·n Paper. Four of 
these studies relate to the following birds: viz. Whitethroat, Brown 
Owl, Willow-Wrens, Tame Doves, and a fifth to feeding Wild Birds 
in Winter. 

1897. lore about wild nature. Illust. by the 
author. 3rd ed. 12mo. pp. xvi + 261. front. 
(portr.). 20 pl. 3 figs. T. o( c. London. 
Popular storie~ about wiltl animals. There is al!;o a chapter on how 
to make books of feathers, and home museum,, the hook being 
intended principally for young people. 

1897. \Yild nature won by kindnes ·. 
[5th eel.] 12mo. pp. (2) + Z.30. 3 pl. 
T. of c. 

Illust. 
91 figs. 
London. 

Little papers on natural hbtory-inrJuding i:iC\ era! on birds
written in a pleasing and popular style. The I t edition appeared 
in 1890, the 2nd the f'ame year, and thP :~nl I Rfl7 (and Rubsequent 
editions). 

1909. Eliza Bright -wen, the life and lhoughts of 
a naturalisl; ed. IJy \'. H. Chesson, with introd. 
and epilogue by Edmund Gosse. 8vo. pp. xxxii + 
215. front. (portr.). 1 pi. (porlr.). index. London. 
'lhe autobiography, journal (1 55-7:2), and thought!:\ (1892-5) of 
this talented naturali. t. ::\I an~· referenreR to Englh<h birds orcur 
throughout the volume. 

BRIGHTWEN SERIES, THE. 
1904 . ircl life in \\ ild \\'ales. See \\'ALPOLE-
BO D, J. A. 

BRIMLEY' CLE IE:.'>I r si ;\I{, EL [ 1863 ] . 
1919 . Bird of 'orth Carolina. , 'ee Pb\RSO, , T. G. 
and BRJl\ILEY, IJ. 11. 

:.RIMLEY, HEnBEHT UrTCHLSO · [1861- ]. 
1919 . North Ce:trolina g-eologi<'Hl and economic 
urvey. \ ol. l\ . Birds of 1 0rth arolina~. See 

PEARSON, T. (;. 

BRINK, C.\HEL FnEDHIK. 

1778. . 'ouveJi r drst:l'iption~ du < :ap ub Bunne
E. pel'::lll<'e a ec un jourrlal hi tol'iqtu~ d'un 
\oyage de tene fait par urdr clu gouvt•rneur Ryk 
Tulhag-11 dans l'in tf'rie ur de L\ l'r iqur. 8vo. pl. 

• lmslerdam. 
ThP plat<>s tlHl! 11ceompau~ thb •arly \oltlllll' at'<' 'altwhle as 
<·xamples of the contcmporar,\ portraiture of f<OIIl<' of the animab 
of th~ ('ape of llood Hope. including tlw elephant, hip]lopotamu,.;, 
JZiratrr, rhinorcrns, '' ihl hoar. jerhoa. an <I t iH• t'a rw rotl!'nt mole 
nn1 tlw golden mole . 

BRINKMANN, Aua ST [ l R78 ]. 
1911. Bicll'ng lil l 'unclskaben 0111 Dro\·lyg-gPr ru's 
ll udldrt.clorg·aner. 4lo. pp . 229 + 3. ill us!. Biblio
graphy, pp. '210-15. 1\juuenlzavn. 

Ll 

BRISSON, MATHURIN JACQ ES [1723-1806]. 
1756. Regnum animale in cla ses IX distributum, 
etc. Le Regne animal divise en IX classe , etc. 
4to. pp. 6 + 382. Paris. 
A second and improved edition of this celebrated cla ic appeared in 
1762, and is regarded a next in authority to the Linnaean produc
tions. The author' methodical synopsis of the avian orders was 
published at Pari in 1760 and, like the present title, in parallel 
columns of Latin and French. 

1760 . Ornithologie, ou Methode contenant la 
division des oiseaux en ordres, sections, genres, 
esp.ifes & leurs varietes. A laquelle on a joint une 
description exacte de chaque esp~ce, avec les 
citations des auteurs qui en ont traite, les noms 
qu'ils leur ont donnes, ceux que leur ont donnes 
les differentes nations, & les noms vulgaires. 
Ouvrage enrichi de figures en taille-douce. 6 vols. 
4to. pp. 253. pl. T. of c. index. Added t.-p. in 
Latin. French and Latin in parallel columns. 
Supplement. 26 cm. 4to . pp. 146 +xxii. 1 l. 
6 fold . pl. ['Vith his Ornitho1ogie. Paris, 1760, 
vol. 6.] Text in French and Latin. Paris. 
Vol. I, pp. xxiv+526+lxiii. pl. 37. Vol. II, pp. 516. pl. 46. 
Yol. Ill, pp. 734. pl. 37. Vol. IV, pp. 576. pl. 46. Vol. V. pp. 544. 
pl. 42. Vol. YI, pp. 543. pl. 37. The plates are practically all 
folding. 
This is one of the earliest of the Linllean period treatises, in which 
full descriptions are given of many ' 'genera and species of birds. 
It is a bilingual text-book, Latin predominating over French, of 
nry great importance. J. A. Alien has published a review of 
Bris on's work. Vide his Collation of Brisson's Genera. The supple
ment, though separately paged and indexed, seems to form an 
integral part of the work. The present copy is a fine example from 
the Godman library. 

1762 . Regnum animale in classes IX distributum; 
sive, Synopsis methodica, sistens generalem ani
malium distributionem in classes IX. Editio 
altera auctior. Latin and French. 8vo. pp. 8 + 
296. Lugduni Batavorum. 
An improved edition of the fir t printing. 

1763. Ornithologia; sive Synopsis methodica 
sistens avium divisionem in ordines, sectiones, 
gf'nera, species, ipsarumque varietates. 2 vols. 
8vo. T. of c. Indexes. Tomus I. pp. 14+500. 
Tomus II. pp. 10+527. Lugduni Batavorum. 
'Ihis is ~ ~>econd edition of the earlier (1760) systematic treatise, 
giving in detail a generic and ~;pecific description of a large number 
of birds. The text and title arc in Latin, lacking the French 
imprimatur of the early issue. The preface of the second volume 
has a bibliography and a list of works in the Publisher's library. 
Tlte supplementum ornithologiae of the 1760 edition is lacking. 

BRISTOL NATURALISTS' SOCIETY, ENG
LAND. 
1863-dale. Proceeuings. 

BRITISH ANTARCTIC ('TERRA NOVA') 
EXPEDITION, 1910. 
1914- 23 . r a Iura l hi tory report , zoology. See 
BRITI~II IU, EUl\1- 'ATlTRAL HISTORY. 

BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE AD
VANCEMENT OF SCIENCE . 
1831-dale. Reports. London . 

1876. :\ote on the fauna nud flora of the we t 
of ~cu tland. I. .\Iammalia, hy E. R. Al ton. 
I I. Bircls, hy Robert Gray. I I I. Insects, by Peter 
Camcron . IV. Va cular fl ora, by .James Ramsay. 
Y . Cryptogamic {lora, by James Stirton. 12mo. 
pp .. z.rxi 1 (1)+148 . Glasgow. 
Tile flr,.;t portion of tllis publication consists of • ~otes on the 
fa nna and flora of the west of Scotland', pp. i-xxxi, the s cond 
·A contribution toward~; a complete li:;t of the fauna and flora of 
Ulydm;dalc and the west of !:lcotland ', compiled under the auspices 
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~{[BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE AD
VANCEMENT OF SCIENCE (tonld.)J 
of the Society of Firld Natnrali ·t~, Ulas~ow, m; a guidr to the 
district, for the 1876 mcctin!! of the Briti,;h As~:;ociation. Thr hird~ 
of Gla gow and its vieinity, by Robert Gray, will br found 011 pp. ix
xvi, and the li~t of birds which breed in th vieinity of Glasgow, 
by Henry C. Young, on pp. 7 10. 

1908. Handbook to the city of Dublin and I he 
surrounding Di trieL. 12mo. ·pp. viii+441 . .37 pl. 
5/i figs. T. of c. index. Dublin. 
An excellent guide-hook to the district. The annotated list of thP 
birds is by Richard M. Barrington and occupies pp. L t:3-20 with two 
illustrations. 

1911. British as ociation, Port mouth, UH l. 
Handbook and guide to Portsmouth. 16mo. 
pp. (8)+247. front. 6 maps (fold.). 59 figs. 
T. of c. index. Portsmouth. 
A small guide to the district, for the use of the member of the 
British Association. The portion dealing with the birds, by C. 
Foran, will be found on pp. 219-24, being a classifird list under 
heading of some 225 species. 

1912. British association, Dundee, 1912. Hand
book and guide to Dundee and district. 8uo. 
pp. xiv+(2)+683. front. 31 pi. 6 maps (fold.) 
3 col. in cover pocket. T. of c. [Dundee.] 
The birds of the estuary of the Tay is written hy James .B. ('orr, 
assistant-curator of the Dnndee ~Iuseum, and contains short notes 
on about 76 different species, pp. 618-25. 

1913. A handbook for Birmingham and the 
neighbourhood. 3rd Annual meeting. pp. (10) + 
637. front. 8 pl. 2 maps (rol. fold. in pocket). 3 figs. 
(maps and plan). T. of c. index. Birmingham. 
Notes upon the ornithology of the district by Robert W. l'haRe are 
on pp. 49G-501, with a short account of the status of each family 
to date. 

1914. Handbook for New South V\ ales. 8uo. 
pp. 14+621. 26 pi. (2 col.). 3 maps. • yfiney. 
In thi excellent description of local Australian flora and fauna, 
Section II is devoted to Natural ~ciencc. The mammals and 
freshwater fauna are described by W. A. Ha well; birds by A .. ) . 
North; reptiles and amvhibia b~ A. H. ::;, Luca ; fi hcs by A. R. 
llcCnlloch. 

(THE) BRITISH AVIARY, AND BIRD 
KEEPER'S COMPANION. ee ANO. YMous. 

(THE) BRITISH BIRD TOY AND PAINT
ING BOOK. See A~o YMOU . 

BRITISH BIRDS. 1840. ee A. 0 YMOl'S. 

BRITISH BIRDS. J.ondon. 
1907-dale. See also zoo LOG I T ( !,onrlnn). 

BRITISH BIRDS; an illustrated magazine 
devoted chiefly to the birds on the British list. 
1907--dale. 
Vols. 1-2 (Hl07-9), edited by II. F. \Vitherby, 
assisted by \V. P. Pycraft. 
Vols. 3-11, no. (1909-18), edited hy H. F. 
vVitherby, a isted by F. C. R. Jourdain and 
N. F. Ticehurst. 
Vols. 11 (no. )-12 (1918--19), edited by F. C. n.. 
Jourdain, assisted hy N. F. Ticehursl. 
Vols. 13-LJ1019±__.), edited by II. F. Witherby, 
assisted by F. C. R. Jourdain and N. F. Ticchurst. 
Vols. 1-9 (1907-16), title reads: Briti h birds· an 
illustrated magazine devoted to the birds on' the 
British list. 
Each number has a table of contents. 
In January HH 7 incorporated: The Zoologi t. 
This is the most important of the periodicals devoted to the studY 
of British birds, eggs, and nests. Numerous observations of rare 

i'ij)I'C'irs and in partieular thr habitR and ht'haviour. of Hian lifr in 
tlw Unitecl Kingdom arr fait.hfully portrayed and illustratPCl. 
Hundreds of photo~raphR of birds in thl'ir nati\'C habitat are !lh·en 
and the migrations and 'ringing' and . ubseqnent capture of inrti: 
\'iclnals arc fully rrconled. A frature of thh; journal i!! the biographv 
of British ornithologists by W. H. ,\Iullens that runs through it. ln 
addition to a large numbrr of papers ancl n0trR by the rditors thr 
uames of many cli tinguished British writrr!! appear on its pagi·s. 

BRITISH COLUMBIA, PROVINCIAL 
MUSEUM, VICTORIA. 
1904. Catalogue of British Columbia birds. 'ee 
KERMODE, FRA CIS. 

1909. Provincial museum or natural history and 
ethnology. Victoria, British Columbia. 8uo. 
pp. 92. front. 39 pl. 14 (tys. Victoria. 
Yisitor ' guide to the natural history and rthnological collections in 
the Provincial ~IuReum. Birds arc de::<cribed on pp. 21 i 4, with 
:;ix illustrations. 

1912-dale. Report. 

(THE ) BRITISH GUIANA HANDBOOK. 
1922. , ee FRA CIS, \VILLI AM. 

BRITISH JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL 
BIOLOGY. 1923--date. Edinhurqh. 

BRITISH MUSEUM- Natural History. 
1844-48. Li t of the pecimen of bird in the 
collection of the British Museum. See GRAY, 0. R. 

1850-2. Calalog-ue of the specimen of mammalia 
in the collection of the Brilish Museum; [by 
J. E. Gray]. 3 pts. in 2 vol·. pl. London. 

1852. List of the specimens of British animals in 
the collection of the Briti h :Mu eum. Part ix. 
Egg- of Briti h birds, &c. See GRAY, G. n. 

1854. Catalogue of fi h colle ·Led and described 
by Laurence Theodor Gronow, now in the British 
museum. 18t ern. pp. 7+196. Text in Latin, 
evidently written by I,. T. Gronovius, printed 
from the I . in the British l\lnseum. Preface 
signed: John Eel ward Gray. London. 

1855. Catalogue of the genera and subgenera of 
birds contained in the Briti h .\Iu eum. by U. R. 
Gray. 12mo. pp. ( 4) + 192. append. index. london. 
A complete List of the Genera and f:iubgenera of Birds with their 
rhief Synonyma :nHl Type:. It commriH'es with th!' • y. temr1 
.. Yattmr, pnblif'.hed by Linn::teus in 1735, the genrra whieh :m• not 
pre~ent in thr BritiRh MuRrnm Collection being marked 11 ith a 
dngger to indicate desiderata. 

1856. Catalog·ue of apodal fi h, in the t·nlledion 
of the Briti lJ museum. By Kaup. 23 c11z. pp. uiii 
-+ 163. il/ust. 19 pl. 'The German tS. of Dr. Kaup 
ha neen translat~d ... bySirJolm Richardson.'
Pref. London. 

!' 

1856. Catalogue of lophol>ranchiate fi h in the 
rolledion of the Brili h museum. Bv J . .J. Kaup. 
18i cm. pp. 4+ 0. 4 pl. • London. 

1859. Catalogue of I he l>ircls nf I he tropical 
island of the Pacifi · Q('(':lll in Lhc collection of 
the British 1\lu.._eum, lly U. R. l:r·a~'· 8uo. pp. (4)+ 
72. addend. index. London. 
.\ completP Catalogue o[ the spcl:ic~:~ nf Bird~ (with their specific 
names and synonym~) as found on (he numcrou~ ii'ilands of thr 
Pacific Ocean, which are sitnated within the tropil's bet\\een the 
longitudes of L34° E., and 130° W. 

~JY 
) 
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~1859. Catalogue of the l\1ammalia and birds of 
New Guinea, in the collection of the British 
museum. By .John Edward Gray ... and George 
Robert. Gray. 8vo. pp. (4)+ 63 +( 1)+ 8. 9(igs. 

London. 
The portions rela ting to the birds will be found on pp. 16-f,;{, giYing 
tile scientific names with habitat, and il1 some f'ases short tlcscriptlYe 
notes, whilst, on PI>. 5+- fl3 will ue found a list of the SpeeiPs of ~Pw 
(juinea Bird. and thosp of tlw neighbouring localities. 

1859-70. ~atalogue of the fishe in tbe British 
museum, by Albert G~nther. 8 vols. 8vo. London. 
A famom; treatisP, funrlamental for a Rtud~' of the l'Uhject. 

1862. Catalogue of th~ bones of Afammalia in the 
collection of the British museum. 23 cm. pp. 4+ 
296. Compiled by Edward Gerrarcl. London. 

1863. Catalogue of British birds in the collection 
of the British Museum; by G. H. Gray. 8vo. 
pp. 13 + 247. append. London. 

1866. Catalogue of seals and whales in the British 
museum. By John Edward Gray. ';2.nd eel. 23 cm. 
pp. 8 + 402. illust. First edition was published 
as parts 1 ::md Z of Catalogue of the specimens of 
Jlammalia in the collection of the British museum, 
in 3 parts, 1850-2: p L. 1, Cetacea ; pi . IJ, Seals; 
pt. Ill, Unyulala furcipeda. London. 

1868. Synopsis of the species of wlmles and dol
phins in the collectiOIJ of the British nLUseum. 
(Illustrated with 37 plates, by the late \Villiam 
vVing.) By John Edward Gray. ,31 cm. pp. 1 +10. 
37 (i.e. 38) pl. London. 

1869. Catalogue of carnivorous, pachydermatous, 
and edentate Mammalia in the British Museum; 
by J. E. Gray. 8vo. pp. 8+ 398. illust. London. 

1869-71. Hand-list of g·enera and spe-cies of birds, 
distinguishing· those contained in the British 
Museum, by G. R. Gray. 3 vols. 8vo. See ulso 
GRAY, G. R. London. 

1870. Catalogue of monkeys, lemurs, and fruit
eating bats in the eollection of the British museum. 
By Dr. J. E. Gray. 23 cm. pp. 8+ 137. illust. 

London. 

1871. Supplement to the Catalogue of seals and 
w!'ales in the British museum. By John Edward 
Gray. 21! cm. pp. 6+103. illust. l. Seals 
(Animals). 2. vVhales. London. 

1872. Catalogue of ruminant A-Iammalia (Pecora, 
Linnreus) in the British museum. By John 
Edward Gray. 21 cm. pp. 8+102. I.ondon. 

1873. Hand-list of Lhe edentate, thick-skinned 
and ruminant mammals in the British museum. 
By Dr. J. E. Gray. Forty-two plates of skulls. 
22! cm. pp. 7 +176. 42 pl. London. 

1874. Hand-list of seals, morses, sea-lions, and 
sea-bears in the British museum. By Dr. J. E. 
Gray. Thirty plates of skulls. 22i cm. pp. 2+43. 

London. 

1874. A guide to the exhibition rooms of the 
clf'parl ments of natural history and antiquities. 
8vo. pp. viii + 153. 2 pl. (plans {old.). T. of c. 

[London.] 
The collection of animals is contained in three galleries, tlw bird. 
being exhibited in wall-case,;, and the egg in the table-cases of the 
Reveral rooms, as shown in tl1e two folding plans of tbe building. 
A list of the natural hi ·tory ]>nblications of the British sluseum is 
giwn on pp, 143- +. 

1876. Descriptive and illustrated catalogue of the 
fossil Reptilia of South Africa in the collection of 
the British museum. By Hichard Owen. 33! x 26i 
cm. pp. 12 + 88. illust. 70 pl. (partly (old.). 

London. 
1877. Gigantic land-tortoises (living and extinct) 
in the collection of the British Museum, by 
A. C. L. G. Gunther. folio. pp. 4+ 96. pl. London. 

1878. A guide to the exhibition rooms of the 
departments of natural history and antiquities. 
8vo. pp. 12+ 155. London. 

1884. Report on the zoological collections made 
in the Indo-Pacific ocean during the voyage of 
H.M.S. 'Alert' 1881-2. 8vo. pp. xxv + 684. 54 pl. 
(8 fold., 2 col.). T. of c. 2 indexes. London. 
The rrport on thr birds- which were obtained in the islands of 
Torre:; Rtraits, Queensland, and in North-we:-;tern Australia- will 
be fouml on pp. 11- 28, Mr. R. Bowdlcr ~harpe being responsible 
for this part of the work. 

1885. Guide to the galleries of 1\fammalia (mam
me:dian, osteological, cetacean). 57 woodcuts and 
2 plans. 21! cm. pp. 3+ 125. fold. plan. Edited 
by A. Gcmther. London. 

1885-7. Catalogue of the fossil Jfammalia, by 
Richard Lydekker. /5 vols. 23 ern. illz.zst. London. 

1885. Guide to the collection of fossil fishes in 
the Department of geology and palreontology . 
21-! cm. pp. 47. illust. London. 

1886. Catalogue of the Blastoidea in the Geologi
cal dept. By Robert Etheridge and P. H. Car
penter. 4to. pp. 16 + 322. 20 pi. London. 

1887. Guide to the galleries of reptiles and fishes. 
8vo. pp. 4+119. illusl. diag. London. 

1888. Catalogue of the Aiarsupialia and 1\.lono
lremata. By Oldfield Thomas. 23 cm. pp. xiii + 
401. 28 pl. (4 col.). London. 

1888-90. Catalogue of the fossil reptilia and 
amphibia in the British museum (Natural history) 
pt. 1- . By Richard Lydekker. 8vo. illusl. 

London. 
1889-1901. Catalogue of the fossil fishes. By 
Arthur Smith \Voodward. 23 cm. illust. 4 vols. 
pl. London. 

1891. CaLalogue of the fossil Lirds in the British 
Mu eum. See LYDEKKEH, HICHARD. 

1893. Guide to the galleries of reptiles and fishes. 
101 woodcuts and 1 pl;m. 3rd ed. 21} cm. pp. 4+ 
11.9. fold. plan. Prepared by Albert Gonther. 

-London. 
1894. Guide lo the galleries of mammalia (mam-

1874-98. Catalogue of the birds in the British malian, osteological, cetacean). 57 woodcuts and 
Museum. See SHARPE, R. B. ;\ Z plans. 5th ed. pp. 8+126. Ed. by A. G~nther. 
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~~BRITISH MUSEUM- Natural History 
(contd.)] 
1895. Catalogue of the fishes in thE' British 
museum. G. . Boulenger. 2ncl cd. 8vo. pl. 

London. 

1895. A General guide to the Briti h Museum 
(natural history), with plans and views of the 
building. 8vo. pp. ( 6) + 7-80. front. 1 pi. 2 plans 
(fold.). [London.] 

1896. A guide to the fo sil reptiles and fishe in 
the Department of geology and palreontology. 
7th ed. 22 cm. pp. 14+129. front. illusl. tab. 

London. 

1899-1909. A hand-list of the genera & specie of 
bird [Nomenclator avium tum fo ilium tum 
viventium]. By R. Bowdler Sharpe. 5 vols. 

London. 

1899-1909. General index of the birds. Ed. by 
\V. R. Ogilvie-Grant. 23 cm. pp.1 + 199. !Jondon. 

1900. A monograph of Christmas Island, physical 
features and geology, mammalia, land rustacea, 
&c. See A. DREW , c. w. 

1901-12. Catalogue of the collection of bird ' eggs 
in the British museum (Natural history). 5 vols. 
8vo. Vols. I-ll compiled by E. \Y. Oates; III-IV, 
by E. \:V. Oates, assisted by S. G. Reid; V, by 
\Y. R. Ogilvie-Grant. Vol. I, pp. xxiii+252+23 
(advt.). 18 pl. (col.). index. Vol. II, pp .• cx+400+ 
24 (advt.). 15 pl. (col.). index. Vol. Ill, pp. xxiii + 
349+(3)+24 (advt.). 10 pl. (col.). index. Vol. IV, 
pp. xviii+352+25 (advt.). 14 pl. (col.). index. 
Vol. V, pp. xxiii+547+(1)~30 (advt.). 22 pl. 
(col.). index. London. 
Prepared somewhat after the plan of the B~itish ~luse~nn' Ca~a
logue of the Birds l87-!-98 (q.Y.), but follomng, with slight vana
tions the nomenclature of Sharpe's Haud-list of the Genera and 
Species of Birds, 1899-1909. Under each species are given ~t list 
of bibliographic references, a description of the eggs, and a hst of 
the specimens. 

1902. Guide to the galleries of mammalia in the 
department of zoology. 7th ed. 8vo. pp. [ 4] + 126. 
illust. plan. [London.] 

1902. Handbook of instructions for collectors. 
pp. 137. illust. London. 

1902. Report on the collections of natural history 
made in the Antarctic regions during the voyage 
of the 'Southern Cross'. 8vo. pp. ix+344. 53 pl. 
(9 col.). 31 figs. T. of c. index. London. 
This expedition was fitted out by Sir George Xewnes in 1898, 
~lr. Nicolai Hanson being the Zoologist. Unfortunately he died in 
October 1899 and only the natural history notes from his private 
diary are published in th present Yolume. Those relating to the 
bird<; together with the ·pecimens obtained were handed over to 
~Jr. Bowdler Sharpe who undertook the preparation of the account 
of the A ves. Thi- appears on pp. 106-73 with 20 illustrations, the 
extracts from the private diary of the late ' icolai Ran on just 
preceding it, pp. 79-105, with four illustrations, being tran::>lated 
from the Norwegian by his father ~lr. Anton Han ·on. A systematic 
account of the collected vertebrate is given in thh; admirable 
report. G. E. H. Barrett-Hamilton described the mammals (E. A. 
Wilson the seals); G. A. Boulenger the fishes. 

1903-22. Catalogue of the books, manuscripts, 
maps and drawings. Vols. 1-6. Supplement 
(vol. VI) A-I. 4to. Vol. I, A-D. pp. viii+500. 
Vol. II, E-K. pp. (6) +501-1038. Vol. Ill, L-0. 
pp. (6)+1039-1494. Vol. IV, P-SN. pp. (G)+ 
1495-1956. Vol. V, SO-Z. pp. (6) +1957-2403. 
Vol. VI, Supplement A-1. pp. (6)+511+(1). 

f 

Addenda and corrigenda Vols. 
Hooker. pp. (2) + 48. 

I and II, A
London. 

One of the finest and mo ·t valuable collections of Works on Natural 
History, the complete catalogue containing probably 'Ome sixty 
thousand or more entries ranged under the names of the authors of 
the various works. Societies and <'orporate Bodies are con idered 
to be authors of their publication~. and four subject-headings for 
Atlases Dictionaries, Encyclopaedias, and Gazetteers have been 
inrluded, as well as official arcounts of Surveys and Explorations 
undertaken by any Government. Magazines and Journal of a 
similar character arc also includeu. Vol. I appeared on June 2i, 
1903; \'Ol. Il, on April 23, 1904; vol. III, on .June 25, 1910; vol. IV, 
on l\lav 31 1913; vol. Y, on June 26, J 915; and the Supplement, 
vol. vi, on'l\Iarch 15, Hl22. The Compiler of the present Introduc
tion and Catalogue has found thr>~r admirable volumes of the 
greatc~t value to him. 

1904. Handbook of inslru tions for collectors. 
2nd ed. 17! cm. pp. 1 -j 138. illusl. 
·The variou::; chapters have bern written by different members of 
the staff of the Natmal histor~· IIJII"Pum '.- Prrf. 

1904-6. Hi tory of the ('Olledions. 2 vols. 8vo. 
Appendi. · by Albert. GOnt.IH'l'. HHZ. pp. 10+109. 

London. 

1905. Guide to the gallery of birds in the depart
ment. of zoology. pp. iu + 228. 24 pl. 7 figs. 
T. of c. append. index. London. 
By \V. R. Ogilvie Grant. The plates are from photo~raphs of actual 
specimens in the gallery-an e.·tremely useful book for the student. 

1905. A guide to the fo sil reptiles, amphibians, 
and fishes in the department of geology and 
palaeontology. 8th ed. 8vo. pp. 18+110. illust. 
pl. diag. London. 

1905-16. Special guides, nos. 1-7. 7 vols. in 1. 4to. 
London. 

Xo. 1. Guide to an exhibition of old natmal histoq• boo_ks. 2. Bo_oks 
and portraits illu trating the history of plant ~lassificati~n exhibited 
in the department of b<?tany. 3_. i\Iemonals .of . Lmnaeu~. 4. 
~lemorials of Charles Darwm. 5. Gmde to the exhtbitwn of ammals, 
plants, and minerals mer..tioned in the ~ible.. 6. Guide to the 
exhibition of specimens illustrating the modificatiOn of th~ stmcture 
of animab in relation to flight. 7. Guide to the specllllens and 
enlarged modcb of insects and ticks exhibiteu i?- the Central Hall, 
illustrating their importance in the spread of disease. 

1906. Guide to the gallery of reptilia and am
phibia in the department of zoology. 8vo. pp. 4+ 
75. illust. pl. London. 

1907. Guide to the great game animals (Ungulata) 
in the Department of zoology. 53 text and other 
figures. 21~ cm. pp. 8+93. front. illust. pl. 

London. 
Compiled by R. Lydekker. 

1907. Guide to the specimens of the horse family 
(EquLdce). 21! cm. pp. 42. pl. London. 
Compiled by H. Lydekker. 

1907-date. [Report of the 'DiscoYery'. Voyage, 
1901-4, under Capt. R. F. Scott.] 6 vols. 4to. 
illust. London. 
This memorable Yoyage was unum·taken under the auspices of 
the National Antarctic Expedition, and a very complete account 
of South Polar fauna is given in the voluminous ~l~po~t., A fe~v o! 
the collected specimen were obtained from the rehef shiP ~Iormng · 
In vol. II the mammals (whales and seals) are describe~ by E. A. 
\Yilson (1907) and (. eal-embryos, YOI. V) H. W. l\I. Tuns (1910). 
The former article has pp. 69 and ~3 pi. (2 col.), the ,latter PJ?· 21, 
:2 pi., and text-figs. The aYes arc described I?Y E. A. WJ!son, 
pp. 121, 3u col. pl., and \Y. P. Pycraft (pengums, pp. 28, 1 pi., 
text-fig~.); tishe. by U. A. Boulenger, pp. 3, 2 pl. 

1908. A guide to the domesLica ted animals (other 
than horses) exhibited in the central and north 
halls of the British Mu eum. 8vo. pp. 8 +54. 
illusl. pl. L~ndon. 

1908. 1 guide Lo the elephants (recent and fossil) 
in Lhe department of geology and palaeontology. 
8vo. pp. 4+ 46. illust. London. 
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1908. Guide lo the gallery of fishes. 8vo. pp. 6+ 
209. illust. London. 

1908. <_;uide to the pecimens illu Lrat.ing the' 
races of mnukind (anthropology). By H. Lyuek
ker. 8vo. pp. 31. illusl. !Jondon. 

1908. A guidP to the clomeslirated nnirn:ll. ( ot hrr 
than hor. PS). 8vo. pp. ( 8) +.54. 24 figs. T. o( c. 
index. London. 
In thio; guide-book, hy H. Lyurkker, birds an• trPatr(l on pp. -l 51, 
without illustrations. A second edition was published in I ~ll ~. 
'l'he prrsrnt copy i~ n prrsentt~tion from the Tru~ters of tlte .British 
)[U>-\t'lll1l. 

1909. A o-uicle to lhe fo sil mammal and Lirds 
in the dept. of geology and palaeontology. See 
WOODWARD, ARTIIl.'R . MITH, 1909 and 19:23. 

1909. Cat:-1logue of lhe fre h-watet' fishe of 
Africa, by (iroro-e Albert Boulenger. 28~ cm. 
illust. London. 

1909. C~uide Lo the whales, porpoises, and 
dolphins (order Celacea). 21~ cm. pp. 47. illust. pi. 

London. 
('ompi!Pd by H. Lydekker. 

1910. Monograph of I hP okapi, IJj Sir E. Ray 
Lankester ... Atlas (of 48 plalP ) <·omp. with 
the assi Lance of \\' . G. Ridewood. 31 ~ cm. 
pp. xxii. 48 pi. (2 eo/.). London. 
• It is doubtful whether thr atlas will be followed b) a volume of text.' 

1910-13. A descriptive catalogue of lhe marine 
reptiles of the Oxford clay. Based on I he Leeds 
collection. Pls. 1-2. 2 vols. 33 cm. front. illust. pl. 

London. 
Each plate preceded by leaf with descriptive letterpress, by C. W. 
Andrews. 

1910. Guide to the British vertebrates. 8vo. 
pp. iv+122. 27 figs. (1 plan). T. o( c. append. 
index. London. 
The portion devoted. to birds is on pp. 32-52, and 83- 1 13 in the 
Appendix, which latter consiRts of a list of -142 species and sub
species of .British birds, with notes in the case of the rarer species 
as to occurrence and where recorded. 

1912. Catalogue of the Chiroptera. 2nd ed. by 
Knud Andersen. 23 cm. illusl. London. 

1912. Catalogue of the Iammals of western 
Europe (exclusive of Rus ia), by S. Miller. 
8vo. pp. 15 + 1019. text-figs. London. 
An extremely valuable systematic treatise. 

1912. A guide to lhe domesticated animals other 
than horses. By R. Lydekker. 8vo. pp. vi+56. 
25 figs. T. of c. index. London. 
'I' he present edition iliffers from that of the fir~:~t, 1008, in having 
one extra figure, as well as the text revised and brought up to date. 
The present copy is a presentation from the Trustees of the British 
Museum. 

1912. The history of the collections. Vol. II. 
Appendix. General hi tory of the department of 
zoology from 1856-1895 by Albert Giinther. 8vo. 
pp. ix+109. T. of c. index. London. 
A valuable record of the development of the Zoological ection of 
the .British Museum from the year 1856 to the year 1895, when 
Dr. Giinther retired from the service of the Trustees. The two 
volumes of which this forms an apprndix were issued in 190!-6 (q.v.). 

1913-16. Catalogue of IIH' ungulate mamrnals, 
IJy H. Lydrkkel'. 6 vols. 8uo. illusl. porlr. 

!Jondon. 
1913 l!alf. Publications. Economic erie . o . 
1-

1914. Ciuidr to thr gallpr·ies of mammals. ~llh ed. 
vo. pp. 4 1-123. illusl. pi. London. 

1914-22. Voyage of lhP 'TPrra Noya', 1910. 
alurall listol'y Reporl. 3 lJols. 4lo. !Jondon. 

Yol. l c·olltaill~ the zoology (HO far published) of thi~ important. 
~cimtifk exp((lifion and it trrats only of a few Ycrtehrate!-1. Fishrs 
:tl'<' dP~eriiJrd h~ C'. T. Regau (Hl 1-!); thr Adtllir Prnguin h.,. 0. l\1. 
Lrvirk (l!ll~l), au<l eetacea l>y D. U. Lillie (l!lL>). 

1915-26. Instruction for <'olleclor· .. 8t'O. pp. 222. 
49 figs. London. 
A valuah!P srrirs of 13 11amphlrh-l with illustration~. 

1917. <iuidr to Lhe Rriti. h fr'Psh-waler fishe . 8vo. 
pp. 39. illwsl. London. 

1920. Summnry gui<lr to I hr rxhil>ilion galleries. 
pp. 16. 4 figs. (3 plans). London. 

1921. ln !ructions for collectors: o. '2.-Birds 
and Lheirrgg. 7thed. 8vo. pp.14. 6fiys. London. 
l>ivid d into three pnrts: I. Instrnrtion~ for the pre;;rrYation of 
thr ~kins of birds, witll three illu~trations; II. Row to detennine 
the sex of a bird, with two illustrations; III. Direction for eol
lerting eggs, with one illu tration. A most Yaluahle and praetiral 
fiPld manual. 

1922. Summary guide lo the exhibition galleries. 
:!ncl eel. 8vo. pp. 16. 4 figs. ( 3 plans). London. 

1924. Eggs of British birds; cards in colour. 
Series 1-4. 24mo. pp. 24. 20 pi. (col.). London. 
A series of drawings by H. Gri:inYold romprhsing colored figures 
of the eggs of 12l species of British birds, each series accompanied 
by a leaflet giving a short description of the nest, the number of 
eggs laid, nnd when and where they may be found. 

1926. ummary guide to the exhibition galleries. 
3rd ed. 8vo. pp. 16. London. 

BRITISH NATURALIST. 
1891-3. 

1894. ew series. 

London. 

BRITISH NORTH AMERICAN BOUN
DARY COMMISSION. 
1875. Report on the geology and resources of the 
region in the vicinity of the forty-ninth parallel, 
from the Lake of the \Vood to the Rocky Moun
tains, with lists of plants and animals collected, 
and notes on the fossils. See DAWSON, G. M. 

BRITISH OOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION. 
1923-date. Bulletin, no . 1- . 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. 
I, pp. xi+ (1) +140. 1 fig. (chart). T. of c. Vol. II, 
pp. 78 (in progress). London. 
An Association formed (1922) for the discussion of oology, exhibiting 
rare eggs, and generally stimulating investigation in this branch of 
science. Vol. I contains the report of the first 12 meetings. Prior 
to thh; 15 meeting were held under the auspicrs of the British 
Ornithologists' nion, and the proceedings of these meetings will 
be found either in The Ibis or in the Bulletin of the British Orni
tholO(Jists' Club. 

BRITISH ORNITHOLOGISTS' CLUB. 
London. 

1892-dale. Bulletin. See BULLETL BR. OR ITH. 

CLUB. 

1913. Catalogue of the heads and horns of Indian 
big game bequeathed by A. 0. Hume. By R. 
Lydekker. 23 cm. pp. xvi+45. illust. London. 

(\ 
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.... ;;?"BRITISH ORNITHOLOGISTS' CLUB MI-
7v-- . GRATION REPORTS. 1905-22. See Bl'L

LRTT OF THE BRITJ~TT OH TTTTOLO<;JSTS' CJ.tJB. 

BRITISH ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNION. 
1883. A 1isl of British birds compiled hy a Com
mittee of the British Ornithologists' l 1nion. 8vo. 
pp. xxxi+229. T. o( c. index. London. 
An annotated list of all tile birds 'of which rven a singlP >;pe<'inwn 
ha,; been obtainPd in an untloubtrdly wild st.ate within the (·onfine,.; 
of the British Islands'. Thr oftid;tllist of tlw Britiflh Omithologi::;ts' 
l 'nion, now suprrseded b~· thr second. edition, I 9 l!'i. 1'11C' presrnt 
eopy is intPrlenved with M:->. notes. 

1905. A lis! of British Bird , compiled by a 
commiLlee. 

1915. A list of British birds, comp. by a com
mittee. ~IHl and rev. eel. 8vo. pp. xxii + 430. 
T. of c. append. index. London. 
A rPvised, fully annotatrd list. Apprndix I eontnins a list of species 
which have bern rel'orded as having been found in the British 
l slands, but (on <'Vidence) which the Committee do not regard as 
Pntircly satisfa(·tory. Appendix Il contnim; a list of ' omina 
('onsrrvanda ' .. Apprndix III is devoted to nomenclatorial problem>< 
and ehanges. Bound in with t.he prrsent copy iH · :-iomf' additions 
and Correct-ions to the B.O.U. Li;;;t of British Hirds'. [I•'I'Om 'fliP 
niN for April 1918, PP- 234-43.] 

1916. Reports on Llle <'Ol1eclions macte by Lhr 
British ornithologists' union expedition a net I hr 
\Yollaston expedition in Dutch ew Guinea, 
HH0-13. 2 vols. 4to. Vol. T, pp. (4)+v+( l )+ 
22+(2)+50+10+240 -!-23,5. 20 pl. (9 rol., 8 of 
birds). 40 figs. ( .3 o{ birds). T. of c. index. London. 
This work consi:;t;;;, mostly, of art.ic•les ]Jreviously publisht>d t'be
whPre, but here assembled and reprinted with both original and 
new pagination. Vol. I contains articles I-X; vol. IJ, articles Xl
XX. The ornithological matter is contained in the preface, pp. i Y, 
lJy Ogilvie-Grant, in the introduction, pp. 1-22, by A. 1•'. J:L 
Walla ton, and in part Ill, pp. l -240, by Ogilvie-Grant, the eight 
colored plates of the birds being by H. Grouvolcl. J 50 eo pies of 
this work were printed, of which the present one is Xo. 2,-,, 

BRITISH SOCIETY OF AVICULTURE . 
1918-? 30 . Journal. 8ee JOUR AL OF THE BHTTISTT 
SOCIETY OF AVICULTVRE. 

BROCCHI, P. See IIssro 
MEXIQUE, 1868- 1909. 

SCIENTIFIQUE ATJ 

BROCXLESBY, RICHARD [1722-97]. 
1746. An essay . Mortality among horned 
Cattle, etc. 8vo. London. 

BROCX MAN, RAL.PH E\ELY DHAKE- [1875- ]. 
1910. The mammals of Somaliland. 8vo. pp. 18 + 
201. pl. l .ondon. 

BRODERIP, 'YILLIAM JoH [1789-1859]. 
1847. Zoological Recreations. 8vo. pp. 12+380. 

London. 
A voluminous, semi-popular "Titer who has several editions of his 
books to his credit. 

1849. Zoological recreations. ew eel., with 
additions. 8vo. pp. viii+(4)+384. T. o{c. 

London. 
A serie.s of papers which originally appeared in the New ~Monthly 
!J.:!aflazln~ and are here brought together in book form. The work is 
d~v1ded mto two part~, the :first containing the matter relating to 
brrds, pp. ~--:172, wJ;ulst the latter deals with quadrupeds, et<-. 
A fourth ed1tion, revised and enlarged, appeared in 1860. 

1852. Leaves from the Note Book of a Naturalist. 
Suo. London. 

1~. Zoological Recreations. 3rd ed. 8vo. 

1860. Zoological recrea lions. <llll rd ., rrv. and enl. 
8uo. pp. viii + ( 4) + 382. engraved 1.-p. T. o{ c. 

London. 
This edition differs from that of 18-J.O in having not only an engraved 
title-page but an extra one also. In nUtPr rr~pl'f·t.·, thr text is tlw 
same as hrfore, except that thNe is no indi<'<lt inn that the hook is 
divided into two part.s. 

1865. Falconer's fa\'<>Ul'il s. ( :<>nlain life- izr<l 
coloured lit.ho()'raphs of 'all Lhc Bl'i I i h spedes of 
falrons al present used in fakonry ' with rlesrrip
live letterpress. roy. folio. pp. 1 + G o( explan. 
lexl. 6 large col. pl. J.ondon. 
This magnificent atlas of privatPl,\'-01\'ll<'d fakons is intended as 
'a sequel to the 1855 etl. of Falroury in thf' British Isles [q.v.]. 
isfitH'd bv F. H. Salvin and the writrr, and (·ontpriseR all the British 
speeies at present used in Falconr~· '. 

1866. Memoir on the dodo. .'-lee O\\'E. , RICHARD. 

1873. See SAL VI , FRA'Il.lS HE RY. 

BROHMER , P. and others. 
1928-dale. Die Tierwrll Euro!Ja.. 8uo. Leip:ig. 
This elaborate t.rratise, to be ]Hlhlishcd in se\'l'n Yolumes of about 
~00 page. rach with numerous plat<'s and t!'xt-figure., has so far 
corwerned itself with invertebrate zoology_ A general introduction 
hnfi been i. sued by Prof. Brohnwr· with a notice thnt th final 
volnme (VII) will deal with Pisces, by P. :->chiemenz; Amphibia 
hy F. Werner; Reptilia by F. Werner; AYes by C. 7.immer, B. 
Renseh, and B. Diirigeu; Mammalia by the ('hirf r<litor. 

BROINOWSKI, GRAcn·s J. 
1887-91. Thr birds of .r\uslra1ia, 1·ompri ing 3UU 
illu trations, with a de eripl ive al'count of Lhf' 
life and characteristic habits of over 700 species. 
(] vols. in 3. folio. Vol. I. [1887.] 1890. 58 l. 52 
col. pl. Vol. TI. [1887.] n.d. 74 I. 58 col. pi. Vol. 
Ill. [1 90.] rut. 63 l. 47 col. pl. Vol. IV. 1890. 
571. 48 col. pl. Vol. V. H5~H. 66 I. 50 col. pi. 
Voi.VT. 1891. 50l.+xxx+l. inde.canllerrala. 

J1elboume. 
This comprehensi\·p history of Au::;tralian birJs is \\Titten in semi
popular style and illustrated by chromolithograph:; by the author. 
The actual date of publication of the first volume is in doubt. 

1888. The pigeons of u tt·alia. folio. 141. 11 
pi. (col.). [1\lelboume.] 
The alJove copy forms a small (l>ut separately printed) portion of 
YOI. Ill of the author's The Birds of A11Straliu, 6 Yols. In that copy 
no date is given for vol. Ill, but in the pre ent portion it is clearly 
stated as 1888 on the title-page. 'rhe colorlng of the plates in 
both copies is identical, as is also the text and the numbering of 
the plates 1-11. The volume forms a companion to The Cockatoos 
and Nf'storiJ of Australia and New Zealand, 1888. 

1888. The cockatoos and nestor of Au lralia and 
New Z alancl. folio. 15 I. 13 pi. (col.). 

[11! eluourne.] 
The above forms a small but separately printed portion of YOI. 
Ill of the author's The Birds of AustraNa. The coloring of 
the plates in both copies is identical, as is also the text and the 
numbering of the plates 12-24 in Arabic, as noted in the Ayer 
Catalogue by Zimmer, who gives the date of vol. Ill as 1887. A 
good deal of confusion seems to e"ist as to the exact date of this 
volume and that of vol. I, the former apparently ante-dating the 
latter. 

BROMME , TRAUGOTT [1802-66]. 
1867. Atlas till Djurrikets natural-hisloria fOr 
skolan och hemmet. Andra upplagan. 4to. pp. 2 
+ 30. 621 figs. 3.3 col. pi. Stockholm. 

BRONN' HEI RICH GEORG [1800-6?]. 
1841-3. IIandbuch einer Ge chichte cler Natur. 
3 vols. 8vo. (Bischoff, G. " ' · and olhers, Natur
geschichte d. drei Reiche.) Stuttgart. 
On pp. 696-700 (vol. 3) there is a list of tho.'e birds to which he 
assigns a geological age from their footprints. In sub. equent pages 
there are brief di cussions of the relationships of birds, particularly 
the que tion of the place of the o trich-like birds (p. 847). The 
trace left by birds as guano and footprints are discussed more 
fully in vol. 2, pp. 445-53. 
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$. r 1858. Unt.ersuclJungrn Ober die Ent wickelungs-
Gesetze der orga nischen vV elL w~ihrend d er Bil
dungs-Zeit unserct· Erd-OberfiaL:he; eine vo11 der 
Franzosis~llen Akademie im .Jahre 1857 gekronLe 
PreisschrifL miL ihrer Erlaubniss DeuLst.:h hrsg. 
8vo. pp. 10-502. illu L tab. Stuttgart. 

1859-97. Die Klassen und Ordnungcn rles Thier
Reichs, eL~. Bde 5. Jllusl. 

Leipzig and Heidelberg. 
This monumental treatiHe, continued after the death of the original 
author and editor, was written in collaboration with some hall
dozen other scientists who treatPd systematieally most branche: 
of zoological scienC'e. Of vertebrate animalf' A. A. W. Hubrecht 
(and M. Sagemehl) wrote the chapters on Pisces ( 18 76); c. K. 
Hotfmann treated Amphibia, pp. 72u, 52 pl. (1873-8), and Reptilia, 
pp. 2,089, 170 pl., 3 vols. ( 187fl-90); Hans Gadow and K 1-ielenka 
desc·ribed the Aves, pp. 1,008, .iO pl., 2 vols. (1869-91); while 
C. G. Giebel and W. Lcche began the )lammalia iu 187!. This 
remarkable encyclopedh i · still 1mtinished, bnt the parts already 
complete form a valuable work of reference in the study of general 
wology. 

BROOK, ARTHUR. 

1920 . The buzzard :-tl hornt>. 8vo. pp. 1/i. 12 pl. 
(' British birds' photogTaphic seriLs.) London. 

[1924]. Secrets of bird life, &L: . .See t;JLDEH r, H. A. 

BROOXLY N INSTITUTE OF A R T S AND 
SCI E N CES . 
1908-date. BulleLin. 

1904. Museum Memoirs of 1\aLural Science. 

1901-dale. Science BulleLin. 

1914-date, Brooklyn Museum QuarLerly. 

BROOKS , ALLA [ 1869- J. 
1909. See DAWSON, W. L. and BOWLES, J. JI. The 
birds of \\-ashington; ... Jllustraled by ... 40 
drawings in the te, t and a series uf full-page 
colour plaLes by .\. Brooks. 

****and SWARTH , liArtRY S . 

1925. Cooper· Orllitlwl•)gieal Club. Pa('ifk CoasL 
AvHauna no. J 7. disLrihut i<lrw.l list ol' LlJe birds 
of BriLis.h Colui11bia .... ConlribuLiun 1 o. 4")3 
from the l\luseum of edt>bralc Zoology of the 
University of California. -4to. pp. 158. front. (col. ). 
27 maps (1 col. {old. ). 11 fig;:;. T. o{ c. bibliogr. 
index. Berkelcy, Calif. 
The territory cnn•rf'd h~· lid,; Ji,;t indwles the whole of the province 
of .British C'ol11mbin " ·itll tht· cxt·~' lltion of 1 he extreme north
eastern cornrr, that pOt·iion J~·ing cast of thc Hody Mountain 
divide. The li~1 indutlrs !OH ''PPdes a.nct suh>'IJP('ie,; e."Plusi,·c of 
introduced spel'ies. Following thl' srientifk and V('J'llantlar name 
of each sperie>~. i~ a list of ~ynon:vms anrl status ol: 1Jw 1)irrl, with 
distributional lllap~; . A bibliogravlly is adrlPd at the end o1 the 
volume. 

1927-30. Audubou Hird Cards. See IIADLEY, 
ALDEN ll. -ATIQ_ .AL ASt>OCIATION 01" A' DLDO 

SOCIETIE!::'. 

B ROOKS , CHARLES [1795-1872]. 
1847. ElemenLary cuw·st' of naLm<J L hisLory. being 
an introclucLion Lo zoolog-y intenrleci for tl:P college 
and Lhe parlor. Elemenl · of omiLholog). 8vo. 
pp. 324. figs. in lul. T. of c. index. Boston. 

B R OOKS , HENRY. (MANN, R. J., ed.) 

336. fronl. (col.). 15 pi. (5 col., 2 maps, 1 fold.). 
1'. of c. London. 
This worl< has eight chapter~. lllllllbl'r fonr {'ontaining an account 
o[ the wild animal life in which birds arc iudurled (pp. 106-65). 

BROOKS , JE NIE [1853- ]. 
[ 1922 J. QuesLsofabirdlover. 8vo. pp.184. front. 
T. o{ c. Boston. 
A :erics of popular skPkiH•>i, se,·cral of which had apprured in 
Lippineott 's .llagazine. 

BROOKS , W. E. 
1872. Notes on the ornithology of Cashmir
The swans of India- The imperial eagles. 8vo. 
pp. 20. 
A <liscnssion on the staLus of thP swan~ anrl t•agles of lndia, a.nrl the 
description of a ucw sylvia (author's excerpt. from the Journ. As. 
Soc. Benu., 1872). 

BROOKS, \ VILLIAM KEITH [1848-98]. 
1883. The Law of Heredity. 8vo. [0.] Briltimore. 

BROOKSBANK, FI=tANK ITENRY. 
1925. EgypLian birds, with a chapter on migra
Lion. 8vo. pp. vii+120. 27 figs. illust. London. 
A lJOIJUlar aec01mt of the <.:ommonl'r J~g~-ptlan birds, with a chapter 
on migration. 

BROOKSHAW, GEOR<~E. 
1817. Six birds, a~cura tely drawn and coloureLl 
after ne1Lure, with full insLrudions for the young 
ar·tist; intended as a companion to the treatise 
on flower painting. folio. 6 plain and 6 col. pl. 
n.p. London. 
Kample drawings [or embryo artist~. They are lithographed in the 
u:;nal f:u:hion and the flame plate (on opposite pages) rolored as 
pat,1 rrns f01' the pupil. Not listed in the Br . .llu.~. Cat. (N at. Hist.). 

BROOKVILLE SOCIETY OF NATURAL 
HISTORY. Rirhmond, Ind. 
1885-8. Bulletin. (Mergeu inLo Indiana Academy 
of s~ience.) 

B R OOM , R. See NATAL, 1901- 7. 
1905. See FLINT, W. 

BROT ERI A. (Revista des Sciencias Na-
turaes.) Lisbon. 
1902-6. Continued in series. 

1907- dale. Serie Zool6gica. 

B R OU SSONET, Pu:mRE MARIE AucusTE [1761-
1807) . 
[ 1782]. khlhyologia sisteus Piscium descrip
LirJJt<':; cl icont's. 4lo. pp. 8 + :~4. 11 pl. London. 
On!' of tlH' l'<trlr illustr<ttcll treati:-;c:; tlll geneJ'al i<'l1thynlogy hut 
not n[ mtt<'h importanc·c. 

BROVIN, .\. ~r. 1867 . See Al\lERlCA'i' NAT RALIST. 

B ROWN , Cn.\ RLES BARRI c;To-:\C. 
1876. C:n11oe and camp life in British Guiana. 
!Uusl . :.·ap. 8vo. pp .. c1-400. front. (col.). 9 pl. -<.. 
(co l. ). 1 mup ({olrl.). T. of c. London. 
An in1<'rt'>i1ing :treount of rhe author';; l'Xplora1ioa,; !n Hrili~h 
Ul!iana clllriwc \11•.' Years ]8(i~-72. Heferencefl to some ot the uto•·e 
uurommon hinls IIH!t with orcnr in almoRt all of the l.) chapters. 

BROW~i, ! f r::'\nY Hn:ro . jj 
V!. ': . ~~y llll'::tdl)w, grove and stream; an inLrouuc/~ f1 
tit:H.d:V nature sLudy. pp. 196. pl. Lnnrhnf-

1876. ~atal; a lli:;tm·y ancl tlcscl'ipLiott or the 
colony: including its naLural fea ture , produdions, 
industrial condition and prospects. 8uo. pp. viii + 

A ~ 

~ 

V 
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BROWN, Jon ALEXANDER HARVIE- [1844- 1 D16]. 
See also llAH\ lE-BROW , JOJI ALEXANDER. 

1879. The ea percaillie in Sco Lland, Edinbmgh. 
See also IL\RVJE-BRO\V::'-1, J. A. 

1880-9. ReJ orls on the migration of IJircls; in the 
autumn of 1879 ancl the spring of 1880 lo 1 87, 
being Reports I to IX. By J. . Ilarvie-Brown, 
.J. Cordeaux, R. !\I. Harrington, A. (;. Mm·P, and 
\V. Eagle Clarke. 2 vols. 8vo. 4 maps (fold.). Vol. 
I, Reports 1-V. Vol. 11, Reports VI-IX. 
Exhaustive report , with maps showing positions of the Jighthouf'e 
11nd light vessel Htatiom; to \\hkh srheduleH arr sent. 

BROWN, J. J. 
1876. The American Angler's Guide, etc. :-th cd. 
8vo. pp.421. illust. New \ ·ork. 

BROWN, .J. M. 1895. :iee CRA\\-Fl Rll, OS\\ \LD. 

BROWN' NATIIA CLJFFORD. 

1882-9. [Extract from the Proceedings of the 
Portland Society of ratural History, Dec. 4, 
188'2.] A catalogue of lhe birds known to occur 
in the vicinity of Portland, l\le. 8vo. pp. 40. 
Author's separate. · Portland, .\Ie. 
Compiled from notes accumulated during 12 yf'ars. It contains the 
names of 250 specie and subspecies. Fifty author's ropics only 
were issued, the di. tribution of the main edition being delayed till 
.June 14, 188!l, when some supplementary notes wprr ad(led, pp. 3i-
40, including the oecurrenre of eight new >'Pecies. 

BROWN, PETER [/l. 1776]. 
1776. New illustrations of zoology, I'OHlaining 
fifty coloured plates of new, curiou , and non
descript birds, wilh a few quadrupeds, reptile' 
and insects. 4to. pp. 4 +136. 1 col. pi. "\dded 
t.-p.: 1 rouvelles illustrations de zoologie. Dcs(']'ip
tive letterpre s in Fren ·h and English. !Jondon. 
Original illu~tration~-; from sperimens in thP eolleetion~ of .\JarmadukP 
Tunstall, the British .Museum, and the Ro~al ~oeiety. The author 
was known f!.IRo as a flower painter, exhibiting at tit(' Jtoyal Aeatlcmy 
from 1770 till 1 i'9l. 

BROWN, HoBEHT l'\EAJ. Rnnwsr..; [1 7H ] . 
1923. A naturalist at lhe poles; The life, work & 
voyage of Dr. \Y. S. Bruce, lhe polar explorer; 
with five ehapLers by \\' . C~. Burn Murdoch. 
38 illusl. and 3 nw ps. 8vo. pp. 11-316. front. 
(portr.). 2.5 pi. 3 maps (2 col. {olcl.). 3 flrr. T. of c. 
bibliogr. index. London. 
'Yritten large!~ from Hrure'H unpublished dinri('~, papers, arHl 
letters. Chapter~ Il, IJJ, lY, Y, and XXY arr ))y ~lurdod1 the 
remainder by Brown. Hrfcrrnrcs to hird~ arr numrrom; and c;c·eur 
throughout the book, with three illustration>'. An \ mcriraH Nlition 
appeared in 1924. 

1924 .. \naturalist at the poles; Llw lifr, work HULl 

voyagPs of \\ .. S. Bnwc, Lhe polat· C.'plorcr; with 
chapters by \\". c;. B. Murdo ·h. ;; illusl. attd 

3 maps. 8vo. pp. 11- 31a. front. (pol'lr.). 2.; pl. 
3 maps (2 col. fold.). 3 flg::;. 1'. of c. biblioyr. imlu. 

Phi lwlcl ph ia. 
1~i~i;t~~~i;~~~:~. print, which ditfers in no way whatc·\Tr from the 

BROWN, Capt. THOMAs [1785-1862]. 
1833. The zoolug-isl's Lexl-book, cmhradng Lllc 
rharacters of Lhe classes, orders und g·cJH'ea of 
almost the whole aninwl king-dom· I lWt'l her with 
an example of a pccic of ncal'ly (',<t<.:hl" genu ' and 
a complete g·Io sary of leehniLnllc>t·nts. Jllu ·Lralcd 
by one hundred and even· engraving on steel. 

2 vols. in 1. cap. 8vo. pp. J'ii+578+(12). front. 
10.5 pl. T. of c. glossary. index. r.-tasgow. 
The refrrrnce to birds will be found in vol. J, under the heading, 
A ves, pp. 151-282, plates no~. XXXY LXVIII, depicting 29i 
species of bird together 11ith three diagrams, all of which are by 
R. , 'cott, and, althongh small, are ([Lrite good. A glossary is al!'.o 
Rupplied at the end of the volmne, pp. 5ia- . This work it; a rarit). 

1834. ruustration. of the gamr birds of North 
America, chiefly the size of nature. folio. engr. 
lit/e. 16 rol. pl. London . 
These hand-eolored plates are mostly original; others are copied. 
with modifications, from the works of Bonaparte and Wilson. The 
present atlas is apparently an early copy, with the backgrounds of 
the pictures colored. AI o the plate paper is watermarked 1830-4. 
Tn the second issue the backgrounds are plain and the watermark 
1835. In any .-tate the book i. n very mre ornithological item. SeP 
Waiter Faxon (Auk, vol. 20, 1903, p. 236) for a full account of 
this important. work. 

1835. Illustrations of the American Ornithology 
of Alexander Wilson and Charles Lucien Bona
parte Prince of Musignano. \Vilh the addition of 
numerous recently discovered species and repre
sentations of the whole sylvae of North America. 
folio. pp. iv+124. col. pl. Edinburgh. 
Thi very rare brochure (no copy in the library of the llriti h 
~Iu eum) has only three pages of introductory text, which is occupird 
by a Systematic Index, 'the arrangement being that of Temminck, 
f\lightly alter d, with the addition of :ome new genera. 161 birds 
have been adcl.ed by the editor [to those described and depirted br 
Wilson and Bonaparte]. and 87 hirds haw been con~iderably 
enlarged', each indicated by special marks. Legends furni h both 
the common and systematir names. The plates are very fine, somr 
of them being renumbered in l\Ii'(. or by Roman numerals pasted 
over the former numbers. The botanical additions, including the 
floral background!:\, are of tile f\rf;t order of portraiture. This atlas 
is said to haYc been publish (l a!i a supplement to the 1831 edition 
of 'Vilson (c1.v.). The 12-l hand-eolored platPs :;how 523 figures 
of birds. 

1836. The taxidermist's manual; or, The art of 
collecting, preparing and preser'Ying objecl s of 
natural history, for the use of travellers, con-
ervateur of mu eums, and private collectors. 

3rd cd. 12mo. pp. xii + 150. 4 (of' 6) engr. pi. 
index and T. of c. ' Glrt::;gow. 
.\lullcns and Swann ·ay that thi" well-lnitt<>n and popular little 
work went through more than :.!0 edition~. 

1840. See GOLDSJ\JITH, 0., 1 40-3. 

1846. llluslrat ions of the genera of birds, em
bracing- I heir generic' cltara'lers; with sketches of 
their habits. 1Vos. 1- 14 in 1 vol. folio. Title lo 
Part (vol.) 1, dedication, S5 lNu•es of irregular te.rl, 
and 59 pi. (56 col. ). (1\ll pub.) 
Aut hor"s autographed pre,;entation rom· to .\lr,.;. (:. ~tanlrr 
I>arbishire, l\lanrhe1'tcr, De(·emhrr :~1, 185!l. It has brf'n rom]lared 
by :Jir. Ure~or~· ~L ~Iathews with :~n (''\ample in his poi:\session, the 
latter being in the 14 original numbl'rs. ~lr . .\Iathew has numbered 
each leaf of te:~.t and eYery plat' in al'cordance with the origiJJ:~I_ 
numbers. ~[ullcns and Kirke Hwann ~i\'l' a eorrect statelllent ot 
contPnts, hnt. nrf' in <>rror in stating that the number of }Jarts bsurd 
wa~ IH. This, like t.lle two otlwr largr books of Captain llrowu, is 
of great rarity. 

n.d. l\Iacuw rock<:ll )OS, parrakeet , and pal'rols; 
&c. See also LA DI-m, 'ir T. u. 

BROWNE, ALEX \. , 'DER l\IO! .. L\(;L' . 

1889. The verlclJrate animal or Leire::,lershil'e 
and Rulland. ·1 pl. <llld nt:q> . .Jlo. pp. n·i ·n:;. 
{l'onl. (mup col.). 4 pl. (2 col.). addend. inde.r. 

Birlllinylllllll. 
A table is abo given ~~~""·in:-c the arrha! of summer migraatd in 
Leicestershire from 1843-;:;;> and 1877-88. 

BROWNE, DA IEL JAY [b. 1804]. 
1851. The Americall bird fancier; c:.:onsiucreJ \Vilh 
reference to the breeding, r uring, feeding, manage
ment and peruliarlties of cage ancl hou e hir I.. 
12mo. pp. 107. front. 28 fiys. index. Aew l ori .. 
A compilation. Another edition was is ·ued in 1857 (tJ..V.l 
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1857. The 
index. 

merican hin1 fancier. pp. 107. 29 figs. 
Aew l 'ork. 

Another edition of a ::; mall treati:e 011 the hreetlin~. rearing, and management of \\ild binl;; in raptivit;.. 

1884. Th merieau hird fan!'ier. 
and enlarged. 

·ew ed. reY. 
• Y e1u } ork. 

BROWNE, Su· THO~l - [1605 8'2 ] . 
1650. Psf'tHlodoxia PpiclPmie::l: or, Enqniries into 
Y ry nwn) l'ereiH'd Lenents, and romnwnl; pre 
sumed truths. 2nd Pd. 4to. pp. (16 ) -t .329. table 
(index). London. 
A ruriom; old work b~ thr author of the lamous Reliyio medici, dh ided into fnur books; the third containing th popular and received tenent,; concerning animals; that 'a Kingfisher hanged by the bill sheweth where the wind if- ', that ·a Pigeon hath no gall' , and so forth, pp. 5-J:i2. Thr tirt-~t edition was published iu 1646, <>nd a third in 1658. Marginal notPs by a preYious owner are found in the pre. rut cop~- . The o~ler library has the e(/itio princep. (1646) as well <ls the ahoYe printing, 11nd ninr other rditions iu English. Dut\'h. and rren!'h. 

1902. 'ot sand letlers on the natural hi ton of 
orfolk, more espec.ially on the birtls and fish s, 

from the mss. of Sir Thomas Browne ... in the 
Sloane collr·c.tion in the librarv of the Briti h 
mu eum and in the Bodlri::m 'librnr~, Oxford; 
with noles IJy Thomas Soulhv. Pll. ( vo. pp ... CJ'Pi + 
102. front. (letier ). 1'. o( c. 4 append. index. 

London. 
Reference to l>ircl figure throughout the Yolume, more especially on pp. 1- 30, 'l otes on certain birds found in Torfolk', and aloin the letters to lerrett, pp. 57 , :1, as well as in the four appendices, pp. 86--08, and the introductory note by Thomas .'outhwell, pp. i- x. vi. The fronti,;pi e<'r is a facsimile of a portion of a letter from 'ir Thoma Browne to I lr. ~1errett showing the difficulty of deciphering his handwriting. 

BRUCE, CHARLES. 
1924. Twenty Years in Borneo. 8uo. 

BRUCE, \\ ILLIA 1 SPEIRS [.1867- 1921]. 
1907. Life in the .\nlarctic. (The 

ational Antarctic rxpedition. ) 24mo. 
60 photos. 

Boston. 

c.otti h 
pp. 67. 
London. 

Thh,;little hook form,; \ol. 10 of Umra11's ll'tllltl't' Book.~. 'lhr lir::;t edition"'"" i,;;.urr\ in .1<11111<11'~ Hl07, till' prr~ent mm hring a reprint. of F brum.1 of f he ,;amP ye11r. 

19.23 . • \naturalist al IIIC' polf's. lhC' lif<, \\Ol'h: & 
VO) agr of Dr. \Y. '. l !ruce. See nno" ", n ... R. 

1924. Th<' .\merit'atl edit ion. idrnl it·<~l '' ilh the 
foregoing. 

BRUCH, C BL \\ . . L. [18'!0- 84 J. 
ll853 ]. ,V1onogTapllisi'IJe l ellC'l' kht dcr GaLtung 
Larus Li11. uo. i!P· [13]. 

uthnr's t'\.enpt from Journ. f. Uruitlt., Jahrg. I, 18.-)3. 

BRttCKNER, P\t 1.. 
[1913]. \\ ir llauc il'lt mir IJillig Brutapparate, 
h.Ockcuhrimc uud Fallenne Ler·? 4lc .\ufl. 8uo. 
pp. 1:!- . 72 teJ:t-(iys. Leip-ir;. 
11 andbook oti artificial llC>'I ~. incubators, and other apparatus for bird culture. 

BRUETTE, \\'ILLIA\l Af\lJlCR [1 73- ]. 
[1923]. ~portsmen' enq. rlopedia. 8uo. pp. 319. 
98 figs. 1'. o( c. 6 indexes. New 1 ork. 
A compilation u,;elnl arHlll<'('( ·,.;ary to tlw ~porhinHtll, with numerou~ illustration~. somr of which are of game hirdR and the art of shooting them. Fore.,t aud Stream pul>li<:ation. 

BRUIN, :\ ICIIOLAS DE . • irti:it-illuslrator. 
1594. Vulatilium varii generis effigies in tyronum 

aeri incisa. 8uo. 
no le.rl. 

7.'3 cop. pl. including title. 
Antwerp. 

One of this celebrated Pnqraver's numerous small albums, the prrsent copy containing ·~ranrherley Yog •1. vligen, mucken, und Rchnecken eig ntliche figuren, ausgangen clurch A. Londerseel '. 

BRUNER, HE RY LA'IE . 
1929. Laboratorv direction 
8vo. pp. 14 -t 163.' 

in college zoology. 
New} ork. 

BRUNER, L\\"\R • CE [18;j6- ] . 
1896. Some notes on ehra ka birds; a list of 
the species and ub pecies found in the state, "\Vith 
note on their di Lribution, food-habit , etc. Cor
rected lo April 22, 1896. [Author's reprint from 
the Report of Lhe 1 ·ebra ka State Horticultural 
Soc.iet:, I !-'16.] vo. pp. 48- 178. 51 figs. append. 
index. Lincoln, Neb. 
The list proper includes brief annotations on distribution and in some ra. e,; remarks on the bird 's food and its value to the agriculturist . Four hundred ~md fifteen species and subspecies are recorded. 
1904. preliminary revie,~,-· of the birds of 
' ebraska, with synopses. 8uo. pp. 116+(10). 

9 f1gs. (diagr.). index. Omaha, Neb. 
An annotated list of the ~pedei'i with keyf' for their determination and for the srparation of families and orders. Originally published, 1\ith sC\TJlP differen!'C!', in the Annual Report, Neltraska State Board of Agricdture for the Yl'ar lfJOJ, 190.!. Walcott, R. H . and .'wenk, ::'11. H. collaborated ·with the author. 

BRUNET' J ACQUES-CHARLES [1780-1867]. 
1860-80. 1\lanuel du Libraire et de l'amateur de 
livres. 6 Lomes et 2 suppl~m~nts. 8vo. Paris. 
The Blackcr <'OPY, the Exemplaire de JI. Paul Dido( is bound in 14 vols. It is a \\ ll-known bibliographical work of reference indispensable to all good libraries . 

BRUNN. 
1863-dale. Verhandlungen des ~aturforschender 
Verei!!_. Bd. 1- . 8vo. Briinn-: 

BRUNNICH, MORTE"< THRA E [1737- 1827] . 
1764. l\1. Th. Brlinnichii Ornithologia borealis, 
sisten collectionem avium ex omnibus, Imperio 
rlanico suhjecti , provinciis insulisqve borealibus 
1 lnfni<H' faclant, cum descriptionibu novarum, 
uomini!Jus. incolurum, locis nalalium et icone. 

vo. pp. 8+ 80. 1 pl. (fold.). append. Ilafniae. 
Onntholog~ ol all the pro' ince:; suhiert to Denmark. The 'kua Gull or Briinnich' · . kua (Catltaracta skua) i entered in the Brit. Mu.~. Gat. :X}.Y. 315 as Megalestris catarrltactes and the Arctic Gull or Richardsou's kua (C11thamcta CefJ]Jhus) of which there is a plate here, is entered as Sterrorarius crepidatu8, for reasonf' which are not obvious. Tlw K::>.W. Library copy of this very rare title was presented by Mr. Gregory l\Iathews. 

BRUNSKILL, E. 
1920. Canary culture for amateurs. 8vo. pp. xi+ 
115. 45 figs. T. of c. London. 

BRUSH HILL BIRD CLUB. 
1914. First Report. See REPORT OF BRUSH HILL 
BIRD CL B. J.\1izton, 1\las::;. 

BRUSINA, SPIRIDIO [1 15- ]. 
1906. L 'ornitologia della Bulgaria, del Monte
nearo c clclla Grecia del Rei er. 4to. pp. 31. 

Siena. 
Author's reprint from Avicula, An no X, N. 101-2, 1906. 

BRUSSELS.- Musee 
turelle de Belgique. 
1877-87. Annales. 
1882-8. Bulletin. 
1900-dale. Memoires. 

Roya~ d'Histoire Na-

Mm 
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~RUSSELS.-Musee du Congo Belge. 
1898-dale. nnale - Zoologie. 

BRUSSELS. 'ee ACADEMIE HOYALE DES scm:-..cEs 
... DE BELGIQ E. 

BRUTON, F. A. See CORl\lAC, w. E., 1\3'2 '. 

BRYAN, WILLIAM ALA 'SON [187;)- ]. 
1901. A key to the birds of the Hawaiian group. 
folio. pp. iv+5-76. pl. Xl' I-XXX. 17 figs. in 
lexl. (Bernice Pauahi Bishop museum. Memoirs, 
vol. 1.) Author' excerpt. Honolulu. 
Useful identification table~ of Hawaiian birds. Thr photoplates 
are well made. The volume is supplied with an index, which 
includes the synonymy of the bird lists. 

BRYANT, liE RY. 
[1859]. A list of bird seen at the Bahama , from 
Jan. 20, to May 14, 1 59, with de criplions of 
new or little known pecies. 8vo. pp. 32. 
An annotated list of about 87 species. 

BRYDEN' HENRY A DER 0 [18 4- J. 
1899. Great and mall game of 1\frica; an arcount 
of the distribution, habits and natural hi tor) of 
the sporting mammals, ·with per onal hunling 
experiences. folio. pp. 20+ 612. illusl. pl. London. 
Appendix and supplement included. 

1909. Animals of Africa. '2nd eel. 8vo. pp. xvi + 
240. front. 11 pl. 28 figs. T. of c. index. IllusL. 
by E. Caldwell. London. 
A popular account intended prindpally for boy~. The section 
relating to birds is Pt. II, pp. 109-66, with three plates and ~even 
figures. 

BUCHANAN, A. Ci [18 6- ]. 
1920. Wild Life in .anada, etc. 8vo. pp. 20+264. 
15 pl. T. of c. London. 
This interesting volume relates mainly to the natural history of 
the Canadian North·wr~t and li:;ts much of the flora and fauna of 
this somewhat ueglectcd portion of the continent. Birds arc con· 
sidered on pp. 219-6-1. 

1922. Exploration of Air; out of the world north 
of Nigeria. 8vo. pp. 24+258. pl. map. New 1-ork. 

BUCHANAN, IlAMILTO'l FRA -crs [17G·'-1 "29]. 
1822. An account of the Fishes in Lhe river 
Ganges and ils branches. pp. 7 + 405. atlas. 
39 pl. London. 

, A useful, though early, systematic description of inland Indian 
fishes. 

BUCHAN AN, J on . 
1793. Travel in the \Yesteru Ilebride 

BUCHANAN, ROBERT. 

1 vol. 
London. 

1868. The life and adventures of .J .. J. Audubon. 
ee A D BON, J. J. 

BUCHHEIM, EMMA s. 
1908. How to attract and protect '"ild bird , by rs ~ 11/J l~ n & • J M. Hiesemann. See IllESEMA ' MART I. . 

~~ I..VUJll A4 T''(~· 1911. ~2nd ed. 

[S'~ tJ&. A.o h~ J 1912.1\3rd ed. 

BUCHHOLZ, RET HOLD \VILIIELM [1 37- 7G J. 
1880. Reisen in \Vest-Afrika, uach einen hinler
lassenen Tagebuchern und Briefen nebst einem 

Lehcnsabriss des Verstorhenen von Carl Heiner -
dorff. 8vo. pp. 8+264. illusl. map. Leipzig. 
I3uehholz originally accompanied Dr. Reichenow to 'Yest Africa 
hut on their arrh·al at the Cameroons the parties separated. Buch: 
llolz made a collection of birds man~' of whkh were destroyed hy 
rat . HiH chief concern was with zoological material othrr thait 
birds, and in this he was very succes:;ful. 

BUCHNER, L. 
1876. 1\ us cl em GeistesleiJen cl er Thiere, elc. 81•o. 
pp. 370. Berlin. 
A sympathetic study of the psychology of animahi. 

BUCHNER, PAUL [1886- ]. 
1926. Tieri ches Leud1Len und 'ymbiose. 8uo. 
pp. 38. illust. Berlin. 

BUC'HOZ, ~ERnE JosEPII [1731-1807]. 
1783. Tr~ ', des labourers dans les Oi eaux 1 
bas e-cou1, e c. ~ Paris. 

BUCK, \V ALTER J. 1893 . .See CHAPMA , ABEL. 

BUCKLAND, FRA 'CIS TREVELYAN [1826-80]. 
1859. Curio itie of natural hi lory. 4th eel. 8l'o. 
pp. (2) + xvi t 319. front. 2 pl. 1'. of c. London. 
Heferenccs to bird~ are on pp. 136-9, the Heron a an enem.\ to 
rats; sagacity of the fowls in .Jamaica; Birds and the electric 

~~i~~~~~r1l~\v~~~~eJs"tt~~S~o~0]~~~l~~~6~l din 1857, the 2nd, in 1s
58

, 

1875. See WHITE, Rev. GILBERT. 

1875. Log-book of a fisherman and zoologist. 
8vo. pp. :.riv + (2) + 407. front. 3 pl. 26 figs. T. ofc. 
index. London. 
Ref rence. to bird:-; are . cattered throughout the pages of this book; 
the woodpecker and the bittern, pp. 144 50; u:;e of the gular pouch 
of the BuRtarrl, pp. 11 22; Golden eagle from Sutherlandshire, 
pp. 261-70. 

1877. 'ee AUSTE- , :'o/ATliA IEL LA REl';CE. 

1880. Natural History of Brilish Fishes. 8uo. 

1882. ~ olr and jotting from animal life. lllusl. 
Suo. pp.viii+414. front.(porlr.). T.ofc. London. 
The ubstance of these papers had already appeared in Land and 
ll ater, and the Leisure Hour. 

u.d. The Ludgate ~chool-Books The Frank 
Buckland rracler; srlected readings from 'C'uriosi
liesofnaluralhistory ' . 73illusl. 12mo. pp.uiii-1-
248. fronl. 72 figs. T. of c. London. 
Taken from the author's Curiosities of Natural History. 

BUCKLAND, \VILLIAM [17 4-1856]. 
1823. Reliquice diluviance; or Observations on 
the organic remains contained in cave·, fLsures, 
and diluvial gravel, and on other geological 
phenomen·:~, at1 esting t.hr aclion of an universal 
deluge. 4io. pp. vii + 303. 27 pl. (2 col., 1 fold.). 
1 tal!. (fold. ). T. of c. inde.1.·. London. 
The cavrs herr referred to ar situated in England, Wales, and 
Germany, the rrmains 0f birds found bring Yery small indeed as 
comparNl with manmwls. The principal rrfcrrnees consist of hones 
found at Rirkclalr, p. 15 (chiefl~· wing IJon :-;), hircls in the diluvinm 
of Englaml, p. 27, and bones at Paviland ami Gibraltar, pp. 93 
and 155. 

BUCXLEY, TIIOi\IA. EnwARD [1846-1902]. 
[1887]. vertebrate fauna of utherland, Caith
ness and \Y t Cromarty. See IIARYIE-BROW , J. A. 

1888. A vertebra Le fauna of the outer IIebrilles. 

\ 
'ee HARV1E-BROW1 , J. A. 

I 
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~891. A vel'lehrale fauna of the Orkney I lands. 
4/o. pp . .x·xiv-t .314. 7 pl. 1 m.ap (co l. fold.). 6 fiys. 
T. o{ c. append. index. Edinlml'yh. 
References to birds in the introtlnction, pp. :. vii-xxiv, in thr 
de,;cription of the phy.·i<'al fcatnrr~ of thE> i. lands, pp. 1 ;>!!, as wrll 
as in the annotated list of the 22:3 spcriE>s accordrd to the district. 
lt also included Rntherland and may be regarded as thP hest of 
many local fauna! publications drscrivtiY~> of the wild Jifp or northern 
:-icotlan<l. 

1892. A vertebrate fauna of Argyll and the inner 
Hebride . .See IIARVIE-BROW , J. A. 

1895. A fauna of tlle Mo1·ny Basin. Sep HAnvm-
BROW J. A. 

1899. vertebralc faunn of lhe Slwtlnnd Islands. 
See EVA., A. II. 

BUCKNILL, .J OH ALE.. A. ' DER STRACJIEY 
(I 7:3 ] . 
1900. The bird of Surrt>y. 8vo. pp. lui -i 37 .J. 
6 pl. (pholoyr. ). 13 cuts in lexl. nwp. 'J'. o{ c. 
index. Extra-illu trated with 20 ('01. pl. from 
Lilford's Birds. Bibliography in prel'., pp. 15-19. 

London. 
A popular and well illuRtrated brochurr on local birds with an 
account of the distribution. hahits, nidification, rte. The extra
illustration of the pre~ent copy adds much to its ntlne as a guitlr 
to the identity of species. 

1902-20. , ee \. JCTORI A JIISTORY OF THE COP TIES 
OF E GLA D. 

1927. The IJird of Singaporr Tslnnd. ln collabora
tion with F. . <:hasen. 8vo. pp. vi t 247. 31 col. 
pi. T. of c. 2 indexes. Sinuapore. 
A >Oemi-popular work. ThE> lrttE>rprrss is arrang<'d uudt•r tlw 
following headings: (I) J>rscri}Jtion, (2) Di::;trillution, (:3) ~tatus in 
Singapore, (4) Field Notrs, and (5) Other habits. 

BUDAPEST. [Fauna of (old) Hungary. ] 
1900. Fauna Regni llungariae, le. 3.vols. 4/o. 
In Hungarian. (\Vanlilw. ) Budapest. 
This comprehensive and valuable treatisr dol's not deal with all 
the vertebrates, but as part of the biology of Lnke Balaton 
(50 miles ::l.W. of .Budapci:lt) E. von Daday describes tlw fishes; 
L. von 1ehel~' the amvhibia and rE-ptiles; A. von Lavassy tlu• bird:;. 
There is an introduction to rach section in both Hungarian and 
Latin. 

BUDAPEST. Magyar Nemzeti Muzeum. 
1903- daie. Annalt>s Ilislorieo-Naturales. See 
also TERM E. ZETRAJZJ F .. ZETEK. 

BUDGETT, Jon S·\l\1 EL (1872 1904]. 
1907. The work of John Samuel Budgett, Balfour 
student of the niver ity of Cambridge: being 
a collection of his zoological papers, together with 
a biographical kelch. pp. x+494. {l'onl. (pol'ir. ). 
28 pl. (partly col.). 173 figs. T. of c. index. 

Cambridge. 
The Buugett Memorial YolntllE', containing reprints of his variou. 
Zoological papE-rs. Hefen•nce>~ to birds will bl' found in thr bio
graphical sketch by A. B. :-ihipley. IJp. 1 55, in the a<"count of the 
journey to Uganda, pp. l i"r-9~, the vrincipal onr, however. IJE>ing 
on the ornithology of the Oambia river, pp. 14:3 .1:3, with an uuf lilll' 
map of the Gambia river, fig. 'o. 13. The list eonsists of about 
110 pecies. 

Xrthcrlands. Both the Dutch :md s:vHtematic names (after Schlegel), 
with a llPst•ription of each. is furnislwd, but no O~ures of the bir~!l 
arr givrn. An ind.rx of both scientilic and Yernacular names IS 
apvcndeu. 

BUENOS AIRES. Jardin Zoologico. 
1893. n.evi la. 

BUENOS AIRES (City) . Museo nacional de 
historia natural. 
1894-7. Memoria (all pub.). 

BUENOS AIRES. Sociedad Argentina de 
Ciencias Naturales. 1918-19. 

BUERGER, 0TTO. 

1900. Hei en eines aturfor ehers im tropi chen 
'Odamerika. 8vo. pp. u+395. 16 pl. illust. in 

text. Leipzig. 
The \\Titcr i:-; a wrll-known naturalist whose ob;;erYation:; are 
generally accurate and worth the reader;s attenti01.1. l:I_e is, for 
instan<·e one of the <"Ontributors to tlw 1• IIUIUI Arc/ ti'tt oJ RoemE>r 
and :;chnudinn, though not on a vertebrate zoologic subject. 

BUFFALO SOCIETY OF NATURAL 
SCIENCES. 
1873-dale. Bulletin. 

1920-date. Ilobbies. 

1928-daie. Annual ReporL. 

BUFFON, G. L. L. DE (1707 8] and others. 
1749-1804. Ilistoire aturellr ... avec la dest;t·ip
tiou du Cabinet du Hoi. 44 vols. 4lo. illusl. Paris. 
This tlw fin>t and most c·omplete work of the famous naturalist, 
was ~ompletell after more than 50 years toil, with the aid of other 
celebrated zoologists, 1~. ,J. l\I. Daube11ton, P. Uueneau de Mont
IJeillard, ({. L. ('.A. Bexon, and ('ount dr. Laeepede. The combined 
tn·atises di,.;cu:-;s tl11• whole ra11ge of the animal, Yrgetable, and 
mineral kingdoms and form a veritahh' mine of information 
not only much utiliz<'cl by .-ubseltucnt investigators but ~;eparatel) 
pulJ!i:;hcd more or lcs:> in variant editions by the \\Titers themselves. 

1766-99. Ilisloire uaLurelle, genE'rale et parti
ruW·re :wee la Jrscriptiou du cabinet du roi par 
(G. L. L.j de Buffou & (I.. J. M.] Daubenton. 

ouvelle E'd. 36 vols. in 19. 4to. pl. maps. 
Amsterdam. 

Co TE TS. 1-15. Quad1·upedes. (1G-24]. Oiseaux. 
(25-9]. 1ineraux. [30-G]. Supplement. 
Vol . (16-29] & [36] pub. Dordrecht, A. Blusse 
& fil . 
One of the rarliE>r but very important E-ditions of a f~ndamental 
anu famous treath;e on natural histon·. 'fhe Blacker Library copy 
has the 22 vols. on mammals bounu as 15; on birds, 9 vols. as 5. 

1770-86. IIi toire 1 aturell des Oi eaux. 10 vols. 
Tlw il\ifauna of the Histoire naturelle. 

1771-4. AJlO'emeine 1 T aturgesrhichle. 7 vols. 

1771-86. Ilistoire nat.urelle des oiseaux. 10 vols. 
{olio. col. illust. Paris. 
This is a large paper issue of a portion of the text of tl!e original 
edition with the Planclle8 enlumintfe.~, engraved by :\Iartmrt under 
the supervision of E. L. Daubenton, with the collaboration of P. G. 
de .B. :\lontlwillard. One of the mo~;t extensivE>, important, and early 
works on ornithology, It is really a second edition of Butfon's nine 
volumes on birds in the first edition of his Histoire Naturel?e 
(:Jenhale. Tl1 avian species are mo:;tly described under their 
vernacular nanws but. are eaf\ily identified by the uiscussion of their 
physical characters, habits, e!c. ~innner (Cat. Ayer Li&rary, J.!· 105) 
give· a complete account of tlus remarkable work, a por~wn. of 
which I quote as follow : 'Buffon, in 1749, began tJ:te pubhcat.wn 

BUEKERS P G of his Histoire Naturel/P Generate (q.v.), completed m 1804 (after 
' · · his death), in H quarto volumes. Of thm;e, the nine volum~s. of 1903. De vogel. van rederlnnd; lij len voor het birds (vol~. 2:3-31) appeared from 1770 to 1783. A sep~rate~~d1hon 

b l 11 t t t · N -• I 1 of the H<UlH' work in 71 volumes, l2mo. was begun Ill 11 :>2 and epa en Val1 a e 0 llU Oe lll euel' nil< Wf\al'- contp!ct<•d in 1803, of which the oruitholog)' oecupied 1~ volumes 
genomen VOO'elS. 12mO. pp. 12+164. 4 fJ[. j [1g. (Yol-;, 47 (i-!). Jn 17(i5 ])auhenton thr younger (\\hO~C 1<!-ther wa 

Zlllf'Jhen. collaborator with Button in the Hi.~/. 1\:at. Ot!Tu!rale), mst1gated by 
Button, eomml·m·NI the publication of a :-;erie>~ .of 1,008 colored 

A useful list ot the Yariouo groups of the avifauna inhabiting the plate·, !:17:3 of which are of birds, drawn by • Iartmet. The:se were 

? 
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drBUFFON, G. L. L. DE and others (ronld.)l Y L issued without text other than the vernacular nanH'K (often fro•n 
Brisson) on their legends. They appeared in promiscnouR ordrt· in 
42 "cahiers" .. from 1765 to 1780 or a little later in hotlt large and 
small folio. and appear to lack any definite titlr or titlr-pagr, 
although the collection seems alway:-; to haw hrrn knowll as 
"Daubenton's Planche. Enh1minecR ". 
• Daubenton's work ~erm:; to haV£• beeu intended originally to 
illustrate the volumes of Oi.~e111u: of Butfon's llist. Nat. Uhu!rale, 
even though the latter did not commenct· until tlw platrs were in 
course of publication. Butfon (!list. Nnt. dPs Oi.~eau.r, i, pp. vj- ix 
and vii, p. ij) and Boddaert (Tablr, p. viii) both crrdit the enterprilse 
with that definite purpose. However, in view of the limited edition 
of the colored plates- insu!Tieient to provide a sl't for Paeh copy of 
the Hist. Nat. Uenerale-- a new ::;et of 262 I.Jlnek-nnd-white plntes 
wa:> prepared for the ornithological volumes of that, work (cf. 
Bnffon, Hist. Nat. des Oiseaux, i, p. ix). At the saJlll' time Buffon 
produced, in ten volumes, a special edition of thl' omithology (in 
both large and small folio) under the title tran~eribell abow, 
designed expre~sl~· to accompany Dauhenton'~ plates. Eacl, 
Yolume contains a list of thcsr vlates with the order of ;trrangemPnt 
aml references to the page:,; where they are to br insertt>d in tht' 
volume, and thr text refer,; to them ~imply as "les planehP,.; 
enluminees, No. ". To reference is made in tlw text to 3.) nnn
ornithological plates whirh aceompnny tlw pretif'llt ~et (and othrr 
recorded sets) of the work, except m; they are itJrlndrd in thP total 
number of plates mentioned in YOl. vii, v. ij.' 

1772-1809. Herrn von Buffons aLm·geschirh Le 
der Vogel. Aus dfm Franzosischen iibeJ'selzl, miL 
Anmerkungungen, Zusiitzen, und ielen Kupfern 
vermehrl, durch Friedrich Heinric:h \Vilhelm 
Martini. 35 vols. 8vo. Vol. 1, pp . .J.+27G. \houl 
300 pp. in each of the olher vols. T. of c. in each vol. 
col. fronts. 1,575 col. pl. BerUn. 
One of the most valuable of the many editions uf this remarkable 
work. It is impossible to overrate Buffon's early and important 
contributions to the science of ornithology. The illustrations in the 
present edition arc drawn from several sourrcs, hnt mc·st of thrm 
are print:; from the plates of tile original French trratise. For a 
complete appreciation of Buffon's Oiseaux the mmotator reff'rs tlte 
!>tudent to Zimmer's Catalogue of the Ayer Library, Field l\Insenm, 
Chicago. p. 10-! et seq. 

1774. Histoire naturelle generale et pariiculieret 
CEuvres completes. 49 vols. 8vo. Paris. 

1778-1864. CEuvres completes. 6 vols. col. pl. 
Paris. 

1780. Les Epoques de la ~ature. 2 vols. Paris. 

1785-91. Histoire naturelle, generale et parti
culiere. Tomes 1- 13. Oiseau:\., 1-14. Quad
rupedes, 1-14. l\Iin~raux, 1- \1. 12nw. [0.] 

Deux-Ponts. 
A. complete set of thb important edition is al o in the E.S. \Y. 
Library. There are in the latter altogether 5-! YolmueR, the Yohunes 
devoted to birds being bound as 17. 

1791. The History of Singing Birds, elc. Traus. 
8vo. Edinburgh. 

1791. The System of 1 ' atural History, etc. 
2 vols. (in 1). 8vo. ?erih. 

[1792]. Buffon's natural histor) abridged .. \ nevY 
ed. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. 1, pp. xxxvii+3S3. front. 
40 pl. T. of c. Vol. II, pp. (2) + 494. 67 pl. 
glossary. inde:r. Lundon. 
A popular abridgement of Butfon's more expen"h e aud bulk\· 
works, the J!Ortion pertaining to the birds ucin•! fonnu in Yol. il, 
pp. 1-1-!9, with 11-! Illustrations, pl. nos. -!1-75. 

1792-3. N atueal history of birdt;; tr. from the 
Fr. [by \Villiam Smellie]. 9 vol:s. 8vo. 262 uncol. pi. 
Index to the whole work end of ninth Pol. [,ondon. 
One of the numerous Englh;h translations of i.lte famous Hi ·toire 
~Vnturelle as given by the su.b~title: 'Illu. ~rated with eugraYing,;; 
and a preface, notes. and additiOnS rappendJX] by thr translator'. 
l792. Vol. I, pp. 412. pi. 1 ·29. 
1793. Vol. II, pp. 496. pl. 30 .56. '1'. of c. 
1702. Vol. lii, pp. 456. pl. ,57 87. T. of c. 
1793. Vol. IV, pp. 481. pl. 88-11J. 1'. uj c 
l 793. Vol. V. pp. 536. pl. 11.5-36. '1'. of~. 
1793. Vol. VI, pp. 585. pl. 137-61. T. of c. 

(\ 

1793. Vol. VIl, pp. 530. pl. 162-92. '1'. of c. 
1793. Vol. Vlll, pp. 448. pl. 19.3 231. T. oj c. 
17fl3. Vol. IX, pp . .504. pl. 232-62. i?ulPx. 
According to the title-page dates thefll' voltune::; were irregularh· 
i:-;:.; u;·d. 'l'lw hook-making of the clition i,; f'. ·cellent. 

1793. Buff011 '. 
8vo. 

atural History (Barr). 16 vols. 

Another of tlu· IIJHny printings, l<:nglish and othrr, of Bntfon's 
famous work. 
1799-1805. (A11. II-XII l. ) Histoire Naturelle 
... nouvelle edition, accompagnee de 1 otes ... 
par C. S. Sonnini. 64 vols. 8vo. rot. ill. (Suites.) 
This wrll-known edition is divided iut.o two part::;, the first (li-± vols.) 
the original worl{ en larged and rdite\l by Honnini, P. A. Latreille 
and F. M. Dandin, and a collection of apprndires thr first collectiOJ{ 
of thr :>o-cnlled . HuitPS a Buffon' mainly on ('etacea, Reptilia 
Pi:re~, l\Iolluilca-by the:>P author.- with the additional aid of 
Lacepede, T>enys-:\[ontfort, Brissenu-.\lirbrl. .Jol~·rlere , and P. Sue. 

1799-1808. Hisloil·l· nut Ul't'lle, aenerale et parti
<.:uliere. Nouvelle ed., <HTUlllJJclO'HCe de noles ... 
redig~par C. S. Sonnini. 12t uols. 8vo. pi. Paris. 
A variant-especially in binding aJHl title-pages-of the ::ionnini 
edition of 1799 1805. 

1814. Tile system of uaLural hisLm·y, carefully 
::tbridg •d. Engr. on wood. 4 vols. 16mo. Vol. I, 
pp. iv+iii vi+9- 336. 63 fiys. T. of c. Vol. II, 
pp. iv +9-324. 112 figs. T. of c. Vol. JII, pp. iv+ 
9-332. 117 figs. T. of c. \ ul. 1\, pp. iv+9-308. 
28 figs. T. of c. index. Alnwick. 
Another popular abridge!Hent of Hutfon·, lllore expen:sive and bulk~ 
work, the portion on birds in vol. ii, pp. il9--32.J., with -!9 illustra
tions, and vol. iii, pp. 9--92, with 53 illustrations.· 

1819. CEuvres Completes; mises en Ordre par le 
Comte de Lacepede. 2nd ed. 25 vols. Bound with 
Histoire Nat. des Quadrupcdcs-ovipares et pais
sons par le Comte de Lacepede suite eL comple
ment de Buffon, 5 vols.; in all 30 vols. Paris. 

1828-33. CEuvres completes de Buffon, suivies de 
ses continuateurs Daubenton, Lacepede, Cuvier: 
Dumeril, Poiret, Lesson et Geoffroy-St.-Hilaire. 
Seule ed. complete. 20 vols. 8vo. pl. maps. 

Bruxelles. 
Co TE!\TS. Vols. 1-4. Theorie de la terre. 5. 
Histoire naturelle de l'homme. 6-10. Mammiferes. 
1 J-14. Oiseaux. 15-'20. Planches. 
An important and well-known edition of the great treatise of 
Butfon, issued at Bru els by Lejcunc. The contributor to this 
work included the most celebratc•l naturalists in France. 

1834-74. (Colledion des) Suites a Buffon, for
mant avec les ceuvres de eeL auteur un cours 
complet d'Histoire NaturellP. 8vo. pl. Paris. 
The 8i voh,;. in the .\IcGill Library contain e\·erything from these 
well-known addenda to the original treatise of nuffon that concerns 
vertebrate zoolog) and. mueh that dCJPs uot concem that subject. 
Among the famous collaborators were H . .\lilnc Edwards, R. P. 
Lesson, Geoffroy ::iaint-Hilaire, G .. !!'. Cuvicr, G. Bibron, L. Vaillant, 
and many others. early all the Suites have been separately 
Jlllblished. See Cat. Br. J.Jus. (Nat. Hist.), i, p. 283. 

1836-70. Suites;\ Buffon, Cour·s eomplel d'Histoire 
Naturelle. · 
C~tacEt§. Par 1~. c~uvier. (1836.) 1 vol. 
R'tptile Par Dumeril et Birron. ( 183-1-41.) 
~~ 'ols. 
Puissous. Par.\. A. Dumeril. (1865-70.) '2 vols. 

1837-40. Sammtliche \\ erke. (Vierfilsse Thiere, 
·2 Yols. ; \ Ogel, 3 vols. ; Allgemeine U.egenstande, 
4 \·ols. ) P 1. KOln, \) \ ols. 
L'rol.nthly a ran• German edition. 

1841. The book of birds: edited ami abridgeu 
from !.he te~L of Buffon IJy .:\1. .\chille ComLe. 
llluslrated. Ly one hundred and fifty designs, by 

~ 
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~Victor Adam. Tr. from the original by Benjamin 
Clmke. l'O. pp. ,34 -t 292. 38 col. pl. J.mulon. 
One of the man~ Eugli~h tramdations anu ullat,tions of Bulfon's l'rlcbralrd lliNioirP N11t11relle. 

1852. Hi Loire nal UJ'elle; rev. rdduile el prrr~dr,{ 
Q; cl 'intr -: par Aehille Comte PI <:harle cl 'OrlJigny. 

i ean~. 8uo. PJJ. 24-j-312. front. pof'lr. of rwllzor. 
1'. of c. inrle:r. Pa,.is. 
This rare edition, not catalogtwd 1)~ the Br. )Ius .• ·at. Hist .. or the Zoological Sol·.. b-; illu~tra1 ed by 150 hand-colorecl ftgurr~ (plate,;) by Yictor Adam. 'fhe eolorrd ilhtstrations an· irregularly numbered and tlistributPd throughout tlw work, hut a pagrd table 
indicat~>~ their wlwreaboutH. This work (probably has<:><l on thr 
l~nglbll Pdition nf 18-!1) may bt· regcUdE"d as all ameJH..lt.'u printi11g with furtlwr obsrrYations by tlw two editor: {'omtr and D'Orbign~·. 

1853-7. CEuvr·e complHes aver la nomenclature 
Linneene et la t:la ificaLion cle <:uvier; rev. sur· 
l'edilion in 4 d~ 1'Tmprin1erie Royalt' el annoLees 
par l. [J. P.] Flouren . 12 uols. 4to. pl. maps. 
Oi eaux: Vol. V, pp. 597. col. front. Vol. V I, 
pp. 586. col. {ronl. Vol. V I I, pp. 624. col. {ronl. 
Vol. VIII, pp. oiii. col. fronl. Paris. 
r:o TE 'L. Vol. l. 1 h~>rie de la terre lii Ioire 
~emi.r·ale clcs animau. . L L'hornme Les quHd
rupcde . 3. Les quadruphlf's. ·L Lt>s singes 
AddiLions aux quadrup(\des. f> 8. Oisraux. ll-11. 
Minerau . . 1"2. E ·pfriences SUI' les vegetH ll:\., 
arithmetique mm·ale el Table analyl iques et 
raisonnees des malieres conLenut>, dan l'oll\ rag·e 
entier. Pr.e,f. dale Oct. 1, 1855. 
The title-page truthfully states tllis to be a nt>w t·dition illw;trated by 150 steel engravings after drawings l>~ TraviE\; and Henry Gobin and eolored \\'ith the greateRt care. It is onr of thr heRf editions of the master placed upon the market, albeit among thr rarest. 

n.d. uvres compl<'~tes. Ed. by ~I. .\. Richard. 
5 vols. pl. Paris. 

**** and others. -;-:-a, Raccolta di 12f'> tavole di ccelli relative 
alla toria aturale del Buffon ... et al. 1 vol. 
A. rather rare Italian edition of Buffon's Birds. 

BUHLE , CHRIST!.\ ADOLPII. 
181 8-28. Die Eier der Vogel DeuLsC'hl:1nds und 
der benachbarten Lander, &r. See A MA • , J. F. 

1835. Die Naturgeschichte in getreuen .\bbil
dungen. Vogel. 184 col. pl. Leipzig. 
1842-5. Naturgeschichte der domesticirten Vogel 
in bkonomischer und technischer Hin icht; ein 
Hartd- und HOlfsbuch fUr Jedermann be onders 
fOr Stadt- und Landwirthe. 6 vols. in l. 8vo. 
pp. (12) + 498. 6 front. (col.). index. Ha/le. 
Technical handbook on domesticated birds; swan, goo e, duck, peafowl, turkey, guinea-fowl, common fowl, pigeon, and cage-birds. 

1880 . Die Vogel von Mittel-Europa und ihre Eier. 
See GRASS" ER, FURCHTEGOTT. 

B1tHLER, Capt. and SAR WEY , Gen l. 
1890. Von den V~geld.n zum Balkan. 2 1•ols. vo. 
illust. Vol. 1, von Boliler; vol. 2, von Sarwey. 

JH agdeburg. 
BUIST, K. A. 

1874. Birds: their Cages and their Keep. 12mo. 
London. 

BULL , HE RY GRAVE (l 28-85]. 

illuslr'Rlecl hy 14 col. pl., hy I eulemans, Thorburn, 
a nu I .odge. London. 
A well \\Tittrn, a<·c·nratr, JlO!JIIIar lleseription of the local birds. 

BULLER, Sir\YALTER L<\WRY (1 38 1006]. 
(1867]. \'prsut:h Oh r· die OrnitoloO"ie Neu-See
lands, Clberselzt und mil kriLi 't: hen . nnrerkungen 
ver eheu von OlLo Finsch. 8vo. pp. 385-92+ 
306-47. n.p. 
'J'hp,;p nott•s (in n·pl~· to l•'insdt'~ critieismR, pp. 3 5-92) are date!f .llm<:> 10, H:lo . In l>r. ~'insdl's annotated translation, everal of 
BnliN': liP\\' s]lE'<'iPs an· niti<'ized. 

(1869] . • olrs on the OI'llilllology of_ ew Zealand. 
8uo. pp. .']8;) 92. London. 
A r •pl~ to tht' nitkism by l>r. 0. l<'ins<"h of tile author's paper In thr loi.~ for .January 18(lH, de ('ril>ing new !';pecies of birds from Xrw Zealan<l. l'opit':-; of l>r. Finsch's papt.·r, a· well as the author's orifZinal arti<"IP (from the lliis) which evoked it, are appended. 

1872-3. A hislor·y of the birds of . ew Zealand. 
lsl ed. 4lo. pp. 24-! .384 . .)fj (."J .; col.) pl. 1 fig in 
iP.J:i. T. o{ t. inde.t. London. 
This well-known treathH' W<ls issued iu five part::;, and gives IJoth the nutiv<:> and systematic names of thr hland birds. )!any of the origin a I drawings for tiH' l"olored lithograph eel plates, with Buller's 111arginal <·orn•c·tions aiHl other notc•s, are in the J<;mma :-lhearer Wood Liumry, ancl arp fine examplrs of Keulemans· work . The hahits and otlwr charact<:>rh;ties of I-!;) spf'Cil•s are furnished. Only 500 copies of tlw work wf'rP h<sued. The dates of publieation of Pad! part will h<:> foruHI in ::\1athew::;' Birds of Austmlht, vol. i, p. HI. The copy in hand has in~ertR of numProus elippings relating to the earet•r of :-lir Waiter Bttller. 

1882. lanual of 1 he bird of ew Zealanrl. 4to. 
pp. 12-/-107 . .17 pl. front. generic. T. ofc. inde.1.·. 
1 e\\ Zealand, Colonial mu rum and geological 
survey Depf.) Wellington. 
Thb list is <Ul enlargeu Cataluy11e of the Birds uf ...Vew Zealand by F. W. Button, published in 1871. It describrs 176 species anu the plate,; art> mostly reduced eopies of illustrations from Keulemans' admirable drawings that adorn Buller's History of the Birds of ...Vew Zealand. 

1887-8. A history of the bird 
2nd ed. 2 vols. folio. 36 pi. 
index. 

of 1 -ew 
3,5 col.). 

A second edition of this famous work. It \\as issued by subs iption aud in 13 parts, and appears as a decidedlenlarge<l · · of the first edition printed in 1872. )1oreover, nte plates have been remade, giving elear imprr sion:; of the original drawings by Keulemans. )lathews (Bitds of Au:;tralin, Yii, p. H7) gives the contents and dates of h;sue of each numbrr. A supplement (q.Y.) in two volumes was publi~hed in 1905-6. Pre~ent copy is from the Godman library. 

1888. A classified list of S. " . ilv er's collection 
of ew Zealand birds [at the Manor-House, 
Lelcombc Regis] with shol'l de criptive notes. 
pp. 86. illust. index. London. 
An apprai al of a \aluaiJle collection of New Zealand birds, with short notes regarding the habits and di ·tribution of each. There are many cuts in the text. 

1890 . Reviews and other notices of Sir \Valter 
Buller's Birds of New Zealand. 8vo. pp. 64. 
2 cuts. London. 
Printed 'for private circulation only'. 

1895. Illustration of Darwinism, etc. 8vo. 
n· ellington. 

1905-6. upplemenl lo the Birds of ew Zealand. 
2 vols. folio. T. of c. index. Vol. I, pp. lx-t-200. 
{ronl. portr. ,5 col. pl. 32 text-figs. Vol. 11, pp. 2 + 
17 . 12 col. pl. 14 text-figs. index to both vols. 

London. 
The e supplementary volume follow the high' standard displayed in the original work, and much matter touching subjects already discu ·sed in the author';; Histo-ry as well as a description of new species i;, duly et forth and depicted. The copy in hand is from the God man library. everal of the original Keuleman 'patterns' for 

1888. Notes on the bird of Herefordshire, con
tributed by members of the \Voolhope lub. 
8vo. pp. xxii+274. porlr. T. of c. index. Extra 

1

\ this work are in the E .. W. Library. 
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A • _k,--( BULLETIN OF THE AMERICAN ORNI
r THOLOGISTS' UNION. See A'IEH.ICA OH 1-

TIIOLO(:JSn:;' { T !ON COl\IM ITTEE 0 PHOTECTIO . OF 

BIRD!", BULLETI • . 

BULLETIN DE 
NATURALISTES 
LOING. 
1913- 27. Ann(•c I-X. 

L'ASSOCIATION DES 
DE LA VALLEE DU 

Troyes. 

BULLETIN OF THE AUDUBON SOCIETY 
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE. See AtrDVBON 

. OC I ETY OF 01 EW II AJ\IPSII IRE, B LLETJ . 

BULLETIN OF THE AUDUBON SOCIETY 
OF THE WESTERN PACIFIC . .See Al 11>l BO 

SOC IETY OF TliE \ \ ' ESTERN PACIFIC, BULLET! . 

BULLETIN (SPECIAL) OF BAYLOR UNI
VERSITY MUSEUM. 
1927. o. l. \ Vaco. ' o le on the Om ilhology 
of M('Lel lan Co . \ \'aco, Texas. 

BULLETIN BIOLOGIQUE DE LA FRANCE 
ET DE LA BELGIQUE. 1869-daie. Pw·is. 

BULLETIN OF THE BIRD CLUB OF 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY. Edited for lhe 
Club by \ V. E . D. Scoll, Princelon niver. ity, 
N.J. 8vo . Vol. 1, no . 1, Sept. 1H01. pp. 82. 
The first number (probably all issued) contains a list of the Otlicer;; 
and Club l\lembership with a paver on thE• Birch; of Princeton, .• 1., 
bythePresidentofthe<' lnb, WilliamA. BalJf\on. Theannou ueement 
is made that · the Cluh will issur further Bulletins at such intervals 
as the accumulation or importam·r of original matter ma~ warrant'. 

BULLETIN OF THE BREWSTER ORNI-
THOLOGICAL CLUB. n ·orces ter , 11/ass. 

1899. Bull. o. 1. pp. 3. 

BULLETIN OF THE BRISTOL COUNTY 
ORNITHOLOGICAL CLUB. A q uar lt'rly 
magazine of Ornithology. 1887 ( ?) . 

This journal was advertised on a CO\ rr of the Omilhologist and 
Oologist for April l88i, to be i~~ued 1\la~ L, 1887. Subsnivlions 
to be sent to F. W. Andre', Taunton, :\Laf\s. However, the ftr:;t 
number, thus adverti ·ed, was probably never issued, a;; on ;July 1, 
1887, the Omithologist and Ooluyil;l (q.v.) becamr thr property 
as well as the official organ of the Club, subscription~ to the (pro
posed) Bulletin being creditrd on account of the former journal. 

BULLETIN OF THE BRITISH OOLOGICAL 
ASSOCIATION. 1923- dale. See BRITISH OOLO

G ICAL AS OC IATION. 

BULLETIN OF THE BRITISH ORNITHO
LOGISTS' CLUB. Monthly. l:!mo. Yol. I 
edited by R. Bowdler Sharpe. Publisht'd by 
R. H . P orter. London. 
1892-date. Migra tion repor ts were is ued every 
two years, 13 of t he 4~ being lh us devoted to t he 
study of migration of Briti h birds. 
The British Ornithologist;;' Club was founded iu 1892 mainlv for 
the purpose of facilitating the social intercourse of members o'r the 
B . 0. U .. The B_ulletin is accordingly largely a record of the agenda 
of meetmgs (dinners) at which members and vi itor:' examine and 
~ iscuss exhibited specin~en , and listen to short papers, often 
11lu t rated by lantern slldes. As part of these activities it wa;; 
d~cide~ to issu~ .<beg~nn ing with 1907) a biennial report on thr 
nugratwn of Bnttsh btrds as obRerved by members and at variou:; 
Lighthouses and Light-ship·. This valuable >;erial ~vas interrupted 
by the War. Th.e members]1ip of t.he Club is practically that of thr 
fo?i~s~nd the hst of contnbutors to thr Bulletin are largely writers 

BULLETIN OF THE BUFFALO SOCIETY 
OF NATURAL SCIENCES . 1873-dale. f 

BULLETIN OF THE CHARLESTON 
MUSEUM, CHARLESTON, S.C. 1905-22. 

BULLETIN OF THE COLORADO STATE 
HISTORICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY 
SOCIETY. 1923 dale . Seecor.oRADO ~IAGAZI E . 

BULLETIN DU COMITE ORNITHOLO
GIQUE INTERNATIONAL. See OH IS . 

BULLETIN OF THE COOPER ORNITHO
LOGICAL CLUB OF CALIFORNIA. A Hi

moll thly 1nagazi ne of Pa<"ific ConsL Ornithology. 
1899. Vo l. I. pp. 120. index. i llusl. Continued 
as The Condor (q.v.). 

BULLETIN OF THE ESSEX COUNTY 
ORNITHOLOGICAL CLUB. Annual. 
Yol. I, No. 1, De('. I, l!ll9, 55 pp., was rditell at i-;a lcm, ~las~ .• IJv 
Halph Law~on, !:kl'y. of the ('luL>. The first Humber wa~ reviE:'we(l 
in thr Auk and very Jll'O]lerly tl<'»eribrd a;; ·a tluh periodical of 
thr mor<' ~rrious typr'. o. 2 (1920) and No. 3 (1921) contain 
artielcs by C'. W. Townsrn<l, Ulovrr 1\1. Alien, John <'. Phillips, 
anti )Jessr~. gtJward H. Fnr!Jush, Winthrop Packard, and oth E:' r 
well-known writers who su~tain the impre>~» ion of ~nperio rity 

maclP by thr initial number. 

BULLETIN OF THE FLORIDA AUDUBON 
SOCIETY, WINTER PARK. 1919 dale . .See 

FLOI:UDA Al DrBO. SOCIETY. 

BULLETIN D'HISTOIRE NATURELLE DE 
FRANCE. 1833-5. See a lso soci f:TE D ES 

SCIE CES ATllRELLES flE FHA CE . Paris. 

BULLETIN D'HISTOIRE NATURELLE DE 
LA SOCIETE LINEENNE DE BORDEAUX. 
1830, 1845 , 1829 {1860 ). See BORDEA X . 

BULLETIN OF THE ILLINOIS AUDUBON 
SOCIETY. See AUDl 'BON B! LLETI . 

BULLETIN OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
COMMITTEE FOR BIRD PRESERVA
TION . 
1921- dale. Bull. o . '2 is daLecl 1 ~l ·2~l. 8uo. pp. 4+ 
51. Chairman, T. GillJert Pearson. New J'ork. 

BULLETIN DE LA LIGUE FRAN~AISE 
POUR LA PROTECTION DES OISEAUX. 

Paris . 
A rrferenre to this periodical occurs in Le Onjaut, }~a:;r. 1, Hll 9. 

BULLETIN OF THE 
MUSEUMS. 
1898- 1901. Vols. 1, '2, 3 (pt. 

ee also LI\'ERPOOL. 

LIVERPOOL 

an d 2) . col. pl. 

BULLETIN OF THE MASSACHUSETTS 
AUDUBON SOCIETY FOR THE PROTEC
TION OF BIRDS. 8t1o . Issued monthly by the 
Massad lU ·pUs . \ udubon Socicl y, Inc. Boston. 
Nine num lwrs annun ll y. Vol . £- VI. 
1917-date. Current. Vol. I. Feb. 1917- Jan. 
1918. 9 nos . Vol. II. Feb. 1918-J an. 1919. 9 nos. 
Vol. Ill. Feb . l DHl-J an. 1H20 . 9 nos. Vol. IV. 
Feb . 1920-Jan. 1921. 9 no. Vol. V. Feb. 1921-
J an. Hl2:2. ~) no . Vol. V I. Feb. 1922-+. 
The following notes regarding this Bulletin haYe been kindly 
furnished by Ir. Winthrop Packard, the Secy.-Treasurer of !he 
Society: 'There have been printed ix Yolumes, the first havmg 
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~!wen publi~hP1l in l •'l'lm~ar.'t l!lli. Thr Hullrtin ha~ appcarrcl BULLETIN 
monthly, wtth th~· exceptiOn of .Tuly, .\u~u.·t, and :-\pptemhrr. and OF THE PHILIPPINE 
there .a:e approx1matrly 100 pageR to rach YOhllll<', eaeh numhrr MUSEUM. 
('Ontammg 8 12 pagrs. 1'he periodical is relit rd hy "'inthrop 
P:wkard aml Frand:-; H. Allrn, <'hairman of thr Board i>f Dirretors 
'J'hr rontrihutor,; an• mainly mPmher,; of our :-iocid\ who ,.;end i.ri 
intrrrsting and nm·rl itrms: and we abo oceasionall\: r'rprint r11attrr 
from otlwr magazinps, • · 

BULLETIN OF THE MICHIGAN ORNI
THOLOGICAL CLUB. Publi, hrd iniiH' inlrrrsls 
of Ornithology in .\lid1iaan. Edited lly L. 
\\'hilney \Valkin , and several a sislants . · 8Po . 
Quarterly. linlcd wrnppers. il/ust. Pulllished iu 
Grand Rapids, Mic h.; lat er in Detroit, .\Tie h. 
1897-1905. (A ll i. sued.) 
Thhi rlub organ belon~s to the ,.;crious elas" or ornitholoi.!h'al jour·nHis 
and d.uring its c:nerr l)hl~' ('(l a u::;rful role in mid-we,;trrn Amrriean 
hird literal nn·. On it:- Pditorial stafr it had sneh wt>ll-known 
ornithologh<ts as W. B. narrows, Whitnc~ \\'atkins, '1'. L. llankin
:-;o.n, P.A. Taverner (now in tlw srrvke of tl1r Canadian ( :o\'rmnwntl, 
"<o~man ·wood, and rnan~· otllrr ;\Iichigan ornithologist,;, who 
~~~j~~~~~t'l until it~ sus]>rn:-;ion the early seientific· rrputation of the 

BULLETIN DU MUSEE ' ROYAL~ D'HIS
TOIRE NATURELLE DE BELGIQUE. 
1882-8. Yols. I :->. 

BULLETIN OF THE MUSEUM OF COM
PARATIVE ZOOLOGY, AT HARVARD 
COLLEGE IN CAMBRIDGE. 
1863-dalP. Yols. 1- L.. lX. 4lo. 
One of tlw most important (if not tlu• mo>~t imvortant) rwrin<lkals 
devoted to the stud~ of eomparativc• zoology any" hen• puhlishrrl. 

BULLETIN DU NATURALISTE. 
1879-80. (Supplemcu l to Guide du 

/)al'is. 
al w·alis l r.) 

BULLETIN OF THE NEW HAVEN BIRD 
CLUB. Edilrd <111cl published h~ tlw Clull. 
l ·o. 1 \\as clalerl .\1ay 1 !l08. 8co. PJ). 32. ( \ll pub. ) 
pictw·pd linled tOPl'l'. 

Thr fir:;t number contain:; a list of the birds of the .X cw H:n en 
re~ion. 

BULLETIN OF THE NEW ZEALAND 
NATIVE BIRD PROTECTION SOCIETY. 
Issued hy thr N.Z. 1:1fi\l' Hil'd Prolcclion So<..:iety, 
\\ cllington, , ' .Z. 
( - 1924. Hullrt in~:; 1 G. 
Thh or~an of a so!'id~ 1 hat is a<"ti\·,· and inllrwntial in fIll' llnrninion 
eontain ·a number of in!Prr,;tirrg artklPs or, birtllifr in :\1 \', ZPalan1l 
as well as apveal!'\ to tlw ('j(izpm.; to prcv('nt as far a:- possible tlw 
extinction of ,.;pvrral sp!'des that arP in dangrr of(' termination. 
ln Bulletin ~o. G is a short PHJlf'r on thr dangers of :HTiimatization 
by ~Ir. J. U. :\lyen;, a form of l'\.]lerimrnt that has heC'll performed 
many times too often in Xew Zealand. 

BULLETIN OF THE NORTHEASTERN 
BIRD-BANDING ASSOCIATION. 
1922-daie. \'ols. 1 \. Boston, Hoss. 

BULLETIN OF THE NUTTALL ORNI
THOLOGICAL CLUB. A qum·teel . .Journal of 
Ornit holo~n . Edilor .. J. \. Alle11. 
1875-83. \ ols. 1 ~ '. 4to. Thereafl er c:ontinuecl as 
Lhc .\uk (q. \ .). 

BULLETIN OF THE OOLOGISTS' ASSO-
CIATION. Umaha. 
1897. Vol. 1 (a ll pub. ). (\\ anling.) 
~Tot sc\'n by ('omviler. 

BULLETIN OF THE PEKING SOCIETY OF 
NATURAL HISTORY. 

1903-4 .• os. 1. 

BULLETIN OF THE RIDGWAY ORNI-
THOLOGICAL CLUB. Chicago . 
1883-7. Suo. 
:-\(•q•ral irrrportant itPr1rs ap]warr>li in tlris ~lrort-liverl periodical. 

BULLETIN OF THE ROYAL AUSTRA
LASIAN ORNITHOLOGICAL UNION. 
1914. ro. ·1, .\ pril 16. 
. \ passing rrfl'I'PlH'<' to tltP ahovr-nlPllti<mr<l rurmbc'r i:-; all of thi 
pPriodieal that is known to thr ('ompil< r. 

BULLETIN DES SCIENCES NATURELLES 
ET DE GEOLOGIE. Pull. ·ou la dirertion de 
Rm·on de l~'erussrtc. 
1824-31. 27 vol::;. 8l'o. 1ku ~llt> ~edion rlu 
Bulletin Univers~l des SriPlH'rs rl de 1' fndust rie, 
"hkh con tain s Ciir '\Jalural His tory. 
Thh; is our of (hP mol't import ant. of tlw Pari~ zonlogkal joumals. 
lt ('Ontnins many cll'sc·r·iptions of nr\1 :<lwc·ies. ( 'om11letc ('Ppirf' 
arr, Yrry rar('. 

BULLETIN SCIENTIFIQUE DU DEPAR'JK 
MENT DU NORD ET DES PAYS VOIS(l.NS. 
See Bl LLE ll niOI.O<:IQl 'E DJ<: L \ FRA "iC.E Er DE 

LA BELC IQl E. 

BULLETIN SERIES OF THE SOUTH 
AFRICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNION. 
See POPl l.AR Bl LLETI S; also JOLR. ' AL OF TilE 
SOl ' Tll .\FLUC\ OR"\lTil. l 101\o. 

BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE D'AVICUL
TURE. 
.\Ionlpellirr, Il raull. 1 Her. in joumal list Intern. 
Gal. of St'ient. Publications. ) 

BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE DES 
SCIENCES NATURELLES DE MAROC. 
1921-8. Pis. L 8. ~ 

BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE DES 
SCIENCES NATURELLES DE NEUCH.A
•.rEL. Soc. neuch .teloise, 1' 1<'.) 18!5 dale. 
:-if'r' also "'''.ucrr,\rEL. 

BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE D'ETUDE 
DES SCIENCES NATURELLES DE 
NIMES. 
1897-1925. Ul "\Ols. See ul:w 1\JE:-;. 

BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE D'HISTOIRE 
NATURELLE D'AUVERGNE. 1922 tlule. 
. 'r'l' u!so \1 'J•. H<. E. 

BULLETIN. DE LA SOCI.ETE D'HISTOIRE 
NATURELLE DE COLMAR. 
1~60-88. l ·2~). 1883-5. ~·UjlJ riPIIH'Ill. Spe COl \1 \H. 

BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE FRIBOUR
GEOISE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES. 
1879 date . . '1•e FHIBOt H< •. 

BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE IMPERIALE 
DES NATURALISTES DE IIOSCOU. 

1926-9. Vols. I-III. \ 1829-86. Annees. 
I 
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BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE ORNITHO
LOGIQUE SUISSE. 
1865-70(1). Tomes I and 2 (all issued). 4to. 
Tome Premier. Ire Partie. I865. pp. 154. col. pl. 
'2me Partie. I866. pp. 154. col. pl. illust. index. 
Tome Second. Ire Part ie. pp. 86. col. pl. index. 
'2me Partie. I870-[I87I]. pp. 167. col. pl. illust. 
( \11 issued.) Geneva, Bale, and Paris. 
These two \Olumrs form thr part. is ued of thif; organ of the 
Soc. Ornith. Suisse (fmmtird in 1863). Although the periodical had 
a short life it was, nevertheless, one of the pioneer magazines 
devoted to bird preservation and propagation. It was well illustrated 
and contained several paper of considerable scientific merit. In 
the list of contributors of papers one noticrs the names of Fatio, 
Saratz, Stauffer, Ltmel, SHilkrr, Brehm, Rog<'t, Beaumont, Gir
tanner, Humb<'rt, Depi rrr, and A. Newton. 

BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE ZOOLOGIQUE 
DE FRANCE. 
1876-83. 8 vols. 

BULLETINS OF AMERICAN PALEONTO-
LOGY. 1895-date. Ilhara. 

BULLETINS OF BROOKVILLE SOCIETY 
OF NATURAL HISTORY. 
1885-6. Nos. I and '2. Richmond, lnd. 

BULLETIN STATISTIQUE DES P:f:CHES 
MARITIMES. 1910-28. Copenhagen. 

BULLETTINO MENSILE, etc. 
Accademia gioenia di scienze 
1888-date. See CATA lA. 

BULLIARD, PIERRE [I74'2-93]. 

Catania 
natural;-

1808. A viceptologie Fran<;aise; ou, Traite general 
de toutes les ruses dont on peut se servir pour 
prendre les oiseaux. 5th ed. pp. 24 + 312. pl. 

Paris. 
ci:d~~tiS(' by an e:ql<'rt Oiseleur on the methods employed in trapping 

BULLING,C. 
1922. Paintings of the birds of Fiji. See ORIGINAL 
DRAWl G~, BELCHER, v . J. and others. 

BULLOCK, \VILLIAM [(!. I827]. 
1812. A companion to Mr. Bullock's London 
museum and Pantherion. 12th ed. 2 vols. 8vo. pl. 

London. 
l\Iany of the 15,000 'natural objects' were stuffed animals. 

1817. A concise and easy method of preserving 
subjects of natural history, intended for the use 
of sportsmen, travellers, etc. 16mo. pp. 36. front. 
1 pl. London. 
In this tractatc the pre ervation is treated on pp. 5-l J, and 26-30 
with two figures. · 

BULLETIN U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICUL- BUMPUS, H. C. See KINGSLEY, J. s., ed., I885. 
TURE. See u ITED STATES. 

BULLETIN UNIVERSEL DES SCIENCES 
ET DE L'INDUSTRIE. 
1824-31. Section 2.. (Bulletin des Sciences Natu
rell~et de geologie.) 

BULLETIN OF THE VERMONT BIRD 
CLUB. 1\1rs. ELLIE F. FLY~"<, rdilor. 
1906-14. 1 Tos. 1-8. The first five numbers were 
edited by a Puhlication f:ommittee. 
ln 191:1 thiF- !Jitl!Ptin was m<·rp:Pd with thr .Joint Bulletin of the 
rcr111ont Bota1tiral anrJBir!/ ('lub (IJ.1'.). 
An exccllrnt little ]Wriocli<'al d••votcd mainly to l•wnl ornitholo)!y. 

BULLETIN OF THE VERMONT BOTANI
CAL AND BIRD CLUB, JOINT. <:ornpri ing 
the Bulletin of thr \ 'ernwnt Hnl<\llic:ll f:Juh and 
Rulletin of l he \'prmont Binl Club, Hurling-ton, 
Vt., Free Pt·e Printing Co. Tinled covers. 
Current. Each number headed (on cover) 'Joint 
hu lletin 'o. 
1915-date. 
ThP ornithologi<·al vnrt of this eomhinrd llHIJ..(a:dnr presrntf; the 
rharacter of the Bulletin of lite l 'ern•unt Bird ('[ltb of "hich it 
is the sneer. ~or. 

BULLETIN NUMBER [ J OF THE WIL
SON ORNITHOLOGICAL CHAPTER OF 
THE AGASSIZ ASSOCIATION. l•:d i l rd hv 
Lynds .lon<:>s. St•o. f.llrrlin, illtio .. -.;ee (·onlinua·
lion Of the WlL. 0'- OH 'ITllOl.O(; J<:AL Cll \Prim. 

1895-8. <lrnillwlog-isl.s' all() <)olu~i . .;ls' >euti
.\nuu:tl, coni inucd as 'Ill<' \\ il-.;on H'ullctitt (q.\ .). 

BULLETIN ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF 
EGYPT. 
1927-8. No. 1 (all pub.). pp. ·.w i11 English ancl 
1·1 in Turkish. 8vo. Cairo. 
Articles mo~tly hy na(i,·c naturali:;t~. 

BULLETIN ZOOLOGIQUE. 1835. J>aris. 

BUND F'ttR VOGELSCHUTZ-ABTEILUNG 
BERLIN. 
1914. Vogelschutzka1ender. 8vo. pp. 178. 3 pl. 
(2 col.). index. Berlin. 
A report of a loeal society for the rare and protection of birds, 
with a number of useful artirle by member . From the Cabanis
Reichenow collection. 

BUNGARTZ, JEAN. 
[1888]. Moclcll-Brieflauben- lbum. Aquarellen; 
mit cinem VorworL von J. Horter, pts. 1-6. folio. 
lO col. pl. T. of c. Leipzig. 
A POJmlar <H''·nunt of local ('arrier Jligeons, with ten full-pngr, 
colorrd port m its nf inntotts indiYid ual,.;. 

BUONANNI, FTJ.IPPO [16:3 - 1725]. 
1681. l~incati<HIC del!' IHThio <' della mente npll' 
os. rrunlion' d lln ,·hiorciolr, proposla a' curiosi 
della opere dclla natura. 4 pls. 8vo. pp. 16+.384 
+ lu. J>l. Extra eng-raved 1.-p. Rome. 

BURBIDGE, FHEilEHICh. \YILLIAl\I [1847-1920?]. 
1880. Th(' gardens of llw suu: or A 11aturalist's 
jolll'nal Oil tlle mountains and in the forests and 
S\Yamp. of Hornco and l he Sulu :~rrhipelago. 
\\ illl illustrations. 'Po . pp .. ruiii + 364. front. 
:.!:5 fiys. '1'. of r. appmd. J.ondon. 
H t'l'Ord of ks~ known portion. oL\lalt1~·sia. arl'nuntl'- of hirds <lPPt'nring 
in tlw .\p[wndh, pp. 3;)2-li-!, rntitlrd, • .\ eontrihution to the 
Avifannn oi the :-\ulu bl;mds', and 'On colle(·tions t)f Bird from 
Kin a 1-\illll ~It. in ~orth- \\'estern Borneo', both of which have been 
prt'Jl:trPd h~· Howdler :::lharpc from t>perimcns collectNl by the 
author, and which appeared ag paper in the Proc. Zool. Soc., 
IH7D, Part ll. 

BURCKHARDT, HuDOLPH. 
1921. Geschichte der Zoologie und ihrer wissen
schaflichen ProLleme. :2nd ed. 2 vols. 12mo. 

Berlin. 
The~c small pocket treatis<' , edited by Il. Erhard, form a part of 
the Samrnlung GoeschPn, ami present in compr<'f;f\<'U form !hr 
e,;sl'ucc of the subject. They are rcgardeti as a distant lJirJ' -eye v1ew 
of zoological literature. 
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4 fold.). T. of c. index. London. [''ll ~~ 
A handbook for tourists. The birds of the Island are described BURROUGHS , JOH [1837-1921]. f' ..,.. 
on pp. 107- 11. The present copy is autographed by the author, [1885]. Wake-robin. 8vo. pp. [viii] + 284. T. of c. 
a letter from whom is attached. Boston and New y ork. 

BURG, GUSTAV VON. 
[? 1888 .] Vom Vogelzug in der Schweiz. 2 pts. in 1. 
8vo. pp. 20+17. no. t.-p. 
The first part (20 pp.) deals with the causes of bird-migration in 
Switzerland; the second part (17 pages) describes the autumnal 
migration. · 

****z FATIO, V., and STUDER, THEOPHIL. 

1889- 1916 . Cataloguedesoiseauxdela Suisse. See 
PATIO, V. and TUDER, T. 

1916 . See sT DER, THEOPHIL. 

JV 1900. Reisen eines uaturforschers im tropischen ~ 
Ill/ BURGER, 0TTO [1865- J. 

~ S Odamerik a. 8vo. pp. vi+ 395. pl. tab. Leipzig. 

BURGESS, THOR _TO ~T LDO [1 74- ]. 
1919 . The Burgess bird book for children, with 

illustrations in color by Louis Agassiz Fuertes. 

8vo. pp. xvi+353. front. (col.). 31 pl. (col., 56 
figs.). T. of c. index. Boston. 
The primary purpose of this book is to inter st the child in his 
feathered friends. 

BURMEISTER, CARL HERMA ' Co ' RAD [1807-
92]. 
1840. See NITZSCH, CHRISTIA LUDWIG. 

1853. Reise nach Brasilien, etc. 8vo. and ob. folio. 
pp. 7+608. 1 map. 11 pl. atlas. Berlin. 
Among the chief of many natnral history works f0unded on the 
author's scientific exploration in Brazil. He later visited and 
described similar experiences in Argentina, Chile, l raguay, and 
other South American republics. 

1856. Systematische ebersichl cler Thiere 

Brasiliens welche wahrend einek_ Reise d u rch die 

Provinzen von Rio de .Janeiro 'iihd Minas Geraes 

gesammelt oder beobachlet w u rden. 3 vols. 8vo. 
Berlin. 

The second and third volumr~S are devoted to the birds of middle 
South America. 

1856. natomie der Coracina sculola. pp. 22. 1 pl. 
Author's separate. Halle. 

1856 . Erla u terungen zm· Fauna Brasiliens, ent

hallend Abbildungen und a u fO h r liche Be chrei

bungen neuer oder ungenOgend bekannler Thier

Arten. (olio. pp. 8+115. 32 pl. Berlin. 

BURNELL, ELIZABETH F. and WYMAN , L. E. 
1925 . Field book of b i rds of the southwestern 

United States. See WYMA , L. E. 

This book is mainly devoted to birds, especially as to their distribu· 
tion, nesting, songs, instincts, and the relations of the sexel!. 

1894. Riverby. 8vo. pp. [3] +319. T. of c. 
Boston and New York. 

Many references to birds will be found, principally to their eggs, 
mode of courtship, and nesting habits, etc. 

1895. See WHITE, Rev. GILBERT. 

1904-9 . \\' ritings. Riverby ed. 15 vols. 8vo. 
portr. many pl. T. of c. indexes. Boston. 
Part of this well-known collection of essays on natural history was 
written in 1871; the remainder at various dates since then. The 
volumes include many chapters on and references to animals and 
their ways. All the essays have been reprinted. 

1906. Bird and bough. 12mo. pp. ix+ (1)+70. 
T. of c. Boston. 
In these verses the author has endeavored to bring home the 
bough with the bird be heard singing upon it, or ome suggestion 
of its place in the fields and woods and in the sea on. 

1907. Locusts and wild honey. 8vo. pp. [3]+ 
235. front. T. of c. Boston and New York. 
Many references to birds and their nesting, with an account of 
the Kingfisher in Canada. 

1910. In the Catskills. 8vo. pp. xii+251. front. 
23 pl. T. of c. Boston and New York. 
The principal bird item consists in a chapter on how, when, and 
where to find bird ' nests. 

1912 . Fresh fields. 16mo. pp. (8)+309. front. 
7 pl. (2 col.). T. of c. index. Boston. 
An account of the author's visit to England, three of the ten 
chapters being entitled, A hunt for the Nightingale; English and 
American ~Song· birds ; and Impressions of some English birds. The 
present copy is an autographed one, and formR vol. VI of the 
Riverby Pdition. 

America; [edited by] T. G. 

Consulting editor, John Burroughs. 

'ee PEAR 0 , T . G. 

[ 1922]. Birds, with picture from John James 

Audobon's [ !] 'Birds of America', with introduc

tion, b) obert J. Cole. 18mo. pp. 92. London. 
A bibelot illustrated by about 30 cuts of birds in the text, forming 
a "erief\ of talk~ in Burroughs' charming stylE'. 

BURTON-UPON-TRENT NATURAL HIS
TORY AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 
1902 ?-13. Tran actions. 

BUSHNAN, JoH STEVE so [1808?-84]. 
1840. Nature of Fishes. 31 col. pl. 

Nn 
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~BUTLER, :\IOS "\YILLIAM [1860 ]. 

1891. The Birds of Jndic.uw, wiLl! illustr:tlions of rnany of the spedes. Prepared for the T nd iana HorLicult Ul'al Society, and Orig-in<-~lly PuiJJisbcd in its Transactions for 18\JO. 8uo. pp. 135. 97 (iys. in text. index. 
This reis::;ne of the pappr above rderrcd to is in the form or a 1-\t'Il<lntt<' hrochure, a limited numbrr of "hi eh Wt'I'P pnblislwtl to form the prr,;pnt author's edition (for pre.-entation. dC'.) of which thr Yolunw in hand is one. It is an annotated catalogur of specie::; :;ystcmatinllly arranged and with a u~efLLI index. The anthor';; Rirds of Indiaua, 1898 (q.v.), may be regarded a::; an enlarged and improYed edition of this li t. 

1898. The l irds of Indiana, a descripli\ e catalogue of the bird that have been oh en·ecl wiLhin the slate, with an accounl of their llallit . 8uo. pp. 515-1187. 5 pi. 112 (i,qs. index. lndianapolis. 
A manual desrriptive of 404 sperie.- said to haYe been taken in the 'tate, "·itb migration data, di:strihution, nidification, and grneral notes on habits, ete. The work was issncd both in separate form and in the original inC'lusiYe report of the State Grologist. 

BUTLER, ARTIICR GARDL ER [1844-19:2;:) J. 
1886. BriLish birds' egg, el·. 8vo. pp. viii+219. 38 pl. (col.). London. 
1890. Foreign Birds for Cage and Aviary. 2 vols. col. front. illust. text. 
1894. Foreign filwhe in capliviLy; illusl. 60 pl. by F. W. 1•rohawk, col. hy hand. 2 vols. folio. Paged ronlinuously. Author's interleaved copy with MS. notes. P01·traiL in erlc:-cl. 1st ed. Vol. I, pp. viii +164. Vol. II, pp. 165-330. J.ondon. 

This magnificent work depicts and describe::; owr f\0 non-British finche. and other cage-bird., rliRrussing their songs, food, and care in captivity. He also gives their natural history. 
1896-8. British birds with their ne L · and egg . 6 vols. 4lo. hand-col. pl. 
A systematic but popular ae<•otmt of the birds of the British l::;le>l, their di tribution and nesting ha hit::;. Pte., illn tratcd with :3 LH flnr drawings of the hird::; and U colored plates of eggs hy Frohawk. The work was originally is::;urrl in numbPrs with the a::;sistan<'P of several colleagues. Yols. I and 2 "·ere repuhlhiltect by Bntll'r in 1907-8, with additional colorrd pla tcs, a:; Birds of Great Britain anr/. Ireland. 

1899. Foreig-n finches in eaptiYiLy. 2nd ed. Illustrated by F. \\. Froh<n\ k. 8vo. pp. viii + 317. front. (col.). 59 pi. (col.). T. of c. Hull. 
The present edition with printed plates is a reissue of the anthor's previouH work or the same tit lP with ltanrl-colorrd Jllat< ~. ·Ho, 1895- 6. The work rmhraces nn aecount of 80 foreign <'agr-hirds not all of which. howeYer, can he truly r·onsidercrl as tinrht'::i. Following descriptions of 11lumage, distribution. rtc., ea<"h sJtPCic~; is disrussed with regard to its song. actiYities, food, and general treatment in raptiYity. 

1900. Foreign lJird keC'ping. 4to. figs. in text. T. ofc. append. ParL I, pp. vii+7-66 + :2. Part Il, pp. vii-t-7-98+2. London. 
The forerunner of the author's Poreigtl Birds for Caye aurl .1ciary 11.nd written in murh the• ;;ame style. 

l1905?]. Foreign birdsfon:age and aviar~. :2 vols. 4lo. T. of c. index. Part I. The smaller forrign bird . pp. 295 + 2. col. front. Index of stifnlific names. \'umerous fi!JS in text. Part 11. The larger foreign hird . pp. 304- iii. col. fronl. inde.t lo scientific names. \'umerous (ir;s. in lexl. London. 
A most usefnl guide for the aviarh;t and studrnt or popular ornithology. 

1907. How to se· <'age birds. (British and foreign.) 8vo. pp. 17o.-4 col. pl. Ova :;o cuts in ihf text. T. o{ c. index. London. 

[1907-8]. Birds of (~real Britain :md Ireland; onler P<lS~Prr~; illu ·t. lly Il[emik] (;rum old and F. \\'. fi'I'ohawk. 2 nols. 4lo. \ ol. [ (1 HO/), pp. (6) --r- 210. fronl. 4 pi. (col. l'f!fJS) .. )(j fJ[. (col . birds). Vol. 11 (l\H18), fJfJ. (fj). 216. front. J fJl. (to!. er;gs). 51 pl. (col. hirrls). append. 2 irulues. 
London. 

A reprint with addition~ and enH·ndntioJl:< of tht· fir:-;! two ,·olillltP;; of the 1~\'Hi !l \York, flrifi.,lt Hirds 11'illt their .Vr'"'" l(nd Er/(/s. with the l'itb:,titution of c·plored platP:-;: nbo dhH·u::;;;iom.; of :W .·]Jrt•irs not in tlH' rarlirr Yolmne;;, l8 of whieh will br found in thr Apprnllix, pp. 20~-11. The vlntr:; of egg::; arr the sanH· as tho,;e of thr rarliPr work cxr·ppt for altrrcd badq.(rourH.b, thr plate::; of birds, however, arc new. 

BUTLER, ED\\'.\]Ul .ARTHUH [181;}-19:25]. 
1879. A <.:alalogue of lhe birds of ind, Culch Ka'lhin'v;a'r, . ' orlh Gugjnl'a't, :met l\lount .\boo, elc. 8uo. pp. 83. Homhny. 
A brit'tl~ annotatrll cataloguP of near)~ 1,000 spedc~ of Jndian bird~. )fost of the text was contributed to thr Bombay Urtzetll'er and iR hrrc republished with proper pagination and amriHlmrnt. 

1880. J\ catalogue of the bird of the southcru portion of the Bomba, ' pr siclenry.- Contributed to lhe I3oml><-~y UazeLteer. 8uo. pp. 113. map. 
A ::;prcially entitled :-;eparatr with insrrtrd nddrnlla, listing and dr:;cribing 4~7 SJH~ rie:-; of hirds olJ,;erYcd within the region drsrrihrd and 97 rxtralimital forms. The copy in haud i~ from the P. L. 'elatcr eollrction. 

BUTTERFIELD, \V. RusKI;"\. 
1908. .\ li L of books relating Lo Brilish birds, published lJefore the year 1 15. (From Lhe library of\\'. H. Mullcns.) 8vo. pp. 34. 7 photo. pl. 

Hastings. 
This hrochurr, reprintrd with additions and corrections from Oecasional Publication, ~o. 3, HaRtings and 't. Leonardo Natural Hi tory Hoeiet~· , indudeH mo ·t of the rarly work in which Hriti~h binh; are mentioned or <lrscribcd, with annotation;;. In;;ertrd i~ a Jcttrr from :\Tajor :'llnllent; relating to tile subjrct. 

BUTTERWORTH, liEZEKJAII [18:1H HHI~>]. 
1901. In the days or .\udulJon· a tale of the 'proLector of birds', wilh an appendix on Lhe formation of .\udubon o ·ielie . Illusl. by B. \\"esL Clinedin l and others. 8vo. pp. x-r23fJ. front. 7 pi. (1 pnrtr.). 1 fiys. (po'f'lr.). T. of c. append. ...Yew 1 orlc. 
While the ~tory of Auduhou's life in this YohmH' is historirnl tietion , thr narratiYP and illustrated HIIN'tlotr:-; are suhshmtially trnr. Thrrc hring no A1neriran ston· of Auduhon for younp: proplr's lihrari<•,; of hi:<torical flrtion, the prrsent story of thr ·Protector of Rinb' would srem to lw a nrcd(•d infiUt'IH'r in thr gn•wth ot the Kindrrgartrn :-;pirit tO\YHrd hird,; and dumb :wimab. Tile apppndh t<'ll~ how to form an Audubon Society. 

BUTTIKOFER, .JOIL\'< · [18~)11-19·27]. 
[1884-6]. Zoological researche in Lillni:1; a list of birds, n>lleded by F. X. Stnmp11i near :\lonrovia, on LIH' .:\le urado Hiver, and on lhe .Junk Hi\ er witiJ its trilluLHL'i(' . 8vo. pp. 243-(J8. 

[1 ,fyden.] 
An :lllllotated list of I~() ;;pede:-; (t\\<l npw). Twent~·-right of tlH•sr \\('I"l' ne\\· to tire list matlt• h\· Biit tikofer and ~ala in l '80 ~. thus bringing t IH· tot a I list to 1 n~ ~peek;;, :Ill of "hi<'lr art· rl'}ll'l'SE:'IIted in lltt• Lcyllt•n :\III>'<'Uill h~· at lca,;t onr :-;pedliH'Il. (From Soles from flu• lA'!frir•n .llllsr'il/11, yoJ. •:iii .) 

1885. Zoological t·cscarche · in Lillcrla; a lisl of bil'cls, eollerlecl lly .J. HOllikoft>r and<:. F. Sala. 8vo. pp. (2) t 12.9- :2.)6. 1 pl. ~col.). I 1Jl([f1. intlr.r. 
Leyrlcn. 

.\ wrll annotat!'<l li~t of thP I (i.J. :-;pel'it•s ohtaiJH•d h~· thcsr hHl <"ollrdor:-; during tiH· yrar:-; 1880 2. in thi~ littl<' k11own r·ountTT. an intrqtflwtion to whit'h i:-; ghen in pp. 12!l .-,o. to~rther 11 ith a Ill<lP 
A very wwful work on the :-;ubject. lu thi ,; t·onnexion the rcatl<'r showing thr author·~ travels. )1:--. lrtiPr from thr Hllthor inscrtrd 
is referred to ~liss Knohel'» article in the .tl'icultural Jla(Jazillt' for in I hi;; l'llJJ~ whieh ll:t>' ori!!inall~ in tlw Trh;trant Library with book· 
1926 on the :sexiug of .Parrot . · plate. (From ... Yote~:; from the Leydell Jluseum, vol. vii.) 

"' ~ 
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~886-7. Zoological researches in Liher·ia; a lisL 
of birds collected lJy tlte author and F. X. 
Stampfli. 8vo. pp. 59-106. 1 map. [Leyden.] 
An annotated li:;t of l!> I spec·if>~, 2.) being uew to lists obtained in 
1880 2, ~md 188-!- G, thus bringing the totalli»t 1111 to 217 or the 
~:31 o;pN·les at prese11t known from Liberia. (From Notes jl'mn the 
LPydPn Jfuseum, vol. x.) 

1886. ConLribuLion lo the omilhology of Sum:Jtra. 
On a_ collection of birds, made uy c. 1\.laesi, in 
t~e h1g·hlands of Pac.lang· ('V\ ·. SumaLra) during L!Jc 
wmLer 1884-85. From the Notes from Lhe 
Leyden Museum. 8vo. pp. (2) + 96. Leyden. 
l~rom this collection of Mumatran birclf; 189 :;pecies 11re more or less 
ft!llY descrihecl with synonymy, etc. The first important ai'I'OIInt 
ol the birds of Sunwtra is bv :-iir Htamford Ralfles in 1822 who 
c·olkcthl 168 speciPs at Benco.olrn (!':l.W. Smnatra) a nu it!'i vicinity. 

1888. Zoological reseai·t:hes in Libcl'ia. Birds. 
map. 
Thi:; iR the serond part of the third monograph (188G). 

1890-1907. See WEBER, MAX C. \V. 

1894. OrniLhologische Sammlungen aus 
Saleyer und Flores. 4to. pp . 38. pl. 

C:clebes, 
Leiden. 

Author's reprint from Weber, Max., Zoologiscl!f' F:r(Jelmisse l'ine.r 
Re'ise in Nieclerlandisch Ost-Indien, vol. 3, 189.J.. 

[1895-6]. [OrniLhological and other notes.] 1G pis. 
in 1 vol. 8vo. pp. 152. no. t.-p. 
These 10 paper:;- boun<.i into one voluttte- are from the libr:uv of 
Canon Tristram (with hi:; bookplate), bring presentation copies to 
hi111 from the author. 

BUTURLIN' SER<;IUS ALEKSA DROViCII. 
[1905]. \Vhy do birds migraLe nlung Lhe smnc 
route? In Russian. 8vo. pp. 19. 
A :;Pt'ions cmttribntion to thi;; migration llly::>tcry. 

BYRNE, L. W. See CHALLENGER SOCIETY, 1909. 

BYRON, JOH"< [1723-86]. 
1767. _\voyage round the world, in bis Majesty's 
ship the Dolphin commanded by the Honourable 
( :ommudore Byron. In which is contained a 
faithful aecounL of Lhe several places, people, 
plants, animals, etr. seen on the voyage, and, 
among other particulars, a minute and exact 
d\c;cl'iJ?Iion. of the straights of Magellan, and of 
Lhe gtg-anLic people called Patagouians. By an 
officer on boat·d lhe said ship. 8vo. pp. 4+ 186. 
3 pi. · London. 
OnP of the chl.·sie vorage:; in whieh sPveml new species are described. 
'fhere are ~ewral editions anu tran~:~lations of this report entered in 
thi~; <'atalogue. ThP a hove is the second edition. 

1769. Reise urn die V\TelL, in den Jahren 1764 
und 1765, nebst einer genauen Beschreibung der 
.iVIagellanischen Strasse, der Patagonist:hen Reisen, 
und der g-anz neu-entdeckLen sieben lnseln in der 
Stifl-See. pp. 320. 1 pl. Frank(. and Leipzig. 
German edition of the original English voyage of H.M.~. 'Dolphin'. 

BY THE WAY S IDE. (W isconsin and Illinoi s 
Audubon S ocie ties.) Aladison, 1Vis. 
1898-1914. Vols. I-XV (all pub.). 
In Kpite or it::; irregnlarities tltis popular magazine has a mo:;t usPful 
life and frolll an ex;uuination of the volmue,; accessible to the 
(.;ompiler ~:~eem:-; to ha.vp enjoyed thr support of many painstaking 
ornithologists, among them Roland R. Kremers and 1( 1:1. Branden
burg of Ala.di~on; Tbos. E. Morle of Appleton, Wis. 

C., C. 

~t 

ea. 1905. Die geograpllische Vel'breiLung der 
Fasanen. 8uo. pp. 71. map. many texi-fiys. In 
Russian; L.-p. in German. J{o!yma. 

1898. Riviera nature notes. A popular account 
of Lhe nw1·e striking planls and animals of Lhe 
HiviPra and the Maritime Alps. 12mo. pp. xx+ 
37 3. front. 4 fJl. 25 figs. 1'. of c. ". •""""'~~~~.....--

BUXTON, EDWARD OHTII [1840- 1917]. 
1885. Epping ForesL. 2nd ed. 16mo. pp. xii + 
139. 25 figs. 6 maps (col., 4 fold.). 1'. of c. London. 
A gui<.ie-uook. Lists are given of the foresL flora and fauna. Tlw 
first edition w::~s publislw<.i in 188±. 

BUXTON, PATRlCT ALFHED [1892- ]. 
1923. Animal life iu deserts, a ~Ludy of Lhe fauna 
in relation to the environment. pp. J'V + 17G. 43 figs. 
T. of c. index. London. 
A very instructive and iut rrestiltg account of ueserts, tlteir climate, 
soils, rains, water-cour::;e:-;, and r.-pecially tlwir intl uencc on the 
animal::; and plants whkh find a living tltPre. ThP author argnes 
against the old belief tha1 pale sandy tints ol' desert, UutlHUlali:l und 
birds are protective, ::~uggeRting that some other 'explanation \\'ill 
eventually be .found in studying the etfect:; of physical <"Ollrlitions 
upon animal-life'. 

BUZZARD, THE . 
1926-7. A Hard Boiled Magazine. Published by 
the Cuckoo Ornithological Club. 8vo. illusi. 
Annual. 
A compeer of tlle Auklet and issued for the same pmpose, Yiz. to 
afford some harmle. s a.mn::;ement for the member::~ of thP Cooper 
Ornithological Club (California) at their yearly dinner. All the 
contributions are, of course, anonrmoug. Yol. I, 1 n:w: vol. Il, J 027. 

BYAL UINiTZKII -B iR ULYA, ALEKSANDR 
ANDR.Q_Y~H. See BIRULA, ALEXANDER. 

BYERLEY, IsAAC. 

1903. Agl'csLia LigusLica. Hiviera natttre notes. 
8uo. pp. xv + (1) + 402. front. 31 pl. 93 figs. 
T. of c. 3 append. index. London. 
An enlarged and reviseu edition of the first issue of 1898. 
note~ •u·e in chapter XLIII, pp. 805-11. 

CA BANI S, JEAN Lours [1816-1906]. 
1845-6. 01·nithologie [of Pm·u] ... mit Anmer
kungen von J. Cabani~ee TSCHUD I, J. J. vo N. 

1869-79. 'ee DECK EN, C. C. VON DER. 

(THE) CABIN E T CYCLOPAEDIA, conducted 
by D. Lardner . .See SWAINSON, W. 

CAB INET OF NATURAL HISTORY AND 
AMERICA N RURAL SPORTS, WITH 
ILLUSTRATIONS. 1830-4. Philadelphia. 

CABOT, J. ELLIOT. See AGASSIZ, LOUIS, 1850. 

CABRERA, A <:EL. 
[1922]. Libl'os de la l nluraleza; El mundo alado. 
8vo. pp . .93 + (1). front. vigneile. G pl. 27 (iys. 
index. [ 1\1 ad rid.] 
Popular :;pani;;l! booklet on the wingPd world, inculcating principles 
of proteetion of iusect-f'ating birds, with illustrations of strange 
nests aud other subjects. 

1854. The fauna of Liverpool. 8vo. pp. 124. 1 pl. CAEN. See MUSEE D 'HISTOIRE NATURELLE DE 
(col.). addend. 2 indexes. Liverpool. A_ CAEN. 

\ 

1922. 
~ 

Manual de Mastozoologia. 
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~CAGE BIRD CLUB. Transactions. 
1893-6. Vols. 1-3. 8vo. map. Probably no more 
issued. Edited by W. H. Betts and Thos. Marshall. 

London. 
This is a useful little magazine devoted to bird in captivity. A 
number of short articles by members and friends are given. 
Vol. I. 1893-4. pp. 120. Divided (but not numbered nor dated) 
into 4 pts.; paged separately. Vol. II. 1894-5. pp. 230. col. map. 
consecutive pagination. index. Vol. Ill. 1895-6. pp. 134. index. 
(All issued?) 

CAGE BIRDS ANNUAL. 
1903-date. A Year Book of the Bird World, etc. 
4to. T. of c. 
This periodical gives a well-edited review of such a may be obtained 
by purchase in the British market. In addition to its trade interest 
there are many articles of decided scientific value, and srveral deal
ing with wild birds. 

CAGE BIRDS AND BIRD WORLD. 
1902-date. A Weekly Journal for Everybody In
terested in Cage and \Vild Birds. sm. folio. 2 vols. 
(26 nos. each) per annum. illust. by cuts and col. pi. 

London. 
This popular and trade magazine contains much that is of scientific 
value as well as numerous entertaining and instructive papers, 
notes, queries, and replies on cage bh·ds-both domestic and 
foreign. It reflects, in fact, that widespread interest in bird life 
and bird culture that especially characterizes the Briti h people. 
Certain departments are in charge of well-known \\Titers. E. G. 
Wesley Page has for many years written on and replied to que tions 
regarding Foreign Cage and Aviary Birds. 
The periodical certainly deserves a place in any complete library 
on ornithology. 

CAGE BIRD WORLD. 1919-date. 
Baltimore, JV!d. 

~AHN, ALVIN ROBERT [1892- ]. 
1926. The spiny dogfish; a laboratory guide. 8vo. 
pp. 14+94. J.'Yew York. 

1927. (An) ecological study of southern \Yisconsin 
fishes. 4to. pp. 151. pl. diagr. maps. (Illinois 
biological monographs, vol. 11, no. 1.) Urbana. 
Author's separate. 

CAIRO. Ghizeh zoological gardens. 
1900-12. Annual Report. Cairo. 
Subsequent reports were issued as part of those on the Zoological 
~crvice, for which see EGYPT. 

~ Musee des antiquites egyptiennes. 
1905. Catalogue general des antiquites egyp
tiennes du Musee, vol. 25. La faune momifiee de 
!'antique Egypte par Claude Gaillard et Georges 
Daressy. folio. pp. 2+159. illusl. pl. (Service 
des antiquites de l' Egypte.) Le Caire. 

****· Egyptian Govern1nent Zoological Gar
-a:eii.s. See GIZEH, EGYPT. ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS. 

CAIUS, JoHN [1510-73]. 
1570. De Canibus Britannicis, liber unus. De 
ral'iorum Animalium & Stirpium historia, liber 
unus, etc. 8vo. [0.] London. 
The extremely rare editio princeps of a famom, treatbe on English 
clogs, and other natural history subjects. 

1729. De Canibus Britannicis, liber unus · De 
rariorum Animalium & Stirpium historia, 

1

liber 
unus, etc. 8vo. pp. 16+249. London. 
A late edition of a celebrated work, the tifl't published in 1:; 70. 

1880. Of Englishe Dogges, eLc. Tr. by Abraham 
Fleming from the Latin edition of 1576. Re
printed. [0.] London. 

CALCUTTA JOURNAL OF NATURAL HIS
TORY, 1840-7. 
Complete from the commencement in 1841 to 
conclusion in 1848. Being vols. l-7, and the rare 
two pa~ts issued for vol. 8, with general index, 
bound m 7 vols. 
A rare and valuable set of great interest to zoologists. 

CALCUTTA. Indian Museum. 
1899. A descriptive Catalogue of Indian Deep-sea 
Fishes . . . collected by the 'Investigator'. 4to. 
pp. 3 + 211 + 8. col. map. Calcutta. 
A valuable account by A. Alcock. 

CALDERWOOD, WILLIAl\l LEADBETTER. 
1908. The life of the salmon with reference more 
especially to the fish in cotland. 2nd imp. 
23i cm. pp. xxiv+160. front. 7 pi. London. 

CALIFF' GLADSTO E. 
1924. Permanent bird hou es. 8vo. pp. 6-1. 36 pi. 
6 figs. T. of c. index. 1\lilwaukee, Wis. 

CALIFORNIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. 
Formerly California Academy of Natural Sciences. 

San Francisco. 
1884-7. Bulletin. 

1868-1905. Memoirs. 

1890-date. Occasional Papers. 

1854-76. Proceedings. Series 1. 

1888-96. Proceedings. Series 2. 

1907-date. Proceedings. Series 3. 

1897-1906. Proceedings (Zoology) . 
Owing to various accidents (the great fire, etc.) complete sets of 
these important periodicals are rarely on the market. Some early 
numbers seem to have been privately printed 

CALIFORNIA FISH AND GAME. 1914-date. 
San Francisco, Sacramenta. 

CALIFORNIA TRAVELLER AND NATU
RALIST. Napa, San Jose. 
1892-3. Also appeared as Traveller and Naturalist. 

CALIFORNIA UNIVERSITY. 
1908-date. Memoirs. 

1902-date. Publications in Zoology. 

1916-date. Bulletin of Scripps Institution for 
Biological H.esearch. 1 

CALUALI, LOUIS. ;I 
1829. Verzeichn~ss der Ornithologischen Samm- v 

lung. 4to. Darmstadt. 

CALVERT, RoBERT [1816-91] . 
1884. Notes on the geology and natural hist?ry 
of the county of Durham. 8vo. pp. [ 4] + 184. dwg. 
map. Bishop Auckland. 

CALWER, C. G. [ - 1874]. 
1854. Recensio avium. Stuttgart. 

(THE ) CAMBRIDGE NATURAL HISTORY, 
ed. bv S. F. Harmer and A. E. Shipley. 
1909.v Vol. IX. Birds. By 1\. H. Evans. pp. xvi+ 
635. front. (map col. fold.). 144 figs. T. of c. index. 

London. 
'lhc present volume, a reprint of the first edition of 189!>, forms J f\ vol. no. IX of The Cambridge Natural Histmy, published in teu ~' 
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~volumes, 1895-1909. A grneral review of the bird. of the world with a short description of the majoritY of the forms in manv of thr families1 and of thP most typieal or {mportant of the innulnerabl 
~pecies !n~·lnded in the lf!rge Pas;;erine order. Prefixed to each group 
IS a bnet summary ot the structure and habits· a few further particular;; of the Ramc nature being subsequenth· added whert• necessary, with a statement of the main foRRil form aR yet rreorded. Another reprint was issued in Hl22. 

1922. Volume nine. Binh; by A. H. Evan . Suo. 
pp. xui + G35. front. (ma/) col. fold.). 144 figs. T. o( 
c. index. London. 
A reprint of the 190!) issue, which itself wa~ a re]lrint of tht> first rdition of 1899, without alteration~. 

CAMBRIDGE NATURAL SCIENCE 
MANUALS. 
1898 . Outlines of ver1 ebr·a tc palaeontology for 
students Of ZOOlogy. See WOODWARD, ARTHUR 

IITH. 

CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 

1843-date. Proreeding . 
1820-dale. Transactions. 

Cambridge, Eng. 

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY. 
1909. Darwin centenary; the portraits, prints and 
writings of Charles Roberl Darwin. By J. r:. 
Simpson. 8uo. pp. 6+47. Cambridge. 

CAMELOT SERIES. 
1887. Ed. Ernest Rhys. The natural history of 
Selborne. See WHITE, Ret•. GILBERT. 

CAMERANO, LORE zo. 
1905-9. M a teriali per la storia dell a Zoologia in 
ltalia. 8uo. (Bollettino dei Musei di Zoologia ... 
di Torino. Vols. XX-XXIV.) Torino. 
Author's separate, furnishing a brief but systematic review of zoological literature from the earliest to the latest times. 

CAMPBELL, ARCHIBALD JAMES. 
1901. Nests and eggs of Australian birds, including 
the geographical distribution of the species and 
popular observations thereon. With map, 28 
coloured plates and 131 photographic illustrations. 
2 vols. 8uo. Vol. I, pp. xl+524. front. (porlr.). 
69 pl. (1 col.). 1 map. index. Vol. II, pp. (2) +525-
1102. front. (porlr.). 47 pl. 27 pl. (col. eggs). 
appenp. index. Sheffield. 
A most interesting account of the nidification of 765 Australian birds, with copious notes and beautiful photos of nests and nesting sites as wen as 27 colored plates of eggs. The portraits are of John Gould and the Author, and there is also a colored plate in vol. I of the Rose-breasted Robins with nest and eggs. 

CAMPBELL, JAMES. 
1773. A treatise of modern faulconry: To which 
is prefixed, from authors not generally known, an 
introduction, shewing the practice of faulconry in 
certain remote times and countries. 8uo. pp. iv + 
264. 1 pl. T. of c. glossary. Edinburgh. 
The introduction, pp. 2~118, gives an account of falconry in remote times and countries, being followed by the treatise, pp. 121-257, of the different hawks used, the method of training and flying them, etc with a glossary of the technical terms of falconry, pp. 25~64. The' plate with five figures forms a frontispiece to the treatise in this copy, and not to the volume in general. 

CAMPER, PETER ( 1722-89]. 
1782. Natuurkundige Verhandelingen over den 
Orang Outang; en eenige andere Aapsoorten over 
den Rhinoceros met den Dubbelen Horen ; en over 
het Rendier. 4lo. pp. 4+235. pi. Amsterdam. 

1791. Dissertation sur le Varietes naturelle qui 
earact risent la phy ionomie de Hommes, elr. 
Tr. fro 1 the Dutrh uv ll. .J. .Jansen. 4io. illust. 
71 pl. [0.] · Paris. 

1792. Di cour sur le moyen de repr~enter ... les 
diver es Pa sions, etc. Tr. from the Dutch. 4lo. 

Utrecht. 
CANADA. 
1906. Report on the Dominion Government ex
pedition lo Tludson Bay and the Arcl ir l lands 
on ... theD.G.S. eplune,l903-4. 8vo. pp.17+ 
-355. ,52 pi. 1 col. map. illust. lext. Ottawa. 
This report wa~ made uy A. P. Low ( l8!il- ), a prowinent Canadian naturalil-lt. ]n Appendix lT there is a 'Lb;t of Birds and Eggs by A. Halkett a~sisted by Prof. i\lacoun and Rev. llr. Eifrig' . 

CANADA. Conservation Commission of. 
1916. Conservation of fish, birds and game; pro
ceedings at a meeting of the Cornmittee on fisheries, 
game and fur-bearing animals, ov. 1915. 4to. 
pp. (10) +218. front. 15 pi. T. of c. 6 append. 
index. Toronto. 
The report on hirds, pp. Hl GO, with one illustration. 

CANADA. Dominion parks branch. 
1914. Handbook of the Rocky Mountains Park 
Museum. See SMITH, HARLA I. 

[1920]. Minister of agriculture give views on 
bird protection: \\'hy Saskatchewan believes in 
bird protection by . M. Hamilton-Our obliga
tion to the birds because of their usefulness to 
agriculture-A tribute to the value of birds by 
H. \V. Doherty-The value of birds [for] Valentine 
" ' inkier. 8uo. pp. 13. Ottawa. 
1926. Birds a national asset. Views of provincial 
ministers of agriculture. 8uo. pp. 16. Ottawa. 
In this pamphlet the views of lx Iinisters of Agriculture are given as follows: viz. John H. Myers, Prince Edward Island; 
l\1. Cumming, Nova Scotia; Geo. Maheux, Quebec; V. W .. Tackson, Manitoba; Chas. i\1. Hamilton, Saskatchewan; and F. l\1. Rendell, Alberta. A similar pamphlet appeared in 1920. 

CANADA. Interior, Department of. 
1920. Migratory birds convention act (with 
amendments). 8uo. pp. 16. Ottawa. 
An Act respecting a certain Convention for the Protection ~ l\ligratory Birds into Canada and the United States. A very itC portant arrangement for the salvation of game birds. 

1922. Edition of September 1, 1922. Federal 
regulations for the protection of migratory birds. 
8uo. pp. 16. [Ottawa.] 
Tbis Convention Act was further amended in 1923 and 1924. 

1923. Edition of September 1, 1923. Federal 
regulations for the protection of migratory birds. 
Suo. Ottawa. 
[1924]. Edition of September 1, 1924. The migra
tory birds convention act and federal regulations 
for the protection of migratory birds. 8vo. pp. 21. 

Ottawa. 
An enlarged edition of the issues of 1922 and 1923 brought up to date. 

1925. Edition of September 1, 1925. The migra
tory birds convention act and federal regulations 
for the protection of migratory birds; the con
solidated statute. 8vo. pp. 32. Ottawa. j\ An amended edition of the issue of 1924 brought up to date. 

I 
f 
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~/[CANADA. Interior, Department of (tonirl .)] 
J . 

1927. Edition ol' St' tll en liH' I' 1, UJ· . .?7 . The nngra-
lor-y i>inL <'Oll\TIIlion ;~t·l <llld fedrral J'rgulalions 
for' Lhe prolerl ion of migraLory hil'ds. The eon
soliclnted sta tut e. Svo. pp. 3:5. Ottawa. 
An amrndrll ellition of tlw itisuc of 1925. 

(1927]. Tln·pp h'ssons on IJiJ'cl protrction. f. - Tlle 
va lue of bird to lllan. 11.--Ilow birds arC' pro
Lrr Led. TT I. I J ow children c::m nssi I . .\ u l hor
ized by all llle Provi11rPs fol' ust> in thr schools of 
<:a nuda. Compill'd ft·onl nrlides hy H. \\' . Tul'Ls, 
11. F. Lewis, J. A. Mu111'0. Suo. pp. 16. Oltwvu . 

CANADA. McGill University Publications. 
J u Series. ' os. 1 J D. [Seri<'s 7 l Library), 
No. 19, wa published iu 1 mw.] 

CANADA. National parks branch. 
1928. Jasper National Par·k, b) i\1. H. \\ illiam . 
Suo. pp. 4 + 176. illusl. pl. HWfJS. ( )[lrw'a. 

n.d. ConllllOJI bird s of Pastern Cawtd:t. 4lo. 2!) pi. 
Ollau'"· 

CANADIAN ALPINE JOURNAL. 
1912. Published by the Alpirw <:lull of C<tlwdn. 
8no. pp. 97. 17 pi. 1 map. 1'. oft. Wiunitu)ff· 
Bird, hy J. H. HilPy, Jl]l. H /.). 

CANADIAN ARCTIC EXPEDITION, Re
ports. See CANADA, 1006. 

CA.:ti ADIAN FIELD N ATURALIS'l'. ( Ot
tawa Field Naturalists' Club. ) 1887 dale. 

(} fl(// llll. 

CANADIAN FISH AND GAME. 1907-2 1. 
Toronto. 

CANADIAN HANDBOOK AND TOURIST'S 
GUIDE, elr. 
1867. 8vo . \lnnlreol. 

CANADIAN INSTITUTE. .'-.:,ee HOYAL CA A-

IHA l STIT TE. 

CANADIAN NATURALIST AND QUAR
TERLY JOURNAL OF SCIENCE, \\ i Lh 
Proceedings of the Natu1·al History Society 
of Montreal. \Ionlreal. 
1856-63. 

1864-83. Pw Series. 

CANADIAN NATURAL SCIENCE NEWS. 
1897? }1(1(/eu, On!. 

CANADIAN ORNITHOLOGIST, THE. A 
rnonthl:-r Reronl of lnfol'mation l'elaling I o 
Cauauian Ornithology. Suo. Piclm·ed and tiut Pd 
·over. Edited 1Jy D1·. A. 1. Ross, Toro11Lo. Pub-
lished by \\'illing and vVilliamson, To runt o. Vol. I, 
No. 1, 1873 . T. oft. pp. 20. i/lusl. 1niil! 7 cuts in 
the text. 'f'otonlo. 
Of thi_s rare lit~le magazine tl!ere has been publh;hed, so far as the 
Compiler can discover, only th1s number. The editor of the magazine 
8eems to have written all the articles including one 011 thr food nf 
Canadian Bird. and another on their classificat io11. 

CANADIAN RECORD OF SCIENCE, in
cluding the Proceedings of the Natural His
tory Society of Montreal umJ replal'ing· llw 
Canadian Natumlisl. 1884-1916. 8ee ul::;o 
CANADIAN NATURALIST. JJontreal. 

CANADIAN ROYAL SOCIETY. See noYAL 
<:.OCIETY OF I.A ' ADA. 

CANADIAN SPORTSMAN AND NA-
TURALIST. ...\ f on lrNtl. 
1881-3. s. u. See also <·:m PhH, \\ ' ILLL\l\l. 

Of thi,.; ntonthly journal thn•P \ob. wprr ]lllhlislwd. 

CANARY AND CAGE-BIRD LIFE. Being Lhr 
f:<lll<ll'), lll'ilislt, :111d Fol'l'i~.{ll Hi 1·d Sp•·liou of' Tile 
l •'eallu'l 'ed \\ (JI'fi/. (FottiHIPd J ~~~l. ) Edileu by 
.\It·s. < :onlY il S-LCW('l'. \\ <'<'kh. ·!to. illusl. Vflll:i. 
1-lH, J H<l~> 14 (all issut>d ). · J.ondon. 
~ll'rgC'd with ThP Peathererl IJ'orlrl (q.Y.). 

CANARY BIRD; a moral fiction. 1799 . . <..:.ee 
A . () _ ·y~IOl S. 

CANESTRINI, G . . '-iee con 'u \, E., 1870 4, Pd. 

CANIVET DE CARENTAU, E~DI \ l to.L. :..;,ee 
i\[ \'-, SJ:: A, A., ~~ IG. 

CANTOR, Tl ltWI>Olm Em\ >\HI> [ l tl iJ~)-70?]. 
1842. Zoolog-y of ( :ll11S:111. 4lo. pp. :J2 . 13 pl. (to !. ). 

Coltulla. 
CAPE HORN. 

1887-91. :Mission Seicn l iOque cl u < :a p 11 o1·n. 
.\lini. t<'l'l'S de' la .\lmillP l'l dE' 1' fn s lrudioll J..lu 

l>liqtu• .) .Jlo. Paris. 
An i111portant >'l'riP,.; tltnt dt• al.~ io '-'OIJI!' 1'\.IPnt with tltP grneral 
zoology of the Knutlwm part of Sont h ,\ tnNka. 

CAPEK, \'V E'lZEL. 

1896. nl'il l';]t'g'(' zm· FodpflniiZllllg clPS 1\:uf'lcuC'kS. 
Suo. 

CAPELLINI, (iHJ\ \ , , r [18~:~ l~>u:-,?]. 
1862. SI udi slr<ltigl'afid <' palPOlllologid sul 
l ' iul'ndins uellP llloJllagne tlrl C~olfo clella Spezia. 
foli o. f Jfl. f'.). pi. luh. Bologna. 

CAPELLO, FELl:\ m ·: HHt 1 o a11d BARBOZA 
DU BOCAG~, .1 . \'. 
1866. ApolllallH'Hlos pm·u a lrhlhyologia de 
Portugal, cif' . . tfo. JlJl . . Ju. 3 col. pi. ~ ortugue,P 
uud FrPit<'h ilt parallel <·olmn11 ·. (\\'auting. ) 

LiSlliJ((. 
CAP EN, EL\\ r A. 

1886. Oulogy of :\ew Englaml; n descripLion of 
tile Pggs, nests aml breeding ll81Jils of the birds 
l"JlO'v\11 tu breed i11 J. - C\\ J:ngland. folio. pp. 71G. 
25 pi. (to !. ). indf.t. Hoslon. 
,\ po]Htlar \\'ork on tiH• C !!g~. IIP. ·t,, and breeding llalJit. of \ew 
England hirlls, \l 'itlt colored illustration,.; nf their egg~. 

CAPITA ZOOLOGICA. 1921 dule. The J.,ague. 

CAPPONI, PIETRO. 

1899. \ ifauna dt>lla }H'oYincin di AsC'oli Pit:eno, 
elc . . \scoli Pi('(:tw. 1 I'Ol . .J/u. pp. 162 1 J. index. 
Anthor'K fli'\'HP!ltation eopy. Uoth tiH· \'t'llt<H'ular antl tht' zoological 
names of the llird,.; or the Tt<llian ProYill<'P As<"oli Pkrno arr giYen. 

CARA, GAE'l A 0. 

1842. Elelll:ho degli Uecelli ehr lro' ansi nell' Isola 
di Saruegna ou Orni1 ologia sarua, etc. 8uo. 
pp. ;l'ii + 207. index. Torino. 
A systematic hnt hrief description of :W:> specie~ (arrangell in genera) 
of birds i.llllnbiting or visiting the island of 8ardinia. 

CARACAS. Museo Nacionales. 
1921-da te. Boletin. 

\ 1912-date. Gaceta. 
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1900-dale. "\nalcs. 

1887-91. Hevisla Cielllifka. 

CARCANO, PHANC:ESCO [l;J()(J-80]. 
1622. I trc lihri de gli ucceJli da r·api11a; co11 un 
lraUaLo dr' r~111i da earf'ia. lfJmn. fJfJ. (16') t 2ll. 
vi(Jnetle. 12 fi!fs. (u hewf-pieces). 1'. of c. l 'iren:a. 
ln hi~ preface C'areano (n Ll:lo called ::lfondno) t'tatc:< that this t n·:lf isc 
is the result of 40 years' cxpericnee as a falconer, and the prrnsa! 
of all the Italian and French books he could find rdnt.ing to Jral
ronry. It is one of the best k1wwn ItaLian works on fa[c•o!lry and 
was extensive]~· ropied by sub;:rf'(nent writrrs: lllnneronK editions 
are known, the firRt appearing in 1.)-!7. ThP preKcJJt copy contain~ 
the separately printed 11 oodeut ou thP la~1 leaf. 

1645. Del l'al'te del sLrun.:iero; COil il modo cfi 
conoseerc <' mcdie:ne falconi, nsturi <' spar·m·irri, 
et Lutli gli uccrlli di rapina. 12mo. pp. ::J.'2. i!!usl. 
T. of c. J/ ilano. 
Another C11riom: work on f11konn· illrlbtrate<I b~· wnod!'ufs in tlic 
text. among them vktun•s of instruments nsed in trrnf ing ae<'ipi
trinP disea:o;c:;. Not lis((•<! in 1l1P 11r. Jlus. Nnt. Hi. t. C'rtf. 

CARDANO, c;IHOLAl\10 [l :10l 76 J. 
1557. De rerum YariPlaLc lii>l'i X\ r I. .'·died us 
est capitum, reruTtl & scutentiarwn JJol:1Lu di
gnissirnarumitH!e,·. lsll•cl. folio. pp.12 f-/'08+32 . 
illust. JJasileae. 

CARDIFF NATURALISTS' SOCIETY. 
Cardiff, \Vales. 

1867-date. HeporL and Truusactions. 

1900. The birds of Glamorgan. 4lo. pp. ,f'J.'tJ+27-
163. front. 4 pl. inde:~·. Cardifr. 
An nnnotated lbt of till' ~35 species, compiled u~ a COIUHiittce of the society. 

CARDINAL, THE. 
1923-dale. Puh. (twi<.:r a year) by the . \udubon 
SocieLy of the Sewiddcy Valley. Sewickley, Pa. 
A 11 ntt racliw little nwga zine recording the aetivitie:-; oft lte Audubon 
1\ocietie;: of we:--tern PennHriYania. l\lost of the \'OlumeK are a 
pre,.:ent to tllr E.S. W. Library from tl1e editor. 

CAREW, RICHARD. 

1811. The Survey of CornwalL 4lo. 

CARON, .Jos. En. 
[1920J. Oul' obligation lo lhe birds because of 
their usefulness lo HgTirullure. .See I.AN DA. 
DO.liJJ'\10 P-\.11Ks HHA'-'Cll. ~linislers of agriculture 
g-ivP vie"· 011 bird proleclion. 

CARPENTER, .\r.FnEn [1847-HJ·!J] and BAR
KER, D.\\'. 

1926. :\'alu1·e 11olet:i for oc·c'an voyagers, eLc. 
:2nd ed. 8uo. pp. ..ci + ( 1) + :312. front. 2 pl. 
(po rft•. ). 162 fiys. (:27 birds). 1 map (foLd.). T. of' c. 
r;los~mry. index·. London. 
13ird lltJtP:; oa scn birds 11·ill bf' found in ell a ptcr 1\-, pp. -!8- 68. 

CARPENTER, CEOFFREY DUI (;L\~ HALE. 

1920. ;\ 1 a I uralisL on LHke \'icLoria. &•o. Jlp. 333. 
m up. col. pi., und 8'l other ill us!. ( tondon. ) 
llcYotrd io Ul<llnmals, birds. reptiles. C't!'., of Africa, tllr rr~11lt1; of 
~O!Hontl!:-<' intrnsii'C sluc!y oH tlw :-;1Jorr~ and llniulwbitecl hland,; 
o[ Lake Yirtoria, the srco.ri.d large:-;t lake in thr worlrl. 

1925. ,\ nal uralist jn Easl J\ fdca; being no I es 
made in l -galllla, ex-<~enna11 and Portuguese ERsl 
_ \ ft·ica. 8uo. pp. 787-+ ( ll). ji·ont. 24 pl. 3 maps 
( I fold.). :2 (i.r;s. 1'. of c. Oxford. 
:.\l)(p,; 011 fl1e rauna oh:enNI during Uw .1·rnrs l~ll+-18, \ll!ilst 
<'IIJ:mgrd a:; a .\fedieal Otlieer in \'arious hof'piblr-; during the Ureat War. 

CARPENTER, \YrLLI \J\I lh:;';'JA:.rr t [181:3-85]. 
1844. Populut· <:~'clop;.edi<-1 of N:=tLural Scieuer. 
/.oolog), bring a slwl<:/1 of ! l1r clas ification, 
slrueLw·e, dislribulion, and lwi>Hs of animals. 
:2 __ uols. London. 
' f'lw portion n·l<Jting Co Bird:-; <ll'l' treatl•d in Yo!. l, chapter 1Y, 
pp. :Hi I .-,z:z, 11 itl! t :.!H illn~tra tion~ (tlg~. 177 -:30-!). . \ new erlition, 
t !JnronuhL.I' n'YiRt>d hy \Y. s. Dalla:-:, ll'as is,;upd in 18.)7-8 and again in 18t)(i-l J (q.v.). 

184~. See CLVIER, (;, L. C. F. D. 

1857. Zoolog)' ; beiag a ~. ·s tem;J lit' at:<.:otmL or 1 he 
geHeml stru('l urP, llahils, inHliJJC'I s, and us<>s of 
ll1e priJwipnl famiUes or Lhe <-minwl kingdom. 
:2 vols. 8uo. Vol. I, pp. Pit :38u. 3+4 (i.r;s. T. of c. 

London. 
.\ Ill'\\ r•J it ion l!lldt·r <l :soll\<'11 lt:1t ditfel'!'llf titlt•, Pdit ed by ,y_ H. 
]l;lJin,:, of t liP :wtli•ll''" original 1rork pnhlislu tl in 18H (q.v.). It. 
i'lrlll:< OIIP 01 tli<' \"<Jlllllle.., i11 Bnltn's :-idr'lltilic' Libmry. Birds nre 
t rrat.Pd ill dtapf er l \', pp. :3151 .)~2. wit it I ~8 tim• wood engra_\ings, 
t lir· ill• lP'\ ''''ill!~ in \ol. !L A flll'tilrr Pdl' 1011, ilf)JIIHf'ldl~- wtthout 
<iltcratinlls, Clflf'":lr<•d in J~W\ (q.\.\, 

tRnfo '/t\t\ lf•f l"\ • ~ .. n~-.., ... "" L•-~ .f 

j(~~. ~s~• 
J~ ,_.., lf~. 

~eries '. 

n.d. C:.irceu c·aJJai·ies. :!4mo. pp. 25. London. 
li l,;tru<'tion,; for IJrrrding, kee)lillg, ami exhibiting t!1e Nor:wkh and 
Yorkf'ilire varictiN;. I~orming booklet No. :Z.J, of the .Nutshell Scrip,;'. 

CARLEER, LJ~ON IIE~ru JlARJE. 
1861. Examcn des Prirwipalcs Cla sifi<.:ations. 8vo. 

L' 1· 'l'!.!'diH' dpJ Tlli!'t'<', eL<.:. 8uu. pp. vi+ 
:!O:j. 1 pl. Ji iinc!zen. 

CARSTED, 
n.d. l ll~('J'(' \ iig-1'1 jJJ Sug-t• (~c. clti<.:lJte und Lel1en. 
:!nd l'd. ·flu . fifl. 178. illusl. pl. Leipzig. 
l•'oJ!, I•H'<' of liird< i:1 rll\ 111r. An1ong tl1P illu~trations is one of thr 
h11 tit• l1d ""'< 'i tl«· •T<~IH;::; anJ the m·gmi •s. Bru.relles. 

CARLIER, CLAl..TDE. CARTWltiGliT, ( ~EO'il;i•;, 177
0 T"l.le des bet<,. de luine· mt :\lellwde 1792. \ .lour11al (jf Trnns<H:Iion~ rllld J·:Yeuts ... 

. I cl . ) ' ' . . . I r '\.l ) \ c iJ' on lhe CoasL cl'rlc'\'"l'l'Ldeu·uu\'Pr'Jtrrlr::;Lruupcauxau_·elJmnps, uut·"'r.!. •' 1·(~' ".'Jl('('.o ~~ ('(JJ •. ; • 

et a la uergerle. :2 vols. .Jlo. Paris./- o[ LaJm.J.dur, elc. ,J vols. 4lu. Lllusl. 1Vewark. 

, .. 
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CAR US, IULIUS VICTOR [1823- 1903]. 

1861. Bibliotheca Zoologica. 2 vols. 8vo. Con

tinuation of Engelmann's BiiJliotheca Historico

Naturalis ( 1700- 1846); further continuation, 

Taschenberg's Bibliotheca Zoologica, 5 vols., 

1886- 1907. London and Leipziy. 

One of the most important work,; on zoological bibliography extant 

and of immense value to th€' librarian and advanced l"tudent. For 

a more complete annotation 8ef' ENOEJ.MA:NN, WJJ.HFJL)r 184!1. 

[1863]-75. Handbuch der Zoologie. 2 vols. 8vo. 
Leipzig. 

One of the be t systematic treati es on the subject. Only the first 

volume deals with vertebrates, by Caru, ; vol. 2 i on invertebrates 

by the author and C. E. A. Gerstaecker. 

1872. Geschichte der Zoologie bis a uf J. M Oiler 

und C. Darwin. 8vo. pp. 12+ 739. J;Jiinchen. 

This important work of reference forms vol. Xll of the Geschichte 

der Wissenschaften in Deutschland, N euere Zeit. Thr French 

translation by P . 0. Hagenmtiller, Louis Olivier, and E. de Tannen

berg, and notes by A. Schneider. Paris, 1880, is much to be preferred 

on account of the numerous additional comments and the later 

quotation of authorities. Both are, however, admirable treatises. 

1880. His to ire de la zoologie de puis l 'antiquite 

jusqu'au XIXe siecle; tr. [de l'allemand] par P. 0. 

Hagenmi..iller et notes par A. Schneider. 8vo. 

pp. 8 + 623. Paris. 

A most important work of reference, much utilized by the present 

Compiler. 

1884. Proclromus faunae Mediterrat~e. ::;tuttgart. 

CARVER, Jo~ATHA [1732- 80]. 

1778. Travels throuah the Interior of North 

America, etc. 1 vol. 
The first edition of an important Americana zoologica. 

CAR y' MERRITT. 
1911. .\ biological survey of Colorado. 8vo. pp. 

256. illust. pl. map. (North American fauna, 

no. 33.) \\·aslzington. 

CASSEL. Verein fiir Naturkunde zu Cassel. 

(Founded 1836.) 
1837-47. Jahresbericht (lsl series). 

1847-60. Bericht (2nd serie ). 

1860-94. Bericht, etc. (3rd series ). 

1894-1930. Abhancllungen und Rericht. 

CASSELL'S BOOX OF BIRDS. 

? 1875. From the text of Dr. Brehm, by Thos. 

Rymer Jones. 4 vols. col. pi. l,ondon. 

CASSELL'S NATURAL HISTORY. 

1876-83. Edited by P. :\lartin Duncan. 6 vols. 

4to. i !lust. London. 

The first tl~e YolluncH of this attraetiw, popular, and :>y;-;t.ematk 

work contam the Yertebrate wolo~y. The monkeys are dP>'crihcd 

by the Euitor, tlw earni\'ora and other mammals by W. K. and T .. J. 

Parker, W. B. Dawkins, H. \V. Oaklry, A. H. Garro(L and the Editor: 

R. B. :;harpe clescrihf': the birch;; the Editor the n•ptilia and ani

Jlhibia; and H. G. 'ecley the fishes. 

1883-9. Aves. See also SIIARPE, R. B. 

A separate and amended edition on the birds, hy Bowdlrr :-iharpe. 

n.d. ~alural Ilistory. (] t•ols. 4lo. London. 

This undated edition differs slightly from the 1816-83 b~IIL'. 

CASSERLY, (;oHDO . 

1925. Dwellers in the jun~d . Illusl. lly \\'m-wick 

Reynold . 8vo. pp. 7 + 255. front. 1 /j pi. T. of c. 
London. 

The author says he de:,eribes thrm HH he knew them these dwellers 

in the jungles of the Terai, th Satpura, the Kauera, and central 

India. 

CASSIN, Jou [1813- 69]. 
1845-76. See U ITED STATES. VOYAGE, WILKES 

EXPEDITION. 

[1851-3]. Catalogue of the Vulturidae in the col

lection of the caclemy of natural sciences of 

Philadelphia. 8vo. pp. (8)+ (20)+ (16)+(20)+(16). 
Philadelphia. 

Thh; catalogue giws the name,; of the Yarious species of fiye families 

represented in the collection of the Academy of Natural ciences of 

Philadelphia. They are really fiye catalogues bound in one, from the 

Godman library with bookplate. 

1852. Ornithological report of birds brought from 

Syria, &c. See LY 'CH, W. F., OFFICIAL REPORT OF 

THE U .S. EXPEDITIO TO EXPLORE THE DEAD SEA, 

&c. Art. IV. 

1853-6. Illustrations of the birds of California, 

Texas, Oregon, British, and Russian America. 

Intended to contain descriptions and figures of 

all North-American birds not given by former 

merican authors, and a general synopsis of North 

American ornithology. 4lo. pp. viii + 298. front. 

(col.). 49 pi. (col.). T. of c. index. Philadelphia. 

This work was issued in ten parts from 1853-5, the preface, contents, 

and index being added in 1856. In the preface (proposed) further 

volumes are mentioned, which, however, never materialized. Fifty 

species are fully described and figured, and many more are treated 

briefly in the synopsis. Three species are described as new. The 

plates are colored by George G. White. 
The following notes, furnished by Dr. C. W. Richmond, arc inserted 

in an incomplete copy, some parts of which are of the first edition, 

with the original wrappers, now in the E .. W. Library: 'No. I 

(first edition) was publi hed in 1852 and is now very rare (see Fox, 

Auk, 1901, pp. 291, 292). I do not know bow many copies are extant 

but there is one in 1'hila. Acad. Library, and one in National 

l\Iuseum here. It is the only part of which there was a second 

edition, but as the printers used the same cover for everal parts, 

altering the number of the part to uit. they failed to scratch out 

the "Second edition" feature of it, and persons who ee the covers 

may be misled. 
'1 o. 1 (edition two), pp. 1- 30, pls. 1- 5, received by Phila. Acatl. 

July 12, 1853. 
Ko. 2, pp. 31-62, pl. 6-10, received by Ptula. Acad. NoL 8, 18~3. 

No. 3, pp. 63-96, pl. 11- 1.5 Feb. 7, 18a4. 

No. 4, pp. 97- 128, pl. 16-20 }lay 9, 1854. 

No. 5, pp. 129-58, pl. 21-5 July 11, 1854. 

No. 6, pp. 159-90, pl. 26-30 ept. 12, 1854. 

No. 7, pp. 191- 212, pl. 31- J ov. 21, 18_:>~. 

:No. 8, pp. 213- 40 , pl. 36-40 , , Mar. 13, 18aa. 

No. 9, pp. 241- 72, pl. 41- .5 , ,. June 12, 1855. 

No. 10, pp. 273- 98, introductory pages, title, etc., and pls. 46-50. 

'I have not found any date for it in the Academy's printed minute~. 

but as the title is dated 1856, I presume it was issued in that year. 

'I have not seen an original No. 10, but the above pages and plates 

are those that were left over after No. 9 wa · issued, I am takin_g it 

for granted that they were all issued at one time in No. 10. 

'The dates of receipt by the Academy are probably fairly good as 

dateR of publication, as Cassin doubtle.-s handed in a copy of ~aeh 

part. as published, but the date arc not absolute, as the one g1Yen 

above were the flate>' of meetings of the Academy, and the part~ 

may have been handed in to the Acadf'm~· Library :;enral day~ 

before.' 

1855. ReporL on Bird during the U .S. 'aval 

A tronomical Expedition to the Southern I lenti

spherr, J 84~)-lK-2. 2 vols. folio. Birds, vol. I I. 

pp. 172- 206. col. pi. \\ ·ashinyton. 

The descriptiou>i are mostly of ('hilean hird~. 

1855-9. , 'ee U'IITED STATES. PACIFIC RD. ~LlH\ EY. 

1856. Narrative of the expedition of an American 

squadron lo the China . eas and Japan. See 

PERRY, :\1 \TTHE\\' C.\ I.BR lTil. 

1858. United Stales exploring expedition. During 

the year · 183 - 4·) ... l\hmmt·llogy and ornithology 

by John Cassin. .Sec 1' :.'\!TED STATES EXPLORI!\'1• 

E. "PEDITlO , 1838-LJ·2. Will {o/io atlas. . 
Phi ladetrlwi. 

1858. Heporl , of explora liom; and surveys .. ·~or 

a railroad from the Mississippi River to the Pactfic 
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Ocean ... Birds; by S. F. Baird. With the co
operation of John Cassin, &c. See u.s. PACIFIC 
RAILROAD SURVEYS. 

1859. La Plata, Argentine Confederation, etc. 
Exploration by order of the U.S. Govt. under 
Thos. J. Page, U.S.N. 1 vol. 8vo. New York. 

1860. Birds of North America, by S. F. Baird 
... with the co-operation of J. Cassin, &c. See 
BAIRDI, S. F., CASSIN, and LAWRENCE. 

1862. Illustrations of the birds of California, 
Texas, Oregon, British and Russian America, and 
a general synopsis of North American Ornithology 
. . . 1853-55. col. pl. · Phila. 

1865. Illustrations of the birds of California, 
Texas, Oregon, British and Russian America. 
Intended to contain descriptions and figures of 
all North American birds not given by former 
American authors, and a general synopsis of North 
American ornithology. 4to. pp. viii + 298. front. 
(col.). 49 pl. (col.). T. of c. index. Philadelphia. 
This issue seems identical with that of 1853-6 (q.v.) , except that 
the present copy has guards to the plates, which apparently were 
removed from the copy of 1856. 

CASSINIA. A Bird Annual. Proceedings of the 
Delaware Valley Ornithological Club of Phila
delphia. Edited by vVitmer Stone. roy. 8vo. 
Pictured, tinted wrappers. Illustrated. Wrapper. 
Sub-title: An Annual devoted to the Ornithology 
of Pennsylvania and New Jersey. 
No. I, 1890-No. XXXII, 1930. 
The first four numbers were published as [First 
Series] Proceedings of the Delaware Valley Orni
tlwlogical Club ( q.v. ), 1890-1900, an abstract 
having been issued later by the Club: Cassinia. 
This admirably edited and printed Year Book has high rank as a 
scientific periodical. Its contributors, !Jlcluding it.s a~le .Edito~, 
S. Witmer Stone, are well knO\\'ll as wnters and scientific mvesti
gators. 
Among them are: F. R. Cope, W. B. Evans, S. N . Rhoads, C. J. 
Peck1 J. F. Street, J. D. Kuser, G. S. Morris et a?-- . 
Casstnia follows a rule the observance of which mJght well be 
recommended to publis~rs of certain other periodical~f printing 
on its wrappers the actual date of issue of each number. 

CASSINO, SAMUEL EDSON. 
1877-1930. The Naturalists' Directory, etc. 8vo. 

Salem. 
These useful lists have been irregularly issued for more than half 
a century. 

CASTELL, A. voN. See HALLER, 1755. 

CASTELLI, PIETRO [1575- 1657]. 
1668. De Hyaena odorifera ... Editio nov~ 
auctior. 12mo. pp. 79 + 5. li pl. FrancofurtL. 
The first edition is dated 1638 and the text is incorporn:ted in part I 
of .1. Johnstonus, Historiae natttralis de Qu~tdrupedts, e~.c. ~he 
Blacker Library has also a copy bound w1th Horn, Georgms, 
.Arcamosis, 1669. 

CASTELNAU, FRA CIS L. DE LAPORTE, comte de 
[1812- 80]. ' . . ' , . 
1843. Essai sur le syslPme stluflen de 1 Ameflq':le 
sep~ionale. folio. pp. 16 + 56. 27 pl. Pans. 

185b~9. Expedition dans les parties centrales de 
l'Amerique du Sud ... pendanl 1843 a 1847, e~c. 
14 vols. 8vo, 4to, and folio. Pans. 
Thi~:> classic work treats of the natural hiEtory of South ~merica, 
the text chiefly from the pen of Count de C~stelnau, a s1ste~ by 
l\'J. P. Gervais (mammalia); M. 0. Des Murs (brrds); ~nd ~- Gmc~e
not (reptiles). It is one of the most valuable contnbutwns of Its 
kind in all wologicalliterature. 

1855-7. Expedition dans les parties centrales de 
l'Amerique du Sud. Partie 7. Zoologie. 3 vols. 
176 pl. (141 col. ). Paris. 
A separate publication on the wology of the famous expedition. 

CASTI, GIAMBATTISTA. 
1804. Gli Animali parlanti. 
4 vols. 

Poema epice, etc. 
Amsterdam. 

One of the earliest editions of a famous poem on speaking animals. 

1822. Gli animali parlanti. 12mo. 
London and Florence. 

CATALOGUE OF THE ASHMOLEAN 
MUSEUM. 1836. See ANONYMous . 

CATALOGUE OF THE AUSTRALIAN 
BIRDS IN THE AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM. 
See RAM SAY, EDWARD PIERS ON. 

CATALOGUE OF THE BOOKS, MANU
SCRIPTS, MAPS AND DRAWINGS IN 
THE BRITISH MUSEUM (NATURAL 
HISTORY). 1903-22. See BRITISH MUSEUM 
(NATURAL HISTORY). 

CATALOGUE OF THE CASES OF BIRDS 
IN THE DYKE ROAD MUSEUM, BRIGH
TON. 1901, 1927. See BOOTH, E. T. 

CATALOGUE OF A COLLECTION OF FOS
SILS. See AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM, 1883. 

CATALOGUE OF SCIENTIFIC PAPERS, 
1800-1900. 
1867-1900. Pub. by the Royal Society. 17 vols. 
Continued as the InternaL Cat. of Se. Lit. (q .v. ). 

London. 
A monumental bibliography of scient ific li terature, of extreme value 
to librarians and advanced students. 

CATANIA. Accademia Gioenia di scienze 
naturali. 
1824-date. Atti, various eras. 
1888-date. Bullettino delle sedute, Z serie. 

CAT COURIER. 1912-date. 
Rochester, New rork. 

CATESBY, MARK [1679?-1749 ]. 

00 

1750. Piscivm, serpentvm, insectorvm, aliorvm
qve nonnvllorvm. animalivm .. : ~~a~ Marc~s 
Catesby in posterwre parte splendid! Ilhvs operis 
qvo C.arolinae Floridae et Bahame!lsivm insvla
rvm lraclidit hisloriam natvralem, eivsqve appen
dice descripsit, additis vero imaginibvs piscivm, 
tarn nostrativm qvam aliarvm regionvm; avx
ervnt vivisqve coloribvs pictas edidervnt Nicolavs 
Fridericvs Eisenberger et Georgivs Lichtensteger. 
48i cm. (olio. pp. 102. 100 col. pl. Latin and 
German in parallel cols. Nuremberg. 
The first edition of this celebrated work appeared in 1731- 43 ~s a 
French-English publication. Incomplete copies. of the vanous 
printings are common enough bnt complete sets, With all the plates, 
are rare. 

1754. The natural history of l.arolina, Florida 
and the Bahama Islands. 2 vols. 
A rare printing not listed in the Cat. Br. ~ltus. (Nat. Hist.). 
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~CATESBY, M. (conld.)] 
1771. '(The) naLural hi tory of Carolina, Florida, 
and the Bahama I lands: eonlaining Lhc figure 
of birds, bea ts, fi he~, serpents, in eels, and 
plants, etc. 2 vols. folio. Vol. I, pp. (2)+vi i+(1) 
+xliv+100+2. front. (map col. fold.). 100 pl. (col. 
fold.). T. of c. addend. Vol. II, pp. (2) + 120+ 
(6)+2. 120pl. (col.). append. indea.·. J_ondon. 
A revised 2nd (or 3rd ?) edition of the first i 8ne of 1731-.!3, editerl 
by G. Edwards. In this edition the appendix is not 8eparately 
paged. The birds are treated in vol. I, pp. 1-100, with 100 colored 
plates, and also in the appendix, vol. II, pp. 101-20, with nine colored 
plates. The text is in English and French in parallel columns. Each 
plate contains a typical colored plant of the di trict as well as 
a bird, both of which are briefly described in both languageR. 

1772-81. Verzameling van uiUand che en zeld
zaame Yogeln, &c. See EDWARDS, t;. 
A Dutch edition of the Engli h·French printing edited by G. 
Edwards, in which the bird are de cribcd from the text of the 
Natural History of Carolina, Florida. etc. 

1777. Piscium, serpentum, in ecLorum 
imagines . . . Die Abbildungen ver chiedene4. 
Fische, Schlangen, Insecten, einiger andern Thiere 
und P..Ianzen, welche Herr Marcus Cate by ... in 
seinem Werke der naLOrlichen Historic von Caro
lina und den Bahamischen Inseln beschrieben, 
in ihren natorlichen Farben vergeslell!t von 
N. Fr. Eisenberger, G. Lichten;teger und \V. 
Krorr. (Latein u. cleutsch.) 122 . Cr. folio. i\lil 
190 fein kolor. Tafeln. iirnberg. 
A later Latin-German printing of the famon, work. 

1777. SupplemenLa. pp. 4+10+8. 9 col. pl. 
r orimbergae. 

This is the upplement separately bound, but usually included in 
the Latin·German editions of Natural History of Carolina, Florida, 
etc. 

CATHELIN, FERNA1 D [1873- ]. 
1920. Les migrations de oiseaux. 8vo. pp. [2] + 
168. 11 figs. in text. T. of c. Paris. 
A cientific study of migration, giving amon~ other topks the 
various theories of that important habit in birds. 

1927. Quinze conferences sur l'oiseau, on role
sa protection. 12mo. pp. ( 4) + 277. 1 fig. T. of c. 

Paris. 
Fifteen conversation on the natural history of birds, including 
a chapter on the general principles and laws of oolO(JJJ. 

1928. Quinze Conference ur l'Oiseau. 12mo. 
pp. 227. Paris. 
A econd printing of the 1927 edition. 

CAT JOURNAL. 1901-12. 
Palmyra, Roclzesler, iYew l'ork. 

CATLOW' M ARIA E. 
1852. Popular cripLure Zoology, cunLaining a 
familiar hi tory of the animal menLioned in the 
Bible. 8vo. pp. 16+360. 16 col. pl. London. 

1865. Scripture natural hislory; conLaining a 
familiar hi tor of the animals menlioned in the 
Bible. 16mo. pp. xvi+360. fronl. (col.). 15 pl. 
(col.). index. London. 
A work for young biblical student. in the elut'idation of the branch 
of :Xatural History of the Scripture:<. The rim; · Avt>s will be found 
on pp. 157-236 with six colored plates, depicting 16 ~pedes of 
birds mentioned in the Bible. 

CATON, Jon DEA1 [1812- ]. 
1877. The Antelope and Deer of America. vo. 
pp. 426. illust. 1 ew York. 
The first contribution on thi:; suh.irl't by thi~ author wa~ made to 
the Trans. Ottazm (Canada) Acad. of Nut. Scirncrs in 1868 .• \second 
edition, with few changes, appeared in 18 1. 

CAT REVIEW. 1903-date. Dayton, 0. 

CAUB, JOHA WoNNECKE vo [CuBA, JoHAN Es 
DE]. 
1511. OrLus SanilaLis: dC' Ilerbi el Plantis, de 
Animalibu et Re}JLilibu , de Avibus eL Vulatili
bu , de Piscibus et NaLalilibu , de La}Jidibu rt in 
Terre Venis na centibu , de Crini , de facile 
aGquisibilibu , Tabula medil'inali cum Diredorio 
aenerali per omnes Traclal u ; black-lelter, 
printed in double columns, with woodcut border 
on title and on rev. a full-page woodcut, and many 
hundred wood-engravings. folio. 

l'enetiis, per Bernardinum Benaliwn, elc. 
·In 14 3 wa · printed the fir8t dated copy of the volume known a· 
Ortus for Hortus] .'ianitatis. Though 8aid by it· author .Johann 
Wonnecke von Caub (Latinized a .Johannes de Cuba) to have 
heen composed from a study of the rollection formed by a certain 
nobleman who had travelled in Bastt>rn Europe, Western China, 
and Egypt-possibly Breidenbach-it is really a medical treati. r, 
and its zoological portion is mainly an abbreviation of the writin~ 
of Albertus :Magnus, etr. The third tractatus deal~ with Birds, 
including among them Bnt.s, Bees, and other flying creatures, but 
as it is one of the first printed books in which figures of Bird8 arr 
introduced it mcrit!i notice, thou~h most of thr illustrations, which 
arc rude woodcuts, fail to give any preriHc indication of the specie. 
intended to be representcd.'-.Ne1oton's Dictionary of Birds. 
See, also, CUDE ~· 

1517. rtu (HorLus) sanilatis. 4to (not paged). 
Strassbur. 

The above i~ one of numerous cditionl-l, publbhed in seve 
guages, of a eelcbratcd herbal. In the copy in han f Dean 
Adams' J,ibrary) sig. Q iv begins with a Prologus i Avilrus. 
Capitulum!. and endR \dth Pisces, Cap. XXII, cli ·plavmg m re than 
100 woodcut: of bird;;. In other words, L22 chapters are devoted to 
birds of the world , a8 known to fifteenth-century \\Titers. This 
Gart (Garten) der Gesundheit wa among the first of the German 
incunabula devoted to natmal history. 

CAULIACO, Gumo DE (G Y DE CHA 'LIAc). 

1559. Chirurgia, nunc iLerum ... purgata. pp. 560. 
Lugduni. 

This celebrated medieval surgeon not infrequently described animal 
lifr in his workR, and especially in his famous treatise on urgery. 
The Osier Library ha most of his publications. 

1585. Chirurgia. 2 vols. in 1. 
One of thr manv edition of this celebrated medieval work on 
surgery, that contains a few references to animals. 

CA WSTON, EDWL . 
(ea. 1888). 0 trich Farming in California. 8vo. 

Pasadena, California. 
An areouut of one of the first ostrkh farm~ in ~orth America. 

CAYLEY, 'EV ILLE \Y. 
1920. ur hircls. 4lo. 7 pi. 
hird serie . lst eel., no. 1.) 

T. of c. (Au tralian 
Sydney. 

Srwn charming rolored ~~:roup::; of Au~tralian birds, with brief 
dc:;cripti\ c text, hy ;\. well-known artbt whose autograph appears 
on the cover. 

CAZWINI, Z \K \.RIYA ( 131 h century). 
1912. .\ja'illa '1-makhluqat. co·mography and 
natural sciruce. lnr!Je 4lo. lit/zo!Jraph. pp. 606. 
col. illusl. .\ llinduslani Lran lalion from the 
original Per ian. Lucknow. 

CECIL, .M.\\' . (Lad!J \\'1 LLTAM). 

1904. 8ircl noLes from the 1 ile. 8vo. London. 

CEDERHIELM, JonA'"· 
1798. Faunae Ingricac Prodromw; praemissa 
~Iammalium, .\dum, ,\mphihiorum et Piscium 

~ enumeraLione. vo. pp. 1 + 348. 3 col. pl. Lipsiae. 
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~NSUS OF FIFTEENTH CENTURY 
BOOKS OWNED IN AMERICA. See BJBLTO
URAPHICAL SOClETY OF AMERICA, 1919. New )'ork. 

CENTRAL ASIATIC EXPEDITIONS OF 
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATU
RAL HISTORY. 
1927 . Natural history of Central Asia. 4lo. illust. 
pl. maps. New 1· ork. 

CENTRALBLATT FUR NATURWIS . UND 
ANTHROPOLOGIE. 
1853- 4. 1 and Z Jg. (all pub.). 

CERCLE ZOOLOGIQUE CONGOLAIS. See 
REVUE ZOOLOGIQUE AFRICAT E. 

CERESA, GUISEPPE DE. 
1830- 40 . Stol'ia naturale generale dei colibri degli 
uccelli mosca, delle galbule e dei promeropi di 
J. B. Audebert e L. P. Vieillot. 8ee AUDEBERT, 
J . B. 

t:ESKA AKADEMIE VED A UMENf V 
PRAZE. 
1891-dale. Almanach. 

1895- date. Bulletin Jnlernational. 

1891- date. Palaeonlographica Bohemiae. 

CETTI, FRANCESCO [1726- 78]. 
1774. I Quadrupedi di Sardegna. 8vo. pp. 24 + 
220. text-figs. 3 pl. 1 nwp . Sassari . 
A scientific and early contribution to south Enrol)ean island fauna. 
The author's name does not appear on the title-page, and there is 
an important appendix of 63 pages that is often published sel)arately 
and with no date. This volume is the first of a series of monographs 
on the vertebrate zoology of Sardinia. 

1776. Gli uccelli di Sardegna. 
12 cop. pi. 

12mo. pp. 334. 
Sassari. 

The author divides this little work, intended for popular consump
tion, into Land birds and Water birds. Vol. 2 of his mouograph 
series. 

1777. Anflbi e pesd di Sardegna. 20 cm. 1 p . l. 
pp. 208+[8]. 5 pl . (1 fo ld.). Binder's ti lle reads 
vo l. 3 of his works. Sassari. 
1783-4. 
2 vols. 

Naturgeschichte von Sardinien, I-II. 
l~eipzig. 

This is a German translation of the well-lrnown Italian original-
3 volumes on the vertebrates of Sardinia. 

CEYLON BRANCH OF ROYAL ASIATIC 
SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN AND 
IRELAND . See ROYAL ASIATIC soCIETY 
CEYLON BRANCH. 

CEYLON JOURNAL OF SCIENCE. 
1903- dale. B. Zoology and Geology. Spolia 
Zeylanica. 

1922-dale. C. Fisheries. Bulletin of Ceylon 
Fisheries. 

CEYLON MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORA-
TORY. Co lombo. 
1904-12. Reports . 

CHABANAUD, PAuL. SeeBABAULT, GUY, 1920-4 

CHAINE' J OSEPH. . 
1922. Anatomie comparative. 8vo. pp. 8+276. 

Paris. 

CHALLENGER SOCIETY. (Founded 1903.) 
1909. Scientific and Biological Researches in the 
Nortll Atlantic ... conducted by R. N. \Volfenden. 
4lo. pp. 7 + 234. 7 pl. 1 col. map. (\Vanting.) 

London. 
This particular i. sue of a wry nsdul society contain a report on 
Fishes (collected during a cndse in 1907) by E. W. L. Holt and 
L. W. Byrne. 

19 12. Science of the sea. An elementary handbook 
of practical oceanography for travellers, sailors, 
and yachtsmen, prepared by the Challenger 
society for the promotion of the study of oceano
graphy. Ed. by G. Herbert Fowler. pp. xviii + 
452. illust. 8 charts (part fold. ). London. 
1928. Science of the sea. 2nd ed., ed. by E. J. 
Alien. 8vo. pp. 24 + 502. illust. porlr. maps. 

CHALLENGER, Voyage of H.M.S. 
1878. See WILD, J. J. 

1880-95. ScienLiflc Results. 40 vols. 

Oxford. 

The reports on the zoological results of this extremely impor~ant 
and famous scientific expedition are commented on under varwnll 
captions in this¥:)atalo~ A full account of the vertebrate zoology 
will also be fouiill"'m t1fi Br. Mus. Cat. (Nat. Hist.), p. 716. 

1881- 2 . Report on the scientific results of the 
voyage of H.M.S. Challenger, during the years 
1873- 76; ... prepared under the superintendence 
of ... Sir C. W. Thornson, and of John Murray ... 
Zoology- vols. I I and IV. See THOMSON, A. w. and 
1\IURRAY, Sir J. 

1897. Portraits of the Contributors, etc. 4to. 
London. 

CHAMBERLAIN, MONTAGUE [1844- 1915]. 
1882. A c.atalogue of the birds of New Brunswick, 
with brief notes relating to their migrations, 
breeding, relative abundance, et c. 8vo. pp. 25-
68 +( 24 blank leaves ). Saint John. 
Reprinted from the Natural History Society of New Brun~wick, 
Bulletin .No. 1, with the addition of a title-page, but Withm~t 
alteration of pagination. The )Jresent !tnnotated Catalogue IS 
divided iuto two Sections; the first embracmg the result of observa
tions made in the Counties of Saint .T ohn and Kmg's; the second 
containing the names of species which have not be~n fmmd w~thin 
that area but which have been observed elsewhere m the Provmce. 
Of the Northern and Central Sections very little systematic investi
gation has been made, so that for the present the catalogue--as the 
i\<Uthor states-forms really only a starting-l)oint. Altogether 269 
species are so far recorded. 

1887. A catalogue of Canadian birds, with notes 
on the d istribution of the species. 8uo. pp. v + ( 3) 
+ 143. append. index. Saint John, N.B. 
An annotated list of ·pecies, with scientific and common names, .and 
their lrnown distribution in Canada. The Appendix gives alteratiOns 
in the nomenclature of North American birds, as well as additions 
to the avifatma since the list was issued. 

1888. A systematic table of Canadian birds. folio. 
pp . (4)+i-iii+( 1)+ 14. 2 append. 

Saint John, N.B. 
The species of the Table are ~~entical wit!J ~hos~ of the. Cata!ogue · 
of 1887, e.·cepting a few additions and ~hmmatwns whi?h will be 
found noted in the Appendices. Th~ species ar~ arranged m t31bular 
form without annotations of any kind except m the appendices. 

1891. The birds of Greenland. By A. T. Hagerup. 
Ed .... by M. Chamberlain. See HAGERUP, A. T. 
1891. A popular handbook of the ornithology of t he 
United St ates and Canada. See NUTTALL, THOMAS . 
1894 . A popular handbook of t he ornithology of 
eastern Nort h America. See NUTTALL, THOMAS. 
1903 . A popular handbook of the birds of Canada 
and t he United States. See UTTALL, THOMAS. 

-
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CHAMBERLAIN, \VALTER. 
1888. Notes on on-Volant Birds. 8vo. 

Czzpar, Scotland. 

CHANCE' EDGAR. 
1922. The cuckoo' ecret. 8vo. pp. xiv + 239. 
front. 9 pl. 2 plans fold. T. of c. append. London. 
A record of four easons' detailed ob:;ervations on what C'hance 
considers to be the same female uckoo. In 1920 probably every 
egg laid by this cuckoo was located, the author from previou 
experience being actually able to indicate the date and hour at 
which each egg was laid. Films were obtained of the actual laying, 
upon which he bases his assumption that the cuckoo doe not first 
lay her egg elsewhere and then transport it. in her beak, or regurgi
tate it into the nest of her Yictim, but actually lays it in the nest of 
her dupe. However, others still differ, notably l\lr. Stuart Baker, 
whose paper on this subject (Bull. Brit. Ornith. Club. :March l::l, 
1922) should be read in conjunction ·with the present work. 

CHANDLER, LE LIE G. 
n.d. Bush charms; with an introduction lJy Charles 
Barrett. Illust. photos. by the author. 12mo. 
pp. (2)+114+(2). front. 26 pi. 3 figs. T. of c. 
index. i\1 elbour·ne. 
References to birds are numerous and occur throughout the volume, 
over one-half of the illustrations being devoted to depicting them 
and their nests. 

CHANG HUA ~ ~: [A.D. :232-300]. 

1592. Po wu chih ffj 4&J ~; A compilation of 

short articles on strange animals, birds, insects, 

fishes, etc. (In Han wei ts'ung shu j1Ji ~ Jf 
~ work 63, ts'e 68.) 24 x 15·7 cm. 
r -~ 

One of several works on general zoology from the Gest Library. 

CHANG T'ING-Yfi ~ J! ji [1672-1755] and 
othe1·s. 

1722. Fen lei tzu chin ?} (ljtt 1 -* ~; A classi
fied dictionary of words an~hrases on all kinds 
of animals, birds, fishes, etc., chuan 55-60. 27 x 
17 cm. ....,--,.., 
Another clas ic on zoology from the Gest Lib ry. \ 

1727. Tzu shih ching hua T -~~ £p ; Selected 
extracts from outstanding hist ic d philo
sophical works on 30 different ulJjects, with 
material for a work on animals, birds, fishes, etc., 
chlian 135-9. 24·7 x 16·2 cm. 
An important source of zoological literature from the Gest Chine e 
Library. 

CHANTER, JoH · FREDERICK. 
1907. A history of the parishes of Lynton and 
Countisbury. pp. ( 6) + 7-192. front. 7 pl. 1 fig. 
7 pedigrees ( 3 fold.). T. of c. append. index. 

Exeter. 
The natural histor) occupies pp. 126-:i6, the account of the bird, 
lJJl. 12(}-33, the list con;:;i. ting of abmtt 107 :-;pecies. 

CHANTER, JoH RoBERrs [1865- 1900]. 
[1877]. Lundy I land: ... features in natural 
hisLory. 8vo. pp. (2) + 171. front. 5 pi. 1 fig. 
1 map (fold. ). T. of c. append. London. 
An a~.count of .the ~irds. is <;Jll plJ .. 132-JU; the appendix also, 
pp. 1::>3-71 contams a fnlllu;t. of those found on the b;land at various 
seasons of the year. 

CHAPIN' J AMES p. 
1923. The preparation of bird for study. In
slru('Lion · for the proper preparation of bird skirl. 
and skeletons for study and future mounting. 
8uo. pp. 45. 25 figs. ew l"ork. 
This leaflet is one of a series (No .. )8) iutenued to furnish accura.te 
information in regard to the preparation of specimens of varion. 
kind for -:\Iuseum purposes. 

CHAPMAN, ABEL [1851 - 19'25]. 
1889. Bird-life or the borders, records of wild 
sporL and natural history on moorlands and sea. 
8vo. pp. xii + 286. 15 pl. .39 figs. 1 diagr. T. of c. 
index. London. 
A popular accow1t of experienc~s :.~nu observations of a sportsman 
naturalist on the moors and north-ea:-~t coast of Englanu. A second 
enlarged edition, was i,; ued in 1907. ' 

~and BUCK, \VALTEH .J. wf 
1893. \\ ild Spain: record · of natural history. 8uo. . 
pp. 20+ 472. 51 pl. map. illusl. in text. London. 

A semi-popular account of the vertebrates common!~· found in 
the Iberian penin::mla. 

1896. First Lessons in the Art of Wild-fowling. 
8vo. London. 

1897. \Vild Norway, with Chapters on Spitz
bergen, etc. 8vo. pp. 13+358. 16 pl. text-figs. 

London. 

1907. Bird -life of the borders on moorland and 
sea, with faunal notes extending over forty years. 
8vo. pp. xii + 458. fronl. 54 pl. 30 figs. T. of c. 
index. London. 
A second edition of the 1889 issue. The book is divided into two 
sections; the first relating to the Cheviots and moorlands of the 
Border has been practically rewritten. 

1908. On safari; big game hunting in British East 
Africa, with tudies of bird life. London. 

****and BUCK, \VALTER J. 
19i'O': Unexplored Spain. 8vo. pp. xvi +416. 

front. 31 pl. 148 figs. T. of c. append. index. 
London. 

This work is a sequel to the author:s' Wild SJJain, 1893. 

1928. Retrospect; reminiscences and impressions 
of a hunter-naturalist in three continents, 1851-
1928. Illust. by Joseph Crawhall, \V. H. Riddell 
(20 in colour), and the author. 8vo. pp. xix+(l) + 
353. front. (col.). 53 pl. (19 col.). 138 figs. T. of c. 
3 append. index. London. 

CHAPMAN' FRA K MICHLER [1864- ] . 
1889. A revision of the genus xiphorhynchus 
Swainson, with descriptions of two new species. 
Extracted from Bull. Am. 1\1us. Nat. Hist., vol. 
II, no. 3. Author's edition issued July 5, 1889. 
8vo. pp. 153-62. [New York.] 
A revision of this difficult group, the author being governed solely 
by the material before him in arriving at the conclusions present~d. 
The material consi ted of the Lafresnaye Collection, includmg 
Lafresnaye's types, the U .. National l\Iuseum Collection, and the 
Lawrence, :Maximilian. and Verreaux Collections. 

1890. On a collection of birds made by Clark P. 
Streator in British Columbia, with field notes by 
the collector. Extracted from Bull. Am. Mus. 
Nal. Hist., vol. Ill, no. 1. Author's edition issued 
October 8, 1890. 8vo. pp. 123-58. [New York.] 
A detailed description of the species (160) collected will be found 
on pp. 129-58. 

(' 
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~891. On the r.olor-pattern of the upper tail
coverts in colaptes auratus.- On the birds observed 
near Corpus ChrisLi, Texns, during parts of March 
and April, 18Dl. Extracted from Bull. Am. Afus. 
Nat. Hist., vol. lJl, no. '2.. Author's edition issued 
August 27, 18~11. 8uo. pp. 811-28. 1 pl:-\)6 figs.). 

[New )'ork.] 

1892. A preliminary . tucly of Lhe grackles of Llle 
subgenus quiscalus. Extracted from Bull. Am. 
1\Jus. Nal. Jlist., vol. IV, no. l. Aulhol''s edition 
issued February 25, 189:2. 8vo. pp. 20. 1 map 
(fold.). [New York.] 

1892. Notes on birds and mammals observed near 
Trinidad, l.uba, with remarks on the origin of 
\Vest Indian Lird-life. Author's edition, exLraetecl 
from Bull. Am. ft.,Jus. Nal. Hist., vol. IV, no. l, 
article XVI, pp. '279-330. 1ew Yul'k, De<'eml..Jt>r 
29, 189-2. pp. 279-330. 3 figs. New 1-or!t:. 
This paper is divitled as follows: (1) Notes on Cuban bird:;, pp. 282-
313, annotateclli~>t consisting of 99 species observrtl; (2) Notes on 
:Vfammals observed, pp. 313-17: (3) Remarks on the Origin of West 
Indian Bird-life, pp. 318-30. The total number of Cuban spedes 
recorded is 257, of which 156 are land-birds and JOl water -bird>:. 

1894. On the birds of the Island of Trinidad. 
Bull. Amer . . \!us. Nat. Hist., vol. VI, article I. 
8vo. pp. 86. New )'ork. 
Author's edition. Tile flrst few pages give a deseription of the 
Island, followed by ·Migrations', 'Call Notes and Song', ·X esting ', 
and 'The color of tropical bird.'l ', with a freely annotated list of 
306 s-pel'ies, with their local names in English and French. 

1898. Notes on birds observed at Jalapa and Las 
Vigas, Vera Cruz, Mexico. Author's edition, 
extracted from Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., 
vol. X, article II, pp. 15-43. 8vo. pp. ( 30). 1 pl. 

New J'ork. 

1898. Bird-life; a guide to the study of our com
mon birds. Illust. by Ernest Seton Thompson ... 
with seventy-five full-page plates in colors. 8vo. 
pp. xvi+195. front. (col.). 74 pl. (col.). 24 figs. 
1 diagr. T. of c. index. New York. 
A popular account of the commoner birds of eastern North America, 
prefaced by a general discussion of the bird's place in nature, its 
relation to man, its economic value, etc. The first edition was 
issued in 1897. 

1899 . Descriptions of five apparently new birds 
from Venezuela. Author's edition, extracted from 
Bull. Amer. i\1us. Nat. Hist., vol. XII. 8vo. pp. 
153-6. ew York. 
Five apparently new birds are described. 

1899. Report on birds received through the Peary 
expeditions to Greenland. Author's edition, Bull. 
Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. XII. 8vo. pp. 219-44. 
8 figs. New J"ork. 
An annotated list of 48 species of birds obtained on these expedi
tions, particularly series of young birds of Uria and Rissa, and of 
adults-especially of Somateria and Falco. 

1900 . A study of the genus Sturnella. Author's 
edition, extracted from Bull. Amer. 1\Jus. Nat. 
Hist., vol. XIII. 8vo. pp. 297-320. 8 figs. 

New York. 
A study of 734 skins of Sturnella magna and S. neglecta. from various 
localities, from which the author advances the theory of descent 
from a common ancestor. 

1900. Bird studies with a camera; with introduc
tory chapters on the outfit and methods of the 
bird photographer. 8vo. pp. xiv+218. front. 9 pl. 
113 figs. T. of c. index. New l"ork. 
Another edition of this charming work was issued in 1914. 

1901. A new race of the great blue heron, with 
remarks on the status and range of' Ardea wardi '. 
Author's edition from Bull. ~'tmer. 1\lus. Nat. Hist., 
vol. X IV. 8uo. pp. 87- 90. New York. 
This lH'W race, Arilea herodia8 frmnini, was named after Jo!u1 
Fannb1, in recognition or his Kervices to the zoology of the region it 
inhabits, the north-west coast region, from at least Victoria north 
ward. 

1902. Handbook of birds of eastern North 
AmeJ'ica. 'Vith Keys to Lhe species and descrip
tions of their· plum:=tges, nests, and eggs, etc. 

· New )"ork. 
A condensl'd. rientific manual of the bir<.LK of eastern North America 
with a~ rpw trrhnicalities !t:; possible. Appendix 1 is a fleld kt>y to 
the commoner rastern l::mtl birds. Appendix 2 gives changes in 
nomenrlature anti additiou of certain birds to the list to date. ThP 
tir::;t edition wa issued in 1895, with another printing of the pre. ent 
onr in 1904, and a revised edition in 1927. 

1902. LisL of birds collected in Alaska by the 
Anclrew J. Stone expedition of 1901. Author's 
edition from Bull. Amer. JHus. Nat. Hist., vol. 
XVI. 8uo. pp. 231-47. New J'ork. 
An annotated ti:;t of the G8 species and ;mbspecie~. 

~ aml REED , C. A. 
1903. Color Key to N orLh American Birds. 8vo. 

N.}·. 
For fltller descript.ion of this useful Key, see edition of 1912. 

1904. Birds' Nests and Eggs. Amer. Jlus. Nat. 
Hist. Guide leaf. No. 14. Aulhor's reprint. 

1904. Handbook of birds of eastern North 
America. 6th ed. 12mo. pp. xiv+431. front. 
(col.). 1 pl. (calor chart). 18 pl. 116 figs. (one on inside 
cover). T. of c. 2 append. bibliog. index. New York. 
A further reviSed edition was issued in 1927. 

1904. List of birds collected in Alaska by the 
Andrew J. Stone expedition of 1903. Author's 
edition, Bull. Amer. 1'1us. Nat. Hist., vol. XX, 
pp. 399-406. 8vo. pp. [8]. New York. 
An annotated list of 62 species based on a collection of 317 birds 
and 35 sets of eggs. 

1904. A new grouse from California. Author's 
edition, Bull. Amer . .l'Hus. Nat. Hist., vol. XX, 
pp. 159-62. 8vo. pp. [4]. New Fork. 
A detailed description of the Sierra Grouse (Dendragapus obscurus 
sierrae, subsp. nov.). 

1905. A contribution to the life history of the 
American flamingo (Phoenicopterus ruber). 
Author's edition, Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hisl., 
vol. XXI, pp. 53-77. 8vo. 16 figs. New York. 
Accompanying the account are 16 illustrations de-picting the home
life of these birds. 

1908. Camps and cruises of an ornithologist; 
with 250 photographs from nature by the author. 
8vo. pp. xvi+432. front. (col.). 1 pl. (col.). 1 map. 
259 figs. T. of c. index. New York. 
A popular accotmt of the author's experience::; m search of material 
for the 'habitat groups' of birds in the American :.\fuseum of Natural 
History, New York City. 

1909. Bird-life, a guide to the study of our com
mon birds. 8vo. pp. xii+195+(1)+v+(1)+88. 
front. (col.). 75 col. pl. (1 of eggs). 24 figs. 1 diagr. 
T. of c. append. index. New York. 
A popular account of the commoner birds of eastern North Ameri~a. 
prefaced by a general discussion of the bird's place il!- nature, 1ts 
relation to man, and economic value, etc. The draWIDgs for the 
colored plates were made by Ernest Seton-Thompson. The Ap
pendix, pp. i-vi+88, is intended entirely for teachers. The first 1\ edition was issued in 1897 without the Appendix. 
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[CHAPMAN, F. M. (conld.)] 
1912. C":olor kry Lo North American hirds, with 
bibliographical appendix; with upwar'd of 800 
drawings, by Chester A. Reed. H v. ed. Svo. 
pp. x+356. {tonl. (diafll'.). 729 figs. (co l. ). 15G figs. 
in lexl. T. of c. append. IJi!Jlioyr. indu. New} or!.'. 
A work designed to enaiJle the heginaH'r ea»il~· to i<lentif~· the bird>~ 
ht> meets with in tlw field, hy lllt'flllS of colort>d figun•s, str~at'tu!·al 
details and Keys to the ~:~pt>cies, which art> arra11gecl 1mnatmly 
according to rotor». The first rdition was issnNI in I HUJ. 

1912. Handbook of birds of cash•m ~orLh 
America. New }'orlc and London. 
Ont> of several J>rintingf;, 

1912. A new ibis from ML. Kenia, Brilisl1 EasL 
Africa. Author' t'dilion, Bull. ~ tmer. Jlus. Nal. 
Hist., vol. .,.rXXI, pp. ·235- . 8vo. pp. (4). 2 pl. 

New }'otic. 

1912-15. Diagnoses of nppaecnlly llf'W Colombian 
birds. Author's Pdi Lion, Bull. Am er .. \Ius. 1 al. 
Hisl., vol. XXXI, pp. 13~l-6G [auJ] ol. XXXIII, 
pp. 167-DZ. 2 vols. Suo. Vol. I, pp. (28). 1 map. 
Vol. II, pp. (26) . 1 map ({old.). New } ·ork. 
Diagnoses of apparently (i8 rww allll ouiJsperies hasecl priaH;i]Jally 
on collections madr in the ('auca valley in 1910-11, and m the 
J!agdalena Valley acro~~ the Eastern Ande~ through flogo.tn to 
Villavicencio, at their t>astt"l'll ha~e, in 1913. About 7,:Jr,8 ~peennpn,; 
were obtained. 

1914. Des -rip Lion of a new genu and speties 
of birds from Veuezurla .. uLhot'' edition, Bull. 
A.mer. Jlus. Nat. llisl., vol. XXXIII, pp. 193-7. 
8vo. 1 fig. New 1'ork. 
The»e descriptions are of birds from the baoe of lt. Duida en the 
Orinoco river, and L:ristobal ('olon. Four new species are described. 

[ 1916 ]. The travels of llirJs; our birds antl Lheir 
journeys to trange lands. Svo. pp. (12) + 160. 
front. 17 figs. 5 maps. T. of c. index. 1 ew l ·ork. 
A text-book on avian migration for uaturt> study classes in srhook 

1916. The habitat groups of orLh .. \merican 
birds in Lhe American Museum of atural History. 
Guide leaflet series No. 28, '2nd eel., revised and 
enlarged. 8uo. pp. 64. front. (col.). 34 fiys. 1 map. 

New 1'ork. 
These beautiful groups of binls are designed to ilha,;trate not. only 
the habits but the haunts or' habitats' of the spedes shown. Each 
group usually includes the nest, eggs, and young, beside~:~ the adtllt 
bird or birds, with a reproduction of from 60 to 160 square fet>t of 
the nest's immediate surroundings. The text oppositE' each illustra
tion describes the birds in the group, their habits, etc., and wht>re 
the studies for the picture wt>re made. 

**** and others. 
'"""i'9'17. The warblers of North America. \YiLh 

twenty-four full-page plates, illustrating f'very 
species, from drawings by Louis Agassiz FueeLes 
and Bruce Horsfall, anJ half-tones of nests and 
eggs. 3rcl eel. 8vo. pp. (6)+v-ix-t (1)+306. front. 
(col. 6 figs.). 23 pl. (col. 118 figs.). 8 pl. (8 figs., 
nests; 126 figs, eggs). T. of c. index. 1 ew 1·ork. 
A monograph of the life-histories of the i4 specie!' and subspecies 
of North Americau Wood Warblers, most of it originally published 
in Bird-Lore. Following a chapter on migration by W. W. Cooke, 
and one on the food of warblers by E. H. Forbush, comeR the main 
body of the work taken up with detailed accounts of each species. 

1917. The distribution of bird-life in C":olombia; 
a contribution to a biological survey of South 
America. 8vo. pp. x+729. fronl. (map fold.). 
6 pl. (col. 2 maps). 34 pl. (2 maps, 1 fold.). 21 figs. 
(maps). T. of c. append. bibliogr. index. 

New )"ork. 
e most important contrilmtion ever made to the subject with its 

llCUSsions not only of the relationship of the birds but of the varied 

character~ of the country they inhabit, it~ fon•stl'l, rainfall, and other 
r·onditions, et l'. The ~ystt>mat.ic report is ba>~Pd upon a collt>ction of 
Hkim; mad<· by t l1e author an<l his as~;istants numbering L) 77:>, 
wlliC'h represrnt I ,28;) spt>eit>s all([ ~lll>SIH'tic·~. of whif'h 22 were' Mw 
~prti~s. arHl I I :1 nrw subspecit>H. The worh. i~ rt>plete with map~ 
nnd distributional chart·, also wi1h four <·olorecl plates of bird~ 
frour paintin!.(s by Loui~ Agas::;iz J<'uertt>s who ac·c·ompanied Dr. <'hap
ntan on tile two c:qwdition.·, togetlwr with W. B. Rirlaardson. 
Lro E. ,\lill<>r, Arthnr A. Alien, Clro. K. ('licrril•, Paul 0. Howes, 
<lt>otfroy 0'( 'onnrll, Tho::;. :.\L King. and Howartla Boy le, all of whom 
matPrially contrihutt>d to tlw su<·<·rss ol tlw uaHiPrtaking. 

1918. Our winter birds, how Lo k110w and how to 
a ll.r·~H'1 llrPm. 1 llusLmt io11s l>y Er11esL Thompson 
Seton nntl Edmunti J. Sawyer. 8vo. pp. x+180. 
front. 2 pi. (col.). 7 pl. 66 figs. T. o{ c. index. 

ew l'ork. 
A popular account of thr wintl•r hircls of eastern North Aam·rh·a. 

1920. \\' haL bit·cl js thaL? A pocket mu eum of 
tht' land IJir'tL uf tlw eastern nited Slate , 
nrr·ange<l arcording lo SP<.lSOll. " ' ilh 301 birds in 
<·olor IJ. · Edmund .J. 'awye1·. 8uo. pp. xxvi+144. 
{rnnl. (tlifl[JI'. ). 8 pi. (co l. ). 8 figs. T. of c. index. 

New J 'ork. 
A popular guid<> to rastrra1 land-IJir<l~ with a short account of the 
~JJedes treated. The colored plates contain -l~-l small figure·· of 
bird~, ai'I'<Hl~rt·<l as HP~iclcnts, Wintrr Visitant~. Hpring :.\Jigrnnt:, etc. 

1921. The JisLribuLion of bird life in the l'ru
ll(:l!llba \'alley of Peru. 8vo. pp. 138. front. (map 
fold.). 8 pl. 3 figs. (2 maps). T. of c. index. 

n·ashinglon. 
A n•port ou the uin.l::; coUected b) the Yale (' niversity-National 
Heographk Hociety's Expeditions, accompanied by a distributional 
list.. of 380 specie» and subspecies. (Hmithsonian Institution, l.:'.S. 
Nat. :.\Tus., Bulletin ll7. Author's st>parate.) 

1923. \Yarblers of orlh America. 8uo. 
An ediliv alleru ol a well-lmown monograph. 

N.L 

1926. Bird Life; a guide Lo lhe study of our 
common birds. New 1'ork. 

1927. Handbook of birds of eastern orth 
America, with introJucLory chapters on the study 
of birtls in nature. \Yith full-page plates in colors 
and bla ·k and whiLe by Louis Agassiz Fuertes, 
and Lext-cuLs by Tappan Adney and Ernest 
Thompson Seton. Rev. eJ. 8vo. pp. xxix+(l)+ 
530. front. (col.). 23 pi. (col.). 136 figs. 1 map 
(!'old. col.). T. of' c. index. 1 ew York. 
'i'he added material oi this edition i» in the introductory 116 pages, 
as compared \\ith 31 iu the original Pdition. The chapters on migra· 
tion, song, nesting habits, color, structure ami function, food, etc., 
havt> been thoroughly revi ed and brought up to date. Tht> nomen
dature is that of the t910 edition of the A.O.ll. Check-List. The 
first edition was is ued in l 1)5, with sPwral subsequent printingg, 

1929, My tropical air easLl ; nature studies in 
Panama. lllusL. wiLh drawings by Francis L. 
Jaques aml from photographs IJy the author. Bvo. 
pp. :rv + (1) + 417. fronl. 46 pi. 30 figs. (1 map). 
T. of c. append. index. New York. 
This intere ting account of the artificial islaml-sanctuary of Barro 
Colorado (diameter three mili?S) in the Panama Canal Zone records 
the presence of 230 bird species and examples of almost all the 
mammals of Central America except the jaguar. It truly is a natural
ist's paradist', et :1 ide by the Governor of the Zone and placed in 
charge of the .S. Institute for Research in Tropical America, a 
branch of the ational Re earch CounciL 

n.d. The Birds of lhe Vicinity of New York City. 
. N.Y. 

CHAPPIUS, P.A. 
1927. Die Tierwelt cler unlerirdischen Gewasser. 
Svo. pp. 4+175. illusl. pi. (Die Binnengewasser, 
vol. 3.) Bibliograph~~~ 158-66. Stuttgart. 

{..,A useful, scientific monograp.umallife in subterranean waters. 

~ 
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ttflcHARAS , MoYSE (MolsE) [1618-98]. 

1670 . Nouvelles experiences sur la Vipc>rc, ou l 'on verra une description exacte de toutes ses parties. 8vo. illust. Paris. 
T_he third edition (very rare) of the anatomy, etc., of the common v1per. 

CHARCOT, JEAN BAPTISTE ETIE 'NE A (;LSTE [1867- J. 
1906-24. Expedition anLarctique fran~aise ( 1 H0:3-5 ). 8vo. pp. 37 + 486. 25 pl. 5 maps. text illusl. 

Paris. 
The animal life of tltis the first seientific voyage on tile 'Frau~ais ·to the South Pole, lmder the supervision of Charcot, is described (in the Appendix) by J. Turquet. 

1911-24. Deuxibne Expedition antarcLique Fran<_;aise ( 1908-10) (1111 pub. ). 28 vols. 4lo. many illus. 
P. is. 

This (second) expeditiou, under the ·cientific charge of I' . Chareot was undertaken in the 'Pomquoi- Pas?'. The oceano phic re~ultH were published in Documents sci.~>ntiflques that, o ar, have filled 28 vols. The elaborat.e aC"rotmts furni heel ronr mof;tly invertebratr life, but antarctic birds are <le~rribed b · "ouil; Gain ami the fishes by Louis Roule and others. 

CHARDIN, JEA [1643-17 ]. 
1927. Sir John Chardin' 'ravels in Pel'sia, wilh an introduction by Sir ercy Sykes. 4to. pp. :x:x:v 
+ 287 +(2) . 6 pl. (2 Id.). 4 figs. (1 rol. Pir;netie). T. of c. London. 
A reprint of tlte prac cally unknown two-volume J~nglir,h edition of 1720. The porti relat-ing to the tame and wild birds will hr found in chapter " , pp. 1 H-82. Other editions appeared in 1721, J 724, 1735, and J J. The present edition ·was limited to !)75 copies on Japon Vel m, of which this copy is No. -1-!8. The vignette on the t.itle-pa is from an old Persian tile. 

CHA ESTON MUSEUM , CHARLESTON, s.c 
5-22. Bulletin. 

Quarterly. 
r.ontributions. 

CHARLES R . CONNE R M USEUM , PUL L
MAN , WASH. 
1928 . Occasional Papers, No. I. 

CHARLETON , ~-ALTER [UH9-1707]. 
1668. Onomasticon Zoicon, plerorumque .\nimalium, etc. 4lo. pp. 18 + 309 +34. 7 pl. text illusl. London. 
T!Jis is the first edition of an iDli ort ant nn(l celebr;Jtrrl <"lns,;i(' IYhieh not only treats of living anirr,wls hnt C?~ltflins di!'ronr;:e>-~ on their 1tnatomy and paleontology. :-;eyrral eclJtwnf< n1-r al;;o m thr ();;!er and Dean Adams librariel!'. [n the present. volunw there i" a typr illu>o~tration nf thr l'retn.n Bee-eater "Verop.s rrrJi(IS(('T, fntiug p. 87. Tlw trrlll hee-enter IS here used' for the first time In ornithological literature (d. ~cwton, Diet. Birds). . . Charleton was an Oxford graduate, Ph.''~JCJatl to Ch<~l'lri:il. }I c ~Ya~ au erudite schnllll', widely read in thr llter;l tmr nt nn tu rnl h ~~tor~·. His Onoma.~fiC"on is largely a c0mpilatim1 frolll eolttrmporary and earlier writers. 

167 1. Onomasticon zokon, eontiue11s plerorumque animalium quadrupeclum, serpcnlium, insedo1·um, avium & pisciurn different ias, 0nrumquc nominn 
propria diversis linguis c>. ·posi1a; f'~~ <~cr~ct.un t mantissa anatomica rl no11nulla c!r varus iossllntm generilms. 4lo. pp. l8 + 309 t- J4. 7 pl. text-figs. 

Londini. 
'!'his is a reissue of the C"dition of 1668, with a new title-page and the first sheet n•set. 

1677. (;ualteri Charlrloni excn:ilalh,ncs d differ
entiis & nominibus animalium. Quibus accodunt 

mantissa anatomica, et quccdam de variis fossilium generibus, deque differentiis & nominibus colorum. Ed. '2, duplo fere auctior priori, novisque iconibus ornaLa. 3 vols. (in 1 ). pp. 10+119; 106; 
78+19. illust. 2 pi. Oxoniae. 
Thr fronth;piecf' i~ ;~n engraYing of the Alchatn or Pin-tailed Landgrouse; t.he central tail-feat.hers are shortened to accommodat.e the figure to the plate. The "1Iantissa a1wtomica includes observation._ ou tlw anatomy of the 'Fislung Frog' (Lophius piscatorius), tlte Dog-fi~h, ;~nd the t tHC' Frog. with illustrfltion. in the text. This early and famous treatise is au enlarged (second) edition. Eight copper plates (three folding) of uin.l.s include many avian species of world distribution, e.g. Britisl1 Song Birds, the Ibis, Crossbill, Hoopoe, etc. The frontispiece shows the Shelclonian Theatre in Oxford and pp. 64-119 (vol. 1) Je~nibe the birds. There is al~o a copy in the Dt>Hll Aclams Ubrary. 

CHARLESWORTH, ED\'>Ano [1813-93]. 
1839-40 . Natural-History Illustrations, etc. 

CHARLEVOIX , PIERRE FnAN~,:ois XAVIER DE [1682-1761]. 
1744. Histoire eL Description generale de la Nouvelle France, etc. 3 vols. 4to. Paris. 
lnelnding an aC"eount of some Xew. 'Vorlrt animals. 

CHARNLEY, .J. R. 
1920. Hints on preserving and mounting birds. 12mo. pp. 39. front. (diagr. ). T. of c. London. 

·Thh:< littlf' handbo0l' has been designed as a guide for the amatem bird coJJector. 

CHASEN , F. N. ::Jee nn:Ki'<ILT, J. A. s., 1927. 

CHAT HAM , JoH H. 
1919. The passenger pigf'on in Pennsylvania, &c., by John C. French ... with chapters by ... J. H. Chatham. See FRENCH, J. c. 

CHAULIAC, GuY DE. 
1585. Chirurgia magna, elc. See also CAULICO, 
GUIDO DE. 

CHAUTAUQUA SOCIETY OF HISTORY AND NATURAL SCIENCE. 
Jamestown, N.}-. 

1883- dale. Proceedings. 

CH E CK -LIST OF NORTH AMERICAN B IRDS. 
1895. 'lnd ed. Publishe<l by thr American OrniUwlogisls' Cnion. lilashington. 
The;;e ;~utlloritaiiYf' Lhits an· pnblbhed frow time to time as the oflici;~l C'atnlogue of ~ortll Amcrir'an birds. 8Pt' AMl<a{. ORNlTifOJ,OGJ~·rs' U~ION. 

CHEM NITZ. Naturwissenschaft. Gesellschaft zu Chemni tz. 
1859-1930. Beri~,;hLe und .\hhandlungen. 

CHENEY , Sll'•IEON PE<\SE [1818-90]. (CHE EY, 
.J OILN YP·<n : , NI.) 

(\ 

[1891 ]. \ \ 'oocl notes wilrl, notations of bird music; 
('Ollt>df'd awl arranged with appendix, notes, 
hiiJliog:rapll~-, and g~'nf'ral index by .J. V. Cheney. 8t•o. pp. J·iv t 2U1. front. (porlr. ). T. of r. append. bi!Jliof!T'. index. Boston. 
Thi~ po,;tllmnouH \'olkdinn of ~ew Engl<lllll hirrl-snngs was begun 111lrn 1hr author w;1s in !lis sixtr-seYenth ~·pa r. and was.left untinislwd whe11 hr dil'd in 18fl0. Tt \HI!' romplctrd aJHl pnh!J~hed by his :-on. Tlw intention wa>< tn writ<' a hook of bird-~OIH!S for the young people of N•" England, many o~ w.holll lie had t.augllt the rudiments of vocal music. A second IJnntmg appeared m 1892. 

r# 
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CH'EN FANG-SHENG mJ! ~'=f. [1644-1911]. 

1834. Pu llllang k'ao :t1fl !k~ ~; I listory and 

prevention of the plague of locusts. pp.17. (In Chao 

tai ts'ung hul:J{{ f~ ii If f,q ~' chOan 40.) 

24·3 x 15·5 cm. 
From the Grst Library of Chinese Literature. 

CH:f:NG CH'IAO ~I) H~ [ 1108-66]. 

1896. T'ung ehih W ~; history, including 

material on all kinds or animals, fishes, insects, 

etc., chOan 76. 24 x 15·2 cm. 

From the Gest Library. 

CH'EN HSI p~ f ~ (18th cent.). 

1834. Shih wu mlf(; #}; 1 otes on the peacocks, 

baL, beetles, snails, moth , mosquitoes, etc. pp. 9. 

(In Chao tai t 'ung shu .ff{? ft ifi ~ T·1f(, 
chOan 50.) 24·3 x 15·5 cm. [G.] 

CHENG JO-YUNG ~f) 1t Jl (16th cent.). 

1576. Lei chien fi .. ~; An encyclopedia of 20 

main divisions, comprising material on animals, 

birds, insects, fishes, etc., chuan 29-30. 29·5 x 
18·3 cm. Gest Library. 

CH'EN JEN-HSI g~ f-: m [1579-1636]. 

1621-8. Ch'ien ch'io lei shu m ,{( JJi. • ~; A 

classfied encyclopedia, containing information on 

all kinds of animals, bird , fishes, worms, insects, 

etc., chi.ian 104- ·)0. 25·8 x 16·5 cm. c ~est Library. 

CH'EN MENG-LEI ~~~1~ ~ i¥t ( l8lh Gent.) 

and others. 

1726. T'u shu rhi ch'eng liJ ~ ~ JiX;; The 

large l encyclopedia in print, indudi11g material on 

the animal kingdom, etc., with illu trations, Cate

gory IV, Se tion 19, chOan 1- Hl·~. Original editiou; 

~net copy rubli heel 1 ;}- . 27·6 17·8; 19·7 X 

13·3 cm. 
A famouR and n'ry rxtrnsiYc work, in the Ue,;t Library of ChinP::;c 

Literaturr. 

CHENU, .JE\"\ CIIAHLES [1808- 79]. 
1845-6. Hil>liolhf>que C:onl"ltyliologique. ·er. I-ll, 

Tom. 1. 81•o. Paris. 

.\n important trPati,.;r on general concholog~·, with somr rclcrcrll'e~ 

to vrrtpbrlltr zoology, 

1847. LP~OII ' elementaiJ·es d'hisloire nalurelle 

compl'enant u11 a per 'U su1· loule bt zoologic cL un 

traite de ..:ondryliologir, etc. 4to. pf>. '8 --t 284. 

12 col. pi. Paris. 

( 1850)-80. t · :JI("~ doprdiP d fl i. 1 oi1·c :\ al ul'elle, 

eLL:. i:Z vols. Suppii.ment, 9 vols. 4lo. illusl. Paris. 

A I though is:-;ued at irregular inten·a Is f hi" enc·ydopedin l'Ontain 

n vm;t amount of ,;rientiftc informatin11 ~upplird In thr n11merou 

c·ollaborators that aided the editor during the \ r'ar,; of its com· 

pilation. -\ mong them. ~L E. ll<'"lllH rp,;t c·ontrilllltrd thr ::;ertions 

c•n mamrnalH, reptileH, and fi:-;hrH, while ~l. 0. de:; .\Iur:; wrote on 

hirds. 

1855-79. Encyclopedie d'histoire naturelle. 

Oiseaux. 4 vols. 
The present volumes form a separately botmd treatise on BirdH 

written by 1. 0. des Murs for the important Encyclopedie. ' 

****, DES MURS, 0 ., and VERRAUX, J. 

1862. Legons elementaires sur l'histoire naturelle 

des oiseaux. 2 vols. 8vo. cuts in text and col. pl. 

Tome I, pp. 10+384. 340 hand-col. pl. Tome II, 

pp. 2+380. 64 (63+[1]) hand-col. pl. indexe.'i. 
Paris. 

An unusually well-written text-book (with admirable illustrations) 

by three of the most painstaking ornithologists of the day. 

1870. Ornithologie du Chasseau. 4to. 50 col. pl. 
Paris. 

A rare and elaborately illustrated work, probably based on material 

from the author's famous Encyclopedie. Not listed in the Br. Mus. 

Cat. (Nat. Hist.). 

CH'EN YAO-WEN Jrj I!~ 3( (16th cent.). 

1595. T'ien chung chi JC qt ~p; An encyclo

pedic work on all subjects, including the field of 

zoology, chuan 54-60. 27 x 16·6 cm. 

J<'rom the Gest Library. 

CH'EN YttAN-LUNG !Mf JG ~~. [1650-1736]. 

1735. Ko chih ching yoan +D- "fV. ~_j: IJj!; An 

encyclopedia of arts and sciences, giving data on 

birds, in erts, land and aquatic animals. 23·7 x 

15·2 cm. 
An important item in the Gest Uhinese Library. 

CHEPMELL, 1\llajor C. H. 
1912. Through Shen-kan, etc. See CLARK, HOBERr 

STERLI G. 

CHERNEL, ISTVAN [1865-1921]. 
1899. Magyar Ornithologie Die Vde-el L'ngarns. 

2 vols. 51 pl. I Budapest. 

Printed in both German and Hungarian. 

1899. Magyarorszag madarai kulonos tekintettel 

O"azclasagi jelentosegokre. 2 vols. in 3. 4to. illust. pl. 
Budapest. 

1902. \' om Schut~ der Thiere insbesondere vom 

'chulzedernO.tzlichen Vogel. 8vo. pp.14. J(oszeg. 

A pamplrl<'t on the -protection of birds in ::\liddle Europe. 

[c. 1916 ]. Ornithologische Beitrage aus den Feld

lwiefen ~ikolaus von Chernels; mitgeteilt von 

Stefan von Chernel. 8vo. pp. 331-2+(1)+526-7. 

l•'icld-notcs from gasteru Galieia sent by the author's son, who 

:;hortly afterwanls fell in battle. Reprint, text in Hungarian and 

German. 

1918. Nomenclator avium regni llungariae. A 

Maayar birodalorn madarainak neYjegyzeke. 8vo. 

pp. 76. (Opuscula ornithologica, vol. 33.) 
Budapest. 

A systematic catalogue, with introduction, conunent~. and other 

te'\t in Hungarian and German, of the bird of Htmgary. The 

vernacular, German, and Zoological name of each are given. 

CHERRIE, GEon.<a~ KRt lCK [1865- ] . 

1916. The Mu eum of The Brooklyn Institute of 

.\rt and Sciences. 'deiJce Bulletin, vol. 2, no. 6. 

A contribution to the ornithology of the Orinoco 

region. 4lo. pp. 133-374. Brooklyn. 

Anthor's n' print of an annotatl·d li,.;l of ,_omc ;,il :;pecie· and sub· 

~pecies based on collections made by the \\Titer and others, as well 

as with thr audition of Rurh species a have been reported. b~ 

Bcrlcpsch and Hartert in their ·Birds of the Orinoco RegiOn 

(.Novitates Zool. ix, 1902). 

>I 
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CHERVILLE , G SP RD GEORGES PECOL (.Har quis) DE [1821- ) . 
n .d. Le gibi r plume. Les oiseau. · de la rhasse; description; mceur ; arclimalation; chasse . • \ vec 34 planche hor Le. t et 61 illust. par E. de Liphart. Quatrieme ed. vo. pp .. r.L'ii + (2 ) -t 194. front. (porlr. ). vignette. 34 pl. (4 erns ). {)2 figs. T. of c. Paris. 
A literan companion to trratisc~ uu 10\rling and other \\·orl ·s on bird hunting, with plal r ,; of the . pecie:-; involwd , an1l their eggs. Vignettes in the text . • ot in thr Br. Jlus. Cat. ( .Vat . Hist.). 

CHESAPEAKE ZOOLOGICAL LABORATORY. See JOH ~ HOPKI s t. n ERS ITY. 

CHESNAYE-DESBOIS, FRA COlS J\. DEL . 
1759. Diclionnaire raisonnf' et universe! tles _ nimaux. 4 vols. 4to. Paris. 
This dictionary , not of mul'h prartical \'alue lo the modern student. iR signed (n. editor) ·Par 1\I. D. ],. C. D. B. '. 

CHESSON, \ V. H., fd. See I:Hm;JII'WE , ELIZ , 1909. 

CHESTER, GROSVENOR MUSEUM . 
1895 . Twenty-five phologTarhs by(~. \\'. \\'ebster of the life-hi tory groups of bird in LIH• Grmwrnor 
~1useum, Che ter. ...;,ep WEBSTEH. <;. w. 

CHESTER SOCIETY OF NATURAL SCIENCE. Chesler, Eng. 
1871-date. .\nnual neporl.. 
1878 ?- 1907 '? Pr·ocl'ediugs. 

CHEVALIER, Au;u;TE [1 7:{ - ) . 
1907. Mision Cha1·i Lake Trhacl, !~HI·> cl ..• Recil du Voyage, rl r. vu. f>p. 15 ..., na.· fJ pl. 
6 maps. illusl. in leJ'l. Paris. 
In the Appendix ron iderable ,; pate i:; devoted to na tural history of which only the fi~hr~ arc de~eribrd (of thr wrtehrate~), h)' • J. Pellegrin. 

CHEVERLANGE, E. 
Paintings of t hr birds uf Fiji. See ORH.Il'<AL 
DRA\\ 11 us, BELC I!r.R, \ \ . . J ., 191/ -:iO. 

CHIAPELLA, C. 
·? 1871. ~t anue l clc l'oiseleur' et. de l'oi:-3elier. 

CHICAGO ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. 
1867- 70. Transa<'l ions. \ ols. 1 and·> (::ll l pub. ). 
1896 dule. 13 u1letin or < ;l'o lngical and . ' <ll ural 
T lis tory Surve ~ . 

1930. P rogram of \dh ilir::-.. 8vu. Tllis periodical is largfly d fvotPd to l lircl lift>, o. J, Url. l~l:3fl, being en tirely ·o. 

CHICAGO FIELD. See Al\I EHICA'< FIELD. 

CHICAGO. FIELD MUSEUM OF N ATURAL HISTORY. See FIELD ?.It. SEt M OF An HAL 
I I L rORY, C l! IC .\ (;Q. 

CHICHESTER, L. 0 . 
1905 . . \ merican Birds .. . <llld how to kilO\\ li H:'lll. 

~' Pit' ) nrlt. 
CHI HUANG li';t: J:Ji [ 1710 94) <lr HI oth~rs. ' ,. , ..... ' 

1882 . II mmg ch'ao I ' uug rh i ll ~ / ~fJ ifH 1~; 
. \ histor~ of Lhe .\lanchu yna t) (HH.4- 1Ull), COILLa ining material on all kinds of anima ls, bird , 

I 

fishes, insects, etc., cllunn 124 and chuan 126. 24 15·2 cm. 
From the Ge::;t Library of Chinese Literature. 

CHIKHACHEV, PErR ALEKS"-. DRO icu [1808-00 ) . 
1853-69. Asie l\Iine11re; description physique de cetle contree, par P. de Tchihatcheff. 8 vols. in 6. 
nllas, 3 vols. 36~ 29 cm. illust. maps. tab. Paris. 
Then' is au e cellent plate l.JJ ~'. Bocourt of a leopard killed in the enYiron,; of .·myrna . Other plates illustrate the head of the Wild Goat (Capm aegaq1'1ls) , the Angora Goat, and Anatolian Sheep. There are no bird plates. The principal results are in the fields of palaeontolo~y and hotany. 

CHILDREY, JosHLA [16~3-70 ) . 
1661. Britannia Baconica: or, The natural rarities of England, cotland, & \Vales. According as they arr to be found in every shire. 8vo. pp. 30 + 184. 

London. 
A curious book in \\ hich birds are occasional!J mentioned as amongst ~ome of the rarities of the various 'Shires' described. 

CHILE. UNIVE RSI D AD . 
1843- 1922. .\nale . Series 1. 

Santiago. 

1923- date. .\nalcs. cries '2.. 
CH I LTON , CHA, ., ed. (\VAITE, EDGAR R.) 
1909. The ubantaretic i lands of '\'ew Zealand. Hrporls on t h geo-ph) siC's, geology, zoology, and botany or I he islands lyil1g to the south of New Ze}lland, based mainly on observation and collection made during an expedition in the governmt>nl teamer · IIinemoa ' (Captain J. Bollons) in · o\·emher, Hl07. Pub. b~' the Philosophical institute of Canterbury. 2 vols. 4to. H'ellinglon. 
The ornithological report of this expedition by Edgar R. Waite is rontained in vol. Jl. artide X . ' Y, pp. 53l- +,with 18 illustrations, fig~ . 6 2!3 , in part <'olored. 

CHIN H S IU WAN HUA KU, etc. 
'?1500. See A'<O YMO , . 

CHINA BRANCH OF R OYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRIT A I N AND IRELAND. See HOYAL ASI \TIC soCIETY CIIINA 
BH \ C ll . 

CH ISHOLM , ALEC. H. 
[1922). ~la le hip will! birds; wilh an introd. by C. .J. Ot>nnio. vo. pp. 196. numerous illusl. T. of c. inrle.r . lisl of scientific names. Pre entation C1>1 y fr·om au Lhor wi I h autograph. ~u elbourne. 
A ,;ympathet ic ,;kPtch of human rPlations to bird life. 
1929. B ird:; a !H I < ;rl~cn Places. vo. pp. 224. 2 col. pi. numernus photos . imlfJ.'. London und Toronto. 
An unn:-;u:tll~· well-written, popular work on certain Australian hird,; hy a recognized authority on the Rubject. A li t of the ,;dentiftc· names of thr aYifauna mentioned is given on pp. 217- 19. 

CHIYUN f-t (1\J [t7·24- 1805)and other s . 
1886 . llsi.i L'ung ('hih *~ ;ii ~; A work of his
tory, etubracing mall'rial on the animals, fishes, insecl . , et ., eh Clan 17 -80. 24 x 15·2 cm. 
l~ rom tliC' (;l'~t Lihr<liT oi ('hine!;C 1-itPraturc. 

CHOLMONDELEY -PENNELL, liE RY [1837-1013). 

Pp 

1886 . The ~porting- Fioh of Great Britain with no t e:;; on il:llthyolog). 8uo. pp. 8+185. 16 col. pl. fi!JS. in text. L ondon . 
.\ scientific treatise beautifully ·illustrated by 16 lithographs in gold, silYer, and colours'. 
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.0HOLODXOWSXY, . and SSILANTJEW. 
1901. Die Vogel Europas (in Hussinn ). 48 col. pl. 
(Wanting. ) JJeter::>IJUry. 

CHOULANT, L. 
1858. Graphische Incunabeln fOr ::\'al.urg<' chichte 
und Medizin. Geschichte uncl Bibliographic dcr 
ersten naturhisLorischen und IllCdizini. chrn 
Drucke des XV. und XVI. .Jahrltundcrl ·, wrkhc 
mit illustrierenclen Abbildungen versehen incl. 

Leipzig. 
An indispen able reference treatise for fifteenth- and ~htcenth
centnry ·works on natural history. A Ycry goo(l reprint of thi · 
rather rare book was published at Munich in Hl2-l . 

CHRISTY, c TIIBERT [1863- J. 
1924. Big game and pygmies; experiences of a 
naturalist in Central African foresLs in que L of 
the okapi ... wiLh an introductory chapter lly 
Sir Harry II. Johnston. 8vo. pp. xxxi +( 1) + 325. 
front. 58 pl. (122 figs.). 1 map (col. fold. ). T. of c. 
2 append. index. London. 
This volume deals mainly with the Ituri Forest region of the Congo, 
and is largely based upon the la t and lon{:(eHt of the anthor·~ 
exprdition to that Forest, undertalwn on behalf ot' tlw Belgian 
Government during the years l!H2, Hll3, and L\)] -l. The forest 
birds are described. in chapter XXY, pJl. 2-l.)- ;)3. 

CHRISTY, RoBERT MILLER. See ES EX FIELD 

CLUB, 1885-1910. 

1890. The birds of Essex; a contribution Lo the 
natural history of the counLy. (Essex field club. 
Special memoirs, vol. 2.) 8vo. pp. viii + 302. 
front. 2 pl. 162 figs. T. of c. 2 append. index. 

Chelmsford. 
The result of over 15 years collecting information and materials 
regarding the birds of the County. Tables of tlw arrival of the 
Summer Migrant~, notices of J~sscx ornithologist~ and chief E><SC).. 
bird collections arc given, as well as note· on wild-fowl lleeon; and 
wild-fowlin~ in the ('ounty. · 

1891. A cataloaue of local lists of BriLi h birds 
arranged under counties. From The Zoologist, 
with numerous additions. \Vilh a new Inlro
duction and tiLle-pagc. 8vo. pp. 42. London. 
T11e present copy is from the library of H. Kirke Swann with his 
notes and corrections. 

CHUBB, CIIARLE [1851- 1924]. 
1912-17. The bird of South .America. .See 
BRABOUR E, \\'. '\\, K. and CHUBB , C. 

1916-21. The bird of British Guiana, ha cd on 
the collection of Frcderick Vavasour .Me< :onncll. 
Pr<:face by .\1rs. F. V. :\lcConncll. 2 vols. 8vo. 
Vol. I, pp. liii + 528 +( 1). fronl. (porlr. ). 10 pl. 
(col. birds). 16 pl. 1 nwp (fold. ). 95 fir;s. bi/Jliogr. 
addend. 2 indeJ'es. Vol. II, pp. xcvi (Jl.5. lO pl. 
(col. birds). 8 pi. addend. 2 indexes. London. 
An account of the hirtls of Britbh Uuiana w1th full de,;niptlon>< oi 
plumage, habits, nidifieation, and range, rtc. Yol. L ('Ontain,; the 
preface by l\trs. l\Jc('onnell, p. 3, and al~o apparent!\ the itineran· 
of i\IcConnell' ' first Roraima expetlition, pp. " x:\Xv: whil~<t vol. II 
contains the itinemry of thr srcond Roraima CXJH'clition, written 
by .John .J. Quekh, who accompanied l\l('( 'onnell on that OC'ra~ion 
in 1898. Two hundred. and fifty copies of the work were printed 
of which the pre:ent one is ~o. 7-l. 

CH'U Jf:N-HUO lft' A fl (18th cent.). 

1834. llsO hsieh fl'll ~iffi Jf.J{lo ilia ·A hort trcuti e 
,,~~ Jl ' 

_on crabs. pp. 8. (In chao l.~i ts'uug shu .ff-:3 {-\:: 
il ~ fg ~ chuan 50.) 24·3 x 15·5 cm. 

CHU MU n1Jt f~ (13Lh cenL.). C.' ·, 
1604. Shih wen lei chCt $ X ®M~; An 

en eye loprdia conl aining llist orical incidents and 
lilerary writings on an inwls, birds, insect., fi hes, 
cLc., hou ·hi {~ Jt ("2ml part) chlian 33-50. 

:24·/J J(j·8 Clll. 

From the (;e;;t Library of L'hi11ese Literatmc. 

CHURCH, J oa . 
[1794]-1805. A cahineL of Quadrupeds ... with 
drawings hy J. JJ)IJetson. 2 vols. folio. illust. 

London. 
The Blacker Library ha: a fine large paper copy in which fhe 
engravings (by .J. Tookey) of lhhl't,;on's work are well reproduced. 
This treati~c, originally i~< ·ued in part~, ha;; coHsiderable historical 
and srientifie intcre;:t. 

CHURCHILL, A. 13 .\ILEY-. 'ee DAILEY-

CJIURCJIILL, A. 

CHURCHILL, ABBY PmHCE. 

1905. Bird in literal urc. 110. pp. (6) +9-186. 
hibliogr. Worcester, .\lass. 
Thi:.; useful work is rare, not in Br. Jlws. ('at. (Nrtt. Hist.), having 
been printed priYately. lt is a compilation of se!eetions from the 
writings of most of the best-known Anwrican authors and poets 
who have taken birds as their subject. 

CHURCHILL, LLEWELLA PIERCE. 

1902. Samoa 'uma whrrc life is clifferenL. 8vo. 
pp. (12 )+ 13- 295. front. (porlr.). 23 pl. T. o{c. 

"Vew l"ork. 
The words of the title mean ·All :o;a moa '. There are a few 
refercnn•s to birds, among them the tiny island parrot, no larger 
than an Englil\h :;parrow (pp. :27-l- 5), the majestic frigate bird, 
v. :2 0. etc. 

CHUR. (Schweiz.) Naturforschende Gesell
schaft. Graubiindens. (Founded 1826.) 
1826-1930. J ahrcsbcrich l. 
A new ,;cries of the .frrhresbericht began in 18;)3, and there is an 
index for CVE'I'Y J 0 vols. 

CINCINNATI SOCIETY OF NATURAL 
HISTORY. 
1878-1917. Journal. 

1876. Proceedings. Index in fir L 10 vols. of lhe 
Journal. 

CIRCULAR OF THE CALIFORNIA ORNI
THOLOGICAL CLUB. (Founded 1889.) 

San Francisco, Gal. 
1889. Cir<'ular No. 1. pp. :2 (all issued). 
< 'ontnin,; dlrc<'tions for col!C'ding Binls' 8tomachs. As :;upplelllellt, 
( 'om;titution nntl by-Jaws of the ('luh. 

CLAPPERTON, Ill Liii [178 - 18·27] and DEN
HAM, .Haj. D. 
1826. . T arra t ivc of lrave I. :md 1 lisro\·erie._ in 
. -orlhcm and Ccnlral Afri<.:a, &c. See DE"'\IIAM, D. 

Hlld CL\PPT~ I\TO .' , lll'l.ll. 

CLARENDON PRESS SERIES. 
1870. Forms of animal life. .See ROLLESTO , t;. 

CLARK, Au TI"o lloBART [1 0- ]. 
1926. Animal, of land and sea. 8z•o. pp .. r.rxiv+ 
276. 10 pl. 740 figs. T. of c. index. London. 
,\n attem]Jt to prc,;ent the animal wotld as a biologic unit. !o'our 
]llates ('OntaiH I~ figure,; of hirds. The hook form:; one oi the 

(\ volumes of the 'Library of ~Iodern ::lciences '. 

? 
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~LARK, E. B. 

1901. Birds of lakeside and prairie. 
Chicago, New 1'ork. 

CLARX, G. A. See u 
REPORTS, 1808- 9 . 

ITED STATES. FISHERY 

CLARX, I-I BERT LYMAN [1870- J. 
1887. The birds of Amherst anu vicinity, including 
nearly the whole of Hampshire County, Mas . 8vo. 
pp. 55. 2 indexes. Amhersl, .\lass. 
An annotated list of 177 species. In this cop\' are insertrd two lrttcn; datrd April 21 and 28, 1887 , from tlw author to llr. C. Jlar1 :\[erriam, on Rnbject.f'\ connrctpcl with thr work. 

CLARX, .J. \ V. See ROYAL sociETY OF LONDO , 
1879. 

CLARX, ROBERT STERLI G; SOWERBY' 
ARTJJ R DE C., and CHEPMELL, <:. fl. 
1912. Through Shen-kan; the aceount of Llw 
Clark expedition in north China, 1908- n. 8vo. 
pp. 8 + 247. front. (map col.). 58 pl. (5 rol. ). map 
(col.). T. of c. 6 append. index. London. 
This expedition covered a period of 18 month . 

CLARX, Rev. vVM. 
1856-8. H:::mdbook of Zoology. See HO EVEN, 
JEAN VAN DER. 

CLARXE, BEN.JAM IN [1813- 90]. 
1841. See BUFFON, G. L. 
1879. A New Arrangement of 
Zoology, etc. 1st ed. 4to. 

Lhe \.lasses of 
London. 

1881. A new arrangement of the classes of zoology, 
founded on the position of the oviducts and 
ovaries, including a new mode of arranging the 
mammalia. 2nd ed., with additions. 4to. pp. (2) 
+3-24. 2 tab. addend. London. 
The title of this second edition indicates the scopr of the work. Two folding tables, with emendations of table I , rendrr the n P \1' arrangement of the cla se:; of zoology more clear. 

CLARXE, R. H. 
1898. The bird plague; or, Septic fever in cage 
birds. Rev. and enl. 16mo. pp. 22 +( 2). London. 
A lectme delivered before the London and Provincial Ornit.lwlogieal i::lociety on October 12, 1897, illustrated by mnnerons lnntem slidP:>. 

CLARXE, RoBERT. 
1843. Sierra Leone, with the Natural History of 
the Colony. 8vo. pp. iv + 178. 10 pl. 1 map (col.). 

London. 
CLARXE, WILLIAM EACLE [1853- ] nnd ROE
BUCX,W.D. 
1881. A handbook of the vertebrate fauna of 
Yorkshire. Being a Catalogue of British Mammals, 
Birds, Reptiles, Amphibians, and Fishes found 
in the County. 8vo. pp. xlviii + 149. bibliogr. 
append. index. London. 
There is an annotated list (pp. 17-89) in which 380 species of binls are listed. 

**** and others. --rBS0-9. Report on Lhe migration of birds ... 
1884(-86). RepL.6-8. SeeBROWN, J.A.HARVIE-. 
1912. Studies in bird migration. \Vilh maps, 
weather charts, and other illustrations. 2 vols. 
Suo. Vol. I, pp. xvi+323. front. 8 pl. (1 fold.). 

1 fir;. T. of c. Vol. IT, pp. vii + (1) + 346. front. 
15 pl. 1 fig. T. of c. index. London. 
A : eriPs of :pecial inve><tigations which a resiclrnce of 47 weeks in lightilon~e::; antl in a light;;llip. as WPll as l.! weeks spent on the remotr islands o[ St. Kilda and Ushant, enabled the author to carry out. 

1923. Guide to the birds of Europe and North 
Africa. See RAM AY, R. G. w. 
1923. Side lights On birds. See HORSFIELD, H. K. 

1927. :Mmmal of British Birds. See SAUNDERS, 
IIOWARD. 

CLAUDY, CARL IIARRY [1879- ]. 
[1924] . Tell-me-why stories about animals. 8vo. 
pp. (G) + 7- 302 +(1 ). front. (col. ). 3 pl. (col.). 
T. of c. London. 

CLAUS, CARL PRIEDRICH WILHELM [1835- 99]. 
1863. Ueher die Grenze des thierischen und 
pflanzlichen LeiJens. 4to. pp. 2 + 23. Leipzig. 
One of the early and be!-it known tractate of this famon · natnralist. 

1866-8. Grunclzuge cl er Zoologie. 8vo. pp. 12 + 
1170. index. 1\Jarburg. 
'l'hi ~-; well-lmown handbook ha.· passed through several German (und er tltr title Lehrbuclt der Zoologie), Frenc·h, and English editions. It is highly praised lJy t eacher!; of zoology. 

1884. Traite de Zoologie. Tr. by Moquin-Tanrlon 
from the 3rd German Edition. 2 vols. 

1884. Traile de zoologie. 2e eel. fran~aise tr. de f 
l'allemand sur la 4e ed. entierement refonclue et .i/ considp·al:JlemenL aug. par Gaslon Moquin-Tandon. 
4lo. pp. 16 + 156G. illust. Paris. 
Another French edition of his Lehrbuch der Zoolouie. 

1885. Elementary text-book of zoology. Tr. and 
eel. IJy Aclam Sedgwlck. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, 
pp. G15. 491 figs. T. of c. index . Vol. ll, pp. 3.52. 
70G (lys. 1'. of c. index. London. 
An Engli~h trn.nslation of C'lam:!' Lehrlmch dPr Zoologie. 

1885. LehrLuch cler j;2ologie. ::3. umgearb. ~ufl. 
Mit 88~) ~olzschnillen. 8vo. pp. 12 + 828. t 

1\.1 arburg. 
An abridgment of the author's Grundzuge der ZoologiP, 1st ed., 1868. 

CLAUSEN, RoY ELwoon [1891- ] and BAB
COCK, E. B. 
1918. Genetics in relation to agriculture. See 
BABCOCK, E. B. 
A second edition , with few changes, was pnblisheu in 1927. 

CLAVIGERO, PRA CISCO .JAVIER [1731- 87]. 
1787. The History of Mexico, etc. 2 vols. 4to. 

London. 
This treatise is an amenued translation of the author 's Spanish worln;, most. of them Pllblil'1hed in 1\Texico City. 

CLELAND, JOH BURTO [1835- 1925]. 
? 1911. The classification of the vertebrata. 8vo. 
pp. 2+11. London. 
1918. The food of Australian birds. An investiga
tion into tlle character of the stomach and crop 
contents. 8vo. pp. 112. T. of c. 3 append. 
Author's reprint. Sidney. 

CLENNELL, L. See ANONYMous, 1815. Recrea 
tions in Natural History. 

" ? 
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~ 7 CLERMONT, THOMAS FoRTESCUE, Baron [1815-
87]. 
1859. A guide Lo the quadrupeds and reptiles of 
Europe; with description of all the species. 12mo. 
pp. 8+277. London. 
Bibliography, pp. 7-8. See also FORTES uE, 
THOMAS. 

CLEVELAND ACADEMY OF NATURAL 
SCIENCES, CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
1845-59. Proceedings. 

CLEVELAND BIRD LOVERS' ASSOCIA
TION . .'lee BLUE BIRD. 

CLEVELAND MUSEUM OF NATURAL 
HISTORY. 
1922-dale. BulleLin. 

1922-date. Pocket atural History 'eries. 

1928-dale? Scientific Publications. 

CLIFFORD, \VrLLIAM IT. 
1902 . Again t the destruction of whit c herons and 
red ibises on the lower Amazon ... bv Emil A. 
Goeldi ... Tran lated from Lhe Portug·ursc in to 
English by \Y. If. Clifford. SeP <;oELDr, E:'11IL .\. 

CLIFTON COLLEGE SCIENTIFIC 
SOCIETY. 
1869-87. Transactions. (Wan Ling.) 

CLODD, Em,vARD. See BATES, H.'"·' 189'2. 

CLODIUS, DAYID. See BOCHART, SAM EL, 1675. 

CLODIUS, G. and WUSTNEI, C. 
1900. Die Yogel der Grossherzogthiuner 1\lccklen
burg, &c. See also wusTxEr, c. 

CL UBB' J OSEPII ALBERT. 
1920. Handbook and guide to the British birds 
on exhibition in the Lord Derby natural history 
museum, Liverpool. 2nd eel. 8vo. pp. 18+ 73. 
12 pl. index. St. Annes-on-tlie-Sea. 
The first edition of this u~eful catalogue ,,·a. b~ued iu 101-!, since 
which the exltibit;; haYe been greatly increa~;ed. 

CLUB VAN NEDERLANDSCHE VOGEL
XUNDIGEN. 
1928-30. Orgaan de1' Club van X ederlandsche 
Vogelkundigen. 8vo. illu::;l. pl. Continued from 
their Jaarbericht (q.v.). Zutphen. 

CLUSIUS, CAROLUS [1526-1609] (LECL S t: , c. D!· ). 
1601. C. Clusii . .. Rariorum Plantarum Historia, 
etc. folio. pp. 364. illust. Brunet 112. See also 
LECLl; SE, c. DE. A.ntverpiae. 
The!'c 1ue a few reference:; to animal life in this treati,;e. Several of 
the works of this well-known naturalist are in the O:,ler Librar~--

1605. C. Clu~i ... Exoticorum libri decem; quibus 
Animalium, Plantarum ... I tern P . Belloni obser
Yationes, eoclem C. Clusio interprete, ett..:. folio. 
pp. 37 8. Brunet 112. Leyden. 

1611. Curae posteriores ... aliquot animalium 
novae Descriptiones . . . folio. (Antwerp.) 
A good and hort account of Clu ius' life and "orks i. to be found 
on r. :21-i of the Bib. Osleriana: 'Charles de L'E-·eluse, after stuching 
at several rniver.'ities translated and published the narratiyc,; of 
traveler. in man~· lands, ;\moncr thetil accounts of animab, plants. 
f!0\1 e1s, drugs, etc. di::;coveretl by early ::-ipanh\h and rortugue,;e 
explorers. He reeords many curious aud interesting iacts.' 

COCKBURN-HOOD, THo rAs HooD [ - 1889]. 
[ 1872]. Remarks upon the foolprints of Moas at 
Poverty nay ancl upon their recent extinction. 
8vo . pp. 14. [\Taikato.] 
An intere!'ting account uf spreimcus ohtaine l by the authol'. SPP 

olso HOOD, TliQ;\[Ai'l. 

COCKERELL, TnEODORE Dw Auso [1866- ]. 
1920. Zoology, a text book fM rolleges and uni
' el'sil ies. 8vn. pp. xi f- ( 1) f- 5:j8. 211 figs. T. of c. 
index. J"onkers-on-Hudson, N. L 
The first voltnne of a series of college science texts, to be given 
vrcfrrably in thr sophonwre year, and lie igned for the tre of those 
who have had little or no l>revious training in the subj rct. References 
to h inb OH JJp. :37:3-95 with 10 illn::;tratious, figs. nos. 15(}-68. 

COCKS, ALFRED HE K\ GE. 
1894. Bird life in ar<'tir .\Iorway, &r. See COL
LETT, R. 

COCTEAU, .J. T. See SA<TRA, RAMO ' DE LA , 
1839-61. 

COIMBRA, PORTUGAL. Museu Zoologico. 
1924-dale. l\Iem6ria r Est udios. 

COLCORD, \\'rLLA RD ALLE [1 60 ], ed. 
[1924 ]. ,\nimal land, c·O tltaining 30() delightful, 
rnLertaining, instructive torie about animals, 
birds aud insects, for children, mothers and 
teacher . 8vo. pp. (22) + 439. 16 pl. T. of c. 
index. Philadelphia. 

COLE, FRA ' CIS J. [1872- ] . 
1913. The Early Days of C:omparative Anatomy. 
8vo. Liverpool. 

**** and EALES, NELLIE B. 
[ 1917]. The History of Comparative Anatomy. 
Pl. 1 (all pub.). illust. London. 
Both these titles are from the Osier Library. 

COLE, ROBERT J. 
[1922 ]. Birds, with pictures from J. J. Audobon 's 
(sit) 'Bird of America'. See BCRROUGH, J. 

COLEBY, H. 
1876-81. r\ catalogue of British and foreign eggs; 
with some account of the habits and nidification 
of the birds. folio. pp. 889. 74 pl. (col., 7 not 
numbered). index. Original manuscript. 
A unique manuscript catalogue beautifully written in ink on 
toolscap paper, with excellent original water·color paintings of 
eggs of many of the species enumerated. The catalogue comprises 
the roJlowing sections: British and E uropean Birds, pp. 1-691; 
:Sundry European . pecies which are not now British, pp. 693-730!:,; 
Some of the Birds of North America and Jamaica, p,p. 731-889. 

1878. A register of eggs [and skins] of British 
and European birds, to which are added a few 
.\i'rican and American species. 8vo. pp. 54+301. 
indc::.·. Original manuscript. [Bath.] 
Unique manuscript register of the egg,· all<l skin" in the collection. of 
Henry Coleby of Bath, apportioned as follow : viz. Eggs of British 
Birds, pp. 1-135; European Eggs which are not Briti h, pp. 137-H; 
A ·iatic egg::; (East Indies), pp. 1-*5-7; South African Eggs, pp. 1_49-
50; Australian Eggs, p. 151; Xorth American Eggs (Canad1~n, 
from \Y. E. Saunders), pp. 153-6 ; "C'nited States and West Indies, 
109-80. Skins of British and Foreign Bird:;, pp. 181-20:.l; Notes on 
<lll of the above, and general remarks on the season: of 1878-82. 

COLEMAN, RoBERT H. See DO. ALDSON, ALFRED 
L., 18"21. 

COLERIDGE, GILBERT JAl\IES Dcro![1859- ]. 
1923. Pan's people, the lure of littl~' 1Jc::lsts. 8vo. 
pp. [.x:] -t-183. T. of c. L---- London. 

I 
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yfo.-~OLLAERT, ADRIAE (C:ot.LAHm·s, .\DRIA:--..v~) 

(d. 1618 ). _\..f'lisl-illuslmlor. 

[? 1610 ]. Animaliurn quadrupedum omnis generi. 
verae ... in aes inri ae eL etlitae ab Adriano 
Collardo. 8z,o. 20 eny. pl. includinr; lille. n.p. 
no text. 
A rare example of the many small 'albums· of animal pictures published by this well-known Dutch arti t. The enj!raYed titlr represent!'~ Orpheus charming and tamilll! tltP birds nnd ht>ast" of the foreRt. 

[? 1610]. Avium vivae icones Acuranl is ima imi
t.atio earum quoe inci ae cl rdile sunt ... (Pub. 
by) G. B. Ro i, Piazza auonn. 1v cop. pi. incl. 
engraved title-page. 
On' of the artist's earliest and best albums of bird life. B\idrntly first stat~s of the plate and befor.e all letters (except the sy;;tematic uames of the birds) a w·ry clran, dear copy. Very rare in this condition. 

[? 1610]. Avium vivae it-ones, in aes inf'i. af' & 
edilae ab Adriano Collardo. 12mo. pp. I + 1.5. 
Engraned title. Date from Cat. Br . .\!us. (N rti. 
Hist.). [Anltuel'fJ.] 
A rarr and curious collection of eopper-plate engraYing. of IJi.I·df\ by an early Dutch rngraver. The copy in hand has one more platr than is mentiourd by the collator of Br~·an's Biog. Diet . of Painters and Enqrarers, but thr same nmHber (If>) as iu thP Britif;h :\Im;cum copy. Duplicate set of these pi<"lurcs an' hung in tiH' 1~ . :-\.W . Library of Ornithology. 

['? 1612]. Avium Vivae h-one ~, in aes ind ne & 
editae ab . . . 8vo. 12 pi., includinr; engraved title
page. n.p. unpaged. 
)lost of the plates in tllis small albuw of bird portraits arr nnmberr1l and have legends of systematic names. Some of these pictnrPCI booklets by Collaert are quite rare ; others fair!~· common. Tlw collection in hand appears to belong to the former category. 

COLLARDUS, 
ADRIAEN. 

ADRIA l S. ee COLLAERT, 

COLLECTOR, T H E. See YO NG COLLECTOR, 
1881-2. 

COLLECTOR' S GUIDE FOR BIRDS , SKINS 
AND EGGS . See BR. M s. AT. msT., 1921. 

(THE) COLLECTORS' MONTHLY. 
8vo. Drmielsonville, Conn. 
A monthly l\Iagazi.I1e devoted to Ornithology, Oology, and Natural Hi tory. Charles H. Prince, Editor and Publisher. Vol. I, Nos. 1-2, Nov.-Dec. 1890, pp. 1-8. Vol. II, r os. 1-12 (6 and 7 llouble), Jan.- Dec. 1891, pp .. CJ-76. Vol. Ill, os. 1-5, Jan.-l\Iay 1892, pp. 1- 40. W. W. Worthington's Notes 011 the Birds uf Long Island ra.n through the entire series. 
Suspended, the unexpired ubscriptions filled by the Oologi.~ts' Journal. 

COLLETT' A THO y KEELING [1877 ] . 
1897. The Heart of a Bird. 8vo. pp. 296. illusl. 

London. 
The first edition of a sensibly written and popular work. 
1906. A handbook of British inland birds; with 
coloured and outline plates of eggs, by Eric 
Parker. 8vo. pp. xx+ 2 9. pl. I-X. front. T. of c. 
index. London. 
The plate , plain and colored, illustrate the oOlogy of Great 'Britain. The treatise is a useful guide for the amateur student of local ornithology. It is not li ted in the Cat. Br ... Uus. (Nat. Hist.). 
(1927]. The heart of a bird. 8vo. pp. vi+(2)+ 
287. front. 7 pl. T. of c. index. London. 
One of several editions of thi book, the substance of which had already appeared as articles in The Times and The Nineteenth Century and After. The author in following up the liYes of the birds, month by month, gives one a very good. insi~ht into the real '1_1eart of a bird'. The book should be espec1ally peru ed by all h1ghly sentimental people, and those who imagine the lives and feeling , etc., of a bird are akin to their own. 

****and THOMAS,\\'. B. 
n:d. Bil'ds throug-h the year. See THOM s, w. B. 

COLLETT, HOBEHT [1 -1:2 1913]. 
1864. Oversig~1L uf ( :hristiania omegns Ornilho
log·i ke Fauna."t8uo. pp. 2.30. Christiania. 
Thi::; treati ·e ou I orwegian ornithology waR written by a well· known naturalist, a most vnluminouR contributor to thr literature ol' zoology, !oral and gen ral. 

1875. · orge fiske, nted Bem~rkuinger om deres 
Udl>rf'dPl 'e . 8uo. pp. 2+240. pl. map. 

C hrisliania. 
1877. Olll et Par· for orges Fauna nye Fuglear
ter. Suo. pJJ. 4. Christiania. 
1877-81. [Bird of orway.] ... Norges Pugle
fauna, el<". G excerpts in 1 vol. 8vo. 3 pl. (fold.). 
2 figs. Christiania. 
:-\hort rrportH ou the bird fauna of ... orway, including records of sprcirR nrw to orway and an illu::;trated article on the :ltructme of the skull and ear-opening of the ~trigidae. The pre,;ent copy i;; from the Godman Library with book-platr. 
1881. Cr·aniel af 0reaabuingernes Bygning ho, 
dt' nordeuroptti ke Arter af Familien Strigidae. 
8uo. pp. 38. jJ( (in his Birds of Norway, 1877-81). 

· Chrisliania. 
1881. Ureocincla vul'ia (Pall.) og .legialilis alexan 
drinus (Lin.), nye for Norge Fauna. 8vo. pp. 6 
(in hi Birds o( 1 orway, 1877-81 ). C'hristiania. 
1892-8. On a rolleclion of bird from Tongoa, 
1 • ew llebride ( Christiania 1' idenslcabs-Selskabs 
Forhandlinger, 189·2, no. 13), and On a Second 
r.ollertion (1898, no. 6). 8vo. pp. 11 +7. 

Christiania. 
Sotes on two small eolJections of birds, 20 and i, made in 1890 and 1897. 

1894. Bird life in Arctic Norway, a popular 
brochure; tr. from the Norwegian lJy A. H. Cock . 
8vo. pp. xi+ 42 +x. 3 pi. London. 
A portion of the above (in Herman) was read before the Second Intern. Congre s of Ornithology at Budapest in 1891. Later, a condensed edition of the whole brochure was published in Nor· wegian. The pre,ent volume, with an appendix-· A List of the Birds of Xorway arranged according to the Rules ot' the 'B.O.U.'was taken by the tran,;lator. 

1900. ee A SE , F. 

1900-6. The orwegian north polar expedition, 
1893-!16. Scientific result . See 1\NSE , F. 

1906. Hybrids among orwegian birds, and their 
diagnoses. ( Christiania T • idenskabs-Selskabs For
handlinger, 1905, no. 11 ). 8vo. pp. 26. Author's 
reprint. Christiania. 
On certain hybrids of the families Turdidae and Tetraonidae. 

COLLIER,~. H. 
1871. Manual of cage birds, American and 
foreign, with directions for breeding, rearing, and 
keeping them. 16mo. pp. 124. T. of c. index. 

New York. 
A rare, semi-popular treatise, not listed in the Cat. Br. Jfus. (Nat. Hist.). 

COLLIN' ALBERT. 
1929-date. Index Ornithologicus sive Nomen
clator Avium turn viventium tum fossilum. 
Anno I, No. 1. 8vo. pp. 2+18. Kotka, Finland. 
The preface to this valuable serial reads: A bi-monthly ornithological Journal devoted chiefly to the successive development of an Avian Nomenclator according to the present system. 
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~7 COLLIN, G. D. See TIIU BERG, c. P., 1822- 3. 

COLLIN, .Jo AS H;TsM u [1840- 1913]. 
1882. Skildringer ar aturvidenskaberne. 

Kjl?J!Jenhavn. 
1884. Om Limfjordens Tictligere og uuv\1\'rende 
marine Faulln mf'<l t\drligl. Hen yn til B10ddyr
faunaen. 8vo. pp. 7GF+ 2. Hjl?Jbenlzrwn. 

coLLINGE, vVALTER EnwARn [1867- J. 
1913. The food of sorne British wild IJirds: a study 
in eeonomic ornithology. 8vo. pp. viii -+ 109. T. of c. 
bibliogr. index. London. 
The eonclu ·ions arrived at are the result of eight yean>' work, 
based on the examination of the stomacl1 content~ of upwards of 
3,000 adult birds, and :wo nestlings, repre~entiug. ~9 ;;vecie~ of 
British birds. Five of these proved to be dtstmctly m]unous. Ptght 
were too plentiful and eon::;equPntly injnrions, whilst the remaining 
1 G were found to be hf•neficia I. 

1924-7. The food of some Briti h wild bird . 
:lncl efl. 8vo. pp. xvi + (6) + 427. front. (porlt.). 
8 pl. 47 fiys. (di(lqr.). 1'. of c. 6 append. bibliogr. 
index. l ·ork. 
The pre~ent Pdition was b.;sncd in !) pts. 

COLLINGWOOD, C!'TIIBERT [1826- 9()]. 
1859. The Fauna of Blarkheath and ils vidnily. 
Part I. Verlebrate Animnl . (Creenwirh r:.llurrtl 
History Club.) 8vo. J.ondon. 

1861. r:ontribulions to British Ot'nithology. RPo. 
pp. 26. (Bird Notes.) 

1868. Rambles of a Naturalist ... China Sea. 
8vo. pp. xiii t 445. 3 pi. lext illusl. (\VanLing. ) 

J,onrlon. 

COLLINS, ARCHIE FREDERICK [1869 ] ~md 
COLLINS, V. D. 
1920. The wondf'l'S of natural hi tory; a compre
hensive account of man in the making and of 
prehistoric and present day auirnals. 8vo. pp ... ru + 
204. front. (col.). 80 pi. T. of c. inde.'l' . • ew I ·ark. 
Included in the above is an interesting chapter on prehistoric 
birds; also one on birds of to-day. including a picture of thP now 
extinct Dodo. Rare; not in the Cat. Br. JJus. (N1t/. flixl.). 

COLLINS' CHARLES [d. 17 44]. 
n.d. [Plates of birds.] Printed for Thos. Howles 
in St. Paul's Church Yarcl. 12 pl. (col. ) in portfolio. 

[London.] 
Example of the work of Charles Collius, an eighteenth-centmy 
illustrator. The 12 colored plates (115 figs.) represent 58 :>pel·ie~ 
of British birds. The size of the plates is 18 >· 1-l in. 

n.d. Drawings of birds and beast. . .See ORIGI AI. 

DRAWl GS. 

COLLINS, DAVID [1756-1810}. 
1798-1802. An account of the English C'Olony in 

ew South \Vales. 2 vols. 4to. fronts. illust.' pi. 
(partly col.). maps. London. 
Facing p. 92 in the second volume is a colore<.! plate of the Lyre 
Bird, the first published illustration of it. It wa >; thought to be 
a 'variPty of the Bird of Paradise'. 

COLLINS, GEORGE EDWARD. 
1911. The natural history and antiquities of 
Selborne. See WHITE, GILBERT. 

COLLINS, SAMUEL [1618-1710]. 
1685. A Systeme of [Camp.] Analomy, Lrt>aling 
of the Body of Man, Beasts, Birds, Fish, Insects, 
and Plants. Pub. 'In the ~avoy'. 2 vols. folio. 74 pl. 
A rare and early treatise on comparative anatomy. 

COLLINS, \'[R(;JI, DEWEY. 
1920. TIH' wondf'J·s of nnturnl llistmy, &c. 
alSO COLLINS, A. F. 

'ee 

COLMAR. Societe d'histoire naturelle de 
Colmar. 
1860-88. Bulletin. Yol.. 1- ·...>!l. 

1883-5. SupplPnwnl (all pull. ). • 

COLOMBO MUSEUM. r:otomhn, r:eylon. 
1914- dule. Memoit'S. See also CEYLO_ ' JOl'R AL 

OF SCTI · '\CJ: SPO l . fA Z I·_ YI A 'dC:A.. 

1912-14. neports. 

COLORADO 
SPRINGS. 

COLLEGE, COLORADO 

1904-30. Science Srrie., in(·luding l\os. 1 -·>~l, 

Colormlo College Slud ics. 

COLORADO MAGAZINE. 
1923- dale. ( Jnduding lilt> forerutmer, Bulletin 
of llw Colorado Slatr llislorkal a]l(l . ' alural 
JJislory Sodely. ) 

COLORADO MUSEUM OF NATURAL 
HISTORY. Dem•er. 
1915- dale. Procerding, . 

COLORADO UNIVERSITY. 
1913. Bullrlin. 1alural llistory Set·ies. 

1902-dale. Ludies. 

COLQUHOUN, .Jou [1 o;, K>]. 
1856-74. Lt'etures 011 nalurHlllistory. 4 vols. &•o. 

Edinburgh. 
DeliYerPu hdorr YUrious litPrar~· Soeidies and entitled ·Sport'; 
lnstind ami Hrason; Th(' ~'Nae ~ atnrae of the British Islands; 
and the ~ntnral Hi!-itory of thr British lslands. 

COLTON, HUEL PRESTO ' [18G:2 19'27]. 
[1903]. ZoOlogy, desniptive awJ pradital. .Pat'l I, 
De <'l'iplivP. Pad IJ, Prartit:-tl. 2 vols. in 1. Suo. 
I, pp. :x + 37.5 -+-(1). front. 201fiys. T. of c. inde.t. 
II, pp. xuii + (1 ) + 20.J. 2 fiys. T. of c. index. 

Toronto. 
The 1Jl'iJ1dpal change from the ('arJi,..r edition of 188() cou~:~ists in 
the additiou of direction~ ior fi('ld stud~ (pnrt fl) and for the 
laboratory stud~ of tlw liw aninwl:>. 

1906-8. Zoology, dPseriptiYe and peactical. 
Toronto. 

A reprint. of thP 190:3 edition. An a1ltlitioual printin!!, published in 
Boston . appPan•d in 1908. 

COMMENTARII ACADEMIAE SCIENTIA
RUM IMPERIALIS PETROPOLITANAE. 
1728-38. Tom. I- V. (.\d anno, 17·.!6-36.) 4io. 
Tille also in Frew·ll. Peiropol. 

COMMENTARII DE REBUS IN SCIENTIA 
NATURALI ET MEDICINA GESTIS. 
1752-98. Leipzig. 

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS. 
Department of Agriculture. 
1918-date. Items of Interest. (I-LXXXIII. 

!\.1918-28.) Edited by Edward Howe Forbush. 

? 
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~ "loMPANYO, Lot 1s [1781 1871 . 
1861-4. 1 Ji toirf' nat urell du drparlemcut drs 
Pvrenees-Orieutalcs. 3 vols. 8vo. illusl. 

u J>erpignan. 
A wt>ll-writtru deseription. frnm the nntHral hit'torr Yiewpoiut, of soutb-enRtern Franrt•. The .\nimal 1\. ing<lom i · described in vol. Ill. 

COMPARATIVE OOLOGIST, THE; and 
Journal of the International Museum of Com
parative Zoology. 
1924-7. Edited hy \\'m. Leon Daw~on. ul. 1, 
1 o. 1, ~1a Hl-..?4. <:on'rs, Scmi-.\nnual. Jllw
traled. pp . .58. Sruzlrt HarlHlm, Cali(nmia, l ' .S. ~ L 
This publiration is thP organ of thr lntcrnational :\Iusc11m of C'omparativr Oology. The tirst ntunher contains mostl~· C'Ontrihutions by the Editor on ,·ariou>< subkc·ts, some of the111 Hn<·onnl'l'ted wifh oolo!!~·. lt contimu'" the JIU81'1lltts .fiJ/11'1111{. 

COMPTE RENDU DES SEANCES DU CON
GRES INTERNATIONAL D'ORNITHO
LOGIE. 'ee OH"\ IS and eo (;HE~s. 

COMPTE RENDU DE LA SOCIETE FR.J.
BOURGEOISE DES SCIENCES NATU~
(ELL~ 1879-dnle. Sec FHlBOt R(;. 

COMPTE RENDU DES SEANCES DE LA 
SOCIETE DE PHYSIQUE ET D'HISTOIRE 
NATURELLE DE GENEVE. 1814--date. 
See (;ENEVA. 

COMPTES RENDUS DE LA SOCIETE 
LI.NEENNE DE BORDEAUX. 1831 dalf'. 

'ee BORI>E l ' X. 

COMTE, JosEPH .\cHILLI<: [1B0·2-H6]. 
1841. The Hook of Birds. 8vo. .38 col. pi. J,JO 
lexl-fiys. Sef' also RUFFO;\, (;. 1.. J.ondon. 
One of the Buffon ~pries, tran ·latcd by BcnjaHlin ('larkc. 

(THE) CONCISE KNOWLEDGE LIBRARY. 
1904. The concise kno\\lPdgr naturalllislor~·, by 
R. Lydel<kcr, H. Bowdlcr Slwrpc, nnd ot ller · . 
See LYUEKKEH, rt. 

(THE ) CONDOR; a magazine ofweste1·norni
thology. Puh. by lhe Cooper omillwlo!.dl'al dul1 
of California. 
1899-1930. Sllnla Clrtm, r:ut. [eft. 
• ot oulv is this well-],nPIIll, pmfus(']~ illustratPd. ll'l'll-printed, and \Yeli·Pditl'd tnaga:r.inl' a repository of nturlt \aluabll' information re!!anlin~-t Pa('ille ('oa::,t Ornitholog~, ltut its tnany papl'J's rrconl new ,..pccil's and original ob'-1'1'\<ltions on hircl Jifr in otlwr parts of 1hr t.:nion aJl(l in neiglthoring t'OIItltrirs. including ('anada and }it''\i('O. To it;; <·olntnll>' haY<' r·ontrihtttl'•l the hest Halncs among 11estcrn naturillists 11hilP ils pditorial ;-;tall cnnstitutrs a li ·t of euergetic, sti<'ntifh'. and dt·,·ot<•<l ornithologists . .-\part li'Olll thi,; ofticial sta tt onP notit'es tiH' nanw,.; of Harold Bryant, .J. ll . Bowll's, Lron lh111'Ron, ll .. J. Hust, \\'. P . 'J'a~·Ior .. 1. t'. T~IPr. H. H . lkt'k, Uonaltl l>kkt·\·, and tnan~· ntiH'r w<'ll rt'<'O!-(nir.cd <tntlt(lritiP,.; thus Pstahlishing tite Condor as the first anHlll!! thr ~prdn l journnls publi:-;hcd \I'CRt of thr \ll<"~hani<·,.;. Tht• pn"'t'il( ,ut·t·<·~,.; of the journal has been large!~ due to 1 ht> 1111t irin!! <it'\ otion of the editorin-chief, .fos(')lh Urinnell. 

CONFERENCE INTERN ATION ALE POUR 
LA PROTECTION DE LA NATURE. 
1914. Hccucil de· prun's-\Tl'hau"-, l!tt:3. folio. 
pp. 247. illusl. Heme. 

CONGER, GEOI'Hd:: PELIJIJ(,() l l~R~ ]. 
1929 . . 'e" 'i<'WS of I'\ ulul iPJI. ,\f•o. J>[J. lO :!J.). 
illusl. (Philosophy for Lite l<t~ man '('ri '~.) 

.\'ew } ol'k. 
A popular l>ut reliable treatment ul the :;ubject. 

CONGRES INTERNATIONAL DE DE
FENSE DES INDUSTRIES DE LA PLUME 
POUR'PARURES. PARIS, 1914. 
1914. Rapport g-eneral. 4to. pp. 126-+ [1]. pl. 
LargelY an ill-<'oncealed <lefrnrc of the tratlic in hirtl.' feathers for the purpose. of faRhion. 

CONGRES INTERNATIONAL DE ZOO
LOGIE. 1889 rlalf•. 
Tllr <:ompiPs J'('tHius, Hull(>lins, Vortr<'lge, Pro
ceeding , etc., of t llr qu<'ldrennlal nwetings are 
generally Lsued from the place of meeting. The 
fir I session I ook place ::~ t Paris in 188~);. then 
Moscow, 18!1·2; Leyden, 18~)5; Cambridge (Eng.), 
18H ; and ·o 011. See also OtP.:I~ and I '\TER Al'IO \L 
CO (;RE!-.S OF OH ITIIOLOc;Y. 

CONGRES NATIONAL DES Pf:CHES 
MARITIME( 
1907'?-9? ~h>l"fll,ii·cs cl (:omptes Rendu·. 

CONGRES, NEDERLAND. Natur en 
Geneeskunde. See ED. .\Tl. R E t;E'I. CO"<-
c;nEs, l 87 dale. 

CONGRESO DE NATURALISTAS ESPA-
NOLES. SIIT'a!Jossa. 
1908·? ,\e tas y Mcmol'ias. 

CONGRESS, INTERNATIONAL, OF ORNI
THOLOGY. 
,\llllough an org·au se<' Omis) wa early appoiulecl 
for rcporling I he a('Livilies of lhc Congress lhese 
were oft.en pu bli hed else"" here under one or more 
rubric . A li L of omc of th llows: 
I. Premier intent::~tiorwl :ongrc rnilhologique, 
il \ ienne, "\pril 1884. 
1884. HapporL du Delegu~ Suil;SC. 8vo. pp. 35. 

""C Geneve. 
1 I. Inlema I ioualrr Omilhologischer Congress, 
Hudape t, 1 ~H. TI"lll ·act ions. (Berichl, Compte 
rendu, and I lungarinn rPport) appear in the Lhree 
lmtg-uages nnd appear· in thr·ce parts. (1) Official: 
Herlin and Bud ape I, 18\l·2. ('2) cicntifk. (3) 
1\Iigra Lion, etc., and Index. 
Congr<·s Omithulog-ique illt crnalional <..L\ix-en
Provencc~ Nov. 1 \l7. 

[1898]. .\('Le, deliberation , re olutions. 4to . 
pp. 43. [Aix.] 
IJ I. <:orrgr<·· Ornilhulo~ique iulernulional, Paris, 
HHHI. 

1902. CuurpteJrendu des srances puhli~ par E. 
Ou::-;talcl rL J fete (:la~ IH·uokr. 8uo. WLllz plates 
aflll tuls. Paris. 
I\. 1907. Pl'ot·ecdiugs oft hr Fourth lnlernational 
Omit llolog·ir;tl <:ongTr s. Lontlon. June 1905. 
Forming \ ol. 1·1 of Umis. Ed. l>y H. B. Sharpe, 
K J. 0. llal'lert. and .J. 1.. Bonholc. pp. 696. 
18 f>l. (fJ to!.) and fiys. London. 
TIH' pro(·ecding. of the fifth Congre , held in 
lkrli11, wcr·e published altogPlher indrpPndently 
of Ol'nis, t hut journal having ceased, apparently, 
to he the oincial organ uf IIH' C:ongres . Set> Ornis. 
\. llllt'rualimwl omilholugi('HL C:orwTess. Fiftll, 
Berlin, 1\llO. 

1911. \rl'lti'~dlungeu de~ v. 1trlf'I'IIalionalell 

1

\ ~nlUwlogcn-,ungrcsses in Berlin 30. mai bis 

t1 
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[CONGRESS, I N TERNATI ONAL, OF OR
NIT H OLOGY (rontrl. )] 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO AMERICAN ORNI
THOLOGY. 

4. juni lHlO. Hrsg. von Herman Schalov> .. · . 
Deutsche ornithologische ~esellschafl. pp. .r + 
1185 + [1 ] . illust. pi. (part col. ). maps (part fold. ). 

BPrlin . 
VI. Congres International~_(JrniLhologiqur. Sixth 
Session: Copenhagen, 1 H26\ 

1929 . Verhandlungpn des VI. Interned . Ornillw
logen-Congresses in Kopenhagen, H)·>6. l lnLer 
Leitung des Prasidenten ... F. Sleinbachrr. 8vo. 
pp. 6 + 641. 20 p i . 1 map . figs. in lexl. Berlin. 
VII. 1930. Seventh Congres . Amsterdam , Hol
land. June 1-7. President, Prof. Dr. Einar 
Lonnberg, Stockholm. Secretary, Pr'of. Dr. L. I-< . 
de Beaufort, !13 Planlage l\Iiddenlaa11, .\m~tcrdam. 

CONGRESS OF RUSSIAN ZOOLOGISTS , 
ANATOMISTS AND HISTOLOGISTS . 
1922- date. Proceedings. 

CONGRESSO DEI NATURALIST! ITA-
LIAN! . Jfi !an. 
1906 ?-7? Atti. 

CONNECTICUT ACADEMY OF ARTS AND 
SCIENCES. NPlV ffauPn. 
1818- 65 . Memoirs. (Published in .\merican 
Journal of Science. ) 

1866- 1909. 1emoirs. (Published in Tran actions. ) 

1866- date. Transaction . 

CONRAD (vo1 ~1E<;E~BERG) (1:309- 7 ] . See 
VO MEGE BERG I 0 HAD. 

CONSTANTINUS, AFR t CAm.1 s [d. 1087 ] . 
1560. ZLUOTPO<l>EION ; eu, Lrporat·iJ11 ll, q uo
rundarn animalii'l f{Uadrupedum & aui ·ularum 
conlinens naturas a proprictutc~:;, rem rncdicam 
eoncernentes; per l~eorgium Pictodurn ... an·edi t 
Consiantini Afrieani ... cle animalibu clrganli -
simus liber, & Lippii Collesis, Oppiani portae 
Halieuticon, iYc dr pi eilms traelatus, . cholii~ 
eius,lem Georgii PicLorii Villingcllli hrcuilcl' acl
modum illustratu . pfJ. 58 t- 2. Basileae. 
An account of the natural hh;tor~· \\Titinu;R of l'on~tantinn ;; Airir'anu~ 
will be found in the la;;t edition of the EncltClriJIII I''Iirt Britrwnira 
vol. ~7. 

(THE ) CONTEMPORARY SCIENCE 
SERIES. Ed il cd by li::-~ , · c lock Ellis. 
1893. The inclusLrie · of animals, &c. See IIOL s
SAY, F. 

1899. Tlw hi ' lory of the European fmma. See 
~CHAHFF, R. F. 

CONTRAFACTEUR ALLER VIE RFUSSI
GEN THIER - EYGEN TLI CH E UND 
GANTZ ARTLICHE CONTRAFACTEUR. 
See A:;'\ONYl\IOL s, I :-> :-)1 . 

CONTRERAS' l\lAflCEL DE . 
1905. Les oi eanx observes en Belgiq ue. 8vo. 
pp. xvi + 38.9. cul8 in lea.·l. 1 rot. pl. T. o{ c. indeJ.·. 

Hru;Telles. 
The fir~t of a two-volumr !rea!h;e on lklgian hirdK, wrll \\Titten but 
poorly illustrated. A second volume "aR i ~:mc<l iu W07. 

Vol. I, Oct. 1\)01- May HJ0·2. pp.1- 32. (;\ ll issued'?) 
Longwood, 1\lass. 

CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE BAYLOR UNI
VERS ITY MUSEUM . 
1928. o. 11. Birds anrl Snakeskins by .J. K . 
Streckrr. 

CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE CHARLESTON 
MUSEUM , CHARLESTON, S.C. 1910-date. 

CONTRIBUTIONS A LA FAUNE DES 
INDES NEERLANDAISES. 
1914-18. Continuect as Treuhia. 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO NORTH AMERI
CAN ORNITHOLOGY. 
1901-4. ~)parts (all issued ). 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO ORNITHOLOGY. 
1848- 52. A Year-Book, edited by Sir Wn1. . 
Jardine, with 103 baud-coloured plates of Birds and /~ 
their est and Egg . 5 vols. 8uo. • 

Edinburgh (and London ). 
[ ol. J] July 184 ~ . . \ rticle irrcgu larl~~~separ-
ately pag-ed. pp . 58. 8 col. and 2 illust. --.J~t;,il 
1'. o{ r. Three par1 s were i sued in 1 48. 

Hdinburyh and L ondon . 
[Vol. ll ] 184~). Contribution separa tely and -h/ 
irregularly paged. pp. 138. 25 co l . and 2 ~pi. 

even parl i sued in Lhis year. A -
[Vol. III ] 1850. . imilar to foregoi ng, only more 
numerous articles. pp. J:j.3. 20 co l . p l . 3 woodcut . 
T . o{ c. Seven parts i ucd during 1850. 
[Vol. I\' ] 1 51. Similar Lo foregoing; pagination 
more regular. pp. 163. 15 col. and 2 lffl:rd'8 pl. 
T. o( c. Six parts tlli year. /t 
[Vol. v ] I 52. Regular and ('Ontin uous pagina
tion. pp. J(i2. 7 8 col. pl. 4fiys. T . o( c. 
Reprint o( 1860 ('?). This <:>dition is lJo und as 1\\ 0 
volume text and IJlale:. ' ContrilJulions to Orni 
thology ', 18-.1-8- ;:)·2 . The two volumes appea r' · 
detail ns follow~ : 
[Vol. 1] TexL (1 6()'? ). P:Jgi11alion as iu orig·inal. 
'1'. o( c. (uiii pp. ) for year~ 1 4 5'2 .. \ few colorcd 
and ~-'eul~ in Lexl. Pla te : 101 colorcd and 
black awl1 Wtlile. L ondo n. 
[Vol. J I] l)h1tc::;. Tlle 'e p lates vary deciuedly in 
coloration l'rom Llle orhri nnl. In the Br'. Jlu ·pun1 

al. I lisLory Library c~>py, plate 67 is Illiss ing. 
Thi;; Aunnal, eon~tituting thl' rarlil'st Briti~h prriodiea l on oruithu· 
logy , contnim; papers h~- man~ of the oldrr ornitholop;istli-<:!Juld, 
Eyton , Rlyth , Krhlegrl. Hartlauh, l-i<·later, Sir Wm. Jardine, J, aup. ! 
anct otherli, on We:-t .\.frican, South Afritau. Indian, ami ~ou t h • 
Ameril'an birds, and i::; hrautHnllY illustrated bY nunH'rous \'Piorcd M a.v;.. 
and ~late~ . Thr chief eontribution, howrYC'f. is that of the . r ,, 
Editor of a reYic" of ornithological litrrature aml pro:.rre:-s for the 
preYious year. 

CONTRI BUTI ONS TO SCJNCE. ll y ! 11 \ S. tf 
J. lo\Y J" AH I . 

1889- 96 . \'ol~. l Ill. uo . illusl . .\'ewlonville, \loss. 

COOK, AI.BEHT JOJI'" [1R4·! HH6]. 
1893. Birds of .\licllignn. ·2 nd cd. 8uo . pp. 168. 
illusl . (.\lichigall .\gl'iL. C:olleg •, B ulle tin D4.). 

L ansmg. 
In thr edition b sncJ in .\ptil l n::. tlwre are uul ~ 11 tc:-.t-tlgure~ 
and 1-!8 pages ot letterpress. 
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COOK, Capt. JAMES [1728-79]. 
1775. Journal of the Resolution's voyage in 1772, 
1773, 177 4, and 1775 . . . discovery to the 
southern hemisphere, by which the non-existence 
of an undiscovered continent, between the equator 
and the 50th degree of southern latitude, is 
demonstratively proved. Also a journal of the 
Adventure's voyage, in the years 1772, 1773, and 
1774. With an account of the separation of the 
two ships, and the most remarkable incidents that 
befell each. pp. xiv+328. front. (map fold.). 5 pl. 

Ln 
The first edition of this famous navigator's second voya ro d the world. References to birds: albatrosses, petrels, pen ins, gannets, tropic, and man-of-war birds. Other editions appeared, 1777, 1784, 1808-9, and 1821. 

1777. A voyage towards the south pole, and round 
the world. Performed in His Majesty's ships the 
Resolution and Adventure, in the years, 1772, 
1773, 1774, and 1775. 2 vols. 4to. T. of c. Vol. II, 
pp. (8)+396. 20 pl. (11 fold.). 7 maps (3 fold.). 
3 figs. T. of c. London. 
An enlarged and illustrated edition (2nd voyage) of the original (1775). References to birds are numerous throughout both volumes. there being an illustration and description in this edition of the Poe· bird of New Zealand, as well as others not mentioned in the first edition. 

1784. A voyage towards the South Pole, and 
round the world. Vol. I, pp. (4) +xxv+372. T. of c. 
Vol. II, pp. (8) +392. 3 figs. T. of c. vocab. Dublin. 
A smaller edition (8vo) of the larger 4to edition of 1777, without the illustrations. 

1799. [Facsimile of that part of the Log of the 
'Resolution' written by Henry Roberts, Mate, 
who was in charge of the Pinnace in which 
Capt. Cook went ashore for the last time, to be 
killed by the natives of what is now Hawaii. 
Roberts was an eyewitness of the tragedy.] super
folio. pp. 2. map. 
One of 50 copies published by Francis Edwards, who presented the copy in hand to the E.S.W. Library of Ornithology. 
1808-9 . . Voyages round the world. The first, 
1768-71; the second, 1772-75; the third and last, 
1776-80 ; for making discoverie in the northern 
and southern hemispheres. 3 vols. 8vo. Vol. I. 
(Wanting.) Vol. 11, pp. 516. 5 pl. Vol. Ill, 
pp. 495+(1). 11 pi. Glasgow. 
Contains an account of the fir t, second, and third voyages. 
1821. The three voyages of Capt. James Cook 
round the world. Map and other plates. 7 vols. 
8vo. Vol. I, pp. xii+398. front. (portr.). 5 pl. 
1 map (fold.). T. of c. Vol. 11, pp. vii+(1)-+ 368. 
front. T. of c. Vol. Ill, pp. vii +(1) +372. front. 
3 pl. T. of c. Vol. IV, pp. viii+304+(1 fold.). 
front. 2 pl. T. of c. vocab. Vol. V, pp. vii +(1) + 
472. front. 1 pl. 1'. of c. Vol. VI, pp. viii+503. 
front. 5 pl. T. of c. Vol. VII, pp. xi+(1)+462+ 
(1 fold.). front. 2 pl. T. of c. append. London. 
A Pomplete account of the three voyages: Vols. 1-2 containing that of the fir t, vols. 1-4 that of the ·econd, and vol . 5-7 that of the third voyage. References to birds occur throughout all seven Yolumes. but without the illustration of the Poe-bird contained in the edition of J 777. 

COOKE, ARTHUR 0. 
1920. A book of dovecote . 8vo. preface. pp. 16 + 
286 + 8. col. front. 3 col. pl and 41 figs. in text. 
T. o( c. index. London. 
A verr useful and interesting account of Colttmfxtritth ancient and modern, in the British Isles, and to ome extent on t e Continent. 

COOKE, EDWARD WILLIAM [1811-80]. 
1872. Entwickelungsgeschichte. Grotesque ani
mals invented, drawn, and described. 4to. pp. vi+ 
24. 24 pl. London. 
A series of Grotesques of animal forms invented by the author (suitable for ecclesiastic and other types of architecture). 

COOKE' MAY THACHER. 
1923. Report on bird censuses in the United 
States 1916 to 1920. United States Department of 
Agriculture. Department Bulletin no. 1165. 8vo. 
pp. 36. 1 fig. (map). T. of c. Washington. 
Definite information regarding the number, distribution, and relative abundance of the breeding birds of the United States, with map showing the localities from which reports on bird censuses were received for the five years 1916-20. 

COOKE, MORDECAI CUBITT [1825-96]. 
1893. Our reptiles and batrachians ... with MS. 
notes by H. Kirke Swann loosely inserted. 

COOKE, THOMAS. 
1823. A Letter to Mark Milbank ... Whistling 
Swan, etc. folio. pp. 12. 2 pl. London. 

COOKE, WELLS WooDBRIDGE [1858-1916] and 
WIDMAN, 0. 
1884. Bird migration in the Mississippi valley. 
8vo. pp. 37. New York. 
1888. Report on bird migration in the Mississippi 
valley in the years 1884-85; ed. and rev. by C. H. 
Merriam. U.S. Department of Agriculture. Divi
sion of Economic Ornithology. Bulletin no. 2. 
8vo. pp. 313. map (col. fold.). T. of c. index. 

Washington. 
The present Report consists of two parts: (I) an introductory portion treating of the history and methods of the work, together with a ~eneral study of the subject of Bird Migration : (ID a systematic portion in which the 560 species of birds known to occur in the Mississippi Valley are treated serially, the movements of each during the seasons of 1884 and 1885 being traced with as much exactness as the records furnished by the 170 observers in the district permit. 
1897-1900. The Birds of Colorado. 3 vols. 8vo. 
pp. 143. bibliogr. index. Fort Collins. 
An annotated list of the birds of the State, based on all available records. A detailed bibliography is also included, pp. 2Q-39. upplements to this list were published later as Bulletins Nos. 44 and 56 of the Agricultural tation, 'Further Notes on the Birds of Colorado', 1898, and 'A second Appendix', 1900, with which the present copy is bound. 

1898. Further notes on the birds of Colorado. 
8vo. pp. 3+148-76. bibliogr. index. 

Fort Collins. 
Supplementarv notes and additions to the original paper on The Birds of Colorado, 1897, published as Bulletin No. 37 of the Agricultural Station. 

1900. The birds of olorado. A second appendix 
Lo bulletin no_ 37. 8vo. pp. (2)+179-239. bibliogr. 
index. Fort Collins. 
A second appendix to Bulletin 37 of the Agricultural Station, bringing the subject to date. 

1906. Distribution and migration of North 
American ducks, geese, and swans. 8vo. pp. 90. 
T. of c. index. Washington. 
This report furnishes information as to present range, abundance, and migration of the everal specie , to be used in legislation for their preservation. Author's excerpt from Bull. No. 28, Biol. Survey. 
1910. Distribution and migration of North 
American shorebirds. 8vo. pp. 100. pl. (U.S. 
Dept. of agriculture. Biological survey. Bulletin 
no. 34.) lVashinglon. 
This Government Bulletin is illustrated with drawings made by Louis A. Fuertes. 

Qq 
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~ 7 [COOXE, W. \V. (conld. )] 

[1914 ]. Our greatest travelers, &c. 8uo. illust. 
Washington. 

Reprinted from the Nat. GeO(!. J.l}(UJazint. 

1915. Bird migration. 8uo. 
20 figs. (maps). T. of c. 

pp. 47 +( 1). 4 pl. 
\V ashington. 

New edition of a similar pam phlct, f:Jome New PCtrts Ctbout the J.lJ iqra 
tion of Birds, 1903, only that the pre ent one is much fuller and 
replete with additional information. 

1915. Distribution and migration of North 
American gulls and their allies. 8uo. pp. 70+(1). 

31 figs. (28 maps). T. of c. index. Washington. 

An annotated list of the species, with maps showing their distribution, 
migration, and breeding ranges, preceded by notes on their economic 
importance, protection, etc. 

1917. The warblers of North America. See CHAP
MAN, F. M. 

[1918]. The mysteries of bird migration (National 
geographic society: The book of birds). 

COOPER, JAMES GRAHAM [1830-1902] and 
SUCKLEY, GEORGE. 
1855-9. The natural history of Washington Terri
tory, with much relating to Minnesota, Nebraska, 
Kansas, Oregon, and California. Catalogues and 
descriptions of the plants and animals collected 
from 1853 to 1857. 3 pis. in 1 vol. folio. 66 pl. 

(partly col.). map. Washington. 

'This volume consists of those parts of the [twelfth vol.] of the 
Pacific railroad reports, which describe the natural condition of 
the country traversed by the survcyin~ expedition near the 47th 
and 49th parallels of latitude ... None of the plates in this volume 
have been before published.'-Pref. See also SUCKLEY, GEOROE. 

*"'** and BAIRD, SPENCER FULLERTON. 
1"8'70. Ornithology of California._ (Geological Sur
vey of California.) Ornithology. Vol. I. Land 
Birds. Edited by S. F. Baird, from the manu
script and notes of J. G. Cooper. 4lo. pp. xi+ (1) + 
592. 663 figs. (1 diagr.). T. of c. append. glossary. 

2 indexes. Cambridge, Jlass. 

A report on the birds of California prepared by Cooper from his 
own field-work and note , and submitted to Baird for revision and 
publication. Baird added considerable matter, which appears over 
his signature, in addition. to the technical descriptions which were 
taken, principally, from Baird, C'assin, and Lawrence's The Birds 
of North America, 1860. The general accounts, except where i~ned 

otherwise1 are from the pen of Cooper. Vol. II was to have com
prised a stmilar volume on the water birds, but was replaced by the 
two volumes of Baird, Brewer, and Ridgway on The Water Birds 
of North America, 1884. 
Bound in with this copy is a manuscript note from the Compiler 
stating that this work was considered to be out of print and scarce 
untJl some hundred or more unbound copies were discovered on 
the premises of the University of California Press, which were as
sembled and placed on sale for the use of students, some of the copies 
being defective, in that the introduction was missinJZ, but thi is not 
essential to students. The Compiler, in the same note, records the fact 
that a few copies were issued with the heads of the birds hand
colored but that he had never seen one, nor could he discovt 
who did the coloring. Attached also to this library copy is a pos 
card from Cooper dated August 22, 1878, to Ruthven neane, n 
reference to the nests and eggs of certain birds. 
It may here also be noted that The Wealth of California, by Croni e 
(q.v.), contains a section on birds taken from Cooper's treatise. 

COOPER, J. W. 
[1869]. Game fowls, their origin and history, with 
a description of the breeds. 8uo. pp. 304. front. 

(col.). 1 pl. (col.). T. of c. index. ~Vest Chester, Pa. 

An enlarged printing of the author's small pocket edition, for the 
use of Game Fanciers and Cockers. 

COOPER J SARAH. 
1887. Animal life in the sea and on the land. A 

zoology for young people. 8uo. pp. xiii + ( 1) + 
413. front. illust. 278 figs. T. of c. index. 

New rork. 

COOPER ORNITHOLOGICAL CLUB. See 

CONDOR; a/so B LLETI OF THE COOPER OR ITHO
LOGICAL CLUB; OSPREY, and PACIFIC COAST A VI
FAUNA. 

1926. First Annual meetina. Report. 8uo. pp. 4. 
Los Angeles. 

The dates of the meetings are fixed at the opposite end of the 
calendar from that of theA.O.U. meeting so as to avoid any possible 
conflict, while it is also the time at which south-western bird life 
is at its best. 

1926. Report of an exhibition of paintings of 
American bird artists assembled by the Cooper 
ornithological dub. 8uo. pp. ( 46). 16 figs. 

An illustrated catalogue of the drawings and paintings exhibited by 
various artists, with brief accounts of their lives. 

COPE, EDWARD DRI KER [1840--97]. 
1865. Sketch of the primary groups of Batrachia 

salientia. 8uo. pp. 24. 
Author's reprint from the Natuml History Review, Jan. 1865. 

1868. See AMERICAN NATURALIST. 

1869. On the origin of genera. 8uo. pp. 80. 

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sciences. Presentation copy 
from author. Philadelphia. 

1869. See BAILY, WILLIAM L. 

1873-90. See UNITED STATES. SURVEY TERRI
TORIES. 

1874-89. See 
DIA . 

ITED TATES. H NDREDTH MERI-

1880. On the zoological position of Texas. 8vo. 

pp. (4) + 51. T. of c. index. Washington. 

The twentieth of a series of papers intended to illustrate the 
collection of natural history and ethnology belonging to the l1nited 
::;tates, and constituting the National Museum. There are a few 
notes on the bird. on p. 12, the most interesting being on the 
chaparral cock (GI'ococcyr. riaticu.~) . 

1885. See KI G LEY, J .. , ed. 

1886. An Analytical Table of the Genera of 
Snakes. 8uo. pp. 21. Plzila. 

A valuable but brief pamphlet and author's reprint. 

1896. The Geographical Distribution of Batrachia 
and Reptilia in North America. 8uo. pp. 40. 

Author's reprint of a classic from the American Naturalist. 

1896. The Primary Factors of Organic Evolution. 
8uo. pp. 16 + 547. lllust. Chicago. 

In this volume of his collected essays the author's theorie on 
vertebrate paleontology are fully discussed. 

1898. Syllabus of lectures on the vertebrata. 4to. 

pp. 36+135. portr. pl. Phila. 

1900. Crocodilian , Lizard and Snakes. Wash. 

A fundamental treatise by a fluent writer and famous authority. 

COPEIA. (Organ American Society Ichthyolo
gists and Herprto1ogist . ) 1913-date. New l'ork. 

The Jan., 1931, number is entirely devoted to celebrating the eightieth 
birthday of David Starr Jordan. 

COPENHAGEN. 
COOPER, S. F. 

1851. Rural hours. 4th ed. 
A popular work on natural history. 

New }'ork. 1790-1810. Naturhistorie-Selskab. Vols. I-VI 

(all pub.). 

(\ 

~ 
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Selskab. 
1816 , ( 183 7 ), 1842-date. Oversigl over ctet ... 
Forhandlinger, etc. 8vo. (17 vol . to 1907). 

Kjt1benhavn. 
1907- date. N a turhistorisk Forening. Danmarks 
Fauna; illuslrerede Haandbeger over den clan kr 
Dyreverden. o . 1-27 ( 1907- 24). illust. maps. 

COPENHAGEN UNIVERSITAT. Zoologiske 
Museum. 
1917- date. Publikationer. 

COPINEAU, ABBE (18th cent.). 
1780 . Ornithotrophie artific~e; ou, Art de faire 
ecl.2re & elever la volaille par le moyrn d ' une 
rhaleur arUficidle. 16mo. pp. 514 + x +( 4). 4 pi. 
({old.). T. off! Paris. 
On the art of incubating fowls' eggs by artificial heat. 

COPINGER, ~· .A. 
1926. Supplement to Hain's Repertorium Biblio
graphicum. 4 pts. in 2 vols. Berlin. 
A well-known and very valuable aid to the bibliographer. 

COQUILLE, LA, VOYAGE OF. See DUPERREY , 
LO IS JSIDORE, 1826- 30. 

CORDEAUX, JoH [1830?- 99]. 
1897. Anseres. See BUTLER, A. G. British birds, 
&c. Vol. IY. 

('- 1880-7. Report on the mi ration of birds in ... 
~~- **.21"* and others. 

:s 6~86t. See ARVIE- ROW , J. A. 

CORDIER, ALBERT HAWES [1859- ] . 
1923. Birds, thrir photographs and home life. 
145 photo. 8vo. pp. (6) +( 16) + 17- 247. front. 
72 pi. T. o{ c. index. Phila. 
A popular account of 85 species of American birds, with instructions 
for photographing them. Inserted is a letter dated June l 8, 1 92!, 
from the author to the late Dr. H. Gifford of Omaha, Neb. 

CORMACK, W. E. 
1928. arrative of a journey across ... New
foundland in 1822. Ed. by F. A. Bruton. 12mo. 
pp . 138. map. illusl. · London. 
i\Iostly on natural history, with pictures of flora and fauna and a 
good description of both. The author was among the earlie t 
explorers of the island. 

COB.NALIA, E HLIO [1824-82]. 
1849. Vertebratorum Synopsis in Museo Medio
lanense, etc. 4to. pp. 16. 1 pl. lvi ediolani. 

1870-4. Fauna d'llalia. 4 pis. 4to. 1Hilan. 
A ftne example of a local natural history. The author wrote the 
articles on mammals; T. Salvadori, the birds ; G. Canestrini on the 
fishes; and E. de Betta, thP reptiles and amphibia. 

COBNEAU, NAPOLEON A. 
1923. Life and Sport . of the Lower St. Law
rence. Introd. by E. T. D. Chambers. 8vo. pp. 
440. illust. Quebec. 
This interesting work contains notes by the author on the flora and 
fauna of northern Canada, as well as a list of 208 species of B.ir~s 
by C. Hart Merriam. The volume seems to be little known as 1t IS 
not listed in the Cat. Br. llfus. (Nat. Hi$l.). 

CORNELL UNIVERSITY. 
1899-1901. Cornell nature-study [quarterly] bulle
t in; is urd by the College of agriculture and Ex
periment station. ~o . 1- H. 1 vol. 8no. illust. 

lthaca. 
CORNISH, CHARLES Jon [1859- 1906]. 

1895. Life nl the Zoo. '2nd t>d. pp. vi +( 2) + 340. 
{ronl. 1.5 pi. T. of c. London. 
Some of these chapters originally appeared in the S7Jectator, and 
with the others present a fair picture of the famous menagerie in 
Regent's Park. References to birds occur throughout the volume. 

[1895]. \Vilcl England of to-day and the wild life 
in it. ')ncl eel. 8vo. pp. xiii +(3)+ 310. front. 
15 pi. T. of c. London. 
}Jo t of tlw text appeared in the swrtator. Birds figure very largely 
throtl!!hout the voh1me. The first edition appeared also in 1895. 

1896. Animals at work and play, 'their activities 
and emotions. 8vo. pp. 12+ 323. pi. London. 
An unusual, interesting, and careful study of the psychology of 
. ome phases of animal life . 

1898. Animals of To-day, etc. 8vo. London. 

(1901-2] . 
a populnr 
rol. illust. 

The Living Animals of the World; 
atural History. 1st eel. 2 vols. 4lo. 

London. 
A very good popular work that includes excellent chapter on the 
vertebrata, mammals (mostly) by F . C. Selous; birds by ~·. P. 
Pveraft · reptiles and amphibia bv W. Saville-Kent; fishes (chiefly) 
b~· W. P. Pycraft . Several tran.slations and printing~ hav~ been 
published. The McGill libraries have mo t of these, mcludmg an 
English edition dated (HlH). 

1902. The naturalist on the Thames. 8vo. pp. viii 
+ 260. front. 22 pi. T. of c. London. 
A eommentary on the natural history and character of the valley 
as a whole, from the uppPr wat~>rs to the mouth. 

1903. De levande djuren pa jorden. PopuHira 
skildringar fr:'in livet i naturen. Overs. o. delvis 
bearb. av L. Gabr. Andersson. 2 vols. 4to. pp . 806. 
1,153 illusl. 25 col. pl. 
This edition of a popular, scientific treatise on natural history has 
been translated and revised by L. G. Andersson and further illtll!· 
trat.ed with photographic reproductions. 

1903. The People's Natural History, etc. 5 vols. 
2,000 illust. New York. 

1917. Birds of other lands, reptiles, fishes, 
jointed animals and lower forms; edit?rs an.d 
special contributors, Charles J. Cormsh, Str 
Herbert Maxwell ... and many others. New York. 
A popular treatise on general zoology. 

191 7. Mammals of other lands; by other editors 
and special contributors. New York. 

n.d. Animaux Vivants du Monde. 
illust. col. pl. 

2 vols. 4to. 
Paris. 

A French (abridged) edition of the author's Living Animals of tm 
World. 

CORNISH, W. F. 
1837. Ob ervations on the Habits of Exotic 
Birds, etc. 1 vol. 16mo. (\Yanting.) Exeter. 

CORRESPONDENZA ZOOLOGICA. 1839 . 
Naples. COB:NELIUS, CARL. 

1

1865. Die Zug- und \Yander-Thiere aller Thier~ CORWIN, VOYAGE OF THE . 
~assen. 8vo. pp. viii +341. (Wanting.) Berlm. /'- Alaska. See u I rEo STATE , 1883. 

~ 

Voyage to 
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rfl COBY, CHARLES BARNEY [1857-1921]. 
1878. A naturalist in the Magdalen Islands; 
giving a description of the islands and list of the 
birds taken there, with other ornithological notes. 
8vo. pp. iv+(2)+7-93. front. 1 pl. 1 fig. T. of c. 
append. index. Boston. 
The first five chapters contain a short account of the islands, with 
the author's experiences thereon, followed by a catalogue of the 
birds taken or observed. The appendix contains a list of hypothetical 
species. 

1880. Birds of the Bahama Islands; containing 
many birds new to the islands, and a number of 
undescribed winter plumages of North American 
species. 8vo. pp. 250. front. 7 pl. illust. T. of c. 
append. index. Boston. 
A popular account of 149 species. The appendix contains a further 
list of 36 species not recorded from the Bahama islands but which 
might occur there. A copy of the same date in the Ayer Catalogue 
has colored plate~, but in the one under notice they are plain. 
A revised edition was issued in 1890. 

1880-3. Beautiful and curious birds of the world. 
double el. folio. 20 col. pl. index. Published in 
7 pts. Edition limited to two hundred copies. 

Boston. 
This is a collection of 20 fine, hand-colored plates, eight of them by 
J. Smit, with descriptive text. The portrait of the Great Auk 
is the picture that has for many years adorned the cover of the Auk. 
Other curious portraits are those of the Dodo, Lyre Bird, Spotted 
Bower Bird, and several Birds of Paradise. 

1885. The birds of Haiti and San Domingo. 4to. 
pp. (3) +8-198. front. (map). 22 pl. (col. ). 10 figs. 
T. of c. 2 indexes. Boston. 
Issued in four parts according to the wrappers bound in at the end 
of the volume, pts. 1-III dated 1884, and pt. IV. 1885. A monograph 
of the birds of the islands of Haiti and San Domingo, with synonymy, 
description of plumages, and notes on each of the species. 

1886. A list of the birds of the West Indies, 
including the Bahama Islands, and the Greater 
and Lesser Antilles, excepting the islands of 
Tobago and Trinidad. Revised ed. folio. 2 pr. ll. 
+5-34 ll. +1 (printed one side only). append. 
index. Boston. 
::limilar to the author's worK of the same title, 1885. The species 
are not numbered in this edition and the Hst is printed on one side 
of the paper only. It is said that nearly the whole of the present 
it~sue was destroyed by fire, and is, consequently, very rare. 

1887. Descriptions of six supposed new species of 
birds from the islands of old Providence and St. 
Andrews, Caribbean sea. A list of the birds taken 
by Mr. Robert Henderson, in the islands of Old 
Providence and St. Andrews, Caribbean Sea, 
during the winter of 1886-87. 8vo. pp. (2) + 177-
81. [New York.] 
Author's edition, Auk, July 1887, 250 copies. 

1887. Description of a ne"v species of rhamphocin
clus from St. Lucia, 'Vest Indies. Author's edition. 
(From the Auk, vol. IV, no. 2, April 1887. ) 8vo. 
pp. 94-6. 

1889. The birds of the \Vest Indies. Includin(J' 
ull species know~1 to occur in the Bahama Island~ 
the Greater Antilles, the Caymans, and the Lesser 
Antilles, excepting the islands of ToLago and 
Trinidad. 8vo. pp. (2) + 324. 2 pl. (maps ). 19 figs. 
bibliogr. append. index. Boston. 
-'lost of the matter contained in the prc.·cnt \rork . as wf'll as ~;ome 
of the drawin~s, appeared in the A.uk for 1880 1887 and 1888 
Dcscriptious of new :species ~;ince added to the We;i lndh;u avifauua' 
whirh were either ucw to science or had not vrcviou~;ly been recorded 
£rot~l that locnlity1 are qiven in the appendix, unless inrluded in 
their proper order m the body of the work. A number of alteration;;; 
and ~·onectiqns have been made iu the oriJ.(iual platf's, and several 
new IllustratiOns have beeu added. The volume in hand is a pre
sentation copy, from Col. H. W. Feildeu's library. 

1890. The birds of the Bahama Islands. Contain
ing many birds new to the Islands, and a number 
of undescribed winter plum ages of North American 
birds. Reviseded. 4to. pp. (2)+24+9-250. front. 
8 pl. T. of c. bibliogr. append. index. Boston. 
The present edition (with eight colored plates) differs from that of 
1880 in having a new title-page, as well a 16 pages of additional 
text. 

1892. Catalogue of West Indian birds, containing 
a list of all species known to occur in the Bahama 
Islands, the Greater Antilles, the Caymans, and 
the Lesser Antilles, excepting the islands of To
bago and Trinidad. 8vo. pp. 163. 1 map (fold.). 
T. of c. bibliogr. append. 2 indexes. Boston. 
A list of species with their distribution given in tables, followed by 
a complete bibliography of ornithological publications relating to 
the West Indies. -

1896. A list of the birds of Florida. 8vo. pp. 24. 
- Boston. 

A simple list of 352 species and subspecies, with scientiflr and 
vernacular names. 

1896. Key to the water birds of Florida. 8vo. pp. 
172. 2 pi. (diagr. ). 240 figs. glossary. 2 indexes. 

Boston. 
A popular Key for identifying with comparative ease any specie~ 
of the Florida water birds. 

1897. How to know the ducks, geese and swans 
of North America, all the species being grouped 
according to size and color. 8vo. 23! x 18! cm. 
pp. 95. front. illust. 138 figs. in text. T. of c. index 

Boston. 
A systematic handbook on the subject, with an' identification key. 

1897. How to know the shore birds (Limicolre) of 
North America (south of Greenland and Alaska) 
all the species being grouped according to size 
and color. 8vo. 23 x 18 cm. front. illust. 178 figs. 
in text. T. of c. index. Boston. 
A most useful systematic catalogue of Xorth American shore birds 
arranged for identification, for which a practical purpose key is 
provided, mostly based on the size of the species. 

1899. The birds of eastern North America known 
to occur east of the nineteenth meridian. Water 
Birds, part I. Land Birds, part I I. Key to the 
families and species. Special edition printed for 
the Field Columbian Museum, Chicago. 2 vols. 
8vo. illust. Vol.l,pp. (4)+iii-ix+(1)+142. 532 

figs. T. of c. glossary. index. Vol. 2, pp. ix+(1)+ 
131-387 front. (diagr.). 722 figs. T. of c. Chicago. 

1909. The birds of Illinois and Wisconsin. 8vo. 
pp. 764+(3). 1,260 figs. 1 map. T. of c. glossary. 
bibliogr. index. Field Museum of Natural History. 
Publication 131. Zoological series. Vol. IX. 

Chicago. 
An illustrated l\Ianual describing 398 birds of Illinois and Wisconsin. 

1909. Birds of the Leeward Islands. 
(Field Museum. Pub. No. 137.) 

pp. 56. 
Chicago. 

1912. The mammals of Illinois and Wisconsin. 
Chicago. 

~and HELLMAYB, CARL E. 
1918-30. Catalogue of the birds of the Americas, 
and the adjacent islands. 2 vols. 4to. (Field l\1 us. 
'\Ht. I list. I ublications. Zoological Series. Vol. 
XIII. pp. 607.) index to vols. Chicago. 
This extem;ive work (to be completed in eight volumes), begun by 
the late Charles B. Cory and continued by Carl Edward Hellma:yr, 
includes' all species and subspecies known to occur in North Amenca, 
Mexico, Central America, South America, the West Indies, and other 
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JV'"' 'tslands whtch may be included on account of their fauna! affinities •. The first number treats of 1 1 families, the second, seven families. These volumes have each a colored frontispiece but are otherwise not illustrated. Jn the synonymiE's references are mostly confined to original descriptions with type localities. · 
COSSMAN J ALEXANDRE EDOUARD MA RICE 

[ 1850- 1 924] . 
1901. Additions a la faune nummulitique 
d 'Egypte. 8vo. pp. 27 + 3 pl. ( Institut egyptien. ) 

Le Caire. 
COSTA, EMA UEL ME DE DA [1717- 91]. 

1757. A natural history of fossils. Vol. I, pt. 1 
(all pub.). 4to. pp. 8 + 294. 1 pi. London. 

COSTA, 0RONZIO GABRIELLE [1787- 1867]. 
1857 . Fauna di Regno di apoli. 119 fascicoli. 
382 col. pl. Napoli. 
.An excellent account of the animal kingdom as found in t.he middle of the nineteenth century in outhern Italy. Tho e fascicles that treat of individual subcla se are occa ionally for sale bound separately. The complete work is rare. 
1857. Fauna del Regno di Napoli os ia enumera
zione di tutti gli animali ... contenente la descri
zione de nuovi o poco esattamente conosciuti. 
Uccelli. 2 pis. in 1 vol. 4to. Pt. I, pp. ( 4) +vi + 7-88. 
Pt. II, pp. 66 + (2). 15 pl. (col.). 3 indexes. Napoli. 
The ornithological portion of the author's larger work on the fauna of the Province of Naples, Italy. Part I contains a systematic catalogue of species, whilst part. II gives detailed description of certain noteworthy species. The work was spread over a number of years, the preface to the present portion being dated 1839, whilst the title-page bears the date of 1857. In the preface to part Il, p. 5, mention is made of an intended third part, which probably never appeared, as no other reference can be found to it. 

COTES , H. 
1821. A history of British birds. Vol. 2. Water 
birds. [The text by H. Cotes.] See BEWICK, T. 

COTTEREAU, EuE (Abbe). 
1919. Les oiseaux observes dans l'arrondissement 
de Saint-Calais. 8vo. pp. 49. 1 col. pl. index. 

Saint-Calais. 
A short descriptive list of local birds, with a preface by A. Menegaux, intended to act as a guide to the ornithological museum of the municipality of Saint-Calais in the Dept. of the Sarthe, France. 

COTTESWOLD NATURALISTS' FIELD 
CLUB, GLOUCESTER . 
1847 /53-date. Proceedings. 

COTTON' JOHN. 
1835. T h e resident song birds of Great Britain; 
with a short account of their general habits. 8vo. 
pp. 76. 17 pi. (col.). London. 
A popular account of 17 well-known British singing birds, the present publication to form part of a volume on the Song Birds of Great Britain. 

1836. The Song Birds of Great Britain. 8vo. 
33 col. pl. London. 
A very rare treatise in its complete form. Not listed in the Cat. Br. Mus. (Nat. Hist.) . 

COUAILHAC , J. J. L., GERVAIS, F. L. P., and LEMAOUT , E. 
1842-3. Le .Jardin des Plantes. See BERNARo, 
PIERRE. 

COU CH , .J ONATHA [1789- 1870]. 
1838-44. A Cornish fauna; being a c ompendium 
of the natural history of the county, intended to 
form a companion to the collection in the museum 
of the Royal Institution of Cornwall. 3 vols. 8vo. 
Vol. I, pp. vi + -5-84. Vol. II, pp. viii + 76. Vol. 
Ill, pp. viii + xi- xvii +( 1) + 164 +(8). 23 pi. in
dexes. Truro. 
ln this important work the class A ves are treated in vol. I, pp. LQ-30, the annotated list embracing 231 species, none of which, however, are figured in the 23 plates upplied to vol. Ill. 
1847. lllu trations of instinct deduced from the 
habits of British animals. 8vo. pp. xii + 343. 
T. of c. index. London. 
lt is said that in his actions Man is governed by Reason, as Animals are by Instinct; the latter principle being represented as an unref\ecting impulse, which, under all circumstances, ·must go right· . Jn consequ nee of this mode of regarding the subject many striking displays of intelligent action among animals have been passed over wit:p little or no attention. The object of the author of this book is to try and afford by illustrations a different estimate of the animal ereatiou and the conditions of their intellectual existence. 
1862-5. A history of the fishes of the British 
Islands. 4 vols. illusl. 252 col. pl. (incl. fronts.). 

London. The first edition of this celebrated work. 
1866-7. A History of the Fishes of lhe British 
Islands. 252 col. pl. by the author. 4 vols. Editio 
altera. London. 
A remarkable production by a medical practitioner with little leisure and laboring under the necessities of a large country practice. This work is regarded as one of the fundamental contributions to British ichthyology. Couch was also a well-known writer on archeology and ether departments of natural history. [0.] 
1877. History of the Fishes of the British Islands. 
252 full-page col. pl. from drawings b y the author. 
4 vols. 8vo. London. 
The latest printing of a well-known treatise. 

COUCH , THOMAS QUILLER [1826-84]. 
1871. The History of Polperro, etc. 8vo. Truro. 
In this Cornish guide book the natural history is given. Most of the treatise is said to have been written by Jonathan Couch, a brief account of whose career is furnished. From the Osier Library. 

COUDENHOVE, HANS. 
[c. 1925]. My African neighbours; man, bird, and 
beast in Nyasaland. 8vo. pp. xiv+245. front. 
(portr.). 7 pi. T. of c. London. 

COUES , ELLIOTT [1842-99]. 
[1862]. [Monograph of the Laridae.] Hevision of 
the gulls of North America ; based upon specimens 
in the Museum of the Smithsonian Institution. 
Stated to be 'an abstract of a more extended Monograph on the •••• and TYAS, R. [1811-79] and ANDREWS , Gulls of North America, prepared for publication in a Government -"J'AMEs. Report'. The 'Monograph· appeared in 1874 as a part of the Birds oftheNorthwest(pp. 589-717). The present copy is from the Godman 1854- 6 . Beautiful birds: their natural history; Library, with book-plate. 

including an account of their structure, habits, 1866 . Prodrome of a work on the ornithology of nidification, etc. 8vo. 12 col. pi. London. Arizona Territory. 8vo. pp. 64. Phi/a. This small work appeared in 36 monthly parts, separately paged. A preliminary list of 2-!5 avian species from Fort Whipple, Arizona·, It has 12 colored plates and numerous text cuts, and forms one of a large class of popular books on bird life. It was edited by R. Tyas with which are incorporated all other species ascertained to inhabit from the late author's manuscript and illustrated by James Andrews. the territory; with brief critical and field notes, de criptions of new species, etc. Reprinted from the Proceedings Phila. Acad. 1854-6. Beautiful birds described, etc. 3 vols. in 1. Nat. Se. 
12mo. illust. London . 1868. A monograph of the Alcidae. pp. 81. 18 Issued by another publisher this printing differs from the original figs. bibliogr. Philadelphia. edition with colored plates in having a slightly different title and uncolored illustrations. A One of 50 copies separately reprinted from Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. 
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~ 7[COUES, E. (ronlrl.)] 
Pllifa. .January 1868. I. Review of the literaturl' of the family. 
n. Of t.hr characters of t.he family, and its subdivisions. Ill. 
Descriptions of genera and sprcies. Reprinted in Zooloqisf, v, 1870, 
pp. 2004 et seq. The pre:;ent. copy is from t.he Godman Library, 
with book-plate, bein(;( a pre:;ent.ation copy from the author to 
Prof. S. F. Baird. 

1868. A list of the birds of ew England. Salem. 

[1872]. Material for a monograph of the Spheni
scidae. (Proc. Acad. Nal. Sci. Phi/a.) 
Based chiefly on the specimens in the l\luseums of the l:)mithsonian 
Jnstit.ntion, and of thP Philadelphia Academy, the former being 
not.able as containing T. H. Pea le's types, and the latter the largest 
collection of Penguins in America. The copious synonymy gives 
nearly every name, generic or specific, which had at that time been 
proposed for this group of birds; and each sprcies recognized by 
Uw author is fully described, with much critical matter. Thr present 
copy is from t.he Godman Library, being advancr proof-sheet~ of 
the above paper, sent. to the editor of Tlris with the author'R regards. 

1872. Key to North American birds, containing 
a concise account of every species of living and 
fossil bird at present known from the continent 
north of the Mexican and United States boundary. 
Illustrated by 6 steel plates, and upwards of '2.50 
woodcuts. 4to. pp. ( 8) + 361. front. 5 pl. 238 
figs. T. of c. addend. glossary. index. Salem. 
Of this popular work there are five editions, the present copy being 
the first. The scientific accuracy of the author and general st.yle 
of the book make it valuable as a work of reference. 

1873-90. See NITED STATES SURVEY OF TERRI

TORIES, 1873-~0. 

1873-4. A Check List of North American Birds. 
1st ed. 8vo. 

1874. Field ornithology. Comprising a manual of 
instruction for procuring, preparing and preserving 
birds, and a check list of North American birds. 

· 8vo. pp. iv+116+138. 1 fig. T. of c. append. 
Sa/em. 

Pp. 5-116 contain full Instructions for the bird-collector, which 
Information was intended for inclusion in the author's Key to North 
.American Birds, 1872, but for want of space had to be omitted 
from the 1st edition. It was included in the 2nd (1884) and subse
quent editions, AS well as in the author's Handbook of Field and 
Gemral Ornitholooy, 1890. The Check List and Supplement is 
Identical with, and merely another form of that work of 1873-4. 
The present volume is an autographed presentation copy. 

1874-89. See UNITED STATES. HUNDREDTH MERI

DIAN. 

1874. A history of North American birds. Land 
birds. [With tables and glossary by E. Coues.] 
See BAIRD, s. F. 

1874. Ornithology of the Prybilov islands (based 
on H. \V. Elliott's manuscripts and collections). 
4to. pp. 242-77( ?). 2 figs. 
At the head of the first page appears the following note, in thP
handwriting of the author: 'This is a complete set of proofs, as 
printed. Of the work of which this article forms part, only 125 
copies were printed, owing it is believed, to a "wilful misUnder
standing". Work not paged. Bound to open portfolio-wise; with 
numerous photographic illustrations, dated 1873, published Jan. 
or Feb. 1874.-E. C.' 
Along the side of this sheet appears the following note: 'There is 
only one other separate copy of this article in existence.' 
The present copy is from the Godman Library. 

1874. Birds of the Northwest: a handbook of the 
ornithology of the region drained by the Missouri 
River and its tributaries. 8vo. pp. xi+(1)+791. 
append. index. (Miscellaneous Pub. U.S. Geolog. 
Survey, No. 3.) H'ashington. 
A c~mprehe~sivt: treatment of. the subject, with extensive syno
nymtes, distnbutlon of the speetes, field notes on habits and descrip
tions of new species, etc. Estes and J,auriat, in 1877. 'rebound and 
reissued 214 copies of the book, with a new title-page but otherwise 
unchanged, as Birds of the Northwest. The work was issued in 
December 1874 (Cones, Bibl., 1st Instalment, _p. 702), presumably 

after t.he publication of vol. Ill of Baird, Brewer, and Ridgway's 
H:isf.ory of Norfli A.mnican Birds, Laml Birds, ISH, which is quotPd 
in tlw prf'si'nt work, although hoth appeared abont the same time. 

1875. Ornil hology [of Kerguelen Island]. 8uo. 
pp. 10+.51. index. ~lTashington. 
The above is pt. 1 of Kidder, .J. H., 'Contribution to the natural 
history of Kerguelen Island madt> in connection with the American 
Transit-of-Venus Expedition, 1874- 75 '. Twent.y-one spPciPs of !lix 
families of birds are fully de crihed hy the author. 

1875. Some account, critkal, descriptive, and 
historical, of Znpus H udsonius; and on the 
breeding-habits, nest, and eggs of the white-tailed 
ptarmigan, Lagopus leucurus. (Bulletin of the 
United States Geological and Geographical Survey 
of the Territories, second series, No. V.) 8vo. 
pp. 4 + 10. Washington. 

1875. See BAIRD, SPE CER FULLERTO . 

1877. Notes on the Ornithology of the region 
about the source of the Red River of Texas. See 
MCC~ULEY, C. A. H., 1877. 

1877. Fur-bearing Animals; a monograph of 
North Amerir.an Mustelidae, etc. 8vo. pp. xiv+ 
348. 20 pl. 

1878. See SENNETT, (;EORGE B. 

1878-80. [Bibliography of ornithology.] 4 vols. 
8vo. Vols. 1-3. American ornithological biblio
graphy. 4. Faunal publications relating to British 
birds. Wash. 
Part T. Faunal publications relating to North 
America. Extract from .Mise. Pub. U.S. Geological 
Survey Terr. 11, pp. 567-748, 1878. indexes. 
Part 11. Faunal publications relating to the rest 
of America. Extract from Bull. U.S. Geol. aml 
Geogr. Survey Terr. 5, pp. 239-330, 1879. 
Part Ill. Systematic publications relating to 
American species, arranged according to families. 
1~ rom the Bull. U.S. Geol. and Geogr. Survey 
Terr. 5, pp. 5'2.1-107'2.. 
Part IV. Faunal publications relating to British 
birds. From Proc. U.S. Nat. A!useum, 2, (1879), 
1880. 
Four parts only were published although other titles were intended 
to follow, for the completion of an annotated list of all published 
works on ornithology. A number of interesting interleAved and 
bound volumes of all the four parts are in the E.S.W. Library with 
an A. L. ~. from the author in each. 
The Compiler of this INTROD CTION (Attk, April1928) has published 
a 'Plea for the Continuation of Elliott Coues' Ornithological Biblio- ~ 
graphy' in which he was ably seconded by the Editor, Dr. Witmer 
Stone. I~ the Compiler remarked: . 
'~o one can consult any of the Instalments of Coues' Bibliography 
wtthout a mental doffing of the hat to a truly great man. The years 
of patient drudgery involved in that tremendous undertaking seem 
to dissolve in the amazement excited bv the universal exhibit of 
the author-compiler's scholarship and er.udition. lfad Coues lived 
and if conditions had been favorable, he would, doubtless, have 
carried to completion his ambitious scheme of a "Universal Blblio· 
graphy of Ornithology". In this connection one is reminded that, 
as every one knows, Cones was tmder considerable obligation to 
his friend Professor Alfred Newton, of Cambridge, England, for 
assistance, advice, and encouragement in the preparation of his 
Bibliography. One of the treasures of the E.S.W. Library of 
Ornithology in :McGill University is an autographed copy from 
Newton to Dr. Elliott Cones, "with the compiler's hind regards", 
in 1872, of "Extracts from the Record of Zoological Literature, 
vols. I-YI, containing the portions relating to Aves from 1864 to 
1869 ''. This compilation proved of great help to Cones in assembling 
data for his great, work; and the copy in question is full of his 
marginal notes and bracketed paragraphs indicating the trans
ference of numerous references whose verbiage one may readily 
recognize in the pages of the Instalments. There is ample evidence 
that when Coues decided he would be unable to fini.~h the work so 
happily and successfully begun he did his best to engage the 
activities of others to that end I submit the account of one of 
these efforts-that lmfortunatel)• ended in failure-in the form of 
a letter that came into my possession with a presentation by the 
author of the Instalments "to his friend W. Ruskin Butterfteld ". 

;\.This communication deals with an arrangement two years before 
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As death, by Cou~s 'Yith Ruski.n. Butterfleltl, to proceed with and 
c01:nplete .the pu?hcat~on of the Bibliography, ~;o far a it concerned 
~rJt}sh brrds.. I• or .this undertaking, Coues offers ever~· assi'ltance 
m Ius power, mcludmg the u e of hi collection of unpublished notes.' 

1878. Field note on birds observed in Dakota and 
Montana along the forty-ninth parallel during the 
easons of 1873 and 1 74. (Bull. L'.S. (;eof. and 

Geogr. Survey, vol. IV, No. ·2.) vo. pp. 1)4.5-661. 
bibliogr. n 'ashinyton. 
Special no~s on } 80 specie~ of birds ob erveu by the author during 
~i~ncf~~~~~~. With the l.Tmted States Northern Boundary Commis-

1879. A check list of North American birds. 8vo. 
pp. 137. Salem. 
A list of species and subspecies recognized by the author, arranged 
and numbered con ecutively from 1 to 635, with an appendix, 
pp. 123- 37. identical with the issue of 1873- 1. 

1879. See SE ETT, GEORGE B. 

1880. Rural bird life: &c. See nL ·o , cu RLES. 

1882. The Coue check list of ort h American 
birds. 2nd eel., revised to dale, and entirely 
rewritten, under direction of the author, with a 
dictionary of the etymology, orthography, and 
orthoepy of the scientific names, the concordance 
of previous li t , and a catalogue of hi ornitho
Joaical publication . 4to. pp.165. addend. append. 

Boston. 
~and PRENTISS, D. W. 

1883. A vifauna Columbiana: being a li t of [·l48 
species of] birds ascertained to inhabit the Dis
trict of Columhia. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. 133 + (3). 
front. 1 pi: 4 maps (fold., 3 col.). 100 figs. T. of c. 
index. Washinyton. 

1884. Key to :;\!Ot'lh American birds. Containing 
a concise account of every specie of living and 
fossil bird at pre ent known from the continent 
north of the Mexican and nited tales boundary, 
inclusive of Greenland. lnd ed., with which are 
incorporated general ornithology ... and Field 
ornithology. 8vo. pp. J':rx+863. front. (col.). 561 
fig . T. of c. index. Boston. 
Bears the same general title as the tir~;t edition, 1 i:!. Among the 
innovations, on pp. l-22i are extended chapters on field ornithologr 
and general ornithology which were published later "~ a separate 
work. The chapter on field ornithology was origi.nall~· puhlislled 
with the 'Check-List' ol l 71 as a sevarate work under the title, 
.Field OrnitholO{Jy. 

(1885 ]. On the present status of PR~ er domesli
cus in America. \Yilh special reference lo the 
western state and territories. See <.l ' R EY, J. H. 

1885. See KI;\I<;SLEY, J. !'., ed., 1 'K>. 

1886 . The code of nomenclature and l'hec k -li t 
of 1\orth American hirds adopted by the American 
ornithologists' nion, being the rrport of the 
committee of the nion. See _\MEHICA. on ITIIO
LOGJSTS'U ' Io, . 

1887. Key to ~orth .\rnerican Bird·, elc. 3rd ed. 
vo. pp. x+ iv+:ri-;I·xxiii + 895. col. fi·onl. .)61 

fig·. in text. index. Boston. 
J~xcept an appendix (pp. 63 !);)) and a few minor change's in the 
text this etlitton is itlentic:al with the 1881 (8f'COnd) edition. 

1890. Kev to ~orlh .American hirds. 4th ed. 
)vo. pp. xxx + 907. front. (fo l. ). 561 fiys. T. of c. 

1890. Handbook of field and general ornithology, 
a manual of the structure and classification of 
birds with instructions for collecting and pre
serving specimens. 8vo. pp. 6+343. 112 illusl. 
in text. T. of c. index. 
Thi is a section of the author's ·Key • published separately for the 
use of students of ornithology in general, and as such forms an 
admirable and extremely useful text-book. 

1896. See ROOD, E. IRENE. 

1897. Audubon and his journals. See AUDUBON, 
J.J. 

1900. Citizen bird; &c. See WRIGHT, Mrs. M. 

1903. Key to North American birds. Containing 
a concise account of every species of living and 
fossil bird at present known from the continent 
north of the Mexican and United Slates boundary, 
inclusive of Greenland and Lower California, with 
which are incorporated general ornithology ... 
and field ornithology ... The 5th ed. 2 vols. 8vo. 
Vol. I, pp. (2)+xli+(1)+5.35. front. (col.). 1 pi. 
(porlr.). 353 figs. T. of f. Vol. 2, pp. vi+537-
1152. front. (col.). 394 figs. T. of c. append. 
index. Boston. 
Published a.fter the death of the author, from manuscript left bv 
him, and with a short appendix listing the species recognized b\· 
the American Ornithologi. ts' lluion after the completion of Uie 
manuscript. This appendix is presnmahly by J. A. Farley who 
edited the manuscript of the work. 
inT~~. is a portrait of ('oues in vol. t, and a necrology of him by 

1927. l{ey to North American Birds, containing 
an Account of Every Species of Living and Fossil 
Bird at present known from the Continent, North 
of the Mexican and United States Boundary, 
inclusive of Greenland and Lower California. \Vith 
which are incorporated, General Ornithology: An 
Outline of the Structure and Classification of 
Bird ; and, Field Ornithology: A Manual of Col
lecting, Preparing and Preserving Birds. 2 vols. 

vo. pp. 1,152. col. (ronl. '/,j() finr illust. Boston. 
Sixtl1 Revised Edition. with the uomcnelature of the American 
Ornithologiflts' Union, uml in<'luding clel'wriptions of additioOI\1 
species. 
By man~· mwleums auu large in~;titutions <·onsidered the most useful 
of A mericau bird books. Preceding thr de criptions of .species is 
found a manual of instruction for collecting, preparing, and pre· 
sPrving birds; structurc and dassifll'ation of birds, anatomy of 
birds, ett' . 

COULTER, Jou:'li G., COULTER, J. M., and 
PATTERSON, A. J. 
1909. Practical nature stud) and elementary 
agricullur·c, &c. See cotTrER, J. M. 

COULTER, .JOIII' MERLE [18;)1 ], COULTER, 
Jo11 1 <3., and PATTERSON, AucE JEAN. 
1909. Practical nat urr tudy aud elementary 
agri ·ult ure; a manual fpr· the use of teachers and 
normal ' t u<.lenl·. 8vo. pp. ix+ (1) + 354. T. of c. 
index. New York. 

COUNTRY NOTES; A Journal of Natural 
History. 1882-3. ~Hanchesler, Eng. 

COUPER, \\'ILLJAl\1. 

1867. Ornithology and oolog-~ of .'\ ew England. 
:-If(' S \l\ll I ~LS, ED\VARD ALI(;t ~1 LS, J8f>7. 

1868. Investigations or a naturalist between 
~ling-an a11d \\ atl'hicouli, Labrador. 8vo. pp. 14. 

Quebec. 

2 append. index. Boston. 
Printed from the ·ame platt>s a~; the third cdjtiou (1887) with the 
addition of a ·econd Appendix, in which are included discoverie 
and nomenclatural changes made ince L88i to .January 1890 
inclusive. I' An intcrc tiug accouut of a trip aloug the coast during the summer 
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[COUPEB, W. (contd.)] 
of 1867, for the purpose of identifying, collecting, and studying the 
eggs of birds found breeding on the coast, and as far aR could be 
ascertained, in the interior of the country. 

1870. ThebirdsofNewEngland,etc. SeesAM ELS, 
EDWARD AUGUST S. 

1881-3. See CANADIAN SPORTSMA AND NATURALIST. 

1883. Our northern and eastern birds. See 
SAMUELS, EDWARD AUGUSTUS, 1883. 

COUBCELLES, PAULINE DE. 
1808-11. See KNIP P. [and TEMMINCK , C. J. ] . 

COUBTHOPE, WILLIAM JOHN [1842- 1913] . 
1889. The paradise of birds. New ed. Illust. by 
Lancelot Speed. 4to. pp. xii + 136. 28 figs. 

London. 
An attempt to deal in poetry with the incidents and theories of the 
day. The ablest modern Aristophanic satire, most charming in its 
bird-references. The first edition was issued in 1870, and although 
conditions had altered in 1889, the text has in no way been changed. 
The present copy is from the Mull ens Library. 

COWAN, WILLIAM DEANE. 
1881. List of Madagascar Birds, etc. 4to. (\Vant
ing. ) Antanarivo. 

COWARD, THOMAS ALFRED, ed. [1867- ]. and 
others. 
1910. The vertebrate fauna of Cheshire and 
Liverpool Bay. Two volumes. Vol. I, The Mam
mals and Birds of Cheshire, by T. A. Coward and 
C. Oldham; vol. 11, The Dee as a vVildfowl Resort, 
by John A. Dockray. Illust. by Thomas Baddeley. 
Liverpool Bay. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xxxii + 
472. front. 33 pl. T. of c. index. Vol. 11, pp. xl + 
210. front. 19 pl. 1 map (fold. ). 1 fig. T. of c. 
bibliogr. index. London. 
The present work is an attempt to give an historical and distribu
tional account of the vertebrates of Cheshire. The portion devoted 
to 'The birds of Cheshire', will be found in vol. I , pp. 93-4~9. \''ith 
18 illustrations; and again in vol. II, pp. xxi- xl, 'The Dee a · a 
Wildfowl Resort', with three illustrations. A copious bibliography 
will be found in vol. II, pp. 171-204. An earlier work on the birds 
of Cheshire was published by Coward and Oldham in 1900. 

1911-13. The British bird book, &e. See KIRK
MAN, F. B. 

1912. The migration of bird . 12mo. pp. 10+137. 
4 maps. T. of r. bibliogr. index. Cambridge. 
A popular treati e compiled from various author·. tHitke h; more 
or less criticized, while the statements of other authors are treated 
as facts. The bibliography is by no means complete, and there are 
many grammatical errors in the text. 

1919. The Birds of the Brili h I les and lheir 
Eggs, ·242 col. illusl. by Thorburn and others, 
65 illust. of birds and their ne t JJy Kearlon and 
other . 
First. printing of this popular treath;e. 

1920. The birds of the 8ril i h Isle and their 
eggs. 4to. pp. 7 + 376. 242 col. pi. T. of c. inde.a:. 

London and New l 'ork. 
This practical. popular guide to the avifauna and oologv of the 
British Isles has passed through more tha11 one rdition. The 
reduced plates from Lilford': 'Coloured figures' add greatly to its 
value. The present volume is a copy of the first edition printed in 
December 1919, but not published until February 1920. 

1922. Bird haunt and nature memories. Fronl. 
by Archibald Thorburn; photo. illusl. 8vo. pp. 10 
+214. 23 pl. T. of c. index. London. 
Charming essay and written in a popular style , several reprinted 
from magazines. 

1923. Birds and their young; illust. by Ro1and 
Green. 4to. pp.8+151. 12col.pl. 32figs.intext. 
index. London. 

1923. Life of the wayside and woodland; when, 
where, and what to observe and collect. 12mo. 
pp. viii+216. front. (col. ). ~7 pl. (col., 12 birds). 
63 pl. ( 3 birds ). index. London. 
::iupplementary to volumes already published in The Wayside and 
Woodland Series. 

1926. The birds of the British Isles and their 
eggs. econd series comprising families anatidae 
to tetraonidae with 213 accurately coloured illus
trations by Archibald Thorburn and others repro
duced from Lord Lilford's work 'Coloured figures 
of the Birds of the British Islands', and 69 photo. 
illusl. by E. L. Turner, R. Kearton and others. 
3rd ed. 12mo. pp. viii +376. index. London. 
A very useful and well-illustrated manual on the subject. 

1926. The birds of the British Isles. Third series 
comprising their migration and habits and observa
tions on our rarer visitants. 12mo. pp. ix+308. 
68 col. pl by Thorburn et al. 68 photo. pl. col. front. 
T. of c. index. London. 
A popular work with .many colored illustrations reproduced from 
Lilford's Birds of the British Islands. 

1927. Bird life at home and abroad with other 
nature observations. 8vo. pp. 12+237. col. front. 
24 photo. illust. T. of c. index. London. 

COX, HARDING. 
1923. 'Dogs and I'. 8vo. front. 73 illust. London. 

Popular and well-illustrated book on the principal pet species. 

COX, NICHOLAS. 
1674. The gentleman's Recreation. 1 vol. 8vo. 
(\\'anting.) London. 

coxE, vYILLIAM [1747- 1828]. 
1787. A comparative view of the Russian dis
coveries with those made by Captains Cook and 
Clerke, and a sketch of what remains to be ascer
tained by future navigatorfO:. 4to. pp. 31. London. 
)!any references to the fauna! life encountered in famou. world 
cmise . Rare; not in Cat. Br . • llus. (Nat. Rist.). 

CRABTREE, J. H. 
1924. A practical guide to nature study by \\ ood
land, field, pond and shore. 8vo. pp. 190. front. 
11 pi. T. of c. London. 

CRAIG, \\'ALLACE. 
1909. The expres ion · of emotion in the pigeons. 
I. The blond ring doYe ( Turtur risorius). 8vo. 
pp. (2) + 29-80 +( 2 ). 1 pi. (6 figs.). T. ofc. 

Gram 1ille. 
Thesi for the degree of Ph.ll. Cninr it~ of ('hit'ago. lleprinted 
from the Jo!lrnal of Comparati,·e SPuro{Q(Jy nnd Psyc/lology, HlOO. 

CRAM,\\'. E. 
1902. 'ee STO ' E, WlT.l\lER, 190'2. 

1918. See STO E, WITMER, HH8. 

CRANCH, JoH · . 
1818. A gener·al no lice of the animals taken 
durin..g the expedition to explore the ... river 
Zaire. ee TUCKEY, J. K. 
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CRANDALL, LEE SAu DERS [1887- ] . 
1917. Pets, their history and care. \Vith illuslra
tions from life. 8vo. pp. xii + 372. front. 31 pl. 
T. of c. bibliogr. index. New York. 

everal of these interesting chapters had alread~· appeared in 
various publications. The book is divided into four sections : (1) 
:Mammals; (2) Birds; (3) Reptiles and Batrachians; (4) The 
Aquarium. 

CRANZ, DAVID [1723- 77]. 
1782. Historie von Groenland. 2nd ed. 8vo. 

Leipzig. 
There is also an English edition, in 2 vols., translated by J. Gambold, 
London, 1767. 

CRAVERI, MICHELE. 
1926 . See FIG IER, G. L., 1926. 

1927. Atlante ornitologico. Uccelli italiani. 4to. 
n .p. 50 col. pi. A1 ilano. 
An excellent atlas of Italian birds, well illustrated in color with 
some 300 figures, each plate accompanied by descriptive letter
press. 

CRAWFORD, jAMES Hu TER. 
1896. Wild Life of Scotland. 8vo. CWanting. ) 

London. 

CRAWFURD, OswALD Jon FREDERICK, ed. 
1895. A Year of Sport and Natural History ... 
with chapters on Birds of Prey, the nidification of 
Birds, and the habit of British ·wild Birds and 
Animals. [By J. M. Brown and others.] 4to. 
pp . xii + 331. 33 pl. text illusl. London. 
The plates are paged in with the text. 

CRAWSHAY, Capt. RICHARD. 
1907. The birds of Tierra del Fuego. 4to. pp. xl + 
158. front. 43 pl. (21 col. ). 1 map (col. ). 1 fig. 
index. London. 
An excellent account of birds collected by the author in 190-t 
with notes on habitat, nidification, descriptions of their coloration, 
etc. Three hundred copie were printed, the present one being 
Xo. 113. 

CREFELD. Naturwissenschaftliches Mu
seum. 
? 1909-19. Mitteilungen. 

CRERAR (JOHN) LIBRARY. 
1902. List of b ibliographiPs of special subjects. 
4to. pp. 504. Chicago. 
A valuable work of refere11ce for ~tmlrnts of zoology. 

CRESPON, .J. 
1840. Ornithologie du Gard eL des pay circon
voisins. 8vo. pp. (4)+xvi+567+(1 ). index. 

"Vismes. 
Of 500 specieb of bird!:' known in Europe the author has describ('d 
321 from the department of the Gard in Provence. The work was 
publi hed hy Rllbl:iCription and dedicated to fsidore <.-leoffroy :--\aint
Hilaire. 

1844. Faune meridionale . . . de France, etc. 
2 vols. in 1. 8vo. atlas. 73 pi. Nismes. 

CRESSWELL, R IC HARD. 
1862 . Ari totle' History of Anima ls. See 
!\RI TOT LE, 1 62 .. 

CRETCH, \ V. D. 
1851. TheBirdsofSomer et hire . . ·o. l (all pub. ). 
8vo. pp. 24. 4 pi. (\Vanting.) Tau nton. ' 

CRETZSCHMAR, PHILIPP JAKOB, ed. 
1826 . Saugethiere. pp. 78. pl. (Senkenbergische I 
naturforschende Gesellschaft, Atlas zu der R eise im 1/ 
nordlichen Afrika, vol. [1].) See also R~PPELL,~. ~ w_. ~ 

Frankfurt a. Y!. 

CREW' FRA Cl ALBERT ELEY [1888- J. 
1925. Animal genetics; an introduction to the 
science of animal breeding. (Biological mono
graphs and manuals.) 8vo. pp. xix+(1)+420. 
67 figs. (1 col.). T. of c. bibliogr. 2 indexes. 

Edinburgh. 
CRICHTON, ANDREW [1790-1855 J. 
1835. Memoir of Pliny. See SELBY, P. J. 

1837 . Memoir of Bruce. Memoir of Le Vaillant. 
See SWAI so , w. 

CRIDDLE, NORMAN. 
1920. The birds of a Manitoba garden. 12mo. 
pp. 7. [Ottawa.] 

CRIGHTON' ARTHUR w. 
1886. A Naturalist 's Rambles in the Orcades. 
(Wanting.) 

CROATIAN (SLAVONIAN) ORNITHOLO
GICAL SOCIETY, YEAR-BOOK OF THE. 
See HRVATSKA ORNITHOLO:KA CE TRALA. 

CROMMELIN' J. p. VA WINCKEVOORT. 
[1863]. Notice sur les canards observes en Hol
lande. 8vo. pp. 7. Harlem. 
A short brochure on the wild ducks observed in Holland. 

CRONAU, C. 
1880 . Die Huhnervogel mit besonderer Ruck
sicht auf ihre Pflege und Zucht in der Gefangen
schaft. \Vith atlas. Vol. I, pt. I. pi. Vol. 11, 
pt. 1. pl. Berlin. 
The work cleals with the feeding, rearing, housing, and acclimatiza
tion of fowl and pheaRants. The Atlas has colored plates of 
Reeves' Pheasant, and Amher t's Pheasant, with numerous plans 
of pheasant-runs and hen-coops. It is a rare book. 

1884. Die Fasanen, etc. 4lo. pp. iv+155. 4 pi. 

CRONISE' TITL. FEY. 
Strassburg. 

1868. The natural wealth of California; compris~ 
ing . .. zoology and botany, etc. 8vo. pp. xvi + 
696. front . 16 pi. T. of c. index. San Francisco. 
An important history with a full treatment of the natural history. 
The portion treating of birds will he found on pp. 448-80. Not in 
Cat. Br. "}Jus. (Nat. Hist.). 

CRONWRIGHT-SCHREINER, SAMUEL CRON 
[1863 ] . 
[19251. The migratory pring~ of Sout~ 
.\frica (Lhe Trekbokke); also an essay on the 
ostrich . 12mo. pp. 140. front. 4 pi. T. of c. 

London . 
CROWLEY' PHI LIP. 

1883 . li t of Birds' eggs in the collection of 
Philip Crowley. 8vo. pp. 96. Croydon. 
A list representing nearly 2,400 specie ·. The numbers before the 
specific name refer to Gray' Hand-L1'st of Birds. No vernacular 
names are given. 

CROYDON NATURAL HISTORY 
SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY. 
1870-date. Proceedings and Transactions. 

Rr 
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~ ~RUTTWELL, ALFRED c. 
n.d. A complete table of the animal kingrl.om; 
arranged in their divisions, classes, orders, sub
orders, and familie . With the meaning of scienti
fic names, and common examples of eaeh. 8vo. 
pp. 24. Frome. 

CSATO, J.ANOS. 
1896. Als6feher varmegye noveuy- es allatvil<iga. 
4to. pp. 138. Nagy-Enyed. 

CSHRGEY, TITUS. 
1905. Ornithologische Fragmente au den Hand
schriften von J. S. von Petenyi. Deu t eh bear
beitet von T. Csorgey, &c. See PETE YI , s. J. 

CUBE, JoHA N voN. ee HORT s A ITATI , 1517, 
and CAUB, JOHA WO ECKE VO . 

CULLIMORE, DA IEL HE RY. 
n.d. [The flora and fauna of Upper Burma.] 
folio. n.p. 435 pl. A collection of original colored 
drawings. 
The collection consists of 435 beautiful original colored drawings, 
probably intended for a publication on Upper "Burma, but they 
were never published. Eighteen of them are of birds. l'ullimore's 
published works are on medical subjects. 

CUMBERLAND, GEORGE [1754- 1848] . 
n.d. [Studies from nature, in various branches of 
natural history. ] 4to. no t.-p. unp. pi. 
Scrap-book containing 310 original sketches and drawing ·, some 
colored, and many very beautifully executed. :::ieventeen of them 
are of birds. In most cases MS. notes accompany the drawings 
which were presented by the father to his son 'ydney. 

CUMBERLAND AND WESTMORELAND 
ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCE
MENT OF LITERATURE AND SCIENCE. 

Keswick, Carlisle. 
1875-92? Tran action . 

CUMING, EnwARD \VILLIAM Dmo 1 [1862- ] . 
1913-14. (The) Bodley Head natural history with 
illust. by J. A. Shepherd. 2 vols. 12mo. Vol. I, 
pp. 120+(3). front. (col.). 2 pl. (col.). 226 figs. 
(col.). T. of c. Vol. II, pp. (16) + 17- 122. fronl. 
(col.). 1 pi. (col.). 186 figs. (col.). T. of c. London. 
A popular account of passerine British bird , illustrated by drawings 
from life. 

1929. See BLOME, RICHARD. 

CUMMING, C. F. G. 
1892. Two Happy years in Ceylon. 
2 vols. 8vo. (Wanting.) 

4th ed. 
London. 

CUNNINGHAM, DAvm Dom;LAS [1 43- ] . 
1903. Some Indian friends and acquaintance ; 
a study of the ways of birds and other animals 
frequenting Indian streets and gardens. 8vo. 
pp. viii+(2)+423. front. (col.). 23 pl. T. of c. 
append. index. London. 
The book (the observations of a thirty-year re,;iucnt) is divided into 
three headings: (1} Common birds of an Indian Garden; (2} Common 
mammals of an Indian Garden ; (3} Common reptiles of an Indian 
Garden. 

CUNNINGHAM, JosEPH THOMAS [18f>9- ]. 
1890. A treatise on the common sole (Solea 
vulgaris). folio. pp. 8 + 148. 18 pi. Plymouth. 

1896. The natural history of the marketable 
marine fishes of the Briti h islands. \YiLh a preface 
by E. Ray Lankester. pp. xvi+375. illusl. 2 (old. 
maps. London, New York. 

1900. exual Dimorphism in the Animal Kingdom. 
8vo. pp. x i + 317. text illusl. London. 

1901. See SCHMEIL , F. 0 ., 1901. 

1912 . See LYDEKKER, R. [and others], HJ1'2.. 

CUNNINGHAM MEMOIRS. ee ROYAL IRISH 

ACADEMY. 

CUNNINGHAM, ROBERT 0LIVER. 
1871. Notes on the natural history of the Strait 
of Magellan and west coast of Patagonia made 
during the voyage of II.M.S. 'Nassau' in the 
year 1866, 67, 68, & 69. 8vo. pp. xvi+(2)+517. 
front. (col. ). 20 pi. (4 col. ). map (col. fold.). T. of c. 
index. Edinburgh. 

[1309-78]. See 

CURAQOA, VOYAGE OF THE. 
1873. See BRENCllLEY, JULIU LUCIUS. 

CURLEW, THE. PubJ. monthly by 0. P. 
Hanger & Co., Orleans, Indiana, for the vYilson 
Chapter A.[gassiz] \.[s ociation]. Editors: J. B. 
Richard , Pres., and Lynde Jone , Secy. 16mo. 
Frank Burns notes: Vol. I, 1 0 . 1- 7, Ocl. 1888-
Aprp 1 8H. pp. 63. [.\ll is uecL.] 
The first few numbers of this small periodkal figured a::; the orgau 
of the Young Ornithologists' Association. Among its contributors 
of (short papers) are the editors, R. .\1. ' trong, E. P. C:arltou, 
\V . A. Nuller, et al. 

CURRENT ITEMS OF INTEREST. 
1908- 18. (Prepared by Henry Oldys.) 
Organ of the Audubon Society of the District of 
Columbia. 8vo. 4-page leaflel. Silver Spring, .\1 d. 
These u::;eful leaflets (publication uspeuded) did much to spread 
the doctrines of bird protection and culture throughout the United 
States, and were in addition a record of the same work abroad. 
Current Items was a steadfast opponent of the slaughter of exotic 
birds and the introduction of their plumage into this country. 

CURTIS, WI TERTON Co WAY [1875- ] aud 
GUTHRIE, MARY J. 
1927. Textbook of general zoology. 8vo. pp. xv+ 
(1) + 585. 308 figs. T. of c. index. 1 ew Fork. 
The pre ent volume is based on the cour e in General Zoolog~ ? 
University of .:\Jissouri. 

CURTISS, R. 
1924. An account of the natural history of ~ew 
England and of Nova Scotia and Lower Canada 
. .. as it applies to beasts, birds, reptiles, whales, 
fresb and salt water fish and shell fish, worms, 
insects and pests. '2nd ed. 12mo. pp. 122. 

New York. 
~>\ n interesting, well-written account of the matter set forth on the 
title. Not in the Cat. Br. Jlus. (Nat. Hist.). 

CURWEN, HEXRY. 
1873. 1\ IlisLory of Book ellers. 8vo. 
Yery useful for all librarians and bibliographers. 

London. 

CURZON' ROBERT. 
N.L 1854. Armenia, etc. 8vo. 

CUTMORE, J. W. and others. 

(\ 

n.d. Ailing cage bird and how to cure them. ,\n 
account of the lroublrs whieh l1eset captive birds, 
wilh the treatment and list of medicines to restore 
[them to] health. 24lo. pp. 27. London. 

~ 
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~UVIER , GEORGES FREDERIC [1773- 1838]. 
1804-30. Dirtionnnire des Srienres N a turelles. 
60 vols. 8vo. 

..!.!..!..! and GEOFFROY-SAI NT-HILAIRE, E. 
[ 1818)-42. His to ire naturelle des Mammiferes. 
4 vols. col. pl. See also GEOFFROY-SAI T-HILAIRE, E:. 

Paris. 
A fundamental authority on mammals, with fine plates: of great value to any research library. 

1831-2. Supplement a l'histoire generale et parti
culiere de Buffon offrant la description des mam
miferes et des oiseaux les plus remarquables 
decouverts jusqu'e_ ce jour, et accompagne de 
gravures. 2 vols. 8vo. porlr. pl. Paris. 
The colored illustration · are iJt some instances rather crudely executed, and t11e figure of the CommQI1 Grey Crow of Ceylon and India (COTt•us splendens) is by no means typical. This species is not figured in Legge's Birds of Ceylon, nor does he indicate where a figme of it Is to be fotmd. 

1836. De l'histoire naturelle des cetaces, on 
Recueil et examen des faits dont se compose 
l'histoire naturelle de ces animaux. 8vo. pp. 4+ 
416. 24 pl. Paris. 
One of Roret's 'Suites a Buffon '. 

CUVI ER, GEORGES LEOPOLD CtiRETIEN FREDERIC 
DAGOBERT, Baron [1769- 1832). 
1798. An VI. Tableau elementaire de l'histoire 
naturelle des Animaux. 8vo. pp. 16 + 710. 14 pl. 

Paris. 
Tl1is is the first considera.ble work on Zoology written by the celebrated Baron Cuvier. It ha been frequently translated and formed a foundation for future editions and other treatises. Most of the subsequent important treatises of the great naturalist (morr or less based on this volume) are listed below. 

1800. Elementarischer Entwurf der Natur
geschichte der Thiere; a us dem Franzosischen 
Obersetzt und mit _A.nmerkungen versehen von 
C. R. W. \Viedemann. 2 vols. 8vo. Berlin. 
An early German translation of Baron Uuvier's early treatise . 
1805-37. See HUMBOLDT and BONPLAND, 1805-37. 
18 12. Recherches sur les Ossemens Fossiles de 
Quadrupedes, etc. 4 vols. 4to. illust. Paris. 
This is the first of numerous editions (and translations) of an important work, Itself mostly reprinted from the Ann. Mus. Hist. Nat. Par·is. 

1817. Le regne animal distribue d'apres son 
organisation, pour servir de base a l'histoire 
naturelle des animaux et d'introduction a l'ana
tomie comparee. 4 vols. many pl. Paris. 
A ·famous treatise on the whole animal kingdom, the vertebrate zoology of which was written by the author himself. A second edition appeared in 1829, and there were, also, several translations. 
1821- 5 . Das Thierreich eingetheilt nach dem Bau 
der Thiere als Grundlage ihrer Naturgeschichte 
und der vergleichenden Anatomie; aus dem 
Franzosischen frey ubersetzt und mit vielen 
Zusatzen versehen von H. R. Schina. 4 vols. 12mo. 

Stuttgart. 
- A faithful German translation, with additions, of Baron Cuvier's Regm animal. 

1826- 8 . Histoire des Progres des Sciences Natu
relles depuis 1789. 4 vols. 8vo. Paris. 
The first edition of this essay (presented to the Acadernie des 
Sciences) appeared in 1810. 

1827- 35. The animal kingdom arranged in con
formity with its organization, with additional 
descriptions of all the species hitherto named, and 

of many not before noticed, by Edward Griffith ... 
and others. 16 vols. 8vo. many col. illust. London. 
This work was issued in parts and published in 15 volumes, with a1. extra one containing a classified Index and Synopsis, of which vols. VI-VIII are devoted to birds, the specific descriptions of the species being written by E. Griffith and E. Pidgeon, except for the additional species inserted in the text of Cuvler for which J. E. Gray 
i~ responsible. The illustrations consist of 142 colored and 10 uncolored plates. An abridged translation in one volume adapted to the present state of science was brought out in [1849] and again in 1851. the portion relating to the birds being written by Edward Blyth. Another edition, also in one volume but with the title ·cuvier's Animal Kingdom', appeared ln 1840, having 10 uncolored plates and 66 figures in the text. 

**** and VALE NCI ENN ES, A. 
18'28-49. Histoire naturelle des Poissons. 22 vols. 
8vo. illust. Paris. 
The early French authority on ichthyology and a necessary work of reference in a research library. 
1829-30. Le regne animal, distribue d'apres son 
organisation. Nouvelle edition, rev. et augmentee. 
5 vols. 8vo. pl. Paris. 
1830. Naturgeschichte und Abbildungen der 
Vogel-Gattungen, &c. [based on Cuvier's Regne 
animal]. See SCHINZ, H. R. 
1831-43. Das Thierreich geordnet nach seiner 
Organisation . _ . . N ach der 2ten., vermehrten 
Ausgabe ubersetzt und durch Zusatze erweitert 
von F. S. Voigt. 6 vols. 8vo. Leipzig. 
1834. The Animal Kingdom, etc. Tr. by H. 
McMurtie. 4 vols. 8vo. pp. 20+508. London. 
There seems to have been an earlier printing (1831) of this translation published in New York, but the Compiler has not seen it. 
1834-6. Recherches sur les ossemens fossiles, ou 
l'on retablit les c~aracteres de plusieurs animaux 
dont les revolutions du globe ont detruit les 
especes. 4e ed. 10 vols. fold. tab. and atlas of 2 vols. 
front. (portr., vol. 1). 260 pl. (part col.). Paris. 
Vol. 1 contains his · Discours sur les revolutions de la surface du globe, et sur les changements qu'elles ont produits dans le regne animal', with • Appendice . . . Determination des oiseaux noiD.Dl6s ibis par les anciens Egyptiens '. The · Discours ', etc., is a.lso pub-lished separately, with and withont the' Appendice', and at various subsequent dates. 

1835-46. Legons d'anatomie comparee, etc. 2nd 
ed. 8 vols. 8vo. Paris. 
1836-49. Le Regne Animal distribue d'apres son 
organisation, etc. (3rd ed.) 17 vols. 4to. col. pl. 

Paris. 

~/ 

This is the celebrated • Disciples' edition, issued in 262 .~liv~r~a~is~on~s~.f]t-1~~ and written in collaboration with several well-known zoo og s s. 

" 

The mammals were treated, in 2 vols. with col. pl., by Edwards, Laurillard, and Rollin; birds (also 2 vols.) by A. d'Orbigny; reptilea 
(1 vol., 46 col. pl.) by Duvernoy, and fishes (2 vols., col. pl.) by A. Valenciennes. For minute collation see LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
CARDS. -1838-43. Le regne animal, etc. 2 vols. Paris. 
One of several reprints of the second or third edition. 

1840. Cuvier's Animal kingdom, arrang·ed accord
ing to its organization; forming the basis for a 
natural history of animals, and an introduction to 
comparative anatomy. JVIammalia, birds and 
reptiles, by Edward Blyth; fishes by Robert 
Mudie. 8vo. pp. vii + 670. front. 26 pi. 351 figs. 
T. of c. 2 indexes. London. 
A complete ('uvier, 'A'ith original remarks of collaborators within brackets. 

[1840]. Le regne animal distribue d'apres son 
organisation. (IV:) Les poissons. 2 tomes. A vec 
120 planches coloriees. Paris. 
The fourth volume (probablyl of the 'Disciples Edition' by A. Valenciennes, separately issned. 

~ 
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~CUVIER, G . L. C. F. D. , Baron (contd .)] . 
1841-5. Histoire des sciences naturelles, depms 
leur origine jusqu'a nos jours. 5 vols . 8vo. Paris. 
Vols. 3-4: Commencee au College de France par 
Georges Cuvier, completee par M. Magdaleine de 
Saint-Agy. 
1844. Classified Index and Synopsis. 8vo. London. 
The appendix, separately issued and dated, to the 1827- 35 edition. 

1845. Briefe an C. H. Pfaff aus den Jahren 1788 
bis 1792, naturhistorischen, politischen und litera
rischen Inhalts; nebst einer biographischen Notiz 
i.iber G. Cuvier von C. H. Pfaff. 8vo. pp.16+310. 
portr. 6 col. pl. K iel. 

1849. The animal kingdom arranged after its 
organization, forming a natural history of animals, 
and an introduction to comparative anatomy; 
tr. [from the Fr.] and adapted to the present state 
of science. New ed., with additions by W. B. 
Carpenter and J. 0. VVestwood. 4to. pp. 10+718. 
illust. pl. London. 
Several reprints of this edition were issued at various dates by 
various publishers. 

1849. The Animal Kingdom, etc. 300 wood and 
34 steel engr. London. 
A reissue of the last work by a different publisher. 

1851. The animal kingdom, etc. 8vo. pp. 10+718. 
front. (col.). 32 pl. (28 col. ). 381 figs. T. of c. 
append. 3 indexes. London. 
Another printing of the 1840 edition, by Carpenter and Westwood. 

1863. The animal kingdom, arranged after its 
organization, etc. 4to. pp. 22 + 706. illust. pl. 

London. 
Still another printing of Carpenter and Westwood's translation, 
1840. 

CYMMRODORION SOCIETY. (THos. PEN
NANT.) 
1766. The British Zoology. Class I. Quadrupeds. 
II. Birds, etc. folio. pp. 10+162+4. 132 col. pi. 

London. 
This society, founded in 1751, published Pennant's treati e, first 
the main work, with nine colored plates of mammals and 92 of 
birds, the remainder appearing as an Appendix. See PENNANT, THOS. 

CYRILLUS, THESSALONENSIS. 
ea. 1475. Speculum sapientiae. 
An early incunable with natural history interest. 

CZYNX, EDWARD [1851-99]. 

Easel. 

1897. Das Auerwild, seine Jagd, Hege und Pflege. 
8vo. pp. [4]+162. 41 illusl. 3 double pl. T. of c. 

"Veudarnm. 
A complete account of the Black Cock as found in Middle and South 
l<jurope. 

D.****' JV!adame. 
1813. Cabinet du petit naturaliste . 12mo. pp. 220. 
illusl. pl. 
A child's natural history of little scientific interest but a very rare 
item-not in most libraries. 

DABBENE, R. 0' 1912. Contrib~liones a la ornitologia del Para
~ {:vay. Notas sJbre las Aves coli. en Villa Rica 

'p'er F. Posmer. 4to. pp. 108. 

DADA Y, E. vo, · J . See BUDAPEST, 1900. 

DAGLISH, ERIC FITCH [1894- ] . 
1925. Woodcuts of [20] British birds; with 
descriptions by the artist. 4to. pp. 165. 20 pl. 
T. of c. London. 
The above is the first edition; another was published shortly after. 

1928-9. Animals in black and white. 6 vols. 8vo. 
illust. New l'ork. 
Co TE TS. Vol. 1. The larger beasts. 2. The 
smaller beasts. 3. The larger birds. 4. The 
smaller birds. 5. Reptiles. 6. Fishes and sea 
animals. 
A popular bnt accurate accOlmt of many interesting species of world 
fauna. 

DAHL, CARL FRIEDRICH THEODOR [1856- ]. 
1912. Leitfaden zum ~estimmen der .kogel Mitlel
Europas, ihrer ~pg~ider und l'lirer ~ester, 
nach leicht und-Bicher erkennbaren .hl.erk'malen. 
8vo. pp. 162. 55 figs. in lexl. T. of r. i'lidex. 

Berlin. 
C'hiefly a memoir on the birds inhabiting Central Europe, including a 
description of the species with their nests. 

1925-9. Die Tierwelt Deutschlands und der 
angrenzenden Meeresteile nach ihren Merkmalen 
und nach ihrer Lebensweise. 16 vols. 4to. illust. 

Jena. 
A voluminous treatise on the fauna of orthern and Central 
Europe. 

n.d. Die biokonotische Stellung der Vogel. 4to. 
pp. 9. 6 figs. in text. (' Nerthus ', illustrirte Zeit
schrift fi.ir volksti.imliche N a turkunde.) 
A study of the reptilian and intermediate ancestors of birds. One 
of a series of separates from a rare periodical. From Professor 
Reichenow's library. 

DAHL, SvEND [1887- ] . 
1910. Bibliotheca zoologica Danica 1876-1906; 
Fortegnelse over Danmarks Zoologiske Literatur 
1876-1906. 8vo. pp. 22 + 262. Kebenhavn. 
A valuable bibliography of Scandinavian zoology. 

DAHLGREN, ULRIC [1870- ] and XEPNER, 
W.A. 
1928. A text-book of the principles of animal 
histology. 8vo. pp. 14+515. illusl. New York. 

DAXIN, vVILLIAM JoHN [ 1883- J. 
1927. The elements of general zoology; a guide 
to the study of animal biology. 8vo. pp. xvi+496. 
252 figs. T. of c. append. index. London. 
The author adopts an unusual method of approach to the subject, 
and refutes the statement that zoology does not readily lend itself 
to experiment. References to birds are nwnerous. 

D' ALBERTIS, LUIGI MARIA [1841- ] . 
1881. New Guinea; what I did and what I saw. 
lnd ed. 2 vols. num. pi. ( 4 col. birds). London. 

DALGLIESH, GoRDON. 
1907. Familiar Indian birds. 8vo. pp. 8 + 69. figs. 
in text. London. 
A popular little book with a pleasing account of common Indian 
birds. 

DALL, \\-' ILLIAM HEALEY [1845-1921] and BAN
NISTER, H. M. 
1867-9. List of the birds of Alaska, with bio
graphical notes. 4to. pp. 267-324. pl. (col.) 
.Y_Y \ '11--Y _L\ i L 1 fig. [Chicago.] 
A photo tat copy from the Transactions of the Chicago .A.caden~'V of 

ciences, i, pp. 267-324. One of the rarest works on Amencan 
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~ "?.rnithology. Not over 50 copies with title were issued, and of these more than half were destroyed by the Great Fire in 1870. The colored plates drawn by Edwin Shrppard are very tlnr , mo t of them contribntrd by citizens of ('hicago. 

1870. Alaska and it Re ·ources. Boston. 
1874. 1 ote on the avifauna of the Aleutian 
Islands, especially those west of Unala ka. 8vo. 
pp. 12. n.p. From the Proceedings of the Gal. 
Acad. Sci. · printed in advanre March 14th, 1874. 

an Francisco. 
Observations made during thr season of 1873, on board the l nited States {'oast Survey cuttrr 'Yukon' , engaged in surveys among the Aleutian Islands. The annotated lif;t embracrs 45 species. 
1915. Biography of Spencer F. Baird, ete. See 
BAIRD, S. F. Phi/a. 

DALLAS , \VILLIAM WEETLA D [1824-90]. 
1856. A natural history uf the animal kingdom; 
being a systematic and popular description of the habits, structure, and classification of animals, 
from the lowe t to the highest forms. Arranged according to their organization. 4to. pp. 817. col. 
front. illusl. 
ReLslH' with new t.-p., of a portion of vols. 2 and 3 of Orgauir nature, the 3rd and 6tl1 volumes of Orr's CirclP of tile sciences, 1854-6. 
1857. Zoology; being a systematic account of the 
general structure, habits, instinct , und u es of the principal families of the animal kingdom . .See 
also CARPE TER, W. B. 

1860. A natural history of the animal kingdom. 
8vo. pp. [2] +818. illust. London. 
1867. Pterylography. .See ITZSCII, CHRISTTA 
LUDWIG. 

**** and others. 
(1 868]. The museum of natural history; being a 
popular account of the ... various departments 
of the Animal kingdom. See RICHARD SO , ir J. 

n.d . Short studies from nature by various authors. 
8vo. pp. vi +336. front. (col.). 48 figs. T. of c. 
index. London. 
A series of studies in Zoology, one of which is entitled 'Birds of passage', with three figures in the text. 

DALTON-BUBGESS , M. A. 
1926. Catalogue of birds in the aviary of the late 
Mrs. M. A. Dalton-Burgess, Clifton. 4to. pp. 8. 
illust. front. Bristol. 
A valuable list since it gives not only the systematic but the dealers' names for the numerous birds-mostly Psittaci-in one of the largest and best-known private aviaries in England . 

DAMIBI . 
1868. Hayatu'l-haywan. A zoological encyclo
pedia in Arabic. 2 vol~. in_ 1. folio. n.p. num. 
marginal and textual cuts. hthog. 

Tehran, Persia. 
A ftne and rare copy of the medieval original, which has been trans· lated into several languages including English ; most editions are in the Blacker Library. 

DAMPIEB, WILLIAM (1652-1715]. 
1697. A new voyage round the world, describing particularly, the isthmus of America, etc. Illust. 
12mo. pp. vi+ 550. front. (map fold.). 4 maps 
~3fold.). T.ofc. London. 
The editio princeps of at least eight editions of the e fa mons voyages, most of which are listed in this Catalogue. There are many :eferenc~s to bird scattered throughout the volume but no illustratiOns (as m the Ma.sefield's edition). The volume is rare; no copy in the Cat. Br. Mus. (Nat. His.). 

1703-5. A new Voyage round the World. 5th ed. 
Voyage and Descriptions: .... upplement to the Voyage round the \\'orld, etc. 2 vols. 8vo. general 
index. 
Editio altera, with the supplements, of thiil crlebratrd treatise. lt is one of the rarer printings. 

1780. The Voyage, 1680- 1705, of Capt. Dampier. Edited by .J. Il. Moore. (\Vanting. ) 
One of the brst accounts of the naturali t'. numerous expeditions. 
1906. Dampier 's Voyages. Consisting of a New 
voyage round the world, a supplement to the Voyage round the world, Two voyages to Cam
peachy; a Discourse of winds, a Voyage to New Holland, and a Vindication, in answer to the chimerical relation of vVilliam Funnell. Edited by 
John Ma efield. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pfJ. i.r -j (1)-i
(ill +(1) . front. (portr.). 5 maps (fold.). T. of c. 
Vol. II, pp. t•ii +(1)+623 +( 1). 15 pl. 6 maps 
(fold. ). T. of c. 2 indexes. London. 
Probably tlw mo~t romvlete of all the editions. The text used for the New Voyage round the World (1679-91), etc., is that of thr sixth rdition, and for the Voyage to New Holland that of the edition of 1729. Both volumes abound with references to birdR. The four plates contain 10 illustrations of the most curiou specie:;;. 
1927. A new voyage round the world, with an 
introdurtion by Sir Albert Gray. pp. xxxvii + 376. 
illust. (incl. facsims. ). portr. maps (part fold.). 

London. 
With reproductions of title-pagrs of the 1st and 7th editions. Edited b~· N. l\I. Penzer. 

DAN A , JAl\IES DWIGHT [1813-95]. 
1863-4. I. On parallel relations of the classes of 
vertebrates, and on some characteristics of the reptilian birds. I I. The classification of animals based on the principle of cephalization [1 ]-3. 
Ill. Note on the position of amphibians among the classes of vertebrates. 3 vols. in 1. 8vo. illust. 

New Haven. 
Autographed copy of valuable contributions to vertebrate wology by this celebrated geologist. The present volume is rare. 

DANCUS (S up p osititious King of India). 
1874. Libro delle nature degli uccelli fatto per 
lore Danchi [and tr. from the Lat.] Testo antico Toscano messo in luce da Francesco Zambrini. 
pp. 34+[2]+71. illust. (Scelta di curiosit~ letterarie inedite o rare dal secolo XIII al XVli.) 

Bologna. A scarce and curious work. 

DANDO , vV. P. 
n.d. \Vild Animals and the Camera. pl. · London. 
n.d. More vVild Animals and the Camera. pl. 

New York. DANFOBD , C. G. 
1889. Notes on sport and ornithology by 
Prince Rudolf of Austria. Translated by C. G. Danford. See RUDOLF, F. K. J. 

DANIEL , JOHN FRANKLIN [1873- ]. 
1928. The elasmobranch fishes. 4to. pp. 12 + 332. 
illust. pl. Berkeley. 

DANIELL , WILLIAM (1769-1837]. 
( 1809]. Interesting Selections from Animated 

ature, etc. 2 vols. folio. 120 pl. with descriptive 
Letterpress. London. 
This work is described in the title as furnishing 58 additional illustra}..._ tions to Wood's Zooqraphv. 
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DANIELSSEN, l . C. 
1883. See KORE , .lOll A~. 

DANMARXS FAUNA. 
1907-28. Illustrerede ITaandbeger over den 
Danske Dyreverden, udg. af aturhistorisk 
Forening. 8vo. illusl. 1 ' o . 1- :W,. Copenhagen. 
A popular but relialJle ~serial description of the fauna! life of 
Denmark publi hed underthf' auspices of the local Natural Hi. tory 
Society. To date 3:2 numbers haw been i >~sned . 

DANNEMANN, F. 
1921. Plinius und seine Naturgeschirhte, etc. 

DANSXE-FUGLE [bi-annual 
DANSX ORNITHOLOGISK 
VED P. SKOVGAARD. 
1920-date. 8vo. illu l. 

Jena. 

Organ for ] 
CENTRAL 

Viborg. 
This small but promising journal iR devotf'd to a ~tudy of (iu par
ticular) the birds of Denmark. 

DANSKE VIDENSKABERNES SELSKAB. 
Copenhagen. 

1917-dale. Biologi ke meddelel er. 
1824-46. Sel kabs krifter. (Naturvidenska-
belig. ) Series 4. 
1849-80. el kabs Skrifler. ( aturvideuska-
belig.) Series 5. 
1880-1904. SelskaiJs krifter. (Naturviclenska-
belig.) Series 6. 
1904-14/15. Selskabs Skrifter. (Naturddenska
belig.) Series 7. 
1915/ 17-date. Selskal's ._ krifter. (Naturvidenska
belig.) Series 8. 
1814-date. Oversigt over ... forhandlinger. 

. DANSX NATURHISTORISK FORENING. 
Copenhagen. 

1849-date. Videnskabelige. 

1849-1912 as Naturhist. Forening i Kjobenhavn. 

DANSX ORNITHOLOGISK FORENING. 
Copenhagen. 

1906-date. Tidskrift. Quarterly. 
The Tidskrift is the principal ornithological journal publi:,hed in 
Denmark. It is not only the organ of the Danish Ornithological 
Society (whose proceedings are regularly reported in its pages) but 
it. as regularly prints valuable articles not. only on aYian life in 
general but on Scandinavian ornithology in particular. Although 
it is not the pmpose of this catalogue to refer to specific essay in 
the periodicals noted yet an exception may be made to the admir
able, illustrated papers in the 'l'idskrift on Prehistoric Birds by 
Gerhard Heilmann. Other writers of importance have, with the 
Editor, also furnished noteworthy art.icles-A. Hagerup, P. Jesper
sen, P. Skovgaard, C. A. Rasmussen, E. Lehn Schipler, J. Ferdinand, 
S. M. Saxtorph, R. J. Olsen, and a number of others. 

DANTZIG. Naturforschende Gesellschaft. 
1746-56. Versuche und Abhandlungen. 1- 3 (all 
pub.). 

1778. Neue Versammlungen. 

1820-62. Neuste Schriften, continued as 

1863-date. Schriften. Neue Folge. ,--

D' ARENBERG, Prince E. 
1922. Les Passeraux, etc. pp. 156. 17 col. pl. 

Paris. 

DARESSY, G. See GAILLARD, c. La Faune, etc., 
1905. 

DARLUC, MICHEL [1717- 83]. 
1782-6 . . \vignon; Hi Ioire naLurelle de la Pro
venee. 3 vols. 8vo. Avignon. 

DARMSTADT. Naturhistorischer Vereiu 
fuer ... Hessen und Umgebung. 
1847-8. Yrrhandlungen. 1- 2 (all pub.). 

DARWIN, CHARLES RoBERT [1809-82]. 
1839. Narrative of the surveying voyages of 
I I.M.S. Adventure and Beaale between ... 1826 
nnd 1836. Philip King and olhers. 3 vols. in 4. 
Suo. il/ust. London. 
One of the earliest vublications relating to these famous Voyages, 
f' ]Jochal accounts that have pas~ed through V many f'dition, and 
have been tran lated into many foreign la'figuages. 

1839-43. The zoology of Lhe voyage of H.l\1 .. 
Beagle, ullcler the command of < .aptain Fitzroy, 
during the years 1832 to 1836. 5 vol . in 3. folio. 
pl. London. 
l<'inf' ropy of this work (edited by Charles Darwin) so well known to 
nat,urali~ts and so necessary t.o all students of vertebrate wology. 
A complete tablr of content. i::; givrn under Zoology of the royage, 
f'tr. (q.v.). 

!Ji** Jllld w ALLACE, ALFRED. 
858. On the Tendency of • pecies to form 

Varieties, etc. 8vo. London. 
A celebrated treatise, forerunnN of thf' Origin of SpeciPs. See also 
WALLACE, ALFRED R. , 1858. 

1859. On the Origin of Species by means of natural 
selection. 8vo. pp. 10 + 502. 1 pl. London. 
This copy (very rare) i the first impreS'ion of the first edition in 
which thr story of the bear (p. 18-!), afterwards suppressed, is given. 
The various libraries of l\1cGill have on their shelves most of the 
numerous editions and tran"latious of thi famous work. 

1859. On Lhe origill of speci s b~ means of natural 
selection. 8vo. pp. 10 + 502.1\pl. London. 
The ( o-ralled) first edition. Both the fir::;t. impression and the first 
edition are now quite rarf' . 

1859. Journal of researche into the natural his
tory and geology of Lhe countries visited during 
the voyage of H.M.S. Beagle round the world, 
under the command of :apt. Fitzroy. 2 vols. Suo. 
Vol. I, pp. vii +(1 )+ 3.51. 6 figs. T. ofc. Vol. 11, 
pp. 5 + (1 ) + 7-324. 15 figs. T. of c. index. 

New l ork. 
A popularaccountof thevoyageof the 'Beagle', in which references 
to birds occur frequently. 

1868. The Variation of Animal and Plants under 
Domestication. 2 vols. 8vo. illusl. London. 
An exceedingly interesting and well-known treatise by the great 
Jlaturalist. A second edition appeared in 1875. 

1871. The descent of man, and selection in relation 
to sex. 2 vols. illust. London. 
First edition of tllis much debated work. 

1872. Expression of the emotions in man and 
animals. \Yith photographic and other illustra
tions. 12mo. pp. vi+ 37 4. 7 pl. ( 3 fold.). 21 figs. 
T. of c. index. London. 
First printing of this classie who e title sufficiently explains its 
contents. References to bird occur throughout the vo!mne, 
especially to sheldrakes, flamingos, kingfishers, kagus, rowls, 
chickens, and the secretary bird. 

1873. The expression of the emotions in man and 
animals .... " ' ith photographic and other illustra
tions. 8vo. pp. v+374. 7 pi. (2 fold.). 21 pgs. 
T. of c. index. New l ork. 
The American edition of the original published in London. 
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1875. Voyage d'un naturaliste autour du monde \'Beagle'). 

1878. Journal of re earches into the natural hi -lory and geology of the countries Yi ited during lhe voyage of H. LS. Beagle round lhe world. New ed. 8vo. pp. x+519. 19 figs. (5 of birds). T. of c. index. Sew 1 ork. 
The . econd edition of thiH work <l})pear d in I 45 and was rci;;sued with a postscript in 1 60, and apparently again in 1878, the date of the present copy. The volume contain a conden ·ed popular history of the voyage, with references to birds ~cattered throughout its pages. For a more detailed account of these the reader is ref rred to the larger publications on the zoology of the Yoyage, the account of the Aves being by John Gould. There are many ~:~ubse(}Uent edition of the pre ent work tmder slightly different titles, one in 18881 another in 1897, and one with no date, but presumably published after the author' death in 1882. 
1880. What Mr. Darwin aw ... in the ' Beagle' . 

• Vew }-ork. 
1887. Podr6z naturalisty, etc. (Polish translation of the Voyage of the 'Beagle'). n·arsaw. 
1888. naturali t' voyage. Journal of re earches into the natural hi tory and geology of the countries visited during the voyage of fl.;\I.S. 'Beagle round the worlcl. Seventeenth thou and. 8vo. pp. x+519. 19 figs. (6 of birds ). T. o(c- inde.c. 

London. 
Apparently a reissue of the 1860 and 1878 editions with altered title. 
1888. Journal of He earche iuto the 1\atural I I istory . . . of the Voyage of the ' Beagle'. 
1893. Reise eines Naturforscher um die \\'ell. ( Tr. by J. Caru . ) 2nd ed. Stuttgart. 
189 7. A Naturalist 's Voyage. Journal of re-earche into lhe natural history and geology of lhe countrie vi ited during the voyage round the worW of H.l\I. . Beagle. \\'ilh portrait. vo. pp. xii+500. 19 figs. (5o( birds). T. of r. index. 

London. 
Apparently another rei ue of the 1860 and 1878 edition: with an altered title. 

1909. Darwin and modern ·cience. Sfe sEWARo, 
A. c., ed. 

1910 . Brili h· .J.lus<"um .:'\allm~l Ili tor~ ~pecial Guide no. 4. Iemorials of Char!<" Darwin to commemorate the 50th Anniver ary of the publication of the 'Origin of pecie '. London. 
191 2. Journal of H<" card1e~ into lhc . ' atural History ... of the Vo age of lhe 'Beagle', etc. New ed. 8vo. 
1913. Journal or Hescarchcs, cl<'. 
ldentical with the forl'going. 

n.d . .Joumal of re earehcs illlo the natural historv and geology of the countries vLil<"d during tl1e voyage of H.M .. 'Beagle' round thr world; with a biographical introctuctiou. 1'0. Jip. 492. front. (portr.). 15 pl. 30 figs. T. of c. index. London. 
The text of t1Li8 Pdition appears to be tiH• ~amr as that of the second (1845), embellished, however, with 16 fuU-page plates and many extra figure in the text. 

DARWIN, ERAS.J\IUS [17:31 - 1 ()·,,n . 
1794- 6 . Zoonomia; or, lhe Law or Organic J .ife. 2 vols. 4lo. pi. London. This is the celebrated forerunner of Darwinism, fully annotated elsewhere iD this lNTH.OliUCTION. 
1796. Zoonomia, or, The laws of orga11i1· life. 2nd ed. corr. 2 vols. London. 

DARWIN , FR CIS [1848-?19'23]. 
1922. na turali l' calendar kept a l Swaffham Bulbeck, Cambridge hi1·e, by Leonard Blomefield. . . . ·2nd e<l. diled b, F. Darwin. .See BLOMEFIELD, originally JE, Y '!-1, RefJ. L. 

D AUBENTON , EDl\lE Lou~ [ 173·2-8 J. 
1771-86. Ili toire naturelle de oiseaux. [Edition with the· Plane lie · Pnluminee ·' drawn lJy l\Iartinel under lhe upervision of E. L. Daubenton.] ee B FFO~, <i. L. L. 

1874. 'ee BODOAERT, P. 

DAUBENTON, Lo IS JE.\:\1 ~lARIE [1716-9·9]. 1749-1804. ee BVFFON and others, 174 9-1804. 
1776. Collection cl'Oi eau:x 1 'a tifs ... de Papillons, etc. folio. Nuernberg. 
1782-1832. , 'ee E, CYCLOPEDIE .METlfODIQ E. 

DAUBENY, Cu RLES GILES BRIDLE [1795-1867] aJICl others. 
1869. Fugiti\ e Poems connected with i\"atural Hi tory, etc. 12mo. U:rford. 

DAUDIN ' FR.\;-.I~.,. OIS ~lARIE [ 1774- 1804 ]. 
1800. An V Il I. Traile elemenLaire eL eompleL d'ornilhologie, uu I Ii Loire nat urelle des oiseau . • 2 vols. 4to. 29 col. pi. T. o( c. indexes. Vol. I, pp. 474. 8 col. pl. Vol. Il, pp. 473 + 1. 21 col. pl. 

Paris. 
ThiR iR th Pdition with tlw plate:; colored, and in thi · state is a ~:~earc·e item . It i: a fine example of ornithologie book-making and reflects credit on the literary and scientific qualities of the First Fr nch ltepublie. The author acknowledge his indebtedness to ·citoyNl~ CnYier, Dunu!ril et Dufresne' for a part of hi· text and illustration~;;. From thr library of Kirhe ~wann who has made a numbrr of autograph notPR. 

[1801-4]. .\ll ~T-XJ1I. llisLoire Xaturelle generale .. . des Hepliles . uitc de Buffon (Sonnini). vols. Paris. 

DAUDIN, liENRl. 
1926. < :u,·ier et Lanmrtk. Lcs dasses zoologiques elt'. (17\HI- IH30). 2 vols. vo. Paris. 
A mo~t useful treati '"t on nota hie IIH' ll and their work in wology ancl it,. litf•rature. 

[1926]. De Liune fl .Jus. ieu, elr. 8uo. Paris. 

DAULTON , \il's. A.\\'. 
1903. \\' ings and .., t ings. \ \,.a nlit w. ) 

DAVENPORT ACADE M Y OF S CI ENCES . 
Davenport. 

18671 76 dale. l'ro ·ee<lings. 
1867-1902 ~~s Proceeding~ of Da' en port . \raderny of . ·atural ~dence . 

DA VID , A n:.tA ll, A/JI1c [ 18'2() 
LET, Ei\IILE. 

J und OUSTA-

1877. Ll'S oiseau. dl' la ChiJH' . . '2 t•ols. J.lo. \'ol. I, 
Tc~l. pp. t•ii r 1 .)73. inde.r. \ ol. J J, .ltlrts. pp. vi. 124 col. fJI. 1'. of c. P aris. 
Prohaloly tiH' nto:-;t important ,~ st ental i<· lltonogrn P.h ·'~·I IITittru on thr l'irds of ('hina. The work treats ol XOi spP!'H's, Jllu:;tratPd h\· a eolle!·tion uf llne rolored plate" that ~reatl~ assbt a "tu!ly 01 tJ1e ubjcct. 
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DAVIE, OLIVER. 
1889. Nests and eggs of North American birds. 
3rd ed., revised and augmented. Introduction 
by J. Parker N orris. Illustrations by Theodore 
Jasper ... and \\·. Otto Emer o. pp. (10) + 
455 + (1) +xii. front. 12 pl.. a n . index. 

Columbus. 
One of the earliest works on :Xorth American oology, containing 
descriptions of the ne ts, eggs, and nesting habits of the birds of the 
country. The original edition (1885) was issued under a somewlmt. 
different title, • An Egg Check-list of North American birds', and in 
a much more abbreviated form . A fourth edition with a slight 
alteration in the title-page only, appeared the same year. 

1889. Nests and eggs of North American birds. 
4th ed. pp. (10) + 455. front. 12 pl. append. 
index. Columbus. 
This edition apparently differs only from that of the third 1889 in 
the deletion of the words • revised and augmented'. A fifth edition, 
revised, augmented, and illu trated, was issued in 1898, with a 
second impres.«ion in 1900, published in Philadelphia, which differs 
in the title-page and number of illustrations from the former. 

1894. Methods in the art of taxidermy. Ninety 
full-page engravings chiefly drawn by Theodore 
Jasper. 8vo. pp. xiv+150. front. 89 pl. T. of c. 
index. Columbus. 
A manual illustrating the variom; modes of procedure in taxidermy. 
The portions devoted to the skinning and mounting of birds are 
chapters IV-VIII, pp. 39-78, with illustrations plates X-XLIII. 
A list. of subscribers is given at the end of the volume, pp. i- xiii. 

1898. ~ests and eggs of North American birds. 
5th ed., revised, augmented, and illustrated. 

Columbus. 

[c. 1900]. Nests and eggs of North American 
birds. With a chapter on ornithological and 
oo1ogical collecting. 5th ed. 8vo. pp. ( 8) + 509 + 
(1) + 18 +xxi. front. 5 pl. 268 figs. append. index. 

Phila. 
A second impression of the 1889 edition. The text if; the same in 
both editions, differences occurring in the title-page, frontispiere. 
and number of illustrations. It is in two parts: (1) Nests and eggs of 
:North American birds, (2) Ornithological and Oological collecting, 
with five plates illustrating avian taxidermy. 

DAVIES, A. M. and WELLS, H. G. 
1923. Text-book of zoology. 6th ect. rev. hy J. T. 
Cunningham. See WELLS, 11. G. 

DAVIES, G. CHRISTOPHER. 
1890. The natural history of Selborne. See 
WHITE, GILBERT, 1890. 

DAVIES, JAMES BOYD. 
1858. The practical naturalist's guide, containing 
instructions for collecting, preparing, and prr
serving specimens in all department. of zoology. 
8vo. pp. iv -j-82. 10 figs. T. ofc. index. Edinburgh. 

DAVIES, vYILLIAM [1814- 91 J. 
1874. Catalogue of the Pleistocem' vertei>t·at8 ... 
in the collection of Sir A. Bracly, b~ \\". Davies, 
with an introd. by Sir .\. Brady. 8vo. pp. 27 + 74. 
1 pl. figs. in text. See also BRADY, A., 1874. London. 

DAVIS,JAlESRICllARJJAI SWOR"J'll [1 61 - ]. 
1893. An elementary text-hook of biolog·y. ·2nd 

ed. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. £, pp. xii + 287. 128 fiy~. 

T. of c. glossary. inde:r. Vol. II, pp. ~rii + 405. 
108 figs. T. of c. glossary. indu. J.ondon. 

1903-4. The natural historv of }lnimals: the 
animal life of the world in ils 'various aspects and 

relations. 4 vols. in 8. 8vo. pp. cxiv + 1,957. 63 pl. 
(32 col. ). 1,957 figs. T. of c. glossary. index. 

London. 
This excellent, well-illustrated work instead of treating the various 
animal groups seriatim, aims at bringing out the complex inter
relation between the different groups, the interdependence of 
animals and plants, and the bearing upon life of chemical and 
phy ical conditions. 

DAVIS, JAMES Wn,LIAM [1846-93]. 
1887. The fos il tlshes of the chalk of Mount 
Lebanon, in Syria. 4to. pp. 180. pl. Ex. from 
Royal Dllblin Society. Scientific transactions, vol. 3, 
Ser. 2. Dublin. 

DAVIS, MILES AVERY [1843-1915?]. 
1916. Bird poems. 16mo. pp. 37. New York. 

DAVIS, \VILLIAM J. 
1907. The birds of Kent. 8vo. pp. iv+298. 1 pi. 
1 map. Dartford. 

DAVY, JoH [1790-1868]. 
1821. An account of the interior of Ceylon, etc. 
4to. pp. viii + 530. London. 
This is the first English work dealing with the civil and religion~ 
history of Ceylon, its natural history, and the cu tDms of its 
inhabitants. since Captain Robert Knox's History published a 
hundred and forty years previou ly. 

DA WSON' CHARLES B. 
1916. Hand-list of the birds of British Guiana, 
with some account of their habits and affinities. 
Published under the auspices of the Museum Com
mittee of the Royal Agricultural and Commercial 
Society, Georgetown. 8vo. pp. (2) + 72. 

Georgetown. 
A series of articles giving a brief, general description of all the 
('lasses, Orders, Families, and Genera of the birds of the colon~· with 
a short account of their habits, characteristics, and affinities. The 
list of the Colony birds ha.· been compiled from the Hand-list of the 
British Museum l899-HH2. The t.ractate is rarr; not li ted in the 
Cat. Br. 111us. (Nat. Hist.). 

DAWSON, GEOR<;E MERCER [1849-'?19'21). 
1875. British North American Boundary Com
mission. Report on the Geology and resources of 
the region in the Yicinity of the forty-ninth 
parallel, from the Lake 01" the \Yoods to the 
Rocky Mountains. With lists of plant anti 
animals collected, and notes on the fossils. 8uo. 
pp. xii + 387. (rant. (col. map, fold.). 18 pl. 2 maps 
(col. (old.). T. o( c. (j append. index. Jfonlreal. 
.:\" ot.es referriug to hird;; "ill be found on pp. 279- 3, and consi t 
principally of datet; of arrh·al of the bird,; at l>uffrrin in the priog 
of 1874. 

DAWSON, Sir JOH'< v\"ILLIAl\1 [1810-99]. 
1854. Praclieal hint to the farmer of ~o\·a 

Scotia on the management ami improvement of 
live stork, etc. 8vo. pp. viii + 9-148. 12 fig:s. 
T. of c. index. Halifax. 

1863 . . \ir-brt>alhers of Lite Coal Period ... Land 
.\nimals found iu Nova Seotia. 8vo. pp. 4-t-81. 
7 pi. Jfontreal. 

1875. The Dawn of Life, etc. pp. 12 + 239. 8 pi. 
illu~t. text. JJ ontreal. 
A completr collection of Principal Daw:-;ou'::; works on natural 
hi tory are in the ..\Jc(1illlibrarie , ~;eYeral of them, his Haml/iook. of 
Zooloyy, ..\[ontreal. 188(.i, fur rxample, especially ue<tling _wtth 
Yertebrate zoology, being notell hrre. The English edition ot the 
pre:,ent title, publif;hed in London, i ' Life's Dawn on Earth. 
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1884. Hand-book for the Dominion of Canada prepared for the Meeting of Br. Ass. A. S. at Iontreal. 8vo. pp. 12+335. 2 maps (1 col.). 

1\1 onlreal. The natural history of Canada, especially its geology, is included. 
1886. I Iandbook of Zoology, with examples from Canadian specie , recent and fos il. 3rd ed. 12mo. pp. 8 + 304. figs. in text. A1ontreal. A popular manual of which the present edition is said to be the best. 
1888. Specimens of Eozoon canadense and their geological and other relations. 8vo. From McGill Univer iLy Publications. 

DAWSON, WILLIAM LEON [1873-?1926]. 1903. The birds of Ohio; a complete scientific and popular description of the 320 species of birds found in the tate. Col~-photography, and more than 200 original half-tones, showing the favo~rite haunts of the birds, flocking, feeding, nesting, etc., from photographs taken by the author and others. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. 1, pp. xlviii+ 368. front. 41 pl. (col.). 155 figs. (1 diagr.). T. of c. Vol. 2, pp. (4)+369-071. front. (col.). 38 pl. (col.). 57 figs. 3 append. index. Columbus. A popular but excellent and systematic treatise. 

***~BOWLES, JoH IlooPER, and others. - 1909. The birds of \Vashington; a complete scientific and popular account of the 372 species of birds found in the state. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. 1, pp. (6)+xv+(3)+458. front. 8 pl. (col.). 167 half-tones. T. ofc. Vol. 2, pp. (6)+111+(3)+459-997. front. 4 pl. (col.). 192 half-tones. T. of c. index. Seattle. A popular account of the birds of the State, with scientific and 'ernacular names, recognition marks, nesting data, and full notes on habits, etc. A supplementary chapter on 'Analytical Keys' by Lyuds J ones, and a 'British Columbia Supplement with annotations' by Allan Brooks follow. The present set forms copy No. 29 of the Author's Edition (autographed). 
1921. The birds of California. A complete, Scientific and Popular account of the 580 Species and Sub-species of Birds found in the State. 16 Photogravures, 4 full-page Photographs and more than 1,000 half-tone cuts frorri photographs, chiefly by Donald R. Dickey, Wright M. Pierce and the author. Together with 30 drawings in the text and a series of 48 full-page color plates chiefly by Maj. All an Brooks. Booklovers edition. 4 vols. 4lo. Part I, pp. 64. 4 pl. (col.). 32 figs. Part II, pp. 65-128. 4 pi. (2 col.). 27 figs. 

San Francisco. A profusely illu trated account of the birds of California with description of range, nesting, and distribution, etc. The work wa{; i~sued in a varlet · of editions, one, sumptuously bound with several of Allan Brooks' original drawings. 

1923. The birds of California. 2 vols. Los Angeles. The present ropy is of the 'tudent's edition and has the same ~ext as the · Booklovers '. Attached to the first page of volume I IS a photograph of l\:lajor Allan Brooks in his study. 
1923. The birds of California; a complete, scientific and popular account of the 580 species and sub-specie of birds found in the state; illust .... chiefly uy D. R. Dickey [and others], together with 44 drawings in the text and a series of 110 fullpage eolor plates, chiefly by Allan Brooks. Format de luxe, stockholders' ed. 4 vols. folio. (Wanting.) 

San Diego, Calif. With several original drawings by Allan Brooks. 

DA WSON -SCOTT, C. A. See RHYS, ERN EST, 1929. 

DAY, FRANCIS [1829-89]. 
[1875]-[1888]. The Fishes of India ... Burma and Ceylon, etc., with Supplement. Text and Atlas. 2 vols. 4to. pp. xx+778-(816). text illust. atlas. 195 pi. London. The recognized authority on Indian Fishes; contributed also to the Fauna of Briti$h India, 1889. See BLANFORD, W. T 

1878-91. See SCIENTIFIC RESULTS SECONDYARKAND ~SSION, 1878-91. 
'l'a80-4. The Fishes of Great Britain and Ireland [a Natural History of those known to inhabit the Seas and fresh Waters of the British Isles, with their Economic Uses and Modes of Capture]. 2 vols. 8vo. 179lilhog. pl. London and Edinburgh. A most valuable, systematic treatise by a well-known, trained expert. 

1889. One hundred and ninety-eight plates to illustrate Francis Day's work on the Fishes of India. 4to. London. These separately published plates have a page of descriptive letterpress. 

1889. See BLANFORD, W. T., 1889. 

DEAN, BASHFORD (1867-1928]. 
1895. Fishes, living and fossil. An outline of their forms and probable relationships. 8vo. pp. xiv+300. front. illusl. tables. diagr. (Columbia university biological series, Ill.) Bibliography, pp. 231-51. New York and London. A valuable systematic treatise by a well-known ichthyologist. 

****and EASTMAN, CHARLES RocHESTER. ""fm-23. A bibliography of fishes, by Bashford Dean; enlarged and ed. by C. R. Eastman. (N.Y. American Museum of Nat. History.) 3 vols. 4to. 
N.Y. The most remarkable and complete work of its kind in any language. Every article and every treatise touching any relation of piscine life and its literature are listed and fully annotated. This monumental evaluation of the bibliography of fishes may well stand as a model for similar achievements in other departments of scientific endeavor. 

DEABBOBN, NED (1865- ]. 

ss 

1893. The Death Valley expedition. A biological survey of parts of California, Nevada, Arizona, and Utah. Part Il. (U.S. Dept. of agriculture. Division of ornithology and mammalogy. North American fauna, no. 7.) 8vo. pp. 402. front. 14 pl. 2 figs. 5 maps (col., 1 fold.). T. of c. index. 
Washington. A very important contribution to vertebrate zoology. A. K. Fisher gave the Report on birds; Leonhard Stejneger on reptiles; Charles H. Gilbert on fishes, and T. S. Palmer furnished a list of localities. 290 species and sub-species of birds are described. 

1898. A preliminary list of the birds of Belknap and Merrimack Counties, New Hampshire. 
Durham. 

1903 . Birds in their relations to man, &c. See WEED, C. M., 1924. 
A third, revised edition was published in 1924. 

DE BEER, GAVIN RYLANDS (1899- ]. 1928. Vertebrate zoology; an introduction to the comparative anatomy, embryology, and evolution of chordate animals, with an introd. by J. S. Huxley. 8vo. pp. 20+505. illust. London. 
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BLAINVILLE, H. M. D. See BLAI VILLE, 

II. M. D. 

DECADES ZOOLOGI QUES de la Mission Scien

tifl(9 de !'Expedition en Indo-Chine: Oiseaux. 

Avec Introduction par L. Boutan. Hanoi, 1905-8. 

9 fasc. 93 col. pl. (WanLing.) 

DE CHAULIAC, GuY. See CAULIACO, G mo DE, 

DECKEN' CARL CLAUS vo DER [1833-65 J. 
1869-79. Reisen in Ost Afrika in 1859-61, etc. 

4 vols. 4lo. illust. Leipzig and Heidelberg. 

This well-known collection of cientiftc travelogues depicts and 

describes the natural history of Ea t Africa through the explorations 

not only of Baron von der Decken but also of the subsequent 

journeys of R. Brenner and T. Kimelbach. All the sub-classes, 

mammalia, aves, pisces, reptilia, and amphibia, were investigated 

and described, the first and last by W. C. H. Peters, the birds by 

J. Cabanis, 0. Finsch, and G. Hartlaub, and the freshwater flshe 

by E. von Martens. 

DEGLAND, COME DAMIE [d. 1856]. 
1849. Ornithologie europeenne; ou, Catalogue 

analytique et raisonne des oiseaux observes en 

Europe. 2 vols. in 1. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. (8)+632. 

T. of c. Vol. II, pp. (2) +540. T. of c. Paris. 

Diagnoses and de. cription · of the species and higher group of the 

birds of Europe with ynonymies, ete. The work is full of errors and 

was criticized by Bonaparte in his Rel'Ue Critique de l'Ornithologie 

Europeenne de .ll. le Docteur Degland (de Line), 1850. A second 

edit.ion was published by Z. Gerbe in 1867 in which ome of the 

errors of the first edition are corrected but others are unnoticed. 

1850. Revue critique de I 'ornithologie europeerle 

de M. Degland ... Lettre, &c. ee so APART-k, 

C. L. J. L. 

~and GERBE, Z. 
1867. Ornithologie europee~, ou catalogue 

descriptif, analytique et rai~onne des oiseaux 

observes en Europe. ze ed. entierement refondue. 

2 vols. 8vo . T. of c. index. Vol. I, pp. xxx+610. 

T. of c. Vol. II, pp. xv+637. T . of c. general index. 
Paris. 

A valuable contribution to a study of European bird- with their 

synonymy, diagnosis, di tribution, and habits. This second edition 

of the earlier (18Ml) work was edited, amended, and corrected by 

Gerbe after the death of Degland. It is unfortunate that neither of 

t.hese printings is illustrated. There is also a supplement (1912) 

published by E. L. Trouessart, with the title Catalogue des Oiseav.x 

d'Europe (q.v.). 

1912. Catalogue des Oiseaux d'Europe, pour 

servir de complement et de upp).ement -"" l 'orni

thologie europeel}e, de Degland et Gerbe (1867). 

See TRO ESSART,'E. L. 
There is also an Atlas, Vol. I and Appendix, published by D. olo

mirsky, Stockholm, 1914-15. 

DEGREA UX, LAURE T. 
1871. Etudes Ornithologiques, etc. 8vo. (Want

ing.) Paris. 

DEHAUT , E. G. 
1911-15. Materiaux pour servir a l'histoire zoo

logique et paleontologique des iles de Corse et de 

Sardaigne. pis. 1-4 in 1 vol. folio. pl. Paris. 

1920. Contributions<tl'etude de la Vie vertebres, 

etc. 8vo. Paris. 

DE XAY, CHARLES [1848-?1920]. 
(1898]. Bird gods, with an accompaniment of 

decorations by George \Vharton Edwards. 8vo. 

pp.xix+(5)+249. 53figs. T.ofc. index. 
New York. 

Studies in mythology to show the influence of birds and bea ts on 

prehistoric religions. Attached is an autographed letter from the 

author to Ern est lngersoll, dated Nov. 30, 1898. (\ 

DE KA;Y, JAl\lES ELLSWORTH [1792-1851]. 

1842-4. Zoology of New York, Part I. [6 'ols. 

of Natural History of New York. 1842-!14.] 4to. 
New 1 or!.: . 

This author deals comtJletely with S. Y. Zoo lOllY, Part I. The 

section devoted to the mannnali:t is tlart 1, pp. 13 + U6, :3 pls., 1842 · 

part 2, Birds, pp. 12 + 380, 14 t col. pl., 1 43-..l; part 3, Reptiles anrl 
Amphibia, pp. 6 + US, 2:3 pi., 18-!2; part ..l, Fisheg, pp. 14 41 ;i, 70 pi., 

Altogether this forms the most elaborate of the American loeal 
fauna! hi tories. The romplete work i u. ually published in 20 vols. 

DELACOUR , JEA THEODORE [1890- and 

J'ABOUILLE , PIERRE. 
1925. Recherches ornithologiqucs dan la pro

vince de Quantri (centre Annam) et quelfJues 

autres regions de l'Indochinc fran<.;ai e, par Jean 

Delacour et Pierre Jabouille. 8vo. pp. xii -f 197. 

28 pl. (9 col.). 1 fig. T. of c. bihlioyr. Paris. 

The new species noted had already been de cribed in tlw Bull. Rril. 

Orn. Club, xlv, pp. 28 35, 1024. 

1927. Les Gallinaces et les Pigeon de l'Annam. 

8 pl. 

1927. Rechcrchcs orni Lhologiquc dans Tranninh 

(Laos), etc. 

DELAGE , MARIE YvE 
HEROUARD , EDGARD. 

[1854-1920] and 

1896-8. Traite de zoo1ogic <.:oncrele. 8 vols. 4to. 

illust. Paris. 

DELAMARRE DE MONCHAUX , Comte. 

1923. Les oiseaux chanteurs; principale especes 

d'Europe. 12mo. pp. lxiii+107. 174 text-figs. 

96 col. pl. T. of c. index. (Encyclopedic pratique 

du natura/isle, IX.) Paris. 

A emi-popular account of European song-bird , rather well

illu trated by colored and plain plates. 

DELARBRE , AI'.ITOL E (1724-1811]. 
1797. Essai zooloo-ique (HisLoire Naturelle). 8vo. 

Clermont-Ferrand. 

DELAWARE VALLEY ORNITHOLOGICAL 

CLUB OF PHILADELPHIA. See CASSniA. 

DELESSERT ' ADOLPHE. 
1843. Souvenir d'un Voyage dans l'Inde execute 

de 1834 ,a 183n. 2 parts in 1 vol. 8vo. col. i llu~t. 

(\-Vanting.) Pans. 

DE LEVENDE NATUUR . 
1897-1 926 . Tijdschrift v. natuurliefhebbers, onder 

redact. Heimans and Thijsse. Annees I-XXX. 

4to. many pl. and figs. .lnzslerrfnm. 

A popular and well-illustrated Dutch periodical, devoted to natural 

history. 

DELL , J. A. 
1925. Animals in the making; an introduction 

to the study of development. 12mo. pp. xii + 11.5. 

8 pl. 31 figs. T. of c. 2 append. London. 

Chapters YIII anrl IX, pp. 71-93, are dnoted to hirds' eggs, and ~he 
development of bird!'(, with cxcelll'nt diagrams of the reprodnctJYe 

organs and embryo at variou · stages. 

DEMAISON, A DRE. 

1930 . Beast called wild. illusl. Xew fork. 

An interesting popular book on the many triumph of a naturalist 

in ecuring the confidence of animals common!~· regarded as un· 

tameable or as domesticated with difficult~ . 

DEMELL, R. 
1918. Der Flug der Insektcn und der Vogel. 5 pl. 

Jena. 

~ 
I 
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~ DEMETRIUS CONST ANTINOPOLITA-
NUS. 
1562. Dr Cura rt mPdirina arcipitrum. Petro 
< ~illio interpr le. 12mo. pp. 527- 662. in two 
rhaplers [libri ]. 
A treatise on Hawks nnd Falconry. See AET,JANL' , 1562. Another rhavtt>r, hy the same author, • ne C'nra et medirina canum ',pp. 655-o8, appear: in the latter. 

DEMIDOV , A A TOLE r., Prince of San Dona to 
[181'2- 70] . 
1840-2. Voyn~e dnns In 1 ussie meridionale et la 
Crimee, etr. 6 vols. (2 col. atlas). 8vo and folio. 

Paris. 
• -\vart from fo!;sil rcmnins and 'observations sur la Faune Pontique', 
h~ A . de ~ Tordmnnn, vf'rt ehrate zoology is not largely discussed in these excellent rrcords of the natural history of Southern Russia. 

DENDY, A. 
1920. The y tern of Animate Nature. 2 vols. N. r. 
A popnlar work on biology. 

DENHAM , DrxoN [1786-1828] and CLAPPER
T ON , H 1;n. 
1826. arrative of travels and discoveries in 
" orthern and Central frirn, in the years 1822, 
1823, and 18'24. 4lo. pp. xlviii+335+(5)+269+ 
(3). front. 36 pl. (1 col., 3 maps). 1 map (fold.). 
74 flys. T. of c. 24 append. London. 
The birds are described in the annotated list, appendix o. XXI, pp. 195- 206. A second, 8vo, edition appeared the same year but without the natural history app ndice!:!. 

DENISON UNIVERSITY, GRANVILLE, 
OHIO. 
1885-dale. Journal. 

1885-1919, a Bulletin. 

DENKER, ALFRED [1863- J. 
1907. Das Gehororgan und die Sprechtwerkzeuge 
dPr Papageirn, einr ver~leichend-anatomisch
physiologische Studie; mit ntersliitzung der 
K. Bayeri chen Akademie dt>r \Vissenschaften. 
Mit zehn Tafeln. {olio. pp. (8)+49+(21). 10 pi. 
3 figs. index. H'iesbaden. 
The author fmds that the intprnal par of })arrots is no bettfr fitted for the perception of the !:!Ounu of tl~e huma_n voice than is that of ot hf'r IJinl~; nor does thf strueturt> of the syrmx pre8ent any great~r l'apacitv for the reproduction of speech. The Reat of parrot talk IS the bac·k of the throat, assist <I by the muscles of the tongue. with its motor r<·ntrf' in the me;;ostriatum of the hemi;;:phPre .. 

Copenhagen. 
Tlw reports (pnblh;hed in both English and DaniRh) furnish relatively few articiPs on vertebrate :wology. 

1883-1930. Ornitholoo-· r Beobachtungs ta-
lionen . .Jahre ber· . Edited b C. F. Lutgen. 

6qpenhagen. 
Published in German, English, and Danbh, usually as ~eparatefl ', 
,~ith title and ( 1tcd) wrappers, and with the paginatr~m of the periodical of w ieh they form a part, with maps and plates, many 
colored. · · t•tl d This periodical mostly extracts (with new pagmat10n, 1 e-I?age !in cover ) from 1e 'Videnskabelige . . . fra den N aturht tor1ske Ji'orening i Kj enhavn ', is largely filled with de. criptions and reports of birds bserved during the year in various parts of Denmark and occasi ally in Icela~d, Greenland, an~ other nort~~rn countries. To eacli art a map 1s appended markmg th locahtles in which the reporte rds were seen. 
Aar beretning ... 6-28 unnumberPd. 

DENNIS, C. J. 
[1922]. Mateship with bird ; by A. H. Chisholm. 
With an introclurlion by .. J. Denni , &c. See 
CHISHOLM, A. H. 

DENNIS , RoBERT NATHA IEL [1817 92]. 
1925. Notes on Su e. ornithology; being ex
tract from [his] diarie ( 1845- 1869); selected and 
ed. by W. H. Mullens and . F. Ticehurst. 8vo. 
pp. 110. portr. London. 
:\lostly note on the fauna of the neighborhood. 

DENTON , SnER tAN FooTE . 
1889. Incidents of a collector's rambles in Aus
tralia, ew Zealand, and ew Guinea. 8vo. 
pp. ix+(1)+272. front. 14 pi. 42 figs. T. of c. 

Boston. 
References to birds are numerous throughout the book, many specimens being collected. 

DEPERET, CHARLES JEA JULIE [1854- ?1930]. 
1907. Le Transformations du Monde animal. 
pp. 360. Paris. 
A philosophic treati e, much of it devoted to vertebrate studie!:!. 

DERBY, Earl of. 
1851. Catalogue of the Menagerie and Aviary at 
Know ley. 4lo. See STA LEY, E. s. Liverpool. 

DERBYSHIRE NATURAL HISTORY AND 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 
1879- 98. Journal. Vols. 1-20. 8L'O. illusl. pl. 
diagr. facsim. tab. London. 

DERHAM , WILLIAM [1657- J. 
1738. A natural hi tory of bird . See ALBL , E. 

DESCOURTILZ , J. THEODORE. 
[1852]. Ornithologie Bresilienne; ou, Histoire des 
oiseaux du Bresil, remarquaules par leur plumage, 
leur chant, ou leurs hauitudes. folio. pp. 42. 
48 pl. (col.). Rio de .Janeiro. 
A very important, fundamt>ntal, sy tematic ~rea~ise. ~t fur!tishe~ descriptions and colored figures of 164 spec1cs, mcludmg lo new f\pecies and one new genus. According to Carus and Engeh!1a1m, and CoueR it wafl i sued in four parts under dates of [l8o4-6l, although the reverse of the title~p~ge in t"!llli COPY. ~ear~ tl~e d.ate Londres 1852. These ·a me authontJes also c1te an edttlon m English, but without date. The Compiler has seen an ahno8t identica! copy in thP original four parts dated Rio de Janeiro, 1875. The hbrarr of the Zoological , 'ocicty has an English translation dated 1 59. 

DESCOURTILZ , MICHEL ETIE E [1775-1 35]. 
1809. Voyage d'un naturaliste, et se ob erva
lions. Faites sur les trois regnes de la nature, dans 
plu ieurs ports de mer frangai , en Espagne, au 
·ontinent de l'Amerique Septentrionale. 3 vols. 
8vo. front. 17 col. pl. fold. lab. Paris. 
Ha bin d<> ·criht>s a cop~• havinlo( 20 pi .. ; Le lerc, ~2; Querttrd, 45. 

DESFONTAINES, RE E LOUICHE [1750-1833]. 
1880. Memoire sur quelque nouvelle e pe('es 
d'oiseaux de ct>te de BariJarie. 8vo. pp. 496-
.50,5. pl. x-xvi. (Rep. from Histoire de l'Acadbnie 
royale des sciences, nnnee 17 7.) At head of title: 
Th \Villughuy ociety. London. DENNE , D ID. .Facsimile reprint of an important ornithological 'fundamental', ?iglnal sporting sketches. See WINTLE, E. or;:h • prer.oo by Alfred • owton. 
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~DESMAREST, ANSELME GAETAN [1784-1~38]. 
1782-1832. See ENCYCLOPEDIE METHODIQUE. 

1805. An XIII. Histoire naturelle des tangares, 
des manakins et des todiers. folio. 72 col. pi. n.p. 
T. of c. Paris. 
The eight preliminary pages of text fully explain the purpose of this 
atlas and descriptive account of the cotingas and their allles. It 
was originally issued in 12 parts, the arrangement of which, including 
the fine hand-colored plates, is given in the table at the end of the 
volume. 

1820-2. Mammalogie. 2 vols. folio. (In Tableau 
encyclopedique et methodique [vols. 6-7].) Vol. 2, 
plates. Paris. 

1820-30. See VIEILLOT, A. J. P. and others. 

DESMAREST, E. See CHENu, J. c. (1850)-80. 

DESMOULINS, LOUIS ANTOINE [1794-1824 J. 
1825. Anatomie des Systemes Nerveux des Ani
maux, etc. Text. 2 parts. 8vo. Atlas. 4to. Paris. 

DES MURS, MARC ATHANESE PARFAIT ffiiLLET 
[1804-?78]. 
1842. Ova avium plurimarum. 8vo. pp. 24. 

Paris. 
1844-71. See GAY, CLAUDE. 

1845-9. Iconographie ornithologique. Nouveau 
recueil general des planches peintes d'oiseaux, 
Pour servir de Suite et de Complement aux 
Planches Enluminees de Buffon, Editions in-folio 
et in-4to de l'lmprimerie Royale, 1770, et aux 
planches coloriees de MM. Temminck et Laugier 
de Chartrouse, memes formats, accompagne d'un 
texte, critique et descriptif. Figures dessinees et 
peintes par Alphonse Prevost [1-24] et Oudard 
[25-72]. 12 livraisons; in each six plates with 
explanatory text. folio. 13 + 146 ll. Paris. 
The parts were irregularly issued and there are several errors in their 
numbering. The purposes of these fine and important colored 
illustrations are fully set forth in the above title. The present 
volume has all the original wrappers bound in. 

1847-51. [Birds of Abyssinia.] See voYAGEs, 
FRENCH. VOYAGE EN ABYSSINIE, 1845-51. 

1850-9. See CASTELNAU, F. L. 

1850-80. See CHENU, J. C. 

1860. Traite general d'oologie ornithologique au 
point de vue de la classification. 4to. pp. 19+640. 
col. pict. wrappers. indexes. Paris. 
An exhaustive and indispensable work on general oology, with an 
appended systematic catalogue of the birds after J. Verraux, an 
alphabetical list of authors cited, a bibliography, and a complete 
index of avian genera and species. 

!!.**, CHENU, J. C., and VERRAUX, J. 
1862. Le<;ons elementaires sur l 'his to ire nature lie 
des oiseaux. See CHENU, J. c. 

1886-7. Musee ornithologique illustre; description 
des oiseaux d'Europe, de leurs reufs et de leurs 
nids. 4 vols. in 5. 4to. index. Vol. I. 1886. 
pp. xii+200. 80 col. pi. T. of c. index. Vol. 11. 
1886. pp.xi+1+176. 65col.pl. T.ofc. Vol.III. 
1887. Pt. 1. pp. i-xv+1+200. 94col.pl. T. of c. 
Vol. Ill. 1887. Pt. 2. pp. 4+201-315. 95-150 
col. pi. index. Vol. IV. 1887. pp. viii+214. 50 
col. pi. T. of c. general index. Paris. 
A descriptive catalogue of the Birds of Europe with excellent plates 
of portraits, nests, and eggs, borrowed from the general treatises of 
Morris and Bree. The headings are French vernacular names of 
species. The text has been adversely criticized in Ibi8. 

DESOR, PIERRE JEAN EDOUARD [1811-82]. 
1858. Synopsis des echinides fossiles. 8vo. pp. 72 
+ 490. atlas. 45 pl. 

DESPOTT, GIUSEPPI. 
1915. A list of the birds of Malta. 8vo. (\Yanting. ) 

lVlalta. 

D'ESSLING, Prince. See MASSENA, A., 1846. 

D'ESTERNO. 
1864. Du vol des Oiseau?'~ndication des sept lois 
du vol rame et des huit fofs du vol a voile. 8vo. 
pp. 61. 35 figs. in text. 2 fold. pi. T. of c. Paris. 
A useful little treatise on bird flight and its applications to aviation. 
Not listed in the Br. Mus. Cat. (Nat. Hist .). 

DETMERS, E. 
1912. Beitrag zur Kentniss der Verbreitung der 
... Brutvogel in Deutschland. 3 maps. Neudamm. 

DETMOLD, EDWARD J. [1883- J. 
n.d. Twenty-four nature pictures, produced in 
facsimile. folio . 24 pl. (14x8 in.). with portfolio. 

[London.] 
This excellent set of nature pictures (in color) depicts six of the 
smaller British mammals, and 18 birds. The issue consisted of first 
proofs limited to 500 sets of which the present one is No. 97. The 
size of the pictures averages about 14 b) 8 inches. 

DETMOLD. Naturfreund. 
1924---date. See also NATURFREUND. 

DEUTSCHE ACCLIMATISATION. Organ 
des Deutschen Vereins fOr Vogelzucht und Accli
matisation. Redigirt von Dr. Ant. Reichenow, 
Berlin, 1879-1908? (all pub.). See also ORNITHO-
LOGISCHES CENTRALBLATT. 
Although its main title does not suggest it, this periodical is devoted 
almost entirely to the care, culture, and propagation of foreign 
bird life. It is, in effect, an offshoot of a larger journal edited by 
that accomplished ornithologist, A. Reichenow. 

DEUTSCHE EXPEDITION IN DER NORD
LICHE EISMEER. 
1900-10. Fauna Arctica. Zusammenstellung d. 
arktischen Tierformen. Vols. 1-4 and 5, pt. 1 
(all pub.). See ROEMER, F. 

DEUTSCHE GESELLSCHAFT F'UR XUNST 
UND WISSENSCHAFT IN POSEN. Natur
wissenschaftliche Abteil ung. 
1894---date. Zeitschrift. Nos. 1-8 as Naturwissen. 
Verein d. Provinz Posen. 

DEUTSCHE GESELLSCHAFT F'UR NA
TURKUNDE UND Vt>LXERXUNDE OST
ASIENS. Tokio. 
1873-date. Mitteilungen. Index and Supplement. 

DEUTSCHE GESELLSCHAFT FUR VOLKS
T'UMLICHE N ATURKUNDE IN BERLIN. 
See NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHE WOCHE SCHRIFT · 

DEUTSCHE GRAN -CHACO-EXPEDITION · 
See WISSENSCH. ERGEBNISSE DER DEUTSCHEN GRANk 

CHACO-EXPEDITION, 1930. 

DEUTSCHE MALAXOZOOLOGISCHE GE-
SELLSCHAFT. Frankjurt-a-M. 
1874-87. Jahrbiicher. 

·"' 
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DEUTSCHE ORNITHOLOGISCHE GESELLSCHAFT . 
1840-1930 . Beric-ht ueber die (Jahres-) Versammlung. [Die Allyemeine Deulsche Ornilh.-Gesellsclz.] 
Although the Journal fiir Ornitlwlogie and it ' forerunner Naurnannirt have~inee their inception been the organs of the Deutsche Ornitlwlogen Gesellschafl, and many of the papers and proceedings are regu rly reported in those periodicals, yet almost every meeting i. in addition reviewed more or less fully by one of its officers- usually hy the president-and issued a an independent report under the style of a Bericlil. Together these form a separate serie. that are very u::;eful to the advanced student, containing as they do papers from the pen of the most accomplished of European Ornithologists. 
1900-30. J ahresbericht der Vogelwarte Rossillen der Deuts hen Ornithologischen Gesellschaft. Edited by J. Thienemann. 8uo. Separate title, tinted covers, generally unaltered pagination of the Journal fiir Ornithologie. 1. J ahresberichte, 1900; issued yearly since. Illustrated by map and tables. 100 to 150 pages each. 
The fact that the issues under the above rubric occasionally appear as eparates of or excerpts from the Journal fiir Ornithologie. (q.v.) doe not give thee says a place as a genuine periodical. Occasionally, however, a Bericht was printed as a supplement to the .Journal and separately paged; consequently it seems proper to list the whole issue briefly in this catalogue. These annual reports can also be consulted in the pages of the Journal fii.r Ornitlwlogie. :5ee its General index, 1894-1913, and subse,tuent volume indexes. A description of the Observatory and a short history of its activities (Rossitten is very favorably situated, near Memel on a long peninsula, as an observation station) was published with illustrations by J. Thienemann, Berlin, 1910. 

DEUTSCHER NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICH-MEDIZINISCHER VEREIN FttR BOHMEN 'LOTOS'. Prague. 1896-date. Abhandlungen. 
1915-date. N a turwissenschaftliche Schriften. 

ee a /so LOTOS. 

DEUTSCHER NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VEREIN ZU POSEN. See DEUTSCIIE WISSE SCHAFTLICHE ZEITSCHRIFT FUR POSEN. 

DEUTSCHER N ATURHISTORISCHER VEREIN VON WISCONSIN. See WISCONSI ATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. 

DEUTSCHER ORNITHOLOGE~ VEREIN. See AUMA IA. 

DEUTSCHER 
ZUCHT UND 

VEREIN FfiR VOGEL
ACCLIMATISATION. See DEUTSCHE ACCLIMATISATION. 

DEUTSCHER VEREIN FfiR VOLKSVERSTANDLICHE GESUNDHEITSPFLEGE UND FttR NATURHEILKUNDE. Berlin. 1883 ?-8 ? Zeitschrift. 

DEUTSCHER VEREIN ZUM SCHUTZE DER VOGELWELT. Ornithologische Monatsschrift . 
1876-1930. Monthly. 8uo. illust. 
Vols. 1-2 (1876-7) title reads: Monatsschrift des Sachsisch-ThOringischen Vereins fOr Vogelkunde und Vogelschutz zu Halle. 
Vols. 3-14 (1878-89) title reads: Monatsschrift des Deutschen Vereins zum Schutze der Vogel-· 
welt. 
Vol. 15+? (1890+ ?) title reads: Ornithologische 

fonalsschl'ifl de Deuts ·hen Vereins zum Schutze der Vogelwelt. 
lfalle, Zangenuerg b. Zeiiz, Gera, .Mersebur_q, 

Leipzig, 1\l a_qdeburg. 
Thi~ iu•portant, useful aml popular periodical has maintained its early promise for over .J.u yf'ars and has done much to pre~erve and cultivate bird life in Hermany, both as the organ of numerous societies aud independently. J)uring its long life, it has published contributions-many of scirntific intcrPst and value- from most of the contemporary ornithologists. It is the oldest and probably the hest (German) joumal of its rla. s. 

DEUTSCHE WISSENSCHAFTLICHE ZEITSCHRIFT FttR POSEN. 1923- date. 
Posen, PoLand. 

DEUTSCHE ZOOLOGISCHE GESELL
Leipzig. 

SCHAFT. 
1891-da/e. \ erhandlungen. 
1896-da/e. Tierreich. 

1878-daie. Zoologisrher Anzeiger. 
1922-dale. Zuologi rher Berirht. 

DEUTSCH-OST-AFRIKA. 
1893- dale. 10 vols. to HlOU. 
numerous col. pl. and other illust. 

Berlin. 

Leipzig. 

Jena. 

8vo and folio. 
Berlin. 

This magnificent record of the e.·pedition (chiPfly) of Emin Pascha into the heart of Afriea under German tutelage is replete with valuable contributions to vertebrate zoology. So far as issued one notes that mammals are described by K. l\Ii:ibius and P. l\latschie; birds by A. Reichenow; Reptiles and Amphibia by G. Tornier; Fishes by G. Pfetfer. 

DEUXIEME EXPEDITION ANTARC-TIQUE FRANQAISE (1908-10) commandee par J . Charcot. 
1914. Sciences naturell s: documents scientiflques. [Zoology.] Oiseaux antarctiques .. ee GAIN, L. 

DE VERTEUIL, LOUIS ANTOI E .\IME. 
1858. Trinidad: Its Geography, natural resources, etc. 1 vol. 8vo. London. 

DE VIS, CHARLES w. 
1894. Report on ornithological specimens collected in Brilish New Guinea. pp. 7. \Vith 12 MSS. pages inserted between pp. 4-5. Brisbane. 
The letterpreRs is from the Report of the Queensland l\luseum, 1894. 

DE VOE, T. F. 
1867. The Market Assi tant, elc. 8uo. illusl. N. L 

DEVON AND CORNWALL NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. See PLY ro TH I TIT TIO . 

DEWAR, DouGLA [1875- ]. 
1906. Bombay ducks; an account of some of the every-day birds and beasts found in a naturalist's Eldorado. 8uo. pp. xii + 304. front. 37 pl. T. of c. glossary. index. London. 
This well-known naturalist thinks that the animals dealt with have an equal right with the pieces of dried fish called in India 'Bombay Ducks'. 

1909. Bird of the plains. 8vo. pp. uiii + 257. fronl. 15 pl. T. of c. append. glossary. index. 
London. 

Popular account of a number of Indian bird . 
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~ 7[DEWAR, n. (ronld. )] 

1911. The Indian 'row; his book. 2nd eel., rev. 
and enl. 8vo. pp . 6+77. 16 figs. T. of c. J;Jadras. 
'l'hP first edition of this very interesting and amusing book was 
issued in 1905. lnserted is n lrtter to l>r. { 'asey Wood dated 
January ::3, I 025, fl'Oill thP puhli. hPrs. regarding thr supposed 
defecti\'P pagr 72. 

1913. < ;]impoes of Indian I lirdR. 8vo. {J[) .. till+ '!G6. 
T. of'. t. indeil.'. f_ondon. 

1915. Bird of the. Indian hill . A companion 
volume to the IJit'd volumes of Tile Fauna of 
British India. 8vo. pp. 264. inde.r. 

London, ew l 'orf.c, and Toronto. 
Popular account of common bir<ls found in thr Himalayas, Nilgiris, 
and Palni Hill~ . lllO::;tly f akPn fro111 npwspnpers ami magazin<> 
articlefl. AppendPd are YPrnacular Wlmes of Himalayau birds. 

1923. Indian bird . ; being a key to the rommon 
birds of the plains of India. A companion volume 
to the bird volumes of The Fauna of British India 
& Jerdon's Birds of India. 8no. pp. 230. T. of c. 
index. London. 
A popular account for easily identifying the common birds of the 
plains of India (exclu~ivf> of the majority of game birds) based upon 
a classification accor<ling to color, with a list of Hindustani names. 
The first edition was i~sued in HH 0: the reYiRed e<lition in 1920. 

1923. Himalayan and Kashmil'i hirus, being a key 
to the birds commonly seen in ummer in the 
Himalayas & Kashmir. 8no. pp. 6 + 7-19.9-j (1 ). 
T. of c. index. London. 

1923-5. The common uircl of India. 2 vols. 4to. 
pp. 126 and 128. 2 col. pi. many text-figs. index·es. 

Calcutta and Simla. 

1924. Birds of all Inuian village. "2nd ed. 12mo. 
pp. 146. col. front. 46 poorly printed cuts in the 
text. London and Calculla. 
!::;sued for the special benefit of Indian rPaders. 

[ 1925]. Indian bird life; or the struggle for exi -
tence of birds in India. 12mo. pp. xvi + 276. 

London. 
Largely a compilation of the ousen·ations of field naturalists, the 
nomenclature being thllt of Blandford and Oat.es in the hird 
volumes of the Fauna of British India , 1889-98. 

1925. The duck of India, &e. See WRIGHT, R. G. 

[1928]. Birds at the nest. 12mo. pp. (12)+271. 
T. of c. index. London. 
The author is here chiefly ocrnpied in provi11g the ab::;ence of that 
intelligence, tom)Jarablt, to fllr intelligence of human beiugs, which 
is o often ascribed to birds. What, however, he exactly means by 
instinct, to which he credits their actiom; and m uta bilities, . eems 
nowhere clearly stated. Many ljuotations from various writers of 
the earliest time to the pre eut day are given to show where the 
author has obtained his facts to prove his thesis. 

1929. Indian Birds' Nests. 8vo. pp. 189. Com
panion volume to Indian Birds. Key to the 
Common Birds of the Plains. f7ultulta. 
Contains a summary of practically all the published faets regarding 
the nests of the birds with whi<'h it rleals. 

DEWAR, GEORGE ALBERMARLE BERTIE [186:2- ]. 
[1902]. The birus in our wood. 4to. pp. (8)+133. 
front. (col.). 7 p i. (col., 37 figs.). 1'. of c. London. 

1913. Wild birds through the 
viii +2-18. fro'!:t. 7 pl. index. 

1925. Nature: the supreme 
pp. 222+[1]. T. ofc. 

year. 12mo. pp. 
London. 

problem. 12mo. 
London. 

In this little book one gathers that the author is not given to accept
ing al) the preconceiwd notions regarding the behavio~ 
action,t of birds, animals, and insects under certain conditfoiH! "' 1 

of hi ob ervations ancl remarks seemingly not fitting into ese 
epted grooves. 

DEWAR, JoH M. 
1924. The bird as a diver; a contribution to the 
natural history of diving bird .. 8vo. pp. xii + 17 3. 
T. of r. hi!Jliogr. index. London. 
All nttelllpt to answPr. Ollle of the problems of the diving bird, such 
as how long do they stay under water, how dee]J ean they go, how 
do f hey progrpss and at what speed, and how do they spPnd their 
timP undPr water, <•te. ·t Twenty-three spp('jp,; of diving hirds aud 
nearly six fhousand dives wPrP studied in tltr c·onrsP of the. e in
vestigations. 

DEWHURST, IlE RY \VILLIAl\1. 

1834. The natural history of the order celaeea 
and the oceanic inhabitants of the Arctic regions. 
8vo. pp. 20 + 323. illust. pl. London. 

DIALOGUS CREATURARUM . See A Ol\Y 

Mous. (Die ) Zw~sprachjcler Tie1·e, 1 9~3. 

DIAS , R. See oRIGI ' AL DRAWl G , 1878- 81. 

DICKERSON , 1\Li\.RY CY TT!IA. 

1906. The Frog Book. pp. xvii + 263. 112 col. pl. 
text illust. . L 
An ex('Pllf'nt 111annal. thllt inclndrs a va luable eontriuution to fossil 
amphillia. 

DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN BIO
GRAPHY. 
1929 . Prepared under the Direction of the Com
mittee of Management of the American Council 
of Learned SocieLies, Allen Johnson, Editor-in
Chief. 20 vols. 8vo. Oxford. 
This valuable work of reference is the counterpart of the well-known 
British Dictionary of National Biogmphy and, likf' it, forms an in· 
dispensable item in e\·ery research library. 

DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIO-
GRAPHY FROM THE EARLIEST T-IMES. 
1901- 2 1. \Yith two Supplementary Vols. 23 vols. 
8vo. Oxford. 
An indispensable reference work to a library of any pretensions. 

DICTIONN AIRE CLASSIQUE D'HISTOIRE 
NATURELLE , par Audouin, J. \'. el Bory de 
Saint-Vincent, etc . Ouvrage ctjrige par ce dern ier 
collaborateur. 
1822-30 . 17 vols. 8vo. P aris. 

DICTIONNAIRE CLASSIQUE DES 
SCIENCES NATURELLES, etc. 
1837-45 . 10 z•ols. and atlas. 8vo. See DRAP I EZ, 

P . A . .J. Bruxelles. 

DICTIONNAIRE DES SCIENCES NATU
RELLES, e tc. 
[ 1804] 1816- 30-[ 40]. Edi1 ed IJy [George ] F. 
Cuvier with a Prospectu by Baron Cuvier and an 
Introduetion by Comte de Fourcroy. 60 vols. 12 
vols. col. pl. 1 vol. portr. 8vo. Paris and S trasbourg. 
The aboYe is the second edition of an immen e cyclopedia really 
begun in 1804 and finally completed in 1816 by means of suppl~
ments. The present edition include the interesting ' Biographte 
des ~ T aturalistes' and was continued in 1840 by an incompleted 
supplement-one volume of 528 pages with 18 plates [A- Aye]. 

DICTIONNAIRE PITTORESQUE D'HIS
TOIRE N ATURELLE .. . sous la direction de 
E. Guerin-Meneville. 
1833-9. 8vo. Paris. 

DICTIONNAIRE RAISONNE . . . DES 
TERMES USITES DANS LES SCIENCES 
NATURELLES. See JOlJRDAN, A. J. L . 
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DICTIONNAIRE UNIVERSE!@ D ' HIS
TOIRE NATURELLE . 
1841-9. 13 vols. and 3 vols. alias. 8()0. See 
D ORBIG Y, A. C. V. J>aris. 

DIDIER, R. and BOUDAREL, A. 
1921. L 'art de la taxirlermie au ·.we sit'd<'; l'<'('llCil 

de technique pratique pour naturalisl<'l:; pl'o
fe ionnel , amateur et voyageur . 4to. pp. 77. 
49 pl. 57 figs. T. o( c. J>aris. 
An exeellrnt manual, fully illn>~tratcd with <''l.plieit ligutTH and 
diagram!';. 

DIEDERICH , I"RA z. 
1889. Die g og-raphis ·he Verbreitung d('l' rchtcn 
Jl.aben (Corvinae ). 8vo. pp. 162 -t [4]. 3 maps. 
Leipzig ni-ver iLy the i . r;era. 
An e!'Ray on the geographic distribution of the CorvirHI'. The I'OJIY 
in hand iR a prrsrntation to Prof. l~eichenow, to whom it formrrly 
belonp;ed. 

D I EFFENBACH , EHi"ST [1811 3;)]. 
1843. Travels in ew Zealand; with <'Olltrilni
tions lo the geography, geology, bolany, and 
ualural hi tory of lhaL country. 2 vols. 'Po. 
(ronl. pi. London. 
An important travelogue in whirh .r. E. Gray desC"rihl's thr mammals, 
rrptile , and amphihia, G. H. Gray the birds, and .J. lUchardson the 
fl~hes. 

DIENER, CARL [1862- J. 
1921. Foss ilium Ca talogus : Animalia. See LAM
BRECHT, KALMA . Berlin. 

DIESCH. 
1927. Bibliographie der Germanistischen Zeit
schriften. 
A valuable bibliography for the stuflent of Yertebratr 1.0ology. 

DIE SSKAU, Cumsn _ JoiiA 'FRIEDEHICH vo'\. 
1779. Nalurgesrhi ·ht der :\fachtig-all. 16mo. 
pp. (24)+208. vignette. 4 pl. (col., 1 fold. ). 4 fiqs. 
index. lWmhild. 
The firRt part treatR of the natural histor:v of the ni).(htint!ale, the 
~erond of its captiYit~, thr third of its food. 

DIETHELM , ~IARZl·; LL. 
1907. Pber osleologische Charal<terislil\n der 
Strigiforme ; ein BPilrag zur OstPologie cler 
1'achLraubvogel. 8vo. pp. (4) +58. 6 [JI. 41 fiys. 
bihlior;r. 6 tab. . lrtrrul. 
Thef>i~ on the ostrology of owl~, inelndiug a di~<l 'l!Si-iion of their 
relationship tn the ~i~ht-hawl<~ nnd Roller1<. 

DIETRICH , FRIEDRJCII . 

1912. Die Vogelwclt in Ller l'mgehung \011 Ham
burg; eine AnleiLung zu ornHhologis ·hett UcoiJ
achtungen. pp. v t-116. T. of c. llamburg. 
"Narr:ttiYes of flrld jonrneyr< in whkh 131.1 s]wdes of hirdr; an• t rratrd, 
with tahleR nf identification. 

DIETZ, H. and PR'ttTZ , n., erls. 

.\vec ~l(j [300 on wrarrwr] figure . 8uo. pp. 2+ 
<iOO. 216 (i!Js. in text. index. Paris. 
An t•lahorate trcatbc on the brcPding, food, honsin~t. and other care 
of harn;~:anl fowl:. 

DIGGLES , ,'JI.YESTER. 

[1866)-77. The oi·nilliolog-y of .\u~tralia lJcing 
illu tnll ion~ or •211 .\u~tr~\lian hints vdth dpsnip
tive lettcr-prc . 2 uols. pi. Vol.·,!, has title' Com
panion lo <~ould' handbook; or 'ynopsis of the 
birds of "\u Lralia ·. In this 'olume the following 
g-enera are trcutecl: Parrots, pig<'on and quail, 
waders, vvimmers, etc. Vol. I. 1 G6? pp. i.e. 
lille, inde.t, pre(ace, prospectus. ;)8 col. pi. , with 
explanatory te:x·t. Vol. Il. 1~76. (Title as aboYe.) 
pp. vi. 6.) col. pi., with explrtnulory text. inde.c. 

Bri:lbane. 
A part of this work, s<'mi-popnlar in rhara<'l Pr was, as the author 
ex plain>~, issurd in ~I parts prior to I RHo, whPn :1 financial erish; 
interfered with further puhlieation. Finally h<' altrred tlw title and 
i><sul'fl t IH' trratisr nndrr the tit lr of the prei-ient ::;econd volume. Tiw 
eopy in hand (whil'h rolltains the l'CHrC'r first imprest'ionR of th<' 
plati's) i,.; bound in full rnoror·<·n gilt a>~ a · 11prC'ial exhibition !'Opy' 
and hal'l the rare eolorcd title-page, prda<'t', original prospeetnR, and 
inclex complete. The ,.;econd volume, probably of later date, was 
alioio f;Cpamtrly issned. 

D I JON . Mem oires 
Sciences , etc. 
1769-1930. Annec . 

de 1' A cademie des 

This v ry important periodical ha appearerl, with ~li~ht intrrrup· 
tion, in series for over 1.)0 year:>. 

DILL WYN , LEWIS \VETO [1778-18-5]. 
1848. Materials for a fauna and flora of Swan ea 
and the neighbourhood. 8vo. pp. ( 4) + 44. T. of c. 

Swansea. 
Data relating to the :\l::tmmalia, Ornithology, lrhthyology, Bnto 
rnology, and Botany, most of whieh was never published. TIH'! 
portion relating to ttw binls i;; on pp. 3-J 0, embracing about 94 
,;pede~. 

DIONNE, CuAnLES En;;.fmE [18Hi ?1918]. 
1883. Le oi eaux clu C::.nadH. 12mo. pp. 43+ 
2 1-. ;):) lul-(i[!S. J'. 0( C. inde.r. Quebec. 
An annotated, :-; ~·~tcmatie catalogne of the IJird!'\ nf Canada. Thr 
prc:,rnt \ olnme is in tlw origiJUJI "Tapprr~: 

1889. Catalogue des oisrau .· de la province cle 
Quebec, <n ec des not rs sm· leur <lis! rilJution geo
grapllique. ofiO. pp. 119 1. !J /t[JS. (ront. index. 

Quebec. 
A hrid dc~wript he eatalo~~:ue of ~7:l ;n ian sprcir.· oh:ervt>d iu the 
l'ro\ inrt> of <)uehre, <'an :t~ln, \rith 1 hr lof·al nanw,; ns part of the 
s~ nonymy. 

1906. L<'s ois a11 · de la Jml\ in('e de Quebec. 8vo. 
pp. l'iti -j 4/4. 8 fJl. 2JfifJS. illlf.l'[, indP:C. Quebec. 
A wrll-lmo\\'n. ~'' ste111atic trt>atisr on thP IJirds of QuPhec prO\ ince, 
('anada, l'atuloguing the rhara1'1rrhti1·>< of 7flli »JlN'ir~. 

DIOSCOR I DES, PED,\Cil ~ [fl. A.D. 77]. 

1883. Die TOrnmler- und Purzlertauh n. Ein 
Beitrag zum i\1ust t'taube~.J!ll.lrh. 81•o. PP· , [4J.+ 

~...-.~,.,..-t' 107. T. of c. ,<.;,fetltn. 

1499. 6tocrKopi8ov 6:va~ap[3Ews 1TEpt VAT)S ia'TptKT)S 
A.oyot e~, 1'11'. Edited h\ \. P. ~Iunulius. folio. 
Edilio r>rintl'fi8 . • o catch'' cmls nor pa~ination. 
[0. r en ice. 
Ther ha\· hreu rnanv Pditions and trauslations of thi~ thr famou. 
matrria rnC'dka Clf • Dios<'orid<':, tlw (•re<'o-Homan ph~ sician
naturalist . 

~ 

A contribution to tlw. tudyand l'ulture of 'tumhlt•r', 'poutf'l'', and 
1 f her dom<'stk pigeon!'. 

D I EZMANN, .\ pc;tTST. 

t. 36. ' nlmgr c·hiell tl i<'h<'s Callinl'l dPs ThiPt'-
reiehes. See .TARot E, w., J83fi. 

DIFFLOTH ' p AU L. 

1925. Les Iethodes ~Iodernes en aviculture. 
(' 

Hi>' cablloguf' of animal: indudPd mainl~· thos<' whose parts were 
Pmployrd in anl'ir•nt rnedit·al praetit'P, hut f hP inr idt>nbd df'srription 
1>f tlwm as fannal forms i». of <·oursP, thf' ~·hil•f aftnwtion tor the 
,.,f ndPnf flf \ rrtPI>ra(P wnlr>g;~·. ~l·n·ral off l11• follnwin•! Pdil ions are 
in thP OslPr Library. 

[15 16]. De mediriuali materia lihri quiuque. De 
\ inllellfi· animaliiJU, ell'., et(' .. JO<llltlr Huellio 
interpr'el c. fi)/io. (PHt'l'hisiorUill ( :~·mna, io) in 
off. Ilenrici SLephani. 

~~ 
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[DIOSCORIDES, P. (conld.)] 
1518. De Medica materia Libri sex, Interprete 
Marcello Virgilio, etc'. folio. Florentire. 

1529. De Materia medi ·a libri sex ... [Index 
omnium Plantarum, .\nirnaliurn, elL. ] (~reek lexl. 
4lo. pp. 22 + 446. (\VanLing. ) Basileae. 

1529. De l\leuica lateria liLri V ... De cano 
rabido; deque nolis quoomorsus iclusve ani
malium venenum relinquenlium ecrt;J:nlur, etc. 
opera ... Joanni SoLeris. Colon. 

[1549]. Libri e , Joanne Ruellio inLerprete ... 
Additis ... annotationibus sine Scholijs ... Per 
Gualtherum Hinium, etc. nt. Conrado Gcsnero. 
folio. Franc(oforti). 

1554. Petri .\ndreae J\laUhiolo CommenLarii, ... 
,\diectis ... plantarum & animalium imaginib~, 
eodem auLhore ... in off. Erasmiana. folio. ~ 'en. 

1572. Commenlaires de Pierre Anclre l\lattiole sur 
les six Livres de Peel. Dioscoride .\nazarbecn de 
la Maticre meclecinale ... enrichis pur la troisieme 
fois, d 'un grand nombre de pourtraits, de plantes 
& animaux au vif. folio. T~yon. 

1829-30. De Materia medica libri quinque, etc., 
illustravit Curtuis Sprengel. (Greek and Latin 
text with biogr., etc.) Tomi 2. 8uo. Lipsiae. 

1888. Weber, R. T. De Dioscuridis, etc. (Inau
gral dissertation.) 8uo. Lipsiae. 

1902. Arzneimittellehre in 5 Buchern. ( ibersetzt 
und mit Erkliirungen versehen von J. Berehdes. 
8vo. Stullgarl. 

1903. PremersLein, .\nton 'on . . nicia im \\'iener 
Dioskorides. Kodex. Mit 1 Tafel und 6 Text
illustr. folio. Wien. 

1906-14. De Materia medica libr~ quinque, etc. 
Ed. Max \\ ellmann. 3 vol. 8uo. Berol. 

1914. \\.ellmann (1\Iax). Die Schift ues Dio
skuricles ... Ein Beitrag zur Gescbichte der Medizin. 
8vo. Berlin. 

n.d. The 3rcl J\1akala (i.e. ' Discourse', book) of 
Dioscorides, in th '\rabic translation made ('? in 
Spain) by Stephanus ibn l\Iasail; copied at Bagd:=td 
by Al-Hasan ibn \hmad ibu Muhammad al
Nasawi. Illustrated: written in A.H. 637 (.\.D. 
1239). 9:1, X 61 in. V ~- 211 ll. 

'DISCOVERY.' Anta1·ctic Explorations. 'ee 
SCOTT, R. F. 

'DISCOVERY' REPORTS. 
1925-date. Is ued b\ the Disco,·ery Comruittee 
Colonial Office, Lonclon, 011 behalf o'r Ll1e ~overn~ 
ment of the Dependent'ies of lhe Falkland Islands. 
4to. Land/ 
Vol. I eontain~ pp. il\l~, n1an~: plate>~ ancl, inter alia, sewral parts 
deYoted to .:ano:us branrl1es ot zoology. Amon!Z thcR<' arc Koutllern 
Blue and .!<m \-\ halc•s, :.!0 pi., by N. A . .MackintoRh and ,J. F. G. 
Wheeler, anrl Thr Hircls of Kouth Ueorgia, 10 pl. , by L. H:urison 
:;\llatthe\I'S. 

DISTANT, \VIJ.LlA:\1 Lr ·cAs [184:--) 10'2:2]. 
1889-92. .\ monogrHph of oriental cicadidae. 
(Indian museum, CalcuLla. ) 7 pls. in 1 vol. folio. 
illust. pl. London. 

1892. A naturalist in the Transvaal. 8vo. pp. xvi 
+ 277. front. 12 pl. ( 4 col.). 24 (iys. T. of' c. 
append. index. London. 
A list of the birdR will be found on pp. 163- 9. 

DITMARS, RAYMO D LEE. 

1908. The Reptile Book. ...\ comprehensive, 
popular work on the structure and habits of the 
Turtles, Tortoises, Crocodilians, Lizards and 
Snakes, which inhabit the United States and 
northern Mexico. 8vo. pp. xxxii + 472. 136 pl. 
(col.). New }'ork. 

1910. Reptiles of the ~'orld. 8vo. pp. 19+373. 
90 pi. (1 col.). London. 
J<'ull of interesting and original observations by an expert. The 
American edition, identical with the above, was published in Xew 
York. 

1914. The Reptile Book. numerous pl. X. J . 
One of the best popular books, very 'reil illustrated. Anothc:>r and 
amended edition of the 1908 issue. 

1927. Reptiles of lhe \Vorld, etc..:. FronL. :WO 
illusL. from photos by author. 8uo. pp. 37 3 . • 'V. r. 
A recent edition of this popular text·book by the best knom1 
American herpetologists. 

DIXON' CHARLES [1858- J. 
1880. Rural bird life· being essays on ornithology, 
with instructions for preserving objects relating 
tothatscience. 8uo. pp.16+374. 4pl.col. front. 
T. of c. Boslon. 
Among the earliest of the many popular works on birds by an 
interesting and informed author. The colored frontispiece and the 
textual woodcutR are by G. Pearson; a preface by Blliott f'oueR. 

1884. A Contribution to the Philosophy of Birds' 
Eggs. 8uo. London. 

1888. Our rarer birds, being studies in ornithology 
& oology. 8vo. pp. 14+373. illusl. 20 cuts in 
text. London. 
An interesting and pop1,1lar account of the Chough (Pyrrhocora.r 
graculus), the ~Ianx Shearwater (Pu!Jinus anglorum), the Garganp~· 
(.Anas circia), and other uncommon British b~rds. 

1890. . nnals of bird life; a year book of British 
ornithology. 8uo. pp. uiii + 352. front. 3 pi. 
T. of c. London. 

1890. tray feathers from many birds. LeaYes 
from a Naturalist 's ote-lJook. Six full-page 
illustrations by C. \\'hymper. 8vo. pp. 8+231. 

London. 

1891. The birds of our rambles, a companion for 
the country. lllust. by A. T. Ehves. 8vo. pp. xii+ 
249. front. 7 pl. T. of c. London. 

1891. Idle hours with nature. 8uo. pp. xii +278. 
front. T. of c. London. 
Popular drscriptions of many pha es of birtl life:>, such al:i cJnrting~ 
nest·building, mimicry, etc., together with intere!'ting accounts ot 
numerous shore, game, and cliff birds. 

1892. The migration of birds; an attempt lo 
Reduce Avian Season-Flight to Law. 8vo. pp . .rvi 
+ 300. lexl-(igs. index. London. 
An interesting and popular worl<. 

1893. Jottings about birds. 
col. front. T. of c. 

8vo. pp. 8+239. 
London. 

1894. The nests and eggs of British birds, when 
and where to fincl them. 8vo. pp. xiv+371. 12 pl. 
(col., 157 figs. of eggs). T. of c. index. London. 
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1894. The nests and egg of non-indigenou British birds or such specie that do not breed within the British archipelago. 8vo. pp. xii + 368. front. (col., 9 figs. of eggs). T. of c. 2 append. index:. 

London. 
The pre ent work forms tlw companion 'olumr to the author's 'l'he Nests and Eat-~ of Briti.~ll Bird~. 189!. 

1895. The Migration of British Birds. 
maps. 
Another edition. 

8vo. 6 
London. 

1895. The game birds and wild fowl of the British islands; being a handbook for the naturalist and sportsman. 8vo. pp. xvi + 46 . front. (col. ). 12 pl. (col.). T. of c. index. London. 
A systematic description of British game bird~;, with their ~;ynonyrnv, diagnosis, nidification, and other habits and characters. The original edition was issued in 1893 and a second appeared in HlOO. The present copy is from the .Mullen's Library 'Yith book-plate. 
1895. Rural bird life of England; being essays on ornithology, with instruction for preserving objects relating to that ciencc. Preface by Ellioti Coues. 3rd ed. 8vo. pp. 16 t-374. 3 pl. 45 fiys. T. of c. Chicago. 
1896. British Sea Birds. 'Vith eight illustrations by Charles~ hymper. 8vo. pp. 295. illusi. T. of c. 

London. 
1897. Curiosities of bird life; an account of the sexual adornment , wonderful displays, strange sounds, sweet songs, curious nests, protective and recognitory colour , and extraordinary habits of birds. 8vo. pp. 322. illusl. London. 
1897. Our favourite song lJirds; their habits, music, and characteristics. 8vo. pp. x+287. 37 pi. T. of c. London. 
1898. Lost and vanishing birds; a record of ome remarkable extinct species and a plea for some threatened forms. 8vo. pp. 295. front. 9 pl. T. of c. London. 
1899. Bird-life in a southern county; eight years' among the birds of Devonshire. 8vo. pp. viii + 303. front. 10 pl. T. of c. London. 
1900. Among the birds in northern shires. 8vo. pp. 303. front. (col.) . 43 pi. T. of c. index. London. 
1900. The game bit·ds and wilu fo\\ l of the British Islands. ·..>nd ed. pp .. r:ruiii + 476. front. (col.). 40 pl. (col.). append. 2 inde:res. .'-ihe([ield. 
1900. The stOI'Y of the birds, being an introduction to the tudy of ornitholog). 8uo. pp. 14-t 304. col. front. T. of c. London. 
This interesting, popular "ork Blight well be entitled 'From archeopteryx to bird of paradbe ·; it is an intelligent arconnt of avian ascent, followed by variou. RtutlieR of the dewloped bird. 
1902. Birds' nests, an introduction to the science of caliology. 8vo. pp. :riv+285. front. 15 pi. T. of c. index. ~ ew } ·or/c. 
A popular work on the various forms and mode of ronstrtwting birds' nests. 

1909. The bird-life of London. uo. pp. :ri i .335. front. (co l.). 23 pl. (7 col.). T. of c. index. London. 

DIXON, En~n :--D s.\l L [18m)-? 1]. 
1851. The Do,·ccole and the Aviary. 12mo. pp. xiv+458. 1 pl. text illusl. London. 

DIXON, Capt. GEORGE [d. 1800]. 
1789. A voyage round the world; but more particularly to the orth-\Ve t coast of America. Performed in 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788, in the King George and Queen Charlotte, captains Portlock and Dixon. 4to. pp. xxix+360+47. front. (chart fold.). 20 pl. ( 4 birds). T. of c. 2 append. 

London. 
A popular account. The ornithological matter will be found in Appendix No. 1, pp. 356--60. 

DIXON' J OSEPH. 
1927. The surf-bird's secret. 4to. pp. 16. front. (col.). 8 figs. bibliogr. Author's reprint, Condor, Jan. 1!)27. [Berkeley, Calif.] 
An interesting account of the first discovery of this bird's nest and eggs in Alaska, 1,000 feet above timberlinc. 

DIXON, RoYAL [1885- ]. 
1917. The human side of birds. 4to. pp. 22+246. 4 col. pi. 32 figs. New York. 
A series of popular chapters on the psychology of birds. The author declares his purpose to reject the limitations of unsympathetic research, to endeavor to see beyond fonnal classifications, and to understand the pirit, emotions, and impulses in the lives of our feathered friends of the air. 

DIXON' THOS. J. 
1885. Animal Studies. Photographs from Life. folio. (Wanting.) London. 

DOBELN. See MITTEIL GEN D. VEREIN FUR ATURFREtT DE. 

DOBSON, GEORGE EDWARD [1848-95]. 
1875. See BLYTH, E., 1875. 
1878. , ee WESTER Y AN EXPEDITION, 1878. 
1878-91. 'ee SCIE 'TIFIC RESULTS SECO D YARKAND IISSIO ' . 
1879. See ROYAL SOCIETY OF LONDON, 1879. 
1882-90. \lonograph of the Inseclivora, systematic and anatomical. .3 pis. 8no. pp. 172. 28 pl. index. London. 

DOCKRAY, JoHN A. 
1910. The Dee as a wildfowl resort. ee cowARD, 
T. A. 

DODART, DE. I [1634 1707]. 

Tt 

1676. Memoire pour servir a l'histoire des plantes. folio. pp. 2+131. front. illust. Paris. 
The cover-title is Dodart: JIUmoires sur les Plantes et Animaux. A second edition (12mo) appeared in 1670 and a reprint in 1736. 

DODERLEIN' PIETRO [ -1895]. 
1869-71. Avifauna del Mouense e della Sicilia. 4lo. Palermo. 

DODGE'S (GOWAN'S ) NATURE BOOKS. See GIRD,Yoon, G. 

DODSON' J OSEPH H. 
c. 1917. Your bird friends and. how to win them. 8uo. pp. 24. 47 figs. 

DOE RING, ADOLF. 
1881. Zoologia. Obser aciones genera le sobre Ib F<-mna ... al Rio -egro (Patagonia). 4to. ·eT 
ARGEJ'I.'J l E REP BLIC, COl\IISIO . CIE'<TIFICA DE LA 
E. PEDICl~ AL R\O . EGRO, 1881-2. 
A fairly good account & the animal life of Patagonia. 
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~OFLEIN, FR.\.,' Z .J 11 , Tlii ~OI>OH [lR7:~ 1
• ? 1 1

1921. !'IIazetlortiC'll: l·:rlrhnis:-;r und HroiHH'Illun-
1£'11 cinc atmfor~l'lrcr·:::. im t~do)Q'P dt>:-; Deul ' ('h n 
I leer s. l'O. fJ[J. -t .;fJ2. il/u.l. fJl. .low. 
Jlr,..f'filu•: the wanton ,;J:III~htPr of hinb h~ till' Hnh.mrinn ,.oldiPr~ . 
:\l<~rt·donia i: ollt' of thP portal.., thronl!h "ltic·h . outlwrn hinl" JIPlll'· 
trate int0 thr north. Tll(' author ol•tainc•d a c·ollc·c·tion ol :l,:Wil \\C'll
l•rrparr<l and doc·k ·tc·d hircb' "kin: to furnbh H pidnrc• of tlw hinl 
\\Orld of )la<"edonin. Hirtl portrait: arc gin·n on pp. :!O:!, -to:;, :-,-tl . 
The hircb of ;.\l:H'rdonia clo not appreciably rPduc:c the numhrr of 
blood-. uc:king flirs. 

DOG. 1902-3 '? J>!zilwlelplzia. 

DOGDOM; an Illustrated Monthly Dog Maga-
zine. 1900- drlle. Bailie Creek, Jl ich. 

DOG FANCIER. 1891- da/e. 
Br1llle Creek., Uich. 

DOG JOURNAL. 1908- 10'? Uoc/w. ·fer, ~\-. } . 

DOGS IN AMERICA. 1909-12. 

DOG TIMES. 1906. 

DOG WORLD. 1916- dnle. 

London. 

Chicayo. 

DOHERTY, 11. \\ . • ·ee c AD\. l>O"I'IO. · 

PARKC::. BH\ CII, 1!)'2(). 

DOHRN, FELL .\ 10 [1 1~) HlllH ] . 
1876-1930. See \PI.ES ~I \ZIO L ZOO LOC~ I C .\. 

1896 .. \quarium 1 rapolil<'tuum. lth rd. I eip::i[!. 
Jn thiR wrll-kno"n tlesl'fiption ni thr famous .tqnariulll aiHlmarinc 
laboratory the fir>'t Dirrc-tor l!hes a detailed al'('OIIIIt of it~ al'thitir:-;. 

DOKI NANDAN. 1900. Srl' :\L\KIIZ \ ·-1-IJ..\.J-I

llAY\\-\. l. 

DOLLO, LOl'I'-' [l . ,_ ]. 
1901-13 . .SeC'Ul':I.IJtl :\T. 'LA BELC;lC..\', 

1904. Poi~~on~. folio. pp. :NO. 1'2 pi. nWJk. 
(Belgium. Commission cle let Brlgica. l'.., ·pedition 
anlarctique hela l ~appurls s ·icnl if1qurs. Zoo-
logie, yol. ~l.) ~ llll'er ·. 

DOMANIEWSKI, J \ t sz. 
1913-18. [Opu euln omitholou-ira. 
4lo. illwd. 

[) L'ols. in 1. 
\\ • ars::az.va. 

1915. I r~ L~ czn: Jll'Zl'trl~ld ~l\ il':run~ < :alic.yi; 
zes(~ I a Pa 'Sel il'orlll (He\ uc l'I'i t IIJUl' d L.n i-

faune deJa (:alil'ie.) folio. pp. SJ. ( ln Poli.::h. ) 
\\ ·ars::ml•a. 

Author's rrprint. a l'P\it'\1' of thr binls or c:nlida, 1:!.-, spet'ie.-lll'illf.!: 
listed in H clr.tinit C', systcmatil' fa~hinll, With a Jist of !l:l fefC'rt'lli'C!" 
to thr :;uhjrd. 

1917. I'ilkn ~~0\\' o oq.!.·aniznl·yi .\luzcunr Zou
logiczneo-o prz~ .Jluzt'Ulll • ar·od<n' ( 11 w \\' :rr
szawie. (\_)uclquc. nwls Htr l'on.!·nnisal iun du 
~lus'e _zuologi_qu' cltn~s 1 ~lu Pt' national~ de 
\ ar one.) (olw. [J[J. . (In Puli ' h. ) \\ w· -~wa. 
.An. account. of tlw ton natiOn of a zoolo~i<-al dPJlartnH•nt in the 
natiOnal Pohsh lllll"PHIII in \\ arsa\1. Author'..: :-<JlPI'ial C':\l't'rpt. 

1918. Czem je L m us wn zuologi ·zuc dlu !-'\ sl '
mat ka. (Ou'est c· qu'un lllll!::'c·l~ zoologiqttt' }•our 
un systematideu '?) folio. pp. '· {In Polish. ) 

\\ ·ars::rlll'•l. 
"\ uthor·~ reprint on t hP 'aim· of a zooloJ,!ic-al mu c·um f o t IH· t udt•nt 
of natural hi to1y. l<'wm the l'ahani,-lt ·ichl'IIO\\ coll· ·tion. 

DOMBROWSKI, H.. 'o 
1912. Ornis HonwniaP: dir \ Pg-rlw lt Rumj nien' 
. ~ tprn;.disch uucl hiolo~i ·~·h-~POI-!'I':tphi!::'dl hc
't'hricll 11. Jlo. J)Ji. 7:2 lit•. :!figs. !Ji/Jlio!fr. inrlr.r. 

Bul,fli'P.~l. 

See also ro..;C:Jil I /.l ' SCll\lllliiOFF , \ ICIOH. 

.\. monograph oi thc• hircls of 1\nlllllallia with ell'. niptinn- nt "''" 
rares, one of" hie h; t least i.· c·n·clifl'cl1n 'l'sl'!lll. i and Jloutbro\\~ki. 

DOMESTIC HABITS OF BIRDS. n.d. . 'ee 
.\ '\ 0 'Y:\10l . 

DON ALD, CuAnLE. 11. 
1917. Com ra nion feat hrrrri. l'nrred. and ~ ·a led. 
12mo. pp. 10.5. front. J.j Jil. Bombny. 
I>opular skc-tf'h<•: first puhlislwcl in Thf'. 'l'iuus of lnr/i,, 1/lu.,fmlrd 
Weekly. 

DONALDSON' .\LFRED I.. 
1921. A Ili lorv of lhc .\dirondack ·. 2 L'ols. L'O. 

pp. 77u. map. 'and illusf. .\·. L 
Tlu• most C'Olllllll'tl' hbtory of tllb IT!.!ion \dth a li:<t of tlw manunal~: 
a Lbt of Adironuack Birds hy L{oh•·rt ll. ( 'niPilJ:\11, and an r:\trn:i\P 
hibliography. 

DONNDORFF, JolT\'\ .At(,{ sJ [1/~)4-1. :,7]. 
1791-1803 .. 'ce !10EZL. JOll \.E. 

DONNE, TH0:\1 \" ED\\ARD. 

1924. The aam animal of . ew Zealand; an 
a<.: ·ount of their introdu lion a('climatization, and 
developmenL. vo. pp. xviii 32:2. front. 40 pl. 
map (col. fold.). T. of c. append. index. London. 

1925. The game animal of. ew Zealand. London. 
A ~cc-ond printing of thi Yaluahle work 

DONOVAN, Enw RD [176 -1 37 . 
1794-1820. "·ark on Briti h Zo loay, complete 
l'. · ·ept for Lhe Bird'. Original ed . throughout. 
29 vol . in 21. 
ln addition to th above, this celebrated naturalist'~ treatbes are 
:-;cparatrl~- hrlvl'd in t hr :.\leG ill lihrnrir,;. a. hereinafter d£' cri bed. 

1794-1819. Th natlll'nl lti-;lorY of BritLh lJircL; 
or, .\ . cl ·li n of llw mo;.;l r:in'. beau I iful and 
inlcrc ... ting birds. 10 I'Ols. in ,j_ 4to. :244 (i.C'. 2.J.5, 
col. pi. Each plate <ll'c·ompanicd hy from 1-11 pp. 
of cl cripti\ lettrrpre · . \ ol. 1 (17~1 ), :24 pl. 
\ ol. Il 17~1;) . 24 pl. \ ol. Ill (17\111. :!4 Jil. 
\ ol. I\ ( 17H7 ), 2 pi. \ ol. \ 17~1 ), :!4 pi. 
\ ol. · 1 l 0!1 ), 24 pl. \ ol. \ II 1 16), 24 fil. 
\ ol. \ 1 I I 1 17) :24 pi. \ ol. L- L2l :!4 pi. 

ol.. 1 1 H). 24 pl. - :J.J4 pi. in([/[. London. 
cla. :-;ic work 011 the :-;uhjl'C·t which. howe,·Pr, \\it 11 1 iw l' reptiorr 

of man~ wl'll-madr platl•s. b not high!\ reganll·d n: vn :111\boril,. 
Thr volumc·~ "•·n' is,;uetl to t'Uh~tTibrr,.. in parts. ;ilr in all. :\luller" 
nncl .'warm (p. 17-!) ~a) that owing to tht• irrra:ular ancl c·onfn. rtl 
J;\,.,hinn in "hid\ these p<1l'h \1 !'l't' is~urcl tlw~- makt• nn nttPJupt lo 
collate thr te:-.t hut :,ri\'1' tlw plat•· roult·nh ami dates a,., aho\'r. 
Tlu• c•ntirl' work" as reis,..uccl in I , 1:-, :!Cl: tiYP \'Ohlllll'" on!~. in 17!1!\. 

1802-8. The nat mal hh-torv ol' HI'iti 'h D:lw .... , 
iududing- ~l'ientifk ·md Q·erwr~1 I dt·~I.'I'iptimrs of the 
mo~t inlcn~ling- }l\'C'i('.', ;uui ;tn r·l!'lt.i\'Cl:iC'lr('
linn or <H'l'Ul'alel~ finish('d ('())0\ll'l'd plate.'. Takr'Jl 
enlitt'IY from orig-iunl lrawiuQ·s . . ) L•ols. vu. 1:!0 
en/. pi.' J.onrlon . 

1815-20. The .. · alun\1 llislor~ ul' Briti ·h Hird~, 
el ·. 10 vols. 4to. London. 
This b th :<Ct'OJH.il'llition. 

1 20. The natural hi~llll'Y or Hriti~h quadruped:,; 
t.:Ulkblina of roloun'tl iit:"Ul'l,...,, tl('t'Olllpanitd "itlt 1\ ·ci nlifi and veneml de <'l'i pI ions, of all the spe'i s 

~ 
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~~that arr kn0\\11 toinhaldLLh British I le ... and 
nJ ·o 1-'tll'h as are t'lrm·h auliH'nlil':tl<'d to lwve IJeen 
mig-i11ttll~ indig-,•nou~; but are now e. ·Lit·palecl, or 
lweonw P. t 1· 111el~ rat·e; the wltolr an·mu~ed in 
s~ hj111n Li' ordPr, tll'lt>r lhe mannPr of Linna>u . 
.:J t•ols. 4lo. 7:! f'O/. pi. London. 
'I hL hrst <'dition is rar<>; not Ji,.,trcl in thf' ('at. Rr. Jlus. (Sot. Hiflf.). 

1826. The nutural hi.lOl'y uf lltr ne t. and eg-gs 
of B1·itislt Bir·ds. 8vo. Fin• parts {all pull. ). 

l.owlon. 
.-\ m>:u·r·ntly a :f'parat r publi<•at ion which Ill list lw Yr ry . <'a reP. 1t i.· 
110t on tlw list ol t 11!' author' · works in thf' Cut . nr . .llus. (Sat . fliNt.) . 

1834. The nalundi t's repo ilory; or. \li <:ellany 
of r .·uti£: twlural history, exllilliting- rme and 
lwauliful p<'l'illlf'll of · l'ol'Pi~nt l1inl.. in eds, 
:l1ells rpt:t~lnqwds, fL!Jes aml marittt• produe
t ion ; n10re cj JH'I·ially su('h llPW . ubjPd a hm e 
not !Jilltet·lo !Jeen figurPd, OI' <'OITel'lly d('.:(']'ihed. 
;J nols. ' l'O. I , () fJI. wilii!P.r.l. T. o( t. inde.f'es. 

l.ondon. 
Originally i,.;sHf'<l in tnouthl~ part~. 1 '2:~-i . Thr pre,.;rnt rllition 
<·•m ·j,.,ts of IHO till<' ('<Jlun•d platPs aN·ompaniPd Hsnall~ br one to 
t hrre IP<t\ eti of text, the ·e pagt•s not being nutulwred. in any of the, 
'olnme,.: , 01 the a bo\f· I () platt>s on[;.· :!!i tu·<· dt•Yut Pd to lJirds. 
11 iu YOI. I. in Yol. 11,;) in \'ol. lll. 2 in vol. lY. and non e in , ·ol Y. 
\ ' !'1'.\' rari'. :'lot in the Cat. fir. Jlus. (Sot. /list.> . 

D 'ORBIGNY, Ar.CII>E CHAHLL \J . TOR DE . A-

I Ll ES (1 ()(; i!; . 
1 ~'h""T .~ Dil'lionllaiJ'( uniYrr el d' l l i loit·e nalm·flle. 
~ ""'JT7;'0!~. Le.rl ) ruul .3 1'0/s. alias . uo. 2 f'Ol. pl. 

conlaininf! many lwnrlred firJures. I. sued in parl . 
P aris. 

Thr }JlatP: in this r< •tuarkablf' work r ender it thf' hest illustrated 

~I 

t-ne~· elurwdia or natnml history. The articlPs wPrt' contrihntt>d b~· 
tht> lf'ad.ing Fn·nC'h ·avaut,.,; ,\rtt!o!o. Hrongniart. D'Orbiguy. :\lilu r 
Ed.\1 aru .. f: t·otfro~ · :-\aint ·HilairP, IJ t>shayes. Lncas, :\lontagnr. Pre· 
Hl."t , Quatr<> fages , Yalf' tH'it' llll f' .. :tll(] o ther . . 
Fir,.,t edition pnhli:<hl'd in IH3i . Tht'rf' · · · -

1852 . ")ee B ' FI 0 • (:. L. L .. 1· ;,·,? . 

DORNER ,1T. 
1872. Die .PaiJau( Pn-Au ·lellung der zoulogbcllen 
G£rt~p zu Hamb'Urg. 1 vol. 8uo. (\Vantiug. ) 

DORP A TER N A TURFORSCHER-GESELL-
SCHAFT. , ee ARI.TTt\ Ft n TilE ' .\Tl HKt , lll·. 
EE TI ; also TARTU, E~TO ' IA. 

DORSET NATURAL HISTORY AND AN-
TIQUARIAN FIELD CLUB . Dorchester. 
1877-d.ate. Proceedings. 8vo. Sherborne. 

DORSEY, GEORCE A. 
1927. ThP Evolution of Chnrle, Dm'\ ·in. lV.Y. 
A hrit r lif<' of the !!rent naturali . t atu..l an at·r·uratt• arcount of hb 
pllilo,;op!J~· . h~· a nott'd Aru (• ri ('<lll :lllthropologi ·t. 

DOUBLEDAY, ITE HY [1 () 7:> ] . 
1836 . .\ nomPn ·lalurP ol' Hrifi:h I ird. ; being 
a s~c..,fE'IIIHfir ('<Jla]Og'UP Of all [)Jp S!Jf'l'if' ' ltilherto 
dis<·ovPt'Pd i11 <;.real B1·ilui11 and II't•hmd iulencled 
l'o1· labelling- coll dions or Brit ish bird :mrl lheir 
rggl". to. pp. iv + 28. /,ondon. 
Thr ahoYP is th<' author':-; auto!!raplwd, lt.' r d ro p~· with the oril.dual 
\l'l'a ppt•rs hound in. 

DOUBLEDAY, Jfrs. _ TLI .Lll : (!tom DE GRAFF ) 
[ I (i:1 -Ull 
1898. Bird nPi!..dtbour. . Inll'oclu<'lion Lv John 
Hunoug-h .· .• St•o. pp. l'iii t :!.~4. (ronl. (f'ol. }· .. ;J pi. 
(rot. ). 'J'. o( ('. inde.r:. l .ondon. 
ThP author's 11om.dl' plumP b ~ ' p)tjP BJ:uu·h:w. 'l'hP aiH>\'1' i .• t flUJIUlar 
<I('( 'Oilllt of tht• <:Oilllll()ll('!' . ' ortlt Allwl'il'llll IJirds. TltP uatf' of the 
A11wri<-an Pdition is I 00 I . 

1902. Tlow to aftr~wt tl1e bird . , ::wd other talk 
n bout bird uPighhours. 8/•o. fJfJ. ni -+- 224. (ront. 
20 fJI. 8, fiys. 1'. o( t. imlP.r. NPw } ork. 

[r. 1904) . Bircl that hunt :mfl :n·' Jnmted. pp . 
. rii t .J;jfJ. front. (col. ). 2.J pi. (col. ). T. o( r. index. 

1 rew Fork. 
.-\ltlton!.!h "rittPll in a gr<•at llll':tsurP for s porfsHtl' ll it is tht' hO}lt' ut 
tlw author that after perusal tlwy lllay hP iu <" lilll'U to hunt lP . with 
tlw gull aud uton• with the <"alllPra. 

19 12. Birds [every child sl1ould kno·w]. 8uo. pp. 
2 ' 1. (ronl. :n fJl. ( 71 fi!fs. ). T. o( c. iwlPJ'. 

Garden City, N. Y. 
1916. Bird ll<'ighiJour::-,. 4/o. fJfJ . 24 + :!.34. pl. 

A r P i. 'SlJP ol tlw Jir,.,t c·dltiou . I !J,. 
f ;ru·den City. 

1916. < ;amr 1Jird . Life hi ·t uri r. o f ou e hundred 
and evt•Jlf y !JiJ•cl. of pt·l:'y, gurne IJird . and waLer
fowL. 8vo. fJ{J. 1.3 .3!J!J. fhml. (col. ) . 47 pl. (to!. ). 
1'. o( r.. inde:r. .New }'ork. 

[ 1917 . Canadian IJirrls worth knowing. pp. :x:ii+ 
2117. (runt. (col.). 47 pi. (ml., 1 on tover ). T. o( c. 
indP.r. Toronto. 
Popular ac·r·ount . of .-omr ;,o birds, ab;tradt>d from the author's 
four )Jl'PVi<llts vuhnur,., ou birds. 'l'ltP illustration · arf' tho,r or the 
2\atiuual A.· ·ol'iatiou of Audubuu So<'idit·. IJ~· nuiou · arti ts, 
Louis .-\ga.·siz FuPrtPs, Brm·p Hnrsfull, pf at. 

1922. Bird , \\urlh knowing. 1nci Pd. 8vo. fJfJ. xii 
-t 2:j(, (ronl . (rot. ) . . Lfj pi. (to!. ). 1'. of c. index. 

DOUGHTY, f:rrA .. 1\1. 
1888 . Tr·u,el~ in ,\rnhia dr.sc>l'la. 
illusl. ('0/. ). 

1 
1 ew l" ork. 

2 vols. 8vo. 
Cambridge. 

An illl]lurlaut work fur thP zoologi.-t, e \'t•ral titul'" re}ninted. 

[ 1923J. Tra\t>ls iu .Aral1iH cle:-;el'la. 2 vols. uo. 
illusl. (rot.). London. 
1926 . TravPls in Arnhia dt· rl'la. 
illllsl. (rot.). 

2 c•ols. 8uo. 
London. 

DOUGLAS, . .J. A. nnd JOHNSON, P. H. 
1926 . The .'outh Sea::; or To-Ihtr. Suo. 
'l'hc natural hi. tory b given ·utue attt•n1iott. 

DOUGLASS' RTIJ l H. 

188 1. Osll'il'it Fai'lning iu 'outlt .Afr·ka, e!t·. t'O. 
pp. uiii -r 251. 10 pl. 1 map. London. 

-----
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".~(DOVER NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. 
r"r See SOUTH EASTER ATURALIST. 

DOVER SCIENCES SOCIETY. 
Dover, England. 

1880-91. As Dover Field Club and aturnl 
History Society. 

1892-8. As Dover Natural History and Anti
quarian Society. 

DOWXER, GEORGE [1828-99]. 
1889. A Tabulated List ... of the Birds of Kent, 
etc. 8vo. London. 

DOWNE, T. E. 
1924. The Game Animals of ew Zealand. An 
Account of their Introduction, Acclimatization 
and Development. illusl. London. 
The first extensive work of its kind, with many figures of New 
Zealand falmae, native and imported. 

DOWNING, ELLJOT ROWLA D [1868- ] . 
1924. Our living world, a source book of biological 
nature-study. 2nd eel. 8vo. pp. xxi+(1) +503. 
front. 338 figs. T. of c. bibliogr. append. index. 

Chicago. 
The portion relating to birds is chapter IV, pp. 1-!J-91, "ith 40 illuR
trations. The first edition was published in .May 1919. 

D'OYLY, Sir C. 
1829. Oriental ornithology. See SMITH, c. w. 

DRAXE-BROCXMAN, RALPH EvEL YN. 

1910. Mammals of Somaliland. 8vo. pp. 17+201. 
19 pl. illust. text. London. 
A useful contribution to African mammalogy. 

DRAPIEZ, PIERRE AucusTE JosEPH [1778-
1856]. 
1819-21. See AN ALES GE ERALES DES SCIENCES 

PHYSIQUES. 

1837-45. Dictionnaire classique des sciences 
naturelles. Vols. 1-10 and Atlas. 202 col. pl. 

Brussels. 

DRAWINGS,ORIGINAL. SeeoRIGI ALDRAW

INGS. 

DRAYTON, MICHAEL. 

[1613-22]. Poly-olbion or a Chorographical 
Description of Great Britain. 1st eel. folio. (In
complete.) London. 
r~li~~d:. poem with several contributors, the serond part devoted 

DRESDEN MUSEUM FUR TIERXUNDE 
UND VOLXERXUNDE. 
1886-date. Abhandlungen und Berichte. 

1875-8. .Jlittheilungen. 

1881-1903. Publicatio:rien. 

DRESDEN. Verein sachsischer Ornithologen. 
1927-8. MitLeilungen. pis. 1-4 in 1. 8vo. 

Bernburg. 
DRESDEN. X. Zoologisches und Anthropol.
Ethnographisch. Museum. 
1877-8. Mittheilungen. 

1886-1930. Abhandlungen u. Berichte. 

DRESSER, HENRY EELES [1838-1915]. 
1871-90. A history of the birds of Europe, in
cluding all the species inhabiting the western 
palrearcl.ic region. 9 vols. and 1 vol. wrappers. 
col. pl. gen. index. London. 
This magnificent treatise, beautifully illustrated by .Jos. Wolf, J. G. 
Keulemans, and other well-known artists, was irregularly issued in 
8-l parts and a supplement in !) parts. 
[Vol. Ij, Generallndex. Vol. J, pp. i- ii, ix- xiii + l, iii-xlvi+l02. 
Vol. 11, pp. 1'iii+322 ll. 95 col. pl. 2 text-fius. Vol. HI, pp. viii+ 
310 ll. 86 col. pl. 1 text-fig. Vol. IV, pp. viii+318ll. 90 col. pl. 2 pl. 
4 text-figs. Vol. V, pp. viii + 334!!. 90 col. pl. 6 text-jigs. Vol. VI, 
JJP. Tiii + 354 ll. 92 col. pl. 8 text-ji(JS. Vol. VII, PP. viii+330 ll. 
88 col. 1Jl. 1 pl. 4 tea:t-fius. Vol. VTII, JJP. ?·iii+333ll. 89 col. pi. 
2 text-ji(JR. Vol. IX, supplement. 
The set in hand, from the Cholmley Library, has several letters from 
the author relating to his work, and the wrappers, on which appear 
corrections in the text, are bound together as a upplementary 
volume. 

1876. See EVER MA , EDUARD FRIEDRICH. 

1884-6. A monograph of the 1\1 eropidce, or family 
of the bee-eaters. 4to. pp. xix+144. 34 pl. (col.). 
T. of c. index. London. 
Illustrated with fine hand-colored plates by J. G. Keulemans. 
Introductory notes on the anatomy and osteology are furnished by 
Frank E. Beddard. The work was issued in five parts, the covers of 
which are bound in at the end of the present volume. 

1893. A monograph on the Coraciidce, or family 
of the rollers. 4to. pp. xix+111. 27 pl. (col.). 
T. of c. index. Farnborough. 
A companion volume to the author's A monograph of the M eropi.dQJ, 
1884-6, which was begun before the issue of the last-named work. 
It is a thorough detailed ' tudy of the group, the notes on the 
anatomy and osteology being supplied by Frank E. Beddard and 
the beautiful hand-colored drawings by J. G. Keulemans. 

1902-3. A manual of palrearctic birds. 2 vols. 4lo. 
pp. 7 + 498; 499-922. index; also systematic index 
to both vols. London. 
Synonymy, brief notes, and de cription of over 1,200 species of 
Palearctic birds. Binomial classification is given of subspecies. A 
prefatory list is furnished of works chietty consulted by the writer. 

1905-10. Eggs of the birds of Europe including 
all the species inhabiting the western palaearctic 
area. 2 vols. 4to. Vol. I, pp. xx+837. 167 figs. 
T. of c. append. 2 indexes. Vol. II, pp. (154). 
106 pl. (col.). London. 
This work was published in 24 parts, the first in August 1905 and 
the last two in November 1910. Pages 1-505 refl.uire rearranging 
according to the table in vol. I, giving the original and revised 
numeration. A detailed account is given of the nesting habits and 
breeding ranges of European birds with half-tones of the nests and 
nesting sites; also colored figures of the eggs ad natura-m. The 
present copy has the original covers of the parts bound in. 

DRIENDL, TH. 
1850. Naturgeschichte der Amphibien und 
Fischen. 4to. 21 col. lith. (Wanting.) 1\!Iunich. 

DROSTE-HULSHOFF, FERDINAND [187lk-4]. tu·.) 
1869. (Die) Vogelwelt der Nordseeinsel Bor urn; 
nebst einer vergleichenden !ll;>ersicht der in den 
sOdlichen Nordseelandern vorkommenden Vogel. 
8vo. pp. 20+390+16. 2 pl. map. i\1iinster. 
Notes on the varietie , habits, migration, range, and other character
istics of the bird life of Borkum island in the orth ea. Supplements 
deal with the comparative history of these local birds and those of 
other localities. The copy under notice is a present from the author 

A toP. L. Sclater. 
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1806-14. Getreue bbildungen ... des Thier
reirh aus den nordlichen Provincen Russlands, 
Pte. Hefte I-V I. folio. 50 rot. pi. with desrriptive 
lelterpress.. Ri,qa. 

DRUMMOND , TIE 'RY [1851-97]. 
1888. Tropical Africa. pp. x + (2) + 228. front. 
(map, col. fold. ). 4 pi. 5 maps (co l. fold. ). 5 fig .. T. of c. London. 
Lectur -notes in popular form, with natural history, of East ('t>ntral Africa . 

1888. Tropical Africa. Authorized edilion. 'Vilh six inap , and illustralion . 8vo. ew }' ork. 
Amrrican edition puhliRhed with \'err slight alterations in the title-page. 

DRUMMOND , JAl\IES (1869- ]. 
1904. The animal of 1 w Zealand, &r. See 
HUTTO , F. \V. 

n .d . ature in New Zealand. 12mo. pp . (G)+ 7-
188. front. 98 figs. T. of c. index. Chrislclzurch. 
Ba ed on articles in thE' LyttPiton Time.~ during J 90 I. ThE' bird life of the island is dealt with in chapters I YJ , pp. 7-!:i~. 

DRUMMOND , MARY. 
1919 . See FARWELL, E. D. 

DRUMMOND , \VtLLIAl\1 HE RY [1845-79]. 
1875. The large game and natural history of 
South and South-East Africa. 8uo. pp. xxi + 
428. front. (col. ). vignette (col. ). 11 pl. (col.). 20 figs. 
(1 col.). 1 map (col.). T. of c. 2 append. index. 

Edinburgh. 
One of a numerous class of hooks whose only E'xcuse for the murder of wild animal , most of them defenceless, is the description of their bodies that sometimes (as in this in tance) has scientific value. 

DRYANDER , Jo AS [1748-1810]. 
1796-1800. Catalogus Bibl'othecre historico-na
turalis Josephi Banks. 5 vols. 8vo. [0.] London. 
This valuable bibliographic work by the Librarian of the Royal Society has pas ed through half a dozen editions and amendments and is a most useful reference treatise for the student and Jibmrian . 
1798- 1800 . See BA KS, JOSEPH, 1798. 

DUBLIN MICROSCOPICAL CLUB . Dublin. 
1873-85. Minutes of the Proceedings. 

DUBLIN NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. 
See NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF DUBLIN. 

DUBLIN NATURALISTS' FIELD CLUB . 
1887 ?-dale? Report. 

DUBLIN QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF 
SCIENCE . See ATURAL HISTORY REVIEW. 

DUBLIN. 'ee ATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF DUBLIN. 

(ROYAL ) DUBLIN SOCIETY. 
1889-date. Economic Proceedings. 
1856-78. Journal. 
1835-56 . Proceedings. 
1877-1 902. Scientific Transactions. 
1799- 1810. Transactions. 

DUBLIN UNIVERSITY ZOOLOGICAL AND BOTANICAL ASSOCIATION . 
1857- 60. Proceedings. 
1853-60. As Natural History Review, Dublin. 

D U BOIS , ALPHONSE [1839-?1910]. 
1868-72. Le oiseaux de I' urope et leurs ceufs. 
See DLBOIS, C. F., 185.4-60. 
This second serie~ of an important trE>atise was continued in conjunction with ('. F. Dubois. 
1871. Con pectus y temalicus et geographicus avium Europaearum. 4lo. pp. 35. Brussels. 
In addition to a long list of carietutes climacterical' there are on thb rostE'r 2.)3 genera and 575 sprcies of European birds. A brief notr of their distribution is also given-a uReful catalogue. 
1876-94. Faune Illustree des Vertebre& de la 
Belgique. 4 vols. (2 vols. lexl. atlas, 2 vols.). 8uo. 

Bruxelles. 
(1889]. Compte rendu des observations ornitho
logiques faites en Belgique pendant les annees 
1887-89. 8vo. pp. 58. Bruxelles. 
A ~:~eparately issued systematic, descriptive catalogue of Belgian birds, with . pE'cial reference to their local di tribution; mostly rrport;; from ornithological observatorie . 
1899-1904. Synopsis avium. ouveau manuel 
d'ornithologie. 2 vols. 4to. T. of c. index. Paged 
continuously. Vol. r, pp. xvi+729. 12 pl. (col. 
by nulhor). Vol. II, pp. x+731-1339. 4 pl. (col. 
by author). Brussels. 
This valuable work was is. ued in 17 parts. The dates of Issue run from Oct. 1899 to Aug. 190-!. A list of avian species with their synonyms and a marginal record of distribution form the chief part of the treatise. The copy in hand is from the Reichenow-Cabanis collection in the E.~.W. Library. 
1905. Remarques sur l'ornithologie de l' Etat 
indwendant du Congo suivies d'une liste des 
esp~ces rec~\!llies jusqu'ici clans eel etat. folio. 
pp. 6 + 38. 12 col. pl. (Annales du A-Ius. du 
Congo. Zoologie, ser. 4, vol. 1, fac. 1.) Bruxelles. 
A systematic regional list is given (in tables) of -!83 species observed 
colored plates. The copy in hand is a presentation from the author. lS 
in the Congo, together with descriptive text of the unusually fine, C'/ 
1905-14. Genera Avium. See WYTSMA , P~ 1905-14. 

DUB OIS, CHARLES FREDERIC [1804-67]. 
1839. Ornithologische Gallerie, etc. 8vo. col. pl. 
(\Vanting.) Aachen and Leipzig. 
1854-60 . Planches Coloriees des Oiseaux de la 
Belgique et leurs CEufs. 3 vols. 8uo. col. illust. 

Bruxelles. 
This important monograph is continued as Les Oiseaux de !'Europe et leurs (Eujs par C. F . Dubois ... et A. Dubois ... Deuxieme Sirie, especes non obserz•ees en Belgique. 2 vols. 
1866. Catalogue systematique des Oiseaux de 
!'Europe. 8vo. pp. 16. Brussels. 
1868-72. Les oiseaux de l'Europe et leurs ceufs. ze ser. Especes non observees en Belgique. 2 vols. 
4to. 202 col. pl. T. of c. index. Vol. I, 1868. 
106 col. pl. portr. Vol. II, 1872. col. pl. 107-202. 

Brussels. 
This fine work is a continuation of the elder Dubois' Planches colMiees, 1854-60. That work was confined to Belgian birds and their eggs, while these two volumes are entirely devoted to the European avifauna unobserved in Belgium. The present treatise was issued in parts, some irregularly, which accounts for the confused numbering of the plates, all of which in the copy in hand are colored. Dubois pere died in 1867 leaving thE: completion of the work to his son. 

DU BUS DE GISIGNIES , BERNARD LEONARD 
[1808-74]. 
1845-8. Esquisses Ornithologiques; Description et Figures d'oiseaux nouveaux ou peu connus. 4 livr. (all pub.). 4to. 37 col. pl. Bruxelles. 
1876. Catalogue des livres composant la Biblio-
theque, etc. pp. 256. Bruxelles. 
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.. . ~1 DU CHAILLU, PAUL BELLON£ [1838- 1903]. 
r 1861. EA.plornUon and Adventures in equatorial 

Africa; with a('Count~ of the Gorilla . . . and other 
animals. Suo. pp. x:viii + 479. 27 pl. 1 map. text 
il/ust. London. 

1900. The world of the grea L forest; how animals, 
birrl.s, rep tiles, in e<' ls talk, t llink, wol'k, nnd live. 
8vo. pp. xo + 32.3. front. 10 pl. 39 figs. T. of c. 
glossary. New }'ork. 
To en~ble the readrr to enter into thr lifP of thP great African Fore ·t, 
the author has made the animal:; and bir<l:; tell their own stories and 
explain t.heir own action~ aH if they '''f'I'P endowerl with the power of 
speech. 

DUCK, Jo11 . 
1852. aturul [ listory of Portishead, elc. 12mo. 
pp. 65. 3 pl. 1 map (col. ). Bristol. 

DUCKWORTH, \\' ILLIAM and MACPHERSON, 
H. A. 
1886. The bil'(ls of Cumherland. See MACPHERSO , 
11. A. 

DU FOILLOUX, .JACQl'ES [c. 1n21 80]. 
1615. La Carl'ia di Uiacomo di Foglioso. .'\Iilano. 
A Y<>ry rare treatis on hunting. 

DUGDALE, FLORE CE E. 
n.d. The IJook of IJal>v IJircls. 4to. pp. 120. front. 
(col.). 18 J!l. (to!. ). i. of c. London. 

DUGMORE, ARTH PR HADCT.YFFE [1870- ] . 
1904. Bird homes. The nests, eggs and breeding 
habits of the land birds brt>eding in the eastern 
United Slates. 8vo. pp. Xl'i + 1S3. front. (rot. ). 
47 pl. (1:5 col.). 11 fiqs. T. of c. 2 indexes. 

1 ell' York. 
Tlw first edition of thi~ work was issued in HlOO, another in 1920, 
neither of which differs materially from the pre;;ent onr. 

1912. \\'ild life and the camera. Svo. pp. xi + 332. 
front. 47 pl. T. of c. index. London. 
Devoted to natm<> photogra}Jhy and acrounts of the hahits and 
hehavior of animal~ . 

1913. The romance of the Newfoundland caribou; 
an intimate account of the life of thr r·pindeer of 
North America, ... illustrated with painting , 
drawings and photographs from life by lhe author. 
pp. viii + 191. col. front. 6,5 pl. fold. map. jigs. in 
text. London. 

1914. The romance of the IJeaver, being the his
tory of the beaver in the \Yestern hemisphere. 
Suo. pp. 14+255. illust. pi. London. 

1925. The wonderland of big game. illusl. 
London. 

[1926]. The vast Sudan. [2nd ed. ] Suo. pp. 311 + 
(1). fronl. 45 pl. (3 maps, 1 fold.). T. of c. index. 

London. 
An interesting account of the author's trip through this vast country, 
in which there are many references to its abundant fauna. Birds are 
listed on page 262. The first edition was published in 192-!. 

DUMERIL, ANDRE MARIE CONSTA T [1774-
1860]. 
1806. Zoologie analytique, ou Methode naturelle 
de classification des animaux, rendue plus facile 
a !'aide de tableaux S) noptiques. Suo. pp. 32 + 344. 

Paris. 

1825. l~h~mcns des Seirnre nulurelle .. 2 uoh. 
8no. illusl. 1 >m· is. 
Thii'\ i :-~ l't'ally tll (' third editi<m of thr author's ?'1'1/ill! eltfii!PIIlllire 
d' f/i.qfoirt' i':lllllrl'l!P, publi,hed in 11'\U-! , soon to IJe followru IJy Id~ 
Wl'll -known work~ on dassitkation and <·omptuath·e anatmny.' 

**** and BIBRON, G \BH 1 EL. 

1834 54. Erpelolog-ie g-eueralt-> ou lli ·Loire nalmelle 
dP t•epl ilt's, etr. 9 ools. and ullas. pp. 6,600. 1:20 
rol. pi. Paris. 
An1ong th<' Illost iill]>ortant and fuiHlamrntal of thr lnrgP trt>ath;es 
on l'Pptilian lifP, indmling the amphihia. 

1839. l~]em ns des science 
Suo. pp. 11 + [Z] + 3.3.5. pl. 

nalmelles. 3e ed. 
Bruxelles. 

A JH'\1' edition of 11nmeril'~ Xrrluml lfi.~tonJ, arc·ompanied by plate~ 
to illlli'\t ra tf• stru<'tma I dcta ib. 

1856. ldlthyologie analyliqur ... une ClaLsilk<J
lion na lw·ell des Puis ·on . 4lo. pp., -t .507. Paris. 
An iu1portant eontribution to itlil :~~ ·o)og~· in gPnrral. Author's 
se parate from Tomr XXYIT, JUm. _.Jcad. ,'-,'r•. !'11ris. 

DUMERIL, At•c;t 1STE llENRI A. DRl-: [181'>- 70: 
~rnd BOCOURT, FIHI\Ir · . 

1870-1909. Etude. su1' le reptiles et le Balra
ciens. folio und atlas. pp. 2 1 1012. .See ulsn 
:'lllSSIO SCIENTIFIQl 'E Al . ~IE. ' IQl'E E'J OA:".~ 

L' \\IJ~RIQlTE CE. TRALE. Paris. 

DUMFRIESSHIRE AND GALLOWAY NA
TURAL HISTORY AND ANTIQUARIAN 
SOCIETY. Edinburgh. 
1862-8. Transactions. Series 1. 

1876-1912. Tr·msal'l ions. SPrie. ·> 

1913- dale. Tran act ions. Sprie~ 3. 

DUMONT D'URVILLE, .Jt ' LES SEBASJ lE.' 

CESAR [1700- 18-!•21. 
1826-9. Voyagr autour· du l\ronue . ur La 
Coquille pendant . . 18'2'2- :->. !to and folio. See 
\ OYA<tES, FRENCH. Paris. 

1830-5. \'uyage dr ... l'Aslrolabe ... pendant 
18•2G- ·2,0, elc. ...;,ee VOY ArrES, FHENCJI. Paris. 

1841-54. VoyaO'e au pole sucl et clans l'Oceanie 
sur le l'Ol'vet.tes l '" \slrulabe et la Zelee ... pendant 
les annees 1837 1~::38 L83~1- l84U. 23 vols. 8uo. 
nnd folio. See\ OYAt,Es, FRE. ·en. Paris. 

DUMONTEIL, FPJ.BI·:HT [1831- ? 1900]. 
n.d. "\nimaux et Plant rs. :2nd f'd. pp. 396. illust. 

Paris. 
DUNCAN, .JoH T . 

1898. Bi1·cls of the Bl'itish Ish•s. Suo. pp. xvi+ 
456. front. 1 pl. .3Su fiys. in te.Ti. append. index. 

London. 
Tlw appendix contains tile namrs of birds whose title to !Je inc!u?ed 
in the British list. b doubtful. A numhrr of this author's orJgJilal 
drawings are in ::\IcGill. 

1903-5. See ORIGINAL DRAWL GS. DU, CAX, JOHN, 

1903-5. 

DUNCAN' PETER MARTI [18'24-91]. 
1876. ee CASSELL 's . ATURAL HISTORY. Edited 
by P. M. Duncan. 6 vols. 4to. illust. London. 
This excellent popular ryclopedia contains parts on all sections of 
natural history, the Yertebrates treated by P. ~I. Duncan, except 
the A\'CS, by n. B. HharpP. 

1883-5. See SCIE~CE LECT RES. 
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MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY. 
COLLEGE-

1888-?0. ludies. 

DUNLOP, A . . A. 
1845-51. CrumiJs; being n1s. notes and Jle\\Sp<qwr 
clippings on lhf' naftmd ~tory of lndirt. :! r•ols. 
Original oh ervation:-; on the hahit,; of thP hirds and mannnals of 
India, describing the (•are of the ~-onng, the ;;wirnrning of tigers, and 
ot.her intPresting happpning .. 

DUNN, EJ\L\IETT HEm. 
1926. Tht> Salamander~ of the F:.-unil\· Plel ho-
douticlae. L'O. pp. l'iii t lll. l pl. · 

DUNN' HOBERT. 
Soulhrl!llfl[on , l!rtss. 

1837. The ornithologist's guide to lhe islands of 
Orkne~' and Shetland. vn. pp. 10 + 1'28 . . ? nu1ps. 
1 fold. pl. London. 
A collector's account of the hinl life on thf' h<land~. 

DUNS, J 011 [ 1 ·20 'l!ll ] . 
n.d. Biblical nalural scien(·e; being Ute explalla
lion of all refer m·rs in lloly ~cript ure Lo g ology, 
botany, zoology, nnrl ph~·sical gcogr:=tph~· . 2 uols. 
4/o. Vol. I, pp. vi t- 57:). front. 20 pi. i maps 
(fold.). 111 figs. 2 indexes. Vol. II, pp. vi + fi24. 
23 pl. 7 maps and plans (4 col. fold. ). 196 fi!fs. 
bibliogr. 3 indexes. London. 

DUPERREY, Lour Is moRE [1786-1865]. 
1826-30. Voyage autour du moncle sur la corvelle 
la Coquille, 1822- 25. 10 vols. in 9. 4to and folio. 
pi. tab. maps. Zoologic par R. P. Le son, 
Prosper Garnot et F. E. Guerin-Meneville. Paris. 
This work was not complPted. For fuller contents ee British 
Museum Cat. (Nat. Hist.), YOl. 2, p. 60-!. 

DU PETIT-THOUARS, ABEL A BERT [I 793-
1864]. 
1840-5.5. Voyag-e aufour du \{ondr sur Ja 1'1·rgal.e 
La \ '!"nu l1 nols. lPcl. 8L'o. rtlllls. lrn'(IP folio. 
Tornr \. Zoolog·ip, hy ~:1iul-l Iilair·r, F. l'J'C'\ osl, 
0. Des .\Iur , Uumeril , el rLI. fJaris. 

DU PRATZ, Lr·~ P. 
1758. Ilisloire ur ln LouisianP, elc. ,J r•als. Iimo. 
(\\'anling-. ) Puris. 

DURAZZO, CM~J o. 
1840. De~di l!('('elli Li!-!'ttl'i 1101 izh'. Sr•o . fJfJ. fj !J.). 
2 pi. imle.r. r ,cJtol'rL . 
• \ loull cli ~tl'ihutioaal lht, gil iug hoth the s~·sl l'lll:lt i< ' anti '11lgar namc•s. 

D'URBAN, \\. S . .:\I. and MATH:t:W, :\1 .. \. 
1892. The birds ol' I <'\OIL. 8c!J. fi{l. N7 -1 /.i,f}, 
front. (col.). b pl. (1 col. ) .. ) lllltps. 'J'. u{'G. wLr/efl(/a. 
indc.c. London. 

1895. The Birds of Dev,Jtl. ·.2nd cd. "illt HI pple-
nL. l,u:ulon. 

See AITH\L IiiSfOHY "0<:JEIY OF 
ORTill MBERLA '\fll, ek. 

rationellPn Stnndpunkt. 8vo. pp .. riii+880. 80 pl. 
101 fi!Js. T. of r. inde:r. Berlin. 
. \n P\ilau,;tiYP. \\('ll-illuMraterl t reatise on poultry raising, including 
fowls. t urkp~· :-;, quail~ .. ·wan~. pigeons, ducks, and geese. Most 
pf'c·uliar i:-; t ltf' nn kPd·nP< 'k fowl , r:rtll118 domesficus IW4icollis, from 
Tltlll~<l ry, whir·h !'il!l tf' int.o notkf' as rPrf'ntl~ as 18i:>. 

1897. Deulsdd;wcls .\mphil>ien 11. Rrplilien. 8vo. 
pp. 68 J. li col. pi. llllti ·17 lc.rl-figs. .\la,qdehurg. 
OnP of the hf'st contribution;; to the modt>m hil:;tory of mid-European 
amphibia and reptilf's. 

DttRKEN, BERI\IARD (1881 J. 
1919. Einl'iihnmg in rli~ I•, ' IWI'imentat-ioologie. 
8vo. pp. 10 1- 1 f.fj. illu. l. HilJliographJ, pp. 404-
·u. Berlin. 

1928. LehrhtH'h der E prt·irneufal-.t,!wlogie; ex
perimenlelle Enl" i ·klungsleht·e det' Tiere. ·ue 
.\ufl. 4lo. pp. 12 -l. l 2. illust. Bibliography, 
pp. 6HU 7:)0. Berlin. 

DURNFORD, \\' . . \HTIII H. 

1883. Lisl or hir·ds found itr I he neighbourhood 
of \Valne~ Island [Lake Dislriet, England], with 
notes.. 8uo. pp. 20. Barnsley. 

DUSSELDORF. Naturwissenschaftlichel 
Verein. t 
1884-191.~ . .\litt ilungen l ;:> (all pub.). 

DUTT, W. A. 
1903. The or folk Broads. ( \\ nnting. ) London. 

DUTTON, F. l~. 
1884 7. Parrots in e<~pliYily "ith notes on se" eral 
species. See (,JlEE E, w. T. 

DWIGHT, JO'\XIJL\ ',ff'. (18:-)8 19•29] . 
1895. The Ipswkh bparrow nnd il s s ummer home. 
4to. pp. ,)6. 1 ('U/. pl. inrle.J.' . • \ut llor '. eparate, 
being .\lemoir t l, . ·ultall Omithological Club. 

r;umbridye, Jfass. 
. \ 111'!1-ldto\\ 11 IIIOJif\gra ph 1\'il h an t' 'd't'lll'nt hihliograph;r. 

J 895. The ('ode of JIOllH'lH:Iallu·e udoptect bJ the 
~\mcri('aJI omitllologists' union. [H) a COlll
milfce of Lhe ( nion (.J. D\\ighl, ell'.).] 
llr. I hlighl abo ~t'n f'ti nu tli P ('Oll1ntit tf'P f<1r lllO!';f of the codP re-
Yisiuns, including I hat nl' I 0 I 0. ' 

DYREV AERNEFORENINGEN 'SVALJJN'. 
\ arsskri l'l I' or t 91 f. l. . 

This pniodkal is ti0\1 pnhli><l•··d a ·; 1 he llf'!an of a SodPty for I h~ 
l'rotf'('fi•lll or AiJilltab !-(C'Il('filll~. 

EAGLE, THE. 
1891. Vol. 1, :\o. 1. .\pl'il. ( \11 issued. ) 4to. 

f.' m nkfllrl, I nd. 

EALAND, ( : fl \HI Is . \t IHil ,· (1877 
192n. The nt;tJ'\ eb of ~tni111:~J i::gclluit~· ; an illter
esliug <HTotntl ol lite t;llf'ii•U~ ltHllils & homes of 
many <utinwb, birds & Jnsrtfs. 8t•o. pp. 252. 
front. I fJI. 1'. of' c. London. 
Tit<· co~n!P II h of tlti-; \ 'Oitllllt' an· dra11n 11\llll th<· anthor·., lal'gPr 
\OiunH' t•ntilled .lnirnal lnyenuity of 'l'o-/Jrr!/. Tlw pri1wipal 
rf'fPI'C'Il!'! ''i to l•in!s <l!'!'llr l!ntlrr 1 h1· follm1 in!: I!Padinf!": llJilllin~· . 
p. J Oi': gr01llld aiJd ti!HII'rgronnd 1\Psts, pp. I ll' l ::2; IIP'lh in treP;;. 
pp. 1 ~:~ :;;,: hil'ds · <':.{1.!~. ]Jp. l:Jfi--!-!; pllllll<ll.!t' and il s lllf'aning; 
cnul'tshiJI, and lld!J;ratir-n, etc. 

DttRIGEI'l, llHl '-ll p(,;~ ·!1\l·!J,. 
1886. Die Geihigelzu<.:hl uadt iilrc'lll 

EALING lVIIC:&OSCOPICAL AND N ATUR-
AL HISTORY SOCIETY. r-_·llling. 

jelzigeu 1909-15. Tt·ausuctious. 
(\ 

~ 
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EAST AFRICA AND UGANDA NATURAL 
HISTORY SOCIETY. Nairobi. 
1910-date. Journal. London. 

EASTBOURNE NATURAL HISTORY 
SOCIETY. Eastbourne , Eng. 
1870-81. Transactions. Series 1. 

1881-1917? Transactions. Series 2. 

EASTERN PERSIA. 
1876. An account of the Journeys of the Persian 
Boundary Commission, 1870-71-72. 2 vols. 8vo. 
Vol. I. The Geography, with Narratives by 1ajors 
St. John, Lovett and Euan Smith. Vol. I I. The 
Zoology and Geography by \V. T. Blanford. 
Numerous coloured maps and plates. pp. 437 + 
516. indexes. London. 
This classic work furnishes the best description of the fauna of 
Persia published to date. Blanford (and l\Iajor St. John) give a 
complete and scientific review of the subject, bibliography included, 
illustrated (with Keulemans' drawings) by 28 colored plates depict
ing the animal life of the country. Fish anrl invertebrates are few 
in number, the notes being chiefly confined to Mammals (32 species), 
Birds (248 species), Reptiles (62 species), and Amphibia (5 species), 
comprising in all over 2,000 specimens. See also DJ,ANFORD, 1876. 
The volumes were issued at the expense of the Government of India. 

EAST INDIA COMPANY. 
1854-8. A catalogue of the birds in the museum. 
See HORSFIELD, T. and MOORE, F. 

EAST XENT SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY. See 
SOUTH EASTERN NATURALIST. 

EASTMAN, CHARLES RocHESTER [1868- ] . 
1903. See ZITTEL, K. A. VON. 

1907. Devonic fishes of the New York formations. 
(New York State Education Dept.) Albany. 

1916-23. A Bibliography of Fishes. See DEA , 
BASHFORD. 

EATON, ELO HOWARD [1866- ]. 
1901. Birds of western New York. pp. 64. index . 
(Proc. Rochester Acad. Se., vol. IV. ) 

1910-14. Birds of New York. 2 vols. 4lo. Vol. I, 
pp. 501. 42 pl. (col.). 23 maps (col., 1 fold. ). 79 figs. 
index. Vol. II, pp. 719. 64 pl. (col.). 65 figs. 
index. Alba ny. 
A comprehensive report (N.Y. !'-ltatc :\lusrum) OH tile bird of the 
state with descriptions of each specirs il' followe<l by an account of 
its ~istrihution, hannt~ and ha bib, with in man~· ea· eR photograph · 
of 1ts nest and egg. , etc. Thr 106 finr colorrd plates, illustrating 
every species, arc b~· Louis Agasf<i7. Fncrtc:;. The present copy was a 
gift from the .N.Y. , tatc Library. · 

EA TON, J OH MATTnm,·s. 
1858. A treali e on the ::1rL of hrePding am.l 
managi11g tame, domeslicalcrl, and fancy pigeou . 
8vo. pp. 200. front. (col.). 17 pl. (col. ). 1'. of c. 

London. 
The first part of this work is really John 1\loorc's ( L735) 't'olum
barium', with footnotes hy the presrnt author. The rest of the 
volume is mainly drYotcd to ~imilar cxtraet~ from Yarions other 
writers. :iee MOORE, JOH:\. 

EATON, \VALTEH PRICHARD [187) ]. 
[1920]. In Berl<shire fields. 8L'o. pp. :riii + 312. 
front. (col.). 20 pl. (col. ). 69 figs. (many col. ). 
T. of c. .1.\ 'ew 1 ark. 
Records of wal!derings of a naturalist in ~hr Berk ·hirr Hills, manr 
chapters of which had already appeared m Harper's .Magazine. 

EBERT' J OIIA J AKOB. 
1776-8. Naturlehre fuer die Jugend. 3 vols. 8vo. 

Leipzig. 
A rare treatise, quoted by Agaf<siz, ii. 315, hut not by Pritzel. Not 
listed in the ('at . Br. ,"'fvs. (Nat. Hist.). 

ECHANGE. (Revue Linneenne.) 1885-clate. 
Lyons. 

ECHO DU MONDE SA V ANT. 1834-45. Paris. 
SPe RICHMO o, c. w. 

ECKARDT, WILHELM RICHARD [1879- ]. 
1920. Meeresvogel. 8vo. pp. 70. 32 text-figs. index. 

Leipzig. 
A well-written brochure on water-birds, with special reference to 
the anatomy and physiology of the ~ubject. 

n.d. Praktischer Vogelschutz. 8vo. pp. 90. 52 
illust. in text. T. of c. Leipzig. 

ECKER, ALEXA DER [1816- 87]. 
1880. Lorenz Oken; eine biographische Skizze; 
Gedachtnissrede zu dessen hundertjahriger Ge
burtstagsfeier. 8vo. pp. 8 + 220. portr. Stuttgart. 

ECXSTORM, 1\llrs. FAN IE HARDY [1865- ]. 
[1901]. The bird book. 8vo. pp. xii+281. 56 figs. 
1 map. T. of c. append. index. Boston. 
A popular school book. 

? 1'904. The \Voodpeckers. 

EDER, ROBERT. 
1908. Die Vogel Niederoslerreichs. 
Wien. (Wanting.) 

ECONOMIC NATURALIST. 

EDINBURGH FIELD NATURALISTS' AND 
MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY. 
1881-date. Transactions. 

EDINBURGH JOURNAL OF NATURAL 
AND GEOGRAPHICAL SCIENCE. 1829-31. 

EDINBURGH JOURNAL OF NATURAL 
HISTORY AND OF THE PHYSICAL 
SCIENCES. 1835-40. 

EDINBURGH NEW PHILOSOPHICAL 
JOURNAL. 
1826-54. 
1855-64. New series. 

EDINBURGH PHILOSOPHICAL JOURNAL 
(continued as Eciin. Xe"'. Philo . .Journ.). 1819-26. 

EDWARD, of Norwich, ·2nd dulce of York [1373?-
1415]. 
1904. The master of game, by Edward, second 
duke of York. The oldest Engli h book on hunting; 
ed. hy Wm . . \. and F. Haillie-Grohman, wilh a 
foreword by Theodore RooseYell. folio. pp. liii+ 
(1)+286. front. (col. ). 51 pl. T. of c. /Jiblioyr. 
glos ary. index. J_ondon. 

Tot only the oldest hut the most important work on the ehase in 
the EnglL"h language that has comr clown to us from the ~liudlt> 
Ages. Written between the years J ±Or 1 3 the greater part of the 
book is a careful translation from ('onnt Gastou de Foix'1' U!·re dr 
Chasse, the most famous hunting book of all times. Of the :36 rhaptrr~ 
in the Master of Grmu only fivr nrr original (printed in italics) but 
theRr, as well as the numerous interpolations made by t.he translat:<Jr. 
are of the greatest. importnner to the Ktudrnt of Yenen·, as sh011Jng 
tlte ehanges that had been introllm·('([ into J{ritain in the three 
hmH.lrr 1 and two score year:; sinre the <·onrtnest, when the French 
language and Frenrh hunting customs uecame estahlish~d on 
English soil. Only 600 copies 11 itl1 these fine plates were pnnted, 
of which the present copy is No. 30. 
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EDWARDS , ALPHO 
EDWARDS, ALPHO SE. 

EDWARDS , C. E. 

See MIL E-

1893. Cainp-Fires of a Naturalist, etc. 8vo. 
(\Vanting.) London. 

EDWARDS , GEORGE [1694-1773]. 
1743. A natural history of birds. Most of which 
have not been figur'd or describ 'd, and others 
very little known from obscure or too brief 
descriptions without figures, or from figures very 
ill designed. Containing the figures of sixty birds 
and two quadrupedes, engrav'd on fifty-two 
copper plates, after curious original drawings from 
life, and exactly colour'd. \\.ith full and accurate 
descriptions. folio. London. 
A covering title with the motto, ·Natura ·emper eadem, sed Artes sunt variae ',which might properly apply to the arrangement of this 'vol. I' in which it appears. Following this title·page is 'A natural History of Birds', 1747, Part II, (q.v.). 
The variou issue , editions, and translation of George Edwarrls' treatises were i~sued so irregularly and in such confusing combina· tions that it is Yery difficult to catalogue them. The Compiler may well be criticized for the present method of collation and annotation of the numerous writings of the author, whether published in English or other languages. 

1745-51. Histoire naturelle d'oiseaux peu connus. 
2 vols. London. 
Excerpt from the French translation of Uncommon Birds. 

1747. A natural history of birds, most of which 
have not been figured or described, and others 
very little known from obscure or too brief 
descriptions without figures, or from figures very 
ill designed: containing the figures of sixty-one 
birds and two quadrupedes, engrav'd on fifty
three copper plates, after curious original drawings 
from life, and exactly colour'd. \\'ith full and 
accurate descriptions. To which is addetl, an 
appendix, by way of illustration. Part II. folio. 
pp. xxiii + 126. 104 col. pl. (100 birds). 1 col. map. 
index. Printed for the Author. Part of 'Vol. I'. 

London. 
One of the irregularly i sued portions of the famous atural History. 

[1750 ?] A natural history of uncommon birds, 
and of some other rare and undescribed animals, 
quadrupedes1 reptiles, fishes, insects, etc. Ex
hibited in three· hundred and sixty-two copper
plates, from designs copied immediately from 
nature, and curiously coloured after life. With 
a full and accurate description of each figure. To 
which is added, brief and general idea of drawing 
and painting in water-colours; with instructions 
for etching on copper with aqua-fortis: likewi e 
some thoughts on the passage of birds; and 
additions to many subjects described in this work. 
In seven parts. Vol. I. London. 
The aboYe title is bound with a number of works of Gcorge Edwards. It bears no date and there is little to indicatr the 'seven parts'. 

1750 . A natural history of birds, the most of 
which have not hitherto been figured or described, 
and the re t, by rea on of obscure, or too brief 
description , without figures or of figures very ill 
design'd, are hitherto but little known. This 
part exhibits the representations of fifty-nine 
birds, engraven on fifty-two copper plates, and 
coloured in their natural and proper colours, after 
curious original paintings, designed from the life: 

uu 

with a full and accurate description of each bird. 
Part Ill. folio. pp. 1. London. 
The cover title of 'Vol. II' in the E.S.W. Library of Ornithology. 
1751. A natural history of birds. The most of 
which have not hitherto been either figured or 
described, and the rest, by reason of obscure, or 
too brief descriptions without figures, or of figures 
very ill designed, are hitherto but little known. 
Containing the representations of thirty-nine 
birds, engraven on thirty-seven copper-plates 
after curious original drawings from life; together 
with a full and accurate description of each. To 
which are added by way of appendix, sixteen 
copper-plates, representing the figures of many 
curious and undescribed animals, such as quad
rupedes (both land and amphibious), serpents, 
fishes and insects: the whole containing fifty
three copper-plates, which is the full number given 
in each of the foregoing parts of this work. Every 
bird, beast, etc. is colour'd from the original 
painting, according to nature. Part IV and last. 
folio. pp. iv+248. 105 col. pl. (89 birds). Printed 
for the Author. 
Appended: A Catalogue of the Names of the 
Birds, Beasts, etc., described in the third and 
fourth part of this work; in Latin and English. 

London. 
This is probably a portion of the second edition published by Robson, although there is little to indicate that probability. The two titles are botmd together as vol. II of Edwards' works in the present copy. 
1758. Gleanings of natural history, exhibiting 
figures of quadrupeds, birds, insects, plants, etc. 
most of which have not, till now, been either 
figured or described. With descriptions of seventy 
different subjects, designed, engraved, and coloured 
after nature, on fifty copper-plate prints. folio. 

London. 
1760. Gleanings of natural history, exhibiting 
figures of quadrupeds, birds, fishes, insects, etc. 
most of which have not, till now, been either 
figured or described. With descriptions of one 
hundred different subjects, designed, engraved, 
and coloured after nature, on fifty copper-plate 
prints. Part II. London. 
n .d . Glanures d'histoire naturelle, consistant en 
figures de quadrupedes, d'oiseaux, d'insectes, de 
plantes, etc. dont on n'avoit point encore eu, pour 
la plus part, de des eins, ou d'explications; avec 
les descriptions de soixante et dix differents 
sujets, dessine graves, et colores d'apres nature, 
en cinquanle planches. Tome cinquieme. 
Traduit de l'Anglois par J. Du Plessis. folio. 
pp. 1 + 220. 100 col. pl. ( 7 8 birds). 
This is the common French-Engli h printing of this famous work on zoology, published as vol. Ill in the copy in hand. 

1764. Gleanings of natural history, containing 
fiaures of quadrupeds, birds, insects, plants, etc. 
most of which have not, till now, been either 
figured or described. \Vith descriptions of eighty
five different subjects, de igned, engraved, and 
coloured after nature, on fifty-two copper-plate 
prints. Part Ill. folio. London. 
The above (dated) title·page cowr and includes the following (undated) Freneh title. 

n.d . Glanures de l'histoire naturelle, consistantes 
en figures de quadrupedes, d'oiseaux, d'insectes, 

.Jg:r, 
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~ lrEDWARDS, G. (r·onld. )] 
de plantes, ele. dont on n'avoil point eu, pour la 
pluspRrt , d desscins, ou d'explication : avec le 
descriptions de quat re vingL l'inq ujct <.lifferents, 
dessines, grav<" , et colore d'aprr nalure, en 
cinquante deu planche . IIIme parlie. . . . 
Traduite de 1'.\ugloi. par .Yir. Edmond Barker. 
folio. pp. 2+ xxxv + vii + 221- 347. 100 col. pl. (7 
birds ). 
This title and the previouK one constitute 'Yol. IV' of the present 
~eries of Edwards' works. At the end of this volume is a Catalogue 
of the Tames of the Bird;;, Ikasts, Insects, etc. figured in the thircl 
part of the Gleanings, etc., in English, Frrnth and LatiJl. The 
foregoing is a continuation of the Natural Ilistory of r:ncommon 
Birds. 

1770. E say upon natural history and other mis
cellaneous ubjeds; to which is added a catalogue, 
in generical order of the birds, beasts, fishes, 
insects, plant , etc., contained in [hi ] natural 
history. 8vo. pp. viii + 231. porlr. London. 
The. essays in this volume arc mostly copied from the author's 
Gleanings of Natural Hi.~tory. The treatise ends witll a catalogue in 
both English and French (on oppo itc pages) of the names of the 
animals and plants, with an index of the illustrations as well as the 
plate numbers, dexcribcd and depicted then•in. The work is rather 
scarce. 

177£. The natural hi lory of Carolina, Florida, 
and the Bahama I land ; &c. By the la to :\1 ark 
Catesby. Revised by Mr. Edward . ee CATES
BY,M. 

1772-81. Verzameling van uillancl ·he en zeld
zaame Vogelcn, bencven eenige vreemcle Dieren 
en Plantgewassen; door G[eorgc] Eclward en 
M[ark] Catesby; in'L Iloogduitsch uilgegevcn door 
J. M. Seligmann, than in't Nederduil eh vcrtaald 
en mel aanhaalingen van anclerc .\uthcuren 
verrykt, door M[artin] Iloultuyn. .j vols. in 4. 
folio. 453 (of 47 3) col. pl. ~ 1msterdnm. 
This Dutch tran lation of Iluth'::< German edition includes, like it, 
Edwardti' 1.Yatural 1/i.~tory of Unco,nnum Birds and lth; Gl('(cnings of 
Natural Histor11 a~; well as ('atr::;by'::< Nutur((l Hi.~tory of Carolina. etc. 
Ruth entitled hi::; work Sammlurw rPrschiedeneu rw.~liindischer und 
. ~eltener rogel, "ith llPW plate~. ~omr of them oi'iginal. Altogcthrr 
this rarr version, rxe<>llently executed, is Yaluable for text and 
plates. Vols. IV aud V in the present copy arc from the library of 
John IA:'\\is C'hilds. 

1776. A catalogue of Lhe bird , bea t , fishes, 
insects, plants, etc. contained in Edward ' 
·atural history, in seven volume , \Yilh their 

Latin names hy Sir C. Linnacu . See ~ 

1776. [A reprint of the papers communicated to 
the Royal Society.] See ROBso. , J. Some memoirs 
of the life and works of George Eclward . 
1805? A natural hi I or) of birds. 2 vols. London. 
A late reprint from thr author's original treatise. 

1805-6. Gleaning of natural hi tory. 2 vols. 
London. 

EDWARDS, GEonc;E, of 11larket-Lavinglon. 
[1814]. A cliscour e on the emigration of British 
birds. 8vo. pp . .rv + 64. London. 
'!1814. See LEGG, Jon~. 

EDWARDS, IIENRI l\hLNE. See MIL 1 E EDWARD 
liE RI. 

EGEDE,HA s[l686 1758]. 
1745. A Description of Greenland. 1 vol. 8vo. 
Translated from the Danish cdiLion of 1729. 

London. 

EGGS. Thr ofntial organ of the Scientific Poullrv 
Breeders 1\ ·soda lion lwcckl~ ]. Vol. 4, no. 4. 4to. 
(l aLed l\1'21. ) [H.udgrt'ick.j 

EGYPT. Government Zoological Gardens. 
See GIZEil. 

~ Ministry of Finance. 
1923. Catalogue of Publications in Store. Cairo. 

!!3'* ...,Zoological service. 
1913-24. Hoporl for l U 1"'-~3. 3 vols. pl. 8vo and 
4lo. Cairo. 

~See ZOOLO<:ICAL SOCIETY OF EGYPT. 

EHA. ( fJsewlonym. ) 
1894. ,\ 1 Taturali ton the Pro\\ I; or in the Jungle. 
8vo. illusl. London. 
A Yery interc ·ting and popular account of wil(llife in India written 
hy a newspaprr corrcf'pondent for a ('alcutta journal. ·"'er AITKE:\, 
K H. 

EHRENBAUM, E. See FAt '"'<A ARCTICA, lD00-
2 . Fi h of the Arctic region 

EHRENBERG, CHRISTIA. GOfTFRIED [1795-
1 76 J. 
1828-45. ymbolae Physicae, seu Icone et 
de ripliones Corporum '\ aturalium no\·orum, 
etc. Par Zoologica. 4 vols. folio. col. illust. 

Berlin. 
This important tr<>ati:>c with it~ <"ontrihutions to vertebrate zooloj;!y 
rontainR chaptrrR on mammals and bird~' l:>y Ehrenherg and. in a 
later supplcmrnt ( 1899), additional matter on 1 he ~ame suhjerts hy 
P. :'llat~cllie; rf'ptilia hy G. Tornicr; pisCf'R h~· F. Hi!gemlorf. The 
B.H.W. LibrarY hnl' a ~eparatrly bound volumr, dated 1 28-33, 
with the .\Ye!i,·b~· C. G. Ehrenb<>rg, 10 col. pl. and descriptive letter· 
presR. A part of thi~ volume was not pnhlixhcd until 1833. 

1899. !cones adhu(' ineditac, [etc. ] ; publico u ui 
oblnlerunl 0. Carlgron, F. Hilgendorf, E. V. 
Martens, P . .\lalschi , G. Turnicr, \\. \\ ellner'. 
Zoologica. pp. [4] + 65 -+ 24 pl. Berolini . 

EHRENKREUTZ, V0;'-1 (Baron). 
1864. Das Ganze der Angelflsl'herei, etc. 8th eel. 

EHRMANN, P. 1929 . • ·ee BROI!l\IER, P. 

EICHWALD, CARL EllLTAiiD \()', [1/~J:)-18;{:)]. 

1841. Faulla Caspio-Caucasia . . pp. iv+233. 40 
col. pl. Petropoli. 

EIGENMANN, CARL 11. 
1893. 'oulh American l~ishes. an Francisco. 
A compendium describing moxt of the common and some of the 
rarer speries. 

1903-10. See PRI;'-;CETO"\ l ~n ER!-'11 Y. 

1909. The fre h water fishe. or Patagonia and an 
e 'aminalion of lhe .\l·hiplata-.\l·t·hhelenis lheor~. 
folio. pp. JSO. illust. pl. (J l'ill<'f'ton l'ni\. E ·
peclitions to Palag-oni:l, 1 ~H.5-!l. Rrport.., UJO!J, 
vol. 3, pt. 3.) Princelon. 

1912. The I~rc hwalrr Fi hrs of British Guiaua, 
ineluding a study or Lhc Ecolog-i<'al grouping uf 
species, and the re la Lion of tile Fauna or lllC 
plateau to thal of the lowland,;. 4lo. pp .. r·x 578 .. 
71 pl. (1 col.). .3J maps. le:rt i/lust. Separate ol 
the Carnegic In titute :\lusouJn Memoirs, vol. 5. 

A Pittsburgh. 

;? 
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~%IMBECK. 

'~{ 

, 
B 

1829. Bt:>s1·hrrihung eines bisher ni ·ht bt>kannlrn 
sehr auffallclld g-<.•bildelcn Deul <·hen \\'nsser
' og<~ls neh l einrr vrrhi\ltnissmi\ sigen Abbildung 
in halber LehensgT<>s. E'. 4to. pp. 4 + 4. pl. 

A rnntrihution to the study of th!' genns Ana.~. 
Braunscltweig. 

EIMER, Go. ·r,w Tlr-:t~RICH TnEODOR [1843 98]. 
1888-1901. lJir Eulst.Phung der .-\rlcn auf Grund 
von Vererl•en PJ·wol'l•rner Eigensdwflrn 11acll den 
GesE'tzen organi Tlwn \\'nch ·ens. .3 uols. 8vo. 
illust. pl. ' Leipzig. 
This philo~ophic treatise waR issued in three parts, the Recond YOitlliH' ill JH!"li. 

EINZ~DARSTELLUNGEN AUS DEM 
GEB DER ANGEWANDTEN NATUR
WIS ENSCHAFTEN. 1920-dale. .i\Junich. 

EIPPER, PA1 L. 
1929. Aninwls looking at you. 8vo. pp.10 + 163. pl. 

~Yew }"ork. 
EXSTROM, C. lJLHICII [17 1 1859]. 
1835. Die Fische in den Srheeren von Modco 
(SchweclE'n). pp. 290. 6 pl. Berlin. 
A rarf' and f:':ul~· contribution to tlw ~-;tudy of :-iwedish fishe~:~, transJatt•cl from the Swrdish witlt notef\ hy 1<'. ('. IJ. ('replin. :\ot li,;ted in the ('at . Hr. ,lfus. (Nut. HiNt .). 

1893-5. See FRIES, B. 

ELAND, G. 
1923. In Bucks; ~~ ·2nd and enl. ed. of Old "" OI"ks 
and past dnys in rural Buckingham hire. 8uo. 
pp. viii-t 129. front. (map fold.). 12 pl. 3 figs. 
(plans). T. o{ c. inde:r. Aylesbury. 

ELBERFELD. Naturwissenschaftlich~ 
Verein in El berfeld ( und Barmen). 
1847- date. .J a hresherichle. [The words 'uncl 
Barmen' Wl're dropJ.Wd between 1867-8.] 

~· NaturwissenschaftlichdJGesellschaft. 
1878-80 . .Jaln'('.IH'rkhlt> 1- ·2 (al'rpub.). 

ELDON' CHARLES I I. 
1919. The pas. engE'r pigeon in Pennsylvania. See 
FRE~CH, .J. C. 

@LEVEUR. (Paris.) 1885-da/e. 

ELGEE, FRA K. 
1912. The moorland of 110rlh-easlern Yorkshire. 
8vo. pp. xvi+360. {ronl. 39 pl. (1 col.). 14 figs. 
(9 maps). 3 maps (col. {old.). T. of c. append. 
index. London. 
The principal reference~ to the fanna will lJe found in chapter XIY. 

EL HORNERO. ·ee noR ERO, EL. 

ELIOT' \VILLARD AYRES. 
1923. Birds of the Pacific Coast. Including a brief 
~u·eount of the distribution of 11 birds that are 
more or less common to the Pacifie < :oasl Stale , 
el c. uo. pp . .rvii + 211. front. 56 col. pl. T. o{ c. 
indeJ~. New } ·ork nnd London. 
A popular but well-written.acc•mmt of birtl.life_bor<.lering the ~or_th Americlm Pacifie Coast, regJOn. An app ndtx gtvPs a sy temattc !Jst (including the common names) of birds found in British 'oluntiJia, Washington, Oregon and California. 

ELLENBERGER, \VrLIIELM [18-18-19'2:>] and 
BAUM, TlEH:\IA • 
1926. Ilandbuch uer vergleichenden Jnalomie dt>r 
J In ustiere. 16 aufl. T Berlin. 

ELLIOT' GEORGE FRA 'JCIS SCOTT. J 1901. Fauna, Flora, and Geology of lhe Clyde 
:u·ea. 8vo. pp. 10 f- 567. 1 map. Glasgow. 
I:< ued as a .British A::;sociation Hand-Book for the masgow meeting, I nu I. Tlw mammah; an• deserilJ~><l by H . H. \Vatt, thP Birds by J. Patterson, the Rt:ptilia and A~1phibia by A. Brown, ancl tlte Marine and Freshwatl'l· l<t~hes by T. Stott and A. Brown. 

ELLIOT, DA~IELGIRAl D [18~5-1915] 
[1864)-65. ,\ mouograph of tbe Tetraoninae: or, 
family of lhe grouse. double elephant folio. pp. (20) 
+(·52). 27 pi. (col., 2 egys). 1'. o{ c. biulioyr. 

'ew } 'ork. 
The first of a seric'. of magnificent monographs, for the pre)Jaration of which thb author i · famoufl. The present work was JJUI.Jlished in tiYe parts; pts. I - ll, 186+; 111- V, 1805 (according to Coue:;). 'fwent ~· -tiw specih are treatrd in t Ius monograph, all the Tetraoninae known at the time, the illnstrat ions by tlw <lllthor and .J. \Yolf. Two cnlon·d platE's of egg:; (liO fig .. ) arc• by Wm. ::l. Morgan. The original coYer to part I bearing the date 18<l4 is bound in at th end of the volnme. 

[1866]-9. The new and heretofore unHgu1'ed 
species of lhe I •irds of 'orth America. 2 vols. 
folio. Vol. I, pp. (.32) +(.58). 29 pl. (col.). 18 figs. 
1'. o{ c. Vol. II, pp. (4) -r(88). 43 pl. (col.). 5 figs. 
T. o{ c. ew 1 ork. 
Published in 15 part8; pt:;. I and ll, L866; Ill VlJI, 1867; lX XII, 1868; XIII- XV, 1869, according to l'oue::; and I bi.~. The introduction, which appeared in pt<~. XlY antl XY, treats of 32 specie~ not given in the general tPxt. The g<'llll Exanthemop~-; i~ a new one. The toloretl illustrations are Ly the author, .1. Wolf, and Edw. l-iheppard. 

[ 1870]-2. A monog1·aph of the Phasianidre or 
family of the phea anls. 2 vols. el. folio. ol. I, 
pp. (4) + xx·x +( v )+( 78 ). 33 pi. (31 col. ). T. of c. 
Vol. II, pp. (v ) + (108). 48 pl. (col. ). T. o{ c. 

New J ork. 
I8sued in six parts, the original covers of which arc I.Jouncl in at the end or vol. ll. tht• fir~t bearing the date of .June 1870, and the last that of l\Jarth 1872, whith, howeYer, was not issued until October. ( ·ousideretl by many to be Elliot' · liHe~-;t mouograph. The handcolorrd plates I.Jy ,J. Wolf and .J. Hmit are exc<'llent. The original charcoal dra\\iugs by tlw former artist, from whkh the 79 colored lithographs illustrating tlri8 work were copied, are now in the Blacker Library and are described under ·Original drawings by .Joseph Wolf' and include Hi other:; al>'.O, whieh, althou~h originally intended. for thi<~ work, were neYer published. 

1873. A monograph of the Paradiseidae, or IJirds 
of paradise. folio. pp. 32 t-[90]. 37 pi. Biblio
graph. , pp. ~l-1f> in pref. London. 

1877-82. ,\ monograph of the IJueerolidre, or 
familyoflhehornlJill. folio. pp.X..l'.JJii+(2)+146. 
60 pi. (.57" col.). 7 fiys. London. 
This fine monograph was issued in ten part., the dates of publication being slightly confu ed. In the pre::;ent ropy, in which the covers to the parts are l10und in at the end of the volume, pt. I bears date J8ii, and }Jt. X, that of J 82, the introductory matter apparently appearing in this part, a;; well a:; the two vlain plates of generie characters, and one of the head of Pholidophalus tasuarinus, by ,J. ::lmit. The remaining ;,i fim• eolored plates are hy ,J. U. Kenle
lllan~. 

1878. On lhe fruit-pigeons of tlw genus Ptilopus. 
8uo. pp. SOO 75. 2 pi. lCOl.). v figs. IJiblioyr. 

[London. J 
Extracted from the Proc. Zool. 801'. Lond., :\lay i, 1!:!78, without altt>rationof pagination. In the Key to tiles!' pigeons whic·h in~abit tlw Paeilk lslantls, il speeiP · are rteoguize<.l. and fully tlescnbed. They are divided into two great groups, rhawrterized br haYillg the breast feathers bi.furcatetl or not loi.fmcated. The two culored \illustrations are by J. 8ruit. 

)~ 
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~ [E:t.LIOT, D. G. (contd.)] 
1878. A classification and synopsis of the Tro
chilidae. folio. pp. xii+277. 127 figs. T. of c. 
append. 4 indexes. 1Vaslzington. 
A beautiful monograph on tl1P Hummi11g-bird:;, with l\eys to the 
genera and species. The various signatures ru:e dated April 1878 to 
)[arch 1879, but the E'ntire work wa::; publi"hed in April L87H, 
a ording to a tatement on page xiv of tlw table of rontE'nt::; o( 

• \ ol. XXIII of the' Smithsonian ('ontributions', of which the prpsent 
paper forms article V. 

1883. A monograph of the felidre or family of the 
cats. folio. pp. 16+108. 43 col. pl. Each plate 
has from 1 to 5 separately paged descriptive texts. 

London. 
In the Blacker Library are 60 original charcoal sketches hy JosE'ph 
Smit, drawn to illustrate this fine monograph-among the best 
illustrated of the numerous treati es by Elliot. Of these, 43 were 
reproduced in the present work; the remaining 17 were not so 
utilized. 

1885. See KI G LEY, J. s., ed., 1885. 
[1888]. The Riverside natural history. ee 
KI GSLEY, J. S. 

1893-5. A monograph of the Psittidae, or family 
of ant-thrushe~. folio. pp. 23. 1 lab. .51 col. pl. 

London. 
The second edition (the first published in 1867 with 31 plates only) 
of this charming atlas, with descriptive text. 

1895. North American shore birds, a history of 
the snipes, sandpipers, plovers and their allies ... 
of North America. 4to. pp. xvi + 17-268. front. 
72 pl. 1 diagr. 2 figs. T. of c. glossary. append. 
index. New York. 
This remarkably well-prepared monograph is a popular but scientific 
account, the appendix containing keys to the families. The present 
copy is number 42, large paper edition, of which only lOO copies were 
issued, autographed by the author. It is also a presentation copy. 

1897. The gallinaceous game birds of North 
America including the partridges, etc. 8vo. pp. 
xviii + 220. front. 45 pl. 1 calor chart. T. of c. 
append. index. London. 
Short accounts of 46 species, with illustrations by Edwin Sheppard. 
The volume forms a companion to the author's North American 
Shore Birds, 1895. A second printing appeared in ~ew York a 
month after this first edition. 

1898. The wild fowl of the Cnited States and 
British possessions; or, The swan, geese, ducks 
and mergansers of North America. 8vo. pp. xxii + 
316. front. (portr.). 63 pl. T. of c. append. index. 

New York. 
A companion volume to the author's .North American Shore Birds, 
18~5, and The Gallinaceous Game Birds of North .America, 1897, 
bemg a popular account of 63 species. The illustrations are by 
Edwin Sheppard, D. G. Elliot, and J . Wolf. 

1901. A synopsis of the mammals of North 
America and the adjacent seas. 8vo. pp. 14+471. 
49 pl. (Publication of the Field Columbian 
museum. Zoological series, vol. II.) Chicago. 
A useful systematic and technical treatment of the subject in the 
author's best style. 

1902. See ROOSEVEL T, 1 HEODORE, 1902. 

1903. List of mammals from ... North California 
and Oregon. Chicago. 

1903. New Mammals from California, etc. 

Author's reprint. 
Chicago. 

1904. The Land and Sea mammals of Middle 
America and the \Vest Indies. 8vo. pp. 21 + 850. 
68 pl. text-figs. (Field Columbian Museum. Zoo
logical series. ) Chicago. 
-~n excellent treatise aud work of reference. Au appendix tu the 
· Bynopsis '. 

1904. Catalogue of Mammals from South Cali
fornia. 12 pl. Chicago. 
Author's separate, from Publications of thl' ~'ield :\Iuseum. Zoo· 
Jo~ical S!'ries. 

1905. check lisl of mammals of the North 
American continent, the \Vest Indies and the 
n 1ghboring ea . 8vo. pp. 4 f- 761. pl. (Publica
Lions of the Field Museum. Zoological series.) 

A supplement was published in New York, 1917. 
Chicago. 

1907. A catalogue of the collection of mammals in 
lhe Field Columbian Mu eum. Chicago. 

1913. A review of the Primal<' . .3 vols. 8uo. 
Monog-raph Series, Amer . .\Ius. ' at. Hist. Vol. 1, 
pp. cxxvi+817+xxxviii . . 32 pl. (10 col.). Vol. '2, 
pp. xviii+382+xxui. 39 pi. (8 col.). Vol. 3, pp. 
xi/)+262+clxviii. 89 pl. (8 col.). .Vew l'ork. 

ELLIOT, GEORGE FRA I. COTT. 

1896. A Naturalist in Mid-Africa. 8vo. pp. xvi + 
413. 14 pl. 3 maps. London. ~ h ] 

!:LLIOT, H. S. R. and THACKER, A. G. 1 f'I:.J· . J 
1909. Beasts and men. See IlAI<E BECK, c. 

ELLIOT, vVALTER [1803- 87]. 
1840. A ~atalogue of the species of Mammalia 
found in the southern Iahratta country; with 
their ynonymes in the native languages in use 
there. 8vo. pp. 2+43. ("11adras Journal of 
Literature and Science, vol. 10, 1839. Interleaved 
with MS. notes. Presentation copy from author.) 

1~1[ adras. 
ELLIOTT, HE RY \Voon [ 1 ~6-? 1929 J. 

1886. Our arctic province; laska and the seal 
islands. 8vo. pp. xv + 47 3. front. 48 pl. 5 maps 
(1 fold.). 43 figs. T. of c. index. New York. 
The principal references to the birds will be found on pp. 208-24, 
relating more especially to the birds of the Pribylov Islands. Pub
lished al o in London under the title .An Arctic Province, 1886. 

ELLIOTT' WILLIAM [1788-1863]. 
1867. Carolina sports by land and water; includ
ing devil-fishing, wild-cat, deer and bear hunting, 
etc. 8vo. pp. vi+292. T. of c. 

New }'ork and London. 
Another record of the wanton destruction of defenceless animals by a 
'sportsman'. It mostly refers to the murder of m~mmals, but there 
is a short chapter at the end of the volume 'of the birds which are the 
objects of sport'. 

ELLIOTT SOCIETY OF NATURAL HIS-
TORY. Charleston, S.C. 
1857-60. Journal (all pub.). 
1853-90. Proceedings (all pub.). 

ELLIS, HENRY [1721-1806]. 
1748. A Voyage to Hudson's Bay ... in ... 1746 
and 174 7 ... with ... a short Natural History of 
the Country. 1 vol. 8vo. pp. xxviii+336. 9 pl. 
1 map. London. 
There is a German translation and several other editions of this rather 
rare voyage. 

ELMS, EnwARD FuRNESS MARSON [nat. 1878]. 
1906. A pocket-book of British birds. 8vo. pp. 
vii+150. index. London. 

[1921]. Our resident birds and how to know them. 
8vo. pp. 126. front. 14 pl. T. of c. index. London. 

1923. Our migrant birds and how to know them. 
f.- 12mo. pp. 126. 8 pl. T. of c. index. London. 
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ELROD, MORTON JOHN [1863- ]. 
1902. A biological reconuais ance in the vicinity of Flathead Lake [ rontana]. (Montana Univ. Bull. Bioloa. Serie , o. 3.) Suo. pp. 2+92. front. 29 pl. 2 maps. 3 fiys. bibliogr. index. 

EL TON' CHARLES. 
Jlissoula, 1Uont. 

1927. Animal Ecology. \\'ith an Introduetion hy Julian S. Huxley. pp. 20+207. 8 pi. 13 figs. in text. T. of c. index. 
A modern discussion of tlw intimate social life and f'nvironnwnt of animals. 

ELWES, A. J. and WOOD, THEODORE. 
1905. The zoo, past and present. 8vo. pp. xii + 147. front. 10.3 figs. T. of c. London. 

ELWES, A. T. 
[1898 ). See HARPE, R. B. vVonders of the bird world. 

EMBODY, GEORGE CHARLES [1876- J. 
1901. Birds of Madison County, New York. (Colgate niversitytheses.) pp . .36+.30ll. front. pi. 

Hamilton, N. L 
This list covers 191 species with a hypothetical list of a further 16 species. Presentation copy from author. 

EMDEN. Naturforschende Gesellschaft. 1815-dale. J ahresberich l. 
1855-99. Kleine Schriften (all pub.). 

EMERSON' PETER HENRY [1856- ] . 
1895. Birds, beasts and fishes of the Nor· folk broadland. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. 16 + .396. illusl. pi. 

London. EMMANUEL, S. M. 
1925. My wonder-world; a nature lover's paradise. 8vo. pp. 14+266. 10 pl. Cambridge. 

EMMONS, EBENEZER [1799-1863). 
1833. A Catalogue of the Animals and Plants of Massachusetts. (vVanting.) 

~' PEABODY, \V. B. 0., anci,others .J 1838. Reports on the Zoologfcal Survey of Massachusetts. See MASSACHUSETTS. Boston. 
EMORY, WILLIAl\1 HELMSLEY [1811-? 82]. 

1859. Report on the U.S. and Mexican Boundary Survey. Zoology. Mammals by Baird, 27 pl. Birds by Baird, 25 col. pl., etc. 4to. See also UNITED STATES. lVashington . 
1859 . See BAIRD, S. F., 1859. 

EMU, THE. A Quarterly Magazine to popularize the Study and Protection of Native Birds. Official Organ of the Australasian Ornithologists' Union, 1900-30. Edited by A. J. Campbell and H. Kendall. Melbourne, Victoria; other places. Most volumes contain a list of Officers and Members of the Australasian Ornithologists' Union. Numerous colored plates and black and white illustrations. Volumes have an index and in part a table of contents. 8vo. Melbourne. 
Contributions on subjects connected with every branch of Australasian ornithology have been made to this important journal, and it is still vigorously and effectively 'in progress'. Descriptions o~ new species often illustrated by colored plates, are regularly published by members, domestic and foreign, of the R.A.O.U. of ~hich ~he Emu is the accredited organ. The names of most ormthologiSts 

interested in Australian and New Zealand bird protection and rulture (who lived and worked during the past three decades) will be found at the head of original articles. There are also valuable rf'Yiews of papers from othf'r ornithological journals touching antipodean avifanna. 

(THE ) ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SPORT. 
1898. Ed. by the Earl of Suffolk and Berkshire, llectley Peek and F. G. Aflalo. 2 vols. 4lo. Vol. I, pp. ix+ 632. front. 19 pl. text-figs. T. of c. Vol. II, pp. vii+655. front. 19 pl. text-figs. T. of c. 2 indexes. New York. 
References to the natural history of gamf' and shorf' birds occur throughout both volumes, accompanied by 18 plates by A. Thorburn and many text-figures by various other artists. 

ENCYCLOPEDIE METHODIQUE. 
1782-1832. 196 vols. 4lo. text and pl. 

Paris and Liege. 
The Blachr Library has all the natural history volumes of this immense dictionary and cyclopedia, to which the chief French naturalists of the day contributed sections. The majority of the contributions arf' from thf' pen of L .. r. iU. Daubcnton, including the quadrupeds, whalf's, birds, and fishes. A. G. Desmarest wrote the caption lllammalogie, while the Abbe Bonnaterre furnished the chapter;; on hf'rpetology, ophiology, ichthyology, etc. Table!! inrorporatin~ tlw three natural kingdoms are also given. 

ENCYCLOPEDIE ORNITHOLOGIQUE. 
1925-8. .3 vols. 4to. illust. pl. diagr. Paris. Co TE TS. Yol. 1. Orni thologie du Sahara Septentrional, par H. Heim de Balsac. 2. L 'autruche, par Henri Poisson. 3. Les corvides d'Europe par Paul Madon. 

ENGELL, MAG us CORNELIUS [1869- ] . 
1899. Om Elefantens Udbredelse i Afrika. 8vo. pp. 4+162. map. (Zoogeografiske Studier, 1.) 

KjFJbenhavn. ENGELMANN, F. 
1928. Die Raubvogel Europas. Naturgesch., Kulturgesch. u. Falknerei. 10 parts. 4to. .36 pl. 505 text-figs. Neudamm. 
One of the best works on European birds of prey. It is profusely Wustratf'd. 

ENGELMANN, WILHELM (1808-78]. 
1846. Bibliotheca Historico-Naturalis. Verzeichniss der Biicher uber Naturgeschichte welche ... in den Jahren 1700-1846 erschienen sind, etc. (Index Librlirum Historiam Naturalem, etc.). Bd. I. 8vo.'tpp. viii+786. Leipzig. 

Continued as: 
1861. Bibliotheca Historico-Naturalis ... Supplement-Band, enthaltend die in den periodischen Werken aufgenommenen und die vom Jahre 1846-1860 erschienenen Schriften. (Bibliotheca Zoologica ... bearbeitet von J. V. Carus ... und W. Engelmann.) 2 Bd. 8vo. Leipzig. 

Continued as: 
1886. Bibliotheca Zoologica II. Verzeichniss der Schriften uber Zoologie welche ... vom Jahre 1861-1880 ... erschienen sind ... Bearbeitet von ... 0. Taschenberg. Bd. I. 8vo. Leipzig. 
One of the most important bibliographic serials and works of reference in any language. The Compiler is greatly indebted to its use in preparing the present volume. Complete files are in the Black er Library. 

ENGLISH, DouGLAS, ed. See wiLD LIFE, 1913-18. 
ENRIQUEZ, CoLI METCALFE DALLAS [1884- ] . 1927. Kinabalu, the haunted mountain of Borneo; an account of its ascent, its people, flora and fauna. illust. map. London 
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ERCOLANI, GlOVA I BATTTSTA [1819-83]. 
1881. Accndemia delle sdenze dell' lstituto di 
Bologna dalla sua oriairw a Lu Lto il 188U. 8vo. 
pp. 2+278. Bologna. 

EREBUS AND TERROR. 
1844-75. Tlw Zoology of Lhe Voyage of H.M.S. 
Erebus and Terror ... during l 3H-43, etr. 2 vols. 
4lo. illust. London. 
These well-known publications, based on di. coveries made IJy tl1e 
Pxpedition in !:learch of Sir .John Franklin, affected both Arctic and 
Antarctic flora and fauna. The latter wPre re]JOrtPd upon chiefly 
by Sir J. Richardson, ,J. .K Gray, and ,'ir J. D. Hooker. SPe also 
RICH.ARDSON, J. 

ERGEBNISSE DER ANATOMIE UND 
ENTWICKLUNGSGESCHICHTE. See ZEIT

SCHRIFT FflH DIF. CESAMTE A ATOMJE. 

ERGEBNISSE DER HAMBURGER MA-
GALHAENSISCHEN SAMMELREISE. 
1896-1908? 1I amburg. 

ERGEBNISSE UND FORTSCHRIFTE DER 
ZOOLOGIE. 
1909-26. Spengel und Becher. Vols. I-VI. .fena. 

ER HARD, H. 1921. .See BURCKHARDT, m 1DOLPH. 

ERICSON, RHEL HOLD. 1920 . 8ee c;YLLI (;, 

OLOF. 

ERLANGER, CARLO, Freiherr vo [187·.!- ] . 
1901. Utazas Tuniszon at; fordilotta, beveze
tessel es jegyzetekkel ellatta Kormos Tivadar. 
pp. 105 + [2]. portr. Budapest. 

1908. Katalog der Collection von Erlange1· in 
Nieder-Ingelheim. 8vo. pp. 8 + ,528. porlr. Berlin. 
The collection referred to was largely African, comprising nearly 
t.hirteen thousand bird skins and over eleven hundred clnt(;ht>s of 
birds' eggs, the property of the late ( 'arl von ErlangPr. 

;( EltMAN, ADOLPH GEORG [1806-77]. 
"' 1833-48. Reise um ctle Erde durch ord-.\sien in 

1828-30. 5 vols. illusf' and atlas. 8vo and folio. 
Berlin. 

The Atlas contains the natural history portion of the Yoyage records 
-von Thleren und Pflanzen, 17 pl. (2 col.). It is a classic travelogue 
with an account of many species new to sdencc. 

ERXLEBEN, .JOHA CHRISTIA POLYCARP 

[1744-77]. 
1773. Anfangsgrumle der Naturgeschichte. 2nd 
ed. 6 pl. Gotlingen. 

1777. Systema Regni Animalis per classes, 
ordines, genera, species, etc. Classis I. Iammalia. 
8vo. pp. 48+636+64. (All pub.) Lipsiae. 
One of the important contributions to the tudy and controversial 
literature of eighteenth-century classification. 

ESCHRICJIT' DAN IEL FREDERlK [1798-1863]. 
1844-[8]. Undersogelser over Hvaldyrene. 6 vols 
in 1. 4to. illusl. pi. (K. Dansk Videnskab. 
Selskap.) Kjabenhavn. 

1861. Om nordhvalen (Balaena mysticetus L.) 
navnlig med hensyn til dens udbredning i fortiden 
og nutiden og til dens ydre og indre s~kjender. 

K]obenhavn. 

1869. Ni Tavler Lil oplysning nf HYaldyrenes 
Bygning, ltled tilt~ende l<~'ldaring. 4to. pp. 14. 
pi. (K. Dunsk VidenskaiJ. :eJskap.) Kjovenlw11n. 

ESCHSCHOLTZ, JOH A FRIEORTCll \ Ot [1793-
18:31]. 
1829-33. Zooloai eh er A Lla enlhaltend AIJIJil-
clungen ... neuer Thierarten, wi-lhrend .. . von 
KotzeiJue Zweiter Reise unt die \\ elt ... in ... 
18:23-6 . .5 pls. (in 1 vol. ). folio. illusl. col. pi. 

Berlin .. 
This is the rN·onl of an important sc ientific jourllf~' around the 
world in which the fauna arr .'~·stfmatica lly tlesnibed and depicted. 

ESSEX COUNTY ORNITHOLOGICAL CLUB 
OF MASSACHUSETTS. 
1919-30. Bulletin. 8vo. Li L of rnembers in each 
Yol. .Sa/em. 

ESSEX FIELD CLUB. London. 
1884-date. Spedal 1 emoirs. 
1880-7. Journal of Proc·eeuings. (Continued in 
Esse:\. Na turalist.) 
1895 dale. Museum Il ancl lwoks. 

1880-6. Transactions. 
This foumlatiou is one of the 1110>1t important of the loca l English 
Hallll'al history societies, issuing thf Esse.r Naturalist and other 
}Jublkations since 1880. 

ESSEX INSTITUTE. 
1898/9-dale. Annual R port. 
1869-98. Bulletin. 
1864-70. Communications. 
1848-68. Proceedings. 
1831-65. Transactions. 

Salem , .\lass. 

ESSEX NATURALIST. (See also ES EX FIELD 

Club.) 1887-date. Bucklwrsl Hill. 

ESTERNO, HE RI PHILIPPE FERDlNA D, comted' 
[1805- 83]. 
1864. Du vol des oiseatL ; indication de sept 
lois du vol rame et de huit lois uu vol a 'oile. 
pp. 61 +[2]. illusl. pi. Paris. 
A rarP and important essay on llw law,.; governing the flight of birds. 

[ESTIENNE, STEPHA LS CHARLES [1504-64].] 
1547. De Latinis et Grae ·i nominibus ... piscium 
& auium Liber, ele. 3a. aeclitio. 8vo. Issued 
anonymously. Lutetiae. 
A very rare tractate on the names of the ancient Greek and Latin 
names of birds, fishes, and other anima ls. From the Osier Library, 
this eclit.ion not listed in the rat . Rr. Jlu8. (Nat. Hist.). 

ETOC, GABRIEL. 
1910. Les oiseaux de France, leurs ceufs et leurs 
nids. .\ vec Preface par M ... Menegaux. .Jto. 
pp. 17 4. index. Paris. 
A brief descrivtive cata logue of the IJirds of France, with an account 
of their distributioil, their nests and egg·. 

EUDES-DESLONGCHAMPS, ElGE; E [1830-
89]. 
[1880] . Catalogue descriplif des Trochilides ou 
oiseaux-mouches aujourd'hui connus, revu~d ' apres 
les e,·emplaires du J\1usee de Caen. 8vo. pp. 2+ 
489. !) double-page pi. index . lsl part (a ll pub. ). 

Caer1. 
A projt>cted monograph on Humming-birds ba~fd on the collect!on 
in the C'aen l\Iuseum. ~56 species are deilcribed in a conCI>e, 

{\ systematic fashion. 
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~ EVANS , ARTHL'R llcMBLE and WILSON , S. H. 
1890-99. Ave Hawaiirnses: Lhe birds of the 
Sandwich I I ands. See \YI r.so '. s. s. 

1895-1905. See HAR IEH, S. F. 

****and BUCKLEY, T. E. 
1899 .. \ vertebrate fauna of Lhe Shell::md Islands. 
4lo. pp .. ra·i:r -248. 13 pl. 2 fius. T map 

1 
col. 

(old.). T. of c. vibliogr. indeJ·. Hdinllllrgh. 
The portion relating to the birds (220 species) is deseribrd under 
Aves, ])]J. 69-21:i. 

1900. Bird . 8vo. pp. 16 + 635. map. 144 fiys. in 
text. T. of c'. index. (Cambridge .\'aiural Jlislory, 
\·oi. L ·.) London. 
Reall~ a lieeond edition of thi<; verr valuablr ancl wrll-illustratNl 
work of reference to thr birds of the world. Thr first imprint wa · 
made in 1899 whieh. \Yith tlw matter on p. [viiij, ('OnRtitute · thb 
printing. The def'rription of eaeh avian group is preredrcl by a short 
areoUllt of its struetnre and habits. Probably not in all ornitho
logiral literatme is sn nntdl information given in so few pages. 

1903. See TFR:" ER, \\'. 

1909. The Cambriclg nalural history, Yol. L . 
Birds. (See lhc L'runhrirl[!f' ,V ulurrJ/ 11 i:·;LOI'!J. 
Another printing of this vnluable work of referen<"e. ~till another 
edition appeared in 1922. 

1911. .\ fauna or lllc Tweed area. 8l'O. pp. J'.I'Vlll 

-t 262. 22 pl. (1 l.-p.). 1 map (col. (old.). 7 figs. 
T. of c. hihliogr. index. Edinhuryh. 
The eleYenth Yolume of the :;rries ' . .\ Ycrtehrate Fauna of '!·otland ', 
eclited hy .r. A. Harvie-Bro\\ll, The portion drYoted to Aw:; 
occupieR pp. 29-2·Hi. 

EVANS , EDWAHD PAYSO. [I :H-1917]. 
1906. (The) criminal prosecution and rapilal 
punishment of anirnals. 8vo. pp. J' 1 381. (ronl. 
1 fig. (flignelte). T. u(' c. 79 apJ)(?nd. bihlin[!r. indf.l'. 

London. 
Tht' pre.·ent \'Olumr is t lw rt>sult of the rcvi>don and e pau:;ion of 
t\\O essars entitled· Bug~' and Beat-:ts before th(' L:t\\ '.and' ,\Jndern 
and .\Iedia>val PunigJmwut •. whi<'h appearrd in thr Atlat>fir .llonth/.11. 
in Angnst and September 188L Amongst the !'ttrious punishn1rnts 
meted out to birds are thr following, viz.: H"·aJ]o\\·;; destrn~·rd hr 
anathema: ~wallow:; prosnibr.d h~ a Protestant p;u:;nn; and a 
t'oek hurnrd at the :<(akr for tlw nnnatmal crime of layin~ an egg! 

EVANS , \ Yru.tA"t. 
1892. The .:\1amm:=tlian Fatllla of llw Edinlmrgh 
Distri ·t, ctr. 8vo. pp. 12.3. indu. Edinhurgh. 
.\uthor's amended reprint from t11r l'rocredinqs offh,· Roy. f'hys. Sol'., 
vol. I. of which only :WO l'Opirs \\·ere is~mecl. Jt is a rare, ,·alua hlr. 
!'\\'stematie rontributic>n to :-iroltish manm1alogy, not iu tlw ('at. Rr . 
.i111.~. (Nat. Hi.~l.). 

E VA N S, Rev.\\ ILLL\M Er)\\-ARD [1801 (i~)]. 
1888. The song·s of t hr birds; 01', Analogies of 
animal awl . pirit unl life. 3rd eel. 8vo. fl/J. ni 
282. 47 figs. 1'. o( c. l .ondon. 

E VARTS , liAL (;. 

1930. Back-tra('kittg on Earl~' Game TraiL. folio. 
pp. Ifi. illust. _ Phila. 
.\ n instruetivP a<"rount (from t hr :.!4th ;\la,\· 1 !1;3n iF.sue ot the Satur
day H1·eniny Post) of the rxtinetion of man)· ni onr .\merican animal~, 
including the ( 'awlina Parakeet, through sen><rh'ss shooting of the 
nnfortuna tes. 

EVERETT , LFRET> 11\sT [ -1898]. 
1899. \ List of Bil·ds or the HOl'llf'~Ul ]:.;lands. 
,· utllor's separate, I><Hllld. 8no. pp. 91-212. 2 maps 
(1 col.). 
\ n important mouo!!ra ph suprr:<eding Yordeman 's !'a ta logur of l88fl. 

EVERHART MUSEUM OF NATURAL 
HISTORY. 'ee seRA, TO , PA. 

EVERMANN, BARTON \VARRE [1853- and 
JORDAN , DAVID s. 
1902. American food and game fishes, a popular 
at:eount of all lhe specie found in .\merira north 
of the rquator. 4to. pp . .50+573. illusl. pl. Toronto. 
A anadian Pdition of a very import-ant ichthyoln~otic mono~raph. 
See ol.~o .JORDAX, n. "' .. I !Hi 1!)()0. 

**~and RADCLIFFE , LE\\'lS. 

' 1917. Thr fif'hes of Lhe wesl eow:;l of Peru and 
the Titicaca basin. 8vo. pp. xi+166. 14 pl. 
(Smithsonian lnsliLution. United States National 
~1useum. Bulletin ~5.) 

**** and CLARK, 11. W. 
1'92(). Lake Maxinkuckee. 2 flnls. col. pi. (Indiana 
Dept. of Conservation. Publication ro. 7.) 

EVERSMANN, EDL"ARD FniEDRJCH [1794-
I860]. 
1823. Rei e von Orenburg nach Buchara von 
Ecluard Eversrnann, neh. t einem \Yortverzeich
niss aus dcr afgahni chen Sprache begleitet vo11 
einem nalurhislorischen Anhange uncl einer Vor
rede von M. Il. C. Lichlenstein. 4lo. pp. 8-j- 150+ 
35. pl. diagr. Berlin . 

1844. Kurze Bemerkungcn . . . ueber Sauge
lhiere, cl·. 8vo. (\\'anling.) Jloscou. 

1876 .. \ddenda ad celeherrimi Pallasii zoographi 
Bosso-Asiatit:am. 8vn. PJ). (2) t-ii+32+16+1 . 

London. 
Three reprint~, edited by H. 1:!:. Drcs~rr, of rare trarts, addition!! to 
Pallas' Rtls.~o-Asiatic zoolOYJf, 18:35. The pre ent copy is from the 
Godnmn Library with book-plate. 

EVERYMAN'S LIBRARY. 
1925. The prinl'ipal navigation:, voyages, traf
fif{ucs and di coveries of the Engli h nation made 
by sea or overland, &c. ee HAKLFYT, R. 

EXCERPTS FROM ZOOLOGICAL PERIO
DICALS , rt<·. See SEPARATE!--. 

EXCHANGE , THE . A papPI' de\ oted to Oology, 
Ta idermy, and Ornithology. I !lust. monthly. 8uo. 

Jfendota. 
Frank HurnH not<•s: 
Yol. l, l88!l. • os. 1--l. A.rr .• July. :32 pp. (all hsued). 
( 'ommuniention" to this ~hort-livNI prriodiral are i'ligned with 
initials, ewrpt those nf \Y. T. )lillrr. The BJ·dmnyr was, after 
is,.,uing four numbers, JIJPrlo!ed "-ith the Ooloqists' 1\'xrhar'fle. 

EXNER, S1r;~ll "D [184lj ·nH17]. 
1891. Die Physiologie cter Fac·et tirlen .\ ugen von 
Kreb en uncl Jnscrten. 4to. pp. 8+:206. pi. 

J.eipzig. 
EXPLORATION SCIE NTIFIQUE DE 
L 'ALGERIE ... PENDANT 1840-42, etc . 
1844- 67. :2:) vols. and atlas, .5 vols. 8l'o, 4lo, and 
folio. (\Vanting.) Paris. 
The sr,•tions on z0ology of this important govPmmental work were 
written b~ notablr Frem·h natnralbb< .. \. r;uichenot contributPcl 
one part on rrptiles and fishe , pp. ~ J H, with 12 pl.; Com
maudant r,odJ(', in tonjJttletion \\ith .Jran Levaillant, a Histoire 
Satllrellr de.~ Oi.~Nuu:, l YO!. with ra eoL pL and anotltrr Yolume, 
\\'i1 h 12:~ PJJ. <llid I col. pi. on the )lammiPrcs. This ifi t:1e Yictnr 
Lo_!· l/e who~r ('allllogur drs Jlammifrrr8 rl dr.~ Oi~em1.r ohsn>·fi.~ rn 
,1/q[ri'' ( 18.>8) (q \' ). first record .. ·eyeral new srcdrs. 

EXPLORATION SCIENTIFIQUE DE LA 
TUNISIE . 
1885- 99. 1.9 uols. lul and ,') uo ls. o/las. vo and 
folio. (French Government.' ( \\ '~ nl iug-.) Paris . 
\ nitkal f•ataloguP of 11w wild, nouprhl!li!' mamnwl" disroYered 

uming Yarious exwditions, preparecl b~ i?. La taste. pp. t5 + 42, 
1881, no report being made of other living vertebrate . 

~/ 
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EXPLORERS' JOURNAL. 
1921--date. Explorers' Club. N. Y. 

EXTERDE, ERNST. 
1877. Sammlung cler wichtigeren oesterreichi
schen Gesetze, Verordnungen unci ErHisse im 
J agdwesen unci Vogelschutz, nebst einem An
hange, enthaltencl das ungarische und etas kroa
tische Jagclge etz. 8vo. pp. 16 + 228. n ·ien. 

EYDOUX, JosEPH FoRTUNE TH.EoooRE [180~-41]. 
See VOYAGE~UTOUR DU MONDE ... SUR LA FAVO
RIT , 1833-~ 

****and SOULEYET, F. L. A. 
- 1W-52. Zoologie. 2 vols. and 101 pl. in portfolio. 

8vo. (Voyage autour du monde sur la corvette 
Bonite, 1836-7.) Paris. 

EYTON J THOMAS CA.MPBELL [1809-80]. 
1836. A history of the rarer British birds. 2 pis. 
8vo. pp. vi+101. 80 woodcuts. T. of c. London. 
The present volume contains two different Litles. The first was 
intended as a supplement to Bewick and Beilby's History of British 
Birds, 1797-1804 (q.v.). The second part (a catalogue), separately 
paged (and according to Coues, separately issued), is listed in the 
table of contents of the first part. See next item. 

1836. A Catalogue of British Birds. 8vo. pp. iv+ 
67 +vi. (Bound with his History of the Rarer 
British Birds, 1836.) London. 

1838. A monograph on the anatidae, or duck 
tribe. cap. 4to. 9 pr. pp.+ 183. 6 col. pl. numerous 
plain pl. and woodcuts in the text. T. of c. and 
append. London. 
A concise account of the ducks oi the world with a description of 
species and genera in both Latin and English. 1.'nder the title 
A synopsis on the .Anatidae, this work was issued in 1869, but without 
the plates. 

1839-43. See ZOOLOGY OF THE VOYAGE OF H .M. . 

BEAGLE, 1839-43. 
1867. Osteologia avium; or, A sketch of the 
osteology of birds. 4to. pp. 16+229. 114 pl. 
bibliogr. index. Wellington, Salop. 
This work contains descriptions of the complete oRteology of many 
species of birds and of the distinctive features in the skeletons of 
others. The plate are careful drawings of . keletons entire and in 
detail, by Erxleben. Hnpplements were published in 1869 and 1873-5. 

1869. Supplement to Osteologia avium. 4lo. 
18 pl. n ·ellington. 

1873-5. Supplement 1 l to Osteologia avium, 3 pi~. 
4to. 51 pi. London and H'ellinylon. 

F****.4 W ****. 
1686. De Hisloria Piscium Libri Quatuor, eLt.;. 
folio. London. 
Probably written by W. Fulke, the author of Meteors, 1670. 

FABER, FHEDERIK [1795-18:!8]. 
1822. Proclromus dPr isHinclischen Ornithologie 
ocler Geschil'hte der Vogel Island . 12mo. pp. [4] 
+110 + [2]. fold. tab. T. of c. f{openhagen. 
This rather rare, early, work of reference was published as the result 
of the -author's vh<it to 1celand in 1819 and hi. life th re for three 
summers and two winters. In his account of the a\·ifauna both the 
scientific and veruacul<H names are given. Faber wrotr a number 
of occasional papers on l('rlanrlic natural hh;tory prior to thb 
publication, which Reems to he his first purely ornithological treatisr. 

1825-6. Ueber das Leben der Hochnordischen 
Vogel. 1 vol. 2 pis. 8vo. pp. 322. 4 fold. tab. 
Pt. I, pp. 1+158. 1 fold. tab. Pt. II, pp. xvi+161. 
3 fold. tab. 
A study of birds from the Arctic and 'ubarctic regions. 

FABER, GEORGE LOUIS. 
1883. Fisheries of the Adriatic, etc. A report of 
the Austro-Hungarian Sea-fisheries, with a de
tailed description of the Marine Fauna of the 
Adriatic Gulf. 4to. pp. xxvi + 292. 42 pl. London. 

FABRE, JEA HENRI CASIMIR [1823-1915]. 
[1926]. i\nimal life in field and garden. Trans
lated by Florence Constable Bicknell and Kate 
Murray. 8vo. pp. 318. front. 15 pl. 7 figs. T. of c. 
index. London. 
This volume contains life stories of the mammals, birds, reptiles 
batrachians, and insects commonly met with in the fields of France: 
The portion dealing with the birds occupies pp. 91-217, and includes 
the life-history of 62 species, all of which, with the exception of six 
occur in Great Britain as well as in France, one of these being th~ 
Cuckoo, which the author describes as laying her egg on the ground 
anywhere; then taking it up in her beak and putting it in a sort of 
pocket at the base of her gullet to be deposited later on in some other 
bird's nest. 

FABRETTI, FERDI ANDO. 
1869. Polimorfismo negli Animali. 12mo. (Want
ing.) Perugia. 

F ABRICIUS, HIERONYMUS AB AQUAPE DA TE 
[1537-1619]. 
1621. De Formatione Ovi, et Pulli tractatus, etc. 
folio. illust. Patavia. 
l\1ost of the following titles are from the Bibliotheca Osteriana. 

1628. De Formatione Ovi, et Pulli tractatus, etc. 
2nd eel. folio. illusl. Patavia. 

1687. De forma to foetu. 
This title (a celebrated work on comparative embryology) is to be 
fotmd in the Opera omnia, and is sometimes confounded with the 
less important De Fornwtione Ovi. 

1687. Opera omnia anatomica et physiologica, 
etc. folio. 61 pl. Lipsiae. 
Contains practically all the biological writings of this author. 

F ABRICIUS, 0TTO [1744-1822]. 
1780. Fauna Groenlandica, etc. 8vo. pp. 16+452. 
1 pl. Hafniae et Lipsiae. 
An early and important contribution to the zoology of Greenland. 

FAIRBANK, S. B. 
1876. Popular List of birds in the Marathi 
Country. (Bombay Gazelleer.) 8vo. Bombay. 

F AIRCHILD, DA vm GRA m so (1869- ] and 
F AIRCHILD J M ARIAN. 
1914. Book of monsters. ( ational Geographic 
Society.) 4to. pp. 266. illust. l\.ashington. 
An interm;ting, ponnlar account of animals, mostly large lizards. 

FAIRCHILD,G.M. 
1907. From my Quebec Scrap-Book. 8vo. illust. 

Quebec. 

FAIRMAIRE, L.Eo MARC HERMI 'IE [18:20- ]. 
1879-84. Les Rapaces de France. 4to. 

C halons-sur-Safme. 

FALCO, unregelmaessig im Anschluss an das 
\ \' erk Beraj a h Zoogra phica infinita erscheinende 
Zeitschrift. 8vo. Numerous black and white and 
several colored illustrations: also tables. 
1905-30. Each I left is, as a rule, separately paged. ~ 
This periodical is an appendix of or supplement t.o ~j 
Berajah ein .Vaturgeschiclde und Naturgeograp/He 
auf Hantsche Ba is. 
The first issue of Frtlco a· a ::.eparate publication of the Berajah·l'alco 
combination (see Bera)uh) occurred in October 1905; • Herausgeber, 
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0 .. Kl~inschmidt, Volkmaritz, bei Dederstedt, Bez. Halle a/S. • [and 
Leipzig]. 
Beginning with May 1917, as 'Beilage zu Falco • the editor printed 
Ornis Gennanica, a catalogue of German birds, repeating (and some
what altering) the names of 389 species in succeeding numbers of 
the journal. 
Quite a large number of German ornithologists, in addition to the 
Editor, have contributed to this periodical, among them Tschusi 
von Schmidhoffen, E. Hartert, R. Thielemann, 0. Eckstein, Weigold, 
A. Y. Jordans, Count Berlepsch, et al. 

FALCONER , WILLIAM [1744-1824]. 
1793. Miscellaneous tracts and collections relating 
to natural history, selected from the principal 
writers of antiquity on that subject. 4to. pp. v + 
203. 2 indexes. Cambridge. 
References to birds will be found in this book under the Calendars 
of Natural occurrences in Ancient Greece and Ancient Rome, 
pp. 3-85. Presentation copy from author. 

F ALLON ' FELICIEN FREDERIC MAR lE. 

1875. Monographie des oiseaux de la Belgique; 
etablie d'apres le systeme d'ornithologie de M. 
Temminck. 8vo. pp. xiv + 347. T. of c. index. 

Namur. 
A handbook for amateurs but preserving the scientific form and 
furnishing a satisfactory history of Belgian birds. The prefatory 
matter includes a tabulated analysis of birds from C. J. Temminck's 
• lllanttel d'Ornithologie, 1st part, 1820. 

FAN MEMORIAL INSTITUTE OF BIO
LOGY . 
1929 . Annual report. 4to. portr. Peiping, China. 

F ARAH N AMA-I -J A MALI . See ABU BAKR 
IBN AL-MUZHIR, etc., 1493. 

F ARAS-N AMA-I -HISAMI . 
1823. SeeA 0 YMOUS. 

FARINATOR , PISTORIUS MATTHIAS. 
1477 . Lumen Animae. Liber moralitatum mag
narum rerum naturalium, etc. Anton Sorg. folio. 
370 ll. [Thiere u. Haustiere u. Kraoter.] Hain 
*10329. Proctor 1650. Augsburg. 
Fine rubricated copy from the Osier Library. This incunable treats, 
among other subject , natural histQry, including a description of 
numerous animals. 

FARINI , G. 
1887. Huit mois au Kalahri. 

FARMER, JOHN BRETLAND [ 1865- ] . 
1900 . The book of nature study. 

FARRAR , CHARLES DRUCE. 
1920 ? Through a Bird-Room \Vindow. 8vo. pp. 
315. col. front. cuts in the text. T. of c. London. 
A series of popular and interesting chapters on birds-especially on 
the author's own captives. The copy in hand is a gift to the E.S.W. 
Library of Ornithology from the late Duchess of Wellington. 

n.d. Birdroom and aviary: trials and triumphs of 
a Yorkshire parson. 12mo. pp. 311. front. (portr.). 
T. of c. London. 

FARREN, A. F., Lady. 
1928. Frisky tales. 8vo. pp. xii+179. front. (col.). 
16 pl. T. of c. London. 

F ARREN , \VILLIAM. 
1911-l 3. The Briti h bird book, etc. See KIRK
~IAN, F. B. B. 

F ARWELL , .Hrs. ELLE (born DRUMMo,· n). 
1919. Bird observations near Chicago. 8vo. pp. 
192. front. (porlr.). 9 pl. T. of c. Privately 
printed. Chicago. 
IntereRting observation,; (especiall~' a. to song) of the birds observed 
by the author not only near Chicago, but also at Henley-on,-Thames, 
and other places in England. Presented to the E.S.W. L1brary by 
J obn V. Farwell. 

FASCICULI MALA YENSES . See ANN AN DALE 
and ROBINSON, 1903-7. 

FASTEN , NATHAN [1887- ]. 
1929. Origin through evolution. 8vo. pp. 14+ 
456. illust. pi. New York. 

F ATIO , VICTOR. 
1866. Des diverses modifications dans les formes 
etlacolorationdesplumes. 4to. pp.[2]+60. 3col. 
pi. (Societe de physique et d'histoire naturelle. 
Memoirs, vol. 8, pt. 2.) Geneve. 
Author's excerpt, an anatomical study of feathers and the causes of 
their peculiar coloration. From Prof. Peters' library, a presentation 
from the author. 

1869-1904. Faune des Vertebres de la Suisse. 
5 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, Mammiferes, 1869. Vol. II, 
Oise!x, pt. 1, 1899. Vol. Ill, Reptiles et des 
Bat iens, 1872. Vol. IV, Poissons, pt. 1. Vol. V, 
Pois ons, pt. 2, 1882-90. Geneva. 
The whole range of Swiss vertebrate wology is treated in these very 
important systematic serials, issued at irregular dates. The volumes 
were also issued separately. 

~' STUDER, T., and BURG, GusTAV voN . 
1889-1916. Catalogue des Oiseaux de la Suisse 
elabore, etc. Liv. 1-12. 3 vols. 8vo. illust. 

Geneva and Berne. 
This (the French edition of the work) is by far the most elaborate 
treatise on the subject, written by the best known modern orni
thologists of Switzerland. G. de Burg is the latest of the Swiss 
editors to contribute. The present copy is from the Cabanis
Reichenow collection. See also STUDER, THEOPHIL. 

!,.!.!.* and STUDER, THEOPHIL. 
1892. Catalogue distributif des oiseaux de la 
Suisse. Katalog der schweizerischen Vogel und 
ihrer Verbreitungsgebiete. Catalogo degli uccelli 
della Svizzera e come si ripartisc~no nel suo terri
torio; elabore sur le catalogue questionnaire de 
la commission federale. 3me ed. 8vo. pp. 69. map. 

Berne. 
A smaller, tri-lingual edition of the 1889-1916 issue. 

1899-1904. Histoire naturelle des oiseaux [de la 
Suisse]. 2 vols. 8vo. indexes. [Faune des Vertebres 
de la Suisse, vol. II (of five vols.).] 1st pt. 1899. 
pp. x+840. 1 col. map. 135 text-figs. index. 
2nd pt. 1904. pp. ii+841-1743+36. 3 col. pl. 
120 text-figs. append. index. Geneva. 
This (separately issued) treatise is the standard work on modern 
Swiss ornithology, well written and equally well illustrated. 

FAUNA . 1882-97. Amsterdam. 

FAUNA. See VEREIN LUXEMBURGER NATUR-
FREUNDE. Luxemberg. 

FAUNA ARCTICA . 
1900- 28. Eine Zusammenstellung d. arktischen 
Tierformen mit besond. BerOcksichtigung d. 
Spitzbergen-Gebietes auf Grund d. Ergebnisse d. 
Deutschen Expedition i. Jahre 1898. Hrsg. v. F. 
Romer, F. Schaudinn, A. Brauer u. \V. Arndt. 4to. 
many pl. charts. text-figs. Jena. 
This magnificent c1uarto report has reached its fifth volume and 
there are several yet to be published-a fine account of Arctic and 
'ubarctic fauna, probably the best that has yet been written. 

FAUNA BOREALI-AMERICANA, etc. See 
RICIL\RDSON, Sir JoHN, 1828. 

FAUNA HAWAIIENSIS . Honolulu. 
1899- 1913. (All pub.) Bernice Bishop Museum, 
vols. 1-3. 

XX 

) 
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~AUNA D'ITALIA. 

/ 

[1870-4]. 4 pts.: I. l.ornalia, E. Mammiferi. II. 
Salvadori, T. ccelli. Ill. l.ane Lrini, G. Pesci. 
IV. de Betta, E. Rettili ed nfibi. 8vo. Jlilano. 
The four partR of this systematic review of Italian fauna are also 
issued in eparate volumes. 

FAUNA LITTORALIS NORVEGIAE. 
Bergen. 

1846-77. Continued as Fauna Norvegiae. 

FAUNA MALAYENSIS. 
1903. Zoology. Part I. 4lo. 

FAUNA NORVEGIAE. 1896? Christiana. 

FAUNA OCH FLORA. Stockholm. 
1906-date. Popular ticlskrifL for biologi. lJ psala, 
Stockholm. 

FAUNA UND FLORA DES GOLFES VON 
NEAPEL. See APLES- TATIONE zooLOGICA. f/ FAUNE ET FLORE DE LA M$DITER

""" RANEE. (Commi sion Internalionale pour 1 'E. -"l ploration Scientifique de la Mer M..t.viterranee.) 
..£. Paris. 

FAUNE ICHTHYOLOGIQUE DE L'ATLAN-
TIQUE NORD. Copenhagen. 

F AUNUS. 1832-5; 1837. -"Vlunich. 

FAUST, EDWI STA:"<TO . 
1906. Die tierischen Gifte. 8vo. pp. 14+ 248. 
(Die \Vissenschaft. Sammlung naturwissenschaft
licher und mathematischer Monographien, 9 Hft.) 

Braunschweig. 
FAVORITE, LA, VOYAGE OF. 'ee LAPLACE, 
CYRILLE PIERRE TIIEODORE, 1839. 

FAYLE, c. ER 'EST. 
1929. Seafarers' Library. See FRYKE, CHRIS
TOPHER, 1700. Voyage to the ast lndies. 

FAYRER, Sir Jo EPH [18'24- 1900]. 
1872. The Thanatophidia of India . the 
venomous Snake of the Indian Penin ula, etc. 
folio. pp. 12+156. 31 col. pl. London. 
This is the (rather rare) first edition of a classic work, a ystematic 
account ~Titten in a mo t interesting style. A second edition, with 
31 col. pl., pp. 189, appeared in 1874. 

1877. Venomous Animals. 8vo. Edinburgh. 

FEATHER BOOK. 
1618. 

'ee MI AGGIO, DIO ISIO, 

(THE) FEATHERED RACER, with which is 
incorporated The pigeon racing world. \\'eekly. 
1919. Vol. I. Vol. III, o. 89 [New Series] (Hl-21). 
8vo. pp. 701-16. 7 text-figs. Hull. 
The premier weekly paper devoted to pigeon racing. lt is edited and 
conducted by Fanciers who arE' also trained Journalists and who 
have no other aim but to make it a truly representative organ of the sport. 

FEATHERED WORLD, THE. A \Veekly 
P~per devoted Lo Home and Fancy Poultry, 
Pigeons and other Birds. Edited by ... \lexander 
Comyns. 
1889- date. 4to. Two vols. (52 numbers) a year. 
Pictured title-pages. l.urrent. London. 
Several supplements. Hub-title, ·Established by the late Alex 
Comyns. Edited by Mrs. Uomyns-Lewer'. In October 1905 tl1e 

magazine Canar11 and Cage Bird Life (q.v.) was founded a. the 'Canary, British and Foreign Bird :5ection '. 
Yol. LXII, 1920, No. 1::>93, .Jan. 2- Xo. 1618, .funr 2:). 622 pp 
Index. Illust. Edited hy .Mr;;. ('omyn -L!'wer and H. H. Lewer. · 
On the whole, the most important and 11\0>it \'alnable of all thr 
British ornithological tn1dc jonrnals, de\'oted (ehicflr) to poultn 
)lany truly scientific articles ha \'C a.ppcarcd in itfl pag~>s, written h\. 
:-;pecialists of notr; and while the barn~·ard a:prets of domrflt if' hirct'~ 
forms the chief topic rrt there arr numerou:-; papf'rs devotNI to the 
culture of other foreign and domestie bird:-;, hybridti, etc., as well a: 
voluminon report from foreign countries on domesticated birds· 
011 exhibitions, societies, and new forms of gallinaciou. life. After a 
t'luccessful career of more than 40 years the journal still occupies a 
commanding position in trade circles. 

FEATHERED WORLD YEAR BOOK, THE. 
1910-30. Annual. Current. Editors: S. C. C. 
Avis and the Rev. A. \VhiLcley; later by Mrs. 
Comyn -Lewer and S. H. Lewer, in collaboration 
with leading pecialists in each varicLy. 0 .\rundel 
Sl., Lrand, London. illusl. index. One vol. each 
year except 1918 and 19Hl, owing· Lo war condi
tions. 
This publication considers barnyard poultry, inrluding pigf'Olli' anrl 
allied birds, as frequently from the .'cientific a: from the purely trade 
and sport standpoints. lt is, thrrefore, not without interest to 
ornithologi t as well aR to fanciers , collectors, and Rport men. The 
contributions are, in the main, well-written essay by specialists on 
the subject they treat. 

FEE, A TOI E LA RENT APOLLI AIRE [1789-
1874 J. 
1832. La vie de Linne, redigee sur les documens 
autographes laisses par ce grand homme, et suivie 
de !'analyse de sa correspondance avec les princi
paux naturalistes de son epoque. Plates and 
portraits. " ' ith the Manuscript of Fee, containing 
Lhe plate and portraits bound in 2 vols. Paris. 
'A. li'ee, a well-known naturalist of tile nineteenth century, devoted 
part of his life to the tudy of Linne. His biography of Linne, pub
lished in the 11Umoires de ln societe des sciences et d'agriculture de Lille, 
is scarce at the present time. We acquired, be ides his own copy of 
the book, the manuscript, from ·which the book was printed, written 
in legible handwriting; also with the plates and portraits.' The fore
going is quoted from the dealer's catalogue, No. 38, i::iwets and 
Zeitlinger, Amsterdam, 1930, where the Compiler secured the rare 
copy and unique original manuscript of one of the be t biographic 
of the great Linnaeus. 

FEHRINGER, OT'ro. 
[1922]. Die Singvogel 1\'IiLteleuropas. 16mo. pp. 
viii+107. 96 pl. col. 17 figs. glo ·sary. index. 

Heidelbery. 
A popular work on the song-birds of central Europe, de:cribing their 
appearance, song,; and habits, etc., with e. pecial reference to cage
bird fancier . Each specie. is depicted by a colored plate by \Y. 
Heubach. 

FEILDEN, HE. ·ny WEMYSS [1838-? 1910]. See 
ARES, G. ., 1878. 

1881. 'ee MARKHAM, A. H., 1881. 

FELLER, F. X. DE. ~ 
1782. Examen impartia des epoques ... de 
Buffon. 

FELLMER, Lieut. 
1889. ExperimenLe Oher llin- und Ruckflug der 
Militar-BriefLauben. 12mo. pp. 32. Berlin. 
An intcre~ting account of c"Xperiments with rarrier pigeons for 
military purposes. From Prof. Hrichenow·s lihrnr~· . 

FENNELL, JAMB- llAMILTON. 
1843. atural History of British and Foreign 
Quadrupeds. 8vo. London. 
The first edition wa published in 1 41. 

FERGUSON, Jow~ [18~~7-1916]. 
1906. Bibliotheca Chemica; a Catalogue of 
Books in the Collection of James Young. 2 vols. 
8vo. Glasgow. 

I\_ This is the fully annotated treatise (with biographical and biblio-

I 



CATALOG E OF TITLES IN McGILL UNIVERRITY LIBRARIE 339 ~rapltical notrs) that Osier rC'garded ·a· the most useful special F IELD COL UMBIA N MUSE UM . See FIELD 
lJibliogr<tphy in 111y library'. Re elected it a a model for his !JiUiotheca Osleriana. Thrre is, in fact, no work in the whole range of 1 r . El'M OF ATURAL HISTORY, CHICA(~O. 
natural history cataloyues raisunnes (with the exception, perhaps, of Hashford Dean's ('ataloque of Pislzes) that approaches it as a pain - FIELD AND FANCY . 1900 dale. Neu' } -ork. 
taking, a<"curatE', and Yoluminous bibliography. 

FERMIN, PmLIPPE [1730- ?1801]. 
1765. His to ire a lurellf' de la Hollande Equinoxiale, ou de cription des Animaux, Planles, Fruits, el autre· <.;Urio ilt!s 11alurelle qui se trouvent dan la colonie de Surinam; aver leurs nom different , lant Fran<;oi , que Latin , I Iollandois, Indiens et .. egre-Anglois. 4 pts. 8vo. pp. xii + 239. 1 pl. index each part. Amsterdam. 

FERNALD , CHARLES liE RY [1838- ] . 1887. The bit·ds of Am her t and vicinity, &c. .See a/sn CLARK 1 IT. L. 

FERNANDO DE NORONHA, Island of. (1888) 1890. The Nalura l Ili tory of lhe Island ... Pxpedition of 1887. 8vo. pp. 196 + 12. 5 pl. 10 pltoto8. 1 map. illusl. lext. ( \\';mting. ) London. An important c·ontribution to thE' natural history of the ea t coast of Bra1.llian :-louth America. The aves of the expedition to this penal colony wt>rr described b~ R. B. Sharpe; the reptilia and pisces uy n. A. Boulenger, while notE's on the zoology in grneral were made hy R. .'. Ridley. 

FERRAGNI , 0DOARDO. 
1885. Avifauna cremone e. 1 vol. 4lo. pp. 259. 1 col. pl. and lexl-figs. index . Crernona. An excellent account of the birds in the neighborhood of remona , describing 282 species arrangE>d in generic order. Xot in ('at. Br. Jfus. (Nat. Hixt.) . 

FERRER DE VALDECEBRO , A DRES. 1670 . Uovierno general moral, y politico, hallado en las aves mas geuerosas, y nobles. Sacado de sus naturales, virtude · y propiedades. 8vo. pp. [20]+205 +[15] illustmletl. 17 steel engravings of birds; engraved title-page. .IHadrid. An interesting mixtm·e of fact and fancy that throws much light on popular ideas touching the ornithology of Spain in the seventeenth century, in which, with some information of value, one finds the usual pious adjtmcts to be e:-.pected from the author, • El Padre Maestro Fray Andres '. Another edition, dated Barcelona, 1696, is in the E.H.W. Library. ~either edition listed in the Cat. Br. Mus. (Nat. lli.~t.). 

FERRUSAC, DH.B: E. J. P . DE [1786-1836] . 1823- 32. Bulletin general et univer el des annonces ... ( ec tio n I ). 4 vols. 8vo . .. continued a ection 11, Bull. niv. de c iences, vols. 1-27. An important, fundamental, and (in its COJuplete form) a very rare periodical, valuable as a work of reference. See BULLETIN l' IVERSgT, DE ~ CIEXCES. 

FEST, FRA z. 
n.d . Landliche Nutz-Geflligelzuchl. 
114. 52 lexl-figs. T. of c. index. 

12mo. pp. 

A popular work on domestic (barnyard) aviculture. 
FICK, RuDOLF. 1904 . See HI , WILHEL L 

FIELD. 1875-6 . See A mRICA FIELD. 

Leipzig. 

FIELD . 
1853-dale. 
Garden.) 

London.· 
(Cover title, Field, lhe Farm, the 

FIELD AND FARM. 
1885-1920. (~1erged into Kan. a 
Breeze.) 

Denver, Colo. 
]<armer and 

FIELD , THE FARM , THE GARDEN . See FJELD. London. 
FIELD AND FOREST . (Polomac-Side atur-ists' Cl ub.) 1875-8. (All pub. ) H'ashington. 
FIELD ILLUSTRATED. 
1902-dale . 
1902- 12. As ports of lhe Times. 

FIELD, JOH l EDWARD. 

New York. 

1913 . The myth of the pent cuckoo, a study in folklore. 8vo. pp. 11 215. front. 3 pi. London. A study of the myth of the pent cuckoo, ·which appears in the old "Tales of the wise men of Uotham" and ... an accounl of a series of sites uearing the traditional name of "<'uckoo Pens" along the southern part of the Chiltern Hills and in the neighbouring dbtricts'.- Pref. 

FIELD MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY, CHICAGO. Chicago. 1894- dale. Publications. 
1924- dale. Publications- Anthropology design serie . 

1895- date. Publications- Anthropolog ical series. 
1896-1916. PuiJlication - Ornithological series (continued a Zoological serie ) . 
1894-dale. Publications Report series. 
1922-dale. Publications- .\nlhropologiral Dept. Leaflet. 

1922-date. Publications Zoology Dept. Leatlet. 
1909 . P u b liculion 1~H. Zoological serie . Vol. IX. T h e biru of Ill inois and \Vi consin . ...,ee coRY, c. B. 
1926 . Catalogue of the Edward E. Ayer ornithological library. See zaniER, JOB. rODD, 1926. 
See a lso CH ICAGO. 

FIELD NATURALIST . 1833-4. London. 
FIELD NATURALISTS' CLUB , BRISBANE . See QUEE LA. D . ' AT"CRALIST. 

FIELD NATURALISTS' CLUB , TRINIDAD . See TRI ID D FIELD AT RALI TS' CL B. 

FIELD NATURALISTS' CLUB , VICTORIA. 
,\I e lbourne. 1884-date. Annual Report. 

FIELD NATURALISTS' CLUB, WELLINGTON , ONTARIO . . ee o TARIO NAT RAL CIE CE BULLETI . 
FIELD. See FIELD ILL STRATED. New York. FIELD NATURALISTS' 

1902- 4 . 
QUARTERLY. 

Edinburgh. FIELD CLUB. London. 1890- 3 . (Merged into Nature :\Totes, later Selborne 
Magazine.) 

FIELD NATURALIST AND SCIENTIFIC \ STUDENwr:. 1882-3. ~Hanchester, London. 
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~ lriELD NATURALISTS' SOCIETY, MAN- FILIPPI, CAROLINE (born FITZGERALD) 

CHESTER, ENGLAND. See MA CHESTER Ruwenzori. See FILIPPI, F. DE, 1909. 
DE. 

FIELD NATURALISTS' AND ARCHAEOLOGISTS' 

SOCIETY. 

FIELD QUARTERLY MAGAZINE AND 

REVIEW. 1870-2. London. 

FIELD AND RIVER. 1877-82. New Brighton. 

FIELD AND SCHOOL NATURALIST. 1894? 
Cedar Falls, Iowa. 

FIELD SERVICE BULLETIN. Paris. 

1917-19. (Parts 1- 6, 85, 87, as American Field 

Service Bulletin.) 

FIELD AND STREAM. 187 4-5. See AMERICAN 

FIELD. Chicago. 

FIELD AND STREAM. 
St. Paul, Minn.; New York. 

1896-date. 

(1896-7. As Western Field and Stream.) 

FIELD, TURF AND FARM. See TURF, FIELD 

A D FARM. 

FIGUIER, GUILLAUME LOUIS [1819-94]. 

1867. Vies des Savants illustr[s du Moyen Age, 

etc. 8uo. [0.] \ Paris. 

Useful as a work of reference because of the excellent account of the 

lives and writings of Mesne, Averroes, Albertus :\Jagnus, Vincent de 

Beauvais, and other medieval naturalists. 

[1869]. Reptiles and birds; a popular account of 

the various orders; with a description of the habits 

and economy of the most interesting; ed. and tr. 

from the Fr. by Parker Gillmore. 8uo. pp. xiii + 
648. 306 figs. T. of c. London. 

The portion devoted to birds will be found on pp. 18G-6<!8, with 

262 illustrations (woodcuts) principally by Mesne!. Another edition 

appeared in 1870. 

1870. Reptiles and birds. A popular account of 

the various orders; with a description of the habits 

and economy of the most interesting. 

This edition differs from that of 1869 only in the wording of the 

title-page, and the addition of a frontispiece depicting hawking in 

the Middle A es. 

? 1868. La terre avant le deluge. 8uo. illust. Paris. 

One of the most popular of this French writer's works. It has passed 

through several editions and translations. 

1926. Vita e Costumi degli Animali. Gli Uccelli. 

Translated from the French, with additions and 

notes by Michele Craveri. 8uo. pp. 580. 350 figs. 

in text. T. of c. index. Milano. 

A successful rendering of the birds in Figuier's famous work on the 

natural history of animal life with such added matter as makes the 

translation a textbook of ornithology in general and of Italian bird

lore in particular. The editor refers us to his own colored atlas (q.v.) 

as a supplementary volume on the avifauna of Italy. 

FIJI, COLONY OF. 
1924. 8uo. pp. 158. 78 pl. front. T. of c. Birds 

of Fiji, pp. 119-25, by Casey A. \:Vood. Suua. 

FILASTORI, A. U. 
1895. Falconeria moderna, etc. 8vo. (\Vanting.) 

Torino. 

FILHOL, HENRI [1843- ] . See GRANDIDIER, A. 

Histoire physique de Madagascar, 1875-1900. 

FILIPPI, FILIPPO DE [1814-67]. 

1865. Note di un viaggio in Persia ne! 1862. 

pp. uiii + 396. text illust. .Uilan. 

FILIPPI, FILIPPO DE [1869- ] . 
1909. Ruwenzori; an account of the expedition of 

Prince Luigi Amedeo of Savoy. Second impression. 

8uo. pp. xvi + 407. front. (col.). 31 pl. 5 maps. 

153 figs. T. of c. index. London. 

Written by Filippo de Filippi from the notes and journals of mem

bers of the expedition, and translated from the Italian by Caroline 

de J<,ilippi nee Fitzgerald. 

FINGER, Juuus MAx. 
1857. Verzeichn~ss der Voegel 

fCaisersta~tes. 4to. 

FINLEY, IRE E. \Vild animal pets. 

WILLlAM LOVELL 1 1928. 

der oesterr. 
Wien. 

See Fr LEY, 

FINLEY, WILLIAM LOVELL [1876- ]. 

1907. American birds, studied and photographed 

from life; illustrated from photographs by Herman 

T. Bohlman and the author. 8uo. pp. xvi+256. 

front. 46 pi. T. of c. index. New York. 

[1917 ] . Birds of America. See PEARSON, T. G. 

**** and FINLEY, IRENE. 
192'7. \\7ild Animal Pets. lst ed. 8uo. New York. 

1928. Wild animal pets. 8uo. pp. xiv+311. front. 

46 pl. T. of c. New York. 

l\Iany of these chapters had already appeared in Nature Magazine, 

others, whole or in part, in various other magazines. Although most 

of the tales are of mammals there are a few relating to birds, such 

as the Californian Quail, Condor, and Gulls. 

FINN' FRANK (1868- ] . 
1900. A guide to the zoological collections ex

hibited in the bird gallery of the Indian Museum. 

8uo. Calcutta. 

1901. List of the birds in the Indian museum. 

Part I. Families Corvidae, Paradiseidae, Ptilono

rhynchidae and Crateropodidae. 8uo. pp. xv+ 

(1) +115. 2 append. index. See also INDIAN 

MUSEUM. Calcutta. 

1904. The birds of Calcutta. 2nd ed. 8uo. pp. 4+ 
136. illust. Calcutta. 

1906. Garden and aviary birds of India. pp. ix+ 

201. front. 6 pl. T. of c. index. London. 

1907. Ornithological & other oddities. 4lo. pp. 

16 + 294. pl. 56 photos. index. London. 

Chapters on peculiarities in animal behavior, mostly among birds. 

1910. Eggs and nests of British birds. 16mo. 

pp. xvi +231. front. (col.). 43 pl. (19 col.). T. of c. 

index. London. 

The eggs figured are life·size, and in their natural colors, having been 

reproduced by the tricolor process. 

1911. The game birds of India and Asia. 8vo. 

pp. viii+180. front. 7 pl. T. of c. 2 append. 
Calcutta. 

A reprint of a series of articles from the Indian Forester, revised and 

brought up to date. 

1911. Talks aoout birds. 8vo. pp. x+240. 36 pl. 

(16 col.). index. London. 
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1915. Indian sporting birds. 8vo. pp. xi+280. 
front. (col.). 102 pi. (col.). index. London. 
A popular account of the habits, distribution, etc., of the game birds 
of India, illustrated with chromo-lithographs taken from Hume and 
)[arshall's The Grune Birds of bldia, Brtrmah and Cl'ylon, 1879-81. 
A second printing is dat.ed 191 i . 

1915. Garden and aviary birds of India. 2nd ed. 
8vo. pp. ix+201. front. 6 pi. T. of c. index. 

London. 

[1919]. Bird behaviour, psychical and physio
logical. 12mo. pp. x+363. front. 15 pi. T. ofc. 

London. 
An interesting treatise with chapters on the following ubjects: 
J.ocomotion, nutrition, propagation, migration , senses, emotion , 
song and cries, weapons and fighting methods, special instincts, 
·pecial physiological peculiaritie , abnormalities, and relations of 

birds with men. 

1920. How lo know the Indian waders. 2nd ed. 
12mo. pp. (14) +200. front. 12 pi. 2 append. 
index. Calcutta. 

1920. Frank Finn's Manual on Cage birds. 8vo. 
pp. 97. illust. index. London. 

1921. The water fowl of India and Asia. 3rd ed. 
8vo. pp. 11 +126. 21 pl. T. of c. Calcutta. 

****and ROBINSON, E. K. 
1922-3. Birds of our country; their eggs, nests, 

life, haunts and identification. Vol. 1, pp. 2+480. 
front. (col.). 18 pl. (col.). 573 figs. Vol. 2, pp. 2+ 
481-960. front. (col.). 592 figs. append. index. 

London. 
Published in parts, and treats of the birds of Great Britain under 
their vernacular names. A part of vol. 2 (pp. 72(}--884) contains an 
account of the 'Birds of the Empire' arranged geographically under 
Asia, Africa, America, and Australia. The appendix (pp. 885-960) 
gives the classification and scientific names. 

1923. Circe's worshippers, and other poems. 12mo. 
pp. 16. 1 fig. (vignette}. London. 
Sixteen short poems, of which eleven refer to birds. 

n. d . An account of six popular parrots. Some 
(acts about macaws. See ARTHUR, c. P. 

n.d . Familiar London birds. 8vo. pp. vi+160. 
front. 30 pl. 14 figs. T. of c. London. 

n.d . Wild animals of yesterday and to-day. 12mo. 
pp. (8)+9-201. front. 3 pl. T. ofc. index. 

London. 
The principal reference to birds will he found under the heading 
'Extinct birds and reptiles', chap. Ill, pp. 65-101. 

PINSCH, FRIEDRICH HERMANN 0TTO [1839-1917]. 
1865. Index ad Caroli Luciani Bonaparte con
spectum generum avium. 8vo. pp. 23. 
A useful index to Bonaparte's Conspectus, 185(}--7. The copy in 
hand has the original wrapper with first title-page. See also BONA

PARTE, C. L. 

****and HARTLAUB , C. J. G. 
1867. Beitrag zur fauna Centralpolynesiens. Orni
thologie der Viti-, Samoa- und Tonga-mseln. 4to. 
pp. 39+290. 14 col. pl. index. T 
This monograph is of especial value to students of Polynesian 
ornithology. 

1867-8. Die ~apageien, monographisch bearb. 
2 vols. in 3. 8vo. col. illust. T. of c. indexes. Vol. I. 
1867. pp. xii+561. map (col.). 1 pl. Vol. 11. 
1868. Part 1. pp. vii + 480. col. pl. 2-6. Vol. 11. 

1868. Part 2. pp. 481-996+[4]. Leiden. 
The most complete account yet written of the parrots of the world. 
This treatise includes a full discussion of their natural history, habits, 
systematic classification, anatomy, distribution, synonymy. The 
copy in hand is autographed by Paul Leverkiihn and is from his 

library. 

1869-79. See DECKE , C. C. VON DER, 1869- 79. 

~and HARTLAUB, C . .J. G. 
1870. Die Vogel Ost-Afrik~ 4to. pp. x+897. 
col. front. 10 col. pi. index. (Baron C. . von der 
Derken's Reisen in Osl-Afrika, 1859- 65, vol. 4.) 

Leipzig. 
An important, fundamental and comprehensive de cription of the 
birds of East Africa. The copy in hand is from the God man Library. 

1870. On a collection of birds from North Eastern 
Abyssinia and the Bogos Country; with notes by 
the collector, \Villiam .J esse. 4to. pp. 197- 331. 
4 pi. (col.). 1 map (fold.). 2 append. [Bremen.] 
This collection contained 735 skins representing 219 pecies, about 
a quarter of all the birds known to inhabit north-eastern Africa, 
including two new to science. (Excerpt from the Trnns. Zool. Soc., 
vol. VII, pt. 4, :May 1870.) 

1871. Nachtr_Age und ~erichtigungen zur Orni
thologie Nordost-Afrikay. See HEUGLIN, M. T. 

1873-4. See HARTLAUB and LINDEMA , eds. 

1880-95. SeeTHOM oN, c. w. (Challenger Voyage.) 

1884. Ueber Vogel der Si.idsee. 8vo. pp. 56. \Vien. 
A short account of the birds noted in a voyage to the South Seas. 

1901. Das Tierreich. 15. Lief. Aves. Zostero
pidae. 4lo. pp. xiv +54. text illusl. Berlin. 

PINSKA VETENSKAPS-SOCIETETEN, 
HELSINGPORS . 
1842-dale. Acta. 

1922/3-date. Arsbok-vuosikirja. 

1922-dale. Commentationes biologicae. 
(See also HELSINGFORS OCIETAS PRO FAUNA ET 
FLORA FENNICA.) 

PIRENS, PIERRE. See BLOE tART, ABRAHAM, 
1640. 

PIRENZE. Annali del Museo imperiale di 
fiscia e storia naturale. See ANNALI DEL MUSEO, 
etc. 

PISCHER, FERDINAND and PELZELN, AuGUST. 
1886. Vogel und Saugethiere von Jan Mayen. 
folio. pp. 2+24. pl. Vienna. 
~eprlnted from Die InterMtionale Polarforschung, 1882-3. Die 
Osterreichische Polarstation Jat1 Maym, vol. 3. Presentation copy 
from August von Pelzeln. 

PISCHER, G. A. 
[1884]. Ubersicht der von Dr. G. A. Fischer auf 
seiner im $uftrage der Hamburger geographischen 
GesellschaTt unternommenen leise in das Massai
land. 8vo. pp. 297-394. 2 col. pl. 
An excerpt (with manuscript title and notes) on the birds of !tlassai
land during the author's expedition, under the auspices of the Ham
burg Geographical Society. :More than 350 species were observed 
and described. This copy of a (local) contribution to our knowledge 
of the birds of Africa is from the library of Prof. Reichenow. 

PISCHER, GOTTHELF VON WALDHEIM [ 1771-
1853]. 
1801. Naturhistorische Fragmente. Erster Band. 
4lo. pp. viii + 256. 4 fold. pl. 7 text-figs. T. of c. 

Frankfurt-am-M a in. 
A philosophical treatise, of which only one volume was issued, on a 
variety of natural history subjects, by a professor in the University 
of :Malnz. 

PISCHEB, Gumo. 
1905. V ergleichend -ana tomische \ n tersuchungen 
Ober den'bronchialbaum der togel. 4lo. 5 pl. (col.). 

A 2 text-figs.'\. Stuttgart. 

~ 
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~ FISCHE~, JACOB BENJAMI [1730-93]. 1791. Versuch einer aturgeschichte von Livland. ·2te. vermehrte Auflage. 8uo. Stuttgart. 

FISCHER, JOHA. BAPTIST. 
1829. Synopsis Mammalium. 8uo. pp. xlii + 752. 4 tab. Sluttgardiae. 
1830. Addenda ... ad Synopsis Mammalium. (\Vanting.) 

FISCHER, JLJLIUS. 
1913. Das ~oblem der ~·(ltung. Eine thermobiologische ~ter uchung. 8uo. pp. 3 + 1.55. index. 

Leipzig. 
A systematic treatise on birds with special reference to the problems of artificial incubation. The copy in hand is from the f'abanisReichenow collection. 

FISCHER, LUDWIG (1828-1907]. 
1897. Katalog cler Vogel Badens; systematische ZusammensteUung sammtlicher his jetzt im Grossherzogthum Bad en beobachteten V ogel. 8vo. pp. 86 + 60. Karlsruhe. 
Catalogue of the birds of Baden interleaved with blank page~ for field notes. 

FIS CHER, \VILHELl\1 .J ORA ES. 
1914.· Die VogelweJt \tViirttembergs. 8uo. pp. 5 + 323. 7 col. pi. index. supplement. Stuttgart. 

FISH CULTURE ASSOCIA 'J;'ION . 1887. 
London. 

FISH CULTURI S T. 1921-date. Philadelphia. 
FISHER MAN'S MAGAZI NE . 1864-5. 

F ISHING GAZETTE . 1865-76. 
1877-date. New series. 

London. 
London. 

FISHING GAZETTE. A weekly journal devoted to .. . the natural history of fish. (New l ork.) 1884-date. 

FISHER, ALBERT KENWICK [1856- J. 
1893. (The) hawks and owls of the United States in their relation to agriculture. Prepared under the direction of Dr~ C. Hart Merriam. ( .S. Department of Agriculture. Division of Omithology and Mammalogy. Bulletin No. 3.) 8vo. pp. 210. 26 pl. (col.). 1'. of c. index. n·ashington. 
An exhaustive discussion on the economic value of American hawks and owls, based on the critical examination, by scientific experts, of the actual contents of about 2,700 stomachs of these birds. Each species is treated in detail, with a table and ummary of the number of stomachs e~amined,.., The lithographed colored plates are by . l. L. and R. R1dgway. 

1893. The hawks and owls of the United tates in their relation to agriculture. Prepared under the direction of Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Ornithologist. 8vo. pp. 210+16. 26 pl. (col.)+1 pl. (col.). 1'. of c. index. ll' ash. 
This copy differs only from that of the previous one of the ame date, in that at the end of the volume is bound in the Report of the Ornithologist and Mammalogist for the year 1889, U .. Department of Agriculture. The report (author's edition) is by Dr. C. Hart 1\lerriam, consisting of 16 pages of text with one colored plate of the Marsh Hawk by J. L. Ridgway. 
1893. S~e DEARBOR , ED. 

FISH.ER, Mrs. ARABELLA BuRTO (born BucKLEY) '(1840-?1913]. 
1882. Winners in life's race; or, The great backboned family. 8uo. pp. xv+367. front. 99 figs. 1'. of c. index. London. 

FISH ER, \VALTER KE RICK. 
1903. Birds of Laysan and the Leeward Islands. 4lo. 10 pi. 

FISHERIES NEWS BULLETIN. 
Published monthly by the 1-< isheries branch, Departmenl of m:wine and fi heries·; Ottawa, Nov. 19'2H. 4lo. Otlawa, Canada. 

FISHERIES SOCIETY OF JAPAN . .See SUISANKAJ. 

FISHERY INVESTI GAT IONS . (Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.) London. 

FITZGE~ALD , EDWAHD AHTIT R [1871- ] . 
189\. The Highest Andes, etc. 8vo. pp. 16+390. 48 pi. 2 maps. illust. text. London. 
At least two edition have appeared of this valuable contribution to zoogeographr. The nJammab and bird,; are described by P. Gosse. and the reptile. by G. A. BouJenger. 

FITZINGER , F. \Y. 
1912. The Snakes of South .\fril-a. 8Po. pp . .rvi+ 53:2. pl. London. 

FITZINGER, LEOPOLD JOSEPH FRA z JOHAl ' [ 180:2-44]. See KOLLAR, YI CE 'Z, and others, 1848-57. 
1856-65. Ueber das Syslem und die Charakteristik der Naliirlichen Familien der Vogel. 3 Abth. 8uo. H'ien. 
1862-4. (Naturgeschichle der drei Reiche.) BilderAtlas zur Wissensch.-populare Naturgesch. der Vogel, etc. 2 vols. and rtllas. 8uo. and folio. 347 :col. illust. (Atlas only.) \Vien. 
This well-known naturalist maue most of his YaJuable systematic contribution on vertebrate zoology to periodical , especially to the Sitzunusber. d. k . .Akad. Wissensch. lrien. 

FITZSIMONS , FREDERicK vVrLLIAl\1 [1875- J. 1912. The Snakes of South Africa, etc. 1 ew ed. 8uo. pp. 16 +547. 1 col. pl. figs. in text. (V\'anting.) 
One of several admirable works on the vertebrates of ~outh Africa by this well-known naturalist. 

1919-20. Natural Hislory of South Africa, etc. Mammals. 4 vols. /Suo. illust. London. 
The volumes dealing with the various sub-classe are often sold separately. The present title furnishes an admirable account of 'outh African mammalogy. 

1923. The natural hi tory of South Africa. Birds, in two vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xvi +288. front. (col.) . 4 pi. (col.). 2 pl. (1 portr.). 224 figs. Vol. II, pp. vii+(1)+323. front. (col.). 4 pl. (col.). 97 figs. 
London. 

A popular account of the birds of South Africa. Volume I consi ts of a general account of the economic importance of birds. Volume li contains a list of South African birds with notes on their diet, fol· lowed by a description of the distribution and habits. 
1930. Pylhons and their ways. 
many pl. 1'. of c. append. 

8uo. pp. 155. 
London. 

A systematic account of prthon:; and boa of the world but especially of South African species. 

FLACK, Capt. 
1866. A hunter' experiences in the Southern states.of America. 8uo. pp. (6)+359. T. of c. append. London. 
Of the 20 chapters three are devoted to the hunting of birds. A rare /\work. 

~ 
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ALACOURT, ETIE - E DE [1607-66]. 

343 

• 

1661. Histoire dr la grande Isle Madaga car, etc. 4to. pp. 21 + 471. 6 maps. 10 pi. Paris. 
The ftr~t edition. of thi!; work, containbJ~ manr references t0 the taunal. hte of t.he Island, appeared in L658. Facing p. 16.'i i~ a fJHI\int plate 11lu~tratmg the mammalR, birds, reptiles, and fl.~he~ of ::\fadagasrar. 

PLAGG, \VIL o [1805-84]. 
1875. The birds and seasons of New England. 8vo. pp. vi+457. front. 11 pl. (pholograv.). index. 

Boston. 
PLAMEN, ALBEnTo (fl. 17th rent.). 
1650? Cyriosa Raccolt a Di V a rie e diuersi V celli. 12mo. n.p. 100 pi. 
Xot only 'curious tales about birds' but altogether a r•urious and interesting little album of 100 copper-plate~, with no text except the legends in Jtalian furnishing the vulgar name~ of the subject~. A Vf'ry rarr ornithologic item, not listed in the Rr .• llus. Cat. (Nat. Hist.). 

1659. Diuersae Auium Specie studiosi sime ad vitam delineatae. Van ~1Prlen eJ . ( :um priv. Regis. 8vo. Pf1(11'. l.-p. 12 pi. 
A rare, Latin edition of Flamen's selected plates of birds . .:-.ot li ted in the Cat. Br. Mus. (Nat. Hist.). 

[c. 1664]. Livre d'Oyseaux. 8vo. engr. l.-p. 12 pi. 
n.p. Copper-plate engravings of several kind£ of birds in appropriate scenic environments artistically executed. 

PLATTELY and WALTON. 
1926. Biology of the Sea-shore. 8vo. 

FLEMING, GEORGE [1833-1901 J. 
1871. Animal plagues, etc. 8vo. 

PLEMING, J. H. 
London. 

n.d. \Vhy Canada and the 111ited States combined to stop spring shooting. 12mo. pp. 3. 
[Ottawa.] This little pamphlet. ets fort.h that nothing short of joint action by both the T nited State and Canada ran be effective in building up the resf'rYe of our bird life. 

PLEMING, .JoH [1785 -18f>7]. 
1822. The philo oph, of zoolog-y; or, A general view of lhe tructure, functions, and classification of animals. In·.?, vol. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. lii+432. 5 pi. 2 T. o(c. \"ol. IT, pp. (4)+6 18. Edinburgh. 

The principal matter relatin~ to birds will be found in vol. 11, pp. 21& 6i>. 

1828. A history of British anim:=ds, exhibiting the descriptive character and ystemalical arrangement of the genera and pecies. lst ed. 8Po. pp. xxiii + 565. T. of c. index. Edinburgh. 
1842. History of British animt;lls. '2nd eu. 8vo. pp. 23+565. l .ondon. 
Birds occupr pp. 41 146, of whirh a :-:~·nop.-i~ of :!~7 ~pecief' are given. The pre. ent copy has pf'ncille<l notes throughout that. among other annotation~, furnish a li!<t of wildfowl of the Gulf of l-it. Lawn:ucc. 

FLENSBURG, OSCAR. 
1868 . .Jemforande framsUHlning ::~f skelet tPl hos Ladusvalan, Hussvalan, Tornsvalan, Nattskarran och Goken. 8vo. pp. 32. pl. (Lund Universilet theses.) Lund. 

FLETCHER, AI.EXA. 'DER. 
[c. 1874] . . criplure natural history. 2 vols. i/lust. 

PLETCHER, J Ai\lE CooLEY and KIDDER, D. P. 
1857. Brazil and the BraziliBns. 'ee KIDDER, D. P. 

FLETCHER, THOMA. BAINBRH;GE and INGLIS , C. M. 
1924. Birds of an 1ndian garden. pp. viii+l61. front. (col. ). 29 pl. (col. ). 2 pl. (eggs). 41 fig . T. o( r. Calcutta. 
The colored plate and tr.:-. t of these articles originally a ppeareu in thr A.(lrirultlmll .]()l(rnrtl of Tndia, 1919-~4. The cm·ers and adv~. of the numbf'rb in this ropy are bound in. 

FLETT, CHARLES Lo 1 • 
[1897] . .\ dictionary of the call notes of British hird . 8vo. pp. [7]. Springfield. 

FLINT' TI IOTHY. 
1832. The History and Geography of the ::\fi sis-ippi V<-1lley. 2 vols. 8vo. pp. 140. Cincinnali. 
Vol. I ha an a<·count of the mammals, birds. and fishes of the Yalle.', and Vol. Il describes the flora and fauna of the Western ('onntry. A rare treatise, not listed in the Cut. Br. Jfu.\. (4Vat. H1'st.). 

FLINT,\\:. 
1905. Scienec in , outh .\frica, etc. 8vo. pp. 10+ 505. 2 col. pi. 1 col. map. figs. in text. Cape Town. 
Thil'; is a mhed account of various areaR and conditions in South Africa-mostly on natural history. W. L. 'clater wrote on the Land Vert~>brates and R. Broom drseribed the Fossil Reptiles. 

FLOERICKE' CURT EHREN REICII [ l869- J. 
1897. Naturgeschichte der deutschen umpf- und Stranclvogel. 8vo. pp .. tii + 406. 1.5 pi. index. 

J 1 agdeb urg. 
A popular hut rarefully writtf'n acl·ount of German marsh and shore hirdR. 

1898. al urge chirhtP der cleulschen SehwimmvC,gPI fOr Landwirtr, Jager Liehhaber und .!\.aturfreunde. 8vo. pp. xvi+.392. 15 pi. T. of c. (In Cabanis, J. L. coli. Opuscula ornithologica, vol. ;,, ) 
,1/agdeburg. 

A praf·tical handbook on Herman water-birds, in particular for ornamental purposes. 

1907. Deutsche Vogelbuch, ete. Landwirte, Jngcr, .:'\aturfreunde und Vogelliebhaber, Lehrer und die reifere Jugend und fOr alle Gebildeten des deulsd1cn \ 'olkes. Illu t. bv ,\lberl Kull. 4to. pp. 3 -t 103. 30 col. pi. 120 {i[js. T. of r index. 
Slullgarl. 

This iH tltP tir.-f rditinn of a popular work i)).-uPd at irregular interval it1 rle,·en part.· with pietnred wrapper>;. Th(' fitle-page and prefare of the fl.rRt part i~ dated 1907, but the remaining nnmb~>rs haYe no title, the work lJ~>ing set and pagf'd eontinnonsl~· .. .\ "erond ~tnd ~>nlarp:ed edition was puhli~hf'd in 192:!, a,; part ol a work on thf' Birds of Middle Europf'. 

1910. Vogel.frernder ~mler. llh ed. 8no. pp. 99. 2 pl. 22 figs. inde.r. Stuttgart. 
J'opnlar acf·ount of some ~>xotic birds ''ith original illu~tration: hy .J. Dahlem. 

1912. Kriechliet'C und Lurl'he fremdee Uinder. t\th Pd. 
.\ popular work on reptiles and amphibia. 
1912. Ta chenJnwh zum Vog-clbestimmen ... der 
~ester und Eier. pp. 260. 10 col. pl. 
The "el·onrl Pdition of a popular work on tlw ornitholog\ ,lJHl o(ilogy of (mo. tl~·) ,\liddle European rountrie~. 
1919. Dcleklivl:lludien in clet• VogPl\\Pil. pp . .jfJ. illu. ·t. ,'-i t utlga rf. 
( 'uriou · studks in animal p~;~Thology and ph~ "iolog~· inrlnrlinp; birds. 

1919. Zwed\ uml Zicl der ~Oddt•uts~ hr11 \ '<lvelwarte. pp. 24. Stulf!trtrl. 
.\ r-hort nco·ount of the acthities of the ~outh German Observation /(. :::ltation for birus . 
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[FLOERICKE, C. E. (conld.)] 

1922. Vogelb uch" Gemeinverstandliche N a tur

geschichte der mitteleuropaischen Vogelwelt. 4to. 

pp. 496. 54 col. pi. 99 figs. in text. index. 
Stuttgart 

An attractive and well-written, popular treatise on the birds of 

)liddle Europe. The text of this the second edition is practically 

that of the first. 

n.d. Papageien-BOchlein. 8vo. pp. 63. front. (col.). 

5 pl. (col.). T. of c. Stuttgart. 

A guide to those members of the parrot family that lend themselves 

to captivity. 

FLORA OG FAUNA, AARBOG FOR NA

TURVENNER, etc. 
1899-1929. 8vo. Copenhagen el al. 

One of the most valuable of Scandinavian periodicals, both for the 

advanced student and the research worker in vertebrate zoology. 

It is actually the continuation of 1Ueddelelser fm Flora og Fauna of 

which only one volume (189o-l) was issued. 

FLORENCE. See ANNALI DEL MUSEO IMPERIALE 

DI FISICA E STORIA NATURALE DI FIRENZE. 

1908. Vol. I. 4to. 

FLORENCE.-Reale Istituto di Studi Su

periori pratici e di perfezionamento. (Founded 

1349.) 
1877-date. Pubblicazioni ... Sezione di Scienze 

fisiche e naturali. No. 1-date. 8vo. Firenze. 

The above are separately paged serial memoirs, a complete list of 

which is to be found on p. 330, vol. VI, of the Br. JJfus. (Nat. Hist.) 

Cat. Very few are devoted to vertebrate zoology; among them 

E. H. Giglioli writes (1909) on Italian vertebrates in the Florentine 

..\Iuseum, pp. 21; G. Ristori on Crocodilian (1890), pp. 34, 1 pl., and 

Chelonian remains (1896), pp. 104, 6 pi., and A. Targioni-Tozzetti 

on the Zoology of the S.S. '}Iagenta' expedition round the world in 

1863-8, mostly on invertebrates, however. 

FLORENCE . Universita. (Sezione di Scienze 

fisiche e na turali.) 
1877-date. Pubblicazioni. 

FLORIDA AUDUBON SOCIETY. 
Winter Park. 

1919-date. Bulletin. (Quarterly.) 

FLOURENS, MARIE JEAN PIERRE [I 794-1867]. 

(1853-7]. ffiuvres compl<'~tes de Buffon. See 

BUFFON, G. L. L. 

1860. Des manuscrits de Buffon. pp. xcv + 298. 

9 reproductions of original manuscript. Paris. 

FLOWER, STA LEY SMYTH. 

1921. List of fishes 1901- 1921; with notes on 

their longevity. 8vo. pp. 4+ 26. (Egypt-Zoo

Iogical service. Publication no. 33.) Cairo. 

Author's reprint. 

1923. List of birds of prey 1898- 1923, with notes 

on their longevity. 8vo. pp. (4)+46. T. o( c. 

hibliogr. 2 indexes. (Govt. Press.) Cairo. 

Records of birds in the Giza Zoological Gardens. A letter from the 

aut.hor regarding the above copy is inserted. 

FLOWER, ir WILLIAM HENRY [1831-99]. 

1866. Recent memoirs on the cetacea by D. F. 

Eschricht, J. T. Reinhardt and W. Lilljeborg. 4lo. 

pp. 8+312. pl. (Ray Soc.) London. 

The me~noirs are translations of e ~ays by well-known ~candinavian 

naturalist. on the whales of northern waters. 

1879. See ROYAL SOCIETY OF LONDON, 1879. 

1885. An introduction to the osteology of the 

Afammalia. 8vo. pp. 12+382. (Macmillan's 

Manuals for students.) 3rd ed. London. 

This edition was practically edited and amended by Hans Gadow. The 

first edition appeared in 1870. 

**** and LYD E KKER, RICHARD. 

189t. An introduction to the study of mammals 

living and extinct. 8vo. pp. 16+754. illust. 
London. 

A scientific treatise of great importance written in familiar style. 

1896. Index generum et specierum animalium. 

8vo. 
London. 

1896. Zoological bibliography and publication. 

8vo. pp. 3. London. 

1898. Essays on museums and other subjects 

connected with natural history. 8vo. pp. xv-394. 

35 figs. T. of c. London. 

A presentation copy from the author. 

FOERSTER, F. and ROTHSCHILD , LIO 'EL 

WALTER (2nd Baron). 
1906. Two new birds of Paradise. 8vo. pp . 4. 

(Tring Museum.) London. 

The two species referred to are Astrapia rothschildi, sp. nov., and 

Parotia wahnesi, Rothsch. sp. nov., of which a full description is 

given by the two authors. 

F OL, HERMANN [1845-92]. 

1883-92. See RECUEIL ZOOLOGIQUE SUISSE. 

FOLKARD, HENRY CoLEMAN [1827-? 98]. 

1864. The wild-fowler: a treatise on ancient and 

modern wild-fowling, historical and practical. 2nd 

ed. 8vo. pp.xxii+398. front. 12pl. 5figs. T.ofc. 

index. London. 

The first edition was issued in 1859. 

FOLKESTONE NATURAL HISTORY 

SOCIETY. 
1868-9. Quarterly Journal. Nos. 1-4 (al1 pub.). 

1884-1930. Proceedings. 

FONTANA, FE:ux. 
1781. Traite sur le venin de la vipere, sur les 

poisons americains, sur le laurier-cerise, et sur 

quelques autres poisons vegetaux. On y a joint 

des observations sur la structure primitive du 

corps animal, differentes experiences sur la repro

duction des nerfs et la description d'un nouveau 

canal de I'ceil. 2 vols. 4to. pp. xxviii+329; xi+ 

373. 10 engr. fold. pi. Florence. 

A contribution to comparative zoology by one of the foremost 

anatomists of the eighteenth century. 

FON TEN ILLE . ee HE ' 0 

FORBES , EDWARD [1815-54]. 

1854. Zoology of the Voyage of H.M.S. 'Herald' 

... 1845-51. Vertebrates, including Fossil l\Iam

mals, by J. Rid1~rdson (q_.v.). 

F ORBES , HENRY 0GG [18::>1-·!1921]. 

1885. A naturalist' wanderings in the Eas~ern 

Archipelago ... from 1878 to 1883. 8vo. pp. Xlx+ 

536. front. (col.). 21 pi. 7 maps (4 col., 3 fold.). 

83 figs. T. of c. index. London. 

An account of the author's travels in the .East lndies, to the l'm·o·· 

Keeling Islands, Java, l:lumatra, Timor-Laut, the ~Iolucca., Bur.u. 

and Timor. l\lany note on birds are cattered throughout the text, 

with special reports on birds on pp . .U, 268-i4, 355-68, a_nd 409:-10. 

The colored frontispiece, one plate, and five figures are ormthologtcal. 

A second edition is also dated 1885. 
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1894. A hand-book to the primates. 2 vols. 8vo. 
illust. 29 col. pl. (Alien's Naturalist's lib.) 

First edition of a popular work on the larger ape . 
London. 

1896-7. A hand-book to the primates. Another 
ed. 2 vols. pl. maps. (Lloyd's Natural History.) 

London. 
1896-8. Sees TLER , A. G. British Birds , 1896- 8. 
1903. The natural history of Sokotra and Abd-el
kuri. 4to. pp. 48 + 598. illust. pl. map. (Special 
bulletin of the Liverpool museums. ) Liverpool. 

FORBES, JAMES [1749- 1819]. 
1813. Oriental memoirs: selected and abridged 
from a series of familiar letters written during 
seventeen years residence in India: including 
observations on parts of Africa and South America, 
and a narrative of occurrences in four India 
voyages. 4 vols. 4to. 93 pl. (part. col.). T. of c. 
general index. Vol. I, pp. xxiii + 481. 40 pl., some 
col. T. of c. Vol. 11, pp. xv+4+542. 28 pl., a few 
col. T. of c. Vol. Ill, pp. xii + 487. 20 pl., some 
col. T. ofc. Vol. IV, pp. xi + 425 + 5. 5 pl. T. of c. 

London. 
The title sufficiently describes the contents of this well-known book 
of travels. The illustrations, particularly the colored plates of birds, 
references to which occupy a prominent place in the four volumes, 
are remarkably fine. The originals (q.v.) of 54 of the plates are 
among the treasures of the E.S.W. Library. The copy in hand is 
from the library of Chas. Eliot. Norton. 

1813. Oriental memoirs, &c. Illustrated by en
gravings from original drawings in lhe E. S .W. 
Library. See ORIGI AL DRAWINGS. 

1834. Oriental Memoirs. 2 vols. and atlas. 4to 
and 8vo. 85 pl. London. 
This is the second edition i sued by the author's daughter. the 
Countess de Montalembert. 

FOBBES, STEPHEN ALFRED [1844-1930 ] . 
1889-[95]. Natural history survey of Illinois. 
(State laboratory of natural history. S. A. Forbes 
director.) The ornithology of Illinois. Part I, 
Descriptive catalogue by Robert Ridgway. Part 11, 
Economic ornithology by S. A. Forbes, &c. See 
also RIDGWAY, R. 

1913. The Ornithology of Illinois. Another edition 
(without the col. front.). See RIDGWAY, R. 

FOBBES, WILLIAM ALEXA DER [1855-83]. 
1880-95. SeeTHOMSON , c. w. (ChallengerVoyage.) 

1881. On the birds collected at C:ape York, 
Australia. 4to. pp. 9. London. 
Report on the anatomy of the petrels ... collected 
during the voyage of H.M.S. Challenger ... 
Zoology (pt. VIII), vol. 11; (pt. XI ), vo1. IV. 

1885. The collected scientific papers; ed. by F. E. 
Beddard with a memorial pref. by P. L. Sclater. 
8vo. pp. xiii+496. front. (portr. ). 25 pl. (15 col.). 
142 figs. 1 map. T. of c. index. London. 

FORBUSH, ED\VARD HowE [1858- 1929]. 
1912. A history of the Game Birds, vVild-fowl and 

hore Birds of Massachusetts and adjacent states. 
(Massachusetts State board of agriculture.). 8vo. 
pp. xvi + 622. front. (col.). 36 pl. 108 figs. 1. of c. 
index. Boston. 
A second edition was issued in 1916. 

YY 

1913. Useful birds and their protection. 4th ed. 
(Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture.) 8vo. 
pp. xx+451. front. (col. ). 60 pl. 171 figs. T. of c. 
append. index. Boston. 
The first edition of this work on economic ornithology was issued in 
1907. The present work is largely a reprint, with the addition of an 
appendix embodying the necessary changes to bring the work up to 
date. 

1916. \Vinter Birds at the Farm. The Starling. 
(State Board of Agric., Mass. CirGular No. 45.) 
2nd ed. pp. 24. illust. Boston. 
Bound with this treatise on the progress made (to 1915} by the 
imported European Starling are several other papers on economic 
ornithology. 

1916. (A) history of the Game Birds, Wild fowl 
and Shore Birds of Massachusetts. 2nd ed. 8vo. 
pp. 18+636. Boston. 
An amended reprint of the 1912 edition. 

1916. The Natural Enemies of Birds. (Bull. 3. 
State Board of Agriculture.) 8vo. pp. 58. illust. 

Boston. 
1916. The Domestic Cat; the Bird Killer. 8vo. 
pp. 110. illust. Boston. 
This essay proves conclusively that the average pet cat (including 
the rovers from house to house) is responsible for the killing of from 
200 to 500 birds yearly. 

[1917]. Birds of America. See PEARSON, T. G. 

1917. The warblers of North America. See 
CHAPMAN, F. M. 

1922. The Provincetown book. See SMITH, Mrs. 
ANCY W. PAINE, 1922. 

1923. Some under-water activities of certain 
waterfowl. 8vo. pp. 49. 16 figs. T. of c. (Dept. 
of Agriculture, Mass. ) Boston. 

1925. Birds of Massachusetts and other New 
England states. Part I. Water Birds, Marsh 
Birds, and Shore Birds. 4to . pp. xxxi + 481. 33 pl. 
(col.). 16 pl. (35 figs.). 85 figs. (2 maps, 8 diagr.). 
T. of c. (Dept. of Agriculture, Mass.) Boston. 

FOREIGN BIRD NOTES. The first title of 
Bird Notes. 

FOREST, FISH AND GAME. 1907-11. 
Georgia Forest Association, Athens, Ga. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
1873-date. A weekly journal of the rod and gun. 
2 vols. annually. folio. (Incomplete.) N. Y. 
Despite its title this well-edited journal has published numerous 
papers by American n!!-turalists o~ rept~te, s!lveral of whose contri
butions have been reprmted and listed m thisf ataloguE/ 

FOREST AND STREAM BIRD NOTES. 
See BAILEY, H. B. , 1881. 

FOREST AND STREAM SERIES. 
1885. No. l. Shore Birds. 8vo. New York. 

FORREST, H. EDWARD. 
1899. The Fauna of Shropshire, etc. 8vo. 

Shrewsbury. 

1907. The vertebrate fauna of North Wales. 
pp. lxxiv+537. front. 27 pl. map (col. fold.). 
T. of c. bibliogr. 2 indexes. London. 
Two hundred and seventy-two species of birds are enumerated. 

INr 

J 
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.4oRREST, 11. E. (conld. )] 
/ 1919. A handbook to the vertebrate fauna of 

North Wale . 8vo. pp. (6) + 106. T. of c. index. 
London. 

The present Yolumc is a conden. ed summary of the author's larger 
work, The Vert-ebrate Fauna of North Wales. pnbllshed in 1907, 
with some additional matter accumulated during the pa!'lt 1~ year . 

FORSKAL, PEHR [1736-63 ] . 
1775. Descriptione Animalium Avium, Amphi
biorum, Piscium ... post morLem auctoris edidit 
C. Niebuhr, etc. 4to. pp. 164. 1 map. Hauniae _ 
This fundamental treatise was, like most of thi eminent writer's 
works, edited after his death by his friend ~icbnhr . 

1776. Icone 
43 pl. 

rerum naturalium. 4io. pp. 15. 
Hauniae (Copenhagen). 

Another edition appeared the :ame year. 

FORSTER, ED-WARD [1765- 1849]. 
1817. Catalogue Avium in In uli 
habitantium. 8vo. 

Britannici 
Londini. 

FORSTER, GEORG. ee PARR tAN, A., 1784. 

FORSTER, JOHA . GEORG AD ~1 [1754- 94 ] . 
1777. A voyage round the world, in Ili Britannic 
Majesty's sloop Resolution, commanded by Capt. 
James Cook, during the years 177'2, 3, 4 and 5. 
2 vols. 4to. Vol. I, pp. xviii+602 +( 1). front. 
(map, fold.). T. of c. Vol. II, pp. 607. T. of c. 

London. 
This excellent narrative contains many notes on the natural history 
of the regions 'i itcd, references to birds occurring throughout both 
volumes. 

FORSTER, Jon " N REI -HOLD [17:2-9-98]. 
1771. A Catalogue of the Animal of 1\:orth 
America, containing an Enumeration of the known 
Quadrupeds, Birds, Fi h, ... many ... never 
described before, with Directions for Collecting, 
Preserving and Tran porting all Kinds of atural 
History Curiosities. Engraved frontispiece of the 
Little Falcon by R. Murray. 8f.!o. pp. 43. 1 pl. 

London. 
The present excessively rare voltm1e is Thomas P ennant's copv, 
interleaved with manu cript notes in his own handwriting. It wa 
~;:;~:.taet~~e~8~lr paring his treatise on arctic zoology. A reprint 

1781. Indische Zoologie. folio. pp. 8 + 4+ 42. 
15 pl. German and Latin in parallel columns. 

Halle. 
This work, including the colored plates of the 1705 edition is, thrf'e
fourths of it, made up of a translation of Pennant'. Indian Zoology 
(q.v.), most of the combination being eventually incorporated in 
later editions of Pennant's works to which it rightly belong~. 

1788. Enchiridion Ilistoriae Naturali in erviens 
quo termini et delineaLiones ad r\ vium, Pi cium: 
Insectorum et Plantarum adumbratione intelli
gendas et concinnandas, secundum methoclum 
systemati Linnaeani continentur. 8vo. pp. :rvi + 
224. Halae. 
E!j.itio princeps. A reset edition was issued in 1794 and the Blacker 
Library has another dated 1797. Scparatf's on special ~ubjects from 
this treatise also exist. 

1790-1. An Essay on India. 4lo. 
Translated from and bound up with the author'!l Indische Zoologie. 
See also the second edition of Pennant's Indian ZoolorJY. 

1797. Enchiridion hi loriae naturali, etc. Editio 
altera emendatior. 8vo. pp. 8 + 224. Londini. 

[1799] An Vll. Manuel poui' er ir a l'Histoire 
_ Taturellc des Oiseau ' , des Poissons, etc. 8vo. 

Paris. 
A French translation and adaptation of the author's Enchiridion. 

1882. A Catalogue of the Animal 
.\mrrica, rtc. 8vo. pp. 4:r 1 pl. 

of "1orth 
London . 

Heprinted by the Willughby Society in 1882, with a prefarP l)v 
P. L. f\clater. The extremely rare original (a copy of which is in the 
Blacker Library) was is::;ued in I 771. 

1882. 1 .. orster' Catalogue of the Animals of 
North America, or Faunula Americana ( 1771). 
Edited (with a preface) by P. L. Sclater. 8vo. 
pp. iv + 43. 1 pl. London. 
See alSO WILLUGHBY SOCIETY. 

1882. For ter's Animal of Hudson Bay. J~diled 
by P. L. Sclater. 8vo. pp. iv + 53. Reprinted from 
the Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. Lond., vol. LX II , li7"2. 
The pagination of the original is also given. 
See also WILLUGHBY OCI~TY. London. 

1884. Descriptiones animalium quae in itinere ad 
:Maris au tralis terras per annos 177'2, 1773 et 
1774 u cepto collegit. 8vo. pp. xiii + 424. 

Berolini. 
An excf'llcut, annotated excerpt from the author's works published 
in Berlin by tlw Akademie der Wissenschajten. 

FORSTER' THOMAS IG ATl s M ARIA [ 1789-
1860]. 
1808. bservation on the brumal retreat of the I 
wallow, lo which h\ annexed a copious index to~ 

many passages relating to this bird, in ancient 
and modern authors, by Philochelidon [pseud.]. 
8vo. pp. 27 + [5]. 
The fir t edition of this contribution to a very old controversy is a 
very rare item. The preR!'nt copy is from the :\lullen Library. 

1817. Observations of the natural history of 
swallows, Lo which i added a general catalogue 
of British birds. 6th ed. 8vo. pp. xiv+97. front. 
4 pi. append. London. 
There are two editions of 1817, differing lightly in their titles only. 
The 'Catalogus Avium', etc. , pp. 65-97 is thP same as that issued 
separately by Edw. Forster under his own name and in the same 
year. 

1824. The perennial calendar, and companion to 
the almanack; illustrating the events of every day 
in the year. 8vo. pp. xxvii + 804. 5 indexes. 

London. 
~otices of birds and other animals figme throughout. the e pages. 

FORSTLICH - NATURWISSENSCHAFT
LICHE ZEITSCHRIFT. 1892- 8. (All pub.) 

Jlunich. 

FORTESCUE , THOMAS, Baron CLERMONT. 

1859. A guide to the Quadruped and Reptiles 
of 'uropc. l2mo. pp. -+ 277. London. 
A u. eful manual of little cientiftc importance. 

FORTIS, ALBERTO [1741- l 03]. 
1778. Travels into almat ia, rtc. 4lo. (\Vanting.) 

London. 

FORTSCHRITTE DER GEOLOGIE UND 
PALAEONTOLOGIE. 1923-dale. Berlin. 

FORTSCHRITTE DER NATURWISSEN
SCHAFT IN BIOGRAPHISCHEN BIL
DERN. 1856-7? Berlin. 

(\ 

? 
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~ORTSCHRITTE DER NATURWISSEN
SCHAFTLICHEN FORSCHUNG. 1910-dale.· 

Berlin. 
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FOSTER, LYMA_ SPALDI~G. 
1892. The published writing. of. G. · Lawren~..:e, 
1844-9 1. 8uo. pp. 12 + 124. porlr. ( .S. Ta tionnl 
Museum. Bull. 40.) Washing/on. 
Author's reprint. 

1894. A consi<let·at ion of some ornithological 
literature. (Proceedings Linncean SociPly, New 
York, o. G, 18fl4. ) Suo. pp. /53. ~ ew 1 nrk. 
Author's repaged reprint. 

FOSTER, MICHAEL [1 836 1907]. 
1885. The works of F. M. Balfour. See BALFOUR, 
F. M. 

189 8-1902. The cienlinc memoirs of Thomas 
Henry Huxley. See H XLEY, T. H. 

****and BALFOUR, F. M. 
-r9o"2. The Elements of Embryology. 8vo. pp. 

16 + 486. Wusl. Secondeditioned. by Aclam Seclg
wick and Walter Beape. London and New York. 
The first edition appeared in 1874. 

FOSTER, Tno tAS. 
(18 82]. Birds with lef'th. See PROCTOR, R. A. 
1 rature studies. 

FOTHERGILL, CHARLES. 
1799 . Ornithologira Britannica. 
(Wanting.) 

1 vol. folio. 
}'ork. 

FOTHERGILL, \VILLIA~f EDWARD. 
1890 . Zoological types and classification. 12mo. 
pp. xi+214. T. of c. Edinburgh. 

FOUNTAIN, PAUL and WARD , T. 
1907. Rambles of an Australian N a turalisl. 8vo. 
pp. 8+343. index. London. 
The editor has made a speciality of describing d.Pserts and forests 
(with a history of the ftora and fauna he encountered in them) of 
North (1902) and South America (1901); W. H. Hudson writing a 
preface to the former. 

FOWLER, G. JI ERBERT. 1912 . See C:ITALLE~nER 
SOCIETY. 

FOWLER, HE RY \\'EED. 
1907. The Amphibians and Reptiles of. ew Jer
sey. ( ew Jer ey late Mu emn, Annual Report.) 

Trenlon. 
This autl10r has also reported upon the N.J. Fh;hrs, foflsil and ref'ent. 

1928. The Fi hes of O('e::mia. .U em. of /lie .Hernire 
J >. Bishop 1\1us., vol. x. lfonolulu. 
Thil:l work is largely based upon the 1,400 specimens stort>d in the 
:\Iuseum. It contains a bil>liography, with annotationl:l of papers 
having ichthyologic references to Oreania. 

FOWLER, WILLIAM WARDE [1847-?1919]. 
1886. A year with the birds by an Oxford tutor. 
2nd ed. 8uo. pp. xii +179. front. T. of c. index. 

Oxford. 
1888. Tales of the birds. 8vo. pp. (12) + 209. 
front. 7 pl. T. of c. London. 

1891. A year with the birds. 3rd eel. pp. xv+265. 

1902. More tales of the birds. 8vo. pp. 4+232. 
front. pi. London. 

F OX, GEORfiE Tow_ SE o [ob. 1847]. 
1827. Synop is of the . ewca lle museum, late 
the .\ Uan, formerly the Tun tall, or \Vycliffe 
mu eum; to which are prefixed memoirs of ~lr. 
Tunslall, the founder. Suo. pp. xxii + 312. 7 pl. 
(1 porlr.). 9 figs. T. of c. Newcastle. 

F OX, 1-IERBERT [1880- J. 
1923. Disea e in captive wild mammals and 
birds. 8uo. pp. vii + 665. 87 pl. (part col.). T. of c. 
biuliogr. index. Philadelphia. 

F RAAS , EBERIIARD [186:2- ]. 
1896. Die schwiibischen Tria - aurier, etc. 4to. 

On a local ueposit of (German) reptilian fossil forms. 
Stuttgart. 

FRAIPONT, JuLIEN JEA Jo EPH [1857-1919]. 
1910. Oiseaux. folio. pp. 2+130. pl. See SELYS
LO GCIIAMPS, I. E. DE. Brussels. 

FRAM . orwegian Exploring Vessel. See VIDEN-
SKAB -SELSKABET (1904)-7-11. 

FRA NATURENS V.,t..RXST ED ; popul$rt 
T id sskrift for Naturltiindskab. 
1912-17. 5 vols. 4to. illust. KjfJbenhavn. 

FRANQAIS, LE . French Exploration Vessel. 
See FRANC •. EXPEDITION ANTARCTIQUE FRAN
<;AISE. 

F RANCE, ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES DE 
L'INSTITUT DE. See ACADEMIE ... FRANCE, 
1901-2:2. 

F RANCE . Expedition Antarrliquc Frant;aise ... 
par J. Charcot ( 1906)- 08. Documents scienlifiques 
4lo. (Wanting.) Paris. 
This, the flrst of two expe<litiom!, is describe<.! iu 18 fascicules, 
separately dated. Relatively littlt> is said about the vertebrate 
zoology of the voyage. E. L. Trouessart (1907, pp. 27, 4 pi., figs. in 
text) describes the Mammijeres Pinnipedes; R. Anthony (1907, 
pp. 17, ~pi., text-figs.) the Birds and ~eals; A. l\Ienegaux, Bird 
(1907, pp. 79, 12 pi., 1 map); L. Vaillant (1906, pp. 51, illust. text), 
the Fishes. 

***.*· Deuxieme Expedition Antarctique Fran
~aisc (1908-10) ... 'Pourquoi-Pus?' ... par 
.J _ Charcot. Document seienlifiques. 4to. Paris. 
The account of this second. antarctic voyage of discovery appeared 
1911-17 in 20 fascicules; to 1921, 21 vols. Generally each paper of 
the report il:l separately paged. and dated. As was the case of the 
first expedition vertebrate zoology is not extensively treated. How
ever, J. Liouville wrote on the Whales (1913), pp. 6+ 276, 15 pls., 
numerous text-figs.; L. Gain, the Birds (1914), pp. 200, 15 pl., 2 col. 
maps, text-figs.; L. Roule (l!H:J) the Pishes, pp. 2.!, 3 pi. (plain) 
and I col. pi. 

~See \OYA(~ES, FRE CII. 

FRANCE , RAOUL 1-IEINRICH [1874- J. 
1910. Denkmtiler der • atur. Suo. pp. 79. illust. 

Leipziy. 

1910 . Die atur in den Alpen. 8vo. pp. 84. illust. 

front. 2pl. 18figs. T.ofc. index. London. FRANCHET,ADRIE [1834-1900]. 
Leipzig. 

1895. Summer studies of bird and book . Suo. 1882. Sert.ulum omalense. 8vo. pp. 70. pl. See 
pp. 10+288. pf. figs. in lext. New 1·ork. A RE\ OIL. MISSIO. Cx. RE\ OIL ALX PAYS/ 0 IALIS .. 
A series of popular chapters on birds. /1 Pans. 

wf>· 
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~ FRANCIS, WILLIAM and MULLIN, JoHN. 
[1923]. The British Guiana handbook, 1922. 8vo. 
pp. x+300. front. (portr.). 56 pl. 1 map (col. fold.). 
T. of c. append. index. Georgetown. 
The birds are described on pp. 83-6, with one illustration, and again 
on p. 288 there is a list of wild birds absolutely protected, as well as 
one of wild birds protected during the close season. 

FRANCKLIN, H. 
n.d. Utility fowls; their selection, improvement 
and diseases. 12mo. pp. 36. 17 figs. London. 

FRANQOIS, P. 
1885. Contributions a l'etude du systeme ner
ve~ des Hirudinees. 8vo. pp. 112. Paris. 

FRANKFURT-AM-MAIN. 
1834-45. Museum Senckenbergianum; Abhand
lungen aus dem Gebiete der beschreibenden 
Naturgeschichte von Mitgliedern der Senckenber
gischen naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Frank-
furt am Main. Vols. 1-3 (all pub.). 4to. pl. 

FRANKFURT- AM- MAIN. Naturwissen
schaftlicher Beobacter. (Zoologische;\ Garten, 
1-46: Zoologischer Beobacter.) 1863-1922. (All 
pub.) 

RANKLIN, Sir JoHN [1786-1847]. 
1823. Narrative of a Journey to the Polar Sea ... 
in 1819-22. With an Appendix relating to Natural 
History. 4to. pp. xvi+ 768. 30 pl. (co l.). 4 maps. 

London. 

1828. Narrative of a Second Expedition ... to 
the Polar Sea ... in 1825-27. 4to. pp. xxiv+319. 
31 pl. 6 maps. text illust. London. 

FRANKLAND, JONATHAN. 
1859-60. La Vie des Animaux, etc. 6 vols. 8vo. 
(Wanting.) Paris. 

FRANZ, VICTOR. 
1909. Das Vogelauge. 

FRANZIUS, WOLFGANGUS [1564-1628]. 
1665. Historia animalium. 12mo. pp. 48 + 779. 

Amsteld. 
At le:tst six pre;rious and seyeral subsequent edition were published 
of this sacred lustor;\' of ammals for the use of theological students. 

FRASER, HuGH [1860- J. 
1923. Amid the high hills. 8vo. pp. xv + 224. 
front. (col. ). 31 pl. (15 col.). 19 figs. T. of c. index. 

London. 
FRASER, LOUIS. 
1849. Zoologia typica, or figures of new and rare 
I.ammals and B~rds ... in the Zoological Society 

of London. folw. pp. 8 + 70. 70 col. pl. with 
descriptive text. London. 
A we.ll-~nown w~rk of .considerable scientific value, issued in part~> 
and !muted to ZoO cop\Cs. lu the present Yolume the covers of pt 
1-14 are bound in. · 

FRAUENFELD, GEORG \'ON [1807-73). 
1868. Neu aufgefundene Abbildung de! Dronte 
und eines zweiten kurzflOgeligen VoO'eTh wahr
scheinlich des Poule Rouge au Bee de Bec~sse der 
Maskarenen in der Privatbibliothek S. l\1. des 
verstorbenen Kaisers Franz, hrsg. von der K. K. 

zoologiisch-botanischen Gesellschaft. 
[6] +16. 4 pl. 

folio. pp. 
\Vien. 

One of the best accounts of the Dodo, de cribing the discovery in 
Vienna of a painting of that extinct bird. The picture is reproduced 
in color. On two other large folio plates are outline drawings of 
every picture of the Dodo to the date of publication of this interest
ing monograph. The pre ent volume is from the Cabanis-Reichenow 
collection. 

1871. (Die) Grundlagen des Vogelschutzgesetzes. 
8vo. pp. 18. \-Vien. 
A brief statement of laws for the protection of birds in Austria. 

FREDERICK II, Emperor of Germany [1194-
1250]. 
13th century. Two photostats of the Vatican 
Library MS. shelved as Pal. Lat. 1071, with notes 
by Casey A. \Vood, made in Rome, 1930. folio. 
pp. 8. 
This reproduction of part of the famous MS. De arte venandi cum 
rwibus includes pictures of all the bird portraits painted in this 
unique manuscript. 

1596. Reliqua librorum Friderici II ... De arte 
venandi cum avibus, cum regis Manfredi addi
tionibus. Ex membranis vetustis nunc primum 
edita. Albertus Magnus de Falconibus, Asturibus, 
et Accipitribus. 8vo. pp. 16 + 414. 

Augustae V indelicorum. 
The above title heads one of several printed copies of a six-part 
codex of a medieval manuscript on hawking by the celebrated 
Frederick II who was assisted in its preparation by his son, King 
Manfred of Italy. The original manuscript was subsequently edited 
and amended by Albertus Magnus. The Compiler examined in the 
Vatican Library a beautifully illustrated thirteenth-century codex, 
prepared by Frederick and Manfred shortly before the death of the 
latter, in which many birds of chase are carefully pictured and 
described. 

1788-9. Reliq. Librorum Friderici II., Imp. De 
Arte Venandi cum A vibus cum Manfredi Regis 
additionibus, &c., accedunt Alberti Magni Capita 
de Falconibus Asturibus & Accipitribus quibus 
annotat. add. suas J o. Gottl. Schneider. Tome I. 
3 engraved plates. Ad Reliq. Librorum Friderici II 
& Alb. Magni Capita Commentarii, &c., cum Auct. 
Emend. atque annot. ad Aeliani de Nature Animal. 
Libros. Auctor J o. Gottl. Schneider. Tome I I. 
3 engraved plates. in 1 vol. 4to. Lipsiae. 
The best and most complete account of the zoological works of tht> 
celebrated Emperor. ~ 
1896. Bucher von der Natur der Vogel und der . · 
Falknerei mit den Zusatzen des K~nigs Manfred; 0 

aus dem Lateinischen ubersetzt von H. Schopffer. 
folio. pp. xvi + 212. 8 pl. 40 figs. index. Berlin. 
Tllis is a German translation from the Latin of the celebrated treatise 
De arte venandi cum: avibus, by the Hohenstaufen emperor 
Friedrich II, a book which can still be consulted profitably. It was 
first printed in Augsburg in 1596. The present edition is illustrated 
with 8 plates and 40 text-figures by the translator. 

FREEMAN, G. E. 
1869. Practical Falconry, etc. 8vo. London. 

FREIBURG IN BREISGAU. Naturforschen
der Gesellschaft zu Freiburg. 
1858-85. Bericht ueber die Verhandlungen. 
1886-1930. Berichte. 

FRENCH, JOHN C. (1858- J and others. 
1919. The passenger pigeon in Pennsylvania. 8vo. 
pp. 7 +257. front. (portr.). 24 pl. 20 figs. index. 

Altoona, Pa. 

FRENCH, NATHANIEL STOWERS [1854-?1925]. 
1902. Animal activities; a first book in zoology. 
8vo. pp. xxi + 262. illust. 205 figs. T. of c. index. 

{\ New York. 
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1892. Die Zwergpapageien. 12mo. pp. 8+55. 
T. of c. (UnivPrsal-Bibliothek fOr Thierfr·eunde 
:\1 o. 20.) · Leipzig: 
A systematic rat~logue of the typical parrots of the world with references to the literature on eneh species. 

FREUNDE DER NATURWISSENSCHAF
TEN IN WIEN . 
1846- 50 . Bericht i.iber die Mittheilungen. 

FREYCINET, LOUI CLAUDE DESAULSES DE [1779-1842]. 
1824. Voyage autour du monde ... Execute sur 
1es corvettes de S. M. 1'Uranie et la Physicienne, 
pendant 1es annees 1817, 1818, 1819 et 1820. 2 vols. 
4lo and folio. atlas. Paris. 
In this famous voyage the fauna are described (with many species new to science) by Quoy and Gaimard. · 

FREYER, HEI RICH [1802- 67]. 
1842. Fauna der in Krain bekannlen Saugethiere, 
Vogel, Reptilien und Fiscbe. 4lo. pp. 8 + 90. 

Laibach. 
FRIBOURG. Societe fribourgeoise des scien
ces naturelles . 
1879-date. Bulletin, Compte-rendu. 

FRIC, ANTONiN JAN [1832- ?1913]. See FRITSCH, 
ANTO JAN (the German form of the author's 
Czech name). 

F R ICK, CHRISTOPH. [17th cent.]. 
[1929] . Voyages to the East Indies. lntrod. and 
notes by C. E. Fay1e; tr. from the Dutch. 8vo. 
pp. 44+276. pl. (The Seafarer's Library.) Re
view by John Still inserted. London. 

FRICKER, ANTONIUS. 
1827. Dissertatio inauguralis de Ocu1o Reptilium. 
4to. (Wanting.) Tubingae. 

FRIDERICH , C. G. 
1849. Naturgeschichte aller deulschen Zimmer
Haus- und Jagdvoge1, nebst einem Anhange Ober 
die ausHindischen Voge1, we1che in Deutschland 
im H andel vorkommen. 8vo. pp. 10+ 660. pl. 

Stuttgart. 
First edition (very rare) of this useful handbook on the care of domestic and caged birds-including hunting falcons. o copy in the Br. Mus. Gat. (Nat . Hist .). 

1876. Vollstandige Naturgeschichte der deutschen 
Zimmer-, Haus-Voegel, etc. 3rd. ed. 8vo. pp. 68 + 
942. 20 col. pi. Stuttgart. 
[1883] . Die ni.itzlichen Vogel. 12mo. pp. iv+112. 
60 col. pi. index. Lausanne. 
1905. Natlll'gCschichte der Deutschen Vogel. 4to. 
pp. 859. 57 pi. with 410 col. figs. T. of c. index. 

Stuttgart. 
The fifth edition, the first one having appeared in 1849, and the sixth in 1923. The copy in hand is from the Cabanis-Reichenow collection. 

FRIEDL.X.NDER, RAPHAEL und So/m. 
1879-1930. Naturae Novitates (q.v.). 

190 1. Zoologisches Adressbuch. Namen und 
Adressen der lebenden Zoologen, etc. 2 Thl. 8vo. 

B erlin. FRIEDMANN, HERBERT [ 1900- ] . 
1929 . The Cowbirds. A study in the biology of 
social parasitism. 8vo. pp. 18 + 421. 29 pl. 12 
text-figs. Springfield, Ill. 
A serious and most. interesting study of these Cuckoo-likP birds in ... orth and South America, to which countrie. the Hangnests or Icteridae are confined. The author has recently been appointed to the important position of Curator of Birds in the Smithsonian Institution where his further investigations of parasitism in bird life will be readily carried on. 

FRIEDRICH-WILHELMS UNIVERSITAT 
- Zoologische Sammlung. 
1854. omenclator avium Musei zoologici bero
linensis. 8vo. pp. viii + 123. index. Berlin. 
Presentation ropy to P. L. Sclater. MS. notes inserted. 
1888. Lisle der Autoren zoologischer Artbegriffe 
zusammengestelll fur die zoologische Sammlung 
des Koniglichen Museums fOr Naturkunde in 
Berlin. 8vo. pp. [4]+87. Berlin. 
A useful list of authors of zoological literature "\\ith proposed abbreviations of their names for reference. 

FRIES, BE GT FREDRIK [1799- 1839] and others . 
[1892- 5]. A history of Scandinavian fishes with 
55 coloured plates by \Vilhelm von \Vright. Tr. 
from the Swedish. 2 vols. folio. Stockholm. 
This, the second edition of a well-known work, has been reviHed and amended by F. A. 8mith. In this form it is one of the chief authorities on North European fishes. 

FRIESEN, J OHAN 0TTO VON. 
1860. L>fversigt af sveriges ornitho1ogiska littera
tur. 8vo. pp. 44. (Uppsala University thesis.) 

Stockholm. 
FRISCH, FERDI AND HELFREICH [1707- 58]. 
1733-63. Vorstellung der V ogel. See FRISCH' 
JOHA N L. 

FRISCH, JOHA N LEONHARD [1666-1743] and 
others. 
1733- 63 . Vorstellung der voge1 in Teutschland, 
und beylauffig auch einiger fremden, mit ihren 
naturlichen farben. 2 vols. folio. portr. 253 col. p l. 
Unpaged; plates numbered. Berlin. 

The birds are divided into 12 classes, and each class is treated In a separate section, having special t.·p. dated 1733 to 1763. Titles vary slightly. At the author's death in 1743, only the first 4 cla ses were completed, and his son, Jodocus Leopold Frisch, assisted by Baron Zorn, assumed charge of the preparation of the text. Nearly all of the plates were engraved and colored by another son, }~erdlnand Helfreich Frisch, who had charge of the publication for 22 years. After his death, in 1758, his sou had the work completed. This first edition is a rare classic-a pictorial account of the birds of Germany which appeared at irregular intervals during 30 years in 14 parts and a supplement. A later edition (1817) was issued \\ith prints of some of the original plates, and in part altered text. A complete account of this interesting contribution to ornithology is furnished by Schalow in his Beitraue zur VO(lelja.una der Mark Brandenburg, p. 63, 1919. The present copy, bound in the original calf, i from Baron Dimsdale's library. 

18 17. Vorstellung der Vogel Deutschlandes. 
Berlin. 

A later edition of the editio princeps, 1733---63. 

FRISCH, JosT (Jooocus) LEOPOLD [1714-87]. 
1733- 63. Vorstellung der V ogel in Teu tschland . 
See FRISCH, JOHANN L. 

1880-6. Bibliotheca historico-naturalis et mathe- FRITSCH, ANTON JAN (FRIC, A. J .) [1832-mat ica; Lager-Catalog. Naturwissenschaften- 1913]. Exacte Wissenschaften. 8vo. Berlin. f. 1852-70 . Naturgeschichte der V<>gel E urope. 's 
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~[FRITSCH, A. J. (contd.)] 
1 vol. text, 8vo, and 1 folio atlas. Vol. I. 185·2-70. 
pp. xv+506+12. T. of c. inde.rc. Vol. IT. Atlas. 
no t.-p. folio. 61 col. pl. Prag. 
This rare work consi ts of German text accompanying the coloreu 
plates that portray about 700 species of EuropE-an birds, all of which 
arE' fully described. The names of RpE'cie are given in Latin, German, 
Czechish, and French. This is the original edition, but there were 
sub eqnently printf'd morE' or less eomplete and amended issues both 
in German, Bohemian, and English. The author's Czechish namf' was 
Fri(:. Not listed in the Br. Mu.~. Cat. (Not. Hist.). 

1898. Naturgeschichte der Vogel Europa's. 3le 
Aufl. 8vo. pp. xv+506+[12]. T. o{ c. Index. 
[Vol. 11.] Atlas. ? 1870. ~HS. t.-p. folio. 61 col. pl. 
(over 700 sm. figs.). Prag. 
Almostidentical with the fir t edition. As the author furnishes no 

l/f~
reface to a ;;econd edit\· .n-indeed, doE's not mention it-and skips 

. one may assume that e regard the l'zechish edition (!'1810) or i!! (.j rom 'Vorwort zur erst Anflage' to ' Yorwort zur dritten Au~ge', 

the English translation (1877) as filling that position. A pro;;pectus 
to this edition, accompanied by a full-page colored portrait of Bubo 
maximus, Bp. from plate 12, was inserted in the text volume in 
hand. The two volumes are a present from the author to Prof. 
Reichenow of whose library they once formed a part. Be has made 
a few marginal notes and inscribed the blank title-page of tlte Atla~ 
as follows: ·Naturgeschicte der Vogel Europa's von Dr. Anton 
FritschAtlas, Prag 1870. Yerlag des Vorfa Sf'rB. In commission bei 
F. Tempsky.' 

FROH AWX, FREDERicK vYILLlAl\I [1861- J. 
1919. British Museum (Natural History). Econo
mic !:)eries No. 9. Birds benefkial to agricullure. 
8vo. pp. vi+47. 22 pl. T. of c. index. London. 

1929. See ORIGI AL DRAWl GS. 

F ROST, CHARLES. See HORN, ,, •. A. Reporl on 
the ... Scientific Expedition, 1896. 

FRYKE , CHRISTOPHER and SCHWEITZER, 
CHRISTOPHER. 
1700. Voyages to the ast Indies. Reprinted in 
the Seafarers' Library, 1929. \\'it h Inlroduction 
and Notes by C. Ernest Fayle. 8vo. 8 half-tone pl. 

London. 
These two Voyages, undertal,en in the sevent.eenth century by 
naturalist-adventurers in the service of the Dutch East India Con1-
pany, contain many referenceR to the fauna! and floral life of India, 
Malayia, and Ceylon. 
Frick (Fryke) was a surgeon of Ulm and seems to be the more 
reliable observer of the two. His relative, F. Frick, had alreadY 
published several medical works, so that he was himsE- lf probabl'' 
not quite unknown to science. · 

FUERTE S , Louis. 1927. ee ALLE , A. A. 

F UGLEN E VED DE DANSKE FYR. (Annual. ) 
See JAHRESBERICHT UBER DIE BEOBACTU GS-

STATIONE T I DA El\lARK. 

FUHRMANN , 0TTO [ 1877- J. 
1914. Voyage d'exploration scienlifique en Colom
bie,etc. 4to. pp.116+1,090. illust. 24pl. 2maps 
( 1 fold.). (Memoires de la SoriPIP nPIIrhiHoln;<>o rlnc. 

f3f3• lOJ ~-: -~ J 
n.d. The iskin and red poll. 24mo. pp. 29. 1 fig. j I 

1 61lcr eat tat 5. 12nzo . 

London . 
FULTON , RoBERT (1765-181;) J. 
[1874-6]. The illuslrateJ book of pigeons. 4lo. 
pp. viii-t 392. front. (col.). 49 pl. (col.). 71 figs. 
1'. of c. append. index. London. 
Probably th !Jf'st known popular treatise on the brE-eding and rear· 
ing of Briti h pigeons. The colored illustrations are very good. It 
iR a posthmnous work, edit.ed hy T.ewi>J Wl'ight. 

1890 . The illuslrated Look of pigeons. 4to. 50 pl. 
(col.). London. 
One of SE'VE'ral E-ditions of this work. 

FUR AND FEATHER SERIES . 
Among interesting accounts of faunlll lifE' in the .British Isles, H. A. 
)1 acpherson wrote tractates on the partridge (1893), the grouse 
( 189-!), and the pheasant (1895); L. H. De V. 'haw on snipe and 
woodcock (1903) and wildfowl (190!>). ThE':>e titles arf' more fully . . ~P , 
described undE-r authors' headings in this CATAWoug. ~ 

FURBRINGER, MAx [1846-19:20]. 
1888. ntersuchungen zut· Morphologie und Sys
temalik der Vogel. 2 vols. 4to. pp. 1,800. 30 pl . 
(part col.). Jena and Amsterdam. 
This tiiOnumental, cla sic t.reati ·e still remains the):e;t original \\prk 
on thE' minute anatomy of birds. See also DRO. ~hi$MEIN H.li , f aJ'jf 
1913. Schlu sCtbersichl uiJer clen gesamlen Inh~ " ~ 
von Professor Semon 's Zoologischen Forschungs-
reisen. folio. pp. 63. Jena. 

F ttR NATURF REUNDE . 
1910-14. Jahrgang. l -5 (all pul>.). Godesberg. 

FttRST , HERMA 
1893-4. Den tschland 's nu lzliche uud se hadliche 
Vogel. 2 vols. Vol. I. 1893. 8vo. text. pp. iii+ 
100+4. 1'. o{c. Vol. II. 18~14. folio. plates. pp. 
[2]. 32 col. pi. Berlin. 
A well-illustrated work on the economic status of German birds. 

GAA L DE GYULA, GASTON. 
1900. Beitrage zur Erforschung des Vogelzuges. 
4to. pp. 4 + 391. maps. (Author's reprint from 
Aquila, vol. 7.) Budapest. 

GABRIELSON , I. N. and KALMBACH, E. R. 
1921. Economic value of the tarling in the United 
Stales. See KALMBACH, E. R. 

~- · 

~~~. 
he ur les faunes marine et 
nandie. 3 vols. 8vo. pp. 127. 

Paris. 

n.d. 

n.d . 

n.d. 
1 fig. 

Die l~uchtenten Tiere etc. 

The chaffinch. 24mo. pp. 26. 3 figs. London. 

The Greenfinch. 24mo. pp. 27. 2 figs. 
London. 

Insectivorous British birds. 24mo. pp. 26. 
London. 

55-1927]. 
N, H. G. Die Klassen, etc., 

1883. Catalogue of the Passeriformes ... in lhe 
collection of the British m useum. 8vo. pp. xiii + 
385. 9 pl. (col.). 35 figs. addend. 2 indexes. 

London. 
Species described number 402, of which 337 are in the Museum. 
The fine colored plates are by J. Smit. 
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~85. See FLOWEn, 'ir WILLIAM n., 18 5. 

1891. Remarks on the structure of certain Ha
waiian bird .. ee WIL.O , s. B. anrl E\'A s, A. H. 

1892. Crop and sternum of opisthocomu tTi la tu . 
8vo. pp. 47. 2 p i. (RoyRl Iri h .\cademy, 18(11. ) 

Dull/in . 
Tltis author's reiJrint demonstrate,; the fact that tlw Plllhr.nlllic 
development of the Hoatzin shows a faithful but slightly rondcn~;ed 
repetition of tho e changes which its ance tors have arq uired through 
adaptation to a peculiarly isolatrd life and diet. 

1895. See HARMER, s. F . , 1895- 190:). 

1896 . A dictionary of birds. See 1 EWTO · ,A. 

1898. A l.las, ifirniion of Vertebrata, etc. 8uo . 

An important contribution to the ~;ubject. 
l .ondon. 

1901. Amphibia anrl Reptile . Cambridge ~alural 
H istory, vol. V li f. Cambridge and N.) ·. 
A classic treatise by a well-known naturalist. 

1902 . SeeGARDI ER,J. 

1908. Through outhern Mexico, being an account 
of the travels of a naturalist. 8vo. pp . ,rvi + 527. 
front. 9 pl. 1 map (fold. ). 163 figs. T. o( c. index. 

GAEA. Natur und Leben. 
London. 

1864- 1909. Merged in lo Nalurwis en !'haftlichc 
R undschau. Le ipzig, Cologne. 

GAILLARD, CLAUDE and DARESSY, G. 
1905. La Faunc momifi ee de !'antique Eg) pte. 
4io. Cairo. 
~!though i ·sued as part of the Catalogue general de. Antiquites 
Euyptiennes du Jl usee, etc. , vol. XXV, thi:- intere:;ting account of 
fauna! mummies (cat&, hawks, etc.) occasionally appears as a cparate 
publication. 

1908. (Les) oiseaux cle phosphorite du Querl·y. 
4io. pp. 2 + 178. 2 pi. 37 figs. in text. Lyon. 

GAIMARD, Joi"~Pu PAu r, [1790- 1858 ] . 
1838-51. Voyage en l shmcl el a u (;l'oi'nl a nd 
e, ecut e pendant les annees 1835-36 su r la cor
vette la Recherch e. V ol . 1- 7. 8vo. illust. pi. 
phol . atlas. 3 vo ls. fo lio. Paris. 
A famous exvedition. Vol. 7 is devoted to Zoolog~ and .Medicine, 
by L. E. Robert. 

1842- 55. See \ OYAGE ... E'\ i"CA'\DI"'-t\ \ JE, etc. 

..!.!..!..*and QUOY. See \ OYM.ES, F l lE:'\i Il, L'AS1RO
LABE, 1830- 5. 

GAIN, L01..: 1s. 
1908- 10 . See FRA ·cE. Deuxirme EA.pPdition 
An tar tique Fran<,;aise ( 1908- 10) . 

1911- 24 . See CHARCOT, .J. B. A. E. 

[1914]. OiseRux anlar ·tique . 4lo. pp. 200. 15 pl. 
2 col. maps. 71 fiys. Par is. 
Thi~ second French Antaretk l~\pedition undt>r Char<'ot in tlw 
• Pourquoi Pas'!' furnh;hrs a YPry intere. ting account. well il l u~tn~ted 
with photogranrres. of tllr bird~ and t>ggs of t,~e :-ioyth P~\ar reg1on, 
which is supplementary to the work of the F Jr:<t hXJleclitiOH. 

GAJ A-SASTRA or SCIENCE OF ELE
. PHANTS. The Sar. 
1927. Engli h Iran lation by Pandi l V. Vija
yaraghava. 136 illustralion_s of variou e~ephant~. 
Sanskrit text in Danavagan character . 1 trupalt. 

GALLAGHER , BERNARD ALFRED and WARD, 
A. R. 
1920 . Di eases of domesli ·atect bird , &c. ee 
\VARD, A. R. 

GALLATIN, FREDERIC, jr. 
1908. Catalogue of a collect ion of bool s on orni
thology. 4lo. pp. 177. porlr. ~Vew l or/c. 
The most important part oi this prh·at!'l,\ print d catalogue hi the 
collection of occaf\ional annotation . . 

GALLOWAY, T n o IAS vVALTO"-, [1866- ]. 
1915 . Zoology; a text-hook for universities, col
lege and normal chool . :3rd eel. 8uo. pp. xiii + 
( 1) + 546. 255 figs. T. of c. bibliogr. index. Phila. 

GALLWEY, HALPH \ YILLLUI Fn.\"'-KLAND PAYNE-. 
See PAY E-<;ALLWEY. 

GALTON, FRANCIS [182:2- lUll ] . 
1891. NarraLive of an explorer in lr·opical So u th 
Africa, being an account of a visit lo Damaraland 
in 1851. 4Lh ed. limo. pp . .rviii + 214. fron t. 
(portr.). 7 pl. (1 map ). 12 (iys. append. index. 

London . 
Forming volume V of the .\ Unen·a Library of fanwu.· books edited 
by G. T. Bettany. Hcferences to bird~ are not many; those relating 
to Flamingos, Wild Duck, and Ostriche . etc., will be found on 
pp. 13, 35, 95, 144, and 191. The first edition wa~; issued in 185!3 
under the title 'l'ro]JiCJtl South A.jrif'll . The present edition is re
printed almo~t without alteration, although with a more explicit 
title. 

GAMBEL, \\7M. 
1847-9. Remarks on Birds ... in l pper Cali 
fornia. 2 pts. in 1. Phi/a. 

GAMBLE , FREDERICK \\ ILLIAl\1 [1869- ]. 
1905. Junior <.:ourse of pra(·tical zoology. 
~IARSilALL , ARTHl R MIL""ES. 

ee 

1908. Animal life. 8uo. 
62 (iys. T. of c. inde:.r:. 

pp . . tl'iii + 305. front. 
1Vew 1 orlc. 

1911. T h e Hnirna l world .. \\ith introducLion by 
Sir Oh vpr Lodge. ·2nd ed. &•o. pp . ;ti i + 256. 
36 flgs. 1'. o( c. bibliogr. glossary. index. London . 

GAME AND FISH CONSERVATIONIST. 
1920 dale. Richmond. 

GARDINER, EDWARU l;ARDI .ER [1854- ]. 
1884. Beitrage zur Kenn t niss de Epit richiums 
und d er Bilrlung des \ ogelsdmabels. 8uo. pp. 50 . 
2 p l. (fold .). hihliogr. Leipzig. 
A ~tu c ly of !hr emhoonk cleYrlopment (If the aYian bill, with especial 
refert>m·e to the rpitri<'hia.J layer. 

GARDINER, ,lOB" SL\"LEY [187~ ]. 
1902- 6 . T h r Fauna and Ueogr::~phy of the Maldiv e 
and LatTadh r \ r<' hi pelagoc~. \ ols. I- lL 4to . 
col. illusl. Cambridge. 
In this eontinu:<tion of tliP re)lort on the natural history of the 
Ceylon grou)l:< oi island~. the amphibia ant.! rPptilcs are described by 
F. F. Laidhl\\ : thr l•'ishe!'\ hy ( ' . T. Regan, and the Hird>; by H. 
Gadow and .J. ~- Gardiner. 

****and TANSLEY, A. G. 
19J3- 4 . T h e naLural hi~lory of \\ icken Fen. 
P L . 1 ·2. 81•0. Pl. J, pp. 64. (ronl. (map col. fold. ). 
3 maps. T. o( c. P l. ll, pp . fJJ Ill. 4 p i. 

Cambridge . 
.\ n' aceount (• I F<'nland. an area of about 'iJ h~ :3{1 mile. lying in the 
countipsof Linc·oln, ~oriulh. Suffolk. ('amhridge, };orthampt?n, and 
Huntingdon, their animals and planb. The birds are descnbed in 
part 1, pp. 29- 36. 

rl 
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~[FRITSCH, A. J. (conld.)J 
1 vol. text, 8vo, nnd 1 folio atlas. Vol. I. 185"2-70. 
pp. xv+506+12. T. of c. inde.x. Vol. II. Atlas. 
no t.-p. folio. 61 col. pl. Prag. 
This rare work con ists of German text accompanying the roloreu 
plate that portray about 700 species of European birds, all of which 
are fully described. The names of !;pPcies are given in Latin, German, 
Czechish, and French. This i the original edition, but there were 
subsequently printed more or less eomplete and ame11deu issue. both 
in German, Bohemian, and English. The author':; Czechi. h uamP was 
Fril:. ~ot li ted in the Br. Mu.~. Cat. (Nat . Hi.~t .). 

1898. Naturges<'hichte der Vogel Europa 's . 3te 
Aufl. 8vo. pp. xv+506+[12]. T. o{ c~zndex. 
[Vol. II.] Atlas. ?1870. jfS.l.-p. folio. 61 col. pl. 
(over 700 sm. figs. ). Prag. 
Almost identical with the first edition. As the author furnishes no 

//~
reface to a second edit~· .n-indeed, doe:; not mention it-and skips 

iJ!l ~J oru 'Vorwort zur er·t An!lage' to 'Yorwort zur dritten AutJ,;l.ge', 
· one may assume that e regaTds the l'zechish edition ('! 1870) or 

the English translation (1877) as filling that position. A pro ·pectus 
to this edition, accompanied by a full-page colored portrait of Bubo 
'TIWXimus, Bp. from plate 12, wa:; inserted in the text volume in 
hand. The two volumes are a present from the autlaor to Prof. 
Reichenow of whose library they once formed a part. He has made 
a few marginal not e;; and .inseribed the blank title-page of tile Atlas 
as follows: · Naturgeschirte der Vogel Europa 's von Dr. Ant on 
FritschAtlas, Prag 1870. Yerlag des VorfassPrs. In commission bei 
F. Tempsky.' 

FROHAWX , FREDERICK " ' ILLIAM [1861- J. 
1919. British Museum (Natural History ). Econo
mic series No. 9. Birds benefirial to agriculture. 
8vo. pp. vi+47. 22 pl. T. of c. index. London. 

1929. See ORIGI AL DRAWl C 

FROST, CHARLES. See HORN, '". A. Repor·t on 
the ... Scientific Expedition, 1896. 

F R YXE, CHRISTOPHER and SCHWEITZER , 
CHRISTOPHER. 
1700. Voyages to the East Indies. Reprinted in 
the Seafarers' Library, 1929. \\'ith Introduction 
and Notes by f.. Ernest Fayle. 8vo. 8 half-lone pl. 

London. 
These two Voyages, undertaken in the seventeenth century by 
naturalist-adventurers in the service of the Dutch l<Jast India Coni
pany, contain many references to the fauna! and floral life of India, 
Malayia, and Ceylon. 
Frick (Fryke) was a surgeon of Ulm and seems to be the more 
reliable observer of the two. His relatiYe, F. Frick, had already 
published several medical works, so that he was himself probabl\• 
not quite unknown to science. · 

F UERTES, Louis. 1927. See ALLE , A. A. 

FUGLEN E VED DE DANSXE FYR. (Annual.) 
See JAHRESBERICHT UBER DIE BEOBACTC GS
STATIONE' I DA E 'lARK. 

FUHRMANN, 0TTO (1877- J. 
1914. Voyage d'exploration scienlifique en Colom
bie, etc. 4to. pp.116 + 1,090. illust. 24 pl. 2 maps 
(1 fold.). (Memoires de la Societe neuchfileloise des 
sciences naturelles, vol. V.) .Veuclu1tel. 

FULCHER , F. A. 
? 1900. Birds of our island. 8vo. pp. 368. front. 
19 pl. 76 figs. T. of c. index. London. 

FULLJAMES, H. J. 
n.d. The chaffinch. 24mo. pp. 26. 3 figs. London. 

n .d. The Greenfinch. 24mo. pp. 27. 2 figs. 
London. 

n.d . Insectivorous British birds. 24mo. pp. 26. 
1 fig. London. 

~e t6llet eaaaty. 1!1110 . f'fJ• 101~-~J 

n.d. The siskin and red poll. 24mo. pp. 29. 1 fig. j 1 

London. 
FULTON , ROBERT (1765-181G]. 
(1874-6]. Tht- illustraleJ book of pigeon . 4lo. 
pp. viii -t .392. front. (col.). 49 pl. (col.). 71 figs. 
1'. of c. append. index. London. 
Probably the hest known popular treatise on the brePding and rear
ing of British pigeons. The colored illustrations are very good. It 
is a posthnmons work, edited h~· Lewis Wright. 

1890. The illustrated IJook of pigeons. 4to. 50 pl. 
(col.). London. 
One of several editions of this work. 

FUR AND FEATHER SERIES. 
Among interesting account· of fa una! life in the .British Isles, H. A. 
:\facpherson wrote tractates on the partridge (1893), the grouse 
(1894), and the pheasant (1895); L. ll. De Y. Shaw on snipe and 
woodcock ( 1903) and wildfowl ( L90!>). The:3e titles art> more fully . ,.,..P . 
deRcrihed undPr authors' headings in this CATAT,OGUJ<~. ~ 

FttRBRINGER, MAX [1846-1920]. 
1888. nlersuchungen zm Morphologie und Sy -
tematik der Vogel. 2 vols. 4to. pp. 1,800. 30 pl. 
(part col.). Jena and Amsterdam. 
This tnon~mental, classic t_re~tise still remains th~);;} original \\prk 
on the mmnte anatomy of brrd. See also DRON,~§IMU\E~ H.G. I ~Si, 

1913. Schlussobersichl oiJer den gesamten Inh~ -; ) 
von Professor Semon's Zoologischen Forschungs-
reisen. folio. pp. 63. Jena. 

F ttR N ATURF REUNDE . 
1910-14. Jahrgang. 1-5 (all pub.). Godesberg. 

F ttRST , HERMA 
1893-4. Deutschland's nulzliche uud schadliche 
Vogel. 2 vols. Vol. I. 1893. 8vo. text. pp. iii+ 
100+4. 1'. ofc. Vol. II. 1894. folio. plates. pp. 
[2]. 32 col. pl. Berlin. 
A well-illustrated work on the economic statu of German birds. 

GAAL DE GYULA, GASTON. 
1900. Beitrage zur Erforschung des Vogelzuges. 
4to. pp. 4 + 391. maps. (Author's reprint from 
Aquila, vol. 7.) Budapest. 

GABRIELSON , I.. T . and KALMBACH , E. R. 
1921. Economic value of the starling in the United 
States. See KALMBACH, E. R. 

GADE AU DE XERVILLE , HE Rr [1858- ]. 
1888-97. Faune de la Normandie. 4 vols. in .3. 
4to. pl. Vol. l. Mammiferes. 2-3. Oiseaux. 4. 
Reptile , Batraciens et pois ons. uthor's reprint. 
( Bull. de la Soc. des amis des sciences naturelles de I'"··~ 
Rouen, 1887- 96.) Paris. ~ 

1894-1 901. Recherches ur les faune marine et 'f..'{. 
maritime de la ormandie. 3 vols. 
11 pi. 

GADOW , HANS [1855-1927]. 
1869- 91. ee BRONN, H. G. Die Klassen, etc., 
1869-91. 

1883. Catalogue of the Passeriformes ... in the 
collection of the British museum. 8vo. pp . xiii+ 
385. 9 pl. (col.). 35 figs. addend. 2 indexes. 

London. 
Species described number 402, of which 337 are in the Museum. 
The fine colored plates are by J. Smit. 
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~85. See FI.OWEn, 'ir WILLIAM 11., 1885. 

1891 . Remarks on the structure of certain Ha
waiian birds. See wrL..o , s. B. and EVA s, A. H. 

1892. Crop and stemum of opi thocomu cri tatu . 
8vo. pp. 47. 2 pi. (Royal Iri h Academy, J ~ll. ) 

Duhlin. 
Tltis author's reprint <lcmon~trateH the fact that tht• <•mhrnlllic 
development of the Boatzin show a faithful but ~>lightly condi.·n~ed 
repetition of those changes wltich its ance tors have acquired through 
adaptation to a peculiarly iRolated life and diet. 

1895. See HARMER s. F., 1895- 190G. 

1896 . A dictionary of birds. See • EWTOl'i, A. 

1898. A Cla sification of Vettebrata, elc. 8uo . 

An important contribution to the :subject. 
l.ondon. 

1901. Amphibia and Repliles. Camhridg-t> ~alural 
Ilislor. , vol. \' II I. Cnmhridgc and 1

• L 
A classic treatise by a wr!l-knom1 naturalist. 

1902 . See GARDI ' ER, J. 

1908. Through outhern Mexico, being an account 
of the travels of a naturali t. 8uo. pp. :rui + 527. 
front. 9 pl. 1 map (fold. ). 163 figs . T. of c. index. 

GAEA. Natur und Leben. 
London. 

1864- 1909. Merged into 1 ' aturwi enschaftlichc 
R undschau. Leipzig, Cologne. 

GAILLARD, LA DE and DARESSY, G. 
1905. La Faune momifiec de l 'antique Ego) p te. 
4io. Cairo. 
Although issued as part of the Catalogue general rle!i Antiquites 
Egyptiennes du Jfu.Yh, etc. , YOI. XXV, thL interesting account of 
fauna! mummies (cat&, hawks, etc.) occasionall~· appears as a ·eparate 
publication . 

1908. (Les) oi eaux de phosphorite du Qu rl'y. 
4to. pp. 2 + 178. 2 pl. 37 figs. in text. Lyon. 

GAIMARD, Jo~EPH PAt ' L [1790- 18;>8 ] . 
1838-5 1. Voyage Cll lslancle et a u (;roi' nl an cl 
e ecut e pendant les ann ees 1835-36 sur la cor
vette la Recherch e. \'ols. 1- 7. 8vo. illusl. pi. 
plzol. atlas. 3 vols. fo lio. Paris. 
A famous expedition. Vol. 7 i~ rleYoted to Zoology and Medicin , 
b~ L. E. Robert. 

1842- 55 . 'ee VOYAG S ... E. ' SCA'\Dl'\.A \ JE, etc. 

~ and QUOY. See \ OY A<, m,, FHR'i Cl!, L 'ASTRO
LABE, 1830- 5. 

GAIN, Loc rs. 
1908-10 . See FRA 'CE. Deuxirmc 
Antarclique Fran~aise ( 1908- 1 0). 

1911- 24 . See CHARCOT , ,J. B. A. E. 

E pPdition 

[1914]. Oiseaux antarcliques. 4lo. pp. 200. 15 pi. 
2 col . maps . 71 flys. Paris. 
Thi~ second French Antaretie l~"lletlition under Charr:ot in the 
'Pourquoi Pas'?' furni~hes a Yf'IT in1 ereRting account. wc!IJ! Iu><tra.tcd 
with photograYures. of thr birds and eggs of t.~e Ko,uth P~l_ar l'egJon, 
which is supplementary to the work of the l<Jr:<t ~-xprdJt J OII. 

GAJA-SASTRA or SCIENCE OF ELE
. PHANTS. The Sar. 
1927. Engli h Iran lntiun by Pandil V. \ ija-
" araghava. 136 i ll uslt·;~lion. of variou e~ephanl~. 
Sanskrit text in Danavagar1 character. 1trupalL. 

GALLAGHER, HER ARD ALFRED and WARD , 
A. R. 
1920 . Di ea. e of domesticated bird , &c. ee 
WARD, A. R. 

GALLATIN , FREDEniC, jr. 
1908 . Ca ta log-ue of a colledion of bool on orni
thology . 4lo. pp. 177. portr. New I'ork. 
The most important part of tltis pri\·att>ly printed catalogue is the 
collection of occasional annotations. 

GALLOWAY, T II OMA w LTO "\ [1866- ]. 
1915. Zoology; a text-book for lmiver ities, col
lege and normal srhool . :3rd eel. 8vo. pp. xiii + 
1) + 546. 2.55 figs. T. of c. !Jibliogr. index. Phila. 

GALLWEY, RALPIL \ YILLL\ :"11 FnA"-KLA~D PAY E-. 
'ee PAY E-(;_\LLWEY. 

GALTON, F'RANCIS [18:!-:2- 1911 ] . 
1891. Narrative of an explorer in tropkal South 
Africa, being an aceount of a v isit to Damaraland 
in 1851. 4lh ed. J:lmo. pp . .rviii + 214. fro nt. 
(portr. ). 7 p l. (1 map ). 12 (iys. append. index. 

London. 
Forming volume V of the )linen·a Library of fanhm~ books edited 
by G. T. Bettany. References to birds are not many; those relating 
to Flamingos, Wild Duck, and Ostriches, etc., will be found on 
pp. 13, 35, 95, 14-t and 191. The first edition was issued in 185!3 
under the title Tropical South Africa. The present edition is re
printed almo~->t without alteration, although with a more explicit 
title. 

GAMBEL, ~·M. 
1847- 9 . Remarks on Birds ... in l pper Cali 
fornia. 2 pts . in 1. Phila. 

GAMBLE , FREDERICK \VILLIAM [1869- ] . 
1905. Junior course of practical zoology. See 
:\1ARSllALL, ARTH\ R MIL:X ES . 

1908. . \ nimal life. 8uo. pp . . ruiii + 305. front. 
62 fiys. T. of c. index. J.Vew i ork. 

1911. The anima l world .. "il h introduction by 
Sir Olivrr Lodge. ·2nd eel. 8vo. pp . .ri i + 256. 
36 figs. 1'. o{ c. IJibliogr. glossary. index. London . 

GAME AND FISH CONSERVATIONIST. 
1920 dnte . Richmond. 

GARDINER, ED\\ARlJ G \RDJ ER [1854- ] . 
1884. Beitrage zur Kenn1 niss des Epitrichiums 
und der Bildung des \ ogeJsl'lmabels. 8vo. pp. 50. 
2 p l . (fo ld. ). hihliogr. Leipzig. 
A Kt ucly of the emhn·onk drvrloplllent of the avian bill, with especial 
referenl'e to the rpitriehial layrr. 

GARDINER, . J ou:~ ST-\'d 1-w [187'2 ] . 
1902- 6. Thr Fnuna ancl Geogn:tphy of the Maldive 
and Laeracli\ P .\ rThipelagocb. \ ols. I-ll. 4lo. 
col. illusl. Cambridge. 
ln this f'ontin11:11ion of the report on tht' natural history of the 
l'eylon gron]ls of island:-o, the amphibia anc.l reptiles are described by 
F. F. Laidlaw; the Fi ·hes by ('. T. Re~an, and the Birds by B. 
Gadow and .J. S. Gardiner. 

**** :md TANSLEY, A . li. 
- m3- 4. T he natural histur·y of \\ ickeu Fen. 

P t . 1 ·2. 8t•o. Pl. J, pp. 64. fron t . (map col. fold .). 
3 maps. T. o{ c. Pt. IT, pp. fJ .j n 1. 4 p i . 

Cambridge . 
.\ n'ac<'ount pf Fe11land. an area of about I;! h~ 3(; wiles lying in the 
cow1ties of Lincoln, .\ oriolk, Suffolk. Cambridge,~ orthampt?n, and 
Huntingdon, their animals and plant:;. The birds are descnbed in 
part 1, pp. 29- 36. 
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GARDINER, LINDA. 
1923. Rare, vanishing & lost British birds , com
piled from notes by W. H. Hudson. 'ee HUDSON, 
W. H. 

GARDNER, GEORGE. 
(1922]. Cage and singing birds. 1\ ew and rev. ed. 
12mo. pp. 136. front. 56 figs. T. of c. London. 

GARMAN, SAMUEL. 
1884. The Reptiles of Bermuda. (United States 
National Museum. Bulletin, etc. , No. 25. ) 8vo. 
See also JONES, J. M. and GOODE, G. B. vVashington. 

GARNER, R. L. 
1892. The Speech of Monkeys. 12mo. pp. 217. 

New l ·ork. 
A treatise that provoked much criticism by mammalogi ·ts and 
others. 

GARNER, RoBERT (1808-90]. 
1884. Natural History of Stafford, etc. 8vo. pp. 6 
+ 551. 8 pl. 1 map. illust. text. London. 

GARNER AND SCIENCE RECORDERS' 
JOURNAL. 1885-92. See also NATURALISTS' 
GAZETTE. London. 

GARRETT, AN DREW [ 1823-8 7] and G 'UNTHER, 
A.C.L.G. 
1873-1910. Fische de§. Siidsee. 4to. pp. 515. 180 
col. pl. Hamburg. 

GARROD, ALFRED HENRY [1846-79]. 
1878. On certain variations in the vocal organs 
of the Passeres, etc. See MULLER, JOHAN ES. 

1881. Collected scientific papers; ed. by W. A. 
Forbes. 4to. pp. 26 +537. portr. 33 pl. London. 

1881. See CHALLENGER REPORT, THOMSO , C. W. 

GARSTANG, WALTER [1868- J. 
1922. Songs of the birds. 12mo. pp. 101. front. 
40 figs. T. of c. London. 

GART DER GESUNDHEIT ZU LATEIN 
HORTUS SANITATIS. 
1536. Vielen hundert Holscn. von Tieren, etc. 
folio. See HORTUS SA ITATIS. Strassburg. 

GASK, LILIAN. 
1927. All about Animals. 8vo. pp. 262. 200 illust. 
index. London. 
One of the many attractive works by this popular writer on natural 
history. 

GASKELL, WALTER HOLBROOK [1847- 1914]. 
1908. The origin of vertebrates. 8vo. pp. ix+ 537. 
168 figs. T. of c. bibliogr. index. London. 
An original and radical treatment of the subject. 

GASPARINI, VI CENZO. 
1894. Avifauna Marchigiana, . . . Manuale di 
Ornithologia sistematica, etc. 8vo. pp. lxxxix+ 
296. Fano. 

GASTER, MosEs (1856- ], ed. and tr. 
1915. Rumanian bird and beast stories rendered 
~nto English. 8vo. pp. xx+381. T. of c. 3 append. 
mdex. London. 

GATKE, HEINRICH [1813- 97]. 
1891. Die Vogelwarte Ilelgoland. 8vo. pp. xii + 
609. portr. Braunschweig. 
The first report on Heligoland as a bird observatory. 

1895. Ileligoland as an ornithological observatory; 
the result of fifty years' experience. Tr. by R. 
Rosenstock. 8vo. 25! cm. pp. x+599. front. 
illust. portr. 
An important and well-known contribution to the study of avian 
migration. There are also two German editions, including the firs\ 
original of 1891. 

1900. Die Vogelwarte Helgoland. Hrsg. v. R. 
Blasius. '2 Aufl. Braunschweig. 

1906. Die ornithologischen Tagebiicher, 1848-87 
. .. Herausgegeben von R. Blasius. 8vo. pp. 175. 
12 col. pl. many figs. in text. Leipzig. 

An interesting supplement to the Journal fur Ornithologie, Vol. 54. 

GATTY, Afrs. MARGARET (born ScoTT) 'Mrs. 
ALFRED GATTY I [1809-73]. 
1867. Parables from nature. 8vo. pp. 9+398. 
29 pl. T. of c. London. 

GAUDRY, JEA ALBERT [1827-? 96]. 
1862. Animaux fossiles et geologie de l'Attique. 
A classic work by a noted authority. 

1878. (Les) Enchainements du monde animal ... 
mammiferes terti~es. illust. Paris. 

GAULT, BENJAMIN T. 
1922. Check list of the birds of Illinois together 
with a short list of 200 commoner birds and [A. A.] 
Alien's key to birds' nests. (Illinois Audubon 
Society.) 8vo. pp. 80. front. (map col.). T. of c. 

Chicago. 

GAUSS, German Exploring Vessel. See DRY

GALSKI, E. D., 1902-3; also GERMA Y, DEUTSCHE 
SUDPOLAR EXPEDITIO , 1905. 

GAY, CLAUDE [1800- 73]. 
1844-71. Historida fisica y politica de Chile, etc. 
Text, 28 vols.; Alflas, 2 vols. 8vo and folio. The 
8 vols. on Zoologia only are in the McGill libraries. 

Santiago and Paris. 
This fine romprehensive work has given proper space to natural 
history, the mammals being treated by the author (1847), the birds 
by 0 . Des :Murs, 1847, the reptiles and fishes by A. Guichenot in 
1848-9. There are 13 plates of birds, 11 of mammals, 7 of living, 
2 of fossil reptiles, and 11 of fishes. · 

GAZETTE DES ANIMAUX. 1880-95? Paris. 

GAZZADI, DoMENICO and BASCHIERI, AN
TONIO. 
1843-6. Zoologia morale esposta in centoventi 
discorsi in versi o in prosa. 2 vols. (pis.), paged 
consecutively. folio. pp. 478. 119 col. pl. index. 

Firenze. 
Tllis voluminous work on birds and other animals consists of a 
rather good description by Ba chieri, with colored illustrations, ~f 
the animals, followed in each in tance by a poem by GazzadL. 
Many quotations from thr Italian poet Casti (see his Animal! 
Parlauti in the Blacker Library) are given. 

GEDNEY, C. W. 
1876? Foreign cage birds. 2 vols. 8vo. pp. 236. 
figs. in text. index. London. 

GEE and MOFFATT. 
1926. Chinese Birds. pp. 144. 
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GEELONG NATURALIST. Geelorzy, l~ictoria. 1891-8. Series 1. 
1904- date. eries '2. 

GEFIEDERTE WELT, DIE. Zeitschrift fuer Vogelliebhaber, Zuechter und Haendler. 1872-1930. Tlrrausgegeben [later] Begruendet von Dr. Karl Russ; llerau gegeben und illustrierl von Karl eunzig in Hermsdorf bei Berlin. Weekly. large 4to. Illustrated by colored plates and many black cuts. Tinted, pictured wrappers. Current. 'Beilage ' i sued with practically every Heft. 
1872-85. Jahrgange I-X IV. Berlin. 
1886-date. Jahrgt\nge XV- . 1\lagdeburg. 
Thhi magazine representfl the best periodical literature on the cu lture of birds in gt-'neral and of cage birdl' in particular-their anatomy. physiology. habits, daily behavior. pRychology, patho· logy, thrrapy, etc. El:ltablished more than half a century ago by an educated pioneer in aviculture the conduct of thls journal has been in all respectR admirable. Each weekly number contained matter both of popular intrrrst and of scientifie value; and whlle the trade aspect of bird culture were not for(::(otten the encouragement of aviary and rage lifr wa always regarded afi of chief importance. The exigence~ of a disastrous war compelled editor and publisher to reduce (in t91 ) the yearly i sue of parts from 52 to 24 but the periodieal seems to have survived the pinch of circumstances and still retain its place aR the most valuable of the German avlcultural magazines. During it career most German ornithologists contributed to its columns. 

GEFLUEGEL-BORSE. 1879-date. Leipzig. 
GEFLUEGEL-FREUND. 1887-95? Saalfeld. 
Gl:FLUEGELHOF. 
1881-2. Continued as Allgemeine Zeitung. 

Berlin. 
Gefluegel-

GEFLUEGEL-WELT. 1909-date. Chemnitz. 
GEFLUEGEL-ZttCHTER. 1896-1917 . 

Leipzig, Connewitz. 

organe, Gefassystem oder Organe des Kreislaufs, Harn- und Ge chlechtsorgane (Urogenitalsystem). 
Leipzig. 

GEGENBAURS MORPHOLOGISCHES JAHRBUCH. 1875-dale. Leipzig. 
GEIXIE, ARCHIBALD [1835 19~4 ] . 1916. The birds of hakespeare. 8vo. pp. ix+ 120. 21 pl. index. Glasgow. 
GEISENHEYNER, LUDWIG. 
1907. Vogel. 12mo. pp. 7+57. T. of c. (Wirbeltierfauna von Kreuznach, unter BerO.cksichtigung des ganzen Nahgebiets.) Kreuznach. 

GEMEINN'ttTZIGE UNTERHALTUNGEN AUS DER ARZNEIXUNDE, NATURGESCHICHTE UND OECONOMIE. 1790-1. 
Kiel. 

GEMEINN'ttTZIGE UNTERHALTUNGEN ttBER LANDER-, NATUR- UND VHL-XERXUNDE. 1803? Erfurt. 
GEMEINVERSTANDLICHE DARWINISTISCHE VORTRAGE UND ABHANDLUNGEN. 1901-8? Odenkirchen. 
GEOLOGISCHE UND PALAEONTOLOGISCHE ABHANDL UNGEN. 1882/3-date. 

Berlin, Jena. 
GEMINIANO, JOANNES DE SANCTO. 1499. Summa de exemplis ac similitudin~ rerum. J. et G. Gregorius. See also JOHANNES n:E SANTO GEMI IANO. Veneliis. 
1584. Summa de exemplis et rerum similitudinibus locupletissima. 4to. Venetiis. GEFLttGELZttCHTER UND VOGEL- GEMMILL, JAMES FAIRLIE. FREUND. Edited by Moessinger. 1879. I. Jahrgang. 

Frankfort. 1912. The Teratology of Fishes. 8vo. pp. 17 + 74. 
1880. 11. Jahrgang. 
The only r ferences known to the .ompiler will be found in Zeitschrift f. Ornithol. und pkt. Voge~cht, 1892; Beilage 7 pp. and Ott6 Herman's List of Journals on p. 187, Budapest, 1899. 

GEGENBAUR, CARL [1826-1903]. 1870. GrundzOge der vergleichenden Anatomie. Zweite, umgearbeitete A uflage. 8vo. pp. xii + 892. .319 woodcuts. T. of c. Leipzig. 
This Wr.'ll·known textbook by the 'father of modern comparative anatom~·· furnishes an elaborate study of the subject in the realm of both vertebrate and invertebrate zoology. Although now 60 years old thr work still stands as an important contribution to the subject, and thi!:i, Recond, edition is generally regarded as a good exposition of the 'ie\\'S of comparative anatomists towards the end of the nineteenth centnry. 

1887. l her die Occipita(yegion und die ihr benachnarten \\'irhf'l der F'ische. 4to. pp. 33. diagr. pl. Leipzig. 
1898, 1901. Yergleichende Anatomie der \VirbelThiere mil Beri.'lcksichtigung der \Virbellosen. 2 vols. 8vo. illust. 
CoNTE''HS. Yol. 1. Einleitung, Integument Skeletsy lem, .Mu kels 'Stem, Nervensystem und Sinne organe. '2. Darmsystem und Athmungs-

26 pl. texl-figs. Glasgow. A monograph of merit by a well-known naturalist on a rather unusual subject-worthy of perusal by the advanced student of vertebrates. 

GEMMINGER, MAx [1820-87] and FAHRER, JOHANN. 
1851. Fauna Boica. Naturgeschichte der Thiere Bayerns. Vol. I. 8vo. illust. pl. Miinchen. Unfortunately this projected cyclopedia did not advance further than one volume, on the mammalia. 

GENERA AVIUM. See WYTSMAN, P/ij{ --
GENEVA. Museum d'Histoire Na.turelle. See REVUE SUISSE DE ZOOLOGIE. 
GENEVA. Societe ornithologique suisse. 1865-71. Bulletin. See BULLET! DE LA SOCIETI~ ORNITHOLOGIQUE SUISSE. 

GENEVA. Societe de physique et d'histoire naturelle de Geneve. 
1814-1930. Compte rendu des seances. 
1821-1930. M~moires. 

GENEVA. Societe zoologique ·de Geneve. 1922-30. Bulletin. 
zz 
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. . &1 GENGLER, JosEPH. 
r 1911. Bilder aus dem Vogelleben. 

text-figs. index. 
1911. Die Eulen. 12mo. pp. 29. 

12mo. pp. 160. 
Leipzig. 

8tultgarl. 
A booklet on owls, illustrated by eight plates, showi~g conclusiv~ly 
that their usefulness in keeping down small destnirtJve rodents tar 
exceeds the little mischief resulting from their occai'iional vi ·itR to 
the farmyard. 

1920. Balkanvogel. 8vo. pp. 210. 6 pl. T. of c. 
index. Altenburg, S.-~1. 
A detailed account of the birds of the Balkans collected and observed 
during the military campaigns of 1916-18. 261 species and sub
species are described, with their local and systematic names. 

1925. Die Vogelwelt Mittelfrankens. 8vo. pp. x+ 
388. front. 1 pl. (map fold.). T. of c. index. 

1\1 iinchen. 
On the birds of middle Franconia in Bavaria, including sections on 
the Archaeopteryx whose remains were found in thi province. 

GENOA. Museo civico di storia naturale. 
1870-1930. Annali. With Index l-40. 

GENTRY, THOMAS GEORGE [1843-1905]. 
1876-7. Life-histories of the birds of ea tern 
Pennsylvania. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. 1, pp. xiv+399. 
T. of c. 2 indexes. Vol. 2, pp. (8)+336. T. of c. 
2 indexes. Philadelphia, 1876; Salem, 1877. 
A popular accOlmt of the birds of Eastern Pennsylvania, chiefly 
valuable for its notes on the food-habits of the various species, ba ed 
on analyses of stomach contents. 

1878. The house sparrow at home and abroad. 
8vo. pp. 128. front. (col.). T. of c. append. 
bibliogr. Philadelphia. 
The first American work dealing entirely with the English 'parrow. 

1880-2. Nests and egg of bird of the nited 
States. 4lo. pp. 300. front. 54 pl. (col.). T. of c. 

Philadelphia. 
Published in 25 part . A popular but not very tru tworthy account 
of the nesting habits of 50 pecies of ~orth American birds. 

[1882]. Nest and eggs of birds of the United 
States. 4to. pp. 10+300. fronl. 54 pl. (col.). 
T. of c. Philadelphia. 

1897. Life and Immortality; or, oul in Plant and 
Animals. illust. Phila. ---1900. Intelligence in plant and animal : being 
a new edition of the author' privately i ued 
'Soul and immorlalit ' ['Life and Immortality', 
etc.]. 8vo. pp. ( 4) + 489. front. 7 pl. 76 figs. 
T. of c. 1 ew l'ork. 

1900. Nests and Birds of the 
21 full-page col. pl. 

nited Stale . 4to. 
Plzila. 

An apparently almost unknown issue of Gentry's eolored plates; 
published loose in portfolio, with descriptive label . 

GEOFFROY SAINT-HILAIRE, EnE.:'L~E 
[1722-1844] and CUVIER, G. F. 
1824-47. Histoire nalurelle de mammifcre , avet; 
des figure originales, ·oloriees, des inees d 'aprcs 
des animaux vi vans· pulJliee sous l'au I orite de 
!'administration du Mu eum d 'hi Loire naturelle. 
Vols. 1-4. 4to. 4~1 col. pl. 

1828-9. Cour de l'Histoire natur lle de Mammi
feres, etc.; pouvant ervir de ·omplement de ... 
Buffon. 11 pis. 8vo. Paris. 
This admirable treatise formi'i one of the more or le. s independent 
'Suites' to Buffon's monumental Histoire Naturelles des QuadmpMes. 

GEOFFROY SAINT-HILAIRE, IsoDORE 
[1805-61]. 
1830. Principes de philo ophie zoologique, cli ·
t;ute en Mars 1 30 au .cin de 1'.\eademie royale 
de cien<'e~. 8vo . pp. 2 220. l)(lris. 

1831-46 . . l..iee \ ' OYAGE Al ' X l~DES-OHIE'\;TALES. 

1832. ELude Zoologique ; olt\ rage Gomprenant 
l'hi toire et la description d'un grand nomhre 
d' .\nimaux recemment decouveets, et des obset·va
~ions nouvelles sur plusicurs genre deja conuus. 
~ fasc. (in 1 vol.). 8vo. 20 pl. col., with descriptive 
Letterpress. Paris. 

1832-6. See BORY DE SAIVI'-VI"CE. ' T. 

1833. Consideralion ur le. rar::H·teres employe· 
en ornitholoaie pour h1 di tincLion des gemes, des 
familles et des ordres, el rlet ermiua lion de plusicur 
genre nouveaux. 8vo. 46 {olio. n.p. Original 
YIS. by Geoffroy Saint- I i ilaire. 
An('?) unpublished and unique manuscri]lt by thi ·famous naturali:t 
in the J~ .. ·.w. Library. .---~ 

1840-64. See VOYAGE Al.'TOCR D 

LA YE t.:S, 184 -

1841. E ai de zoDlog-ic g 'n 'ra lc; ou ~Iemoire~ et 
notice sur la zoologi genera le, l'ant hropologir, 
et l'histoire de la cienee. 8vo. pp. 16+51 . pl. 
(Buffon, G. L. L., Collection des suites a Buf{on, 
1834- , vol. 1.) J>aris. 

1842( ?)-3. Description de <'Olle('tion de Virtor 
JacquemonL. :\fammif{'rc - el Oi eaux. Paris. 

1848. Let;on de zoologie grnc'rale pour serYir 
d'introduction a l'etude de l'ornithologie. See 
BLA C, A. 

1851. Catalogue Methodique de la Gol!eetion de 
Mammifere ... du Mu eum ... de Pari". 4to. 
(\Vanting. ) Paris. 

GEOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE. See ~A1 IO:-<AL 

GEO<~RAPHIC l\IAG.-\.ZI::-<E, 1 99 1930. 

GERARD DE LA BASSETIERE. See BASSE

TIERE, {;. DE LA. 

GERARDIN DE MIRECOURT, SEBASTJE, 

[1751-1816]. 
1806. Tableau elementaire d 'Ornilhologie, elc. 
2 vols. Te. l, Suo. .\ Ua , {olio. Paris. 

GERBE, Z. and DEGLAND, C. D. 
1867. Ornithologic europ<'cnne. Ueuxieme erli
tion, l:·c. 'ee DEGL\."'\D, C. D. 

1912. ( :alaloguc de oiseaux d' Europe, pour en~~· 
de complement et de suppl'ment a rornitholog1e 
curopeenne de Degland cl Gerhc ( 1 67). Par E. L. 
Troue art (q.v.) . 

n.d. ~IrrYeille de la nalme. L 'homme et les 
animuu. -. Description populair' de· races h.u· 
me1ine el du rcgn animal. Le Oiseaux. :)ee 
BREHM, A. E. 



CATALOGUE OF TITLES IN McGILL UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 355 ~GERFAUT, La R evue d e la Societe Ornithologique du Centre d e la Belgiqu e . 
~ 909 -14 a11d 1919-30. Quarterly. (There were no 
Issurs during lhe \Var.) 8uo. Publi hed by F. nicle in Loll\ :tin (later Bru sel ). Generally four annual nos. 
Tltis periodical, repre ·enting nmch work, man~ ·truggleH, and severe trial::; ha~ ~urvived thE' tribnlation>; of tlw War ancl continue<'~ to vublish ~l'ieutifi!' <HTonuts of avian life and bird protection from Belgian standpoint~. Although mauv of the eollahorator~ and meniLers of supporting societiei-l were killed in action or died as the rPsult of en nw insult,; the elJ;Haeter of the eontributions to thP re' ived journal leads one to believe that it "·ill ~oon again hP on a firm s<'it>ntifit• and financial footing. 

GERGENS' PRA_ z. 
. 1839- 51. DieYog-rl Europa' , etr. See . L'SE)IIHL, 

.JOHA CO;\IRAD, ) 839. 

GERINI, GJOVA -.I. 
1767-76. • lorin Naturale dcgli Ucceli. .5 vols. 
(\\<mting-.) Florence. 

GERLACHE DE GOMERY, ADRIE,' VICTOR J OSEPH DE [18Gu- J. 
1907. C:roisii'rc oeeanographiqur, l'H'COmplie a 
bunt de la Belg-ka dau la mer clu (lrOnland, HI05. pp. Mi7. pl. illust. map. Bruxelles. 
n.d. C:ampagne arclique de 1 HO/; ex trails du journal d<' hord de In Belgiea. pp. 4+39. 

[Bruxelles.] 
GERMAIN, JEA~. See C:ERMA_·o, GIOYA ·1. 

GERMAIN, Lor r.. 
1925. La faune des lar , de elangs et des marai 12mo. pp . .31:1. 20 col. pi. 22!5 fiys. in text. index. 

Puris. A useful littlP treatise. To hird,; arP as::;igned pp. 225 - 79. 

GERM A NO , GIOVA I [11. 1U'23-74]. 
1625. Bre,·e e. u I iale tratlalo ... delli piu princi
pali animali ... ('On il corpo humano, etc. Illust. with 1·! ('Opprr plates of o leologic ubjerts, 
monkey, dog, eat, . C\'eral hiJ'ds, bat, man et al. sm. folio. pp. 12 +58 . .See B. 1. CAT., p. 229 . ot. in Brunet. 1Vapoli. 
'l'lle writer was a ProYen<·v'll ~1 inoritc friar, author of fleveral works on anatomy and Hllrgery. 'flw pre. ent \'Olume is ver~· rare and amoug the earliest work;; on <'OIIlllarative zoology. 

GERMANY. Biologische Anstalt auf Helgoland. 
1896- \\ i enschaflliche Meeresuntersuchungen, hr g. von dm· Kornmis ion zur wissenschaftlichen t ntersurhung- de1· deutsehen Meerc, in Kiel, und der ... An ·tnlL ... Neue Folge. Vol. I. pis. 1-2 in 1. folio. illust. pl. Kiel. 

GERMANY. Deutsche Siidpolar-Expedition, 1901-3. 1905 dale? 
The report of tllis exploring exprdition in the 'Gau s' came to an abrupt termination with the World War but they will probably he (or are heing) resumed. To the date of \\Titing little has been published on vertebrate zoology. However, vol. XV, Heft 2 (1914), is largel:t devoted to Deep ~ea L•'ishes by P. Pappt>nheim; ~nrfa('e and ('oa tal Fishes by M. Lampe. 

GERSTAECKER, CARL DVARD ADOLPII [18"2 95]. See eARls and (;ERST ECKER [1 63]-75. 
GERVAIS , FRA '~or. Lom PA L [1816-79]. 
1833-9. See VOYAGE \UTOl'R D MO DE . l'R 'LA FA\OHITE 833-9. 
1 835-44. See WEBB and BERTHELOT, 1835-44. 

L-------------------

1835-47. , ee YOYAGE DA 'S L'AMERIQUE MERI
DIO~ALE, 1835 7. 
1839-61. 'ee SAGRA, RAMO DE LA. 
1840-66. See VOYAGE AUTOUR DU MONDE ... SUR 'LA BO ITE'. 

1850-9. ee CASTEL~A , F. L. 
1854-5. Jiistoire naturelle des mammiferes. 2 vols. 8uo. col. pl. Paris. 
On the half title: 'Les Trois rf>gnes de la nature. Regne animal.' 

~and VAN BENEDEN, P. J. 
1859. Zoologie medicale. 2 vols. pp. 976. 197 figs . 

Paris . 
1871. Elements de zoologie, comprenant l'anaiomie, la physiologie, la classification et l'histoire 
naturelle de animaux. 2nd ed. 8uo. pp. 12 + 596. illust. pl. Paris. 

****and BOULART, R. "1876. Les Pois on . Tome 1: Pois ons d'eau douce. 60 col. pl. 39 fig. Paris. 
1885-91 . See ML.SIO CIE 'TIFIQUE DU CAP HORN. 

GERVAIS, PA L. See GERVAIS, FRAN~ors Lovrs PAllL. 

GESAMTKATALOG D . WIEGE NDRU CKE. [1925-30.] 
This monumental annotated catalogue of all known incunabula is still in process of publication. 

GESCHAEFTS-BERICHTE 
SCHAFT DEUTSCHER 
SCHER UND AERZTE. 
GESELLSCHAFT DE TSCHER, etc. 

D . GESELL
NATURFOR-

1893- date? See 

GESELLSCHAFT ZUR BEFHRDERUNG DER GESAMMTEN NATURWISSENSCHAFTEN . 1Vl arburg. 
1823-date. chriften. 
1866-date. Si tzungbr.ricj te. 

GESELLSCHAFT DEUTSCHER NATUR-FORSCHER UND AERZTE . Leipzig. 
1924-date. Mitteilungen. 
1822-dale. Verhandlungen. 

GESELLSCHAFT ZUR FHRDERUNG DER NATURHISTORISCHEN ERFORSCHUNG DES ORIENTS IN WIEN. 
1895- 1904. Jahre bericht. 

GESELLSCHAFT NATURFORSCHENDEB. FREUNDE , BERLIN. 
1775- 9 . Besch~tigungen (all pub.). 
1780- 94. Schriften (all pub.). 
1794- 1803. Neue Schriflen (all pub.). 
1807- 18. 1\lagazin f. d. 1 ·eu ten Entdeckungen, 
etc. (all pub.). 
18 19- 29 . Verhandlungen (all puh.). 
1836-8. l\lilteiluugen a. d. Verhandlungen 1-3 
(all pulL ) . 

(\ 1839- 1930 . Sitzungsberichte. 

~; 
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to1GESELLSCHAFT DER FREUNDE DER 
F" NATURWISSENSCHAFTEN. 1847-51. 

~Vien. 

GESELLSCHAFT VON FREUNDEN DER 
NATURWISSENSCHAFTEN IN GERA. 

1858-date. Jahresbericht. 

GESELLSCHAFT DER 
SCHENDEN FREUNDE. 
1798-1805. N eue Schriften. 

Reuss. 

NATURFOR
Diisseldorf. 

GESELLSCHAFT F1tR NATUR- UND 
HEILXUNDE. 1848-1920. Dresden. 

GESELLSCHAFT DER WISSENSCHAF
TEN ZU GOTTINGEN. 
1838-95. Abhandlungen. 

1751-4. Commentarii. 

1758-68? Commentationes. 

1808-37. Commentationes-recentiores. 

J!' 1894-date. Nachrichten. Geschl,ftliche 
(

1845-93. Nachrichten. 

v lungen. \ 
~ittei-

1769-77. Novi Commentarii. 

GESNER (GESSNER), CONRAD [1516-65]. 
This Father of Bibliography was, says Osier, 'not only the best 
naturalist among the scholars of his day, but of all men of that 
century he was the pattern man of letters. He was barely 25 when 
he began to collect the materials for his Bibliotheca, and in three 
years he had finished an enormous volume, published in 1545. The 
usefulness of the work-which included titles in zoology-was at 
once recogni1.ed; parts of it were reprinted. An Elenchus was issued 
in 1551 and an Epitome, \\ith a preface by Gesner, appeared in 
1555 '. Between them the Black er and Osier libraries possess the 
most important editions of the natural history publications by this 
voluminous writer. 

1545. Lexicon Graeco-Latinum. folio. Basileae. 

1545. Bibliotheca Universalis sive Catalogus, etc. 
folio. (Bib. Osier., No. 623.) Zurich. 

1548. Pandectarum sive Partitionum Univer
salium, etc. folio. (Bib. Osier, 624.) Zilrich. 

1551. Elenchus scriptorum omnium, etc. 4to. 
(Bib. Osier., 627.) Basil. 

1551-8. His tor~ Animalium. 4 vols. in 3. folio. 
Zurich. 

Two copies in hand, that in the Osier Library is complete; the other 
lacks the posthumous Liber V, de serpentum natura. 

1553. Icones animalium quad. vivipAf~m et ovi
parum quae, in historia avium Conrticli Gesneri 
describuntur, etc. folio. Zurich. 
An early printing of this atlas. 

1555. Icones Avium omnium quae in historia 
avium Conradi Gesneri describuntur, etc. Title 
(in part) Italian, French, and German. 2 vols. in 1. 
vignette Frostover. pp. 126. index. Tiguri. 

1555. Appendix Bibliothecae Conradi Gesneri. 
fuiw. (Bib. Osier., No. 625.) 

/15~5. Ep'tome Bibliothecae Conradi Gesneri. 
(BLb. Osier., No. 628.) Zurich. 

/ 1557. Vogelbuch, darin die Art I Natur und Eigen-

' 

schafft aller Voglen 1 sampt irer Waren Contrafac
tur I angezeigt wirdt ... Erstlich durch Doctor 
Conradt Gessner in Latin beschriben: neuwlich 

aber durch Rudolff I Ieusslin m it Oeyss in das 
Teu tsch g~bracht I und in .ein kurzte Ordnung 
gestelt. folw. pp. 12+263. Lllusl. Ziirych. 
First German edition of De rn·ium natura, originally published In 
1555 as book 3 of the author's Historia animalimn. 

1560. Icones animalium quadrupedum vivi~o
rum quae in historiae animalium Conradi Gesneri 
libri primo et secundo describuntur. Editio se
cunda novis eiconibus non pauciis et passim nomen
claturis ac descriptionibus auctior. folio. pp. 128. 
4 ll. wilh many woodcuts. I' ro choverus. Tiguri. 
The '!cones' are a short extract from the Historia animalium, con
taining also the woodcuts of this work with a hort text. Thev are 
very much more rare than the complete edition. · 

1560. Nomenclator aquatilium animantium. 
Icones animaliurn aquatilium in mari & dulcibus 
aquis degentium. 
This volume on Fishes belonged to the Cornish naturalist Jonathan 
Couch of Polperro, 1819. At the end are :.\[8. notes and 16 pen-and
ink drawings by him. Osier l-ibrary. 

1560. Icones Auium omnium, etc. Editio secunda. 
folio. (Bib. Osier., 637.) Tiguri. 

1574. Bibliotheca instituta et collecta primum a 
Conrado Gesnero ... per J osiam Simlerum. folio. 
(Bib. Osier., 629.) Ziirich. 

1598. Fischbuch das ist aussfOhrliche Beschrei
bung ... aller und jeden Fischen. von Conrad 
Forer ins Teutsch gebracht. folio. pp. 6 + 202. 
illust. Franckfurt am jVJ eyn. 

1600-18. Thierbuch, das ist ausfiirliche ... Ab
mahlung all er Vierfyssigen, etc. folio. Contents 
are Gesner's natural history works in German, as 
follows: Thierbuch, Heidelberg, 1606; Vogelbuch, 
Frankfurt aiM., 1600; Fischbuch, 1618; Schlan
genbuch, Heidelberg, 1613. Heidelberg. 

1600. Vogelbuch; oder, Aussfo.hrliche Beschrei
bung ... aller und jeder Vogel ... durch Rudolff 
Heusslein in hoch Teutsch versetzt jetzt ... casti
girt und verbessert. pp. [16]+556. illust. 

Fmnkfurt am ;u ayn. 

1606. Thierbuch das ist aussfiihrliche Beschrei
bung ... aller vierfiissigen Thieren ... von Conrad 
Forer ins Teutsch gebracht. folio. pp. 4+172. 
illusl. Heidelberg. 

1613. De serpentibus; oder, Schlangenbuch das 
ist ein grundtliche und volkomne Beschreibun()' 
aller Schlangen ... durch Jacobum Carronum 
gemehrt ... am jetzo ... verteutscht. folio. pp. 3 
+ 72. illust. Heydelberg. 

1617-21. Historiae animalium. Editio secunda 
. .. auctior atque ... emendatior. Francofurti. 
5 vols. in 3. folio. illust. Frankfort. 
CoNTE TS. Vol. 1. De quadrupedibus viviparis. 
Z. De quadrupedibus oviparis. 3. De Av~um 
natura. 4. De piscium & aquatilium animantmm 
natura. 5. De serpentium natura. Contains auto
graph of Horrebon. 
There are in the present volumes over 2,000 woodcuts and 1he index 
is in seven language . Perhaps this edition is the most useful for 
the student. 

1832. Aeliani de natura)..animalium libri XVII, 
&c. ee AELIA US, C. ~ 

!\ 1929. See LEY 1 WILLY. 
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GESNER, JOHA [1709-90]. 

1752. Autograph letter signed (in Latin) to his 
b1·other-naturalist Fredericu Gronovius concerning fos il ent him by the writer. 
.I ohannes Gesner, a famous phy,;ician, was descended from Conrad Ge,;ner's family and studied under Boerhaave. He was also a lifelong frien<l of Haller. 

GESSNER .. See GES R. 

GESTRIN, J OHAN E N ATH. See THU;'II"BERG, C. P., 1822-3. 

GE YR VON SCHWEPPENBURG, IIANS and LE ROI , 0. 
1912. Beilrage zur Ornis der Rheinprovinz. See LE ROI, 0. 

GHIGI , ALESSA DRO. 
1907. Ricerche sulla morfologia della piuma. folio. pp. 42. pl. Bologna. 
A traetate on the minute anatomy of the feather. 

GHIKA, I COLAS D., Prince. 
1898. Cinq mois au pays des Somalis; suivi de 
la faune Somalie. 8uo. pp. 6 +224. porlr. pl. 
map. Geneva. 
Among other observations the author madP the acquaintance of the Honey Guide which he had always regarded as a myth. He followed its guidance and secured honey for his camp. 

GHULAM MUHYI' D -DIN B . MUHAMMAD ABDAL BAHARLU OF LAHORE . 
1838. Fa'idu'l-faras. Treatise on the horse and 
his diseases. sm. 4to. ff. 123. Persian MS. 
The original M~. was written in A.D. 1833. There are no jadtmls in the present copy but the caligraphy, paper, and condition of the ~I~. are good. The scribe (copyist) was S. Muhammad All. 

GIACOMELLI, H. 1878. See ADAMS, w. H. n. 
GIARD , ALFRED [1846-?1917]. 
1911-13. CEuvres diverses. 2 vols. Paris. 

GIBBS, G. See u ITED STATES. PACIFIC RD. 
SURVEY, 1855-9. 

GIBSON ' WILLIAM HAMILTON [1850-96]. 
1876. The complete American trapper, or the lrick of trapping and trap making; an extended chapter on life in the woods. 12mo. pp. 300. 
front. 9 pl. 133 figs. T. of c. index. New York. 
18 92. Sharp eye : a rambler's calendar of 5"2 
weeks among insects, birds, and flowers. 8uo. pp. 
xx+ 322. front. 220 figs. T. of c. index. 

New York. 
A reprint of this popular calendar was issued in 1897 as a second edition. 

1897. Eye spy; afield with nature. 8uo. pp. xvi + 
264. 119 figs. T. of c. index. New York. 
1898. My studio neighbours. 8vo. pp. x+245. 
front. 95 figs. T. of c. index. New York. 
1901. Catalogue of the Be wick collection (Pease Bequest), by Basil Anderton and W. H. Gibson. 
8uo. pp. 4+110. illust. portr. pl. 

N ewcastle-upon- Tyne. 
GIEBEL, CHRISTOPH GOTTFRIED ANDREAS [1820-

scher mtd ralreonlologi cher Beziehung. 8uo. pp. 
16 + 1,108. 
::)(•cond t'rtition of a well-known and u. eful worl{, the llr;:;t having appeared in 185l'l. 

1866. Pelrefa<'la <Jermaniae. Reperlo!'ium zu 
Goldfuss' PetrefakLen Deulsehlands. 4lo. pp. 4 + 
122. See GOLDF ss, (;.A. Leipzig. 
1872. Vogelschu1zbuch; die niitzlichen Vi,gel un-
erer ecker, \\'iesen, Garlen und \Valuer. 3te. 

Aufl. 12mo. fJfJ. 4+10:2. 88 lexl-(igs. T. of c. 
Berlin. 

The third eJ.itiou of a treati-;r on useful (German) bir<ls, their care an <I protect ion. 

1872-7. Thesaurus ornithologiae. Hf'perlorium 
der g·e ammten ornil hologischen l.ileralur und 
1 omenclalor sammllicher Gattungen und Arten der 4ogel nebst Synonymen und geographischer Vert~itung. 3 vols. Suo. Leipzig. 
This work was iHsued in eight part>~, rlividell into two sections. Part of the first volume is an ornitllologicali.Jibliography devoted to titles to the date of isRue; the seeon<l to a so-called N omenrlator Omitholoyicum, or bibliography filling most of the three volumes. It is a pity that so much work should have resulte<l in a mhed list that is of slight value to ~tu<lents. 

1874. Saugethiere: Bronn 's Klassen u. Orctnungen 
des Thierreichs. Berlin. 
One of the foremost contributions to a famous, monumental treatise on zoology. 

GIESEN, JoHN [1891- J and MALUMPHY, 
T. L. 
1929. Backgrounds of biology. 8uo. pp. 10+278. 
illusl. U ilwaukee. 

GIESS EN . Oberhessische Gesellschaft fiir 
N atur- und Heilkunde. 
1849-1905. Berichl. 
1910. Register zu den Banden 1-34. Giessen. 

GIFFORD, En. W. 
1913. Birds of Galapagos Islands; also of Cocos and Clipperton Islands. pp. 138. pl. Author's 
separate. (Proceedings California Academy of 
Sciences.) 

1919. Field ~oles on lhe Land Birds of the G-alapaaos Island and of C:oco I land, Costa Rica. Author's reprint. [Proceedings (Expedition, 1905) 
of the Cal. Acad. of Sciences.] 

GIFFORD , I!AROLlJ [1858-1929]. 
1928. Wanderinas in Africa during 19~8. 4/o. 
mimeograph. 
This pre::;entation copy tD the Compiler recites the interesting observations of an accomplished naturalist during a winter's expedition from the Cape to Cairo. 

GIGLIOLI , K RICO HILLYER [1845-?1916]. 
1870. Note intorno alia di lribuzione della Fauna 
Vertebrata nell' oceano prese durante un viaggio intorno al Globo 1865-68 (in the 'Magenta'). 8uo. 
pp. 96. 1 col. map. (\Vanting.) Firenze. 
This monograph treats chiefly of the zoogeography of vertebrates, and is of importance because it deals with oceanic forms. 
1873. R~rche intorno alla distribuzione geografice generale; o, Corologia degli auimali vertebrati. 8uo. pp. 200. map. Roma. 
A companion volume to his treatise dated 1870. 81 J. 

1859. Die Saugethiere in zoologischer, anatomi- ~ 1877. See FLORE1 CE. REALE ISTITUTO. 

r~-
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~ 7 [GIGLIOLI, KIT. (ronlcl.)] 
1879-93 (94). Tcollografia dell' asHauna Jtalica 
ovvero LavolP illustranli le spef'ie di uccelli che 
trov::msi in llali:L Fast·. 1- f"">l. :5 vols. {olio. Vol. I, 
pp. (16 )+( 90 ). ,J(j pi. (rol.). Vol. I r, pp. (110). 
55 pi. (col. ). Vol. UI pp. (100 ). :)0 pi. (col.). 
Vol. IV, pp. (100) -t 49 pi. (col. ). Vol.\', pp. (100). 
5.5 pl. (col.). Pralo. 
A ;;uperlJiy illuslrntPd <lltd sdt>ufitic· trelltisr on Ttnlian birds and 
yery rare in its eomplrtr ~tatr. 

[1880). Elt>rwo d(.'i l\Iammiferi, degli l t'Ct>lli e dei 
ReLtili iLLiof<lgi . . . apparlenenti alla Fauna 
Italiana, e t·alalugo degli .\ nfihi e dei Pesci 
It aliani. 8l'o. (\\':m Li11g.) (Florence.) 
This is a rather COtllplete (and rarr) rostrr of Italian vertebrate. 
desirable for purposrs of referenct' . 

1889-91. Hisultati della inchie. ta ornilulogica. 
3 vols. 8vo. map. Firenze. 
Cm•nE rs. Yol. 1. Avifauna it.alica. 2. Avifauna 
locali. ~. 1 

1otize d ' indole ge1rel'ale, Inigrazioui, 
nidificazionefJ lirnpnlazioHe, etf'. 
Presentation cop~ frotn thr author with lti~ autograph. 

1907. Secowio resoconto dri ri ullati della in
chie la ornilologif'a in Ilalia. Avifauna llalica. 
4lo. pp .. uil' t 7 84. T. o( c. inde.r. [Minisistcro 
di Agrieoltura, Jndu tria e C.onHlteerio.l Firen:e. 
The text of this, the second edition of Part I of the Primo resoconto, 
is mostly lists of vulgar lHUIH:'~ of bird;; a,; known to the natives in 
Yarious localities of ltal.\, 1\ ith the dbt,ril.Jution of each. The first 
edition was pnl.Jlishrtl in 1 · 8H. Tlw cop~ in hand is from the 
«'a bani;;- R rirlwnow C'Ollrrtion. 

GILBERT, CHARLES 1IE RY [1859 ]. 
1R98-9. See lJ lTED STATES. FISllEHY REPORTS. 

~~and HUBBS, C.. I,. 
1920. The rnacrolll'ui«l fisht's of lhe Philippine 
Islands and the bu, t lndies. Suo. pp. 222. illust. 
(Smithsonian In. titulion. L'.S .. Tal. ~Ius. Bulletin 
100.) n·ashinglon. 

n.d. See DEARBon , . ED. 

GILBERT, I h'MPHREY AoA\1 and BROOK, 
ARTHUR. 
1925. The Secret of lhe (.~olden Eagle /nd of 
Other Rare Birds. 8vo. pp. 196. 36 (well-ea-eculed) 
photogravures. T. o( c. l,ondon. 
The authors built a 'hide' ~.-,feet from an eyrit' so that Brook's 
camrra and HillJert's notes furnish an admirable reroru of the 
Golden Eagle. 

GILCHRIST, J OIT'\i Dow FISHER [l86G- ] and 
BONDE, C. YO . 

1922. Practical zoology for medical & junior 
students. 8vo. pp. xi+ 329. 105 figs. T. o{ c. 
index. Edinburg/1. 

GILES, WJLLIA 1. 

1924-6. The original colour print magazine. 3 pis. 
in 1 vol. folio. (hird porlr.) Pt. I, pp. 1 40. 7 pl. 
(4 col.). 18 figs. T. of c. PL. 11, pp. 41- 89. 5 pi. 
(.3 col.). 2G fig~. T. o{' c. Pt. Ill, pp. 91- 144. 6 pl. 
( 4 col.). 31 fiys. T. of c. index. 
An interesting experiment in color printing, in which birds and their 
plumage tints arr sncressfully employed. 

GILL, THEODOHE NICHOLAS [1837 1914]. 
1861. Catalogue of the fishes of lhe eastern coast 
of North America, from Greenland to Georgia. 

Philadelphia. 
~~ie~~.ortant author's reprint from the Tmns. Academy .Nat. 

1873. Bibliography East Coa t fishes. (Smith-
son. Inst. ~Hse. Co ., vol. 14, pp. 37--14.) 

H'ashinylon. 
Author·~ eat. nl hab nrrangrd, followrcl hy Biblio(Jra1Jil.,Jj Paf'ifil' 
('vw~t P1she.~. ~ 

1874. A history of rorth American birds. See 
BAIRD, S. F., BRKWER, T. M., and RIDGWAY, R. 

1875. See BAIRD, SPE CER Fl.'J.LERTO~. 

**** und COUES, ELLIOTT. 
- 1877. Material for a bibliography of North .\nteri

can Mammals. ( .S. Geolua. Survey of lhe 
TenitoriP , ol. XI, appencl. B, pp. 951-1081.) 

H ·asliin,;lun. 
'!:his' aluable treat_isc i;; arrangetl C'hronologira lly nndrr avpropriate 
t1tlt>s and ha· entnes to the rnd of 187 4. 

1882. Bibliography of the fishe. of the Paciflr. 
Coa t of the United Sta l PS to the end of 18i~). 
(Smilhson . Inst. Mise. Coll., vol. ·~3. and a Bull. 11 
l ' .S. al. Mus.) 
A thorough, cllronologically arran~ec.l list, often hound with th~> 
author's Bibliography of EaM ('oa.~t Fi.lles. 1873. to contribntr au 
important rrcord of American i cllth~·o logic litrratnre. 

1885. See KINGSLEY, J. S., ed., 1885. 

1903. See GOODE, G. BROW, (1903) . 

GILLIES, \VILLIA I and HALL, RoBEHT. 
n.d. , ature stmlies in ~ \ustra lia. 12mo. pp. Xl'i-l-
308. front. (col.). 105 figs. T. of c. index. 

Jlelbourm. 
A rrvi~ed rdition of the original issur of 1903. 

GILLISS, JAMES MEL\' L [1811 65). 
1855. C.S. , raval Astronomical K ' pedilion tu the 
.Soutlwm Hf'mispherP. 3 vols. l- 111 (all pub.). 
nwn. pi. (some col.). \\ ·ashington. 

GILLIUS, PETR s. 
1533. Ex Aeliani l!istoria per Pelrum Gyllium 
latini faeti, itemque ex Porphyria, Helioduro, 
Oppiano, tum eodem Gyllio luculentis accessioni
l>us aucti libri XV I. D ui et natura animalium. 
4lo. 14 ll. + 598 pp.+ 5 ll. Bound in a very fine, 
slamped leather binding elated 1539. l,uyduni. 
This rare book contain the fir;;t de'cription of the elephant fro111 
nature. Cf. Carus, pp. 267 and 343. The work was an important 
sotm·e of iurormation for Wotton. 

1562. Elephanli nova de criplio, authore Pelro 
Gillio All>ien. e. l2mo. pp. 497-664. See AELIA:\'US, 
156'2. 
An account of the elephant, !lis ocular and dental apparatus, his 
feet and other anatomical details, to which are added remarks on 
some other large mammals. 

GILLMORE, PARKER. 
[1869). Reptiles and birds. See FIGUIER, G. L. 

1872. St•e BIART, L. 

1874. Prairie and Forest. pi. S.1. 

1905. Eueountei" with \Vild bea. ts; illust. 12mo. 
pp. 8 + 305. London. 

GILMORE, ALBERT FIELD [1868- ]. 
1919. Birds of field, forest and park. 8vo. pp. xii 
-l-.)18. front. (co l. ). 39 pl. (7 col.). T. ofc. index. 

Boston. 

;opu!M aooount of 150 rommon brrd• of eaotem Noctb Amede\ Q 

\ 
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.' GILMORE, H RLES 'Vnn'<EY [1871- ] . 1914. 0 I eology of the armorcd Duwsrwrirt in lh ·nilrd Slate ' ational mus um. 8t•n. pp. xi -r 14.3. .37 pi. (( -niled Slate. • 'ational .\lu rum. Bulletin H.) \1 ashinylon. 

GINANNI, Glt,SEPPE ll69•2 17:J3]. 1737. Delle uova e dei nidi deg1i uecelli. lihro primo. 4to. pp. [7] + 1.30. 22 copper plates. front. indeJ.'. 
l ' cne::iu. A systrmatic monograph on ~drr·ted birdi:!' ne ·ti:! and !'ggg, 

GIORGI, FEDERICO. 
1558. LiiJro di Fccterico Giorai, del modo di rono-rerr i huoni Fakoni, 1\ tori, e Sparavieri. 16mo. pp. 106 (5.3 ll. nwn.) + (6). vignette. 1 pf. 6 fiys. (head-pifces). 1'. of c. I ·iner1ia. On!' of the hest known ltalian workf> on Faleonry. and one to whirh the Engli::;h Turbervile was so much indcbtrd in thr pr!'Jlaration oi his Booke of Palronrie, 16 L I. Tlw pr<>sent copy is t hf' srrond f'dition, the first, having appparrd in 1.)47, with a slight variation in the title. Otlwr edition:;; ;1pprarf'd in J .)67, 157!{, 1.19:>. 1607, and 1645 (q.v.) . The prel:!f'nt copy contains :\H:L notes in ink on the la:;t page. All th<' printing · are ran~; apparent!~· none in tlw Br. Jfus. Cat. (Nrtt. Hist.). 

1645. Lihro di Fedt>ri ·o Giol'gio, del modo di rono cere i huoni fakoni, a tol'i, e spnravieri. 12mo. pp. 1.36 -t- 4. illust. index. .\1 ilwzo. A Y!'rY intere,;ting littlr work on falconry, with woodc·ut. in tile t<''-t. l'robahly the ~i:xth edition. 

GIORNALE DI ANATOMIA, FISIOLOGIA, E PATOLOGIA DEGLI ANIMALI. 1869-91. 
Pisa. 

GIORNALE DI SCIENZE NATURALI ED J\ ECONOM~CHE. 1865- dale. Plllermo. 

GIORNALE DI SCIENZE NATURALI PER LE PROVINCIE VENETE. 1867- dale'? 
Trevi~o. 

GIOVIO, P OLO ( JJishop of ~Yotem) [1 ~8:3-1:-l:->·2]. 1524. 1 avli Iovii novocomcnRi :\led. de Hormmis Piseihu LiiJellus, etc. folio. 
The rar<' fir;;t edition of a Yery rarly tr<.'ati,.;f' on Homan irhth~·o)l)gy. Xot in the Crtl. Br. Jlus. (.Sal. Hi~:~l.). 

1560. 1 , ihro d<' pesd romaui, Lradot to in volg-are da Carlo Zan ·arnolo. 4to. pp. 19 . l ' fllelia. This is the fln-t ltali<1n edition of an imvorta nt "ork on fb!lrs. 

GIRALDUS DE BARRI. 
'll587. The lopogr::~ph~ or lrelaud: its mirnclc and "'ondrrs. B) Silvt>slrr t~irHldus Camhrt>rl, l)o;. A rarif'simn in zoological literaturr, apprarin:.! "epar,ttrh or a~ part of Holinshrri's Chronicle.~, A.P. r:,87. 

GIRARD, C1r \RLE~ Fnr::rlr~Ric J, ·2~-n. ]. See I 1\ITED i--IATES. \OYAGE. WILh.ES E PEDITIO~', 1845-76. 
1852. Hibliographl:J .\rrtPr·icana hi:.;lol'it·o-naturali . . . for 1 :11. vo. pf!. 4 - 66. ( \\ anling.) 

\1 ashinylon. This rr,;trided hut Yalnahlr work of rrferen('f' h .1 a wrll·kno" n Fr!'urh·Amerir'an \ITitrr - onr• of our rhief nnthuritir,; on ltrrpc•tolog.\ • an 1 il'hthyolog.' ha~ hr!'nntr a v!'r~ ran• Jitprary itrm. 
U 51. ,<..;,ee BAIRD, ~.F. and lolH \HD , C. F., 1 ;j·> 
1853. See l'. ' ITED ~T,\ rr-::-;, 1 8:"' 3. 
1855-9. 'eel" liED !:::,-lAlE!:). PAUFI. HD. ~LH\ J: 

GIRAUD, .J\cos P. [1811 - 70 1
• 184 t. .\ clcsniplion of U1 uew .'pedes of . orth .\m rican Birds, etc. folio. (\\anling.) 1\.1 ·. 

1844. Thr bird-; of Long J-.;Jand. SL•o. pp. x.ri+ .~9,. 1 pi. inde.r. .Yew 1 ork. 
GIRAUD, PmnnE. 

1908. I• acteur donl dependent la maR e, la forme et la composition rltirnique qtnultilati\·e dr l'Pnre-phale chez les oisrau ·. &•o. pp. ( 4) 6/) (1). 1 pl. (diagr. J. 11 taiJ. 
J~'pinrJl. Hatio of thr weight of the brain in bird ,; to ihat of tlw body (Paris l ' niwr~ity The,;i,;). 

GIRDWOOD, GJ·:otu;E. 
'?1905. \\ ild birds al honw. SL t: pllolographs from life, h~ < hnrle=-- 1-\ irl-., vf llt'il i~h bird::-; ancl lheir ne t . [Seric 1. ] .3:!mo. JifJ. 'fi. 60 pl. 

.\ etu 1 or le. 
( '?1906. ) n.d. \\.lld birds at honrt'. Sel:oiHI St>ries. Sixt ~ phoLogr<~ph:s from lifp h~ <:Jml'lr I\.lrli., of BdliRh bird' and lh ir ne l . . 32mo. pp. 76. GO pi. 

~Yew ) ork. This form~ \Oiumr' Xo. :) of Docl~r·;; (l1m1·an's) "ature Bool\;; <1nd il:l a companion \'Olume to .:-\o. I of thr ,;arnP seriPs (et. 1·.) with furtiH'r illustration,; of wild birc.l·, and 11otcR on tlw same hy Ur•orge llinl· 1\00d. 

1907. \\'ild birds at home, pholog-rapllrd fl'Olll life by Charles Kirk. 32mo. pp. IG. 60 pl. London. 
1911. \\ ild bird at honH'. Si:d~ photographs from life, by Cl1arlc · Kirk, of Brilil'h bird. and lht'ir nrsts. 32mo. pp. 76. 60 Jll. London. Thr ,;p(·ond edition forming , ·olulll 19 of 'Uowan': X atnre Hoo).;~ •. 
1911. \\ild IJird at home. Fil'lh series. Si:>-.lY phologr·aphs from lifr , h~ .\rlhur Hrook, of Hrilish bird and their ne ·ts. J:!mo. pp. i:! -r-(3). GO pl. 2 inde.te~. 

f.ondon. 
1921. \\'ild hircL nt home. ~i lJ photographs from life, h) < :lwrles h.irk, of Hril ish hir·ds and their ncsls. J:!mo. fJfJ. 16 -t (2). UO fJl. 2 inde.res. 

l.ondon. Thi,.; Pdition ditfPrs from the original of l!lO;l, in hadng an in!le · to thP bird~ n prPt'Plltf'rl in sPriu; )\o , 1, othrrwist thr tP.\t and illw;tra· tions arl' tit~• sarnr. 

GIRTANNER, A. 
1868. Bcoha('ht ungl'll i'tber Forlpflanzung uncl EHL\cvi1·klung dl's 'IJH'n-.\launH\uft r::-; (Tichodrorna phornii'Optl'ra . ?\t•o. flfJ .. j2, lfJI. (rol. ). ,<..;,[.(;alien. llc•Tril•p.· ihe rnrf'l,\ sern 1wst anclnr;;tJing of tlw Wall·('rE'eper of !iiC .\)p,;. 

1870. Dil' \ us:-.t ('llung lcht'n1 lt>t' Srll" eizeri · clter \ iigrl. 8t•n. flfJ. :! ' .j~J. 7 rli'lf/1'. Jold. 1 .'-l/. firtllen. 
1870. lkilrag- zur· " ~l( lll'gPsl'lJil'llle drs Barlgt>irrs ucr ( ;('Jtlr::lnlp<'llkrt tf' ( ·~ p:li•los :=tlpinus . . \1penHarlgPiee). 81•o. pp. 100. .__ t. Gal/en. ~atunil hi tor~ of tlw ~rf'at and r<trl' .\lpinr Bpar!lrd Ynlturc, has!'d upon IIIII~Ptllll and hist nrk;il r!'f'nrd~, ,;pl't'im n · in captivit~, and {'()ri'C'<JIIlfll lc-11 I 'I ' • 

'EPO.\IUK FRA'll XA\ER 
GISTEL, ,)()11 \ ES "0 

r 18o~l ·?7:~. 
lRSO. J l~ul!llnH'It cler 1 'aturgesehiehte aller drei Hl'i1·lw. I'Cir Lt·llr·<'l' tuHl Lt>rllC'tHle, fOr ~chule und I l:tus. ,)t•o. f1f1. :! 1 ,o:; l. illusl. pf. .<..;.tullrlart. The lihrar~ l'IIJl) \\a,.. llalld·t olnrrd h~ \nt11n Hrit·hrnow, and is 1rom his t•ollc·l'tic•n. 'l'lte hinb nr trcatr1l on pp. 2i.j :Hi, rolored plates i - J 4. The author L also known a Gistel·1'ilesius. 
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THE LITERATURE OF VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY 

GIZEH, EGYPT. Zoological Gardens. 
1891-date. Publications. 
1899- 1911. Report. 

GLADSTONE, Hl!GI-1 STKCART [1877- ] . 
1910. The birds of Dumfriesshire. vo. pp. :rci.r -1-
482. front. 23 pl. 1 map (col. fold. ). T. of c. 
bibliogr. index. London. 
218 Solway species are included in this list; 39 doubtful. 

1917. Handbook to Lord Lilford's coloured 
figures of the birds of the British Islands. 8vo. 
pp. 69. London. 
This useful work hould be regarded as a supplenwnt to Lilford's 
Coloured Fiqures, the present copy being uniformly bound and 
shelved with that fine eries of atla es . 

1918. The photographic analysis of a feather. 4to. 
pp. 13. 9 pl. (28 figs. ). London. 
The author has expanded the paper A note on the structure of the 
Feather (April 1918, Ibis) and republished it with six additional 
photographs. He ftndR that the morphology of a feather is the same 
whether it belongs to a Golden Eagle or a Sparrow. 

1919. Birds and the war. 12mo. pp. xviii+169. 
front. 16 pl. T. of c. London. 
The War seems to have had little or no effect upon migration; air 
raids terrified some birds but not others; in some engagements 1,000 
homing pigeons were used by the British to carry messages. 

1919. See JARDI E, WILLIAM. 

1923. Notes on the Birds of Dumfriesshire. A 
continuation of his Birds of Dumfriesshire. 8vo. 
pp. 115. 4 illust. index. No. 23 of 250 copies 
initialed (and presented to the E.S.vV. Library) by 
the Author. Dumfries. 
The book is based on a Presidential Address given in 1921, to which 
much new matter on the subject has since been added. 

GLANVILLE, BARTHOLOMEW DE. See BARTHOLO
MAEUS ANGLICUS. 

GLASGOW. See ATURAL HISTORY sociETY OF 
GLASGOW. 

GLASGOW NATURALIST. 1909-21. Glasgow. 

GLASGOW. Society of field naturalists. 
1876. A contribution towards a complete list of 
the fauna and flora of Clydesdale and the west 
of Scotland. pp. 148. (Briti h association for the 
advancement Of science. ' otes on the fauna and 
flora of the west of Scotland, 1876.) Glasgow. 

GLEANINGS FROM NATURE. Bv J. 'Varren 
Jacobs, \\ aynesburg, Pa. 1898. 8vo. · 
No. 1, 1898, Oological abnormalities. pp. 36; 
No. 2, 1903; No. 3, 1904; No. 4, 1905; No. 5 
(1909). (.\11 i sued.) 

GLEANINGS IN SCIENCE. Calcutta. 
1829-31. Forerunner of Journal of As in lie Sociel y 
of Bengal. 

GLEGG, 'VILLIAM E. 
1929. A history of the birds of Esse . 8vo. pp. 
xxxv+342. front. 19 pl. map. T. of c. uibliogr. 
index. J.ondon. 
A valuable addition to the data giYen on the Ralllt' ~ubjert hv l\liller 
Christy. · 

GLOGER, CONSTA Tl0i '". L\::'>IBETIT. 
1833. Das Abandern cler \ ' cigel durl'll l·: inlluss des 
Klima 's. 8vo. pp. 32 + J,)fJ. Breslau. 
One of the best (early) studies of the influeuee of dimate on bird life. 

1833. Schlesiens WirbelLhier-Fauna. Ein sy te
maLi cher eberblick der in dieser Provinz vor
kommenden Saugthiere, Vogel, Amphibien und 
Fische. 8vo. pp. 14 + 78. Breslau. 
An important, systematic work of reference. 

1834. Voll tandiges llandbuch cler i'aturge- f ~ 
schichte dee Vbgel Europa' mit besonderer ~· 
HucksichL auf fteutschland. 8uo. pp. lvi-1-600. 
index. Pt. 1. Deutsche Landvogel. (All pub.). 

Breslau. 
This classic work of reference (see Newton's Dictionary, p. 57) was 
i sued in six partR, and was never completed, the above section 
treating of Land .Birds only. A few new names appear in its pages. 

GMELIN' CARL CHRISTIA [1762-1837]. 
1809. Gemeinnutzige systemati che Naturge
schichte der Vogel. 2 Thl. 87 col. pl. .'\1annheim. 

GMELIN' J OHA N FRIEDRICII [1748-1804]. 
1788-93. C. a Linne ... Systema Naturae ... 
editio decima tertia ... Cura J. F. Gmelin. 3 vols. 
8vo. See also LI 'AEUS. 
Thi is a short title of the indispensable thirteenth edition of the 
famous ystema Naturae, Linnaeus, another printing of which was 
issued in 1789-96. 

GMELIN, SAMUEL GOTTLIEB [1743-4]. 
1774-84. Reise durch Russland zur Untersuchung 
der drey Reiche. 4 pts. 4to. St. Petersbourg. 
Part IV was edited, with a sketch of the author's life, by P. 
Pallas. 

GOBEL,G.F. 
1905. (The) eggs of Russian geese. See ALPHERAKY, 

ERGIUS. The geese of Europe and Asia, &c. 
Appendix I. 

GODARD, ANDRE. 
1916. Les refections frangaises. Les jardins-
volieres; criminelle destruction, repeuplement I 
possible, irremplacables services des oiseaux. 12mo. ~ 
pp. xxii + 381. T~ of c. Paris. 
Discusses the destruction and rehabilitation of useful birds in 
]<'ranee, their future protection, and the technique of their culture. 

1917. (Les) oiseaux necessaires a !'agriculture, a la 
sylviculture, a la viticulture, a l'arboriculture et 
a !'hygiene publique. 2e ed. 12mo. pp. 119. 18 
text-figs. T. of c. Paris. 

GODDARD, T. RussELL. 
[ 1929]. History of the Natural history society of 
Northumberland, Durham and Newcastle upon 
Tyne, 1829-1929. 8vo. pp. xvi + 19.5. front. (porlr.). 
11 pl. T. of c. append. Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

GODDIJ'N, W. A. See LOTSY, J . P., 1928. 

GODMAN, FREDERICK D CA E [1834-1919]. 
1870. atural history of the Azores, or \\estern 
Islands. 8vo. pp. v + 358. T. of c. index. London. 

****and SALVIN, 0. 
1879-1915. Biologia Centrali- \mericana; or, con-
tributions l o the knowledge of the Fauna and 
Flora of l\lexico ancl Central ,\merica. 57 vols. 
4to. col. pl. London. 
A monumental treatise in which the zoology is well described and 
sumptuously pictured in color. It was issued in 240 parts anrl 
divided into two ections. In the zoology Rection E. R. Alston con· 
tributed the article on mammalia, 1870 2, with addenda b~ P '.. L. 
'clater and 0. Thomas, pp. 20 t- 220, 22 rol. pi.: the aws (18,9-
1904) were treated in Y01R. I Ill text and YOL IY. 84 t'Ol. pi,. .. ~1 Y 
the authors, assi ted by R. Howdler 'harpe and W. R. Og1h 1e· 
Grant; reptiles and batrachia by A. Glinther (1885-1902), PP·)~o ... l 
326, i6 col. pl.: pisces (I 906- ) by C. T. Regan, pp. 32 203. :..n Jl · 
and 2 maps. 'ee also 'ALVI.l', OSBERT. 
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1882. Lichtenstein's Catalogus Rerum Natura
hum rarissimarum. Edited by F. D. Godman. 8vo. 
This is a republication by the Willughby 'ociety of one of the scarcest of the famous Lichtenstein catalogues. 

[1882-6]. VJ. 1otes on birds from British Guiana. 
See also SALVIN, 0. and GODMA , F. D. 
~~l~t~1.brary has al.o a serond copy with corrections by P. L. 

1907-10. A monograph of the petrels (order 
Tubinares); with hand-coloured plates by J. G. Keulemans. 2 vols. 4to. Vol. I, pp. 232. front. 
(col.). 66 pl. (col.). Yol. II, pp. 233-381+(3)+lv. 
39 pl. (col.). index. London. 
Published in five parts, the cover:; of which are bound in the present volumes, the dates being pt. I, Dec. 1907, pt. II, l\larch 1908, pt. Ill, 1-\ept. 1908, pt. IY, April 1909, pt. V, May 1910. According to the reviewer in the Auk, vol. 27, July 1910, pp. 35Q-1, Salvin originated the idea of publishing the present work and had some of the plates prepared at the time of his death in 1898. Godman then took over the project and with the acknowledged assistance of R. B. Sharpe, published the work as it now exists. Pp. xv-xxi contain an essay by Pycraft 'On the Systematic Position of the Petrels'. The number of species recognized is 124, of which 104 are figured. The present copy is No. 185 of the edition which was limited to 225 copies. 

**** and SALVIN , 0. iill. Biologia centrali-americana. Zoology, 
botany, and archaeology. 4to. pp. viii+149. 2 pl. 
(porlr.). 8 maps (col.). T. of c. Introductory 
volume. London. 
A general introductory volume to the BiolO(Iia Oentrali-Americana, part of which is of interest ornithologically, more especially, pp. 57-58, wherein is summarized the contents of vols. I-IV on the Aves written by Salvin, who describes 1,413 species in vols. 1-III, the remaining volume containing the whole of the plates (84) as well as a complete list of the 149 species figured. This part of the work was completed in 1904, Salvin'slong-continued ill health, and sudden death in 1898, having retarded the conclusion of vol. III.t. which was subse'lUently finished with the assistance of Bowdler o::;harpe and Ogilvie-Grant. 

GODMAN, JOHN DAVIDSON [1794-1830]. 
1826-8. American Natural History. 3 vols. 8vo. 
(All pub.) Part I. Mastology. 1st ed. (Also in Bib. Osier.) Vol. Ill has an appendix entitled 'General synopsis of Mammalia inhabiting North 
America', by Chas. L. Bonaparte. Phila. 
An important and early semi-popular treatise. 

1836. American natural history. To which is 
added his last work, The Rambles of a Naturalist. 2nd ed. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xxvi+345. 27 pi. 
(woodcuts). Vol. 11, pp. 337. 22 pl. 4 figs. append. 
index. Phila. 
Reference to birds in this edition will be found in the biographical sketch at the end of vol. Il, pp. 291-337. Here the woodpecker is referred to, with a discussion on the economic value of the Crow. An account is also given of some large 'crow roosts', and methods adopted for destroying the birds. The first edition of the work-in 3 vols.-was issued in 182&-8, without, however, the portion The Rambles of a Naturalist. 

1842. American natural history. To which is added his last work, The rambles of a naturalist. 3rd ed. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xxvi+345. 27 pi. 
(woodcuts). 1 fig. Vol. 11, pp. 337. 22 pi. 4 figs. 
append. index. Philadelphia. 
Apparently there is no difference whatever between this and the edition of 1836. 

GODWIN-AUSTEN, HENRY HAVERSHAM [1834-
?1905]. 
1862-4 . (The) birds of India. See JERDON, T. c. 
1874-7. Opuscula ornithologica. Lists of birds 
principally from the Naga Hills and Munipur, 

including Other from the Khasi, Garo, and Tip 
perah Hills. 8vo. pp. 30+23. 8 col. pi. 
The first two papers are illustrated with colored plates drawn by the author, which, bound with the other papers, form the present volume, a p~eseutation from the author to Canon Tristram. A----~.....-:P\ 

GOELDI, EMIL AUGUST [1859-1917]. 
1894-1900. As aves do BrasH. 2 pts. 12mo. 
pp. 664. Rio de Janeiro. 
A rather mixed but important account of the birds of Brazil Indigenous tQ and visiting Brazil ; observations extending over six years. The work was issued in two parts. In the present copy there are title-pages and indexes for both parts, the last page (311) of part I being duplicated and one of them bound in part Il. 

1900- 6 . Museu Goeldi (Museu Paraense) de historia natural e ethnographia. Album de aves 
amazonicas. 2 vols. 4to. pp. (18) +(12). 48 pi. 
(col.). 3 indexes. Rio de Janeiro. 
A collection of 48 plates lithographed in colors by Ernesto Lohse representing Goeldi's Aves do Brasil, 1894--1900, reference being made to that work on the plates and in the index. Fascicle I is dated 1900; II, 1902; Ill, 1905-6, the covers to these being bound in at the end of the present volume. 

1902. Against the destruction of white herons and 
red ibises on the lower Amazon, especially on the island of Maraj6. Two memorials. pp. 20. Para. 
Spirited appeals against the wholesale slaughter of the above birds in the breeding season for the sake of their plumes for millinery purposes. Translated from the Portuguese originals by Wm. H. Clifford. 

GOETHE , JOHANN WOLFGANG [1749-1832]. 
(1905-7). Schriften zur Naturwissenschaft. Anmerkung von Max Morris. 2 Tie. 8vo. Stuttgart. 
The above forms Bde. 39-40 of Goethes Siimtliche Werke, Jubiliit£msAusgabe, von der Hellen, and is a careful selection from the 14 vols. of scientific writings in the Weimar edition. 

GOEZE, JoHANN AuGUST EPHRAIM [1731-93] and DONNDORFF, J. A. 
1791-1803. Europ,~' ische Fauna, oder Naturgeschichte der Europ ischen Thiere, etc. 9 Bd. (in 10). 
8vo. illust. Leipzig. 
One of the rarest and earliest systematic treatises on European fauna. 

GOLDENBERG, CARL FRIEDRICH [1798-1881]. 
1873-7. Fauna Saraepontana fossilis. Die fossilen 

'thiere aus der ~teinkohlenformation von Saarn rOcken. 2 pls. 4to. illust. Saarbriicken. 

GOLDFUSS, GEORG AUGUST [1782-1848]. 
1862-3. Petrefacta Germaniae. 2nd ed. 3 vols. 
in 1. 4to. Leipzig. 
In Latin and German. The first edition was issued, also in 3 vols., 1826-44. 

1866. Petrefacta Germaniae. Repertorium zu 
Goldfuss' Petrefakten Deutschlands. 4to. pp. 4+ 

r22. With this is an atlas, n.d., with 201 plates. 
Lsee also GIEBEL, C. G. A. 

1911 . (Smithsonian miscellaneous collections, volume 56, number 27.) A new kingfisher from Panama. 8vo. pp. (2) +2. Author's reprint. 
Washington . 

The new species is Ceryle Americana Isthmica, type from Rio Indlo (near Gatum), Canal Zone, Panama. 

GOLDMAN, EDWARD ALPHONSO [1873- ]. 
1911 . Revision of the spiny pocket mice (genera Heteromys and Liomys). Washington. 

3 A 

=tibll!l;;;l~ii*L... 1918. The rice rat of North America (Genu 0 zom:ys) . North Amer. u~ No .43~ Bur.Bio1 .Surv.,u.s.Dept.Agric.tpp .lOO,~ 
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?~ OLDSMID, FREDERIC JoHN [1818- ] and 
others. 
1876. Eastern Persia, an account ... Persian 
Boundary Commission, 1870-72. 2 vols. 8vo. 
illust. London. 
The geology and zoology of these expeditions is discussed and fairly 
well illustrated by W. T. Blanford. 

GOLDSCH:JYIIDT, RICHARD BEN EDICT [1878- J. 
1927. Die _khre von der ¥rerbung von Richard 

Jioldschmidt. 50 cuts. Berlin. 

GOLDSMITH, 0LIVER [ 1728-7 4]. 
1805. A history of the earth and animated nature. 
New ed., with corrections and addilions by W. 
Turton. 6 vols. 8vo. pl. London. 
The editio princeps of this celebrated but not original or reliable 
natural history was issued in 1774. Many editions were published 
with notes, corrections, and additions, most of which are in the 
McGill libraries. 

1816. A history of the earth, and animated nature. 
W. Turton. A new ed., in 6 vols. 8vo. pp. xxxvi + 
2,552. 109 pl. T. of c. index. London. 

1819. A history of the earth and animated nature; 
with copious notes and additions by G. F. Shaw. 
4lo. pp. xii+812. 75 pl. (73 col.). addend. index. 

London. 

1831. A history of the earth and animated nature. 
pp. xvi+718. front. (porlr.). 34 pl. T. of c. index. 

Edinburgh. 

1838. History of British and foreign birds. 18mo. 
pp. [ 2] + 400. col. front. 46 col. pl. The col. title
page reads 'Goldsmith's History of British and 
Foreign Birds. With numerous original notes' 
[by an anon. commentator]. London. 
This small (and rare) little book by a famous writer, ignorant of 
scientific zoology, is well illustrated with hand-colored plates. The 
text is mostly from the author's Animated Nature. The present copy 
was originally in the Mull ens Library. 

1840-3. A History of the Earth and Animated 
Nature. (Another ed.) And an Appendix ... by 
Captain Thomas Brown. 4 vols. 12mo. illust. 

Edinburgh. 
This printing of a famous popular but not always accurate work is 
made useful from a scientific viewpoint by the appended notes 
explanations of technical terms, with an outline of the Cuvier and 
other systems by a trained naturalist. 

GOLF CLUBS AS BIRD SAN CTUA RIES. 
1930. Pamphlet issued by the National Associa
tion of Audubon Societies. 

GOOD , JoHN MASON [1764-1827] and others. 
1813. Pantologia; a new cyclopaedia, etc. 12 vols. 
8vo. Vols. 1-12 (not paged). 373 pl. (185 col., 
20 birds). index (lo plates). London. 
A general scientific dictionary of moderate extent and popular 
language by several writers. Descriptions of birds naturally occur 
in alphabetical order, there being 20 colored plates representing 
about 50 species. 

1819. Pantologia, etc. 12 vols. Vols. I-XII (not 
paged). 373 pl. (185 col., 20 birds). index (to 
plates). London. 

1821. The gallery of nature and art. See POLE
HAMPTON, EDWARD T. W., 1821. 

1828. The book of nature. 2nd ed. 3 vols. 8vo. 
Vol. I, pp. xii+443. T. of c. Vol. Il, pp. (2)+441. 
Vol. Ill, pp. (2)+425. London. 
The ftrst edition of this work appeared in 1826. 

GOODE, GEORGE BROWN [1851-96]. 
1879. Game fishes of the United States. folio. 
pp. 46. 20 pl. map. New York. 
The drawings to illustrate this well-known work are by S. A. Ril
bourne and in the present copy are in a portfolio. 

1884. See JONES, J. M. and GOODE, G. B., Bermuda. 

1884-7. SeeUNITEDSTATE. BUREAUOFFISHERIES. 

1888. American fishes; a popular treali e upon 
the game and food fishes of North America, with 
especial reference to habits and methods of cap
ture. 8vo. pp. 16+496. London and New York. 

****and BEAN, T. H. 
Ts9s. Oceanic Ichthyology, a treatise on the deep
sea and pelagic Fishes of the World, etc. 2 vols. 
4to. pp. 35 + 26 + 553. 1 pl. figs. in text. atlas, 
4to. pp. 23+26. 123 pl. 1Vashington. 
Occa tonally found as a separate work; originally this fine treatise 
was issued as one of the mt'thsonian Contributions to Knmdedge 
(vols. XXX and XXXI). It i one of the chief authorities on oceanic 
fishes. 

1896. (The) published writings of P. L. Sclater, 
1844-96. See CLATER,P.L. 

1903. American fishes. New ed .... extended by 
Theodore Gill. 8uo. pp. 68 + 562. illust. pl. 
portr. Boston. 
An important treatise written by two prominent ichthyologists. 

GOODRICH , EDWIN s. 
1930. Studies on the Structure and Development 
of Vertebrates. 8vo. pp. 30+837. 754 figs. in 
text. index and tables. London. 
An up-to-date systematic account of vertebrate structure and 
development of signal importance to students. 

GOOD RICH , SAMUEL GRISWOLD [1793-1860]. 
1861. Illustrated natural history of the animal 
kingdom. 2 vols. 4to. 1,500 figs. Vol. I, pp. xv+ 
(1) + 680. Vol. II, pp. viii + 680. index. New York. 
390 illustrations of birds, many of which are from Yarrell's British 
Birds. 

1875. Johnson's natural history ... contributions 
from E. L. Youmans, J. H. Seelye and Sanborn 
Tenney. 2 vols. 4to. pp. 1,500. 1,550 illust. 

New l'ork. 
A popular work of little scientific importance. 

GOODRICH-FREER, ADELA M. [1865- ] . 
1924. Arabs in Tent and Town. n Intimate 
Account of the Family Life of the Arabs of Syria, 
with a Description of the Animals, Birds, etc. 8uo. 
pp. 325. illusl. N. L 
A valuable work, con isting of first-hand observations made over a 
period of 24 years. About 10 chapters relate to natural hi tory. 

GORDON , j\!Jrs. EvELY A DREY (born) PEASE. 
1927. Days with the golden eagle. See GORDON, 

S. P. 

GORDON , SETO PA L [1886- ]. 

;\ 

1907. Birds of the loch and mountain. 8uo. 
pp. 16+181. illusl. London. 

1912. The charm of the hills. 8uo. pp. xiv+248. 
front. 64 pl. T. of c. index. London. 

1915. Hill birds of cotland. 8vo. pp. xii+300. 
front. 24 pl. T. of c. index. London . 

1921. \Vanderings of a naturalist. 8vo. pp. 14+ 
219. 67 pl. index. London and New l'ork. 

~ 
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~ 923. Hebridean Memories. 

1926. The immortal isles. 8vo. pp. x+227. 5 pl. 
(col.). 32 pl. (12 birds). 24 figs. in text. London. 
An account of the Outer Hebrides, with their faw1a. 

1927. Day with the golden eagle. Photographs 
by the author and hi wife. 4to. pp. xv+176. 
19 pl. ( 4 col.) num. head-pieces. T. of c. London. 
Interesting, well-illustrated treatise. 

GORDON , VV. J. 
? 1892. Our country's birds and how to know 
them. 8vo. pp. 1.52. 33 col. pi. 38 text-cuts. 
This 'Gnide to all the birds of Great Britain, with an illustration in 
colour of every species' forms a useful compend for the identification 
not only of the British specie. but of most of their eggs. The 
colored plates are indications rather than true repre entations of 
the avian plumage. 

GORE , R. T. 
1825. A manual of the elements of natural history. 
See BLUME BACH, J. F. 

~LITZ. Naturforschende Gesellschaft. 
1827-1930. Abhandlungen. 

GORUS , JoA ES DE SA CTO GEMI IANO. See 
JOHA ES DE A CTO GEMI IANO. 

GOSCH , CHRISTIA CARL Auc ST [1832-1913]. 
1870-8. dsigt over Danmarks zoologiske litera
tur. 3 vols. 8vo. KjfJbenhavn. 

GOSS , NATHA IEL S. 
1883. A catalogue of the birds of Kansas. Pub
lished under the direction of the executive council. 
8vo. pp. iv+29. errata. Topeka. 
An annotated list of 320 species. 

1886. A revised catalogue of the birds of Kansas. 
With descriptive notes of the nest and eggs. 8vo. 
pp. iv+ 76. index. Topeka. 
The author' A cutalogue of the Birds of Krtnsa.~, 1883, revised and 
enlarged, embracing 335 species. 

189 1. History of the birds of Kansas. Illustrating 
529 birds. 8vo. pp. 692. 35 pl. 1 diagr. addend. 
glossary. 3 indexes. Topeka. 

GOSSARD , II. A. and HARRY, S. G. 
[191 2]. ome Ohio Lirds. 8vo. pp. 78. front. 
(col.). 19 figs. bibliogr. index. Woosler, Ohio. 
An extension of The Birds of Wayne County, by H. C. Oberholser, 
published by tlle Ohio Agrienltural Experiment Fltation in 1896, 
100 species being de cri bed. 

GOSSE , PHILIP. See FITZGERALD, E. Au 1897. 

GOSSE , PHI LIP HENRY [1810-88]. 
1840 . The Canadian naturalist. A series of con
versation on the natura] history of Lower 
Canada. 8vo. pp. xii +372. 47 figs. 2 indexes. 

London. 
[1844]. An introduction to zoology. 2 vols. 8vo. 
Vol. I,pp.xxi+(3)+383. 73figs. Vo1. II,pp. iv+ 
436. 58 figs. 2 indexes. London. 

1846. Volume of original MSS. and cuttings. 4to. 

1848-54. Natural history. 5 vols. illust. London. 
ONTE Ts: [vol. 1]. Mammalia. [2]. Birds. [3]. 

Reptiles. [4]. Fishes. [5]. Mollusca. 
The volumes composing this useful and important system are often 
i sued separately and they actually form distinct treatises on the 
whole range of vertebrate zoology, 

1849. Illustrations of the birds of Jamaica. 4to. 
pp. 4. 52 col. pl. London. 
A series of 52 colored plates intended to illustrate the author's Bird• 
of Jamaica, 1847, to which page references are given on the plates. 
It was originally proposed to give a figure of each species, but this 
plan was subsequently modified by omitting such species as had 
been well figured elsewhere. The beautiful original drawings are in 
the Blarker Library. 

1849. Natural history. Birds. 16mo. pp. vii + 
327. 78 figs. T. of c. index. London. 

1850. Natural history. Reptiles. 8vo. pp. 4+~96. 
80 illust. London. 

1851. A naturalist's sojourn in Jamaica. 8vo. 
pp. xxiv+508. front. (col.). 7 pl. (col.). T. of c. 
append. index. London. 
An interesting Journal of the author's sojourn in the island from 
his own personal notes and those of Richard Hill. Twenty-four new 
species of Mammalia, Reptiles, and Fishes are described. 

1851. A text-book of zoology, for schools. 8vo. 
pp. (2) + 450. 399 figs. 2 indexes. London. 

1851. Natural History. Fishes. 8vo. pp. 8+372. 
text illusl. London. 

1853. Popular British ornithology. 2nd ed. 12mo. 
pp. 8 + 320. 20 col. pl. London. 
A well-written, popular little book, with a few excellent diagnostic 
plates. 

1853. A aturalist's rambles on the Devonshire 
Coast. 8vo. pp. xvi+451. 28 pl. (col.). London. 

1854. The Aquarium: an unveiling of the wonders 
of the deep sea. 8vo. col. pl. London. 
The first edition (rare) of an informing, semi-popular work. 

1855-6. (A) Manual of Marine Zoology for the 
British Isles. 2 vols. 8vo. illust. London. 

1857. Life in its lower, intermediate, and higher 
forms. 12mo. pp. viii +363. front. 5 pl. 23 figs 
T. of c. index. London. 

1859. Letters from Alabama (U.S.), chiefly relat
ing to Natural History. 12mo. pp. xii+306. 
text-figs. T. of c. London. 
This rather rare little book contains many interesting accounts of 
birds seen during a residence of eight months in Alabama. The 
following, for example: 'I had the pleasure of seeing a flock of 
Parrot (Psittacus Carolinensis). There were eighty or a hundred in 
one compact flock ... that looked like an immense shawl of green 
satin on which an irregular pattern was worked in scarlet, gold jlnd 
azure. The stm's rays were brilliantly reflected from the gorgeous 
surface, which rapidly sped past, like a splendid vision.' The last 
phrase may likewise and appropriately be quoted to describe the 
untimely fate of the whole species. 

1860. The Romance of Natural History, both 
series. 2 vols. 8vo. 21 pl. by Wolf and others. 

London. 
The first edition of a well-written and reliable book that had many 
sub equent printings. 

1862-3. The romance of natural history. 6th ed. 
2vols. 8vo. Vol. I,pp.xiv+(2)+372. front. 11pl. 
T. of c. index. Vol. 11, pp. xi+(1)+393. front . 
9 pl. T. of c. append. index. London. 

1864. The romance of natural history. 8vo. 
pp. xiv+(2)+372. fronl. 11 pl. T. ofc. index. 

1847 . The birds of J amaica. 8vo. pp. x+447. 
index. London. 
This account was compiled largely from note by Richard Hill, a 
resident ornithologist. A number of new species are described by 
the author, who in 1849 published Illustrations of the Birds of 
Jamaica. (\An American issue of the first serie • 

Boston. 
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p:1 (GOSSE, P. H. (contd.)] 
1865. A year at the Shore. 
36 col. pl. 

8vo. pp. xii+330. 
London. 

cf. 

1867-72. [Manuscript letter book.] Autograph 
letters from other authors, Chas. Kingsley et al. 

1869. The romance of natural history. First 
series. 8th ed. 8vo. pp. xiv+372. front. 11 pl. 
T. of c. index. London. 

1870. The romance of natural history. Vol. I. 
8th ed. [ lst series]. Vol. I I. 3rd ed. [2nd series]. 
2 vols. 8uo. Vol. I, pp. xiv+(2) +344. front. 11 pl. 
T.ofc. index. Vol.II,pp.(4)+363. fronl. 9pl. 
append. index. London. 

1875. The romance of natural history. Vol. I. 
lOth ed. [1st series]. Vol. II. 5th ed. [2nd series]. 
2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xiv+344. front. 11 pl.. 
T.ofc. index. Vol.II,pp.(4)+363. front. 9pl. 
T. of c. append. index. London. 

1879. Land and sea. 8vo. pp. xii + 425. 15 pl. 
T. of c. 1 append. index. London. 

1902. Romance of natural history. 8uo. pp. 12+ 
348. front. T. of c. index. New York. 
An American issue of the first series of 1860, but without the illus
trations. 

GOTTINGEN. See GESELLSCHAFT DER WISSEN
SCHAFTEN. 

GtiTZ, GEORG FRIEDRICH [1750-1813]. 
1782. Naturgeschichte einiger Vogel. 
(24)+119+(1). 6 pl. (col.). 5 figs. 

8uo. pp. 
Hanau. 

Descriptions of rare birds, partly from life, with noteworthy hand
colored copper plates. 

GOUAN J ANTOINE [1733-1821]. 
1770. His to ire des Poissons, etc. 4to. pp. xviii + 
24+228 ff. 4 pl. Latin and French on opposite 
pages. Strasbourg. 

GOULD, AuGUSTUS ADDISON [1805-66] and 
AGASSIZ, L. J. R. 
1848. Principles of zoology ... Pt. 1. Compara
tive physiology. 8uo. See AGASSIZ, L. J. R. 
This well-known text-book passed through several editions and at 
least one translation. 

1851. The naturalist's library; containing scienti
fic and popular descriptions of man, quadrupeds, 
birds, fishes, reptiles and insects. 8uo. pp. xxi + 
880. 400 figs. glossary. index. Boston. 
A compilation from many works, arranged according to the classi
fication of Stark, which is based upon that of Cuvier. 

****and AGASSIZ, L. J. R. 
851. Outlines of comparative physiology. Edited 

by Thomas Wright. 8vo. pp. 24 + 442. illust. pl. 
London. 

1854. The Naturalist's Library, etc. pp. 900. 
400 figs. Boston. 

1855. Principles of Zoology. Revised ed. 8uo. 
pp. 442. illust. pl. (Bohn's Scientific Library.) 

London. 
Of the same date is the German edition with the title Allgemeine 
Zoolo(Jie, &c. 

1856. Principles of Zoology. Revised ed. See 
AGASSIZ, L. J. R. 

1856. The naturalist's library, containing descrip
tions of man, quadrupeds, birds, fishes, reptiles 
and insects. 8vo. pp. 900. 400 figs. Boston. 
Another American edition. 

1857. The naturalist's library. 8uo. pp. xxi + 880. 
400 figs. glossary. index. Boston. 
Still another American printing. 

GOULD, JOHN [ 1804-81] and VIGORS, N. A. 
1832. A century of birds from the Himalaya 
Mountains. folio. pp. (12)+(144). 80 pl. (co l. ). 
T. of c. London. 
The present copy has the plates uncolored. lit is probable that that 
publication was commenced in 1831 or ear ier. Some of the plates 
were exhibited to the Zoological Society of London on Nov. 23, 1830. 
They were executed by 1\Irs. (E.) Gould from Gould's sketches, and 
the scientific descriptions, with most, if not all, of the remaining 
letterpress, were written by Vigors. The 80 hand-colored plates 
contain 102 figures of birds, oi which two represent sexes figured twice; 
the remaining 100 figures forming the basis for the title of 'Century'. 
This was the first of Gould's famous folios. 

1832-6. See ORIGINAL DRAWl GS. GOULD, JOH · . 

1832-7. The birds of Europe. 5 vols. folio. Vol. I, 
pp. xii+102. 50 pl. (col.). Vol. II, pp. (2)+200. 
99 pl. (col.). Vol. Ill, pp. (2) +188. 93 pl. (col.). 
Vol. IV, pp. (2) +208. 103 pi. (col.). Vol. V, 
pp. (2)+208. 103 pi. (col.). London. 
The copy in hand is in the 22 original parts with covers. The aboYe 
collation has been taken from pa.rt 22 containing title-pages and 
indexes for all the volumes, preface and introduction, &c. The 448 
magnificent plates were drawn by Gould and E. Lear, and hand
colored by Mrs. Gould. 

1834. A monograph of the Ramphastidae, or 
family of toucans. folio. pp. (94). 34 pl. (33 col.). 
addenda. London. 
Published in three parts, a very full accorn1t of which with dates 
will be found in the Ayer CatalO(Jue by Zimmer, pp. 252-3. In 1854, 
Gould issued a new edition, and in 1855 published a 'Supplement to 
the First Edition', giving the text and plates of the species included 
in the revised, but not the original, edition. 

1837-8. [The birds of Australia and the adjacent 
islands.] folio. 20 col. pi. London. 
No t.-p. Issued in two parts. These were afterwa:rds withdrawn, and 
their contents incorporated in The Birds of Australia, 7 vols., 184Q--8. 
The present copy is in the original wrappers. The above title is the 
rarest of the Gould items. 

1837-8. Icones avium, or Figures and descriptions 
of new and interesting species of birds from 
various parts of the globe. folio. 18 ll. 18 col. pi. 
(1 fold.). No t.-p. Issued in two parts. 
This rare publication, illu trated by drawings made by J. and E. 
Gould, is a fundamental work in which severa l new species of birds 
are first described. A full account of the contents is given by Zimmer 
(Ayer Cat., pp. 668-9). 

1837-8. A synopsis of the birds of Australia, and 
the adjacent islands. 4 pis. in 1 vol. 4to. 7 3 col. pi. 
Each plate accompanied by leaf with descriptive 
letterpress. Pt. I, 19 col. pl. Issued Jan. 1837. Pt. 11, 
18 col. pl. Jan.l837. Pt. Ill, 18 col. pl. April1838. 
Pt. IV, 18 col. pl. April 1838. London. 
Descriptive list of Australian birds many of which (part IV) were 
genera and species new to science. Eight pages of the last part are 
'descriptions of new species'. The colored plates, the bases, of the 
text, are beautifully drawn. 

1839-43. See ZOOLOGY OF THE VOYAGE OF H.M.S. 
BEAGLE, 1839--43. 

ea. 1840. Manuscript in Gould's Handwriting, con-
taining Descriptions of 587 Birds, mostly one to ~ 
a page. 4lo. Lettered 'Boy's Birds'. Loosely 
inserted is an older MS. on 12 ~ of paper, headed 
'Ornithological List' and containing Descriptions 
of 87 Birds. 

(\ An important and unique addition to the Blacker collection. 
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1840-8. (The) birds of Australia. 7 vols. folio. 
Vol. J, 36 pl. (col. ). 3 figs. T. of c. index. Vol. II, 
pp. ( 4) +(208 ). 104 pi. (col. ). T. of c. Vol. Ill, 
pp. (4 )+(194 ). 97 pl. (col.). T. of c. Vol. IV, 
pp. ( 4) + (208). 104 pl. (col.). T. of c. Vol. V, 
pp. (4)+(184). 92 pl. (col.). T. of c. Vol. VI, 
pp. (4) +(164). 82 pl. (col.). Vol. VII, pp. (4)+ 
(170). 85 pl. (col.). T. ofc. London. 
A truly magnificent treatise, issued in 36 parts. This work forms a thorough treati e on the birds of thr Australian region illustrated with 600 hand-colored plates from dra\\1ngs of the author and MriS . E. Gould. Three years later the author commenced a supplement which was completed in 1869. 
1841-2. A monograph of the ,Macronodid~ or 
family of kangaroos. Pts. 1-2. 2 vols. 30 COl. pl 
with letterpress. London. 
This monograph was never completed. 
1844. [Birds collected during the voyage.] See 
HIND , R. a. The zoology of the voyage of H .M .S. 
Sulphur ... during ... 1826-42. Vol. 1. 
[ 1844]. On the sub-family Odontophorinae, or 
partridges of America. 8vo. pp. 60. Original 
manuscript. 
.fohn Gould's original manuscript in his own handwriting of a paper on the Odontophorinae which he read at the British Association lleeting in 1844. It was never printed or published, only an abstract appearing in the British Association Report. Page 19 is unforttmately missing. 

[1844]-50. A monograph of the Odontophorin<E, or 
partridgesofAmerica. 32pl.(col.). T.ofc. London. 
Published in 3 parts, of which pt. I appeared in 1844, pt. II in 1846, and pt. Ill in 1850, the first two parts with 10 plates each and the last with 12 plates. In the introduction will be found descriptions of three species which are not figured, thus bringing up the total number of known species in the group to 35, all of which are treated in the present work. 

[1845]-63. Mammals of Australia. 3 vols. folio. 
182 col. pl. Each plate with descriptive letter
press. London. 
Although not as sumptuously illustrated as some of his avian treatises the author's monographs on mammalian life, like the above, are wonderfully well done throughout. 
1849-61. A monograph of the TrochilidCE, or 
family of humming-birds. 5 vols. (Olw. Vol. I, 
pp. (127)+84. 41 pi. (col.). Vol. 11, pp. (2)+152. 
75 pl. (col.). Vol. Ill, pp. (2)+178. 87 pl. (col.). 
Vol. IV, pp. (2) +162. 80 pl. (col.). Vol. V, pp. (2) 
+156. 77 pl. (col.). London. 
The most attractive of all Gould's publications, issued in 25 parts. The last part contained only the introductory matter, title-pages, and lists of contents for each of the projected volumes. Thts introduc-

# tion was published also in 8vo form in the same year as the last part appeared, under the title An introduction to the Trochilidae. A supplementary volume was issuen- during 188o-7, com~d by R. Bowdler Sharpe after Gould's death in 1881, under the title A Mono-graph . . . 'upplem£nt. f.j 
~ 1 [1849]-87. A monograph of the (9'0Chilid;~, or 

· ~ family of humming-birds. Completed after the 
J author's death by R. Bowdler Sharpe. Supple

ment. folio. pp. ( 8) +200. front. (col.). 57 pl. (col.). 
London. 

1850-83. The birds of Asia. Completed after the 
author's death by R. Bowdler Sharpe. Each plate 
accompanied by leaf with descriptive letterpress. 
7 vols. folio. London. 
Published in 35 parts, of which parts I and II appeared in 1850, and pts. XXXIV and XXXV in 1883. The last three numbers and the Introduction were issued after the death of Gould in 1881. The total number of colored plates is 530, band-colored, and mostly drawn by Gould; a few the work of J. Wolf. 
[1851 ]-69. The birds of Australia. Supplement. 
folio. pp. iv+(158). 81 pl. (col., 1 fold.). index. 

London. 
Issued in tlve parts, of which pt. I appeared on March 15, 1851, and 

f 

pt. V on August 1, 1869, according to G. l\lathews, Birds of Australia, Suppt. 4, pp. 48, 1925. 

1854 [1852-4). A monograph of the Ramphastid<E, 
or family of toucan . folio. pp. 26 + (106). 52 pl. 
(51 col.). London. 
A revised edition of Gould's earlier work, 1834, with new plates and discussion of various species not formerly treated. 
1858-75. A monograph of the Trogonidae, or 
family of trogons. 2nd ed. folio. pp. ( 4) +v-xx+ 
(98). 47 pi. (co l. ). London. 
Published in four varts, the first of which appeared in 1858, the serond in 1869, the third in June and the fourth in September 1875. The present edition is the second, the first appearing in 1838. The copy in hand is not bound but rnclosed in a strong cardboard case. 
1861. ;\n introduction to the Trochilid<E, or family 
of humming-birds. 8vo. pp. iv+216. bibliogr. 
2 inde:res. London . 
This volume embraces the introduetory matter of Gould's Jlonograplt of the Trochilidae, 1849-61. The present ropy is a presentation from the author to the Rev. William Rogers. 
1862-73. The birds of Great Britain. 5 vols. folio. 
Vol. I, pp. cxl + 68. 37 pi. (col.). 1 fig. Vol. 11 
(wanting). Vol. Ill, pp. (2)+142. 76 pi. (col.). 
Vol. IV, pp. (2) +172. 90 pl. (col.). Vol. V, pp. (2) 
+174. 86 pi. (col.). London. 
A magnificent work (in 25 parts) with life-like portraits of the bird:; inhabiting the British Isles. The 367 hand-colored plates are mostly by Gould, a few by J . Wolf. 

1863. The mammals of Australia. 3 vols. folio. 
130 col. pl. Each plate accompanied by leaf with 
descriptive letterpress. London. 
It appears that an incomplete edition of the monograph (1845-63) has been published with 130 col. pl. instead of 182, with the above date. 

1863. Introduction to the Mammals of Australia. 
8vo. London. 
A separately printed tractate apparently unknown to collectors, taken from the larger work. 

1865. Handbook to The birds of Australia. 8vo. 
Vol. I, pp. viii+636. Vol. II, pp. (6)+629. 3 figs. 
index. 
This is the text of Gould's Birds of Australia, 184()-8, and of the three Supplements thereto, 1851-69, with emendations and additions. He refers to it as 'a kind of handbook' to his folio work. The present copy is from the library of Professor Blasius, who has made many marginal notes and drawn, in pencil on a fly-leaf, a map of Australasia. 

1873. An introduction to the birds of Great 
Britain. 8vo. pp. iv + 135. front. (porlr. inserted). 
1 fig. London. 
Thr introductory matter of Tlte Birds of Great Britain, folio, 1862-73, set up in 8vo form for conveniepce of correction. 

1875-88. The birds of New Guinea and the ad
jacent Papuan Islands, including many new 
pecies recently discovered in Australia. 5 vols. 

folio. Vol. I, pp. iii+108. 56 pl. (col.). T. of c. 
Vol. 11, pp. (4)+(116). 58 pl. (col.). T. of c. 
Vol. Ill, pp. (4)+(144). 72 pl. (col.). T. of c. 
Vol.TV,pp.(4)+118. 59pl.(col.). T.ofc. Vol.V, 
pp. (4)+(150). 75 pl. (col.) T. of c. London. 
Issued in 25 parts. The distribution of the 320 fine hand-colored plates by Gould and W. Hart among their respective parts is given in the indexes. This truly magnificent work was completed by R. Bowdler Sharpe after Gould's death. 

1880-1? Monograph of the Pittidae. Pt. I (all 
pub.). folio. pp. (20, pi. 1)+(2)+(20, pi. 11). 
10 pl. (col.). London. 
Partly written by Bowdler Sharpe after the author's demise. 

1893. An analytical index to the works of the 
late John Gould. See SHARPE, R. a. 
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~-rGOURRET, PAUL. 
1894. Les Pecheries & les Poissons de la Mediter

ranee. 8vo. il/usl. Paris. 

GOWAN'S N A T URE BOOKS. 
1907. Life in the Antarctic; 60 photographs with 

notes byW. S. Bruce. See BRUCE, w. s. 

1907. Wild birds at home, photographed from life 

by C. Kirk. Serie 5. Text by G. Girdwood. See 

GIRDWOOD, G. 

1911. Wild birds at home. Third series. Sixty 

photographs from life, by C. Kirk, of British birds 

and their nests. See GIRDWOOD, G. 

1914. Birds at the zoo. :2nd ser. See BERRIDGE, 

\V. S. 

1918. Birds at the Zoo. See BERRIDGE, w. s. 

1921. \Vild birds at home. Sixty photographs 

from life, by C. Kirk, of British birds and their 

nests. Text by G. Girdwood. See GIRDWOOD, G. 

GRAEFE, H. und NAUMANN , J. F. 
1836. Handbuch der aturgeschichte des Thier

A_eichs. Bel. I. Thierreich. 2 vols. (29 Hfte.). 8vo. 
1 - Eisleben. 

A rare volume, the first of a popular but unfinishrd treatise on the 
animal kingdom in general by two noted zoologists. The full title 
of this work is Naturueschichte 1wch allen drei Reichen fiir Schule und 
Haus, 1836-8. See Bibliotheca Hist.-Naturalis, Wilhelm Engelmann, 
1846, p. 112. This title is not in the Cat. Br. lltus. (Nat. Hist.). 

GRAELLS y DE LA AG'UE RA, MARIA 0 DE LA 

PAZ [1818 ?-98]. 
1864. Manual practico de piscicultura. Jladrid. 

A rare :Spanish handbook not listed in the Cat. Br. JJus. (Nat. Hist.). 

GRAESER, KURT. 
1905. Der Zug der Vogel. Eine entwicklungs

geschichtliche Studie. 2le verm. Aufl. 8vo. pp. 

167. T. of c. Berlin. 

GRAESSE , J OH ANN GEORG THEODOR [1814 85]. 

1922. Tresor de livres rares et precieux ou nouveau 

dictionnaire. 8 vols. Berlin. 

An indispensable work of reference and an excellent supplement to 
Brunet's monumental .lfanuel. The original edition i very scarce. 

GRAFF , LuDww VON [1851- ?19:.26]. 
1896. Die Zoologie seit Darwin. 
A valuable work of reference. 

Graz. 

GRAHAM , HENRY DAVENPORT [1825-72]. 

1890. The birds of Iona & Mull. 8vo. pp. xv+279. 

illusl. index. Edinburg. 

This contribution to the ornithology of the Hebrides consists chiefly 
of an account of bird shooting, with pictures of the brave ·sports
men' killing (uselessly) defenceless and harmless animal at short 
range. 

GRAHAME , JAMES [1765-1811 J. 
n .d . Schottlands Vogelwelt (The birds of Scot

land). In deutscher metrischer Uebersetzung von 

Dr. Ludwig Kopf. 8vo. pp. 36. a few cuts. 
Korneuberg. 

A German issue, in translation, of the 1806, versified, English 
(original) edition. 

GBAN CHACO-EXPEDITION. See WISSEN

SCHAFTLICHE ERGEBNISSE DER DEUTSCHEN ... 

EXPEDITION 1 1930. 

GRANDIDIER, ALFRED [1836-?1907]. 
1875-99. Hi toire physique, naturelle et politique 

de Madagascar, etc. Vols. I-XXXIX. 4to. Paris. 

For this comprehensive history of Madagascar Grandidier acted as 
rditor and part writer. The vertebrate zoology occupies manv 
volumes of colored plate , the mammalia being described bv A. 
Milne Edwards, A. Grandidier, and H. Filhol in vols. VI, IX and X 
1875-97, 305 col. pi.; birds b5• Grandidier and Milne Edwards: 
vols. I, II, and IV, 1876-85, +00 col. pi.; fishes by H. Sauvage 
pp. 5-!3, 63 col. pi., 1887-91; reptiles by L. Vaillant and G. Gran: 
didier, pp. 86, 27 col. pi., 1910- altogether a splendid example of 
systematic work. 

GRANDIDIER, GUILLAUME [1873- ] . 
1902. Madagascar au debut du xxe siecle. 8uo. 

Paris. 
1902. See BLA CHARD, R. A. E., 1902. 

GRANDVILLE . 
1842. Scenes de la Vie Privee et Publique Des 

Animaux. 2 vols. 8vo. 

1867. ,..,A later amended edition o~Seenes de la Vie [ 

Privee, etr. 

GRANT, JonN B. 
1891. Our common birds and how to know lhem. 

8vo. pp. 216. 64 pl. index. New l"ork. 

GRANT, ROBERT EDMO D [1793-1874]. 
n .d . On the principles of classification as applied 

to the primary division of the animal kingdom. 

pp. 58 (interleaved). 28 figs. ?London. 

A presentation copy from the author. 

GRANT, WILLIAMROBERT0GILVIE-. SeeoGILVIE

GRANT, WILLIAM ROBERT. 

GRASSNER, FDRCHTEGOTT. 
n .d . Die Vogel von Miltel-Europa und ihre Eier. 

3te sehr vermehrte und ganzlich umgearb. Aufl. 

des fruher erschienenen \Verkes: Die Eier der 

Vogel Deutschlands von Naumann und Buhle. 

4to. pp. 22 + 183. 24 col. pl. 441 text-figs. 
Dresden. 

A monograph on tlte nests and eggs of Middle European birds, with 
a discussion of the habit and nidification of the corresponding avian 
specie . An undated third printing, the second having appeared in 

1860, as of Naumann and Buhle's treatise, 1818, but greatly differing I 
in all respect from that work. See NAUMANN AND BUHLE, 1818. 

GRATZ (Austria). Naturwissenschaftlichef. ~~~ 
Verein fiir Steiermark Gratz. w 

1863-dale. Mitteilungen. Indices. 

~Zoologisch-Zootomisches Institut . tAf,h 
1886-1911. Arbeiten. 9 vols. (all pub.). ·~ 

GRAVE , BENJAMIN HARRrso [1878- ] and 

WALKER, E. P. 
1913. The birds of Wyoming. 8vo . pp. 137. 

front. T. of c. bibliogr. index. [ Laram ie, \ryo.] 

An annotated list of the birds of Wyoming, togethrr with 13 local 
lists and a bibliography to date. 

GRAVES , GEORGE [fl. 1777-1834]. 
1811- 21. British Ornithology, being lhe History 

with a Coloured representation Of every known 

Species of British Birds. 3 vols. 8vo . Vol. I (1811 ) 

not paged. 48 pl. Vol. II (1813) unpaged. 48 pl. 

Vol. Ill (1821) not paged. 48 p l. The 144 plates 

are a ll colored. London. 

This is the first edition. The second edition (in which the three parts 
are all dated 1821) is merely the sheets of the first with fresh title· 

\pages. It is occasionally found w.ith uncolored plates. 

J 
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1816. Ovarium Britlanicum; being a correc·t 
delineation of Lhe egg of such birds a are na Live 
of, or domesticated in Great Britain. Pl. I (all 
pub. ). 8vo. pp. vi. J ,5 pl. 50 col. fif!~. of eggs. 
index. London. 
The present copy of thil'l unfinished but rather rart> antl well·illus
trated.little book has the original wrappt>r and lah I, from tht> library 
of )faJor W. H. )!ullens. 

1818. (The) naLura1isl 's pocket-book; or, Tourist's 
companion. 8vo. pp. 8 + 335. 10 pi. (5 col.). 

London. 
The first edition of a popular natural history in which birds are 
discussed on pp. 58- 138. The present copv is from the l\fullens 
Library. · 

1821. British ornithology. 2nd eel. 3 vols. 8vo. 
Vol. 1. 64 ll. 48 pl. (col.). index. Vol. "2. 
64 ll. 48 pl. (col. ). index. Vol. 3. 60 11. 48 pl. 
(col. ). index. London. 
The hand-colored plates of thi edition are not of u wry high order. 
It i aid to have bet>n isRued al o with uneolored ones. 

1824. The naturalist' 
335. 8pl. (5col.). 

companion. 8vo. pp. 8 + 
London. 

l11is is an alleged new edition but with the exct>ption of a :-;light 
change in the wording of the title is an exact reproduction of the 
Naturalist's Pocket-Book, 1818. This printing occasionally ha , as 
in this instance, only five colored plates. 

GRA VESON, W. The natural history of I Iert
fordshire. See WILMORE, A., 19'25. 

GRAY, ALBERT ALEXA DER. 
1907-8. The labyrinth of animal , including mam
mals, birds, reptiles and amphibian . 2 vols. 4lo. 
Vol. I, pp. x+198. 31 pl. 2 figs. T. o{ c. Vol. II, 
pp. xiii+252. 45 pl. T. o{ c. London. 
An important and elaborate work designed to givt> the anatomy of 
the labyrinth, or inside of the ears of vertebrates, with the exception 
of fishes. A stereoscope is provided in a pocket at the end of vol. I. 

GRAY, GEORGE ROBERT [1808-72] . 
1840 . A list of the genera of birds, with ::111 indica
tion of the typical species of each genus. 8vo. 
pp. 8+80. London. 
The first edition of the earliest ·cries of avian catalogues by this 
famous author. In this mall volume many type specimens and 
names new to science are given and it consequently forms one of 
the fundamental and indispensable references for the student. 

1841. A li t of the genera of IJird , with their 
synonyma, and an indication of the typical species 
of each genu . ·2nd ed., revised, aug-mented and 
accompanied with an index. 1 vol. 8vo. pp. xii + 
115. index. London. 
In 1840 Gray published the flrst edition of thi. valuable work, in 
which a number of nomimt nom occur. He issued 1111 appendh in 
1842, leading up to his more complete British ;)Iu~eurn C'atolO(Ille 
of the Genera and • 'ub-yenera of Birds in 1855. The volume in hand 
is a presentation copy and is from tht> librury of .l. K Rarting. A 
second copy in the E.S. W. Lihrary is a gift from t.he allthor to 1 •. L. 
Dillwyn. It has been interleaved, and an appendix (with ~IS. notes) 
added, and dated 1842. (From the )lullens Library.) 

1843. See DIEFFE BACH, ER ' T, l 13. 

184 4-8. Li t of Lhe pecimen of hird in the 
collection of th Briti h .:Vluseurn. 2 vols. pis. 1-4. 
12mo. London. 
The present copy includes also the revh;ed, seconcl edition (published 
in 1848). This series was never completed but was ~;upcrst>dcd by 
t.he famous CatulO(Jue of the Bird.~ of the British .llusrum. Ho far a. 
it goes it is, like its suceet;sor, a y._ tt>matic list of the bird Hpecimens 
in the museum. 

to their several genera. 3 vols. folio. 334 pl. 
(partly {old., 185 rol. ). Originally issued in 50 part 

London. 
A very important and beautifully illustrated fundamental work. 
The various parts were irregularly published, the exact date of each 
issue being given by Zimmcr (Cat. Ayer Library, p. 269). They 
correspond closely to the dates printed at the end of each part. 
The pages of the eopy in hund huve been continuously numbered 
in jWnciJ. 

1844-75. The zoology of Lhe voyage of H.M.S. 
Erebu and Terror, etc. (Mostly by J. E. GRAY. ; 
See RICHARD SO , Sir JOHN. 

1852. List of Lhe specimens of British animals in 
the collection of the British Museum. Part IX. 
EgasofBritishbirds. 12mo. pp.4 + 143. Londr. z. 

1855. Catalogue of the genera and subgenera of 
bird contained in the BriLi h museum. 12mo. 
pp. 192. index. London. 
Of this important little 'fundamental' the introduction states that 
it furnishes a complete list. of the genera and ·ubgenera of birds, 
including their principal synonyma and types. 

1859. Catalogue of the birds of the tropical islands 
of the Pacific Ocean, in the collection of the 
Briti h museum. 8vo. pp. 72. index. London. 
A very valuable and early list, with a detailed ynonymy. A number of 
new species are catalogued. The bird life of the Islands between 
long. 134° east and l30° west is included. The Compiler found this 
roster of greap help in vrriting his Birds of Fiji (see Ibis, 1926). 

1859. Catalogue of Lhe mammalia and birds of 
New Guinea, in the collection of the British 
Museum. By J. E. Gray ... and G. R. Gray. See 
BRITISH MU EUM-NATURAL HISTORY. 

1863. Catalogue of British birds in Lhe collection 
of the British museum. 8vo. pp. xii + 247. 

London. 
1868 ·? . \ lland-CaLalogue of the Genera, Sub-
genera and specie of Birds ; contained in the 
British Mu eurn. 8vo. pp. 169. Order 1. Birds 
of Prey, accipitre , Linn. (Original manuscript. ) 
ThiR is the original M~. of a portion of Gray'. famous Hand-li~>t, 
bound und presented to the E.~.W. Library by Dr. Chas. W. Rich
mond. There are, al o, Heveral pen-and-ink sketches illustrating the 
written notes. A most interesting and valuable item of ornithological 
hist.ory. 

1869-71. lland-list of the genera and species of 
birds, distinguishing those contained in Lhe 
British .\luseum. Pts. 1- 3. 8vo. Pl. I, pp. xx+ 
404. T. of c. Pl. II, pp . . rv (1) +278. T. of c. 
Pt. Ill, pp. :L'i + 350. T. v{ c. 2 indexes. London. 

187 1. .\ fasciculu 
pp. 8. 12 pi. (rol.). 

of the birds of China. folio. 
London. 

A series of ltand-colored platrs by \\. Hwaimlon, originally intended 
to illm;tmte a complete work on Chincl'e aYifauna which was never 
written. 

1871 . List of Briti h birds. (~ray's arrangement. 
See TRISTR '\M, Il. B. 

1873. [Uirds of lhe South Sea I lands.] See 
BRE 'CJILEY, J. L. 

GRAY, .JOH ED\\ARD [1800-75]. 

1844- 9 . The g-enera of bird : compl'lsmg their 
generic characte1· , a notice of the ha hit · of the 
genus, and an extensive list of species referred 

1828-1924. picilegia Zoologica; or Original 
Figures ... of New and l nfigured Animals. Pts. I 
and I I. folio. pp. 12. 11 pl. London. 
Yen rare. Tll(' third purt, with colored plate~ of birds, &c., was 
published many years after Gray's dt>ath. the illm;trations from 
plates left by tile author. In addition to the paintings and sketches 
reprodu<'ed (b~· ,J an:son) in part Ill a nu m her of dra win!!s. eYidently 
intended to illustrate parts of the Spicileyia, are now in the Iibrar.r /J of the 1'1atural History section of the Hriti~h l\luseum. 

~ 
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[GRAY, J. E. (conld. )] 
1829 . Aves ... the additional species inserted in 
the text of Cuvier. See cuvmR, G. L. c. F. D. 

1830-4. Illustrations of Indian zoology chiefly 
selected from the collection of Maj.-Gen. Hard
wicke. 2 vols. folio. 202 col. pl. London. 
Many of the type illustrations in this very important atlas are from 
drawings by Waterhouse Hawldns. 

1831-44. The Zoological Miscellany. Six parts. 
8vo. London. 
'rhis is one of the rarest of avian ~erials-especially when the parts 
are complete. 

1841. See GREY, Sir GEORGE, 1841. 

1843. Fauna of New Zealand; materials towards 
a fauna of New Zealand, Auckland Island and 
Chatham I land . 8vo. pp. 120. pl. London. 
Author's reprint from E . Dwenbach's 1'rat·els in Neu Zealand. 

1844-75. The zoology of the voyage of H .M .S. 
Erebus and Terror, etc. See RICHARD SON, Sir 
JOHN. 
1846. Gleaning from the menagerie and aviary 
at Knowsley Hall. folio. pp. [14]. 17 pl. (col.). 
Privately printed. Knowsley. 
A series of drawings of living specimens in the Earl of Derby's 
menagerie at Knowsley Hall, with notes by his lordship and J. E. 
Gray. The drawings were made by 1\'Ir. Edward Lear. The present 
copy is a presentation from J. E. Gray, and is from the Godman 
Library. 

1849. Catalogue of the Snakes in the British 
Museum. London. 
One of the famous series published by the Trustees. 

1850. Gleanings from the menagerie and aviary 
at Knowsley Hall: hoofed quadrupeds, with 
drawings by \\' aterhouse Hawkins. folio. pp. [ 4] 
+ 76. 62 pl. Privately printed. Knowsley. 
The library copy is a presentation from J. E. Gray with autograph. 
The plates were lithographed by W. Hawkins after his own water
color drawings, and are accompanied by descriptions by Lord 
Derby. 

1850. See ADAMS, ARTIIUR , 1850. 

1859. Catalogue of the mammalia and birds of 
New Guinea, in the collection of the British 
Museum. See BRITISH MUSEUl\1- AT RAL HISTORY. 

1868. Synopsis of the specie 
Dolphins. 4to. pp. 10. 37 pls. 

of \\'hales and 
London. 

This is one of the numerou monographs issued by the author as 
part of the British :Mu eum publications. 

GRAY, ROBERT [18?5- 87 ] . 
1871. The birds of the west of Scotland, including 
the outer Ilehrides. 8vo. pp. x + .520. 14 pl. 
append. index. Glasgow. 

1876. On the birds of Gla gow and ils vicinity. 
(See BRITISH A SOCIATI01 FOR THE ADYA:\'CEMENT 
OF scm. CE. Notes on the fauna and flora of the 
west of Scotland, pp. 9- 16.) 

GRAYSON,A DREWJ. 
1871. Natural history of the Tres Marias and 
Socorro. 8vo. pp. 45. Boston. 
Author's reprint from the Proc. Boston Soc . .LYat . History, 1871 . The 
results of three voyages to the Tres l\Iariaf' off the we tern coast of 
)fexico in 1865, 1866, and 186i, and two visit to Socorro. 

GREELY, ADOLPH sV\-ASHL 'GTO [1844- ?1913]. 
See INTERNATIONAL POLAR EXPEDITION, 1888. 

GREEN, CHARLES. 
1842. The history, antiquities, and geology of 
Bacton, in Norfolk. 8vo. pp. 10+102. pl. 

Norwich. 
GREEN, D. M. 

(1920). Common poultry diseases. 8vo. pp. 8. 
2 figs. T. of c. (U.S. Dept. Agriculture. Farmers' 
Bull. 1114.) Washington. 

GREEN, J OSEPH F. 
1887. Ocean birds. folio. pp. 12+98. 10 col. pl. 

London. 
GREEN, NEAL. 

[ 1918]. Fisheries of the North Sea. 8vo. pp. 4+ 
178. 1 pl. 1 map. London. 
A good account of economic ichthyology in Northern Europe. 

GREEN, RoLAND. 1927. See ORIGINAL DRAW
I G • 

GREENE, EDWARD LEE [1843-1915). 
(1912). Carolus Linnaeus. Introd. by Barton W. 
Evermann. 12mo. Phila. 
Contains a chapter on 'Linnaem; as a zoologist', by W. H. Dall. 

GREENE, WILLIAM THOMAS. 
- 1884-7. Parrots in captivity ... with notes on 
several species. 3 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. x+144. 
front. (col.). 26 pl. (col.). T. of c. Vol. II, pp. xiv+ 
111. front. (col.). 26 pl. (col.). T. of c. index. 
Vol. Ill, pp. viii+144. front. (col.). 26 pl. (col.). 
T. of c. London. 
A treatise on 81 species of parrots, parrakeets, lories, and cockatoos, 
&c., with accounts of their habits in life and in captivity, with 
supplementary remarks on many of the forms credited to F. G. 
Dutton. The first two volumes were issued in 18 parts of which the 
first six appeared in 1883, the remainder in 1884. Volume Ill a,ppeared 
entire in 1887. A fourth volume is said to have been begun in 1888, 
of which only two parts with nine colored plates were issued. 

1896. Feathered friends old and new. 8vo. pp. 8+ 
302. pl. text cuts. T. of c. London. 

1898. Birds of the British Empire. 8vo. pp. [6]+ 
360. 80 text-figs. index. (The Imperial Library.) 

London. 

1898. Popular parrakeets: their breeding and 
management by amateurs. 12mo. pp. ( 8) +92. 
5 pi. 6 figs. T. of c. index. London. 

1922. Popular parrakeets, their breeding and 
management by amateurs. 2nd ed., by Rosslyn 
Mannering. 12mo. pp. (8)+103. 8 pl. 6 figs. 
T. n( c. index. London. 

n.d. Popular parrakeets, their breeding and 
management by amateurs. 8vo. pp. (6) +100. 
8 pl. 6 figs. T. of c. index. London. 
An enlarged printing of the edit.ion of 1898, with three extra plat.es 
and some text matter. 

n.d. The grey parrot and how to manage it. 2nd 
ed. 8vo. pp. ( 4) + 92. T. of c. index. London. 

GREENHILL, G. A. 'ee OPPIA us, 1864. 

GREENWOOD, HARRY. Random notes on 
Indian and Burman ornithology. See VAGRANT, 
1868. 

GREGG, ;Hrs. MARY (born KIRBY) [1817-93). 
1872. Beautiful hirds in far-off lands: their haunts 
and homes. 8vo. pp. viii+269. 11 col. pl. T. ofc. 

London. 
In the production of this popular work the author was assisted by 
her si ter Elizabeth Kirby. 
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GREGORY, 0LY TH GILBERT [1774-1841] and 
others . 
1813 . Pantologia; a new cyclopaedia. See GOOD, 
J. M. 

A second edition of this work was published in 1819. 

GREGORY, \VILLIAM K. 
1910 . The orders of mammals. 32figs. New J·ork. 
Excellently written account of mammalia in general. 

GREIFSW ALD . Na t urwissen s cha ftlicher 
Verein von Neu-Vorpommern u nd R iigen. 
1869- 1930 . Mittheilungen. 

GRENFELL, WILFRED THOMASON [1865- ] and 
others . 
1909. Labrador, the country and the people. 8vo. 
pp. xii+497. 54 pl. 1 map (col. fold.). 36 figs. in 
text. T. of c. 6 append. index. New York. 
The birds (216 species) are described by Dr. Chas. W. Townsend and 
Dr. Glover M. Alien. 

GREPPIN, L. 
1900. Notizen Ober einige der in der Umgebung 
von Solothurn vorkommenden Voge1. 8vo. pp. 59. 

Solothurn. 
GREW, NEIIEMIAH [1641-1712]. 

1681. Museum regalis societatis; or, A catalogue 
and description of the natural and artificial rarities 
belonging to the Royal society and preserved at 
Gresham Colledge; whereunto is subjoyned the 
comparative anatomy of stomachs and guts. 2 
vols. folio. illust. London. 
The remarks on nomenclature in the Preface show how naturalists 
were preparing the way for Linnaeus. 

GREY, EDWARD, Viscount of Fallodon. 
1926. Fallodon papers. 8vo. woodcuts. 
A local natural history, a reissue of the first edition. 

[1927]. The charm of birds. 8vo. pp. xii + 243. 
22 figs. T. of c. append. London. 

GREY, Sir GEORGE [1812-98]. 
1841. Journals of two expeditions in north
western and western Australia ... during 1837-9, 
&c. 2 vols. 8vo. illust. London. 
Important natural history volumes for which John Gould \HOte an 
account of the Birds of the western coast; .J. E. Gray contributed 
notes on the Mammalia and a catalogue of Reptiles and Amphibia. 

GRIECHISCHE JAHRESZEITEN. 1873-6. 

GRIEVE, SYMI GTO . 
chleswig. 

1885. The great auk, or garefowl (Alca impennis, 
linn.) its history, archreology, and remains. 4to. 
pp. x+141 +58. 3 pi. (2 col., eggs). 1 map (col. 
fold.). 6 figs. T. of c. 9 append. index. London. 
A very interesting monograph, from which, inter alia, we learn that 
there are of the bird about 80 skins in existence. 

GRIFFINI, ACHILLE. 
1911. I pesci-gli anfibi I ret iili. 30 col. pl. 

Genova. 
A popular work on fishes, amphibia, and reptiles, excellently 
illustmted. 

GRIFFITHS, A . F. 
1901 . Cataloguf of the cases of birds in the Dyke 
Museum, Brighton. See BOOTH, EDWARD THO~IAS. 
1927. Cataloo-ue of ea es of bird in the Dyke 
Road Museum, Brighton, giving a few descriptive 

3 B 

notes, and the localities in which the specimens 
were found, byE. T. Booth, with further notes by 
A. F. Griffith. 5th ed. See BOOTH, E. T. 

GRIFFITH, EDWARD [1790-1858]. 
1827-35. The Animal Kingdom, etc. 16 vols. 8vo. 
(Wanting.) 
Although avowedly 'based' on Cuvier's main treatise, these volumes 
contain a fair amount of new and original matter. 

1829 . (The) animal kingdom ... by the Baron 
Cuvier ... with additional descriptions of all the 
species hitherto named, and of many not before 
noticed. Tr. and ed. by E. Griffi th, &c. See also 
CUVIER, G. L. C. F. D. 

GRIFFITH, GEORGE RICHARD WALDIE- [1820-
78]. 
1844. A synopsis of the characters of the car
boniferous limestone fossils of Ireland, drawn and 
described by Frederick McCoy. folio. pp. 8+207. 
pl. Dublin. 

1846. A synopsis of the silurian fossils of Ireland 
drawn and described by Frederick McCoy. folio. 
pp. 72. pi. Dublin. 

GRIFFITHS, ARTHUR BOWER [1859- ] . 
1912. Biographies of scientific men. 8vo. pp. xv + 
202. front. (portr.). 15 pi. (portr.). T. of c. index. 

London. 
A study of a group of men of science of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries, that includes Cuvier, Linnaeus, and several other zoologists. 

GRIMPE, G. and WAGLER , E. 
1922-30. Die Tierwelt der Nord- und Ostsee, etc. 
An important treatise of which ten parts have appeared to date. 

GRINNELL, ELIZABETH [1851- ] and GRIN 
NELL, J OSEPH [1877- ] . 
1898. Our feathered friends. 8vo. pp. xii + 144. 
37 figs. T. of c. Boston. 
A popular account (for children principally) of some of the com
moner North American birds. 

1903. Stories of our Western Birds. 8vo. 

GRINNELL, GEORGE BIRD [1849-
1901. American duck shooting. 

GRINNELL, JosEPH [1877- ]. 

] . 
New York. 

1898. Our feathered friends. See GRINNELL, E. 
1900. Birds of the Kotzebue Sound Region, 
Alaska. 8vo. pp. 1 +80. Santa Clara, California. 
This is o. 1 of the well-known Pacific Coast Avifauna, a serial 
publication of great value often issued as separate monographs. 
150 avian species are recorded. 

1909. Birds and mammal of the 1907 Alexander 
expedition to southeastern Ala ka. 8vo. pp. 171-
264. 2 pl. (1 map). 4 figs. T. of c. Berkeley, Calif. 
Author's reprint from Univ. Calif. Pub. in Zoology, 1909. The 
region dealt 'vith is wholly within the faunal area first named by 

elson the Sitkan District. The expedition obtained 532 birds, 
33 ets of eggs, ~;ome with nests, and 4 76 mammal , and upon these, 
together with the notebooks kept by mo t of the party, the reports 
are based. 

1909. A bibliography of California ornithology. 
2 vols. 8vo. pp. 166+191. (Pacific Coast Avi
fauna.) 
Although published as periodical monographs this valuable treatise 
calls for i:ieparate mention a~; a work of great value for the student 
of systematic ornithology, and should be kept specially for reference. 
The volumes in hand are a presentation from the talented author to 
the E.S.W. Library. 
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1912. Systematic Li t of the Birds of California. 
pp. 23. (Pac. Coast Avifauna, o. 8.) 

1914. An account of the mammals and birds of 
the lower Colorado Valley, with especial referr-nce 
to the distributional problems presented. pp. 51-

294. pl. 3-13 (1 map fold.). 9 figs. bibliogr. 
Berkeley. 

Author's reprint from Contrib. Mus. Verteb. Zoology. Contains, in 
part, a check-list of 150 avian pecies, which are fmther discussed 
with a record of specimens, distribution, variation, &c., in an 
annotated list with biographical notes and bibliography. 

1918. The game bird of California. (Contribution 
from the University of California Museum of 
Vertebrate Zoology by Joseph Grinnell, Harold 
Child Bryant, and Tracy Irwin Storer.) 8vo. pp. x 

+642. front. (col.). 15 pl. (col.). 94 figs. (4 diagr., 

4 charts, 1 map ). 1 insert (tab. 7). bibliogr. index. 
Berkeley. 

A detailed account with notes on habits, distribution, nidification, 
and economic value, illustrated by L. A. Fuertes and Allan Brooks. 

****and STORER, TRACY. 
1924. Animal life in the Yosemite; an account of 
the mammals, birds, reptiles, and amphibians in 
a cross-section of the Sierra Nevada. (Contribu
tion from the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, 
University of California.) 4to. pp. xviii + 7 52. 

front. (col.). 61 pl. (11 col.). 1 chart (fold., col.). 1 

map (fold., col.). 65 figs. 7tab. (col.). T. of c. index. 
Berkeley. 

A comprehensive report on the vertebrates of the Yosemite Valley. 
The work forms a valuable handbook on the vertebrate life of the 
region, the present copy being an autographed one from the author 
to Dr. Casey Wood, with the remark that it is the first one given out! 

1928. A distributional summation of the orni
thology of Lower California. 8vo. pp. (2)+300. 

24 figs. (maps). T. of c. bibliogr. index. Berkeley. 

An ample bibliography of 461 titles, pp. 247-86, is included to cover 
the ornithology of the district. (Author's reprint from "Cniversity of 
California Publications in Zoolo..@::, 1928.) 

****, DIXON, JosEPH,andLINSDALE, JEA M. 
1930. Vertebrate Natural History of Northern 
California through the Lassen Peak Region. 4to. 

pp. 5 + 594. 181 figs. T. of c. index. Berkeley. 

GRONINGEN. Zoologisch Laboratorium. 
1909-date. Onderzoekingen. 

GRONOVIUS, LAURENTIUS THEODORUS [1730-
77]. 
1754. Museum Ichthy)ogicum, etc. 2 vols. folio. 

illust. f'. Lugduni Batavorum. 

A well-known treatise-including an account of the amphibia. The 
copy in hand was Thos. Pennant's and has marginal notes by him. 

1760. Bibliotheca regni animalis atque japidei, 
etc. 4to. pp. [ii] +326. Lugduni Ba avorum. 

The copy of this rare work is in the Frank Adams Library. 

GRONVOLD, HE RIK. 
1890-1901. ee ORIGI AL DRAWINGS. Southern 
Cross Antarctic Expedition. 

1913. See ORIGINAL ZOOLOGICAL DRAWINGS, 1913. 

**** and SW ANN, HARRY KIRKE. 
[1915]- 17. Illustrations of the game birds and 
water fowl of South America. 4to. pp. xi+ (1) + 
38 pl. (col.). London. 

A serie of 38 beautiful plates by Gronvold, originally intended to 
serve a a portion of the 400 illustrations of Brabourne and Chubb's 
1'he Birds of outh America, 1912. The death of Lord Brabourne 
put a stop to that work when only one volume had been issued, and 
before any of the plates had appeared. Later, these plates appeared 
under the present title, with short explanatory notes by H. Kirke 
Swann, who had become respon ible for their printing and publica
tion. They were issued in two series, the first, consisting of 19 plates 
appearing in Un5, and the remainder, with the above short notes' 
in 1917. ' 

1924. [Original drawings of birds in black and 
white.] See ORIGINAL DRAWl GS. 

1924. See BRITISH MUSEUM-NATURAL HISTORY. 

1925. 15 preliminary sketches in monochrome and 
color; 20 finished water-color drawings of birds 
of prey (one 27 in. x 21 in.) used in illustrating 
Kirke Swann's Accipitres. 

GROOS, K. 
1900. The Play of nimals. 
A popular and scientific study of the subject. 

GROSER, HORACE GEORGE. 
1909. The Book of Birds; An Album of Natural 
History. 4to. pp.4+309. 47pl.(12col.). London. 

GROSKURD, C. H. See SPARRMA , A., 1784. 

GROTE, HER iA 

1921-5. Aus der ornithologischen Literatur Russ
lands; Berichte und Obersetzungen. Nos. 1-5. 
Hefte I-V. 8vo. pp. 252. Halle (Saale). 

These very scarce and valuable translations of important contribu
tions to ornithology comprise such literature as is inaccessible to 
student unacquainted with the Russian language, in which they 
originally appeared. A fifth part was published as a Supplement to 
Falco, Feb. 1925. 

GROTE, WILHELM [1835-1900]. 
1909. Die SOsswasserfische von .Mittel-Europa, 
etc. 4to and folio. pp. 24+ 558. figs. in text. atlas. 

31 col. pl. Frankfurt aj1\1 a in and Leipzig. 

C. Vogt and B. Hofer collaborated with the author in preparing this 
work-one of the outstanding monographs on the freshwater fishes 
of Central Europe. 

GROUSE. 
1911. The grouse in health and disease. 2 vols. 

London. 

GRUBE, ADOLPH EDUARD [1812-80]. 
1861. Ein Au flug nach Triest und dem Quarnero; 
Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Thierwelt dieses 
Gebietes. 8vo. pp. 8+175. Berlin. 

GRUNERT, PAUL [1876- ]. 
1906. Der Beckengurtel und die hinteren Ex

tremitaten von Eudyptes Chrysocomo. folio. pp. 

[4]+20. pl. (Leipzig niversitythesis.) Roitzsch. 

GUBERNATIS, A GELO DE, Conte [1840-?1911]. 
1872. Zoological mythology; or the legend of 
animals. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xxv+432. T. of c. 

Vol. II, pp. vii+442. T. of c. index. London. 

In three part , (1) Animals of the Earth, (2) Animals of the Air, 
(3) Animals of the Water. 

GUENEAU DE MONTBEILLARD, PHILIBERT 
[1720-85]. ee BUFFO and other , 1749-1804. 

~ 
~ 
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.tt37G UERIN -MENEVILLE, FELl X EDOUARD [1799-1874 J. 

1833-9. Dictionnaire Pittoresque d'Histoire Naturelle. 11 vols. 8vo. Paris. 
1833-40. Maga in de zoologie. Collection de 
memoires et descriptions. 0 fine col. pl. (20 of birds). Paris. 
Of some value from the zoological view·point. C'ontinued as the ~~Iagasin de zoowuie, d'anatomie comparee, &c., 1833-49. 
1833-40. See MARTI SAl T-ANGE. 
1848. Enumeration des Mammiferes recueillis en Abyssinie. 8vo. ee VOYAGE , FRENCH, E~ ABYS-
SI IE, DA LES PROVI CES DU TIGRE, etc., 184 7-
50. Paris. 

GUERNE, JULES DE. 
1888. Campagnes scientifiques du yacht :\1one
gasque l'Hirondelle. Troisieme annee 1887. Excursions zoologiques dans les ilf's de Fayal et de San Miguel. (Agores.) 8vo. pp. 110. 1 pl. text illust. Paris. 

GUERNSEY, SARK, etc.; a handbook for invalids, geologists, &c. See A ONYMotrs. 

GUICHENOT, ALPHONSE. 
1839-61. See SAGRA, RAM6 ' DE LA, 1839-61. 
This voluminous writer, contributor to many sectional records of scientific voyages and expeditions, is best known to the Compiler as collaborator in Ramfn de la agra's classic treatises. 
1841-54. ee voYAGES, FRE en, AU PfLE suD. 
1844-67. See EXPLORATIO SCIE TIFIQ E DE L 'AL
GETIIE. 

1844-71. See GAY, CLAUDE. Historia fisica y politic a de Chile. 
1850-9. See CASTEL AU, F. L., 1850-9. 
1851. [Reptiles and Fishes of Abyssinia.] See VOYAGES, FRENCH, E ABY SI IE, 1845-51. 

GUIDE DU NATURALISTE. 1879-85. Paris. 

GUIDE TO NATURE. (Agassiz Association.) 1908-date. Sound Beach, Conn. 

GUILLEMARD, FRA CIS HENRY HILL [1852-
?1914]. 
1886. The cruise of the Marchesa to Kamschatka & New Guinea. With notices of Formosa, LiuKiu, and various islands of the Malay archipelago. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xvii+284. front. (col.). 10 pl. 42 figs. 5 maps (col., 1 fold.). T. o( c. 2 append. index. Vol. 11, pp. xvi+399. front. (col.). 17 pl. 70 figs. 9 maps (8 col., 4 fold.). T. of c. 7 append. index. London. 
A useful, systematic and popular account of the fauna! life observed during this celebratedVoyage. A 2nd ed. appeared in 1889. 
1887. See GREEN, J. F. 
1889. The Cruise of the Marchesa, etc. 2nd ed. 
8vo. 

GUILLOTEAUX, H. 
1913. Dans la Jungle. 

GULF BIOLOGIC STATION. 
1902-10. Bulletin. (Wanting.) 

Cameron, La. 

GULF FAUNA AND FLORA BULLETIN. 
1899? Ruston, La. 

GULL. (Audubon Association of the Pacific.) 
1919-30. 8vo. San Francisco. 
This lively little journal, devoted to the activities of the Society of which it is the organ, has many notes on bird study and protection, especially as they relate to the Pacific Coa t. A. S. Kibbe was (1921) President of the Association. 

GUNDLACH, JonA "ES [1810-96]. 
1852. Original rlrawing book. 8vo. pp. 121 +2. 

Cardinas, Cuba. 
Thi!'! interesting volume ha · about 67 spirited outline drawings of birds with a loo>~e-leaf Hketch of another taken from a letter addressed to Gundla<'h at Cardenas, Cuba, where he lived for many years, and postmarked 'Habana, 18 Oct. 1852'. The birds are in each instan<'e given their English, 'panish, and zoological names. This item was secured for the E.S.W. Library through the courtesy of l>r. has. W. Richmond, and originally came from the library of l\Irs. F. H. Knowles. 

1873-6. Contribuci6n a la ornithologia Cubana. 4lo. pp. 4+364. 2 append. index. Habana. 
A de criptive, systematic catalogue of Cuban birds, with their local nameH. A German translation appeared in the J ourn. f. Urnitholo(Jie, 1871-5, but without the two supplements. It is an important contribution to American ornithology. The copy in hand i from the Godman Library. This author has also contributed, to periodical:;, authoritative monographs on Cuban mammals and reptiles. 

GUNNING, JA~ WILLEM BOWDEWY [1860-
and HAAGNER, ALWI . 
1910. A check-list of the birds of South Africa. 8vo. pp. (2) +84. Pretoria. 
(Supplement to the Annals Transvaal ~uuseum, vol. II, July 1910.) This list contains the names of 920 species and subspecies of South African birds. 

**** and ROBERTS, Ausn1 . 
1911. ew records and descriptions of new species of birds in the Transvaal Museum collection. 8vo. pp. 10. 

GfiNTHER, ALBERT CAHL LuDvVIG GOTTIIILF 
[1830-1914]. 
1859-70. Catalogue of Fi hes in lhc Briti h Museum. London. 
One of a famou series, indispensable to advan<'rd students of ichthyology. 

1864. The reptiles of British India. folio. pp. 27 + 452. illust. pl. 'ee HAY SOCIETY. London. 
1866. The Fishes of Zanzibar. 
ROBERT LAMBERT. 

'ee PLAYFAIR, 

1869. The fi he of the Nile. ::iee PETilERJCK, 
JOH" . Travel in Central Africa. 
1873-1910. Fi chc der SLid ee. (\Yanting.) 
An excellent, comprehensive and systematic lmt all too brief treatise on the fishes of Oceania. 
1877. Gigantic Land Tortoises in the British Museum (Nat. 1-Iist.) 4to. London. 
1878. See ARE , G. s. 
1879. See ROYAL SOCIBTY OF LO DON, 1879. 
1879-1915. 'ee ODMA and ALVL. 
Centrali-Americana, 1879-1915. 
1880. (An) introduction to the study of fishes. 8vo. pp. 16 + 720. illusl. Edinburgh. 
A very important treatise on this general subject. 
1880-95. See THOMso--., c. w. (Challenger VO) age), 
1880-95. 
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~I [GttNTHER, A. C. L. G. (contd.)] 

[1881]. Account of the Zoological Collections 

made during the survey of H.M.S. 'Alert' in the 

Straits of Magellan . . . and Patagonia. 8vo. 

pp. 141. 11 pl. Land. 

Issued as a separate treatise from the Proc. Zoolog. Soc. Lond., 1881. 

The mammals are described by 0. Thomas, the birds by R. B. 
Sharpe, and the reptiles, batrachians, and fishes by A. Giinther. 

1881. A guide to the Gould collection of humming

birds in the British Museum. 8vo. pp. (2) +22. 

1 pl. (map, col.). 4 figs. [London.] 

A brief account not only of this collection, but of Humming-birds 
in general, of which there are about 4.30 different kinds, ranging 
from Sitka in North America to 'Ctlrra del Fuego in ::iouth America. 
The present collection con ists of'hbout 300 species, or 2,000 speci· 
mens, arranged in 66 glass cases, a list of which with short notes is 
given on pages 8-22. 

1892. See PRATT, A TWERP E. 

G~tNTHER, ROBERTWILLIAM THEODOR [1869- J. 
i'l25. Early science in Oxford. Vol. Ill, pt. I. 

The biological sciences; pt. I I. The biological 

collections. 8vo. pp. xii + 564. 64 pl., col. front. 

(the Dodo), and num. text-figs. index. Pub. for the 

subscribers, Oxford. 
This is a valuable contribution to early fauna! literature and 
museum history, the alumni and benefactors of the Fniversity 
having contributed greatly to these departments of natural science. 

GUPPY, HENRY BROUGHAM [1854-?1924]. 

1887. The Solomon Islands and their natives. 8vo. 

pp. xvi+384. front. (map col.). 10 pl. 4 figs. 

T. of c. index. London. 

Observations on the natural history of a group covering an area 
600 miles in length. 

1903-6. Observations of a Naturalist in the Pacific 

between 1896 and 1899. 2 vols. 8vo. illust. 
London and New l 'ork. 

This is an instructive work on the natural history of the Pacific 
Islands. The Compiler, who spent ten months on the Fiji and neigh
boring groups, derived much benefit from a perusal of the author's 
pages. 

GURLT, ER ST FRIEDRICH [1794-1882]. 

1849. Anatomie der Hausvogel. 8vo. pp. [2] +94. 

5 pl. Berlin. 

An early but well-written treatise on the anatomy of domestic fowl. 
From the library of Prof. Cabanis. 

GURNEY, JoHN HENRY [1819-90]. 

1864. A descriptive catalogue of the raptorial 

birds in the Norfolk and Norwich museum. 4to. 

pp. 89. London. 

CoNTENTS. Pt. 1. Serpentariidae, Polyboridae, 

Vulturidae (no more pub.). 

1872. Notes on the birds of Damara Land and the 

adjacent countries of South-west Africa. See 

ANDERSSON, C. J. 

[1872]. A sketch of the collection of Raptorial 

birds in the Norwich museum. 12mo. pp. 62. 
London. 

This rare but useful little pamphlet is not listed by :Mullens or the 
Br. M us. Cat., but is mentioned in the Cat. of the Lond. Zool. Soc. 

The present volume is a presentation copy to R. B. Sharpe. 

GURNEY, JoHN HENRY, the l'ounger [1848-

1922]. 
1867. A summary of the occurrences of the grey 

phalarope in Great Britain during the autumn of 

1866. 8vo. pp. 24. London. 

Inserted are several letters from Canon Tristram from whose 
library the present copy came. 

1876. Rambles of a naturalisL in Egypt and other 

countries. 8vo. pp. 6 + 307. London. 

The copy in hand is from the library of R. H. J. Gurney with pencil 
notes on British birds. 

1884. Catalogue of the birds of Norfolk. Re

printed from Mason's History of orfolk. 12mo. 

pp. 47. London. 

List of 285 species described. 

**** and others. 
1885. The house sparrow. 8vo. pp. vi+(2)+70+ 

16 (adv.). front. T. of c. London. 

This little work comprises six articles dealing with the House 
Sparrow controversy in England and America, Elliott Coues among 
the contributors. The volume in hand is Canon Tristram'gcopy, from 
the Godman Library. 

1887. On the misdeeds of the house-sparrow. 8vo. 

pp. 9. London. 

1913. The gannet, a bird with a history. 8vo. 

pp. li+567. front. (map). 5 pl. (2 col.). 136 figs. 

T. of c. bibliogr. 5 append. index. London. 

1921. Early annals of ornithology. 8vo. pp. 4+ 

240. map. text-figs. London. 

A valuable and well-known work, useful for the student of the 
history of ornithology. 

GURNEY, RoBERT. 1925. See TUR ER, EMMA L. 

GUTHRIE, MAnY J. 

1927. Textbook of general zoology. See CURTIS, 

WI TERTO CO NWA Y. 

GUTHRIE, WILLIAM [1708-70]. 

1815. A New Geographical, Historical and Com

mercial Grammar, etc. 2 vols. (Vol. II, Zoology.) 

Veryrare. (Wanting.) SeeoRD,G.,1849. Phi/a. 

G UTHRIE-SMITH' WILLIAM HERBERT. 

1914. Mutton birds, and other birds. 8vo. pp. 12 

+200. 76 pl. Christchurch, .Z. 

A charming and popular account of Puffinus griseus and some other 
New Zealand birds. 

1925. Bird life on island and shore. 8vo. pp. 19+ 

195. 68 pl. Edinburgh. 

1927. Birds of the Water, \\Tood and vVaste. 2nd 

ed. 8vo. pp. 207. figs. in text. H'ellington, N.Z. 

GUY DE CHAULIAC. See CAULIAco, Gumo DE 

and CHAULIAC, GUY DE. 

GYLDENSTOLPE, NILS. 

1913-16. Birds collected by the Swedish zoologi

cal expeditions to Siam, 1911-15. Pts. 1-2. 2 vols. 

folio. illust. Uppsala. 

1916. Zoological results of the Swedish expedition 

to Siam, 1911-15, including Snakes, Lizards and 

Batrachians. 1884. A list of the diurnal birds of prey, with 

references and annotations: also a record of speci

mens preserved in the Norfolk and Norwich 

museum. 8vo. pp. 16+187. London. GYLLING, OLoF. 

A useful list, sufficiently described by the title. The present copy is [1920]. Nordens faglar; med text sammandragen 

a gift from the author to H. Kirke Swann. (\ efter L. A. Jagerskiold och Gustaf Kolthoff av 



CATALOGUE OF TITLES IN M0 GILL UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 373 ~ Reinhold Ericson. folio. pp. (4) +58. 165 pl. (col.). index. Stockholm. 
This atlas of colored plates represents the birds very artistically in their natural surroundings. ~wedish, Danish, Norwegian, and occasionally Lapp names are given in addition to the specific synonyms. 

GYLLIUS , PETR s. ee GILLIUS, PETRus. 
HAACKE , JoHAN \VILHELM. 1890. See BREHM, 

A. E., 1890- 3. 

/****and KUHNERT . 
1901. Das Thierleben der Erde. 3 vols. 120 col. pl. 

Berlin. 
HAAGNER, ALWIN KARL [1880- and IVY, R.H. 
1908. ketches of South frican bird-life. 8vo. pp. xxiv+181. front. 90 pl. (2 eggs). 16 figs. 1 diagr. 2 indexes. London. 

A popular account of the birds of outh Africa, with a systematic index showing the relative position of any given species in ornithological classification. 

1908. The South African birds of prey: their economic relations to man. Pamphlet no. 1. Bird Protection Committee, South frican Ornithologists' nion. 8vo. pp. 23. 9 figs. 
1910 . A check-list of the birds of South Africa, &c. See GV NING, J. W. B. 
1920. South African mammals. A short manual for the use of field naturalists, sportsmen and travellers. 8vo. pp. xx+248. illust. London. 

HAAN , WILLEM DE [1801-55]. 
1833. Fauna Japonica. 3 vols. folio. pl. 

Lugduni Balavorum. 
One of the collaborators with P. F. iebold and C. J. Temminck in the production of this fine treatise on Far Eastern fauna. 

HAARLEM . Musee Teyler . 
1866-80. Archives. Series 1. 
1881- 1911. Archives. Series 2. 
1912-dale. Archives. Series 3. 

HABANA. 
1865-da le. Anales d. Academia de ciencias medificas, sicas y natu~les. See ACADEMIA DE CIENCIAS . . . HABANA. 

HABITS OF BIRDS. See A ONYMous. [Domest ic?] habits of birds. 

HACHISUKA, MASAUJI. 
1925. A comparative hand list of the birds of :Japan and the British Isles. 4to. pp. 6+107. index . Cambridge. 
A list not only of Japanese birds but a comparison with them of many similar British birds. 
1928. Variations among birds (chiefly game birds). Heterochrosis, Gynandromorphs, Aberration, Mutation, Atavism and Hybrids. 8vo. pp. vii+85. front. (col.). 23 p l. (3 col.). T. of c. bibliogr. 2 indexes. [Tokyo]. 
The purpose of this work is to bring together scattered notes on specimens exhibiting unusual plumage or structural characteristics. 
1929- 30. Contributions to the birds of the Philippines. Nos. 1 and 2. 2 pis. 8vo. pp. 10+222. 3 pl. 

Tokyo. 
These valuable observations were contributed to the Trans. of the Ornithological Society of Japan as supplements 13 and 14. 

I 

HACKER, VALE TI [1864- ]. 
1896. Vogelwelt des sudlichen Badens. Freiburg. 
1900. Der Ge ang der \'ogel, seine anatomischen und biologischen Grundlagen. 8vo. pp. vii+102. 13 illust. in text. index. Jena. 
An important, scientific essay on the song and vocal apparatus of birds. 

HADLEY, ALDE H. 
1927. Audubon Bird Cards. New Colored Drawings by Allan Brooks. Prepared under the supervision of Frank M. Chapman. 12mo. 50 pictures postcard size. New York. 
These useful and popular portraits of common winter birds of Ea tern North America are extremely well done. The reverse side of the cards carry a brief account by the author of the habits and distribution of the species represented. 

HAECKEL, ER ST HEINRICH [1834-1919]. 
1868. atorliche Schopfungs-Geschichte. 8vo. pp. 16+568. 9 pl. Berlin. 
This classic treatise under its English (translation and) title, The Natural History of Creation, might, as the author says, be properly entitled 'The History of Development', or the 'Evolution of Nature'. 

1870 . Das Leben in Meerestiefen. 
An interesting tractate by a famous naturalist. 

Berlin. 

1893. Zur phylogenie der australischen fauna. (Abdruck aus Semon, Zoologische forschungsreisen in Australien und dem Malayischen archipel.) folio. pp. 24. (Jenaische denksclzriften, iv.) 
Jena. Presentation copy from author, with autograph. 

1894- 6 . Systematische Phylogenie. Entwurf eines nati.irlichen Systems der Organismen auf Grund ihrer Stammesgeschichte. 3 vols. 8vo. 
Berlin. 

Sub-title of the third volume is ' ystematische Phylogenie der Wirbelthiere (Vertebrata)'. 

[ 1904]. Kunstformen dcr N a tur. folio. ( Bibliographisches Institut.) 3 vols. pl. Leipzig. 
1910. Last words on Evolution. English translation. London. 

HAENEL, KARL. 
1913. Unsere heimischen Vogel und ihr Schutz. 8vo. pp. 4+228. 8 col. pl. 59 text-figs. T. of c . index. 1--Viirzburg. 
A useful handbook on the protection, home care, and culture of German birds. The present copy is from the Cabanis-Reichenow collection. 

HAGEDOORN' AREND LOURE s [1880- J. 1921. The relative value of the processes causing evolution. 8vo. pp. [4] +294. illust. The Hague. 
HAGELBERG, W. 
1879- 81. Zoologischer Hand-Atlas. Vogel. 8vo. pp. [ 60]. 285 col. figs. on 24 pl. T. of c. index. 

Berlin. 
One of many German treatises written in popular style on selected species of birds of the world. The colored figures of birds, each about 1 x It inche and embossed on heavy paper, are pasted in numbered spaces provided for them. Both the vulgar and systematic names are printed under each figure. The complete series wa published in five vols., the above title relating only to A ves. 

HAGEMAN, Rev. MILLER. 
1905. Bird songs; a poetical ornithology. folio. pp. 31. index. 
An incomplete, unpublished manuscript of 167 poems. The present 

~ 
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~~ [HAGEMAN, Rev. M. (conld.)] 
set is a mime.ographed copy of every fifteenth yoem of th.e series of 
167 the music accompanying each poem bemg transcnbed by a 
system of musical shorthand patiently developed by the author. 
.<\.ttached is a letter from the author's son to Dr. Casey Wood pre
senting the above set together with the additional poem No. 58 on 
the Nightingale. 

HAG EN' \V ERN ER. 
1913. Die Vogel des Freistaates und Furstentums 
Lubeck. 4to. pp. [4]+166. index. Berlin. 
A carefully prepared, systematic description of 267 species of birds. 
The monograph is supplied with a voluminou bibliography. The 
copy in hand is bound with the original wrapper and was in Prof. 
Reichenow's library. 

HAGENBECX, CARL [1844-1913]. 
1909. Beasts and men, being ... experiences for 
half a century among wild animals; tr. by II. S. R. 
Elliot and A. G. Thacker, with an introduction 
by P. C. Mitchell. 8vo. pp. xiii+299. 32 pl. 67 
figs. T. of c. index. London. 

HAGENMfiLLER, PAUL-OCTAVE. 1872. See 
CARUS,J.V. 

HAGERUP, ANDREAS T. 
1891. The birds of Greenland. Tr. from the 
Danish by Frimann B. Arngrimson. Ed. by :Mon
tague Chamberlain. 8vo. pp. viii + 62. Boston. 
Of the 139 pecies enumerated in this monograph one is extinct, 
53 are accidental visitors, and 24 are very rarely seen. 

HAHN' CARL WILHELM [d. 1836] and xttSTER, 
H. C., eds. 
[1818)-50. Voegel aus Asien, Afrika, Amerika und 
Neuholland. 4to. 120 pl. (116 col.). Niirnberg. 
The present collection of 20 parts (1818-31), a very rare atlas of 
hand-colored plates of birds, formerly belonged to the Godman 
Library. It has the title-page of the reissue of 1850, but contains all 
the parts that were published to that date, \Yith the original covers, 
notices to subscribers, &c., bound in. See the Zimrner-.A.yer Cat. for 
a complete description of this important work. A reprint appeared 
in 1850. 

1830. See REIDER, J. E. and HAH , C. W., 1830-5. 

1834. Naturgetreue Abbildung und Beschreibung 
der aussereuropaischen Vogel. Erste Abtheilung. 
Papageien. 8vo. pl. Niirnberg. 

****and XttSTER, H. C. 
1834-41. Ornithologisches Atlas der ausser
europaischen Vogef. 17 Hefte (all pub.). 8vo. 
136 col. pl. riirnberg. 
A very scarce atlas of birds of the world, well illustrated by a large 
(unfinished) series of colored plates. 

1850. Voegel aus Asien) Afrika, Amerika und 
Neuholland. 20 pts. 7 col. pl. Niirnbag. 
Second, inferior edition of the rare editio princeps, 1818-50. 

HAIN, L. 
1826-38 [1891-1895-1902]. Repertorium biblio
graphicum, etc. indexes. 

Lipsiae. Stuttgart. London. 
The l\1cGill libraries are provided with copies of all these works of 
reference, so well known to bibliographers and advanced students 
and so necessary to every good library. 

1925. Repertorium bibliographicum, etc. Neu
druck. 4 vols. Berlin. 
Reprint of this famous work of reference. 

HAINES, CHARLES REGI ALD. 
1907. Notes on the birds of Rutland. 8vo. pp. 48 

'""+ 175. 8 pl. (1 col.). map. 1 fig. in text. London. 
A subscription work on local birds which are systematically treated. 

HAXLUYT, RICHARD [1553-1616]. 
1903-5. The . principal navigaLions, voyages, 
trnffiques & d1scover1e of the English nation, 
made lJy sea or over-land to the remote and 
farthest distant quarters of the earth at any time 
within the compasse of these 1600 yeres. 12 vols. 
8vo. Vols. I-XII, pp. cclxxiv+5,677. 11 front. 
(porlr.). 94 pl. (maps, etc.). 12 T. of c. 2 indexes. 

Glasgow. 
The first edition of Hakluyt's The principal Nat•igations, etc., within 
the cornpasse of 1,600 Yeeres, was printed in London in 1589 in 
1 vol. folio, with a second edition revised and enlarged in 3 vols. 
folio in 1598, 1599, and 1600. The text of the present edition is an 
exact reprint of the 1598-1600 printing with a few minor alterations 
and corrections. 

1926. The principal navigations, voyages, Lraf
fiques and di coveries of the English nation, etc. 
8 vols. 12mo. Vol . I-VIII, pp. cii+3,172. T. of c. 
index. London. 
The present edition forms various number' of' Everyman's Library' 
edited by Ernest Rhys. The text is that of the complete reprint in 
12 volumes, 1903-5. 

1927-8. (The) principal navigations, voyages, 
traffiques & discoveries of the English nation, etc., 
with an introduction by John Masefield. 10 vols. 
8vo . Vols. I-X. pp. cxxxvi+4,048. 10 front. 
(porlr.) . 130 pl. (maps, etc.). 10 T. of c. append. 
2 indexes. London. 
The text is that of the reprint in l 2 vols., Hl03-5. 

1927. Hakluyt's Principal avigations. Inlrod. 
by John Masefield. 8 vols. 400 pp. each. illust. 

London. 
Perhaps the cheapest edition of thii:i famous work. 

HAXLUYT SOCIET~~ 
1847-date. The exceedingly important publica
tions of this famous organization contain many 
volumes of great value and interest to biologists. 
A considerable number of the!!;- publications, 
separately listed, are in the zoological libraries of 
McGill niversity. 

HALES, BE JAMIN JONES [1868- ]. 
1927. Prairie birds. 12mo. pp. xv+334. front. 
4 pl. (col.). 89 figs. T. of c. index. Toronto. 
Written from a personal experience of almost thirty yearstresidence 
at Brandon, Manitoba, the text relating chiefly to the bud life of 
that region. Keys to orders and. families, with description of 
species, tatu , and habits, aid in identification, make a u eful 
manual and. work of reference. 

HALIFAX NATURALIST. 
1896-1904. Nos. 1-49 (all pub.). 

HALL, CHARLES ALBERT [1872- J. 
1925. The open book of nature. 3rd ed. 8vo. 
pp. vii+248. 32 pl. (3 col.). 53 figs. T. of c. 
glossary. index. London. 

HALL, F. G. 1928. See PEARSE, A. s. 

HALL, JAMES NoRMA [1887- ] and NORD
HOFF,C.B. 
1921. Faery lands of the South seas. pp. (10)+354 
+(1) . front. 29 pl. T. of c. New York. 
Includes references to the natural history of Polynesia. 

HALL, JoH CHARLES [1816-76]. 
1841. Interesting facts connected with the animal 
kingdom. 8vo. pp. xvi + 301. front. 3 pl. (1 fold.). 
T. of c. London. 

"' ~ 

~; 
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HALL, ROBERT [1867- ] . 
[1899]. A key to the birds of .\ustralia and Tasmania with Lheir geoaraphical distribution in Australia. 8vo. pp. 10+116. mn.p. glosstlry. indexes. 
The first edition of a systematic list with very little descriptive matter: The present copy is from the library of P. L. l::\clatcr, to whom It was pre. ented by the anthor. 
[1906]. A key to Lhe bird of Australia wilh their geographical distribution. 2nd ed. pp. xii + 124. map. "U elhourne. 
1907. The useful birds of southern Australia, wilh notes on other birds. 8vo. pp. 16+306. map. illust. index. j\,1 elbourne. 
1922. Australian bird maps. 12mo. pp. 220. 3 pl. 101 maps. index. Hobart. 

****and GILLIES, W. 
n.d. ature studies in Australia, &c. See GILLIES, 
W. 

HALLE. Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein fuer Sachsen und Thiiringen. 
1856-61. Abhandlungen 1-'2 (all pub.). 
1862-1930. ew Series (no issues 1914-18). 
(?)1840-97. Bericht 1-:JO (all pub.). 
1848-52. Jahresbericht 1-5 (all pub.). 
1911-20. Miltheilungen (all pub.). 

HALLE. Zoologischer Garten. 
1905-20? Milteilungen. 

HALLER, ALBRECIIT VON [1708-77]. 
1755. Sull' insensibilita e irritabilita di alcune parti degli animali. 4to. pp. 30 + 220. Roma. 
Produced with the help of Zimmerman and Castell and tram;lated into Italian by P. G. Y. Pctrini. 
1758. Ilistoria ·aturalis Ranarum. folio. pp. 115. many col. pl. In Latin and German. Niirnberg. 
A very rare treati e (to which Hailer ha:; \Hitten a preface), most of the text by H.oesel von Rosenhof, . . 
1762. Opera mmora e ata, aucta et renovata, etc. 3 vols. 1762-8. illusl. Lausanne. The lesser works of this naturalist, in the Ribliothecn Osleriana, with many titles that are often published ·eparatel~·. See e.g. the Cat. Br . .Mus. Nat. Hist., pp. 77-!-5. 
1780. Verhandeling over de hersenen d. vogelen en visschen. pp. 100. (?) Leiden. 
A treatise in Dutch on ornithology and ichthyolog~· by a famous naturalist, issued after his denth. The present tractate is quite rare. 

HALL IDA Y, \V. 
[1909]. The book of migratory birds met with on Holy I land and the orthumbrian coast, to which is added de criptive accounts of wild fowling on the mud flats. 8vo. pp. 258. 28 pi. T. o{ r. 

London. Popular chapters on hirds and so-callrd 'sport'. The writer describes the barbariC' practices of bird killing in langnage one encolmters so frequently in thi~ type of book: 'Three mallards rise from a dyke. "Bang" "quack". A twist and turn of their neck· and hodies tells that they have IJeen hit, but th('Y do not fall.' No, they do not fall but, after uffering hours of pain, prohaiJiy die from drowning while the gentleman(?) who brutally wounded them goes home to a · warm bed. 

[1922]. Wild bird and their haunts (a book for students and sportsmen); with a foreword by Gene traLlon-Porter, and an introduction by W. Percival \Ve tell. 'vo. 22~ cm. pp. 302. 32 pl. T. of c. index. Autographed copy. London. 

HALLOCK, CHARLES [ 1834-? 1903] . 
1876. Camp life in Florida; a handbook for sportsmen and settlers. 12mo. pp. vi+348. T. of c. 

[ ~Vew l·ork.] 
A compilation from Forest and Stre~m, the records of two expedi· tions sent by the magazine to explore southern Florida. 

HALLOWELL, DWARD. 
1853. See l'IITED TATE , 1853. 
1855. See U ITED STATES PACIFIC RD. SURVEY. 

HAL y' AM;.RALD. 
[1887 ?]. First report on the collection of birds in the Colombo Museum. 8vo. pp. 80. append. bibliogr. Colombo. 
A list of 360 species from Ceylon, compiled from W. V. Legge's Birds of Ceylon, 1880. 

HAMBURG. 
1897-1903. Berichl d. ornitho.l;oolog. Vereins zu Hamburg. I. u. ll. 

HAMBURG. Museum Godeffroy. 
1873-1910. Journal des Museum Godeffroy. Geographische, ethnographische und naturwissenschaftliche mittheilungen. Vols. 1-[6] (hft. 1-17). folio. Hamburg. 
A famous magazine of natural history, with many colored plates. The first part contain. a plate of pigeons of the genus Ptilinopus of the South Sea Islands. In the eighth part there is a paper by Otto Fin eh on the birds of the Pelew Islands with five colored plates by J. G. Keulemans, and in the twelfth part another paper by Finsch on birds of South Sea Islands, with colored plates. 

HAMBURG. Naturhistorisches Museum (founded 1843). 
1856-1930. 1 handlungen. 
1875-1930. erhandlungen. 
This celebrated museum has issued many series of periodicals and numerous monographs. 

HAMBURG. Naturwissenschaftliche Verein. 1846-dale. l>handlungen. 
1871-da/e. Verhandlungen ( 1 series). 

HAMBURG. Zoologischer Garten. 
1921-date. Bericht. 
'ee also ZQOLOGI CHE (-;ESELLSCHAFT, HAMBURG. 

HAMBURG. Zoologisches Staatsinstitut und Zoologisches Museum. 
1882 dale? Jahresbericht. 

HAMERTON' P1IILIP GILBERl [1834-94]. 
1874. Chapters on animals. Suo. pp. (8)+252. front. 19 pl. T. of c. London. 
1883. Chapters on Animals. 4Lh ed. 8vo. 8 etcliings. London. 
1893. Chapters on animals. 8vo. pp. ( 6) + 253. front. 7 pl. Boston. 

HAMILTON, A1 rGl 1STl s. 
1880-95. See'lliOM. o , c. w. (Challenger Voyage). 
1896. Deep- ea Fauna of New Zealand. 8vo. pp. 29. 1 map. \\'ellinyton, N.Z. 
Extracts from the H.eport of the Challrnger Expedition. 
1909. T Ianu-li t of l>ird inhabiting . 'ew Zf'aland. 8vo. pp. 19. 1 (iq. n rllingio't:S) 
l\lS. notes (hy )lr. Fall.-, in peneil) indieate the numbf'r and character of examples in the Auckland Museum. [!\. .. "-
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HAMILTON, C. M. 
(1920]. Why Saskatchewan believes in bird pro
tection. See CANADA. DOMINION PARKS BRANCH. 

HAMILTON, DAVID WILEY [1878- ] . 
(1918]. Nature-study lessons Primary 
teachers' manual. 2 vols. 12mo. Vol. I, pp. xxix+ 

191. 127 figs. T. of c. Vol. II, pp. xxix+229. 

129 figs. T. of c. bibliogr. Montreal. 

Matter relating to birds will be found scattered throughout both 
books under the headings for each month of the year. 

HAMILTON, EDWARD (1815- 1903]. 
1890. The river-side naturalist. 8vo. pp.xvii+(1) 

+401. 206 figs. T. of c. index. London. 

1896. The wild cat of Europe. (Felis catus.) 4to. 

pp. 21 +99. pl. London. 

HAMILTON, FRANC IS, formerly BucHANAN 
[1762- 1829]. 
1822. An account of the fishes found in the river 
Ganges and its branches. 4to and folio. pp. 7 + 
405. atlas. 39 pl. Edinburgh. 

An early and important contribution to the study of East Indian 
fishes. 

HAMILTON, JAMES STEVENSON- [1867- ]. 
1929. The Low-Veld: its wild life and its people, 
with foreword by Lt.-Gen. J. C. Smuts. 8vo. 

pp. 12+228. illust. maps. Author's letter in
serted. London. 

HAMONVILLE, JEAN CHARLES LOUIS TARDIF D' 
[1830-99]. 
1876. Catalogue desOiseaux d'Europe ou enumera
tion des especes et races d'oiseaux, etc. 8vo. pp. 6 

+ 7 3. Original wrapper dated 1876. 
Paris and London. 

' A useful catalogue of the systematic and vulgar names (genera and 
species) of the birds of Europe with their geographical distribution. 
Several names new to science are here given. The present copy i 
from the library of Prof. Reichenow with a few MS. notes. 

HAMPSHIRE FIELD CLUB AND AR
CHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 
1885/9-date. Papers and Proceedings. 

1908-11. Shore memorial volume. Hampshire 
papers on natural history. By T. W. Shore and 
G.W.Minns. 8vo. pp.8 + 392. portr. Southampton. 

HAMPSTEAD SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY. 
1902-date. Report of Council and Proceedings. 

Hampstead, London. 

HAMY, ER EST Tm3:oDORE JuLES [1842-1908]. 
1908. Les Debats de Lamarck, etc. 

HANAU, ARTHUR. 
[? 1881 ]. Beitrage zur Histologie der Ha ut des 
Vogelfusses. folio. pp. 24+2. 2 pl. 

Frankfurt a. 1\1. 

On the minute anatomy of the dermal covering of the feet in birds. 

HAN A U. Wetterauische Gesellschaft fiir die 
gesammte Naturkunde. 
1809-19. Annalen. Bd. I-IV. 

1858. Naturhist. Abhandlungen. Eine Festgabe. 
8vo. pp. 12+392. 

1908. Festschrift zur Feier des ~undr~lljahrigen 
Bestehens. 8vo. pp. 149. ttf 

HANCOCK, JoHN (1808- 90]. 
1847. History of British birds. See BEWICK, T. 

(1874]. A catalogue of the birds of Northumber
land and Durham. 8vo. pp. 174. 13 pl. index. 

London. 
A descriptive, local list of 265 birds. 

HANCOCK, THOMAS (1783-1849]. 
1824. Essay on instinct, and its physical and 
moral relations. 8vo. pp. xi+551. T. of c. 

London. 

HANDELINGEN van het nederlandisch natur 
en geneeskunding congres. 1-19. 
1887-1923. 17 vols. Haarlem. 

HANDWORTERBUCH der zoologie, anthro
pologie und ethnologie. Herausgegeben von 
G. Jager und A. Reichenow. 
1880-1900. 8 vols. 8vo. illust. Breslau. 

HANF, P. BLASIUS. 
1883. Die Vogel des Furtteiches und seiner 
umgebung. 2 vols. 8vo. pp. 101. (Pt. 1.) pp. 94. 

index. (Pt. 2.) Graz. 
Specially wrapped author's excerpts, of an important, systematic 
review of the birds of l\1id-Southern Europe. Both the local and 
zoological names, habits, distribution, &c., are given of 246 in

digenous species and 100 visitors. The copy in hand is a presentation 
from the author to Professor Bla ius. 

1904. Pfarrer P. Blasius Hanf als Ornitholog. 
See SCHAFFER, P. A. 

HANIEL, CURT B. 
1914-date. Zoologie von Timor . . . 1911 . . . 
Timor-Expedition. 1 vol. (2 Lie(.) 4to. Stuttgart. 

The reports of this natural history exploration of the Lesser Sunda 
group of the l\lalay Archipelago were intended to cover the whole 
range of the zoology of the islands (and more) but the McGill 
libraries have so far seen only two Liefenmgen. Lief. I, pp. 6 + 112, 
1 col. pl., 1914, entitled Die Avijauna von Timor, by C. E. Hellrnayr, 
written in the u ual finished manner of that naturalist; also Die 
Siiugetiere von Timor, by Ernest Schwarz. Probably the work was 
interrupted by the World War. 

HANOI, INDO-CHINA. Mission Scientifique 
Permanente d'Exploration en Indo-Chine. 
1906. Decades Zoologiques. M?-mmiferes. 

1905-7. Decade Zoologiques. Oiseaux. 

1906. Decades Zoologiques. Reptiles. 

HANOVER. Naturhistorische Gesellschaft. 

1850-1930. J ahresbericht. 

HANOVER. Niedersachsischer zoologischer 
Verein. 
1910-19. Jahresbericht 1-10. 8vo. illust. (All 

pub.) Hanover. 

HANSEN, HA s JACOB (1855- ]. 
1878-1907. See ZOOLOGI·A DANICA. 

HANSON, NICOLAI [ -1899]. 
1902. Report on the collections of natural history 
made in the AntarcLic regions during the voyage 
of the 'Southern Cross' . .See SOUTHER CROSS, BR. 

M S. AT. HIST., 1902. 

HANTZSCH, BERNHARD. 
1905. Beitrag zur Kenntnis der Voge1welt Islands. 
8vo. pp. 4+341. 26 text-figs. 1 pl. T. of c. ind~x. 

Berlln. 
This useful work begins with a review of Icelandic natural ~i tory 
and a bibliography, followed by a full description of the av1fauna 
(synonymy, range, &c.)

1 
with the native, English, German, Scan· 

dinavian, and systematic names of the birds. 



19.29. Contribution to the knowledge of the avi
fauna of north-eastern Labrador. 8vo. pp. 2+71. 
2 figs. [Ottawa.] 

translation by l\1r. and Mrs. R. l\I. Anderson, from the Journal ur Ornithologie, 1908, and reprinted from the Canadian FieldNaturalist. The present copy is an autographed pre entation from the translators. 

HARDCASTLE , ELLA and KNIGHT , C. R. [c. 1909 ]. Birds of the world for young people. SeeK IGHT, c. R. 

HARDING, ARTHUR RoBERT [1871- J. 
[? 1915]. Ferret Facts and Fancies. 12mo. pp. 
214. illust. Columbus, Ohio. 
Practical instructions in breeding these animals for their fur. 

HARDWICKE'S SCIENCE GOSSIP F OR STUDENTS, etc. 
1865-93. ee SCIE CE GOSSIP. London. 

HARINGTON' HERBERT HA TINGS. 
1909. The birds of Burma. 8vo. pp. ( 6) + 134. T. of c. Rangoon. 
The majority of these notes originally appeared in the Rangoon Gazette. 

HARLAN' RICHARD [1796-1843]. 
18.25 . Fauna americana; being a description of 
the mammiferous animals inhabiting North America. 8vo. pp. 318. Philadelphia. 
An early and important work. 

HARLEY' J AMES. 
1837-52. 

ee MACGILLIVRAY, WILLIAM, 

HARMER, Sm EY FREDERIC. 
1895- 1909 . The Cambridge atural History ... edited by S. F. Harmer and . E. Shipley. 10 vols. 
8vo. London. 
The vols. devoted to vertebrate zoology have been separately noted under their various authors. These arc Amphibia and Reptiles, pp. 12 + 668, col. maps, text-fig ., 1901, by H. Gadow; Birds by A. H. Evans, pp. 16+635, illust. in text, 1902; lammalia by F. E. Beddard, pp. 12 +605, ill. text, 1902-all systematic treatises concisely arranged and of decided value. 

HARPER, FRA CIS. 
19.20. Okefinokee Swamp a a Reservation. 
Author's reprint from Natural History, vol. xx, pp. 28-41, illus. 

HARRIS, HARRY [1878- J. 
1919 . Birds of the Kan a City region; with an introduction by Ralph Hoffmann. 8vo. pp. (2) + 
57. 4 maps. index. J(ansas City. 
Author's reprint from the 'l'rans . .Acad. of Science, St. Louis, 1019. 

HARRIS , HE RYE. 
1901. Es ays and photographs. Some birds of the Canary Islands and South frica. 8vo. pp. 
xiv+212. 55 pl. map. T. of c. index. London. 

HARRIS, THADDEUS MASO"'J [1768-1842]. 
1833 . Dictionary of the natural history of the Bible. ew ed. 12mo. pp. xxiv+350. 151 figs. 
index. London. 

HARRIS , \VILLIAM COR:"'WALLL [1807-48]. 
1840. Portraits of Lhe Game and \Yilcl Animals of outhern Africa, etc. folio. 26 col. pl. 1 map. 

London. 
This is the (rare) first issue of tlw first edition with the vignettes (animal horns, &c.) that were remon•d from the later printing. It is an in1portant contribution to the subject in hand. 
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HARRY, S. G. and GOSSARD , H. A. 
(1912]. Some Ohio bird , &c. See Go SARD, H. A. 

H ART, HE RY CHICHESTER. 
ea. 1890. Animal mentioned in the Bible. illust. 

London. 
1891. Some account of the fauna and flora of 

inai, Petra, and Wady 'Arabah. 4to. pp. x+255. 
12 pl. 1 map (col. fold.). T. of c. index. London. 
1896. Les Animaux de la Bible. Traduit. 8vo. 

Paris. 
HARTENFELSS, GEORGIUS CHRISTOPHORUS 
PETRUS AB. 
1715. Elephantographia curiosa, etc. 4to. front. 
27 tab. (Rare.) Breslau. 

HARTERT , ERNST JOHA N 0TTO [1859- ]. 
1891. Katalog der Vogelsammlung im Museum der enckenbergis hen Gesellschaft in Frankfurt
am-Main. 8vo. pp. 22+[2] +259. Frankfurt-a-M. 
Tllis list, to which are appended many footnotes and other descriptive matter, is a useful catalogue of a large collection, numbering many thousands of birdskins and skeletons, well known to ornithologists. It i among the fir t publications of a celebrated and 

3c 

indefatigable worker. 

189.2. See SALVIN, 0. 

1897. Podargidae, Caprimulgidae und Macropterygidae. 4to. pp. 8 + 98. illust. Berlin. 
Author's reprint. 

1901-.2. Aus den wanderjahren eines natur
forschers. Reisen und forschungen in Afrika, Asien und Amerika. 4to. pp. 13+329. 13 pl. 

Berlin. 
190.2-20. See VICTORIA HISTORY OF THE COUNTIES 
OF E GLA D. 
1903-.23. Die Vogel der palaarktischen Fauna. Systematische · bersicht der in Europa, Nord
Asien und der Mittelmeerregion vorkommenden Vogel. 3 vols. 4to. 268 figs. in text. 

Berlin and London. 
This well-known, thorough, comprehensive and indispensable study of palaearctic birds wa. issued in 19 parts, with several supplements. Collation of the three volumes is as follows: Vol. I, pp. xlix+832, 134 text-figs. Vol. II. pp. x:xiv. 833-1764. Text-figures 135-256. Yol. Ill, pp. xii 1765-2328. Figs. nos. 257-68. 
1905-14. Genera Avium. See WYTSMAN, P. 

1911-13. The British bird book, &c. See KIRK
MA , F. B. B. 

1912 . A hand-li t of British bird , with an account of the distribution of each species in the British Isle and abroad, by Ernsl Hartert and others. 
8vo. pp. xii + 237. index. London. 
1913. E pedition to central western Sahara. 4to. 
pp. 163. pl. London. 
Author's excerpt, from No1•itates zoologicae, Feb. 1913. 
19.23. Die V~gel der palaarkti chen Fauna. 

ystematische Uber icht der in Europa, ord-
Asien und der Mittelmeerregion vorkommenden Vogel. Nachtrag, • To. I. 4to. Berlin. 
The first (Grrman) supplemrnt to the monograph of the same title, 1903-23. 

n .d . Ueber eine kleine Vogelsammlung aus der Provinz Pr~nger in \Ye t-Java. 8vo. pp. 11. 
On a small collection of bird-skins from West Java. Supplementary to Hor:;fidd's Zoological Resemclles in Java. From the Reichenow-'abani:> collection of the E.S. W. Library. 
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~I HASLEMERE 
SOCIETY 

NATURAL HISTORY 

1903-dale. Science papers. 

HASSALL, A. 1898. See 
FISHERY REPORTS, 1898- 9. 

ITED 

(London.) 

TATES, 

HASSELQUIST' FREDERIK [1722-5'2]. 
1766. Voyages and travels in the Levant; in the 
years 1749, 50, 51, 52 ... pub. by Charles Lin
naeus. 8vo. pp. 8+456. map. London. 
Translated from the Swedish. It contains a letter to Linnaeus and 
many observations of value in natural histmy. 

1769. Voyages clans le Levant, elc. 1 vol. Paris. 
A French edition of the original :-lwedish. This im]lortant work was 
also published in German, J 762. 

HASTINGS, CHARLES [1794- 1866]. 
1834. Illus1rations of Lhe natural hislor ' of \Yor
cestershire. 8vo. pp. iv+184. 1 map (col. fold.). 
T. of c. 5 append. London. 

HASTINGS AND EAST SUSSEX NATURA-
LIST. 1906-dale. • l. Leonards.. 

HASTINGS AND ST. LEONARDS NA
TURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. 
1910-date. Reports. 
1911/13 and 1916/17 in Hastings and East Sussex 
Naturalist. 

HASWELL, WILLIAM AITCHESON [1854- ] . See 
BR. A. A. SCIENCE, 1914. 

****and PARKER, T. J. 
1920. A manual of zoology . . . Revised and 
adapted for the use of American chools and 
colleges. See PARKER, T. J. and HASWELL, W. A. 

HATCH , PIIILO L. 
1892. Notes on the birds of Minnesota, with 
specific characters. 8vo. pp. 487. index. (Geol. 
and Nat. Hist. Survey.) 1\linneapolis. 
An excellent descriptive, systematic, local catalogue of 360 species. 

HAUGHTON' SAM EL [18'21-97]. 
1873. Principles of animal mechanics. 8vo. pp. 14 
+495. London. 

HAVELL, ROBERT. 
[c. 1835]. A collection of the birds of paradise. 
folio. pp. (2). 22 pl. (col.). [London.] 
A series of 22 engraved and colored plates by Robert. Havell, with 
colored and engraved title also, but no text. 

H AVILAND, MAUD DORIA. 
1913. Wild life on the wing. 8vo. pp. (8)+244. 
front. 7 pl. 52 figs. T. of c. London. 

1915. A summer on the Yenesei (1914). 8vo. 
pp. xii +328. 15 pl. T. of c. index. London. 

****(Mrs. H. H. BRINDLEY). 
1926. Forest, steppe, & tundra; studies in animal 
environment. 8vo. pp. (12) + 218. 8 pl. 1 map 
(fold.). T. of c. index. Cambridge, Eng. 

HA WKEYE ORNITHOLOGIST AND OOLO
GIST. Edited and pub. by E. B. \Vebster and 
F. D. Mead, Gresco, Iowa. Monthly. 8vo. Sub
title: A Monthly Magazine Devoted to Ornitho-

logy, Oology and [kindred subjects, and Geology]. 
1888- 1889. Varies in size from [Vol. I] 1 '2! x 9t in. 
to (Vol. 11) 6i x 9! and 5! x 8! in. Green paper 
covers. 
Frank L. Burns notes: 
Vol. I. 1 88. os. 1-1'2, Jan.-Dec. pp. 134. 
Vol. 11. 1 89. Nos. 1-9, Jan.-Sept. pp. 84. 

os. 7/8 double. (All issued.) 
The owner's printing office and museum were destroyed by fire. 
Articles by W. C. Brownwell, VI. L. Kells, W. S. Strode, E. G. Ward, 
J. Claire Wood, W. H. Davis, and others. 

HA WKINS, BENJA 11 WATERHOUSE [1807-89]. 
1864. An elementary atlas of comparative osteo
logy, the obj cts selected and arranged by T. H. 
Huxley and drawn on stone by B. W. Hawkins. 
pp. [ 6]. 12 pl. London. 

1883. See SCIE CE LECTURES, 1883-5. 

HAWKINS, R. C. 
1910. Catalogue of Books by the First Printers, 
elc. 8vo. Oxford. 

HAWKINS, THOMAS [1810-89]. 
1840. The book of the great sea-dragons, Ichthyo
sauri and Ple iosauri. Extinct monsters of the 
ancient earth. folio. pp. 27. 30 pl. London. 
The above appears to be a late edition, an earlier printing having 
been published in 1834. 

HAWKINS, T. S. 
n.d. The much-maligned rook. 
(Animals' Friend Society.) 

8vo. pp. 4. 
[London.] 

An indictment against the wanton and cruel slaughter of callow 
rooks, which to say the least of it is. foolish seeing that rooks do an 
enormous amount of good in clearing crops of wireworms. 

HAY, ARTHUR, 9th 1\1arquis of Tweed.ple. See 
T\VEEDALE, A. H., 9th Marquis of. ,. 

" HAY, 0LIVER PERRY. 
1902. Text book of Palaeontology. Vol. 11. 8vo. 
The fossil reptilia in the English edition of K. A. von Zittel's famous 
work (q.v.) is revi ed by the author. 

1908. The Fossil Turtles of orth America. 4to. 
pp. 4+568. 113 pl. figs. in text. H'ashzngton. 
A noteworthy treatise, often founu as a separate monograph, although 
originally i sued as{_arnegie Institution Publication, Ko. 75. 

HAYAT AL-HAYAWAN. See AD-DAMIRI, etc. 

HAYEK, Gu TAV vo 
1877-93. Handbuch der Zoologie. 4 vols. 8vo. 

Wien. 

HAYES, A. 1779-89. See ORIGI AL DRAWINGS. 
HA YES, WILL IAM. 

tfiAYES,~ and HAYES, W. 
[1771-80~ lates of birds.] ee HAYES, w. 
HA YES,@: 

HAYES, CHARLES [jZ. 1808-16]. 
1812-14. Original drawings of birds. 
DRAWINGS. HAYES, CHARLES. 

HAYES, WILLIAM [1729-99] and HAYES , A. 
[1771-80]. Plates of birds. 80 pl. n.p. 
A collection of 80 hand-colored plates bound as Hayes's Birds from 
the library of Earl Brownlow, Ashridge, formerly in the Bridgwater 
Library. Of these plates 42 are the same as the 66 in W. Hayes and 
family, Rare and Curious Birds, 1782, and 32 are the same as the 
40 plates in W. Hayes' .Natural History of British Birds, 1771-5. 

(\ Thirteen plates do not appear in either of these publications and 

~ 



,.>( CATALOGUE OF TITLES IN MCGILL UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 
~ould, therefore, appear to be new from a bibliographical point of vtew. A.ttached to the front of the volume are six sheet of foolscap paper w1th the above and other information typewritten and signed H.S.G. (Capt. Hugh 'teuart Gladstone), 10. iii. 23, he having 
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originally purcha ed thi' volume. 

1775. A natural history of British birds, with 
their portraits, accurately drawn, and beautifully 
coloured from nature. folio. pp. (2) +24. 40 pl. (col., 2 fold.). London. 
A series of hand-colored plates by the author with explanatory text, neither of which can truly be said to be of much cientific value. Only five plates have a printed title, none are numbered except in the text, but in this copy (contrary to some others, see Ayer Catalogue, p. 294) they are arranged so a to conform with the text. 
1779-89. See ORIGI AL DRAWl GS. 

**** and others. 
1794-9. Portraits of rare and curious bird with 
their descriptions from the menagery of Osterly 
Park, in the county of Middlesex. 2 vols. folio. 
pp. [5] +101. col. front. Vol. I. 1794. pp. [5] +50. 
50 col. pl. col. front. Vol. II. [1799]. pp. 51-101. 
50 col. pl. 'End of Vol. I I.' London. 
One of the famous, early colored illustrations of ornithology, by William Hayes and members of his numerous family. The copy in hand lacks the title to vol. II. In the 1\fcGill Library are many original drawings by this artistic famHy, some of the paintings having been used as 'patterns' to illustrate this and other volumes of bird plates issued by the Hayes family. 

HAYWARD , JA E MARY [1825-94]. 
1895. Bird notes. 8vo. pp. xvii+181. 4 pi. 11 
figs. index. London. 
Posthumous publication' edited by Emma Hubbard. 

HAZIN , MuHAMMAD Au B. ABI TALIB [ob. 
A.D. 1766). 
1810. Saydiyya. A treatise on hunting various 
kinds of game. 12mo. 47 ll. 
MS. copy in Per ' ian of an eighteenth-century original by a wellknown poet. The important first biib gives an alphabetical li t of animals with a concise description of them and of their habits. 
1829 . llusami or Faras-nama-i-I~usami. 
Modern rendering of a versified ireati e on the horse, its selection, upkeep, treatment of its diseases, etc., in 55 short biibs, or chapters. The original author, who calls him elf simply J.lazin, i.e.' aggrieved', gives the date of completion of his work as 896 A.H., or 1491 A.D. He dedicates the book to a prince, but unforttmately does not mention his real name. He was obviously, at any rate at that time, not a ruling prince, as may be seen from hi titles. Ivanow reports on this manuscript: 'The copy is complete, in fairly good state of preservation, though slightly affected by moisture. It i dated Rabi' I 1245 A.H., or 8eptember 1829.' He adds: 'The McGill Library has apvarently another copy of this work, which I got for you in Shirat, in 1928. That copy, as far as I can remember, is slightly incomplete at the beginning. I subsequently acquired the present one because it is complete.' 

HEAD , ARTII R W. See ORIGI AL DRAWINGS. 

HEADLEY, FREDERICK WEBB [1856- ]. 
1895. The structure and life of birds. 8vo. pp. xx 
+412. 77 figs. T. of c. index. London. 
An attempt to give anatomical evidence of the development of birds from reptilian ancestors. 

HEATH , HAROLD [1868- ] and JORDAN, D. S. 
1902 . Animal forms; a second book of zoology. 
See JORDA , D. s. and HEATH, H. 
1903. Animal studies, &c. See JORDAN, D. s. and 
HEATH, H. 

HEATHCOTE (afterwards Sr CLAIR), FREDERICK 
GRA VILLE. 
1885. Elementary text-book of zoology. See 
CLAUS 1 C. F. W. f..., 

HEATH COTE' J. NORMAN. 
1900. Sl. Kilda. 8vo. pp. xiii+229. 2 pl. 75 figs. 
1 map (col. fold. ). T. of c. London. 
Chapter IV is devoted to a description of the birds, with 30 illustrations. 

HEATHERLEY, FRA'!CI . 
1913. The peregrine falcon at the eyrie. 4to. pp. 
(12 )+73. 29figs. T.ofc. append. index. London. 

HEBENSTREIT' J OHA ERNST [1703-57]. 
1743. Mvsevm Richterianvm. folio. pp. 384. 
16 pl. Lipsiae. 
Pieces of stratified rock containing the impressions of animal forms, such a dragon-flies, fishes, echinoderms, corals and shells, are called Lapides Idiomor7Jhi or Lapides Fiourati, and are not recognized as the remains of organisms. 

HECK, Dr. 
1925. Lebende Tiere ... Zoolog. Garten Berlin. 4to. 

HECLA AND FURY, V OYAGE S OF THE. 
See PARRY, WILLIAM EDWARD, 1826. 

HEDDLE, R. 1848. See BAIKIE, w. B. and 
HEDojE, R. 

HEDIN , SvE A DERS. 
1898. Through Asia. 2 vols. 8vo. illust. 
Numerous reference to the fauna! life of the country. Translated from the German. 

H E DLEY' CHARLES. 
1919. Wild animals of the world. 8vo. pp. 128+ 
vii. 137 figs. index. Sydney. 
A descriptive accotmt of the animals in Taronga Park, Sydney, as it stands to-day and 150 years ago. Of the 680 specie of Australian birds 260 are said to have been found within a short distance of Sydney. 

HEER, 0SWALD [1809-83]. 
1876. The primaeval world of Switzerland. From 
the Germ. by \V. S. Dallas; ed. by James Hey
wood. 2 vols. 8vo. col. illust. map. London. 

HEERKENS , GERHARDUS NICOLAUS [1728-
1801]. 
1787. Aves Frisicae. 8vo. pp. xxiv+298. 

Rotterlodami . The ornithology of Friesland described in Latin versfinother edition bears the date 178 . 

HEERMANN , ADOLPIIUS L. 
1853. Catalogue of the oological collection in the 
Academy of natural sciences of Philadelphia. 8vo. 
pp. 32. Philadelphia. 
1855. Seeu ITED STATES. PACIFIC RD. SURVEY. 

HEERWAGEN , AUGUST. 
1889. Beitrage zur Kenntnis des Kiefergaumen
apparates der Vogel. pp. 53. 6 fold. tab. 1 pl. 
(Friedrich Alexanders Universitat thesis, Er
langen.) Niirnberg. 
An anatomical study of the parts about the palate of birds, based mainly on M:ax Fi.irbringer's work. 

HEGNER, ROBERT WILIIELM [1880- ] . 
1920 . An introduction to zoology. 12mo. pp. xii 
+350. 161 figs. T. of c. index. New Y ork. 

HEIDECKE ' ER ST. 
1897 . eber der Srhnabelwulst des jugendlichen 
Sperlings. 8vo. pp. 50+[2]. 7 figs. on fol~. pl. 
(Inaugural dis er·tation, Leipzig.) Letpztg. 
A laboratory report on the tuberosity on the mandibles of nestlina sparrows. 

~! 
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__ ,Jf../ 1 HElDELBERGER AKADEMlE DER 
-p· WlSSENSCHAFTEN. MATHEMATlSCH

N ATURWlSSENSCHAFTLlCHE KLASSE. 
1910-date. Abhandlungen. 

~I 1909-dale. Si tzung~erichte. 
HElDELBERG. Naturhistorisch-Medicini
scher Verein. 
1886. Festschrift zur Feier des filnfhundert
jahrigen Bestehens der Ruperto-Carola. 2 vols. in 
1. illusl. pl. 
1880-1914. Verhandlungen. New Series. 

HElDER, CARL [1856- ) . See AKADE nE DER 
WISSE SCHAFTE . 

HElLMANN' GERHARD. 
1926. The origin of birds. 8vo. pp. ( 8) + 208. 1 pl. 
(col.). 142 figs. T. of c. bibliogr. index. London. 
This important work consists of a compilation of all the data so 
far presented bearing upon the ancestry of birds. 

1927. The origin of birds. 8vo. New York· 
American reprint of the original 1926 edition. 

****and MANNlCHE, A. L. V. 
1931: Danmarks Fugleliv. 8vo. pp. 315. 100 col. 
pl. 450 lexl-figs. J{jobenhavn. 

HElLPRIN, A GELO [1853- ]. 
1887. The geographical and geological distribu
tion of animals. 8vo. pp. xii+435 (map col.). 
T. of c. index. New York. 
This important work forms volume LYIII of 'The International 
Scientific Series', a second edition appearing in 189-i. 

1888. The Animal Life of our Sea-Shore, with 
special reference to the New Jersey Coa t and the 
Southern Shore of Long Island. 12mo. pp. 130. 
illust. Philadelphia. 
An excellent treatise, not listed in the Cat. Br. Mus. (Nat. Hist.). 

**** and others. 
1889. The Bermuda islands: a contribution to the 
physical history and zoology of the Somers archi
pelago. 8vo. pp. (8)+231. 18 pl. T. of c. append. 

Philadelphia. 

1894. The geographical and geolo()'ical distribu
tion of animal . 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. xii + 435 (map 
col.). T. of c. index. London. 

HElM DE BALSAC, HE RI. 
1924. Contributions a l'ornithologie dans le 
Sahara Septentrional en Algerie et en Tunisie; 
avec notes sur la flore et la faune des regions 
parcourues. 4lo. pp. 116. 1 pl. (col., eggs). 5 figs. 
(2 maps). index. Paris. 

1928. Fragments de bromatologic ornithologique; 
notes sur le regime alimentaire de quelque 
oiseaux indigenes. 8vo. pp. 15 Paris. 

HElMANS AND THlJ'SSE. 
1897-1926. See DE LEVE DE ATUUR. 
1921. Van vlinders, bloemen en vogels. 

Amsterdam. 
The fifth edition of a popular book on outdoor life. 

HEINROTH, OsKAR A. [1871- ). 
1910. Die Brautentc. Lamprones a pon aL. und 
ihre EinbO.rgerung auf un eren Parkgewassern. 
8vo. pp. xvi+71. 4 pl. (1 col.). Neudamm. 

****and HElNROTH, Frau MAGDALE A. 
[1'>26-8] . Die Vogel MitLeleuropas. 3 vols. 4to. 
Vol. I, pp. viii -r- 339. 170 pl. (53 col.). T. of c. 
Vol. II, pp. iv + 160. 99 pl. (27 col.). T. of c. 
Vol. Ill, pp. x + 286. 140 pl. (49 col.). 19 figs. 
T. of c. Berlin. 
The authors had wonderful success in inducing 1Jirds to nest and 
rear the young in captivity and when, in 1908, a pair of goatsuckers 
which they had raised from the nestling stage brooded and brought 
up thr young in their house, they decided to record their ob ervations 
by the aid of the camera. There are about 3,000 selected photo
graphic reproductions. 

HElSMANN, M. 
1912. llow to Attract and 
3rd ed. pp. 100. illusl. 

Protect vVild Birds. 
London. 

HELGOLAND. ee WISSE 
e TERSUCHUNGE ' . 

CHAFTLICHE MEERES-

HELlOS; SOClETATUM LlTTERAE. (l'a
turwissenschaftlicher Verein des Regierungs
bezirkes Frankfurt a. d. Ocler.) 
1883-1916. Abhandlungen and Mittheilungen. 
Nos. 1-28 (all pub.). 

HELLMAYR, CARL EDUARD. 
1903. Paridae, Sittidae und Certhiidae. 4to. 1 
pp. 32+255. illust. (Das Tierreich. Lief. 18.) r 

Berlin.~'-6 
1905-14. Genera Avium. See WYTSMA , P~ 
1906. Revision cler Spi · 'schen Typen brasiliani
scher Vogel. 4to. pp. 1GG. pl. (Abhandlungen der 
K. Bayer. Akad. der n ' iss., 11.) 1\Iiinchen. 

1912. Zoologischc Ergcbnisse einer Reise in das 
Mundungsgebiet d~Amazonas, etc. 4lo . .\lunich. 
The Birds of thi Voyage, whos reporFSwere published under the 
auspiecs of the Kgl.-Bayerisclle A.kad. d. lVissenschaften in Munich, 
were described by the author in their Abhandlungen, Bd. XXVI, 
No. 2, pp. 142. Author's separates are known. 

1914. ee HA IEL, CURT B. 

1919-30. See CORY, CHAS. B. 

HELSlNGFORS. Societas pro Fauna et Flora 
Fennica. 
[1821. Founded a Sall kapets pro Fauna et 
Flora Fennica. 
1 75. Societas pro Fauna et Flora Fennica.] 
1848-75. Notiser ur . . . Forhandlingar, etc. 
Heft 1-3 are in 4to, and were issued as a · Bihang 
till Acta Societati Scientiarum Fennicre '. Heft 4-
14 are also entitled 'Ny Serie, Hft. I-XI'. There 
is a ' Supplement ... till 11 : te haftet' (N.S., 
Hft. VIII), giving the history of the Society from 
18'21 to 1 71. 4to and 8vo. Helsingfors. 

Continued as: 
1876. Meddelanden, etc. Hft. 1. 8uo. 

H elsingfors. 

1875. Acta. Vol. 1- 8vo. Each paper is 
s parately paged. J-Ielsingfo':!:-

1859. Herbarium Musei Fennici. Forteckning 
ofver Finska Musei Vaxtsamling, utgifven af 
Sallskapet ... och uppgjord af W. Nylander och 
T. Srelan. 8vo. pp. 118. 1 map. Helsingfors. J 
1889-94. '2nd ed. 2 pi. 8uo. Helsingforsitfk 
1. Plantre Vasculares, curantibus T. Srelan, A. 0. 
Kihlman, H. Hjelt. pp. xix+156. 2 maps. 
2. Musci, curantibu J. 0. Bomansson & V. F. 

1'-Brotherus. pp. vii+ 77 +(1). 1 map. 
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Notiser Haft V och VI, etc. 8vo. 
See a [so FINSKA VETE . , KAPS-SOCIETETE. . 

HEMPELMANN, F. 1911-13. ee BREHM, A. E. 

HENDERSON, GEORGE and HUME, ALLA:'-1' 
0CTAVIAN. 
1873. Lahore to Yarkand. Incidents of the route 
and natural history of the countries traversed. 
8uo. pp. xiv+370. 56 pl. (40 col.). 1 mup (col. 
fold.). 26 figs. T. of c. 2 append. London. 
Report of an important scientific expedition. The ornithological 
result of the expedition are illustrated with 32 eolored plate:-; by 
Keuleman , and 17 text-figures. 'everal new species are de eribed, 
with discus ions of others both by Hume and Henderson. The work 
is reviewed in the Ibis for July 1873. 

HENDERSON, I. F. and HENDERSON, \V. D. 
1920. A dictionary of cientific terms, pronuncia
tion, derivation, and definition of term in biology, 
botany, zooloay, etc. 8vo. pp. viii +354. 

HENDERSON, J. A. 
Edinburgh. 

1909. Ne ts and eggs, shown to the children. 
12rno. pp. xvi + 78. 47 pl. (col., 12 eggs). index. 

London. 
HENDERSON' J OII1 BROOKS [1870- J. 
1916. The cruise of the Tomas Barrera; the narra
tive of a scientific expedition to western Cuba 
and the Colorado reefs, \Yith ob ervations on the 
geology, fauna, and flora of the region. 8vo. pp. ix 
+320. 5 pl. (col.). 36 pl. (6 maps). T. o{ c. index. 

1'vew 1'otk. 
HENDERSON, Je n · [1865- ]. 

1913. The practical value of birds. (Bull. Univ. 
Colorado, xiii. 4.) 8vo. pp. 48. T. of c. 

Boulder, Colo. 
M:uch enlarged and issued in book form under the same title in 1027. 

1927. The practical value of birds. Suo. pp. xii + 
342. T. of c. bibliogr. index. 'ew 1 ork.. 
A successful effort to analyse and digest the vast amount of litera
ture on the food habits of birds and their relation to the material 
welfare of the human race, as well as to bring tol'cth<'r the more 
significant data of Economic Ornithology in systematic arrangement. 

HENDERSON, \V. D. 1920. See IIEi'<DERSO'<, I. F. 

~ 
HENFREY, ARTH R. 1844. See TULK, ALFRED. 

HENDY, E.\\. 
1928. The Lure of Bird\\ atching. 8uo. 

HENNICKE, CARL n.. 
1895. Der Graupapagei in der Freiheit und in 
cler GefangenschafL. 8uo. pp. G4. 1 col. pl. 
( Ornilhologische ~chri{ten des Deulschen Vereins 
zurn Schutze der l ' ogelwell, no. T.) Gerrz. 
A popular work on the African Gr_!);y Parrot. 

1905. Naiurge chichte cler Vogel Milteleuropas. 
'J. A. 

[1911 ]. Vogel chulz!Jueh. 12mo. 
8 col. pl. 60 text-figs. index. 

pp. 16+126. 
::ilullgart. 

A well-known popular manual on the protection of bird at home 
and abroad. The copy in hand is from the Cabanis-Reiehenow 
collection. 

n.d. Die LeuchttOrme unci die ogelwelt. 8vo. 
pp. 59. 7 pl. Gem. 

HENON and MOUTON-FONTENILLE. 
1802. (An 10.) L'art d'empailler les oiseaux, avec 
la methodc de les cla ser aprc le syst~me de 
Linne. 8vo. pp. xvi + 283. 6 copper pl. index. 

Lyon. 
This interesting treati~e, issued in three parts, is not li ted in the 
Br .• 1lusPum ( 'ataloque and mu~t be quite rare. Appended· is a 
catalogue of the bird · found in the Department of the Rhone. 

" HENRICI, D. 
1915. Lu ung der Vogelschutzfrage. See HIESE-
MA 'N,M. 

HENRY, G.l\1. 1924-7. ee ORIGINAL DRAWI GS. 

HENRY, JOSEPH [1797- 1878]. 
[1860]. Instructions in reference to collecting 
nests and egg of Xorth American IJirds. 8uo. 
pp. 9. append. H ashington. 
Instructions i sued by the Smithsonian Institution as a guide to 
those proposing to collect and donate egg to the Institution. 
:::lul1sequently other circulars were issued, differing somewhat from 
thi first, witn further instructions. 

1861. See SMITIISO IA 
TIONS, 1861. 

MISCELLA EOUS COLLEC-

HENSHAW, HE RY vVETHERBEE [1850-1929]. 
187 4. Geographical and geoloaical explorations 
and urveys we t of the one hundredth meridian. 
See Y nnow, 11. c. 

1874-89. See ITED STATES. Hu" DREDTH MERI-
DIA . 

1875. See \\HEELER, GEO. M. 

[1880 ·?]. Lnitecl States Geographical Surveys 
\\'e 't of the One-hundredth :'ileridian. Ornitho
logical report upon collection made in portions of 
California, • ev ada and Oregon. (Annual report 
of the urvey for 1870. 8vo. pp. 282-335.) 

I~ asllington. 
1886. The code of nomenclature and check-list 
of l rorth American birds adopted by the American 
ornithologists' Union. See AMERICA ORNITHOLO
GISTS' UN IO~. 

1902. Bird of the l1a-\vaiian Islands, being a com
plete li t of the birds of the Hawaiian possessions, 
with notes on their habits. 8vo. pp. 146. index. 

Honolulu. 
An important' contribution to the subject written in semi-popular 
style. 

1918. 13irrl8 of town and country. (:\Tational 
Geocrraphic Soeiety.) H ashinglon. 

1919-20. .\ uto!Jiographical notes. 4lo. pp. 51. 
illusl. Berkeley. 
Author':; reprint .from the Condor, vols. 21-2. 

HENTSCHEL, En:-;~T. 
1929. Da. Le ben de \Yeltmeeres. 4to. pp. 8 + 
1-i4. illust. Berlin. 

HERBERT, liE RY \\'ILLIA;\1 [1807-58]. 
1849. Frnnk Foresler·s fi !1 nnd fishing of the 
CniLPLi Stales aud Brilbh proYince of • ·orth 
Ameri<.:u. 8vo. pp. 16+455. figs. in lext. pl. 

London. 
1864. Frauh. Forcslr>r's Fish and Fi hing of the 

.S. and BriLish ProYincc . uo. fJp. 512. illust. 
.Yew 1 or!· . An important monograph on the effects of lighthouses on bird life. 

The present copy is a gift from the author. ;{ A later American edition of the original 1849 i ·sue. 
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HERBERT, Sir TnoMAS [1606-82]. 
1634. A relation of some yeares travaile begunne 
anno 1626. Into Afrique and the greater Asia, 
especially the territories of the Persian monarchie. 
4to. pp. 8+226+12. illusl. London. 
The editio princeps of a work interesting for the early descriptions 
of flora and fauna of the Far East. l\Iany birds are described, 
among them the Dodo. 

1677. Some years travels into divers parts of 
Africa and Asia the gl'rat. Desrribing more parti
cularly the empires of Persia and Industan. folio. 
pp. (8)+399+(18). 3 pl. (1 fold.). 5 maps. 50 figs. 
(7 birds). index. London. 
A curious old work the first edition of which appeared in 1634 under 
a different title, followed four years later by another edition also 
with a·different title, a third impression much enlarged appearing in 
1665, followed by the present fourth .. impression. 

HERDMAN, WILLIAM ABBOTT [1858- ]. 
1885. A phylogenetic cla sification of animals (for 
the use of students). 8vo. pp. (4)+76. lab. (fold.). 
20 figs. London. 

HERING, J. M. 
1665. De ortu avis Britannicae. 8vo. ~Villenberg. 

HERMAN, 0TT6 [1835-1914] and others. 
1891. J. S. v. Petenyi, der Begrunder , er wissen
schaftlichen Ornithologie in Ungarn, 1799-1855. 
folio. pp. [8]+137. portr. pl. Budapest. 

1901. A madarak hasznar61 es karar61. Daranyi 
Ignacz M. Kir. Foldmivelesi.igyi minister megbi
zasab6l. 8vo. pp. 279. 83 pl. Budapest. 
A well-known Hungarian treatise on useful and hurtful birds which 
has been translated into German and English. The present copy is 
from the Cabanis-Reichenow collection. 

1903. Nutzen und schaden der vogel. Ins 
deutsche ubersetzt von Johann Carl Rosier. 8vo. 
pp. 16+332. 100 pl. index. (;era. 
A German translation of a well-known original Hungarian work, 
1901. The present volume is from the Cabanis-Reichenow collection. 

1905. Recensio critica automatica [of the doctrine 
of bird-migration]. pp. ix+74. 1 map (fold.). 
T. of c. index. Budapest. 

1905. The method for ornithophaenology in
augurated by the Hungarian central office of 
ornithology, by Ott6 Herman. 4to. pp. 13. 10 
maps. Budapest. 
A method of registering by means of maps, cards, and graphs the 
movements, dates of arrivals, departures, and geographical distribu
tion of birds in any given area. 

1905. Ornithologische Fragmente a us den Hand
schriften von J. S. von Petenyi. Deutsch bear
beitet von T. Csorgey. See PETE YI, s. J. vo . 

1906. Remarques sur les note de M. le Dr. 
Quinet. 12mo. pp. 23. Budapest. 

1907. The international convention for the pro
tection of birds concluded in 1002. pp. v+241. 
T. of c. 3 indexes. Budapest. 
The present copy i a pre ent from the author and bears his auto
graph. Several conventions have since been held. 

****and OWEN, J. A. 
1909. Birds useful and birds harmful. pp. viii + 
387. front. 158 figs. T. of c. index. }.Janchester. 
A ready handbook for tht; farmer, gardener, student, and bird-lover 
generally, of the food of brrd and the part they play in the economy 
of nature. 

HERMANN, JonA [1738-1800]. 
1783. Tabula affinitatum animalium olim acade
mico specimine edita, nunc uberiore commentario 
illustrata cum annotationibus ad historiam na
turalem animalium augendam facientibus. 4to. 
pp. 2 + 370. 3 tab. Argentorati. 

1804. Observatione zoologicae quibus novae 
complures, aliaeque animalium species describun
tur et illustrantur. Opus posthumum edidit F. L. 
Hammer. Pars prior (all pub.). 4to. pp. 8+332. 
portr. Argentorati. 

HERMANN, RuDOLF. 
n.d. Vogel und Vogelstimmen. 2nd ed. 8vo. 
pp. xii+154. 17 pl. (13 col.). index. Leipzig. 

HERMANNSTADT. Siebenbiirgischer Ve
rein f. Wissenschaften. 
1850-1930. Verhandlungen und Mittheilungen. 

HER MS, EDMU D. 1927. See BERG, BENGT. 

HER!{i.NDEZ, FRANCISCO [ . 
1651. N"ova plantarum, animalium et mineralium 
Mexicanorum historia a Francisco Hernandez 
medico, in Indijs praestantissimo primum com
pilata, dein a Antonio Reccho in volumen di esta, 
a Jo. Terentio, Jo. Fabro, et Fabi , Column 
Lynceis notis, & additionibus longe ooctissimis 
illustrata. \Vith engraved title and large number 
of woodcuts of plants, animals, and minerals. folio. 
pp. 16+950+90. Roma. 

abin, No. 31516. The author was a Spanish physician and naturalist 
sent to the orth American Spanish Possessions by order of Philip II 
for the purpose of describing their productions, concerning whom 
A costa remarks: 'Doctor Franci Hernandez bath made a goodly 
worke uppon this subject, of Indian plants, liquors and other phisicall 
thing , by the King's expresse commis!'\ion and commandement, 
eau ing all the plants at the Indies to be lively painted, which they 
say are allove a thousand two hundred, and that the works cost 
above three score thousand ducats.' Pre cott says concerning the 
above edition: 'The work of Hernandez i a monument of indu try 
and erudition, the more remarkable as being the first on this subject, 
and after all the light from the labourg of later naturaligt it still 
holds its place as a book of the highest authority.' 
The author was called 'the third Pliny '. The editio princeps, of 
1615, was published in l\lexico. See the facsimile reprint, 1888. 

1790. Opera, cum edita, turn inedita, ad auto
graphi fidem et integritatem expressa, impensa 
et jus u regio; ed. with pref. by C. Gomez de 
Ortega. 3 vols. 4to. 1\latriti. 
Thi work, which was intended to be a complete collection of all 
Hernandez' works in 5 vols., was not completed, and contains only 
the De historia plantarum Nm·ct Hispaniae. 

1888. Cuatro libros de la naturaleza y virtudes de 
las plantas y animales de la Nueva Espana; 
extractos de las obras del Francisco Hernandez, 
anotados, traducidos y publicados en Mexico el 
ano de 1615, por Francisco Ximenez. 8vo. pp. 52 
+301. .\lorelia. 
This fac imile is admirably done and is an excellent reproducti~n 
in all it parts of the famous original, printed and published tn 
Mexico. 

HEROUARD, E. See DELAGE, rARIE YVES, 1896. 

HERRERA, Ar.FONSO L. [1 38-1901]. 
n.d. Notas acerca ... Vertebrados ... Mexico. 
4lo. 

HERRIC~, CLARE CE L TIIER [1858- ]. 
1892. The mammal of :\Iinne oLa. 8vo. pp. 299. 
8 pl. (Minne ota, Gcol. and . ·aL. Hist. urvey. 
Bulletin, no. 7.) 1ilinneapolis. 

IS'tJt~ 



ERRICK, FRA CIS HOBART [185 - J. 90 1. The home life of wild birds; a n w method of the study and photography of birds. pp. xix+ 148. 138 figs. index. New York. 
1917 . Audubon the naturali t; a history of his life and time. 2 vols. illust. New York. An excellent, comprehensive biography with extensive bibliography and copious notes concerning the great naturalist's contemporaries. 

HER RICK, GLE vVAsmNGTo" [1870- J. [ea. 1907]. A lext-book in general zoOlogy. 8vo. pp. 388. 237 figs. T. of c. index. ew l' ork. 
HERTFORDSHIRE NATURAL H I STORY SOCIETY AND FIELD CLUB , WATFORD. 1879-date. Transaction . London, llert(ord. (Continues 'Vatford atural Hi tory Society.) 
HERTWIG, RICHARD [1850- J. 1927 . Ab tammungslehre uncl neuerc Biologie. 4to. pp. 6+271. pl. Jena. 
HERTWIG, WILHEL 1 AUGLST OSCAR [1849-1922). 
1898 . Lehrbuch der · ntwicklungsgeschichte der Menschen und "'irbelthiere. 6te .\uf. 8vo. pp. 18 + 634. 1 col. pl. text-figs. 1 pl. J en a. A well-known text-book on (comparatiYe) development. 
1912. Allgemeine Biologic. 4Lh cd. Jena. 
1912 . Das vVerden der Organismen; einc "idcrlegung von arwin's_Zufallslheorie. Suo. pp. 12-+ +710. illusl. .Jenn. 

HERVIEUX DE CHANTE LOUP, J. C. [1683-1747]. 
1709 . 1 ouveau tr.aite de serins de canarie, ontenant la maniere de les elever, le apparier pour en avoir de belles races. 8vo. pp. 20+356. 1 pl. 

Paris. The second of numerous translation and e<.litions of a famous work on canary hirdl', the first having app are<.l in 1705. 
1718 . A new treatise of canary-bird . 12mo. pp. (12) +163. 2 pl. (diagr.). London. 
1718. Neuer Tractat von denen CanarienVogeln; Teutsche Ctbersetzt. 2 vols. in 1. 16mo. p p . (12)+160+76. 2 pi. 1 flu. 2 indexes. 

J.eipzig. 1745. ouveau traite de serin de canaric. 16mo. pp. xxxviii+36 . 4 pl. 8 figs. T. of c. inde:r:. 
Paris. 1746 . . ' Olt\ eau traite des erins de ranarie. ouvelle eel., rev., coiT. l:' augm nlee. 12mo. pp . 30 ~ 210. pl. Paris. 

1754 . See PERNA , F. A. 0_ . 

1758. Be ondere ~achrichlen von den CanarienVogeln, etc. 1eue 1\ufl. 2 Thif'ie. 2 pl. Fmnk{llrl. 
1766 . rouveau traite de serins de Canarie. illusl. 

Paris. 1771. D Jierrn ller-v ieu · . -nchricht von den CanarienvOgcln. 12mo. pp. 196 1 0. index. 
Niirnhery. 1785. rouvcau lraite des serins de <'anarie. vo. pp. 12+294. pl. Paris. In this edition is given an account of t hP ni~htingale an <.I. other songsters. 

HESSE and DOFLEIN. 
1910-14. Tierhau und Tierleben. 2 vols. Leipzig. 

H E S SELBE RG , ABRAHAM. 
n.d. Zwolf Vogel gezeichnet von Abraham Heselbcrg in 1\h.inchen. 4to. Col. lithographed titlepage margined with porlraiLs of birds. 

Uttweil a. Bodensee. Thi>~ is a small but unusually well-drawn, hand-colored collection of L2 lithographs of selected species of birds. The plates are prob· ahly rare as they are not li~;tcd ill any of the ordinary catalogues. From the Gotlman Library. 

HETHERINGT ON,W.M. 
1831. American orni Lhology. See WILso , A. and JAMESO. , R. 

HEUGHLIN, MARTI THEODOR vo [1824-76). 1856. y wmatische ebersicht der Voegel Nord- ( 0 ·t-.\frika/8 miL Einschlu s der arabischen Kueste J' des RoLhen Meeres und der il-Quellen-Lander. , '-4to. pp. 72. 
~Vien. 

1869-73. Ornilhologie Nordost-Afrika's, der Nilquellen- und kusten-gebiete des Rothen Ieeres und des nordlichen Somal-landes. 4 vols. 8vo. Vol. I. l 69. pp. cviii + 1 + 416. 1 map. 18 col. pl. T. of c. Vol. II. 1871. pp. 2+417-851. 11 col. pl. Vol. Ill. 1 71. pp. 2+ xlviii+853-1261. 10 col. pl. Mit BeiLragen von Dr. 0. Finsch. Vol. IV. (Pt. 1.) 1871. pp. 1+1263-1512+1. (Pt. 2.) pp. xlix-cccxxv +A-H. indexes. 12 col. pl. Cassel. An important detailed account of the avifauna of orth-East Africa systematically arranged. The monograph was issued irregularly (or only partially dated) in 57 numbers. The map and plates are remuubered in the index. The present copy belonged to John Gould, and the in~crted directions to the binder are probably in his handwriting. 

1877. Rei e in Nordosl-Afrika. childerungen aus dem gebiote der Beni Amer und Habab. 2 vols. 8vo. illusl. Braunschweig. The syt<tematic classification is contained in thr second volume, where the bustard family is placed next to the frican 0 trich, in accordance with the olrler Yiew prevailing at thnt time. 

HEUSINGER, KARL FRIEDRICII vo [1792-1 3]. 
1821. De mctamorpho i rost.ri pici et de generatione mucoris in orgaui mo animali iv nte. 8vo. pp. 12. 

Jena. 

HEWITSON , \VILLIA~l CHAP..\1 [1806 7 ]. 

3D 

[ 1831-42]. Briti h oology. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. viii+(160). 72 pl. (col.). index. Vol. II, pp. 8+(182). 83 pl. (col.). indl'X. 
~V nvcaslle-upon- Tyne. This first Nlition-vcry rare-of a standard work was issued in 37 part::;, .April!. 1831, to .Tune 1. 183 , with a supplement on October 1, ~o~\;;,<'~~·i,~l~l!:.~~~~~:~~r~t1l~~fi~~'"l1o i~~~~cc~i~e~itl{~~;~~e tfh;~~·o:i\~~~hd in two volumes, which has been followed in the case of the present copy. Two later etlitiom; were h;sued under a somewhat different title. Xot li. ted in the Cat. Br. Mu1:1 . .Nat. Hist. 

1842-6. Coloured illu trations of the eggs of Bri Lish birds, accompanied with de cription of lhe co·gs, nc~t., elc. 2 vols. 8vo . Vol. I, pp. xvi+ 223. 62 pl. (col.). Vol. II, pp. (6)+225-470. 76 p l. (col.). index. London. This is tlw sE'contl e<lition. lt was issued in monthly parts between l '-1~-C\. It is rtuite <.litferent from the rare first edition, the text being r<>writtcn, enlarged, and )Jagcd throughout. The plate are dillercnt al~o. Coue ·is in error in giving them as 144 instead of 138. 
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~HEWITSON, W. C. (conld.)] 
1853-6. Coloured illustrations of the egg of 
British birds, with descriptions of their nesls and 
nidification. 3rd ed. 2 vols. 8vo. \ ul. I, pp. :ruL + 
289. 77 pl. (col.). Vol. II, pp. (4 )+ 2fJ0- 532. 72 pl. 
(col.). index. London. 
This is said to be the be::;t of the three edition:;. lt ap]H'ared in 38 
parts from )fay 1853 to June 1856, being partly re"Tittcn, enlarged, 
and supplied with new plates. 

HEWITT, CHARLES GORDON [1885-19:W]. 
1921. The conservation of the wild life of Canada. 
8vo. pp. xx+344. 23 pl. 4 (iys. 15 maps and 
charts ( 3 fold.). index. \ ew l ork. 
A posthumous volume by the Dominion Entomologist. It cov r::; the 
subject in a mo t excellent manner, being especially iutcrc ·ting to 
Canadians. 

HEYDEN' CARL HEINRICH GEORGES \0 [1793-
1866]. 
1827. Reptilien. folio. pp. 2+24. pl. (Senken-
bergische naturforschende GesellscllafL ~ \tlas zu 
der Reise im nordlichen ~tfrilca, vol. 3.) 

Fran !tfzzrt -a. -1U. 

1828. See RUPPELL, w. P. E. Atlas zu der Reise 
im nordlichen Afrika, etc. 

HICKSON, SYD EY JOIL ' [1859- ]. 
1889. A naturalist in north Celebes; a narratiYe 
of travels in Minahassa, the Sangir and Talaut 
islands. 8vo. pp. xv + 392. 6 pl. 29 (iys. 2 maps 
(col. fold.). T. of c. 3 append. index. London. 

1894. Fauna of the Deep-Sea. 8vo. pp. 11 1 169. 
1 pl. illust. in text. London. 
An interesting volume from 'ir J. Lubbock's Jlodem &inu:e Series. 

HIERSEMANN, K.\RL \V. (Publisher.) 
1927. Bibliographic cl er Germaui Li~hcu Zeit-
schriften. t= 
A valuable work of reference. 

1928. lnkunabeln. 4lo. pp. 4+ 103. illllsf. 
Leipzig. 

A dealer's catalogue of incunabula, with many titles of interest to 
zoologists. 

HIESEMANN' MART! . 
1908. How to atLract and protect wild birds. 8uo. 
pp. 17 +86. 49 figs. T. of c. append. London. 
Translated from the German first edition, 1 !J07, by En una S. 
Buchheim. 

1911. Ilow to atLract and protect wild birds. 2nd 
ed. 8vo. pp. 13 +101. 54 figs. T. of c. append. 

London. 

1912. How to attract and protect wild bird . 3rcl 
ed. London. 

1915. Losung clcr Vogclschutzfrage nach Frci
herrn v. Bcrlep eh. 6te crgantzte und verl>c sertc 
Aufl. 8vo. pp. xii+172. 2 col. pl. nwn. figs. in 
text. index. Leipzig. 

HIGGINS, ELMEH. [18~)2- ]. 
1930. Wild life. See RED! GTO , p ,\ UL G. 

HILDEBRAND, B. F. and SCHROEDER, 
w.c. 
1927. Fishe of Chesapeake Bay. (Hull. U.S. Dur. 
Fisheries, vol. viii, 1U·27, pt. I.) H' ashinyton . 
This work inclmles general statisticR aml rema rk!'l on the Fisheries 
of Chesapeake Bay; al o a gyRtematic catalogul', 'rith J·cvR to 
families, d scriptions, etc. · 

HILGENDORF, F. 1825-48. See EHRENBERG, 
c.(;, 

HILL, J oii. · [1716-75]. 
1748-52. A gener·al natural history ... of the 
animals, vegetables, and mineral , of the different 
part of the world. 3 vols. folio. illust. London. 
Yol. Lll c;ontain" an ~rcount of tlw hints, with }Jlates rTos. 17-2!, 
reprcsrntmg 111 til)CCJC8. 

1752. .\11 history of animal . folio. pp. ( 8) + 584. 
28 pl. imle.T. London. 
Thi8 volume iH one of three (perfect without the others) comprising 
the aut110r's general natural history, 17!8-52. 

1752. E ay in naluraL history and philosophy; 
containing a series of di ~uv rie , IJy the assistance 
of microscopes. 8vo. pp. 8, 415. London. 

HILL, HICHARD [179- -1872]. 
1847. ThebirrlsofJamaica. SeeGo sE,P.H. 

1851. A naturalist's sojourn in Jamaica. See 
GOSSE, P. li. 

HINDS, HrcnARD BRI:-;r LEY, eel. 
1844. Tllt> zoology of the Yoyage of H.l\1.S. 
Sulphur, under the command of Captain Sir 
Edward Belt.:her ... during the years 1836-4'2. 
2 vols. 4lo. Vol. I, pp. (2) , 150. 64 pl. ( 62 rol.). 
Vol. I I, pp. (2) 1 72. 21 pl. tol.). index. London. 
The ornithology of thi :;cientific voyage (by John Gould) will 
be found in vol. 1, pp. 3D- 50, illustrated with 16 colored plate~, 
~·os. 1 \J-3!. ;\lany uew ~pecie8 wer obtained, selection of which 
went to the British ::\luRcmn and the collection of the Zoological 
:::>ociety. The present COl)Y is from the Godman Library. 

HINGSTON' RICHARD \VILLIA 1 GEORGE [1887-
]. 

1920. A naturalist in llimalaya. 8vo. pp. xii + 
:300. :24 pi. (1 map). T. of c. index . London. 

1923. A nuturali tin llindustan. 8vo. pp. 7-t-292. 
front. 9 pl. T. of c. index. London. 

1925. Nature at the dcscrL's edge; studies and 
ob ervation in the Baadad oa is. 8vo. pp. 299. 
11 illusl. London. 

1928. Problems of instinct and intelligence. 8vo. 
pp. 8 + 296. illusl. London. 

HINROTH, 0. aml HINROTH, M. 
1924-9. Die Vogel Milleleuropa . Lief. 1-GO. 4to. 
many col. pl. Berlin. 
This trcath;e, so far as published, is a fine example of scientific text 
and cs<"ellent illustration. 

HINTON' MARTli ALISTER c MP BELL [1883- ] . 
1925. Reports on papers by G. E. H. Barrett
Hamilton on the whales of SouLh Georgia. folio. 
pp. 159. London. 

1926. :\1 ouograph of PlC voles and lemming 
(:\licrulinne) living and e. tind. \ ol. 1. pp. xvi + 
487. 15 pl. JJ(J (ius. London. 

HIRC, :\1IROSLAV. 
1908. llorologischc und gonimatische Beziehun-
gen cl er Art. lccipiler ni~;us (L.). 8vo. pp. [2] + 19 . . 

Zaureb. 
A monograph on the hawk, Accipiter nisu.~. aR seen in the Balkans. 

1908. Die J agdfauna der Do mane l\1artijanec. 
8vo. pp. 85. Zayreb. 
A loeallist of animals intert'8ting to the hunter. 161 species of birds 
found in the Croatian county Varazdin, are briefly described. 1\ . 

rv? 
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HIRSCH-SCHWEIGGER, En ST. HODGSON, DRYA HouGIITO [1800-94]. 
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1925 . Zoologi ches \VOrlerbuch ... mit 477 [1836]. On some uew specie of the Edolian and 
abbildungen. pp. 628. Berlin. Ccblcpyrinc ub-families, of Lhe Lani[i]dae of 
A very u eful zoological dictionary with mau~ h(']l)ful illustration~. Nepal. 8vo. pp. 6. 

HIRST , ITE, ·Ry B. 
1843. The book of cage birds. ·2nd rei. pp. 278. 
T. of c. append. Pliiladelplzia. 

HIS, \VJLHELM [1831- U)Oc1]. 
1874. nsere KOrperform. 
illust. 

8vo. pp. 14 + 224. 
Leipzig. 

1904. vVilhelm IJis. 8vo. .Jena. 
Biography b~: Rn<iolf Fiek. Abstractrd from .1 nrlfo111. Anzeiger, 
vol. 25, pp. 16L-20 . Author's reprint. 

HITCHCOCK, EDWAHD [1793- 18(),1 J. 
1833. n.eport on Lhe Geology, ~1inrralogy, 
Botany and Zoology of .MassachuseLL . 8vo. pp. 
700. Lists of Bird , by Prof. E. Emmons. 

Amherst. 
1835. Catalogues of the animals and planls of 
Ma sachu ells. 8vo. pp. 142. Amherst. 
A VE'ry u~eful manna! for the ~;tudy of • 'ew l•;ngland tlora antl 
fauna. 

1858. lchnology of 1 Tcw England. folio. pp. 12 
220. maps. Boston. 

HLAWENSKY, BERTHOLD. 

1899 . Die zahme Fasanerie. See HLAWE. ' SKY, J. 
and IILA 'V E. SI Y, B. 

HLAWENSKY, JoHANN and HLAWENSKY, 
BERTHOLD. 

1899. Die zahme Fasanerie. Leitfaden fi.ir den 
anaehenden I< a anenzOchter und G1(917nclc des 
Fasanensport . Suo. pp. 81. 1 pl. 12 te:rl-(iys. 

1\eudmnm. 
A popular treatisf' on pheasant culture. A pref;entation copy from 
the author, in tlw ('abanis-Reichenow collection. 

HOBBIES . See BlJFFALO SOCIETY oF ;'li \TUHAL 
SCIE CES . 

HOBDAY ' FHEDERICK THO.:\l \S GEOH<:E. 
1915 .. \me lhesia & narcosis of a11imals and birds. 
8vo. pp .. ri . 80. 4 pi. (6 (iys.). 19 figs. 1'. of c. 
index. J_ondon. 

HOBHOUSE , L. T. 
1915. Mind in Evolution. Lalesl ed . pp. 450. 
illust. 1\ ew York. 
Contains chapters on comparntiw psychology, inelncling the avian. 

HOBSON , n.rcnARD Tl795-1868]. 
1866. Charles \\"atcrton; his home, habits, and 
handiwork. 12mo. pp. xl + 319. front. 13 pl. T. of c. 

London. 
A brief memoir of a talented and humau<' but e<Trntrk man, who 
was passionately de-voted to natural history pursuits, more ~'>'IH.'t·ially 
to that of ornithology. He i be:;t known for his ll"rwderilltl·~ in 
South America, 1 12-24. 

HOCHWALT, ALBERT G. [1893-10'?0]. 
1923 . Idylls of l.Jird life. 8vo . pp. (2)-+ 140. front. 
(porfr:) . 80 fiys. T . of c. Dayton, 0. 

HODEK, E1H \HD. 

1882. Der \\ anderer II irn. 6vo. pp. 22. H'ien. 
On the migration of marsh birdl> in the valley of the Danube. 

Author's reprint published in the Yalley of. ~epal. 

[1836]. On ome ne\v specie of the more typical 
Laniidae of 1 cpal. 8vo. pp. 3. 

n.d. Indication of some new forms belonging to 
the Parinnae. 8vo. pp. 7. 

n.d. On the Charj, or Otis Bcngalensis. 8vo. 
pp. 8. 2 pl. 

HOEFER, JEA, · C. F. [1811-78]. 
1873. IIisloire de la Zoologie dcpuis Ies temps les 
piu 1·ccule ju qu'a no jour . 8vo. pp. 412. Paris. 
An instructive accom1t of the subject and a Yaluable work of 
rE>ferencE>. 

HOERNES, HuDOLF (1850-1922]. 
1884. Elemente cl er Palconlologie. 8vo. pp. 16 + 
.)94. illust. in text. Leipzig. 
Yertrhratc fossil clepositfl properly considrred. 

HOEVEN, .JEA. VA- DER [180'2-68]. 
1856-8. Jlandhook of zoology. Translated from 
the :!nd Dut<.:h ed. hy \\ illiam Clark. 2 vols. 8vo. 
Vol. I, pp. xvi+853. 15 pl. T. of c. index. Vol. 11, 
pp. xxiv ....... 768. 9 pl. T. of c. index. Cambridge. 

1864. Philosophia zoologica. 8vo. pp. [4] +401. 
Lugduni Balavorum. 

[1867]. Annolationes de Dromade Ardeola Payk. 
4lo. pp. 1 J. 1 fold. lab. Dresdae. 

HOFFMAN, \V. J. 
1888. Annolaled li t of the bird of evada. 
(Bulletin of llze Geological ::>urvey, vol. vi, no. 2.) 
pp. 203- 66. 3 pl. (1 map). append. bibliogr. 

Author': e<litiou. 
~ r ashington. 

Thi,; list is hase<l partly upon notrs and observations made by 
~everal Held varties in 1871, as well as from the reports of other 
prominent authorities who have visited varts of ~ Tevada. 

H OFFMANN' BER HARD [1860- ] . 
1908. Kun l und Vogelgesung. 8vo. pp. x+230. 
illusl. (mu 'it:). Leipzig. 
An instrm-tiH' treatise on the tPehnic of bird song, illustrated by 
musir·al notP>i. From the ('abaui. -HeidH'uow collection. 

191 9. Fiihrer durch unsere Vogelwelt. 12mo. 
pp. iv+216. index. Leipzig. 

HOFFM ANN' CIIRI TIA KAHL . 

1859. See BROl'\:'-<, H. G., Die Kla en, etc . 
1890 ·? h.las ·eu u. Ordnungcn d. Reptilien. 3 vols. 
170 pl. Leipz. 
This iluportnnt monograph is frequently bound in with the author\ 
emHpanion. work on amph.ibia, 1873 -8. St'P BHO~. ·,H. G. 

HOF F M A N N , JULIUS . 

1867. Die \Valdschnepfe. 4to. pp. viii+151. 
Stuttgart. 

A I>opular a<·<·ount of the woodco ·k, with ·ide glance t their value 
for food and tlw ·hunt •. 

18137. Die \\'ald chnepre, etc. 4lo. pp. 8 + 196. 
1 pi. imif'.L'. Sluliyarl. 
The. P<'Otlll <'<lition of a well-known monograph on that co~;mopolitan 
hir<.l. the woodcock, and its allir:. The volume in hand is a pre ·enta-
tiou COlJY from the author to Prof . .A.. Heichenow, 

t/ 
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0--:;0FFMANN, RALPII [1870- ], and LANSING, 
Mrs. J. H. (born STICK1 EY). 
[1898]. Bird world; a book for children by J. H. 
Stickney, assisted by R. Hoffmann. See LA SI'l'G, 
Mrs.J.H. 

**** and SETON, E. T. 
1901. Bird portraits, &c. See SETO , E. T. and 
HOFFMA N, R. 

1923. A guide to the birds ... with special refer
ence to New England and eastern New York. 
pp. xiii+357. 1 map.· 95 figs. T. of c. addend. 
index. 
A new edition of the author's Guide to the Birds, lHO±, under a 
slightly different title. 

1925. Birds of the Pacific States, ... de cription 
of 400 species. 8uo. pp. 353. 10 col. pl. 200 illust. 
in text. Boston. 
A semi-popular field manual useful to the outdoor naturalist. 

HOFFMEISTER, \VER. ER [1819-4- J. 
1848. Travels in Ceylon and India, including 

epal and parls of the Himalaya , to the Borders 
ofThibet. 8uo. pp.12+527. 2 rnaps. Edinburgh. 
Of value to the tudent of Yertebrate zoology. Several appendices 
include letters addressed to Humboldt on the birds of the Himalayas. 

HOGBEN, L. T. 
1918. Alfred Russel \:Vallace. The Story of a great 
Discoverer. 8uo. illust. London. 

HOGG, JoHN [1800-69]. 
[1829]. On the natural history of the vicinity of 
Stockton on Tee . 4to. pp. [2] + 94. map. 

Slocklon-upon- Tees. 
The sub-title reads: 'I. A Catalogue of most of the Birds which are 
known to frequent the Country near 'tocldon.' 

1845. A catalogue of birds, observed in South
Eastern Durham, . . . with an appendix. 8uo. 
pp. 50. 
Reprinted, with additions, from the Zoologist. It is a brief, 
descriptive list of 210 species. 

HOGMAN, SAM EL. 
1873. Jemforande framsUHlning af keleLLbyggna
den hos Colymbus och Podiceps. ( p ala Univer
sity thesis.) 8uo. pp. 4+40. 

HOLBOLL, CARL PETER [1795-1856]. 
1846. Ornithologischer Beitrag zur Fauna Groen
lands; a us dem Danischen uebersetzt und mit 
einen Anhang versehen von J. H. Paulsen. 8uo. 
pp. x+102. col. fronl. Leipzig. 
According to the tran ·lator's preface this fundamental study of 
the birds of Greenland was first presented to the ' Kt:inigl. danische 
Gesellschaft der Wis enschaften' in 1840. The writer received for 
his work the silver medal of the 'ociety, after which the mono
graph was published in vol. IV, part -±, of the Zeitschrijt filr 
N aturwissenschajten. 

1854. Ornithologischer Beitrag zur Fauna Groen
lands. Neue Ausgabe. 8uo. pp. x+102. col. 
front. Leipzig. 
A reissue of the fir t edition, 18-±6. 

HOLBROOK, Jon En 
1842. North American .L.....__.-.--~.......,;;. 
illust. col. 
An important work on local rept 

HOLDEN, CHARLES F. and HOLDEN, G. H. 
1878. Holden's book on birds. 8uo. pp. (2) +128. 
33 figs. Boston. 

1881. Holden's new book on birds. 8uo. pp. (2) + 
128. 33 figs. Boston. 

HOLDEN, GEORGE HE RY [1848-1914]. 
[1883]. Canaries and cage-birds. 4to. pp. 2+335. 
7 col. pl. text-figs. New York. 

HOLDER, CHARLES FREDERICK [1851-1915]. 
1886. The ivor king; a popular history of the 
elephant and its allies. 12mo. pp. 14+330. 22 pl. 

New York. 
1887. Living lights; a popular account of phos-
phorescent animals and vegetables. ew eel. 8vo. 
pp. 11 +187. pl. London. 

1903. The Bia Game Fishes of the nited States. 
8uo. pp. 14+435. illust. index. 
An e'<cellent, semi-popular description of many American fishes. 

1910. Hecreations of a sportsman on the Pacific 
coasl. 8uo. pp. 9-t-399. 74 illust. ew York. 

HOLDER, J. B. 
1846. .atalogue of birds noticed in the vicinity 
of Lynn, Mass., during the years 1844-6. 8vo. 
pp. 8. (Lynn Natural History Society. Publica
tion , no. 1.) 
A catalogue of 185 species of birds, most of which are preserved 
in the 8ociety's cabinets. 

HOLDSWORTH, EDM D WILLIAM Hu T. 
[1872]. Catalogue of the birds found in Ceylon. 
8uo. pp. 404-83. 4 pls. (col., X~· I I-XX). London. 
A well-annotated catalogue, in which 325 specie are recognized. 
Of this number 37 pecies are exclusively confined to Ceylon. 
Author's reprint from the Zoological SocietJt of London, Proceedings, 
1872. 

1877. ea fisheries, by E. \V. H. Holdsworth. 
Salmon fisheries, by Archibald Young. 12mo. 
pp. 4+ 300. illust. pl. London. 

HOLEWA, Huco. 
? 1899. Die Vogelfauna in Schlesien. 8uo. pp. 28. 

Teschen. 

HOLLANDSCHE MAATSCHAPPIJ DER 
WETENSCHAPPEN. Haarlem. 
1799-1844. Natuurkundige Verhandelingen. 
Series 1. 

1841-68. Natuurkundige Verhandelingen. Series2. 

1872-date. Natuurkundige Verhandelingen. 
Serie 3. 

HOLLISTER, l\'ED [1876-1927] and KUM
LIEN, L. 
1903. The bird of \Visconsin. See K MLIEN, L. 
and HOLLI TER, • . 

1911. A systematic synopsi of the Muskrats. 8vo. 
pp. 47. 5 pl. 1 col. map. 1Yashinglon. 
No. 32 of North American .Fauna by a brilliant naturalist in the 
service of the Biological Survey and Smithsonian Institution who 
died at the early age of 50 years. His numerous writings were 
mostly issued in the form of government publications. 

1912. A list of the mammal of the Philippine 
Island , exclusive of the cetacea. 4to. pp. 64. 
(Philippine Journal of Science, vol. 7, Sect. D, 

t\no. 1.) Manila. 
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;vfiJ 191 6. A system a tic account of the prairie dogs. 

( orth J...mer. Fauna, no. 40.) 8vo. pp. 37. 7 pl. 
\raslzinyton. 

1918- 24. ast African mammals in the United States rational Museum. 8vo. pp. 8 -1 164. 57 pl. 
\\ ·ashington. 

Author's reprint of Bull. 99, .S. Nat. 1\Ius. , mithsonian Institution. 

HOLMER, MARY R. ORRI [1874- ]. 
1923. Indian bird-life. 8vo. pp. 9 + 100. col. 
front. index. London. 
1926. Bird study in India; with an introcl. by Lt.- ol. John Stephen on. 2nd eel. 12mo. pp. 148. 
45 text-figs. London. 

HOLMES, SAl\1 EL JACI so - [1868- ] . 
1916. Studie in Animal Behaviour. London. 
A serious work on , ome phases of comparative psychology, 
1928. The biology of the frog. 4th eel. pp. 9 + 386. illust. ew }'ork. 

HOLMESDALE NATURAL HISTORY 
CLUB, REIGATE, ENGLAND. 
1899-dale. Proceedings. 

HOLMESWORTH, LEO='IARD. 
1905. hakespeare's songsters and other birds, with over one hundred references. 8vo . pp. 42 . 
1 fig. T. of c. Leamington. 

HOLMGREN, AUGUST EMIL [1829-88]. 
186\-71. Skandinaviens foglar. 2 vo ls . 9 pl. 161 figs . ·n lext. (Il andho/,· i zooloyii). 
One of the authoritirs on ScandinaYian birds. See also wmEGREN, li. 

HOLT, E. \V. L. 1909 . See CHALLE GER SOCIETY, 
1909. 

HOLTEN, .J. S. 1788. See l\l .. LLER, o. F. 

HOLTE-WHITE, R \.SHLEWII. 
1906. LelLer to Gilbert White of Selborne. See 
M L o,Rev.JOll. 

HOLTZ, L DWIG . 
1890. eber das Steppenhuhn, yrrhaptes para
doxus, und dessen zweite lasseneinwanderung in Europa in Ja hre 1888. 4to . pp. 78. Berlin. 
This pamphlet recounts the irruption in 18 8 into Europe from somewhere in the East of the club-footed sand-grouse, • in numbers q uite incalculable' . 

HOLUB, EMJL [1847-1902] and PELZELN, 
Auc ST VO . 
1882. Beitrage zur Ornit hologie S i.i clafrikas. 8vo. 
pp . 384. 5 pl. (3 col.) . 94 cuts . index . lVien . 
An important, systematic account of ~outh African bird., in which are described two species new to science. The present copy is from t he Cabanis-Reichenow collection. 

HOME, VERARD [1756-1832]. 
1814-28. Lectures on comparaLive anatomy; in which are explained the preparations in the Hunterian collection . 6 vols . folio. L ondon. 
Volumes 2 and 6 of this monumenta l work have the platrs; 5 and 6 form a supplement. 
1822. On the ana tomical structure of Lhe eye; illustrated by micro copical drawings, elc. 4lo . 
pp . 2+ 10. 7 p l. 
A well-illustrated study in comparative anatomy, mostly of cross-sections of the eyes of bird', eagle, goose, &c. The steel platel:l show well the histology of the parts. A repaged article from the Phil. Trans. 

HOME UNIVERSITY LIBRARY OF 
MODERN KNOWLEDGE. 
[1911 ?]. The animal world, &c. See GAMBLE, 
F.W. 

1927 . Birds; an introduction to ornithology . 
See THOMSO~, ARTII R L. 

HOMEYER, ALEXA DER vo [1834-?1905] . 
1897. 1eine Eier-Sammlung. pp. 19. 
Mimeographed autographed copy. 

HOMEYER, EucE FERDINA D voN [1809-89]. 1870. Erinnerungsschrift an die Versammlung der 
deutschen Ornithologen in Gorlitz im Maj 1870. 
pp. 53. Stolp. 
Important review of ornitholog!c~l progress during recent years with special articles by Drs. Brentm, Cabanis, and Wiedemann on ~candiuavian, ~iberian, and Portuguese birds. 
[1 877]. Deulschland Saugethiere und Vogel ; ihr 

ulzen und Schaden. 8vo. pp. 81 . Leipzig. 
1879. ie Spechte uncl ihr vVerth in forstlicher Beziehung. 8vo. pp. 35. Frank furt a.M. 
An interrsting account of various species of Woodpeckers, especially in their relation to tree culture. A second edition (q.v. ) of this brochure was published also in 1879. Both are presentation copies from the author. 

1879. Die Spechte und ihr Werth in forstlicher 
Beziehung. Zte Aufl. 8vo. pp. 37. Frankfurt a.M. 
1880. Reise nach Helgolancl, den Nordseeinseln 
Sylt, Lyst, etc. 8vo. pp. 4+91. Frankfurt a.M . 
The author gives a descriptive catalogue of 114 bird species observed during a vi it to Heligoland and neighboring islands. 
1881. Ornithologische Briefe; BW.tter der Erin
nerun()' an seine Freunde. 8vo. pp. vi+ 340. 

Berlin. 
1881. Die v\ anderungen der Vogel mit Ri.icksicht 
auf tlie Zflge der Siiugethiere, Fische uncl Insecten. 
8vo. pp. x + 415. T. of c. Leipzig. 
The author was known al:l the estor of Ornithologists then living· This is his standard book on the migration of bird . 
1885. Verzeiclmiss der Vogel Deutschlands. 8vo. 
pp. 16. ~Vien. 
A repaged excerpt with several pages of MS. notes by•(?) P rof. Reichenow adding many species to the 35 7 listed by the writer . 
[1886 ]. Ornithologische Beobachtungen gross ten t heil im Sommer 1869 auf einer Reise im nordwesllichen Russland Ge ammelt. See also 
MEWES, W. 

HOMING PIGEON ANNUAL. 
One volume yearly from 1906-16. See HOMI c 
PIGEO . London . 

HOMING PIGEON, THE , and National 
Homing Union Members' Gazette, with which 
is incorporated the Homing News and the Homing World. 
1905-30. \Veekly . 4to. Birm ingham. 
This periodical deals chiefi~ with the activities of the various British societies and trades devoted to pigeon culture, as well as to racing and other forms of sport. It is specially the organ of t he National Homing nion. lt constitutes a valuable source of information touching all these matters as they developed in Great Britain at the beginning of the twentieth century. 

H - 0 - 0. See HAWKEYE OR ITHOLOGIST AND OOLO
GIST. 

HOOD , T HOl\

7
1A 

A HOOD, 1872 . 
See (afterwards) cocKBURN -
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-:1 . .. W HOOIJDONK, R. J. VAl\1. 
9"1"" n.d. Over kannries en voliere-vogcl . 8z•o. pp. 48. 

Amsterdam. 

HOOKER, Jo EPII DALTO~ [1817- 1911]. 
1854. Himalayan joul'nal ; or, otrs of a natural
ist in Bengal, the Sikkirn and _ T epnl Himalayas, 
the Khasia mountains. 2 vols. 8vo. 2 maps. col. 
pl. text-figs. London. 

1855. Himalayan journals. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, 
pp. xvi+348. 4 pl. (1 col.). 37 figs. !'- o{c. Vol. II, 
pp. xii + 345. 1 pl. 35 figs. T. of c. mdu. London. 
A revised and condense-d edition of the cditio prinreps of 1854. 

****and BALL, .JOIL . 
1878. Journal of a tour in Marocco and the Great 
Atlas. 8vo. pp. xvi 1 499. 8 pl. 1 map ( fold. ). 
13 figs. T. of c. 11 append. inde.c. London. 

HOOKER, v\ ILLIAl\r .JAcKso [178G- 18GG J. 
1813. Journal of a tour in Iceland in I he summrr 
of 1809. 2nd eel. Addition . 2 vols. Svo. illusl. 
pl. maps. London. 

HOOSIER NATURALIST. See KA SAS CITY 
SCIE 'TIST. 

HOPKINS MARINE LABORATORY. 
Leland Stanford University. [Con l rihutlons.) 

1895-1904. fi os. 1-32. (Mostly on Fishes and 
Flora.) All pub. See U IO LIST OF SERIALS, 
p. 1383. 

HOPKINSON, EMILIUS [1869- ] . 
1926. Records of bird bred in eaptivily. Svo. 
pp. 9+330. London. 
A valuable work on thi ·subject, including an arcount of (l) ,;peei€-s 
that have been bred in confinement, (2) hyhrhls that have bren 
bred, and (3) a summary of the records-81G specie:-; in all. 

HOPLEY' CATIIERil E c. 
1882. nakes: Curio ities and \\ onders of erpent 
Life. 8vo. pp. 614. col. pl. le.1·l-(iys. London. 

HOPWORTH, HE~RY HoYLE [1842-1U09]. 
1887. The .Mammoth and the lood, ete. 8Po. 
pp. 32 -r- 464. London. 
A contribution to the controYer ial f>idr of !'Volution, hcing ·an 
attempt to confront the Theor) of ·niformit) "ith the fact:-; oi 
recent Geology'. 

HORN, CAPE. 
1885-91. Mission cienlifi~ du Cap llorn. 7 vols. 
in 9 and 2 pts. CornpleLe. 4to. See CAPE HOR~. 

HORN, G. 
1669. Area l\1o is ive historia muncli. 

1\1 agdel.Jurgi. 
HORN, \\'ILLIAl\1 A. 

1896. Report on ... the Horn Scientific I<.., ·pccli
tion to Central Au Lralia .... Ediled hv Bnlct,vill 
Spencer. 4 vols. 4lo. many pl. and lexi-fiys. 

1\l elbourne an cl London. 
The report of thi important natural history excnr:-;ion inclndeH a 
section on the lammalia and Amphihia of thr visited arras bY 
Baldwin Spencer; AYes by A. J .• rorth and G. A. Keurtlami; 
Reptilia by A. H. 8. Lucas and C. FroHt, and Pi~:~ces by A. Zi tz. 

HORNADAY, \VILLIAl\1 TEMPLE [1< ~A- ]. 
1885. Two year in the junale; the e ·pcrience~ of 
a hunter and naturalist in India, Ceylon, the l\lalay 

Peninsula and Borneo. 8vo. pp. xxii+512. 46 pl . 
2 maps. 2 figs. T. of c. append. index. 'ew }'ork. 

1904. The American 1 ntural History as a Founda
t ioll of useful knowledge of Lhe higher animals of 

r merica. 4lo. illust. London. 

1904. Guide to the New York Zoological Park. 
ew York. 

1904. T\vo Y cars in the Jungle, etc. 7th ed. 
ew York. 

1906. Popular official guide Lo the New York 
Zoological Park. 8th ed . 8vo. pp. xiv+113. 31 
(iys. ,3 maps. index. New l'ork. 

1907. Camp Fires in the Canadian Rockies. 
iYew York. 

1908. Camp Fire on Desert and Lava. 63 pl. 
.Y. 

1913. Our vanishing wild life; its extermination 
and pre ervation. 8vo. pp. xv+411. 94 figs. 
(10 maps). index. ew rork. 

1914. The American naLural hi tory; a foundation 
of u eful knowledge of the higher animal of 
. ' orth Ameri<..:a. 4 t•ols. 8z•o. 1G col. pl. 367 ollzer 
i/lust. chal'is. maps. New }'ork. 
An admirable, 1-1emi-popnlar treatise that indndes the whole range 
of vertebrate zoology exn·pt the fi::;hrs. 

1917. Our Vanishing \\ ild. Life. ew eel. 8vo. 
pp. 411. illu~t. ew }"ork. 

1919. Popular official guide to the New York 
zoological park. 16th eel. 8vo. pp. 192. 124 figs. 
3 maps. T. o{ c. index. New York. 

1922. The minds and manners of wild animals; 
a book of per~onal ob ervatious. pp. x+328. 22 pl. 
T. o{ c. index. 7ew York. 

1929. Ta. ·iclermy and zoological collecting. 8vo. 
pp. 21 + 364. illust. pl. New York. 

HORNERO, EL. Revista de la Sociedad Orni
thologica del Pla ta para el estudio y protec
ci6n de las aves de la Argentina y paises 
vecinos. 
1917-30. Svo. illust. 
A~ tiH• title indicates, thi~ ·cientific jomnal is devoted to the 
ornithology of Arg ntiiHl and surrounding COlmtries,bub'tantially 
to a st mly of ~outh American oruithology. It i issued unde! the 
auspiees of the Ornithological ~ociety of La Plata, wllo·e Pre·Hlent 
(1916-20) \\tu; Dr. Roberts Dabbene and 'ecretary Pedro 'erie. 
El Hornero is illustrated chirtl\· hv blacl{-and-white reproductions 
of photogra11hR. • · 
Among thr contributors are the President and Secretary of th.e 
Soeirty as well as :\1. ~elva, l\1. Doello-Jurado, H. Ambrosettl, 
l'. ::-\. Reed, K. WoltUmgel, J. n. Daguerre, and many others. 

HORREBOW, l\mLs [171·2-60]. 
1758. The natural hi lory of Iceland. folio. pp. 
xx 1 207. (map fold.) T. o{ c. London. 
Thi:-; translation from the original Danish giws a good a('count of 
the natnral hh;tory of the i.·land. 

HORSBRUGH, BOYD ROBEHT. 
1912. The game-bird & water-fowl of South 
Africa. Issued iu four pnrl . 4lo. pp. xii + 159. 
67 pl. (col.). index. London. 

HORSFIELD, JIERBE T 1\._ I riiT. 

[1923]. idc light 01 bird ; an introduction to 
Lh lull) of British lnrd lif . vo. pp. 224. 18 pi. 

London. 
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HORSFIELD , THO\IAS [1773- 1 59]. 
[1820 ]. Systemati • arrangement nnd description 
of birds from the I land of JaYu. 4to. pfJ. G8. 
(Linn. Soc. Trans., vol. 13, 1820. ) London. 

1824. Zoological researche in Jan1, ancl lhe 
neighbouring island . 4io. pp. ( 8), 318 ). 7:2 pl. 
(64 col.). London. 
Originally issued in eight partf', 1821-4, with de~criptions uf tht> 
quadruped and birds. 

**** and MOORE, FREDERIC. 
1854-8 . A caLalogue of the bird in the museum 
of the East-India Company. 2 vols. 8vo. Vnl. I, 
pp. xxx+451-1- 1. Vol. 11, pp. 453- 732. London. 
For a discussion (by Zimmer) of dates of is. ne of this wry impor
tant, fundamental work see the Ayer r'rtlnlorJIIt', part. I, 11 . ,JU . 
The present copy is interleaved and replete with Yoluminous notes 
and added l\1 '. papers by Frederic :'!Ioore, the junior editor
apparently for a second edition. He dates (aR does the titlt>) , ·oJ. I 
'1854 ', vol. II '1858 •. 

HORTER, J. 
[1888]. Modell-Brieftauben-Album, Aquarellen 
gemalt. See BU. GAHTZ, JEA1 . 

HORTLING, IvAR. 
1921. Fagelstudier ute i det fria. 8uo. pp. 51. 
text-cuts. llelsin{J[ors. 
A chool study (in Swedish) of birds in the open l1y a student of 
the Swedish Lyceum iu Hel,;ingfors. 

1929. OrniLhologi k IlandLok med beskri\ ningur 
over alla i Finland anlriiffak!c 1'<1gelarlC'r, etc. 
3 pis. 8vo. pp. 200. many tef/l-(iys. llclsin{!{ors. 
This is the firRt parL of a complrtc manual on l?innish birds, 
printed in S\\'edish. It clo;;eJy follows Withcrby's l'mrtica! /I awl
book, many of the illustrations having been borrowed from that 
useful work. 

~~fN HOR T US (Ortus) SANITATIS MAJOR. Gar
''-'1\ den of Herzlth. Garfx_der r;esundlwil. 

1497 . Herbal wil'li zoological references and 
illu tratious. 

I ~:Cit.---....-Tri'P.e :i'a'iiut.ithhto~r:";o~ftt'hhi:is cxtrt'mely rare ineunable-a famous fauual and 
floral work-is unknown. lt is gem•rally attril>uted to ,J ohann de 
'ube (Johan "·onneel<r of Caub) who C(•rtainly had !lOlllt' share 

in the production of the treath;e. See Ct:BE, .JOHA. ' !\ In; in thi~ 
Catalogue. The ilortu.~ Sanitrrtis i-; often re~arded as a Latin 
translation of the earlier Grrman 0-rtrt (f;rtrten) der Ursundheit 
hut there are many rlifferencrs in the \ 'a riow; tr.msla t ions of 
the work that convinC't'H one of its clillrrent ch.ar:H'ter. Thr pres<•ut 
copy may briefly· be described a" a folio (Ho,·tus Sanitrtti.s Jlrtjor). 
360 leaves; col. woodcut:; (3 full-pagP, ;):30 plants. 164 quad
rupeds, 122 birdf\, 1 OG ot !Jer an imab); red ini1 ials; ec)lltcmporary 
marginal notes. Ar(lentomti, J. Prtbs. Fin!' copy. Ha in- 'op. 
894 . First edition from the J>rii>'~ pre:-;:;. 

1499. 3rd cd. of the PrO ss press. I In in Coping~r 
8943. Klebs 1, p. '28. \cry rare. . -o 1·opy in llle 
Br. Mu . Black feller. 2 cols. 55 lines. 360 lecwes. 
4 large woodcuts. .] ohann PrOss. Slrasslmry. 
The editiomlOf Priis!l, and not the original rdition of )lPydenha('h, 
seem to have ht>Pn the rno<ll'J,; for all the later Latin prints of the 
Hortus and itfl translations into L•'rcnch and (~erman. 'l'hl' Latin 

f work contains J,066chaptPrs,i.c.more than dnublr tht• llllllllll'r of 
the German Hortus. Lanw part:;, as the trpatbP:; Oll animal·, 
birds, and fishes, arr almost unn•prl',;entrd in thP C:nr, and eYen 
the section on herbs, whkh could haYf' been uorro\1 l .fro111 t,IC 
Grrman work, owes \Pry little to it. The tt xt of the Latin '' ork 
is very different from that of the Uennan. This Latinllortus ron
tains the following varts: Prohcmium (for the most part a tr:Plsla
tion of the prdace to the Uerman work): the herbal (:J:30 <'haptcrs); 
a treatise on land anjmab ( l<l4 <'hapters); a trPatis<' on birds ( 122 
chapters): a treatis(• on fishes, ,\:e. (106 chapter ) ; a trrati~e on 
stones and minerals (H4 chapter:); a trcath'.P on UJine (<'on. ider
ably longer than, as \lell n: dilrcrcnt from that of the l:•·rman 
Hortus), a long thcrapeutir•al intlcxof diseases rcfprrinf.!; sevaratl'ly 
to each diYision of the hook, anu au alphabctieal intl.ex to eaeh 
part. 

1511. Latin copy. 

1517. Incomplete copy in De nu clam's Library. 
1528. A :: trasslmrg edition in Dean .\dam's 
I.ibrary. 

1925. HeprinL (facsimile ) of lhe editio princeps, l 
L> ·I et·. l'iloefl't'r, ~Ininz, linrl der l;esundheit, 1485. 
Contains nlso many nole · with Libliography of 
l:>th-Wlh-ceuLur~r herbals. 1\Jiinchen. 

HOSE, CHARLES. 

1893. A descriptive accounl of the mammals of 
Borneo. 8l 1o. pp. 78 . . 1 col. pl. 1 map. London. 
Th<' Yalue of this useful work of referenC'r is largely due to the 
as ·istance of ::\I. R. 0. Thomas who has descriherl the fauna. 

HOSSACK, \YILLIA'I C. 
1907. Aid to the identification of rats connected 
wilh plague in India, with uggestions as to the 
collection of pecirnens. ·ilo. pp . [4]+10. pl. 

Allahabad. 
HOSSINO. 
1924-6. Arbeilen der Biologischen Station zu 
I Iossino. 3 vols. Text Russian and German. 

HOUGHTON, \\ ILLIAM [1 "l5-97]. 
1869. Country walks of a naturalist. 12mo. 
pp. vi -L l.J4. 8,pl. (col.). 40 jigs. T. of c. London. 

[ 1879]. Brili h FreslnYa tcr Fishe . 2 vols. 4to. 
64 col. lil/1. London. 
Onr of many dPsl'l'iptiYr works of the ldud. Thr author had the 
aid in pn'p:uin~ this work of a good arti~t. A. F. Lydon. 

[1879J. Gleanings from Lhe naLural hisLory of the 
ancients. Svo. fJfJ. ( 4) + 252. 31 flys. index. 

London. 
HOULTON' C:ll HLES. 

n.d. Cagc-biru h) brills; tlireclion for selection, 
Lreeding-, cl c. pp. (2) -t 128. ,31 pl. (16 col.). 106 
figs. indeJ.'. London. 

HOUSE, CIJAHT.El-. ARI Hl'R. 

[1909]. -urwich canaries. 8vo. pp. 48. 5 pl. 
London . 

1911. Our <'anaries. See sT. JOII:\, CLA"CDE. 

[1919] . <:att:li'Y manual, a JH'ndit·al guide lo lhe 
general lllall:tgement and breeding of canaries. 
Glh cd . . \t•v. pp:(S)+JO:!. 11 jJI. 1'. o{ c. index. 

J.ondon. 
[1923]. Lauarics. St•o. pp. 257. 29 pl. (2 col.). 
73 fiys. T. oft. irule:r. London. 
P10bahly the mn,.;t Hp-to-date hook on the l>reeding, rearing, and 
general man:q.(Cinent of canaries. 

HOUSSAY, F1u':nERIC. 
1893. 'The) industries of animals. 12mo. pp. ix+ 
2-iS. J.J jiys. T. of' c. appl'nd. inrll'.J'. London. 
The hCl'>k for1ns 'ol. :!:~ of · TIH• ( onternporary :-;rienee , erieR' 
l 1if ed by ll:n·('lo<'k Ellis. 

HOUTTUYN, .\L\WII [1770 1829]. 
1761-85. atuul'l"~ke Hislorie, of uitvoerige 
Bcsrill'Y iug· der Diel'eu, cte. ,'J7 vols. Soo. 

Amsterdam. 
This <'yelop<•d il' natmal hi-;t ory is di ddC'tl into threr ::-ections, 
(I) Ani.wlls, lo parts, I ilil ;) : (:.!) phnt~, :uul (:3) mineral.<. The 
Lillltl'<lll :~·st <'Ill h; stricti:. folio" Pd. Till' ]Jref"ent copy rlocs not 
cont;lin tlu >'l'l'tion 011 plants. 

~ 1499. Gart~der GesundhciL. folio. 170 ll. nwny 
/ l illust. t:: 
~ibrary ha::; a damagetl. anci incomplete copy of thiH }erman 
~ 1772-81. See EDWAHlJ , 

9 
on. ~ 

<~EORGE. 
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HOWARD, HENRY ELIOT [1873- ] . 
1907-15. The British warblers; a hisLory, with 
problems of their lives. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xv 
+(1)+228. 23 pl. (col.). 35 pl. 8 pl. (col. maps). 
T. of c. Vol. 11, pp. x+240. 12 pl. (col.). 16 pl. 
4 pi. (maps col.). T. of c. index. London. 
A well-kno·wn systematic study, is ued in 10 parts, and. illustrated 
with numerous beautiful plates by Gronvold. 

1920. Territory in lJird life. 8vo. pp. xiii -r- 308. 
10 pl. 2 plans. T. of c. index. London. 
Arguments for a definite 'territory' or domain claimed by each 
breeding male, from which he fights off any rivals an.d eventually 
by his singing from this area attracts a partner with whom he 
mates and accomplishes the duties of reproduction. The same idea 
was independently evolved by H. ::\IouF.ley in his paver T~1e 
Singing Tree (Auk, 1919, pp. 339-4 ) which should be read m 
conjunction with this work. 

1929. An introduction to Lhe study of bird be
haviour. 4to. pp. xi+ 136. 12 pl. 3 figs. T. of c. 
index. Cambridge. 
Conclusions drawn from an intensive study during the breeding 
season of the behavior of a Reed Bunting aml a Yellow Bunting. 

HOWE, REGI ALD HEBER, jr. [1875- ] . 
1896. 'Every bird;' a guide to the identification 
of the birds of woodland, beach and ocean. 8vo. 
pp. vii + 195. 124 figs. append. index. Bo. ton. 

1896. A list of the birds of Bristol, Rhode I land, 
and adjacent localities. 

1897. Birds of Brookline, Mass. 

**** and STURTEV ANT, EnwARD. 
1899. The birds of Rhode Island. 2 vols. in 1. 
8vo. pp.111. 5 pl. T. o{c. 2indexes. Jliddletown. 
An annotated list of 290 species and subspecie . 

**** and ALLEN, GLOVER l\1oRRILL. 
1901. The birds of Massachusetts. 8vo. pp. 154. 
T. of c. bibliogr. 2 indexes. Cambridge ( V.S.A.). 
An annotated li t of 362 pccies and subs}Jerics accredited to the 
State to date, with a bihliography. 

1902. Review of Perkins' List of Birds of Vermont, 
etc. Longwood, Jfass. 

****and STURTEVANT, EnwARD. 
1903. A supplement to the birds of Rhode 
Island. 8vo. pp. 24. T. of c. J/ icldletown. 
Additional notes to the authors' original pa11er of October 1899, 
bringing the number of recorded pecies to 295, as agaim;t the 290 
previously recorded. 

HOWELL, ALFRED BRAZIER. 
1917. Birds of the Islands off Lhe CoasL of 
Southern California. (Pacific oasl .\vifauna. ) 
4lo. pp. 127. index. Hollywood, Calif. 

1930. quati · mammals. Their adaptation to 
life in the\ ater. 8uo. pp. xii --1 3.38. 53 figs. 

'pringfield, ill. 

HOWELL, ARTill'R lloLMES [187'2- ] . 
1911. Birds of Arkansas. 8vo. pp. 100. 8 pl. 
4 figs. T. of c. index. H 'ashington. 
Author's reprint from Bull. Biological .suney. An annotated list 
of 255 species and rmbspecies. 

1914. H.evision of the American harvesL mice. 
(Genus Reilhrodontomys.) Washington. 

1918. H.evision of lhe 1 mericau n:ing- squirrel . 
(North Amer. Fauna, no. 44.) vo. pp. 64. 7 pl. 

Washington. 

1924. Hevision of the Amrrican Pikas (Genus 
Odwlona). ( TorLh Amer. Fauna, no. 47.) 8vo. 
pp. 57. 6 pl. ·washington. 

1924. Birds of Alabama. 8vo. pp. 384. 6 pl. 31 
figs. T. o{ c. bibliogr. index. Jl ontgomery, Ala. 
A rnised and e.-t ended edition of the original 1911 issue, forming 
the prc. ent authority on the . ubject. 

HOWES, PAlL GRISWOLD. 
1917. Tropical wild life in British Guiana. . ee 
BEEBE, C.W. 

HOWITT, 
1844. Coloured Illustrations of British Oology. 
.Manuscript with about 100 original colored draw
ing illu trating the eggs of British birds. Unique 
and unpublished. 
The first name (and life dates) of the author-artist cannot be 
found . It wa probably not the well-known naturali t William 
Howitt (1789-1877) whose wife's name was l\Iary. 

HOWITT, SAMUEL [1765- 1822]. 
1811. A new work of animals, principally designed 
from the fables of Aesop, Gay, and Phaedrus. 
pp. (2). 56 pl. London. 

HOWORTH, HE -RY IIOYLE [1842-?1912] . 
1887. The mammoth and the flood; an attempt 
to confronL the theory of uniformity with the 
facts of recent geology. 8vo. pp. 32 + 464. London. 

HOY, PniLO RoMAYNE [1816- 92]. 
1854. Birds of \Yestern Mi souri. (From Hoy's 
Journ. of Exploration.) Smilh onian Institution, 
\Ya hington. 

HRVATSXA ORNITOLOSKA CENTRALA, 
GODISNJI IZVJESTAJ. 
Bericht 01 er die T3tigkeit cler llrv. Ornitoloska 
Centrala. [Year-book of the Central (Croatian) 
Ornithological Society. ] 8vo. Published in Zagreb 
( gram), Croatia I. Year 1000 (1901) to XVIII 
Year, 1~H8 (HlHl). Edited by Doctor Prof. Ervin 
Hossler, in Croatian and German. 
The (Croatian) Central Ornithological Society is 
a branch of the Croatian ociety of Natural His
tory and this Year-book was i sued as one of the 
publication of Lhe latter. 
The periodical i l:ugrly an annual reYiP\\ of work done by members 
and at l-itations of the Central Ornithological ,_ociety, e pecial~y on 
the migmtinn of bird.~. l'\upplement to thP annual were pnbhshPd 
by the 1~ditor in 1907. giYin,:( hi>;torical and other data affecting 
bird migration in Central Europe. 

HRVATSXO PRIRODOSLOVNO DRUJTVO 
U ZAGREBU. GTasnik. 
1886 dale. Tos. 1- 5 ocietas Scientiarum Na
turalium Croatica. 

HSIEH T:t-YU [·20th cent.]. 
1923-4. Chin . hih tung wu h Oeh. 1\Iollern zoo
logy. 2 vols. 22·5 x 16 cn1. 
In the GP. t Libary. 

HSIEH WEI-HSIN [l~lh cent.]. 
ea. '?1500. E.u ehin ho pi shih lci pci yao. 25· 7 X 
17·2 cm. 
An rneyclopedic work, including matPrial on animal~, bir~s • 
in. cts, fisheF., pieh clti. ChUan 6:!-04; published in the l\lmg 
Dynasty (136 -1644). 
In the Uest ('hinese Library of :\lcGill t-niwrsity. 

HSU CHIA CH'ING. 1927. ~ee T- YA ~uN. 
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HUBBARD, EMMA. 
1895. Bird notes. See HAYWARD, J. M. 

HUBBARD, RosE E. [1 51-?1913]. 
1888. Ornamental waterfowl: a practical manual 
on the acclimatization of Lhe swimming birds, 
with description of a huntlreu and thirty specie . 
8vo. pp. vii+201. London. 

HUBBS, CARL LEVITT [1894- ] . 
1918. ote on fishe from t lw At hi River in 
British East .\frica. Chicago. 

HUBER, JEA • [17·)·1- GJ. 
1784. Ob, en a lions sur le vol de. 
proit'. _4 lo. PJJ. 51. 7 (olrl. coppPr pi. 

oi caux de 
Genene. 

Thr abon· is on<' of the PUrli<'st lllonogravhs on th<' lll<'Chanbiu of bird-flight (as seen in hirus of vrey), a1Hl for that n·uson i: of interl'lit to ,;tuuent::> of nirmanship. Thr prPtl<'Ht f'Ol1Y is from thr Ashlmrnham Library. 

HttBNER, EHNST. 
1905. \Ycllerlugen uncl ogelzug. folio. pp. [102. 
4 iaiJ. , J{aiserl. J,eop.-Carol. Deul:stfze Atademie 
der .Vaiw'(orsc!J. Abl. . To va . eta, vol. 4, no. 4.) 

Ilalle. 
A rather rare excerpt, irom the 'abanis-HddH'IIOW roll(•ctiou, un the relation between weather t•otHlitions and a\ian n1igration, as exemplified by the wanderings in gurope of the robin rcdbrea,;t. 

1908. Avifauna von Vorpommern und Hugen. 
4to. pp. xix+155. Leipzig. 
A descripti ·e list of 318 varieties of bird vi iting the island oi Rligen and the border · of Pomerania, with notes on their migration and other habits. 

HUBRECHT, A~IBRO 1 ARNOLD \VILLE.M. See 
BRO , H. G., Die Klassen, etc., 1859-97 . . tlso 
YETH, P., 1881-92. 

HUDDERSFIELD NATURALISTS' SO
CIETY. 1883. See also NATURALIST (THE). 

HUDSON, J. D. 
1920. The heron of Castle Creek, etc. See REE 1\ 
(THOMAS) ALFRED WELLESLEY. 

HUDSON, WILLIAM HE RY [1811-192'2]. 
1888-9. Argentine ornithology. ee SCLATER, P. L. 

1892. The nuturali t in La Plata. 8vo. pp. ix+ 
388. 4 pl. 23 figs. 1'. of c. index. London. 
Some portions of this charming work had already appeared in various English magazines. The first printing of the first edition appeared in February of 1892, the pre ent edition in June of that year. 

[1894]. Lost British birds. pp. 1 +32. 15lexl-(igs. 
(Society for the Protection of Birds, .L 'o. 14.) 

London. 
-A popular account of extinct and vanishing ;;pecie · of British birds. The copy in hand is an autographed presentation by the author, from the P. L. ~clater coll<'ction. 

1895. British bird . 
(8 col.). 120 text-figs. 

8vo. pp. 22 + 3u3. 1u pl. 
London. 

A semi-popular handbook by this popular writer. 

1898. Bird in London. 8vo. pp. xvi 1 339. 30 pl. 
(15 col.). text-figs. indPx. London. 

1901. Bird and man. 8vo. pp. 317. inde;L'. 
London. 

Partly reprints of magazine articles. 

**** and WOODROFFE, W. L. 
1902. Bird-catching. [A protest.] pp. 4. London. 
[1902]. Feathered women. 8vo. pp. 4. London. 
Against the slaughter of beautiful birds for fa. hion's ake. It forms Leaflet .~. o. 10 of the ::lociety for thr. J:>rotection of Birds. 
[1902]. 0 prey; or, Egret 
pp. 10 -t (2) . 

1907. SeeFou. fAL-,PA L. 

and aigrettes .. 8vo. 
London. 

1919. Birds in town and villag-e. 8vo. pp. ix+ 
274. 8 pl. (col.). 1'. of c. London. 
1919. The book of a uaturalisl. 8vo. pp. viii-+-
8u0. 1'. o( c. index. Pw York. 
1920 . . \tlvenlures among birds. 8vo. 
fJ1 (iys. 1'. of c. index. 1 ew 
ThP first Pdition \\a. issll('(l, London , Hl 13. 

1920. Bir(ls and ~1nn. 'uo. pp. 306. col. 
inde . .c. ~ ew 
A~1 Ameri<:an edition of this well-known hook. 

1929. Bird of La Plata. 2 vols. tivo. Vol. , 
pp. :cvii-+-244. 11 pi. (co l.). 1'. of c. inrle:r. Vol. IJ, 
pp. ix -+-240. 11 pi. {ro l.). 1'. of c. index. London. 
The matter iu th<'sP \'Olumes formrd Hudson's first book 011 bird life, \\Tittt'n in collaboration with Philip Lntley ~clater, nntler the title of Aryentine Ornithofoyy, 18 8-!). In the present work the 
das~iflration, ::;ynon~·my, &c. iu the former work has heeu expnngPd, leaYing only the account oi tlw hird. · habit!" as writtrn l.>y Hmbon him~elf. The platPs are new. 

1922 .• \ hind in Richmond park. 8uo. pp. :rvi -+ 
3.3.5. T. o( c. London. 
The last or the author': work:-:, fi11ishpd only thr day before hi"' death. lt i: a series of essays dealing with the author',; Oh!;en·ation,; on migration. :-;ense of ~mell, mm;ic, and power of telepathy, &c. in binb and animals. 

1922-3. Colic ·ted \vorks. 24 vols. 8uo. porlr. 
London. 

:\lost of this famous writer's works deal with Yuriuus plta,ws of animal life, vertebrute aud inYert<'hrntc, all of th!'m written ln his u ual charming style. 

1923. Rare, vani hing &. lo L British birds, f'Om
piled from notes by \V. H. Hudson, by Linda 
Gardiner. 8vo. pp. xix+120. 25 pl. (col.). 1'. o{c. 
index. London. 

HUEPSCH, JOH.A. ~ \VILHEL.l KARL ADOLPH 
[1726-1805 J. 
1781. Naturgeschichte des Niedertleutschlandes 
und anderer Gegenclen. Erster Theil. 4to. pp. [12] 
-t 44. 'EiO'ht plate of the '2nd pt. are aid to 
have been pub., but no text.' (B. JJus. Nat. Hist. 
Catal.) Niirnberg. 

HUET, JEA. BAPTISTE [1745-1811]. 
1829. Collection de mammiferes du Mu eum 
d'hi Loire nuturelle de Paris. 4to. pp. 2 + 60. 
55 pl. (col.). , Paris. 
A fundamental work of reference for students of mammalian life. 

H'UGEL, CARL ALEX ~DEH A SELM [1796-1870). 
1840-8. Ka chmir und da Reirh der Siek. 4 vols. 
in 6. vo. illusl. pl. tuilgart. 
The zoological portion of vol. -!, pt. 2, i;; bound separately. 

HUGHES, GHIFFfTII. 
1750. The natural history of Barbados. 4to. 
pp. 7 +314. map. 30 pl. · London. 
A standard work on the early natural history of the island. 

3E 
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~-;UGO, THOMAS [1820- 76]. . . 
1866. The Bewick collector. \ descr1pL1ve cata
logue of the works of Thomas and John Bewick. 
4to. pp. 23 + 562. 112 cuts. London. 
The most complet e and interesting of the Bewickiana. A supple
ment was published in 1868. 

1866-8. The Bewick Collector, etc., with supple
ment. 2 vols. London. 
Together the e volumes are occasionally issued as a second t>dition, 
although the first volume is identical with the single work of 1866. 

1870. Bewick's woodcuts: impressions of upwards 
of two thousand wood-blocks. folio. pp. 7 + 28. 
247 pl. portr. See also BEWICK, THO>IAS. London. 

HUGUES, PrETRO. 1831. See JACOB, , · . H. 

HUGUENY, C. 
1890. Systeme de la )l"ature. Paris. 

HULBERT, \VILLIAM DAVENPORT [18G8- 1913]. 
1903. Forest neighbours; life stories of wild animals. 
8vo. pp. 20 + 240. pl. London. 

HULL LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL 
SOCIETY. Hull. 
1864-5. Annual Reports. 

1865-9. : nnual Repor1 and Proceedings. 

1870-96? Annual Report and 'Transactions. 

HULL SCIENTIFIC AND FIELD NATURA-
LISTS' CLUB. Hull. 
1898-date. Transactions. 

HUMBOLDT' FRIED RICH HEI RICH ALEXA. DER 
vo . [1769- 1859]. 
1805. VersuchP ueber die electrischen Fi che. 8vo. 
pp. 25. Erfurt. 

**** and BONPLAND, A. J. A. 
1805-37. Yoyage uu " Regions Equinoxiales du 
Nouveau Continent., fait en 17m)- 1804, etc. Text 
and atlases. 24 vols. 4to. and folio. Paris. 
The second part of this immense and extremely important work 
contains the paper on vertebrate zoology, mo tly on the history 
and comparative anatomy of monkeys and reptiles- very little 
on birds. Baron Humboldt contributed all the (numbered) 
arti cles, except those by Baron Cuvier on the anatomy of the 
Axolotl, and A. Yalencir nnes on fre hwater fishes. Bonpland's 
contributions were outside the r egion of zoology- chiefly on 
botany . .i'llany supplementary work in Fren ch , German, Engli::;h, 
&c. on the various actiYiti es of this famous e.·pedition are in 
pri11t. 

t 
~ ****and BONPLAND, .\. J. A. 
u \ 1815-32. Reise in d. Aeq.-Gegen~n ... d. 

Cont. 6 vols. 8vo. Stuttr/. 
Largely abstracted from these authors' Voyage aux R egio"fis 

?
quinoxiales. 

I 854-6. Alex. von Humboldts Reiseu in .\merica 
"'%:' nd Asien. 4 vols. in 2. See KLETKE, H. Berlin. 

L., 874. Ausgewahlte \Verke. 5 vols. lutlgart. 

****and BONPLAND, ,\, J. A. 
1894-1900. Personal anative of Tra" els, elc. 
... 1779-1804. 3 vols. London. 
A recent reprint of the 1818-10 Englislt edition . Bee B!'. Jlus. 
Catalogue, Nat . Hist ., p. 891. 

1899. Beitraege ... d. 100 jahr. \\ iederkehr ... 
Reise nach America. Berlin. 

HUMBOLDT. Monatsschrift fur die Ge
sammten Naturwissenschaften. Stuttgart. 
1882-90. 1- 5. Merged into Naturwissen. Rund
schau. 

HUME, ALLA 0CTAVIA J [1829-1912]. 
1869-70. My scrap book; or Rough notes on 
Indian oology and ornithology. 8vo. Pt. I, No. 1, 
pp. x + 238. PL. I, No. 2, pp. iv+239-422. 

Calcutta. 
The two numbers of part 1 contain the author's notes on the 
Raptores, which it was intended to complete ill a further No. 3, 
never published. 

**** and HENDERSON, G. 
1873. Lahore to Yarkand. Incidents of the route 
and natural histury of the countries traversed by 
the expedition of 1B70, &c. See HE 'DERSO ·,G. · 

1873-1900. See STRAY FEATHERS. 

1879. A rough tentative list of the Lirds of India. 
Reference edition corrected Lo 1st :\larch, 1879. 
8vo. pp. 7 8. Calcutta. 
A useful work of reference extracted from Stray Feathers, April 
1879. The copy in hand is from the library of P. L. Sclater. 

****and MARSHALL, C. H. T. 
1879-81. The game birds of India, Burmah and 
Ceylon. 3 vols. 4to. Vol. I, pp. 2+279. 45 pl. 
(col. ). T. of c. Vol. ll, pp. 2+264. 44 pl. (col.). 
T. of C. Vol. Ill , pp. 2 + 438. 51 pl. (col.). 4 pl. 
(col. eggs ). T. of c. append. index. Calcutta. 
An admirable scientific treatise, Hume being responsible for the 
text, l\Iarshall for the plate . 

1889-90. The nests and eggs of Indian birds. 2nd 
ed. edited by E. \V. Oates. 3 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, 
pp. x+397. 3 pl. 2 indexes. Vol. 11, pp. ix+420. 
3 pl. 2 indexes. \ ol. Ill, pp. ix+461. 3 pl. 
2 indexes. London. 
A second edition of Hume's Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds, Rough 
Draft, 1873-75. 

HUME, GEORGE SHERWOOD [1893- ] . 
1925. The Palaeozoic oullier of Lake Timis
kaming, Ontario and Quebec. 8vo. pp. 4+129. 
illust. pl. (Canarla Geol. urvey, :\Iemoir 145.) 

Ottawa. 

HUMMER, THE. Devoted to Bird Life. Pub
lished by the Bonwell Publishing Co., Nebraska 
City, eh. Editors: J. Robin Bonwell and M. A. 
Carrikar. Monthly. 12mo. 
Frank Burns furnishes the following notes: Vol. I, Nos. 1-9, 
M:ay 20th, 1899-l\Iarch 28th, 1900. 24 pp. X os. 5/6 form a double 
number. (All i ued.) 
Among the contributor to this mall sheet were J. R. Bonwell, 
M. A. arriker, C. H. Sleight, and R. P . Smithwick. 

HUMMING BIRD, THE. A Monthly Scientific, 
Artistic and Industrial Review. Edited by 
Adolphe Boucard. Vol . 1- 5 (all issued). 
1891-5. 4to and 8vo. Monthly (later quarterly). 

London. 
Thi periodical is a curious but in some respects valuable melange 
of French and English te.·t. The Editor (who is practically the 
sole contributor to its columns) treats his reader::; to a description 
of the World's Fair in Chicago, to a eulogy of Pre ident Grover 
Cleveland, to a li t of article::; affected by the IcKinley tarifl', to 
list of duplicate bird-skins for exchange: &c. In thi olla podriga 
are, however, occasional in. tructive scientific references. The 
chief value of the journal lie in the publication (in full) of Bou
card's well-known Uenem of Hw,~minu Birds It was issued as a 
supplement to each number (dated 1 93-S), part IY, vol. Y, 
contributing, for example, pp. 203-404 for that purpose. 

1\ 
~ 
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~HUMMING BIRD , THE. Devoted to Orni
t hology and Oology. Edited and pub. by J. W. P. 
Smithwick. Sans Souci, North Carolina, U.S.A. 
3 X 4 inches. Vol. I, o. 1, Nov. 1890, pp. 8 (all 
issued). 
Frank Burns notes that an original paper on the Prothonotary Warbler was contributed by the editor to thiR diminutive magazine. 

HUMPHREYS , S. 
1740 . See ANO YMO s, Nature displayed. 

HUNGARY. Magyar Xiralyi F oldmivele
siigyi Ministerium. 
1907 . The In tern a tional conven Lion for the pro
tection of birds concluded in 1902. ee IIERMA , 
OTTO. 

HUNT, JoH 
1815-22. British ornithology; containing por
traits of all the British birds, including those of 
foreign origin . 3 vols. 8vo . Vol. 1, pp. (2) + 183. 
34 pl. (col.). Vol. II, pp. (2)+365. 59 pl. (32 col.). 
Vol. I ll, pp. (2)+138. 99 pl. (94 co l.). 1\'orwich. 
The volumes in hand form a magnificent copy of this rare work. It was never completed, p. 138 of YOI. Ill ending in the middle of a sentence, and there are 78 plate (77 col.) in that volume for which no text exists. The treati e appeared in 15 parts with 12 colored plates in each part, according to Engelmann. The original covers to parts 13 and 14 are bound in with the present copy which is from the Mullens Library. This copy has all the plates, both colored and uncolored, known to C}.h;t, and moreover has one more colored plate to vol. II than the collation giYen in ;\1ullens' Bibliography, and two more plates in Yol. II I than in Elliott Coues' collation. According to general opinion this copy is the finest in existence. See Ht'NT l\UHCEUANY. 

HUNTER, JoH [1728- 93]. 
1786 . Obsen ations on ... the Animal conomy. 
4to. [0. 1Z22.] London. 
1837. The ame, with addition and notes by 
Hichard Owen. 8vo. [0. 1223.] London. 
1861. Essays and observations on Natural His
torJ. By Richard Owen. 2 vols. 8vo. [0. 1233.] 

London . 
John H unter was a celebrated English surgeon whose radical teachings influenced scientific thought and advanced greatly the ,. statu ~f medicine and other departments of research. 

HUNTINGTON, DWIGHT \ VILLIAMS [1851-
?1922]. 
1903. Our · feathered game; a handbook of the 
Nort h merican game bird . 81'0. pp. xi i +396. 
8 p l. (col .). 135 figs. 29 pl. T. of c. append. index. 

ew l"ork. 
1910. Our wild fowl and \\aders. pp . v+207. 
25 pi. 2 fi gs. T. of c. append. index. 

New York . 
Devoted entirely to the practical conservation of game. 

HUNT MISCELLANY. 
n.d. Comprising Au tograph Letters from Captain 
Hugh SteuarL Gladstone (11) and . R. Grand, 
a grandson of .J ohn Hunt (6) concerning the 
collation of the scarce work H unt's Briti h Orni
thology and Evidence concerning Lhc birth and 
death of t he author. Portrait of Ilun t (a photo
graphic copy of a drawing by H. J ean, 1813), 
uncolored plates in dupli a Le of the Great Auk 
and Bla k Headed Gull. Type cripL Index to 
Text and Plates. 1 vol. 4to. 
A unique collection from the :Mullens Library. ee HUNT, JOHN. 

HUPERZ, THEODOR [1825-02]. 
1898. Die gefHigelzurht. Anleitung, durch ratio
nelle wahl die heimische geflugelhaltung und ihre 
ertragc zu heben. 8vo. pp. 8+ 283. 63 figs. in 
text. reudamm. 
The second edition of a popular work on farmyard fowls. The first edition appeared in 1880. From the Cabanis-Reichenow collection. 

HURDIS, JonN L. 
1859 . The naturalist in Bermu ee JONES, J. M. 
1897. Rough notes and mem randa relating to 
the natural history of the Ber udas. 8vo. 

London. 
HURST, C. HERBERT and MARSHALL, A. M. 

1895. A junior course of practical zoology. 
This popular text-book passed through many editions. The Blacker Library has the present printing, as well as the sixth edition, 1905, and a revised edition, 1918. See also 'fAR HALL, A. llf. 

HUSAMi. 
1829. Persian Poem on the Horse. In double-col. 
manuscript. Black-and-red letters. small 8vo. 
Dated 1245 A.H. 
Secured in Haydarabad, Deccan, by W. Ivanow for the Blacker Library. Transcriber and author unknown. It may have been copied from a lost original in Shiraz. 

HUSAM U'D-DAWLAH TAYMU R MIRZA 
[d. 1874]. 
1908. The Baz-nama-yi nasiri, a Persian treatise 
on falconry . 8vo. pp. xxiv+195. front. 24 figs. 
T . of c. London. 
This treatise on Falconry, of which the present volume is a translation by D. C. Phillott, wa;;; composed in 1868 and was originally lithographed in Teheran. A second, and perhaps a third, edition was lithographed in Bomba;, , a few pages on pigeons and gamefowl, apparently written in India, being added as an appendix. The present translation was made from a copy of the original Teheran edition to which marginal notes have been added by a former owner. In Per ia, and around Baghdad, TaymO.r :Mirzii.'s name is still a household word. 'Ah,' exclaim the Persians when hawking is mentioned, 'if Taymiir Mirza were only here.' 

HUSAYN HUSAYNI TAYYIBI . 
ea. 1785. Ladhdhatu'l-hawwam. Treatise on hunt
ing and animals. Persian fS. 8vo. 20 ff. 
Part of a rare l\I '. on the above subject. 

HUSEN' EBBA VON . 
1913. Zur Kenntnis des Pectens im Vogelauge. 
Inaugural-Dissertation. (Universitat TO.bingen.) 
8vo . pp. 56. 4 pls. Tabingen . 

HUSS, J . A . 1822-3 . See THUNBERG, c. P . 

HUTCHINSON ' HE. ~ RY NEVILLE [1856- J. 
1894. Creatures of other days. 8vo. pp. xxiv+ 
270. 23 p l. 79 figs. T. of c. 3 append. index. 

New York. 
1896. Creatures of other days, popular studies in 
palaeontology. London . 

Second edition. practically identical with the first. 
1896. xtinc.t monsters, a popular account of 
some of the larger forms of ancient animal life. 
41h ed. 8vo. pp. 20+254. London . 

HUTCHINSON' HORACE G. 
1924 . Bri lish sporting birds. See KIRKMA ,F. B . B. 

HUTCHINSON AND CO. (publis hers). 
[ 1923-5]. Animals of all countries. Vols. 1-4. 
PLs. 1-50. 4to. London. 

J. 
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~ HUTCJJINSON'S NATURE LIBRARY. 
7 1894. The courtship of animal . See PYCRAFT, 

W.P. 

[1926]. Marvelsoftheuniverse. 2vols. 4to. Vol. I, 
pp. viii + 600. 36 pl. (col., 5 of birds). 21 figs. 
(40 birds). Vol. 11, pp. (16)+601-1160. 2 pl. 
(col., 5 of birds). 769 figs. (51 birds). T. of c. 

London. 
In process of publication; only vol . I and II to hand. These 
contain numerous accounts of rare or curious birds and other 
animals. 
n.d. (The) infancy of animals. See PYCRAFT, w. P. 

HttTTENVOGEL (pseud.). 
1901. Die HuttenjaO'd mit dem hu. 2nd ed. 8vo. 
pp. 89. 1 pl. (col.). 77 figs. T. of c. Neudamm. 
Instruction to game-warden. on the use of the eagle owl (Bubo 
ignams) as a lure for bird of prey. 

HUTTON' FREDERICK \VOLLASTO~ [1836-1905]. 
1871. Catalogue of the birds of ew Zealand, with 
diagnoses of the species. (Geological Survey of 
New Zealand.) 8vo. pp. 10+85. index. 

\Vellington. 
This rare pamphlet is the forerunner of Buller's Manual of the Birds 
of New Zealand. 

**** and HECTOR, J. 
1872. Fishes of New Zealand. 8vo. pp. xv+133. 
12 pl. \Vellington, .J. .Z. 
An admirable monograph on a very interesting piscine area. 

1880. Zoological exerci es for student in New 
Zealand. 12m.o. pp. viii+147. T. of c. glossary. 
index. Dunedin. 

****and DRUMMOND, JAl\IES. 
1904. The animals of New Zealand; an account 
of the colon. 's air-breathing vertebrate . 8vo. 
pp. 15+381. 147 figs. T. of c. 4 indexes. 

Chrislchurch, N.Z. 

1904. Index fa unre N ovre Zealandire. Published 
for the Philosophical institute of Canterbury, New 
Zealand. 8vo. pp. viii+372. T. of c. append. 
index. London. 
Birds are treated on pp. 27-39, and a list of naturalized, introduced 
species, that have become .o well establi bed that they may be 
considered as part of the fauna. A bibliography i included, pp. 21-3. 
The pre ent copy i a presentation to Dr. Ca cy Wood from Jame 
Drummond "\\ith autographed letter in erted. 

HUXLEY, JuLIA~ SoRELL [1887-
1923. Essays of a biologist. 8vo. 
T. of c. bibliogr. 

1926. Essays in popular science. 
307. 5 pl. 20 figs. T. of c. index. 

] . 
pp. xv+306. 

London. 

vo. pp. xii+ 
London. 

Articles from various magazines reYised. One relating to birds 
Birds and the Territorial ystem, di cm es Eliot Howard' 'l'erritory 
in Bird Life. 

HUXLEY' THOM s HE. 'RY [1825-95]. 
1863. Evidence of Man's Place in .J. 'ature. 8vo. 
pp. 159. 1 pl. figs. in text. London. 
One of the earliest and most famous of this celebrated author's 
works on biology. 

1864. n elementary atlas of comparative 
osteology. folio. 12 pl. London. 

1868. On the classification of birds; and on the 
taxonomic value of the modifications of certain 
of the cranial bones ob ervablc in that class. 
8vo. pp. 60. illust. (Zooloaical oc. of London, 
Proc., May 14, 1868.) 
1869. "\n introduction lo the cla ification of 
animal . 8vo. pp. ( 8) r-147. 47 figs. T. of c. 
[Jlossary. London. 
An important and fundamental work of reference. 

1871. A manual of the anatomy of vertebrated 
animals. 8vo. pp. 431. 110 figs. T. of c. index. 

London. 
An important systematic treatise. Two other edition appeared, 
(1872 and 1878), without essential alteration .. 

1872. A manual of the anatomy of vertebrated 
animals. 8vo. pp. 431. 110 figs. T. of c. index. 

1\' ew 1 ·ark. 

1878. A manual of the anatomy of vertebrated. 
animal . 8vo. pp. 431. 110 figs. T. of c. index. 

... Yew 1·ork. 

1882. Lecture on evolution: wilh an appendix on 
the study of biology. 8vo. pp. 4 . 9 figs. T. of c. 

New l'ork. 
Lecture deliYered during 1 76 in Tew York and London. 

1884. Animal automati m and other Essays. 
.J. ew rork. 

1893. EYolution and Ethics. The Romanes 
lecture. 8vo. London. 

1898-1902. The scientific memoirs of Thomas 
Henry Huxley, ed. by Profe or Sir Michael 
Foster ... and Professor E. Ray Lanke ter. 
4 vols. 4to. Vol . 1-1 , pp. lii + 2,529. 4 front. 
(portr.). 129 pl. 2 maps dold., 1 col . . T. of c. 

London. 

1899. Darwiniana; essay . pp. 10+475. London. 

1901-11. Collected Es ays. 9 vols. 8vo. London. 

HYATT' ALPHEU [1838-1902]. 1868. See 
AMERICA~ NAT RALIST. 

IAROSLAVSKOE ESTESTVENNO-ISTO-
RICHESKOE OBSHCHESTVO. ociete des 
1Yaiuralisles de Jaroslaw.) 
1908-19. Otchet. 

1902-22? Trudy. 

(THE) IBIS, a magazine of general ornitho
logy. Organ of the British Ornithologists' L'nion. 
6 vols. in each series. 8vo. London. 

1859-64. [Fir t eries.] 
1865-70. .J. T ew series. 
1871-6. 3rd series. 
1877-82. 4th series. 
1883-8. 5th eries. 
1889-94. 6th series. 
1895-1900. 7th series. 
1901-6. 8th eries. 

1864. Lectures on the element of comparative 9 1 t 
anatomy. On the classification of animal and on 1907-12. th erie . 1-6 and jubilee upp emen . 
the vertebrate skull. 8vo. pp. xi+303. 111 figs. 1913-18. lOth series. 1-o and jubilee supplement. 
T. of c. London. 1919-24. 11th series. 

1\ 
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,~ 1925-6. 1 '2lh series. 

1927-date. 13th erirs. 

1879-1916. Index of genera and speeii'S referred 
to, aml inde. or tile plates, ,rr. 1- !l. 18~>!1 1\H·>. 
3 vols. 8uo. l,omlon. 
1859-94. General subjPl'l indP. ~ , SPr. 1 G. I t•nl. 
8vo. f.onrlon. 
Ibis is not only the oldest Britbh, current magazine de' ot ed to Ornithology but it. i. the premier pnhli<'ation of its kind in the Eng!i h language; indeed it may he tmthfully ~aid that it i!'l now, and long has bt>en, the most practi<·al and the heHt-cdited ornithological periodical in any language. To its tolumns for owr sixt~ years the tlower of British ornithologh;ts haYe eontrihuted of their best, while thr editors though few in numhrr ha\·e bren counted among the most distinguiRheu naturalh:ts of their da~· . The tlr:t of these well-known editors wa!'l Alfred I\cwtnn (18G;)- 7()): Os!Jert alvin (1871 fi): Oshert Ha!Yin and P. L., l'iatPr (I 77 8~) ; P. L. f5clater and ll .• ·aunder,.; (18R:3-8); P. L. St'latrr (188\Hl-l); 1'. L. 'clater and H. Haunder:; (1893-1!)00); P. L. Hclater and A. H. Evans (HlOl - 12); \Y. L. Helatrr (H)13- l ) ; ,V. L. Helater (U:ll\l-27); W. L. 'clater and H.('. Rohinson (Hl~/ aO); '"· L. Sdaler (1030). The list of <"Ontribnt.ors to this quarterb· cons tit utP · a roster of thr most brilliant and wrsatilr ornithologish of (~rrat Britain and to a consi<lerablr extent of the Engli::;h~writing nnthoritie!' on bird lifr in other ~otmtries; and it mnr !Jr acldrd that much, in man~ in)<tanees all, of the matter in sewral monographs and t<•:\t-!JoCiks (ilwluding the illustrations) has been c·ompilrd frorn it!' pag<•s. l ' mler its pre ent managrmen editorial and ot!H'r-it hids fair to in<'rease rather than diminish its reputation and to make more secure its dominant position in the world of ornithological !if rraturr. 

IBRAH:iM B. 'ABDI'L-JABBAR AL-KATIB 
AL-BAGHDADI. 
ea. 1490. [A supplement lo the 1 uzhal-uama-i
' la'I (q.v. ).] 
W. Ivanow notes in a }Jersorwl rommunication to the Compiler that this unique )fH., from the Blackrr Librur~· and honnd with the )lcGill copy of the Xuzltnt~nama, i:; th<• pmduet of an unlmown writer living or born iu Bagda<l. Jt i,; an illustrated treatise clea!ing with zoological and otlu~r more or les:; relntrd suhjrf'ts an<l is of considerable inten' st for the n:dnral hbtory student since, with tltP two manuscripts that accornpnny it, it i~ inteud.ed to rompletr a study of J~en;ian zoolog~· as it was under;:tond during medieval times. The ealigraphy if< good and the pieturrs fair!~· well drawn. ee also NTZHAT-.NA)[A, ] .J.O! . 

IHERING, ll;·mrA:\' . "\0 .~ [1 J0-'tl9·21]. 
1885. Die Vogel L lllgcgend von Taquara do 
M undo novo, Provinz Hio Gran de clo Sui. Sr•u. 
pp. 2+88. pl. (Zcitscllrift fi.ir die gcsammte 
Ornithologie, 1 ;:,, ) See also BEHLEP. ,cu. IIA. ' f; 
vo. . BudapPsl. 

1899. . s .\ ve do Estudu de S. J>aulo. 8t•o. 
pp. 113-476. index. Suo ]Jaulo. 
A systematic catalogue (with )<eparatr tit!< and \\TappPr) of tlrr State of ::lao Paulo, Brazi!,listin~ 300 SJieeies, 'l'ith theirs~ nonymie,;, Yernacular and zoological nanws, chararteu.;, distribution, and an account oft hrir habits; a companion YO!umr 1 o thr aut lrnr·~ trrat isP, As Are8 do Estadb do Rio Granrlr rlo. ut. 

**'~* and IHERING, Honoi PJIO \ o . 
1907. As a\ e do Brazil. 8vu. pp. 38 J-·1«0. 3 col. 
maps. text-figs. Srlo JJaulo. 
Probably the mo;~t useful of all the treaiises on the hinl~ of Bra7il, in which everal . peciet:: new to scient e [Ire dt>s<•riheu. Alt oget Iter over 1,150 varietie. are lh;f ed, mo:t of tltem hriefh· trPntr d: others at greater length, gi\·ing the m;ual inforutal1o11 tunusheu hy a systematic review. 

1907. Catalogos da fauna Hrazilcira. .Sec :-.n ·sg 
PAULI T .. 

IHERING, HonoLPJio 'O;\ nnd IHERING, 
II.vo-. · 
1907. As avr.:.; do Hrnzil. See IIIEHJ;:\;1;, u. vo ~. 

1907. Calalogo 
PAULI TA. 

da fnuua lhazilcil'a. Sec :\tU~El 

IHLE, .J OIJA. · E<;BERT \VILLE:'.I [1879- ] and 
olhers. 
1927. \ erg-leichrwie ana tomie der wirbeltiere. 
8vo. 987 illusl. Berlin. 
.\ rerrnt. ('Ompr<'hrn,·i\ e and 'aluable reYir wof vertebrate anatomy ~~~· several Uerman sperinli!<ts. 

'ILAJU'L-BAHA'IM. Hindustani lithogram. 
1873. '' lr·ralisc on liH· diseases of \nimals. 8vo. 
pp. 94. imle.r wul decomierl title-page. 

H aydarabad, Deccan. 
This is an edition of H popnlar work, several rxamplrs of which \\ere prol'nred in India by W. Jyanow for the lllacker Library. Among the copie~ is an 1888 printing done in ( 'awnpore. 

1888. On lhe lreatrnent of disease in nimals. 
8vo. pp. 96. indeJ·. Lithograph copy of an old 
llindust:.mi :\IS. Lucknow. 
Purcha.·ed ill Ha;\ dara bad, Der.:ran, l•~ \\ . J vanow for the Black er Library. Thr 01 iginal (no author, no ,;crihr) is a rarity. The lithogram is publishrd !Jy one of the innunrerablr 'prrse.r~' of India that spring U!J hrre and there ami lc.~t through all periods from a month to a dera<lr and then fade awar. ~Tan) of them, howPver, do good work in rrprodncing valuable manu,rri]Jts, some of which are suhser1uently lo;;t thron!!h Jwg)e('t. firr, <h. Au earlier edition (q.v .) of the foregoing appeared in 1873. 

ILES, GEORGE [1855 - J. 
1902. The Literature of American History: A 
Bibliographical Guide, edited for the. American 
Library \ ssoda tiou by J osephus • elson Larned. 

Boston. 
It eontains !, 100 titles, cl10sen and annotat eel by !0 leading students in the field of American Hbtory, and furnishe a model for similar catrllO(JIIP8 rai:soum!8 in all departments of sciencr. 

ILLIGER, J OHA, ;\ K ,\RL \YILHEL.M [177G 1813]. 
1811. Caroli Illigrri ... I'r9dromu systematis 
mammalium et avium; additis lerminis zoo
graphicis u lriusque clnssis. eorumquE' versione 
germanka. 12mo. pp. 18 -t ;.)01. Berlin. 
~\.n a!Jridgrrl EngliRh translation of this im:portant tract was made hy T. B. Bowdiell, 1821. 

ILLINOIS AUDUBON SOCIETY. Audubon 
bulletin. 
1916-30. 8vo. illust. Chicago. 
This well~edited jonmal eontains many Yaluable notes on the birds of the middlP-\\·e::;t of the 1'nited Statrs aud. lends an effectiw hand to the work of aYian <'ulturc and protection. lt is nsnally published three times yearly, about 50 page· each i~suc. 
1922. Check list of the birct of lllinois, together 
wiLh a short li~t of ·2(!0 ·omn1oHer birds and Alien's 
Key lo birds' nests. ::;re GAr'r.T, n. T. 

ILLINOIS MUSEUM OF NATURAL HIS
TORY. See ILI.L 01~ STATE L.\BORATORY OF 
" , 'I CRAL III:.;TORY. 

ILLINOIS NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. 
Spring field. 

1861. Tmns~H.:tion~. 1 ·n. 1 (all pulJ.). 

ILLINOIS STATE ACADEMY OF SCIENCE. 
1907-dale. Trnnsactior1s. 

ILLINOIS STATE HORTICULTURAL 
(AGRICULTURAL) SOC. 
1853-70. Tran ·arlions. 
LarJ!Ph de\·otc(l to zoologiral matters. 

ILLINOIS STATE LABORATORY O:F NA
TURAL HISTORY. [ rhanrt. 
1876-1917. Bulletin. Conliuued as the ratural A lli tory ur-vey. 

~ea. 
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~-/ILLINOIS STATE MUSEUM OF N ATURAL 
HISTOR Y . Spring(ield. 
1876-97. Bulletin. 

1898. Biennial Report. 

ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY. Zoological La
boratory. 
1910-date. Contributions. 

ILLUSTRIERTE NATURGESCHICHTE . . . 
DER SAUGETHIERE , VOGEL, AMPHI
BIEN, FISC HE, etc. 
1857. 4 vo ls. 12mo. 64 pl. ? Berlin. 

ILLUSTRIERTE NttTZLICHE BLATTE R . 
1' ienna. 

1891-date. Continues Naturfreund. 

ILLUSTRIERTES JAHRBUCH D E R NA
TURKUNDE . 
1903-10. Vols. I- VIII. Leipzig. 

IMLA y ' GEORGE [(1. 1755-96 ] . 
1793 . G. Imlav 's rachrichten von dem westlichen 
Lande der No"rdamerikanischen Frei taaten, von 
dem Klima, den Naturprodukten ... de Staates 
Kentucky. In Brief en an einen Freund in England. 
A us dem Englischen uebersetzt ... von E. A. \\'. 
Zimmermann [Professor in Bruns·wick]. 8vo. 
pp.16+168. Berlin. 
This rather rare and, from the Rtandpoint of tbc naturali>: t. impor
tant contribution to fauna americana, is the German eclition of G. 
Imlay's A Topographical Description of the TT'estem Terri tory of 
North America, London, I ifl2. On pp. H - 52 is a dr criptiYe !1st 
of 42 mammal , and on pp. 153-9 we are fmnished with a num
bered catalogue (with a description) of 100 species of birds. For 
many other rea. ons the. c letters 'from Kentuchy to a friend in 
E ngland' are of deep intrrest to all Americans. The translator is 
(naturally) often at a los. for a Herman rqniYalent for seYeral local 
names. Thus he says (p. J 50): ' Was der " ( 'ann~s back" Hir ein 
Yogel ey, habe ich 4tlicht anffinJen konnrn.' Altogether the tnm. 
lator's notes are Quite a. entertaining a thr Tmlay original. 

IMPERATO, FERRA TE [1550- 1625 ] . 
1599. Dell' hisloria naturale, libri XXVIII. 4to. 
pp. 24 + 791. illust. pl. 1\apoli . 
The first edition of an important work on natural history. 

IM THURN, "' VER RD FERDJ,',n:n [18:-'-- ] . 
1870. Birds of Marlborough. vo. pp. 717. append. 
index. Harlborouglz. 
A popular account of the birds of the district . The appenclix gives 
i8~~9~f first date of oviposition and arrival during the years 

INDIA. Marine Survey. 
1892-1908. Illustrations of the zoology of H.M. 

1
l 

1
, Indian marine ! urve.ying w steamer Jnvestigato}(, 

pt s. 1-i!.' 4 vols. folw. 1v? pl. ;( Calcntta. 
One part is devoted to Fi!;he. , illustrated by 43 plat es. 

1892-1909. Illustrations of H.M. Indian ~larine 
Surveying Steamer' ln\estigator ', etc. 4 vols. 4to. 

Calcutta. 
A series of plates, of which only one collection illu:strates Yertebrate 
zoology, viz. Fishes (189:2- 190 ), 43 pl. A second 11rinting ? 

INDIANA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE. 

1891-dale . Proceeding . 

INDIAN A UNIVERSITY. B iological 
Station. 
1895-1902. Reports, 1 0S. 1-2 (all pub. ). 

INDIAN A UNIVERSITY. Zoological La
boratory . 
1891- 1930 . Contributions. 

INDIAN ANNALS AND MAGAZINE OF 
NATURAL SCIENCE . 1887 . (All pub. ) 

B omlirL!f· 

INDIAN MUSEUM , CALCUTTA. 
188 1-91. Catalogue of mammalia in the Indian 
museum, Calcutta, by John Anderson and W. L. 
Sclater. 2 vo ls. 8vo. See also CALC TT·A . 

1889-1930 . Indian Museum ·otr . 

1891 . Li t of nakes in the Indian museum, by 
\\'. L. clater. 8vo. pp. 10 + 79. Calcutta. 

1892. List of the Balrachia in the Indian mu eum. 
By \Y. L. Sclater. 8vo. pp. viii + 43. L ondon. 

1901. List of the bird in the Indian museum. 
Pt. 1. By Frank Finn. 8vo. pp. xv + 115. 2 
append. index. Calcutta. 

1907-date. Records. (A Journal of Indian Zoo
logy. ) 
1907 ?- 16. Report-Zoological and nthropologi
cal Section. 
1907- 18. ~1emoirs. 

INDO-CHINA, FRENCH . Mission Scienti
fique permanente , etc. 
1905- date. Decades Zoologiques. 8vo. 1-Iano'i.. 
The )lission ha. is ued from time to time fascicles of monograph. 
on vertebrate zoology well illu trateci by colored plate .. 'o far the 
mammal , bird!;. and reptiles of French ludo-China have been in 
part catalogued and described. 

INGERSOLL , ER, E T [1 3'2- J. 
1878. pland g8me birds and "~;ater fowl of the 

nited States. See POPE, A. 

188 1 . Friends worth knowing; glimpses of .' meri-
can natural history. 8vo. pp. + 258. 13 pl. 
38 figs. T. o( c. index. 1Y ew 1 ark. 
1883. Birds'-nesting: a handlJook of instruction 
in gathering and pre erving the nests and eggs of 
birds for lhe purposes of study. 8vo. pp. xi+ 110. 
16 figs. T . of c. index . Boston. 
1906. Life of Animal . The .Ji ammals. l t ed . 
15 col. pl. Xew r ork. 

1907. Life of Animals. The l\Iammals. :2nd ed . 
~' ew J ·ark. 

An excellent, popular work. 

1907. The \Yit of the \Yild. vo. London. 
191 3 . .\ nimal Competitors, et c. 4-footed 
tenant of the Farm. 12mo . illust. ~' ew l ·ork. 

191 4 . .\laskan bird-lif~ a depic ted by many 
writers. vo. pp. 72. 13 pi. (6 co l. ). 6 figs. T. of c. 
index. Sew } ork. 

1916. Primer of birJ-slutly; a ~ implP account of 
the structure and function of hirrls. vo. pp. 24. 
7 figs. in text . iVeUJ 1 ark . 

1923 . Birds in leaend, fabl e and folklore. t•o. 
pp. v + 292. T. of c. bibliogr. index. Y ew l -ork. 
.A \'aluable and interesting \YOrk in whirh the author ha. brought 
together a urpri ing amount of information. 

? 1929. Dragon and Dragon Lore, \Yit h a fore 
word by Henry Fairfield Osborn. 

(\ 
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~ INGLIS , C. M. and FLETCHER, T. B. 

1924 . Bird of an Indian garden, &c. See FLETCHER, T. B. and I GLIS, C. 1. 

INGOL F -EXPEDITION . 
1899 . 6 vols. 4lo. illust. See DE. MARK, 1899. 

Copenhagen. INGRAM , COLLI~GWOOD [1880- ] . 
1926. The birds or the Ri \' iera: beincr an ac~ount of the Cote d' \zur from the Esterel mountains to the ILalianfrontier. 8uo. pp.1J+155. 5pl. (iiJS. in te.rt. inde.c. London. 

INNSBRUCK. Zoologi s ches Ins t i tut. 
1923-date. Arbeilen. 

INSTITUCIO CATALANA 
NATURAL . 

D'HIS TOR IA 
Barcelona. 1901-3. Bulleti. Series l. 

1904- 17. " "2. 
1918-20 . " " 3. 
1921-date. , 
1912- 13? Memorie 
1915-date. Treballs. 

" 
4. 

INSTITUTE OF JAMAICA. Kingston. 1897. Annals. 
1879- 1902 . Annual Report. 
1892. Bulletin. 
1899. Journal. 
-- Popular lectures. 
1891- 3 . Special Publications. 

I NSTITUTE OF NATURAL S CIENCE , HALIFAX, N.S. See ovA scoTIA I STITUTE OF SCIE CE. 

INSTITUT DE FRANCE (PARIS ). Acade-m ie des sciences. 
1846. Annuaire . 
1917-date. Annuaire. 
1835-date. Comptes rendus hebdomadaires de seanres. 
1856- 61. Comptes rendus, eLc. Supplement. 
1761-88 ? Description des arts eL metiers. 
1796- 1815. Memoires ( 1-14). 
1816-date. Memoires. 
1795-daie. Proces-verbau,· de seances de l'Aeademie tenues depuis la fondation de l'lnstitut jusqu'au mois d'aout 1835. 

INSTITUT GRAND-DUCAL DE LUXEMBOURG. Section des Sciences Naturelles et Mathema tiq ues. 
1853- 1904. Archives Trimrstrielle . 
1906-dale. rrhi e, Trime:Lrielles. 1 ew series. 
1891-date. Bulletin Men uels. 

INSTITUTO ESPANOL DE OCEANOGRA-FIA. J1adrid. 1916-date. Memorias. 
See also BOLETIN DE PESCAS. 

/ 

!\ 

INSTITUTO ZOOLOGICO, PALERMO. 1918-date. Bullettino. 

I NSTITUT ZOOLOGIE DE LILLE. WIMEREUX, STATIO ZOOLOGIQ E. 
See 

INS TITUT DE ZOOLOGIE DE MONTPELLIER. See MO TPELLIER. 

I N TELLECTUAL OBSERVER . London. 1862-8. ee also RECREATIVE SCIENCE, and STUDE TA D INTELLECTUAL OBSERVER. 
INTERNATIONAL CATALOGUE 
SCIE NTIFIC LITERATURE. 
1901-dale. The Royal Society, London. 

OF 

Seventeen sections of this monument of scientific industry are published annually, sections G- R being devoted to the biologic sciences. Each volume is provided with full author and subject indexes. It is really an extended continuation of the eries !mown as the Royal ('atalogue of Scientific Papers. The Zoological Hection now appears (annually) in conjunction with the Zoological Record. and is published in two forms. 

INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR BIRD PROTECTION. 
Bulletin 1-JJ. See PEARSO. , T. GILBERT; and AUDU BO SOCIETIES, NAT. ASSOC. OF. 

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF ORNIT HOLOGY. ee CO GRESS, INTERNATIONAL, OF OR ITHOLOGY. 
Mr. H. \V. England, Librarian of the Zoology section of the British l\Iuseum, South Kensington, believes Congress to be the best 'catchword' or main title for the Berichte, Comptes rendus, Proceedings, Reports, Tran.~actions, Versammlungen, Rapporls, &c. of this and similar series. In deference to the opinion of this authority these headings havf' been cross-referenced to Conqress, and the whole subject treated under that caption. 

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF ZOOLOGY, 1ST, Paris , 1889. 
1889 .. CompLe-rendu des seances; pub. par Raphael Blanchard. 4to. pp. 22+513. illust. pl. 

Paris. 
****• 3RD, Leyden, 1895 . 

1896. Compte-rendu des seances; pub. par P. P. C. Hoek. 4lo. pp. 543. illust. pl. tab. See also CO GRE S, I TERNATIONAL, OF ZOOLOGY. 
Leyden. 

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE PROTECTION OF BIRDS. See HERlA , OTTO, 1907. 

INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY FOR NATURALISTS AND SPORTSMEN, IN ENGLISH, FRENCH, AND GERMAN. See SIMPSO -BAIKIE, EDWI , 1878-9. 
INTERNATIONALER CENTRALANZEIGER FttR GEFL ttGEL- UND VOGEL-ZUCHT. Leipzig. 1894. I. Jahrgang. 
A reference to this journal will be found in Ornitholog. Monatsbericht. ii, 1894, p. 46. 

INTERNATIONALER FRAUENBUND FttR VOGELSCHUTZ (Deutsche Abteilung). See J.\HRBUCH DES L TER ATIO ALE FRAUENB DES, elc. 

INTERNATIONAL FISHERIES EXHIBITION, 1883. 
1884. Handbooks, .. ssays, Offical catalogue, et c. 14 vols. 4to. London. 

~ 
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INTERNATIONAL LIBRARY OF PHYSIO
LOGY, PHILOSOPHY AND SCIENTIFIC 
METHOD. 

I IOWA ORNITHOLOGIST, THE. 
1894-1900. Suo and 4io . .Sa/em, la., and L1voca, la. 
Organ of the Iowa Ornithological Association from 
Od. 1894 Lo July 1898. 1928. How animals find their way nboul. See 

RABALD, ETIE ·_ E. 

INTERNATIONAL NATURALIST. 1891-2. 
Canisieo, X. r. 

INTERNATIONAL POLAR EXPEDITION. 
1885. Report of the InternaLioHal polar expedi
tion to Point Barrow, Alaska. pp. (2) + 6JJ:). 
front. (col.). 24 pi. (2 col., birds). 1 m_ap ~fold. ) . 
10 figs. T. of c. index. H aslnngton. 
A full report of the operations of this ('C.S. Government) expedition 
for the years 1881, 1882, and 1883. T_he section(part IV) relating to 
mammals, birdH, and fiHhes was \\ntten by .John :\Iurdoch, the 
naturalist to the expedition. 

1888. Report on Lhe proceedings of the 'ni ted 
States expedition to Lady Franklin Bay, Grinnell 
Land, by Adolphus \V. Greely ... commanding 
the expedition. l' 'ashington. 

INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC SERIES, 
THE. 
1874. Animal mechanism. See ::\IAREY, ETIE. T. ·E 
JULES. 

1874. Animal locomotion. See PETTIGREW, .r. B. 
The fourth edition was publi-;hed in 1891. 

1881. The natural conditions of existence as they 
affect animal life. ee El\lPER, CARL GOTTFRIED. 

1887. The geographical and geological cli tribu
tion of animals. See HEILPRIN, A. 

A second edition appeared in 1894. 

1890. Colours of animals. See PO LTO , E. B. 

1895. Animal Movement. See ~rAREY, ETJE. ·. ·E 
JULES. 

1908. On the senses, instincts, and intelligence 
of animals. eeL BBOCK, Sir J ., Bart. 

INTERNATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL CON
GRESS. 
The proceedings of the various Congre srs were publbhed, as a rule, 
the same year the meetings were held. The latter took place as 
follows: First session, Paris, 1889: Second ·e~don, )lo~cow, 1892; 
Third Session, Leyden, 1895; Fourth .·cssion, Cambridge, 189 ; 
Fifth Session, Berlin, 1901; ~b;:th Session, Berne, 1904; SeYenth 
Session, Boston, 1907; Eighth Session, Gratz, 1910; 1 Tinth Hessian, 
Monaco, 1913. The meetings were then interrupted by the Great 
War and its aftermath. See also CO~GRERS, lXTER~.A.'fiO~AL, OF 
ZOOLOGY, and CONGRE . 

(AN) INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF 
BIRDS. 1835. ee Al ·o. YMO"l . 

'INVESTIGATOR', II.M.I. I.S.S. See L'DIA, 
MARI E SURVEY, 1892-1909. 

INVESTIGATOR MARINE SURVEY EX
PEDITION. See ALCOCK, A."., 190'2. 

IOWA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, DES 
MOINES. 
1887-date. Proceeding . . 

lOWA NATURALIST. 
1905-17. Vols. I-III, 2 (all pub.). 

Iowa Cily.l 

Vols. 1-4 (Ocl. I 9-1-July 18\l ) title reads: Iowa 
ornithologist; a quarterly magazine devoted to 
ornithology and oology. Published quarterly, 
with wrappers. Edited by David Savage. Publica
tion suspended 18D9. 

Vol. 5 (Jan.-June 1900) LiUe changed to \\"eslern 
Ornil hologist. Publi hed bi-monthly, edited by 
C. f'. Tryon, with F. \.. Ilanning and D. L. 
Savaae, associate editor . . · o more published. 
In adllition to the editorial staff, ::\I. E. Prck, B. H. Wilson, J. ~·. 
Clark, William ~avage and other writers eontributed papers to this 
short-lh rll but rxcellent journal. C'ontinued as 'l'he Bittem (Cedar 
Rapids, la., HlOQ-1). 

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY. Studies in 
Natural History. 
1888-1918. \'ols. 1-7. .onld. as Bulletin from 
the Laboratories of 1\:at. Ilist. (.\11 pub.?) 
This is a prriodical of much importance for students of tl!e natmal 
hLtorr of the mill western nit ed States. 

IRAQ. 
1923. . urvey of the Fauna of Iraq. 

IRBY, LEO'-ARD HOW\RD LLOYD [1 3G-1905]. 
1875. The ornithology of the Rtraits of Gibraltar. 
8vo. pp. (4) +236. 2 maps (fold.). index. London. 
A second rdition with colored vlates was issued in 1895. 

1892. British birds: key list. 0 nd eLl. 8vo. pp. iv 
.,. 69. 2 diayr. index. London. 

1895. The ornitholog. of the Straits of Gibraltar. 
2nd ed. 4to. pp. 6 + 326. 14 pi. ( 8 col.). 21 text
figs. 2 fold. maps. inde.c. London. 
Th1s edition i,; much the same at' the 1873 printing. The rolored 
plate,, by Thorburn and Smit are nr~ fiue. 

IREDALE, To:~r [1880 J and MATHEWS, 
G. M. 
1921. A Ianual of lhe Birds of' u tralia. See 
:IIATllE''.~, G .. J. and IHEDALE, fO J. 

IRISH ACADEMY, ROYAL. 
1880 dale. CunniughUIJl \I rmoir 

1836-69. Proceedings. ._ eri ~ 1. 

1870-88. Proceedings. Series 2. 

1888-1901. Proceedings. Seri 3. 

1902-date. Pl'Oceecling . rries 4. 

1882-dale. Todd Ledure ... eries. 

1787-1906. Trnn arlions. 

IRISH NATURALIST. 1892-1924. 

IRISH NATURALISTS' JOURNAL. 
1928-llale. Vol . I-III. Monthly. 

Dublin. 

Dublin. 

Thi ·is a Yigorons periodiral with Humerons paper: on l.Jird life. 

IRXUTSKOE OBSHCHESTVO ESTESTVOI
SPYTATELEI. 
1923-dale. Trudy. Fr .. nch title: SocAte des 
l Taturalistes d'Irkoutsk. / \ 
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DORUS, SAINT, Hishnp o( .'-'e11il/e. 472. Y.:t) mologhtP. (olio. 264 ll. Printed by ;tlldllcr Znincr. ·2 <'OL. in lnble; 3 line ; ro111ai1 chnra<'ler . In I hr O.lcr I .illl'nry. 11 aiu \)·273; Prod or 1 G3L [. \ usutmr!J.] .·\ YPry ran' and intt·rei\ti11g ineunahl!•, the flr~t work printP<l in Roman 1<.'! tPrs in Gl'fllHIB. LibPr X.·, ( '<\Jl. 1~. i,.; entirely deYoted to animals, Ki\'ing nn ac<·onnt of the zoology of the ninth and tenth centuriPs. 

1493. El ymologiar; de ummo bono. small (olio. 100 ll.; gothic charadm s. Prodw·cd for Ocla, ·innu Sco lu hv Bonrlus Loralcllus. Drc. 1I; I -Hl3. Prodor :-)tl4D. l'enetiis. In !hr (}-;ler LilJrary. Book,;.! an<l 11 treat to !'lO!Hf' <•xtrnt of f'Oilt· paratiYe ;uwtomy. 

ISIS. 1913- dale. 

ISIS. 1850. 

Rrllssels, Bern. 

J.fllnich. 
ISIS, oder Encyclopaedische Zei tung von Oken. 
1817-48. 41 vols. 4lo. InhalL. 1817-2C>. Bel. I_T J X . . \llgetllt'lnes Hcgister. 1 ''27 :·W, Bd .. 7• '-.rXL' and 1837 46, Bd .• ·xx _r .. -_ ·rx . .Jena. One of the lllost important and, in it~ <·ompletl' Ktatc·, one of the rarest o[ tlte early magaziues 011 uatuml history. 

ISIS. Maandschrift voor Natuurwetenschap. 
llaarlem. 1827-81. Vol . 1-IO (all pub.). 

ISIS. Zeitschrift fiir alle Naturwissenschaft-~L liche!tLiebhaberei,h. 1876-99. Berlin. 
ISLE OF MAN NATURAL HISTORY AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Douglas. 1880-1906. Proceedings. 
1906- daie. 1 >roceed.ing . N C\\ 'cries. 

' R. ) ISTITUTO LOMBARDO DI SCIENZE E LETTERE. JJilan. 1858-63. A tti. 
1841-7. Giornale. 
1843-56. Memorie. , crie I. 
1859-65. Memorie. 'erie 2. 
1866- date. ~lemorie. , erie 3. 
1864-7. Rendi ·onti. Serie I. 
1868-dale. nendiconti. eries Z. 

ITEMS OF INTEREST. 
? 1920-30. Publi bed monthly by the Division of Ornithology, Dept. of r\ grirullur , Commonwealth of Mas ., E. H. Forbu h, Direclor. Mimeographed. o . J-X .. rXV II and continualion, pp. 3-6. 
These notes are, naturally, lle8eriptive of local ~1vifauna, but often contain valuable records of migration, bird-banding, and other activities outside the State of :\la sachusetts. For a time Notes for obseri'I'TS [in Ornithology] (q.v.) was published as a supplement, but i :ued S!'parately on the l:>th of the month. 

IVY, RoBERT Il. and. HAAGNER, A. 1908. Sketches of outh African bird-life. IIAAG. ER,A.alldiVY,R.II. 
See 

JAARBERICHT VAN DE CLUB VAN NEDERLANDSCHE VOGELKUNDIGEN. 1911-30. 8vo . T. o( c. Deuenler, flolland. The Club was organized in l\lay l!Hl at ~·eerlanglJrock (.Pro' ince of trecht) with Haron R. Schouckaert van Schauburg as President. 

The periodical concerns it,;elf not only with the activities of the soeict~· antl with local ornithology hut contain n•\•ie\\'s of books, scientific paper" on !'Olonial (t'KIJf'<·iaUy .Javanesp) bird lite, on !.!t•neral ornithology, and on other matterK l>r Dutdt ornithologi::~ts. ThP platt's arr not numeron.· hut an• unusttally wrll Pxeeutrd. 
JAARBOEK DER NEDERLANDSCHE ORNITHOLOGISCH:E(9 \t~~!lli. ConlinuaLion of the V er laO'en en- '1Iededeehngen of the 

• T dt>rland. ·che Ornithologische Vereeniging. 1910. To. 7. Sept. pp. 1.3.3. 
1911. . To. B. Der. pp. 132. ("\11 pub.) 
The:;<• two volume,;, d.eYoteu ehiefly to tlw activities of the Dutch Ornithologk;tl ~oC'iet:v. are intPrmediate publication,; joining the Vl'fsluuen en JinledePli1111en with .irdea, th lattrr the cmrent organ of the society. 
The Jrwrboek \'ontains important papers lJy van Oort, Yan Pelt LcC'Itner, arul other well-known Hutch Xaturalist~. Spe ARilEA. 

JAARBOEK VAN DE NEDERLANDSCHE VEREENIGING TOT BESCHIRMING VAN VOGELS. 
1904-12 . . os. 1-B (all i sued·?). 
This period.ical i~ the Year-lJook of the Dutch ~ol'iety for the .Pro· trction of Birds. It has, of coursr, no din•ct <·onnexiou with the :Y ederlandsche Ornitltolo(fi.~che V neeni!lintt, or with the pt•rioulcal puhlication!'l of that sodety . 

JABOUILLE, PIERRE. 1925 . .See DELACO R, JEA . 111EODORE. 

JACK, HOBERT LOUA · [I 45-? 1918 j and ETHERIDGE, HOBERl. 
1892. Geology and palaeoul ology of Oueen land and 1 Tew Guinea. Yols. 1-·2. 8vo. pl. -map. 

Brisbane. JACKEL, .' DHEAS JOHA. 1 ES. 
1856. , 'ee :\IUIILb, IlEL RICH GRAF \0 DER. 
1891. Systewalische l.;eber icht der Vogel Ba) erns. uo. pp. 24+.392. porlr. T. of c. 

'\hmich. .Profe . or R ud.olf llla ius erlited thi~:~ po~:~thumous treatise on the birds of Ba...-aria. It is, in particular, a valualJle contribution to the distribution and migration of local avifauna. The volume in hand is a presentation copy from Blasius to J. A. Alien. 

JACKSON, AN lE c. 
1920. (A) practical handbook of British birds. ee WITHERBY, H. F. 

JACKSON, FREDERICK Jo11 [1860- ]. 1926. otes on the game birds of Kenya and ganda. 8vo. pp. xv+258. 13 pl. (col.). T. of c. 
London. The species are arranged aecordiug to 'harpe's Hand-list, and the nomenclature follows W. L. Sclater'. Systnna Avium Ethiopicarum, the latest work on the ~ombject. 

JACKSON, H. H. T. 
1915. A re,iew of the .\merican mole. (North Amer. Fauna, no. :3 .) Suo. pp. 100. 6 pl. 27 figs. 

n ·ashinglon. 1928. A ta.·onmn ie review of the American longtailed l:-hrrws (GPnera Sore.· and. Microsorex.) (~orlh .\mrr. Fauna, no. 51.) 8uo. pp. 238. 1,3 pi. :!4 fig . \\ asflinglon. 
J ACKSON, \'. \\'. 

[1920 ]. The value of bird to ugri ulture. CA ~AD . 1)0:\IL I0 'PA RKS BHANCII. 

JACKSON, \Vli . LIAM HATCHETT. 

See 

1888. Forms of animal life. A manual of comparative anatomy . .See .. ROLLESTO. ·,G. 
3F 
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,.51 J'ACOB, NELLIE D. 
[1879 ]-86. Illustrations of the nests and eggs of 

birds of Ohio with text. See JO ES, H. E. 

HE RI (1781-1871 ], and 

1831. Storia naturale delle scimie e dei maki. 

Parte I: Scimie dell'antico continente. Parte II: 

Scimie del nuovo continente. folio. Jlilano. 

A rare and important treatise, illustrated by half-page copper plates 

of Old and New World monkeys. In this edition tbe first or intro

ductory plate is signed 'N. H. Jacob inv. e dis.', the second 'N. E. 

Jacob inv. e dis.'. See Cat. Br. Nat. M us. Histo-ry, p. 916. The copy in 

hand has not only the Italian but the corresponding German and 

French text. 
The first part has 74 plates, the second 15. The first edition (1812) 

of this work was i!]sned jointly by the artist, ~T. H. Jacob, and the 

publisher P. H~. Only two plates are signell-by .._'. E. and 

~. H. Jarob. econd edition is elated :\Iilan, 1817, and on the 

title-page only the name of Hug"ff>s apprars. Therr is also, similar]~ 

treated, an 182,'3 edition. j 

J'ACOBAEUS, 0LIGERl s [1650-1701 J. 
1710. Museum regium, seu Calalogus rerum tarn 

naturalium, quam artifirialium, etc. folio. ff'. 260. 

pl. 56. Hauniae. 

A catalogue of natural history objects and antiquities in the Royal 

~1useum at Copenhagen. Among the numerous illustrations are 

copies of the Lemming and the Loon from the )luseum Wormianum. 

In the figure of the loon, the bill is curved and shortened to accom

modate it to the plate. 
The original leather binding has the royal crown of Denmark im

pressed upon it. 

J'ACOBI, ARNOLD [1870- J. 
1919. Tiergeographie. 12mo. pp. 153. map. index. 

Berlin. 

A study in zoogeography, including that of birds; with their 

distribution. 

J'ACOBS, FRIDERIC. See AELIA. us, 183·2. 

J'ACOBS, J. \Y. 
1895. Eggs of 1 rative Pennsylvania Birds. 8vo. 

H'aynesburg. 

1898-1910. Gleanings from Nature. Nos. 1-5. 

Two supplements. n Taynesburg. 

1905. Notes ... Summer Birds in Monongalia Co. 
rraynesburg. 

J'ACQUE, CHARLES E~IILE [1813-94]. 

[18 ?]. Le poulailler; monographie des poules 

indigenes et e.·otiques. 3rd ed. Suo. pp. 360. 

117 figs. T. o( c. Paris. 

J'ACQUEMONT, YICTOR [1801-3·2]. 

1843. Description de collections. Mammiferes et 

Oiseaux. PL I. 4to. S pl. (7 col.). See GEOFFROY 

SAINT-HILAIRE. 

J' ACQUIN, J OSEPH FRA z [ 1766-1839 J. 
1784. Beytrage zur geschichte der vogel. 4to. 

pp. 5 + 45. 19 col. pl. 'Vien. 

This work is important to American ornithologists as 32 New-World 

birds are described, and some of them well Itf:\trayed in its pages 

and plates. -1 

J'ACQUINOT, CHARLES HECTOR [1796-1879]. 

See FRF. CH VOYAGES; AU POLE SUD, 1841-54. 

(DER) J'AEGER UNVERDROSSEN, pseud. 

1900. Der Krammetsvogel und sein Fang. Suo. 

pp. 117. 6 text-figs. T. of c. Neudamm. 

A popular book on the capture of birds for the dealer. 

J'AGER, GuSTAV [1832-1917]. 
1874. Deutschlands Thierwelt nach ihren Stand

orten eingetheilt. 2 vols. 4to. illust. 14 col. pl. 
Stuttgart. 

1880-1900. Handworterbuch der Zoologie, etc. 

S vols. Suo. Breslau. 

J'AGERSKIOLD, AXEL LEO ARD KRISTER ED

VARD [1867- ) . 
1898-1920. See KOLTHOFF, G. I. 

1904-28. Results of the Swedish zoological ex

pedition to Eg~ pt and the \Yhite Nile, 1901. 

Pls. 1-J. many illusl. pl. Uppsala. 

A Yoluminous work un 1 !te flora and fauna of the Upper _Tile region. 

ll:*** and KOLTHOFF, G. 
1911-26. 1 ordens f8glar. 1-48 (allL som utk. ). 

folio. 172 col. pl. Stockholm. 

This e\tPnsive and valuable treati::;e, profusely illustrated in color, 

of ScandinaYian (especially .Lorwegian) bird liie is now in course of 

preparation under 1hr suyen'ision of two well-known zoologist .. 

To datr ahout .')0 part~ have been issue·d, with nearly 200 colored 

plates, the originals by a modern artist of merit. 

1920. See GYLLI'IG, OLOF. 

J'AGERSXIOLD, L. A. See JAGER KIOLD, 

A. L. K. E. 

J'AHRBUCH DER ANGEWANDTEN NA

TURWISSENSCHAFTEN. 1885-1922. 
Freiburg. 

J'AHRBUCH DES INTERNATIONALEN 

FRAUENBUNDES FUR VOGELSCHUTZ. 

1904-11. Jahrg. I-VIII (? all pub.). 4to. illust. 
Berlin. 

This annual contain· a number of semi-scientific papers on the pro

tection and care of bird as well as a membership list of the branches 

(scattered throughout German-spraking countries) of the League. 

The membership of the latter inclulles many of the higher nobility. 

J'AHRBUCH DES NASSAUISCHEN 

VEREINS FUR NATURXUNDE. 
?1845-92. Jahrg. 1-45. 

J'AHRBUCH DER NATURGESCHICHTE 

ZUR ANZEIGE UND PRUFUNG NEUE 

ENTDECKEN UND BEOBACHTUNG. 

1802. Leipzig. 

J'AHRBUCH DER NATURKUNDE. 
1903-13. Hrsg. v. H. Berdrow. Jahrg. 1-11. 

Leipzig. 

J'AHRBUCH DER NATVRWISSEN-

SCHAFT. Vols. I-XXVIII. 
1885-1913. Index to 1890-1905. Freiburg. 

J'AHRBUCH FUR VOGELFREUNDE. 

1905-8. Jahrg. I- IV. (All pub.) 8vo. Edited by 

Martin Braes . Dresden. 

JAHRBUCH DER VOGELXUNDE. 
1907-11. Vols. 1- III (all pub.). Edited by Kurt 

Flocricke. Kosmo Jahrbiicher. Stuttgart. 

During its brief existence this periodical did good work. Each 

volume contained in addition to excellent brief reYiews of the 

literature of the palaearctic area a list with addresl>eS of the .c~ef 

(German) ornithologists and of the various ornithological socJeh£s 

in the German empire. 
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;v:;l JAHRESBERICHT DES AUSSCHUSSE S 
FttR BEOBACHTUN GSSTATIONEN DER 

!P 

VOGEL DEUTSCHLANDS . 
1876- 92. I-XII. .'\ awnuw·g, Berlin, elr.. 
Prepared by an editorial committee and published (as a rule) 
yearly in the Joumal f. Ornitlwlogie. In the E.S.W. Library are 
most of these annuals. 

() 
JAHRES~ERICHT D ES BUNDES F fiR 
VOGEL~CHUTZ . Stuttgart. 
The Compiler has seen only one issue, for 1917, pp. , 2, 2 pl. (1 col.). 

JAHRESBERICHT D . CHUR (SCHWEIZ) 
NATURFORSCH . GESELLSCH . 1823-7; 
1853-date. 

JAHRESBERICHT DES COMIT~ F . OR
NITHOLOG. BEOBACHTUNG - TATIO
NEN IN OESTERRE ICH-UNGA N . 
1882-7. (All pub.) Edited by Tschusi zu Schmid
hofen and Karl von Dalla-Torre. 
These year1y reports are included in the text of Orni.Y but a few were 
also issued as upplements to that periodif'al, and published 
separately. 

JAHRESBERICHT D . ELBERFELD NA
TUR WISSENSCHAFTL .GESELLSCHAFT . 
1878- 80 . 1- 2 (all pub.). See ELBERFELD. 

JAHRESBERICHT D . ELBERFELD NA
TURWISSENSCHAFTL. VEREIN. 1874--
date. ee ELBERFELD. 

JAHRESBERICHT D . EMDEN. NATUR
FORSCH. GESELLSCHAFT . 1815-date. See 
EMDE . 

JAHRESBE RICHT D E S I NTERNATION A 
LEN BUNDES F ttR V OGELSCHUTZ. 
1913- 14. (All pub.?) Charlottenburg, Germany. 

JAHRESBERICHT DER KONIGL. UN
GARISCH. ORNITHOLOG. ZENT RALS. 
BUDAPEST. German and M agyar. 
?1893-1912. (All pub.) Budapest. 

A number (perhaps all) of these are reprints from .dquila, although 
Naturae Novitate.Y quotrs some of them as di~ti.nct sl'parates. 

J AHRESBERICHT DER N ATURHISTORI
SCHEN GESELLSCHAFT ZU NfiRNBERG. 
The E. ·''· Library has onl~ the yen.n; 18!lo-Hl26. 

JAHRES.:..BERICH T DES NATU R -HIS
TORISOHEN VEREINES ' LOTOS'. See 
LOTOS. 

JAHRESBERICHT DES NIEDERSACH
SISCHEN ZOOLOGISCHEN VEREINS. 
?1910- 20. I-X. Hannover. 

JAHRESBERICHT fiB E R DIE ORNITHO-
LOGISCHEN BEOBACHTUNGSTATIO-
NEN IN DANEl\'IARK. ,... 
1883-date. 8vo . . \nnual. Edited chiefl~ by G. F. 
Lutken and Herluf \Vinge. Publi hed in German, 
English, and Danish. Copenhagen. 
'!'hi periodical contains mostly extraet (with new pagination, 
title-page, and rovers) from rTiden.~k. jra den uaturli. J!'orrning, and i'l 
largely filled with de criptions and reports of birds observed during 
the year itl various parts of Denmark and oeeasionally in Iceland, 
Greenland, and other northern countries. To each part a map is 
appended marking the localities in which the reporteu birds were 
seen. 

JAHRESBERICHT DER OR IXKOLO'G I-~ 
SCHEN B E OBACH T U N GS -;5TA TIONEN 
IM KOENIGREICHE SAC~EN . . 
1885-96. Jahrg. I-X. Dresden and Leipzig. ~ 
A most valuable contribution to avian periodical literature. The 
E.S.\Y. Library ha. none of the annuals after 1896. 

JAHRESBER I CHT D E R OR NITHOLOGI
SCHEN GESEL LSCH A FT IN BAS EL. 
1870- 81. 8vo. (All pub.?) 

JAHRESBERICHT DER ORNITHOLOGI
SCHEN STATION IN SAL ZBURG. 
1913- 14. (All pub.) Suo. Salzburg. 

JAHRESBERICHT DES ORNITH OL OGI
SCHEN VEREIN MUENCHEN. 
1897-1930. Vols. 1-26. 8uo. illust. Several 
supplements. M iinchen. 
This valuable journal, containing many important contributions to 
general ornithology as well as a practical review of ornithological 
literature by C. E. Rellmayr and other well-known ornithologists, 
is e pecially the organ of the Bavarian Ornithological Society and as 
such is largely devoted to mid-German bird literature. Among its 
many contributors are such well-known names as E. Stresemann, 
H. Stadler, A. Laubmann, Graf Seilern, A. Reis, the first editor (the 
late) C. Parrot, C,. Schmidt et al. The periodical is still in vigorous 
'progress '. 

JAHRESBERICHT . STAATLICHAUTORI
SIERTE VERSUCHS-UND MUSTERSTA
TION FfiR VOGELSCHUTZ . 
1908-30. 12mo and 8vo. Leipzig and Gera. 
These annuals give an account of the work of Count Berlepsch's 
Station in which the raising and protection of birds in all their 
relations are studied and carrird out in a practical and scientific 
manner. 

JAHRES~ERICHT D E S VEREINES FttR 
VOGEL:trlrNDE UND VOGELSCHUTZ IN 
SALZBURG. 
1875-97. 8uo. Salzburg. 

JAHRESBERICHT DER V ERSUCHS- UND 
MUSTERSTATION FttR VOGELSCHUTZ . 
1908- 15. I-VIII. (Suspended?) Leipzig. 
At lea t seven Annuals were issued, most of them probably reprints 
of magazine reports. The station (school) was 'staatlich autorisert' 
and under the supervision of Count Hans von Berlepsch, Seebach, 
and did much good work in its day. The E.S.W. Library has an 
incomplete set. 

JAHRESBERICHT DER VOGELWARTE 
ROSSI TEN DER DEUTSCHEN ORNI
THOLOGISCHEN GESELLSCHAFT. 
1900- 30. 8uo. pp. 100 to 150. maps. tab. Edited 
by J. Thienemann. General index 1894-1913. 
The fact that the important issues tmder the above rubric occasion· 
ally appear as separates of or excerpts from the Journal f. Ornitho
loyie (q.v.) does not give the essays a place as a genuine periodical. 
Occasionally, however, a Bericht was printed as a supplement to the 
Journal and separately paged; consequently it seems proper to li t 
the whole il'sue briefly in this catalogue. 

JAHRESBERICHT fiBER DEN VOGEL
ZUG AUF HELGOLAND . Edited by H. Galka 
and published by the Permanent International 
Ornithological Committee. 
1884. I. Jahresbericht. pp. 34. 
1885. 11. Jahresbericht. pp. 48. 

1886. III. Jahre bericht. pp. 65. 
The. f' annual reports were publisncd in Omis, and subseq uently 
h;sued as separates, independently paged, however. They form 
appendices of the well-kno"n monograph by Gii.tke, Heligoland as an A Ornithological Observatory. 

J~ 
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~%AHRESBERICHT 'UBER DEN VOGEL
ZUG AUF HELGOLAND VON HUGO WEI
GOLD, HELGOLAND. 
1909- 18. ro . I-IV. 
Printed a Sonderhefte of the Journnl f. Ornithologie. 

JAHRES;:BERICHT DES WESTFALI-
SCHEN\TEREINS FttR VOGELSCHUTZ, 
GEFL'ttGEL- UN.D SINGVOGELZUCHT. 
(?) 1872-97 . • \11 i sued (?). dited by H. Landoi · 
and other member of t he Verein. Jfiinster . 

JAHRESHEFTE DES VEREINS F .VATER
LANDISCHE NATURKUNDE IN WURT
TEMBERG. 
1845-30. Vols. 1 6. many pl. onderhefle. 

JAMES, FRANK LI'XSLY [1851-90] and ot h ers. 
1888. The unknown horn of Africa. An xplora
tion from Berbera to the Leopard River. 8vo. 
pp . xiv+344. 23 pl. (10 col., 5 birds). T. of c. 
append. index. London. 

JAMES , GEORGE \VHARTO.:\' [185 - ]. 
1909. The tory of craggle , illu...,trated from 
drawings by Sear Gallagher and from photo
graphs. 8vo. pp. vii + 8. 5 pl. T. of c. Boston . 
As was the love of ·t. Franci of A isi for the bird. . o wa the 
ympathy of the author for a poor little weakling sparrow he rescued 

and named • Hcraggles' and whieh reciprocated that atfection in 
many ·way a related in this very touchingly written story. The 
first edition wa i~ ued in 1906. 

JAMES, HARRY BERKELEY (1846-9·J]. 
1885. Li t of Chilean bird . 8vo. pp. 15. 

~'alparaiso. 

An interleaved copy, the li. t being arranged in three column,.;, the 
first, containing the name given by Sclater in his list of Chilian 
birds, P roc. Zoo!. oc., 1867 ; the :second, those of the antiago 
::\Iuseum; the third contain the local names. 

1892. (.A) new li t of Chilian birds compiled by 
the late H arry Berkeley J ame .... Yith a preface 
by P. L. Sclater. vo. pp. vi i --+-16 . (Printed for 
privale u e.) London. 
The above eatalogue wa. prepared with the purpo::; of writing (\\itb 
P. L. Hclater) a companion work to Hud:on·~ (and • clater'.) 
Argentine Ornithology, but it wa!'; nenr completed. The present 
Yolume i~ from ~rlater'!' library with many • f..'. note. hy him. 

JAMES, ) I . R. 
1925. An EnfrlLh m cliaeval kelcll-book, .~.- o. 
l\H6 in lhe Pepy~ian Library, ~Iagdalcnc College, 
Cambridge. Reprint d from The \Yalpole .... ociety' 
Thirleenth \ olume. pp. x:riii--r-171. collolypc pl. 
Th original of t h is · ::\ lonks Dr:ming Book' i8 in the <'Clchratcd 
library of the famon,; diarist, and contain;;, amon!-! oth<'r ,;nbjceb 
f' igh t ha lf-pa~c dra" ings of 14 birds, full~· t·olorell and drari~· 
delincatPd. Tlw dra wings, hy more than on<' artist. wen' mostly 
made about A.D. 1:3 tl. Thr collretion forn)s the larqpst. if not tlw 
earlie t, European atlas of its kind. :\Il'ssr:. A. H. £yans and 
Kinnf'ar (of the British :\Iu.·enn1 .• ·at. Hi ·t.) haYP identiticd and 
ratalogued the bird portrait:, which arc faithfully and cleYcrl~· 
drawn. 

JAMES, RIAH PrERso.· [1 11- 9J,pull. 
[c . 1852] . The nalural hi tory of land bird 'ce 
A.:\'0. Y).IOl: '. 

JAMESON, .L ~ Es S1.11:o [I :So- J. 
1890. ._ tory of lh Rear Column of the Em ill 
Pa ha R lief E.·pedition. vo. pp. J2 f-.J.j5. 11 pl. 
1 map. illusi. in text . London. 
There is a Xatnral Hi ·tory appendb.. to thi. (po:thumuu~) intrrrsting 
YOlume edited by the author's "idow, in \\hich th Ornitholo)lical 
Work is described by lL B. 'harpe. 

JAMESON, ROBERT [1771 1 54] . 
1831 . mcrican ornithology . See WIL. o:-.. . A . and 
BO. APARTE, C. 

JANINI, R. J. 
1924. , elecrion de e~ t 11dio de nia eaballar. 8vo . 
pp. 1.-rr•ii ,-.'3.9U. (;:1 pi. l"a lenc ia. 

JAN-MAYEN. 
1894. \'oyage de 'La Manche' a 1 He J an-:\layen 
et au pi lzl>erg. 8vo. pp. 6+26 . 17 pl. (1 col. ). 
7 maps. illust. text. (\Yan ling.) Paris. 
The re<'onl of this sub-arctic rxpedition include. much natural 
history, a general a,.connt of which is furnished by H. ·.G. Pouchet, 
the anthropologi t. A lit of the fi.she,.; b give11 by L. Yaillant and a 
catalogue of the birds by E. Ou ·talet. 

JANSEN, K. un. 
1896. Vor almindelige nyttige F ugle og dere 
Aeg; Populaer Text tilclel efter II. \\ allengren. 
8vo. pp. 30. 20 col. pl. index. Copenhagen. 
.An illu trated account of Dani,h and Sorwegian bird . The plate 
depict 34 specie· "ith their egg , all of which are sy ·tematically 
de cribed in the text. 

JAPAN. See A IATIC OCIETY OF JAPAi'. 

JAPAN CAGE BIRD CLUB . .See K AIDORI. 

JAPANESE JOURNAL OF ZOOLOGY. 
(National Research Council of Japan. ) 1922-
date. T okyo. 

[JAPANESE MAGAZINES OF CELE
BRATED PICTURES, many of Bird and other 
.Animal . ] 
n .d . . \ rranged in European Order. 2 vo ls. 

n.d. [.\ nother volume, imilarly arranged ap- ./' / 
parenlly bul of different dale.J 1=F 
The. e animal portrait repre. ent very well the method of periodi~ 
illu tration in modern Japan. 

[JAPANESE PRINTS OF BIRDS by Ogala 
Kenzan, ~liLuoki , ) lit unari, and other .] 
n.d. 4 pi. i n portfolio . n.p . 
The print by Ogata Kenzan (1663-l I 43). Korin school, rep re ent-. a 
Japane~e Crm,, the one by )lit uohi (1611-\ll) and :Mit. unari (16-16--
1710) two Quails with floral decoration, the two remaining o~r. a 
Wild Goo.:e (l.)th century). and a Ha"li: attaeking a l:l eron (E ano 
school). The artbt. · names of th "<' last two are not :;tated ou the 
mount:-, probably be('au,;e they were unknown. All four prinL are 
fine rxanl}il<'" ot the "·ork oi their re~pettiYc arti. t, and periods. 

JAPANESE SOCIETY FOR APPLIED ZOO
LOGY. 'ce OYO - DOBL"T, L"t. \ K t -z.L m. 

~ JAPANISCHEN UNIVERSITAT. 1 ol.yo. 
~-date·? )Lillheilungl'll. 

JAPAN IMPERIAL UNIVERSITY. 
of Science. 
1887-1925. .J umnal. 

JAPP, . \ LEXA_ DER li \Y [l ';m 1Di l5J . 
1899. Ou r common cu cl~o o . and olher <.: uckoo 
and }H.H'H, it i!'al birds: :111 allelll pl lo r 'a<.: ll a t ru e 
( h em~ o(' them J1 ~ l:Ullljllll'<ll i\ l' ::- l ll d ~ of habit ami 
full ·tiun. 1~nw. pp . 11 :!!J:!. illu~t. L ondon . 

JARDIN DES PLANTES, PARIS. 
.AL 1-lliLAIRE ( 177·>-1 .J;) 

"' ~ 
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1842-3. Dc'~CTinlinll dn :\Ius( urn d'lJi ·toirc nalur"llr, dr la ~\iemtg~•ric, dr. SPITt's, dt•s C~nlrt'irs de ~UnE'ralogie eL cl'.\mllornie, 'I de la Yallee Sui se. 2 z•ols. lfo. :) maps. J.J.) Jllr:in anri .33 hrmd-colnrer/ pl., mu/ nunz. te.rl-illusl. 

JARDINE, . 'ir \\.1 LLI \'\1 [l~~nu 71] :md SELBY, P. J. 
1826-43. Illu lrations ut' oruitholog-y. ll'ols. folio. n.p. 207 tal. pi. Fdin/Jurf!h. 
Thi~; erlcl.Jrat1·d work 11e1. is,.urd in 1!l part~. ,·rm~tituting ehirfl~ a scrie. of beautiful haml-r·olorPd vlates ll'ith ·. ]Jiar1ator~ text of hirdR of many regions h~· ll'dl-kno11·n arti"t"'. arnona: them Lear, Huuld. mHl thr princ•ipal tr. t <'ontribntor: thrmst'lvl'~. Three volumes Jun-e 13-i plain dnplkaiPs of thP r·olorPd illu,;tratious. The dates of publieation of tlw various part: ha' r• long hePn in rloubt. Ziminrr, Ayer ('at., pp. :322 ~. fnlly 1lise·usscs tltc qne:;tion .• \ r·ollation of the four YOimncF> of tIll' prrsent POPY is a:-; follow·: Yol. I [1826]-[1 2 ]. pp. I Hi.! 11.-t 1. ;)0 c·ol. and ;,o plain pi. Index to Yob. 1 nnd II (dup.). 
\ol. II [ 18:! )-[ 1 30]. ;>!l ll. ;)0 f'ol. a!l<l ;;o vlain pi. l ndpx to Yol!'. I and II. 
Yol. Ill [1830-~.)j. HO 11. .-.t eo!. and :)1 plain pi. Vol. IY [1 37--1,:3]. 62 11. .);J r·ol. pi. 7 figs. in tPxt. The title of thi · YOhimP lws o11!~ thr nanw,; of .lardine and ,'elhy, ll'ith the legend ·vol. IV'. 

1829. The • ~alural Hi tun· of ~PllJorne ... ed. 12rrzo. Gilbert \\bite. · 
The rditor of the • -atnraUst's Library pnhlished Uti.· Pllition and follo11ed it iu 1 31 h~ another, 8\o, J>rintio!-(. :-iulJ Pqllent edition,; of thh variieular title wrre abo published in I ·,j! n1HL 1 iG. 
1832. " meriran Omitllolog): ... note 
of\\ ilson. 3 l'ols. Rt•o . . 'ec \\ 11.. o , \. 

and life 
London. 

A :;eeond edition (12nl<) by .Jardine \I'll. publh<hrd in 1 ;;!. 
1833-41. The natural hi::-tory of lnunminl.!-hirds. 2 vols. 1:2mo. porir. pl. ·i·. o( r. inde.r. ( ln 
J~1rdinc, Sir \\ illi~nu, ed., • TaLttl'tJli. I'..: Library. Urnilltology, 1 33 1:3. Yols. 1-·>.) Vol. l, pp. xu+ 25-191. pi. 3.~ col. \ ol. [J, pp. r•iii JrJ2. pi. 30 
rol. h.din/ 
The fir;;t t11o volum<>s of the Ornithology in mtP of the nHmerou~ edit ions of the well-kno" n ,J ardine·~ • 'atnralist ·,_ Library. Tlw fine hanll-l'olored ]>late~ in thi" ea,;e han· hack~•omHI» in ma11y iJ~'>tances, th11s tlilferiug from the first ( l ·~}3) Pdition. ThP t\\ o Yolumr>' fumi.-h a short dPseriptiou of all thP knc1" 11 >'JH'eics of lmnnnin!!-bird,:, with their :ynon:~om~ ; nl~o a hrief hiogra]lh~· (ami portraits) ol 1'PnHant and Linnaeu~. 

1833-4. Hurruning· Bird~. • 'aturnli -l 's Library. Lt ed. 2 ''nl~. ~vo. u:J col. pl. Edin{)lll'f!h. 
A ~ccorul rdition (lac·king the• haekgronnd in th<· plates) of thi: dainty little 11ork (11ith !IICIIIOirs ot l.innacu,.; and Peunant) \\<IS bsued in (1 -15-u). 'f'p rt/80 • ·, Tt RALI.'T'-.; UBIU.JtY. 

1834. l~alllf' I3irds. (~lemuil' of ' ir J. . nume::;.) 
vo. pp. 197. 30 col. pi. 1 por·tr. enur. title. 

Erlinburyh. 
Thi' i,.; YOI. \1 ol tlw. nturalist's Lilmuy, or vol. IY of tlu· l'<'tiou ot Ornitholol!~ .• \nothf'f edition. t!H· .( cmHl bsup of the. t>turali. t' LiiJrar.\, ne\\ vol. \ Ill, 11 ;1,; b::;ued in 1, .l.i-6. 

[·! 1834-SJ. . <~lurg-e:-;('hidtllitltr C:ahinrt des Thil'rreidH'." u: dt'Ill Eq.di!'dH'II 'on Dr. " ugu!:-l Uit•zntallll. :J cot..... SL o. JJesllt. 
Till' third YoiUJH<· ou <•ru11holog i · di\idcll into t\\o part,... ut "hidl th\' :e·•·oml part{,., drYoted to (;;,me Birds mhll'ull{<,;u ·•·' .1 wmtispin·<· till' portrait oi sir. tnmfonlltatlle:. Thi: the rarest bsm• of the 11 ell-known ~ at umli.·t's Li!Jrar~, and the oul~ loreign Pdit ion kn01111 to t!H' l'outpikr. Jt b nol Ji,;(c•d in the• l\ritbh illll"c·llHI or Zoolof.!il :ll :-.odet~· ( 'atalo~ue, allllHot tllentic.ned b~ :'llullens. Till' J>Je~e nt cop) l.'OII ·ists of thn·1' volu11Ws on!~. l>nl th1 rllir.l part ~tall·~ tlwt till 11hol isSUl' will coll,;bl ol !.)-le' ..:,rtiou". TIH' t•olon•d I>latcs !taYI been rc!Pttc•rl'd and prnl>al>l n·tlra\111. Tlu• lirst iuur \O!IIllll'" (? all puhlbhPtl) an· as iollc>11 s: .. I. i\atur~t·sl•hi(·itte tler hiihnf'rartii(PII Yiigp]. l'r tl'r Thc•il: TJIIthu!t!IPr, Pfauen, Han ·hi.ilmcr. I a--an•·n. UJI!l !'t·r~hiillnrr. :\tit cl 111 1\ihlnbsr clp. "\ristoldc tmti :)! co!onrtrn • IJI.Hldmt!!e•n. 11 atnr"esrhichtl' dcr l\ai7Pilarti!!l'll Siiugctllil're: Li.iiiPII, Tiger, Le.o]mrd r~ .Jagnan·. lur·h·'"' u.s.w .. :\lit cklll Hildni..:. c ('li\ iPr';l, ciner \·ignettr untl :m t·nlonrten ,\blnldHngerl. Ill. .·atllr"t·~dtichtl' llc·r hiihuerarti:.;c·H Yii:.rrl, z11!'itPr Thl'il, da~ Fedrr11ildprct, namlich: Hcbhiilwer, Hirkhi.ilmer, \\ achtelu. dmee-

hiihn<•r u.:. 11' • .'\lit dc>m Bildne"'se des .:ir Thoma. Stamford Raffles, f'in r Vil..(llettl' und 30 eolorirtPn Abbildtmg('n. J \' .• at urge,.,r·hic-ht<' der "·iedrrtauentl('n Thiere. erster Theil: 1\:nmeele, Lhn1a, 1-;lenthif'r(', thibetanil'ehc Ziegen, Hirsche, Rehe, ·teinhGcke. \ntelopen, l'elllsc tt.s.w. )lit clem Bildni!'.'e des John Hunter. ciner YignPttP nncl 31 C'olorirten Abhildungcn. A c•overing datP, k:l7. on n vigneftp([ title is proYidrd for the sections on FPathcred fian P, hut at le;~sttwo of tlwse were bsucd in 1 35 6. The tir:~t part prohahJ~· appearrd in I :3+. 

1834-6. The 1 'nlurali 'L' Library. Ediled by 
\\ . .Jardmr. 10 t•o/s. 8uo. hundreds of col. pl. , I and text illusl. London. et_-~ l'he volumrs of thi,.; famous eollc>ctiou are entered in this.Dltalovlle.---under the respertiw names of thrir \\Titer..:. In addition to the dc~niption a net dPpkt ion (most!~· finely eolore<l plates) hy variou" well-known c·outributors to almo.t tiH' whole range of the subject, the 'crie::; i · .upplrmcnte<i hy hio~ra]lhic's of famou · natnrali ts of all tinws and of a 11 eountrie~-Linnaen., A lex. Wilson, F. Willughby et fll. lt is W!'!I cles{'ribPd as a remarkable little library of early nineteenth-{'cntury zoolog~. as well as a brief ac<'otmt of the Jives of the chief zoologists of all tilllc, from Ari.totlc to A zara. • 'n! also :'i'A1TH.ALisT'.· LIJlRARY. 

1836. (~allinaceou Bird . (:\lemoir of .\ristotle.) 
vo. pp. 223. 29 col. pl. 1 porir. Edinburgh. 

Vol. Y of the ::->;~turalbt's Library or Vol. Ill of Ornitltoloyy. A second rdition of tltb valuable series wa;; b ·ued in 1 -15-6, of which the aboYe title formed Yol. XIV. 

1838. The nalural historv of [8riti h] Bird of Pre). 8uo. pp. :riv-1 .31.J. 36 col. pl. Edinburgh. 
Pre"edetl l1y a mernoir of , ir Hohert i'libbald, the autl10r-editor of this separatr monogrnph in the justly famou '\aturalist's Library l!iYC: a brief but, usdul aecount of British .Bird: of Prey with their ,.,ynon~·m:, habits, nidification, &e. 

1838-43. Birds uf (~reaL Britain and Ireland. 5 vols.· 8uo. The . ·aluruli t's Library.) 
The fice Yolumc~; in which the aho' P four parts arc hotmd in the L::.i"i. \\'. l,ibrary arc as followf:i: 'ol. I, 1 :38. Bird: of Prey, Wm. .Janline. \'ol.Il, 18:~. Flycatcher:. Wm. wain~on. Yol.lll, 1839. Ince ·t'ores, Wm, .Jardine. \-ol. JV, 1 -12. Rasore: and Grallatores, \Ym . .Jardine. \'ol. Y, 1 .J,3 .• 'atatorr . Wm JardinP . .\lost of the. e titlr: are separatrly trratc>d in thi ·fatalogmnmdrr proper caption .. A 'econd edition \1'<\l; puhlh;hed in rs::t;). 
1839. The nal ural hi tory of Lhe bird of GreaL Brilain and Ireland. Ince ore . 8uo. pp. :rii t 409. ,33 col. pl (.) o( cgqs). l~'dinhurgh. 
This ~hort but w!'ll-writtl'n acTount of the Shrikes, Thru. hes, <.'hat~. Warblers, &(·. of the Briti··n Jsle. is Jlreccdeu by a brief biography of \\ illiam i'lmellic. In tllP B.i"i.W. J,ibrary it forms vol. X I of Omitholoyy in tlt(• Jardil1e ~'nturalist's Library. A;; in the case of thr other monographs therr were several almost idcntieal printin~,.; and reb;;ue;; of thi · standanl work. 

[ 1839-41 . Briti h Salmonidae. 
}JUlJ.). 1:2 col. pi. (\\ antincr.) 

Pls. 1 and '2 (all 
Edinburgh. 

1840. The natural ltistor) of humming-bird . :! vol.s. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xu- 191. 34 pi. (col.). 11 {iys. Vol. II, pp. viii+192. 30 pi. (col.). 5 fly~. T. of c. indu. Edinburgh. 
'Ihi~ b a :;pecial edition of the work flrst published in 1 33, with ·owe ehangcs. 

1842. The natural hi tor) of the birds of Great Brilain and Irelund. l'l. Ill. Ra ore and Grallatore'-'. 8vo. pp. XVl .349. 34 col. pi. (1 aturali t's Libn.tr), Urnitlwlogy, \ ol. Xll.) .t:dini.Juryh. 
1843. The natural lti tury of Lhe bird of Great Britain aud lrchmd. 1-t. Iv. ~ Tatatorc . 8vo. pp. :riv-r-31J. 33 col. pi. (\ ol. " Iv, ~aluralist's 
Lilm.tr~, Umilliology.) Edinburgh. 
1 43. 'l he natural hi lorv of nectariniadae or :-uH-llinb. uo. pp. 14 :!} '· :j{J col. fJI. 1.. of c. aturnli I ·s Lil>rary, fJmillwlurm. vul. l:L) 

hrizn/Jury • V 
This prcfaC'P b a lllCliiOir, by the editor, of Franeis \\ illngllbY. / '-. sct•oud i"~m· appeared in 1 J.)-u. 
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THE LITERATURE OF VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY 

?1 [JARDINE, Sir vV. (contd.)] 
(1844-64]. Ornithology. Birds of Great Britain 
and Ireland. 4 vols. 8vo. 129 col. pl. raturalist's 
Library. Edinburgh. 
This is practically a reprint from the ~Taturali ·t's Library, with new 
titles, and furnishes the ornithological portion of Jnrdine'R worl{s. 

(1845-6]. Lions, Tigers, eLc. ( 1emoir of Cuvier.) 
8vo. pp. 276. 34 col. pi. Frlinburgh. 
The above is vol. XVI (second is~ue) of the famous Xaturalist's 
Library; also entitled Mammalia, vol. ll. 

(1845-6 ]. Fishes of the Perch Family. (\Vith 
memoir of Sir J. Banks.) 8vo. pp. 177. 34 pl. 

Edinburgh. 
Vol. XXXVIII, second issue (Ichthyology, vol. IV), of the Naturalist's 
Library. 

[1845-6]. Monkeys. (l\1emoir of Buffon.) 8vo. 
pp. 288. 29 col. pl. Edinburgh. 
Vol. XXVII (Mammalia, Xlii) of the second issue, "Taturalist's 
Library. 

[1845-6]. Deer, Antelopes, Camels, etc. (Memoir 
of Camper.) 8vo. pp. 229. 33 col. pi. Edinburgh. 
The above is vol. XXI, or .Mammalia, vol. VII, econd i sue, of the 
Naturalist's Library. 

(1845-6]. Goats, Sheep, Oxen, etc. (Memoir of 
J. Hunter.) 8vo. 32 col. pl. Edinburgh. 
This is vol. XXII (Mammalia, VIII) of the Naturalist's Library, 
second issue. 

(1845-6]. Thick-skinned Quadrupeds. Memoir 
of Hans Sloane.) 8vo. pp. 248. 30 col. pl. 

Edinburgh. 
yol. XXIII (Mammalia, IX) of the Naturalist's Library, second 
ISSUe. 

1848-53. Contributions to ornithology for 1848---
52. 5 vols. 4lo. 101 col. pi. T. of c. Edinburgh. 
This rare work is sometimes catalogued as a periodical. It was 
certainly issued at intervals to subscribers in parts that ·were 
separately paged. The volume for 1848-9 contains an important 
section-' lliustra tions of Ornithology' -wit l1 beautiful hand -colored 
portraits of birds. The 1850 volume, also separately paged, contains, 
among other important matter, 'Illustrations of Foreign Oology '. 
The volume for 1851-2, ah•o profusely illustrated with both plain 
anc~ colored plates, pre -~ntsmor~ Ornithological Illustrations, papers, 
reviews, &c., but no mdex. 'Ihe volumes in hand are from the 
Godman Library, two of which have laid in two A.L.S. from Sir 
WiJl!.am Jardine on matters relating to the 'Contributions'. 
An mcomplete set, once the property of Jules Verreaux, in the 
E.S.W. collection, with original wrappers, ha 1:5. notes bY Dr. 
Chas. W. Richmonu through whom it was ecured for the Library. 

1854. See WILSO. , ALEX. 
1858. Memoir of Hugh Edwin Strickland. See 
STRICKLA D, H. E. 
1919. A Naturalist's Calendar, kept by Sir vYilliam 
Jardine ... from 1st-31st January 18'2-B. Edited 
by Hugh S. Gladstone. 4to. pp. 37. front. 
Editor's reprint from the 'l'rans. Dumfriesshire and GalloU'ay }.'at 
Hist. and .Antiquarian Soc. · 

JARMER, KARL. 
1928. Das Seelenleben der Fische. 8vo. pp. 10+ 
131. 8 pl. 1'\fiinchen. 

JASPER, TnEODORE and STUDER, J. H. 
1874-8. Ornithology; or, The science of birds. 
From the text of Dr. Brehm. \\'ilh two hundred 
and twelve illustrations. folio. pp. ( 6) -t 1l>6. 4 pi. 
(diagr.). 37 pl. T. of c. Colwnbus, 0. 
The fir .t edition ~f tl.1e nu_rnerous,- il!-YOlYcd, and "idely printed 
J asp~r-8tuder J?Ublicat10ns,, tor mo:t of whirh Dr. J a~ per m~ de the 
~aw:1p.gc m~d :-it"!lder ~n11plicd the text. bf:ued in -!0 partR in con
JtiDCtJ_on w1th .Studer s popular Omitholoyy. The Birds of Sorth 
.Amenca, 1878. The cover to part 21-40 are bound in at the end 
of the volume. See also TUDER, J. H., 1874-8. 

1881? Studer's popular ornithology. The birds 
of North , meri a. Cpwards of seven hundred 
different species and varirtics. folio. pp. (10) + 
1 2. 119 pi. (col.). 2 indexes. 1\Iontreal. 

r Yised edition of the earlier work of similar title, 187-l-8. 
:\Inch of the text is the same a~'> the former edition although ome of 
it i:> rc\Hittcn with correction and alterations in the nomenclature. 
The illu ·tration arc mostly a before with retouching, except 
plates l XIII which are materially altererl, not only as to back
gronndR, nnt with rhanged, enlarged, and altered attitude. of the 
binlR, and in :omc cases the rntirc plate baR bern printed back
wards. The coloration of most of the plates is alRo different from the 
original ones. There is no date on the title-page other than that of 
the copyright, 1881. The present cop ·was publiRhed by Arthur J. 
Cleveland & Co., :\fontrcal, Canada. 

1895. The birds of 1 rorth America. Jacob H. 
Studer, editor and proprietor. folio. pp. 16+182. 
119 pl. (col.). 2 indexes. New York. 
This edition differs but little from that of 1 1, except in its title, 
aml the addition of the systematic table, with index to page, plate, 
and figure in the text. The name of the author, Theodore Jasper, is 
omitted in the title of the present edition, only that of the editor, 
Jacob Henry Studer, appearing, with his portrait as a frontispiece. 
Another edition appeared in 1897. , ee also TUDER, J. H. 

1897. The birds of NorLh America. pp. 16+182. 
119 pi. (col.). 2 indexes. New l "ork. 
This edition differs in no essential from that of 1895. 

JASSY. Societe des Medecins et Naturalistes. 
Jassy. 

1892-1911. Bulletin. 

1912-16. Bulletin et l\lemoires. 

1923-dale. Buletinul. (I a si.) 

JASSY UNIVERSITATE, ~9UMANIA. 1 
1900-date. Annales Scientiflquf' )/ 

JAUBERT, JEAN BAPTISTE (18'26-? 97] and 
BARTHELE?ttY-LAPOMMERAYE, C. J. 
1859-62. Riche ses ornithologiques du ~Iidi de la 
France, ou Description methodique de tous les 
oiseau},. observe en Provence, etc. 7 pis. folio. 
p[J. 347. 20 col. pi. . Jlarseille. 
The birds of Middle and tiouthern :France are ystematically 
described and their specific and generic chararters fully detailed. 
The hand-colored plates are remarkably well done; indeed the whole 
work is a valuable and practical treatise on the subject. 

(JAUME-SAINT-HILAIRE, JEA. HE:'-IRI), 

[177•2-1843]. 
1801. An -" I. T otice de principaux ob jets 
d'histoire naturelle, ·onserves dans les Galeries du 
Museum du Jardin des Plantes de Paris. 8vo. 
pp. 216. Paris. 
Name of author from Sherborn, Inde.r .Animatium. 
This sy tematic catalogue has 11 curious and excessively rare man~
script editorial 'parafe' (or scroll-like signature of the autl:or). m 
Arabic characterR sub ·cri bed to the official right of publicatiOn 
(copyright). The title fully describes the purpose of the work. The 
transla~ion of the Arabic script i ·;uay the blessings of Allah be 
upon him'. 

JEANNEL, RE.-:E. 
1926. Faune Cavernicole de la France, etc. Paris. 

JEFFERIES, JOI1'\" RICH RD [1848-87]. 
1878. Th gamel eeper al home; sketches of 
natural hi tory and rural life. 8vo. pp. 7 +216. 
T. of c. London. 
A third printing appeared in 1819 an(l ~till anothrr in 1 81 without 
CS>-~'Jltial chan~cs. 

1880. Round about a arcat estate. 8vo . 

;\ [2] + 204. T. of c. 

y 

pp. vii+ 
Boston. 
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~ 1881. The amateur poacher. New ed. 8vo. pp. [ 4] 
-l- 240. 1'. o{ c. London. 
:\lany references to bird!:\ from the gamekeeper'!:\ point of view. The first edition was i 'sued in 1879. Another reprint was published in 1914. 

1883. ature near London. 8vo. pp. vi+242. 
T. of c. London. 
Another edition was published in 1908. 

1884. The life of the fields. 8vo. pp. viii+262. 
T. of c. London. 
AnothPr e<lition was pnbli:>hed in Hl08. 

1889. Field and hedgerow, being the last es ays 
of Richard Jefferies. 8vo. pp. 8+.331. London. 
Another edition wai:\ publi8lwd in 1900. 

1889. \Vild life in a southern rnuntv. 12mo. pp. 
viii+344. 1 fig. T. of c. · Basion. 
First edition publi:;hcd in 1879, and there Juwe been ov<>r a dozpn editions since lhat dat~>, many of Uwm in the :\ll'Hill libraric·"· 
1908. The open air. 
(col.). T. of c. 
Heprinted in 190\l. 

8vo. pp. [ G] + :234. 1:2 pl. 
Philadelphia. 

JENA. See l\lEDIZL -rscH-_ 'ATLJ Rwrss. GESEL. zc 
JENA. 

JENAISCHE ZEITSCHRIFT FttR NATUR
WISSENSCHAFT. 1864-dale. J ena. 

JENKINS, JAMES T. 
1920. The Sea Fisheries. 8vo. pp. 31 +299. 39 pi. 
2 maps. London. 

JENKINSON, JoH vVILFRID [1872- ]. 
1913. Vertebrate embryology. 8vo. pp. 267. 162 
figs. T. of c. index. Oxford. 

JENNINGS, C. 
[1853]. The eggs of British birds, displayed in 
a series of engravings, copied and coloured from 
nature. 8vo. pp. xxx+200. 6 pl. (col.). T. of c. 

London. 
JENNINGS , liERBERT SPENCER. 1901. See 

REIGHARD, JACOB ELLSWORTII. 

JENNINGS, JAMES. 
1828 . Ornithologia; or The birds, a poem in two 
part . 8vo. pp. 29 + 468. index. London. 
~eville Wood describes this work as 'devoid of both science and poetry'. 

JENNISON ' GEORGE. 
1897. Natural History of Animals, etc. 8vo. 
pp. 360. illust. London. 
[1927]. Natural history of animals; an illustrated 
who's who of the animal world. 8vo. pp. 16 +343. 
pl. London. 

JENSEN , J. V. 
1927. Dyrenes Forvandlings. Copenhagen. 
This i an important treatise on the clmracters exhibited dnring the processes of metamorphosis in animals. 

JENSEN-HAARUP , A,"DER CHRISTIAN. 1899. 
.See FLORA O(r FAU "A, 1899. 

J E NTIN K , FREDERic:us A. 1890-1907. See 
WEBER, l\IAX C. W. 
1906. See WICHMAJ. ·,C. E. A. 

JENYNS( afterwards BLOMEFIELD) ,LEO ARD 
[1800-93]. 
1835. A :\Ianual of British Vertebrated Animals. 
1 vol. 8vo. See a !so BL0~1EFIELD. Cambridge. 
1839-43. See ZOOLOGY OF TIIE VOYAGE OF H.M.S. 
BEAGLE. See flfSO BL0~1EFIELD, LEO ARD. 

JERDON, THOMAS CLAVERHILL [1811-72]. 
1839-40. Catalogue of the birds of the peninsula 
of India, arranged according to the modern system 
of classification, etc. pp. 140+227. J1adras. 
Ts:>uetl, repagrd an<.l in !<rparate parts, as an exrerpt from the Jladras Journ. of Lit. awl Sl'ience, I 39-40. It is an early descriptive cataloguP, arrangt>d in systematic lllanner, of the hirds of India. The present b a specially bound copy, presented to Thomas Horsfield who hafi added marginal notes. · 
1847. Illustrations of Indian ornilhology, con
tniuing fifty figures of new, unfigured aud inter
e. ting sprcie of lJirds, chiefly from the outh of 
India. 4to. PL. I , unp. (25). 10 pl. (col.). T. of c. 
index. "'1adras. 
This rather rare treatllie was i ·sued in four part. of which the above is thP fourth and concluuing u11e in thr original wrapper .. The firm of Higginhotham, Ltd., of i.Iadnt~~\·here the Compiler purchased itJil!ad never ~;pen a cowplete set in the original wrappers, the present part l.Jeing onr of three which they had <;old one by one. 

1847. Illustrations of Indian ornithology, etc. 
8vo. unp. (166). 50 pl. (col.). T. of c. index. 

./1/J adras. 
The work was issued in four parts. In the original form, the backgrounds of the plates were incomplete as compared with the later types in which additional backgrounds were added. In the present copy a large number of the backgrotmd appear to be incomplete and the work is very rare in this tate. 

1847. Illustrations of Indian ornithology. 4lo. 
unp. (142). 50 pl. (col.). T. of c. index. J1adras. 
This edition differs from the octavo, 1847, in having more elaborate and finished backgrounds to many of the plates; the text is the same. 
1862-4. The birds of India: being a natural his
tory of all the birds known to inhabit continental 
India; with descriptions of the species, genera, 
families, tribes, and orders, and a brief notice of 
such families as are not found in India. 2 vols. in 3. 
8vo. [Vol. II is in two continuously paged parts, 
of which Pt. '2 is also styled vol. Ill.] Vol. I, 
pp. (18) +xlv + 535. T. of c. Vol. II, pp. ( 8) + 439. 
T. of c. Vol. Ill, pp. 441-876+xxxii. T. of c. 
index. Calcutta. 
An exhaustive work on the birds of India, with descriptions, some synonymy (including native name ), and voluminous notes on habits and distribution, &c. Another edition with supplementary notes was published in 1877. 

1862-4. The birds of India. [Collections for a 
revised edition by H. H. Godwin-Austen.] 5 vols. 
8vo. Vol. I, pp. (18) +xlv+535. T. of c. Vol. II, 
pp. (8)+439. T. ofc. Vol. II~> pp. (8)+iv+(4)+ 
441-876 +xxxii. T. of c. bibliogr. index. Vol. IV, 
pp. (688) JIS. 18 pis. Vol. V, pp. (40) 1\JS. 1 pt. 
eo_ TE TS : v61 . 1-3, with Godwin-Austen's 
drawina and notes. [ 4]. Species omitted
Author's MS. and drawings. [5]. Supplement. 
Author's MS. Calcutta. 
A unique collection. Volume· I-III comprise H_ H. Godwtn-Austen'11 copy of Jerdon's original edition of Birds of Ind_if!, 1862-4, with numerous l\1::;. corrections and notes for a 2nd editiOn and colored drawings by Godwin-Austen inserted. Volume IV contains the MS. in 18 parts of Jerdon"s ::;upplement to hi~ edition of 1862-4 (in Jerdon's own handwriting, 688 pp.) used by Godwin-Austen for his ·econd edition, while Vol. V contains a further :\I!;. in Jerdon's ha.ndwriting (40 pp.), with some colored drawings b_y Jerdon1 on the bu~s of Assam, ylket, Burma, &c., not included m the Btrds of Indta. j\ The whole five volumes are unpublished. 
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[.JERDON, T. C. (contd.)] 
1863-70. The birds of India, etc. 2 vols. in .3. Suo. 
Vol. I, pp. (14) +xlv +(1) +53S. T. of c. Vol. 11, 
pp. (6)+439. T. of c. Vol. Ill, pp. (8)+iv+(3)-+
(1)+ 441-876 +xxxii. T. of c. index. 
Vol. I. Cherraponjee. \ ols. TI-lT I. Calcutta. 
A reprint of the edition of 18<l2--! (q.v.), thr only diffc>renre lwing 
that volume I bears the title-page of the 1870 edition with Clwrra
ponjee as plarr of issne, instead of Cnlentt n as in vols. ll UJ. A 
further rdition with supplementary not<'s apprnrecl in I R77. 

1864. The game birds and wild fowl of India; 
being descrip Lions of all the pedes of game I ,irds, 
nipe, and duck found in India, ·with an ae.;eom1 t 

of their habits and geographical di Lribution. 8vo. 
pp. [4] +195. index. p-I . note at back of index. ) 

Calcutta. 
_-\. very rnre trenti '<'. 

? 1866. [Birds of India. Index of English and 
native names.] 8vo. pp. 24+38. n.p. 
Inues to .Jerdon's Birds of India, 1862--! (q.v.), in two parts, the 
first eontaining the English names, pp. t-2-!. the second the native 
names, pp. 1-38. 

1867. The Mammals of India, etc. 8vo. pp. 1(] + 
319 + 15. (\Vanting. ) Rorkee. 
An excellent treati e by a well-known natnraJi;;t. A. ('. :\Tt·:\Laster. 
in 1870, wrote Notes on J erdon's Jiammals of India. 

1874. The Mammals of India, etc. 8vo. pp. 31 + 
335. append. index. Londori. 
In 1867 the first edition of this popular work was if;sned from 
Rorkee. The present volume may be regarded as the srconcl edition, 
although not ofticially recognized as such. 

1877. The birds of India. Z vols. in 3. 8vo. Vol. I, 
pp. lv + 535 + lxxxvii. 1 pl. T. of c. Vol. II, 
pp. (8) +439+xvi. T. of c. Vol. Ill, pp. 441-876. 
T. of c. indexes. Calcutta. 
A page-for-page reprint of the 1862--! edition to which has been 
added the supplementary note publi hed in Ibis for 1871-2, under 
the supervision of }laj. Godwin-Austen. 

JERSEY. Marine Biological Laboratory. See 
JOUR AL OF MAR! E ZOOLOGY A D MICROSCOPY. 

JESSE, EDWARD [1780-1868]. 
1832-5. Gleanings in natural history. 3 vols. 8vo. 
Vol. I, pp. xi+(1)+314. 1 pl.+7 (inserted). 7 figs. 
T. ofc. Vol. II, pp. xi+(1)+321. front. (inserted 
chart). 15 pl. (inserted). S figs. T. of c. Vol. Ill, 
pp. xi+(1)+310. front. 1 pl.+12 (inserted). 1 fig. 
T. of c. London. 
In the pre ent copy volumes II and Ill are first editions or series, 
vol. I being the third serie , the first appearing in 1832. The three 
volumes in hand are extra illustrated principally by wood-cuts from 
Bewick first edition, the total number being 34, and not -!8, as 
stated in the pencil note to vol. I. A presentation copy from the 
author to the Honble. Irs. Talbot. 

1834. Gleanings in Natural History ... Lo which 
are added some extracts from the unpublished 
MSS. of Mr. White of Selborne. 8vo. pp: 11 +321. 
Second Series. London. 
~1~83ei.ond of three famou eries, the first having been publi hed 

1838. Gleanings in natural history. 2 vols. 8vo. 
Vol. I, pp. xi+352. 1 pi. 6 figs. 1'. of c. Vol. II, 
pp. v+383. 4 figs. T. of c. London. 
The fourth edition of the three series, to which considerable additions 
have been made. 

1844. Scenes and tales of country life, with recol
lections of natural histol'y. 8vo. pp. vii + 395. 
3 pl. +11 (inserted). T. of c. London. 
ln the present copy 11 extra wood-enb (prineipally from•Bewick, 
lst ed.) have been inserted. Another edition, ·with title altered 
appeared in 1875. ' 

1R61. 1R76, 1881. Tllr 11<11 m·:~lliisl or~ of ,' rlbome. 
. 'l'e \\ TIITE, ne'. ldLHI·:HT. 

1874. Hinl-lil' ·. t·c. Sr'e nr:E£1\T. A. E. 

.JEWETT, .-'.T \ :1 LY I;. nncl GABRIELSON, 
I H.\:·.,. 
1929. l lird~ oi UH' I 'orll:llld \ l't':\, ( Jl't'~l)ll. S1•n. 
/)fi . . j I. ::7 JiffS. Jjprf,Plt'!f. 

.JHERING, 11 ER\L\ •• \ 0 . • \.){'(' TTTF.RT (;' If. \ Ol\. 

.JOB, IltmBEHT KE!!dJTLEY [1R(i1- ] . 
1902 .. \l!lOll!! lhL WHlPr f<J\\1 ... ill lltP nol'thPl'Jl 
a11d middle • tales anfl lower C:w:ula, east of thf 
Hocky ntonntains. Sno. pp. rri -t 224. fJ(J fiys. 
T. o{' t. Xew 1 or/.. 
AnotlH'r b:ue n ppPnn•1l in 1 D0:3 without alt Prat ions o! nny kind. 

(1905J. \\'ild \vings; ntl\enlul'eS uf a c·amera
hunll'l' arnuHg llle l:tl'!!t'l' \\ ild llinls of :\'orth 
Amrl'il'n on ea and l:1tHl. ,'-\uo. pp .. rxiv +.31.1. 
1 pl. 144 fiys. T. of c. i1llle.r. 1\ PW } or! .. 

1908. Th ·port of l>ird-st udy. Suo. pp . .ciii +:.!8·1. 
7/5 pl. 'i. of r. index. .Yew rork. 
A popular ac<·onnt of how to ~hoot hird~ with n rnmrrn rnther than 
with a gun. 

1910. I fow lo Study Birds, e1l'. 'L'O. 1\'f'w } ork. 

1915. Propagation of wild l>it·ds; a manual of 
appl,ird omithology, tl't>alin~~· ur pr;wLie<:\lmethuds 
of propagation or quails, PT<IllSP, \\iltl lmke). 
pheasants, parll'idges, pigrous nnd dm t·s, mid 
waterfowl, in "\merica, and of nlll':tdiuL; all(l 
incrcasiug \Vilcl birds in general. 81'0. pp. ~tii -t 
27(]. front. 64 pl. T. o( c. uddeml. inde:r. 

.. ren }·or! .. 
A revised and enlarged edition ''as issued in l !l~3. 

1917. H irds of America . 'ee PEAR o. , T. G. 

JOCHELSON' \ LADil\IIR lLICH [1856- ] . 
1928. Peoples of Asiatic Rus ia. 8vo. pp. 277. 
pl. maps. 1Vew l'ork. 

JOHANNES DE SANCTO GEMINIANO. 
1499. Summa de exempli ac similitudinibu 
rerum. 8vo. pp. [18 --~-7 -56. renice. 
This is one of the rarer incunabula-really a second edition of the 
1-!97 (word-for-word) treatise from Dean 'Aclam. ' library-a mnll 
black-letter copy which devote~ a )Jaragraph here and ti1ere to the 
bird life of the ~Jiddle Ages, prohauly as known to the writcrfrom 
the pages of Aristotle and not from his own olJservations. See Cat. 
Br. Jlus. Bloomsbury, p. 351. 

JOHANSEN, A 'WEH CoR ELIL s JACOB (1867- ]. 
1918. Randcrs Fjord Taturhi 'lorie, ved .\. C. 
J ohansen, under Iedvil'kning af Ilj. Ditleysen 
[and others]. 4to. pp. -t 520. illust. maps. 

Copenhagen. 
JOHANSEN, CJ-. 

1907. Material for a Ludy of Tomsk ornilhology. 
[In Russian.] Suo. pp. [6]+240-t [2]. 
The nbove systematic eontribution to our knowledge of :::iil>erian 
bird,; inc·ludes 2Hl sprcieg. It is ill Russian "ith a partial translation 
into {}ernwn of important headingR hJ Prof. Rei<'heuow, to whom 
the C'om· in hand was presented ll~ the author. 

JOHN CRERAR LIBRARY. 
1902. \ li. l of bibliogt·uphie of special uLjects 
. .. July, 1 \10'2. 4lo. pp. 504. Chicago~ 
The bibliogr~phy . of natural history, extrewely useful for the 
student and hbranan, compri ·es pp. 183-288. 
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HNS, CHARLES ALEXA DER [1811- 74]. 

862. British birds in their haunts. 8vo. pp. 32 + 626. 190 text-figs. London. First edition. This deservedly popular treatise pas ed through nearly 20 printings. 

1867. British Birds in their Haunts. 8vo. London. 
Another of numerous editions. 
1905. I go a-walking through the lanes and meadows. 8vo. pp. 99. illust. Edinburgh. 
1920. British Birds in their Haunts. 15th eel. 8vo. pp. 22+626. 16 col. pl. 190 text-figs. index. 

London. 
1922. British Birds in their Haunts. 8vo. 64 col. pl. London. 

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. 
Baltimore, Md. 1887-1903. Biological Laboratory-Memoirs. 

1877-93. Biological Laboratory- Studies. 
1878. Chesapeake Zoological Laboratory-Scientific results. 

JOHNSON, ALLEN, ed. ? 1922. See DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN BIOGRAPHY. 

JOHNSON' GEORGE LINDSAY [1854- ] . 1901. Contributions to the Comparative Anatomy of the Mammalian Eye, etc. (Repaged reprint of the Philosophical Trans. Roy. oc.) folio. London. 

JOHNSON, MAY ARD STICKNEY [1900- ]. (1926]. Activities and distribution of certain wild mice in relation to biotic communities. 4to. pp. 2 + 36. illust. (Illinois University thesis.) 
Baltimore. JOHNSON, MYRTLE. 

(1828]. Seaside Animals of the Pacific Coast. 

JOHNSON, P. H. 1926. ee DOUGLAS, A. J. A. 

JOHNSON' THEO. 
1909. Some Varieties of the Domestic Cat. 4to. pp. 27. 26 col. pl. 

JOHNSON'S NATURAL HISTORY. See GOODRICH, . G., 1875. 

JOHNSTON, HARRY HAMILTON, Sir [ 1858- 1927]. 1882. Report on the natural history of [Portuguese] Mossamedes and district, and of southwestern Africa generally. 8vo. pp. 13. London. 
1884. The River Congo ... with a general de cription of the natural history. 8vo. pp. xvii + 470. 11 pl. text illust. 2 maps. London. 
1886. The Kilimanjoro Expedition, etc. 8vo. pp. 15 + -572. 15 pl. 4 maps. text illust. (\Vanting.) 

London. 
In the appendix of this work, de cribing one of the best known of 'ir Harrv Johnston's expeditions, is a List of the Birds collected, by G. E.'Rhrlley,and a l-ist of Mammal" obtained, by 0. Thomas. 
1902. The Uganda Protectorate ... Zoology, etc. 2 vols. 8vo. illusl. (col.). London. For this intere ting History 0. Thoma:~ furniKhes a List of the Mmnmals, C. Chubb A tentatire list of the Birds, and G. A. Boulenger a Li8t of the cold-blooded Vertebrates. 

1903. British mammals. 4to. pp. 16+405. illust. (\Yoburn Library. ) London. 
1906. British Central Africa. 4to. London. 
1906. Liberia [and its natural history]. London. 
[c. 1923]. The story of my life. 8vo. pp. (6)+504. front. (portr.). 31 pl. 1 map (col. ). append. index. 

London. The autobiography of a noted naturalist, empire builder, and author, in which there are numerous references to animal life, such as those of Achill Island, the Cameroons, the Lower Congo, Tanganyika, &c. 

**** and others. 
1926. Marvels of the Universe. A Popular Work on the Marvels of The Heavens, The Earth, Plant Life, Animal Life. 2 vols. 4to. 36 col. pl. 821 figs. 

London. 
A popular treatise on natural philosophy with a scientific tone that distinguishes it from several others of its class. Vertebra " zoology is fairly presented. 

n.d. Wonders of the World, etc. 28 col. pl. See WONDERS OF THE WORLD. 

JOHNSTON, I. H. 
1923. Birds of West Virginia. 8vo. pp. 138. front. 2 pl. 62 figs. (42 col.). 1 diagr. Charleston. 

JOHNSTON, JOHN BLACK [1868- ]. 
1906. The nervous system of vertebrates. 8vo. pp. xx+370. 180 figs. T. of c. bibliogr. index. 

Philadelphia. 
JOHNSTONE ( J OHNSTON, J 0 1 STON, J ONSTONUS ), JOHN ( 1603-75] . 
1632. Thaumatographia naturalis in decem classes distincta, etc. 12mo. Amstelodami. This rare first edition of a famous treatise is in the Bibliotheca Osleriana. 

1633. Thaumatographia naturalis, in classes decem divisa. Ed. Secunda priore auctior. 18mo. pp. 6+578. Amstelodami. In this very early (second) edition Johnstone acknowledges his indebtedness to Aristotle and to Galen. The ten classes are: Sky, Elements, ~leteors, Fossils (meaning minerals dug out of the ground), Plants, Birds, Quadrupeds, Invertebrates (Exsanguinea), Fishes, Man. 

1641. Thaumdgraphia naturalis in decem classes distincta, etc.'F12mo. pp. 498+[14]. 
Amstelodami. 

A very interesting early treatise on animals, issued in 10 parts of 37 chapters, of which part VI is devoted to birds. Newton (Diet. Birds, p. 6) describes this and the other treatises of the author, of cottish descent but by birth a Pole, 'that ran through several editions in the eventeenth century, as little more than an epitome of the work of Aldrovandus'. The copy in hand is from the Dean Adams Library. 
1657. (An) history of the wonderful things of nature set forth in ten severall classes; and now rendrecl into English by a person of quality. 4to. pp. [14] +354. London. 
1657. Historia naluralis. 6 pis. in 1 vol. folio. pl. 

Amstelodami. Co::."'TE TS. Vol. [ 1]. De quadrupedibus [2]. De avibus. [3]. De piscibu . [ 4]. De exanguibus aquaticis. [5]. De insectis. [6]. De serpentibus. This (editio princeps) was also published in Frankfurt a/M. ip 1657- 68, and there issued in six separate parts. One copy of this rare work belonged to Francis Willughby (with his autograph on th<' titl ) and hi now in the Osler Library. 
1b65. Thaumatographia naturalis, etc. 12mo. [0.] 

Amstelodami. 
3G 

-
) 
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~J"OHNSTONE, J. (r•onlrl.)] 

1718. Theat rum universale omnium animalium, 

pi cium, avium, quadrupedum, exanguium, aqua

ticorum, elc. 2 vols. 4to. pl. Amslelodami. 

Ruysch's edition of the author\ Historia Animalium, illustrated by 
2()0 plat<>s of lllt'dieval rrnality. At the end ·of the history of fishes 
then• is an apprndix on the Fnicornus marinum with figures of the 
narwhal drawn hy a ship's doctor, but with no reference to the 
JlusPinn IJ'ormianum. The illustration of the Rhinoceros (pl. 38, 

vol. ~) is probably after Albrecht Diirer, who is not mentioned. 

1755-69. Historia naturalis de Arboribus, 2 vols. 

in 1; Theatrum niversali_§.,de Avibus ... Insectis 

. . . Quadrupedibus, etc. 3 vols. folio. 374 pi. 

Actually three separate titles to constitute another edition. 

1773-4. Histoire naturelle et raisonnee des dif-

ferens oiseaux qui habitent le globe. 2 vols. folio. 

Pt. I, pp. ( 4) + 23. 23 pl. 20 figs. Pt. II, pp. ( 4) + 
64. 62 pl. 1 fig. Paris. 

One of the numerous translations and printings of this popular 
author. 

1903-7. See AN ANDALE A D ROBINSON. 

JOHONNOT' J AMES. 
(1885). Glimpses of the animate world; or, 

[popular] Science and literature of natural history. 

8vo. pp. xx+414. 54 figs. T. of c. New York. 

JOINT BULLETIN VERMONT BOTANI

CAL AND BIRD CLUB. See BULLET! vER

MO T BOTANICAL A D BIRD CL B. 

JOLY,H. 
1886. L'homme et l'animal. 2nd ed. Paris. 

JONES,C.A. 
(1863]. Home walks and holiday rambles. 12mo. 

pp. vi+273. 4 pl. 8 figs. index. London. 

JONES, Do ALD FoRSHA [1890- ] . 
1925. Genetics in plant and animal improvement. 

8vo. pp. viii+568. 229 figs. T. of c. index. 
New 1·ork. 

JONES, FREDERIC WooD [1879- ] . 
1923-5. The mammals of South Australia. 3 pts. 

in 1 vol. 8vo. illusl. (Handbook of the flora and 

fauna of South Australia.) Adelaide. 

1929. Man's place among the mammals. 8vo. 

pp. 12 + 372. illust. London. 

JONES, GENEVIEVE ESTELLE. 

[1879 ]-86. Illustrations of the nests and eggs of 

birds of Ohio. See JO ES, H. E. 

JONES, HowARD E. and others. 
1879-86. Illustrations of the nests and eggs of 

birds of Ohio with text. Illustrations by Mrs. N. E. 

Jones. Text by H. Jones. 2 vols. folio. Vol. I, 

pp. xxxviii+126. 37 pi. (col.). Vol. II, pp. 127-

329. 31 pl. (col.). 2 indexes. Circleville, 0. 

This work, illustrated by hand-colored lithograph , is among the 
rarest of Americana ornitlwlogica. It was issued in 23 parts, having 
been commenced by Miss Estelle Jones and lHiss Eliza J. Sehulze. 
Plate LV is wrongly numbered LVI, but has been corrt'ctcd in the 
present copy, which is from the John Lewi Child' library, with 
Child's hand-painted book-plate of a Barn wallow . .Attached also to 
the copy in hand are several letters from various people regarding 
the history and value of the work, from which we learn that only 00 

copies were issued, that as mueh as Sl,200 has been n ked for a 
single copy, and that when ,.\liss Genevieve Estelle died after a year's 
work on the illustrations her mother l\1rs. . E. Jones took up the 
task, working for over eight years to consummate what her daughter 

had at heart, she being really the originator of the work. Elliott 
Coues always poke of the work in the most flattering tenns, for 
instance: 'There ha been nothing since Audubon in the way of 
pictorial illustrations of American ornithology to compare with the 
present work-nothing to claim an equal degree of artistic skill or 
scientific accuracy.' 

JONES, Jou :\IATTIIEW and others. 
1859. The Naturalist in Bermuda, etc. 8vo. pp. 

xii + 200. 1 map. illust. text. London. 

In this work J. W. Wedderburn described the Birds and J. L. 

Hurdis further notes on the same subject. 

****and GOODE, G. B . 
1884. Contributions to the natural history of the 

Bermudas. Vol. I, pp. 23+352. 12 pl. 
vVashington. 

This is Bull. 25 of the U.S. ational 1\Ius. in which J. M. Jones 
describes the 1\:Iammals, Capt. S. G. Reid the Birds, and S. Garman 
the Reptiles. 

JONES, LYNDS [1865- ) . 
1903. The Birds of Ohio. 8vo. pp. 241. front. 

(map fold. ). index. Columbus. 

An annotated list of 338 species, a revision of Wheaton's Report on 

the birds of Ohio, 1882, in which 298 species were treated. In this 
copy the cover are bound in. 

1909. The birds of 'Vashington. ee DA wso""l', w. L. 

and BOWLES, J. H. 

JONES, 0WEN. 
1910. Ten years of game-keeping. 3rd ed. 8vo. 

pp. xii + 306. 15 pi. T. of c. index. London. 

JONES, THOMAS RYMER [1810-80]. 
1855. General outline of the organisation of the 

animal kingdom, and manual of comparative 

anatomy. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. xli + 842. 398 figs. 

2 indexes. London. 

The first edition of tllis well-lmown textbook was, under a slightly 
different title, published in (1838)-U. 

1858. The aquarian naturalist. 12mo. pp. 18+ 

524. London. 

1861. General outline of the organization of the 

animal kingdom. 3rd. ed. 8vo. pp. xlvii+841. 

423 figs. 2 indexes. London. 

1867. The natural history of birds. 8vo. pp. 8+ 

576. 215 text-figs. index. London. 

The first edition of this concise and popular handbook, which passed 
through at lea t three more printings. 

[1869-73]. Cassell 's book of birds. See BREHM, 

A. E. 

1871. General Outline of the Organization of 

the Animal Kingdom, etc. 4th ed. 8vo. 336 illust. 
London. 

n.d. The animal creation; a popular introduction 

to zoology. 8vo. pp. 22 + 456. 500 illust. London. 

JONSTONUS, JoHAN ES. See .JOHNST01 E (JoN

sTo ), JOH:--;. 

JORDAN, DAVID STATIH [18;)1- ]. 
1876. Manual of the verlehrales of the northern 

niled State , including tlH' district east of the 

Missi sippi Ri-ver, and !lorlh of 1 orth Carolina 

and Tennes ee, exclusive of marine species. 12mo. 

pp. 343. addend. glossary. index. Chicago. 

The earliest intlependent publication on vertebrates by this famous 
author. 

1882. Fishes of Ohio. 
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~ 1888. A manual of the vertebrate animals of the 
I northern nited . tate , includina the district 

north and east of the Ozark Mountains, south of 
the Laurentian IIills, north of the outhern 
boundary of Virginia, and east of the Missouri 
River, inclusive of marine species. 5th ed. En
larged and entirely rewritten. 8vo. pp. iii + 37 5. 
glossary. index. Chicago. 
1894. (A ) Manual of the vertebrate animals of 
the northern United tates, etc. 7th ed. 8vo. 
pp. iii + 375. glossary. index. Chicago. 
A reprint of the 5th ed. , 1888. 

**** and EVERMANN, B. W. 
1896-1900. Fishes of orth and Middle America. 
4 vols .• 8vo. H'ashington. 
A standard work by two well-known systt'matic ichthyologists. 

1898-9. The Fur Seal and Fur- eal Islands of 
the orth Pacific Ocean, etc. 4 vols. 2 pts. 4io. 

HTashington. 
This cla sic treatise includes not only a complt'te account of seals 
and seal-hunting but a description of the BirdsofPribylov Island by 
Wm. Palmer, 77 pages and plates; fammals by F. W. True, and 
many other reports. 

1898-99. See U "ITED . TATES. FISHERY REPORTS. 

****and KELLOGG, V. L. 
1901. Animal Life: a first book of Zoology. 8vo. 
pp. ix+329. 1 pl. text-figs. London. 
1902. Animal life; a first book of zoology. 8vo. 
pp. ix+329. 180 figs. T. of c. glossary. index. 

New York. 
An American edition of this elementary treati e. 

1902. Animal forms; a second book of zoology, 
by David . Jordan ... and Harold Heath. 8vo. 
pp. vii + 258. 140 figs. T. of c. index. New Y'ork. 
1903. nimal studies; a text-book of elementary 
zoology for use in high schools and colJeges. 8vo. 
pp. viii + 459. 259 figs. T. of c. index. New 1"ork. 
In this edition the principal author collaborated with Yernon 
Kellogg and Harold Heath. 

**** and EVERMANN, B. '\f\T. 
1905. Fishes of the Hawaiian Islands. 

1Vashington, D.C. 
A fundamental treatise excerpted from the Bull. of the U.S. Fisheries 
Bureau. 

1905. Guide to the study of fishe . 2 vols. N. Y. 
A history of Torth American pi~ces in particular, including the fossil 
species. In the first volume are discu sions of the work of Cope, 
Gill, and other American ichthyologist .. 

**** and SE ALE, A. 
1906. The Fishes of Samoa. ·washington, D.C. 
A well-illustrated and important volume, published in the Bull. of 
the Fisherii'S Bureau, .8. Govt. 

****and KELLOGG, V. L. 
1907. Evolution and animal life; an elementary 
discus ion of the facts, proces es, laws and 
theories relating to the life and evolution of 
animals. 8vo. pp. 12+489. 3 col. pl. 298 text-figs. 

New York. 
An important and popular contribution to the theory of evolution. 

1907. Fishe . N.Y. 
One of the many treatises by this famous ichthyologist. 

1913. A Catalogue of the Fi he of Japan. 8vo. 
pp. 497. figs. in text. Tokio. 

1917-20. The Genera of Fishes. Four parts. Each 
a separate index. pp. 576. A contribution to the 
stability of scientific nomenclature. Pt. I. From 
Linnaeu to Cuvier, 1758-1833. Pt. II. gassiz 
to Bleeher, 1 33-58. Pt. III. Guenther to Gill, 
185~)-80. Pt. IV. 1881-1920. 

Stanford University, California. 
A most useful and erudite work of reference by the foremost 
American authority on ichthyology. 

1919. Fossil Fishes of Southern California. 8vo. 
Stanford niversity Publication. 

****and HUBBS, CARL LEAVITT [1894- ]. 
1925. Japanese Fishes. 
One of the latest and be t authorities on the subject. 

**** and EVERMANN, B. \V. 
1929. Manual of the vertebrate animals of the 
northea tern United States. 13th ed. 8vo. pp. 32 + 446. illust. map. 1-onffers-on-Hudson. 

****, EVERMANN, BARTO · \Y.\RRE , and 
CLARK, How RD \YALTO •. 
1930. C:heckli t of the Fi he and Fish-like 
Vt>rte!Jrate of North and Middle America north 
of the norlhern boundary of Venezuela and 
Columbia. 8vo. pp. 1-670. ·(Rept. of U.S. Comm. 
of Fisheries for 19:28, Part I I. ) lVashington. 

JORDAN' DE HAM. 
1892. Within an hour of London town among 
wild birds and their haunts, by a son of the 
marshes [pseud.]; ed. by J. A. Owen. 8vo. pp. (6) 
+ 314. T. of c. Edinburgh. 
1895. The wild-fowl and sea-fowl of Great Britain. 
8vo. pp. (8) + 326. 11 pl. T. of c. index. London. 

JORDAN, HERMA J. [1877 ]. 
1929. Allgemeine vergleichende Physiologie der 
Tiere. 8vo. pp. 28+761. illust. Berlin. 
An up-to·datf' treatise on vertebrate physiology; most useful for 
students. 

JORDANS, ADOLF YON. 
1914. Die Vogelfauna .Mallorcas mit Beri.icksichti
gung Menorcas uncl der Pieyusen; ein Beitrag zur 
Zoogeographie des Mediterrangebietes. 8vo. pp. 
[4] +163. (University thesi .) Bonn. 
An inaugural dis ertation of considerable merit giving a systematic 
treatmt'nt of those Mediterranean bird;; frequenting Mallorca and 
several neighboring island . A presentation copy from the author, 
from the C'abanis-Reichenow collection. 

JORNAL DE SCIENCIAS MATHEMATI· 
CAS, PHYSICAS, E NATURAES. (Acade- (#5 
mia das Sciencias de Lisbta.) Lisbon. o 
1866-88. Series 1. ..p. 

1889-1910. eries 2. 

1917-date. Series 3. 

JORNAL DE 
1921-date. 

SCIENCIAS NATURAIS. 
Lisbon. 

JOSSEL YN' J OH [/1. 1630-75]. 

A standard work of reference first published in a Japanese Journal. i\ 

1672. Tew-Englands rarities discovered; in birds, 
bea t , fi he , erpents, and plants of that country. 
8vo. pp. 4+114. 1 pl. text-figs. London. 
The extremely rare first edition of a famous treatise. 
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~JOSSELYN, J. (conld.)] 
1678. New Englands rarities discovered; in birds, 
beasts, fishes, serpents and plants of that country, 
etc. 12mo. illusl. with cuts. Pub. by G. Widdowes. 
Sabin 36674. Church 608. London. 
This very rare edition of the first book on American (general) 
Natural Hi tory resulteu from the author's visit to the American 
continent in 1638-H and in 1663-71. The l\IcGill collection also has 
the first 1672 edition, as well as the 1865 reprint. 

1865. "· ew-England 's rarities discoYered in birds, 
beasts, fishes, serpents, and plants of that country. 
\Vith an introduction and notes, by Edward 
Tuckerman. 8vo. pp. viii + 169. 12 figs. Boston. 
As nearly as possible an exact facsimile of the original edition of 
this quaint and curiou:s treati ·e, one of the earliest, on the Xatural 
History of New England. The portion relating to birds occupie 
pp. 39.:..41. Apparently only 250 copies were printed. 

JOURDAIN ' FRA 'C IS CHARLES ROBERT. 
1902-20. See VICTORIA HI TORY OF THE COU~TIES 
OFEGLAD. 

1906-9 . The eggs of European birds. 4 pls. (all 
pub. ). 8vo. PL. I, pp. iv +80. 13 pl. (col.). addend. 
Pt. II, pp. 81-160. 14 pi. (col.). Pt. Ill, pp. 161-
240. 14 pl. (co l. ). Pl. IV, pp. 241-320. 10 pl. (col. ). 

London. 
Originally intended to consbt of auout 1 0 parts. Following the 
scientific and vernacular name~of each species come the British and 
foreign names with a short account of breeding range, nest, number, 
weight, and measurement of eggs, &c., with excellent illustrations 
of same. The work was never completed, the author possibly allow
ing it to lapse in favor of the larger H. E. Dresser's Eggs of the Birds 
of Europe, 190&-10. 

1911-13. The British bird book. See KIRKMAN, 
F. B. B. 

1912. A hand-list of British birds, &c. See HAR
TERT, E. and JOURDAIN, F. C. R. 

[1912] . H ybrids between black-game and pheas
ant. 8vo. pp. 146-9. London . 

1919-20 . See MULLE SA ' D SWAN ', KJRKE. 

1926 . The natural history of the Oxford district. 
See WALKER, JAMES J. 

JOURDAN,A TOI EJACQl.JESLOUIS (1788-1848]. 
1834. Dictionnaire raisonne ... des Termes usites 
dans les Sciences naturelles, ete. 2 vols. 8vo. 

London and Paris. 

JOURNAL OF ACADEMY OF NATU RAL 
SCIENCES OF PHI LADELPHIA. 1817-
1918 . See ACADEMY OF NAT RAL SCIENCES, PHILA
DELPHIA. 

JOURNAL DE L 'ANATOMIE ET DE LA 
PHYSIOLOGIE NORMALES ET PATH O
LOGIQUES DE L ' HOMME ET DES ANI
MAUX. 1864-1919. Paris. 

JOURNAL OF ANATOMY. (Anatomical 
Society of Great Britain. ) 1866-date. London. 

JOURNAL OF THE BOMBAY NATURAL 
HISTORY SOCIETY. 1886-daie. See BOMBAY 
NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. 
The important English journal on natural history published in the 
Far East. Most of the accounts of the Indian flora and fauna first 
appeared in this periodical. 

JOURNAL OF THE BOSTON SOCIETY OF 
NATURAL HISTORY. 1834-63 . See BOSTON 
SOCIETY OF NATURAL HISTORY. 

JOURNAL OF THE BRITISH SOCIETY OF 
AVICULTURE. 
1918-30 . Editor: J. 1' . Wynne W illiarns. 8vo. 
Quarterly; later irregular. Yeovil, England. 
This is a useful and practical periodical, publishing numerous short 
papers of interest, by Wesley Page, F. W. Smalley, L. P . Luke, Mrs. 
L. C. Prideau, and other well-known writers on birds in general, 
their protection, their domestication, &c. 

JOURNAL OF THE CINCINN ATI SOCIETY 
OF NATURAL HISTORY. 1878-1917. S ee 
Cl CI ATI. 

JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE MEDICINE 
AND VETERINARY ARCHIVES. 

New York, Philadelphia. 
1880-1903. 1903--date. 

JOURNAL OF THE DERBYSHIRE AR
CHAEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HIS
TORY SOCIETY. 
1879- 98. Vols. 1-20. 

JOURNAL OF THE ELLIOTT SOCIETY OF 
NATURAL HISTORY OF CHARLESTON 
AND SOUTH CAROLI NA. 
1857-60 . 1-3 (all pub .) . ::-;ee ELL! OTT C:,OCJETY, &c. 

JOURNAL OF ENT OMOLOGY AND ZOO
LOGY . (Pomono College .) 1909-date. 

C laremont , Cal. 

.JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL ZOO-
L OGY. 1904-30 . B altimore. 
.An important periodical devoted to technical research. 

JOURNAL D'HISTOIRE NATURELLE. 
1787- 9- 92 . Par~. 

JOURNAL INTERNATIONALE D'OISEL
IiERIE. (In Russian.) 
The original Russian title of this periodical, mostly devoted to Cage 
Birds, may be found in the Journal List of the I nternational Cat. of 
Scientific Publications, 1903, p . 171, item 206. 

JOURNAL OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
ORNI THOLOGICAL COMMITTEE. S ee 
ORNIS: as well as under the heading c oNGRESS . 

JOURNAL OF THE MAINE ORNITHO
LOGICAL SOCIETY, THE. 
1899- 1911. 8vo. illust. Vols. I-XIII. (All pub. ) 
Editor, J. ~Ierton Swain. B angor, i\1aine. 
During the 13 years of its existence this periodical published 
numerous papers of scientific merit by American ornithologists of 
repute, and while most of the communications deal with local birds, 
a number of others discuss more di tant avifauna. It may be added 
that the Journal furnishes, without doubt, the best original recor~ 
of the bird life of Maine. The editor wa part icularly active m 
describing a\-ian species, giving a complet e history of many widely
distributed birds; in like manner, 0. W. Knight, F. T. Noble, A. H. 
Norton, Wm. Powers, Dana W. Sweet, Leslie Lee, H . H. Brock, A. L. 
Lane and many others well known in the annals of New England 
ornithology furnished contribut ions. 

JOURNAL OF MAMMALOGY. 
1919-daie. Vol. 1-+ . 8vo. illusl . Baltimore, .1-Jd. 
The organ of the Amerl(;ill Societ~7 of Mammalogists, founded jn 
1919; it is the most important special American periodical on the 
subject of its ti tle. 

JOURNAL OF MARINE ZOOLOGY AND 
MICROSCOPY. 1893-7. Jersey . 

JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY AND NA
~ TURAL SCIENCE. 1880-date. 
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~~OURNAL OF MORPHOLOGY AND 
PHYSIOLOGY. (Wistar Institute of Ana
tomy and Biology .) 1887-date. 

Boston, Lancaster, Philadelphia. 

JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE , DE CHIMIE , 
D 'HISTOI RE NATURELLE ET DES 
ARTS . 1773-1823. Paris. 

(\V ant-JOURNAL OF THE MUSEUM OF COM- JOURNAL RUSSE DE ZOOLOGIE . 
PARATIVE OOLOGY. ing.) 
1919- 20. (All pub.) Annual. illust. Edited by JOURNAL OF SCIENCE . 1864-85. Wm. Leon Dawson, Santa Baraba, Cal. London. 
The M:useum i a 'chartered public institution devoted to the study of .the Birds of the World, their nests and eggs'. In addition to the chtef contributor, William Leon Dawson, papers were furnished by J. Hooper Bowles, A. C. Bent, and others. 

JOURNAL DES MUSEUM GODEFFRE Y . 
1873-1910. Hamburg. 

JOURNAL OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY, 
CHEMISTRY, AND THE ARTS . 
By William Nicholson. 

1797-1802. [First Series.] 5 vols. 4to. 
1802- 13. New Series. 36 vols. 8vo. 
After the 36th volume of the New ,'eries the Journal was incorporated with the Philosophical Jlaqazine. 
A very rare but important journal. 

JOURNAL OF NATURAL HISTORY FOR 
THE COUNTY OF LANCASHIRE , ett;. 

Darwen. 
1909- 14. Continued as (The) Lancashire and 
Cheshire Naturalist. 

JOURNAL DES SCIEN CES NATURELLES, 
AGRICOLES , MEDICALES , PHY S IQUES 
ET ASTRONOMIQUES. 1850. Geneva. 

JOURNAL (THE ) OF T HE SOUTH AFRI
CAN ORNITHOLOGIST S ' U NION . 
1905-16. Published at Pretoria, Transvaal. 8vo. 
illust. indexes. Edited by a Committee of the 

nion. Semi-annual. Printed in London. After 
issue of eleven Volumes and Bulletins ('Popular 
Bulletins' and 'Bulletin Series'), the Journal was, 
in 1016, incorporated with the South African 
Journal of Natural History. 
The last nwnber gives notice of the (intended) di ·solution of the S.A.O.U.,its amalgamation with the Transvaal Biological ociety, and the su pen~ion of publication of thi>~ Journal. Later it was merged in the outh African Journal of Natuml History. 

M ~~on.. JOURNAL DES NATURALISTES. JV14.don. 

This periodical, founded chiefly through the activities of W. L. t::lclater, at that time Director of the 'outh African Mu emu, Cape Town, and continued by the energetic labors of the editorial committee and e pecially by A. K. Haagner, Director of the Zoological Gardens, Pretoria, contains many important contributions to African ornithology. The first volume opens with a biography of the betterknown African ornithologi ts by W. L. 'clater, followed during the succeeding eleven years by e:>says that form a most valuable addition to our knowledge of African birds.lt i to be regretted that a magazine so ably edited should not have received the support it deserved. 
See SOCIIhE D 'HISTOIRE NATURELLE DE Mf CO . Bulletin. - JOURNAL OF TRAVEL AND NATURAL 

JOURNAL FttR NATURWI SSENSCHAFT 
UND MEDICIN. 1810. Frankfurt-a-1\I. 

JOURNAL FttR DIE NEUESTE HOLLAN
DISCHE MEDICINISCHE UND NATUR
HISTORISCHE LITERATUR . 1802-4? 

Herborn. 
JOURNAL FttR ORNITHOLOGIE . Ein 
Centralorgan fiir die gesammte Ornithologie . 
1853-1930. Vols . 1-79. 4to and 8vo. illust. many 
supplements and indexes. Herausgegeben von J. 
Cabanis, (later) E. Baldamus und A. Reichenow. 

Cassell, Leipzig, and Berlin. 
This the premier German periodical on general ornithology is the oldest current magazine on the subject in existence, antedating Ibis by six years. With that journal anll the Auk it probably comprises three-fourths of the original and es entialliterature on the subject of birds in their various relation:>. From these three sources have been drawn the great majority of references to and illu trations of new discoveries in avian life. The Journal has had on its editorial staff (from its beginning) the best known and most important of the German ornithologists. Among these may be mentioned not only the editors, Cabani and Reichenow, but Blasius, Ch. L. Brehm, Hartlaub, Reichenbach, H. 'chlegel, C. J. Sundevall, Tschusi zu l::lchmidhofen, C'arl Hennicke, 0. Haase, F. Braun, Homeyer, Otto Finsch, Karl Russ, R. Bolnu, Thienemaun, Prince lax of Wied, 'tejneger, Gundlach, l\Iadara z, Helm, C. Parrot, E. Rey, Graf Zedlitz, 0. Neumann, H. chalow, and many others. 
The original articles are as a rule admirably written, well edited, and carefully illustrated. The (brief) review of current literature are of especial value to the student, and the Journal has, fortunately for science, survived the wrack and ruin of a disa trou World 'Var. 

JOURNAL DE LA PHYSIOLOGIE DE 
L'HOMME ET DES ANIMAUX . 1858- 63. 

Paris. 
J'OURN AL OF PHYSIOLOGY. 1878-date. 

Cambridge, London. 

HISTORY. London. 
1868-9. (All pub.) Edited by A. Murray. 

JOURNAL DES VEREINS DER LIEB
HABER VON S I NG- UND ANDEREN 
FREILEBENDEN VOGELN. [German trans
lation of the Russian title.] 
1902- 8. (?All pub.) Organ of the Ornithological 
Section of the Imperial Russian Society for 
Acclimatization. Quarterly. 8vo. illust. Editor: 
D. M. Rossinsky. J.Hoscow. 

JOURNAL OF THE WILD BIRD INVESTI
GATION SOCIETY. 
Irregular. Edited by \V. E. Collinge, University 
of St. Andrews, Scotland. Vol. 1, Nov. 1919, No. 1; 
Mar. 1920, o. 2; Feb. 1921, 1 ' o. 3. 
Three numbers were issued when the Journal su pended publication in 1922. lt was devoted chiefly to the preservation and protection of native British birds. Short paper were contributed by the editor, George Abbey, L. T. Thornton, Miss Rintoul, and others. 

JOURNAL OF THE WILSON ORNITHO
LOGICAL CHAPTER OF THE AGASSIZ 
ASSOCIATION . See also ·wiLSO B LLETI • 
1893. Published by R. M. Strong. 8vo. Con
tinuation of the l\'ilson Quarterly. Oberlin, Ohio. 

otes from Frank L. Burns (68): vols. l and 2. Jan. and June, 1893. 
16 + 8 pp. 
These issues contain chiefly matters (membership, &c.) relating to 
the Chapter. 

JOURNAL FUR VOGELZUCHT. See PTI~ 
WOD OE. 

JOURNAL OF ZOOLOGICAL RESEARCH. 
1916- 18. L ondon . 

(\ 

~ 
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~fJOURNAL DE ZOOLOGIE. 1872-7. Paris. 

JOURNAL OF ZOOPHILY. (\Vanting.) 

JUDD, SYLVESTER DwrGHT. 
1898. Cuckoo and shrikes in their relation to 

agriculture. ee BEAL, F. E. L. 

JUDD, ¥/rLBUR WEB TER. 
1907. The birds of Albany County. Suo. pp. 17S. 

21 pl. T. of c. index. Albany, N.1". 

One of the first Pdition limited to 300 copies. An important mono

graph. 

JUXES, .J OSEPH BEETE [1811-69]. 
1847. Narrative of the surveying voyage of H.M.S. 

Fly, commanded by Captain F. P. Blackwood, 

R.N., in TorTes Strait, New Guinea, and other 

islands of the Ea tern Archipelago, during the 

years 1842-1846: together with an excursion into 

the interior of the eastern part of .Java. 2 vols. 

Suo. Vol. I, pp. xii + 423. 9 pi. 1 map (fold.). 

15 figs. T. of c. Vol. II, pp. v+362. S pl. 1nwp 

(fold.). 3 figs. T. of c. 10 append. London. 

XALISCHER, 0TTO. 
1905. Das Gros hirn der Papageien in anatomi

scher uncl physiologisrlwr Beziehung. 4lo. pp. 105. 

10 pl. Berlin. 

An author'H rPprin( from the C'ahanis-Reichenow collection on the 

brain of the parrot both in it. · morphological and physiological con

nections. A valuable contrilmtion to the internal anatomy of birds. 

XALM, MATTIIIA . 1822-3. See THUNBERG, J. c. 

XAMPEN, P. N. VA . 

1906. SeewiCIIMA , c. E. A. 

1927. See IIILE, J. E. w. 

KANSAS ACADEMY OF SCIENCE. (1871 as 

Kansas Natural History Society.) 
1916-19. Bulletin. 

1868/72-dale. Transactions. 

KANSAS CITY SCIENTIST. (Kansas City 

Academy of Sciences.) 
Valparaiso. Ind.; Kansas City, JVlo. 

1885-8. As Hoosier Naturalist. 

1890. As Naturalist. 

JUNGERSEN, II. F. E. 1899. ee DE MARK. KANSAS NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. 

I GOLF-EXPEDITIO . 

JUNIOR NATURALIST MONTHLY. (New 

York State College of Agriculture.) 1899-

1907. (All pub.) Cornell University. 

KABINET DER NATUURLIJKE HIS

TORIEN WETENSCHAPPEN, KONSTEN 

EN HANDWERKEN. 1719-27. Amsterdam. 

XAHLE, M. 1924. See BREHM, A. E. 

XAIDORI. (Aviculture.) Printed in Japanese. 

1930. June. Vol. II, No. 3. illust. 
Published by the Japan Cage Bird Club. 

KAISER, ALFRED. 

Tokyo. 

[1891]. Beitrage zur Ornitho1ogie von Aegypten. 

Suo. pp. 92. H"ien. 

A systematic catalogue of 194 avian species ob erved in the Tile 

valley during 188-!-7. The German and native synonyms are also 

furnished. l!'rom Prof. Reichenow's library. 

XAISERLICH-KONIGLICH N ATURHIS-

TORISCHE HOFMUSEUMS. See NAT R

HISTORISCHES STAATS f SEl:M. 

XALBERMATTEN, LEO VON. 
1891. Sumpfleben und .Jagden von \Vien bis 

Batum in Klein-Asien. Suo. pp. 6 +1SO. 3S illusl. 

- map. Leipzig. 

KALENDER FttR GEFLttGELZfiCHTER 

UND VOGELFREUNDE. 
1891-2. Jahrbuch fUr Gefluge1- und Landwirthe, 

fi.ir Liebhaber, Zi.ichter und Aussteller, hrsg. von. 

Bruno Di.irigen. illust. Leipzig. 

XALENDER DER NATUR. 
1858. 1 Jahrgang (all pub.?). Suo. Stuttgart. 

Among the contributors were Blasius, Brehm, and other well-kno\vn 

naturalists. 

See KA SA ' ACADE 1Y OF SCIENCE. 

KANSAS UNIVERSITY; NATURAL HIS

TORY SOCIETY. See OBSERVER OF NATURE. 

KAO CH'ENG [11th cent.]. 
1472. Shih wu chi . Oan; An encyclopedia, in

cluding the animal kingdom, chuan 10. 29·8 x 
1S·S cm. [G.] 

XAPPERS, ORNELIUS BBO ARIEN . 
1929. The evolution of the nervou system in 

invertebrate , vertebrate and man. Suo. pp. 6+ 

335. illust. Haarlem. 

XARLSR UHE. N a turwissenschaftl. Verein, 

Xarlsruhe. 
1862-date. Verhandlungen. indexes. 

KARR,A. 
1860. La Peche en eau douce . . . diclionnaire. 

Paris. 

KATALOG DER VEREINIGTEN BIBLIO

THEK FttR NATUR- UND ERDKUNDE. 
1904. Halle. 

XAUP, JOIIA . JACOB [1 03-73]. 
1835-7. Das Theirreich in seinem Hauptformen 

Systemati eh beschrieben. Suo. 3 vols. illust. 
Darmstadt. 

Thi is one of the numerous and important works of a noteworthy 
systematist. His first large worl' on comparative anatomy and the 
clas ification of fauna appearetl in 1 27. 

1844. Cla iflcaLion d r siiugethiere und vogel. 

Suo. pp. 10 1 144. 2 pl. Darmstadt. 

[1847]~ Monographien der Genera der Falconidae. 

5 pis. in 1 vol. 4to. pl. Jena. 

1849. eber Classification der Vogel. Suo. pp. 10 

+ 34. Darmstadt. 

Thi is the first zoological lecture given bv Professor Kaup. It i 
quite distinct from his Classification der' Siiugethiere und Vijgel, 

;\_although detailing equally his per onal views on cla sifying birds. 

~ 
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~7KAZAN. Imperial University. 
1834-date. chenyia Zapiski. 

KEARTLAND, G. A. 1896. See non., , \V. A. , 
Report on the . . . Scientific E redi tion. 

KEARTON, CHERRY [1871- ] . 
[1914]. \Vild life across the world, introduction by 
Theodore Roosevelt. 4to. pp. ::r::rvii + 286. 92 pl. 
T. of c. London. 
An interesting accotmt of photographing wild life in India, Africa, and America. 

[1923] . Photographing wild life across the world. 
4to. pp. 319. 65 pi. T. of c. London. 
Contains about two-thirds of the author's H'ild Life across the World , with new records of his more recent experiences. 

KEARTON, RICHARD [1862-1928]. 
1883-88? gas and egg collecting. See s-vvA YS-
LAi D, \V. 

1890. Birds' nests, eggs, and egg-collecting. 8vo. 
pp. 71. 16 pl. (col.). index. London. 
1895. British Birds' Nests, IIow, \\here and 'Vhen 
to Find and Identify them; introduction by R. 
Bowdler Sharpe. 8vo. photos. London. 
1898. British birds ' nesls, how, where, and when 
to find and identify them. 8vo. fJp. :rx+368. 
front. 126 figs. London. 
This popular work since its first apprarance in 18!10 has been reprinted with additions several times. 

1898. ~-ild life at home, how to study and photo
graph it. 8vo. pp. xv + 188. 96 figs. T. of c. index. 

Lonrlon. 
1898. \Vith nature and a camera. 8vo. pp. xvi + 
368. front. 180 figs. T. of c. index. London. 
1899. Our rarer British breeding bird ; their 
nests, eggs, and summer haunts. Svo. pp. xvi + 
149. front. 62 pl. London. 
1900. Our Bird Friends. 8vo. 100 photos. London. 
The first edition of thi popular book. 

1901. Our bird friends. 8uo. pp. xui + 215. front. 
100 figs. T. o( c. inde.L'. London. 
1901. \Yild Life at Home. 8vo. London. 
1906. Our bird friend . 3rd ed. London. 
1922. At home with wild nalurr. Suo. pp. xii -f 
163. 62 pl. T. of c. index. Lundon. 
1924. ee WHITE, Rei'. <;u,BERT. 

**** and BENTHAM, J I OWARD. 
[1925]. The pocket book of British birds. 121110. 
pp. 10+389. 191 text-figs. London. 
This otherwi e u~eful book i::; wretchedly illu::;trated. 

KEATING, \VrLLIA.:\1 HY"'<OLITIJS. 
1825. ·arrati,-e of an K pedition io the Source 
of Sl. Pclcr' River, Lake\\ iruwpeck, I al·p of the 
\\ 'oods ... in 18·23. 2 uol8. witl! append. 8L'o. 
ilfust. I onrion. 
This impr>rtant ( 'ana<liau-.Ameri<'an _ite_m of intere~t to zoolo~i t~ and botani ts devotes vol. 11 Appendix 11} part to the. zoology ot the Expedition by T. ·ay, the Iamous Amcncan naturall::;t. 

KEELER, CHARLE AUGUSTUS [1871- J. 
1893. Evolution of the colors of 1 orth American 
land birds. vo. pp. :rii l- 361. 19 pi. (col., 5 fold.). 
T. of c. bibiiogr. indf'X. San Francisco. 

1899. Bird notes afield; a series of essays on the 
bird . of California. 8uo. pp. vii + 352. T. of c. 
append. San Francisco. 
The appendix contains a descriptive list of California land birds with key. A second amended edition (q.Y.) wa s issued in 1907. The pre. ent copy is an autographed gift from the author to Dr. Casey Wood. 

1899. ,\ first glance at the birds; being an intro
ductor) parL to 'Bird notes afield ' . 8uo. pp. 51. 

San Francisco. 
[1907]. Bird notes afield; e says on the birds of 
the Pacific coast. 8uo. pp. i:r -t 226. front. 15 pl. 
append. index. San Francisco. 

KEITH, ARTHUR [1866- J. 
1928. Darwinism and what it implies. pp. 8 +56. 

London. 
KELAART' ED\\ARD FREDERICK [1818-60]. 

1852-3. Prodromus Faunae Zelanicae, etc. 2 vols. 
4to. with append. Coiomho, Ceylon. 
A classic eontribution to tlH' natural history of Ceylon, containing not only the author'::; deHcription of Reveral new species of Hinhalese fauna hut notes by E. Blyth on rarr birds and other Yertebrates; Ly J. K Hre) on some of the mammals, &c. 

KELLER, FR :'\Z CARL. 
1890. Ornis Carinthi::~e. Die Yogel Karnlens. 8uo. 
pp. 6 + 322. T. o( c. index . Klagenfurt. 
A rather popular arconnt of the birds local t o the province of Karnten. There are no illustrations. 

XELLNER, At' Gl sn.: ~ b11\1A LEL. 
1828. ~at uurlijke historic dcr kanarievogelen. 
pp. viii+104. Amsterdam. 
A rare second edition of a popular work on canary bircll:>. 

KELLOGG, \'ER:'-101' LY:\1A:'\ [1867- ]. 
1902. Animal life. See JORDA::"', D. s. 
1903. r\nimal studies, &c. See JORDA 'D. s. 
1907. SeeJORDA-,D.s. 

1911. The animals and man; an elementary text
book of zoology a11d human ph)' iolog . 8vo. 
pp . .r t 495. 244 fiys. 1'. of c. 2 append. index. 

1\'ew ) 'ork. 
KELSALL, Jon ED\\.\RD and MUNN, PHILIP 
\\r LIIFSrFR. 
1905. 'J he birds of Hampshire and the Isle of 
\\ ight. vo. pp. xliu-t- :;n. f1'onl. 15 pi. map 
(col. , . T. nf r. indeJ.·. London. 
.\n <1nnntatrd list of the ~!)-! ~pedes namf'd, with notes on their 1list rilntl ion, a~ wrll ns a list of the spec-ies recorded by Gilbert \\hitr at Sclhome in 177-!. 

KElVIPTON, n. T. 1929. See LITTLE, IALCOLM 
EJH;J~\\ OflTll. 

[KENDALL, ED\\'ARD {JSlCS] ['?1776-1842]. 
1799. 'J J:r ''<Ulaey IJ. ; a moral ficlion, inter-
~pcrsPd '' illt poelr . J2mo. pp. xi r 148. 12 fiys. I' 1'. of c. London. 

~ 
v/ 
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XENNEDY' ALEXA DER WILLIAM MAXWELL 
CLARK (1851-94]. 
1868. The birds of Berkshire and Buckingham
shire. 8uo. pp. xiv+232. 4 pl. (col.). 1 fig. T. of c. 
index. Eton. 

KENNEDY, EDMUND B. [d. 1848]. 
1852. Account of [his] e. pediLion for the explora
tion of the Cape York peninsula in tropical 
Australia. (See MACGILLIVRAY, JOH . Narrative 
of the voyage of H.M.S. Rattlesnake, vol. 2, 
pp. 117-276.) 

1903. Thirty Seasons in Scandinavia. 8uo. illust. 
Author's pres. copy, with :;)18. notes and _some interesting cu~tings 
and letters from him inserted loose, ref<>ITmg to the natural history 
of northern Europe. 

XENNERLEY, C. B. R. 1855-9. See UNITED 
STATES. PACIFIC RD. SURVEY. 

KENTUCKY ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, 
LEXINGTON. 
1914-dafe. Transactions. 

KEULEMANS, JOHN GERRARD [1842-1912]. 
1869-76. Onze Vogels in huis en tuin, beschreven 
en afgebeeld. 3 vols. 4to. 200 col. pl. T. of c. 
Vol. I. 1869. pp. 3+131. 70 col. pl. Vol. [II]. 
[1873]. pp. 3 +133. 70 col. pl. Vol. [Ill]. [1876]. 
pp. 3 + llO. 60 col. pl. Leyden. 
A rollection of colored prints of various birds by a celebrated artist. 
Keulemans not only lithographed the original outlines but after· 
wards colored them' by hand. The Black er Library has a portfolio 
of original drawings by this master illustrator. 

1873. Original skeLches and colored drawings, to 
illustraLe Sir Waiter Buller's Birds of New Zea
land. See ORIGINAL DRAWINGS. 

n.d. Opmerkingen over de vogels van de Kaap
verdische eilanden en van Prinseiland (ilha do 
principe) in de Bogt van Guinea gelegen. 4to. 
pp. 39. 

KEYES, VIRGINIA M. 
1913. Catalogue of a collection of books on orni
thology in the library of John E. Thayer. -See 
THAYER, J. E. 

KEYSER, LEANDER SYLVESTER [1856- J. 
KENYON, F. C. 1868. See AMERICAN ATURALIST. 1894. In bird land. 8uo. pp. 269. T. of c. append. 

index. Chicago. 

KEOGH, JoH [1681 ?-1754]. 
1739. Zoologia medicinalis Hibernica, etc. 8uo. 
pp. 16+167. Dublin. 

XEPNER, ,V. A. 1928. See DAHLGREN, LRIC. 

KERGUELEN ISLAND, ZOOLOGY OF. See 
ROYAL SOCIETY OF LO DON, 1879. 

KERMODE, FRA Cif' [1874- J. 
1904. Catalogue of British Columbia birds. 8vo. 
pp. 69. index. Victoria, B.C. 
A useful catalogue (with a brief description) of 363 species. 

KERMODE, PIIILIP 1. C. and others. 
1882. ReporL on the migration of birds in the 
spring and autumn of 1881. See BROW , J. A. H-. 

and others. 

KERR, JOHN GRAHAM [1869- ]. 
1907. The work of John Samuel Budgett. See 
BUDGETT, J. S. 

1921. Zoology for medical students. 8uo. pp. x+ 
485. 199 figs. T. o( c. index. London. 

KERR, RICHARD. 
n.d. Nature's curiosity shop; or, Recreations in 
nature-sLudy. 8uo. pp. xii+177. 46 pl. (20 col.). 
T. of c. London. 

KERSHAW, CICELY. 
1925. Familiar birds of Ceylon. 12mo. pp. [2]+ 
144. 44 pl. Colombo, Ceylon. 
This is a very useful {Iuide, e. pecially as it contains identification 
tables based on both the size and predominant rolors of the common 
birds of the Island. 

KESSLER, A. E. 
1805. Pruefung Gall'schen Systems Ilirn und 
Schaedel-Lehre. illust. Jena and Leipzig. 
A useful contribution to the history of comparative anatomy. 

1902. Birds of the Rockies; .plates by Louis 
Agassiz Fuertes ... and a check list of Colorado 
Birds. 8uo. pp. xiv+355. front. (col.). 7 pl. (3 col.). 
39 figs. ( 8 full page). T. of c. index. Chicago. 

1907. Our Bird Comrades. 8vo. Chicago. 

1912. News from the birds. 8vo. pp. xxii+229. 
21 figs. T. of c. index. New l'ork. 
The first edition wa issued in 1898. 

KEYSERLING, ALEXA DER FRIEDRICHMICHAEL 
LEBERECHT NIKOLAUS ARTIIUR VON [1815-91] and 
BLASIUS, J. H. 
1840. Die wirbelthiere Europa's. Erstes Buch. 
(all pub.). 8uo. pp. 98+248. Braunschweig. 

XHARKOF UNIVERSITET. Obshchestvo 
Ispytatele'i Prirody. 
1873-87. Trudy. 

1893-date. Trudy. 

French title: Societe des Naturalistes a l' ni
versite lmperiale de Kharkov. 

KHAYL-NAMA. 
1829. A treatise on the horse. Persian l\1S. found 
in Hyderabad, Deccan, dated A. H. 1245. small 8vo. 
n.p. (Probably Teherrzn, Persia.) Anon. 
ThiR beautifully transcribed manus~'ript does not contain the name 
of the original author or the . cribe but iR evidently one of the 
standard workR on that favored oriental animal, the horse. 

KHOLODKOVSX~, T .A. eeCHOLODKOWSKY,N. 

KHUEN,A. 
1864. Blicke in das Leben der Thiere, etc. 2nd ed. 
8uo. H·ien. 

KIDD, BE JAMIN [1858-1916]. 
1921. .\ philosopher with naLure. pp. 8+211. 

London. 

An ii resting and instructive series of essas . 
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KIDD , WALTER AUBREY [1852- J. 
1907. The sense of touch in mammals and birds 
with special reference to the papillary ridges. 8vo. 
pp. viii + 176. 174 figs. T. of c. append. London. 
A small introduction or anatomical ba is for the consideration of the sense of touch. Reviewed by Dr. Casey Wood in the ,Jottrnal A. .M.A.. , ~ov. 1907. 

XIDD , \YARING. 
1849 . The letters of Rusticus. See NEWMA , E. 

KIDDER, DANIEL PARISH [1815- 91 ] and 
FLETCHEB, J. C. 
1857. Brazil and the B r azilians, portrayed in 
historical and descriptive sketches. 8vo. pp. 630. 
19 pl. (2 col., birds). 125 figs. 3 maps (1 fold.). 
T. of c. 9 append. Philadelphia. 
The references to birds and other animals are numerous, including SI!Ch :::pe~ies as Jacana, Boat-bill, Toucan, Harpy Eagle, Umbrella brrd, Vanegated Breast Parrot, and Rose-colorect Spoonbill, the two last depicted in color. 

KIDDER, J. H. 
1875 . Ornithology of Kergue-len Island. See 
COUES, ELLIOTT, 1842-99. 

K:IEF . Travaux: de la Societe Ornithologique 
de Kief du nom de K. Th. Kessler, sous la redac
tion du president de la societe V. M. Arto_bolevsky. 
The titles in both Russian and French, the text 
in Russian only. 
1913. Tome I. Livraison I. royal 8vo. pp. 219. 
(All pub.?) Kie(, Russia. 
A note on the cover of the first number says Tome I. Livraif'on 2, l91!, ·is in the press' . It has not been seen by the Compiler. The initial issue of this valuable contribution to scientific ornithology wa established in memory and honor of Professor Kes ler, the fotmder of the , ociety. It contains a paper by the Russian zoologist, B. Dombrowski, on the birds of ('olchis, Adzarien, and neighborlng localities and two essays by E. A. Charlemagne. Like other Russian periodical deYoted to scit-nce it was swept aside by the World War. 

KIE.F. Universitet Sv. Vladimira. Ob
shchestvo Estestvoispytatelei. 
1921-2. Sbor nik. 

1870-date. Z apiski. 

F r ench title: Societe des N a t u ralistes de Kiev. 

KIEL . See KOMMISSION z. WISSENSCH. u TER
s CHU G D. DE T. MEERE I KIEL. 

KIELSEN' FREDERIK CHRISTIAN [1774- 1850]. 
1835. I cones amphibiorum. 4to. pp. 4. 42 pl. 

1-lafniae. 
A u&eful atlas of the amphlbia. 

KILLERMANN, SEa. 
1910. D ie Vogelkunde des Albertus Magnus. 8vo. 
pp. viii +100. T. of c. Regensburg. 
AJ?pended !sa list of t!le birds described by the author, to whom the editor attnbutes a w1de knowledge of natural history. Although Albertus l\lagnus drew most of hi information from Pliny and Aristotle yet there are many observations and descriptions of species in his work that fire wholly original. 

KINBERG, JOIIA GUSTAF HJALMAR [1820--91]. 
[1875]. vinets tander . 8vo. pp. 40. S tockholm. 

[1876]. 'viuets hufvudskaJ ; nagr a iakttag elscr. 
8vo. pp. 7. .'-itockholm. 

KING, CLARE CE [1842- 1901 ] . [1877]. See RIDG
WAY, R. 

KING, PHILIP PARKER [1793- 1856]. 
1839 . Narrative of the surveying voyages of His 
Majesty's ships Adventure and Beagle, between 
the years 1826 and 1836. 3 vols. and append. pl. 
diagr. maps. London. 

KING, WILLIAM Ros [1822-? 94 ] . 
1866. (The) sportsman and naturalist in Canada, 
or Notes on the natural history of the game, game 
birds, and fish of that country. 8vo. pp. xv+334. 
6 pl. (col.). 13 figs. T. of c. append. index. 

London. 
Observations on the animal life of Canada, during a three years' residence in the country. Many of the notes refer to birds and other animals, three of the coloredflates being ornithologicaL There may have been two impressions o the work, as the sign'S' on page 293, line 5, appears to have been omitted from certain copies, but · present in this one. Cf. Cnt. A.yer Ornith. Lib., 1926, p. 350. 

KING GEORGE AND QUEEN CHARLOTTE, 
VOYAGES OF THE . See DIXON, GEORGE, 1789; 
also PORTLOCK, NATHANIEL, 1789. 

XINGSLEY, CHARLES [1819- 75]. 
1871. At last; a Christmas in the West Indies. 2 
vols. 12mo. Vol. I, pp. xii+316. 6 pl. 16 figs. 
T. of c. Vol. II, pp. vii + 315. 7 pl. 12 figs. T. of c. 

London. 
An interesting account of the author's visit to these islands, with notes on its natural history. Amongst the birds mentioned are black vultures, 'tick' birds, toucans, goatsuckers, the hanging nests 
~~dsel~e~h~~~v!s ~~~~ti~eei!I~c~J~i ~ri~~ct.ml ~~:~:d ~~fl~~~} thi justly popular work was published in 1872, with numerous reprints to 1887, followed by a third edition in 1889 with again reprints to 1905, and still another in 1910. 

1910. At last; a Christmas in the West Indies. 
12mo. pp. x+334. 40 figs. T. of c. London. 

KINGSLEY' J 0 HN STERLING [ 1854- 1930 J . 
1868 . See AMERICA ATURALIST. 

1882. The naturalist's assistant; a hand-book for 
the collector and student, with a bibliography of 
fifteen hundred works necessary for the systematic 
zoologist. 8vo. pp. (4)+228. 40 figs. bibliogr. 
index. Boston. 
1882- 3 . See SCIENTIFIC AND LITERARY GOSSIP. 
1885. The Standard Natural History. 6 vols. 8vo. 

Boston. 
One of the best semi-popular treatises on the general subject. The Vertebrata are described by well-known writers, the three volumes devoted to these sub-classes and the separate section on Mammalia being introduced by R. R. Wright, who also wrote on the Ungulata, Primates, and other captions; chapters on Batrachia by E. D. Cope ; Reptilia by H . C. Bumpu ; Aves by L. tejneger, D. Elliot, W. B. Barrows, and J. S. Kingsley. A portion of the extensive treatment of Mammals was supplied by T. Gill, E. Cout-s, W. N. Lockington, W. B. cott, S. Lockwood, and G. Macloskie. 
[1888]. The Riverside Natur.al History. Vol. IV. 
Birds. pp. (8)+566. front. (col. ). 24 pl. (1 col.). 
273 figs. T. of c. bibliogr. index. Boston. 
This work differs from the Standard Nat1mtl History, 1885, only in having a different title-page and with two of the plates in color, one being used a a title-page, as well as an added bibliography at the end of the volume, pp. 549-56. 

1898. Elements of comparative zoology. 12mo. 
pp. vii + 357. 148 figs. T. of c. append. index. [1879]. Sueda fogelagg. 8vo. pp. 13. Stockholm. New Fork. Author's reprint of an article on Swedish birds' eggs. 1912. Comparative anatomy of vertebrates. 8vo. n.d. L' tdrag u r arkaologisk zoologi. 8vo. no l.p. pp. ix+401. 346 figs. T. of c. bibliogr. glossary. pp. 48. [Stockholm.] index. Philadelphia. 

3H 
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I . 
)' .)J.I [XINGSLEY, J. S. (conld.)] 

1926. Guides for vertebrate dissection. The dog

fish (Acanthias), an elasmobranch. Revised ed. 

8vo. pp. 6 +36. ew York. 

XINGSWAY SERIES. ' ature study and the 

blackboard. See SHOOSMITII, F. H. 

XINLOCH, ALEXANDER ANGUS AIRLIE [1838-

1919]. 
1885. Large game shooting in Thibet, the Hima

layas, and northern India. 4to. pp. 6 + 237. 30 pl. 

map. 
Calcutta. 

This record of useless animal murder is somewhat redeemed by an 

accurate description of the victims and their habits. 

IAIA(J-tAA.r.&P11 XINNEAR, N. B. 
1928. A List of Owls, with description of each. 

Printed for private distribution. London. 

XIPLING, JoH LocKwoon [1837-~]. 

1892. Beast and man in India; a popt'fai. sketch 

of Indian animals in their relations with the 

people. 8vo. pp. xii + 359. 95 figs. T. of c. 
London. 

XI:PRIYANOV' V ALERIA ALEKSANDROVICH 

[1818- ] . 
1881-3. Studien iiber die fossilen Reptilien Russ-

1ands. 4 pis. 4to. 66 pl. St. Pelersburg. 

XIRBY' WILLIAM [1759-1850]. 

1835. Animals, their History, Habits and in

stincts. 2 vols. 8vo. illust. (Bridgewater Treatise.) 
London. 

XIRBY, WILLIAM FoRSELL. 

1907. Mammals of the V\1orld, etc. 4lo. pp. xvi+ 

141. figs. in lexl. 30 col. pl. (\Vanting.) London. 

A brief but systematic account. 

KIRK, H. B. 
1913. The present aspect of problems in heredity. 

li'I elbourne. 

Author's reprint from vol. XIV of the Proc . .Austr . .Assocn. Ad. Se. 

XIRXHAM, STA TON DAVIS [1868- ]. 

1908. In the open; intimate studies and apprecia

tions of nature. 8vo. pp. c;ii + 223. 7 pl. T. of c. 

index. San Francisco. 

XIRXMAN, FREDERICK BER ULF BEEVER [1869-

] and others. 
1911-13. The British bird book; an account of 

all the birds, nests and eggs found in the British 

Isles. 4 vols. 4lo. Vol. 1, pp. xviii+449. 63 pl. 

(46 col.). 12 figs. map. T. of c. Vol. '2, pp. xii + 

540. front. (col.). 68 pl. (47 col., 1 eggs). 10 figs. 

T. of c. Vol. 3, pp. xii+609. front. (col.). 62 pl. 

(41 col.). 12 figs. T. of c. Vol. 4, pp. xii+692. 

front. (col.). 86 pl. (61 col., 19 eggs). 16 figs. (5 

maps). T. of c. index. London. 

This work was issued in 12 parts. The photographs and colorcd 

plates are very good. 

**** and HUTCHINSON, Ho RACE G. 

1924. British sporting birds. 4to. pp. xii + 428. 

43 pl. (32 col.). 8 figs. T. of c. London. 

XIRSCH, 0. M. and NEUMANN, E. See 

NEUMAN , E. and KIRSCH, 0. M. 

XITABU'L-HAYWAN. 
ea. 1580. Manuscript in Arabic. See A ONYMous. 

XITT~~TZ, FRIEDRICH HEI RICH [1799-1874]. 

1830. Cber die ogel der Inselgruppe von Bonin

sima. Suo. no t.-p. pp. 17. 5 col. pl. 
St. Petersburg. 

A critical, descrip1.iYe, local list of birds inhabiting the Bonin group 

of islands, Chile. From the Godman Library. 

1830. ber einige Vogel von Chili. 4to. no t.-p. 

pp. 28. 17 col. pl. From Academie imp. des 

sciences de St. Petersbourg. Memoires des savans 

etrang. Bound with two others. St. Petersburg. 

One of the important and early ystematic description of Chilian 

birds by a well-known authority. From the Godman Library. 

1831. Cber einige noch unbe chriebene Vogel von 

der Insel Luzon, den Carolinen und den Marianen. 

no t.-p. pp. 10. 16 pl. (14 col.). St. Petersburg. 

A systematic description, with coloreu portraits, of ten species of 

birds new to sciencr, from Lnzon, Caroline, and l\lariana Islands. 

From the Godman Library. 

1832-3. Kupfertafeln zur Naturgeschichte der 

Vogel. 3 Hefle. 8vo. pp. 28. 36 col. pl. 
Frankfurt am 11! a in. 

XITTO, JoHN [1804-54]. 

1841. Palestine: Lhe physical geography and 

natural history of the Holy Land. 4to. pp. 6 + 
438. illusl. London. 

XIYOSHI, SENRIODO TAKIZAWA. 

1879. Sketches of Birds and Flowers. 

XJAERB0LLING, .NIELS [1806-71]. 

1851-6. Danmarks Fugle. 2 vols. 1 atlas and 

supplernenls. 8uo and folio. pp. 24+-122. 96 col. ~l. 
Cf_openhage!.J 

There ought to be 10-! colored plate in this early edition of an 

important work on the birds of Denmark. The editio princeps 

appeared 18-!7- 52, since when there have been several editions, all 

more or less differing in number anu variety of plates. l\Iost of them 

are irregularly numbered while some of the atlases are largely made 

up of previously issued plates. 

1854-8. Ornithologia Danica. Danmarks Fugle. 

252 Afbildninger af de dr::tgtskiftt-nde gamle 

Hanner, sampt de fra Hannerne vresenUigt 

afvigende Hunner og unge Fugle. folio. col. pl., 

the la t two h aded Supplementtavle. KjliJbenhavn. 

A collection of colored plates, is ucd supplementary to the author's 

earlier Danmarks Fugle. . 

[1856]. De i det ovrige candinavien: 'verig, 

N orge, Paa Island og Freroerne forekommende 

Fuglearter, der ei ere bemrerkede i Danmark. 

45 colorerede fbildninger. folio. with '35 suppl. 

and 53 tab.', all col. Copenhagen. 

There is the sub-title at this point and bound in a an integral part 

of the volume is the following title-page, evidently intended to 

cover one of the preceding and the following ·eries of illustrations: 

Ornithologia df/11ico. Danmorks Pugle, I. 30-! Afbildninger af de 

gamle Ha1mer, med. srer::;kilt te_·t af . Kjrerbolling. Kj0benhavn. 

Forfatterens Forlag. 1858. Thrn follow 2 uppl. with 8 col. pl. 

The text is entirely 'muting. The present copy i from the cele

bratrd library founded by Burgomaster J. W. ~ix (book-plate) 

who e portrait was painted by Rembrandt. 

1872. Skandinaviens fugle, med srerligt hensyn til 

Danmark og de norcllige bilande. folio. Copenhagen. 

The above dcsnibe ' the atlas only of the present 1872 edition. It 

has in all 85 t"olorecl plate. irregularly placed, e.g. the two upple

ments and extra plate. are not in numerical ord.er. A Yery important 

contribution to the literature and depiction of ~candinavian 

J\avifauna. 
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~1875-9. kandinaviens Fugle ... med Danmark 
oo· dP . ·ordligr Bilande. 2 vols. 8uo. Text vnl. 
in '2nd cd. tlas, (olio, of lOG hand-col. pi. 

]{jebenhavn. 
A rare i~~llfl, not drscriued in the .Ayer·Zimmer Catalo(Jue. 

1879. To nve Tavler til Dr. 
Skandinaviens Fugle. 
Thi~ small supplement has only two plates. 

Kjaerbolling's 
J{j of}VIzavn. 

KJELLER, A. 1822-3. See TIIU~BERG, c. P. 

KJELLMAN' ADOLF FREDRIK. 
1875. Iakttagel er vid tudict af foglarne diges
tionsorganer. 8vo. (Upsala University thesis.) 

KLAGENFURT NATURHISTORISCHES 
LANDES-MUSEUM. RUDOLFINIUM. 
1852-date. Jahrbuch. 
1864-1930. Jahresbericht. 
See also CARI THIA. 

KLEIN, JACOB THEODOR [1686- 17;)9]. 
1731. Desr.riptiones Tubulorum marinorum. 4lo. 
pp. 14+30. 10 pl. Gedani. 

1740-9. J. T. Klein Ili tol'iae Piscium naturali 
promovendae, etc. 5 pis. (3 vols.). 4to. illust. 

Gedani. 
A valuable contribution to the early hi::;tory of ichthyology. 

1743. Summa dubiorum circa classes quad
rupedum et amphibiorum in ... Caroli Linnaei 
Systemate naturae. 4lo. pp. 4 --t- .50. pl. Lipsiae. 

1750. Historiae avium prodromus cum prae
fatione de ordine animalium in genere. 8vo. pp. 
16+238. 7 pl. (4 (old.). index. Lubeck. 
This (first. edition) il< one of the important and fundamental trratises 
on ornithology- a work of reference for research scholars. It has 
been translated into Gerrunn and utilized in large part by many 
writers. The copy in hand b from Prof. Reichenow's library and bears his autograph. · 

1754. Doutes ou Observations sur le revue des 
Animaux. 28 pl. Paris. 

1754. Ordre nature! des oursins de mer eL fos iles, 
avec des observations sur les piquan des our ins 
de mer, eL quelque remarques ur le Belertmites. 
12mo. pp. [2] +234. pl. Paris. 
A French tran lation from the original Latin treatise on the Echinus, giving, also, the latter text. 

1759. lemmata avium quadraginta tabulis 
ornata; accedunt nomenclatore . 4lo. pp. [16] + 
48. 40 fold. pi. Lipsiae. 
A classified study of the heads, tongue~, and feet of birds. The preface 
is written in parallel columns of Latin and Cl(•rmnn, the remainder of 
the text in the lattrr language only. In the present copy pencil!Pd, 
explanatory notes accompany rach folding plate. Thi.' trPatise 
take rank among the fundamentals of avian literature. 

1760. VorlJereitung zu ein. vol1 Uind. V Ogclhis
torie. 8 pl. Leipzig and Lubeck. 
Tllis introduction to a hbtory of uird life in ~>teneral is a translation 
by D. H. Behn from the original Latin edition. 

1760. Verbesserte und YollsUindigere Historie der 
Vogel; hrsg. [with a pref.] \on Gottfried Reyger. 
4to: pp. [24] +234-r-[26] Dan:::ig. 
An amended tran lation into German of Klein's Prodromus, Li50. 
The first edition appeared about the liame time under the title 
Vorbereitun(J zu einer collstiindigen Vogelhis/orie. The copy in hand, 
from the Reichenow collection, has no plates. 

1766. Ova avium plurimarum ad naturalem 
magnitudinem delineata et genuinis coloribus 
picta. 4io. pp. 36. 21 col. pl. Leipzig. 
A catalogue in both German and Latin of 145 birds' eggs from various 
p~rt of the l:'arth. A previous owner of the copy in hand has sup
plied the English names for the eggs depicted on the rather poor 
colored plates. 

KLEINSCHMIDT, 0TTO. 
1913. Die Singvogel der Heimat. 8vo. pp. 10+ 
107. 86 col. pl. Leipzig. 
A popular description of German song-birds illustrated with unusually good colored prints. 

KLESSNER, W. 
1921-3. Das grossaeflugel. 2 vols. Berlin. 

KLETKE, H. 
1854-6. Alex. von Humboldts Reisen in America 
und Asien. 4 vols. in 2. Berlin. 

KLOEPPER, F. 
1870. Vortrag (in Knittelversen) Ober Ornitho
logie. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. 24. Wilten. 
In8erted in this volume of verse (on bird life) is a letter from the 
author further explaining his views about the poetry of ornithology. 

KLOSS, c. BODE~. 
1903. In Lhe Andaman and irobars; the narra
tive of a crui e in the schooner 'Terrapin', with 
notices of the i lands, their fauna, etc. 8vo. pp. 16 
+373. 65 pl. 3 maps. 29 figs. London. 
A cruise for the purpose of obtaining natural history objects. 
!-ipecial attention was paid to the trapping of small mammals. 
Sixteen new specie; were obtained, thus rah)ing the known mam
malian fauna of the island:; from 24 to 40 ~pecies, while the 
collections also included 10 hitherto undescribed species of birds. 
1930. See S~IJTH, MALCOUI. 

KLOSS, FRIED RICH. 
1896. Die Prachtfinken. 
text-figs. index. 

8vo. pp. 4+172. 20 
Leipzig. 

A .'cmi-popular and \\'ell-written monograph on the natural history, 
care, and culture of (e~pecially) dome~ticated Finches. The present 
COl)Y i: from the Cabanis-Reichenow rollertiou. 

1897. Die Amazonenpapageien. 8vo. pp. 4+46. 
8 text-figs. index. Leipzig. 
A well-\>Titten, semi-popular monograph on Amazon Parrots, their 
care and culture. From the C'abanis-Reichenow collection. 

1901. Der Graupapagci. 8vo. pp. 63. illusl. (In 
Cabanis, J. L., Opuscula Ornitlzologica, vol. 6.) 

Leipzig. 
~econd edition of a systematic hut popular work on several varieties 
of the African Gray Parrot, with advice as to their care and culture. 

KNAPP, JoH" - LEoi ARD [1767-1 45 ]. 
1829. The journal of a nal uralist. 2nd ed. 8vo. 
pp. xvi + 423. vignette. 7 pl. (1 col.). 5 figs. T. of c. 
index. London. 
Written on the line,.; of Oilhert White'· Natural History of Se/borne, 
the di::Jtrict dealt with lying lJetweeu Bristol and Gloucester. The 
fmst edition was ah;o publishrd in 1 29-both anonymously-but 
with a ditferent titlr-page. A third edition was is ued in 1830, and 
a fourth in l8:3 . 

1830. The journal of a naturali L. 3rd ed. 8vo. 
pp. xvi +440. 7 pl. (1 col.). 7 figs. T. of c. index. 

London. 
1838. The journal of a naturali t. 4th ed. 8vo. 
pp. xvi + 440. 7 pl. (1 col.). 7 figs. T. of c. index. 

London. 

.-
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,;P' XNATCHBULL-HUGESSEN, W. W. See 
BRABOURNE and CHUBB 1 C. (1915)-17; and GRON-
VOLD1 H. 

KNAUER, FRIEDRICH KARL [1850~. 
1914. Vogelschutz und Federnindustrie; eine 
Streitfrage der Zeit. 8vo. pp. 159. 59 figs. T. of c. 
index. W ien. 
Discussion, statistics, and methods of regulating the feather
industry or traffic in birds of plumage. 

K.NIPE, HENRY R. 
1912. Evolution in the Past. 8uo. pp. xiii +242. 
56 pl. text illusl. London. 
Much of thi valuable work is devoted to the various vertebrate 
classes. 

K.NOBEL, E. MA D. 

1926. Amazon parrots, a short descriptive list 
with directions for their care in captivity. 8uo. 
pp. 16. front. (col.). [Hertford.] 
This author has also written extensively on a research she has been 
following ior many years, viz. methods to determine the sex of 
parrots-many of whose species present external appearances alike 
in the male and female. 

XNORTZ, KARL (1841-?1914]. 
r191~1 - ni~'> Vnn-ol i.-. ~""'~ ~~ t-. '- '---'--

---..,..,~-.,""';:;-r-n;o;rr--.----:r-r-."'"---r:J~:o:-;:""~,.....~~--r:;:::-:~;::-- ~~map (Cl Oli we anaTomy 0 f birds, by Fr~d;ri·~. vu 

296. tront. (cot.). Jl pt. 9 fzgs. 1. of c. London. Lucns; ll!e whole ed. by Robert Ridgway. 4to. 
A full account of the home-life of the bird in Scotland, illustrated flp. 13 -j S7J . 1G col. pl, leJ:i-(igs. New 1 ork. 
with fine photographs of the young and parent birds at the nest. 
A chapter is devoted also to the taming of an eagle by the author A romprehen::;i\ e and excellent work of reference for the student. 
for hawking purposes. lt b well illustrated and has up-to-date chapters on avian anatomy, 

classiftration, and distribution. 

KNIGHT' FRA CIS AR OLD. 
[1891]. The rambles of a dominie. 4to. pp. x+ 
193. front. 2 pl. 13 figs. T. of c. London. 
The present copy is one of a large paper edition with proof illustra
tions, limited to 100 copies signed by the- author. 

KNIGHT, ORA WILLIS. 
1908. The birds of Maine; with key to and descrip
tion of the various species known to occur or to 
have l;>ccurred in the state. 8vo. pp. xvii + 693. 
map. 26 pl. (2 diagr.). bibliogr. index. 

Bangor, .'\1 e. 
One of the best books of its kind, giving more real information than 
one finds in works of a similar nature-. 

KNIGHT' THOMAS F. 
1866. Descriptive catalogue of the fishes of Nova 
Scotia. Pub. by direction of the Provincial 
government, Halifax. 
1867. Shore and deep sea fisheries of Nova Scotia. 
Pub. by direction of the Provincial government, 
Halifax. 

KNIP, M me P AULINE (born CouRCELLES). 
[1838-43 ?]. Les pigeons par Madame Knip, le 
text par C. J. Temminck. 2nd ed. 2 vols. folio. 
Vol. I, pp. 128+30. 87 pl. (col.). T. of c. Vol. II, 
pp. (6)+114. 60 pl. (col.). T. of c. Paris. 
The first edition of vol. I was published in [1808]-11. Volume I of 
the above copy is of the second edition with alterations, and issued 
contemporaneously with vol. II. This second volume (which was 
under-printed) is said to be probably the rarest item in the whole 
range of ornithological literature; it contains 60 plates, C. J. 
Temminck wrote the text of vol. I; that of vol. II-which is new
being by Prevost. An illustrated supplement by Chas. Lucien 
Bonaparte appeared in 1857 under the title Iconographie des Pigeons. 

KNOX, ARTHUR EDWARD [1808-86]. 
1849. Ol'uithological rambles in Susse>.. 8vu. 
pp. vi + 250. .3 pl. London. 
Other editions were issued ; the second in 1 850 and the third in 1855, 
the last being the best. 

1850. Ornithological rambles in Sussex. 2nd ed. 
8vo. pp. x+254. 3 pl. T. of c. Londun. 

1850. Game birds and wild fowl; their friends and 
their foes. Suo. pp. x+264. 4 pl. London. 

1855. Ornithological rambles in Sussex. 3rd ed. 
8vo. pp. xii +260. f'ronl. 3 pl. T. of' c. London. 

1872. Autumns on the Spey. 8vo. pp. 8+(171). 
4 pl. (col. ). J {tgs. T. of c. London. 

KOBELT, WILHELM [1840-? 1911]. 
1885. Reiseerinnerungen aus Algerien und Tunis. 
8vo. pp. 8+480. 13pl. 11 text-figs. FrankfurtafM. 

KOCH, GOTTLIEB VON [1849-? 1921]. 
1871. Synopsis der vogel Deutschlands. 12mo. 
pp. vii+137. 206 figs. 8 pl. Heidelberg. 
A concise and briefly descriptive catalogue of the German avifauna. 
The figures are mostly illustrations of anatomical peculiarities iD 
species. The little book is scarce, the copy in hand being a present 
from the author. 

KOCH' OSCAR. 
1911. tJ bersich t uber die V ogel Estlands. (Verein 
fUr Naturkunde Estlands.) 8vo. pp. 4+89. 

(\ 

Reval. 
A short descriptive and systematic account of 255 species of North 
German birds. 

~ 
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,:f! K0CHTS , ALEXANDER ERICH. See LORENZ, 
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THEODOR, -1910. 

KOCSAG . 
1928-30. Vol . I-IV. A quarterly periodical for 
the study and protection of birds. Official organ 
of the Association of the Hungarian ornithologists, 
and the Society for the bird-protection in East 
Hungary. Budapest. 

KOEHLER, FR. E GEN. 
(1896]. Schadliche Vogelarten. 8vo. pp. (4)+44. 
24 pl. (col.). index. Gera-Untermhaus. 
The purpose of the book is not to advocate the extermination of the birds classed as 'injurious' but to intensify, by way of contrast, the protection of the others, and to convey useful information regarding the habits of birds. 

1898. Notzliche Vogelarten und ihre Eier. 8vo. 
col. pl. Cera. 
n.d. Notzliche Vogelarten und ihre Eier. 8vo. 
pp. (2)+61. 25 pl. (col.). index. Halle a fs. 
Another edition of what is known as 'Koehler's Useful Birds • [and their eggs], published with Government approval, and colored plates. 

KOEHLER, JEA BAPTISTE FRA <,;OIS RENE 
[1860- ] . 
1885. Contribution a l'etude de la faune littorale 
des lles anglo-normandes (Jersey, Guernsey, 
Herm et Sark). 8vo. pp. 62. pl. 

KOELSCH , ADOLF [1879- ]. 
1919. Die Verwandlungen des Lebens. 8vo. pp. 
94. illust. Zurich. 

XOENIG, ALEXANDER FERDI A D [1858- ] . 
[1895-6 ]. Reisen und Forschungen in Algerien. 
2 vols. 8uo. 16 col. pl. 24 plwtopl. Vol. I. 1895. 
pp. 168. Vol. II. 1896. Zweiter Thiel. pp. 426. 

Bernberg. 
This author also writes as 0. Le Roi. A systematic catalogue, with descriptive matter, of over 400 species found in Tunis and Algiers. The second part of the monograph has an appended list of all the faunal species. The present copy is from Prof. Reichenow's library. 
19 11. Avifauna spiLzbergensis. Forschungsreisen 
nach der Baren-Insel und dem Spitzbergen
Archipe1, faunistischen und floristischen ergeb
nissen. 4to. pp. 10+294. 60 pl. (34 col.). 74 text
figs. map. Bonn. 
A report on three ornithological expeditions to pitzbergen and on the birds of that archipelago. The copy in hand is one of an edition de luxe with a sumptuous leather cover heavily embossed with a reproduction in gold of the frontispiece. 

KtiNIGSBERGER ARCHIV FttR NATUR
WISSENSCHAFTEN UND MATHEMA-
TIK. 1811- 12. Konigsberg. 

x@,NIGSBERGER NATURWISSEN-
SCHAFTLICHE UNTERHALTUNGEN . 
1844- 52 . Konigsberg. 

1893. Bilder au dem Tier- und Pflanzenreiche. 
See BRESLICH, W. and KOEPERT 1 0. 

X OEPPEN, THEODOR. 
[1885]. An1eitung zur ZOchtung und Ansiedelung 
von Tachtiga1len. 12mo. pp. 6+112. T. of c. 

KOHA UT , REZSO. 
1894. Magyarorszagi madarak 
konyve. 12mo. pp. 8+210. index. 

Berlin. 

meghataroz6 
Budapest. 

A description (in Magyar) of Hungarian birds, giving generic headings, to include such species as occur locally. From the Reichenow Library. 

KOHLER,M. 
1895. Un ere Vogel. See LEHMA N, o. 

KOLDEWEY, KARL (1837-? 1909]. 
1873-4. Die Zweite deutsche N ordpo1arfahrt in 
1869 und 1870. 2 vols. Leipzig. 
1874. The [Second] German arctic expedition of 
1869-70. 8vo. pp. 8+590. 35 pl. (4 col.). 40 figs. 
2 maps. London. 
An interesting description of this expedition, edited by H. W. Bates, translated bv L. Mercier. (l) .Joint passage of the two ships, and voyage and -\neck of the Hansa: (2) Voyage of the Germania. There are ome 24 references to birds scattered throughout the volume. 

XOLLAR , V1 CE z [1797-1860] andaoth
1
rs/ 

1848-57. Bildliche Naturgeschichte a er drei 
Reiche, etc. 4 pts. (in 3 vols.). 8vo. col. illust. 
(Wanting.) Pest und 1.1 ien. 
Volumes I and II of thi" well-illustrated treatise are devoted to zoology. The mammals and birds are described by Kollar and J. Heckel, pp. 364, 57 col. pl., 1848-53; the amphibia and fishes by Kollar, L. Fitzinger, and .J. HPckel. 

KOLLI BAY, PAUL. 
1906. (Die) Voge1 der Preussischen Provinz 
Schlesien~ 8vo. pp. 370. illust. Breslau. 
A comprehensive study of 317 avian species (migrants starred) observed in Prussian Silesia. A bibliography covering A.D. 18QO-l905 fills 13 pages. Altogether an up-to-uate contrilmtion to ornithology. 

KOLLMAN, MAx. See BABAbLT, G Y, 1916-23. 
KOLTHOFF' GUSTAF lSAK (1845- ] . 

1898-1920. N ordens faglar af G. Kolthoff och L. A. 
JagerskiOld; ny utvidgad och omarbetad upplaga 
af C. J. Sundevalls 'Svenska foglarna '. folio. 
pp. 16 + 343. 69 col. pl. See also JAGERSKIOLD, L. A. 

Stockholm. 
1903. Bidrag til kannedom om norra Polartrakter
nas daggdjur och faglar. folio. pp. 104. illust. 

Stockholm. 
19 11-26 . Nordens faglar af L. A. Jagerskiold 
och Gustaf Kolthoff, under medverkan av Rud. 
Soderberg, med tavlor av Olof Gylling. 2 vols. 
illusl. with pl. and text-figs. Stockholm. 
A complete systematic and well-illustrated account of Scandinavian XOENIG-WARTHAUSEN , RICHARD. aves; really an amended, enlarged, and much improved printing of 1889 . Die Kreuzschnabe1 und ihre ForLpflanzung. the 1898 edition. 

8vo. pp. 52. (.Jahresheft. des Vereins f. v. Naturk. 1920 . See GYLLI1 G, OLOF. 
in 1-Viirttemberg, 1889.) Stuttgart. KOMMISSION ZUR WISSENSCHAFT-Autllor's excerpt, on the Curvirosttae in general and European R DEUT species in particular: the subject scientifically treated. The present LICHEN UNTERSUCHUNG DE -volmne was a presentation copy to Prof. Bla;~ius. SCHEN MEERE IN XIEL . 1871-91. Berlin. 

KOEPERT, 0TTO ( 1860- J. 1894-date. New Series. 
1892. Der Star (Sturnus vulgaris L.) in volk- KONINGSBERGER, JACOB CHRISTIAAN [1867-wirtschaftlicher und biologischer Beziehung. 8vo. ] 
pp. 115. Al~enburg, S.~A. 1901-09. De Vogels van Java en hunne Oeconom-A C?OBtributi~ to the study of the common starling, and espeClally beteeknis 112 pl. Batavia. of Its economiC status. f · 
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-') r [XONINGSBERGER, .J. C. (conid.)] 
1911. Java, zoologisch en lJiologisch. 8uo. pp. 492. 
Nos. 1-20. Builenzorg. 

XOTTENXAMP, FRA z. 
1847. See REN~IE, JAMES. · 

This edition is not completP, ending abruptly at p. 4-92. 

1915. Java, zoologisch ei} biologisch. 8vo. pp. [G] 
+ 663. Bzziten:org. 
This is the 1915 edition of the preceding work, bringing it to com
pletion with the addition of an <>xcellent index "·here all the references 
in the text to the birds of Java will be found. There are no illustra
tions, but the different assemblages of animals in the various 
ecological horizons are described graphically. 

XONINX. ZOOL. GENOOTSCHAP 'NA-
TURA ARTIS MAGISTRA'. Amsterdam. 
1848-dale. ee BIJDRAGE:"l' TOT DE DJERKU:'\DE. 

XONO BAIREI. 
1881. One Hundred Birds (Ilyaku-cho Gwafu ), 
Colored Japanese ketches in three volumes, 
placed in European order. 
1884. Two supplementary volumes (Nos. 2 and 3), 
arranged in (European) order. 

XOREA, SEOUL, BRANCH OF ROYAL 
ASIATIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN 
AND IRELAND. See ROYAL ASL\1IC sociETY 

... KOREA, EOUL, BRA. ·en. 

XOREN, JOHA~ [1809- 85]. 
1846-77. Fauna liLtoralis Norvegiae. 3 vols. folio. 

Clzristiana. 
Observations, extending over 30 years, of the coastal fauna of X or
way. See also SARS, ~I. 

**** and DANIELSSEN, D. C. 
1883. :Nye Alcyonider ... tilhorende . 'orges 
Fauna. 4to. pp. xvi+38. 13 col. pl. Bergen. 

XORNER, :\I. 
1839-46. Skandinaviska foglar. Tecknade efLer 
naturen. 4io. pp. 22 + 2. 62 col. pl. Lllnd. 
This scarce and important treatise on the avifanna of l::icandinavia 
was published by the author himself, illustrated by numerous hand
colored plates. 

1859. Skandinaviska Foglar; 
Naturen, lithografierde, tryckte 
M. Korner. 1sta. IHiftet. 4to. 
figs.). 

teclmade efter 
och ulaifne af 
60 pl. (col., 298 

Lund. 
Sixty colored plates representing 26:2 species of ·candinavian birds 
in summer and. winter plumage. The complete work calls for 62 
plates but pls. no~>. 51 and 5~) are missing in the present copy. The 
first edition was published in 1839-±6. · 

XOSMOS. Zeit. fiir angewandte Naturwiss. 
Leipzig, l rienna. 

1857-60. Vols. 1-4 (all pub.). 

KOSMOS. Zeitschrift fiir einheitliche Welt
anschauung auf Grund der Entwicklungs
lehre. 1877-86. LPip::iy and Siullyarl. 
Three series of this important journal, in all Hl vols., eventuallv 
merged with HU:IIBOLDT (q.v.). • 

XOSMOS, handweiser fiir naturfreunde; hrsg. 
vom Kosmos, gesellschaft der naturfreunde. 
1904-30. Bel. 1-28. Stuttgart. 

KOSMOS - J AHRBttCHER; 
Vogelkunde . 1907-11. 

Jahrbuch der 
. · Stuttgart. 

1874. Vorschule der Thierkunde. 8vo. Stuttgart. 

XOVALEVSK~, VLADiMlH 0. [1842-83]. 
1873. Versuch einer naturlichen Clas ification der 
Fossilen Hufthiere. (In German and Russian.) 
A systematic treatise of considerable value. 

KRAKOW. Bulletin international; Acade
mija umiejetnosci, Krakow. 
1889-1900. Comptes Rendus des Seances, and the 
continuation, Serie B, 1901-date. 

XRANZ, CAJETA Ai'\TO [1839?-86]. 1870. See 
WEBER, J. C. 

XRARUP-HANSEN, CIIRI TIAN JOHA LOD-

BERG [1817- 95 ] . 
1869. Essai d 'une theorie du vol des oiseaux, des 
chauves-souris et de insecLes; traite populaire 
accompagne de xylographies. 8vo. pp. 44. illusl. 

Copenhague. 
An important contribution to aerial flight. 

KRAUSE, GEORf> A. J. [1858 ] . 
1901. Die Columella der Vogel (Columella auris 
avium ) ihr Bau und dessen Einfluss auf die Fein
horigkeil. 4to. pp. 8 + 26. 4 pl. text-figs . Berlin. 

1905-13. Oologia universalia palaearctica. 3 vols. 
4to. Vol. I, 58 ff. (text, etc.). 56 pl. (col.). index. 
Vol. II, 57 ff. (text, etc. ). 50 pl. (col.). Vol. Ill, 
63 ff. (text, etc.). 61 pl. (col.). Stuttgart. 
A beautiful series of colored plates of the eggs of Palaearctic birds, 
each plate representing from three to five or more clutches of eggs 
showing the range in variation. The text is in German and English. 
The work, interrupted in 1913, has never been resumed. It was 
is ·ued in 78 parts, each with two plates, except the first, which had 
four. There should be 158 platrs but there are only 157. The co':ers 
of the 78 parts are bound in at the end of the volumes under notice. 

XREFFT, JOIIA:\':\' Ll.'D\\ IG GERIIARD [1830-81]. 
1865. Two Papers on the Vertebrata of Lhe Lower 
l\Iurray and Darling; and on the nakes of Sydney. 
8vo. pp. 60. Sydney. 

1868. Notes on the fauna of Tasmania. 8vo. 
pp. 14. 2 figs. Sydney. 
Printed for priYate circulation only. 162 species of birds are described, 
about 20 of which are pe<.:uliar to the i land. 

1869. The Snakes of Au lralia; an illustrated and 
de criptive catalogue of all the known species. 
4lo. pp. a:xv + 100. illusl. 12 col. pl. Sydney. 
This important work was preeedell by another, uated 1865, in which 
the author confines his descriptions to the ophidia of Sydney and 
neighborhood. 

1871. The mammal of Australia, illustrated by 
Ilarrirt Smith and Helena Forde, with a short 
account of all the pecie hi Lherto described. 
folio. 16 pl. with lellerptes'. Sydney. 

XRIDER, .J OH~. 
1879. Forty years nole of a field ornilhologist. 
Giving a descriplion of birds [collected] by him. 
8vo. pp. xi+ 84. T. o{ c. Philadelphia. 

XRIEGER, 0TTO YO . 
1878. Die hohe und niedere Jagd. 8vo. pp. 179. 

"\ 

Trier. 
An historical and sociological account of the chase-i~cluding 
falconry and other bird hUJlting-in Thiiringia during the s1xteenth 
and seventeenth centuries. 

~ 
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~ROATISCHE NATURWISSENSCHAFT
LICHE GESELLSCHAFT. See n H\ A TSKO 
PRIRODOSLOV '0 DR TYO ZAGREBL. 

KROHN, H. 
1903. Der Fischreiher unu seine r erbreitung in 
Deutschland. 8vo. pp. 103. col. map. Leip:iy. 
A monograph on the heron (Ardea cinereo) and it:;: dis1ribution in Germany. The copy in hand is a present from tlle "riter. 
[1 924]. Die Vogehvelt Schle wiO"-Ilolsteins und 
ihre Erforschung im Verlauf von fonr Jahrhuncter
ten von 1483 bi zur Gegenwarl. Suo. pp. 494. 
1 pl. (fold. maps). bibliogr. Hamburg. 

KRUIMEL, JA HERl\1A~. 
1916. Onderzoekingeu over de veeren bij Iloeu
derachtige Vogels. ( msterdam Univer itytheses.) 
folio. pp. 4+93. 4 pl. 4 figs. 2 inde:L'es. Leiden. 
On the feathers of gallinaceous birds. 

KRYMSKOE OBSHCHESTVO ESTESTVOI
SPYTATELEI I LIUBITELEI PRIRODY. 

Sevaslopol. 
1911-13 ? Zapiski. 
French title: Societe des Naturalistes et des Amis 
de la Nature en Crimee. 

KUEKENTHAL, \\ ILLY [1861- ]. 
1925. IIandlJuch der Zoologie. Berlin. 
A very important treat.isr, a subHcription work intendt d to meet the wants of advanced students. 

K'UENZI, 'V ALTER [1893- ] . 
1918. Versuch einer systematischen Morphologie 
des Gehirn der Vogel. 4to. pp. 17+111. 7 pl. 
T. of c. Geneva. 
Indices of the five divisions of the brain in relation to the entii surface of the brain are estahlishcd and form the basis of comparison between lower and higher type,. The highest Yahtrs arc iound in the Psittacidae. (Bern rnivcrsity thcsiH.) 

KUHL, HEI RICH [1707 18'21]. 
1820. Beilrage zur zoologie und ,~crgleicllenden 
anatomie. 2 pl::i. 4to. fJfJ. 151 l 21:2. 11 pl. 

Frankf'url-af.\1. 
1820. Buffoni et DaulJenloni figurarum avium 
coloralarum nomina systemalica; eel., praef. eL 
indicibus au.'it Theodorus van Swiudrren. 4lo. 
pp. [4]+26. Groninyae. 
A rare and valuable collection of papers on 'arious suhjcctf; b~ this famous comparative anatomist, the first tabulating 1,008 colored plates publi hed in thr work~ of Bnffon and l)aubenton, furniRhing systematic names for the specks when thc~e werr lal'king. Then follows an Indi'J: Sy. tematicu8 of 1!7 grncra, after the classification of Illiger, as publh<hed in hi~ Prodroml'·~ Sy8tcmatis .lrimn. Berolini, 1811; after which an A1•il'm Orllincs, Familirtr et Ue111 m in Sy:,;intwlr. Cl. Illigeri and, finally. an alpha heti<' inclcx of uencra according to Illiger. From Prof. Cabanis' library. 

KUHLMANN, F. 
[ 1.d. ] ome prelimim.11·~ obsrrn1 Lions on the 
development of inslincts <HH.l habil..., Iu young 
birds. (\Yanting.) 

KUHNERT, \YiLIIELl\l [186:>- J. 
1907-11. Farbige Ticrbildcr. 2 Folyen. folio. col. 
pl. Berlin. 
n.d . .Yleine Tiere; die Hadicrungcn \\ iJltelm hun
hert . 1-lo. fJp. x.rni f-·'Jl. Nrrlin. 
Reproductionfi of etchings of animals, dating from 1\) I-! to 1 fl:2!, by Kuhncrt, who t raw lied in Africa for the• pu.rpose of Hkc!C'hing ";ld game from life. He is Psprf'ially 110ted for his tlelint•ations of lions. Of other notc•Yorth:-· skctcheH 111ay be mc•nl ioned the gronp of Ceylon Buffaloes (pi. ;3:2) and the friean \\·atcr-buck (pl. 95). The description are by Hermann Hirzel. 

KUMLIEN, L"CD\\IG [1853-190'2]. 
1879. Contributions to the natural history of 
1 relic "\merica, made in connection with the 
Howgate polar e. ' pedilion, 1877-78. 8vo. pp. 179. 
T. of c. \Vashington. 
An au1hor'!' f.cparatc (Bulletin ~o. 15 of the nited ·tates National Museum). 

**** aud HOLLISTER, EJJ. 
1903. The birds of \\'iscon,cin. 8vo. pp. iv+143. 
front. 7 pl. 2 irzde,res. Jlilwaukee. 
A systematic and Yaluable annotated !iRt of 357 :>pecies. 

KUO P'O [.\ .o. ·?,76-3·21], Commentator. 
1801. dictionary of ancient term , with terms 
and illustrations for animals, IJirds, insects, fi hes, 
etc., reprint from a Sung edition (960-1280). 
40·8 > 26·8 cm. [G.] 

KUNST- UND HANDWERKSVEREIN; 
Naturforschende Gesellschaft. See OSTER
L.A;-.;DISCHE BL~·TTEH FGR L\.:'\DES- :\'AT!,;R- U:'-ID 
GEWERBEKL DE. 

KUPFFER, CARL" ILllELM \ o"' [18'29-1902] and 
BENECKE, B. A. 
1879. Photogrammc zur Onlogenie der Vogel. 
Serie I (all pub.). folio. pp. 48. 1-5 pl. Halle. 

KURODA, 1 
1A<.A.\llCHr. 

1913. Geese and swans of the world. 4lo. pp. [ 8] + 
118. 9 pl. (4 col.). (The Ornithological Society of 
Japan.) Tokyo. 
Title-page and sy::;temic nomenclature in Engli::.h; text in Japanese. 
1917. General suryey of COI·ran and :\Ianchurian 
birds. 4to. pp. 9-) + .182. Tokyo. 
A few cuts in the text. \\'ith tlle zoological names of species in Engli~h and Japanc~e. A syHtematic ::;tncl~·, publi~hed in .Japanese hy tile Ornithological ;.;odrty of .h1pan, of the avifauna of Korea and :\lanchuria. The copy in hand is a pre~;entation lo the librarv by the author who hati kindlr ::;upvliecl a i!L!-:i. tran,.;Jation of the titie in English. 

1925. A coulribution Lo Lhe knowledge of the 
a\ ifauna of Lhe Hiu Eiu islands and the vieinitv. 
4lo. pp. ui 1 293. 8 pl. col.). 1 map ((o ld. ). T. o(c. 
IJibliour. indeJ'. Tokyo. 
An important work on the I.Jird!'; of the Hiu Kiu or Loo-choo island , a chain of about !0 i;;lauds between Kiu,.;hiu. the southernmost of tl1e .Japanese group, an1l FnrlliO>'a. Knroda obtained examples of 231 Riu Kiu bird:; out of a total of 281 forms reported from the~e islands. Fine coloretl dnt" in!!H fro ut the paintings of .Juw Kobavashi accompany the tcx1. ' 
1926. ,\ ::\Jonograph or lhr Pheasants of Japan 
induding 1\.orea and Fonnosa. fJfJ. 40. 12 col. 
awl J plain f>l. 1'. f){ c. J >u!Jlishecl Ly the Author. 

Tokyo. 
A rlassk treati::;P, cxt rcmrly \\ l'll vrepared, on the above subject. 

KUSER, Jol-1 Dn.Yur~ . 
1912. The birds or .'omcl'set hill [ 1e\V Jersey]. 
12nw. pp. (4) luO. 2:2 pi. (co l. ). 1 map. T. of c. 
indu. [Haluvay, N.J.] 
The li~t includes J :3:2 sprdes anti sub,.,pccies. The pre~ent copy is a prc,.cnlation frolll the author, with hi.' autograph. 

1917. The way to sludy !Jirds. 
~\ ew 1 ark and London. 

KtJSTER, J lE I HICH C \HL [ lHU7 7G J nnd HAHN, 
c.\\'. 
1818-50. \ Q£.grl <ms A ien, Afrika, Amrrika und 1\ Neuholland,&c. 'eeHAIL c.w.andKO~TER,H.c. 

~ 
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XUTCHIN, VICTOR. 
[1922]. \Vhat birds have done with me. 8vo. 

pp. 27 4. front. T. of c. Boston. 

L.,H.M. 
n.d. Rough notes on natural history in orfolk 

and the eastern counties. 12mo. pp. (4) +141. 

17 figs. index. London. 

LABAT, JEAN BAPTISTE [1663-1738]. 
1722. Nouveau Voyage aux isles de l 'Amerique, 

etc. 6 vols. 12mo. illusl. Paris. 

The Compiler is acquainted with this work mainly because of many 
references to the fauna of the British West Indies. It is among the 
fundamentals for a study of those i lands. 

LABILLARDIERE, JAGQUES JULIE HOUTON 

DE [1755-1834]. 
1800. An account of a voyage in search of La 

Perouse, undertaken by order of the Constituent 

Assembly of France and performed in the years 

1791-93, in the Recherche and Esperance. 3 vols. 

2 vols. 8vo. text. 1 vol. folio. atlas. Pub. by 

J. Debrett. Tr. from the French. Vol. I, pp. lxii+ 

464. T. of c. index. Vol. 11, pp. vii+423+43. 

T. of c. Vol. III, pp. 6. 44 pl. (1 chart fold.). 
London. 

A voyage having two ends in view, the search for ~I. de la Perolise 
and his companions, and the study of the natural history, &c., of the 
countries visited. References to birds are' numerous throughout both 
volumes, with illustrations of the Black Swan, Calao, Black-spotted 
Parrakeet, Magpie of New Caledonia, Albatross, various Pigeons, 
Gulls and Petrels, &c., &c. 

1800. Voyage in search of La Perouse, performed 

by order of the Constituent assembly, during the 

years 1791, 179'2, 1793, and 1794, and drawn up 

by M. Labillardicre ... one of the naturalists 
attached to the expedition. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, 

pp. xxxii+487. 15 pl. (1 chart fold.). T. of c. 

Vol. II, pp. 344+105. front. 29 pl. T. of c. 

append. London. 

This edition (translated from the French and printed for John 
Stockdale) differs in many respects from that of the same date 
printed for J. Debrett. The wording of the title-page is different as 
well as the general arrangement of the text and plates, the latter not 
being in a separate folio atlas, but reduced in size and bound in 
amongst thl'\ text, the number of plate appearing as 46 owing to 
two of the plates in the atlas being divided into two. 

LA BLANCHERE, PIERRE RE E HENRI MOULI 
DU COUDRAY DE [1821-80]. 
1875. Les oiseaux utiles et les oiseaux nuisibles 

aux champs-jardins-for~ts, etc. 2nd ed. 16mo. 

pp. vii + 387. 150 figs. index. Paris. 

1884. Les oiseaux utiles et les oiseaux nuisibles. 

4th ed. 12mo. pp. 8 + 387. illust. Paris. 

1885. La Peche et les Poissons. Nouv. Diction~ 

naire des Peches. 4to. 45 col. pl. Paris. 

LA BONITE. Voyage autour du Monde. 
1840-52. Zoologie. 2 vols. and atlas. 100 col. pl. 

See VOYAL;E , FRE CH. Paris. 

LABORATOIRE ZOOLOGIQUE ET STA
TION BIOLOGIQUE DE SEBASTOPOL. 
1903-5. Travaux. Series .1. 

1915-date. Travaux. Series 2. 

LABOUCHERE, HENRY MATTHEW. 
1874. Bird-life, &c. ee BREHM, A. E. 

LACAZE-DUTHIERS, H. DE. 1872. See 

ARCHIVES DE ZOOLOGIE EXPERIMENTALE ET 

GENERALE. 

LACEPEDE, BER ARD GERMAL ETIENNE DE LA 

VILLE [1756-1825 J. 
1749-1825. See BUFFON and others. 

1788-9. Histoire naturelle des quadrupedes ovi
pares et des serpents. 2 vols. 8vo. illust. pl. See 

BUFFO , 1749-1804. Paris. 

One of the earliest treatises on natural history by this associate of 
Buffon. 

1810. The wonders of animated nature; consisting 

of descriptions at large and engraved representa
tions of the principal animals and birds in the 

Royal menageries of London and Paris. Tr. from 
Lacepede, with considerable additions by the 

English editor. 8vo. pp. 198. front. (fold.). 14 pl. 

(fold.). T. of c. London. 

1819. See BUFFON, G. L. 

1825. Histoire naturelle des quadrupedes ovi

pares, serpents, poissons et cetaces pour faire 

suite aux CEuvres de Buffon. Nouvelle ed. 5 vols. 

8vo. Paris. 

1856. Histoire Naturelle de Lacepede, etc. 2 vols. 

8vo. col. illust. (" Tanting.) 
This is the first of a series of treatise on vertebrates by this famous 
naturalist. It is based on Cu"Vier and Desmarest. The many subse
quent volumes and editions by this author follow Buffon (q.v.), and 
his teachings. 

1860-4. Histoire naturelle ... les cetaces, les 
quadrupede ovipare , les serpents. 2 vols. 8vo. 

Paris. 

LACXOWITZ, WILHELM. 
1884. Unsere Vogel. Bilder aus dem Yogelleben 

Norddeutschlancl . See ROPER, PAl'L M. and 

LACKOWTTZ 1 'VILIIELM. 

LA COQUILLE, VOYAGE OF. See LE~sol'i, 

RENE PRIMEVERE, 1839. 

LACROIX, A. and others. 
1924-5. lnventaire des periodiques scientifiques 

des bibliotheques de Paris. 4 pi. Paris. 

See Under ACADEMIE DES SCIE CES. 

LACROIX, ADRIE.N. 
1873-5. Catalogue raisonne des oiseaux observes 

dans les Pyrenees Fran<;;aises. 8vo. pp. 299. 8 col. 

pl. Toulouse and Paris. 

LADD, NIEL MORROW. 
[1916 ]. How to make friends with birds. 32mo. 

pp. (8)+228. 206 figs. (8 col. ). index. 
Grzrden City, T. 1". 

1926. How to make friends with birds. 
Garden City, N. L 

LAEFFLER, E. 
1905. Drf'nemarl s Natur und Volk. Copenhagen. 

LAET, JOA.N ES DE [1593- 1649]. 
1648. G. Marcgravii ... Historiae Rerum l'\atura
lium Brasiliae, libri octo, etc. folio. 
This is a compilation of the nses of certain Brazilian product· in 

medicine (in which some ::;outh American fauna are dcscrihPd) based 
on G. Piso's treati e on the same ubject. 

LA FRESNAYE, FREDERIC DE ['? 178G- 1861]. 
[1837-8]. Synopsis Avium ab A. d'Orbiguy in 

ejus per Americam meridionalem itinere, etc. 
2 pis. 8vo. 
.As indicated, the al>oYe title (ou tire birds of 8outh America) fo~ms 
two of ninety parts of d'Orbigny's famous Voyage dans l'Anufnque 

Meridionale (q.v.). 
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1845-51. See VOYAGES, FRENCH; EN ABYSSINIE, 
DANS LES PROVINCES DU TIGRE, etc. 
[1863]. Catalogue des Oiseaux de la collection de 
. . . M. le Bon. de Lafresnaye. 8vo. pp. 258. 
Lithographed. - Falaise. 
The collection listed in the above Catalogue of Birds was purchased 
in 1865 by Dr. Henry Brant and presented to the Boston Society 
of Natural History, who, a few years later, presented it to the 
l\Iuseum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard University. 

1863. Catalogue des ouvrages scientifiques com
posant la bibliotheque de M. le Bon-=- de La 
Fresnaye. 8vo. pp. 11. Falaise. 

LAIDLAW, FRA K FoRTESCUE. 1902. See 
GARDINER, J. S. 

LAIMBEER, RICHARD HARPER. 
1923. Birds I have known. 8vo. pp. xviii+401. 
front. (col.). 98 pl. (49 col.). T. of c. index. 

New York. 
LAING, HAMILTO MACK [1883- ]. 

1913. Out with the birds. 8vo. pp. (12)+249. 
front. 23 'pl. T. of c. New York. 

**.._.and TAVERNER, P.A. 
1925. Birds collected and observed during the 
cruise of the Thiepval in the North Pacific, 1924. 
Canada. Depart. of Mines. 8vo. pp. ( 4) + 46. 
front. 2 pi. 1 fig. T. of c. bibliogr. Ottawa. 
An annotated list of the birds observed and collected during the 
cruise, the critical remarks in small type being supplied by P. A. 
Taverner who is also responsible for the nomenclature and deter
mination of specimens. 

LAISHLEY' RICHARD. 
1858. A popular history of British birds' eggs. 8vo. 
pp. xi+313. front. (col.). 19 pi. (col.). index. 

London. 
LAMARCK, JEAN BAPTISTE PIERRE ANTOINE DE 

[1744-1829]. 
1802. Recherches sur !'organisation des corps 
vivans, et particulierement sur son origine, sur la 
cause de ses developpemens et des progres de sa 
composition, et sur celle qui, tendant continuelle
ment a la detruire dans chaque individu, amene 
necessairement sa mort. 8vo. pp. viii +216. 
index. Paris. 
A rare title of great value in the study of evolution. See also the 
author's Philosophie zoologique. 

1809. Philosophie zoologique, ou exposition des 
considerations relative a l'histoire naturelle des 
animaux; a la diversiLe de leur organisation et des 
faculte qu'ils en obtiennent; aux causes physiques 
qui maintiennent en eux la vie et donnent lie.u 
mouvemens qu'ils executent; enfin, a celles qui 
produisent, les unes le sentiment, et les autres 
!'intelligence de ceux qui en sont doues. 2 vols. 
8vo. pp. 475 and xxv+428. Paris. 
An association copy of extreme rarity and importance in the study 
of the illustrious author's contributions to the theory of animal 
evolution. It bears the following inscription: 'A Monsieur Cuvier 
de la part de l'auteur.' The copy has the stamp 'G. Cuvier' and 
'Museum d'Histoire Naturelle' on the title-pages, and has at one 
time been §Old as a duplicate. A number of passages from the 
Recherches (q.v.) have been reprinted verbatim in the Philosophie 
zoologique. . either the Recherches nor the Philosophie is in the 
British l\1useum Library, and there is only one volume of the latter 
in the Pru sian State Library. 

1809. Philo ophie zoologique. · bersetzt von A. 
Lang unter dem Titel: 'Zoologische Philosophie 
von Jean Larnar<'k, nebst einer biographischen 
Einleitung von Charles Martins.' Jena, 1876. 
A German translation of the rare original. 

LAMBRECHT, K.ALMAN. 
1921. Fossilium Catalogus. Editus a C. Diener. 
Pars 12: K. Lambrecht. Aves. 8vo. pp. (4)+104. 
index. Berlin . 
Part 12 of Section 1 of a work planned to embrace all fossils. The 
present number covers the class A ves. The specific date is from the 
original wrapper. 

LAMOUROUX, Madame S. 
1828. Iconographie des Reptiles, etc. 8vo. 
(Wanting.) 
This interesting series of reptilian portraits forms part of Bory de 
Saint-Vincent's contribution to the Encyclopedie portative-Re1umi 
d' Erpetologie. 

LAMPE, M. 1901-3. See GERMANY. DEUTSCHE 
SUDPOLAR-EXPEDITION. 

LAMPERT, KuRT [1859-1918). 
1910. Das Leben der Binnengewasser. 2nd ed. 
4to. pp. 18+856. illust. pi. Leipzig. 

LA MURITHIENNE. 
l8U 1918. Bulletin de la Soc. Valaisanne, etc. 
"6' VOlS. S'ee also MURITHIENNE. 

LA NATURE. PARIS. 
1873-1917. 94 vols. 

LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE FAUNA 
COMMITTEE. Manchester. 
1914/15-date. Annual Report and Reports of 
Recorders. 

LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE NATURA· 
LIST. 1914-date. See also LANCASHIRE 
NATURALIST and JOURNAL OF NATURAL HISTORY 
. .. LANCASHIRE, etc. Darwen. 

LANCASHIRE NATURALIST. Darwen. 
1907-8. Continued as Journal of Natural History 
... Lancashire, etc. 

LANCASHIRE SEA FISHERIES LABORA
TORY. See LIVERPOOL UNIVERSITY. 
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LANCASHIRE AND WESTERN SEA 
FISHERI:ES JOINT COMMI TEE. 

Liverpool. 
1906-10. Quarterly Report on Scientific Work. 

LAND AND WATER. 1862-1920. London. 

LANDBRUG 
1867-70. 

OG NATURVIDENSKAB. 
Odense. 

LANDOIS, HERMANN [1835-?1907]. 1878. Set 
ALTUM, B. and LANDOIS, H. 

LANDRIN' ALEXANDRE. 
1867. Les monstres marins. Paris. 

LANDSEER, THOMAs [1795-1880] and BAR
ROW, J.H. 
1832. Characteristic sketches of animals, drawn 
from the life and engraved by Thos. Landseer; 
with descriptive and illustrative notices by J. H. 
Barrow. folio. pp. x+ ( 68). 32 pl. 32 figs. (tail
pieces). London. 
A eriE> of 32 beautiful etchings of animals accompanied by two 
pages of descriptive letterpress and etched tail-piece to each. Su 
also BARROW, J. H, 
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}"J!v ~ANDSHUT. Naturwissenschaftl. Verein. 

Bayern. 
1864-1910. Bericht (all pub.). 

1864-1900 as Botanischer Verein in Landshut. 

LANE, CYRIL GRANT. 
n.d. Creature-life in Australian wilds. 4to. pp. 

304. front. 100 figs. T. of c. index. London. 

An account of 18 years spent in the Australian bush observing and 

photographing the unique creatures found there. The birds are 

described on pages 153-278 illustrated with 38 beautiful photographs. 

LANG, ANDREW [1844-1912]. 
1896. The animal story book. 12mo. pp. 14+400. 

London. 

LANG, ARNOLD [1855-1929]. 
1891-6. Text-book of Comparative Anatomy. 

Tr. into English by H. M. Bernard ... with a 

preface by E. Haeckel. 2 pts .. 8vo. illust. London. 

Highly recommended to students. 

LANG (Capt.). 
1904. Overheard, by Skene Dhu [pseud.]. 12mo. 

pp. [10] +150. T. of c. A1adras. 

Popular sketches of scenes in the jungle in most of which birds are 

made to figure. 

LANGDON, FRANK WARREN [1851- ]. 

1879. A revised list of [256] Cincinnati birds. 8vo. 

pp. 27. no title. Cincinnati. 

A separately paged reprint from the Journal of the Cincinnati Society 

of Natural History, Jan. 1879. 

LANGE, DIETRICH [1863- ] . 
1899. Our native birds. 8vo. pp. ix+162. 10 figs. 

T. of c. index. London. 

LANGGUTH, CHRISTIAN AuGusT. 

1803. De mumiis avium in labyrintho apud 

Sacaram repertis. 8vo. pp. 4+49. pl. Vitebergae. 

An interesting inaugural thesis on mummified birds found in a tomb 

at Sakkara, Egypt. 

LANGILLE, JAMES HIBBERT. 
1884. Our birds in their haunts: a popular treatise 

on the birds of eastern North America. 8vo. 

pp. ( 4) + 5-624. front. 1 pl. 24 figs. index. 
Boston. 

LANGIUS, J. J. 1760. See LINNAEus, CARL. 

LANGKAVEL, BERNHARD. 
1868. Aristotelis de partibus animalium libri 

quatuor. See ARISTOTLE. 

LANGSDORF J GEORG HEI RICH vo [1774-

1852]. 
1813-14. Voyages and Travels in Various parts 

of the vVorld, 1803-7. 2 vols. 4to. London. 

Rare English translation of the original German edition, 1812, in 

which the natural history of the countries visited is not forgotten. 

LANIER, SIDNEY [1842-81 J. 
1899. Bob; the story of our mocking-bird. 8vo. 

pp. 12+64. 16 pl. (col.). New }'ork. 

LANKESTER, Enwi [1814-74]. 

1855. The natural history of Dee Side and Brae

mar. See MACG ILLIVRA Y, WILLIAM. 

[ 1860]. The uses of Animals in relation to the 

industry of Man, etc. 8vo. pp. 8 + 380. illust. in 

text. London. 

LANKESTER, EDWI RAY [1847-1929]. 

1870. On comparative Longevity in Man and the 

Lower Animals. 8vo. pp. 9+135. (Wanting.) 
London. 

One of the earliest and best contributions of this well-known 

naturalist to vertebrate zoology. 

1880. Degeneration; a chapter in Darwinism. 

pp. 6+75. illust. London. 

1891. ·Zoological articles, contributed to the 

Encyclopaedia Britannica. 4to. pp. 8 + 195. illust. 
Edinburgh. 

1898-1902. The scientific memoirs of Thomas 

Henry Huxley. See HUXLEY, T. H. 

1900-9. A treatise on zoology. 9 vols. 8vo. illust. 
London. 

1905. Extinct animals. 8vo. pp. xxiii+331. 218 

figs. index. New York. 

1910. A history of birds. See PYCRAFT, w. P. 

1910. Monograph of the Okapi. Atlas, pp. xii. 

48 pl. See BR. M s. AT. HIST. London. 

[1915]. Diversions of a naturalist. 2nd ed. pp. xv 

+416. 43 figs. index. London. 

1919. Science from an Easy Chair. 14th ed. 12mo. 

66 illust. London. 

A cheap reissue of this charming book. 

[1920]. Secrets of earth and sea. 12mo. pp. xvii + 
243. 60 figs. index. London. 

1920. More Science from an Easy Chair. 12mo. 

34 illust. London. 

A cheap reissue, in part, of Science from an Easy Chair : Second 

series, 1912. 

LANNING, GEORGE [1852-1920]. 

1911. Wild life in China; or, Chats on Chinese 

birds and beasts. 8vo. pp. xvi + 255. T. of c. 

append. Shanghai. 

LANSDELL, HENRY [1841-? 1913]. 

1893. Chinese Central Asia; a ride to Little Tibet. 

2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xl + 456. 60 figs. 1 map. 

Vol. 11, pp. xiii+512. 19 figs. 2 maps. append. 

index. London. 

A companion work to the author's Russian Central Asia, 1885. 

During the journey many specimens of the fauna of the country 

were collected and a list made of the A ves appears in Appendix A, 

pp. -HG-14. 

LANSING, Mrs. JE Y H. [1840-? 1908] and 

HOFFMANN, RALPII. 
1898. Bird world; a bird book for children. 8vo. 

pp. viii+214. 13 pl. 65 figs. (8 col.). append. 

index. Boston. 

LANZONI, GI SEPPE [1663-1730]. 

1689. Zoologia parva; sive, Tractatus de ani

malibus ad medicinam facientibus. 12mo. pp. 10 

+ 161. Ferrariae. 

LA PEROUSE, JEAN FRAN~OIS DE GALAUP 

[ 1 7 41-88 ? J . 
(1798) .An VI. Voyage autour du Monde, etc. 

4 vols. 4to. text. 1 vol. folio. atlas. Paris. 

The second edition of this famous expedition, so productive of 

scientific results, for zoology in particular. ee also, LABILL.ARDIERE, 

J. J. DE. 

t\ 

~ 
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~~1798 ) An VI. Voyage around the \Vorld. Tr. 
from the French first edition. Numerous pl. 
reduced in size from the French (large) 4to re
engraved. 3 vols. 8vo. 
1799. A voyage round the \Vorld . by the 
Boussole and strolabe. 2 vols. folio. ~\ . ith folio 
atlas. English tr. 

LAPLACE, CYRILLE PIERRE THI3:0DORE [1793-
1875 J. 
1839. oyage autour du monde par les mers de 
l'Inde et de Chine execute sur la corvette de l'etat 
la Fa,roritr pendant les annees, 1830-32. Vol. 5. 
8vo. pi. Paris. 
CoNTE TS: Zoo logic par J. F. T. Eydoux. 
This i~:~ that part of thP rPport of a rPlebrated voyagp dealing with the zoology. 

LA PLATA- MUSEO. 
1891-1903. Annale -. ecri6n Paleontol6gira. 
1893-5. Annale ~ Secei6n Zool6aica. 

LARDNER, Dro 'YSIL [1703-1 5UJ. 
1835. The rabinet CycJopaedia 'onducted by . 
D. Lardner ... . ratural hi tory. Vul. 115. 
1836-7. The cabinet cyrlupaeclia. ~atural his
tory. Vols. 117-1 . 
n.d. Another edilion undated. 

LA ROCHELLE. 
1864-1911. Annales de 1'.\cademie des Sciences 
~aturelles. Vols. 19-:W, "24, 26-32, 34-6. 

LASKEY, \V. 
1919. Aviaries, bird -rooms and 
:'{QHMA ,II. 

n .d. Budgerigars and cockateels. 
C. P. 

LATASTE, FER A D. 1885-99. 
TION SCIENTIFIQ E DE LA TUNISIE. 

LATHAM, Jon:"l [1740-1837]. 

cages. See 

'ee ARTHUR, 

See EXPLORA-

1781-5. A general synopsis of birds. 3 vols. 4to. 
106 col. pl. London. 
For the times in which he lived Dr. Latham's treatise is in many respects remarkable for its comprehensiveness and completeness. A devotee of Linnaeus he wa prejudiced against the admission into scientific classification of new genera and species although he was advanced enough to adopt several of these. He added later to this illustrated history of the birds of the world Supplement [I], ~ i:!upplement II, 1801, and between these dates an 'Index ormtnologicus, 1790'-all of which are separately noticed in this catalogue. A collection of the 'ynopsis, upplements, and Index will be found in the l\1ullens·8wann Bibli(){Jraphy, pp. 340 1. 

1787. Supplement to the General Synopsis of 
Birds. 4to. pp. iii + 298. illust. tille. col. pl. C Y 11-
CX IX. index. London. 
Contains addition to reviews of the material in the author's General Syncpsis of Birds, 1781-5. 

1791-1812. Allgemeine Uebersicht der Vogel. 
Uebersetzt von Bechstein. 8 Theile, nebst Regis
ter. 180 col. pl. Niirnberg. 
A German translation and adaptation of Latham's Synopsis, in eight parts. 

1801. Supplementum indicis ornitho1ogici, sive 
systematis ornithologiae. Studio et opera. 4to. 
pp. 74. London. 
A continuation of the Index ornithologicus, 1i90. 

1801. Supplement II to the General Synopsis of 
birds. 4to. pp. 376 + 20. 140 col. pl. index. 

London. 
There srems to bP somP doubt as to the exart date of issuing this supplement, which forms a rPvised, anwndrd, and de:;eripti\•e list to date of publiration of uch speciPs a~ appearpd to the author to rPquire notirP. 

1809. J. Lathami ystema Ornithologine, sive 
index Ornithologicus ... Editio nova ... locu
pletata ruri et opera E. .J ohanneau. 12mo. 
pp. 444. Paris. 
This eopy of a fundamental work of extremE' valnP to the systematic · tudent wa!'. pun·ha ·pd at the ~Iilne-Edwards :;nle many year8 ago 
by Dr. ('has. Richmond and long used by him as a work of reference. It formR a unique author's copy with .:\IH. additions by Johanneau and :mine l<.:dwards. 8ee the rhapter on Pni('(l in this L'TRODt:CTIOX. 

1821-8. A general history of hird . 10 vols. and 
1 vol. index. 4to. 193 col. pl. Winchester. 
In this ropy thP index to the 10 vols. b bound separately. The wholtwork !'as been rewritten to date. The nomenclature, apart from the :;cientifir names in the synonymy, i~ in the vulgar tongue. The author evidently expected that the systpmatic titles would he furnished by later systematists. A few new bird portrait · are provided, on additional plates; otherwise the treatise contains murll the same information as is found in tltr earlipr works of this author. The volumes (a carpful collation of whirh will bP found in the Auer Cat., p. 376-7) are indi~:~pensable to the researeh student. 
1827-8 . . MS. appendix to Latham' bird with 
original painting by F. J. Shor . See ORIGI AL 
DRAWl! G . F. J. HORE. 

LATHAM, ROBERT GORDO. [181"2-8 ]. 
1850. The natural history of the varietie of man. 
8vo. pp. 28+574. illust. text. London. 

LATHAM, 'y~ro •. 
1633. Lathams Falconry; or The fauleons lure, 
and cure: in two books. The first, concerning Lhe 
ordering and training up of all hawkes in generall; 
especiall the Haggard Faulcon gentle. The 
second, teaching approved medicines for the cure 
of all diseases in them. 2nd ed. 12mo. pp. (24) + 
147. vignette. T. of c. London. 
This is the first book of the second edition: quite as good as the first edition, 1615, of which according to Harting it is a reprint without alteration. Less desirable editions were published in 1653 and 1658. 
1633. Lathams new and second booke of faul
conry, concerning the ordering and training up 
of all such hawkes as was ... left unmentioned in 
his printed booke of the Haggard Faulcon and 
Gerfaulcon, etc. 2nd ed. 12mo. pp. (22) +148. 
34 figs. T. of c. London. 
The econd book of the second P<lition bound up as usual with the first book. The engraved title differs somewhat slightly from that of the first book. The woodcuts in the second part of this edition are those from woodcut titles to the second part of the firt edition. 

LA TOUCHE, JoH DAvm DIG E . 
1925-6. A handbook of the birds of eastern 
China (Chihli, Shantung, Kiangsu, Anhwei, 
Kiangsi, Chekiang, Fohkien, and Kwangtung pro
vinces). Pis. 1-.3 in 1 vol. 8uo. 8 pl. 1 col. map. 

London. 

1790. Index ornithologicus, sive Systema orni
thologire; complectens avium divisionem in 
cla ses, ordines, genera, species, ipsarumque 
varietates: adjectis synonymis, locis, descriptioni
bus, &c. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xviii + 466. 
Vol. II, pp. 467-920. London. 
One of the three works supplementary to the author's General Synopsis of Birds, 1781. It is in reality a systemic li t of the whole class Aves. It forms a Latin thesis on the higher groups and species, This informative, weii-\\Ti.tten monograph is in course of prepara-to the latter of which Latham now gives binomial titles which in his tion, three parts having been so far published, and 21 families dealt earlier work were considered under their vulgar names only. ;\ with. 
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~AUBMANN, ALFRED. 

1930. Vogel. (Wissenschaftl. Ergebnisse der Deut

schen Gran-Chaco-Expedition.) 4to. pp. 334. 

31 pl. 13 figs. in text. index. Stuttgart. 

A systematic and up-to-dat.e account of the birds of Argentina and 

neighboring areas. This volume is one of six, prepared by various 

well-known zoologists, based on the German Expedition under 

Dr. Krieg, 1925-6. See also WISSENSCHAFTLICHE ERGEBNISSE 

D. DEUTSCHEN GRAN·CHACO-EXPEDITION, 1930. 

LAUDER, THOMAS DicK [1784-1848] and 

BROWN, Capt. THOMAS. 
1833. Parrots. (The miscellany of natural history, 

vol. I.) 8uo. pp. x+170. 35 pl. (col. ). 1 pl. (diagr.). 

1 fig. T. of c. Edinburgh. 

Following a sketch of John James Audubon, with portrait, comes a 

discussion of the physical, intellectual, and imitative faculties of 

parrots, with an account of each species. 

n.d. Macaws, cockatous, parrakeets, and parrots; 

with chapters on diseases and cages from Karl 

Russ. 8uo. pp. (4) +130. 24 pi. 1 fig. T. of c. 
London. 

LAUGIER DE CHARTROUSE, MEIFFREN. 

1838. See TEl\11\liNCK, COENRAAD J. 

LAUSANNE. Musees d'Histoire Naturelle. 

1887-1911. Rapport des Conservateurs. 

LAUSANNE. Societe Vaudoise des Sciences 

Naturelles .. 
· 1922-d.ate. Memoires. 

LAVALLE, A. 
n.d. Die Rasse- und Nutzgeflilgelzucht. 2nd ed. 

8uo. pp. 23. 5 pl. (1 col.). 4 text cuts. Berlin. 

LA VARRE, WILLIAM J. [1898- ] . 
1919. Up the Mazaruni for diamonds. 8uo. pp. 

xiv+139. 16 pl. T. of c. Boston. 

British Guiana sketches, with r.eferences to the birds, &c., and an 

account of the native Indians shooting animals with poisoned arrows 

by means of a long reed blow-pipe. 

LAVATER, J. R. 
1700. Historiae Helveticae Naturalis prolego

mena Publicae Eruditorum sunetesei subjecta. 

8uo. pp. 30. Tiguri. 

An inaugural dissertation (for a medical degree) on an introduction 

to the natural history of Switzerland. A fairly good bibliography 

accompanies the Latin text. 

LAVAUDEN, Loms. 1924. See BABAULT, GUY. 

•U'**• BLANCHET, A., and BEDE, P. 

1924. . Contributions a l'orni\hologie Tunisienne 

pour servir de complement et de supplement aux 

[\Vhitaker's] Birds of Tunisia. 8uo. pp. 23. 1 pl. 
Tunis. 

LAW, SATYA CHURN. 
[1925]. Pet birds of Bengal. Vol. I. 8uo. pp. 

xxix+366. front. (map). 7 pl. 41 figs. index. 
Calcutta. 

This volume (which may be unique) is interesting mainly because it 

is a printer's proof submitted to Thacker Spinx & Co., Calcutta, that 

they might decide whether they would allow their imprimatur as 

publishers to appear on it. The book was written and printed by 

native Indians and, everything considered, is a fair sample of book

making, in spite of inverted illustrations (see p. 98) and other 

defects. This copy was purchased on Dec. 17, 1924, from tlie 

manager of Thacker, Spinx & Co., wbo said that the date on the 

title-page should be 1925 and not 1923 as the treatise had at that 

date not yet been published. 

Ocean . . . Birds; by S. F. Baird. \Vith the 

co-operation of ... G. N. Lawrence. See UNITED 

STATES. PACIFIC RAILROAD SURVEYS. 

1860. Birds of orth America, &c. See BAIRn, 

S. F. 

1870. Birds of North America. Another edition. 

See BAIRD, S. F., CAS SIN, and LAWRENCE. 

1871. Natural history of the Tres Marias and 

Socorro. See GRA YSON, Col. A. J. 

1874. Birds of \V. and N .\V. Mexico. Boston 

1875. Birds of southwestern Mexico. Collected 

by Francis E. Sumichrast for the United States 

National museum. 8uo. pp. 56. index. 
Washington. 

Author's edition of an important descriptive catalogue of 321 

species of Mexican birds. 

1892. Bibliography [of the works] of G. 1':. 

Lawrence by L. S. Foster. pp. 124. (Bull. U.S. 

National Museum.) 
Author's excerpt. 

LAWRENCE, JoHN [1753-1839]. 
1809. History and Delineation of the Horse, etc. 

4to. illust. [0. 3184.] London. 

LAWRENCE, WILLIAl\i [1783-1867]. 

1816. An Introduction to Comparative Anatomy 

and Physiology. 8uo. [0. 3185.] London. 

LAWYER, GEORGE A. 
1918. Federal protection of migratory birds. 

Separate from Yearbook of the Department of 

Agriculture, 1918, No. 785. 8uo. pp. 16. 3 pl. 

2 figs. (maps). T. of c. H' ashington, D.C. 

This pamphlet deals with the present Federal protection of, and 

future outlook for migratory birds. 

LAYARD, EDGAR LEOPOLD [1824-1900]. 

1867. The birds of South Africa; a descriptive 

catalogue of all the known species occurring south 

of the 28th parallel of south latitude. 8uo. pp. 16 

+ 382. 1 pl. Cape Town. 

This well-known and fundamental monograph includes in a descrip

tion of 702 species a number of birds new to ornithologic science. 

The volume in hand is the library copy of the Author's friend, 

Frederic R. Surtees. The latter supplied the autographs on p. iii, 

the original letters of G. R. Gray (p. 3) and Bowdler Sharpe (p. 53), 

and had bound with this monograph J. H. Gurney's review of and 

additions to the Catalogue. Many clippings and notes were also 

added by the same hand. The following original drawings-probably 

painted by Mr. Surtees-have been inserted on the pages indicated: 

Nest of the Weaver Bird, frontispiece; Alcedo cristata, p. 65; Nests 

of Hyphantornis, p. 179; Kaffir Finch, p. 184; Quail's Egg, p. 275; 

Charadrius bitorquatus, p. 296; Nycticorax africanus, p. 310. 

1875-84. The birds of South Africa. 4to. pp. 25 + 
890. 12 col. pl. London. 

The above admirable treatise appeared in six parts and is a much 

enlarged edition of the editio princeps of 1867. It is edited by 

Bowdler Sharpe who rewrote much of it and described several new 

species. 

n.d. Catalogue of [320] Ceylon Birds. 8uo. pp. 2. 
Colombo. 

LEA, JoH . 
1909. The romance of bird life; being an accounl 

of the education, courtship, sport and play, 

LAWRENCE, GEORGE NEWBOLD [1806-95]. journeys, fishing, fighting, piracy, domestic and 

1858. Reports of explorations and surveys ... for social habits, instinct, strange friendships, etc. 8vo. 

a railroad from the Mississippi River to the Pacific (\ pp. 376. 26 pl. index. Philadelphia. 
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~LEACH, J. A. (d. 1929]. 
1911. n Australian bird book ; a pocket book for 
field use. 12mo. pp. 2+200. many col. pl. and 
text-figs. index. Melbourne. 
A very u eful and popular guide to the birds of Australia, with numerous subsequent reprintings. 

1916. An A usLralian bird book; pocket book for 
field use. 3rd ed. 
1917. An Australian bird book, etc. 4th ed. 
(1918]. An Australian bird book. (Printer's 
paged proofs for the 5th ed.] 
The copy in hand is a unique present to the E.S.W. Library from the author, in the shape of marginal and other notations on the book proof for the 5th edition. 

1923. An Australian bird book; a complete guide 
to the identification of Australian birds. 12mo. 
pp. 232. 390 col. figs. 296 text-figs. index. 

Melbourne. This edition of an extremely useful pocket guide to Australian birds has a supplement that is provided wit.h an index. 
(1923]. Supplement to the 5th ed. of An Australian 
bird book. 8vo. no t.-p. 10 fol. (AJ elbourne.) 
Corrected page proof with notes, presented by the author to the E .. W. Library. 

n.d. A descriptive list of Lhe birds native to 
Victoria, Australia. 12mo. pp. 74. index. 

j\I elbourne. 
A useful descriptive li t arranged in columns of facts about the birds issued by the Education Dept. of Victoria. 

n.d. Royal Australasian Ornithologists' Union. 
Official check list of Australian birds. 2nd ed. 
4to. 29 fol. Rough draft to R.A.O.U. members 
with letter from J. A. Leach, President. See also 
ROYAL AGSTRALASIAN ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNIO . 

l'vf elbourne. This is an advance, typed manuscript, a corrected copy. Presented to the E.S.W. Library by Dr. Leach. 

LEACH, vVILLIAM ELFORD (1790-1836]. 
1814-17. The zoological miscellany; being des
criptions of new Ol' interesting animals. 3 vols. 
8vo. Vol. I, pp. 144. 60 pl. (col.). 2 indexes. 
Vol. II, pp. 154. 60 pl. (col.). 2 indexes. Vol. Ill, 
pp. 151. 29 col. pl. index. London. 
1818 . ee TUCKEY, J. K. 
1882. Leach's Systematic Catalogue of the speci
mens of the indigenous Mammalia and Birds in 
the British Museum. Edited by 0. Salvin. pp. iv + 42. Originally issued .bY the Trustees of the 
British Museum. See also WILLUGHBY SOCIETY. 

LEAR, EDWARD [1812-88]. 
1820-36. 43 sketches and water-color portraits of 
animals. See ORIGI AL DRAWl GS. 
1830-2. Illustrations of the family of Psittacidae, 
or parrots. folio. pp. (6)+(2). 42 pl. (col.). 

London. 
A series of beautiful hand-colored lithographs by the author, but without text. The work is noted not only for its artistic value, but also for its accuracy of portrayal. It was issued in 12 parts, the contents of all, and the dates of some, being given by M:athews (Austr. Av. Record, 1, pp. 23-5, 1912) from the original \\Tappers. The first part bears date Nov. 1 1830, and the last, on the t.itle-page, 1832. 

•••• and SOWERBY, J. DE CAR LE. 
1872. Tortoises, Tenapins and Turtles drawn 
from life. folio. pp. 6 +16. 70 pi. London. 
This is a beautiful, composite work for which the two artists furnished the drawings and John E. Gray the letterpress. 40 plates were used also to illustrate T. Bell's Mo1W(lraph of the Testudinata. 

LEBENSBILDER AUS DER 
EUROPAS. 
Bd. II. Saugethiere und Vogel. 
Bd. IV. Antilopen. 
See also ANO YMOUS. 

TIER WELT 

LECHE, WILHELM. 1859-97. See BRONN, H. G. 
Die Klassen, etc., 1859-97. 

LECHNER, A. A. VAN PELT. See VAN PELT 
LECHNER, A. A. 

LECKY, WALTER (pseud.). See MCDERMOTT, 
WILLIAM A. 

LECLUSE (or L'EcLUSE) JuLES CHARLES DE 
[1526-1609]. See also CLUSI S, CAROLUS. 
1605. Caroli Clusii Atrebatis ... Exoticorum libri 
decem; quibus anima1ium, etc. folio. illust. See 
also cLusrus, c. DE. Antverpiae. 
The Osier Library has everal medico-zoological works of this wellknown writer. 

1611. Caroli Clvsii Atrebatis Cvrre posteriores, sev 
Plurimal'um non ante cognitarum, aut descri
ptarum stirpium, peregrinor~ aliquot ani
malium novre descriptiones, etc. folio. pp. 3 + 
71 + 24. Antverpiae. 
A later, amended edition of the original issue dated 1605. 

LE COQ, ALBERT vo (1860- ] . 
1913. Berherkungen uber Tiirkische Falknerei. 
folio. pp. 12. 14 figs. in text. Leipzig. 
An interesting and well-illustrated account of falconry in Turkey with reproductions of photographs of hawks and eagles and their accoutrements as birds of the chase. The brochure is separately bound, from the Cabanis-Reichenow collection. 

LEDRU, ANDRE PIERRE (1761-1825]. 1810. See 
SONNINI DE MANONCOURT, C. N. S. 

LEE, 0SWIN A. J. 
1896-9. Among British birds in their nesting 
haunts. 4 vols. folio. Vol. I, pp. vi+159. 40 pi. 
15 figs. Vol. 2, pp. vi+145. 40 pi. 15 figs. Vol. 3, 
pp. vi+155. 40 pl. 14 figs. Vol. 4, pp. vi+157. 
40 pl. 16 figs. Edinburgh. 
A series of fine photogravures showing the nesting sites of 122 species, with descriptions of their habits, &c. The book (never completed) was issued in 16 parts of 10 plates each. 

LEE, RAWDO B. 
1899. A history and description of the modern 
[non-sporting] dogs of Great Britain and Ireland. 
New ed. 8vo. pp. 10+428. 23 pl. London. 

LEE, (Mrs.) SARAH (born WALLis) (1791-1856]. 
? 1850. Anecdotes of the habits and instincts of 
birds, reptiles, and fishes; with illust. by Harrison 
Weir. 12mo. pp. x+11-420. front. 5 pl. T. of c. 

New York. 
The author's name was first Mh;s l:larah Wallis, then Mrs. T. E. Bowdich and, finally, Mrs. Sarah (Robert)Lee. See BOWDICH, T. H. 

LEEDS NATURALISTS' CLUB AND SCIEN
TIFIC ASSOCIATION. 
1886-90? Transactions. 

LEEGE-JUIST, 0TTO. 
1905. Die Vogel der ostfriesischen Inseln. 8vo. 
pp. 10+198. index. Emden. 
A concise descriptive catalogue (with bibliography) of the birds .of East Frisia with their local and systematic names. The species (\. nesting on the islands are specially ·indicated. 
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..,_~/ LEEUWENHOEK, ANTONI VA [1632-1723]. 

1685-1718. (Works. 5 vols.) In Dutch. 

A complete set of all this naturalist-physician's writings. [0.) 

1686. Ontledingen en Ontdekkingen van levende 

Dierkens in de Teel-Deelen van verscheyde 

Dieren, Vogelen en Visschen, etc. 4to. [0.] 
Leyden. 

1695. Arcana naturae detecta. 4lo. illusl. [0.] 
Delphis Bat. 

1697. Continuatio Arcanorum Naturae, etc. 4to. 

illust. [0.] Delphis Bat. 

1719. Epistolae physiologiae 

maiium. 4to. illust. [0.] 
variorum Ani

Delphis. 

LEFEBVRE, CHARLEMAGNE Tmi:oPHILE [1811-

60], ed. 
[1845-51]. Voyage en Abyssinie execute pendant 

les annees 1839, 1840, 1841, 1842, 1843, par une 

commission scientifique. 6 vols. 4to. pl. and atlas. 
• Paris. 

A famous scientific expedition, made under the auspices of the 

French Government. The Zoology, part 4, of the records, was 

described by 0. des l\lurs, F. Prevost, l\lm. Guichenot, and Guerin

Meneville. 

LEFEVRE, AUGUSTE ALFRED [1828- J. 
1848. Atlas des ceufs des oiseaux d'Europe. 8vo. 

17 pts. 136 col. pl. Paris. 

Names and synonyms are ~iven at the bottom of each plate. The 

figures show the great variation i.n the markings of many eggs. An 

English translation was published at both Paris and London. 

LE FEVRE, JACQUES d' J.taples (cir. 1455-1537). 

1521. In hoc opere contihentur totius philosophie 

naturalis paraphrases: hoc ordine digestae. 356 

(of. illust. Simonem Colineu. Paris. 

A rare volume of great interest to students of vertebrate zoology. 

Not in the Cat. Br. Mus. (Nat. History). 

LEFFINGWELL, WILLIAM BRUCE. 

1888. Wild fowl shooting. Containing scientific 

and practical descriptions of wild fowl: their 

resorts, habits, flights and the most successful 

method of hunting them. 8vo. pp. (4)+373. 5 pl. 

8 figs. T. of c. Chicago. 

One of a numerous class of so-called 'sporting' monographs, but 

relieved by short descriptions of wild fowl , their plumage, their 

weight, general habits, &c. 

1890. Shooting on upland, marsh, and stream. 

pp. 473. front. 13 pl. 28 figs. T. o( c. Chicago. 

A companion volume to the author's Wild Fowl Shooting. It consists 

of a number of articles by well-known ·sportsmen', each writing on 

the game bird of which he has had the most experience. 

LEGG, JOHN [1755-1802]. 

1780. A discourse on the emigration of British 

Birds ... By a Naturalist. 4to. pp. ix+45. 
Salisbury. 

1814. A discourse on the Emigration of British 

Birds; or, This Question at last Solv'd, etc. 8vo. 

pp. xv + 64. London. 

There were several editions of this work, this one being ascribed to 

George Edwards (of Market-Lavington) whose name appears in the 

title as author. As in most copies, the date (1814) is erased! See 

l\'lullens and Swann's Bibliography of British Ornithology, p. 349. 

n.d. A discourse on the emigration of British 

birds. folio. See EDWARDS, GEORGE, OF MARKET

LAVINGTON. Editio altera. 

LEGGE, WILLIAM VINCENT. 

[1878]-80. A history of the birds of Ceylon. 4to. 

pp. xlvi+1,237. 34 pl. (col.). 1 pl. (diagr.). 1 map 

(col.). 11 woodcuts (32 figs.). T. of c. 2 append. 

2 indexes. London. 

A complete and important monograph of the 371 birds of Ceylon, 

issued in three parts the dates of which are as follows: pt. I, Nov. 

1878 · pt. II, ept. 1879; and pt. Ill, ept. 1880. Part II contains a 

repri~t of the first 13 lines of p. 345 which is bound in wi.th the 

original cover at the end of the volume. The hand-colored plates 

by J. G. Kenlemans are very fine. The present copy contains the 

original and second subscription lists as well as the three original 

covers which are bound in at the end of the volume. The volume 

in hand belonged to the naturalist C. H. l\1arshall, he being one of 

the original subscribers. 

1880-[1 ?]. A history of the birds of Ceylon. 4to. 

pp. xlvi+1,237+4. front. (map col.). 34pl. (col.). 

1 pl. (diagr.). 11 woodcuts (32 figs.). T. of c. 

3 append. 2 indexes. London. 

This is a second edition containing a third appendix, which does not 

appear in the first issue. This appendix was published as .a? aft~r

note with the second issue of the book, Feb. 1881. The or1gmal h~t 

of subscribers does not appear in this issue, only the second one. 

Only one cover is bound i.n at the end of this volume dated 1880, 

and giving the contents of the whole book, so that possibly it was 

the only one issued with thi second printing. 

LE GRAND, ANTOI E [17th cent.]. 

1673. Historia Naturre, Variis Experimentis & 

Ratiociniis Elucidata. Secundum Principia Sla

bilita In Institutione Philosophire Edita ab eodem 

Authore. 8vo. pp. 22 + 4 + 15. Londini. 

From the library of Sir Joseph Copley. The rare first edition (on 

natural history) not listed in the Cat. Br . .Mus. (Nat.Jlist.). See also 

ANTONIU LE GRAND. 

LEGUAT, FRAN~01S [1637-1735 J. 
1708. Voyage et A ventures en deux Isles desertes 

des Indes orientales. 2 vols. illust. London. 

Among other figures is a drawing of the Dodo, from Mauritius. 

1891. Voyage to Rodriguez, Mauritius, etc. 2 vols. 

illust. 
London. 

Translation of the original French treatise with all the maps, figures 

&c., carefully reproduced by the Hakluyt Society. 

LEHMANN' 0SKAR. 
1895. Unsere Vogel. 8vo. pp. 12+100. 

200 figs. 

LEICESTER LITERARY AND 

SOPHICAL SOCIETY. 
1835. Transactions. 

1879. Transactions. 

12 col. pl. 
Stuttgart. 

PHILO-

1879/80. Transactions. (' 

1886-date. Transactio~I~ls~·----------
-~ 

L'EIDEN. See ~EYDEN. 

LEIDY, JOSEPH [1823-91 J. 
1852. Description of ... extinct mammalia and 

chelonia ... in Nebraska, etc. 4to. (Wanting.) 
lVash ington. 

One of the first paleontological works of this noted naturalist. 

1852. See UNITED STATES. GEOL. SURVEY, WIS

CONSIN, etc. 

[1853]. The ancient fauna of Nebraska. A 

description of remains of extinct mammalia and 

chelonia from the ,mauvaises terres1 of Nebraska. 

folio. PP- 126. (Author's excerpt from Smilh

sonian Contributions to Knowledge.) YVashington. 

[1873]. Contributions to the extinct vertebrate 

fauna of the western territories. folio. pp. 358. 

f\ See also UNITED STATES. SURVEY TERRITORIES. 
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LEIGH , CHARLE [1662-?1701]. 

1700 . The natural history of Lancashire, Cheshire, and the Peak, in Derbyshire. 3 vols. 4to. pp. (22) +112+(35). 24 pl. 1 map. (col. fold.). index. 

LEIPZIG. Arc hi v 
N a turgeschichte. 
LEIPZIG. 

Oxford. 
fiir die systema t i sche 

1804. ee ARCIIIV . . . 

LEIPZIG. Beitra ege z . Natur kunde . Kiel. 1805-10 . 

LEIPZIG. 
1755- 1922. Sitzungsberichte der Naturforsch. Gesellschaft zu Leipzig. Jahrg. 1-48. 

LEIPZIGER MAGAZIN Z. NATURKUNDE , etc . Leske u. Hind en berg . 
1784. Jahrg. Leipzig. 

LEISLER, JOHANN PHIL. ACHILLES. 
1811- 15. achtrage zu Bechsteins Naturgeschichte Deutschlands. 2 pts. 8vo. col. front. Heft I=pp. 12+99+1. 1 col. pl. Hanau. This is a rare but important item for zoologists. The Library copy (ErstesHeft) was secured for the Compiler by Dr. C. W. Richmond. There is a complete issue in the library of the London Zoological Society but none in the larger collections of the British l\Iuseum. The second part (on bats) wa is ued four years after the first. 

LELAND , CHARLES GODFREY [1824-1903]. 
1864. Legends of the birds. 8vo. pp. ( 4) + 46. 16 figs. (12 col.). Philadelphia. Curious legends of birds, in verse, with explanatory footnote . There are colored illustrations, about 1t inches quare, pasted in the centre of floral designs occupying a whole page. The book is very scarce. 

LELAND STANFORD UNIVERSITY. Contributions from the Hopldns Marine Laboratory. 
1895- 1904. Nos. 1-32. (Mostly on Fishes and Flora.) (All pub.) 

LEMAIRE, C. L. 
1836. Bibliotheque zoologique. Histoire naturelle des oiseaux exotiques. 8vo. Paris . Actually the first edition; the second was published in 1837 with a change of title. 

[1837]. Histoire naturelle des oiseaux d'Europe. Premiere partie. Passereaux. 8vo. pp. ( 4) + 203. 80 pl. (col.). 1 fig. (col.). T. of c. Paris. Passerine Birds of Europe, drawn from nature by PauquM. 
LE MAOUT , EMMA EL, i.e. JEAN EMM NUEL MARIE [1800-77). 
1853. Histoire naturelle des oiseaux, snivant la classification de M. Isidore Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire. 4lo. pp. 48 + 425. 35 col. pl. (iys. in text . Paris. An excellent, comprehensive account of the birds of the world, with a description of selected . pecies and tables for the r£.l._!lgnition of orders, families, and genera and sub-genera. This work i very rare. 
1855. Histoire naturelle des oiseaux. 2nd ed. J.to. pp. (2)+xlviii+425+(3). front. 34 pl. (15 col.). 504 figs. T. of c. index. Paris. 

LE:MBEYE , JUAN. 
1902. A ves de la isla de Cuba. 4to. pp. 136 + 4. 20 pl. index. Berlin. This i a facsimile copy of the original (1850) edition-a ver) rare treati:;;e on the birds of Cuba with an account of their distribution, synonymies, characteri tk!'\, &c. The index gives both the vernacular and zoological names. Eighteen of the 20 plate;;, copied from Audubon, were colored. 

LEMBKE (or LEMBCKE), GEORG. 
[1800 ]-17. Teutsche Ornithologie. 
HA.U E , 1. B. and other . 

ee BORK-

LE MESSURIER, A GUSTUS [1837- J. 
1904. Game, shore, and water birds of India. 4th ed. 8vo. pp. xvi + 323. 29 pl. (col.). 8 diagr. 180 figs. 5 tab. index. London. 
The first edition wa privately printed and issued in 1814, the second in 1878, and the third in 1887. The present copy ha:;; been augmented by 30 colored plates by various artists. 

LEMETTEIL, E. 
1874 . Catalogue raisonne ou histoire descriptive et methodique des Oiseaux de la Seine-Inferieure. 2 vols. illust. Rouen. A very rare treatise on the birds of orthern France. Not listed in the Cat. Br .... l!us. (Nat. Hist.). 

LE MOINE , JAMES MACPHERSO [1825-1912]. 1860. Ornithologie du Canada. D'apres la nomenclature de Baird. 2 vols. 12mo. (Cover title, Les oiseaux du Canada.) Vol. I (Pt. I), pp. iii+lOO+ 2. Vol. II (Pt. II), pp. 10 + 398. Quebec. There are two practically identical editions of this early and important,. ystematic work on the birds of Canada. The first edition was published in April1860, the second printing in May 1861. Various covers and cover titles were indiscriminately emplored for the two part (or volumes) of the several copies in the E. '. W. Library. The~e arc: Histoire Natttrelle du Cmuula, Les Oiseaux; Ornitholouie dtt Canada, and Les Oiseaux du Canada. Sometimes these cover bear the number of the edition, part, and date of i"'ue; ometimes one or all is missing. One of the volumes is an autographed presentation copy from the author. 
1861. Ornithologie 'du Canada. 
pp. 4+6+398. 

2 vols. 12mo. 
Quebec. Is ued in ~lay 1861, and practically identical with the editio princeps of 1860. 

1863-4. Maple Leaves, etc. 1st and 2nd Series. 2 vols. in 1. 8vo. Quebec. 
1864. Tableau synoptique de l'ornithologie du Canada; classification et nomenclature du 'Sh1ilhsonian Institution' de \Vashington. 12mo. pp. 24. 

Quebec. 
A very rare little pamphlet that gives a list of 250 Canadian bird· (with their native names), mostly compiled from the ~mithsonian Report, 1858. This useful work, fundamental iu character, is not Ji. ted in any of the larger catalogues. The finest copy i in the National Museum at Ottawa, and another in the E.::i.W. Library; none in the Cat. Br . ...l!us. (Nat. Hist.), nor in the library of the Srnithsonian Institution at Washington. The Director of the Canadian National l\1nseum kindly presented the E.S.W. Library with an excellent photostat of Le )loine!s very rare tractate. 
1866. The birds of Canada. A popular lecture, delivered before the Literary and Historical Society of Quebec, April 25th, 1866. Reprinted from the Transactions of lhe Society. 8vo. pp. 27 +29-32+33-4 .. front. Quebec. 
1892. The birds of Quebec. 8vo. pp. 8. (Canadian Record of Science, 1892.) 
Contains lists of Lower Canadian bird . 

LEMOINE , YICTOR [d. 1897]. 
1878- 81. Recherches sur les oiseaux fossiles des terrains tertiaires inferieurs des environs de Reims. 2 pis. 4to. Pt. II, pp. (4)+75-170. 6 pl. (fold.'. 

Reims. LEMOS, PEDRO JOSEPH [188•.! ]. 
c. 1920. The bird in art. 5th ed. 4to. pp. [ 4]. 16 pl. \ \ orcestcr, J1ass. 
The Compiler has gathered materials for a companion Yolume-now in l\IS. form-Bird Portraits in Ancier1t 'tnd Jltdinal Art-for the (\E.S.W. Library. 
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LENINGRAD. See AKADEMIIA AUK. 

LENINGRADSKOE OBSHCHESTVO ES

TESTVOISPYTATELEI. (St. Petersburg 

Society of Naturalists.) 
1870-date. Trudy. See also viEST IK ESTEST

vozNANifA. 

LENZ, FRIEDRICH [1889- ] . 

1928. EinfOhrung in die Biologie der SOsswasser

seen. 8vo. pp. 8 + 221. illust. Berlin. 

LENZ, HARALD 0THMAR [1799-1870]. 

1838-43. Gemeinnotzige Naturgeschichte. 4 vols. 

8vo. 
Gotha. 

The library copies of this semi-popular natural history are made up 

of two volumes of the 1838 edition and two volumes ~ated ~8.43. 

Another set is in five volumes, the mammals from the s1xth edttton 

1884 and the birds from the fifth edition, 1875. The work, by an 

able 'naturalist, circulated extensively in Germany. 

1856. Zoologie der alten Griechen und Romer. 

8vo. pp. 24+656. Gotha. 

1875-87. GemeinnOtzige Naturgeschichte. .5th 

ed. 5 vols. 8vo. pl. 
Vol. 1. Saugetiere. 2. Vogel. 3. Reptilien, Am

phibien, Fische und wirbellosen Thiere. 4. 

Pflanzenreich. 5. Mineralreich. 

Vol. 1, 6th ed. 
Also, in the E.S.W. Library, is a separately published volume (2) 

on the Birds, dated 1875. 

LEONARD, HENRY c. 
1873. Pigeon Cove and vicinity. 12mo. pp. viii+ 

193. 30 figs. T. of c. Boston. 

An animal story of Pigeon Cove, Cape Ann, New England. 

LEONARD, JoH LYN . 

1924. First aid to animals. 8vo. pp. x+396. 

37 figs. T. of c. index. New York. 

This useful and interesting and easily understood work is written 

for the layman, not the veterinarian. 

LEOPOLDINISCH-CAROLINISCHE DEUT. 

AXAD~D.NATURFORSCHE
R. 

1859-1923. Leopoldina. Jena and Halle. 

1926-date. Leopoldina. Leipzig. 

1757-date. Nova Acta. 

LEOTAUD, ANTOINE [1814-67]. 

1866. Oiseaux de l'ile de la Trinidad (Antilles). 

8vo. pp. 20+560. illust. Port d'Espagne. 

This carefully prepared and valuable treatise (published by national 

subscription) on the birds of Trinidad is the earliest general work 

on the fauna of the island. Dr. Leotaud describes 29! avian species, 

giving in all ea es their zoological and vulgar names. 

LEPEKHIN, lvA IVANOVICH [1737?-1802]. 

1774-83. Tagebuch der Reise durch verschiedene 

Provinzen des Russischen Reiches in den J ahren 

1768-1771; aus dem Russischen ObersetzL von 

M. C. H. Hase. 3 vols. 4to. illusl. pi. Altenburg. 

References to birds are scattered through the work. For example, 

on p. 221, the medium-sized Kassarka is identified with the Canada 

Goose, but the figure of it on plate 9 (part 3) :;hows it to ue another 

species. 

LE ROI, 0TTO. 
r1906J. Die Vogelfauna der Rheinprovinz. 8vo. 

pp. 323. index. Bonn. 

A separately issued, sy tematic account of 28! avian species frequent

ing the Rhine area. Both the vernacular and ?.Oological names are 

given, "ith the natural history and other descriptive data, a 

valuable contribution to our knowledge of the ubject. From the 

library of Prof. Reichenow. This author also wrote under the 

Teutonic name of Konig, A. F. (q.v.). 

**** and GEYR VON SCHWEPPENBURG, 

HA s. 
1912. Beitrage zur Ornis der Rheinprovinz.. 

Erster N achtrag zur 'Vogelfauna der Rhein

provinz ·. 8vo. pp. 150. index. Bonn. 

Additional notes on the birds treated in the author's Vouelfauna 

der Rheinprovinz (q.v.) with a description of some species not 

mentioned in that work. 

LEROY,E. 
1883. Aviculture. La perruche ondulee et autres 

perruches acclimatees. 2nd ed. 12mo. pp. (8)+ 

167. 3 pl. T. of c. Paris. 

1885. Aviculture. La poule pratique, par un 

praticien. 8vo. pp. ( 4) + 256. 41 figs. T. of c. 
Paris. 

1893. Chez les oiseaux. 4lo. pp. viii+295. 30 pl. 

109 figs. T. of c. Paris. 

A natural history of birds, illustrated with remarkably fine woodcuts. 

LERY I JEAN DE [1534-1611]. 

1578. 'Histoire d'un Voyage fait en la terre du 

Bresil. 8vo. pp. 71+489+15. text-figs. 
La Rochelle. 

Many editions in Latin, French, and German, have been published 

of this valuable work, in which South American animals are 

frequently described. The above is the editio princeps, a very rare 

printing, not listed in t.he Ca_t. Br. ll-Iu~. (Nat. Htstory). A fifth 

French edition was published m Geneva m 1611. 

LESCUYER, JEAN FRA ~OIS [1838- ] . 

1885. Noms et classification des oiseaux de la 

vallee de la Marne. 2 pis. 8vo. pp. 28. fold. map. 
Saint-Dizier. 

A local list of useful proportions. The folding map is intended to be 

hung U.P for ready reference. 

LESCUYER, M. F. 
1876. Oiseaux de passage et tendues. 8vo. pp. 116. 

T. of c. Paris. 

A brochure dealing with the various French laws regulating bird· 

hunting and their effect upon indigenous and visitant bird lif~ in 

France and elsewhere. The copy in hand was pre ented to Milne 

Edwards by the author. 

LESLIE, A. STEW ART. 
1912. The Grouse in Health and Disease. Popular 

ed. 8vo. ? London. 

LESLIE, GEo. D. [1835- J. 
1893. Letters to Marco. 8vo. pp. 18+260. 

London. 

Uharming letters, a la Gilbert White, to an old college friend on 

natural history subjects. 

LE SOU~F, A. S. and BURRELL, HARRY. 

1926. vVild Animals of Australasia, etc. 8vo. 

illust. London. 

This intere ting work embraces a study of the Mammals of .Nelf 

Guinea and the Nearer Pncijic Islands, with a chapter on the Bats o 

Australia and ew Guinea by E. Le G. Troughton. 

LE SOU~F, WILLIAM HE RY DUDLEY. 

1907. Wild Life in Australia. 8vo. pp. 15+439. 

2 col. pl. figs. in text. 1 portr. Clzristclmrclz, N.Z. 

A very attractive account of the zoology and other department of 

natural history. 

****and LUCAS, A. H . S. 
1911. (The) birds of Australia, &c. See LUCAS, 

A. H .. and LE SO EF, W. H. D. 

1922. Official guide to the gardens of the Ro~al 

Zoological and Acclimatisation Society of VIc

toria. 8vo. pp. 51. front. plan (fold.). 36 figs. 
1\1 elbourne. 
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L SSON' RENE PRIMEVERE [1794-1849]. 
826-39. See VOYAGE , FRE CH. VOYAGE AUTOUR 
U MONDE ... SUR LA COQUILLE, 1822-5. 

1827. Manuel de Mammalogie, etc. 12mo. pp. 1.5 
+441. Paris. 
In this volume the versatile author describes briefly most of the 
species of the mammalian orders. 

1828. Manuel d'ornithologie, ou Description des 
genres et des principales especes d'oiseaux. 2 vols. 
18mo. Vol. I, pp. iv+421. Vol. 11, pp. 448. 

Paris. 
.An important, concise little work describing the geneta and species 
of birds of the world, with a review of previous systems of classifica
tion. An atlas of 129 plates was published to accompany this 
treatise. The present volumes are from the library of Prof. Cabanis 
and bear his autograph. 

1828-37. His to ire naturelle generale et parti
culiere des mammiferes et des oiseaux decouverts 

::::N~:~s ~:;q,~·~.::::.ou:aJ;a:::~u:~~£ 
4-5. Mammiferes. 6-9. Oiseaux. 10. Ois~:RX. et 
mammiferes. 11. Planches. 
1829-33. Histoire naturelle des oiseaux-mouches· 
8vo. pp. 46 +223. 86 col. pi. T. of c. Paris. 
This fundamental classic is one of a well-known series of volumes on 
humming-birds by the same author. See Histoire Naturelle des 
Colibris, 1830, and Les Trochilidies, 1832. The present copy was 
issued at varying intervals in 17 parts. The final plates show 
anatomical details of some birds, and pictures of their nests. 

1830-1. Traite d'Ornithologie, ou Tableau me
thodique, etc. 8vo. pp. 32+6.59. 119 col. pi. 

Paris. 
An important work because it furnishes the author's opinions on 
avian nomenclature and classification and gives illustrated tables of 
the orders, sub-orders, families, tribes, genera, sub-genera and races 
of birds. It appeared in eight parts, the first four durin~ 1830 and 
the rest in 1831. 

1830-2. Histoire naturelle des colibris, suivie 
d'un supplement a l'histoire naturelle des 
oiseaux-mouches. 13 (? 14) pis. 8vo. pp. 10+196. 
66 col. pi. index. Paris. 
This fundamental and well-known classic treatise on humming
birds was issued in parts and in four printings varying as to quality 
of paper, character of type, and coloring of the plates. The mono
graph is, in fact, a continuation or second volume of the writer's 
Histoire Naturelle des Oi.seaux-Mouches. 
The Cat. Br. ll-lus. (Nat. Hist.) give the following dates of issue: 
Livraisons 1-3, 1830; 4-12, 1831; 13, 1832. In the E.S.W. 
Library is a very rare, complete, tall paper copy (one volume) 
of which the type has been entirely reset. Another copy, from 
the Godman Library, has the original \\Tappers bound in. On 
the last wrapper it states that the first part was issued in Oct. 
1830; on the cover (in script) is the note '14e Livraison'; but it is 
a question whetl1er a 14th part was ever published. The work was 
reissued in 184 7. 

1830- 2 . Centurie Zoologique, etc. 8vo. 80 col. pi. 
Paris. 

This fine example of colored atlas was published in livraisons be
tween March 1830 and May 1832. It is a descriptive collection of 
drawings of rare animals by the artist Pretre. 

1831-4 . SeeVOYAGES,.FRE 'CH; AUXINDES-ORIEN
TALES. 

[1832-5]. Illustrations de Zoologie, etc. 8vo. 
60 col. pi. Issued in 20 livraisons, with descriptive 
letterpress. Paris. 
1832-3. Les Trochilidees; ou, Les colibris et les 
oiseaux-mouches, suivis d'un index general. 8vo. 
pp. 44+171. 66 col. pl. Paris. 
A cla:;sic work on humming-birds, i:>::med in 14 parts. This volwne 
(really the third of the author's extensive Histoire Naturelle des 
Oiseaux) includes a brief, systematic catalogue of 110 species. The 
copy in hand is from the Godman Library. 

1835. Histoire naturelle des oiseaux de paradis et 
des epimaques. 2 vols. 8vo. pp. 41 +248. 43 col. pl. 

Paris. 
A classic monograph, published in livraisons, on the Birds of Para
dise. The best annotation is that of Zimmer (Ayer Cat., p. 390). 

1837. See BOUGAINVILLE, Baron DE, 'Thetis and 
Esperance'. 
1842. Nouveau Tableau du Regne Animal ... 
Mammiferes. 4to. pp. 204. (Wanting.) Paris. 
In this list the author gives his ideas on classification and nomen
clature of mammalia. 

'*"*''*''*' and MENE GAUX, A., ed . 
1913. Articles d'ornithologie de R.-P. Lesson . 
parus dans l' Echo du monde savant de 1842 a 
1845. 8vo. pp. 280. front. (portr.). T. of c. Paris. 

LESSONA, MICHELE. 
? 1890-2. Storia naturale illustrata. 4 vols. 4t 
2 vols. Uccelli. 1 vol. r"H'li-anfibi-pesci. 1 vol. 
invertebrati. About 900 pp. and .50 pl. in each vol. 
many figs. in text. indexes. Milano. 
One of the most comprehensive J>Opular treatises in the Italian 
language. 

L ETTERS OP I N F ORMATION. Organ of 
the Nebra ska Ornithologis t s ' Union. 

L ETTERS . M anuscript and typescripts of 
zoologists. See ZOOLOGISTS, MANUSCRIPT AND 
TYPESCRIPT LETTERS OF. 

LETTSOM , JOHN COAKLEY [1744-1815]. 
1772. The Naturalist's and Traveller's Companion, 
etc. 8vo. London. 
Dealing chiefly with zoology and other departments of natural 
history. An extra (colored) plate is inserted in a copy from the 
Osier Library. 

LEUCXART, FRIEDRICH SIGISMUND [1794-1843]. 
1832. Allgemeine Einleitung in die Natur
geschichte. 8vo. pp. 130. 2 col. pl. Stuttgart. 
The first volume of G. W. Bischoff's Naturgeschichte der dtei Reiche. 
The celebrated family of Leuckart naturalists confined their investi
gations of zoology almost entirely to invertebrates. 

LEUNIS , JOHANNES [1802-73]. 
1860 . Synopsis der Naturgesch. des Thierreichs. 
8vo. pp. 66+1,014. 1,000 figs. Hannover. 
Second edition of a useful and profusely illustrated work frequently 
reprinted. The first edition was published in 1844. 

1861. Schul-naturgeschichte. 3 vols. in 1. 8vo. 
illust. Hannover. 

'*''*''*''*' and LUDWIG, HuBERT. 
1883-6 . Dr. Johannes Leunis Synopsis der Thier
kunde. Ein Handbuch fiir hohere Lehranstalten, 
etc. Dritte Auflage, von Hubert Ludwig. 2 vols. 
8vo. 
Vol. I, pp. xiv+1,083. 
index. 
Vol. 11, pp. xvi+1,231. 

9.55 woodcuts in the le:J(l. 
Hannover, 1883. 

1,160 figs. in text. index. 
Hannover, 1886. 

LEVAILLANT (LE VAILLA T), FRANgOIS [1753-
1824]. 
1790. Travels from the Cape of Good Hope into 
the interior of Africa, etc. From the French by 
Elizabeth Helme. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xii + 
39.5. 4 pl. (2 fold.). Vol. 11, pp. (2) + 404 . .5 pi. 

London. 
An account of the author's experiences amongst the natives of 
Africa. There are many references to birds, afterwards used in his 
Histoire naturelle des Oiseaux d'Afrique. 

3K 
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~[LEVAILLANT, F. (contd.)] 

( 1794) An II I. Second Voyage dans 1' In terieur 

de l'Afrique, par le Cap de Bonne-Esperance 

1783-85. 3 vols. Paris. 

From the Republican date it would appear from this copy that there 

was a French edition published in 1794, and not during 1795 

(An IV). If so the Cat. Br . • '\Jus. (Nat. Hist.) does not liRt it. 

(1795) An IV. Second voyage dans l'interieur de 

l'Afrique, par le cap de Bonne-Esperance, dans 

les annees 1783, 84 et 85. 2 vols. 4to. 13 pl. Paris. 

1796. New travels into the interior parts of Africa, 

by the way of the Cape of Good Hope, in the years 

1783, 84 and 85. Vol. I, pp. 50+(20) +288. 5 pl. 

1 map (fold.). Vol. II, pp. 383. 8 pl. (2 fold.). 

Vol. Ill, pp. 488. 9 pl. London. 

1797. See BECHSTEIN, JOHANN MATTHAUS. 

1798. Voyage dans l'futerieur de l'Afrique par 

le Cap de Bonne-Esperance. Nouvelle edition. 2 

vols. 8vo. illust. Paris. 

1801-5. Histoire naturelle des perroquets. 2 vols. 

folio. col. pl. Paris. 

A famous fundamental treatise on Parrots, to which two supple

ments afterwards appeared. See BOURJOT S.A.INT·HILAIRE and DE 

SOU.A.NCE. This monograph appeared irregularly in 24 livraisons; 

Nos. 1 and 2 in 1801; 4-8, 1802; 10-16, 1803; 17-20, 1804; 22-4, 

1805. 
The chief value of this monumental work lies in its fine hand

colored plates; there is not much to be learned, in a systematic 

sense, from the sparse descriptions. Briefly we find: Tome premier, 

An IX (1801). pp. 8 + 135 +2. 72 col. pl. T. of c. Tome econd, An 

XIII(l805). pp.4+112+2. 73col.pl. T.ofc. Thepre entcopyis 

bound as three volumes, with Bourjot Saint-Hilaire's monograph 

as the third volume. 

1805-8. Histoire naturelle des oiseaux d'Afrique. 

6 vols. 300 col. pl. Paris. 

In this famous monograph the species are listed under their vulgar 

names, identification being assisted by the excellent hand-colored 

plates. Since the work was first issued (during 1796-1812) in 51 

parts, it has been several times reprinted, and particular ropies may 

be a compound of several printings, and often are incomplete. 

From a scientific standpoint the treatise is not very valuable nor is 

it always reliable. 
Zimmer (Ayer Cat., p. 391) gives a good review of the ix volumes. 

The copy in hand is a fine specimen of bookmaking, from the Clifton 

Library. A brief collation of it is as follows: Vol. I. 1805 (An XIII). 

pp. xii+127 +2. 49 col. pl. T. of c. Vol. II. 1805 (An XIII). pp. 

148+[3]. 48col.pl. T. ofc. PZ.65,frontispiece. Vol.III.1 06(An 

XIV). pp. [2]+144+[3]. 53 col. pl. T. of c. Pl.l42 as front. Yol. IV. 

1805 (An XIII). pp. 104. 49 pl. (48 col.). T. of c. Pl. 164 as front. 

Vol. V. 1806 (An XIV). pp. 124. 48 col. pl. T. of c. Pl. 210 as front. 

Vol. VI. 1808. pp. 132. 53 col.pl. T. of c. Pl. 280 as front. 

1806. Histoire naturelle des oiseaux de paradis 

et des rolliers, suivie de celle des toucans et des 

barbus. 2 vols. folio. col. illust. Paris. 

This magnificent work was issued in 19 livraisons. The Cat. Br. AI us. 

(Nat. Hist.) gives the dates of issue as: Lil'. 1-2, 1801; 3-5, 1802; 

6-12, 1803; 13-14, 1804; 15-19, doubtful. The volume, Histoire 

Nat. des Promerops et des Guepiers(q.v.) wa . ubsequently issued as 

Livraisons 20-33. Collation of the two vols. is: Yol. I. 1 06. Large 

folio. pp. [2]+153+2. 56 col. pl. (2 folding); 56 dup. pl. uncolored. 

index. Vol. II. 1806. large folio. pp. 1 + 133+4. 58 col. and 58 

dup. uncol. pl. index. 

1807. His to ire naturelle des promerops, et des 

guepiers; faisant suite a ceee des oiseaux de 

paradis. 3 vols. folio. 83 col. pl. Paris. 

An important ornithological classic that may be regarded a supple

mentary to the author's Histoire Naturelle des Oiseaux de Paradi.Y et 

des Rolliers, 1806, a it was issued in 14 numbered livraisons (20-33) 

continuation of the 19 parts assigned to the former work. Further

more, the index of the present work is 'Du Troisieme volume' and 

includes a list of plates of roller ' barbets, and jacamar as an 

'addition aux deux premiers volumes'. Following is a collation of 

the three parts into which the above volume is divided: Vol. (part) I. 

Promerops. pp. [3]+81. 31 col. pl. Yol. (part) II. Guepier. pp.1 1-

67. 21 col. pl. Vol. (part) Ill. Courocou et turacous. pp. 52+2. 

31 col. pl. (11 in supplement). supplement. index to whole work. 

1837-8. Histoire naturelle des perroquets ... 

Troisieme volume ( supplementaire) pour faire 

suite aux deux volumes de Levaillant par. See 

SAl T-HILAIRE, A. B. 

LEVENDE NATUUR. 1897-date? Amsterdam. 

LEVER, A. See SHAW, G., 1792-6. Museum 

Leverianum. 

LEVERKHttN, PAUL. 
1889. Ein Flug durch die Schweiz; offener Brief 

an seiner Freunde. 8vo. pp. 24. Steltin. 

lost of the titles by this important zoologist are represented in the 

E .. W. Library and other 1\IcGill collections by separately bound 

author's reprints. Only the more in1portant of these opuscula are 

listed here. 

1891. Fremde Eier im Nest; ein Beitrag zur 

Biologie der Vogel. 8vo. pp. [12] + 212. Berlin. 

1891. Ornithologisches aus Lichtenbergs "'erken. 

8vo. pp. 31. · 

n.d. Literarisches. 3 vols. 8vo. 

A large number of tractates on ornithologic subjects. 

LEVESON' HENRY ASTBURG [1828-75 J. 
1883. The hunting grounds of the old world, by 

'the Old Shekarry' [pseud.]. 12mo. pp. xiv+498. 

7 pl. T. of c. London. 

Of the thou ands of harmless and defenceless animal slain by this 

'sportsman' a few are put to some useful purpose by a description 

of their appearance and habits. 

LEVICK, GEORGE MuRRAY. 
[1915]. Antarctic penguins; a study of their social 

habits. 8vo. pp. x+140. 55 pl. (figs. 1-74). T. of c. 

append. London. 

An exhaustive and interesting account of the life and habits of the 

Adelie Penguin (Pygoscelis adeliae), and other penguins. 

LEWER, S. H. 
1910. Canaries, hybrid and British birds in cage 

and aviary. See ROB SO , JOH ' . 

LEWES., GEORGE HEt RY [1817-78]. 

1859-60. The physiology of common life. 2 vols. 

12mo. Vol. I, pp. ix+455. 33 figs. T. of c. Vol. II, 

pp. viii + 485. 36 figs. T. of c. index. Edinburgh. 

1862. Studies in animal life. 8vo. pp. 8+196. 

illust. pl. London. 

LEWIN, JoH V/ILLIA 1 [fl. 1804-20]. 

1808. (Birds of ew Holland, with their Natural 

History ... painted after nature by J. \\'. Lewin.) 

Edited, with a Preface, by T. Lewin. folio. 18 col. 

pl. with descriptive text. (\Vanting.) 
This rare volume seem to have been the first edition of the author's 

fir t treatise on Birds of New .'outh Wales of which numerous 

printings and reissue exi t. The 1 38 eclition, edited by T. C. 

Eyton, is the be, t, with the plate. most carefully (hand)-colored. 

1838. A natural hi tory of the birds of New South 

\\'ales, collected, engraved, and faithfully painted 

after nature. ~ew and improved ed. folio. pp. 36. 

26 col. pl. London. 

Th_e fourth edition of the early and rare Birds of Ne1t Holland, ai~;d 

qmt the same as that work except that a li~t of n1lgar and systematic 

names ha been adued tor each pecies, and that the plates are better 

colored. The copy in hand was collated by Bernard Quaritch and 

found perfect. 
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LEWIN, WILLIAM [d. 1795]. of the Missouri, etc., during 1804-6. 4 vols. 8vo. 
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[1785]. British birds' eggs painted from the Port- illust. New York. 
land museum. 4lo. pp. (1) +( 97). 90 original col. The original account of this famous expedition, much of its energies drawings. index. London. devoted to the natural history of the parts visited, was published in 
Ninety original water-color drawing depicting 145 eggs. The figures 
agree mainly with those issued in the first edition of the author's 
British Birds, but eem to have been executed with still greater care, and must have been painted before 1786, as the content of the Port
land :Museum were sold in April of that year. Probably a unique set, 
the title, description , and index being in the handwriting of Lewin. 
1789-94. The birds of Great-Britain with their 
eggs, accurately figured. 7 vols. folio. 323 col. pl. 

London. 
Each volume in this copy has a separate title. They form the fir t edition of a well-k-nown treatise. The <le criptive text i given only 
in English, unlil{e the second printing ( 1795) which appeared in both French and .English. The hand-colore<.! plate vary much in quality; 
some are crude but others are clear and well made. Briefly collated, 
the seven volumes exhibit: vol. I, 1789, 51 col. pl. ; vol. U, 1790, 
51 col. pl.; vol. Ill, 1791,46 col. pl.; vol. IV, 1702,48 col. pl.; 
vol. V, 1792, 45 col. pl.; vol. VI, 1793, 45 col. pl.; vol. VU, 1794, 
37 col. pl. 

1796-1801. (The) birt.l of Great Britain, s tema
tically arranO'ed, accurately engraved and pain led 
from nature; with descriptions, inducting the 
natural historv of each bird. 8 vols. 4lo. 336 
col. pl. indexes. Half-title: Thr Bird. of Great 
Britain and their egg . London. 
The ·econd edition of the folio printiug that appeared in 178\l ll4 (q.v.). It has two titlr-pages (in l•'rench and <ierman), and the bi
lingual teJo..t give~ a short description of the pictured birds. As in the 
first edition some of the plates are crudely reproducrd. 
The dates on titlP-pages and number of plates in each volume of the 
copy in hand are a: follows: vol. I, 1 00, 42 col. pl.; vol. IL 17\!6, 
42 col. pi.; vol. III, 1706, 42 col. pl.; vol. 1 V, 17H7, 42 col. p/.; 
YOI. V, 17H7, 4:2 col. pi.; vol. VI, 1800, -12 rot. pl.; vol. VII, 1800, 
42 col. ]J[.; YOl. YIIl, 1801, 42 col. Jil. 

LEWIS , ELISliA J . 
1871. The merican 'purL man, ett:. 'uo . pp .• no. 

Philadelphia. 
One of nu111erous editions, the fir~t appearing in 1 5.3, and the 
fourth in 1 85. 

LEWIS ' GRACE A0. . A. 
[1868]. Natural hi Lory of birds. Ledures oa 
ornithology in ten parts. 12mo. pp. 32. PL. 1 (all 
pub.?). Philndelpllia. 
The Compiler has not ;;ecn mon• than thr (rarp) firl'lt ]_)art of thr"e 
lrctures, written in popular styli'. 

LEWIS' HARRISO FLI! ' T. 
1929 . The natural hi tory of the liouble-cre ' Lcd 
cormorant (Phalocrocorax auritu auritu [L s-
on]). 8uo. pp. (4)+94. 14 (iys. (2 maps ). 1'. of c. 

bibliogr. Ollawa. 
A monograph on an intere ting bird, containing much that i" ne" 
of its life-history. 

LEWIS, JoH 
1911- 13 . The Briti h bird book, &c. 
MA , F. B. B. 

LEWIS' J. SPED A 

ee KIRK-

[1929]. Dispersal of [his] private collc<:Lion of live 
birds. 4lo. pp . 15. London. 
This Catalogue contains the number, name·, aml prices of the birds in the various aviarie belonging to the \\Titer. The collection is principally made up of pecies from New Guinea, Borneo, East 
Asia, and Africa, and the prices affixed give a good indication of their market value in 1929. Both vernacular and systematic names are 
given. 

LEWIS, MERIWETHER [1774-1 09] and CLARK, 
w. 
1893. History of the Expedition under the Com
mand of Captains Lewis and Clark to the Sources 

Philadelphia in 1814. E. Coues wrote an introduction to the edition 
in hand. 

LEY, WILLY. 
1929 . Konrad Gesner; Leben und Werk. 8vo. 
pp. 8 + 154. porlr. illust. Mii.nchen. 

LEYBOLD , FEDERICO [18:2-7-79]. 
1873. Escurs~n a las pampas arjentinas; hojas 
de mi diario. 8uo. pp. 107. map. Santiago. 
Contribution to the natural hi tory of the Andes. 

LEYDEN. Rij ks M u seum van Natuurlijke 
histori e . See al:so LEII>E" · . 
1879-1914. 1 otes. 

1915- dale. Zoologi ehe 1\Iededeelingen. 

LEYDEN UNIVERSITY. A catalogue of all 
the ~heifest raritie in the publick anatomie hall 
of the University of Leyden. See. CIILYL, FRANC IS. 

L EYDIG, FRA;"<Z [18~1-? 93]. 
1881. Die .\ugeniHmli<'hen Organe der Fische. 
8uo. pp. 100. 10 pl. Bonn. 

LHERMINIER, F. J. 
1827. Ret:herche sm· l'apparcil 
oi eaux. 8uo. pp. 96. 4 pl. ( fold. ). 

. ternal des 
Paris. 

On the sternum of birds, extra<"ted from the sixth volume of the 
Annals of the Linnacan Hociety of Paris. The two subclasses are Xormal and Anomalous Birds, but by a misprint they lJOth appear 
as Oiseaux nomwu.r, <"orrespon<ling rPspeetively to carinate and ratite birds. 

LHYUD , EDWAHlJ [1660-1709]. 
1760. Lithopllylacii BriLmJ{ci ichnographia; ive, 
Lapidum aliorumque foss1lium Britannicorum. 
EdiLio altera. vo. pp. 22 -r 156. 25 pl. lexl-(igs. 

Oxonii. 
LIBRARY OF MODERN SCIENCES . Edited 
by Edwin E. Sto son and others. 
1926. Animals of land and sea. :iee CLARK, A. H. 

(THE ) LIBRARY FOR YOUNG N A TURAL
ISTS . 
1909. Animal · of Africa. See BRYDE:--1, H. A. 

LICHTENSTEIN, .\_TO. AuGl "I llm. RICH 
[17::>3-1816]. 
1 838. Beitrag zur orniLhologi cl!en Fauna von 
Californien, neb t Bemerkungen Ober die Artkeun
zeichen der Pelicane und Ober einige Vogel Yon 
den Sandwich-Inseln. folio. pp. 35. 5 col. pl. 

Berlin. 
A 8eparately bound brochure from the Cabanis Library on certain 
birds of California and Hawaii. <.:olored plate I figures the California Condor. 

1882. Lichtenstein's Catalogus Rerum atura
lium rarissimarum, 1793. Edited by F. du Cane 
Godman. 8vo. pp. iu+(xi)+60. London. 
This reprint contains only the mammals and birds. See also 
WILLlTGHBY ~OCIETY. 
There was, also, another reprint. of this excessively rare treatise, edited the , ame year by Tegetmeier, the Director of the Willughby 
'oC'iety, but as it was iound to contain many errors it was withdrawn in favor of the transcript by du Cane Godman. The Compiler ha , through the courte:;~ of Dr. t 'has. W. Richmond, a copy of the Tegetmeier rei ·ue in the original boards. It is not known to the I\. Cat. Br. Mus. (Nat. Hist.) nor to most bibliographers. -
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~ICHTENSTEIN' MARTIN HINI\ICH CARL [1780-

1857]. 
1816. Das Zoologische Museum der Universitat zu 

M\ I 
\ 

Berlin. 8vo. pp. 108. plan. Berlin. 

A descriptive account of the zoological collections in the Museum C?f 

Berlin University in 1816. Birds are treated on pp. 27-66. This 

pamphlet is from the Cabanis-Reichenow collection. 

1822. Verzeichniss von Vogeln, Conchylien und 

Insecten, Doubletten des zoologischer Museums 

hiesiger Konigl. Universitat. 12mo. pp. 31. 
Berlin. 

A list of 477 duplicates of birds and similar lists of other an~al 

specimens in the Berlin Museum-the whole to be sold by auctiOn. 

1827-34. Darstellung neuer ... Saugethiere ... 

65 Arten, etc. 4lo. pp. (118). atlas. 50 col. pl. 
Berlin. 

The material for these drawings (colored lithographs) was taken 

from the Zoological Museum in Berlin of which the (text) writer was 

curat-or and from which he issued numerous (now valuable) sale 

catalo~es of duplicates. 

1837. Verzeichniss einer Sammlung verschied'er 

insbesondere neuhollandischer Naturalien, welclle 

am 6te April 1837 ... Offentlich meist-IJietend 

versteigert werden sollen. 8vo. pp. 24. Berlin. 

One of the author's famous auction catalogues (dated 1837) of dupli-

cates in the Berlin Museum, including many birds. l!'rom the 

library of Prof. Cabanis. 

1854. Nomenclator avium Musei Zoologici Bero

linensis. Namenverzeichniss. 8vo. pp. viii +123. 

index. Berlin. 

This fundamental list of birds in the Berlin :Museum, essential t-o 

the study of many species, seem.'! to have been the joint work of 

Lichtenstein and Cabanis. The present copy was originally part of 

the Cabanis-Reichenow Library. A second copy, also in the E.S.W. 

Library, has appended notes by P. L. t:)clater who writes on a fiy-leaf: 

·given to me by Lichtenstein at Berlin in August/54. P .L S.' 

LICHTHAMMER, J. W. and~therSJ 

[1800]-17. Teutsche Ornithologie. See BORK

HAUSEN, l\1. B. and others. 

LIDEN,A. J. 
1875. Bidrag till kannedomen om Skulderappara

tens och vingens ben hos Svenska Roffoglar. 8vo. 

(Upsala University thesis.) Stockholm. 

LIDTH DE JEUDE, THEODOR WILLEM V.AN. 

1890-1907. See WEBER, M. C. W. 

1906-30. See WICHMANN, C. E. A. 

LIEBE, KARL THEODOR [1828-94] and A L

LIHN, M. 
1886. Kurze Erlti.uterung zu der Wandtafel der 

wichtigsten deutschen Kleinvogel. 8vo. pp. 36. 

map (57 figs.). Zeitz. 

[1 893]. Ornithologische Schriften; gesammelt und 

hrsg. von C. R. Hennicke. 8vo. pp. 724. portr. 

index. Supplement. pp. 48. Leipzig. 

LIEGE. La b oratoire d'E mbryogenie et d' A.na

tomie Comparee . 
1875-6. Recherches. 

LI FANG [925-96] and others. 
1812. T'ai p'ing yu lan; A classified encyclopedia, 

including material for animals, birds, fishes, in

sects, worms, etc., chuan 889-951. 26 x 16·2 cm. 

[G.] 

LILFORD, Lord [THOMAS LITTLETO ' PowYs] 

[1833-96]. 
1867. Notes on European ornithology; being four 

papers extracted from The ibis for 1860, 1862, 

1865 and 1866. 8vo. pp. 107. 2 col. pl. London. 

A repaged and specially bound series of articles from the Godman 

Library. '.fhere is no preface, but the following copy of an illuminating 

J6tter (inserted) to Osbert Salvin may well supply its place: 
'Travellers' Club, April 17th, 1867. 

'My dear alvin,-I just write a line to say that the printers have 

stupidly made me F.R.S. in the title-page of my notes of which I 

sent you a copy. Thi may matter very little in point of fact, but 

it annoys me that it should appear that I assume an honour t<> which 

I have no claim. 
'Very truly yours, 

'Lilford.' 

[1880]. Notes on the birds trf Northamptonshire. 

8vo. pp. 113. n.p. 

1885-97. Coloured figures of the birds of the 

British islands. [Completed by Osbert Salvin.] 

7 vols. 4to. 421 col. pi. portr. London. 

This truly magnificent work was issued in two practically identical 

edition , the copy in hand being the first printing, which was sup

plied to subscribers in :$tl parts. A brief description of every British 

specie accompanies the beautiful chromolithograph portrait .. 

Part 1 was is ued in Oct. 1885, part 36 in Jan. 1898. A brief collation 

is as follows: Vol. I, pp. xxxv + pp.112, with portr. and 51 pl. Yol. II, 

JJp. ix. + PP. 120, with 54 '}Jl. \' ol. Ill, pp. ix+pp. 130, with 66 pl. 

Vol. IV, pp. ix+pp. 154, with 65 pl. \'ol. V, pp. ix+pp. 138, with 

59 pl. Vol. VI, pp. ix+pp. 150, with 65 pl. Vol. VII, pp. ix+pp. 

170, v.•ith 61 pl. 
The majority of the colored drawings are by Thorburn and Keulemans 

while a few are by L-odge and Foster. 'Ihe work was not completed 

at the time of Lord Lilford's death, when it was undertaken by 

Osbert l:;alvin. An account of the dates of issue and other items of 

infonnation regarding this work will be found in Hugh S. Gladstone's 

Handbook to Lard Lilfard' s Coloured Figures of the Birds of the British 

Isles. 

[c. 1891]. Birds of Spain. 8vo. pp. 21 +(1) +(50). 

1 pl. (col., 4 figs. by A. Thorburn). [London.] 

A fragment of an unpublished work (without title-page) set up by 

Porter the publisher of Princes Street, London, for Lord Lilford 

about 1891. In an attached letter to this book dated December 15, 

1911, Porter ex11lain that Lord Lilford abandoned the idea, and 

gave the eight plate , which he had had reproduced, to Col. Irby, who 

publi hed them in the 2nd enition of hi Ornithology of Ote Straits of 

Gibraltar. The colored plate i a specimen for a prop{)sed .ll!aflual CYr 

Handbook of British Birds to be based on Lillord's larger work, the 

idea being to have a bout lOO to 105 plates, four figures on a plate, and 

text expanded from Col. Irby's Key List of Brituh Birds, so as to 

form a small but compiete reference book to carry about whilst 

traveling. Fifty blank pages are bound in at the end oi this copy 

for notes. This unique copy in hand is from the )fullens Library. 

1895. Notes on the birds of Northamptonshire 

and neighbourhood. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xvi+ 

352. front. 16 pi. 31 figs. T. of c. Vol. 11, 

pp. viii+(2)+315. 7 pl. 13 figs. map (fold.). 

T. of c. index. London. 

1903. Lord Lilford on birds; being a collection of 

informal and unpublished writings; ed. by A. B. R. 

Trevor-Battye. 4to. pp. xviii+312. pl. 12. index. 
London. 

1917. Handbook to Lord Lilford 's coloured 

flgures of the birds of the British Islands. See 

GLADSTONE, H. S. ~::::::::---------:----

[ Ls~::o:~:::::O:::~::·. ~~::.:ME•:e; r 
va ', 1914-22. ~ 

{\ 

L ILLIE, FRANK RATTRAY [1870- ]. 
1908. The development of the chick; an intro· 

duction to embryology. 8vo. pp. xi+ 472. 250 

figs. (few col.). append. index. New York. 

,J 
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r>/LILLJ'EBORG, WILHELM [1816-? 1903]. 
1844-5. Observationes Zoologicae. Pts. 1-11. 4to. 
pp. 57. 1 pl. London. 

1861-2. On Cetacea, etc. 8vo. Upsala. 
Author's ,:; parate from the psala Uni1·ersitets .Aarskrijt of even 
date. 

1891. veriges och Norges fiskarne fauna. 
8vo. pp. 2,432. illust. 

3 vols. 
Upsala. 

An important treatise on Swedish and Norwegian pisces, by a well 
recognized authority on Scandiuavian fishes. 

LINCOLN, FREDERICK CHARLES [1892- ] . 
1917. The woodpeckers of Co)orado. pp. 21. 
illust. Published by the Colorado Mountain Club. 

1924 . Instructions for banding birds. 8vo. pp. 28. 
26 figs. T. of c. bibliogr. Washington. 

1924 . Returns from banded birds, 1920 to 1923. 
8vo. pp. 56. 4 pl. 1 fig. map. T. of c. index. 

n ·ashingto~ 
Return from 100 pecies of banded bird reported to the Biological/ 
'urvey 192o-3. .../' 

1926. nited States Department of Agricutture. 
Department circular 362. Trapping ducks for 
banding. 8vo. pp. 20. 18 figs. T. of c. 

VVaslzington, D.C. 
1930 . American waterfowl. See PHILLIPs, JOHN 
CHARLES. 

LINCOLNSHIRE NATURAL HISTORY. 
1898. Notes and Queries. 

LINDERMAYER, ANTOINE. 
1860. DieVogelGriechenlands. 8vo. pp.138. index. 

Passau. 
A supplementary study of the birds of Greece contributed to Oken's 
Isis, 18!3. The synonymy, distribution, habits, &c., of Greek birds 
are concbely discussed. The book is rather rare. 

LINDGREN' HJALMAR 0SSIAN. 
1876. Studier Ofver daggjursagget. 8vo. pp. 2 + 
138. pl. (Lund Universitet thesis.) Lund. 

LINDNER, C. 
[1914]. (Die) Brutvogel von Naumburg, Weissen
fels, Zeitz und Umgegend. 8vo. pp. 38. 2 col. pl. 

Naumberg-a-S. 
LINDSAY, B. 

1895. An introduction to the study of zoology. 
8vo. pp. xix+356. 124 figs. T. of c. glossary. 
index. London. 

LINDSAY, WILLIAl\1 LADDER [1829-80]. 
1880. Mind in the Lower Animals in health and 
disease. 2 vols. 8vo. pp. 1,004. New l 'ork. 

LING CH'ANG HUAN. 1927 . See T YA T'SIUN. 

LING TI-CHIH [16th cent.]. 
1577. Wen hsiian chin tzu lu; A classified com
pendium of literary quotations on all kinds of 
subjects, including the animal kingdom, chuan 
20 and part of chuan 21. 25 x 16·8 cm. [G.] 

LINK, JoH. A DR. 

LINNAEAN ASSOCIATION , PENNSYL-
VANIA COLLEGE . Gettysburg. 
1844-8. Literary record and journal. 

LINNAEUS (LI NE), CAROLUS [1707-78] also 
LINNE, KARL VON. 
1738. Petri Artedi ... Ichthyologia ... Opera 
posthuma. 8vo. Lugd. Bat. 
One of the early treatises of Linnaeus, probably written while be 
was living in Leyden. 

1743. Caroli Linnaei Oratio ... intra Patriam. 
Ejusque Elenchus Animalium per Sueciam obser
vatorum. 8vo. Appended is Gessner's Disserta
tiones. [0.] Lugd. Bat. 
The Osier Library has a number of Linnean titles. 

1743. An oration, etc. Tr. by Benj. Stillingfleet. 
Stillingfleet's 11iiscellaneous Tracts. [0.] 

1746 . Fauna Suecica sistens animalia Sueciae 
regni; quadrupedia, a ves, amphibia, pisces, insecta, 
vermes, distributa per classes et ortlines, genera 
etspecies. 12mo. pp.25+411. pl. Stocklzolmiae. 
This is the rare first edition. 

1746. C. Linnaei ... Fauna Svecica ... distributa 
per classes, etc. 8vo. pp. 26+411. 2 pl. 

Stockholm iae. 
A pirated reprint of the first edition. 

1748. Linnaei ... Systema Naturae, etc. Editio 
sexta. 8vo. pp. (29) + 224. 8 pi. Stockltolmiae. 

1748. C. Linnaei ... Systema Naturae, sive regna 
lria naturae systematice proposita per classes, 
ordines, genera et species. 8vo. pp. 44 + 224. 8 pl. 

Lipsiae. 
This is the seventh edition of the famous classic, really a reprint of 
the sixth edition except that the names of the animals and minerals 
are given in German instead of l::!wedish. The epithetlcs alone of 
Linnaean literature would fill several pages. The McGill libraries 
appear to possess most of the essentials, including several pirated 
and badly printed editions of the Systema N at?trae. In the majority 
of the doubtful reprintings the vertebrate have suffered less than 
the botanical and other sections. 

1753. Museum Tessinianum, etc. folio. pp. 6 + 
123 + 9. 12 pl. Holmiae. 
Printed in both Latin and Swedi h. The author's name is not printed 
on the title-page but Tessin (in the preface) asserts that the work 
(descriptive of the Museum contents) was that of Linnaeus. 

[1758) 1894. Editio decima (Systema Naturae). 
Reprint of Tom us I; cura Societatis Zoologicae 
Germanicae iterum edita. 8vo. pp. 4+824+3. 

(Holmiae) Lipsiae. 
1759. Caroli Linnrei ... Animalium specierum in 
classes, ordines, genera, species, methodica dis
positio. 8vo. pp. 2 + 253 + 3. Lugduni Batav. 
One of the numerous reprints of the tenth edition. 

1760. Systema Naturae. Praefatus est J. J. 
Langius ... ad editionem decimam reformatam 
Holmiensem. 2 vols. 8vo. (Pirated ed.) 

Halae Afagdeburgicae. 
A very good pirated reprinting of vol. l, Reunurn animale, with 880 
pages and few error . On p. 723 Oyproea derosa is given instead of 
C. erosa; on p. 1!2 .Ardea nigra is entered as .A. igna. Vol. II is 
devoted entirely to the Regnum 1•egetabile. 

1766-8. Systema Naturae, etc. Editio duodecima 
reformata. 3 vols. 8vo. illust. Holmiae. [1886-7 ?]. Die Vogel der Has berge und deren 

Umgebung; ein Beitrag zur Vogelfauna Frankens. 
8vo, pp. 38. no t.-p. n.p. 

Parts 1 and 2 of Vol. I are devoted to the Regnum animate, pp. 
1,327 +36. This is eminently a practical edition, facilitatini the 

/ \ work of classifying pecies. 
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~ l [LINNAEU S , C. (conid.)] 

1773-6. Des RiUers C. von Linne ... vollstandige 

-tAl\ Natursystem nach der zwolften La~inischen A uf

r 'I ~ gabe. 6 pis. and supplements, in 9 vdls. 8vo. illust. 
Nurnberg. 

There wE:>re several editions and abridgments of this German 

edition by P. L. , ·. MUller which to the present time is used as a 

valuable and dependable work of reference. 

1776. A catalogue of the birds, beasts, fishes, 

insects, plants, etc. contained in Edwards's 

Natural History, in seven volumes, with their 

Latin names by Sir C. Linnaeus. folio. pp . 15+1. 
London . 

Published by Linnaeus after the death of Edwards. It was probably 

intended to form one of the 'seven parts'. See EDWARDS, GEORGE 

Natural History, vol. I [174-3], by Robson. 

1788- 93. Systema Naturae, etc. Editio decima 

tertia, aucta, reformata, cura J. F. Gmelin. 3 vols. 

8vo. illust. Lipsiae. 

On the whole the most important of these fundamental works of 

reference. The student of vertebrate zoology will be interested in 

Tom us I, Regnum animate; pars 1, l\lammalia, pp. 10 + 232, 1788; 

pars 2, A ves, pp. 233-1032; pars 3, Amphibia et Pisces, pp. 1033-

1516-the last two parts both publlshed in (1789). There was a 

reissue of this volume (and vol. Ill, 8vo, Lugduni) in 1789-96. 

1800. Faunae Suecicae-Vertebrata-Pars prima, 

... quem recognovit, emendavit, et auxit Andreas 

Joannes Retzius. pp. 10+362. 1 col. p7. Lipsiae. 

The library copy of this rather scarce Linnaeana is interleaved and 

has many MS. notes by a former owner. 

1805 . See PULTENEY, R. 

1806 . A general system of nature, through the 

three grand kingdoms of animals, vegetables, and 

minerals . . . translated [from the 13th ed.] from 

Gmelin, Fabricius, \ Villdenow, &c . .. . with a life 

of Linne ... and a diclionary .. . of the terms . . . 

of natural history, by \Villiam Turton. 7 vols. 8vo. 

Vol. I, pp . vii+943. porlr. 19 p l. (col.) . index. 
London. 

1811. Lachesis Lapponica: or, A tour in Lapland. 

J. E. Smith, editor. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp . xvi+ 

366. 43 figs. Vol. 11, pp . (2) +306. 34 figs. 2 

append. index. London. 

Amended translation with copious notes of a Journal by Linnaeus. 

1832 . See BIOGRAPHY, by A. L. A. Fee. 

1894. Caroli Linnrei Systema naturre. Regnum 

animale. Editio decima, 1758, cura Societatis 

zoologicre germanicre iterum edita. 8vo. pp. 824. 

Reprint of the tenth improved edition. 
Lipsiae. 

1899. An Index to the generic and ~rivial names 

of Animals . . . in the l Oth and 12th editions of . .. 

the Systema Naturae. 8vo. pp . 8+108. 
Manchester . 

An indispensable contribution to Linnaean literature, by C. D. 

Sherborn, the well-known bibliographer. 

1905-6. Skrifter, utgifna af Kongl. Svenska 

Vetenskapsakademien. 3 vols. 4to. Upsa la. 

1907. C. von Linne betydelse Sasom natur

forskare och lakare, etc. 8vo. Stockholm. 

An 'appreciation' of Linnaeu, as naturalist, issued by the Kong!. 

8venska Vetenskapsakademien on the bi-centenary of the great 

man's birthday. E. Lonnberg and C. Aurivillius "Tote the tribute 

to Linnaeus as zoologist in an essay of 80 pages. 

**** and LONNBERG, Er AR. 
1907. Caroli Linnrei ... Method us avium sveti-

carum, utgifven af Einar Lonnberg. 8vo. pp. (4)+ 

96+56. 1 pl. (fold.). Up psala. 

A transcript of an unpubli hed manuscript by Linnaeus on the birds 

of l:)weden, entitled, 'Methouns Avium l:)veticarum ', with notes by 

Lonnberg. The original :\11:). is said to have been in the form of a 

pocket notebook, interleaved with lom.e sheets containing matter of 

questionable date; the notebook carried a title-page bearing the 

date January 1, 173l. 

LINNEA. Tidskrift foA de ungtf· 1897-1905. 

( Conlinued as Linnean Magazine.) 1H inneapolis. 

LINNEAN BULLETIN. 1884. Lancas ter , P a. 

LINNEAN MAGAZINE . 
Linnea.) 

1905- 8 . (Continues 
J"\t1 inneapo lis . 

LINNEAN SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

1855-date. Journal (Zoology). 

1838-date. Proceedings. 

1875-date. Transactions 

LINNEAN SOCIETY OF NEW YORK . 

1888-date. Abstract of Proceedings. 

1882-4. TransacLions all 

LINNEAN SOCIETY OF NEW 
WALES. 
1882 ?-date. AbstracL of Proceedings. 

1875-date. Proceedings. 
~--~----------~ 

LINNESXA SAMFUNDETS HANDLIN-

GAR. 1832. :i tocklzo lm. 

LIOUVILLE, J. ::>ee PRA CE . DE XIEME Ex

PED ITIO A -TARCTIQUE FRAN~AI E (1908-10) . 

LISBON. Academia das Sciencias. See ACA- I 
~: I 

DEMIA DAS SCIE 'CIAS DE LI BpA. -:_ 

LISBON. SeeJORNAL DAS sciE CIAS . . .. ATURAES. 

LISTE DER AUTOREN ZOOLOGISCHER 

ARTBEGRIFFE, et<.: . 1888 . See A o YMous . 

LISTER, MART! [? 1638-171:2-J. 
1678. Historiae Animalium Angliae tres t ractatus, 

etc. 4to . illust. London. 

Lister's fir t work, for a desrription of which see S. Wood, Mart in 

Lister, Zoologist and Physician, Annals of Jledical History, Jan. 

1929. See BIBLIOTHECA. OSLERIA.NA., :32±6. 

LIST OF BRITISH BIRDS. 
n.d . (? Bowdler Sharpe.) See A '0 YMOUS. 

LITTLE, MALCOLM EDGE\VORTH and XEMP

TON, R . T. 
1929. A laboratory manual for comparative ana

tomy._ 4to. pp.19+286. p l. New York . 

LITTLEJOHNS, R . T. and LAWRENCE, S. A. 

1921. Bird Homes in the Bush. Sydney. 

n.d. Bird of our bush. 8vo. pp . 208. 67 photopl. 

index. i\.1 elbourne. 

A popular arcount of interesting Australian birds, illustrated with 

charming photographs taken by the authors. Dr. J . A. Leach has 

\\Titten for it a relevant introduction. 

LITTLE NATURE LIBRARY. 
1922 . Birds worth knowing. See DO BLED AY , 

1.:\llrs. ' ELLIE. 
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}1lv LITTLER, FRANK MERVY . 

19 10. A handbook of the bird of Tasmania and 
its dependencies. 8uo. pp. 18 + 242. 42 pl. append. 
indexes. Launceston, Tasmania . 
Describes (and rlepict many of the) 2U species. The photoplatc are unusually clear and good. The permanent list of birds number about 114. 

LIVERPOOL BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 
1886-date. Proceedings and Transactions. 

LIVERPOOL MUSEUMS. ( nder City con
trol.) 
1898-1901. Bulletin. 

LIVERPOOL NATURAL HISTORY SO
CIETY. 
1840 . Report. 

LIVERPOOL NATURALISTS' FIELD 
CLUB. Liverpool. 
1860-date. Proceedings. 

LIVERPOOL NATURALISTS' JOURNAL. 
1866- 8 . (All pub.) 

LIVERPOOL UNIVERSITY. Department 
of Oceanography. 
1886- date. Annual Report. 
1899-date. 1 emoirs. 

LIVERPOOL UNIVERSITY. Lancashire 
Sea-Fisheries Laboratory. 
1892-date. Report. (\\'anling.) 

LIVING ANIMALS OF THE WORLD , etc. 
? 192 7 . A 0 YMOUS. 

LIVINGSTONE , GEORGE. 
1868. British birds, their haunts and habits. 8uo. 
pp. 4+282. illust. London. 
I11teresting ~cientiftc observations of various British species. The identity of the anonymous writer is established by an inserted letter in a copy of the work in theW. H. Mullens Library. The book is quite rare, a small edition only having been privately printed. 

LLOYD, II . E. 
1824. Travel in Brazil in the years 1817- :W. See 
SPIX, JOHA B. 

LLOYD, HOYES. 
n .d. Canada's feathered friends. 8vo. pp. 6. 

[Ottawa.] 
.,...._ A pamphlet published by the Dominion Parks Bra1.ch. Department I of the Interior, giving the names and u, rfulness of ffie more common Canadian birds. 

(1920 ?]. Protection of bird neighb ours. 8vo . pp. 8 
[ fJttawa.] 

LLOYD , LLEWELY. [179'2-1876]. 
1854. Scandinavian adventures . \\ ith some ac
count of the northern fauna. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I , 
pp. xxi + 512. front. (col.). 6 pl. (co l., 1 map) . 
67 figs. T. of c. append. Vol. II, pp. xi+546. 
front. (col.). 5 p l. (co l.). 3.5 figs. T. of c. index . 

Londnn. 
1867. The game b irds and wild fowl of Sweden 
and Norway; together with an account of the 
seals and all-water fishe of those countries. 1st 
ed . 8uo. pp. J'X ~ .599. front . (co l.). 51 pl. (·17 co l. ). 
74 figs. 1 map (fold.). T. of c. index . London. 
A popular account of the subject, including detailed notes on. the 

methods of hunting and capturing the various animals described. The greater part of the bool<, pp. 1- 371, con "i, t of a description of the birds, ''ith no less than 33 of the colored and 3 of the plain plates being devoted to them al "O. The eolored plates are chromolithograph. by l\1. Korner, W. von Wright, and J. Wolf. A econd £>dition appeared later in the same year. 

1873. See A. DERSSO , CH RLES JOI-1 

LOCHE , VICTOR (1806- 63]. 
1844- 67. Exploration scientifique de l 'Algerie, 
etc. Oiseaux. See ALGERIA. 

(1858]. Catalogue des Mammiferes et des Oiseaux 
observes en lgerie, etc. 8uo. pp. 11 + 158. Paris. 
This work is based on observations made during the French governmental Exploration .~cientifique de l'Algerie, 184o-!2, and is cited in Prince Bonaparte's Conspectus Avium. 

1867 . Histoire naturelle des Oiseaux- Mammi
feres. See EXPLORATIO CIE TIFIQUE DE L 'AL
GERIE (1858). 

LOCHNER VON HUMMELSTEIN, JoHANN 
IlEI RICH. 
1716. Rariora Musei Besleriani quae olim Basilius 
et l\1. R. Besleri collegerunt. folio. pp. 24+ 112. 
41 pl. Norimbergae. 

LOCKINGTON, vVILLIAM NEALE. See KINGSLEY, 
J. s., ed., 1885. 

LOCKWOOD, SAM EL. See KINGSLEY, J. s., ed., 
1885. 

LOCY, \VILLIAl\1 A. 
1915. Biology and its Makers. 3rd ed. 8uo. pp. 
468. 123 cuts. index. New York. 
A very useful treatise on the subjeCt. The first edition was issued in l908, the second in 1915. 

(1925] . The Growth of Biology. Zoology from 
Cuvier. 8vo. pp. 481. 140 illusl. index. N. Y. 
A valuaule aid to an understanding of the development of the ,;rience. The writer also considers other departments of biology. 

LODGE, REGI ALD B. 
1903 . Pictures of bird life. 8uo. pp. 376. 7 pl. 
(col .). 231 figs. index. London. 
An interc ting account of methods and experiences in photography while hunting birds with thr camera. 

(1908]. Bird-hunting through wild Europe [with 
a camera]. vo. pp. 333. 94 pl. (121 figs. ). T. of c. 
append. index. London. 

LOEB, JACQLES [1859- 1924] . 
1908. eher den chemischen Charakter des 
Befructungsvorganges. Leipzig. 
1918. Forced movements, tropisms, and animal 
conduct. 8vo. pp. 209. illust. 

Pliiladelplzia and London. 
One of this famom; experimentrr's treatises on animal habits and behavior. 

LOEWIS, 0SI' AR VO:\'. 
1895. "Cnsere Balti che Singvogel. 8vo. pp. 299. 

Reval. 
A very good account of Korth European ~ongstrr~, e;;pecially tho e of Finlancl and Kurland. 

LOISEL, Gc TA ' E [18(j7 ] . 
[1907]. Happort sur une :\l i ion . le jardins !'- d'Allemagne, d u Royaume-uni, etc. 49 p l. 

-;~ 
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LOMER, GERHARD RICHARD and MACKAY, 

MARGARET S. 
1924. Catalogue of scientific periodicals in 

Canadian libraries. 4lo. (McGill University 

Publications.) 1\1 ontreal. 

A most helpful list for librarians, bibliographers, and advanced 

students. 

LONDON, EDINBURGH AND DUBLIN 

PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE AND 

JOURNAL OF SCIENCE. London. 

1798-1826. Series 1. 

1827-32. 
" 

'2. 

1833-50. " 
3. 

1851-75. 
" 

4. 

1876-1900. 
" 

5. 

1901-25. 
" 

6. 

1926-d.ale. 
" 

7. 

LONDON MEDICAL AND PHYSICAL 

JOURNAL. (Early title Med. and Phys. 

Journal.) 1799-1833. 

LONDON NATURALIST. 1914-30. 

This periodical publh;hes many notes and papers on the-bird life and 

lore within the Metropolitan area. It is the organ of the London 

Natural History, ociety. From 191!-20 it published the Transac

tions of the Society. 

LONDON SCIENCE CLASS-BOOKS. 

1903. Zoology of the vertebrate animals. See 

MACALISTER, ALEXANDER. 

LONDON ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

1872-5. Revised list of the vertebrated animals 

now or lately living in the gardens of the Zoo

logical society of London, [and supplement 1872-

74]. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. iv+399. 30 figs. 

T. ofc. index. Vol. II,pp. (4)+54. T. ofc. index. 
London. 

1896. List. of the vertebrated animals now or 

lately living in the gardens of the Zoological 

society of London. 9th ed. 8vo. pp. xvi + 724. 

70 figs. T. of c. index. London. 

A nearly complete catalogue of all the species of Vertebrates of which 

specimens have been exhibited in the Society's Menagerie during the 

past 34 years (1862-96). The portion relating to the class Aves will 

be found on pp. 21&--551, with 26 illustrations, figs. os. -15-70. 

In the lst edition (1862) the number of bird recorded was 409, in 

the present one it has risen to 1,676. 

1902-12. Index zoologicus. An alphabetical list 

of names of genera and subgenera proposed for 

use in zoology as recorded in the ' Zoological 

record' 1880-1900, together with other names not 

included in the' Nomenclator zoologicus of S. H. 

Scudder. Comp. (for the Zoological ociety of 

London) by Charles Owen vVaterhou e, and ed. by 

David Sharp. 8vo. pp. 12+420. London. 

1929. List of the vertebrated animals exhibited 

in the gardens of the Zoological society of London, 

1828-1927. Centenary ed. (ed. by P.C. Mitchell]. 

4 vols. 8vo. London. 

Co TENTS. Vol. 1. Mammals, by Maj. S. S. 

Fowler. 2. Birds, by G. C. Low. 3. Reptiles, by 

Maj. S. S. Fowler, Amphibia b M. A. Smith, 

Fishes lJy E. G. Boulenger. 4. Centenary volume. 

A very u eful catalogue (with note ) of the living vertebrates in the 

London Zoo. 

n.d. The animals, etc., in the Zoological gardens; 

photographs from life by Frank Haes. 8 pts. in 

1 portfolio. photo. London. 

n.d. List of abbreviati~ns with titles of journals 

containing papers dealing with matters of zoo

logical importance. See A ONYMous. 

LONG, JOSEPH \Y. 
1874. American wild-fowl shooting. Describing 

the haunts, habits, and methods of shooting wild 

fowl, particularly those of the western states of 

America. 8vo. pp.xiv + 330. 3pl. 22figs. T.ofc. 
New York. 

One of those books describing effective methods of slaughtering 

beautiful \Vild birds that the Compiler hopes will oon be as much 

out of date as the flintlock once used for hunting them. 

LONG, WILLIAM JOSEPH [1867- ]. 

1901. Fowls of the Air. 8vo. Boston. 

1919. How animals talk, and other pleasant 

studies of birds and beasts. 8vo. pp. [6]+302. 

illusl. pl. New rork. 

LONGCHAMPS, MICHEL EDMO D DE SELYS. 

See SELYS-LO GCHAMPS. 

LONGHI, PAOLO. 
1898. Sopra I resti di un crania di Champsodel

phis; fossile scoperto nella mala sa miocenia del 

Bellunese. 8vo. pp. [ 6] + 60. pi. Padova. 

LONG ISLAND NATURAL HISTORY 

CLUB. See wARBLER. 

LONGOLIUS, GYBERTUS, of Utrecht [I:-07-43]. 

1544. Dialogus de avibus, et earum nominibus 

Graecis, Latinis, et Germanicis [etc.]; [ed. by 

\Villiam Turner]. 12mo. pp. [112]. 
Coloniae, lo. Gymnicus. 

The original of one of the e~rli~t and .rarest boo~s .on birds. It is a 

pol'<thumous Cologne publicatiOn, edtted bv Wllliam Turner, the 

author of another rare work, .Axium praec{puarum hi~toria, 1544, 

and friend of Gilbert Longolius. The present volul)l~ 1 eomplet~, 

in fine condition, and has been recently bound by RI~'Iere. T~ere IS 

no note of thif' work in the Cat. Br. Jltts. (Nal . Rlst.), nor m the 

collection of the Zoological Society. See also Tl'RNER, WILLIAM. 

LtiNNBERG, AXEL JOHAN EINAR (1865- ]. 

1905. Die Vogel der Schwedischen Sudpolar

Expedition, 1901-03. 4lo. pp. 9. Stockholm. 

Birds of the Swedif'h Antarctic Expedition. :Most of the collecti~n 

was unfortunately lost with the wreck of the ve'lsf'l. Cover bound m. 

1905. Short notes on a collection of birds from 

Tianshan. 8vo. pp. 23. 1 pl. (col. ). Uppsala. 

1905. See ORDENSKJOLD, . 0. G. 

1906. Contribution to the fauna of South 

Georgia. 1. Taxonomic and biological notes on 

vertebrates. folio. pp. 104. pl. Uppsala. 

1907. Caroli Linnaei Methodus avium Sveli

carum. ee also LI ~AE , c. 

1909. Notes on birds collected in southern Trans

baicalia and northern Mongolia. 8vo. pp. 42. 

9 figs. Uppsala. 

1910. See SJO TEDT, B. Y. 

1911. Birds collected by the wedish Zoological 

expedition to British East Africa. 4lo. pp. 113. 

5 pi. (col.). Uppsala. 
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1917. Mammals collected in Central Africa. 4to. 
12 pl. Stockholm. 
1917-29. Svenska faglar, efter naturen och pa 
sten ritade af M. & ,V. von \Vright. 105 pts. in 
6 portfolios. See WRIGHT, M. and w. Stockholm. 
1920-4. The natural history of Juan Fernandez 
and Easter Island. See SKOTT BERG, eARL J. F. 

LOOMIS, LEVERETT MILL (1857- J. 
1891. An historical sketch of South Carolinian 
ornithology. pp. I. Pub. by the Author. N.} . 
A review of the chief publications on the subject. 
1918. A Review of the Albatrosses, Petrels, and 
Diving Petrels. 4lo. pp. 187. 17 pl. (2 maps fold.). 
T. of c. index. Expedition of the California 
Academy of Sciences to the Galapagos Islands, 
Hl06- 1906. San Francisco. 
Author's reprint of Proc. Gal. Acad. Se. , April 22, 1918. A carefully prepared treatise divided into six parts: (1) Historical, (2) Geographic distribution, (3) Migration, (4) Variation, (5) Classification and Nomenclature, (6) Results of the Study. The last part GOmprises nearly two-thirds of the entire report treating of the 4-! species obtained by the expedition, and going into great detail regarding variation in size and coloration, migration and habits, &c., uf these puzzling bird" of tl1e high Reai". 

LOO~, THE. Devoted to Ornithology and Oology. 
Editor: Thad. Surber. White . Sulphur Springs, 
Vi~jnia. 
1889~;: Monthly. 8vo. ~ach number has table of 
contents. _ 
F. Burns (73 ) furnishes the following note1;;:.Vol. I. 
1889. Nos. 1-10, Jan.-Oc.t. pp. 78 Tall issued). 
This periodical belonged to the better cla.,s of minor ornithological journals as evidenced by the chara·cter of its rontributionR- and the scientific status of its contributors. Among the latter were F . B. Andrews, W. L. Kells, Chas. T. Hepburn, C. W. wallow, E. B. Webster, and J . Claire Wood. 

LOOS, KURT. -
1910. Der Schwarzspecht; ein Leben und seine 
Beziehungen zum Forsthaushalt. 8vo. pp. viii + 
145. 21 pl. T. of c. Wien. 
The family life of the Great Black Woodpecker, Picus mar/ius L., the European protot~"])e of the North American Pileated Woodpecker, P. pileatus. 

G.) d. Der uhu in Bohmen ; nebst einigen N otizen 
f•ber die Verbreitung dieser Eule in einigen andern 
Landern. 4to. pp. 70+(3). 5 pl. 3 maps (fold., 
2 col.). T. of c. Saaz. 
llabits and distribution of the Eagle-Owl, Bubo ma.xirnus, in Bohemia, with illustrations and sections of tlw disgorged pellets. 

LORD, CLIVE ERROL <md SCOTT, H. H. 
1924. A synopsis of the vertebrate animals of 
Tasmania. 8vo. pp. (8)+340. front. 41 pi. 117 
figs. glossary. 2 indexes. Hobart. 
A preliminary compilaticn of the Tasmanian vertebrates. 

LORD, Jou KEAST (1818- 72]. 
1866. The naturalist in Vancouver Island and 
British Columbia. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xiv + 
358. 6 pl. 1 fig. T. of c. Vol. II, pp. vii+375. 
3 pl. 1 fig. T. of c. append. London. 

LORD, THOMAS (fi. 1796]. 
1791. Lord's entire ne\v system of Ornithology. 
folio. pp. 6+114. 111 col. pl. London. 
An extremely scarce but sri.entifleally unreliahlc work. It was issued in parts of three heet and platcs each. The copx · umd lacks pl. 83, 113-l-!, but is otherwise complete. lt is fr m· e :Mttllens Library with an inserted letter and two of the original col6red wrappers bound in. 

LORD, WILLIAM RoGERS. 
1902. A first book upon the birds of Oregon and 
vVashington; a pocket guide and pupils' assistant 
in the study of most of the land birds and a few 
of the water birds of these states. 12mo. pp. 304+ 
4. 20 text-figs. index. Portland, Ore. 
Second edition of a popular work. The systematic names of bird species are not mentioned. 

LORD DERBY NATURAL HISTORY 
MUSEUM, LIVERPOOL. 
1920. Handbook and guide to the British birds 
on exhibition in the Lord Derby natural history 
museum, Liverpool. [By J. A. Clubb.J 2nd ea. 

LOREK, C. G. 
1834-7. Fauna prussica; Abbildungen der Sauge
thiere, Vogel, Amphibien und Fische Preussens. 
8vo. pp. 4+16. 130 pl. index. Konigsberg. 
A rare and important atlas of North German vertebrate fauna. 

LORE NZ' THEODOR. 
1887. Beitrag zur Kentniss der ornithologischen 
Fauna an der Nordseite des Kaukasus. 4to. 
pp. xii + 62. 4 col. pl. 2 text-figs. Moscow. 
A condensed description of the avifauna of the northern Caucasus. The copy in hand wa pre ented to P. L. Sclater by the writer with his autograph. 

1910-11. Die Birkhi.ihner Russlands deren Has
tarde, Ausartungen und Varietaten. atlas folio. 
pp. 4+ 10. wrapper title, advt., dedication, title. 
24 hand-col. photogr. pl. 3 figs. in lext. Yienna. 
Beautifully illustrated ·(unfinished) atlas on Tetrao tetrax, the Russian Black Cock. It was completed by Kohts and published after the death of the author. The wrapper is undated and marked 'Liefenmg I' . The advt. promises 24 colored plates and 50 colored figures. 

LORENZI, LAURE TIO (Lorenzo ). 
1767-73. Ornithologia Methodice Digesta, atque 
1conibus aeneis ad vivum illuminatis ornata. See 
also MANETTI, XAVERIO. 

LORENZINI, STEFANO. 
1678. Osservazioni intorno alle torpedini. 8vo. 
pp. 6 +136. Firenze. 
A rather rare work on the torpedoe·l!l. 

LORQUINIA. (Lorqnin Nat. Hist. Club.) 
1916-19. 2 vols. (all pub.). 

LORT-PHILLIPS, E. 
1888. The unknown horn of Africa ... The 
drawings of the fauna . . . from specimens chiefly 
collected by E. Lort-Phillips. See JAMES, F. L. 

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. Depart
ment of Natural Sciences. 
1915-18? liscellaneous Publications. 

LOS ANGELES ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 
1912. Proceedings. 

LOTOS. Prague. 1850-date. 

LOTSY, JoH_\ NES PAUL s [1867- ] and GOD
DI.JN, vY. A. 
1928. Voyages of exploration to judge of the 

, bearing of hybridization upon evolution. 1. South 
Africa. 2 vols. 8vo. illust. pi. The Hague. 

3L 
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~z LOTTINGER, A. J. 
( 1795) An 3. His to ire du coucou d'Europe. 
pp. 36. Strasbourg. 

This is an excessively rare but interesting tractate, mentioned in 
the Carus Bibliotheca but not found in the Cat. Br. M us. (Nat. Hist.). 

LOUISIANA SOCIETY OF NATURALISTS, 
NEW ORLEANS. 
1897-9. Proceedings. (All pub.) 

LOV ASSY, A. voN. See BUDAPEST, 1900. 

LOVELL, ROBERT [1630?-90). 
1661. na:vsc.vopVKTOA6yta:. Sive Panzoologico
mineralogia. 8vo. pp. 96+519+152. Oxford. 

The History of Minerals has a separate title. 
Lovell or Lovel, naturalist and physician, published his works while 
still a student at Oxford. [0. 3274] 

LOW, ALBERT PETER. See CANADA. REPORT, etc. 
1906. 

LOW, DAVID [1786-1859). 
1842. The breeds of the domestic animals of the 
British Islands. 2 vols. folio. illust. London'. 

The descriptions are preceded by a full history of the wild and 
domesticated races so far as known. The two most remarkable cir
cumstances in the history of the Horse are the character of the 
British race-horse and the escape of the hor e from human control 
in Spanish America. 

LOW, GEORGE [1747-95]. 
1813. Fauna Orcadensis; or, The natural history 
of the quadrupeds, birds, reptiles and fishes of 
Orkney and Shetland. 4to. pp. 20+230. 

Edinburgh. 

The author was introduced to Thomas Pennant by Sir Joseph 
Banks, and this sketch of the Natural History of the Orkney 
Islands was at first designed for Pennant's information. He did for 
Orkney what Gilbert White did for elborne. 

LOW' GEORGE CARMICHAEL [1872- ) . 
1924. The literature of the Charadriiformes from 
1894-1924, with a classification of the order, and 
lists of the genera, species and subspecies. 8.vo. 

pp. 11 +220. London. 

LOWE, PERCY RoYCROFT [1870- ] . 
1911. A naturalist on desert islands. 8vo. pp. xii 

+300. front. 31 pi. 2 maps (col., 1 fold. ). 3 figs. 

T. of c. index. London. 

The experiences of a naturalist during six winter cruises among little
known islands of the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico. 

[1913]. Our common sea-birds: cormorants, terns, 
gulls, skuas, petrels and auks. 4to. pp. xvi + 310. 

238 pl. (1 map). T. of c. index. London. 

1928. Studies and observations bearing on the 
phylogeny of the ostrich and its allies. 8vo. 

pp. 63. illust. pl. London. 

Author's reprint. 

LOWE, RICHARD THOMAS [1802-74]. 
1843-60. A history of the fishes of Madeira. 
5 pis. 8vo. pp. 16 +196. 17 col. pl. London. 

This work was issued in parts, only five of which were published. 
Plates 17-19,21-24,26, and 27 were never issued in the colored state 
the original drawings having been lost. ' 

LOWIS' OSCAR vo . 
1895. Unsere Baltische Singvogel. 8vo. pp. 2 + 
299. index. Reval. 

LOYD, LEWIS RICHARD WILLIAM [1882- ) . 
1925. Lundy; its history and natural history. 8vo. 

pp. xii+248. 19 pl. 1 map (fold.). 8 figs. T. of c. 

index. London. 

[? 1926]. Bird facts and fallacies. 8uo. pp. 246. 

T. of c. London. 

Interesting and useful popular history of ancient and medieval 
ornithology, mostly of British birds. 

1929. The birds of south-east Devon. 8vo. pp. 

176. 5 pl. 1 map (fold.). T. of c. index. London. 

LUBBOCK, Sir JoH , Baron AVEBURY [1834-

1913]. 
1879. Scientific lecturee. 8vo. pp. x+187. 54 

figs. T. of c. London. 

1892. The beauties of nature and the wonders of 
the world we live in. 12mo. pp. xiv+429. front. 

11 pl. 55 figs. T. of c. New York. 

The present edition of this popular work is the first reprint (Ameri
can) of the original publication in London of the same year; others, 
almost identical in text and illustrations and dated 1893, 1895, and 
1905, are in the :McGilllibraries. 

1908. On the senses, instincts, and intelligence of 
animals. 8uo. pp. xxix+292. 118 figs. T. of c. 
index. New York. 

Vol. LXV of the International Scientific Series. 

LUBBOCK, RICHARD [1759-1808]. 
1845. Observations on the Fauna of Norfolk, etc. 
8vo. pp. 8+156. map. Norwich. 

1879. Observations on the Fauna of Norfolk, and 
more particularly on the district of the Broads. 
8vo. pp.xxxvi+239. front.(mapfold.). 2pl. T.ofc. 

append. Norwich. 

The fame of Richard Lubbock as a naturalist rests on tbi work, the 
first edition of which appeared in 1845, reissued in 1848 and 1860, 

with a new edition in 1879 as above. There are appendices by Alfred 
Newton, Tho . Southwell, and Henry tevenson. 

LtJ'BECK. See AT RHISTORISCHES MU EUM. 

LtJ'BEN, AuGUST [1804-74]. 
1848. Vollstandige Naturgesch. d. Saugetiere. 
38 pl. Eilenburg. 

1854. Leitfaden zu einem methodischen Unter
richt in der N aturgeschichte. 5th ed. 3 vols. 8uo. 

illust. Leipzig. 

LUCANUS, FRIEDRICH KARL HER lA -N VON 
[1869- ]. 
1904. Die Hohe des Vogelzuges und seine Rich
tung zum \Vinde auf Grund aeronautischer Beob
achtungen. pp. 24. (Repaged separate from the 
Proceedings of the Fifth Internal. Zoological Con

gress, Berlin, 1901.) Neudamm. 

1922. Die Ratsel des Vogelzuges; ihre Losung auf 
e:x'perimentellen \\'ege durch Aeronautik, Aviatik 
und Vogelberingung. 8vo. pp. viii+226. 1 pl. 

4 figs. (maps). T. of c. 2 indexes. · Langensalza. 

A detailed study of bird-migration and its problems. 

1923. Die Ratsel des Yogelzuges. 2nd ed. 
Langensal::a. 

[1925]. Das leben der vogel. 8vo. pp. 428. 19 pl. 

(col., 3 of eggs). 136 figs. T. of c. index. Berlin. 

A general study of birds, their structure, development, breeding, 
song, flight, and distribution. 
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LUCAS , ARTH R HENRY SHAKSPERE [1853- ]. 1896 . See noR , w. A., Report on the ... Scientific Expedition. 

**** and LE SOUi':F , W. H. D. 
1909. The nimals of Australia, etc. 8vo. 

Christchurch. 
Mostly devoted to the mammals and written in semi-po]Jular but strictly cientiflc style. 

**** and LE SOUi':F, \"V. H. D. 
1911. The birds of Australia. 8vo. pp. 11 + 489. 6 col. pl. text-figs. index. AI elbourne. 
On the whole the best handbook for popular use yet published. The textual cuts are better than the average and greatly as i ·t the identification of species. lany of them are from the Emu. 
1914 . See BR. ASSOC . AD. CIENCE, 1914. 

LUCAS, EmvARD VERRALL [1868- J. 
1928. The More I see of Men. 6th ed. 12mo. pp. 8+129. pl. London. 
A charming little collection of this popular author's writings, in prose and verse, dealing with dogs. He explains his title by the quotation:-

• The more', said one, 'of men I see, The more do dogs appeal to me.' 

LUCAS , FREDERIC AUGU T s [1852- ]. 
1891. Notes on the preparation of rough skeletons. 8vo. pp. 11. illust. (Bulletin of the U.S. National Museum, no. 39.) Washington. 
1895. The tongues of woodpeckers. 8vo. pp. 35-44. 3 pl. 1V ashington . 
Author's separate. The evidence favors the view that modifications of the tongu~ are directly related to the character of the food and are not of value for cla sification. 
1901. Animals of the Past. 
16 pl. text illust. 

8vo. pp. xx+258. 
New York. 

1\iostly concerned with prehistoric fauna of orth America. 
1903. Animals before Man in North America. 

N.Y. 
A work worthy of the attention of all students of prehistoric zoology. 
1909 . The anatomy of birds . See KNOWLTO , F. H . , Birds of the world . 

L UCAS' J OSEPH. 
1899. The pleasures of a p igeon-fancier. 2nd ed. F or private circulation only. 8vo. pp. ( 8) +119. 7 pl. (2 col.). 7 figs. T. of c. index. London . 

LUCERNE. Naturforschende Gesellschaft. 1895-date. Mitteilungen. 

LUCXNOW. North-Western provinces and Oudh provincial Museum. 
1890 . Catalogue of the birds. See REID, GEORGE . 

LUCRETIUS CARUS, T ITUS [93?-55 B.c .J. 1495. De rerum natura . 4to. Hain-C. 10283. Proctor 527 1. [0 . 1.] Fenice. 
1713. De Rerum Natura libri sex. 12mo. [0. 2.] 

London. 
1761. Di Tito Lucrezio Caro Della Natura delle cose, Libri VI. Tradotti da Ale andro Marchetti in Londra. 32mo. pp . 24+222+5. porlr . vignetted title. [London.] A translation into corresponding Italian mrtre of the poet's original Latin hexameters. If one cannot concede the claim of some admirers of Lucretius that he should be regarded as a conscious proponent of t he theory of evolution yet he certainly made a very good guess at it, and may well be classed as a forerunner, albeit the oldest, of 

Darwinism. Let us say that Democritus, Epicurus, and (especially) Lucretius dreamed about it but that Charles Darwin established the theory of evolution on a fum foundation of evidence and demonstration. Osier rates Lucretius high as a philosopher who versified startling conjectures now accepted as reasonable concept of modern cience. He believes, for example (Bib. Osler., p. 1), that 'the lines in Book V, 925-1010 [ed. 1495, Venice] could be transferred to any modern text-book of anthropology •. 
1773. De Rerum Natura libri sex. 8vo. 

Baskerville Press, Birmingham. 
1796-7. De rerum natura libros sex, ad exemplarium MSS. fidem recensitos, longe emendatiores reddidit, commentariis perpetuis illustravit, indicibus instruxit et cum animadversionibus Ricardi Bentleii, non ante vulgatis, aliorum subinde mi cuit Gilbertus Wakefield. 3 vols. folio. porlr. London. 
1813. Tito Lucrezio Caro della Natura delle cose libri sei tradotti da Alessandro Marchetti. 8vo. pp. 37 +452. Milano. 
An Italian translation into corresponding verse of the author's agelong attempt to get to the bottom of the real causes of natural phenomena-a problem frequently attacked by ancient and medieval philosophers. Carus gives but little attention to the mysteries of animal life but does say something about them (vide p. 354) now and then. 

1850. The same. Caro1us Lachmannus recensuit et emendavit. 8vo. [0 . 3.] Berol. 
1866. The same. With notes by H. A. J. Munro. 2nd ed. 2 vols. 8vo. [0. 4.] Camb. 
1910. The same. Tr. by Cyril Bailey. 12mo. [0. 7.] Oxford. 
(1916]. Of the Nature of Things. Metrical tr. by \ Vm. E. Leonard. 8vo. [0. 8.] Lond. 
1918. The poetry of Lucretius. By C. H. Herford. 8vo. [0. 9.] Manchester. 
This famous poem on natural history has been popular for twenty centuries and the foregoing titles represent but a few of the numerous editions of it that have appeared in many languages. 1\iost of the volumes in hand are from the Osier Library. 

LUDWIG, ALFRED. 
1894. Das Birkwild dessen Naturgeschichte, Jagd und Hege. 2nd ed. 4to. pp. 15 +254. ~Vien . 

LUDWIG, H . See LEUNIS, J., 1883-6. 
LUIGI, Duke of the Abruzzi [1873- ] . 
1909 . Ruwenzori. ee FILIPPI, F. DE . 

LUMHOLTZ, KARL SoFus [LoFTus] [1851- ] . 1889. Among cannibals; an account of four years' travels in Australia and of camp life with the aborigines of Queensland. 8vo. pp. xx+395. 28 pl. 2 maps (col. fold.). 97 figs. T. of c. append. index . London . 
LUND (SWEDEN), UNIVERSITET. 

1864-1904. Acta. 
1905-date. Afdelning 2. 

LUNDQVIST, G. 
1927. Bodenablagerungen und 
typen der Seen. 8vo. pp. 4+124. 

Ent wicklungs
tab. Stuttgart. 

LttNEBURG. Naturwissenschaft. Verein fiir das Fiirstentum Liineburg. 

A 

1855. Denkschriften 1 (all pub.). 
1852-64. J ahresbericht (incl. Bericht) 1- 13 (all pub .). 
1865-date. J ahreshefte. 

~ 
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"~7LUTXEN, CHRISTIAN FREDERICK [1827-1901]. 

1875. A revised catalogue of the Fishes of Green

land. 8vo. London. 

Part VII of the British Admiralty ~'Uanual of the Natural History of 

Greenland. 

1883-1930. See DE 1\IARK. INGOLF-EXPEDITION. 

LUTZ, E. 
1926. Der Pfahlbauer, etc. 8vo. Stuttgart. 

Furnishing, among other information, an account of the animals of 

and about the lake-dwellers. 

LUTZ, K. G. 
1899. \Vanderungen in Begleitung eines Natur

kundigen. 25 col. pl. Stuttgart. 

[1900). Der Vogelfreund; unsere einheimischen 

Vogel in \Vort und Bild. 3 vols. 24mo. Vol. I, 

pp. iv+160. 4;() pl. (col.). 4 figs. index. Vol. II, 

pp. (2) +154. 40 pl. (col.). 3 figs. index. Vol. III, 

pp. (4) +203. 41 pl. (col.). 11 figs. index. Stuttgart. 

A very complete guide to the bird:; of Germany, illustrated by 

numerous excellent colored plates. Gennan and Linnaean names 

are given in all cases. 

n.d. Lessons in Natural History. 32 pl. 

An American translation. 

N.Y. 

n.d. Die Raubvogel Deutschlands, nebst einem 

Anhang ilber Vogelschutz. 8vo. pp. 8+171. 

16 col. pl. 12 figs. in text. T. of c. Stuttgart. 

A popular account, systematically arranged and with all the local 

names of the birds of prey commonly found in Germany. 

LYCEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY. See 

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIE CES. 

LYDEKXER, RICHARD [1849-1915]. 

1885-7. The Sheep and its Cousins. 8vo. London. 

One of the earliest-brochures of this famous naturalist. 

1885-7. See BR. MUS. CATALOGUE. 

1888-90. Catalogue of the Fossil Reptilia and 

Amphibia in the British Museum. 4 pts. 8vo. 
London. 

One of the many invaluable series issued by the Trustees. 

1889. See NICHOLSON, H. A. and LYDEKKER, R. 

1891. Catalogue of the fossil birds in the British 

Museum. 8vo. pp. xxvii+368+17. 75 figs. 

addend. 2 indexes. London. 

This catalogue accounts for about 129 genera and 250 species, many 

introduced for the first time. 

1891. See FLOWER, W. H. and LYDEKKER, R. 

1894. A hand-book to Lhe marsupialia and mono

tremata. 8vo. pp. 16 + 302. illust. pl. (Alien's 

Naturalist's Library.) London. 

? 1894. Game Animals of India, Burma, etc. 

2nd ed. 8vo. London. 

1894-6. The royal natural history. 6 vols. 4to. 

72 col. pl. 1,600 lext-figs. indexes. London. 

CoNTENTS. Vols. 1-2. Mammals. 3, pt. 1 . Mam

ma,ls. 3 and 4. Birds. 5. Reptiles--Amphibians

Fishes. 6. Invertebrate animals. Preface by P. L. 

Sclater. 

1895. A hand-book to the British mammalia. 

8vo. pp. 14+339. illu.sl. (Allen's Naturalist's 

Library.) London. 

[1895). A hand-book to the carnivora. Pt. 1. 

illust. pl. (Alien's Naturalist's Library.) London. 

Co TE TS. Pt. 1. Cats, civets, and mungooses. 

1896. A Geographical History of Mammals. 8vo. 

pp. 12 + 400. col. illust. Cambridge. 

An important treatise, afterwards translated into German by 

Siebert. 

1896. A dictionary of birds. See 'EWTON, A. 

1897. The Concise Knowledge of Natural History. 

Edited by A. II. Miles. 8vo. pp. 16+771. text 

illust. (\Vanling.) London. 

The vertebrate sections of this popular treatise on general zoology 

were written by the aut.hor except the section on Birds, by R. 

Bowdler Sharpe. It compares favorably with a dozen other works 

of similar title and scope issued about the end of the nineteenth 

century. 

1898. The Deer of all lands, etc.; Cervidae living 

and extinct. 4to. pp. 20+329. 24 col. pl. illust. 

text. (vVanting.) London. 

A fine monograph on an interesting subject, beautifully illustrated. 

1898. vVild Oxen, Sheep, and Goats ... living 

and extinct. 4to. pp. 14+318. 28 col. pl. London. 

One of several monographs by this voluminous writer on the 

vert.ebrate fauna of the world. 

1900. The great and small game of India, Burma, 

& Tibet. 8vo. pp. 18+416. 9 col. pl. text-figs. 
London. 

This edition consists of 250 copies numbered and autographed, of 

which the volume in hand is o. 232. 

1901. Die geographische Verbreitung und geo

logische Entwickelung der Saugetiere. Autori

sierte Uebersetzung aus dem Englischen von G. 

Siebert. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. 14+532. 82 figs. col. 

charts. 
J en a. 

A German translation of a well-known treatise on the geographical 

distribution of mammalian life. 

1901. The great and small game of Europe, 

western & northern Asia and America ; their dis

tribution, habits, and structure. folio. pp. 20+ 

445. 8 col. pl. 7 5 figs. in text. London. 

This edition consists of 250 autographed copies, of which the volume. 

in hand is No. 176. 

****, BOWDLER SHARPE, and others. 

1904. The concise knowledge of natural history. 

8vo. pp. 16 + 771. 530 figs. 2 indexes. London. 

1908. A guide to the domesticated animals (other 

than horses) exhibited in the ... British Museum 

(Natural History). 

1908. The sportsman's British bird book. 8vo. 

pp. xvii + 620. 320 plzotogr. index. London. 

This excellent treatise comprises many more species than its title 

would indicate, and is rather a cientific treatise than a gun man's 

manual. 

1908. The game animals of Africa. 8vo. pp. xix+ 

484. 97 figs. London. 

1910. Library of natural history; introduction by 

E. T. Seton. 6 vols. 4to. illust. pl. New York. 

**** and others. 
1912. Amphibia. f_.ondon. 

This treatise, edited by a galaxy of natural hi tory talent, should 

be shelved in every zoological library. 

[1912]. Animal portraiture: with fifty studies in 

full colour reproduced from the original paintings 

[by \Vilhelm Kuhnert]. 4to. pp. viii +104. 50 pl. 

(\(col.). T. of c. index. Londgn. 

i 
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~1913 . See BR. MUS. ( AT. HIST.). 

1913- 16 . See BR. MUS. ( AT. HIST.). 

[1916]. \Vild life of the world; a de criptive sur
vey of the geographical distribution of animals. 
3 vols. 4lo. Vol. I, pp. xiv+472. 40 pi. (col. ). 
244 figs. T. of c. index. Vol. II, pp. xii + 440. 
39 pi. (col.). 221 figs. T. of c. index. Vol. Ill, 
pp. xi + 457. 41 pl. (col.). 160 figs. T. of c. 
2 indexes . London. 
The gifted author died on the 15th of April1915, while this extensive 
work was in the pre::;s. 

1926 . The game animal of Africa. 8uo. pp. 14 + 
483. illusl. London. 
Second edition revu ed by J . G. Dollman. 

n .d. Marsupials. 8uo. pp. 18 + 302. pi. (.\lien's 
Naturalist's Library.) London. 

LYELL, CHARLES H. [1797- 1875]. 
1863. Geological Evidences of the Antiquity of 
Man. 3rd ed. 8uo. pp. 12+520: 1 pl. text-figs. 

London. 
A most important treatise (of which there were many editions) for 
the student of vertebrate zoology. 

1873. (The) geological evidences of the antiquity 
of man. 4th ed. 8uo. pp. 19 + 572. illust. pl. 
maps. London. 

LYNCH , WILLIAM FRA crs [1801- 65] and CAS
SIN, J. 
1852. Official report of the U .S. Expedition to 
explore the Dead Sea and River Jordan. pp. 235. 
front. (map fold.). 16 pl. 1 chart. T. of c. 

Baltimore, 1\JI d. 
The Ornithological Report of this Expedition (classified by J . 
Cassin) is unaccompanied with plates, as from the intense heat, and 
other causes, few birds were preserYed. 

LYNN, H. E. 1917 . See LYNN, J. c. 

LYNN, J. C. and LYNN, H. E. 
(1917] . Birds in a wood. 12mo. 
front. (co l. ). index. 

pp. (8)+248. 
London. 

LYNN NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. 
Lynn , lvl ass. 
1846 . Publications. See also HOLDER, J. B. 

LYON. MARC sWARD [1875- ]. 
1904. Classification of the hares and their allies. 
(Smithsonian Mise. Col!., vol. 45.) pp. 126. 26 pl. 

H' ashington. 
Author's edition. 

**** and OS GOOD, W. H. 
1909. Catalogue of the type-specimens of mam
mals in the .S. national museum, including the 
biological survey collection. 8uo. pp . 10+325. 
(Smithsoniau Instit ution . U.S . Nat. Mus. Bul
letin 62.) Washington. 
Author's separate. 

LYONS. See ACADEMIE DES scrE CE , etc . 

LYONS . Annales de l'Universite. 1899-date. 
See ANN ALES DE L 'u IVERSITE DE LYO . 

LYONS. Museum d'Histoire Naturelle. See 
b1USEUM DES SCIE CE • ATURELLES DE LYON. 

MAANBLAD VOOR NATURWETEN-
SCHAPPEN. Amsterdam. 1870- 98. 

MAAR,A. 
[1891 ] . Illustrirtes Musler-Enten-Buch. 4to. pp. 
xix+316. 40 pl. (col. ). 18 figs. T. of c. index. 

Hamburg. 
The rai'ing of pedigree duck!! and of wild ducks capable of domesti
cation. 

MAATSCHAPPIJ DILIGE NTIA, THE 
HAGUE. 
1872-1922. Natuurkundige Voordrachten. 

1923-date. Natuurkundige Voordrachten. 1\"ew 
series. 

MABBOTT, DOUGLAS c. 
1920. Food habits, seven specie American shoal
water duck . 8vo. pp. 67. 7 pl. T. of c. (Contrib. 
from the Biolog. Survey.) ~Vaslzington, 

MABERL y ' c. T. ASTLEY . 
[1925]. Nature studies of a boy naturalist. 12mo. 
pp. 141. 50 figs. T. of c. London. 

MAC . See also M0
• 

MACALISTER, ALEXA DER [1844-1920]. 
1878. Introduction to Systemalic Zoology and 
Morphology of Vertel>rate Animals. 8uo. pp. 8 + 
365. illust. text. London and Dublin. 
An early textbook by a famous teather of natural history. 

1903. Zoology of \ ertebrat Animals. (London 
Science Cla s-Bc,oks. ) London. 

MACALPINE , A. N. 1880. See MACALPI ·E, 
DA IEL. 

MACALPINE , DA1 IEL and MACALPINE, 
A. N . 
1880. Biological atlas; a guide to the practical 
study of plants and animals. 4to. pp. ix+49. 
24 pl. (col.) . Edinburgh. 

MACBRIDE , ER EST \YILLIAM [1866- ]. 
1896. The present position of morphology in zoo
logical science. 8vo. London. 

1901 . Zoology; an elementary text-book. See 
SHIPLEY, A. E. and MACBRIDE, E. ·w. 

1920. Zoology, etc. 4th ed. 

MA"CCAUGHEY, VA GHA [1887 ]. 
1917. The natural history of Chautauqua. 8vo. 
pp. (10) +13/5. front. (map). T. of c. index. 

New York. 
MACFARLANE, RODERICK. 
1908 . otes on the mammals and birds of northern 
Canada. See MAIR, CHARLES. 

MACGILLIVRAY, JoH [1822- 67]. 
1852. arrative of the voyage of H.M.S. Rattle
snake [to the Far East]. 2 vols. 8uo. Vol. I, 
pp. ix+ 402. 6 pl . 15 figs. 1 map (fold.). T. of c. 
append. Vol. II, pp. iv + 395. 5 pl. 1 fig. T. of c. 
6 append. London. 
In thi expedition the birds were catalogued by J. Macgillivray, 

j\ other vertebrates being neglected, or not described. 
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~7 MACGILLIVRAY, WILLIAM [1796-1852]. 
1836. Descriptions of the rapacious birds of Great 
Britain. 8vo. pp. vii + 482. 2 pl. 21 figs. T. of c. 
index. Edinburgh. 

1837-40. A history of BriLish birds, indigenous 
and migratory: including their organization, 
habits, and relations. 3 vols. 8vo. illust. London. 
A very important, unique copy of an ornithological classic. The 
copy in hand of the three rather scarce volumes is of extreme 
interest because they were the author's own autographed copy, 
evidently amended by him to form part of a !:'eeond edition. The 
dealer's catalogue fnrnishes a fair account of this valuable piece of 
ornithological history: 'An unique and exceedingly interesting copy, 
containing a great amount of fre h information in the author's neat 
hanrlwrit.ing throughout the three volumes, but more so in Vols. 1 
and 3. The text has not only been corrected in the matter of single 
words, writf'r'R and printer's errors, etc., but whole passages have 
been eanrelled and fresh matter substituted in the margins. In 
addition many leaves and slips have been loosely pasted in, filled 
with extra matter, the whole being in MacGillivray's handwriting 
and obviously intended for an enlarged and 1·et'ised edition. Thlfl inten
tion he was unfortunately unable to carry out, his death intervening 
in 1852, after he had been spared to see the fifth and la t volume of 
the Hist01·y is ued. No other edition was ever published.' See also 
the notes on another copy in the E.S.W. Library which bears 
evidence of another attempt. to publish an enlarged and revi ed 
five-volume edition of this important treatise. 

1837-52. (A) history of British birds, indigenous 
and migratory. 5 vols. 4to. illust. London. 
Cones says of this important classical treatise on British ornithology 
and of its celebrated author that he was 'an original thinker, a hard 
student, and an ornithologist of large, practical experience who 
·wrote down what he believed to be true with great regard for accur
acy of statement, and in a very agreeable manner'. 
In addition to the ordinary library cop:v the E.S.W. Library has the 
five volumes profusely annotated by A. J. Balston (nat. 1839), a local 
naturalist of repute, and author of the Birds of K en t. He inserted a 
number of illustrations, feathers, and other additions which make 
the copy of increased value and interest. Briefly collated the 
volumesare:Vol.l,l837. pp.xvi+631. pl.I-IX. 95text-figs. Vol. 
11, 1839. pp. xii+503. pl. X-XIII. fig.~. 96-185 in text. Vol. Ill, 
1840. pp. xii+768. pl. XIY-X:XJI. figs. 186-276. Vol. IV, 1852. 
pp. xxviii +700. pl. XXIII-XXVI. figs. 1-59. Vol. V, 1852. pp. 
xx+688. pl. XXVII-XXIX. figs. 60-100. 

1846. British ornithology. Manual of British 
birds. 2nd ed. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. 1, pp. 17 + 248. 
figs. 31. T. of c. index. Vol. 2, pp. 15+300. T. of c. 
index. London. 
A compact handbook of British bird , ·with descriptions of all the 
species, genera, and higher groups, in the classification adopted by 
the author. The first edition was issued in 1840-2. 

****and LANXESTER, EDwi . 
1855. The natural history of Dee Side and 
Braemar. 8vo. pp. xx+507. 5 pl. 23 figs. 
append. index. London. 
The manuscript of this work was completed by the author just before 
hls death in 1852. It was latet purchased by Queen Victoria and 
printed at her command. There is an annotated list of 101 species 
of birds. The copy in hand is a presentation from R.R.H. Prince 
Albert to Prof. Walker Arnott. 

1910. Life of William MacGillivray ... ornitho
logist. 8vo. pp. xiii + 222. front. 11 pi. T. of c. 
index. London. 
A record of the life and work of the most eminent British ornitho
logist of his day, by J. Arthur Thompson. Insert~d is a letter from 
l\IacGillivray to T. D. Weir. 

MACK, AMY ELEANOR. 
1922. Bushland stories. 8vo. pp. 6 + 183. pl. 

Sydney. 

[1923]. Bushland stories. 8vo. pp. 6 + 200. illust. 

A second edition. 

MACKENZIE, A. 
1802. Voyages dans l'Interieur 
Septentrionale faits en 1789-93. 
(Translated.) 

Sydney. 

de l'Amerique 
3 vols. folio. 

? Paris. 

MACKINTOSH, N. A. and WHEELER, J. F. G 
1929. Southern blue and fin whales. (Discovery 
Reports, Colonial Office.) Vol. I, pp. 257-540. 
pl. 25-44. London. 
Author's separate. 

MACLAUD, Cn. 
1906. Notes sur les mammiferes et les oiseaux de 
l'Afrique occidentale. 12mo. pp. 14+362. 15 pl. 
map. illust. text. Paris. 

MACLOSKIE, GEoRGE [1834- ] . See KINGSLEY, 
J . s . , ed . , 1885 . 

MACLURIAN LYCEUM. Philadelphia. 
1827-9. Contributions ... to the arts and sciences. 

MACOUN, JAMES MELVILLE [1862- ]. See 
CA ADA, Report, etc., 1906. 
1909. Seel\IACOUl\', JOII1 . 

MACOUN, JoHN [1832-1920]. 
1882. Manitoba and the great North-west ... [its] 
natural history, etc. 8vo. pp. xxii + 687. 3 pl. 
(col.). 3 maps (fold., 2 col.). 19 figs. (5 plans and 
diagr.). T. of c. Guelph, Ont. 
Several chapters are devoted to the natural history and botany of 

. the district. Another edition appeared in 1883, published in London. 

1883. ianitoba and the great _ TorLhwest, etc. 
8vo. illust. London. 
Like the issue of 1882, but with a much abbreviated title-page, and 
lacking the two large colored folding maps of the Dominion of 
Canada and the North-west territory. 

1900-4. Catalogue of Canadian birds. (Geological 
Survey of Canada.) Pts. I-III in 1 vol. 8vo. Pt. I, 
pp. vii+218. Pt. 11, pp. iv+219-413. Pt. Ill, 
pp. iv+415-733+xxiii. bibliogr. index. Ottawa. 
A popular account of all the Canadian birds, with records of local 
occurrence, breeding habits, and mu eum specimens at hand. 

**** and MACOUN, J AMES M. 
1909. Catalogue of Canadian birds. 8vo. pp. viii + 
761 +xviii. bibliogr. index. (DepL. of Mines.) 

Ottawa. 
An enlarged and revised edition of the senior author's work pub
lished in 1900-4. 

1916. Catalogue des Oiseaux du Canada. (Minis
tere des Mines. Commi;;sion Geologique, Canada.) 
8vo. pp. xii + 909 +xv. index. Ottawa. 
A French edition of the Catalogue of Canadian Birds by the same 
authors and published by the Government, that previously appeared 
in three parts, the first in 1900 and the last in 1904. The present 
volume, like the English edition referred to and another published 
in 1909, furnishes a full account of Canadian species, with museum 
and other localli ts. The copy in hand is dated 1916 on the wrapper 
and 1915 on the title-page. ' 

MACPHERSON, H. B. 
1911. (The) home-life of a golden eagle. 3rd ed. 
8vo. pp. 45+(3). 32pl. London. 
_Periodical observations at the nest of a pair of Golden Eagles in the 
heart of the Grampian Hills. The fir t edition wa published In 
1909; the second in 1910. 

MACPHERSON, IIUGH ALEXA DER [1858-1901] 
and DUCKWORTH, WrLLIAM. 
1886. The birds of Cumberland, including some 
notes on the birds of \Vestmorland. 8vo. pp. xx+ 
206. front. (col.). map (col.). index. London. 
A short account of 250 species. 

1891. An introduction to the study of British 
/'-birds. 8vo. pp. 6+120. 20 figs. London. 

ruvJ?-L 
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1892. A ertebrate fauna of Lakeland; including Cumberland, \Vestmorland, with Lancashire north of the sands. 8vo. pp. civ + 552. pl. (2 col., birds). 1 map (col. fold. ). 9 figs. T. of c. glossary. 2 indexes. Edinburgh. 
1893. The partridge. 1 atural history by H. A. Macpherson. Shooting by A. J. tu art-\Vorlley. Cookery by George Saintsbury. 8vo. pp. vi+276. front. 10 pl. 1 fig. 15 diagr. T. of c. London. 
Not a very happy mixture of scientific description, gun-room statistics, and kitchen recipes! There was another (identical) reprint of this edition published in 1894. 
1894. The grouse. Natural history by H. A. Macpherson. Shooting by A. J. Stuart-\Yortley. Cookery by George Saintsbury. 8vo. pp. vi + 293. 11 pl. 1 fig. 7 diagr. T. of c. London. Another of the Fur and Feather Series, in which the srienti t, the 'sportsman', and the cook divide thehonors. There was a reprint of this edition in 1894. 
1895. The pheasant. Natural history, by the Rev. H. A. Macpherson. Shooting, by A. J. Stuart-Wortley. Cookery, by lexander Innes Shand. 3rd ed. 8vo. pp. viii + 265. 9 pl. 1 fig. 5 diagr. T. of c. London. 

Another of the Fur and Feather Series, in which the rev. author, a 'sporting' writer, and an authority on cookery join to tell u all about the phea ant, hi history and habits, his holiday slaughter, and his subsequent preparation for the table. 
1897 . A history of fowling; being an account of the many curious devices by which wild bird are or have been captured in different parts of the world. 8vo. pp. liv + 511. 4 pl. 180 figs. T. of c. index. Edinburgh. 
1898 . Tubinares. Sees TLER,A.G. Britishbirds. 
1904 . A fauna of the north-west Highland and Skye. ee HARVIE-BROW , JOH ALEXA DER. 

MADARASZ , GY LA [1858- ]. 
1881. Adatok a Czinke-Felek Boncz es Rendszertamahoz kulOnos tekinte~l a Magyarorszagi fajokra. [Data on the anatomy and ystematic of the Titmice, with special reference to the Hungarian species.] 8vo. pp. 26. 2 pl. Budapest. A treatise (in Hungarian) on various pecie of Paridae. The author's non-Hungarlan first name is Julius, under which he is often quoted. 

1887 . See PELZELI\, AUGUST VON. 
1899- 1903. Magyarorszag madarai a hazai madarvilag megismeresenek vezerfonala. Anhang. [Die Vogel ngarns, Auszug in deutscher Sprache. ] 4to. pp. xxxiii + 666. 9 pl. (col.). 170 figs. index. 

Budnpest . The bird>~ of Hungary, with an abstract in German. 
1901. 'ee ZlCHY, J. 
1910. eue Vogel au Ostafrika. 4to. pp. 175-8. 1 pl. [Budapest]. Description of four new species of birds collected for the Budapest museum in East Africa. 

MADAY' I . IDOR \ . MAR OS. 
1891. Referat tibcr den inLernalionalen Scllutz der fUr die BodenknlLur nutzlichen Vogel; dem I I. Intern. Ornitholoa. Congre in Budapest 18Ul. folio. pp. 17. Budape ·t. Outline of a plan for the international protection of useful birds. 
1910. Vogelschu lz Bcstrcbung n in Ungarn . 8vo. pp. 116. T. of c. Budupest. 

MADDEN , JoH . 
1897. The wilderne sand its tenants. 3 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xvi + 461 . Vol. II, pp. (6)+566. Vol. Ill, pp. ( 6) + 653. index. London. 

MADON , PAL. 
1928. Le corvide d ' Europe; leur regime, les relations avec !'agriculture et la chasse. 4to. pp. 255 + 27. T. of c. Paris. Critical summary of analyses of the stomach-contents of memben of the Crow family in Europe. 

MADRAS GOVERNMENT MUS EUM . 
1'v!adraS. 1894-1907 . Bulletin. 

MADRAS JOURNAL OF L ITE RATURE AND SCIENCE. London, i'v! adras. 1833-53. Series 1. 
1857-61. " 2. 
1864-6 . 

1878-94. " 
3. 

MADRID. See ACADEMIA DE crENCIAS EXACTAS, etc. 

MADRID . Real s ociedad espaiiola de h i storia natural. 
1872-1902. Annales (Memorias, Aetas). 
1901-30 . Boletin. 
1903- 30. Memorias. r ew series. 
1928- 9 . Conferiencias y resenas, etc. i\1/ adrid. 

MAGALHAES , FER~A.o DE. See PLISCHKE, HA S, 19·>6. 

MAGAUD , L. 
1883 . Les Oiseaux de la France. 4to. 21 col. pl. 

MAGASIN DE ZOOLOGIE . 
183 1-8. Series l. 
1839- 45 . Series 2. 

Paris. 

See a/so REVUE ET 1\lAGASIN DE ZOOLOGIE PURE ET .\PPLIQt:EE, and REVUE ZOOLOGIQLE. 
MAGAZIJN VOOR WIS- EN NATUURKUNDIGE WETENSCHAPPEN. 1827-8 . 

Amsterdam. 
MAGAZIN FUR ALLGEMEINE NATURUND THIERGESCHICHTE . 1790-6. 

Gottingen. 
MAGAZIN FUR FREUNDE DER NATUR-LEHRE UND NATURGESCHICHTE . 1794- 7 . Berlin, Stralsund. 
MAGAZIN F . D. GES . THIERHEILKUNDE . 1835-74 . Vols. 1-40. First forerunner of Archiv f. wissensch. u. pkt. Tierheilkunde. Berlin . 
MAGAZIN FttR HEILKUNDE UND NATURWISSENSCHAFT IN POLEN. 1828. 

Warsaw. 
MAGAZIN FttR DIE HOHERE NATURWISSENSCHAFT UND CHEMIE. 1784-7? 

Tiibingen. 
MAGAZIN FttR DIE NATURKUNDE HEL-(\ VETIENS. 1787- 9 . Z urich. 
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MAGAZIN FttR DIE NATURKUNDE UND 

OECONOMIE MECKLENBURGS. 1791-5. 

MAGAZIN 
1871-7? 

FOR 

Schwerin, Leipzig. 

N ATURKUNDSKAB. 
Copenhagen. 

MAGAZIN FOR NATUR- OG MENNESKE-

KU~SKAB. 1841-6 '? Copenhagen. 

MAGAZIN 
BERNE. 
1823-8. 

FOR NATURVIDENSKA
Christiania. 

1832-6. New series. 
Continued as Nyt Magazin ... Natur. 

MAGAZIN FttR DIE NEUESTEN ENT

DECKUNGEN IN DER GESAMMTEN 

NATURKUNDE. 
1807-18. (All pub.) See GESELLSCHAFT . 

FREU DE, BERLI . 

MAGAZIN FttR DEN NEUESTEN ZU

STANDDERNATURKUNDE. Jena, lVeimar. 

1797-1806. (Continues Magazin fUr das eueste 

aus der Physik und Naturgeschichte. ) 

MAGAZIN FttR DAS NEUESTE AUS 

DER PHYS.IK UND N ATURGESCHICHTE. 
Gotha. 

1781-99. Continued as Magazin flir den Neuesten 

Zustand der Naturkunde. 

MAGAZIN FttR B.USSLANDS GE-

SCHICHTE, LANDER- UND VOLKER

KUNDE. 1825-6. "(\fitau. 

MAGAZIN FttR DIE THIERGESCHICHTE, 

THIERANATOMIE, UND THIERAR

ZENEIKUNDE. Gottingen. 

1790-4. Continued as Zoologische Annalen. 

MAGAZIN DES TIERREICHS. 1793-5. 
Erlangen. 

MAGAZINE OF NATURAL HISTORY AND 

JOURNAL OF ZOOLOGY. London. 

1829-36. Series I. 

1837-40. " z. 
Forerunner of the Annals and 1"1-Iagazine of Natural HistoT'y. 

MAGAZINE OF NATURAL HISTORY AND 

NATURALIST. London. 

1860. (Continues l\ialuralist.) 

MAGAZINE OF ZOOLOGY AND BOTANY. 
London, Edinburgh. 

1837-8. Continuerl as Annals of ·at ural Historv 

and later Annals and Iagazine of Natural Hi tor\< 

MAGDEBURG. Museum fiir Natur- und 

Heima tkunde. 
1905-dale. Abhandlungen. 

Jf agdeburg. 

MAGDEBURG. Naturwisseuschaftl. Verein. 

1871-84. JahresberichL 1- 15. 
Continued as: 

1885-1907. (All pu!J. ) Jahre IJcricht unci ,\h

handlung. 

MAGNUS, H GO FRIEDRICII [1842-1907]. 

1870. Untersuchungen uber den bau des lmocher

nen vogelkopfes. 8vo. pp. 4 + 108. 6 pl. Leipzig. 

A contribution to the study of the bony skull in birds. The copy in 

hand is from the Cabanis-Reichenow collection. 

MAGYARHONI TERMESZETBARAT. 
Neutra. 

1856-8. German title, Naturfreund Ungarns. 

MAGYAR ORNITHOLOGIAI KOZPONT. 

1898. NomenclaLor avium regni Hungariae. folio. 

pp. 80. 
Budapest. 

A useful list of 329 Hungarian bird species with their systematic 

and local names. 

MAGYAR TERMESZETTUDOMANYI 

TARSULAT. Budapest. 

1841-59. Evkon ·vei. 

1873-1907. Konyokiado-Vallalat. 

1860-7. Kozlonye. 

1896-7, 1910. Megbizasabol. 

French title, Societe Royale Hongroise des 

Sciences Naturelles. 
German title, Cngarische .NaLurwissenschaftliche 

Gesellschaft. 

MAHDI-HASAN. 
1907. Zinatu'l khayl. A treatise on the horse in 

Hindustani verse. 8vo. pp. 220. num. cuts in 

text. inde:L. lith. Cawnpore. 

MAILLARD, L. 
1862. N•..Jtes sur l'ile de la Reunion (Bourbon). 

2 pts. vo. 41 col. pl. te.rt-figs. Paris. 

A second edition was issued in 1863 that shows a rearrangement of 

the topic in an important history of the flora and fauna found in thi~ 

tropical island. 

MAILLIARD JosLPH. 
1930. The Birds of Golden Gate Park. 8vo. pp. 84. 

94 figs. San Francisco. 

Published under the auspices of the California Academy of Science . 

MAIN,A.L. 
1925. Bird Companion , etc. 8vo. Boston. 

MAINE. 
1861. Preliminary Report on the Katural His

tory, etc. 

MAINE NATURALIST. (Knox Academy of 

Arts and Sciences.) 1921- date. Thomasten. 

MAINE ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY, 

JOURNAL OF THE. Quarterly Journal of 

Maine Ornithology. 
1899-1911. ( 11 pub. ) 8vo. illusl. index. Editors: 

J. Merton Swain,\\ aterville, and\\ .. H. Brownson. 
Bangor, Jl e. 

During the 13 year of its eAi:>tence this periodical published 

numerous paper of scientific merit by American ornithologists of 

repute, and while most of the communications deal with the agenda 

of the 'ociety (of which it was organ) and with local birds a number 

of others discuss more dhitant avifauna. 11 maY be added that thr 

Journal furnisheR, without doubt, the best original record. of the 

bird life of )laine. J. :\Ierton Rwain was particularly active in 

d.~sc~ibing a"\?an ~ J~eci.es, giving a comp!Pte lli. tory of Ill!JTIY widely

di tnbuled bud. ; m hke manner, 0. ". r nij:!ht, F. T .• oblr. A. R. 

Norton, \Ym. Powers, Dana \Y. 'weet, Le..,liP Lee, H. H. Brock, 

A. L. Lane and many others, well-known in the annals of New 

England ornithology, al o made valuable contributions. 
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890-1. (All pub.) Edited and published by H. Staunton Sawyer. 8vo. Monthly. Garland, Me. F. L. Burns has the following notes: Vol. I, Nos. 1-12, March 1890-Feb. 1891. pp. 46. Nos. 3/4 double. Vol. II, 1891, Nos. 1-3, March-May. pp. 12. Asst. Editor: C. N. Hillman. :Merged in the International Naturalil!t. Contains short papers by the Editor, B. S. Bowdish~ Geo. Mims, J. W. P. Smithwick, Stewart White, J. W. Jacobs, ana others. 

MAINE UNIVERSITY. Department of Natural History . 
1888- 97 ? Bulletin. 

MAINLAND, LESLIE G. 
1925. Zoo saints and sinners. 8vo. pp. 111. front. (col.). 2 pl. 30 figs. T. of c. London. 

MAIOLUS , S. 
1597. Dies caniculares seu colloquia tria, et viginti, quibus pleraque naturae admiranda, quae aut in aethere fiunt, aut in Europa, Asia, atque Africa, quin etiam in ipso orbenouo [America, etc.], et apud omnes Antipodas sunt, recensentur. 4to. pp. 1177. 

Romae. A very rare and useful treatise jucluding lengthy accounts of birds and the other vertebrates of the four continents. The work is not listed in the Cat. Br. Mus. (Nat. Hist.). 

MAIR, CHARLES [1840- ] . 1908. Through the Mackenzie basin; a narrative of the Arthabasca and Peace River treaty expedition of 1899; also Notes on the mammals and birds of northern Canada, by Roderick MacFarlane. 8vo. pp. 494. portr. map. many pi. and photos. 
London. This classic account of the natural history and other characteristics of Northern Canada contains a good, systematic description of its bird life, more than 400 species being described. A list of Birds and Egg occupies pp. 287-448, with an index to these pages on pp. 492-4. 

MAITLAND, ROBERT T. 
1897. Prodrome de la faune des Pays-Bas et de la Belgique F lamande; ou, Enumeration systematique de tous les animaux y observes depuis 1679-1897 excepte les insectes. 4to. pp. 10 +62. 

L eide. 1898. Notices sur les Animaux rares des PaysBas, etc. 
La H aye. 

MAKHZAN -I-ILAJ -I-HAYW ANI, by Doki Nandan . 
1900. In Hindustani. pp.137. lithograph. Meerulh . Tllis treatise .on Indian veterinary art was composed about 1899. There arc two copies, practically identical, in. the Blacker Library. 

MALAKOZOOLOGISCHE BLAETTER. 1854-62. Vols. 1-9. Cassel. 
MALAN, SOLOMON CAESAR [1812-94]. 1848 . .A systematic catalogue of t he eggs of British birds; arranged with a view to supersede the use of labels for eggs. 8vo. pp . vii i+ 170. London. 

·MALAYAN BRANCH OF ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND . :::>ee ROYAL ASIATIC sociETY, MALAYAN BRANCH. 

MALCHIEN, A. 1861. See ORIGINAL DRAWINGS, Malchien, A. 

MALCOLM , GEORGE and MAXWELL, AYMER. 1910 . Grouse and grouse moors. 8vo. pp. viii + 286. 16 pl. (col.). 1 pi. 11 diagr. index. London. 
MALHERBE , ALFRED [d. 1866]. 1843. Faune ornithologique de la Sicile. 8vo. pp. 2+242. illusl. index. Metz. A scarce, specially entitled, repaged and indexed extract from the 11Um, Acad. roy. de Metz, 1842, 1843. It is of value to the research student because of the scientific treatment of the subject, including a concise description of Sicilian species both indigenous and visitant. 1844- 57. [Ornithological papers.] 8vo. pp. ( 8) + 274+(4). (10 papers.) Metz. A collection of 10 ornithological papers (in French), author's reprinte, by Alfred l\Ialherbe during the years 1844-57. 
[1850]. Nouve1le classification des picidees ou pies, etc. 12mo. pp. 1-56. Melz. A repaged, redated, and revised tractate, for a reading of which the Compiler is indebted to Dr. Chas. W. Richmond. The copy in hand, amended in 1\IS. by Dr. Richmond, was originally publi!hed in J.Jirrwires de l'Academie Nat. de Metz, 1848-9, but without mention of three new generic names given in the excerpt. 
1861- 2 . Monographie des picidees, ou Histoire naturelle des picides, picumnines, yuncmes ou torcols. 4 vols. folio. 123 col. pl. 2 vols. text. 2 vols. plates. 

Melz. This, probably the best monograph on the woodpeckers of the world, is finely illustrated by well-drawn, hand-colored plates. The treatise was limited to 100 copies and issued in 24livraiso-na. Sundevall, C. J., fully reviews the work in his Compectus avium Picinarum. The following is a short collation of the four volumes in this library: Vol. I. 1861. text. pp.lxx--214. 18 jigs. in text. Vol. II. 1862. text. pp. 325. Vol. III. 1861. col. pl. I-XLIII (bis), XLIV-LXI. Vol. IV. 1862, col. pl. LXVII (bis)-LXXXVIII-GXXI. 
MALM , AUGUST WILHELM [1821-82]. 1852- 73. Zoologiska observationer. 6 pis. 8vo. illust. 

Goleborg. 
1869. Naturhistor. Museum i Goeteborg. 

Stockholm. 1877. Goeteborgs och Bohuslans fauna vertebrata. 8vo. pp. 10 + 67 4. 9 col. pl. GOleborg. 
MALPIGHI, MARCELLO [1628-94]. 1673. Dissertationes epistolicae duae, una de Formatione Pulli in Ovo. 4to. [0.] Londini. 
1686. Opera omnia. 2 vols. illust. [0.] London. 
1697. Opera posthuma, figuris aeneis illustrata. folio. illust. [ 0.] London. 

MALVERN NATURALISTS' FIELD CLUB, TRANSACTIONS OF THE . 1855-70. Three parts. 1855. Pt. I. pp. 40. Worcester. 1858. Pt. II. pp. 46. 2 pl. (1 col.). 1\!lalvern. 1870. Pt. Ill. pp. 216. 8 pl. (1 col.). 1-Vorcester. Bound in are the Proceedings, 1871-5. 
MALUMPHY, T. L. 1929 . See GIESEN, JOHN. 
MANCHESTER FIELD NATURALISTS' AND ARCHAEOLOGISTS' SOCIETY. 

Manchester, England. 1865 ?-1914 ? Reports and Proceedings. 
MANCHESTER (N. H. ) INSTITUTE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES. 1899-1911. Vols. 1-5 (all pub.). 
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tvJl-- f MANETTI , XAVERIO [1723-84] and othe1·s. 

1767-76. Ornithologia methodiee digcsla atquc 

iconibus aenei ad vivum illuminatis ornata . 

5 vols. folio. Vol. I, pp. (8)+96. 120 pl. (col.). 

3 figs. Vol. II, pp. (6)+86. 120 pl. (col.). 2 fiys. 

Vol. III, pp. ( 8) + 78. 120 pl. (col.). 2 figs. Vol. IV, 

pp. (6)+72. 1 pl. 120 pl. (col.). Vol. V, pp. (6)+ 

99. 120 pl. (col.). 6 indexes. Florenliae. 

Illustrated by 600 costly copper plates colored from nature. Not 

only each volume but each plate has a separate dedication. Pl. 218 

shows a white peacock, the Pa!'O albus of Ge ner and Aldrovandus. 

The nomenclature i chiefly that of Bri son, although Linnaeus i 

also quoted. The text is in Italian and Latin with duplicate titles. 

MANGIN, ARTHUR [1824-87]. 

1866. Der Ocean. 
Berrin. 

A German translation of the original French edition, 1864. 

1868. The mysterie of the ocean. Translated 

from the French by \V. H. D. Adams. 4to. pp. 12 

+470. pl. 130 figs. New York. 

1869. The desert world. From the French by 

Michelet. 8vo. pp. xi+624. 35 pl. 125 figs. index. 
London. 

1870. Nos Ennemis et nos Allies. Tours. 

MANNHEIMER VEREIN FUR NATU§ 

KUNDE. See VEREIN FUR ATURK · 'DE, IANN

HEIM. 

MANN, JAMES. 
1848. The American bird-keeper's manual; or, 

Directions for the proper management of American 

and foreign singing birds. 16mo. pp. viii+166. 

T. of c. 
Boston. 

MANN, ROBERT JAMES [1817-86]. 

1876 . Natal. See BROOKS, H. 

MANNING, HE 'RY Em: ARD, Cardinal [1808-

92]. 
1915. The Little Flowers of St. Francis of Assisi. 

Tr. from the Italian Fioretti di S. Francesco. 

Sermon to the Birds, pp. 48-50. 
London and Boston. 

A posthumous edition. 

MANSEL-PLEYDELL, JoH CLAVELL [1817-

1902]. 
[1888]. The birds of Dorset. 8vo. pp. xvi +179. 

10 figs. append. index. London. 

MANTELL, GIDEON ALGER 0 [1790-185'2]. 

1851. Petrifactions and their teachings; or, .\ 

hand-book to the gallery of organic remains of Lhe 

British museum. vo. pp.11 +496. illusl. London. 

MANTON' VV-ALTER PORTER [1857- J. 
[1882]. Taxidermy without a teacher: compri ing 

a complete manual of in.struction fur preparing 

and preserving birds, animal and fishes. vo. 

pp. (6) +56. 5 figs. 1'. of c. Boston. 

MANZELLA, ALBERTO. 

1879-94. Iconografia dell' Avifauna Italica . 

Tavole. Fa c. 1-53. folio. 

These fine plates really constitute the Atlas accompanying the 

large work of E. H. Giglioli. 

MANZINI, CESARE. 

1645. .\mmac tramenti per allevare, pascere & 

curare g-li uc·cclli, li r1uali s ' ingabbiano ad uso di 

cantare. 12mo. pp. 68. illust. T. of c. .Wilano. 

A curious, rare and instructive little work on cage hirds-tbe 

Nightingale, Canary, Lark, Thrush, etc.- their care and methods of 

teaching them to sing. Xot listed in the Cat. Br . .Jlus. (Nat. Hist.). 

MAO CH'I-LING [16:23-1707]. 

1796. 1\1ao H i-ho ch'Oan chi. Collection of 117 

mi cellaneous work . one entitled Hsii shih chuan L 
niao miny, treating , of the birds in the BoOI{ of · 

Poelry. 26·8 x 16·8 cm. [G.] 

MARBURG. Gesellschaft zur Beforderung 

des ges. Naturwissenschaften in Marburg. 

1866-1930. Sitzungsberichte. 

1923-30. Schriften. 

MARCGRAVIUS, GEORGIUS [1610-44]. 

1648. G. l\1. . . . Ilistoriae rerum naturalium 

Brasiliae libri octo. folio. 

A famou treatise by this naturalist-physician, a joint work \~ith 

G. Piso ... de medicina Brasiliensi li&ri quatuor, etc. (q.v.). 

1658. G. l\1. ... tractatus ... Bra iliae, etc. folio. 

A conjoint treatise with G. PLo (entitled) De Indiae utriusqve re 

naturali et medica libri quatuordecim, etc.-one of the earliest works 

on South American zoology. 

MARCH, \\T. T. 

1863. Notes on the Birds of Jamaica, with re

marks by Baird. Philadelphia. 

MARCHANT, JAms RoBERT YERNAM and 

w ATXINS' \Y TKI~. 

1897. " 'ild birds protection acts, 1880-96. Znd 

ed. 8vo. pp. xiv + 174. append. index. London. 

An important work of reference for tho. e interested in the ubject. 

MARCHESA, VOYAGES OF THE. See 

GUILLEMARD, FRA;\CI HE RY IIlLL, 1886. 

IVIARCUELLO, FRANCI eo. 

1617. Primera parte de la hisLoria natural, y 

moral de las a e . 8vo. pp. 28+220 num. folios. 

figs. in text. 
Zaragat;a. 

Thi interesting, e. ·ceedi.ngly rare and curious work is probably the 

first ystematic ' paui h work on ornithology. Although the writer 

projected other volumes only this fir t one was published. There is 

no copy in the library at Tring, in the collection of the Zoologir~l 

'ociety, nor in ... yat. Hi ·tory library of the Briti h ~luseum, nor J? 

any of the Oxford or Cambridge librarie . The volume in hand u: 

from the library of Don Pedro ' alv<i y 1\lallen in whose publi hed 

catalogue (Tom. II, p. 405) it is described as follows: . 

·Solo se public6 esta primera parte. Describe l\Iarcuello la histon~ 

natural de cada plijaro, y a continuacion saca una moralhl.ad, a 

verzes ingeniosas, cleducida de la buenas 6 malas inclinaciones del 

ave, la qne aplka a la~ de i!<ual clase, que rcalzan 6 rebajan al 

genero hmnano. 
'Xie. Antonio llama Lucas al aut or en verz de Francisco.' 

MAREY, ETIE. l\.E Jl LE. [1 30-1904]. . 

1874. Animal mechani m: a treatise on terrestr1al 

and aerial locomotion. vo. pp. xvi +2 3. 101 

figs. indeJ·. 
1\'cw ) ork. 

Thi~ fir~t ed!tion of an essay hy an anthority on anitu.al ae,ro~auticd 

~orn_l.' vo~. ~ I of th€' _cele~rnt!'d _lnternalional Scietlt{fic .ser~Ps and 

111 v~ew· ot the reeent fib!' o1 av1atwn in the world of sctence, "ar,an 

<·omrnerce, has become <tuite rarr. ~everal otllrr r<litions haYe been 

publi ·he_d, the third in London, 1 ' :5, pp. 16 + 2 3, with text 

IllustratiOn ·. 

1890. Phy iologi du mouvemenL; le YOl d~s 

oi eau ' . 4to. pp. 2 + 39. 1 pl. lG4leJ:f-jigs. Pans. 

A mn~tcrly treatmCIIt of bird flight from thr earliest times to the 

f\,prcsent, e~].Jecially from th~ mathematical Yiewpo.int. 

~ 
I 
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~1895. 
index. 

Movement. 8vo. pp. xv+323. 204 figs. 
~ ew J"ork. 

Thil'l ewe !lent translation from the original French is a romprehe11. ive 
summary of the po.sibiliti s of instantaneous 11hotography, the book 
abo being replete with sugge;;tivenes. of new lines of re::.earrh in the 
matter of movement. 'l'he flight of birds ,,;11 be found tie ·cri Led on 
pp. 22fr-38, the rise aud fall of the wings being determined by the 
use of f'hronophotography. The work forms vol. LXXIII of the 
I nteruatioMl Scientific Series. 

MARINE BIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION OF 
SAN DIEGO. California l 'niver ily. 
1904-11. Continued as Bulletin of the 'cripps 
Institution for Biological Research, California 
TniversiLy. 

~IARINE BIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION OF 
THE UNITED KINGDOM. Plyrnoutlz. 
1887-8. Journal. 

1889-date. Journal. New erie . 

MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY, 
WOOD'S HOLE, MASS. 
1890-9. Biological Lectures. 
1898-9. Zoological Bullelin. Vol . 1-II. Fore
runner of Lhe BiololYical Bullelin. 

MARINE RESEARCH SOCIETY. 

1922-date. Log. 
1922- dale. ublication. 

8alem, J1ass. 

MARK, EDW RD LAURE [184 7- ] . 
1903. Mark anniversary volume. To Edward 
Laurens ~lark, Director of the Zoological Labora
tory at Harvard Cniver ity in celebration of 
twenty-five years of succes ful work for the 
advancemenL of zoology, from his former sLudents 
1 77-190'2. 4to. pp. x· iii + 513. front. (portr. ). 
36 pl. (partly col.). T. of c. 1Yew 1 ork. 

MARKHAM, ALBERT IIA TI 'GS [1841-? 1913]. 
1881. A Polar reconnnissance ... Voyage of the 
'Isbjorn' to ovaya Zemlya in 1879. 8uo. pp. 16 
+361. 2 maps. illust. London. 
Capt. H. W. Feildeu made notes on the birds; while Dr. Gi.inther 
described the fl hes. 

MARKHAM, GERVASE [? 156 - 1637]. 
1676. Cheap and good husbandry fol' Llle well
ordering of all beasLs and fowl . 13th ed. 4to. 
pp. [10]+146+[10]. index. London. 
A curious old work which pa~sed through many edition·, the first 
in 1614. 

MARKS, JEA , ETTE AuGUSTUS [1875- ] and 
MOODY, J LIA. 

1910. A holida. wiLh Lhe birds. 8uo. pp. xi t-211. 
front. (col.). 15 pl. T. of c. 1 ew J.-orlc. 

MARLBOROUGH COLLEGE NATURAL 
HISTORY SOCIETY. 
1866-1930. ReporL. .\1 al'lborouglz. 

MARRINER, EORGE R. 
1908. The kea; a 1 r cw Zealand pro_blem including 
a full descriplion of Lhi ... bird, Logether with 
the theories to e plain it sheep-killing propen
sities. 8uo. pp. 151. front. 44 figs. 1 map. T. o{ c. 
bibliogr. Clirislclwrch, 1 .Z. 

1909. The kea, ell'. Suo. pp. 151. front. 44figs. 
(1 portr.). 1map. 1'. o{ c. bibliogr. London. 
An exact reprint of the first issue, 1908. 

MARRIOTT. 
u.d. (The) parroL-keeper's guide, compr1smg the 
natural hi tory of macaw , cockatoo , parrots, 
parrake ls, lories and love-birds. 16mo. pp. 48. 
front. 26 pl. 2 figs. index. London. 

MARSCHALL, AUGUST FRIEDRICII [1804-87]. 
1873. ~omeuclator zoologicu , continens nomina 
sysl.emaLica generum animalium tarn viventium 
quam fo ilium, eLc. 8uo. pp. 4 + 482. Findouonae. 
Li ' ts 19,006 entries, but Scudder (Nomenclator zoologicus, 1882) 
states that it is inaccurate and unreliable. 

MARSEILLES. 
1882-1930. Annales du :\1u ee d'llisLoire Natur
elle. See also l\IUSEE D 'HI TOIRE , AT RELLE DE 
.\IAR~EILLE . 

MARSH, E. L. 
[1919]. Bird of Peasemarsh. 8uo. pp. (12)+233. 
7 pl. T. of c. Toronto. 
An account of the birds of Peasemar~h Sanctuary, Georgian Bay, 
Canada. 

MARSH, 0TIINIEL CHARLES [1831 99]. 
1878. InLroduction and ucce ion of vertebrate 
life in .\merica. 4to. pp . .57. (Proceedings of the 
..lmerican Assoc. Adv. of Science, 1877.) 
Autographed present from the writer. 

1880. llistory and methods of palaeontological 
di covery. 4to. pp. 50. 1Yew Haven. 
Presentation copy from author, \\ith autograph. 

1880. Odontornithes. A ionograph of the Ex
tincL TooLhed Birds of ~orLh '\merica. 4to. pp. 
201. 34 pl. 40 figs. in text. H-ashington. 

MARSHALL, ARTHUR :\1ILJ\l. . [1 ~'2 93]. 
1893. \ erLebraie embryology; a Le. "t uook for 
students and practitioner . Svo. pp. xx iii + G40. 
2,55 fig . index. 1\'ew 1'ork. 

')!:*** and HURST, C. I lERBEHT. 
1895. A junior cour e of pradkal zooloo-y. 4th 
ed. 8vo. pp. x:rxii + 486. 7 3 (iys. append. inde.t. 

London. 
The first edition was publh;hed in 1887; the second in 1888; the 
third in 1 02; the sixth in 1905; the eighth in 1918; and the ninth 
in 1020. 

1905. Junior course of practical zoology. 6th ed. 
8uo. pp. xxxiu--t-490. 75 figs. append. index. 

London. 
1918. A junior cour e of pra ·tical zoology. 8th 
ed., revised. 8uo. pp. xxxui +515. 94 figs. append. 
index. London. 

1920. A junior course of pracLical zoology. 9th 
ed. 8uo. pp. xxvi + 517. 94 figs. append. index. 

London. 
1928. The frog; an introduction to anatomy, 
hi toloay, and embryology. 1 '2th ed. 8vo. pp. 
10-t 182. illusl. London. 

MARSHALL, CHARLES IlE~RY TILSO~ and 
MARSHALL, GEORGE FREDERICK LEYCE TER. 
1870-1. .\ monograph of Lhe Capitonidae, or 
can orial barlJet. 4to. pp. (10)+xli+(1)+(190). 

7:J pi. (col.). T. of c. index. London. 
This ilne JHOIIOgraph \Ya:i issueu in nine parts, of which pts. I-V 
avpenreu in 1 iO and pts. VI IX in 1 il. The introductory matter 
is :;aid to have appeared in pt. V. In the present copy pl. Nos. 1, 5, 
14, 15, 19, 20, 21, 2-l, 38, 43, 45, -l i-51, 5-l, 55, and 68 are original 

/\ water-color copies-not the printed plate· as issued. 
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~7•••• and H U ME , A. 0. 
1879-81. The game birds of India, Burmah and 

eylon. ee H lE, A. 0. and MAR HALL, C. H. T. 

MARSHALL , ELIZABETH J. and McGREGOR, 
R.C. 
1922. Philippine bird for boy and girl . ee 
:\ICGREGOR, R. C. and MAR HALL E. J. 

MARSHALL , GEORGE FREDERICK LEYCE TER 
and MARSHALL, C. H. T. 
1870-1 . monoaraph of the apitonidae. ~ ee 
. IAR HALL, C. H. T. and . lARSIIALL. (,,F. L. 

1877. Bird · ne ling in India· a ·alendar of the 
bre din a ea on , and a popular guide to the 
habit and haunt of bird . vo. pp. ( ) + 1 3. 
1:! pi. T. of c. Calcutta. 

MARSHALL, H. R. 
1898. In tin t and Rea on, etc. .Vew rork. 

MARSHALL, " ' ILLJA:-.I . ooLF LemnG (18·r -
1907] . 
1887. Atla der Tier' rbreituna. folio. col. pl. 

Gotha. 
1889. Die Papag! i IL vo. pp. 4 + 63. 63 col. pi. 
1 col. map. Zoolb._qi che l'ortr~qe, Heft l. ) 

Leip:iy. 
A general de cripti n or the order P ·ittaci, with table ~bowing the 
di tribution oi specie · and genera . Tht> copy in hand i from the 
Reichenow Library, and i · one or similar tre tbe by the ' Rlllt' 
author on otht>r aYian order .. 

1889. Di pecht (Pici ). z1o. pp. [ 4] + 76. map. 
tZoologi che rortrage, Heft :2. ) Leip:ig. 
A general d cription of the woodpeckers, with table and a map 
sho·wing the distribution of the · pecie and gent>ra. The treatise i 
ompiled in unuormity with h.L monograph on the Parrot'. The 

copy in hand i · from the Reichenow Library. 

1895. D r Bau der Vuael. vo. pp. + 462. 220 
figs. in leJ:t. Leip:ig. 
An ex t>llent, well-illu.:>trated manual on the :tructure and minute 
anatomy of the bird. The pre ent copy i · from the library of Prof. 
A. Reichenow. 

1895. Plaud reien und Vortraae. Er t und 
Zweite ammlunaen. 2 vol ·. vo. illusl. Leip:iy. 
Two eri of chapter on bird·lii in l<~urop . 

1898. Bilder-Atla zur Zoologie d r Yoael. .Jlo. 
pp. 19.J. 23 woodcuts. Leip:ig and rienna. 
One oi a ~erie o1 Atla e'. The drawing are good. faithfully d pi t· 
ing specie of 1 i' orde of ave . The volume I rather car e . The 
copy in hand i one of the abani' ·Reichenow collection. 

1911- 13. (Die) Yogel. ee BREHM A. E. 

[ 1923 ]-7. Bildera tla zur Tierkunde, mi t IJe
schreibendem Text. 2te .Autl. 4 vols. in 1. folio. 
illusl. Leipzig. 

MARSIGLI, LIUGI FERDL 'A, DO [165 -1730]. 
1726. Danubius Pannoni o-:\Iysicus, etc. 6 vol 
folio. illu l. H agae Com. et Am teld. 
An early cla icon the natural hi tory of the River Danube with an 
account (vol'. IY-Y1) of the animal living in it and about it 
course; a de cription of the flshe~, the bird and their nest , the 
quadruped roaming the banks, etc. 

MARS TON J ROBERT BRIGHT (l 53- J. 1904 . 
ee AFLALO, F. G. 

MARTENS, Eo "ARD ARL ·o. (1 31-19 4]. 
1867-76 . Die Preu i he Expedition nach 0 t-

ien et . .J vols. vo. illu I. Berlin. 
Two •olume are devoted to zoology, edited by E. v. )larten.i, .a-n 
important contribution to a little·known fauna) reaion. 

1869-79 . See DECKE , C. C. 0. DER. 

MARTENS , FRIEDRICH. 
1675. pitzbergi he oder Groenlandi che Rei e 
Be chreibung gethan im Jahr 1671. .Jto. pp . -r 
132. 16 pl. Hamburg. 
Thi ' work furnishe the first exact de·cription of Arctic Zoolngy, 
and i~ very rare, a fac in1ile print of it having been made by the 
Hakluyt ociety. 

MARTIN , .Hrs. lE. 
1890. Home life on an o tri 'h farm. 
front. 7 pl. T. of c . 

uo. pp. 2 8. 
Lond&n. 

A popular account oi the hreedin~ and rearing of ostriche in outh 
Africa. 

MARTIN , ED\\ .\RD ALFRED. 
[1897]. bii.Jliography of Gilbert \\'hit . Suo. 
pp. xiii + 274. front. .J pi. 1 map . 1\ e lminster. 
Thb book, publi,hed under tht> awpice of the elhorne . ociety, not 
onh· contain an at' Count of the celebrated naturalist, but al3o an 
alnio t compl tl' li:<t oi tlw yariou edition ' of hi work from li 
1 H5, in all about 60. 

MARTIN , ERNE T \\ HI1 .'EY [1 73- ] . 
1914. Th birds of th Latin poet . pp. 4) 260. 
bibliogr. index. 'lanford niver ·ity ali(. 
A -.ucc " iul attempt to pre ent, in their own word a picture of the 
Uoman attitude towards bird life a ' reflected by their greate t poet~. 
The collected material is fairly compreheruive down to the second 
century oi the Empire, thl' thread bt>ing re::UDled in the Latin 
Anthology. 

MARTIN , HORACE TA~ lE [I 5 - ·. 9 ]. 
1892. ·a toroloaia, or The hi Lory and tradition 
of the Canadian beaYer. Z'O. pp. 16~2:3 . 14 pl. 
2 map·. append. "Uonlreal and London. 
A pre ·entation copy from th author, with autograph. 

MARTIN , .:\L-\..R1I. [ 

1698. A late YO~ au- to 
- 171 J. 
t. Kilda. 1 vol. 

MARTIN' PH ILlPP LEOPOLD. 

L'O. 

London. 

1869-82. Die Pra. i der . atm·ae ... hi hte. 5 pi . 
and an atla . vo and 4to. '\"eimar. 
Thb treatise teache tully (pp. 10 + :!16, 10 pi.) Taxidermy, 1 ili; 
Dermopla tfk and ~Iru eum preparation in general (pp. 16 + 295, 
10 pi.) 1 0 ; the division and annexe' of a zoolo ical garden, their 
arrangement and care (pp. 9 + 252, 12 pl.) 1 7 , and the conftnement 
and treatment of thP bird , manunal' , reptilia, amphibia, &c., in 
m uageries, park;;, and garden (pp. 15 + 210) 1 2. Altogether it is 
a mo~t u~eiul work for tho e engaged in any of the practical depart· 
ment" oi zoology. Tl1er :'leem to have been other printings or the 
work, the above being (in part) the ' econd edition. 

MARTIN , R. 
1834-5. Hi tory of Briti h olonie . 5 vol . 

MARTIN, \\'. 
1930. The ew Zealand ature Book. 12mo. 
pp. 15 +235. 65 pi. index. Auckland. 
A popular manual on natural history for use in ~chooL. 

MARTIN' \VILLIA. l H RLE~ LL · .. AE~ [179 -
1864]. 
1852. A general hi tory of humming-bird , or the 
Trochilidce: with e pecial refer nee to th collec
tion of J. Gould. vo. pp. vii +232. 16 pi. (col.). 
index. London. 
A mall work ·upplementing Jardine' Satural HistOT'JI of Hwt m ·,,g. 
bird · according to oue~ it wa i' ued a a later volume of that 
erie . 

1854 . Th feathered tribe of the British Islands. 
::iee ~UDIE 1 ROBERT. 
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~ARTINENGO-CESARESCO, EVELY LILIAN l~JJ~i~WrlltfVIJ""ri-HAZELDI , E ( ARRI GTQ, };t[l 52- ? 1912). 

1909. The place of animal in human thought. Svo. pp. ( 4) + 376.front. 33 pl. index. London. 
Reprinted in part from the Contemporary Ret·ieu•, and here put into book forJ?l. An acconnt.of Greek and Hebrew conception of animal , animals m Ea tern fi ction, and the growth of modern idea about animal~. 

MARTINI, FRIEDRICH HEL RICH \VrLHEDI. See 
BCFFQ, , 177:2.- 1809. 

MARTIN SAINT-ANGE , GA PARD Jo EPH [1803- 8 ] anJ GUERIN, F. E. 
1834-40. Traite elementaire d 'histoire naturelle comprenanl l'organi ation, le caractere et la cla ification de vegetaux et de animaux, les mreur de ce dernier , etc. Livr. 1- 48. 4 vols. Suo. pi. (. \11 pub. ) Paris. 
A very rare and important, though inromplete treatbe on natural hi tory . According to Engelmnnn' Bib. Histor .-Nat., vol. i, p . 181, thi work wa publi ·hell in three voL<~. , of which vol. I, on zoology and comparath·e anatomy, wa L ued in 55 li1·raisons; vol. II on botany in 17 li1·misons, and vol. Ill on mineralogy and geology in 5 lit'Taisons. 

MARTIUS, . F. P. vo. · . 
1823-31. Tra el in Brazil in the year 1817-20. 'ee PIX, JOHA , B. 

MARTORELLI, GIACI:"<TO. 
1895. :\Ionografia illu trata degli uccelli di Rapina iu Italia. 4lo. pp. 6 + 215. 4 col. pl. textfigs. .\1 ilano. 
A brochure on Italian accipitre and other rapacious birds. 
1906. Glilrcellid'Italia. 4to. pp.16 -t- 679. 6col. pi. le:rl-figs. J!ilano. 
A popular textbook d ·aling to ome extent with ornithology in general , but chiefly turnishing a good description of local avifauna. A revised edition is in proce of publication, headed by the name or the ornithologist Edgardo ::lfolltoni and Carlo Vandoni. 

MARTYN, \VILLIAM FREDEHIC. 
1785. rre' dictionary of natural history. 2 vols. 4lo. pl. (col. ). London. 
A rare work devoted to the popular hie of natural hi tory, more particularly ba ·ed on the collection in the Leverian Museum e tablished by 'ir A hton Lever in Leice ·ter 'quare, London, in 1774. 

MARVELS OF THE UNIVERSE. ee JOHNTOJ , HARRY 1 and others 1 1926. 

(THE) MARVEL-"LIBRARY. 
1926 . The marvel of animal ingenuity, etc. ee EALA. D, C. A. 

MARYLAND ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, BALTIMORE. 
1921--date. Bulletin. 
1837-1921. Tran actions (all pub.). 

MASEFIELD, JoH RICHARD BEECH. 
1897. Wild bird protection and ne ling boxes. 12mo. pp. 129. 9 pl. 12 figs. in text. Leeds. 
1906 . Dampier' voyage . See DAMPIER, Capt. w. 

MASIUS, HERMA . , i.e. KARL WILHELM HER-
fA, N (1818-93). 

1855. tudie from nature [in .. orth Germany]. Suo. pp. viii + 196. 8 pi. 4 figs. T. of c. London. 
Tran lated from the German. The fir t printing wa In 1 52. 
1862. Die Thierwelt. Jena. 
An excellent, emi-popular account of world fauna. 

MASON, FRA, CIS [1799-1874]. 
1850. The natural production of Burmah; or, • ote on the fauna, flora, and mineral of the Tena erim province and the Burman empire. Suo. pp. (14)+ 332. ..\/aulmain. 
Contains, inter alia, a hort annotated li ·t of the bird!:! known to inhabit Burmah at that time. How little wa known of the ornithology of Burmah 12 years previously may be gathered from the fact that Dr. Helfer who wa.s about to proceed on an exploring expedition wa told by Dr. Pear on in his official charge, that he might po ibly find there the Dodo and the Cassowary! 
1860. Burmah ..... •ote on the nation , fauna, flora. Suo. pp. xvii +( 1)+ 913. indexes. Rangoon. 
The eeond edition; the fir t appeared in 1850, and a third in 1882-3, rewritten and enlarged by W. Theobald. 

MASSACHUSETTS . 
1838. Report of the ommis ioner on the Zoolocrical urvey of the tale. 8vo. pp. 107. Boston. 
In this official report E. Emmon li t d the Quadruped , pp. 5-30; W. B. 0 . Peabouy the Bird , pp. 31-33; D. B. tore! the Reptile and 1-'i h, pp. 35- 50. The e li ·t ·were ·ub ·equently elliarged and the specie de cribed more fully in journal: an<i other reports noted in thi Catalogue. 

MASSACHUSETTS AUDUBON SOCIETY. Boston. 
1917-dale. Bulletin. 

MASSACHUSETTS. Department of Agriculture. Division of Ornithology. Annual report. Suo. Edward Il. Forbush, Director. Boston. 
Content and notes of fir t three i. ues : • o. 1 [1920]. pp. 46. illust. T . of c. Is ued 1921. No. [2]. 1921. pp. 41. illust. T. of c. I sued 1922. Xo. [3]. 1922. pp. 23. Issued 1923. A u eful erial regularly published every year to date. For a time a upplement, llotu for Observers in Ornithology, wa · is ued eparately on the 15th of each month. "· o more were publi hed after 'March 1923. 
1920-30. Items of intere t. Published monthly by the Division of Ornithology, Dept. of Agriculture, Commonwealth of i\Ia ., E. H. Forbu h, Director. 
~limeographed. pp. 3- 6. Boston. 
The ·e note were, naturall~, de crivtive of local avifauna, but often contained valuable record· of migratiou, bird·l)anding, and other activities out:-ide the tatc of , Ias achusetts. 

MASSACHUSETTS SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS. ee OuR n MB A ·urAL . 

MASSACHUSETTS. Zoological and botanical survey. 
1839. Report on the fi he , reptiles aru.l Lirds of :\la sachu ett . pp. xii -t 426. 4 pi. index. Boston. 
The report on the omitbology of the tate by W. B. 0. Peabody, will be found on pp. 257-404. Following the vernacular and cientiftc name of each species, is a short description of its general habit and di tribution, etc. 

1840. Report on the quadruped of Ma achusetts. 
vo. pp. 2+S6. Cambridge. 

MASSENA, A. (Prince o'E u . c ) . 
1846. atalogue de la magnifique collection d'oi eaux de M. le Prince d'E ling. 4to. pp. 41. 

Paris. 
Thi collection wa · bought by Mr. Wil..on and pre:ented to the Academy of cience in Philadelphia where it till is. The title is also li ted under Canivet [de Carentau], Emmanuel, who probably made the Catalogue. 

MASSINGHAM, HAROLD JoH.- . 
[1 921 ]. Dog , bird & other , natural hi tory letter from 'The pectator'. vo. pp.19S. T. ofc. 1870. Die Welt der Vogel. ee MICHELET, JULEs.A London. 

vv?-
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;4MASSINGHAM, H. J. (conld.)] 

(1921]. Some birds of the countryside. 

208. T. of c. 

8vo. pp. 
London. 

(1922]. Poems about birds, from the middle ages 

to the present. 8vo. pp. 415. index. London. 

(1923]. ntrodden ways; adventures on English 

coasts, heaths and marshes, and also among the 

works of Hudson, Crabbe, and other country 

writers. 8vo. pp. 11 +255. {tonl. (col. ). index. 
London. 

1924. Sanctuaries for birds and how to make them. 

8vo. pp. (8)+160. 8 pl. 18 figs. append. London. 

MATERIALY X POZNANIIU FAUNY I 

' 

.. / FLORY ROSSIISXOL IMPERII. J11oscow. 

-t. ~ 1892-1918? Otd1el Zoologisches~. 

MATHER, KIRTLEY F. 
1930. Sons of the Earth. 100 illust. ew 1' ork. 

A popular work on palrontology "Titten by the professor of geology 

in Harvard University. A very good review of the . ubject ~ 

chapter on the 'family tree of the higher vertebrates'. 

MATHESON, DARLEY. 

1914. British game birds. 8vo. pp. 10 + 17 3. 31 

pl. (10 col.). T. of c. London. 

MA THEW, MuRRAY ALEXANDER and D'URBAN 

W. S.M. 
1892. The birds of Devon. See D 'uRBAN, w. s. M. 

and MATHEW, M. A. 

1894. The birds of Pembrokeshire and its islands. 

4to. pp.lii+131. front. 3 pl. 1 fig. 2 maps. index. 
London. 

An interesting account of the 236 species recorded. Another edition 

(Svo) was issued the same year. 

1896-8. See BUTLER, A. G. 

MATHEWS, FERDI A D SCHUYLER [1854- ]. 

1904. Field book of wild birds and their music; 

a description of the character and music of birds, 

and complete musical notations of bird songs. 

8vo. pp. xxxv+262. front. (col.). 52 pl. (37 col.). 

index. New York. 

A fairly successful notation of bird-song. 

MA THEWS, GREGORY MACALISTER (1870- ] . 

1910-28~ The bird of Australia. 12 vols. folio. 

col. pi. indexes. supplements. London. 

The latest and most comprehensh·e systematic treatise on Australian 

birds. The 12 volumes, with their supplements, are profusely 

illustrated by beautiful hand-colored plate after d.mwings by 

Gronvold, Keulemans, Lodge and other well-known artists. Every 

detail of a well-ordered, scientific monograph is given, accompanied 

by a Check list and followed by a Bibliography and biography of 

authors. The copy in hand has all the (dated) "Tappers bound in. 

1913. A list of the bird of Australia; containing 

the names and synonyms connected with each 

genus, species, and subspecies of birds found in 

Australia. 4to. pp. 26 + 453. col. map. London. 

The author remarks tha.t the above li~t i · 'the logical sequence to his 

Reference List to the Birds of A.u.~tralia published in Novitates 

ZoolO(Jicae, vol. XVIII'. After a somewhat controversial discussion 

of Australasian avian nomenclature he proceeds to fm·nish a tabu

lated list, with synonymy, types, type-localities, and range of all the 

Australian aviiauma. There if\ appended a very ro111plete and useful 

index, filling pp. 333-453. The work ha becomr rathf'r scarce· the 

copy in hand is from the C'abanis-Reichenow collection. ' 

1920. Supplement No. l. [to] The birds of Aus

tralia. Check list of the birds of Australia. Part I. 

Orders asuariiforme to .i\tenuriforme . Showing 

under each O'cnus and species every synonym at 

present known to the "\.uthor, with references to 

coloured plates iu thi work and in Gould 's folio 

Birds of Australia. 4to. pp. iv+116. London. 

1920-4. The bird of ustralia. Check list of the 

birds of Australia. 3 pis. in 2 vol ' . folio. Being 

Supplement ·nos. 1-3 of his Birds of Awslralia. 
London. 

**** and IRE DALE, ToM. 
1921. (A) manual of the birds of Australia. 8vo. 

pp. 24+279. 10 col. pl. Vol. I. ( ll pub.) London. 

CO~l'ENTS. Casuarii to olumbae. 
A scientific handbook on Australian birds and some extra-limital 

pecies. The nomrnclature. synonymy, diagno i:, habit , distribu

tion, allll sexual differences are, with other characters, concisely 

stated, and the work i unu ually well illustrated. The whole forms, 

so far as it goes, an abbreviated treati e that combines the es entia! 

information, with additions to date, of the larger works of Gould 

and l\1athews. 

1923. Supplement 1 o. '2. [Lo] The birds of Aus

tralia. Check li t of the birds of Au tralia. l art 2. 

Ortler Passeriformes (part). folio. pp. xvi +117-56. 

append. London. 

The present copy and Supplement Xo. 3 are in the original dated 

covers, enclosed in a cardboard ea e. 

1925. The birds of Australia. Bibliography of the 

birds of ustralia. Books used in the preparation 

of his work with a few biographical details of 

authors and collectors. 4lo. pp. 8+149. portr. 
London. 

A most useful review of the literature and brief account of the 

writers, a supplement to the comprehensive 191Q-28 Birds of 

Australia (q.v.). 

1927-30. Systema avium Australasianarum; a 

systematic list of the birds of the Australasian 

region. Prepared in conjunction with Special 

Committees of the British and American Ornitho

logists' Cnions. 8vo. pp. x+426. index. [London.] 

Embraces the Pacific Islands, from Easter Island to the Celebes. 

The cla sification is that of harpe's Hand-list. The nomenclature 

i founded on the Rules of the lnternational Zoological Congress. 

The figure in brackets after the Latin name refers to th Catalogue 

of Birds in OtP British ~11useum. An endeavor ha been made to 

fix the type-locality of ewry quotation and tlw genotype of each 

genus. 

1928. The Birds of orfolk and Lord Howe 

Islands, etc. 4to. pp. 139. index. many hand-col. 

and monochrome pl. London. 

A well-made addition to the author's Birds of Australia, illu. trated 

by Gronvold in his best tyle. 

MA TON' \VILLIAM GEORGE (1774-1835]. 

1805. A general view of the rriting of Linnaeus. 

'ee PULTE EY, R. 

MATSCHIE, PA L. 

1893-dafe. 'ee UEUT Cil-OST-AFRII A. 

1905 . .See CHILLI. c;.s, CARL GEORG. 

1909. See BRALEH, AUGC T. 

MATTHEWS, L. IlARRI 0 

COVERY' REPORTS. 
1925. See 'nrs-

MA TUAN -LIN (13th and 14th cent.]. 

1896. \Yen hsit>n t'ung k'ao. Ency lopedia of 

general information, containing material about the 

animal kingdom, chuan 311-14. 24·4 x 15·2 cm. 

~[G.] 

rwfo 
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1848. (The) treasury of natural hi tory; or, A 
popular di ·tionary of animated nature. 2 vols. 
16mo. Vol. I, pp. xiv+408. front. 473 figs. (107 
birds). T. of c. Yol. II, pp. 409 812. 381 fifls. 
(114 birds ). glossary. London. 

MAXIMILI AN, Prince zu \Ymo-. rm \YIED .• ee 
WIED- 'EUWIED, Prince zu. 

MAXWELL, AYMER [1877-1914] and MAL
COL M , G. 
1910 . Grouse and grou e moors. See 1\IALCOLM, G. 
and 1\IAXWELL, A. 

1911. Partridge and partridge manor . 8vo. 
pp. xii...L327. front. (col. ). 15 pl. (co l. ). ,j diagr. 
3 figs. index. London. 

1913. Pheasant and covert shooting. 8vo. pp. ix 
+332. front. (col.). 15 pi. (col.). 5 diagr. index. 

London. 
MAXWELL, IIERBERT EUSTACE [184.J- J. 
1904. British fresh-water fishe . 4to. pp. 8 + 316. 
pl. (The \Voburn Library of Tatural History.) 

London. 
1909. Memories of the months. 5th serie . 8vo. 
pp. xi+ 304. front. 5 pl. T. of c. London. 
A rearranged collection of es ays publif'hed in .BritiF<h general 
journals, mostly on bird lore. 

1917. See COR ISII, CHAS. J. 

MAXWELL, l\L\RICS. 
1924 . Stalking hig Game \Yith a Camera. Jto. 
pp. 20+ 311. inde.T. append. New J -ark. 
A fine series of photographs of the larger (lidng) African fatma, 
with a preface by ir 'ydney Harmer. What an improvement on 
the method employed by other 'hunter~· who joyfully slaughter 
their victims lo 'see what. they look like'. 

MAWSON , Do·u;LA. [1882- ]. 
[1 9 15]. The home of the blizzard, being the story 
of the u trala ian antarctic expedition, 1911-
1914. 2 vols. 8uo. Vol. I, pp. x:rx+349. 116 pl. 
(8 col.). 17 figs. T. of c. Vol. 11, pp. xiii+338. 
103 pl. (10 col.). 20 figs. 3 maps. 7 append. index. 

London. 
References to birds anll other animals are numerouf'. 

MAY, \V. 
n .d. The little book of Briti h birds. pp. vi+ 
7-191. front. 4tJ pi. 1 fig (vignette). T. of r. 

London. 
Thifl little book-prohab1~ one of the ~malle:;.t if not the !'mallest-
on British birds forms one of Tilt:::~ handhooh; for children earl! 
containinJZ -!8 plates, the present ones (wooclc·lit~) hcing !'~pedally 
good for :;o small a volumr. Tbe size of thi" volun1c· i thrre inc·hrs 
by two anrl onc-l.alf inches, prohahly !hr l'mallr ! format on bird. 
yet published. The print is clear and ea ' ily read <UHl the rontent 
fairly good. 

MAYER, A. 
1821. Voll t;.indiger nlerrichl, vde 1\'::~rhligallen, 
Schwarzplattcn, araue uncl gelbe polt,·ogel zu 
fangen, etc. 12mo. pp. 8+96. T. of c. Pe.o.,l'. 
The fourth cditiou of a scarce little \I'Ork on lo!'al rage-birds, 'lith 
directions aR to catching, taming, and raring for them. 

MAYER, ALFRED MAR~·mALL [1836-97]. 
1884. Sport with gun and rod in merican ·woods 
and water . 2 vols. 4to. \ ol. I, pp. ( 4) + 448. 
20pl. figs. T.ofc. Vol.II,pp.(2)+449-88 . 16 
pl. figs. index. Edinburgh. 
Yolumes relating chiefly to the killing of birds, ~on~r"h~t r deemed 
by reliable descriptions of the victims and by drrectwns how to 
motmt them. 

1\IAYER, AuG ST FRA ' Z JosEPH CARL [1787-
1 65 J. 
1865. r eber das 'i clrr \ ogel und <..ler Reptilien. 
4lo. pp .. ')/). 4 col. pl. Dre. den. 
Thif' important tractate i:; an avthor'~; separate. 

MAYE R, CHARLES. 
1921. Trapping \Yilcl \nimals in Malay Jungles. 
8vo. pp. 207. illusl. New 1 ark. 

1924. Jungle Bea. ls I have Captured [in Borneo, 
Sumatra, &c.]. pp. 12+269. illust. 
An interesting account, well 'nitten. 

MAYNARD , CHARLES Jou . o~ [1845-1929]. 
1870. The naturalist' guide in collecting and pre
erYing object of natural history, with a complete 

catalogue of the birds of the ea tern Massachu
sett . 8vo. pp. ix+ 170. 10 pl. append. index. 

Boston. 
The first part is a taxidermist's manual, the second contains an 
annotatrd list of 290 species of birdi-.i, with notes on their di tribution 
and habits. The pre ent cop~ is one of the rare fir~t edition of 
:\Ia~·nard's fin;t book. Another edition appeared in 1871, with a 
revised anll enlarged printing 1877. 

1871. The naturalist's g-uide, etc. 8vo. pp. vi+ 
170. 10 pl. append. index. Boston. 
This edition differs from that of 1870 on!~ in having no frontispiece 
or list and explanation of plates. 

1877. (The) naturalist's guide. 8vo. pp. ix+204. 
11 pi. (2 col.). 2 append. index. Salem, J!ass. 
A revised and enlarged edition of the fir t issue of 1870, with two 
colored plates of birds. 

1881. The birds of ea tern 1 'orth • \m erica ; ,.,. ith 
original descriptions of all the species which occur 
ea t of the Mississippi River, bebveen the Arctic 
circle and the Gulf of Mexico, with full notes upon 
their habits, etc. 4to. pp. iv+532. 35 pl. (col.). 
append. ,3 indeJ·es. Newlonville, A1ass. 
Zimmer (A.yer Cot., p. -!..!3) ghcs a full account of the chequered 
career of thi~ important treati~r, i1111~trated by means of colored 
lithographs drawn by the author. Another revised edition was 
published in L880-95. 

1888-94. \.ontribulions to Science. 2 vols. 8vo. 
illusl. .Vewtonville, .1/ass. 
Irregularly is:ned es~'<ay~, charmingly and accurately written, on 
numerous natural hi tory : uhjecb. 

1889-95. The birds of eastern • 'orth A..merica. 
Hevi ed ed. Xezvlonville, .11ass. 

1890. Egg-s of l\orlh .\mcrit:au birds. Illu trated 
\\'ith ten hand-f·olorecl plalrs. 8vo. pp. iv+159. 
front. (en/.). 9 pl. (col.). append. Bo ton. 

1896. llandbook of the sparro" s, finches, etc., of 
rw England. &•o. pp. vii 1 91. 1 diartr. 18 pi. 

(col.). 11 fiys. append. inde.r. .Yewlonville, .Ha s. 

898. 1 <'alalogue of the birds of the \\est Indies 
"hich do noL oc ·ur el ewiH'rc in .i\orth America 
norlh of 11 exico. 8vo. pp. 40. 2 append. 

Yewlonville, .~lttss. 
1905 . The warbler of 'Jew England. 8vo. pp. (8) 
+ 140. front. (col.). 18 pl. (hand-col.). 6 p i. 
!uncal.). 36 (iys. append. addenrl. index. 

\i est ewton, J l ass. 
TllP tlr-t rdition of thi,; work \';as b'til'd in I DOl. with :ix part and 
1 :~ platt "· Pngraved nnd han<i-colnred b~ the author. Tht> present 
copy bear.:; clatP 1!105 and is .·o. 1 LO of a 'Souwnir' edition of 5u0 

/ \ copies. 
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[1921 ]. Some birds of the countryside. 

208. T. of c. 

8vo. pp. 
London. 

[1922]. Poems about birds, from the middle ages 

to the present. 8vo. pp. 415. index. London. 

[1923]. ntrodden ways; adventures on English 

coasts, heaths and marshes, and also among the 

works of Hudson, Crabbe, and other country 

writers. 8vo. pp. 11 +255. fronl. (col. ). index. 
London. 

1924. Sanctuaries for birds and how to make them. 

8vo. pp. (8)+160. 8 pl. 18 figs. append. London. 

MATERIALY X POZNANIIU FAUNY I 

1 
.. J FLORY ROSSIISXOL IMPERII. A1oscow. 

.{.. "- 1892-1918? OtdYel Zoologisches~. 

MATHER, KIRTLEY F. 
1930. Sons of the Earth. 100 illust. New 1r ork. 

A popular work on paleontology written by the professor of geology 

in Harvard University. A very good review of the . ubject ~ 

chapter on the 'family tree of the higher vertebrates'. 

MATHESON, DARLEY. 
1914. British game birds. 8vo. pp. 10+173. 31 

pl. (10 col.). T. of c. London. 

J ---
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. index. 
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Part I. 

Orders Casuariiformes to ~lenuriforme . Showing 

under ear h genus and pecies every synonym at 

present known to the .Author, with references to 

coloured plates in this work and in Gould's folio 

Birds of Australia . .Jto. pp. iu+116. London. 

1920-4. The birds of ustralia. Che~..:k list of the 

birds of Australia. 3 pis. in 2 vols. folio. Being 

Supplement -nos. '1-3 of his Birds of Aw;iralia. 
London. 

**** and IREDALE, ToM. 
1921. (A) manual of the birds of \.ustralia. 8uo. 

pp. 24+279. 10 col. pl. Vol. I. (All pub.) London. 

CO~TENT ' . Casuarii to Columbae. 
A scientific handbook on Au tralian birds and some extra-limital 

species. The nomenclature, synonymy, diagnosis, habits, distribu

tion, and sexual difference arf', with other charactf'r:>, concisely 

stated, and the work i unusually well illustrated. The whole forms, 

so far as it goes, an abbreviated treatise that combines the essential 

information, with additions to date, of the larger works of Gould 

and Uathews. 

1923. Supplement 1 0. 2. [to] The birds of Aus

tralia. Check list of the birds of Australia. Part 2. 

Order Passeriformes (part). folio. pp. xvi +117-56. 

append. London. 

The present copy and Supplement No. 3 are in the original dated 

covers, enclosed in a cardboard case. 

1925. The birds of ustralia. Bibliography of the 

birds of Australia. Book used in the preparation 

of his work with a few biographical details of 

authors and collectors. 4to. pp. 8+149. portr. 
London. 

A most useful review of the literature and brit>f account of the 

writers, a supplement to the comprehensive 191G-28 Birds of 

Australia (q.v.). 

1927-30. Systema avium Australasianarum; a 

systematic list of the birds of the Australasian 

region. Prepared in conjunction with Special 

Committees of the British and merican Ornitho

logists' nions. 8uo. pp. x + 426. index. [London.] 

Embraces the Pacific I lands, from Eastt>r Island to the Celebes. 

The cla sification is that of Sharpe's Hand-list. The nomenclature 

is founded on the Rules of the lnternational Zoological Congress. 

The fignre in brackets after the Latin name refers to the Catalogue 

of Birds in tlte British .Museum. An endeavor ha been made to 

fix the type-locality of every quotation and the genotype of each 

genus. 

1928. The Birds of Norfolk and Lord Howe 

Islands, etc. 4io. pp. 139. index. many hand-col. 

and monochrome pl. London. 

A well-made addition to the author's Birds of Australia, illustrated 

by Gronvolrl in his be t style. 

MATON, WILLIAM GEORGE [1774-1835]. 

1805. A general view of the vritings of Linnaeus. 

See PULTE EY, R. 

MATSCHIE, PAUL. 
1893-date. See DEUTscu-osT-AFRIKA. 

1905. .See SCII ILLI GS, CARL GEORG. 

1909. See BRA EH, A G ST. 

MATTHEWS, L. I-IARRISON. 1925. See 'DIS

COVERY' REPORTS. 

MA TUAN-LIN [13th and 14th cent.]. 

1896. \\en hsieH t'ung k'ao. Encyclopedia of 

gm.wral in.formation, containing material about the 

ammal kmgdom, chuan 311-14. 24·4 x 15·2 cm. 

~(G.J 

~ 
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1848. (The) treasury of natural hi tory; or, A 
popular diclionary of animated nal ure. 2 vols. 
16mo. ol. I, pp. xiv-+ 408. front. 473 figs. (107 
birds). T. of c. \ ol. II, pp. 409 812. 3 1 figs. 
(114 birds ). glossary. London. 

M AXIMILIAN, Prince zu \Ymo-NEL'\\'IED. See 
''' lED- E WIED, Prince zu. 

M A XWELL, AYl\IER [1877-1914] and MAL
COLM, G. 
1910. Grouse and grouse moors. See 1\IALCOLM, G. 
and IAXWELL, 

1911. Partridge and partridge manor . 8vo. 
pp. xii+327. front. (col. ). 15 pl. (co l. ). 5 diagr. 
3 figs. index. London. 

1913. Pheasant and covert shooting. 8vo. pp. ix 
+332. front. (col.). 16 pl. (col.). 6 diagr. index. 

London. 
MAXWELL, IlERBERT E STACE [184G- J. 
1904. Brilish fre h-water fishe . 4to. pp. 8+316. 
pl. (The \Voburn Library of • ·a tural Ilislory.) 

London. 
1909. Memories of the months. 5th serie . 8vo. 
pp. xi+ 304. front. 5 pl. T. of c. London. 
A rearranged collection of essay published in British general 
journals, mostly on bird lore. 

1917. See COR ISH, CHAS. J. 

MAXWELL, 1 RICS. 
1924. Stalking big Game ·with a Camera. 4to. 
pp. 20+311. inde.T. append. ~vew } orlr. 
A fine series of photograph of the larger (lh·ing) African fauna, 
with a preface by ir Sydney Harmer. What an improwment on 
the method romployed b~· other 'hw1ters · who joyfully slaughter 
their victims lo 'see what they look like'. 

M AWSON, DoLGLA. [1882- ]. 
[1915]. The home of the blizzard, being the story 
of the Australasian antardic e. pedilion, 1911-
1914. 2 vols. 81'u. Vol., I, pp. XJ':r+349. 116 pl. 
(8 col.). 17 figs. T. o( c. Vol. II, pp. :riii+338. 
103 pl. (10 col.). 20 figs. 3 maps. 7 append. index. 

London. 
References to birds and other animal are numerous. 

MAY, \V. 
n.d. The little book of British birds. pp. vi+ 
7-191. front. 46 pi. 1 fig (vignette). T. of c. 

London. 
This little book-prohahl~ one of the smalle.t if not the smallest
on British birds forms one of Tilt:!:l handhookH for children eacl1 
containing -!8 plates, the pre;;ent ones (woorlet;ts) being e><pecially 
IZOOd for so small a volume. The sizr of thi;: Yolumr il; thrre inches 
by two and one-l.atf inches, probably llw ~mallr. t format on birds 
yet publish d. The print b clear and easily read and thr C'ontents 
fairly good. 

MAYER , A. 
1821. oll tHndiger nterrichL, wie 1'\::~chligallen, 
Schwarzplattcn, graue und gelbe poltvogel zu 
fangen, etc. 12mo. pp. 8+96. T. o{ c. Pe-l'. 
The fourth edition of a scarce little work on local cagc·birlls, \\ith 
direction>< a~;~ to catching, taming, and caring for them. 

MAYER , ALFRED MARSliALL [1836 97]. 
1884. Sport with gun and rod in American woods 
and water. 2 vols. 4lo. \'ol. I, pp. (4)+ 448. 
20pl. figs. T.o(c. Vol.II,pp.(2)-t 449-88 . 16 
pl. figs. index. Edinburgh. 
Yolumcs relating chiefly to the killing of birds, . omcwha t redeemed 
by reliable description· of the victims and by dirretions how to 
mount them. 

1\tAYER, AUGUST FRA ·z Jo EPH CARL [1787-
1 65 J. 
1865. l -eber d::~. Ei dcr \ ogel uncl der Reptilien. 
4to. pp .. ?5. 4 col. pi. Dresden. 
This important tractate is an author's separate. 

MAYER, CHARLES. 
1921. Trapping \Yild \nimals in Malay Jungles. 
8vo. pp. 207. illust. New 1·ork. 

1924. Jungle Beasts I have Captured [in Borneo, 
Sumatra, &c.]. pp. 12 + 269. illust. 
An interesting account, well ''Titten. 

MAYNARD, CHARLES JOII1\" 0. [1845-1929]. 
1870. The naturalist's guide in collecling and pre
serving objects of natural hi tory, wit.h a complete 
catalogue of the birds of I he ea tern Massachu
seLt . 8vo. pp. ix+ 170. 10 pl. append. index. 

Boston. 
The first part is a taxidermist's manual, the second contains an 
annotated list of 290 specieR of bird;;, with note. on their distribution 
unci habits. The present copy is one of the rare first edition of 
:Uaynard's fir t hook. Another edition appeared in 1871, with a 
revised anu enlarged printing 1 77. 

1871. The naturalist's guide, etc. 8vo. pp. vi+ 
170. 10 pi. append. index. Boston. 
This edition differs from that of l8i0 onl~ in having no frontispiece 
or list and explanation of plates. 

1877. (The) naturalist's guide. 8vo. pp. ix+204. 
11 pl. (2 col.). 2 append. index. Salem, ~lass. 
A revi ed and enlarged edition of the first issue of 1870, with two 
colored plates of hirds. 

1881. The birds of eastern • ·orth ,\merica; with 
original descriptions of all the species \Vhich occur 
ea t of the Mississippi River, between the Arctic 
circle and the Gulf of ~Iexico, with full notes upon 
their habils, etc. dto. pp. iv -+ 532. 35 pl. (col.). 
append. .3 inde:res. Newlonville, 1'vlass. 
Zimmer (Ayer ('at., p. 4~0) gives a full account of the chequered 
career of this important treat be, illustrated by means of colored 
lithographs dra"11 hy the author. Another reYised edition was 
pnbli~hed in 18 9-95. 

1888-94. Contributions to Science. 2 vols. 8vo. 
illru:l. S ewtonville, .\I ass. 
Irregularly i~sued es,.:a;-.·., charmiugly and accurately written, on 
numerous natural hi torr subjects. 

1889-95. The birds of eastern • · orth America. 
ReYised ed. 1\ ervtonville, }\1[ ass. 

1890. Eggs of ~ orlh ,\ merican birds. Illustrated 
witll lea ltand-rolorecl plalrs. 8vo. pp. iv+159. 
fmnl. (col.). 9 pl. (col.). uppend. Boston. 

1896. lJ audbook of the 8parTO\v , finches, etc., of 
1'c" England. 8vo. pp.uii .J. .9l. 1diar;r. 18pl. 
(col . . 11 fiys. append. inde.J:. .\ cwlonville, Jlass. 

1898. ~\ <·atalogue of lhe birds of the \\'est Indies 
which do 11ot oc<.:ur elsewlH're in .:\orth America 
norlh of M . ·ico. 8uo. pp. 40. 2 append. 

,\'ewlonville, JI ((SS. 

1905. The warLler of 1 ew England. 8vo. pp. ( 8) 
t-140. front. (col.). 18 pl. (hand-col.). 6 pi. 

(uncal.). 56 fiys. append. addetul. index. 
ii est \'ewlon, J!ass. 

Thr tir"t r<lition of thi: work v;as h-~upd in I 0()], with -ix parts and 
I !3 platt.·, Pllgraved and hand-colorrd h~· the anthor. The pre ent 
copy bear,; datt· I H05 and i: • · o. 1 LO of a ', onvenir · edition of 5(;0 

j \ copies. 
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[MAYNARD, C. J. (contd.)J 

1910. An atlas of plates for the directory to the 
birds of Eastern North America. front. (col.). 

50 pl. (col.). 7 figs. (col.). index. 
West Newton, J4ass. 

An ornithological Atlas, bearing the date of 1906 on the title-page, 
but not published until 1910. The 51 plates, some of which were 
drawn on stone, were used to illustrate the author's Birds of Eastern 
North America, but as the method of coloring many of them was 
quite different from that there employed, they are practically new 
plates. The remainder were engraved on wood especially for this 
book, the drawing and engraving being the work of the author, 
whilst the coloring was done under his supervision. The edition was 
limited to 100 copies of which the present one is No. 60, it having 
been especially colored and autographed by the author for Dr. 
Casey Wood. See attached letter dated December 27, 1922. 

1916. A field ornithology of the birds of eastern 
North America. 8vo. pp. (2)+550. front. (col.). 
1 pl. 423 figs. append. index. West Newton, Mass. 

Written mainly for the identification of birds in the field, giving such 
points as form, flight, habits, and color that are readily seen by an 
ordinary field-glass. The songs or other sounds uttered by the birds 
are also given. 

[1928]. Vocal organs of talking birds and some 
other species. Illustrated by the author. 12mo. 
pp. vii+380. front. (col.). 15 pl. (2 col.). 76 figs. 
index. \Vest Newton, Mass. 

MAYNARD, Mrs. LucYWARREN. 
1898. Birds of \¥ashington and vicinity; including 
adjacent parts of Maryland and Virginia. 8vo. 
pp. 204. 18 figs. T. of c. index. n rashinglon. 

1902. Birds of Washington and vicinity. Revised 
ed. 8vo. pp. 210. 18 figs. index. lVashinglon. 

MA YOU' BESSIE. 
[1877]. Natural History of Shakespeare. pp. viii 
+220. index. Manchester. 

Me. See also MAC and M'. 

McATEE, WALDO LEE [1883- ]. 
1905. Birds of the vicinity of the University of 
Indiana. (Proceedings of the Indiana Academy of 
Sciences, 1904.) pp. 65-202. 32 figs. T. of c. 
Author's reprint. The total number of species is 225, which includes 
70 per cent. of the bird from the entire State. Numerous tables are 
given summarizing the facts recorded in the body of the paper. 

1905. The horned larks and their relation to 
agriculture. 8vo. pp. 37. front. 1 pl. 13 figs. index. 

\Vashington. 

1908. Food habits of the groslJeaks. 8vo. pp. 92. 
front. (col.). 3 pl. (2 col.). 40 figs. T. of c. 

·washinglon. 
These lovely birds hitherto appreciated for their bright plumage, 
sweet song, and attractivenes as cage birds, are here shown by the 
present investigation to be entitled to every consideration at the 
hands of farmers owing to their services to agriculture in the eating 
of obnoxious weeds and invertebrates. 

1911. \\'oodpeckers in relation to trees and wood 
products. 8vo. pp. 99. 12 pl. (2 col.). 44 figs. 

T. of c. Washington. 

1926. The relation of birds to woodlots in New 
York State. 8vo. pp. 1-152. 4 pl. index. (Roose
velt \l' ild I ife Bulletin, vol. 4, no. 1.) 

Syracuse, N. r. 
[1927]. Propagation of game birds. 8vo. pp. (2)+ 
57. 27 figs. T. of c. Washington. 
Author's eparate. 
This bulletin applies primarily to the ring-necked pheasant, bob
white, Ciunil, mallard duck, and the Canada goose, species with 
which most succe s has been achieved on American game farms. 

McCAULEY, C. A. H. 
1877. Notes on the ornithology of the region 
about the source of the Red River of Texas. 
(Bulletin U.S. Geol. and Geograph. Survey.) 8vo. 
pp. 655-95. \Vashington. 
Author's edition, containing very full and interesting field-notes on 
the habits of birds freCiuenting a traet of country of which little was 
known. 

McCHESNEY, J. H. 
1895. Descriptions of new species of fossils from 
the palaeozoic rocks of the Western States. 4to. 
pp. 76. illust. Chicago. 

Author's reprint from 'l'rans. Chicago Acad. of_ Se., vol. I. 

McCLYMONT, JAMES RoxBURGH. 
1920. Essays on early ornithology. 8vo. pp. 35. 
2 pl. T. of c. London. 

n.d. Notes and articles contributed to the Zoo
logist and the Emu; reprints selected by the 
author. 8vo. 14 pis. in 1 vol. phol. 
Presentation copy from author. 

McCOY, FREDERICK [1823-99]. 
1855. Systematic description of the British 
palaeozoic fossils in the Geological museum of the 
University of Cambridge. folio. pp. [77 3]. pl. 

London. 

1878-88. Prodromus of the Zoology of Victoria. 
Decades 1-17. 2 vols. 20 pis. 8vo. 200 col. pl. 

Melbourne. 

McCULLOCH, A. R. See BR. Assoc. AD. sciENCE, 
1914 .. 

McCULLOUGH, (1\llrs.) MYRTLE (born REED) 
[1874- ] . 
[c. 1904]. The book of clever beasts, studies in 
unnatural history. 8vo. pp. 10+231. illusl. pl. 

New l'ork. 
McDERMOTT, WILLIAM A. 

1899. Birds and books; by \V alter Lecky [pseud.]. 
16mo. pp. 243. Boston. 

McEWEN, RoBERT STA LEY [1888- ] . 
[1923]. Vertebrate embryology. 8vo. pp. xi+544. 
252 figs. bibliogr. index. New l'ork. 

McGILL UNIVERSITY. Department of 
Zoology. 
1901-3. Papers. 

1917-dale. Publication 

McGILL UNIVERSITY PUBLICATIONS. 
See CANADA. MC(fiLL U IVERISTY. 

McGREGOR, RICHARD CRITTE DEN [1871- ]. 
1901. Land Birds of Santa Cruz Co., California. 
8vo. pp. 22. 
Author's separate (Pacific ('oast Avifauna, No. 2). 

1903-24. Birds from Luzon, Mindoro, Palawan 
and various other provinces and islands of the 
Philippine Group. 8vo. (.\uthor's reprints.) 

Jlanila. 

This well-known sy tematist, who ha - devoted the best years of his 
life to editing the Bulletins of the Science Bureau in which most of 
his scientific papers have been published, is the greatest living 
authority on the faunallife of the Philippine Islands. In addition to 
numerous papers he has published several text-books on the animals 
-mostly birds-of the U .S. posses ions in the Far East. 
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1904. Birds from Benguet Province, Luzon, and from the islands of Lubang, Mindoro, Cuyo, and Cagayancillo. 8vo. pp. 16. Manila. 
1904. The birds of Calayan and Fuga. Babuyan ()"roup. 8vo. pp. 34. 5 pl. (Bulletin of the Phillipine 1\!fuseum, no. 4.) Jl[ anila. Author's specially printed, local li t of Philippine Islands birds. 
1905. I. Birds from the islands of Romblon, Sibuyan, and Cresta de Gallo. II. Further notes on birds from Ticao, Cuyo, Culion, Calayan, Lubang, and Luzon. 8vo. pp. 34. 11 pl. ( 3 of eggs). 

1Vfanila. These notes and descriptions of the bird from the above i lands were issued as publications of the Philippine Bureau of Government Laboratories. 

1905 . I. Birds from Mindoro and small adjacent islands. I I. Notes on three rare Luzon birds. 8vo. pp. 32. 18 pl. Manila. Specially entitled excerpts bound in the same wrapper. 

**** and WORCESTER , DEAN C. 1906. A hand-list of the birds of the Philippine Islands. 4to. pp. 123. 2 indexes. 1Vfanila. The 'Hand-List' gives in ystematic . equence a lit of all the birds hitherto known to occur in the Philippine Islands, numbering 692 species. 

1909. (A) manual of Philippine birds. 2 vols. 8vo. pp. 16 + 769. indexes. Manila. A complete and well-known monograph on the birds of the Philippine Islands, with a full description of each species, their synonymy, habits, nidifl.cation, and distribution. The volumes in hand are the author's own interleaved copy \\ith numerous notes. They were presented by him to the E .S.W. Library. He has autographed the first volume and in it made this notation: 'This copy was used by me in making the index; it also includes a duplicate proof of the index. Bound in two volumes by a native Filipino binder in Manila.' 

1915. Birds in their economic relation to man. 8vo. pp. 14. 12 figs. Manila. 
1920. Index to the genera of birds. 4to. pp. 185. 

1\1anila. There are 8,839 names catalogued in this very useful index (that includes subgenera) based on Bonaparte's Conspectus, Gray's Handlist, the Catalogue of Birds in the Br. Museum, Sharpe's Hand-list, Dubois' Synopsis, and in three lists b~ C. W. Richmond. The book in hand i a presentation copy to Ca ey Wood from the author. 

**** and MARSHALL , ELIZABErH J. 1922. Philippine birds for boys and girls. 8vo. pp. 138. front . (col.). 5 p l. (col.). 26 figs. Manila. A useful guide to the commoner varieties of Philippine birds. A second edition was issued in l\)27 concerning which a letter from the author to Mr>~. D. ~1arshall is inserted in the present copy. 

MciLHENNY, EowARD AvERY [187:2- and SHUFELDT, ROBERT \VILSO . 
1914. The wild turkey and it hunting. 8vo. pp. xi+245. 20 p l. (1 eggs). 1 fig. Garden City, N.l ·. 

MciLWRAITH, THOMAS. 
1866. List of Birds observed near Hamilton, Canada West. 8vo. Sa/em. 
1894. The birds of Ontario; being a concise account of every species of bird known to have been found in Ontario. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. 426. front. (porlr.) . 40 figs. addend. glossary. index. 

Toronto. Au. annotated list of specie , with descriptions of plumage, habitat, nests and eggs, &c.; a revised and enlarged edition of the first, 1886 issue. 

MciNTOSH , WILLIAM CARMICHAEL [1838-?1913]. 1875. The marine invertebrates and fishes of St. Andrews. folio. pp. 6+186. 9 pl. (col.). 
Edinburgh. 

**** and MASTERMAN, ARTH R THOMAS. 1897. The life-histories of the British marine food-fishes. 8vo. pp. 15 +516. 21 col. pl. London. 
[1 91 7] . List of \Vorks, Memoirs and Papers. 8vo. illust. [0. 3299, viii.] 

McKERROW, Ro ALD B. 
1927. An Introduction to 
literary students. 8vo. 

Bibliography for 
Oxford. One of the sources of information used in compiling this INTRODl.TCTION and CATALOl' l ' K 

McLEARN, FRA K HARRIS [1885- ]. 1924. Palaeontology of the Silurian rocks of Arisaig, Nova Scotia. 4to. pp. 180. 30 pl. (Canada. Geological Survey. Memoirs.) Ottawa. 
McMULLIN , S. H. 

[1879 ]-86 . Illustrations of the nests and eggs of birds of Ohio with text. See JONES, H. E. 
McMURTIE [MCMURTRIE, MCMURTIER], HENRY. 1834. Cuvier's Animal Kingdom arranged according to its organization. Translated from the French and abridged for the use of Students. 8vo. illust. 

McNIELE , J. H. 
1925. Two ornithologists on the lower Danube. See swAN , H. KIRKE. 

M cQUADE , JAMES. 
1885. The cruise of the Montauk to Bermuda, the West Indies and Florida. 8vo. pp. xv+441. front. 15 pl. 1 fig. T. of c. New York. 

M'VEAN, COLIN A. 
[1877] . Notes on the ornithology of Yeddo. 8vo. pp. 11. [Tokyo.] 

McWILLIAM , JoHN MoRELL. 
1927. The birds of the Island of Bute. 8vo. pp. (4)+128. 9 pl. (1 map). 3 append. index. 

London. 
MECKEL, JOHA FRIEDRICH [1781-1833]. 1826. Ornithorynchi paradoxi descriptio anatomica. folio. pp. 63. 8 pl. Lipsiae. One of the first anatomical descriptions of the Duckbilled Platypus -by a famous comparative anatoniist. 

MECKLENBERG. 
1847- 30. Archiv d. Vereine d. Freunde d. Naturgeschichte in .Mecklenberg. Jahrg. 1-83. Register und Supplemente. 

MEDIZINISCH -NATURWISSENSCHAFT-LICHES ARCHIV . 1907- 10. B erlin. 
MEDIZINISCH -NATURWISSENSCHAFT· LICHE GESELLSCHAFT ZU JENA. 1878-1913. Denkschriften. 
1877-1914. Sitzun~erichte der Jenaischen gesel. f. med. u. natur. 

3N 
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~MEDLOCX, HE~RY. 
1853. The book of nature, introduction Lo the 

sciences of . . . zoology. B. F. choedler. 1 sL 

American ed .... translated from the 6th German 
ed. by JI. 1\Iedlock. , ee a/so SCIIOEDLEn, F. K. L. 

[1862]. Elements of natural philosophy, by 1". 

Schoedler. Second edition, tran la t d from Lhe 

6th German ed. by H.l\1edlock. New edition, &c. 

See SCHOEDLER, F. K. L. 

] . MEEK, ALEXA"'iDER [1 66-
1922. Essentials of zoology. 
145 figs. index. 

8vo. pp. xii+325. 

MEEX, ARTHUR s. 
[1913]. A naturalist in cannibal land. 
xviii +238. front. 31 pl. index. 

London. 

vo. pp. 
London. 

An interesting account of the author' wandering:; in Au tralia and 
New Guinea. Reference to birds arc numerou." throughout the 
volume. The present Lord Rothschild wrote an introduction to the 
volume. 

MEERWARTH, H. 
[1 908]. Lebensbilder aus der Tierwelt. ·2nd erie 

Birds. 8vo. pp. 8 + 596. num. pl. T. of c. Leipzig. 

A profusely illustrated, popular description of a selection of intcre. t
birds from all over the world. The well executed photo-plates(over 
200) add greatly to the value and attraction· of the work. The 
present copy is from the C'abanis- Rt>ichrnow collection. 

MEGENBERG, Ko, RAD '-0" [1309 78 J. 
1478. Das Bu ·h der • Tatur. {olio. 290 leaves. 

Johann Bamler. Augsuurg. 

This second edition of the first German book on natural history 
contains 12 full-page woodcuts contemporarily colored. For com
plete collation see Rain no. 4042. This copy, bound in original oak 
boards "ith leather back, lacks pp. 270 and i 8 of the text. From tile 
dealer's de cription is ab ·tracted the follO\\ing: 
Small folio. 290 (of 292) lf'at'r.•, 28lines to the f11l! pa(le ll'illwut markR. 

Gothic letter. Ornronental initials. (Fol. 1 :) l >as l{Pgif>tt'r ... (Fol . .! :) 

Rye nach volget da bitchir natur ... (Fol. ~92 :) Hie t>ndet tiich 
das buch der natur. Das ha grtruckt vn volpraeht Johannes B!mler 
z{l Augspurg. An mitwo vor Bartholomei. Ano re. in dem. 
lxxvlli. jare ... 
Second Edition. The (colored) cuts ure identicalldtlt those of t},e first 

edition. They represent the following ubject : 1. A man being 
examined by two doctors. :2. The world, the olar ~ystem, and 
heaven. 3. Quadrupeds. 4. Birds. 5. Wonders of the Sea. 6. l!'islles, 

etc. 7. Serpents and mythical animals. . In. ect.. 9-10. Trees and 
flowers. 11. t. 'L'lrich holding the fish. l~ . .Jlonstro. ities. The two 
missing leaves (279 and 288) are unimportant and con,ist of tr.xt 
only. There is no copy in the British l\luseum or in the Bodleian 
library, and chreiber records but fiye examples. The copy in hand 
is in fine tate, cri p and untouched. The woodcutfl of the editio 

princeps, 14 75, Bii.mler, always appear uncolored; the illustrations 
of the pre ent co:py may, consequently, be regarded a· the earliest 
portraits of birds m color to be found in any printed book. The copy 
in hand has a script index. 

MERELY, L. vo . 
19oo. SeeBun PE T. 

1901. ee ZICHY, J. 

MEHEUT, M. 
1913. Etude de la mer; faune et flore, etc. 2 vols. 

folio. Paris. 

An edition, practically a reprint of the first edition, with a preface 
by Yve Delage, appeared in 1!:!2.!. It ha pp . .!H and 50 col. pl., 
mostly of fishe . 

MEINERTZHAGEN, D i:\IEL [187:J-9 ] and 
HORNBY, R. P. 
1899. Bird life in an arctic spring. 8vo. pp. [6] + 
150. 27 photopl. London. 

The posthumously publi bed diar:v of a young naturali ·t-com-
pleted by a friend. · 

MEINERTZHAGEN, R. 
1930. See NICHOLL, .:\IICHAEL. 

MEISEL, M x. 
1924-9. A Bibliography of American Xatural 

Ilistorv; the Pioneer Centurv, 1769-186-. ,3 vols. 
8vo. ~ · ~ Brooklyn. 

This practical SE'ries di!:\cu~ses thr rolr pla:.-ed by scientific societies 
in the progre. s of hot an~. palcontology. zoology, etf'., in America, 
giving a histnry of their foundation, actiYities, publication:, official
dom, from the llliddlc of the eighteenth <"entnry to the year 1 65. 

MEISNER, CARL FRIEDRICII A G ST [1765-

1826]. 
1804. Systemalisches Verzeichni s der Vogel. 8vo. 

pp. 6 + 70. Bern. 

***'*' and SCHINZ, H. R. 
1815. Die Vogel cler Schweiz, sy temati eh 

geordnet und be chrieben, mit Bemerkungen Ober 

ihre Lebensart und Aufenthalt. , vo. pp. xxviii + 
.327. col. pi. Zurich. 

.\n enla.rgerl eclitiou of these authors' 'ystmlEitisches T'erzeichniss der 

J'ogel. 180.!, f0rming a descriptin catalogue of '\\i«s Bird~. The 
colored frontispiece, representing Sterna leucoptera, o often mis ing, 
is bound in at the back of the pre ent copy. It ha also many M . 
notes; five pages of them at the end of the book. 

MELA, A 'KV. TI J H .\~ [d. 1904]. 
1885. Fauna. Helsingfors. 

A m;eful reprint from l! inland. Geogmfi. 

[1909 f. ~uomen Luurankoiset-Yertebrata Fen

nica-toinen kokonaan uucli tettu painos toimit

tanut K. E. 1 ivirikko. vo. pp. 10 -+- .532. illust. 
maps. Porvoossa. 

.\. treati. e in :Finnish on , candinaYian nrtebrates, especially those 
of Finland. 

MELANGES DE LA SOCIETE LINEENNE 
DE BORDEAUX. 1831- date. See BORDEAVX. 

MELBOURNE. National museum. 
1929. Illuslra led auidt· to the collection of fossils 

in the . ·ational mu cum of Yictoria. 8vo. pp. 10+ 

55. illusi. .\leluourne. 

MELL, RuDOLF. 
? 1925-9. eitrage zur Fauna sinica. Pts. 1-4. 

Grunctzog einer Oekologie der chinesischen 

Rep tilien u. einer herpetologischen Tiergeo

araphie Chinas. 
Thi. is an important serie · on Chinese reptiles. 

MELLANDER, J. 'ee THLi:\BERG, c. P. 1822-3. 

MELLERSH, \\'. L. 
1902. "\ treatise on the birds of Gloucestershire. 

'vo. pp.viii , 111. map. 6pl. T.ofc. index. 
Gloucester. 

MELLET, J. 
1823. Voyag dan L merique, etc. Agen. 

MELLIS' J OIL . CHARLES. 
1875. St. Ilelena ... including its fauna, flora, etc. 

4to. pp. 14 t-426. pl. map. London. 

MELVILLE, ALEX, ·nER GoRDO='< and STRICX
LAND, H. E. 
1848. The dodo and its kindred .. ·ee STRICKLA o, 

II. E. and :\IELVILLE, A.(,. 

MEMOIRES DE L' ACADEMIE DES 

(\ 
SCIENCES ... FRANCE. ·ee ACADE~IIE DE 

CIE, CES DE L 'L. TITCT DE FRA:\CE. 1901-22. 

~ 
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JVW'TMEMOIRES POUR L'HISTOIRE N A T U- M E MORIAS D . R . ACADEMIA DE CIEN-RELLE DE LANGUEDOC. 1737. Paris. CIAS EXACTAS , FISCIAS Y NATURALES (\Yanting. ) D E MADRID . 1850- date. See (R.) ACADEM IA 

MEMOIRES DE LA SOCIETE DE PHYSIQUE ET D 'HISTOIR E NATURELLE DE GENEVE. 1821- date. See GE. EVA. (\V ani in g. ) 

MEMOIRES DE LA SOCIETE D E S SCIENCES NATURELLE S DE MAROC. 
1921-8. Pts. 2-18. 

MEMOIRES DE LA SOCIETE D ES SCIENCES NATURELLES DE NEUCH.A.TEL. · 
1836- 1914. 1-5 (all pub. ). 

MEMOIRES DE LA SOC . DES SCIENCES NATURELLES DE SEINE E T OISE , precede d'un compterendu des travaux de cett oc. depuis sa fond. jusqu 'a l'annee 1842. 
1835-42. 2 vols. l 'ersailles. 

MEMOIRES DE LA SOCIETE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES DE STRASBOURG. 
1830- 70. os. 1- 6 (all pub.). 

MEMOIRES DE LA SOCIETE DES SCIENCES PHYSIQUES ET NATURELLES DE BORDEAUX. 1855-date. ee BORDEA X. 

MEMOIRS OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ARTS AND S CIENCES. 1785-
1882. ee AMERICA - ACADEMY. 

DE CIE, CIAS, ete .... :\1ADRID. 

M E MORI A S D . (R. ) ACADEMIA DE CIENCIAS Y ARTE S DE BARCELONA. 1876-dale. See (R.) ACADEMIA DE CIENCIAS ... BARCE
Lo,· . 

MEMORIAS D. ACADEMIA MEXICANA D E CIENCIAS EXACTAS , FfSICAS Y NATURALES. 1876-1 9 i O. eeACADE.MIAMEXIcA, ·A, eLc. 

MEMORIE D. (R .) ACCADEMIA DELLE SCIENZE DELL' ISTITUTO DI BOLOGNA. See (R.) ACCADEl\IIA ... BOLOG A. 1850- 1907 . 

MEMORIE APPARTENENTI ALLA STORIA NATURALE DELLA REAL ACCADEMIA DELLE SCIENZE DI PARIGI . 1748-68. Vol.l- 13. 4to. (Wilh485pl.) l'enice. 
The e Yolumes are a tran latiou into Italian, some years later, of the JI .Jmoires of the Acadbnie Royale des Sciences of Paris, beginning 1716. The translated volumes contain some additional mattt>r not appearing in the original French i.·sues. 

MEMORIE DELLA CLASSE DI SCIENZE FISICHE . BOLOGNA. See (R.) ACCADEMIA 
... BOLOG~ 1~9~0~8=-d~a~t~e~·---------------------

MENAULT, E. 
1874. L'_\mour maternel chez les animaux. illust. 

Paris. MENEGAUX, HENRI ALG STE [1857- ] . 
1902-4. Les 1Iammifcl'es. 8vo. MEMOIRS OF THE AUSTRALIAN Thistreatisei Vols.IanuiiofJ.O.E.Perrier'RLaViedesAnimaux. MUSEUM, SYDNEY. 1851-dale. 1906-8 . See FRA CE. EXPEDITIO. ANTARCTIQUE . 1) MEMOIRS OF THE MUSEUM OF COM- 1910. Les oi caux de France [par] GalJriel Etoc {; PARATIVE ZOOLOGY, HARVARD UNI- pseud.) . vec Preface par Il. .\. Menegaux. VERSITY. 1912. Catalogue des oiseau. · de la collection .Mar-1864- dale. Vol. I -date. mo H ·•· - r ... • '" · · · • • • d; This inmorta11t pr;po hon~n ~- ••- "' • · - POLLONIU~ J'ractatus de .Magno A~nm~h, ~ C'-, • C.t;~~=E~N;A~BE~~~~;S;'E:~:1:i~~~;;r:::~~~~~;:~~~~~ 

7 
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~ -yMENETRIES, EDOUARD [1802-61]. 

1832. Catalogue rai onne des oiJjets de zoologie 

recueillis dans un voyage au Caucase et jusqu 'aux 

frontiers actuelles de la Perse. 4to. pp. 272. 
St. Pelersbourg. 

[1835]. Monographie de la famille des i\Iyo

therinae ou sont decrites les e peces qui ornent le 

musee de l'Academie imperiale des science . 4lo. 

pp. [2] +101. 16 pl. Sl. Petersbourg. 

An early, fundamental, and carce monograph on the Pittas and 

allied genera. The copy in hand is a repaged separate from the P. L. 

Sclater collection. Pre entation copy to Geoffroy ::-!aint-Hilaire from 

author, with autograph. 

MENNESSIER DE LA LANCE, GABRIEL 

RENE [1835- ] . 
1915-17. Essai de Bibliographie hippique, etc. 

2 vols. and supplement. 8vo. [0. 7208.] Paris. 

MENZBiR, MrKHAiL ALEKsA nRovicH. 

1882. Ornithologhicheskaya Evropeiskoi gheo

~rafiya Rossii. In Russian only. 8vo. pp-:-4+ 

624. 8 col. pl. Aloskva. 

l\lonograph on the geographical distribution of the birds of Russia

in-Europe. A second edition appeared in 1892. The pre ent copy 

wa given by the author to P. L. ' clater. 

(1883]. Revue comparative de la faune ornitholo

gique des gouvernements de Mo cou et de Toula. 

8vo. pp. 47. ~"YI oscou. 

A local, distributive list of 266 pecies of indigenou and migrant 

birds observed in the Russian government of Mo cow and Toula. 

1885. Oiseaux de la contree Trans-Caspienne. ee 

ZAROUDNOI, 

1887. Vergleichende Osteologie der Pinguine in 

Anwendung zur Haupteintheilung der Vogel. 8vo. 

pp. (2)+105. 1 pl. (co l. fold.). Moscou. 

Place the penguins in a new subcla~s of birds, Eupodornithes, of 

mesozoic origin, with particular re emblances to Ceratosaurus. 

1888-94. Ornithologie du Turke tan et des pay 

adjacents. 4to. pp. (14)+391. 15 pls. (col.). 
1\-loscou. 

A monograph of the ornithology of Turke tan ba ed on the birds 

colleoted by N. A. "y vertzov, and his .:\1 '·· . thereon. The work wa 

planned to occupy Lx volume but was never completed. The 

pre ent text, according to the announcement on the wrappers, wa 

intended to iorm vol. IJ. The covers of the copy in hand are bound 

in at the end of the present text. 

MERIDEN BIRD CLUB, REPORTS. 

[1911-16 ]. Report 1 t-3rd. 3 vols. 8vo. illust. 

Edited by Ernest H. Baynes. Boston. 

Contributor to thi intere ting periodical are E . H. Bayne , 

Frank W. Howe, and others, dealing with bird protection, ne ting 

ites, bird enemies, bird food, etc. 

:MERREM, BLA I [1761-1824]. 
1781. De nimalibu cythici apud linium. 

4to. pp. 22. Goettingae. 

1784-6. Be rtraeg zur be ondern Ge~chichte der 

Vogel ge ammelt. 2 pts. (all pub.) . .Jto. 12 col. pl. 
Gottingen. 

A very rare and important item when complete. Plate 6 in the 

present copy i reproduced in good facsimile. Canr "Tongly place 

the date of publication a' li' 6-i'. 

(1812-13]. Tentam n y temati naturali avium. 

4lo. pp. 24. 
An excerpt with pecial :ll ·. tit! . from the l'abani ·-Reiehenow col

lection of important reprint . The author diYides the ;;ubcla 

Aves into carinatae and ratitae, a u ·ual, but make a plea for 

further anatomical 'ubdivisions differing in many re::.pect' from 

oth r and popular da ·. ificatiow, all ot' wh.icll he tabulate and 

di~cm; e . A the author ~ay-: 'Genera plerumque ecundum 

Linneum allegaYi, non quod optima, sed quod noti- irna .unt.' The 

work certainly ranks mong the fundament8.l in the literature of 

avian cla~ ification.. 

MERRETT, CHRISTOPHER [1614-95]. 
1666. Pinax rerum naturalium Britannicarum. 

etc. 8vo. pp. 30+221. London. 

The first (and rare) priuting of this British clas icon natural hi tory 

appeared in 1666, and although not of much scientific value i still 

one or the titles that should be known to the advanced student of 

zoology. 

1667. Pinax rerum naturalium britannicarum, 

coutinens vegetabilia, animalia, et fossilia in hac 

insula reperta inchoatu . 12mo. pp. 32+223. 
Londini. 

The official eroml edition of a celebrated work (chiefly on botany 

and medicine), with the dat 1667 in Arabic characters, that serves, 

among other markings, to diRtingui h it from the intermediate 

printing with the date in Roman. 
For wologi t Dr. Merrett' cyclopedia is of great interest because 

it contains the earlie t known list of British birds and something 

like a bibliography, on the last page. 
Birds, pp. 17G-8-i, comprise 170 . pecie . The first edition is prac

tically identical with tbe two printings collated in this catalogue. 

From the Dean Adams Library. 

MERRIAM, CLI TO HART [1855- ]. 

1877. A review of the birds of Connecticut. 8vo. 

pp. (2) + 165. index. errata and addend. 
New Haven. 

A model, annotated catalogue of 291 specie . The pre ent copy is 

an autographed gift from P. L. clater. 

1887. Report of the ornithologist [and mammalo

gi t ] for the year 1 7. 8vo. pp. (4)+399-456. 

2 figs. T. of c. index. "Washington. 

Author's special edition. One of a series of annual report , all of 

which are to be found in the ;\lcGill libraries. 

1888 . Report on bird migration in the Mississippi 

valle in the year 1884-85. See cooKE, w. w. 

1888. Report of the ornithologi t and mammalo

gi t, for 1888. 8vo. pp. ( 4) 477-536. 1 pl. 2 figs. 

T. of c. ll'aslzington. 

1889. Natural hi tory of the Tres ~larias Islands, 

Mexico. 8vo. pp. 97. 2 figs. bibliogr. index. 
1-Vashinglon. 

A general account by the author; mammals and birds by E. W. 

~~elson. 

1899. Re ult of a biological urve of Mount 

hasta, California. vo. pp. 179. 4 pl. 46 figs. 

index. ll'ashington. 

1904 . ee P .AL IER THEODORE. 

heck-li l of "· orth American birds. Pre

bv a committee of the Ameri an Ornitho
. nion. 3rd ed. re vi ed ). See All ER I CAN 

OR. "ITHOLOGI T U. · 10 .. . 

1918. Review of the crrizzly and big brown bears 

of "·orth America. ( enu ·r us., ~Sorth Amer. 

Fauna no. 41. ) vo. pp. 136. 16 pl. lYashington. 

1923. ee coR. EAU, i • APO 

MERRIAM, FLORE. 'CE [1863-

(BAILEY FLORE 'CE :J.lERRI M, .\Jrs. ). 

1899. Bird through an Opera Gla . 12mo. 
Boston. 

MERRIFIELD, J\lr . . L-\.RY PHILADELPHIA 

[1 04 9]. 
1860. (A ket ·h of the uatural hi tory of Brighton 

and it Yicinity. vo. pp. 12 + 227. map. London. 

Presentation ~:opy from author. 

1862. _ ' atural Hi tory of Brighton. Letter laid in. 

A second edition; copy \ith uthor's letter laid in. 
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~ MERRILL, FREDERICK JAMF.S HAMILTO~ ~ [1861-
1916]. 
1903. Natural history Museums of the nited 
States and Canada. 8vo. Albany, N. Y. 

MERRILL, GEORGE PERK I [1854- ] 0 

1920. Contributions to a history of American 
state geological and natural history surveys. 8vo. 
pp. xviii + 549. 37 pl. 2 append. index. 

1--V ashington. 
MERRILL, JAMES A DREW [1861 ] 0 

[1902]. Studies in zoology; an introduction. 12mo. 
pp. 232. T. of c. append. glossary. New }"ork. 

MERRILL, S. 
1916. The Moose Book, etc. 1st ed. N. F. 

MERRIMAN, R. OwE . 
[ 1923]. Attracting birds with food and water. 8vo. 
pp. 16. 11 figs. Ottawa. 

MERSHON, W. B. 
1907. The Passenger Pigeon. illust. New York. 

MESSAGER. (Societes Ornithologiques d e 
la Suisse Romande .) Fribourg. 

MESSAGER D ' OISELLERIE . In Rmsian. 
Pefrograd. 

The only reference to this 'Guide to the Bird Trade' een by the Compiler is in the List of Journals, Internal. Cat. Scient. Publ., 1903, p. 186, where only the French title is given. 

MESSAGER ORNITHOLOGIQUE . 
sels. 1894. 

Brus-

MESSAGER ORNITHOLOGIQUE . l\1oscow. 
1910- 17. Title in French, Russian, and German, 
the last as Ornillzologische M itteilungen. Vols. 1-8. 
8vo. Editor, G. J. Poljakoff. A1oscow. 
Dr. Ernst Hartert (Tring 1\-luseum) inionned the Compiler that this periodical was continued during the war further than noted, but that, owing to prevailing conditions, it was not possible to bring the parts out of Rus~ia. 
Many new species are described in the .Messager, and it wa8 a scientific journal of high standing, with many well-known Slav contributors. 

MESTON, ARCHIBALD 0 

1889. Report of the government scientific ex
pedi tion to Bellenden-Ker Range upon the flora 
and fauna. 8vo. pp. 127. Brisbane. 

METCALFE, G. 
1895. Australian zool gy. 12mo. 
1 fig. T. of c. 

METHUEN, HE RY H. 

pp. ix+120. 
Sydney. 

1848. Life in the Wilderness, or wanderings in 
South Africa. 8vo. pp. 12+318. 3 pl. figs. in text. 

London. 
The first edition of this naturalist's ob ervations was published in 1846. 

METZ. See ACADEMIE DE METZ. 

MEUNIER, AMEDE VICTOR [1827- ]. 
1871 . Les grandes Peches, etc. Paris. 
1872. Life in the primeval world, founded on 
Meunier's 'Les animaux d'aulrefois ', tr. by W. H. D1 Adams. 12mo. pp. 335. pl. London. 

MEVES, FRIEDRICH \VILHELM [1814-91] 0 

[1886]. Die Gro se und Farbe der Augen aller 
eul'opaischen Vogel, sowie der in der palearctischen 
Region Yorkommenden .\rtcn. 8vo. pp. 4+ 72. 
1'. of c. Halle-ajS. 
A contribution to a natural r!assitlcation of Ave~> based on the color of and diameters of the iris, in accordance with the univer ally :J(·cepted uirtum that in cla~;sifying birds evrry constant character ~;houlu be ronsidered. 
In this catalogue are listed all the species the col or and measurements of whose eyes are available. 

1911. Die Grosse und Farben der Augen der 
europaischen Vogel. 
A posthumous printing of the first edition with many emendations by Willy Schltiter. 

MEWES, \V., 1\lme, and VON H OMEYER, E. F. 
[1886]. Ornithologische Beobachtungen grossten
iheil im Sommer 1869 auf einer Reise im nord
westlichen Russland gesammelt; ins Deutsche 
ubertragen. 8vo. pp. 108. Wien. 

MEXICO. See ARCHIVES DE LA COMMISSION 
SCIE TIFIQ E DU MEXIQUE. 

MEXICO . Museo N acional d e H i s toria Na
tural. ee ATURALEZA. 

MEYER, ADOLF BER ARD [1840-1911]. 
1879-97. Abbildungen von Vogel-Skeletten. 2 vols. 
4to. Vol. I, pp. xiv+71. 121 pl. bibliogr. index. 
Vol. II, pp. xxi+120. 121 pl. bibliogr. index. 

Berlin. 
A eries of Yery fine photogravures of avian osteology, with explanatory text. The work was issued in 24 parts the dates of which are given on the preserved wrappers. 

1887. Die 1-Iirschgeweih-Sammlung im konig
lichen Schlosse zu Moritzburg bei Dresden. Neue 
Folge. folio. pp. 4+ 11. 31 pi. Dresden. 
1887. Unser Auer-, Rackel- und Birkwild und 
seine Abarten. 2 vols. folio. Vol. 1. Text. [2]. 
Atlas. 17 col. pl. lVien. 

**** and WIGLESWORTH , L10 EL W. 
1898. The birds of Celebes and the neighbouring 
islands. 2 vols. 4to. Vol. I, pp. xxxii+392. 17 pl. 
(14 col.). 7 maps (col., 2 fold.). bibliogr. index. 
Vol. II, pp. 393 962. 28 pl. (col.). index. Berlin. 
Most of the work wa8 written by Wiglesworth. The original cover in the present copy is bound in at the end of each volume. 

MEYER, BERNHARD [1767-1836] and WOLF, 
JOHA N. 
1810. Taschenbuch der deutschen vogelkunde, 
oder Kurze beschreibung aller vogel Deutsch
land . 2 vols. 8vo. pp. 614. 75 col. pl. 

Frarzkfurt-ajNf. 
A classic handbook of German avifauna, illustrated by colored dra\~ings, mo tly of head8 and feet. A supplement to this work of reference wa publi8hed in 1822, and is Lound with the present treatise, from the Godman Library. It is a rare book. 
1815. Kurze Beschreibung der Vogel Liv- und 
Esthland . 8vo. pp . ..cxiv + 292. index. Niirnberg. 
1822. Zu alze und Berichtigungen zu Meyers und 
\ olf Taschenbuch der deutschen Vogelkunde 
... als drilter t'heil jenes Taschenbuchs. 8vo. 
pp. xxiv + 292. T. of c. appended for all 3 pis. 

[\ Frankfurt a. M. 

~ 
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;;:r MEYER, CHRISTIA 
[1801-69]. 

ER ICH HERMA vo 

1845-60. Zur Fauna der Vorwelt. 4 vols. folio. 

pl. Frankfurt a. JJ. 
Co TENTS. Vol. 1. Fossile S5.ugethiere, Vogel 

. und Reptilien aus clem Molas e-l\Iergel von 
Oeningen. 2. Die Saurier des l\Iuschelkalkes mit 
Rocksicht auf die Saurier aus buntem Sandstein 
und Keuper. 3. Saurier aus dem Kupferschiefer 
der Zechstein-Formation. 4. Reptilien aus dem 
lithographischen Schiefer des Jura in Deutsch
land und Frankreich. 
The tertiary mar! of Oeningen was the site of the discovery of the 
remains of the extinct giau.t batrachian, named here Andrias 
scheuchzeri. It wa~:> originally thought to belong to one ·who had 
witnessed the Delu~e (Horno dilnvii testis). Cuvier first identified 
it as a alamandre gigantesque. A fof: il frog, Latonia seyjriedii, and 
other tailless batrachians from the same horizon are described and 
figured. 

METER, HENRY LEONARD [d. 1864]. 
1835-50. Illustrations of British Birds. 9 vols. 

folio. 313 col. pl. London. 

With the po sible exception of Lord Lilford's Birds, this is the 
finest and most complete atla. of portraits of British avifauna (with 
their eggs) ever published. Owing to the irregular fa hion in which 
the various printings were issued the exact dates of publication of 
the 79 parts are obscure. l\Iullens and Swann (pp. 401-2) remark that: 
'The whole subject is attended with the utmost difficulty, hardly 
any two copies of the folio (imp. 4to) edition of the Illustrations 
being alike. This is owing to the fact that many extra plates were 
coloured and added to copies executed for friends of the ~Ie~'er 
family. 
'The difficulty is added to from the fact that there were certainly 
two, possibly tlrree issues of the first edition of the folio, and that 
the later ones were being published before the first was complete, 
the plates often being interchanged or duplicated.' 
The volumes in hand form a unique copy of the earliest printing , 
from the Mullens Library. The compiler of the sale catalogue ays 
that the nine volume:< of the set form, fir t, 4 volumes with the 313 
'coloured plates as originally issued and 111 additional coloured plate 
from the first and second is:<nes (6 being plates of Birds and 7 plates 
of Egg not li ted, others being second plates re-engraved from 
different designs or with the subject facing the opposite direction), 
also 31 Ullcoloured in1pressions on India Paper (never published); 
the whole comprising 455 plates bound in 4 volumes; second, a 
volume of wrappers, containing 56 Pink \\rappers of the first and 
second i sues of the first edition (9 being in duplicate), with 41 butf 
wrappers of the third issue, or second edition; third, a collection of 
over 600 original water-colow· drawings and sketche and pencil 
drawings and sketches executed by Ie)··er for the above (imp!. 
quarto) work, comprising 109 finished and about 160 partly finished 
water-colour drawings of Eggs, a large number bearing the artist's 
pencilled descriptions and instructions, and al o tho'e of his wife; 
the whole mounted to imp!. 4to size and bound in 4 vols. uniform 
with the above .... Together 9 vol . folio, hf. green morocco extra, 
t.e.g.: an extremely interesting and unique set, with the Mullens 
bookplate. 
'Vol. I of the work has the 72 pages of text (all published) which was 
issued with the second edition, and which is identical in matter, but 
not in set-up with that of the 8vo edition (1842). 
'A large number of the drawings bear neatly pencilled descriptions, 
directions, etc., in the autograph of the author-arti. t, with an auto
graph letter to his Wife al o inserted, with a large portrait drawn in 
black and white chalks. In addition there are a number of folio and 
smaller leaves of his MS. penned in ink.' 
There is also an important statement signed by Constance l\Ieyer, 
as follows: 'These drawings are the only original:< exi ting by my 
father and mother from wllich the plates were prepared for the 
.. Illustrations of British Birds" in folio. They have been in my 
possession since my father's death in 1864 and are now dispo~;ed oi 
by me, his surviving daughter. ThP smaller handwriting on the 
plates is that of my Mother and the larger that of my I<'ather.' 
That the work was at first intended to be published in conjunction 
with Yarrell's Birds is proved by a prospectus dated June 1847, 
wllich is part of the prospectus of Yarrell's work in erted in the 
series described above, announcing Part I of a second issue of the 
'9oloured Illustrations of Briti h Birds' to be publi hed in parts 
simultaneously with Yarrell's History of Briti.~h Birds, the motive 
being to supply colored ilustrations of Birds to Yarrell, whose 
illustrations of course were uncolored. Difficultie , however, arose, 
and Me~er's work wa i sued independently and without conuexion 
with Yah-ell. 

1835-50. Illustrations of British birds. 
ORIGI AL DRAWl GS. 

1838-44. Illustrations of British birds. 
folio. 317 col. pl. 

See also 

4 vols. 
London. 

to complete the work. Two of these latter are in this library. The 
present copy i~; of the second edition, or mixed econd and third, of 
tllis truly magnifteent work. Note that the diaere is is now omitted 
fro111 the 'y' in }leyPr. :->ome of the pictures have been redrawn 
ancl printed on heavier plate papPr, with the birds faced to the left 
instead of to the right as in the first edition, and the impressions 
arP not as clear a in the early printings. Moreover, there are figures 
of eggs at the bottom of some of the plates and occa ionally the 
legends are altered. 
The copie:< of :\Ieyer's works in the KH.W. Library are separately 
annotated, the 8vo format 1eing taken a~> furni hing the descriptive 
text for the folio editions. The tour volumes in hand arP brieflv 
collated as follows: Vol. I [1838]. 78 col. pl. Vol. Il [1839]. 76 col. pl. 
Vol. III [1842]. 82 col. p/. Yol. IY [1 44]. 81 col. pl. The names of 
the birds are printed below the plates with occasional short de crip
tive legend . 

1842-50. Coloured illustrations of British birds 
and their egg . 7 vols. 8vo. T. of c. 2 indexes. 

vol. 1, pp. iv+230. 48 pl. birds (45 col.). 13 pl. 

eggs (col.). 
Vol. 2, pp. iv+233. 47 pl. birds (45 col.). 13 pl. 

eggs (col . ). 
Vol. 3, pp. iv+240. 45 pl. birds (45 col.). 15 pl. 

eggs (col.). 
Vol. 4, pp. iv+215. 45 pl. birds (45 col.). 15 pl. 

egg (col.). 
Vol. 5, pp. iv+192. 46 pl. birds (45 col.). 15 pl. 

eggs (col.). 
Vol. G, pp. iv+185. 46 pl. birds (45 col.). 14 pl. 

eggs (col.). 
Vol. i, pp. viii+206. 53 pl. bird8 (52 col.). 17 pl. 

eggs (col.). London. 

The original edition (without text) was in folio and, like the octavo 
editions, waR is ned in parts. The present copy i said to resemble 
the former in all respect , except as to size and the addition of text, 
but in mo~;t of the editions there appear to be a good many dis
crepancies. In the pre ent one vol. 1 contains 61 pl., wherea other 
copies are said to contain G5 pl (:>9 col.). The total number of plates 
in thi copy iR 432, of ·which 425 are colored, 330 representing birds, 
and 10~ egg-. Thi;; differ from the one collated by Mullens and 
'wann, p. 404, who give 322 as of birds, and 110 of eggs. 

1853-7. Coloured illustralions of British birds, 
and their eggs. 7 vols. 8vo. 2 indexes. 
Vol. 1, pp. iv+230. 48 pl. birds (45 col.). 13 pl. 

eggs (col.). T. of c. 
Vol. 2, pp. iv+233. 45 pl. birds (45 col.). 13 pl. 

eggs (col.). T. of c. 
Vol. 3, pp. iv+240. 4.5 pl. birds (45 col.). 15 pl. 

eggs (col.). T. of c. 
Vol. 4, pp. iv+215. 45 pl. birds (45 col.). 15 pl. 

eggs (col.). T. of' c. 
Vol. 5, pp. iv+192. 46 pl. birds (45 col.). 15 pl. 

eggs (col.). T. of c. 
Vol. G, pp. iv+185. 46 pl. birds (45 col.). 14 pl. 

eggs (col.). T. of c. 
Vol. 7, pp. viii+20G. 53 pl. birds (52 col.). 18 pl. 

eggs (col.). T. of c. London. 

Thh; edition differs from the 8vo one of 1 42-50 in having an extra 
plate of eggs which were unlmown wlwn the previous edition was 
publi hed. In vol. 2, also, there are only 45 plates instead of ~7, 
thus making the total number of plate' 431 in tead of 432, of which 
328 represent birds and 103 eggs. 

MEYER, PAUL ER ST. 
1908. Studien iiber die Oberhautgebilde des 
Vogelfu es. 8vo. pp. 31. (Friedrich-\Vilhelms-

niversi tii t lhesi , Berlin.) Berlin. 

A small · Arbeit' on the dermal cowring in the feet of birds. 

MEYER, TI-I. K. 
1927. Birds and Beast 
pp. 386. 

of the Roman Zoo. 8vo. 

MIALL, Lo I CoMPTO~ [184·.2-1921]. 
1911. History of Biology. 

London. 

London. 
No letterpress having been issued \vith the folio editions the 8vo 
printings (which omit all plates but those of the eggs) were published (\ A valuable work for the student. 
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.L CATALOGUE OF TITLES IN M0 GILL UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 463 ~~12 . The early naturalists; their lives and work ( 1530-1789). 8vo. pp . ..ci + 396. T. of c. index. 

London. There is a second copy in the Osier Librar ·. 

MICHELET, JULE (1798-1874]. 
1859. L'oiseau. 6th ed. 12mo. pp. lvii+330. T. o( c. Paris. A scientific and extremely interesting biography of the bird by one of the greate t historians and bird-lovers of the nineteenth century, whose laborious day. were given over to chil, his leisure evenings to natural history. This treatise ha been often repuhlished and translated, the fir. t edition having been issued in 1856. 
1861. La mer. 2nd ed. Paris. 
1867. L'oiseau. 210 vignettes sur bois dessinees par 11. Giacomelli. 8th eel. 4to. pp. 4+424. Paris. 
1868. The Bird. 210 illust. (Giacomelli). 8vo. 

London. 
1869. The bird [tr. from the Fr.] by \\. H. Davenport .\dams. 8vo. pp. x+340. 233 figs . T. of c. London. One of four English edition . 

1870. Die \ \ el t der Vogel [tr. from the Fr.] by Herman Ma ius. 8vo. pp. 336. illust. Berlin. 
1870. The Bird. Tr. by \\ . II . D .. dam . 8vo. pp. x ii + 349. 239 figs. index. London. 
1874. Th Bird. Tr. IJy \Y . H. D. dams. 
A reprint of the edition of 1870. 

1874-5. The Sea, Lhe Bird, the Insect. (Translated.) 3 vols. vo. London. 
1877. De vogel; natuur tudien [tr. from the Fr.]. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. 4 -t 258. illust. 1Vijmegen. A Dutch edition of Michelet's Bird. 
1883. The Bird. Tr. by\\ .. H. D. 
+350. 239 figs. incle.r. 
A slight!~' diiferent Engli!"h edition. 

dams. pp. xii 
London. 

1898. L'oiseau; etude par Fran~oi Coppee. 12mo. pp . xv + 390. T. of c. Paris. 
A reprint of the !;ixth edition, with fnreword by Francois Coppee, in which he regret» that l\lichelet had forgotten to auu a chaptc r on the bird of Pari . 

MICHELL, E . B . 
1900. The art and practice of ha\vking. 8vo. pp . xi i +291. 12 p l. index. London. 

MICHIGAN ORNITHOLOGICAL CLUB. 
1897-1905. Bulletin of Lhe :Michigan ornithological club. Publi hed quarterly in t lw in I ere ls of ornithology in the Great Lake region. 6 vols. vo. illust . pl. (partly co l.) . 1 o . :3 and 4 of vol. ITI were never publi hed. 

Grand Rapids 1897-9; Detro it, 190<5. 
This club organ belongs to the erious class. of o~nitho l ogil'a~ journals and during it career played a useful role m nud-\vest('rn AlilL~ tcau bird literature. On it5: editorial stafl' it had such" ell-known ornithologist· a W. B. Barrows, ·whitney Watkin!:i, T. L. H!lnkim;on, P.A. Tan•rner (now in the erviee of the Canadian Uovernment), ~or~nan \Vood and many other 1\lichigan ornithologif:ts, who mamtamed until its su pension the early scientific reputation of the periodical. 

MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY. Museum of Zoology. 
1916-dale. l\-1iscellaneou Publications. 
1913-date. Occasional Paper . 

MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY. Zoolog ical La
boratory. 
Con tributions. 

MICROSCOPIC JOURNAL . 1841- 2. London. 
(R .) MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY. 

1878-80 . Journal. Series 1. 
1881-6. Journal. Series '2. 
1887-date. Journal. Series 3. 

London. 

Continues Monthly }1icroscopical Journal. 
Transactions. See QUARTERLY JO R AL oF MICRO-

COPICAL CIE. CE. 

MIDDENDORF' ALEXA. DER THEODOR vo [1815-94]. 
1847- 75 . Reiseinden ausserstenNorden und Osten Sibirien , etc. 4 vols. and atlas. 4to. St. Pelersburg. 
In this important and famon zoological report J. lHiiller describes the fos il fishes, and ~Iiddendorf the mammals, birds, and amphibia. 
1855. Die lsepiplesen Hu slaud . <.J-rundlagen zur Erforschung der Zugzeiten und Zugrichtungen der Vogel Rus lands. fo lio. pp. 143. maps (2 fold.) (1Uem. de l'Acad . des Scien., 6 er., Scien. Nat., vol. 8.) St. Petersburg. 
A speciallv paged excerpt (not published until 1859 and without map ) furnishing a valuable contrihution to the migratory habits of birds of the Russian empire. Tables show the dates (mostly 0 .. ) at which tipecies appear in giYen localities. 'The copy in hand is from Lord Lionel Waiter Rothschild's library, interleaved and furni hed with 100 additional blank pages for notes. 
1855. Zoologie einer Reise in Nord- und Ost-Siberien. ertebrata. Vol. I I. 4lo. 58 col. pl. 

St. Petersburg. 
That portion of the Reise in d.li.ussersten Sorden und Osten SiberieTUJ, relating to living vertehrata. 

1867 . Dir Tier"vel t Si biriens. 
Vol. IY, Theil 2, Lief. 2, pp. 1095-1394, of liddendorf's Reise in . .. Ost· ibiriens ll'ahrend 18-13-44. 

1891. Vogelleben an den Russischen LeuchtthOrmen des Sclnvarzen, 1\.a ._ pi chen und \Veissen Meeres. 8vo. pp. 124. H'ien. 
An intere~ting account of the binl~ ohserved b~· the author and varion. other naturali. t about the lighthouses in the Black, Caspian, and White 'ea . 
The pre:-<ent pamphlet is a gift from the author to Dr. Anton Reichenow and " as at one time in the latter's library. 

MIDDLESEX NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE SOCIETY. London . 1887- 91 . Tran actions. 

MIDLAND NATURALIST. (Midland Union of Natural History Societies .) 
London, Birmingham . 1878- 93. In 'lude Transactions of Birmingham • -aLural Hi tory alld l\licroscopkal ociety. 

MIDLAND NATURALIST . 1 olreDame., Ind . 190 9. Conlinued as .\meriean :\1idland Naturalist. 
MIDLAND UNION OF NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETIES. See l\IIVLA D .NATURALIST, 

LO:\DO . . 

MIGRATORY BIRD& ; or, uch as visit Britain at difl'erenl ea~ons of the year. See A , o. YMou s, 1 47. 

M IKAN, JouA--.; Cnm TIA [1769-1844] . 
1820-5. Delectus Florae et Faunae Bra iliensis, etc. fo lio . pp . 2 50. 24 col. p l. l'indobonae . 
This cla~sic work was i ·sueJ in four unnumbered parts and contain$ \ matter important for systematic ·tudy. 

~-
/ 
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MIXROXOSMOS. 
1907-date. Zeitschr. f. Arbeit a. d. Gebeite d. 
N a turwissenschaften. Stuttgart. 

MIXROSCOPIE F1tR NATURFORSCHER. 
Berlin, Lichterfelde. 1924-date. 

/ MILAN. Museo Civico di Storia Naturale. 

U
' f See SOCIET~ IT ALIA A DI SCIE ZE NATURAL! E 

/ MUSEO CIVICO. 

I MILBERT, JACQUES G:ERARD [1766-1820]. 
1812. Voyage ... a l'i1e de France, au Cap de 
Bonne-Esperance et a l'ile de Teneriffe. 2 vols. 

8vo and folio. atlas. 43 pl. 2 maps. Paris. 

Contains considerable information regarding the fauna! history of 
the Cape of Good Hope and the Canary Islands. 

MILES, A. H. See LYDEKKER, R., 1897. 

MILLA, KARL. 

1895. Die Flugbewegung der Vogel. 8vo. pp. 2+ 

93. 27 figs. in text. T. of c. Leipzig. 

A mathematical consideration of the subject of bird-flight helped 
out by diagrams. 

MILLAIS, JoHN GuiLLE [1865- ]. 
1892. Game birds and shooting-sketches; illustrat
ing the habits, modes of capture, slages of 
plumage, and the hybrids and varieties which 
occur amongst them. 4to. pp. xii + 72. 34 pl. 

(16 col.). 30 figs. London. 

A shooting manual by this celebrated animal artist. Certain aspects 
of it are relieved by detailed accounts of the habits of the birds 
involved-the Capercaille, Blackcock, Grouse, and Ptarmigan in 
the British Isles. 

1902. (The) natural history of the British surface
feeding ducks. 4to. pp. xiv+107. 41 pi. (col. ). 

31 pl. (uncal.). index. London. 

A beautifully illustrated treatise. The present copy is No. 223 of 
a large paper edition limited to 600 copies. 

1902-20. See VICTORIA HISTORY OF TilE CO NTIES 

OF ENGLAND. 

1904-6. The Mammals of Great Britain and 
Ireland. 3 vols. 4to. col. illust. London. 

Truly beautiful reproductions of !f tttltt.mnf artist's best work, ~it.h 
the necessary letterpress. 

1909. The natural history of the British game 
birds; illust. by Archibald Thorburn and J. G. 

Millais. folio. pp. 11+142. 18 col. pl. 17 photogr. 

2 text-figs. T. of c. London. 

This beautifully illustrated work on Briti h game bird (espeeially 
of the Pheasants) may be regarded as a continuation of t.his author
illustrator's Game Birds and Shooting-Sketches, 1892. A full 
account of the species illustrated accompanies each plate and 
drawing. 

1913. British diving ducks. Plates by Archibald 
Thorburn, 0. MmTay Dixon, H. Gronvold and 
the author. 2 vols. 4to. Vol. I, pp. xv+141. 

front. (col.). 31 pl. (21 col.; 8 plzotograu.; 2 collotype). 

Vol. II, pp. xii+164. front. (co l. ). 41 pl. (16 col.; 

6 photograu.; 19 collotype). addend. index. London. 

A detailed monograph of the birds, the eggs, the young in down, 
and eclipse plumages. Four hundred and fifty copie of this beautiful 
book were printed, of which the present copy i::; No. 2-!0. 

MILLAR, GEORGE HE RY. 

[1785 ?]. New, complete, and universal body, or 
system of natural history. folio. pp. iv+618. 

82 pl. (12 birds). index. Lonr/on. 

A work that, according to the author, ·is far superior to eYery other 
publication of the kind hitherto publllihed '. 

''t .~ 

MILLER, ALDE HOLMES [1906- ] . 
1928. The molts of the loggerhead shrike, Lanius 
ludovicianus Linnaeus. 8uo. pp. (2) +393-417. 

4 figs. bibliogr. Berkeley, Calif. 

Author's reprint. 

MILLER, CARRIE ELLA. 

1904. Wilh the Birds in Maine. 12mo. 
Lewiston, M e. 

[1918]. Birds of Lewiston-Auburn and vicinity. 
8vo. pp. 80. 1 pl. index. Lewiston, Me. 

MILLER, GERRIT SMITH, Jr. 
1907. The families and genera of Bats. 8vo. 

pp. 17 +282. 14 pl. illust. text. ~Fashington. 

This is the ·tandard work of reference on the subject, and although 
one of a serial publication (Bull. 57, U.S. Nat. Museum) is here 
given a special reference because of its importance. 

1912. List of North American Land Mammals, 
etc. (Bull. U.S. Nat. Jfus.). Vvashington. 

1924. List of North American recent mammals. 
(Bull. U.S. Nal. 1\Ius.) 8vo. pp. xvi+673. 

~V ashington. 

****and RILEY, J. II. 
n.d. Mammals of the Bahama Islands. ( Geo

graphical . Society ~H agazine, Baltimore.) 4to. 

pp. 371-84. 
1<'1eld notes by J. H. Riley. 

MILLER, Mrs. HARRIET (MANN) [1831-1918]. 
1885. Bird-ways, by Olive Thorne Miller [pseud.]. 

8uo. pp. viii + 227. index. Boston. 

1888. In nesting time; by Olive Thorne Miller 
[pseud.]. 8vo. pp. vi+275. index. Boston. 

1889. Bird-ways, by Olive Thorne Miller. Boston. 

Reissue of 1885. 

1892. Little brothers of the air. 12mo. pp. vii+ 

271. index. Boston. 

1894. A bird-lover in the \\'est. 8vo. pp. vii+ 

278. index. Boston. 

1897. pon the tree-tops. 8vo. pp. 245. 9 pl. 

index. Boston. 

1899. (The) first book of birds. 8uo. pp. viii + 
149. 20 pl. (8 col.). 20 figs. index. Boston. 

[1901 ]. The econd book of birds. 8uo. pp. viii + 
209. 24 pl. (8 col.). append. mdex. Boston. 

A supplement to the First Book of Birds, 1899. 

1903. True bird stories from my note-books. 8vo. 

pp. viii+156. front. (co l. ). 8 pl. Boston. 

The copy in hand is an autographed pre ent from the author. 

1904. \\'ith the birds in .Maine. 16mo. pp. ix+ 

300. front. (portr. inserted). index. Boston. 

MILLER, H 'G H [180:2-56]. , 
1841. The Old Hed Sandstone; or New \Yalks 
in an Old Field. 8vo. pp. 23+275. 10 pl. 

Edinburgh. 

The first edition of a ''ork, now classed with the forgotten lore of 
science, that once bore thr same relation to zoology as Paine's A;ue 
of Reason did to religious ~nper,;tition. All lovers of truth for 1t 
own sake hould be grateful to the reverent 'cot man who e works 
helped to place paleontology on an enduring ba is. 
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MILLER, JOHN FREDERlCK [1772-96]. 
1796. Cimelia Phy ica, etc. folio. pp. 106. 60 
col. pl. London. 
This ~are ~vork, the firs~ eq_ition of which (1776-92) is still rarer, fitly descnbes Itself a cons1stmg of 'figures of rare and curious Quadrupeds, Birds, etc., ... engraved from the subjects themselves by .r. F. :\!iller. With descriptions by G. Shaw'. The colored plates and figures are well executed. 

MILLER, LEo E. 
1918. In the vVilds of South America; six years 
of exploration. 8vo. pp. 424. 70 illust. map. 

New York. 
An unu ·ually interesting account of South American flora and fauna. 

MILLER, OLIVE THORNE. See MILLER, (Mrs.) 
HARRIET (born MA N). 

MILLER, S. A. 
1877. The American palaeozoic fossils. 4to. pp. 
16+253. Cincinnati. 

MILLER, SAM EL I lE RY and SKERTCHLY , 
S. B. J. 
1878. The Fenland, past and present. 8vo. pp. 
xxxii+ 649. front. (col.). 23 pl. (2 fold.). 3 maps 
(1 fold.). 31 figs. append. index. \Visbech. 
The permanent a"ian re idents number 101, regular visitants 74, and rare and occasional visitants 69, a total of 244 species and subspecies. 

MILLER, s RAH AMY. 
1809. The birds in Latham's General synopsis, 
drawn and accurately coloured. folio. pp. 77. 
154 col. drawings. index. 
A beautifully colored set of 150 birds depicted in Latham's General Synopsis of Birds, 1781-5, including Supplements I, 1787, and 11, 1801. The additional four drawings represent the Grey Wagtail, Black Duck, Ural Owl, and a Hybrid Grouse. There is a typed titlepage and index. 

MILLER, WALDRON DE WITT. 
1905. List of [ 160 species of] birds collected in 
southern Sinaloa, Mexico. Author's ed. (Bulletin 
of the American j\fuseum of Natural History, 
vol. xxi, pp. 33H-69, November 24, 1905.) 8vo. 

New l ·ork. 
1906. List of [ 132 species of] birds collected in 
northwestern Durango, Mexico. Author's ed. 
(Bulletin of llze American J'Huseum of Natural 
History, vol. xxii, pp. 161-83, June 2, 1906.) 8vo. 

New York. 
1908. A review of the Manakins of the genus 
Chiroxiphia. uthor's ed. (Bulletin of the Ameri
can 1\luseum of Natural History, vol. xxiv, pp. 331-
43, May ~' HI08.) 8vo. 1 pl. (col.). 1 fig. 

New York. 
1912. A revision of the cla sification of the king
fishers. &o. pp. 239-.311. 2 pl. ( os. XXV, XXVI). 

New York. 
Author's edition (BullPtin of the American Museurn of Natural Jlistory, vol. X'(Xi, pp. 239-311, New York, Sept. 12, 1912). A much needed treatise on the internal and external characters of the species of Kin!o(flshcn;. [t i~> divided into two part·: (1) The Hubfamilie of Al,.edinid<:l', and (2) the Genera of Cerylina-. The present copy iH an autographed present:Jtion from the author to the Hon. .f0hn LPwis Child. 

MILLER, \\·II.LIAM J OH CLARKE [1832- ] . 
1699. Essays and nature studies with lectures. 
8vo. pp. xv + 220. London. 
Edited, with introduction, by H. Kirke Swann. 

MILLET DE LA TURTAUDIERE, PIERRE 
AIME [1783-1873]. 
1828. Faune de Maine et Loire. 2 vols. 8vo. Paris. 

MILLIN DE GRAN~AISON, AuBIN Loms 
[1759-1818] . 
1802. Elements d'histoire naturelle. 3rd ed. 
19 pi. Paris. 
1834. Elements de Zoologie. illust. Paris. 

MILLS , E. A. 
1923. Wild Animal Homesteads. illust. 

Garden City, N. Y. 
MILLS , THOMAS WESLEY [1847-1915]. 

1898. The nature and development of animal 
intelligence. 8vo. pp. xii + 307. T. of c. index. 

London. 
MILNE EDWARDS , ALPHONSE [1835-1900]. 
1866. Remarques sur des ossements du dronte 
(Did us ineptus1 ; nouvellement recueillis a I' lie 
Maurice. folio. pp. 28. pl. See also EDWARDS, 
ALPHONSE MILNE. Paris. 
1866-73. Recherches sur la Faune ornithologique 
eteinte des lies Mascareignes et de Madagascar. 
4to. pp. 147 + 28. 38 col. pl. Paris. 
1868-1909. See MISSION SCIENTIFIQUE AU MEXIQ E. 
1872. Resume des recherches sur les oiseaux 
fossiles. 8vo. pp. 7. Paris. 
One of the more important of the many contributions of this voluminous writer, the majority of which were published in zoological periodicals. 

1875-1920. See GRANDIDIER, A., Histoire physique 
de Madagascar. 

•••• and GRANDIDIER, A. 
1884. Histoire naturelle des Oiseaux de Mada
gascar. Paris. 
A fundamental work on local African birds. 

1885-91. See MISSION SCIENTIFIQUE DU CAP HORN. 
1888-1906. Expeditions scientifiques du 'Travail
leur' et du 'Talisman' pendant les annees 1880, 
1881, 1882, 1883. 8 vols. folio. Paris. 
One of the most famous of modern expeditions with a scientific purpo e, with many reports on its zoologic aspects. The latter were mostly under the care of the author; later continued by Edmond Perrier. See 'TRAVAILLEUR' and 'TALISMAN'. 

****and OUSTALET, EMILE. 
1893. Notice sur quelques especes d'oiseaux 
actuellement eteintes qui se trouvent representees 
dans les collections du Museum d'histoire natu
relle. folio. pp. 68. 5 pl. (col.). Paris. 
These notes are of birds extinct within historic times, including the Bourbon parrot or mascarin ; the Hackled Pigeon of Mauritius; the Bourbon starling (Fregilupw; varius); the Labrador duck, finely illustrated; the Great Auk (not illustrated); the Black Emu of Decres Island, Australia. Autographed copy by E. Oustalet. 

MILNE EDWARDS, HE RI [1800-85] and 
others. 
1846. Corso elementare di storia naturale dai 
signori F. S. Beudant, Milne Edwards e A. de 
Jussieu; [from the French by Carlo Porro]. Vol. I. 
8vo. Milano . 
An Italian rendering of H. Milne-Edward's Elimens de Zoologie, 1837. The copy in hand is vol. I, Zoologia, da ~Uilne Edwards. 

MILWAUKEE NATURALIST. 1886. 
Milwaukee. 

3o 
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~--; MINAGGIO, DIONISIO. 
1618. Feather Book; contents, 165 pictures made 

mostly of feathers. Numerous complete bird
skins and pictures of other objects. superfolio. 

The pictures were made about the time of hakespeare by a man 
named Dionisio :Minaggio, the gardener to the Governor of l\1ilan. 
The book has a title-page bearing an inscription. Individual pic
tures made of feathers have been known but no such collection as 
this, bound in one volume, is in any of the large libraries. For this 
reason alone it is unique. 
The contents of the volume embrace three classes of pictures ; first, 
a series on hunting and bird catching; secondly, a series of characters 
of theatrical representations of the day, and lastly, the largest 
group, consisting of life-size pictures of a great variety of birds, 
large and small. 
Authentic pictures of South American parrots and Arctic birds 
appear to show that this man in Italy must have been in close touch 
with the early navigators. 
The pictures are not only of curious interest but have a twofold 
scholarly value. In the first place they give a good deal of informa
tion about the costumes and manners of the time, and in the second 
place, which is more important, they are in all probability the rarest 
examples of bird-skins in existence, owing to the particular way in 
which they were preserved. They retain their brilliance and even 
the beaks and claws are in good preservation. The necks of some of 
the birds have slightly deteriorated and in a few places the book has 
been damaged by damp. 
As a scientific document it raises questions of the variation and dis
tribution of birds of a period of which little is known. 
The collection includes 156 specimens, song birds, birds of prey, 
domestic fowl, and aquatic birds, and altogether forms a very inter
esting series of examples of economic ornithology. 

MINER, JACK [1865- J. 
1923. Jack Miner and the birds, and some things 

I know about nature. 8vo. pp. (16) +178. 55 figs. 

(2 maps). Toronto. 

Miner has been concerned principally with the semi-domestication, 
on his Canadian farm, of wild geese and ducks as they pass during 
the spring and fall migrations. 

MINERVALIBRARYOFFAMOUSBOOKS 

1891. Narrative of an explorer in tropical South 

Africa, being an account of a visit to Damaraland 
in 1851 by F. Galton. See GAL TON, F. 

MINNESOTA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. 

(Minn. Acad. of Natural Sciences. ) 

1873-1917. Bulletin. 

1894. Occasional papers. 

MINNESOTA UNIVERSITY. 

M inneapo lis. 

1920-30 . Annual Report of Zoological Museum. 

M INNS, G. W. See HAMPSHIRE FIELD CLUB, 
1908-11. 

MINOT, HENRY DAVIS [1859-90]. 
1877. The land-birds and game-birds of New 

England ; with descriptions of the birds, t heir 

nests and eggs, their habits and notes. 8vo. 

pp. xvi+456. 22 figs. 7 append. 2 indexes. 
Salem, Mass. 

A popular work that has had several editions, written when the 
author was but 17 years of age; the biographies of the birds mostly 
from the author's personal ob ervations. The appendices contain 
a number of Keys to the birds, their eggs, distribution, etc. 

•••• and BREWSTER, WILLIAM. 
1895. The land-birds and game-birds of New 

England. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. xxiv + 492. 1 pl. 22 

figs. 7 append. 2 indexes. B oston. 

1903. The land birds and game birds of New 

England. 3rd ed., revised by Brewster. Boston . 

1925 . See ROOSEVELT, THEODORE. 

MIRAMICHI NATURAL HISTORY AS-

SOCIATION. Chatham, 1.Y.B. 

1899- 1913 . Proceedings. 

MISCELLANEA AUSTRIACA AD BOT ANI

CAM , CHEMIAM , ET HISTORIAM N A

TURALEM SPECTANTIA. 1778-81. Fienna. 

MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTIONS . ee 

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTIO . 

MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS OF 

THE AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM , SYDNEY. 

1890-date. 

MISCELLANIA CURIOSA DE AVIBUS . 

? 1720 . SeeANO YMO s. 

MISCELLANY OF EXOTIC NATURAL HIS

TORY. See DONO AN, E., 1834. 

MISSION SCIENTIFIQUE AU MEXIQUE 

ET DANS L 'AMERIQUE CENTRALE . 

1868-1909. Recherches Zoologique ou la 

direction de M. H. Milne Edwards. 13 vols. 4to. 
Paris. 

This well-known study of Central American natural history was 
issued in parts, some of the ections being till incomplete. Of the 
zoology, A. Dumeril and Bocourt wrote (pp. 860, 89 pl.) on reptiles 
and batrachians. This part was not fini hed but was supplemented 
by P. Brocchi's contribution (pp. 221, 21 col. pl.) .Etude des Batri

chiens de l' Amerique Central e. The Etude sur les Poi8sons was made 
by L. Vaillant and F. Bocourt. 

MISSION SCIE~TIFIQUE DU CAP HORN, 

1882-3. 
1885- 91. 7 vols. 4to. illust. Paris. 

One of the most noted of the French governmental scientific ex
peditions, in which natural history (especially zoology) wa well 
represented. Vol. VI is entirely devoted to the fauna; vol. VII to 
anthropology and ethnography. The report (part 1) on mammalia, 
pp. 32, 8 pl., 1891, was made by A. l\filne Edward ; on bird by 
:E. Oustalet, pp. 341, 6 col. pl., 1891; fl hes by L. Valiant, pp. 35, 

4 pl., 1888, and comparative anatomy by H. P. Gervais, pp. 62, 

5 pl., 1891. 

MITCHELL, FREDERICK HAW. 
1885. The birds of Lancashire. Illustrated by 

J. G. Keulemans, Victor Pro ut, etc. 8vo. pp. 

xviii + 224. map. list of subscribers. 3 figs. in text 

and 11 pl., 2 col. index. London. 

1892. The birds of Lancashire, revised and an
notated by Howard Saunder , with additions by 

R. J. Ho ward and other local authoritie . 8vo. 

pp. xxvi+271. map, fold. 5 pl. 7 figs. index. 
London. 

' econd edition. A record of 259 species. 

MITCHELL, JoH M. 
1864. The herring, its natural history and national 

importance. 8vo. pp. 12 + 372. 6 pl. Edinburgh. 

MITCHELL, MA o . 
1909 . Birds of Samoa, a manual of ornithology 

of birds inhabiting these i land . Typescript. 

8vo. pp. 3+42+2. index. Jlalua, Samoa. 

Obtained through the courte y of :Mis. :L\l. E. :\lcLellan, formerly of 
amoa, now of the alifornia Acad. of l')cience . Thi~ lady kindly 

typed the above useful pamphlet and presented it to the E.S.W. 
Library. The Compiler ha thus been ablr to ·ee a ropy of a nry 
rare monograph on the ave of amoa, originally printed on the 
London :Missionary ' ociety's Press. Each pedes is carefully 
described under both it native and sy tematic name. There i: no 
copy listed in the Cat. Br. Mus .. (Nat. Hist.). 
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~ ---JMITCHELL, PETER CHALMERS [1864- J. 

1900 . Thomas Henry Huxley; a sketch of his life and work. 8vo. pp. xvii+297. 5 p l. (portr.). 
index. New York. 
Pre entation copy from the author. 

1912. The childhood of animals. 8vo. pp. xiv+ 
269. 12 pl. (col.). 36 figs. index. London . 
1913. Die Kindheit der Tiere. Tr. by H. Pander. 

Stuttgart. 
1920. Official guide to the gardens of the Zoologi
cal Society of London. Eighteenth edition. With 52 illustrations from photographs of animals now or recenlly living in the gardens, taken by F. W. Bond, 
F. Martin Duncan, and D. Seth-Smith. With a plan of the garden , and a map showing railway 
and omnibu route . 8vo. pp. xvi+110. front. 
(plan fold.). 2 pl. 50 figs. index. London. 
1929 . Centenary history of the Zoological society 
of LonuoH. 8vo. pp. 11 + 307. 32 portr. chart. 9 plans. London. 
n.d. The pageant of nature. 3 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, 
pp. viii +576. pl. (col .). figs. in text. Vol. II , 
pp. viii+577-992. 6 pl. (col.). figs. in text. Vol. 
III, pp. viii+993-1384. 9 pl. (col.). figs. in text. 
index. London. 
A compilation of .Briti:h wild life i.Jy Yariou:; writers. The wonders of l.Jird life figure largrly in these volume , accompanied by everal eolorcd platrf\ and innumerable text-figure,;. The present copy is one of an t•dition ;;pccially prepared for sub!'icribers, the illustrations in color, l'ICIJia, and black and white, being Pxceptionally fine. 

MITCH ELL , TIIO.MAS LIYING ' TO E [179Z-1855 J. 
1839. Three expedition into the interior of eastern Australia. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xxi+ 
355. vignette. 21 pl. 16 figs. 1 map (col. fold.). 
T. of c. append. ol. II, pp. ix+ 415. 29 pl. 
21 figs. T. of c. append. London. 

MITCHILL, Il' GLETO,' . 
1803. Partial ·atalogue of the birds of New York made by [him] at Plandome, and communicated to Dr. Ylil ·hill, in a letter dated July 4, 1803. 
8vo. ll. New l"ork. 
Excerpt. A typed eopy from the ... 11edical Repository, Second Hexade, vol. ii, pp. 121 et seq. (New York), 1805. The rarity of this item may be inferred from its having entirely e ·caped Dr. Coues the veteran bibliographer, as well as its entire oversight by other hibliographers and \\Titers on the Bird: of ew York, and especially of Long Island, where the author's ob. ervations were made. Further, this is the tirst bird-list of both Long I land and of New York 'tate. Following the above list h; an Appendix, Reply to the Preceding ComJIIWlicatio'l on the local nomenclature of Game Birds as used by Sportsmen. 

MITTEILUNGEN D. BERN NATUR
FORSCH.GESELLSCHAFT. 
1823-date. Vol. 1- . See BER . 

MITTEILUNGEN DES BUNDES FttR VOGELSCHUTZ E. V. ee ZEITSCHRIFT FUR 
VOGEL CIIUTZ 
SCHUTZES. 

D A DERE GEBIETE DER NATUR
i tz S tu ttgar l. 

MITTEILUNGEN D . CREFELD NATUR
WISSENSCHAFTL. MUSEUM. 1909-19 ? 

ee CREFELD. 

MITTEILUNGEN D . DEUTSCHE GESELL
SCHAFTF. NATUR . U.VtiLKERKUNDE OSTASIENS , TOKYO . 1873-date. See 
DEUTSCHE GESELLS. OSTASIENS. 

MITTEILUNGEN D . DttSSELDORF. NA
TURWISSENSCHAFTL. VEREIN. 
1884- 1913 . Nos . 1-5 (all pub.) 

MITTEILUNGEN ZUR GESCHICHTE DEB MEDIZIN UND DER NATURWISSEN
SCHAFTEN. 1902-date. Hamburg. 

MITTEILUNGEN D. GRATZ. NATUR
WISSENSCHAFTL. VEREIN F . STEIEB
MARK. 1863-date. ee GRATZ. 

MITTEILUNGEN D . GBEIFSWALD . NA
TURWISSENSCHAFTL. VEREINV. NEU
VOR-POMMERN U. RttGEN . 1869-date. 
See GREIFSWALD. 

MITTEILUNGEN AUS DER LIPPISCHEN GESCHICHTE UND LANDESKUNDE . 
(Naturwissen. Verein f . d. Fiirstentum 
Lippe. ) 1903-date. Detmold. 

MITTEILUNGEN D. MUSEUM FttR TIER
KUNDE UND VOLKERKUNDE ZU DRES
DEN. 1875-8 . See DRESDEN. 

MITTEILUNGEN D. NATURWISSEN
SCHAFTLICHE VEREIN ZU ASCHAF
FENBURG. 1884- 1907. 

MITTEILUNGEN D . NATURFO:B.SCH . GESELLSCH. IN BERN. 1823-daie. 

MITTEILUNGEN DER NATURFORSCH. 
GESELLSCHAFT IN SOLOTHUBN. 

chweiz. 
1902-23. HefL 1-7. 

MITTEILUNGEN D . NATURWISSEN
SCHAFT. GESELLSCHAFT IN W I N T ER
THUR. 
1899-1927 . Pts. 1-16. 

MITTEILUNGEN DES ORNITHOLO-
GISCHEN KOMITEES DER KtiNIGLI
CHEN SCHWEDISCHEN. Akademie der Wissenschaften. 
1887-92. Pts. 1-4 (all is ued '?). 8vo. lorkholm. Thi i a Bihang till K. venska ·l 'el.-Akad. 
Handlingar. The Compiler ha seen a separate publications: l. 1887. pp. 182. Edited by F. A. 'mitt. 2-4. 1 88-92. Publi hed by C. R. Lund-
trom. Stockholm. 

A periodical of considerable scientific importance. 

MITTEILUNGEN DES ORNITHOLOGI
SCHEN VEREINS IN WIEN. Blatter fiir Vogelkunde, Vogel-Schutz und -P:flege . 
1877-97. [End.] Redacteure August von Pelzeln und Carl von Enderes. Vols. (Jahrgange) I-XXI. 
Irregularly issued but generally monthly and (later) quarterly. After 1888 continued as Die Schwalbe. This the mo t important of the Austrian journals devoted to ornithology had many changes in title, etc., and is best described (with some slight modifications and one correction) by the Library of Congre . 

MITTEILUNGEN AUS DEM OSTER
LANDE. (Natur. Gesell . d . Oster. zu Alten
burg. ) A llenburg. 
1837-69. 

1880-date. New series. 
(\ 

~ 
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;wJ.J.v ( MITTEILUNGEN D. SECTION F. NATUR
KUNDE DES. OESTERR. 
1889-1920. Touristen-Club. 22 bd. ~l'ien. 

MITTEILUNGEN D. VEREINS F. N ATUR· 
FREUNDE MIT SECTION VOGEL~ 
SCHUTZ ZU DOBELN. 
1928-9. I, 11. 

MITTEILUNGEN DES VEREINS SACH
SISCHER ORNITHOLOGEN. 
1927-9. Nos. 1-4 (for 'os. 1-6). 

MITTEILUNGEN AUS DEN VERHAND
LUNGEN D. GESELLSCHAFT NATUR
FORSCHENDER FREUNDE, BERLIN. 
1836-8. (All pub.) See GESELLSCHAFT ... 
FREUNDE. 

MITTEILUNGEN ttBER DIE VOGEL
WELT. BHi.tter fiir Vogelkunde und Vogel
scl utz. Organ d. Soddeutsche Vogelwarte in 
Stuttgart. 
1901-30. Jahrg. I-XXIX, index. 

MITTEILUNGEN D. ZOOLOGISCHEN 
STATION D. NAPLES. 1876-1915. See 
NAPLES. 

MITTERPACHER, L. See PILLER, M., 1783. 

MITTHEILUNGEN DER AARAUISCH. 
NATURFORSCH. GESELLSCHAFT. See 
AARAU, 1878. 

MITTHEILUNGEN DES OSTERR. Reichs
bundes fiir Vogelkunde und Vogelschutz in 
Wien. 
1901-13. Vols. (Jahrgange) I-XIII. 4to. [Sus
pended?] Press of Carl Fischer. Issued irregularly 
at first and then in monthly or fortnightly parts 
(of about 10 pages), the parts of the volume paged 
continuously. Wien. 
Tile Compiler has been unable to obtain reliable information as to 
the further issues (if any) of this important South German periodical 
which combines the functions of a scientific and popular magazine. 
In its pages appear papers by many eminent zoologists. In this 
respect it ranks second in Austria to Die Schwalbe (q.v.). 

MITTHEILUNGEN ttBER DIE VOGEL
WELT. Early title (beginning with Jahrg. IV) 
of Mittheilungen des Osterr. Reichsbundes, etc. 
(q.v.). 

MIVART, ST. GEORGE JACKSON [1827-1900]. 
1873. Man and apes, an exposition of structural 
resemblances and differences bearing upon ques
tions of affinity and origin. 8vo. pp. 6 + 200. 
40 pl. London. 

1874. The common frog. 8vo. pp. 7 +158. 1 pl. 
text-figs. London. 

1876. Lessons from nature, as manifested in mind 
and matter. 8vo. pp. xvi + 462. index. London. 

1881. The cat. An introduction to the study of 
backboned animals, especially mammals. 8vo. 
pp. 23+557. illust. London. 

1890. Dogs, jackals, wolves, and foxes: a mono
graph of the Canidae. 4to. pp. 36+216. 45 col. pl. 
text-figs. London. 
One of the finest monographs on the subject. 

1892. Birds; the elements of ornithology. 8vo. 
pp. 8 + 329. 174 t_ext-figs. index. London. 
A well arranged, semi-popular work on the subject, making an 
exrellent and concise manual for the student. 

1893. Types of animal life. 8vo. pp. viii -r 374. 
103 figs. T. of c. London. 
There was a second (unchanged) printing in 189!. 

1896. A monograph of the lories, or brush
tongued parrots, composing the family Loriid<£. 
4to. pp. 53+ 193. 61 pl. (col.). 19 figs. 4 maps 
(col.). index. London. 
An excellent treatise, with beautiful hand-colored plates by J. G. 
Keulemans, and special tJtaps to show the uistribution of the family 
Loriidre and its component genera. 

MOBIUS, KARL A G T [1825-1908]. 
1893. See DEUTSCH-OST-AFRIKA, 1893-dale. 

1894-8. Der Thierwelt Ost-1\frikas, etc. 4 vols. 
4to. rnany pl. Vol. I. Saugetiere by P. i\Iatschie; 

.vogel by A. Reichenow; Reptilien und Amphibien 
by G. Tornier; Fische by G. Pfeffe~. Berlin. 

1896. Die Thierwelt Ost-Afrikas und der Nach
bargebiete. \\' irbelthiere. Vol. I. V ogel. 4to. 
pp. (2) +250. 108 figs. (44 col.). bibliogr. index. 

Berlin. 
The portion of the whole work devoted to birds, by Anton Reiche
now. The number of species recorded is 728, with notes on their 
habits and distribution. 

MOCADESSI, EL, D 'Azz-EDDI . 
1821. Les Oiseaux et les Fleurs, allegories morales, 
publiees en arabe, avec une traduction et des 
notes par Garcin de Tassy. 8vo. Paris. 

MODENA. Societa dei Naturalisti etc. 
Annuario e Atti. Serie I-V. 
1866- 1922. 52vols. 

MOEHRING, PAUL HE1 RICH GERHARD [1710-
92]. 
1752. Avium genera, Auctore, etc. 8vo. pp. 88. 
G. C. Rump. Bremae. 
A rare, fundamental treatise on general ornithology, giving an 
annotated, systematic catalogue of 11! genera. A fascimile reprint 
of the (Amsterdam) 1758 edition has been issued bv W. Junk of 
k~ti~ • 

1906. Geschlacten der Vogel. ( vium Genera.) 
Berlin. 

A facsimile of the very rare 1752 edition. 

MOERBE, JOHANNES. 
1866. Der praktische Vogelfreund. 12mo. pp. 144. 
T. of c. Berlin. 
This scarce pamphlet describe , in popular manner, 94 foreign and 
domestic species of cage birds observed by him in Germany. 

MOERCH. 
1921. Undersoeg-fartoj for Trondhjems Biolog. 
Station. (Skibsbygning 1921.) 

MOJSISOVICS, AuGUST, Edler von JJojsvar 
[1857-97]. 
1884. Erster Nachtrag zur 'Ornis' von Bellye und 
Darda. 4to. pp. 11. Graz. 

MOLANDER, A. R. 
1928. Animal Communities in Gullmar Fjord. 

'lockholm. 
An excerpt from the reports of the Swedish Kristineberg Zoological 
Station No. 2. 

I~ 
/~ 
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~ MOLINA, GJOVA I IGNAZIO (1740-1829]. 
1782. Saggio sulla toria naturale del hile. 8vo. 
pp. 367. 1 map. Bologna. 
A c.lassic essay (of which thi ' it; the first edition) by the Abbe 
:.\Iohna, on the natural history of ' hile. It has been reprinted and 
tran lated many times, and has furnished much of our early in
formation regarding the vertebrate zoology of , outh America: 

1789 . Essai sur l'histoire naturelle du Chili. 8vo. 
pp. 16+3/51. Paris. 
A French translation of the original Italian edition of 1782, with 
notes by M. Gruvel. 

1808. The geographical, natural and civil history 
of Chili. With notes from the Spanish and French 
versions, and an appendix containina copious ex
tracts from the Araucana of Don Alonzo de Ercilla. 
Tr. from the original Italian by R. Al op. 2 vols. 
8vo. Vol. I, pp. xii + 271. 1 map (fold.). T. of c. 
addend. Vol. 11, pp. viii +30/5. T. of c. addend. 

1\fiddletown (Conn.). 
1810. Saggio sulla storia naturale del Chile. 2nd 
ed. fo lio. pp. 306. map. Bologna. 
This is a very accurate work written in a very agreeable style. 
Libro IV (pp. 172- 276) deals with the animals of Chili. The author 
ob erves the special fondues of the Puma for hor eflesh, confirmed 
by later writers (e.g. W. H. Hudson). ~!olina was born in Chili and 
ubsequently settled in Italy. 

MOLINEUX, HE RY GISBOR E KI G. 
1930 . A Catalogue of Birds, giving their Distribu
tion in the Western Portion of the Palaearctic 
Region. (With a bibliography.) Pt. I. pp. 4+ 128. 

Eastbourne. 
The first instalment of a valuaLle, painstaking addition to the zoo
geography of birds in an important ection. 

MOLLTONI , EDGARDO and VANDONI , CARLO. 
1931. Gli Uccelli d 'Italia. 4to. pp. 768. 16 col. pl. 
260 text-figs. index. .Hilano. 
To b pubJh;hed in -!8 parts, the treatise being ba ed on G. :.\Iartorelli's 
work of the same title, 1906. It may be regarded as a revised edition 
of that popular textbook. 

MOLYNEUX, TH o tAS [1661- 1733). 1726-55 . 
See BOATE, GERARD . 

MONACO . Institut Oceanographique. 
1909- 17 . Annales. 

1924-<late. Annales. New series. 

1904-<late. B u lletin. 

MONATSBLATT .DES BADISCHEN 
VEREINES FttR GEFLUGELSUCHT. 
1872-6. J ahrg. 1- 5. Suspended (?). 4lo. K arlsruhe. 
The periodical is listed as o. 2840 in the Harvard Library Catalogue 
of Serials and is (by other ) aid to have published paper of scientific 
value. 

MONATSHEFTE FttR DEN NATURWIS
SENSCHAFTLICHEN UNTERRICHT AL
LER SCHULGATTUNGEN. ee ~ ATURWI -
SENSCHAFTLICHE MO ATSHEFTE FUR DE BIO
LOGI CHEN . . . NTERRICHT . 

MONATSSCHRIFT [ORNITHOLOGISCHE] 
DES DEUTSCHEN VEREINS ZUR 
SCHUTZE DER VOGEL WELT. See MONATS-
SCHRIFT DES ACH ISCH-THURI G. VEREINS F. 

MONATSSCHRIFT DES SACHSISCH-
THttRINGISCHEN VEREINS FttR 
VOGELKUNDE UND VOGELSCHUTZ ZU 
HALLE A. D. SAALE . 
1876-1930. Vol . 1- 55. illust. index to vols. 
Editors, E. von Schlechtendal, \V. Thienemann, 
Carl Hennicke, and others. SupplemenLs and 
Registers. 
Thi important, useful, and popular periodical has maintained its 
early promise for over -!6 years and ha done much to pruserve and 
cultivate bird life in Germany, both as the organ of numerous 
ocieties and independently. During it long life it has published 

contributions- many of scientific intere t and value-from most 
of the contemporary ornithologi ·ts. It is the oldest and probably 
the be t (German) journal of its class. 

MONCKTON, CHAR LE ARTHuR vVHITMORE. 
1921. ome experiences of a 1 ew Guinea resident 
magistrate. 3rd ed. 8vo . pp. x + 337. 36 pl. 1 map 
(fold.). index. London. 

1921 . Taming New Guinea; some experiences of 
a ew Guinea resident magistrate. New York. 
The American edition, \\ith changed title. 

1922. Last days in ~ ew Guinea; being further 
experience of a ew Guinea resident magistrate. 
8vo. pp. x + 287. /5/5 pl. 2 maps (col. fold. ). index. 

New York. 
A companion volumP to the author's • ome Experiences of a New 
Guinea Resident Magi~trate. In thi. account there are numerous 
references to aniJ11als, e.g. Birds of Paradise, Bower birds, Cockatoos, 
the Skylark, Cassowaries, etc., and an account of the fauna of 
;\it. Albert Edward. 

MONCONYS, BALTHASAR DE [1611-65 J. 
1665-6 . Iovrnal des voyages de Monsievr de 
Monconys . . . Ou les sc;auants trouueront vn 
nombre infini de nouueautez ... outre la descrip
tion de diuers animaux & plantes rares, plusieurs 
secrets inconnus. Editio princeps. 3 vols. 8vo. 
illust. Lyon. 
A very rare and va lued account of voyages, in the course of which 
many animals are described. A second edition in 1677 and several 
others were aLo published. 

MONCRIEFF' ASCOTT ROBERT HOPE [1846-
? 19 15]. 
1925. Animals that work [for man]; or, Bea ts of 
b usin e s. 12mo. pp. vii+244. front. (col.). T. of c. 

London . 
F irst published in 1909. 

MONCRIEFF, PERRI E. 
? 1926. ew Zealand birds and how to identify 
them . 12mo. pp. 10+92. Auckland. 

MONET, JEAi BAPTISTE PIERRE ANTOINE DE. 
See LAMARCK, J. B. 

MONITORE ZOOLOGICO ITALIANO. 
1890-date. (Pubblicazioni Italiane di Zoologia, 
etc .. .. In titu to anatomico della R. Universita 
d i iena.) 8vo. (Wanting.) F irenze. 
Many paper of great value to student of vertebrate zoology have 
appeared in thi important journal since it first i sue. Anno XL 
is 1930. 

MONOGRAPHS OF AMERICAN SOCIETY 
OF MAMMALOGISTS. ee A m RICA~ sociETY 

VOGELKUNDE, etc. f.. OF MAMMALOGISTS. 
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yvvY--:( MONRO, ALEXA DER Secundus [1733-1817]. 
1785. The Structure and Physiology of Fishes 
compared ... with Man and other Animals. folio. 
pp. 128. pl. 44. Edinburgh. 
A treatise of much value (founded on actual di sections) considering 
the time in which it was written. 

? 1790. Manuscript, written in the second half 
of the 18th cent. Lectures on Anatomy and Com
parative Anatomy. 3 vols. 
This well-known writer and lecturer was much interested in com
parative zoology. The manuscript (in the Osier Library) was 
probably written by the author's own hand. 

MONTAGU, GEORGE (1751-1815 J. 
1802. Ornithological dictionary; or, Alphabetical 
synopsis of British birds. 1st ed. 2 vols. unpaged. 
8vo. illust. append. glossary. London. 
Coues greatly admired this early dictionary and calls it 'a vade 
mecum which has held its place at a thousand elbows for three
quarters of a century'. The author published a supplement eleven 
years later and there were several subsequent editions and reprints. 

1813. Supplement to the Ornithological Diction
ary, or synopsis of British birds. 8vo. title and 
pp. vi. no textual pag. 24 col. pl. appendix, with 
addenda and errata. London. 
This supplementary volume has (rare) colored plates and is a 
presentation copy to ~Ir. Foljambe by the author 'as a mark of his 
esteem'. The present copy is from the library of H. C. Oberholser. 

1831. Ornithological dictionary of British birds. 
vVith a plan of study, and many new articles and 
original observations, by James Rennie. 2nd ed. 
8vo. pp. 40+592. illust. London. 
A reissue of the first edition. It was followed by an identical 
impression in 1833. 

1833. Ornithological dictionary of British birds. 
London. 

Identical with the 1831 edition. 

1866. A dictionary of ritish birds. Reprinted 
from Montagu's Ornithological dictionary, and 
incorporating the additional species described by 
Selby; Yarrell, in all three editions, and in natural
history journals ... by Edward Newman. 8vo. 
pp. 24+399. London. 

(1882 or 1889]. A dictionary of British birds being 
a reprint of Montagu 's Ornithological Dictionary 
together with the additional species described by 
Selby; Yarrell in all three editions; and in Natural
History Journals. Compiled and Edited by Ed
ward Newman. 1 vol. and supplement. 8vo. 
pp. xxiv + 400. London. 
Another of the numerous issues of the celebrated dictionary. The 
copy in hand is from the Mullens Library. 

MONTANA UNIVERSITY. Bulletin. 
1901-10. Biological Series 1-15 (all pub.). 

MONTEIRO, JoACHIM JoH [d. 1878]. 
1875. Angola and the river Congo. 2 vols. 8vo. 
Vol. I, pp. viii+305. front. (map fold.). 9 pl. 
T. of c. Vol. II, pp. iv + 340. 7 pl. append. index. 

London. 
MONTES DE OCA, RAFAEL. 
1875. Ensayo ornitol6gico de Ios troquilideos 
6 colibries de Mexico. folio. pp. ( 4) + 60. front. 
(portr.). 12 pl. (col.). index. J.'\lexico. 
Humming-birds of Mexico; 48 species are enumerated and 46 of 
them are illustrated in colors. Presentation copy from author 
with autograph. 

MONTEVIDEO. 
10 TEVIDEO. 

See MUSEO NACIO AL DE 

MONTHLY AMERICAN JOURNAL OF 
GEOLOGY AND NAT. SCIENCE. 
1831-2. 1 os. 1- 12 (all pub. ). Phila. 

MONTHLY MICROSCOPICAL JOURNAL. 
1869-77. See also ROYAL :Y1ICROSCOPICAL OClETY. 

London. 

MONTI, :YlAURIZIO. 
1845. Catologo e notizie compendio e degli uccelli 
di stazione e di passaagio nella citla provincia e 
diocesi di Como e loro Comasca sinonimia. 12mo. 
pp. 14 + 47. Como. 
This rare little work- juori di commercia-lists and briefly describes 
the birds of the province of Como, giving their scientific, Italian, and 
local names. The copy in hand was presented to }1. ::\Iicheli!l by 
the author. 

MONTPELLIER UNIVERSITE. Institut 
de Zoologie. 
1873-85. Travail. 

1885- date. Travail. 1 ew series. 

See also STATIO ZOOLOGIQUE DE CETTE, . A, CY 
IVERSITE. 

MONTPELLIER UNIVERSITE. Institut 
de Zoologie Maritime. 
1903-date. Memoires. 

MONTREAL NATURAL HISTORY SO
CIETY. 
1846. Catalogue of the library and museum. 8vo. 
pp. 40. 1\Jontreal. 
Catalogue of the ociety's library consisting of ome eight or nine 
hundred volume on natural history in general, voyages, biographies, 
and cientific periodicals, etc., acquired by ::\IcGill University. 

1859. Constitution and by-laws; also, A list of 
the officers, corresponding and honorary, life and 
ordinary members of the society, May 18S9. Bvo. 
pp. 31. ),Jontreal. 
The By-Laws, etc., of thi ociety, which was founded in 1827, 
incorporated in 1832; it had unfortunately cea ed to exist just 
previous to 1927, the whole of the collections being taken over by 
the Redpath Museum, of ~lcGill niversity. · 

1886. Constitution and by-laws, with the amend
ing act. pp. 24. J-lontreal. 

MONTROUZIER, XAVIER (1820-97]. 
1857. Essai sur la Faune de l'ile de \Yoodlark ou 
Moiou. 4to. pp. 226 + 7. Lyon. 

MOODY, JuLIA and MARKS, J. A. 
1910. A holiday with the bird . See MARKS, J. A. 
and MOODY, JULIA. 

MOORE, FREDERIC [1830-1907] and HORS
FIELD, T. 
1854-8. A catalogue of the bird in the 1useum 
of t~e Hon. East- India Company. See HORSFIELD, 
T. and MOORE, F. 

MOORE, GEORGE PETER. 
1879. British birds systematically arranged, 
[with] the geographical range of 376 pecies. folio. 

{'pp. 15. 5 tab. (fold.). London. 

~ 
/ 
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MOORE , JoHN [d. 1737]. 
1765. A Treatise on dome tic Pigeons, etc. See 

A 0 YMOUS, A Treati e, etc. 
1858. [Columbarium, &c.] See EATON, J. M., A treatise on lhe art of breeding ... pigeon , &c. 
1879. 1oore' Columbarium; or, The pigeonhou e: being an introduction to a natural hi tory of tame pigeon , giving an account of the several species known in England, with the method of breeding them, their distempers and cures (reprinted verbatim from the original edition of 1735, with a brief notice of Lhe author, by \\. B. Tegetmeier). Jto. pp. vi +xiv+ 60. glossary. 

London. 
Original copies of )Ioore are of the greatest rarity ; beyond the four existing in the library of the British Iuseum two other copies only are known. The present reprint is said to be an exact reproduction of the original of 1735. After the reprint was made, some minor misprints were discovered, these being noted and corrected in the introduction by ::llr. Tegetmeier. The Columbarium of :\loore is the rarliest J<:ngli h work giving a description of the different varietie of the dome tic pigeon. Eaton incorporated the work into hi Treatise on tl!e art of breeding and managing FancJ! Pigeons , 1858, with the addition of copious footnotes, either his own, or else extracted from other authors, to whom due credit is given. 

MOORE, JoH EDWARD SHOREC. 
1901. To the Mountains of the Moon, being an account of the modern aspect of Central Africa [including the fauna], etc. \Vith illustrations and maps. Suo. pp. xvi + 350. front. (col.). 18 pl. (5 fold. ). 68 figs. 3 maps (1 col., 2 fold.). index. 

London. 
1903. The Tanganyika problem; an account of the researches undertaken concerning the existence of marine animals in Central frica. 8uo. pp. 23 + 371. 2 col. pl. 7 col. maps. figs. in text. 

London. 
MOORE, JoH" HAMILTO . 'eeDAl\IPIER, WILLIAM, 1780. 

MOQUIN -TANDON' CHRISTIAN HORACE B:E EDICT ALFRED [1804-63). 
1835-44 . See WEBB and BERTHELOT, 1835-44. 
1857-8. See BO:"<APARTE, c. L. J. L. 
1861. Elements of medical zoology. From the French by n. T. Hulme. vo. pp. 14+423. illust. 

London. 1863. See CL ·s, c. F. w. 

MORA VSKA PRIRODOVEDECKA SPOLECNOST, BRttNN. 
1924:-dale. Prace. 
La tin Lit le: ocie La Scien tiarum ·a turalium Ioraviae. 

MORDEN, V\riLLIAM JAMES [1 86- ]. 
1927. cros .[\siR' snows and deserts. 8uo. pp. 14 + 415. 65 pl. 2 append. index. New York. 
An arenunt of the Am. :\InR. of ~at. History C~Iordcn-Clark) A iatic expedition of 1026. Refrrrner!' to bird and other animal life are frNjurut and of grrat intrrr!'t . 

MORE, L.E.",\"\DER GOODMA [1830-95]. 
1860. Oulline of Lhe natural hi tory of the Isle of\\ ighl. 'vo. pp. 107. London. 
Extracted, with a special title, from Venables' New Guide to tl!e Isle of Wiyht. 

1882-7. Report on the migration of birds in the pring and autumn of 1881-(86). See HARVIE
BRO\V~, J. A. and others. 
1885. A list. of Iri h birds showina the [232] pecies contained in the cience and Art Museum, Dublin. 8uo. pp . .32. Dublin. 
1887. Science and Art Museum, Dublin. Guide to the natural hi tory department. Series I. Vertebrate animals. Pt. I. Mammals and birds. 8uo. pp. 38. Dublin. 
1890. A list of Irish birds showing the species contained in the Science and Art Museum, Dublin. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. 38. Dublin. 

MOREAU, H. 
1891. L Amateur d 'Oiseaux de Voliere. 

MO.RENO, FRA crsco Jos :E RAsCASIO [1852-1919]. 
1890. Le 1usee de La Plata. 'Traduit de la Revista del museo, tome 1, 1890.' 8uo. pp. 31. 8 pl. Buenos Ayres. 

MORGAN, A. M. 
1924. An ornithological trip round Eyre peninsula. See s TTO.' , J., 1924. 

MORGAN, CONWY LLOYD [1852-
1891. Animal life and intelligence. 
512. pl. 

[1891 ] . Animal sketches. 8uo. 
front. 7 pl. 60 figs. T. of c. 
1900. Animal Behaviour. 
1912. Instinct and Experience. 

J. 
8uo. pp. 16+ 

Boston. 

pp. ( 6)+~12 
London. 

M ORGAN' THOMAS IlUNT [1866- J. 
1907. Experimental zoology. 8uo. pp. xii+454. 25 figs. index. New l ork. 
1919. The Mechanism of Mendelian Heredity. 

New Fork. A work specially recommended to the student. 
1927. Experimental embryology. 8uo. pp. xi+ 766. 263 figs. index. ew York. 

MORIKUNI, TACIIIBA A. 
ea. 1768 .. \nimal Sketehes. Arranged in European Order. Vol. IX. 

MORPHOLOGISCHE ARBEITEN. Jena. 1891-8. Continued as Zeit chrift fOr Morphologie und Anthropologie. 

MORPHOLOGISCHES JAHRBUCH. See GEGE BAURS MORPHOLOGI CHES JAHRBUCH. 

MORRELL, GEORGE HERBERT. 
[1870]. The Student's manual of comparative anatomy, and guide to dissection: being an introduction to the study of the structure and classification of recent animals. Pt. II. auropsida. eclioni.Aves. vo. pp . viii+75. T.ofc. 

Oxford. 
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MORRIS, BEVERLEY RoBI rso . 
1855. British game birds and wild fowl, with 

60 hand-coloured plates. 1st ed. 4to. London. 

? 1864. British game birds and wildfowl. 4to. 

pp. iv -'- 254. 60 hand-col. pl. T. of c. London. 

There were at least four editions or printings of this well-illustrated 

book, written by a brother of the Rev. F. 0. Morris. The copy in 

hand i~ 1mdated nnd may haYe been any of the (identical) works 

iRsued hPtween 1835 and 1873, although most of th~>sr appear to 

have pp. iv+252 instead of pp. i~·+254. The author, a medical 

practitinner and editor of The Naturalist, emigrated to America 

in 1856. 

1891. British gamebirds and wildfowl. \Vith 

sixty plates, coloured by hand. 3rd ed. 4to. 

pp. vi +272. 60 pl. (col.). T. of c. London. 

MORRIS , FRANCIS 0RPE [1810-93]. 

1851-7. A history of British birds. 6 vols. 8vo. 

Vol. 1, pp. iv + 364. 59 pl. (col.). Vol. 2, pp. iv+ 

360. 60 pl. (col.). Vol. 3, pp. iv+391. 59 pl. (col.). 

Vol. 4, pp. iv+330. 62 pl. (col.). Vol. 5, pp. iv+ 

315. 57 pl. (co l.). Vol. 6, pp. xi+290. 60 pl. (col.). 

index. London. 

A popular account of British birds gathered from various sources, 

some of it unfortunately unreliable. The plates (357) are hand

colored and fairly good. The work was brought out in monthly 

parts. 1\fullens and Swann record three reissues of this the first 

edition, four reYised editions, and two cabinet editions. which goes 

to provf' how very popular the work must have been at the time, 

especially with amateur ornithologists and taxidermists who 

identified their finds by means of the colored plates. 

1853. Book of natural history containing a 

description of animals and birds. 8vo. pp. 4 + 318. 

160 pl. (col.). T. of c. London. 

1853-6. A natural history of the nests and eggs 

of British birds. 3 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. iv+156. 

76 pl. (col.). Vol. II, pp. 148. 72 pl. (col.). Vol. Ill, 

pp. (4)+140. 74 pl. (col.). index. London. 

At the Pnd of vol. Ill there are three extra plates bound in, Nos. 40, 

49, and 62. The early editions of this work are far uperior in 

coloring to modern copies. 

1860. Anecdotes in natural history. 3rd ed. 8vo. 

pp. 112. 48 figs. T. of c. London. 

1863-7. A history of British birds. 8 vols. 8vo. 
London. 

The first issue of the two cabinet editions of the original first edition. 

The copy in hand contains 358 plates, the extra one being that of 

the Mottled Owl, a bird of which there was no record when the first 

edition was publish~>d. 

1864. A natural history of the nests and eggs of 

British birds. 3 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. iv+156. 

78 pl. (col.). Vol. 11, pp. iv+148. 76 pl. (col.). 

Vol. Ill, pp. iv+140. 71 pl. (col.). index. London. 

The prPsent edition appears to be a reissue of that published in 

1853-6, as it is not mentioned by Mullens and Swann, who give the 

elate of the second edition as 187:1. The present copy contains 223 

colored plates only· the correct number for the first edition

although the title-pages state 225, the ditrerenee arising in vol. I, 

which is said to contain 78 plate , whereas tlt<'re art> only 76 a 

bound. 

1879. Letters to the 'Times' about birds, etc. 

8vo. pp. [2] +268. London. 

Presentation ropy from author. 

[1882]. \ll the arLicles of the Darwin faith. 8vo. 

pp. 99. London. 

[1888]. A history of Briti h birds. 8 vols. vo. 

many col. pl. London. 

A reissue of the 1863- 7 cabinet edition. The pl,ltr. are not as well 

colored as in the first issue. Among errors, the platr of the Long

tailed Tit b ars the title Spotted :Flycatcher ! 

1895-7. A history of British birds. 4th ed. 6 vols. 

8vo. London. 

The fourth printing of the original edition of 1851-7. It contains 

37 extra hand-colored plates (in all 3.94) as well as a revision 

correction, and enlargement of the text. ' 

****and TEGETMEIER, W. B. 
1896. A natural history of the Nests and Eggs of 

British Birds. 4th ed. 3 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xix 

+178. 8.5 pl. (col.). 5 figs. Vol. 11, pp. viii+155. 

84 pl. (col.). Vol. Ill, pp. xi+207. 82 pl. (col.). 

index. London. 

The text of this edition is altered from that of 1853-6 and of 1864 

(q.v.). The numbering of the plat~>sis much the same as the originals, 

although executed in a Yery inferior manner. The introduction is by 

Tegetmeier, who is responsible for the many changes in the work. 

1903. A history of British birds. 6 vols. 8vo. 
London. 

Differing from the fourth edition, l 895-7, by the addition of six 

extra plates, as well as by the revision of the coloring of the whole 

400. A number of new species are described in the Appendix. 

MORRIS , JoH [1810-86]. 
1854. A catalogue of British fossils: comprising 

the genera and species hitherto described. 2nd ed. 

8vo. pp. vii + 372. index. London. 

The first edition was issued in 1843. 

MORRIS , MARMADUKE CHARLES FREDERICK. 

1897. Francis Orpen Morris; a memoir, by his 

son. 8vo. pp. ix + 323~ front. (portr.). 2 append. 

index. London. 

MORRIS , MAX. 
1905-7. Schriften zur Naturwissenschaft. See 

GOETHE, J. W. 

MORRIS , RoBERT OLIVER. 
1901. The birds of Springfield and vicinity. 8vo. 

pp. 54. map. index. Springfield, JI ass. 

An annotated list of the birds known to haYe occurred ";thin 25 

miles of Spring field, ~Iassachu etts. 

MORRIS , ROBERT TUTTLE [1857- ] . 

1896. Hopkins's pond and other sketches. 8vo. 

pp. viii + (2) +227. front. 1'. of c. New } ork. 

MORRIS , STA LEY. 
1925. Bird-song; on the songs and notes of some 

British birds. 12mo. pp. ix+134. 2 figs. 2 

indexes. London. 

A manual of bird-song with numerou tables giving a\·erage son~ 

periods of pecies which resume their ong in autumn, and thosP 

which do not; earliest, latest, and mean dates of commenc-ement 

of song, earliest and latest recorded dat-es of song periods, mt:>rits 

of song performance, and of birds whirh sing at night-time, on the 

wing, on the ground , and those which sing in concert. 

MORSE , ALBERT PITT [1863- ] . 

1897. Annotated list of [Z44] birds of \\ ellesley 

and vicinity; comprising the land-birds and most 

of the inland water-fowl of eastern Massarhusells. 

8vo. pp. 56. addend. index. Welles ley, .l\!ass. 

1912 . A pocket list of the birds of Eastern ~ l a sa

chusetts. Salem, "Uass. 

MORSE , EDWARD SYLVE TER (1838- ]. 

1868. See AMERICA ' ATURALIST. 

1872. On the tarsus and carpus of birds. (A nnals 

of the Lyceum .\'alural History, .\ ew Yorl<, vol. X, 

187Z.) 8vo. pp. 22. 2 pl. (fold.). 8 figs. Author 's 

reprint. Salem. 

The object of this paper is to throw light upon the number and 

eondition of the tarsal and carpal bones in birds. Autographed copy 

by the author. 
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MORSE , GEORGE BYRO . 
1910. Pheasant raising in the United States. See 
OLDYS, HENRY. 

MORSE ' RICHARD. 
1925. The natural history of Hertfordshire. See 
WILMORE, A. 

[~ 926 ]. Wild plants and seeds for birds; an illus
trated dictionary of the best foods for use in the 
aviary. 12mo. pp. [41+110. London. 

MORTON, JOHN[? 1671-1726). 
1712. The natural history of Northamptonshire. 
4to. pp. iv + 551. 14 pl. 1 map (fold.). 2 indexes. 

London. 
MORWOOD, VERNO s. 

1883. Facts and phases of animal life. 8vo. pp. 
xvi+286. 75 figs. T. of c. glossary. New York. 

MOSCARDO' LODOVICO. 
1656. Note overo memorie del Museo di L. Mos
cardo. E in tre libri distinte. Nel Terzo de Corali, 
Conchiglie, nimali, Frutti, & altre cose in quello 
contenute. folio. illust. Padova. 
A rare and curious treatise, in 'Dean Adams's Library. 

MOSCOW. 
1868-1913. Bulletin de la Societe Imperiale des 
Naturalistes. New series. 

MOSELEY, HENRY . OTTIDGE [1844-91]. 
1892. Notes by a naturalist; an account of 
observations made riuring the voyage of H.M.S. 
' Challenger' round the world in the years 1872-
1876. New and revised ed. 8vo. pp. 24+540. 
porlr. illust. map. London. 

MOSENTHAL, J · Llt:S DE and liARTING, 
J. E. 
1877. Ostriches and ostrich farming. 8vo. pp. 
a·..ci + 246. 8 pl. 20 figs. append. index. London. 
First edition. The second edition of this illuminating treatise on ostrith farming in t:!outh Africa was i. sued in 1879. 

MOSLEY, F. 0. 1915. See MO LEY, SETH LISTER. 

MOSLEY, SETH LL TER [1848-'? 192.0]. 
1884-[92]. A history of Hriti h birds, their nests, 
and eggs. 2 vols. 8vo. Huddersfield. 
This is a carce treatise, sy:;tematicall~· arranged, on British birds. Mullem; and ,'wann (Bib. of British Ornith., p. 421) state that the work was intended to form five volumes, but only the first two and part of volume three appeared. Their collation conforms exactly to the copv in hand (in the original wrappers) as follows: ' ol. I [Uj. Indigenous Land llirds; [Vol. Ill. Indigenous Waders.] Huddersfield: (18 1]-92. Issued in "monthly" parts, 8vo. 69 nos. were published in 5!'1 pts. (irregularly). Vol. I, with title dated 1884, contains pl. 1-56 of l>irrls and 56 pi. of eggs, with leaf of text for each bird. Yol. II,dat.ed 1887, pi. 57-116 of birds-t eggs pl. 57-98, and text to each bird. Vol. lll (unfinished and no title is ued), pi. 117-57 and 16o-63 of birds, 09-115 and 109 bis of eggs.+ text to each bird. It was published in two editions, ·· ·upenor" and "ordinary". The issur of part,s comnwm·ed in J881 and No. 69 i,; dated Jan. 1892. Plates 158 and 159 were never issued.' 

1896. 1\nuotated catalogue of British Birds, 
Nests and Eggs. Pt. I (all pub.). 8vo. pp. 50. 
50 col. pl. Huddersfield. 
Probably b11sed on the author''i unfinished History of British Birds, from which the plates were taken. It is a rare item not mentioned by MullenR and Hwann. 

'*""'•* and ilosLEY, F. o. 
[1915]. An Account of the Birds of the Hudders-
field District. 1 vol. 8vo. 40 col. pl. 40 maps. 

Issued privately to subscribers only. Original 
wrappers bound in. 
Thi~>rare work was printed by the authors on a hand-press and issued in 20 parts, the 40 'crayon-watercolour plates' being prepared by a 'new hand-process'. The maps show the distributional areP.-s of certain species-altogether a creditable and useful treatise on local ornithology. 
The frontispiece is the :portrait of the authors' father, a naturaliAt whose work and teachmg inspired the production of the present volume. 

MOSSOP, JoHN. 
1841. Ornithologia Britannica; a synopsis of 
British land-birds in verse and prose. 8vo. pp. 
xviii +259. index. London. 

MOTLEY, JAMES [1814-92] and DILLWYlf, 
L. L. 
1855. Contributions to the natural history of 
Labuan, and the adjacent coasts of Borneo. 8vo. 
pp. 62. pl. Pt. I (all pub.). London. 

MOUHOT, ALEXANDRE HENRI [1826-61]. 
1864. Travels in the central parts of Indo-China 
(Siam), Cambodia, and Laos, during the years 
1858, 1859, and 1860. 2 vols. 8vo. illust. Vol. I, 
Wanting. Vol. II, pp. viii+301. front. (fold.). 
24 pl. (4 fold.). 9 figs. T. of c. append. London. 
The appendix to the second ~olume is devoted to vertebrates. A. Giinther describes the mammals, reptiles, and fresh-water fishes. A few references are also made to avian species. 

MOUSLE.Y, HENRY. 
1911-28. Birds, orchids, ferns and butterflies of 
Hatley, Quebec. [Province, Canada.] 8vo. illust. 
This volume, sumptuously bound by Riviere, contains th~ contributions of a naturalist who has made of the eastern -portion o! Quebec province (old Lower Canada), with its flora and fatma, an intensive study for nearly 20 years. 
He furnished during this period valuable, scientific accounts; inter alia of the avian life of the area in numerous (reprinted) contributions, to The Auk in particular, but also to the Ca~~an F~ Naturalist. Among the former are essays on 'The Smgmg Tree (Oct. 1918), read before the Nuttall Ornithological Club, describing near-by perches of the melodious mates of nesting birds ; the 'Home Life of Warblers', illustrated (1921); Birds of Hatley (Auk, Jan. lt 1916), and more than 20 other papers on the local ornithology 01 Eastern Canada based on his personal observations. Mr. Mousley is also a well-grounded botanist a~d entom~logist., valuable qua~ties in an investigator of all zoological q~est10~s. ';fhese P)lbli_cattons now form Series 7, No. 19, 1930, McGill Unwersity Publicatwn&. 

1918. Further notes and observations on the 
birds of Hatley, Stanstead county, Quebec, 
Canada. 8vo. pp. 289-310. [Cambridge, Mass.] 
Author's edition from the Auk, July 1918. A further contribution of this author's work on the birds of Hatley, a list annotated in considerable detail, over 160 species being recorded. 

MOUTON-FONTENILLE DE LA CLOTTE, 
MARIE JACQUES PHILIPPE [1769-1837]. 
1811. Art d'empailler les oiseaux. 10 pl. Lyon. 

MOUY, G. and BOUVET, E. 
1890. Vingt ans pres d'une basse-cour; ou, 
L'elevage purement rationnel. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. 
211. 14 figs. T. of c. Forest. 

MUDGE, ISADORE GILBERT. 
1929. New Guide to Reference Books. 8vo. 
pp. 12+370. index. Chicago. 
A useful publiration of the Chicago Library .Association. 

MUDIE, ROBERT [1777-1842]. 
1835. The British naturalist. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, 
pp. xii+374. 28 figs. Vol. II, pp. xi+389. 19 figs. 
index. London. 
Second edition. First anonymously published in 1830. 

31' 
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~([MUDIE, R. (contd.)] 

1835. The feathered tribes of the British Islands. 

2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xxiv+379. 10 pl. (col.). 

15 figs. Vol. 11, pp. (2) +391. 9 pl. (col.). 6 figs. 
London. 

Second edition of a popular work that, first issued in 1834, pas ed 

through many printings. 

1841. The feathered tribes of the British Islands. 

3rd ed. 2 vols. 8vo. London. 

Practically identical with the second edition, 1835. 

1854. The feathered tribes of the British Islands. 

2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xxiv+422. front. (col.). 

13 pl. (co l. , 4 of eggs). 14 figs. Vol. 11, pp. ( 6) + 
440. 12 pl. (col., 3 of eggs). 5 figs. index. London. 

An enlarged and revised edition of the first issue of 1834, edited by 

W. C. L. Martin. The illuminated title-pages in the present edition 

bear the date 1853; the full title-pages, 1854, the two volumes 

forming Nos. 28 and 29 in Bohn's illustrated Library. 

1861. (The) feathered tribes of the British Islands. 

2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xxiv+422. 13 pl. (4 of 

eggs). 14 figs. Vol. 11, pp. ( 6) + 440. 11 pl. ( 3 of 

eggs). 5 figs. index. London.
1 

This (fourth) edition differs only from that of 1854 in having plain, 

instead of colored plates. 

1878. The feathered tribes of the British Islands. 

2 vols. 8vo. London. 

This edition differs in no way from that of 1861. At least three 

differently dated printings of this work are entitled 'Fourth Edition'. 

MUENCHENER VEREIN FttR NATUR

KUNDE. See rsrs. MUNICH. 

MUENSTER. Universitat. 
1905-9. Morphologisches Arbeiten-Anatomisches 

und Zootomisches Institut. 

1920-date. J ahrbuch-Philosophische und N a tur

wissenschaftliche Fakultat. 

1918-21? Mitteilungen-Zoologisches lnstitut. 

MUHAMMAD ABDU'L-LAH. 
1912. Faras-nama. In Hindustani. A Book of 

the Horse. Four parts. Lithographed from the 

original 13th-century MS. 4to. pp. 184. 21 lith. 

cuts. Lucknow. 

There are two other copies of this work in the Blacker Library. 

1912. 'Ilaju'l-fil. Diseases of the elephant. (Hin

dustani.) pp. 184. lith. Lucknow. 

The Blacker Library has also a variant of the above. 

MUHAMMAD KARAMU'L-LAH. (Scribe, 

Amir Ali Sandili.) 

1873. Shifa'u't-tayr. Treatise on falconry. Per

sian MS. 4to. ff. 186. 
This copy of the original, written in Mahkr in Birar between .A..D. 

1680 and 1692, gives a complete account of the training and other 

care of hunting falcons. The book i dedicated to the Emperor 

Aurangzeb and the present work is complete while everal of the 

other known copies lack a number of pages. The original MS. was 

illustrated but this copy lacks the paintings, although spaces are 

left for them in the text. 

MUHAMMAD TAQI, son of MU~AMMAD 

TABRIZI. 
1690. Khawa~~u'l-lfaywan. (In Persian.) 

A study of the medicinal properties of mammals, birds, reptiles, 

fishes, and insects in the form of a dictionary. It was composed in 

honor of the royal naturalist, Abbas II of Persia. Copies are found 

in the British Museum, India Office, Bodleian, etc. The present copy 

lacks a portion of the preface. Purcha ed for the Blacker Library 

in Persia, ~ov. 1928. [\V.I.] 

1858. A lithographed copy of the foregoing, 

printed in (?) Teheran. It is profusely if not very 

artistically illustrated and supplemented by a 

work on poetry. 

This edition is extremely rare and is not found in any European 

library. It was bought in Persia for the Blacker Library. [W.I.] 

MttHLE, HEI RICH VO" DER. 

1844. Beitraege zur Ornithologie Greichenlands. 

8vo. pp. viii+152. index. Leipzig. 

A classic and valuable contribution to modern Grecian ornithology. 

There is a full descriptive list of the avifauna, with a discussion of 

new forms. The work is quite rare. 

1856. Monographie der europaischen Sylvien. 

Vol. I. 8vo. pp. 4+149. index. Vol. 11. Vier 

Tafeln zur Monographie der europaischen Sylvien. 

atlas. 4to. 4 col. pl. Regensburg. 

A monograph, systematically arranged, on European warblers. 

The present copy is bound in two volumes with the original covers, 

from the Godman Library. 

MUIR, J OH [1838-1915 J. 
1901. Our national parks. 8vo. pp. (10) + 370. 

12 pl. (1 map). index. Boston. 

A series of sketches first published in the Atlantic 11-lonthly, dealing 

with the beauty and usefulness of wild mountain forests and their 

animals. 

[1902]. Our national parks. 8vo. pp. (10)+382 . 

12 pl. (1 map). append. index. Boston. 

Differing from the first edition of 1901 in having an appendix 

(pp. 368-76) giving the names, location, and area, etc. of the 

National Parks and Forests in the United States and Alaska. 

1911. (The) mountains of California. 8vo. pp. 

xiv + 389. 17 pl. 50 figs. ( 4 maps). index. 
New York. 

Second edition, the fir t issued in 1894. Among the references to 

animal life is that of the Water-Ouzel (pp. 276-99) with five illus· 

trations, depicting the general home life of that charming bird. 

MUIRHEAD, GEORGE. 

1889-95. The bird of Berwickshire. 2 vols. 8vo. 

Vol. I, pp. xxvi+334. 4 pl. 76 figs. map (co l.). 

index. Vol. 2, pp. xii+390. 8 pl. 84 figs. 2 

charts (1 col.). index. Edinburgh. 

MULLENS, WILLIAM HERBERT [1866- ] . 

1908. A List of Books relating to British Birds, 

published before the year 1815. From the Library 

of vY. H. 'lullens, M.A., exhibited at the Corpora

tion Museum, Hastings, during June 1906. Pam

phlet. 8vo. pp. 1-34. 7 pi. 
This contribution to the bibliography of British bird literature is 

the author's edition of Occasional Publicatio1y.r.-.:o. 3 of the Hastings 

and St. Leonard's :Xatural History ·ociet. . It i reprinted with 

additions and corrections. 

**** and SW ANN, H. KrRKE. 

MUHAMMAD RIDA B. MUHAMMAD (?) 1915. A preliminary lisL of titles for Mullens 

YUSUF. and Swann's Bibliography of British Ornithology. 

1817. Dasturu's sayd. Baz-nama. 4to. ff. 56. A 4to. pp. 1 +10. Privately printed. 

treatise on falconry and on birds in general. 1919. A bibliography of British ornithology from 

Persian MS. the earliest times to the end of 1912, including 

Copy of an early 1\18. dedicated to Aurangzeb. Purchased in Amritzar. biographical accounts of the principal writers and 
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CATALOGUE OF TITLES IN M0 GILL UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 475 ~bibliographies of their published works. 8vo. pp. 20+691. London. 
A most useful and very important work of reference, i ued in six parts. The Compiler i greatly indebted to this admirable cyclopedia for assistance in making this Catalogue. The copy in hand i a present to the E.S.W. Library from l\lr. H. Kirke Swann. A supplement was published in 1923. 

****, SWANN, H. KIRKE, and JOU RDAIN, F.C.R. 
19 19-20. (A) geographical bibliography of British ornithology from the earliest times to the end of 1918, arranged under countie , being a record of printed books, published articles, notes and records relating to local avifauna. 8vo. pp. 8 + 558. London. 
This very valuable list of titles wa is ued in six sections, and deals with the local faunas of British ornithology. 

**** and SW ANN , H. KIRKE. 
1923. A bibliography of British ornithology from the earliest times. Supplement. A chronological list of British birds, by H. Kirke Swann. 8vo. pp. 17 + 42. London. 
A supplement to the Mullens and wann BibliO(Jraphy of British Ornithology entirely compiled by the junior author. 
1925. Notes on Sussex ornithology. See DE !'ns, Rev. R. 

MttLLER, ADOLF [1821- ] and M'ULLER, KARL. 
.1865. Charakterzeichnungen der vorzOglichsten deutschen Singvoegel. 8vo. Leipzig. 
Probably the first edition of a very popular work on German songbirds. 

1866-9. Wohnungen, Leben ... in der hoheren Thierwelt. 8vo. pp. 14 + 556. 8 pl. figs. in text. 
Popular notes on the higher vertebrates, by the two J\Itillers. 
1868. Charakterzeichnungen der vorzilglichsten deutschen Singvogel. 8vo. pp. vi + 112. 10 pl. 8 figs. T. of c. Leipzig. 
Another edition of this popular work. 

**** and MULLER, K RL. 
1882-3. Thiere der Heimath; Deutschlands Saugethiere und Vogel, geschildert von Adolf und Karl Muller. 2 vols. 4lo. illusl. Kassel. 

. First edition. There were everal additional printings of this popular work. 

MttLLER, A G ST. 
1882. Die Ornis der In el Salanga, sowie Beitrage zur Ornithologie der llalbinsel Malakka. 8vo. pp. [6]+96. 1 tab. Erlangen. Friedrich Alexanders Universita\_thesis. aumburg. 
A systematic, descriptive list of 155 avian species frequenting the island of Salang (Burma) and it neighborhood. The pre ent copy is from the library of Prof. W. Blasius to whom it was presented by the author. 

MttLLER , HERMA 
1881. Am Neste. Beobachlungen und Milteilungen ilber das Leben und die Forlpflanzung einheimischer kornerfres ender Vogel. 12mo. pp. 12 +178. T. of c. Berlin. 
One of the many pamphlets on German cage-birds. 

MULLER , JonA. ES [1801-58]. 
1826. Zur vergleichenden Physiologie des Gesichtssinnes des Menschen und der Thiere. 8vo. pp. 32 + 462. pl. and tab. Leipzig. 

1839. eber die Compensation ... am menschlichen Stimmorgan. .Mit Bemerkungen ueber die Stimme der Suugethit>rf', ogel und Amphibien. 8vo. illust. [0.] Berlin. 

****' BELL, F. J. , and GARROD, A. II. 
1878. On certain variations in the vocal organs of the Passeres that have hithPrlo escaped notice. 4to. pp. (8)+74. 8 pi. (97 figs. ). addend. Oxford. 
Translated from the German with notes and an appendix by Garrod. 

M ttLLER, JOHAN FRIEDRICH THEODOR [1822-97]. 
1869. Facts and argument for Darwin. 8vo. pp. 4 + 144. illust. London. 
Translated from the German by W. ·. Dallas. 

M ttLLER, JOHA \YILIIEL I vo. [1 "24-66]. 
1853. Description de nouveaux oiseaux d'Afrique, decouverts et dessinees d'apres nature, pour servir de uite aux Planches enluminees de Buffon aux Planches coloriees de Temminck et Laugier de Chartrou e eL au nouveau rerueil general de Planches peintes d'oiseaux tle 0. des Murs. folio. no p. 16 pl. (col.). Liv. 1-5 (all pub. ). Stuttgart. 

An unfinished series, with the accompanying text, forming the French edition of the author's Beitr. zur. Orn. Afrikas, and a worthy successor of the colored portraits above enumerated. It is quite rare. The present copy, bound by Riviere, is from the Gurney Library. 

[1864-5]. Systematisches Verzeichniss der Wirbelthiere Mexicos. (Reisen in den I ' ereiniglen Slaaten, Canada und 1\tfexico, pt. 3, 1864-5.) 8vo. pp. 109. Leipzig. 
A separately bound excerpt. 

1864-5. Reisen in den Vereinigten Staaten, Canada und Mexico. 3 vols. 8vo. Leipzig. 
A valuable account by a naturalist of note, who gives a good account of animal life as he saw it in his travels. 

MULLER , KARL. 1865-8 and 1882-3. See MULLER, ADOLF. 

MttLLER, LORE z. 
1912. Zoologische Ergebnisse einer Reise in das Mtindungsgebeit des Amazonas. (Abhandlungen der 1{. Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaflen, xxvi, Band 1.) 8vo. pp. 41 +142. 3 pl. 1\Jiinchen. 

MttLLER' 0TTO FREDERIK [ 1730-84]. 
1788-1806. Zoologia Danica, seu Animalium Daniae et N orvegiae, etc. 4 vols. folio. 160 col. pl. 3 vols. text. Vol. 4, plates. Havniae. 
The third and much enlarged edition of a classic history, first Issued In 1779-84 in two volumes. The third volume was added by P. C. Abildgaard, and the fourth by P. C. Abildgaard, M. Vahl, J. S. Holten, and J. Rathke. 

MttLLER , PHILIPP LUDWIG STATIUS [1725-76 J. 1754. See VALENTIJ ,.(RA '<;OIS. 
1773-6 . DesRitter C. vonLinne ... Natursystem. See LI AE , 1773-6. 

MttLLER , RICHARD. 
1889. Die Kennzeichen unserer Vogel. 8vo. pp. 227. T. of c. Krotoschin. 
A serious description of the birds of Germany, both domestic and visitant, with an account of their distribution, nidiflcation, habits, etc. The present copy is interleaved and partially filled with notes. The Compiler is unable to find the title listed in any of the usual /1 catalogues; it must be very rare. 
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? 1 JIIfJLLER, S. and SCHLEGEL, H. 
1839-45. Verhandlingen over de Natuurlijke 

Geschiedenis der N ederlandsche overzeesche be

zittingen, etc. 3 vols. folio . illust. Leiden. 

This noteworthy and classic contribution to the zoology of Dutch 

East Indian (and other colonial) zoology is part of an elaborate 

report of a government commission, edited by C. J. Temminck. 

The authors described and depicted the Mammalia, pp. 57 +228. 

~~col. pl.; Aves, pp. 71. 12 col. pl.; and Pisces, pp. 25 . 6 col. pl. 

MULLIN, JOHN. 
1922. The British Guiana handbook. See FRANCIS, 

WILLIAM. 

MULSANT, MARTIAL ETIENNE [1797- 1880], 

VEBBEAUX, JuLEs, and VERREAUX, 

EDOUARD. 
1865. Essai d'une classification methodique des 

trochildes ou oiseaux-mouches. 8vo. pp. 98. T. of c. 

bibliogr. Paris. 

A well-known catalogue of humming-birds with a description of 

new species, also published in a periodical of later date. 

•••• and others. 
1868. Description d'une espece nouvelle d'oiseau

mouche. 
Three (separate) articles presented to the Societe Linneenne during 

1868 by the author and several colleagues on new species of 

Trochilldae. 

•••• and VERREAUX,"EnouARD. 
1874-7. Histoire naturelle des oiseaux-mouches 

ou colibris constituant la famille des Trochilides. 

4 vols. 4to. Vol. I, pp. (6)+343. 18 pl. (col.). 

Vol. 11, pp. (6)+327. 14 pl. (col. ). Vol. Ill, 

pp. (6)+303. 16 pl. (col.). Vol. IV, pp. (6)+ 308. 

16 pl. (col.). bibliogr. Lyon. 

A famous monograph on humming-birds. The work was issued in 

16livrai&ons, the first four appearing during 1873-4, the next four 

during 1875-6, with a like number in 1876-7, and the balance in 
1877-8. A Supplement was published in 1879. 

l875. Catalogue des oiseaux-mouches ou colibris. 

8vo. pp, 32. Lyon. 

MULSO, Rev. JoHN [1721-91]. 
[ 1906]. Letters to Gilbert White of Selborne ; ed. 

with notes and an introd. by Rashleigh Bolt

White. 8vo. pp , xvi+J62. front. (facs.). index. 
London. 

The first mention of the correspondence between Gilbert White and 
Mulso occurs in 'a short biography' of the naturalist written by 

Ed. J esse for Sir Wm. J ardine's edition of the 'Selborne' published 
In 1850. The present work contains no less than 229 of Mulso's 

letters to Gilbert White printed in their entirety, 1744-90. Un

fortunately White's letters to 1\lulso were all destroyed by the 

latter's son. 

MUNN, PHI LIP WINCHESTER and XELSALL, 

J. E. 
1905. The birds of Hampshire and the Isle of 

Wight. See KELSALL, J. E. and MUNN, P. W. 

MUNRO, J.A. 
[1923]. The pileated woodpecker. 8vo. pp. 4. 

Ottawa, Canada. 
A brief account of the usefulness of this handsome woodpecker, and 

Its disappearance from many districts owing to the hunter's desire 

~9'"2:. trophy. Author's reprint from The Canadian Field-Naturalist, 

MUNTHE, AXEL. 
[1929]. The Story of San Michele. 2nd ed. 8vo. 

pp. 530. London. 

The autobiography of a doctor who is a great lover of animals. 

The author's prO:fit4! on the sale of this book are given to the Naples 

Society for the Protection of Animals. The author, who is a valued 

friend of the Compiler, informs him that he is also interested in 

the protection of birds in his native Sweden, and has recently 

putcbaled a sanctuary for them there. 

MURDOCH, JoHN (1852- ]. 
1885. [Natural history of Alaska]. See INTER

NATIONAL POLAR EXPEDITION. 

MURDOCH, WILLIAM GORDO BROWN [1862- ] . 

1923. A naturalist at the poles. See BROWN, 

R. N. R. 

MURIE, 0. J. 
1930. Animal life of Yel1owstone National Park. 

8vo. pp. 241. 2 col. pl. 68 figs. in l~xt. index .. 
Baltimore. 

MURITHIENNE SOCIETE V ALAISANNE 

DES SCIENCES NATURELLES, SION. 

1868- date. Bulletin. See also LA MURITHIENNE. --MURPHY' CHARLES OSCAR [1870-- ] . 
[ 1900]. Die morphologische und histologische 

entwickelung des kleinhirns der vogel. 8vo. pp. 42. 
Berlin. 

A monograph on the histology and development of the cerebellum 

in birds. A complete bibliography is appended. 

MURPHY' JOHN M. 
1882. American Game Bird Shooting. 12mo. 

illust. New York. 

MURPHY, LOUISE. 
1912. A little book of bird songs; rhymes and 

tunes. 4to. pp. vii + 39. 35 figs. T. of c. London. 

The songs, rhymes, and tunes forming the contents of thia little 

book are woven around 16 Canadian bird!f. The copy is a presenta

tion to Dr. Casey Wood from the author. 

1923. Sweet Canada; twelve birds songs and a 

round. 8vo. pp. 31. T. of c. Toronto. 

This book the author says invites you to travel along the friendly 
by-ways of forest and field, of mountain and plain, where nature is 

forever wearing the romantic story of our common day. The present 

copy is an autographed presentation. 

MURPHY, RoBERT CusHMA [ 1887- ] . 
1924. Birds Collected during the Whitney South 

Sea Expedition. II. pp. 13. American Museum 

Novitates. N. Y. 

1925. Bird islands of Peru; the record of a sojourn 

on the west coast. 8vo. pp. xx + 362. front. 31 pl. 

8 figs. (2 diagr., 6 maps ). bibliogr. index. 
· New York. 

The present copy is autographed by t.he author. 

MURRAY, ANDREW [1812-78]. 
1866. The Geographical Distribution of Mammals. 

4to. pp. 16 + 420. 2 col. pl. 101 col. maps. text 
illust. London. 

One of the most important contribntions to zoogeography extant, 

by the editor of the Journal of Travel and Natural Hiswry. 

MURRAY' GLADYS ESME GRAHAM. 
1915. A birdlover's year. 12mo. pp. viii+150+ 

(1 ). front. 12 pl. London. 

MURRAY, JAMES. See SHACK,ELTON, E. H., 1909. 

MURRAY, JAMES A. 

/l 

1880-90. The avifauna of British India and its 

dependencies. 2 vols. 4to. Vol. 1, pp. xxiu+325. 

22 pl. (12 coL, 2 diagr.). 38 figs. Vol. 2, pp. vii+ 

838+42 (tab. ). 15 pl. (7 col.). 56 figs. 2 indexes. 
London. 

This im~t work was issued tn seven. parts. f-

\)vJ.v 
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}~884. The vertebrate zoology of Sind with descrip

tions of all the known species of mammals, birds, 
and reptiles inhabiting the province. 8uo. pp. xvi 
+424. 12 pi. (1 col.). 48 figs. index. London. 
1889. The edible and .game birds of British India 
with its dependencies and Ceylon. 4to. pp. 8 + 237. 6 pl. (4 col.). 1 diagr. 42 figs. addend. 2 indexes. London. 
A detailed description of 245 species. 

1890. The avifauna of the island of Ceylon. 4to. 
pp. xxxiv+382. 2 pl. (col., 1 of eggs). 2 diagr. 
37 figs. 2 indexes. London. 
Composed mostly of extracts from the author's Avijauna of British India. 

1890. 1,460 labels for birds and eggs arranged 
according to [his] 'Avifauna of British India' ... 
and the numbers in Jerdon's 'Bh·ds of India'. 4lo. 
pp .. 4+146. Bombay. 

ltiUB.B.AY, JOHN [1841- J and THOMSON, 
C.W. 
1881-2. Report on the scientific results of the 
voyage of H .M. S. Challenger. See THOMSON, c. w. 
and MURRAY, J. 

(THE) MUB.B.ELET; official bulletin of the 
Pacific northwest bird and mammal club. 
1920-30. 4to. Mimeographed. Sealtle, Wash. 
Thts interesting scientific periodical certainly deserves, as says the Condor, vol. 23, p. 100, a more permanent form than that afforded by the mimeograph, and it is hoped will shortly assume it. Among its contributors are J. Hooper Bowles, J. A. Monro, F. S. Hall, Trevor Kincaid, Clinton Cooke, J. D. Burleigh, D. E. Brown, A. M. Winslow, E, P. Walker, and other well-known ornithologists. 

MUSCHAMP, EDWARD A. 
1930. Audacious Audubon. The Story of a great 
Pioneer, Artist, Naturalist and Man. 8vo. pp. 312. 
5 illust. New York. 
One of the lives of an illustrious student of natural history. 

MUSEAL-VEB.EIN FttB. KB.AIN. Laibach. 
1866. Mittheilungen. 

(LA) MUSEE AQUJ:TAINE. (Periodical.) 
1823-4. (All pub.) See BORDEAUX. 

ltiUSEE DU CONGO BELGE, BRUSSELS. 
1898-da te. Annales ( Zoologique). See also AN
NALES DU MUSEE DU CONGO. 

IIUSEE D'HISTOIB.E NATURELLE DE 
CAEN. Caen,Paris. 
1881. Annuaire. 

:M'USEE D'HISTOIBE N ATURELLE, MAB
SEILLES. 
1882-date. Annales. 
1898-9. Annales: Bulletin. 

KUSEE BOYALE D'HISTOIRE NATU-
BELLE DE BELGIQUE. Brussels. 
1877-87. Annales (all pub.). 
1882-8. Bulletin. 
1900-date. Memoires. 

KUSBE TEY~EBr See HAARLEM. 

MUSEE ZOOLOGIQUE DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES, LENINGRAD. 
1896--date. Annuaire. 

MUSEI DI ZOOLOGIA ED ANATOMIA 
COMPARATA ... DI TORINO. See TURIN. 

MUSEO CIVICO DI STORIA NATURALE, GENOA. 
1870-date. Annali. 

MUSEO CIVICO DI STORIA NATURALE, MILAN. See socmTA. ITALIAN A DI SCIENZE 
NATURALI, etc., MILAN. 

MUSEO CIVICO DI STORIA NATURALE, 
TRIESTE. 
- (1884--Vol. 7). Atti. 
- Cenni Storici. 

(R.) MUSEO DI FISICA E STORIA NATU
RALE, FLORENCE. 
1808-9. Annali. 
1865. Annali. New series. 

MUSEO GOELDI (MUSEO PARAENSE) DE 
HISTORIA NATURAL, PARA, BRAZIL. 
1894-1912. Boletim. 
1900-5. Memorias. 
1894-1904. Rela~ao. 

MUSEO DE HISTORIA NATURAL, VALPARAISO. See REVISTA CHILENA DE HISTORIA 
ATURAL. 

MUSEO NACIONAL DE HISTOB.IA NA
TURAL,-BUENOS AIRES. 
1864-date. Anales. 
1898-1901. Comunicaciones. 
1894-9. Memoria. 
1924-date. Memoria Anual. 

MUSEO NACIONAL DE MONTEVID~O. 
1894--date. Anales. 

MUSEO DE LA PLATA. 
1893-5. Anales; secci6n zool6gica. 
1890-date. Revista. 

MUSEO ZOOLOGICO DELLA R. UNIVEB.
SIT.A. DI NAPOLI. See NAPLES, MUSEO zoo
LOGico. 

MUSEUM OF COMPARATIVE OOLOGY. 
Journal. Annual. Edited by Wm. Leon Dawson, 
Santa Barbara, Cal. 
1919-22. (All pub.) Illustrated by (colored) 
plates and cuts in the text. 
The :Museum is a 'chartered public institution devoted to the study of the Birds of the World, their nests and eggs'. Apart from the chief contributor, William Leon Dawson, papers are furnil!hed by J. Hooper Bowles, A. C. Bent, and others. See also COMPARATIVE OOLOGIST. 

MUSEUM OF COMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY. 
;\ See HARVARD UNIVERSITY. 
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~MUSEUM GODEFFROY. 
1874. Catalog V nebst einer Beilage enthaltend 
Topographische und zoologische N otizen. 8vo. 

pp. xxxvi + 215. Hamburg. 

One of eight (or more) lists of duplicates for sale in the museum, and 
containing valuable notes on general zoology. 

MUSEUM D'HISTOIRE NATURELLE D E 

GENEVE . See REVUE suiSSE DE zooLOGIE. 

MUSEUM D'HISTOIRE NATURELLE DE 

MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY, DUNDEE. S ee 

DU DEE IVERSITY COLLEGE. 

MUSEU NACIONAL DE RIO DE JANEIRO. 

1876-date. Archivos. 

1923-date. Boletin. 

- Publica~ao. 

1919-dale. Re la torio. 

LYON . See MUSEUM DES scm CES ATURELLES MUSEU PAULISTA. Sao Paulo . 

DE LYON. 1895-1900. Reyista. 

MUSEUM D ' HISTOIRE NATURELLE, 

PARIS. 
1802- 13 . Annales. 

1839- 61. Archives. 

1895- date. Bulletin. 

1815-32. Memoires. 

1909-date. N otulae systema ticae. 

1832-5. Nouvelles annales. 

1865-74. Nouvelles Archives. Series 1. 

1875- 88 . Nouvelles Archives. Series 2. 

1889-98. Nouvelles Archives. Series 3. 

1899- 1908. Nouvelles Archives. Series 4. 

1908-date. Nouvelles Archives. Series 5. 

MUSEUM HOMEYERIANUM. 
1893. Verzeichniss der ornithologischen Samm
lungen. See BLASIUS, W. 

MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY, 
SPRINGFIELD, MASS . See SPRINGFIELD 
MUSEUM OF ATURAL HISTORY. 

(R. ) MUSEUM VAN NATUURLIJKE HIS
TORIE. See LEYDEN. 

MUSEUM NOVITATg,. 
1921- 30 . Nos. 1-302 (February 29th, 1928). See 

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY. 

MUSEUM PAPERS . Alabama Museum of 
Natural History. See ALABAMA MUSEUM. 

MUSEUMS ASSOCIATION . 1890-1900 . See 

also MUSEUMS JOURNAL. Sheffield. 

MUSEUM DES SCIENCES NATURELLES 
DE LYON. Lyons. 

1872-date. Archives. 

1913-dale. Bulletin. 

1888-1912. Travaux. 

MUSEUM SENCKENBERGIANUM. See 
SENCKENBERGISCHE ATURFOR. GESELL. 

MUSEUMS JOURNAL . London. 

1901-date. Continues Report of Proceedings of 
Museums Association. 

1907. Ca talogos da Fauna Braziliera. Vol. I. As 

aves do Brazil. Sao P aulo. 

An annotated list of the birds of :Brazil (by the Iherings) with notes 
on distribution and on the specimens of each species preserved in the 
M:useu Paulista. The work forms Vol. I of a series of which several 
other volumes have since been issued. 

M'UTZEL, T. 1898. See MARSHALL, w. A. L. 

MUYBRIDGE, EADWEARD [1830-1904], origin
ally EDWARD JAMES MuGGERIDGE. 
1893. Descriptive zoopraxography; or, The 

science of animal locomotion made popular. 8vo. 

pp. xi + 44+34 + 14. front. (portr.). 51 figs. 
Chicago. 

MYERS, H. M. and MYERS, P. V. N. 
1871. Life and Nature under the Tropics, etc. 
8vo. pp. 360. illust. New Y ork. 

MYERS , HARRJET WILLIAMS. 
1922. Western birds. 8vo. pp. xii+391. front. 

44 pl. index. New Y ork. 

A popular account of the song birds of the western coast of the 
United States. The work is clearly written and contains a mass of 
Interesting notes. The present copy Is an autographed one from the 
author to Dr. Casey Wood, with letter Inserted. 

1929 . California State Bird Candidates. 12mo. 

pp. 37. index. 
Pamphlet issued by California State Audubon Society. 

MYERS, I. H. 
1928 . How animals find their way about . See 

RABAUD, ETIE NE. 

MYERS, SARAH A. See MARTI 's ATURAL HIS
TORY, 1861. 

MYSTROM , C. L. 
1863 . Faunan i Jemtlands Vattendrag. S tockholm. 

NACHRICHTENBLATT F'UR FISCH-
ZUCHT UND FISCHEREI; Zentralorgan fUr 
die gesamten Interessen der Fischzucht , F ischerei, 

Fischverwertung und des Fischhandels. 
1928- 30. 8vo. illusl. Tetschen jajElbe. 

NACHRICHTSBLATT F'UR GEOLOGEN, 
PALAONTOLOGEN UND MINERALO
GEN. Leipzig. 1924-date. 

NAEF,A. 
1922. Die fossilen Tintenfische. illust. Jena. 

MUSEUM STAVANGER. See STAVA GER NANCY, See sociETE DES SCIENCES DE NANCY. 

MUSEUM, NORWAY. NANCY UNIVERSITE . 

MUSEUM TROMSO . See TROMSyi MUSEUM, 1911 ?-18? Travail ... et de la Stat!on Zoologique 

NORWAY. { de Cette. 

/ 
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N~NSEN, FRIDTJOF [1861- ] and COLLETT, 1913. Birds of Ontario in relation to Agriculture. 
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RoBERT. 
8vo. 32 pl. Toronto. 1900-6. (The) Norwegian orth polar expedition Another, unaltered edition. 1893-1896. Scientific results. 6 vols. 4to. Vol. 1, 1919. Birds of Ontario in relation to agriculture. pt. IV, pp. 53. 2 pl. (1 col.). index. London. (Bulletin 21 , Ontario Dept. of Agriculture.) 8vo. Only a small portion of this well-known expedition interests pp. 144. 55 figs. index. Toronto. 

vertebrate-zoologists. The birds are described by R. Collet and F. Nansen; Jurassic fauna by J. F. Pompeckj. 
NAPIER, CHARLES 0TTLEY GROOM. 
1865. The food, use, and beauty of British birds; an essay, accompanied by a catalogue, of all the British birds. 8vo. pp. 83. index. London. 

NAPLES. Annali d. Accademia degli aspiranti naturalisti. 1843-87. 
NAPLES. Museo Zoologico. 
1861-6. Annuario. 
1901-date. Annuario. New series. 

NAPLES. Socie~dei Naturalisti. 
1887- 1925. Bullettino. Prima Ser. (20 vols.) e Nuova Ser. 1887-1925. Vol. 1-17. 

NAPLES. Stazione Zoologica. 
1880-1930. Fauna und flora des ( 1olfes von Neapel. 
1879-1915. Mitteilungen. 
1916-30. Pubblicazioni. 
1919-30. Pubblicazioni. Richerche di fisiologia e di chimica biologica. 
1879-1913. Zoologischer Jahresbericht. Leipzig. 

NARES, GEORGE STRO G [1831-1906]. 
1878. Narrative of a Voyage to the Polar Sea during 1875-6 in H.M.S. 'Alert' and 'Discovery'. 2 vols. 8vo. illusl. (Wanting.) London. This is the second edition of this Voyage, the fir t appearing also in 1878. The appendix (Vol. II) contains the Natural History, the mammalia and aves being described by H. W. Feilden, the pisces by A. Gi.inther. 

NASH, CHARLES WILLIAM [184 - J. 
1898. The birds of Ontario in relation to agriculture. Pub. by the Ontario dept. of agriculture. 8vo. pp. 32. 32 pl. Toronto. 
1901. The birds of Ontario in relation to agriculture. 8vo. pp. 79. 32 figs. Toronto. This (second) edition differs from the 1898 print in that the text has been reset and altered in places, and the illustrations instead of being on separate plates at the end of the volume are figured with the text. 
1904. The birds of Ontario in relation Lo agriculture. 8vo. pp. 79. 32 figs. Toronto. The third edition, identical with the second. 
1905. Check list of the vertebrates of Ontario and catalogue of specimens in the biological section of the Pro incial museum. Birds. 4to. pp. b2. illust. ( Is ued by the Department of Education.) 

Toronto. A useful local list with notes on some genera. and species. tarred items are missing from the collection, the nomenclal ure of the Check r.ist of the A.O.U. being utilized for classifying the specimens. Illustrative cuts appear in the text. 
1908. Vertebrate of Ontario. (Department of Education, Toronto.) vo. 32 pl. 27 figs. append. glossary. index. Toronto. This Manual was issued in four separate ections, each separately paged, and divided i_nto 'J<'ishes. o,f Ontario', .P.P· 1-1~2; 'The Batrachians and Reptile of Ontano , pp. 5-18: Check Ltsl of the Birds of Ontario', pp. 7-82; ')Iammals of Ontario', pp. 83-96; with Glossary and Index to section . The copy is autographed by the author. 

A much revised and enlarged edition. In addition to the extra text and illustrations, a list of the latter has been added, together wlth an index. 

NASH, JosEPH [1809-78]. 
1824. A practical treatise on British song birds. 12mo. pp. 8 + 102. 8 col. pl. T. of c. London. 
A dealer's and bird fancier's book on the canary and some native British song-birds. Several other editions were published. 

NASSAUISCHER VEREIN FUR NATUR-KUNDE. Wiesbaden. 1844-1930. JahrbOcher. 

NATAL. 
1906-30. Annals of the Natal Museum, Pietermari tzb urg. 
1904-5. Report, 1 and 2. 
1901-7. Geological Survey of 1 ratal and Zululand. Final Report. ... By W. Anderson. 3 vols. 4to. col. illust. Pietermaritzburg and London. A very valuable series of reports (three in all) concerning chiefly floral and fauna! fossil remains. Reptilian forms are described by R. Broom; fish by A. Smith Woodward, and mammals (from Zululand) by W. B. Scott. 

NATHUSIUS, WILHELM VON [18~28-99]. 
? 1870. Ueber die Eischalen von Aepyornis, Dinornis, Aptery und einigen Crypturiden. 8vo. pp. 26. pl. 
Author's special reprint. 
? 1870. eber die IIOllen, welche den Dotter des Vogeleies umgeben. 8vo. pl. 
Separately bound reprint. 

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. Washing ton. 
1863-6. Annual. 
1877-1919. Biographical Memoirs. 
1866-1930. Memoirs. 
1863-1930. Proceedings. 
1915-30. Proceedings. 
1863-1930. Report. 

NATIONAL ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION, 1901 
1907. Natural history. Vol. I I. Zooloay. ee 
BRITISH MUSEUM (:-;tAT. IlL T.). 

1908. Album of photographs and sketches with a portfolio of panoramic views. 4lo. pp. xvi + 303. front. 140 pl. (11 {old., 7 col.). index. in portfolio. 24 pl. ({old.). +2 maps (col. fold.). London. Records of geographical and topographical facts, including a biological series of mammals and birds, there being 28 plates devoted to picturing the home-life of thr latter-mostly penguin . 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUDUBON SOCIETIES. .Vew 1 IJT'/,. 1905-date. Annual Heporl. 
1915-date. Bulletin. 
1915-date. Circular. 
1903-date. Educational Leaflets. 

"' rf.J.-. 
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[NATIONAL ASSOCIATiqN O:F AUDUBON 

SOCIETIES (contd.)] 

1906-12. Special Leaflets. 

1927-30. Audubon bird cards. 

1926-30. Federal power and duck bag limits: 

facts from a study. Bulletin 1-16. New 1-ork. 

This study, by a friend of the Association, is published to aid the 

general public in acquiring a more accurate knowledge of the state 

and federal laws and federal policies surrounding the well-being of 

the wild fowl of the United States. To 1930, 16 of these interesting 

numbers have been published. 

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON OUTDOOR 

RECREATION, WASHINGTON. 

1925. The case of our migratory wild fowl, as 

threatened by latest tactics of the minority 

Opposition to the Game Refuge Bill. 4lo. pp. 8. 

7 figs. Washington. 

Special reprint from .American Forests and Forest life, July 1925. 

NATIONAL CYCLOPEDIA OF AMERICAN 

BIOGRAPHY. 
1906. Conspectus and Index. N. 1 ·. 

A very useful source of information regarding the lives and -w-ritings 

of American zoologists. 

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE. 

NATURAE NOVITATES. 

Organ of the National Geographic Society, 1899-

1930. 
1914. Common birds of town and country. 8vo. 

114 illust. in col. 52 plain. index. Seven reprints. 

Text by H. \V. Henshaw, F. H. Kennard, and 

vV. \V. Cooke. Drawings by Louis gassiz Fuertes. 
Washington. 

1918. The book of birds. Common birds of town 

and country. Text by Henshaw, Kennard, Cooke, 

and George Shiras 3rd; color plates by Louis 

Fuertes. 8vo. 331 figs. in col. 84 plain. Seven 

reprints. l-Vashington. 

NATUR. (Deutsche Naturwissen. Gesell. ) 

1910-date. Leipzig. 

NATUR. Halle. 

1852-1902. Merged into N aturwissenschaftliche 

Wochenschrift. 

1862-72. Erganzungs-hefte. 

NATURA. 1877-81. 

NATURA. 1883-5? 

NATURA. 1906-date. 

Florence. 

Ghenl. 

Haarlem. 

NATURA; RIVISTA DI SCl:ENZE NATU-

RALI. 1909-date. l\1 i lan. 

NATURAEDARTE. 1891-date? Rome,J\1ilan. 

NATURAE NOVITATES. 

1879-1930. Bibliographie der 1 1aturgeschichte 

und der exakten Wissenschaften. Friedlander und 

Sohn. - Berlin. 

An extremely useful priced catalogue. 

NATURALEZA. Ciencias, Industrias. 1865-

date. 
Madrid. 

NATURALEZA. (Museo Na.cional de Hia

toria Natural, Mexico. ) 
1869-86. Series 1. 

1887-1909. Series 2. 

1910-12. Series 3. (All pub. ) 

NATURAL HISTORY. 

1791-2. A new system of the Natural History of 

Quadrupeds, Birds, Fishes and Insects. 3 vols. 

4to. illust. See also A or YMous. Edinburgh. 

1853-60. 23 vols. 8vo. 

Contains several volumes devoted to Zoology. 

1906-30. Journal of the American Museum of 

Natural History. 8vo. illust. New York. 

One of the most important publications of this flourishing institution. 

NATURAL HISTORY ANDANTIQUARIAN 

SOCIETY, PENZANCE, ENGLAND. 

1845-65. Report. Continued as Report and 

Transactions. 

1880/1-1893/8. Report and Transactions. 

(THE ) NATURAL HISTORY OF BIRDS, 

comp. from the best authorities, and illustrated 

by a great variety of copper plates, &c. 1793. See 

A ONYMOUS. 

(THE) NATURAL HISTORY OF BIRDS, 

from the works of the best authors, ancient and 

modern, &c. 1815 . See A o YMous. 

NATURAL HISTORY OF BIRDS; their 

architecture, &c. 1840. See A o YMous. 

NATURAL HISTORY BULLETIN. See 

SCRA TON, PA., EVERHART MUSEUM OF NATCRAL 

HISTORY, SCIENCE A ' D ART. 

NATURAL HISTORY CLUB OF PHILA

DELPHIA. 
1868-74. nuual Report (all pub.). 

NATURAL HISTORY 

MONTHLY. 1893. 
COLLECTORS' 
Newburgh, N. Y. 

NATURAL HISTO'RY JOURNAL. 

1877-98. Vols. 1-22 (all pub.). York, England. 

NATURAL HISTORY MAGAZINE. 

1927-31. 3 vols. Pub. by the Br. Mu . (N at. HisL). 

NATURAL HISTORY NOTES; ed. by F. J. 

Rowbotham. 
1880. First series (mimeographed). Nos. 1-12 and 

supplement. 4to. 

1881-3. econd series. 8vo. illusl. No more 

published. London. 

(THE ) NATURAL HIS"TORY OF REMARK

ABLE BIRDS, with their habits and instincts. 

1821. 24to. pp. viii + 172. front. 16 figs. Dublin. 

A curious little work by an anonymous writer, who selected 23 

common birds for discussion. 

NATURAL HISTORY REVIEW. (Dublin 

Quarterly Journal of Science.) 

,r 

1854-60. Vols. 1- 7. 

1861-5. Vols. 1-5. New serie . 

r 

/ 

Dublin, London. 
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NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE SOCIETY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA, PERTH. 
1899-1 9 14. Journal (all pub.). 

NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENTIFIC BOOK CIRCULAR. 1871-5. London. 
NATURAL HISTORY SERIES. [1885]. See 
JOHONNOT, J. 

NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF HARTFORD , CONN. 
1836 . Transactions (all pub.). 

NATURAL HISTORY OF SINGING BIRDS. 1745. See A ONYMOUS. 

NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA. 
1893-1910? Bulletin. 

NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF DUBLIN. 
1849-71. Proceedings. (Allpub.) SeealsoNATURAL 
HISTORY REVIEW. 

NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF GLASGOW. 
1851. Transactions. Series 1. 
1858- 83 . Transactions. Series 2. 
1883- 1908. Transactions. Series 3. 

NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF MONTREAL. See CANADIAN RECORD OF SCIENCE. 

NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF NEW BRUNSWICK, ST. JOHN . 
1863, 1880. Annual Report. Continued as Bulletin. 
1882/6-date. Bulletin. 

NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF NORTHUMBERLAND, DURHAM AND NEWCASTLE-ON -TYNE . 
1830- 51. Report. 
1830- 8 . Transactions. 
1865- 1913. Transactions. 
1914---date. Transactions. New series. 

NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF SIAM . 1914--date. Journal. 

NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF TAIWAN. ee TAIWAN HAKUBUTSU GAKKW AI. 

NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. 
1900- 15. Bulletin. 
1858-82 . Jahres-Bericht. 
1889- 96 . Occasional papers. 
1884- 8 . Proceedings. 

NATURALIEN-CABINET MIT NATURA-LIEN- UND LEHRMITTELMARKT. 1889-95 ? Griinberg. 

NATURALISMO MODERNO. 1878-date. 
Naples. 

NATURALIST. Austin, Texas. 1894-5. Merged into Oregon Naturalist. 
NATURALIST. 1830-2. 

NATURALIST. 1893. 

NATURALIST. 1837-9. 

Boston. 

Des Moines, la. 

London. 
NATURALIST. London. 1851- 8 . Continued as Magazine of Natural History and Naturalist. 

NATURALIST ; a monthly j ournal of natural history for the north of Engla n d . London. 1864-7. 

1875-dale. New series. 

NATURALIST. (Natal Scientific Society.) 1910- 11. Durban. 
NATURALIST. 1894-8. See OREGON NATU-

RALIST. Oregon City. 
NATURALIST. See KANSAS CITY sciENTIST. 

NATURALISTA. 1886-91. 

NATURALISTA. 1839. 

Valparaiso, lnd. 

Barcelona. 

Milan. 
NATURALIST ADVERTISER. 1871-5. 

Salem, Mass. 
NATURALIS T AND COLLECTOR. 1895. 

Abingdon, Ill. 
NATURALIST AND FANCIER. 
1877- 9 . Monthly. Pub. and ed. by Chas. W. Gunn. 8vo. Each number has 4 pages. The first volume had 12 (monthly) numbers; the second three and the third or final volume two numbers. 

Grand Rapids, Mich. 
This journal was devoted almost exclusively to bird lif~. 

NATURALIST AND JOURNAL I' NATURAL HISTORY. 1846. Nashville, Tenn. 
NATURALISTA SICILIANO. (S ocieta Sici-liana di Scienze Natura.li.) Palermo. 
1881-95. 

1896-date. New series. 

NATURALISTE . 
1879-87. Series l. 
1887-1910. Series 2. 

Paris. 

N ATURALISTE CAN ADIEN. 1868-dale. 

NATURALISTES BELGES. 
1920-date. Bulletin Mensuel. 

Quebec. 
Brussels. 

NATURALIST IN FLORIDA. 1884- 5 . (All pub.) St. Augustine, Fla. 
NATURALIST GLEANER. 1886. 

Co llege Springs, la. 
3Q 
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~7.ATURALISTS' AGENCY MONTHLY 

BULLETIN. See NATURALISTS' LEISURE HOUR. 

NATURALISTS' CHRONICLE. 1878-92. 

(? All pub.) Cambridge. 

NATURALISTS' CIRCULAR. 1867-8. 
London. 

NATURALISTS' COMPANION. 1885-6. (All 

pub.) Brockport, N. Y. 

NATURALISTS' COMPANION. (Virginia. 

Collectors' Club.) 1881-2. Wytheville. 

NATURALISTS' DIRECTORY. 1877-1930. 
Sa lem and Boston, M ass. 

World directory of naturalists, ed. by S. E. Cassino. 

NATURALISTS' GAZETTE. London. 

1889-90. Merged into Garner and Science 

Recorders' Journal. 

NATURALISTS' JOURNAL. 1767. London. 

NATURALISTS' JOURNAL. 1892-1902. See 

also NATURE STUDY. London. 

NATURALISTS' JOURNAL AND GUIDE. 

See NATURE STUDY. 

NATURALISTS' JOURNAL AND MISCEL-

LANY. 1832. Edinburgh. 

NATURALISTS' LEISURE HOUR. 
· Philadelphia. 

1877-95. No. 1 as Naturalists' Agency Monthly 

Bulletin. 

NATURALISTS' LIBRARY. Edited by Sir W. 

Jardine. 40 vols. 
1834-43. 1st ed. 8vo. illust. partly col. pl. 

Edinburgh. 

The authors contributing to this famous collection of works on all 

sections of natural history are listed under their separate names in 

thisfatalo~~e.t14 volumes are devoted to birds. The best resume 
of t e epit ihcs will be found on pp. 1391}-40, vol. Ill, of the Cat. 

Lib. Br. Mus. (Nat. History). Several editions were published (by 

Bohn, Lizars, and others) but the text is practically identical in all. 

NATURALISTS' MISCELLANY. 1789-1813. 

(All pub.) London. 

NATURALISTS'MONTHLY. 1883-8. London. 

NATURALISTS' NOTE BOOK. 

1867-9. Series 1. 

1870. Series 2. 

London. 

NATURALISTS' POCKET MAGAZINE. 

1798-1802? London. 

NATURALISTS' QUARTERLY. Salem,Mass. 

1880. Z nos. (all pub.) 

NATURALISTS' RECORD. 1889-90. 
London, Fa lmouth. 

NATURALISTS' REVIEW. 1895. Boston. 

NATURALISTS' REPOSITORY; or, Miscel

lany of Exotic Natural History. 1823-7. See 

DONOVAN,E. 
London. 

NATURALISTS' WORLD. 1884-7. 
London, Ilk! ey. 

NATURALIST TROUT FISHER. 1882-3. 
Ripon, England. 

NATURAL SCIENCE. 1892-9. London. 

NATURAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION OF 

STATEN ISLAND. See STATE ISLAND I -

STITUTE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES. 

NATURAL SCIENCE BULLETIN, WEL

LINGTON. See ONTARIO NATURAL SCIENCE 

BULLETIN. 

NATURAL SCIENCE JOURNAL, NEW 

BEDFORD. 
1897. 3 nos. (all pub.). 

NATURAL SCIENCE NEWS. 1895-6. 
Albion, N. Y. 

NATURAL SCIENCE SOCIETY OF ATCO, 

N .J. See SCIENCE ADVOCATE. 

NATURE. 
1869-1930. A weekly illustrated journal of science. 

London. 

NATURE. 1889-90. (All pub.) New rork. 

NATURE, La. 1873-1930. Paris. 

NATURE AND ART. See BIRDS AND NATURE 

MAGAZINE. In 1898 continued as Animals. 

NATURE AND CULTURE. See BLUE BIRD. 

(THE) NATURE BOOK; a popular description 

by pen and camera of the delights and beauties 

of the open air. 
1908-9. 3 vols. 4to. paged continuously. pp. 1128. 

Vol. I, front. 12 pl. (col.). 538 figs. (84 birds). 

Vol. 11, front. (col.). 11 pl. (col.). 562 figs. (28 

birds). Vol. Ill, front. (col.). 11 pi. (col.). 487 figs. 

(74 birds). index. London. 

NATURE DISPLAYED, being Discourses on 

. .. Fish, Birds, Plants, etc. Edited (trans

lated) by S. Humphreys. 
1740. 3 Vo[s·. See also ANONYMOUS. 

NATURELAND. A Quarterly Journal of Natural 

History. 1922-4. (All pub.) Manchester, England. 

NATURE LOVER. 1922-date. London. 

NATURE MAGAZINE. (American Nature 

Association, Washington.) Baltimore. 

1923-30. Ed. Percival S. Ridsdale. 

N ATUREN; illustrert maanedsskrift for popul~r ~ ~J 
naturvidenskap, ut_git~ af Bergens Museum, 1877-

1900. A- Krisliania. IJ;f1,; 

NATUREN OG MENNESKET. 1889-96. 
Copenhagen. 

NATURE NOTES. 1917-23? Cambridge,Mass. 

NATURE NOTES. (Selborne Society's Maga

zine.) See SELBORNE MAGAZINE. 

t\ 
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p;;il NATURE NOTES DIGEST AND PACIFIC NATURFORSCHENDE GESELLSCHAFT FUR AND FEATHER. San Francisco. ZU GORLITZ. 
1919-20. Nos. 1-9 as Pacific Fur and Feather. 1827-date. Abhandlungen. 

NATURENS VEERKSTED. 1912-16. NATURFORSCHENDE GESELLSCHAFT 
NATURENS VERDEN. 1917-date. 

Copenhagen. 
NATURE'S ARCANA. 1866?-73. Boston. 
NATURE'S REALM. 1890-l. New York. 

NATURE STUDY. (British Field Club.) 
London, Huddersfield. 

1892-1905. 1-14. Nos. 1-4 as Naturalists' 
Journal. Nos. 5-11 as Naturalists' Journal and 
Guide. (All pub.) 

NATURE STUDY. (Manchester Institute 
of Arts and Sciences.) 1900-4. (All pub.) 

Manchester, N. 
NATURE STUDY IN SCHOOLS. 

West Newton, Mass. 
1899. Ed. by C. J. Maynard. col. pl. 

NATURE-STUDY REVIEW. (American Na-
ture Study Society.) I thaca, New York. 
1905-23. Merged into Nature Magazine. ....... _ _..._ ___ 3t 

Stuttgart. 

NATURFORSCHENDE GESELLSCHAFT 
IN BAMBERG. 
1924-date. Abhandlungen. 

NATURFORSCHENDE GESELLSCHAFT 
IN BASEL. 
1834-52. Bericht. Continued as Verhandlungen. 
1852-date. Verhandlungen. 

NATURFORSCHENDE GESELLSCHAFT 
IN BERN. 
1843-date. Mitteilungen. 

N ATURFORSCHENDE GESELLSCHAFT 
IN DANZIG. 
1924-date. Abhandlungen. 
1820-62. Schriften. 
1863-date. Schriften. New series. 
1747-56. Versuche und Abhandlungen. 

GRAUBUNDENS, CHUR, SWITZER-
LAND. 
1825-9. Jahresbericht. 
1853/4-date. Jahresbericht. New series. 

NATURFORSCHENDE GESELLSCHAFT 
IN HALLE. 
1853-1906. Abhandlungen. 
1912-date. Abhandlungen. New series. 
1880-92. Bericht Ober die Sitzungen. 
1911-20. Mitteilungen. 
1809-17. N eue Schriften. 

NATURFORSCHENDE GESELLSCHAFT 
ZU LEIPZIG. 
1822. Schriften. 
1874-1922. Sitzungsberichte. 

NATURFORSCHENDE GESELLSCHAFT 
IN LUZERN. 
1895-date. Mitteilungen. 

N ATURFORSCHENDE GESELLSCHAFT 
DES OSTERLANDES ZU ALTENBURG. 
See MITTEILUNGEN AUS DEM OSTERLANDE. 

NATURFORSCHENDE GESELLSCHAFT 
ZU ROSTOCK. 
1882-6. As Rostocker Zeitung. 
1886-1908. As appendixes to Verein der Freunde 
der Naturgeschichte in Mecklenburg. 
1908-date. Sitzungsberichte und Abhandlungen. 

NATURFORSCHENDE GESELLSCHAFT 
IN SOLOTHUltN. 
1879/80-1898/9. Bericht. Continued in Mittei
lungen. 
1899-date. Mitteilungen. 

NATURFORSCHENDE GESELLSCHAFT 
IN ZURICH. 
1761-6. Abhandlungen. 
1825-37? Bericht Ober die Verhandlungen. 
1847-56. Mitteilungen. 
1798-date. N eujahrsblatt. 

N ATURFORSCHENDE 
IN EMDEN. 

GESELLSCHAl'T 1856-date. Vierteljahrsschrift. 
1815-date. Jahresooricht. 
1855-99. Kleine Schriften. 

NATURFORSCHENDE GESELLSCHAFT 
IN FREIBURG. See SOCI:ETE FRIBOURGEOISE 
DES SCIENCES NATURELLES. Schweiz. 

NATURFORSCHENDE GESELLSCHAFT 
ZU FREIBURG. 
1886-date. Berichte. 
1858-85. Berichte Ober die Verhandlungen. 
See also BEITRAEGE ZUR RHEINISCHEN NATUR
GESCHICHTE. 

NATURFORSCHENDE KANTONALGE-
SELLSCHAFT IN GRAUBUNDENS. 
1825-9. Bericht. See also NATUR. GESELL. GRAU
BUNDENS, CHUR. 

NATURFORSCHENDER VEREIN 
BRUNN. 
1862-date. Verhandlungen. 

NATURFORSCHENDER VEREIN 
RIGA. 
1847-8. Arbeiten. Series I. 
1865-date. Arbeiten. Series 2. 

f\ 1845-date. Korrespondenzblatt. 

IN 

zu 
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.. 9Jf NATURFORSCHER. 1868-88. (All pub.) NATURHISTORISCHE GESELLSCHAFT 

r Berlin. IN COLMAR. See SOCIETit D 'HISTOIRE NATU-

NATURFORSCHER. (Schoenichen.) Berlin. 

1924-date. Vereinigt mi t der Schwei tzer Zei t

schrift Natur und Tecknik. 

NATURFORSCHER. 1774-1804. Halle. 

NATURFORSCHER. Eine Physikalische 

Wochenschrift. 1747-8. Leipzig. 

NATURFORSCHER GESELLSCHAFT. See 

TARTU, ESTONIA. ULIKOOL. Dorpat. 

NATURFREUND. 1809-21. (All pub.) 
Breslau. 

NATURFREUND. 1924-dale. Delmold. 

NATURFREUND. 1895-dale? Eschweiler. 

NATURFREUND. Vienna. 

1885-90. Continued as Illustrierte Nutzliche 

Blatter. 

N ATURFREUND. (Touristen-verein 'Die 

Naturfreunde' .) 1897-date. Vienna. 

NATURFREUND. Zeitschrift fiir Tausch 

und Xauf von Naturgegenstanden. 1895-date. 
Vienna. 

NATURFREUND UNGARNS. See MAGYAR

HONITERMESZETBARAT. 

N ATURGESCHIC:HTE DER DREI REICHE. 

1832-49. (All pub.) Stuttgart. 

NATURGESCHICHTE IN MAHLEREY 

BESTEHEND. 
[? 1750]. 2 vols. 8vo. no t.-p. pl. n.p. 

A unique collection of eighteenth-century oil-paintings of animals 

(including birds) by an unknown artist, with manuscript description 

of each picture. 

NATURGESCHICHTE DER VOGEL aus den 

besten Schriftstellern mit Merianischen und neuen 

Kupfern. 
1774-84. 4 vols. folio. pp. 1152 (paged con

tinuously). Vol. I, 26 pl. 2 indexes. Vol. 11, 28 pl. 

2 indexes. Vol. Ill, 5 pl. 2 indexes. Vol. IV, 5 pi. 

2 indexes. Heilbronn. 

A rare and useful compilation as a source-book for information 

about birds prevailing at the end of the eighteenth century and for 

popular beliefs about them. Plate No. 36 is missing in the present 

copy. 

N ATURHISTORIE - SELSKABET. 

1790-1810. Skrivter. Copenhagen. 

NATURHISTORIKER. 1879-86? Vienna. 

NATURHISTORISCHE GESELLSCHAFT. 

1852-date. Abhandlungen. 

1882-1905. Jahresbericht. 

1912-date. J ahresberichte. 

1907-13. Mitteilungen. 

1906-19. Sitzungsberichte. 

1923-date. Sitzungsberichte. 

Niirnberg. 

RELLE DE COLMAR. 

N ATURHISTORISCHE GESELLSCHAFT 

ZUHANOVER. 
1850-date. J ahresbericht. 

NATURHISTORISCHE HEFTE. Budapest. 

Termeszetrajzi Fuzetek. 
1877-1902. Nos. 1-25 (all pub.). 

NATURHISTORISCHER UND CHE-

MISCH-TECHNISCHE NOTIZEN. 1854-62. 
Berlin. 

NATURHISTORISCHER VEREIN F'UB 

ANHALT. Dessau. 

1840-73. Verhandlungen. 

NATURHISTORISCHER VEREIN IN 

AUGSBURG. See NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER 

VEREIN FUR SCHWABEN UND NEUBURG. 

NATURHISTORISCHER VEBEIN F'Ult 

DAS GROSSHERZOGTHUM HESSEN 

UND UMGEBUNG. Darmstadt. 

1847-8. Verhandlungen. 

NATURHISTORISCHER VEREIN 'LO

TOS '. See LOT OS. 

NATURHISTORISCHER VEREIN ZU 

PASSAU. See NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER 

VEREIN, P ASSAU. 

NATURHISTORISCHER VEREIN DEB 

PREUSSISCHEN RHEINLANDS UND 

WESTFALENS. Bonn. 

1906-date. Sitzungsberichte. 

1844-date. Verhandlungen. 

NATURHISTORISCHER VEREIN VON 

WISCONSIN. See w1sco SIN NATURAL HISTORY 

SOCIETY. 

NATURH:ISTORISCHES HOFMUSEUM, 

VIENNA. See VIE A- NATURHISTORISCHES 

STAATSMUSEUM. 

NATURHISTORISCHES LANDES-

MUSEUM IN KARNTEN. See KLAGENFURT. 

NATURHISTORISCHES MUSEUM, HAM

BURG. See ZOOLOGISCHES STAATSINSTITUT UNO 

ZOOLOGISCHES MUSEUM ZU HAMBURG. 

NATURHISTORISCHES MUSEUM, L'U

BECK. 
1886-dale. Bericht. 

N ATURHISTORISCHES STAATSMU-

~ 

SEUM. (K.-K. Naturhistorisches Hof

museums.) Wien. 

1886-date. Annalen. 

1917-date. Denkschriften. 

1924-date. Ver<>tTentlichungen. 

1924--date. Verein der Freunde des N a turhis

torischen Museums, Vienna. 

~ 
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NATURHISTORISCH - MEDIZINISCHER 
VEREIN. Heidelberg. 
1857-72. Verhandlungen. 
1873-date. Verhandlungen. New series. 

N ATURHISTORISKE FORENING,CHRISTIANA. 
1849- 60 ? Skrifter. 

NATURHISTORISK FORENING I KJti
BENHAVN . See DANSK NATURHISTORISK FORE

ING, COPENHAGE . 

NATURHISTORISK TIDSSKRIFT . 

1837-43. Series 1. 

1844- 9 . Series 2. 

1861- 84. Series 3. 

Copenhagen. 

NATURKUNDE . ARNHEM . 1843-? 60 . (All pub.) 

NATURSCHATZE DER HEIMAT. Freiburg. 
1920-2. l-3 (all pub.). 

NATUR UND GESELLSCHAFT. 1913-date. 
Berlin. 

NATUR UND HAUS . Berlin, Dresden. 
1892- 1909. Merged into Blaetter fOr Aquarien
und Terrarienkunde. 

NATUR UND HEIMAT. Godesberg-Bonn. 
1910- 14. As Fuer Naturfreunde. 
1915- 17. New series. 

NATUR UND KULTUR . 
1903-11 . Jhrg. 1-8. Munchen. 

NATUR UND KUNSTKABINET. 1755-6. 
J ena . 

NATUR UND MENSCH. 1920-3. Bern. 
NATUR UND OFFENBARUNG. 1855-date. 

Munster. 
NATUR UND SCHULE. 1902-7. 

Leipzig, Berlin . 
NATUR UND STAAT. 1903- 18. Jena. 
NATUR UND TECHNIK. 1919-date. Zurich. 
NATURVETENSKAPLIG BOKSAMLING. 
1869. Stockholm. . 

NATURVIDENSKABELIGE OG MATHE
MATISKE AFHANDLINGER. 1904-date. 

Copenhagen. 
NATURWISSENSCHAFTEN, DIE. 1913-
dale. See also NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHE RUND
SCHAU; HUMBOLDT, and KOSMOS. Berlin. 

NATURWISSENSCHAFTLER. See NATUR-
WISSENSCHAFTLICHE WOCHENSCHRIFT. 

NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHE AB-
HANDLUNGEN AUS DORPAT. 1823. 

N ATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHE 
HANDLUNGEN. 1847-51. 

Dorpat. 

AB
Vienna. 

NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHE GESELL
SCHAFT, BAYREUTH . 
1911- 14. Bericht. 

N ATUR WISSENSCHAFTLICHE GESELL
SCHAFT 'ISIS' ZU DRESDEN. See ALLGE
MEINE DEUTSCHE NATURHISTORISCHE ZEITUNG. 

N A TUR WISSENSCHAFTLICHE LANDES
DURCHF . V . BtiHMEN. See ARCHIV FUR DIE 
NATURW. LANDESDURCHF. V. BOHMEN. 

N ATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHE MON ATS
HEFTE F'UR DEN BIOLOGISCHEN, CHE
MISCHEN, GEOGRAPHISCHEN UNTER
RICHT . 1907-date. Leipzig. 

N ATUR WISSENSCHAFTLICHER ANZEI
GER DER ALLGEMEINEN SCHWEI
ZERISCHEN GESELLSCHAFT F'UR DIE GESAMMTEN NATURWI SSENSCHAF
TEN. 1817- 22 . Bern. 

N ATUR WISSENSCHAFTLICHER BEOB-
ACHTER. Frankfurl-a-M. 
1859- 1922. 

1859-1905. As Zoologischer Garten. 
1906-20 . As Zoologischer Beobachter. 

N ATUR WISSENSCHAFTLICHE R UND-
SCHAU. Brunswick. 
1886- 1912. (Superseded by Naturwissenschaften.) 

N ATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VER-
EIN ZU ASCHAFFENBURG. 
1884-1907. Mitteilungen. 

N ATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VER-
EIN DER BAYERISCHEN RHEIN PF ALZ . 
See P OLLICHIA. 

NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VER-
EIN F'UR BIELEFELD UND UMGEGEND . 
1908-dale. Bericht. 

N ATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VER-
EIN ZU BREMEN. 
1868-dale. Abhandlungen . 
1870- 9 . Beilage. 
Jahresbericht. See ABHANDLUNGEN. 
See also BEITRAEGE ZUR NORDWESTDEUTSCHEN 
VOLKS- UND LANDESKUNDE. 

N ATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER 
EIN, D'USSELDORF. 
1884-1911 / 13. Mitteilungen. 

NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER 

VER-

VER-NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHE AB- EIN IN ELBERFELD. HANDLUNGEN. 1826-8. (All pub.) Tubingen . 1847-dale. J ahres-berichte. 
I 
' 
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J)-/" 1- N ATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VER

EIN F1tR DAS FttRSTENTUM LIPPE. 

See MITTEILUNGEN AUS DER LIPPISCHEN GE

SCHICHTE UND LANDESKUNDE. 

NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VER

EIN FttR DAS FttRSTENTUM L ttNE

BERG. 
1855. Denkschriften. 

1852-64. Jahresberi~ht. 

1865-date. J ahreshefte. 

NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VER

EIN, GREIFSWALD. See NATURWISSEN

scHAFTLICHER VEREIN VON NEU-VORPOMMERN UND 

RUGEN. 

If ATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VER-

EIN FttR DAS GROSSHERZOGTHUM 

HESSEN UND UMGEBUNG. 1847-8. 
Darmsladl. 

NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VER

EIN, HAMBURG. 
1846-dale. Abhandlungen. 

1875-81. Verhandlungen. New series. 

1893-1921. Verhandlungen. Series 3. 

1922-dale. Verhandlungen. Series 4. 

NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VER

EIN DES HARZES ZU BLANKENBUR. 

1840-62. Berichte. 

If ATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VER

EIN DES HARZES IN WERNIGE RODE. 

1886-96. Schriften. (Includes Jahresbericht.) 

NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VER

EIN, XARLSRUHE. 
1862-date. Verhandlungen. 

NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VER

EIN, LANDSHUT, BAVARIA. 
1864/6-1910. Bericht. 

NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER 
EIN, MAGDEBURG. 
1871-84. Jahresbericht. 

VER 

1885-1907. Jahresbericht und Abhandlungen. 

NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VER-

EIN VON NEU-VORPOMMERN UND 

R 1tGEN. Greifswa ld. 

1869-dale. Mitteilungen. 

NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER 
EIN, OSNABRttCX. 
1870/1-dale. Jahresbericht. 

If ATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER 
EIN, PASSAU. 
1857-date. Bericht. 

VER-

VER-

N ATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VER-

N ATUR WISSENSCHAFTLICHER 
EIN, REGENSBURG. 
1849-64. Abhandlungen. 

1886/7-date. Berichte. 

1847-87. Correspondenz-Blatt. 

VER-

N ATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VER

EIN DES REGIERUNGSBEZIRKES 

FRANKFURT A. D. ODER. See HELlOS; 

SOCIETATUM LITTERAE. 

N ATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VER

EIN FttR SACHSEN UND THttRINGEN 

IN HALLE. 
1856-61. Abhandlungen. 

(?)-1897. Bericht. 

1848-52. Jahresbericht. 

NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VER-

EIN FttR SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN, 

XIEL. 
1873-date. Schriften. 

NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VER

EIN F1tR SCHWABEN UND NEUBURG. 
Augsburg. 

1848-date. Bericht. 

1848-85. As Bericht des Naturhistorischer Verein 

in Augsburg. 

N ATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VER

EIN F1tR SCHNEEBERG. To 1880 as 

Naturwissen. Verein zu Schneeberg. 

1878-1909. Mitteilungen. 

N ATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VER

EIN FttR STEIERMARX, GRATZ. 
1862-date. Mitteilungen. 

N ATUR WISSENSCHAFTLICHER VER

EIN DES TRENCSINER COMITATES, 

TRENCSIN, HUNGARY. 
1878-1910. Jahresheft. 

N ATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER 
VEREIN AN DERUNIVERSITATWIEN. 

See VIENNA, UNIVERSITAT, 

N ATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHES 
SEUM, CREFELD. 
1909-19? Mitteilungen. 

MU-

NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHE - TECH

NISCHE MUSEUM. 1885-9. 
Jena, Dusseldorf. 

NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHE WO-

CHENSCHRIFT-. (Deutsche Gesellschaft fOr 

Volkstumliche Naturkunde in Berlin.) 1887-1922. 

(All pub.) Berlin. 

N ATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHE 
FRAGEN. 
1910. Hrsg. v. Riem. many pi. 

NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHE 
SCHRIFT LOT OS. See LOT OS. 

ZEIT-

Godesberg. 

ZEIT-

EIN DER PROVINZ POSEN. See DEUTSCHE NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICH - MEDI-

GESELLSCHAFT FUR KUNST UND WISSENSCHAFT IN ZINISCHER VEREIN IN INNSBRUCK. 

POSEN. !' 1870-date. Berichte. 

r~' 
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/ NATUUR . 1844-7. Batavia. 
NATUUR . 1765-97? 

NATUUB . 1859- 60. (All pub.) 
NATUUR . 1881-date. 

The Hague. 

Leyden. 

Utrecht. 
NATUURBESCHOUWER OF VERSAMELI:NG VAN DE NIEUWSTE VERHANDELINGEN OVER DE DREI RYKEN DER NATUUR . 1779-82? The Hague. 
NATUURKUNDE . 1843-60. Arnhem. 
NATUUBKUNDIGE COMMISSIE IN 
OOST-INDI~ VERHANDELINGEN . 1839-
44. Leyden. 

(K .) NATUURKUNDIGE VEBEENIGING IN NEDERLANDSCH-INDI~ . Batavia. 
1856-60 . Verhandelingen. (All pub.) 
1889- 92. Voordrachten. (All pub.) 

N ATUURKUNDIGE VERHANDELINGEN, 
UTRECHT . See PROVINCIAAL UTRECHTSCH GE
NOOTSCHAP VAN KUNSTEN EN WETENSCHAPPEN. 

NATUURKUNDIGE VERHANDELINGEN OF VERZAMELING VAN STUKKEN DER NATUURKUNDE . 1767? Amsterdam. 
NATUURKUNDIGEVOORDRACHTEN.Su 
MAATSCHAPPIJ DILIGENTIA. 

NATUURKUNDIG GENOOTSCHAP TE GRONINGEN VERSLAG. 1862- date? 
NATUURKUNDIG TIJDSCHBIFT VOOR 
NEDERLANDSCH-INDI~ . 1850-dale. 

Batavia, Weltevreden. 
NATUURLEVEN . 1902-date. 

Meppel, The Hague. 
NATUUR MONUMENTUM. See TROPISCHE 
NATUR. 

N ATUUR-SCHEIKUNDIGE 
LINGEN. 1809 ? 

VERHANDE
Amsterdam. 

N ATUURVRIEND . 1900-3. 

N ATUURWETENSCHAPPELIJK 
SCHRIFT . 1920-date. 

Zutfen. 

TIJD
Antwerp. 

NATUUB WETENSCHAPPELYKE GE-
NOOTSCHAP VAN GHENT. See NATURA, 
GHENT. 

NAUMANN, JOHANN ANDREAS [1744-1826]. 
1789 . Der Vogelsteller oder die Kunst allerley Arten von Vogeln ... zu fangen, etc. 8vo. 3 figs. 

Leipzig. A scarce item, with descriptions of captured and other birds. Probably the first of this author's srparate publications; not listed in the Cat. Br. Mt1s. (Nat. Hist.). 

1795- 1803. Naturgeschichte der Land u. Wasservogel des nordlichen Deutschlands und angranzen
der Lander, etc. 4 vols. 8vo. text. Nachtragen 1-3. atlas. 1 vol. 192 col. pl. (J. A. Aue.) 

Koethen. 
This early, fundamental and famous treatise by one of the best .known ornithologists of his day, is very rare when provided, aa in 

the present copy with all lhe colo(rl.ed plates. It is an original and C ' very useful work covering'the ~fauna of middle and northern Europe. From time to time several editions, printings, and corn· L· binations of text and plates of this fundamental treatise appeared until recent date, all of them well done but dilficult satisfactorily to catalogue. Practically all the issues are ln the ~1cGilllibraries. 

••••, and NAUMANN, J. F.,BLASIUS, J. H., BALDAMUS , EDUARD , STURM, FRIEDRICH. 
1820-60. Johann Andreas Naumann's mehrerer gelehrten Gesellschaften Mi tgliede,N a turgeschichte der Vogel Deutschlands, nach eigenen Erfahrungen entworfen ... aufs Neue herausgegeben von ... J. F. Naumann. 12 vols. 1820-44. 8vo. 
1860. Dreizehnter Theil: Nachtrage, Zusatze und Verbesserungen von J. H. Blasius ... E. Baldamus ... und ... F. Sturm. 2 vols. in 1. 8vo. 
14 vols. 8vo. num. col. pl. Leipzig and Stuttgart. 
A comprehensive account of the birds of Germany, distinct from the work of 1795-1803, although the earlier book laid the founda· tions of the present one. The volumes, apparently, were issued regularly according to the dates on the title· pages with the exception of vol. XIII, which consists entirely of supplementary notes and discussions. This latter was issued in parts until the death of N aumann in 1857, when it was completed by Blasius, Baldamus, and Sturm. Considerable uncertainty exists as to the exact dates of these parts but probably 1846-53 would cover them, whilst the titlepage of the latter portion of the volume by Blasius, Baldamus, and Sturm bears the date of 1860. 

1905- ?9 . Naturgeschichte der Vogel Mittel
europas; neu bearb. von C, Berg [und Andere] 
hrsg. von C. R. Hennicke. 12 vols. folio. col. pl. indexes to all vols. Gera. 
Vol. I. 1905. pp. xli+253. 32 pl. (30 col.). Vol. II. n.d . pp. iv+340. 30 col. pl. Vol. Ill. n.d. pp. vi+393. 48 col. pl. Vol. IV. n .d . pp. vi+368. 49 col. pl. Vol. V. n.d. pp. iv+334. 75 pl. (71 col.). Vol. VI. n.d. pp. (5) +337. 32 pl. (31 col.). Vol. VII. n.d. pp. (4)+207. 20 col. pl. Vol. VIII. n.d. pp. (4) + 276. 28 col. pl. Vol. IX. n.d. pp. (4)+408. 34 col. pl. Vol. X. n.d. pp. (4) + 307 . 29 col. pl. Vol. XI. n.d. pp. vi + 343. 42 col. pl. index. Vol. XII. n .d. pp. (4) +27<~. 30 pl. (27 col.). index . Anhang: Ueber den Haushalt der nordischen Seevogel Europae. This modern and enlarged edition of the early German classic 'n!! issued in about 150 parts. It comprises over 4,000 pages of text with 2,500 colored and many other plain figures, the latter in the text, the result of the collaboration of a numerous staff of expert ornithologists. Altogether it forms the most complete and best illustrated of any treatise on the birds of Central Europe. The present copy is from Prof. Reichenow's library. 

NAUMANN , JOHANN FRIEDRICH [1780-1857]. 
1815. Taxidermie; oder, Die Lehre Thiere aller 
Klassen am einfachsten und zweckmassigsten fOr Kabinette auszustopfen und aufzubewahren. 8vo. pp. 12+180. pl. Halle. 

•••• and BUHLE , C. A. 
1818- 28 . Die Eier der Vogel Deutschlands und 
der benachbarten Lander; nebst einer tabellarischen Uebersicht der Naturgeschichte der hier vorkommenden Vogel. folio. 10 col. pl. Halle. 
An early, scarce, systematic treatise on the eggs and nests of l\liddle European birds, issued at intervals in five parts. A complete description on the oology and many observations about the birds themselves are given in tabular form . The plates were colored by the author himself. The volume in hand is a beautifully preserved and finely bound copy from the Philips Library. 
1820- 60 . See NAUMANN, JOHANN ANDREAS. 

1836 . See GRAEFE, HEINRICH. 

1848. Taxidermie, etc. 2 Auf. 8vo. illust. Halle. 
The first edition of this rare but important and well-illustrated work of about 200 pages was published in 1815. The present treatise has been revised and enlarged. There is no copy of the latter mentioned in the Cat. Br. Mm. (Nat. Hist.). 
n .d . Die Vogel von Mittel-Europa und ihre Eier. 
See GRASSNER, FURCHTEGOTT • 

/' 
~~ 
I 
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NAUMANNIA. Archiv f iir die Ornitho

logie vorzugsweise E uropas. Organ des 

Deutschen Ornitholog!sc~Verein. 
1851-4. Vols. I-ll. col. /}z. Edited by E. Balda

mus. Continued as (Second series) Naumannia, 

Journal fOr die Ornithologie, etc. 

1855-8. Jahrg. III-VIII. col. illusl. In 1860 

Naumannia was absorbed by the Journal f. Orni

thologie. 

N AUTILUS . 1886-date. Philadelphia, Boston. 

NEALE, E. 
1900 . Thegoldeneagle. (Painting.) SeeoRIGINAL 

DRAWINGS. 

NEBRASKA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE. 
Lincoln. 

1891-date. Publications. 

NEBRASKA ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNION . 
N eligh and Lincoln. 

1899-1915. Proceedings. Continued in Wilson 

Bulletin. 

1919-30. Letters of Information. 

NEBRASKA UNIVERSITY. Zoological La

boratory. 
1894--date. Studies. 

NECKER, LOUIS ALBERT [1786-1861 J. 
1864. Memoire sur les Oiseaux des environs de 

Geneve, precede d'une Notice biographique sur 

l'auteur d'apres J. D. Forbes. 8uo. Geneve. 

The original work of 111 pages appeared in 1823. 

NEDERLANDSCHE AVICULTURA, Gewijd 

aan Hoenderfokkerij. Vogelteelt, Jacht en 

Visscherij. Organ der Vereeniging van Vogellief

hebbers van dien naam. Bijblad van het Weekblad 

Floralia. 4to. Assen. 

The dates of the following volumes are quoted 

from Naturae Novitates: Jaarg. I, .l886; Jaarg. 11, 

1886; Jaarg. Ill, 1887; Jaarg. IV, 1889. Jaarg. 

~890; Jaarg. VI, 1891; Jaarg.-v11, 1892; 

Jaarg. VIII, 1893. [Suspended?] 
The Compiler has not been able to secure additional information 

regarding this periodical. 

NEDERLANDSCHE DIERKUNDIGE VE-

REENIGING. Leyden. 

1872-85. Tijdschrift. 

1885-date. Tijdschrift. New Series. 

1876-date. Verslag-Zoologisch Station. 

NEDERLANDSCHE NATUURHISTORI

SCHES VEREENIGING, HAARLEM. See 

NATURA, HAARLEM. 

NEDEltLANDSCHE ORNITHOLOGISCHE 

VEREENIGING. Verslagen en Mededeelingen. 

1904-11. Nos. 1-8. illust., col. and plain. Con
tinued (1912) as Ardea. 
The Nederlands_che Omithologis~he Vereem{Jin(J wa organized 

March 30, 1901, m Amsterdam, w1fh Baron 'chauburg as President 

and A. A. van Pelt Lechncr as Secretary. Among its most active 

members are (and were) Drs. Joh. Biittikofer, A. J. Blaauw, J. Th. 

Oudemans and E. D. Van Oort, C'. Kerbert and Prof. J. Ritzema Bos. 

A~though mostly concerned with meeting of the Association and 

With Dutch Ornithology, the Proceedings included quite often papers 

on foreign bird lore. The (colored) wrappers of the first seven 

numbers were adorned by pictures of an Egret; later, with (slight) 

alteration in title-page, wrappers were furnished plain. There are 

a few illustrations, and those mostly in the text and generally 

uncolored. 

NEDERLANDSCHE VEREENIGING TOT 

BESCHERMING VAN VOGELS. Verslagen 

en Mededeelingen, 1924-1928. 8uo. figs. in text. 
Amsterdam. 

This is an account, issued by the local society, describing the various 

Dutch activities interested in the protection of birds throughout 

the Netherlands. 

NEDERLANDSCH-INDISCHE NATUUlt-

HISTORISCHE VEREENIGING. See 

TROPISCHE NATUUR. 

NEDERLANDSCH-INDISCHE VEREENI

GING TOT NATUURBESCHERMING. 
B atavia. 

1914--date. Jaarverslag. See also NATUUR MONU

MENTUM. 

(K .) NEDERLANDSCH INSTITUT VAN 

WETENSCHAPPEN, Letterkunde en 

Schoone Kun sten. Amsterdam . 

1841-6. Instituut of verslagen en mededeelingen. 

1847-51 . Jaarboek. 

1806-46. Proc~-verbaal. 

1848-52. Tijdschrift voor de Wis- en Natuur

kundige Wetenschappen. 

NEDERLANDSCH NATUR EN GENEES

KUNDING CONGRES. 1887-1930 . See HA -

DELl GEN VAN HET NEDERLANDISCH, etc. H aarlem. 

NEDERLANDSCH TIJDSCHRIFT VOOB 

DE DIERKUNDE . (K .) Zoologisch Genoot

schap Natura artis Magistra. 1863-84. 
Amsterdam. 

NEDERLANDSCH TIJDSCHRIFT V. NA

TUURK. 19::1-30 . 

NEFF, JoHNso A. 
1929. A Study of the Economic Status of the 

Common Woodpeckers. pp. 104. illust. Oregon. 

A privately printed tract. 

NEHRKORN, ADOLPH. 
1899. Katalog der Eiersammlung nebst Beschrei

bungen der aussereuropaischen Eier. 8uo. pp . 7 + 
256. 4 col. pl. T. of c. Braunschweig. 

A partially appraised list of the eggs of 3,5-!6 avian species nesting 

outside of Europe, mostly from the author's own collection. The 

first edition of this important work, a second printing having been 

issued in 1910. 

1910. Katalog der Eiersammlung nebst Beschrei

bungen der aussereuropaischen Eier. Zte Auflage. 

8uo. pp. 7 + 449. 4 col. pl. Berlin. 

An enlargement of the 1899 edition in which the author catalogue 

~he eggs ?f 5,440 species and races of non-European bird . The copy 

m hand IS a present from the author to Prof. Reichenow, who has 

added a few marginal notes. 

1914. Nachtrage zu Nehrkorn's Eierkatalog. 8vo. 

pp. 128. 6 col. pl. Berlin. 

A supplementary report to the author's Katalog der BiersammJuno, 

1910. Additional species and subspecies are listed, making m all 

5,822. 
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EHRLING, HEI RICH. 
1889- 91. Die Nordamerikanische Vogelwelt. Unter kunsterischer Mitwirkung von Prof. Robert Ridgway in Washington, Prof. A. Goring in Leipzig, und Akademiemaler Gustav MOtzel in Berlin. 4to. pp. 40+637. 36 pl. (col.) 10 figs. in text. index. 1\1 ilwaukee. This extensive work appeared in 13 parts, the first in 1889 (Auk, July 1889), and ha been, on the whole, well received by ornithologists. The English edition appeared in two volumes about th same time but with a different title. 
1889- 96 . Our native birds of song and beauty, being a complete history of all the songbirds, flycatchers, hummingbirds, swifts, goatsuckers, woodpeckers, kingfishers, trogons, cuckoos, and parrots, of North America. 2 vols. 4to. Vol. I, pp. 1+371. 18 pl. (col.). 8 figs. index. Vol. II, pp. (2)+452. 18 pl. (col.). index. .Wilwaukee. A popular account of North American Birds issued in 16 parts, the first appearing simultaneously with the German one-volume printing in 1889, but not completed until 1896. It contains the same matter and illu trations as the German edition. Elliott Coues spoke in warm terms of the work and reviewed it in the Auk for January 1890

1 not in the July issue of 1889 as stated by Zimmer in the Ayer Catatogue, p. 462. 

NELSON , EDWARD \VILLIAM [1855- ]. 1883 . See ITED STATES. VOYAGE TO ALASKA. 
1887. Report on atural History collections made in Alaska between 1877-81. 4to. 12 col. pl. 

Washington. Author's special edition. 

****and TRUE , F. W. 
1887. Mammals of Northern Alaska. Report of collections made for the U.S. Govt. between 1877 and 1881. 4to. Washington. Although a Federal report this treatise is occasionally found separately bound as an author's reprint. It is a very important contribution to the subject. 
1899 . ·atural History of the Tres Marias Islands, Mexico. ee MERRIAM, CLI TON HART. 
[c. 1918]. Wild animals of North America; intimate studies of big and little creatures of the mammal kingdom. (National Geographic Society.) 4to. pp . 230. illust. col. pl. lrVashington. 
1926. Our migratory wild fowl and present conditions affecting their abundance. 4to. pp. 17. T. of c. Washington. A revision of an address made by the writ.er before the Outdoor Recreation Conference. at Wa hington, D.C., on January 21, 1926. 

NELSON' HARRY LEVERETT [ 1858-89]. 1889. Bird-songs about \ \'orcester. 12mo. pp. ( 4) + 131. index. Boston. 
NELSON, THOMAS HUDSON [1856-1916]. 1907. The bird of Yorkshire. paged continuously. 2 vols. 8vo. pp. 43. Vol. 1, front. (col.). 75 pl. 2 figs. Vol. 2, front. (col.). 86 pl. 2 figs. 2 indexes. 

London. 
NELTJE BLANCHAN (pseud.). 'ee DOUBLEDAY, Mrs. N. BLA CHA (born DE GRAFF.). 

schen, spanischen und portugesischen Sprache). 13 pts. bound in 7 vols. 4to. paged continuously. 
Hamburg. A valuable work of reference. 

NESTER UND EIER DER VOGEL. 1866. New ed. 8 col. pl. See ANO YMOUS. 
NEUCHATEL. Societe des sciences naturelles . 
1836- 1914. Memoires. (All pub.) 
1867- 1930. Bulletin. Index 1-25. 

NEUE ABHANDLUNGEN AUS DER NATURLEHRE ... MECH ANIK. (K. Svenska Veten., Stockholm). 1780-91. 

NEUE ARCHIV F UR ZOOL OGIE UND ZOOTOMIE . Berlin. 1807. Continues Archiv fur Zoologie und Zootomie. 
NEUE BEITRAGE ZUR NATUR- UND ARZNEI-WISSENSCHAFT. 1782-6. Berlin. 
NEUE JAHRBUCH FttR MINERALOGIE, GEOLOGIE UND PALAEONT OL OGI E . 1830-date. Heidelberg, Stuttgart. 
NEUE NORDISCHE B EYTR AGE ZUR PHYSIKALISCHEN UND GEOGRAPHISCHEN ERD- UND VOLKERBE S CHREIBUNG, NATURGESCHICHTE UND OEKONOMIE . 1781-96. St. Petersburg, Leipzig. 
NEUE SCHRIFTEN D . GESE LLSCHAFT NATURFORSCHENDER FREUNDE, BERLIN. 1794-1803. (All pub.) See GESELLSCHAFT ... FREUNDE. 

NEUES THIER-B UCH; oder, Merckwiirdige Beschreibung der Thieren und Vogeln, worinnen deren un terschiedliche Arth, grosse und kleine Gestalt, Alter, Starck, Farb, Lebens-Manier, Eigenschaft Veranderung und Fortpflan/zung zu ersehen. r 1718. Pub. by C. Wussin. Anonymous. 8vo. pp. 6 + 216. pl. and text-figs. Prag. 
NEUE ZOOLOGISCHE GESELLSCHAFT IN FRANKFURT-A-M . See NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER BEOBACHTER. 

NEUGEBAUER, LUDWIG ADOLPH [1821-90]. n .d. Systema enosum avium cum eo mammalium et inprimi hominis collatum. 4to. pp.182. pl. n.p. A treatise on the venous system of birds and mammals as compared with that of man. 

NEUMANN, E. and KIRSCH , 0. M. n .d . Unsere gefiederten Freunde aus Wald und Flur. 12mo. pp. 64. 32 col. pl. Berlin. A popular little book (mostly on cage-birds) illu trated by rather crude colored plates. 

NEUMANN, Lo IS GEORGEs [1846- ]. 1896. Biographies veterinaires. 8vo. illust. [0. 6743.] Paris. NEMNICH, PHILIPP A DREAS [1764-1822] · This author has written several monographs on the treatment of 
[ 1793-8]. Allgemeine Polyglotten-Le icon der animal di eases, one at least of which, after passing through several 
Naturgeschichte (vVorterbOcher der naturge- French editions, has been translated into English. chichte in der de ut chen, holla.ndi chen,dani eh en, 1909. Parasites et Maladies parasiticales des 

\ 

<(. J 

schwedi chen, englischen, franzOsischen, italieni-
3 

R Oiseaux. ~ 
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VU~EUMAYR, MELCHIOR [1845-90]. 

./ 1889. Die Stamme des Thierreiches. Vienna . 

The natural philosophy of extinct animals is here treated by an 

eminent Austrian but, unfortunately, it was never completed. 

l\Iuch of the published material relates to invertebrate paleontology. 

NEUMEISTER, GOTTLOB. 
1837. Das Ganze der Taubenzucht. 4to. pp. 4+ 

32. 15 col. pl. Weimar. 

The first (rare) edition of a well-known monograph on domestic 

pigeons, their varieties and culture. From the Cabanis-Reichenow 

collection; in th~ original, engraved covers. 

NEUNZIG, KARL. 
1911. Der Kanarienvogel. See Russ, K. F. o. 

1913. Dr. Karl Russ' Einheimische Stubenvogel. 

See RUSS, K. F. 0. 

1921. Die fremdlandischen Stubenvogel. 8vo. 

42 col. pl. 400 figs. Magdeburg. 

n .d . Gefiederte Hausfreunde. 2 vols. 8vo. 97 figs. 

in text. T. of c. Vol. I. [Domestic birds and their 

care. pp. 70.] Vol. II. [Foreign birds and their 

care. pp. 68.] Magdeburg. 

NEVEU-LEMAIRE, MAURICE [1872- ] and 

GRANDIDIER, G. 
19 11. Notes sur les mammiferes ... de l'Amerique 

du Sud. 8vo. illust. pl. Paris. 

NEWBERRY, JOHN STRONG [1822-92]. 

1855-9. See UNITED STATES. PACIFIC RD. SURVEY. 

1889. Paleozoic Fishes of North America. (Mono

graphs U.S. Geologic Survey, vol. XVI.) 4to. 

pp. 340. 52 pl. illust. text. Washington . 

Occasionally found as a separate publication or author's reprint-

a scientific contribution to an important subject. 

NEWBIGIN' MARION l SABEL. 
1895 . Outlines of zoology. 2nd ed., revised and 

enlarged. See THOMSO , J. A. 

1898. Colour in nature; a study in biology. 8vo. 

pp. xii+344. bibliogr. 2 indexes. London. 

NEW BRITISH BIRD FANCIER, etc. 8vo. 

n .d . (ea. 1780). Anonymous. 

NEW BRUNSWICK NATURAL HISTORY 

SOCIETY. See NATURAL HISTORY sociETY OF 

NEW BRUNSWICK. 

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE. See NATURAL HIS

TORY SOCIETY OF ORTHUMBERLA D, etc. 

NEW ENGLAND ZOOLOGICAL CLUB. 
Cambridge. 

1899-date. Proceedings. 

NEW JERSEY AND PENNSYLVANIA 

AUDUBON BULLETIN. 
1913-30 . Editor, Beecher S. Bowdish, Newark, 

N.J. Irregular. After 1914 continued as the New 

Jersey Audubon Bulletin. 
This is one of a superior class of Audubon Society publications, 

devoted not only to the cause of bird protection and culture, but 

containing several articles of value to the serious student of orni

thology. 

NEW JERSEY NATURAL HISTORY SO-

CIETY. Trenton. 

1886- 91. Journal. 

NEW JERSEY STATE MUSEUM. The birds 

of New Jersey, etc. See STO E, WITMER. 

NEWMAN, EDWARD [1801-76]. 
1843- 76 . See the zooLOGIST. Conduct ed by 

E. Newman. 

1849. The letters of Rusticus [i.e. Edward New

man, Waring Kidd, and J. D. Salmon] on the 

natural history of Godalming. 8vo. pp. 8+ 164. 

illust. London. 

These letters are extracted from several magazines, given a separate 

title, and provided with a preface. The present copy belonged to 

L. H. Irby and has pencilled notes by that author. The birds of 

Goclalming are discussed in every chapter. 

1861. Birdnesting: the nest and eggs of every 

British Bird. 8vo . pp. iv +52. London. 

A practical handbook by a well-known naturalist. The above is 

probably the (rare) first edition of a work that has been several 

times reprinted and rewritten. 

1866 . See MO TAGU, GEORGE. (Dictionary.) 

NEWMAN' HORATIO HACKETT [1875- ] . 

1920. Vertebrate zoology. 8vo. pp . x iii + 432. 

217 figs. bibliogr. index. New Y ork. 

First edition of an admirable textbook. A second, identical, 

printing appeared in 1921. 

1929. Laboratory guide and review manual for 

general zoology. 8vo. pp. 10+ 87. illust. 
New Y ork. 

NEW MEXICO UNIVERSITY. Biological 

Series. 
1899-1919. Bulletin, 1-3 (all pub .). 

NEWPORT NATURAL HISTORY SO-

CIETY. Newport , R .I. 

1883/4--1891 /9. Proceedings (all pub .). 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 
1898. Sea fisheries ... with scientific report on 

t he fishes by E. R. Waite. 8vo. pp . 2+45. pl. 

map. Sydney. 

NEW SOUTH WALES LINNEAN SOCIETY. 

See LI EAN SOCIETY OF EW SOUTH WALES . 

NEW SOUTH WALES 
CLUB. 
1903-6. Memoirs (all pub.). 

NATURALISTS' 
S ydney. 

NEW SOUTH WALES, NATURALISTS' 

SOCIETY OF. See A STRALIA ATURALIST . 

1906-date . 

NEW SOUTH WALES ROYAL SOCIETY. 

See ROYAL SOCIETY OF EW SOUTH WALES . 

(A ) NEW SYSTEM OF THE NATURAL 

HISTORY OF QUADRUPEDS, BIRDS, 

FISHES AND INSECTS. 1791-2 . SeeANONY-

{\Mous. 

~ 
I 
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NEWTON, ALFRED [1829-1907]. 
[ 1860]. Suggestions for forming collections of 
birds' eggs. 8vo. pp. 10-22. 21 text-figs. 

Washington. 
Special r print. A copy of this paper by Newton follows that of Joseph Henry on the same subject published in the Smithsonian Jtiscellaneous Collections, pp. 1-9, 1860. The present paper gives more elaborate details as well as illustrations for the preparation and preservation of oological specimens. 

1860. Suggestions for forming collections of bi,rds' 
eggs. Reprinted, with additions, from the circular 
of the Smithsonian institution of Washington. 8vo. 
pp. 15. 23 figs. London. 
A republication in England- witb some slight alterations-of the pamphlet that originally followed the one by J oseph Henry on the same subject in the Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. 
1862. A list of the birds of Europe. See BLASIVS, 
J. H. 

1862. On the zoology of ancient Europe: a paper 
read before the Cambridge Philosophical Society, 
31st March 1862. 8vo. pp. 31. London. 
[1864]. On the irruption of Pallas's sandgrouse 
(Syrrhaptes paradoxus) in 1863. 8vo. pp. 38. 
front. (map). (London.) 
1864-1907. Ootheca Wolleyana. See WOLLEY, J. 
1870. Extracts from the Record of zoological 
literature, vols. 1-6, containing the portions 
relating to aves from 1864-69. 6 vols. in 1. 8vo. 

London. 
Although it is not the policy of the Compiler to annotate extracts from periodical literature, yet the present volume deserves particular notice because it is a presentation copy from the distinguished author to Dr. Elliott Coues. The latter has made elaborate marginal notes on the various birds for the purpose of compiling a part of his bibliography of ornithology, many of the excerpts having been, with Dr. Newton's approval, incorporated in the text of the Instalments. 

1871-83. A history of British birds. See YARRELL, 
w. 

1873-4. See HARTLAUB and LINDEMA , eds. 
1875. otes on Birds ... [of] Greenland. 8vo. 

London. 
The above is part V of the Great Britain and Ireland Admiralty Manual of the natural history of Greenland. 

1879. Hawking in Norfolk. See LUBBOCK, R. 
1880. Memo ire sur quelques nouvelles especes 
d 'oiseaux des cotes de Barbarie. See DESFO -
TAINES, R. L. 

1880. See TUNSTALL, MARMADUKE. 
1883. See AUDOUIN, JEAN VICTOR. 

**** and others. 
1893-6. A dictionary of birds, by Alfred Newton, 
assisted by Hans Gadow, with contributions from 
Richard Lydekker, C. S. Roy and R. W. Shufeldt. 
4 pts. 8vo. paged continuously. pp. 1088. map. 
700 figs. in text. 2 indexes. London. 
Of the value of this work Coues wrote (Auk, 1897, p. 236): 'Far and away the best book ever written about birds.' It abounds. with all manner of information relating to the various phases of ormthology, conveniently arranged in alphabetical order with cross-references. The anatomical paragraphs were written by Gadow and are 9-istinguished by having the title in italics. Roy contributed an article on flight· Lydekker, several paragraphs on fossils; and Shufeldt, accounts 'of several North American birds; these notes being signed by their respective contributors. Possibly the Introduction- a brief history of ornithology-is the most valuable part of the work. A second edition, unabridged, was issued in 1899. 

n.d. Ornithology. Reprinted from the 'Encyclo
paedia Britannica ' by special permission. For 
private circulation. 4to. pp. 50. index. London. 
This reprint contains copious footnotes and marginal references. 

NEWTON, EDWARD. 
1879. See ROYAL SOCIETY OF LO DO . 

**** and GADOW, HA s. 
1893. On additional bones of the Dodo and other 
extinct birds of Mauritius obtained by Theodore 
Sauzier. 4to. pp. 22. 5 pl. London. 

NEWTON NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY, 
NEWTONVILLE, MASS. 
1889-90. Bulletin. 

NEW-WORLD SCIENCE SERIES. 
1920. Zoology, a text book. See COCKERELL, 
T. D. A. 

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. 
New York. 

1877-d.ate. Annals. 
1823-77. Annals of Lyceum of Natural History. 
1906-date. Bulletin. 
1895-1905. Memoirs. 
1913. Occasional Papers. 
1870-4. Proceedings of Lyceum of Natural 
History. 
1881-97. Transactions. 

NEW YORK LINNEAN SOCIETY. See 
LI NEA SOCIETY OF EW YORK. 

NEW YORK STATE. 
1895-1903. Reports of the Forest Fish and Game 
Commission. Vols. I-IX. 4to. pl. many col. 

NEW YORK STATE LIBRARY. 
1863-;93. Annual Reports. 
1872-82. Catalogue. 

NEW YORK STATE MUSEUM. 
1847-1918. Annual Report. 
1889-date. Memoir. 
1887-date. Museum Bulletin. 

Albany. 
Albany. 

NEW YORK STATE MUSEUM OF NATUR
AL HISTORY. See EW YORK STATE MUSEUM. 

NEW YORK ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 
1896-d.ate. Annual Report. 
1897-date. Zoological Society Bulletin. 
See also ZOOLOGICA and ZOOPATHOLOGICA. 
1900-d.ate. Official guides. 
1925. A child' book of wild animals (formerly 
pub. as Wild animal stamp primer); illust. by 
photographs taken in the New York zoological 
park by E. R. Sanborn. 3rd ed. 8vo. pp. 93. 
98 figs. (50 col.). T. of c. [New York.] 
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JJJ.a ... } NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE. Wellington. 
./ 1910-date. Bulletin. 

1908-11. Proceedings. 

1868-date. Transactions and Proceedings. 

NEW ZEALAND JOURNAL OF SCIENCE. 
Dunedin. 

1882-5. 

1891. New issue. 

NEW ZEALAND NATIVE BIRD PROTEC
TION SOCIETY. 
1919-30. Bulletin. 8vo. ·Wellington, N.Z. 
The organ of a society that is active and influential in the Dominion, 
containing a number of interesting articles on bird life in New 
Zealand as well as appeals to the citizens to prevent as far as possible 
the extinction of several species that are in danger of extermination. 

NICE, MARGARET MoRsE and NICE, LEONARD 
BLAINE. 
1924. (The) birds of Oklahoma. 8vo. pp. 122. 
3 pi. (1 map). bibliogr. append. index. 

NICHOLSON' FRANC IS. 
[1881-3]. [On birds collected in Java, Sumatra 
and Borneo by H. 0. Forbes.] Four excerpts from 
Ibis, specially bound in one volume. [London.] 
The present copy is from Canon Tristram's library. 

1889. Sundevall 's ..!:_entamen. See SUNDEVALL, 
c. J. 

NICHOLSON, HENRY ALLEYNE [1844-99]. 
1870. Advanced text-book of zoology for the use 
of schools. 12mo. pp. xii + 340. 153 figs. glossary 
index. Edinburgh. 

1871. Introductory Text-book of Zoology. 
Edinburgh and London. 

1872. A manual of palreontology for the use of 
students with a general introduction on the 
principles of palreontology. 8vo. pp. 16+601. 
illust. Edinburgh. 

1874. Report upon the palreontology of the pro
vince of Ontario. 8vo. pp. 133. 8 pl. Toronto. 
Contains descriptions of the fossils collected during ... 1873, in 
the Devonian rocks of Western Canada. 

Norman, Okla. 
Author's reprint. An annotated list of 361 species and subspecies 1878. A manual of zoology for the use of students, 
observed in the State, with notes as to distribution, nesting, etc., with a general introduction on the principles of 

__ :an:d:..;a:.b~i:_bl:::io:;g::ra;:p:hy;:.:·-----------------, zoology. 5th ed. 8vo. pp. xiv + 800. 394 figs. 
bibliogr. glossary. index. Edinburgh. 

NICHOLL, A. M. C. 
1916. Adven~ures after birds at Osborne, being 
a camera record of some of the birds found near 
the college. 4to. pp. (2) + 194. 21 pl. 84 figs. 

Newport, I. W. 

NICOLL, MICHAEL JOHN [d. 1925]. 
1908. Three voyages of a naturalist, being an 
account of many little-known islands in three 
oceans visited by the 'Valhalla '. 8vo. pp. xxvi+ 
246. front. 56 pl. 4 figs. (maps). index. London. 

1912. Wild birds of the Giza gardens, 1898-1911. 
8vo. pp. 32. illust. (Egypt. Zoological Service, 
publication no. '23.) Cairo. 
Author's reprint. A good local list of Egyptian birds. 

1919. Handlist of the birds of Egypt. Govern
ment press. 8vo. pp. xii+119. 32 pl. (9 col.). 
2 append. index. Cairo. 

**** and MEINERTZHAGEN, R. 
1930. Nicoll's Birds of Egypt. 2 vols. 4to. 38 col. 
pl. index. London. 
An up-to-date, complete, systematic account of Egyptian birds 
from the earliest times to the present, superseding other treatises 
on the subject. The work was completed by Col. l\1einertzhagen on 
the death of Nicoll, who was (1906-24) Assistant Director of the 
Zoological Gardens at Giza. 

NICHOLS, L. NELSON. 
[1917]. Birds of America. See PEARSON, T. G. 

1918. History of Long Island. See THOMPSON, 
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN. 

NICHOLSON, E. M. 
1926. Birds in England: an account of the state 
of our bird-life and a criticism of bird protection. 
8vo. pp. 20 + 324. London. 

1927. How birds live; a brief account of bird life 
in the light of modern observation. 12mo. pp. x+ 
139. 7 c.ol. pi. 6 append. London. 

****and LYDEXXER, RICHARD. 
1889. Manual of palaeontology. 3rd ed. 2 vols. 
8vo. illust. Edinburgh. 

1896. The ancient life-history of the earth. A 
comprehensive outline of the principles and lead
ing facts of palreontological science. 8vo. pp. xviii 
+407. 270 figs. append. glossary. index. 

New York. 

NICOLS, ARTHUR. 
1877. The puzzle of life and how it has been put 
together; a short history of vegetable and animal 
life upon the earth from the earliest times. 12mo. 
pp. x+148. front. 11 pl. London. 

1883. Zoological notes on the structure, affinities, 
habits, and mental faculties of wild and domestic 
ani111;als. 8vo. pp. vii + 370. 3 pl. 7 jigs. index. 

London. 

NIDIOLOGIST, THE. Published by Henry Reed 
Taylor. Alameda, Cal. An Illustrated Monthly 
Magazine Devoted to the Study of Ornithology, 
and with special references to the Nidification 
of North American Birds. Name subsequently 
changed to Nidologist. 
1893-7. Vols. I-VI. 8vo. Suspended and merged 
in the Popular Science Monthly. 
This well·edited magazine practically continued the defunct Orni
thologist and Oologist. It published during its relatively short life 
many papers of importance from the pens of scientific ornithologists 
throughout the country. 

NIDOLOGIST, THE. See THE NIDIOLOGIST. 

NIEDEN, Fr. 
1910. See ADOLF FRIEDRICH OF MECKLENBURG. 

1923. Amphibia. Anura I. (Das Tierreich.) 8vo. 
pp. xxxii + 584. Berlin. 

1926. Anura. ll. Engystomidae. 
t vol. 49..) pp. 110. 55 fig~. 

· \ 
}"'~ 

(Das Tierreich, 
Berlin. 



CATALOGUE OF TITLES IN M0 GILL UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 493 ~NIEDERLAENDISCHES ARCHIV F'UR ZOOLOGI E . Leyden, Leipzi!J. 187 1-82, and Supplement (all pub.). 
NIEDERSACHSISCHER ZOOLOGISCHER VEREIN . Hanover. 1908- 18 . Jahresbericht. 

NIEREMBERG, JuA EusEBIO ( 1595-1658). 1635. Historia Naturae, maxime peregrinae, libris XVI. distincta, etc. folio. pp. 6 +502 + 102. illust. in text. Antverpiae. 
A classic work of some value describing a medley of animals, plants, and minerals-some of them new to the zoological science of the day. This volume is becoming quite rare. 

NIERSTRASZ, H. F. 1927 . See IHLE, J. E. w. 
NIXOLSKY, A. M. 
1915. Faune de la Russie. Vol. I. Reptiles. Chelonia and Sauria. pp. 532. 9 pl. (In Russian.) 

Petrograd. 
1916. Faune de la Russie. Reptiles. 11. Ophidia. pp. 349. 7 pl. (In Russian.) Petrograd. 
1918. Faune de la R ussie. Amphibia. pp. 309. 4 pl. (In Russian.) Petrograd. 

NILSSON, A o . 
1877. Studier ofver foglarnes kakmuskler. 8vo. pl. (Lund Universitet thesis.) Lund. 

NILSSON, R. . 
[1920]. Forteckning over Sveriges ornitologiska li tteratur rorande Svenska fagelfaunan. 8vo. pp . 160. indexes.. Lund. 
A useful catalogue of Swedish ornithological literature, arranged under authors, subjects, periodicals, monographs, etc. From Prof. Reichenow's library. 

NILSSON, VE [1787-1883]. 
1817-21. Ornithologia Svecica. 2 pts. 8vo. col. i llust. (\\ anting.) 1-lavniae. Among the first writings of this candinavian naturalist whose studies included all the fauna of Northern Europe. 
1832-40. Illuminerade figurer t ill Skandinavens fauna. 2 vols. 4to. 200 col. p l. Issued in 20 pts. 

Lund. 
A fine example of zoological atlas with descriptive text. 
1858. Skandinavisk Fauna . Foglarna. 3rd ed. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xxxiv+580. index. Vol. 11, pp . 580. index. Lund. 
This classic treatise on Scandinavian birds furnishes a list of both local and zoological names with their synonymy, characters, habits, distribution, nidification, etc. 

NIMES . Societe d'etude des science snaturelles. 
1897-1930. Bulletin. 

NIPHUS, AUGUSTUS . 
1497 . De sen u agente, etc . See AVERRo:Es. Destructiones destructionum. 

NITZSCH, CHRISTIA LUDWIG [1782-1837]. 1811. Osteografische Beitrage zur N aturgeschichte der Vogel. 8vo. pp . 10 + 122. 11 pl. Leipzig. On the osteology of birds treating, among otller subjects, the pneumatic bones of the head, vertebrae, limbs, etc. From the Cabanis-Reichenow collection. 
1829. Observationes de avium arteria carotide communi. 8vo. pp . (2) +36. H alae. 

**** and BURMEISTER, HERMA N. 1840 . System der Pterylographie; nach seinen handschriftlich aufbewahrten Untersuchungen verfasst von Hermann Burmeister. 4to. pp. xii + 228. 10 pl. Halle. 
The manuscript of this work was prepared by Nitzsch (as a revision of his earlier work, Pterylographia avium pas prior, only one part of which was published in 1833) and edited by Burmeister, with the addition of an extra plate (on the structure of the feather) and ex1)lanation of same by the editor. 

1867. Pterylography. 4to. pp. x+181. 10 pl. index. London. 
The presE'nt English translation by W. S. Dallas was edited by P. L. Sclater who added footnotes of his own, with an appendix. 

NI WAN [16th cent.]. 
n .d. Ch'iln t'an ts'ai yu; An encyclopedic work, including notes on animals, insects, birds, etc., chilan 1. 29 x 16 cm. [G.] 

NIZAMU'D DIN A.JrMAD . 
1679. Midmar-i-dani~ Treatise on the horse. 12mo. pp. 143. In Persian. 
)IS. copy of a contemporary (MS.) work dedicated to Abbas II of Persia. The scribe invokes a curse on any one who misappropriates this copy. 

ea. 1750. Midmar-i-danish. (Persian manuscript.) A treatise on the horse, its diseases and their treatment, on amulets for horses, etc. 
It was composed in A.D. 1660 and dedicated to Abbas II of Persia. A neat copy. Purchased in Shiraz, Persia, for the Blacker Library by W. Ivanow in Oct. 1928. There is also an earlier l\1S. copy in ,(3lacker Library. 

NOACK, TH. 1891- 1901. See STUHLMAN , F. L. 

NOBLE , G. K. 
1925. The Evolution and Dispersal of Frogs. (Wanting.) 
A valuable monograph on amphibian zoogeography and development. 

NOBLE' HEATLEY. 
1898. A list of European birds; including a ll those fo und in the western palaearctic area, wit h a supplement. 8vo. 66 fol. London. 
A list of European birds (with scientific and vernacular names) to 1898, printed on one side of paper only, leaving the opposite side for notes. 

NOBLEVILLE, ARNAULT DE LOUIS DANIEL [1701- J. 
1751. Aedologie, ou, Traite du rossignol franc, ou chanteur. 12mo. pp. 7 + 156. 2 pl. T. of c. 

Paris. A rare and curious little book on the nightingale. 
1759. Aedologia of verhandeling d. nachtegaal, etc. pl. Amsterdam . 
A Dutch translation offt:~=~..:..:,;~----:--:-::---1773. Aedologie ou traite ossignol franc, ou chanteur, etc. Paris. 
A late edition of the rare(?) editio princeps, 1751. 

NORD-BOEHMISCH VOGEL- UND GEFL'UGELZEITUNG. 
1888-96. Vols. I-IX [all issued?]. 
This periodical (published by the Ornitlwlog. Verein fiir d. n?"d· Bohmen in Reichenberg) belongs to a numerous class of pubbcations-half scientifi<;., half popular-that have done much to spread a knowledge of ornithology among a whole people, and as such are j\ deserving of encouragement by systematic naturalists. 

~ 
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,;;' NORDENSKIOLD, NILS ADOLF ERIK [1832-

1901]. 
1881. The voyage of the Vega round Asia and 

Europe; with a historical review of previous 

journeys along the north coast of the Old world. 

Translated [from the Swedish] by Alexander 

Leslie. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, po. Trf'" ' 

if!O!'lr.). 2 nl s; ••• 

NORGES SV ALBARD OG ISHAVS-UNDER

SOKELSER. 
1928-30. Skrifter om Svalbard og Ishavet. 4to. 

~ 
~ 

!/lJI.) ({o + J-r G, 3 . 
8 o-o · r v- · 

qpe. 14-7~+-M5 
· 

t.~· 

~-
tab. diagr. 

.. •'-"fR5·- Stockholm. 

1885. Studien etc. . . . durch meine Reise im 

hohem N orden. 
A popular German account of the author's Vega voyages. Edition 

with a supplement. 

NORDENSKIOLD, NILS ERIK [1872- ]. 

1926. Die Geschichte der Biologie; ein Oberblick 

[from the Swedish] by Guido Schneider. 8vo. 

pp. 8+648. Jena. 

A very important and useful review. 

1929. The History of Biology. A Survey. Tr. 

from the Swedish by L. B. Eyre. 8vo. pp. 616. 

illusl. index. London. 

A scholarly treatment of the subjE-ct by a competent writer, who 

reviews the progress of the science from the earliest to the latest 

times. Of much interest are his sketches (following in the footsteps 

of Goethe) of the lives and writings of many great naturalists, from 

Aristotle to Haeckel. 

NORDENSKJOLD, NILS 0TTO GUSTAF [1869- ] . 

1905-date. Wissenschaftliche Ergebnisse der 

Schwedischen Sildpolar-Expedition, 1901-3. 4to. 
Stockholm. 

Vol. Y contains most of the zoological reports of this well-known 

Voyage. K. A. Andersson devoted (Lief. 2) 58 pages, 10 plates, and 

2 col. maps to the higher antarctic falma, is ued in 1905; [A. J. E.] 

E. Lonnberg treated the birds (Lief. 5) in pp. 9 and the fishes 

(Lief. 6) in pp. 70 with 5 col. plates and a number of text illustra

tions, both reports published in 1905. 

NORDHOFF, CHARLES BER ARD [1887- and 

HALL, J. N. 
1921. Faery lands of the South seas, &c. See 

HALL, J. N. and ORDHOFF, C. B. 

NORDISKA NATURFORSKARE OCH LA

KAREMOTET. 
1903. Forhandlingar. Helsingfors. 

NORDISK TIDSSKRIFT FOR FISKERI; 

ny Raekke af Tidsskrift for Fiskeri. 

1874-82. (All pub.) Kjobenhavn. 

NORFOLK AND NORWICH NATURAL-

ISTS' SOCIETY. Norwich, England. 

1869/74-date. Transactions. 

NORFOLK BIRD 
MASS. See WREN. 

CLUB, CAMBRIDGE, 

- London. 

ritish bird ~manual containing direc

tions for hand-rearing, keeping and exhibiting the 

most popular British birds. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. 1, 

pp. 6 +93. 8 pl. 1 fig. Vol. 2, pp. 4+99. 9 pi. 

4 figs. T. of c. London. 

1·~; Il81l tss ~M!ndt l!hitish bitds. £4mu. {;t·ei~ ~ 

NORRIS' J. pARK ER. 
1866. A catalogue of eggs in the cabinet of J. P. 

Norris. Privately printed. 8vo. pp. ( 4) + 42 ll. 
Philadelphia. 

(K.) NORSKE FREDERIKS UNIVERSI

TET. Christiana. 

1867-9. Aarsberetning. 

NORSK ORNITHOLOGISK TIDSSKRIFT. 

Organ of the ~ orsk Ornithologisk Forening. 

1920-date. 4to. Editor: H. Tho. L. Schaanning, 

Stavanger, Norway. 
The first issues of this journal are unusually well printed and 

illustrated. Although most of the papers deal with Norwegian avi

fauna several de cribe other northern types. The Editor contributes 

several of the essays, including an account of a central ob ervation 

station attached to the Stavanger )1useum. Schaanning and C. E. 

Petersen also furnish short articles. 

NORTH, ALFRED JOHN. 
1889. Descriptive catalogue of the nests and eggs 

of birds found breeding in Australia and Tas

mania. 8vo. pp. 8 + 416. 21 pl. index. Sydney. 

Although dated 1889 this catalogue was not issued until 1890. A 

second, much enlarged edition (in 4 vols.) appeared in 1901-14. 

There are two appendices to this work always printed and bound 

with it. 

1896. A list of the insectivorous birds of New 

South Wales. 8vo. pp. 18. 10 pl. (8 col.). Sydney. 

De cribes species: (1) exclusively insectivorous, and, unless other

wise stated, beneficial; (2) those partially Insectivorous, also bene

ficial; (3) tho e both insectivorous and frugivorous-more or less 

harmful. Part II was published in 1897 (q.v.). 

1896. SeeHOR , w. A. Report on the ... Scientific 

Expedition. 

1897. A list of the in ectivorous birds of New 

South \Vales. Part II. 8vo. pp. (2)+12. 4 pl. 

(col.). Author's reprint. Sydney. 

A continuation (pt. 2) of the pamphlet commenced in 1896, and yet 

to bE' completed. From Agricultural Gazette of N . . Jfales, January 

1897. 

1901-9. Nests and Eggs of Birds breeding in 

, Australia and Tasmania. 2 vols. ( 7 pis.). pl. 

/ \ Sydney. 

~ 
I 
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~ 1904-7. Nests and Eggs ... of Australian Birds. 

Sydney. 
A second edition containing vol. I and parts 1 and 2 of vol. Il. 
1914 . See BR. ASSOC. AD. SCIE CE. 

NORTH AMERICAN FAUNA . 1889- 1930 . See UNITED STATES. DEPT. OF AGRIClJI,TURE. BIOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISIO . NORTH AMERICAN FAUNA. 

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY AND FIELD CLUB , NORTHAMPTON, ENGLAND . 1880-date. 
NORTH CAROLINA. Geological Survey. 
1893-1930. Raleigh and W inston. 

NORTH CHINA BRANCH OF ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND . See ROYAL ASIATIC sociETY . . . NORTH CHI A BRA CH. 

NORTHEASTERN BIRD-BANDING ASSOCIATION BULLETIN. 
1922-dale. Vols. I-V. Boston, 1\!Jass. 

NORTHROP, JoHN I. [1861-91]. 
1910. A naturalist in the Bahamas: John I. Northrop, October 12, 1861-June 25, 1891; a memorial volume, ed., with a biographical introduction by Henry Fairfield Osborn. 8vo. pp. xv + 281. front. (portr.). 36 pl. (2 col., 1 fold .). 1 map. 13 figs. index. New York. 

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE FIELD CLUB . 1866-date. Transactions and Annual Report. 
NORTHUMBERLAND . See NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF ORTHUMBERLAND. 

NORTHUMBERLAND SEA-FISHERIES COMMITTEE. 
Dove Marine Laboratory, Cullercoats. 1896-1911. Report on Scientific Investigations. 

1912-date. Report. 

NORTHWESTERN ORNITHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION. See OREGON N~TURALIST. 
NORTON, A. H. 
1901. Birds of the Bowdoin Expedition to Labrador . Portland, Me. 
Author's extract. 

NORWEGIAN NORTH-ATLANTIC EXPEDITION, 1876-8. 
,.. ,.,....,.. T TTT : ....... on. Afn 

by Alfred Richard. Neuchatel, Switzerland, generally six times a year. Often double numbers. illusl . 
This periodical, as its title indicates, is one of several Swiss maga- I zines devoted to the protection of local birds and to the study of popular ornithology. Contributions are by local naturalists and the () 
journal is well edited and printed. l\l'l~li.IWM~----- {) 

NOTES FOR OBSERVERS [in ornithology]. ? 1918- 23 . Dept. of Agriculture, State of Massachusetts. E. H. Forbush, Director of Ornithology and Editor. Issued as a supplement of Items of interest (q.v.). Discontinued on March 15, 1923. Mimeographed. Dated but not numbered. 
Although hardly rising to the dignity of a scientific periodical yet these 'Notes', having been issued regularly and containing much useful and interesting material, find a place in thisLCatalogue, 

NOTES AND QUERIES FOR NATURAL-ISTS. 1857 . London, Roches ler . 

NOTES ON RHODE ISLAND ORNITHOLOGY. Pub. in Bristol, R.I. Edited by Reginald Heber Howe, Jr., Brookline, Mass. Quarterly. 3 vols. 8vo. 1900- 2 . (All pub.) 
The purpose of this short-lived journal, as stated in one of its t.itlepages, is 'Furthering interest in ornithology in the State of Rhode Island'. The scheme, so far as it was carried out, was realized in several well-chosen papers on local avifauna. 

NOTIZEN AUS DEM GEBIETE DER NATUR- UND HEILXUNDE . Erfurt, Weimar. 
1821- 36. Series 1. 
183 7- 46. 

" 
2. 

1847- 9 . " 3. 
Continued as Tagsberichte uber die Fortschritte der Natur- und Heilkunde. · 

NOTT , JOHN FORTUNE. 
1886. Wild animals photographed and described. 4to. pp. 568. 43 illusl. London. 
The author, a l\Iajor in the Canadian militia , describes and pictures mostly animals that inhabit the Dominion. 

NOTTINGHAM NATURALISTS' SOCIETY. 
ATsHiR.~qgw 

1886-90. Transactions and Annual Report. 
NOUVELLES ARCHIVES DU MUSEUM D'HISTOIRE NATURELLE DE PARIS . 1865-74 . 1st Ser. 1-10. 

1875-88. 2nd Ser. 1-10. 
1889-98. 3rd Ser. 1-10. 
1899-1908. 4th Ser. 1-10. 

Jv~ rlJ~ cL'I-M~ JV~ 
L' ... -.'f··3t.t> ~ .I?C/0~ ~. ~ 
~rl a.~ ~~ W'TTVk. 4-~ ' 
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N OVITATES ZOOLOGICAE. (Tring, E ng

land, Zoological Museum.) 1894-date. 
London. 

A very important and useful journal, admirably edited and illus

trated. On the editorial staff have been Lord Rothschild, Ernst 

Hartert, an!f K. Jordan. 

NOVOROSSIISKOE OBSHCH ESTVO E S -

TESTVOISPYTATELEI. Odessa. 

1873-4. Protokoly. 

1872-date. Zapiski. 

French title: Societe des N a turalistes de la 

Nouvelle Russie. 

NOZEMAN, CoRNELIS [1721-85?] and others. 

1770-1829. Nederlandsche vogelen; volgens 

hunne huishouding, aert, en eigenschappen be

schreeven door Cornelius N ozeman ... Alle naer 't 

leven geheel nieuw en naeuwkeurig geteekend, 

in 't koper gebragt, en natuurlyk gekoleurd door, 

en onder opzicht van Christiaan Sepp en zoon. 

5 pis. folio. 200 col. pl. Amsterdam. 

An important, popular, and apparently the first comprehensive 

work on the birds of Holland, with hand-colored plates of all the 

species and in some cases the nests and eggs as well. It was begun 

by Nozeman and Christian epp. After the death in 1789 of the 

former it was completed by Houttyn. The copy in hand is incom

plete. 

NUBLING, E. 
1921. The satin bower bird ... some observations. 

8vo. pp. 27. front. 6 figs. Author's reprint from 

the Emu, 1921. A1elbourne. 

A very interesting account of the building of bird bowers, and the 

behaviour of the birds in them. Autographed copy from the author 

to Dr. Casey Wood. 

NUNQUAM OTIOSUS. 1870-80 . (All pub.) 
Dresden. 

This periodical was the organ of the Dresdener Gesellsch. fiir Bot. 

und Zoologie. 
.. 

NUOVI ANNALI DELLE SCIENZE NA-

TURAL! . Bologna. 

1838-54. Continues Annali di Storia Naturale. 

NURE MBERG. See i.JR BERG. 

NttRNBERG. N aturhistorische Gesellschaft. 

1852-1924. Abhandlungen. 

1889-1930. Jahresbericht. (1906-13 not pub-

(
-!j -~-/lished; in their places Mitteilungen 1-7. 11 pub.) 

A A J NURUL-LAH Y~R J~N!. 
'-"""" """ \A- I ea. 1760. B~z-nama. 4lo. ff. 112. 12 col. illust. 

Persian MS. A detailed treatise on falconry. 

This rare manuscript i a copy of a still earlier script, based on the 

writer's personal experiences, he having been chief falconer at the 

court of Bahadur Shah ::\Iuhammeu i\Iuazzam, son of the Emp ror 

Aurungzeb. 

1840. A manual of the ornithology of the United 

States and of Canada. 2nd ed., with additions. 

The land birds. pp. viii + 832. 53 woodcuts. 

append. index. Boston. 

A revised edition of the first volume of the earlier work of the same 

title, with 'A good many new species, and many additional observa

tions, derived from my friend Audubon, as well as the result of 

a journey made by myself and )fr. Townsend across the continent 

to the coast of the Pacific'. The second volume often fOlmd a sociated 

with this one (as in the present case), eitht>r is a copy of the ori~inal 

edition or i printed from the original plates without alteration of 

any kind, including the date. 

****and CHAMBERLAIN, MoNTAGUE. 

1891. A popular handbook of the ornithology of 

the United States and Canada; based on Nuttall's 

Manual. By Montague Chamberlain. Vol. 1. The 

Land Birds. Vol. 2. Game and Water Birds. 

2 vols. 8vo. Vol. 1, pp. xlviii+473. front. (col .). 

88 woodcuts. Vol. 2, pp. vii+431. front. (col.). 

86 woodcuts. index. Boston. 

The woodcut in many cases are copied from Yarrell' Hi,ytorv of 

British Birds, 1837-43; some of them are new. There is a later edition 

of the same work. 

1894. A popular handbook of the ornithology of 

eastern North America, by Montague Chamber

lain. 2 vols. 8vo. 
These volumes are textually and otherwise identical with the edition 

of 1891, except that the title-page is changed aa above. The editor 

seems to have eased his literary conscience by printing on the half

title-page 'Ornithology of the United States and Canada', an 

instance, one might observe, where the old name of 'bastard-title' 

seems particularly appropriate. 

[ 1903]. (A) popular handbook of the birds of 

Canada and the United States. New revised and 

annotated edition by Montague Chamberlain. 

2 vols. 8vo. Vol. 1, pp. xliv+473. front. (col.). 

9 pl. (col.). 87 woodcuts. Vol. 2, pp. ix+431. 

front. (col.). 9 pl. (col.). 86 woodcuts . index. 
Toronto . 

This new edition differs from that of 1894 in its title, in the elimina

tion of the preface, and the addition of 20 colored plates repre

senting 105 specieo; of birds; the letterpress is the same. 

NUTTALL ORNITHOLOGICAL 

CAMBRIDGE . 
1886-date. Memoirs. 

CLUB , 
1Uass. 

1876-83. Bulletin. Continued as The Auk. 

NUYENS, A. 
1886 . De vogelwereld; handboek voor liefhehbers 

van kamer- en parkvogels. 2 vols. folio. ol. I, 

pp. 14+156. 27 pl. 157 col. lith. Vol. II, pp. 4+ 

100. 22 pl. 109 col. lith. Groningen. 

This rare Dutch work is not listed in any of the usual catalop:urs. 

It i quite above the average of popular treatises on cap:e birds ami 

other species known to dealers. So far a the Compiler ran learu 

only two volumes were issued. 

NUTSHELL SERIES. l(UZHAT-NAMA-1 -'ALA'I. See snA.MARDA 

A dozen or more tractates by practical aviarists on our commoner B. AB i 'L-KHA YR, 1404. 

cage birds, with instructions as t.o their carr. 

NUTTALL, THOMAS [1786-1859]. 

1832- 4 . A manual of the ornithology of the 

United States and of Canada. The Land Birds. 

Cambridge, 183:l. The \Vater Bird , Boston, 1834. 

2 vols. 12mo. Vol. 1, pp. viii+693. 53 woodcuts. 

index. Vol. 2, pp. vii+627. 61 woodcuts. append. 

index. 
The original edition of Nuttall's work, one of the earlv landmarks 

in the history of American ornithology, with rlescrip.tions of the 

birds, their habits, etc., based partly on the author's ohserYation, 

and partly on the writings of Wilson, Audubon, and others. A 

second edition of vol. I was issued in 1840. 

NYT MAGAZIN FOR NATURVIDENSKA-

BERNE. Oslo. 

1836-74. Series 1. 

1875-81. " 2. 

1882-dale. , 3. 
Continues Magazin for Naturvidenskaberne. 

OATES, C. G. 
1889 . MaLabele land and the \'ictoria Falls. etc. 

See OATES, FRANK. 
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1883. A handbook to the bird of Briti h Uurrnah 
including tho e found in the adjoininO' t ate of Karennee. 2 vol ·. 8vo. Vol. 1, pp. 8+4,31. Vol. ·2, 
pp .. cxx+493. lllflfJ (col. fold. ). addend. inde.:c. 

London. 
Detailed description~:; of habits, distribution, anrt bibliographic reference" to 780 sprcirR. 

1889- 90 . The 11e ts and egg · of Indian birds. 'ee 
HU.ME, A. 0. 

****and BLANFORD , \VILLIAM THo IA 
1889- 98 . The Fauna of British India, including 
Ceylon and Burma. B irds , vols. 1-'2, Oates; 

1 vols. 3- 4, Blanford. 4 vols. 8vo. Vol. 1, pp. xx+ 
556. 171 figs. 2 indexes. Vol. '2, pp. x+407. 
107 figs. 2 indexes. Vol. 3, pp. xiv+450. 106 figs. 
2 indexes. Vol. 4, pp .. rxi +- fiOO. 127 figs. bibliogr. 
append. 2 indexes. London. 
The ornithological nurnbers of a series of eight volumes, including two on fishe , one on reptilPs and batrachians, one on mammals, and thP present four on birdt<, which contain a complete account of the bird of India, Ceylon , and Burma, \\·ith habits, plumages, and di tribution, etc., of the various snecies .A second edition on the birds , revised by E. C. tuart Baker, "·a begun in 1022 and i till in course of publication. 

1901- 12. a talogue of the ollection of birds' eggs 
in the Briti h museum ... [Vols. 1-4 compiled by 
E. \V. Oate .] , ee BRITISH t SEl' )l ( :"'ATUR L 
HI TORY ) . I 

OATES, FR "'K [1840- 7;) J. 
1882 . Matabele land and the Yictoria Falls . .See 
SHARPE, R. B . 

**** and others. 
1889. Matahele land and tile Victoria Falls; a 
naturalist' wandering in the intrrior of South . \ frica, from the letter & journal of the late 
Frank Oale .. Eel. b C:. G. Oale . '2nd eel . 
pp . ;dia- + 433. front . (p.orlr. ). 22 pl. (19 col.). 
4 maps (1 col.). 41 figs. append. index. London. 
Originally published in 1 l, the prP ent edition containing much additional matter, e~prcially on birds by Bowdler . 'harpe. 

OBER, FREDERICK ALBIO"' [1 49- ] . 
1880. Camp in the CarihlJre : the adventures of 
a naturali tin lh L l'\ er Antill . 8vo. pp. xviii + 
. 3fi6. .3.3 fiys. append. Boston . 
An rxploration of thesf' i:-landl' with the e pedal ~iew of studying their bird lif . Snppo;;rrl HP\\' svt'eiP. arP plaerd in an Appendix, pp. 347 66. 

1899. Camp in lhc Caribbee . Boston . 
Second edition , practkally identiral \\'ith tlw fir t edition. 

OBERHESSISCHE GESELLSCHAFT FttR 
NATUR- UND HEILKUNDE. Giessen . 
1847-1905. Berirhl. 
1904, 6-30 . . · aturwis ens<'hnftliche ,\ b t il ung. 

OBERHOLSER, ll RRY CH RCH [1 70 ] . 
1899. The fl ammulatect creech owl . Mega eop 
fl ammeolu~ (.Kaup ) and :\1eg-a.cop. flammeolu 
Ida ho n is ..\l e rTinm . 8uo. pp. 16. Author's ex
cerpt. 
An attempt to show that the ftammeolus group either rxhibit a 1111rpri~ing tange ot in(\i\·idual variation, or will at ·ome future t imt· bt• toul](l st'IJarablc iuto several mOl'(• or lrss wr!J segregated !.(C'Ographie·tl race:;. Thr [.)rl'R •nt material (l i specimens of the!'P rare lit tie Owls) i , howt>ver, entirelj inad.eq uate to warrant nch dhision. 

1905. Birds colle ted by Dr. \V. L. Abbott in 
the Kilimanjaro region, East Africa. 8vo. pp. 116. Author's reprinl. Washington. 
1905 . .\'ote on the mammals and summer birds 
of \\' estern orth Carolina. 8vo. pp. 24. bibliogr. 

Biltmore, N.C. .An annotated list of the 136 species. 

1905 . Outline of a cla sification of ~orth Ameri
can birds. For the u e of students. 8vo. pp. 4. 

Biltmore, N.C. 
1914. A monograph of the genus Chordeiles 
Swainson, type of a new family of goatsuckers. 
8vo. pp. vii+123. 2 pl. 4 maps. index. (U.S. 

ational Museum. ) ~Vashington. 
1917. The birds of the Anamba Islands. 8vo. 
pp. v+ 75. index. ~Vashington. 
Author's reprint (Bulletin 98 of the Smithsonian Institution) de cribing the avifalma of the islands from 212 birds secured by Doctor Abbott during two visits to the islands in 1899 and 1890. 
1917. The great plains waterfowl breeding 
grounds and their protection. ( Yearbook of the 
Department of Agriculture, 1917 .) 8vo. pp. 10. 2 p l. 

¥l' ashington. 
****and McATEE , W. L. 

1920. \Vaterfowl of Nebraska. pp. 40. 
~V ashington. 

An admirable paper, forming Bulletin 794 of the U.S. Biological Survey. 

OBSERVATEUR NATURALISTE . 1904 ? 
Quebec. 

OBSERVER. (Agassiz Association.) 1890- 7 . 
Portland, Conn. 

OBSERVER OF NATURE. (Kansas Univer
sity Natural H i s tory S ociety. ) 
187 1-6. (All pub. ) Lawrence, Kansas . 

OBSHCH~ST 0 LIUBITELEI+ ESTESTVOZNA ""' , ANTROPOLOGi -\ I ETNO
GRAFII, OSCOW. ..J1oscow niversilel. 
1866- 1910. Izvfesti:la. 
1861-date. Otchet. 
French title: Societe Imperiale des Amis des Science at urclle , nthropologiques et Ethno
graphiques, Mo cow . 

O'DONOGHUE , CHARLE. HE--..RY [1885 ]. 
1920. n inLroduct ion io zoology for medical 
tudents. 8uo. pp. x -+- 501. 178 figs. index. 

London. 
OFFICE SCIENTIFIQUE ET TECHNIQUE 
DES Pf.:CHES MARITIMES. P aris. 
1920-rlate. -otcs et Memoires. 

OGAWA, ~1A. ATAKA. 
1905. ~ ote on .\lan Ow ton's collection of birds from thr i land lying bel\veen Kiushu and F ormo a. 4lo. pp .. ;R. 3 col . pl. Tokyo . 

uthor's reprint. This YUlnable report i ba eel on 1,669 skins-95 genera and I 24 !lpPci<'R. 

OGERIEN, (?). 
1863-7. Il i toire naturelle du Jura, etc. 3 vols. 
8vo . illusl. P aris. 
The author who mode:-t ly suppreRse. hi full naiJ?e, contributes in the third vohtm<' an account of the zoology of t h1s F rench department. 

3 s 
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___., 
~~ OGILVIE, FERGUS MENTEITH [1861-1918]. 

1920. Field observations on British birds, by a 

sportsman naturalist. 4to. pp. xvi+228. 6 pl. 

(2 col.). 14 figs. 3 maps (1 fold.). index. London. 

[1920]. Field observations on British birds. 
London. 

A new 'edition', identical with the first printing. 

OGILVIE-GRANT, WILLIAM ROBERT [1863- ]. 

1879-1915. See GODMAN and SALVIN, Biologia 

Americana. 

1895-7. (A) hand-book to the game-birds. 2 vols. 

8vo. Alien's Naturalist's Library. Ed. by R. 

Bowdler Sharpe. Vol. I, pp. xiv+304. 20 col. pl. 

12 figs. append. 2 indexes. Vol. II, pp. xiv+316. 

18 col. pl. 2 append. 2 indexes. London. 

1896-7. (A) hand-book to the game-birds. 2 vols. 

12mo. (Lloyd's Natural History, edited by R. 

Bowdler Sharp e.) London. 

This edition differs from that of 1895-7 in having six extra colored 

plates; otherwise the whole of the text is identical with the two 

volumes of Allen's Naturalist's Library of the same date. 

1901-12. Catalogue of the collection of birds' eggs 

in the British museum. See BRITISH MUSEUM 

(NATURAL HISTORY). 

1905. Report on the birds [of the Siamese Malay 

states]. (Fasciculi Malayenses.) 4to. pp. 6 + 60. 
London. 

A descriptive catalogue of the birds taken during an expedition 

undertaken by Nelson Annandale and Herbert C. Robinson. The 

volume in hand has a special title and is an 'Author's Advance 

Copy'. 

1905. Guide to the gallery of birds in the Depart

ment of Zoology of the British museum (Natural 

history). 8vo. pp. 5 +228. 24 pl. index. London. 

1905-14. Genera Avium. See WYTSMAN, PAUL. 

1910. Aves [with an] appendix on some points 

in the anatomy of Bradypterus cinnamomeus by 

W. P. Pycraft. folio. pp. 208. 10 col. pl. (Zoo

logical Soc. Transactions, vol. 19, pt. 4; Ruwenzori 

Expedition.) London. 

Of the collections of animals formed during this expedition probably 

none was so complete as that of the birds, no less than 385 species 

being obtained and described. Of these, 27 were new, some of 

which are figured in the beautif~ colored illustrations by Gronvold. 

1912. General index to the hand-list of the 

genera and species of birds. [Nomenclator avium 

turn fossilium turn viventium.] 5 vols. pp. 4+ 

200+30. London. 

This is a corrected index to Sharpe's Hand-list (1899-1909) and, as 

such, is one of the most valuable of the many works of reference 

issued by the authorities of the British ~Iuseum. 

(1914]-16. Reports on the collection made by the 

British Ornithologists' Union Expedition and the 

Wollaston Expedition in Dutch ew Guinea, 

1910-13. 2 vols. 4to. illust. London. 

The reports on vertelJrate zoology form part of the 1ir t volume, 

0. Thomas dealing (1914) with the mammalia, also published in 

the Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond., vol. xx, pp. 315-24. The Editor dealt 

with the birds (see Ibis, 1915, Jubilee Supplement 2), pp. 240, 

8 col. pl.; G. A. Boulenger ~aYe 'An Annotated Li t of the Batra

chians and Reptiles', published in the Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond., 

vol. xx, pp. 247-65, 4 pl., 191-!; and a 'Report on the Freshwater 

Fishes' by C. T. Regan, Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1914, xx, pp. 276-

86,1 pl. 

1921. Guide to the gallery of birds in the depart

ment of zoology, British Museum (Natural His

tory). 3rd ed. 8vo. pp. 4+163. 25 pi. London. 

OGILVIE, WILLIAM RoBERT GRA T. See OGILVIE

GRA T, WILLIAM ROBERT. 

OHIO ACADEMY OF SCIENCE. Columbus. 

1899-1902. Special Papers. (All pub.) 

1892-1902. Annual Report. (All pub.) 

1892-1930. Proceeding . 
After 1902 the Annual Reports and the Special Papers are included 

in the Proceedings. 

OHIO JOURNAL OF SCIENCE. Columbus. 

1900-date. Nos. I and 2 as Ohio State University 

Naturalist. No. 3 as Ohio Naturalist. 

OHIO NATURALIST. See OHIO JOURNAL oF 

SCIE CE. 

OHIO, STATE OF. 
1882. Report of Progress, 1873-1906. Vols. I

VIII. 8vo and folio. Vol. IV. Zoology. pp. 8 + 
1020. (Wanting.) Columbus. 

Although a State government report and not (as a rule) within 

the purview of these annotations its value as a local account of 

the vertebrate zoology of middle North America is so great that the 

Compiler wishes to refer to the extended descriptions there given of 

these subclasses by well-known authorities. 
The report on Mammals is furnished by A. W. Brayton; Birds by 

J. M. Wheaton; Reptiles and Amphibia by W. H. Smith; Fishes 

by D. S. Jordan. 

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY. Department 

of Zoology and Entomology. 
1899-dale. Contributions. 

NONYMOUS. 

ES) OISEAUX; description des principa~\ 
peces des oiseaux d'Europe. n.d. See 

L'OISEAU. Organ of the Societe Nationale 

d 'Acclimitation de France. 
1920-30. Monthly. 8vo. illust. Paris. 

This periodical forms the second part of the Revue d'Histoire 

naturelle appliquee. Among the contributors are P. Carie, N. ~layer, 

D. Seth-Smith, J. Delacour, and other prominent ornithologists. 

The editorial conduct of L'Oiseau is directed by l\I. J. Delacour, the 

President of the Section on Ornithology. 

OXEN' LORE z [1779-1851 

1\ 

1817-48. Oken 's Isis. See ISIS vo OKE . 4to. 

32 vols. 

1833-41. Allgemeine Naturgeschichte fur alle 

Stand e. 7 vols. ( ofLen bound in more). 8vo. 
Stuttgart. 

Vols. IV-VII of this rare and important serial are devoted to the 

Thierreich (1833-8) and is an admirable treatise. The present title 

was followed (as supplements) by a Unit•ersal Register (1 42) and 

Abbildungen (1843). A complete file of Oken's fundamental are in 

the Blacker Library. 

1842. niversal Register. (Allgemeine Natur-

geschichte fur alle Stande.) 8vo. pp. 468. 
Stuttgart. 

The above is often publi heel separately from the author's All. 

Naturgesch. f. alle Stiinde, to which it properly belongs. 

1843. Abbildungen, etc. (Allgemeine Natur

geschichte f. alle Stande.) 2 vols. folio. 164 col. pl. 

with descriptive letterpress. :)luitgart. 

An Atlas illustrating the above title, and sometimes publi bed 

separately from it. 

1843. Lehrbuch der Naturphilosophie. 8uo. pp. 

12+523. Ziiricfl. 

The above is the third edition of a classic treatise which was 

succeeded by several manuals and other treatises on general natural 

history by this famous authority. 

1880. See ECKER, A. 

~ 
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1911-30. Publications of the University. Biological Survey, 1929. Norman, Okla. Occasional papers on vertebrates. Vol. II, No. 3, contains a systematic, illustrated review of the Woodpeckers of Oklahoma by Edward Drane Crabb, pp. 105-70. 

OKLAHOMA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE. 1910-30. Proceedings. 

OLDHAM , CHARLES and COWARD , T. A. 1910 . The mammals and birds of Cheshire. See COWARD, T. A. 
1920 . A practical handbook of British birds. See WITHERBY, H. F. 

OLDS , H. W. 
1900 . Laws regulating the transportation and sale of game. See PALMER, T. S. 

1901 . Digest of game laws for 1901. See also PALMER, T. S. 

OLDYS , HENRY. 
1910. Pheasant raising in the United States. \Vith a chapter on diseases of pheasants, by George Byron Morse. 8vo. pp. 40. 17 figs. T. of c. 

H' ashington. Author's separate from Farmer· .~ Bulletin , U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, No. 390. 

OLEARIUS , ADAM [1599- 1671]. 
1674. Gottorffische Kunst-Kammer worinnen all er hand ungemeine Sachen, so theils die N atur, etc. 4to. pp. 10 + 80. 36 pl. (Wanting.) 

Schlesswig. The description (by an early traveller) of a Schleswig (Danish) Museum; of interest because it contained among the 'Ungemeine Sachen ' a number of preserved animals. The work is very rare. 
OLFERS, IGNAZ FRA z JOSEPH MARIA VON 

OLPHE-GAILLARD, VICTOR AIME LEON [1825 ?-93]. 
1884-91. Contributions a la faune ornithologique de !'Europe occidentale. 4 vols. 8vo. Bayonne. A systematic monograph on the birds of western Europe. Issued in 40 fascicles, each separately numbered. 

1896. Faune ornithologique de l 'Europe occidentale. 2nd ed. 4 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, 13 fasc. Vol. 11, 8 fasc. 2 pl. Vol. Ill, 9 fasc. 1 pl. Vol. IV, 10 fasc. Paris. 
ONTARIO NATURAL SCIENCE BULLETIN. (Wellington F ield N a t u r a lists' Club. ) 1905- 13. Guelph. 

ONTARIO. Provincial Museum. 
1905 . Check list of the vertebrates of Ontario and catalogue of specimens. See NASH, c. w. 

ONZE GEVEDERDE VRIENDEN. Tijdschrift voor Vogelliefhebbers, Kweekers en Handelaars. 
1882-4. 3 vols. (or more? ). Amsterdam. This popular journal was merged in another periodical. 

ONZEGEVLEUGELDEVRIENDEN.WMkblad voor Liefhebbers en Kweekers van Pluimgedierte en vereder Dierensport, onder redactie van eenige Deskundigen en Liefhebbers. folio. Weekly. Popular magazine (illustrated). 
Nieuwe-Niedorp, Holland. According to Naturae Novitates (an average of) 52 numbers yearly were issued between 1893 and 1913. Martinus Nijhoff of The Hague J say) that in 1913 it was merged with another periodical, De Pluimgraaj, then issued, until 1918, by the Algemeene Uitgevers-Maatschappij at Amsterdam. 

ONZE VOGELS . 1883-7? Soest. [1793-1872]. OOLOGIST. 1816 . De vegetativis et animatis corporibusA 1875_81. Vols. 1-5. 8vo. (All pub.) Edited and animatis reperiundis commentarius. Pars 1. 8vo. & 6 + 112 l BerolL.nz·. published by S. L. Willard Co. Utica, N. Y. 
pp. . p. 

bli This rare journal is generally known among bi ·ographers as the OLINA, GIOVAN r PrETRO. 
1622. Vccelliera; overo, Discorso della natvra e proprieta di diversi vccelli, e in particolare di qve' che cantano; con il modo di prendergli, conoscergli, alleuargli, e mantenergli. 8vo. pp . 8 + 77 ff. 66 pl. text-figs. Roma. The first (rare) edition of a famous work on birds, their habits, and methods of capturing some of them; with directions for their subsequent care and culture. The work is illustrated by numerous well-made etchings. 

1684. Uccelliera; overo, Discorso della natura. etc. 2nd ed. Roma. 
OLIVER, SAMUEL PASFIELD [1838- ]. 1909. Life of P . Commerson. Edited by G. F. S. E liot. 8vo. illust . London. 
OLIVER, W. R. B. 
1930. New Zealand Birds. 5 col. pl. 200 figs. in text . Wellington, N.Z. Although appealing to the popular taste, this treatise by the Director of the Dominion Museum, Wellington, N.Z., is a scientific production, describing systematically every extinct, naturalized, indigenous, and migrant species. An important section gives a general key to the avifauna while their relations to both the Europeans and the l\1aori are specially considered. 

OLIVIER, Lours. 1872 . See CARUS, J. v. 

'Utica Oologist', to distinguish it from others of the same name. It was well illustrated both by black and colored drawings and did credit to the science and art ~esented. Among its many contributors appear the names of C. A. Morse, W. T. Alien, A. W. Butler, E. lngersoll, J. P . Norris, C. J. Maynard, andJ. H. Severance. 

OOLOGIST, THE. Devoted to the Study of Birds, their Nests and Eggs. Edited by F. C. Green , W. S. Burnham and L. H. Cannon. 1878. Vol. I, No. 1. 8vo. Continued as the Western Oologist. Milwaukee, Wis. 

OOLOGIST, THE. On the Nesting Habits and Eggs of North American Birds. 
1884- ?1930. Vols. 1-47. illust. covers. indexes and supplements. Albion, New York. T. J. Fitzpatrick, Bethany, Neb., writes: 'The OolO(Jist began as The Young Oologist. Vol. I, 12 (monthly) numbers. May 18~4-April1885, published at Gaines, N.Y. Vol. II, nos. 1 and 2, May to June 1885 were then issued at Albion, N.Y. Vol. Ill was subsequently published as a bimonthly, entitled The OolO(Jist. Ernest H. Short was Editor and Manager, Chili, N.Y., in 1905. R. Magoon Barnes, Lacon, ill. , is the present (1922) Editor.' 

OOLOGIST'S ADVERTISER, THE. A 

l\ 

monthly paper devoted to the study of Birds, their Nests and Eggs. Chas. H. Prince, Editor and Publisher. 
1890. 8vo. (All pub.) Danielsonville, Conn. 

~ 
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._ .. -a:;:foOLOGISTS' EXCHANGE, THE. A Monthly 

;vv~ for Ornithologists and Oologists. 

1888-90. Monthly. 8vo. illust. T. Vernon Wilson. 
Austin, Ill. 

F. L. Burns furnishes these notes: Vol. I, 1888, ~os. 1-12, Jan.

Dec. pp. 52. os. 8-10 issued by Dickinson and Durkee, Sharon, 

Wis. Vol. Il, Nos. 1-11, Apr. 1889-Feb. 1890. pp. 44. illust., 

issued by Arthur E. Pettit, New York. uspended. Notes on 

ornithology contributed by F. C. Baker, W. E. Hillman, Le Grand J. 

Meyer, T. G. Pearson, E. B. Webster, and other . 

OOLOGIST'S EXCHANGE AND MART. 

Monthly. Kenneth L. Skinner, Editor, Brook

lands Estate Office, \Veybridge, England. 1919-

21. 

This periodical was first issued as a private, confidential, commercial 

enterprise and limited to a selected list of Oologists. In 1921 the 

scientific portion of the magazine was enlarged and the commer

cial excerpts and circulars published separately. With this new 

departure the periodical has undergone a change of name to The 

OolO(Jist.~' Record (q.v.), the Exchange and Mart bPing published as a 

Supplement. 

OOLOGIST'S JOURNAL, THE. A Monthly 

Magazine devoted to Ornithology and Oology. 

Ed. and pub. by Fred. v\'. Stack. 

1891-2. (Suspended.) 2 vols. 8vo. 
Poughkeepsie, N. L 

F. L. Burns reports: Vol. I, 1891, Nos. l - !3. Jan.-::.\Iarch. pp. 12. 

Vol. Il, 1892, Nos. l-3, Jan.-April. pp. 12 (all issued). 1 and 2 

(Jan.-March) were double nos.; J. W. Peck, Associate Editor. 

Pub. by Stack and Peck. With the final number this short-lived 

journal was merged with the 'enti11el .'\Iagazine. It contains notes 

by I. U. Kinsey, J. W. P. Smithwick, and others. 

OOLOGIST'S NOTES, THE. Ed. byHerbertA. 

Car hart. 
Vol. I, Nos. I and Z, April and May, 1886. 8vo. 

illust. (All issued_) Collamet, N. r. 

OOLOGIST'S RECORD, THE. A Quarterly 

Magazine devoted to the advancement of Oology 

in all parts of the world. 8vo. pp. 24 each number. 

Edlted by Kenneth L. Skinner. 1921-30. 

This periodical contains scientific papers of interest and value. 

Among thr contributors, apart from the Editor, are Capt. C. R. S. 

Pitman, Capt.. W. I. Congreve, and H. Kirke 'wann. 

See also THE OOLOGIST'S EXCHANGE AND l\IART, the forerunner of 

the periodical. 

OORDT, G. J. VAN and VERWEY, JA . 

1925. Voorkomen en trek der in N ederland in het 

wild waargenomen vogelsoorten. 8vo. pp. x+96. 
Leiden. 

Synop!>is of the avifatma of Holland, with notes on occurrence and 

migration, 349 species and subspecies being listed. 

OORT, EDUARD DA IEL VAN [1876- ]. 

1906-1930. See vncHMA , c. E. A. 

1918-22. Ornithologia neerlandica. De vogels van 

Nederland. 3 vols. folio. 260 col. pl. Vol. I, 

1918, pp. xiii+250. 87 col. pl. 2 text-figs. Vol. II, 

1919-ZO, pp. 96. pl. 88-189. Vol. Ill, 1922, no 

text. pl. 190-260. 's Gravenhage. 

To be completed in five volumes, 27 parts having been published 

to l 922. The colored plates are unusually fine, and the work is 

a most creditable treatise on the avifauna of Holland. 

OPORTO. See A NAES DE scrE 'CIAS NAT RAES. 

OPPIANUS. 
1508. Alieuticon seu de Piscibus libri. 4lo. 74 ll. 

Impressum F eneliis. 

The extremebr rare second edition of this famous poem on fishes 

the first edition having been published at Florence in 1478. The 

present volume is possibly unique; at least it is not mentioned by 

Brunet nor is it listed in any of the usual catalogues. 

1515. 'Onm<!."ov 'AA.tevTtK~v BtP"-E n_svTe. Oppiani 

de natura seu venatione Piscium libri quinque. 

8vo. pp. 140. Florentiae. 

The Cat. Br. lllus. (Nat. Hi.~tory) lists this title as the editio princeps, 

but there is a still earlier quarto edition, al o published in Florence. 

1534. Oppiani poetae Alieuticon, ive de piscibus 

libri quinq3 e graeco lraducli ... sequuntur di

sticha ultra centum de rebus variis . . . authore 

L. Lippio . . . interprete libororum quinCf Op

piani C. Plinii Secundi nat.uralis historae libri duo 

. .. de ... piscibus. P. i tern J ovii de piscibus ~ber 

unus ... Hos ... authores J. Caesarius ... 

recognovit, castigavit simulq; et scholiis passim 

explanavit. 8vo. pp. 6 + 16~ ff. Argentorati. 

A rather rare edition of the po<'t Oppian on Fishes and other 

subject . 

1722. Oppian's HalieuLick of the ature of 

Fishes and fishing of the ancients in V books. 

Translated from the Greek. 4to. pp. 8+13+232. 
Oxford. 

The labor of transhting this Greco-Roman author was divided 

~lr. Diaper (Pt. 1, Books I and II) and John Jones (Pt. 2, 

BOOK'S'lll to Y). The latter contributor also wrote an account of 

Oppian's life and \ITitings and compiled a catalogue of his Fishes. 

Dran's BibliO(Jraphy of Fishes says that 'of all the ancient writers 

on fish and fishing, Oppian i easily the most important'. The con

tests betwee11 rival factions in the sea are amusingly drawn in the 

lines relating to tlw Lobster, th J"a.mprey, and the Preke (octopus). 

The remarkablr rolor-chaugPS of the last named were well known 

to the ancients (Book Il). 
'With scornful smile the Lamprey sePms to speak, 

And thus insults the Colour-changing Preke. ' 

1786. Poemata de venatione et piscatione cum 

interpretatione latina et Scholiis. (Greek and 

Latin.) folio. pp. 42+243. Argentorati. 

1864. Della pe ea e della caccia. Tradotto dal 

greco etc. da Antonmaria Salvini. Noya edizione 

... della notizie per G. A. Greenhill. 12mo. pp. 

22+430. indexes. Milano. 

A ve~· compact rendering into Italian or Oppian's well-known 

poem on fishing and h1mting, with a supplementary list of the 

(ltali n) vulgar nawes of the fishes, birds, and other 'game' referred 

to in the original. 

ORBIGNY. See D 'oRBIG y. 

ORD, GEORGE [1781-1866]. 

1813-14. American Ornithology ... [Yol . VIII 

and IX, edited, with a memoir of the author, by 

G. Ord.] See WILso, , ALEXANDER. 

1828-9. Another edition. '\'ith a sketch of the 

author's life by George Ord. 

1831. Another edition [including Bonaparte's 

American ornithology]. 

1831. Another impression of the same date. 

1832. Another edition. 

1854. Another edition with a synopsis by T. M. 

Brewer. 

1878. Another edition. 
The foregoing titles, representing the author's contributions to 

Wil~on's An~eri~an Ornithology, are practically identical, so far as 

Ord s matenal Is concerned. Each one however is of interest to 

the bibliographer and student because of the added note ' etc. 

1894. North American Zoology. [A reprint of] 

with -notes and appendix by S. N. Rhoads. 8vo. 

pp. 171. Haddonsfield, N.J. 

The extremely rare original appeared in Guthrie's Geography, 1809 

(also 1815 and 1820), and the reprint (an exact reproduction of the 

early printing) represents the first treatise on the subject by an 

American. It includes descriptions of new avian species collected 

by the Lewis and Clark expedition. Rhoads in an appendix of 90 

, pages has added valuable notes. 

~\.. 
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Ornithological Association. ) 
1894-8. Vols. I-IV (all pub.). 

O'REILLY, BERNARD. 

(Northwestern 

1818. Greenland, the adjacent seas, and the northwest passage to the Pacific Ocean, illustrated in a voyage to Davis's Strait, during the summer of 1817. 4io. pp. 6 + 293. 2 maps. London. According to The London Quarterly Review (vol. 19, pp. 208-14) this is • a bare-faced attempt at imposition-part nonsense, part falsehood'. 

ORIENTAL SPORTING MAGAZINE. 
Calcutia. 1828-32. 

1868?-79? New series. 

(THE) ORIGINAL COLOUR PRINT MAGAZINE. [Ed. by] William Giles. See GILES, WILL lAM 1 1924-6. 

ORIGINAL DRAWINGS. 
[Note. - As far a.s possible the following titles are arranged in alphabetical order of artists' names; when these are unknown the first important. word of the title or description is placed in order. There are many original drawings used for the extra-illustration of library copies whose artists are not listed here. The McGill libraries are lacking in representative originals of American animal artistsa defect tha.t it is the intention of the officials to remedy in the near future.] 

Adamson, C. M. 1880. A series of colored drawings made to illustrate his Studies of Birds. 
Some of these were employed for the same purpose in the author's Scraps about Birds. 

Albin, E. A Collection of 22 Original Watercolour Drawings (21! x 15 ins.) of Crocodiles, Tortoises, European and American Fishes; loosely inserted in 1 vol., royal folio. 18th cent. 
One drawing is signed by E. Albin and most of the others are also probably by him. 

Album containing over lOO exquisite WaterColour Drawings of Birds. ea. 1790. ob. 8vo. 
Each drawing is beautifully done, and the very smallest detail is shown. The drawings are the work of a French artist about the end of the eighteenth century. 

Baker, E. C. Stuart. Eight aquarelles, drawn py the author for his well-known treatises on the Birds of India, 1890-3. 

Belcher, \V. J. and others. 1917-30. Paintings of the birds of Fiji by W. J. Belcher, E. Cheverlange, C. Bulling, and A. E. 'Vard. 127 paintings in portfolio. 
A series of 127 beautiful original water-color drawings of the birds of Fiji, executed for Dr. Casey Wood by the above artists, who had the advantage of seeing the birds in their native habitat, thus being able to study their poses, mode of perching, manner of flight, etc. ; and portray them in their living plumage. In every instance the artists have made, for the background of the. painting, a sketch of appropriate scenery, of the trees mostly affected by the bird, the fruit, insects, etc. he prefers as food and, occasionally, the nPst and eggs. One of the drawings, that of Pyrrhulopsis koroensis, has been reproduced in the Ibis for October 1925, in which will be found, as well as, in the January number for 1926, a very interesting account of the birds of Fiji by Dr. Casey Wood and Dr. A. Wetmore. Most of the drawings were executed in 1923 and 1924 by Mr. Belcher during the visit of Dr. Casey Wood to the islands. 

Bulling, C. See ORIGINAL DRAWINGS. Belcher, w . .J. 

Cheverlange, E. See ORIGINAL DRAWINGS. Belcher, W. J. 

C:ollection d'oiseaux et d'animaux peints d'apres Naf.ure. 1720-40. 1 vol. 4to. 
T emarkable collection is further described in the Chapter of , e accompanyingctroductionson Unica. 

ollins, Charles and , othersf Collection of 12 original signed . water-color drawings of Parrots. 17:-\7-59. 1 vol. folio. 
These drawings by C. Collins (among several hundred others in the collection by the same artist) were done to the order of Taylor White, F.R.S., of Wallingwells, Notts., who is referred to in contemporary papers as a patron of the arts. Of the artist Collins it is known that he painted many pictures of birds and other animals and in 1736 published, through T. Bowles, London, a portfolio of 112 animal portraits in color, of which 12 were of birds. In this same collection of 52 Parrot portraits were 5 signed by P . Paillou. The remaining 35 were in all probability by one or other of the two artists. 

--Drawings (21! x 15 ins.) of Bird of Paradise, Woodpeckers, Finches, Wrens, Sparrows, Rollers, Swallows, Martins, Starlings, Blackbirds, Waxbills, Wagtails, Cuckoos, etc., etc. Loosely inserted in 6 vols. royal folio. 1725-59. 
57 of the drawings are signed by C. Collins, 18 by P. Paillou, 1 by J. Edwards, and 1 by Van Huysum. The remaining 121 are most probably by one or the other of these artists. This remarkable (Taylor White) collection is fully described in this INTRODUCTION under rarities and Unica. 

-- A Collection of 48 Original Water-colour Drawings (21! x 15 in.) of Monkeys, Apes, Sloths, etc. loosely inserted in 1 vol. royal folio. 
The drawings are unsigned but are most probably by C. Collins. All the above drawings were done to the order of Taylor White, F.R.S., of Wallingwells, Notts. A leaf of description in Latin and English accompanies nearly every drawing. 

-- A Collection of 97 Original Water-colour Drawings (21! x 15 in.) of Dottrels, Knots, Ruffs, Stints, Snipes, Curlews, Lapwings, Plovers, A vocets, Coots, Rails, Gulls, Flamingoes, Cranes, Herons, Kingfishers. loosely inserted in 2 vols. royal folio. 1736-55. 
Appended to the Latin description of Phawpus Minor is 'This Bird with many others were brought me from North America by my learned friend Hodgkinson Banks Esq.' 37 of the drawings are signed by C. Collins, 9 by P. Paillou, and 1 by E. Albin. The remaining 50 are most probably by one or the other of these artists. 

-- A Collection of 100 Original Water-colour Drawings (21! x 15 in.) of Ducks, Swans, Geese, Pelicans, Albatross, Divers, etc. loosely inserted in 2 vols. royal folio. 1736-59. 
44 of the drawings are signed by C. Collins, and 9 by P. Paillou. The remaining 47 are most probably by one or the other of these artists. 

-- A Collection of 67 Original Water-colour Drawings (21! x 15 in.) of Game-cocks, Pheasants, Dodo, Grouse, Partridges, Quails, Ostriches, Peacocks, Turkeys, etc. loosely inserted in 2 vols. royal folio. 1736-98. 
20 of the drawings are signed by C. Collins, and 19 by P. Paillou. The remaining 28 are most probably by one or the other of these artists. The drawing of the Dodo, which occupies the whole sheet, is extremely fine, and, so far as the Compiler is aware, no other plate or drawing of this size exists. A reproduction of it forms the frontispiece of this INTRODUCTION and CATAJ~OGUE. 

-- A Collection of 62 Original Water-colour Drawings (21! x 15 in.) of Mongoose, Bears, Ferrets, Polecat, Stoats, Badgers, Racoon, Rats, Beavers, Squirrels, Rabbits, Porcupines, etc. loosely inserted in 2 vols. royal folio. 1739-47. 
Six of the drawings are signed by C. Collins, and one by P. Paillou. The remainder are most probably by one or the other of these A artists. 

~ 
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~ -- A Collection of 56 Original \Vater-colour 

, 

Drawings (21! x 15 in.) of Pigeons. loosely in

serted in 1 vol. royal folio. 1736-53. 

Six of the drawings are signed by C. Collins, and 39 by P. Paillou. 

TlH' rcmaining 11 are most probably by one or the other of these 

artists. 

-- A Collection of 101 Original \Yater-colour 

Drawings (21} x 15 in.) of Steinbock, Goats, 

Chamois, Hoebuck, Sheep, Buffaloes, Cows, 

Elephant, Rhinoceros, Zebras, Swine, Camels, 

Stags, Deer, etc. loosely inserted in 2 vols. royal 

folio. 1769-70. 
Included in the description of thr Cou• Deer is the following: 'The 

Cow Deer. This Beast with the Female was brought from Bcngall 

& presented to Ld. Clive by Govr. Cranwell in the year 1767 .... 

the wholP form of its body Divers too much from the Goat parti

cularly its head and tail that it can not properly come in to that 

Class, so that I considered it as a new Genus undescribed by any 

Author which I have met with.' 

-- A Collection of 90 Original V\'ater-colour 

Drawings ('21l x 15 in.) of Vultures, Hawks, 

Owls, Eagles, Kites, Falcons, Goshawk, Harriers, 

Kestrel. loosely inserted in 2 vols. royal folio. 

1737-59. 
A very fine collection, the figures occupying the whole pagc. 

Appended to the Latin description of Pal eo Lagopus is 'This bird 

& the next which I take to differ in sex only were given me by 

Mr. Banks togetlwr with the Lagopus and many other birds 

which he brought from Canada and Labrador'. 17 of the drawings 

are signed by C. Collins, and 3 by P. Paillou. The remaining 70 are 

most probably by one or the other of these artists. 

-- A Collection of 44 Original \Vater-colour 

Drawings (21i x 15 in.) of vYolves, Lions, Tigers, 

Wild Cats, Jackals, Foxes, Leopards, etc. loosely 

inserted in 1 vol. royal folio. 1742. 

Two of the drawings are signed by C. Collins. The remainder are 

most probably by the same artist. 

Dias, R. (1878-81]. Indian birds; a collection of 

122 original water-colour drawings of Indian 

birds and nests. folio. 122 drawings. 

This collection consists of 110 colored drawings of birds, 11 of 

nests (2 of which arc in black and white), and 1 of eggs. Many 

bear a printed reference to Jcrdon's Birds of India, and range in 

size from 5t x 2! to 14! x 16! inches. 

Duncan, John. 1903-5. \Yater-color drawings of 

birds. 
A series of 14 mounted watc·r-color drawings of European birds 

of prey, ranging in size from 11 x 10 to 19 x 15 inches. In 1898 

this artist published Birds of the British Isles, and executed the 

figures both colored and black and white for Charles Dixon's 

Bird Life of London, 1909. 

Edwards, J. See ORIGI AL DRAWl Gs. Collins, 

Charles and others. 1725-59. 

Eighteen original water-colour drawings of British 

birds. folio. [Castle, 1846-54. ] in portfolio. 

The 18 well executed dra,\ings are all signed 'S. L. G.' and dated 

'Castle, [1846-54)', but the ru·tist's name remains unknown. The 

birds depicted are the Alpine Accentor, Blue Titmouse, Buzzard, 

Chaffinch, Cole Titmouse, Fire Crested Wren, Golden Crested 

Wren, Grass Hopper Warbler, Hcdge Sparrow, Hen Harrier 

Lapland Bunting, l\Iarsh Harricr, l\Iarsh Titmon e, Ray's Wagtail' 

Red Breast, Redwing, iskin, and Tree Sparrow. ' 

Fisher, \Villiam Richard [? 1819-89]. 1847. 

\Vater-colour drawings of 3:20 birds' eggs and 

nests. 8 vols. 8vo. 
Of 320 original drawing of birds, nests, and eggs, 3 L8 are in watcr

colors, the remaining two of bird being uncolorcd. They were 

executed by the artist in 1847, and arc interleawd with his own 

~IS. description and notes. The c drawings are ananged after 

and the note refer to, the second cdition of Yarrell's History of 

British Birds, 1845. The figure · of the rarer eggs are chiefly from 

~he specimens in Yarrell's cabinet, which are described by him 

m the body of the work; and many are from the collections of 

H. F. Waiter and Dr. Henry Pitman. Attaclwcl to this unique 

and special copy is a lett<>r from :Mr. Portrr thc bookseller to :\Iajor 

W. H. :\lullens thr purchaser, regarding it, anti the fact of there 

being nine instead of five autograph letter of Yarrrll which go 

with this set. See annotation of Yarrell's works now in this library. 

Forbes, .Jam s [ 174~-1819]. Zoological drawings 

and paintings l>y .Jnmes Foriles. 1790-1813. 

folio. 54 drawings in portfolio. 30 birds; 1 G eggs; 

1·2 snakes and other vertebrates. 
Thesc original water-color, wcrP made in India to illustrate the 

author's wcll-known Oriental Jiernoir8, 1813. 

Frohnwk, l~. \Y. 1929. Original aquarclles. 

Beautiful colorcd dra\Yings of a pheasant and of a bee-eater. 

This widely known artist has furnishcd colorcd drawings for 

numerous trcatiscs and magazinrs. He is cspccially noted for the 

meticulous care giwn to his subjects from the Yicwpoint of thr 

systematic zoologist. 

Gosse, Philip Ilenry. Otiginal drawings to illus

trate Tlze Birds of Jamaica. 1845-9. 

This remarkable collection is dPscril.Jcd mHlcr tlw author-artist's 

Birds of .Jamaica, 1849, in thi ,Cataloaud 

Gould, John. 1831-6. Twenty-two water-color 

drawings, mo t of them used to illustrate his 

Birds of Australia. A few dated 1831; \\'batman 

Paper water-marked 1835 and 1836 in mo t 

other instances. 
Mr. E. C. Stuart Baker, through whose influence these remarkable 

and extremely rare originals were ecurcd, informed thc Compiler 

that the drawings were bought at the sa le of the library of the 

Hon. C. R. Weld who was related to a former Governor of Ta mania 

and r ceivecl the collection from him. Thr notations on most of 

the plates are in the handwriting of ::\Irs. Gould. 
There are depicted 17 Au tralian and one African species in the 

main lot. The portrait of a toucan i Yarnished ru1d framed. 

Green, Ronald [1892-
of birds. 

]. 1926. Seven aquarelles 
~ 

This well-known artist-illustrator was born in Rainham, Kent./ 

England, in 1892, studied at the )lathematical School, Rochester~

and the Regent Street Polytechnic, London. He has made plairr 

and colored drawing for Pycraft's Plight of Birds and other 

publications, and has exhibited publicly many of his water

color paintings. 

Gronvold, Henrik [1858- ]. 

Both the Blacker and E .. W. Librarie po e s many pictures by 

this artist-illustrator, including 25 colored drawings for Stuart 

Baker's Indian Pigeons and Dores a well as colored lithographs 

for other treatises on zoology. He was born in Praesto, Denmark, 

and came to London in 1892. Among his numerous drawings arc 

the illustrations for Shelley's Birds of Africa, Sclater's Pauna of 

South Africa, and Howard's British lrarblers. He also drew the 

portrait of John IIIrd, a famou parrot, which now hangs in the 

:McGill Library. The E. ·'"· collection also po sesses the first 

drawing of Gronvold's, made in Denmark, of the Palla Sand 

Grouse. 

Gundlach, Johannes [1810-96]. Drawing Book of 

sketches and pictures. 
From the Knowlton collection through Dr. Chas. W. Richmond. 

Gwillim, Elizabeth, Lady[? 1763-1807]. [Paintings 

of Indian Birds.] (1801-7.] 

A series of 121 beautiful original watcr-color drawings of Indian 

birds. faithfully depicted a to plumage and po ture, and with 

backgrow1ds painted in a fashion worthv of Keulemans or Gran

void. Some are mOtmted and all are numbered in the handwriting 

of the artist, many also bearing de criptive notes, measurement , 

color-indications, and other data. These drawing were obtained 

by Dr. Casey Wood-quite by accident-during one of his expedi

tions after rare books round the London booksellers. Not much is 

h.'"Ilown of the artist except that he was born (about) April 21, 

1763, and came to ~ladras in the year 1800 with her husband, 

ir Henry Gwillim of Hereford, one of His l\laje ty's Puisne 

Justices of the newly formed upreme Court, of Judicature. She 

died December 21, 1 07, at. the early age of .J..!, and was buried in 

St. )1ary's Church, Fort St. Gcorge, )ladra . . For a more detailed p 

account of these drawing see the paper by Dr. asey Wood ·r.t 

entitled 'Lacly [Elizabeth] Gwillim-Arti t and Ornithologi t', in \ le _.tvV 

the Ibis for July 1925, pp. 59-!-9. See also this lNTRonrcj'ION. 

Attached to the inside of the large portfolio or case containing 

these drawings, are two letters referring to the career of the 

l\ artist, also, a copy of the above paper from the Ibis. 

~ 



CATALOGUE OF TITLES IN M0 GILL UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 503 ~ayes, Charles (fZ. 1808-16]. [1812-14]. Fifty original drawings of birds. folio. 
Little is known of this zoological artist except that he was the son of the famotts William Hayes, whose Portraits of Rare cmd Curious Birds drawn from the ·Menagerie at Osterley Park is in every large library on Natural History. Charles is the author and illustrator of a very rare and probably uncompleted 4to, entitled The Portraits of British Birds, including Domestic Poultry and Water-Fowl. 

Hayes, William [1729-99] and other members of the same family. Forty-nine water-calor drawings of birds. 1779-89. 
49 original water-color drawings and engravings of the rarer English and a few Eastern birds. These drawings range in size from 8t x 11 t to 21 x 15 inches, being variously dated from 1779 to 1789, the whole in portfolio, which bears the bookplate of Lord Willoughby de Broke. 
Wm. Hayes was in 1794 living at Southall, l\Iiddlesex, England, when he published his Porflraits of Rare and Ourious Birds. This work, as well as two previous volumes, was the product of himself and family-seven of his 21 children having been his students and assistants. 
The collection of original drawings was pm·chased from Wheldon and Wesley, London, who obtained it from Quaritch in whose shop it had lain for more than 12 years. It now forms part of the Emma Shearer Wood Library. Undoubtedly some of the paintings were used to illustrate one or more of the volumes just referred to. 

Head, Arthur . Sixty drawings in color ·of the back-grounds of birds' eyes to illustrate Casey A. Wood 's Fundus Oculi of Birds, 1917. Deposited in the Library of the Medical Faculty, McGill University. 
Henry, G. M. Original water-calor drawings of the birds of Ceylon, to illustrate Coloured Plates of the Birds of Ceylon. 1924-7. See also HENRY, 

G. M.. 

Howitt, Samuel [1765-1822]. Twenty-six original drawings of quadrupeds, birds, etc. ea. 1821. folio. London. 
Some of these are unfinished. Among the best are the Bison, Lemming, Reindeer, Capybara, and Canis attreus (called the Cape Fox). 

--About 400 drawings in color of British birds' eggs; also manuscript descriptive text with systematic and vernacular names. folio. 
Presentation copy to 'Hannah Howitt from her affectionate Husband, Feb. 28th, 18-±4'. Well-executed pictures in full size, the whole evidently intended for publication, a project never carried out. 

Indian birds: Original paintings of Indian birds by an unknown Anglo-Indian artist. ea. 1900. folio, in portfolio. 
It is to be regretted that the name of the artist of these 39 original paintings is unknown, as they display an amount of fine and deli-cate workmanship. They were probably executed before 1900 in India and sold in London, where they were 1 urchasell and presented to the E.S.W. Library of Ornithology. SLx of the drawings bear the name of the depicted species in faded manuscript. 

Keulemans, John Gerrard [1842-191'.2]. Thirtyfive original sketches and colored drawings, to illustrate Sir Waiter Buller's Birds o( New Zea
land. ea. 1872. 
Several of these bear comments by both artist and illnstrat~r. Some of the pictures are signed by Keulemans; a few are dated. John G. Keulemans was born of Dutch parents in Rotterdam, June 8, 18-!2. Although he published but one book, a Natural History of Caye Bircls- ancl even that was tmfinished-from 1870 to 1900 there was hardly a work of any importance on ornithol~gy with colored illustrations in English, French, German, or Italian -but particularly in the first-named language-to whi~h his pencil and brain did not contribute. Ibis and the Proceeclwgs of the Zoological Society containf hundreds of his pictured bircls. and mammals. He was easily ~e best and most popular ammal painter of his clay. 

The present collection is interesting mainly because it ~hows. his methods as ordinarily carried on. He made sketches of his subJect with such comments as he thought desirable for his guidance in painting the finished picture or, most frequently, t!Jat he might reproduce it by lithography for subsequent colonng by hand. Both these methods are well demonstrated in the MeGill libraries. 

t-

- - ea. 1876. Original colored paintings on glass. 9 examples of British Birds. London. 
Th.is selection of nine common English bii·cls was made for Dr. llowcUer Sharpe and painted on glass as a window decoration of his private residence by his friend the celebrated antmal artist Keulemans. They passccl to )fr. Wells of the British :\ftt eum and from him to the Blacker Library. 

- - 1890. Original water-colour drawings to illustrate J. SL. G. MivarL's Dogs, jackals, wolves and foxes; a monograph of the canidae. 
These 46 water-color drawings are not, as was generally the ease with Keulemans' plates, lithographed outlines afterwards colored ~i~~d~' but are genuine bntsh and pencil portraits, admirably 

-- u.d. Original sketches and colored drawings of birds, with occasional comments. folio. no t.-p. 135 drawings in portfolio. 
A rare collection of original colored drawings, mostly of birds, by this famous artist. For many years Keulemanns was the bestknown European illustrator of works on Natural History. He usually drew outline sketches directly on stone, from which he made hancl-colored 'patterns' to be used for subsequent illustration. Some of these patterns are in the present collection, but with few exceptions the pictures are original drawings, entirely by the hand of the artist. 

King, vVm. ['? 1728-90]. 
Bound with a volume of colored drawings by J. W. and R. Lewin are three drawings of birds' eggs by this artist, probably used by the elder Lewin to illustrate his British Birds. 

Lear, Edward. 1820-36. Volume of Original water-color drawings, consisting of 43 sketches, studies and full page water-calor paintings, with marginal criticisms. 
These valuable studies were made by one of the best lithographers and colorists of his clay, the artist being the author of Lear's Illustrations of the Family of Psitticiclae, 1830-2. Some of the originals of the portraits of Parrots in that work are in the present volume, as are a number of drawings for illustrating the wellknown Knowsley Hall atlas. Zimmer (.Ayer Catalogue, Field .Museum, 1927) says that Lear's work 'is noted for its artistic value combined with accuracy of portrayal'. 
-- The Blacker Library has a small collection (six) of Eagles, Herons, Cranes, etc., drawn in colors and of life-size, about 1832-5. 

Tht>se aquarelles were purch11secl direct from a member of the Lear family, one of the pictures being signed and elated. They are fine, well-preserved examples of the artist's work. 
Lewin, J. \IV. [\?) 1770-1835]. 30 portraits of birds, many made in Australia. This illustrator was a son of Wm. Lewin, the author and artist of the well-known treatise on British Birds. 
Lewin, R. 7 portraits of birds by a member of the celebrated Lewin family of artists and ornithologists. 
Lewin, Thomas \V. [fZ. 1810] and others. 1825-39. Original water-colour drawings of birds. 
A collection of -!4 water-color drawings of Briti h and foreign birds- representing 36 different species three of which are signed, and the remainder attributed to this artist, who was a brother of John William Lewin, the author and artist of the Birds of New South Wales and other treatises on Natural History. Other members of the Lcwin fanlily, all of whom are represented in original collections of this library, also painted mological subjects. The British .l\Iuseum has 75 water-color dra,rings of birds by this artist. 

Lewin, William [1730-95]. Drawings of 146 British . birds' eggs in the (former) Portland Museum, made about 1785. 
In the opinion of Swainson this artist-illustrator, member of the famous Lewin family of naturalists, was 'the best zoological painter, and one of the most practical naturalist,s of his day'. He was patronized by and painted portraits of birds anrl their eggs for the most eminent men and women of his generation. It is claimed for him that most of hi subjects were drawn on vellum, 'generally in body colours, and that his style was bold, his colouring powerful, withotlt being highly finished'. Newton, however, did not place a high value upon his British Birds. 

~ 
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Malchien, A. Abbildungen zur Naturgeschichte 

der Vogel. 1861. 4to. i\JS. title. New } ·orlc 

In the E.S.W. Library are 453 well-executed, original drawings, 

on 173 sheets, of Birds of Prey, Song-birds, Parrots, Toucan, etc., 

"ith the above title-page in manuscript. 

The following is an exact copy of this script title: 'Il. Abbildungen 

zur Naturgeschichte der Vogel Yon A. )lalchien Il. Abtheilung 

(complete, all executed) Raubvogel, Singvogel, Klettervogel. 453 

Abbildungen aus 173 Tafeln. ~ ew-York 1861.' The present 

volume is from the library of the late George N. Lawrene!'. 

Meyer, H. L. A magnificent collection of six 

hundred colored drawings, the originals of the 

author's Illustrations of British Birds, 1835--0. 

See the description under that title in this Cata

logue. They form one of the chief treasures of 

the McGill libraries. 

Miller, Amy. A collection of signed water-colors 

intended to illustrate Latham's General Synopsis 

of Birds. They are accurately depicted, but the 

dates of the drawings and a history of the artist 

are unknown to the Compiler. 

Miscellania curiosa de av1~us. MSS. with original 

drawings of ... birds. 1720? 

A curious, anonymous collection probably intended for publication. 

Neale, E. The Golden Eagle. Painting (un

finished) in Oils. Size of canvas, 3 fl. x: 2 {t. 4 in. 

[? ~]. 
This picture, upon which the artist was engaged at the time of his 

death, came, with other effects, intQ th hands of R. H. Porter, 

who published Booth's R011gh Notes and Dresser's Birds of Europe. 

The former work was entirely illustrated by Neale and the latt-er 

partly. The picture of the Golden Eagle, which was acquired by 

W. J. H. Craddock in 1915 from E. H. Porter, son of R. H. Porter, 

was presented by him tQ the E.S.W. Library in 1927. 

~
illou, P. See ORIGINAL DRAWl GS. Collins, 

arles. 
1 addition to the work done for the Taylor White collection in 

conjunction with Charles Collins, Paillou must have made many 

independent portraits of animals. The Blacker Library has a 

volume of these drawings, dated 1720. 

Plath, Karl. This artist-ornithologist was born 

in Chicago, August 29, 1886. lie tudied at the 

Chicago Art Institute and under Frederic Grant; 

is a Member of Lhe Illinois Academy of Fine Arts 

and of Art Institute Alumni. lie has painted 

ornithological subjects as a speciality for several 

years. 
In addition to numerous sketches, studies, drawing , and paintings 

made during his work in zoological gardens while pursuing his 

favorite vocation, Plath traveled in the West Imlies, Bermuda, 

and Florida that he might port.ray his ornithological subjcctR 

amid their natural surroundings. Hi~> illustrations of indigenous 

and exotic bird-life have appeared in Ibis, Bird-Lore, the Wilson 

Bulletin, Avic11ltural Magazine, and other prriodicals. This artist 

is a member of several ornithological societies at. home and abroad, 

and his pictures show unusual knowledgr of avian plumage, habits, 

and postures. The bird portraits in the E.S.W. Library, one water

color <Impryan Pheasant), and one oH painting (American 

TrOJlic .Birds) are spirited and accurate drawings of these bird . 

Powell, W. E. Original water-colour paintinas of 

birds. 1910-25. folio. London. 

i:;ix original water-color drawings of birdf' I I x ll inche , in Jllounts 

20 x 15 inches. The species reprrsented are, Golden J~aglr, Toucan , 

.:\1ontague's Harrier, Kestrrl, Flamingo, and Blue Heron. Several 

of thi artist's animal picture have been reproduced in the 

Ilfw:tra.ted 'parting and Dramatic News, the landscape backgrounds 

being especially attractive. 

Rabic(.\fr;jor-General). 1767-84. Natural History 

of St. Domingo, npublished \Vater-Colour 

Drawings, with MS. descriptions (in French) and 

indexes, bound in 4 vols. royal 4to, and oblong 

folio. 
They are described as follows: Oiseam:, etc., 59 [drawings]; 

Poissons, Reptiles, Crustaces, etc. , 75 drawings; Insectes, Arach· 

nides, Coquillages, etc. In addition are 127 sheets of drawing' 

containing several hundred figures, including 100 figures of rarr 

Iepidoptera; also of Fruits, etc., 62 dra,~ings. 

These pictures form a collection of the highest importance. Rabic 

is de. cribecl as 'Marechal dr camp, ingenie•u-en-cllef de la pa.rtie 

clu uord de . 't. Dmningue, mort a Paris en 1785 '. The drawing,, 

which are of first-rate quality, were made from nature by Rabie 

during his period of servi(·e in St. Domingo. They are variously 

dated 1767-84. A full (illustrated) review of thi important 

Americana has been published by Dr. Alex. Wetmore ill the 

current (1930) volume of the .Auk. 

Shore, F. J. 1827-8. Unpublished MS. appendix 

to Latham's General Synopsis of Birds, with 

original paintings by F. J. Shore. small folio. 

unp. 3 vols. in 2. 
This collection uf manuscript and illustrations includes 196 sneets 

of original colored (lrawings of Indian birds and two sheets of 

colored squares, 'names aecording to Ackerman', for reference, 

depicting and describing 276 species . .All the drawings were made 

under direction of the author-illustratQr, critical remarks regarding 

the quality and correctness of the portraits being inscribed on the 

margins of each picture. 
This unique appendix is thus illustrated with nearly 200 full-page 

drawings, and the majority of the species are described (but not 

portrayed) in Latham's works. In many instances the name of 

the native artist is supplied. Each species is aecompanied by 

elaborate descriptive :\IS. notes by Shore, with references to 

Latham's treatise. The fir t ten leaYes are paged to provide an 

Index to vol. I. 
To give a better idea of the character of this remarkable supple

ment, the following quotations are given from Shore's three 

volumes: vol. I. 'Commenced :\lay 10. 1827. Obserntions. In 

the description of the following pictures, of the figures of length, 

the first means from the point of the beak to the setting of the 

tail, placing the beak in its natmal sitting position, and measuring 

by the curvature of head, neck, back, !'tc. The second, from the 

last point to the end of the longest feather, unless other measure

ments are expressly specified . The breadth mea ttres from wing 

to wing, from the longest feather to do., whether the outer one 

or not; tmless expressly specified t.o the contrary. The native 

names given, allude to the place where the bird was killed, unless 

otherwise specified, for the names ior the same bird difi'er very 

much in different parts of India. In the Hills (the Himalayas) in 

particular, the inhabitants of villages five miles apart have often 

different names for the ame bird, as indeed is the case \Vith plants, 

insects, and even animals. 
'The information about their nests, eggs, tim of breeding, migra

tion, and other local points, iR chiefly collected from the village 

boys; who (in the hills particularly) from being continually bird 

nrsting, and playing about the jungles, are well acrtuainted with 

these matters, while the men, on the contrary, rompamtively 

know nothing, and when questioned usually ay, •· When l wa~. 

a boy I could have told you all about it. but have forgotten now" 

For brevity's sake, when the toes are directly joined t.o each other, 

t.hey will be said to be "joined" ; if joined by a membra ne, to be 

··1neacct". 
'The tr i• names are given with great exactne s: pelling accordjng 

to Gil 1st's plan. This generally i not • uffi.ciently attended to: 

which creates confusion. Uost native names of birds have somP 

meaning characteristic of their color, shape, song, manners, etc. 

'The under parts, and those which cannot appear in the drawing. 

are minutely described. Where I have not exactly hit the color. 

it is mentioned. From want of this having been done in the 

drawings from which Latham' descriptions are taken, he has 

described the color of some incorrectly. 
'Thr "Length of Bill". or for short" Bill'' signifies from the point 

to the corner of the mouth when open. 

'Almost rvcry picture is taken from a real pecimen, immrdiately 

after it has been hot; chiefly shot by my elf, which gives mr an 

opportunity of obsening their natural po. ition and motions. Some 

few are taken from live binl~ in cages. but where thiR is the ea e 

it is mentioned : also if it be taken from another picturr or a Rtuffed 

specimen. 
'In some the tongue is mentioned to ha vc the "hooked joint" that 

is when the tongue has a joint nrar thr root with a sort of barb 

pointing backwards like thi, : [drawing]. 

'When a bird is stated to be tlTawn ~ ~, etc. the natural sizr. it 

is by scale, with proportional compa ses. 

'N.B. I find that if the bird be placed in this po ition [drawing]. 

holding it by the hill , and allowing the body to hang down; the 

rneasun'ment is the same, if th tring br taken from the bill oYer 

the crown of the hrad, straight •lown, without pressing it into the 

cmvatur • of the neck. This saves trottble. Or if the bird he drawn 

out straight like this [<lrawing)pnlling the neck very slightly, thr 

measurrment is th•· ,am<'. 
'To find the Ritting on of the tail, it i rockP<lup likr this [drawing) 

and the innrr ('Orner of the angle it 111<1 kes with the body, is the 

point of mcasurpnwnt. Thi sometimrs giv<• a greater difference 

than thr appearance of the bird would indicat(>; as some have the 

feathers of the rump, wnt, and tnil-cowrt , Yrry long in propor

tion to thrir size; which makes the bo<ly appear longer, and the 

tllil shorter than it iR, r.g. PI. 53, Fig. 2, PI. J8 and others .. 

'The Perpendicular height means when the bird L tandmg as 

he is drawn. 
'Jt is trange that not a single native has any idea of the migration 

of birds; they know that at certain seasons certain birds disappear, 
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eappear at others; but they suppose that they hide themselves m e jungles.' 
Y . II, 'Jany. 1st, 1827 '. • ppendix to Latham's Birds, vol. III. Jany. 19th, 1828. Observations ... (a repetition of tho e quoted above with the following added :) 
'In some the eye is said to have a "film from forwards'' (or backwards, upwards, down wards) that is when it has a film under the eyelid, with which it can cover the eye; and which projects from the front or back, or upper, or lower !\ide of the eye. (Rome of the birds being only wouncled, enables me to ascertain this.) • The tors are sometirnrs Rai1l tD have I, 2. 3, -! joint'l. or 1, 2, 3, 2. etc., etc. The first number relates to the back toe; the second to the inner; thr third to the mi<l<lle; the fourth to the outer toe. 'N.B. Should the bird have two toes before and two behind, the numbers will refer respectively to the inner back, inner front, outer front, and onter back toe. Should a.ll four toes be forwards, the numbers will commencc at the innermost.' 

Southern Cross ntarctic Expedition. Original drawings, with proofs, by Henrik Gronvolct and E . '\. \Yilson to illu trate the Report on the collections of uatural history made in the ,\utarctic regions during the voyage of the 'Southern Cross'. 1899-1901. 8vo. 13 water-calor drawings, 10 proofs. 
Sewn of these drawings, 10 x 6i inches, are by Gronvold, six by Edw. A. Wilson, the remainder being proofs. Only those by Wilson are datRd and repreRent seals, those by Gronvold seal::;, young pengnins, and birds' eggs. They form part of thr Ret of plates illustrating the Report 011 the Collection;:;, 1902, of the Expedition. S. L. G. See ORI<.JI "AL DRAWING Eighteen water-colour drawings, ete. 

Surtees, Frederic R. Ten illustrations inserted in E. L. Layarcl's The birds of South Ll{rica, 1857. See LA YAHTJ, E. 1 .. 

vValcoti, John. Three Slllall water-color drawings of hirrls reprrsrnt the work of this artist. They were made to illuslraLe his Synopsis o{ British Birds, 1789. 
Van Huysum . .See ORIGI'\'AL DRAWl &s. Collins, Charles. 
\Vard, E. A. See ORTG,r~AL DRAWINGS. Belcher, \Y. J. and others. Bird of Fiji. 
\\ eir, Harrison \ ' ilJiam [18·>4-1 ~lOo]. . · inrt.y original pen and pencil drawings of birds, elc. 1869- 1901. 

A large scrap-book, abont 2 fPet x I foot 6 inch"R, rontaining 28 sheets on which :Jrr mounted \JO original pen and pencil animal sketches, mostly of bird:", hearing date!'! from 1869 tD 1901. Attached to the inside uf thr front cover is a portrait of thi · wellknown artiRt, from thr f'upplrnlrnt to 'l'he Book Lo1•er, Srpt. 1902. 
\\'ilson, Edward A . , 'ee OHIGI"'-<AL DRA\\'h GS. Southern Cros Ani arc~l.ic Expedition. 
\Nolf, J oseph [18'20-mJ). Original charcoal drawings. in 10 portfolios. elephant folio. ea. 1870. A series of 05 original rlJarcoal drawiugt> from 79 of which were copied an equal nnmhrr of lithograph, to iJ!ustratr D. G. Elliot's A 11-lono(Jraph of the Pha~ia11idw, 1 7'2.. The remaining lli <lrawing~. although originally intrndcd for thr samr work, wen• never published. This crll'hrate<l animal painter, whoRe name _ Rhonld properl:v be spelt Jos<•J), was a German bv birth, coming to London at the age of 28, wllcrP lw at OlH'P found' rmploym~nt with I ourrt Gray in illu~'<trating his (,wera of Bird.~. an<l later with Gould on l.is Bird~ ojUreffl Britain. AtlPrwards hi~ \YOrk hoth for books and journnl!l is too multifali0u~ l o llPtail. . mong individual works Jll<ly, howPn·r. hr IIH'lltioncll his ov, n two sPrie>~ of Zoological ,..,f,etchr.~ ( \8G l-7). H!· is hy nwn;-. autl•orities n•g<uclcd ~ts the most Ppiritrd animal pailttrr or hiK d:•:-:. Thr Blarkrr Ltbrary al o pos~diS!'R n ft·" of ·,ro!f'K nninting" nnf in<"ludf'(l in th\' above. 

\THE ) ORIOLE; oJlicial organ of lhe omerset Il ills bird dub, BemardsYille, .:'\ .J. 1913-16. P ublishc ! irregularly. Vols. 1-3; 4, no. l ' a ll pub.). 
The abovf' arr all tlw numlwrR seen hy the Compiler. This periodical is an amatcur journal of thl' better clasR. It is to be regretted that i t was obliged to cease publication. 

ORLEANS COUNTY SOCIETY OF N ATURAL SCIENCES. See ARCHIVES OF SCIE~CE A:\fD TRA~SACTIO. S. 

ORMEROD, ELEA:\fOR A'I'~E [18•28-1901]. 1899 . The hou e sparrow. See TE<<EnmiER, w. B. 
ORMOND, J Al\IEs. 
1925. How to know the Orkney birds, containing a list of all the birds recorded as residents, summer visitors, winter visitors, birds of passage, occasional visitors and rare visitors. 8vo. pp. 59. front. (21 figs.). 5 pl. (11.5 figs ). index. J(irkwall. 

ORNIS ODER DAS NEUSTE UND WICHTIGSTE der Vog el k unde in Verbindung mitm ehreren Naturfor schern hera u sagen fvon C. L . Brehm Pfa r rer zu R enth en dor f . 1824-7. Heft. I-III (all issued). 12mo. (August Schmicl.) 
J ena. 

1824. I. Heft. pp. viii +157. T. of c. 
1826. II.HefL pp.viii+173. T.ofc. Ilefteiand I I. A deled to title (after the word ' V ogelk unde') 'uncl .'\nziehendes a us der Thierkund '. 
1827. Ill. Heft. pp. vii+152. T. of c. 
This rare little periodical (the pioneer ornithological magazine) containl'l not only a u eful re,iew of contemporary ornithological literature (mostly contributed by the editor) but other matter (inclmling a notice of bats and shrews!) from the pens of such naturalists as Schlegel. Yoigt, Harnsehueh, and Richter. 

ORNIS. BUitter fuer Vogelkunde , -P:flege, -Zucht und -Schutz. Organ des Bayerischen Verbandes f. Vogelzucht und -Schutz. 1903-17. Vols. I-XV [and continuation? Issued by G. Hensolt. Schwabach, near Nurnberg. 4to. 

ORNIS . Internationale Zeitschrift fiir d i e gesamm te Orni thol ogie Organ des p erman en ten in terna tionalen orni thologischen Comites. 
Thi periodical consists practically of the papers (in English, Frcnch, and German) contributed tD (and accounts of the activities of) the Intrrnational Ornithological Congressrs held in various cities from 1885-1930. See also CONGRESS. INTERNATIONAL, OF ORNITHOLOGY. 

ORNIS FENNICA. (Ornitologiska Foreningen i Finland.) , Helsingfors . 1924-30. Papers in Finnish, German, or Swedish. 
ORNITHOLOGIA NOVA. 1743-5. See A ONY:\lOUS . 

ORNITHOLOGI CAL M ISCELLANY. Edited by Gcorge Dawson Ro"" ley. 1875-8 . (All pub.) 3 vols. 4to. pp. 321. 
London and Brighton. This Yalunhk addition to ornithological literature was issued in I! parts, is mas:m iJlcent ly ill us! rated by colored plates, mostly by Kr-ulr,mnnR. and c'ont!1ins studies not only of British birds but of aYian !if" in l<'iji, ~rw Zealand, i>longolia, .r orthern Thibet, the Taw•ut romttry, rtc. The contrihutors bear names wrll known to ~,oologists; ;; mong thrm (including the gditor) J. H. Gurney, A. B. :\Iryer. Piie\'ah;ky, P. L. Hdatcr. Bowdlrr Sharpe, Lord Twceddale, 0. FinRrD.Alire<l ~e\lton, and. eYeral others equally celebrated. 

ORNITHOLOGICAL REVIEW. English title of thP [ {ussian Journal earlier and better known b. its French name J./essayer ornilhologique. 
ORNI T H OLOGICAL SYNONIMY;~nony· 1 m ous manuscript. 1855. See 'A -o"·tus. 3 T 
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~RNITHOLOGIE. 1893. Paris. 

ORNITHOLOGIE ET AVICULTURE . [The 

German title of this Russian periodical is Orni

thologie und Vogelzucht .] Published in Moscow by 

the (French translation) Section Ornithologique de 

la Societe Imperiale Russe d'Acclimatation des 

Animaux et des Plantes. Edited by A. ehomia

koff and D. Rossinsky. 
1910-13. Annees I-IV. (All pub.?) large 8vo. 

illust. by black and white photos. .1\1 os cow. 

Thls well-edited magazine has most of its titles in Russian, French, 

and German, and contains many important scientific essays by 

Loudon , Rossinsky, Nesteroff, Dorogostajsky, Charlemagne, 

P omeranzeff , Boutourline, Antiloff, and other Russian naturalists. 

It is clearly printed and well illustrated by photogravures. 

The papers deal largely with the bird life of the (old) Russian Empire. 

ORNITHOLOGIE UND VOGELZUCHT. The 

German title of the Russian periodical whose 

French caption is Ornithologie et Aviculture. 

ORNITHOLOGISCHE BEOBACHTER DER 

WOCHENSCHRIFT FUR VOGELLIEB

HABER UND VOGELSCHUTZ . Edited by 

earl Daut, Bern, and Gustav von Burg, Olten. 

Pub. by earl Daut. 
1902- 30. (Jahrgange) Vols. 1-28. 4to. illust. 

Easel. 

The Beobachter and its French equivalent, L'Ornithologiste, well 

represent Swiss views of and efforts towards bird protection and 

culture. Interspersed with reports upon these topics are many 

carefully prepared annual reviews and reports furnished by local 

ornithologists of repute with the assistance of several societie they 

represent. Thls little magazine has, doubtless, many years of useful

ness before it. 

ORNITHOLOGISCHE BEOBACHTUNGS

STATIONEN IN DANEMARK. See DE -

MARK. 1883- 1930. Ornithologische Beobach 

tungssta t ionen . 

ORNITHOLOGISCHE GESELLSCHAFT IN 

BAYERN. 
1919-d.ate. Anzeiger. 

1897/8-dale. Verhandlungen. Nos. 1-3 as Jahres

bericht des Ornithologischen Vereins MO.nchen. 

S ee also BEITR~GE ZUR ZOOGEOGRAPHIE DER 

PALAARKTISCHEN REGION. 

ORNITHOLOGISCHE MITTEILUNGEN. 

The German name of the Russian journal whose 

(better known) French title is M essager Orni

thologique. 

ORNITHOLOGISCHE MON ATSBERICHTE 

MIT BEITRAGEN VON [numerous colla

borators] UND UNTER MITWIRKUNG 

VON H. SCHALOW. Monthly, 8vo. Edited bv 

Dr. Ant. Reichenow, Berlin, 1893. · 

1893- 1930. Jahrgange 1-38. 

This periodical, despite its small size, ranks with the most useful and 

practical of the German reviews of ornithological literature. )lore

over, descriptions of new species and other important though brief 

contributions haYe been made by a large number of well-known 

students of avian life; among them thr two Berlcpschs, Tschusi "· 

Schmidhofen, Eel. Hellmayr, E. Lonnberg, F. Liendner, '. Yan 

Schauburg, J. Thienemann, Prof. Ballowitz, and many others. 

ORNITHOLOGISCHE MONATSSCHRIFT. 
Halle, Leipzig. 

1876-dale. 

1876-90 . As Monatsschrift. See DEUTSCHER 

VE R EIN ZUM SCHUTZE DER VOGELWELT. 

ORNITHOLOGISCHERJAHRESBERICHT 

AUS DEM GOUVERNEMENT LIVLAND. 
Russland. 

The ompiler has been able to obtain only one Yolume: I. Jahres

bericht (1885). (All pub. 't) 
With this, a' :rachtrag' by E. von :\Iiddenclorf. 

ORNITHOLOGISCHER J'AHRESBERICHT 

[JAHR ] AUS HOLLAND (FRIESLAND 

UND ~ID). Edited by Herman Albarda, 

8vo. Leeuwarden . 

1885. Jahresbericht. pp. 43. 

The Compiler has seen only the first number of thi independent 

periodical, whlch is divided into three parts describing the localities 

included in its activitie and appearance of species. 

ORNITHOLOGISCHE RUNDSCHAU. Her 

ausgegeben von Wilhelm Schuster. Gensenheim 

bei Mainz, Germany. Six nos. yearly. 8vo . 

1905- 7. Vols. I-III. (All is ued ?) 

Thls periodical is a 'Beilage' of the Zeitschr. f. Oologie und Ornitho

lo{lie, beginning with April 15, 1905, and is generally bound with it; 

but the earlier numbers also appear as independent publications. 

In the 1907 volume of the Zeitschrift the publisher notes that the 

'Ornith. Runclschau' is no longer issued by him; yet Naturae Novi

tateslists Ill, IV, and V Jahrg., 1907-10. 

ORNITHOLOGISCHER VEREIN MttN

CHEN. See OR ITHOLOGISCHE GESELLSCHAFT IN 

BAYERN. 

ORNITHOLOGISCHER VEREIN ZU STET

TIN. See ZEITSCHRIFT F .. R PRAKTISCHE GEFLU-

GELZ CIIT D ORNITHOLOGIE. 

ORNITHOLOGISCHER 

WIEN. 
1877-97 . Mittheilungen. 

1884-5. Beiblatt. 
See also SCHWALBE (DIE). 

VEREIN IN 

ORNITHOLOGISCHES CENTRALBLATT. 

Organ fUr Wissenschaft und Verkehr. Nach

richtsblatt des gesamten Vereinswesens und 

Anzeiger fo.r Sammler, ZO..chter und Handler. 

Beiblatt zum Journal fur Ornithologie. Im auf

trage der Algemeinen Deutschen Gesellschaft 

herausgegeben von Prof. Dr. J . eabanis und 

Dr. Ant. Reichenow. 
1876-82. (All pub.) Bimonthly. Vols. I-VII. 

Leipzig and Berlin . 

During the seven years of its exi tence the Centralblatt published 

many papers of importance, numbering among its contributors 

such eminent ornithologists as Blasins, Schalow, Bohm, K. :JHibius, 

Hartlaub, v. Pelzeln, Giinther et al. 

ORNITHOLOGISCHES JAHRBUCH. Org-an 

fur das paH1.arktischc FaunengeiJiet. Ed i ted by 

Victor Ritter Tschusi zu Schmidhofen. 1 Iallein 

bei Salzburg, German Austria. 8uo. 1\IonLhly. 

Col. pl. Each part has a table of conlcn l and 

index; often col. illust. Double parls lhe rule 

afler 1D03. 
1890-1918. Vol . 1-29 (all pub.). 

The Jahrbuch doe not altogether confine itscH to contributions on 

the bird life of the palaearctic region although that territory is 

remarkably well covered by these volnmes, that are a monument to 

the industry and well-rounded ornithological accomplishments of 

the Editor. To the pages of this periodical almost t' \'l'fY ornitholo· 

gist of di tinction in Europe hal'l (•ontributt•d, and egprcially those 

re idcnt in South Germany and Au tria. The rcvi(''' of palararrtil' 

literature is of especial value and assiKtall('C to the inYcstigator. 

ORNITHOLOGISCHE VEREIN, MUNICH. 

Jahresbericht 1-3 (1897-8). ""ee oR:-.ITHOLO

GT CHE GE ELLSCIIAFT I · BAYERN . VERII A D

t LU GEN. 

v · 
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ORNITHOLOGIST, THE . A Magazine of Ornithology and Oology. Edited by H. Kirke Swann and collaborators. Illust. Monthly. London. 8vo. Vols. I-ll. March 1896-March 1897. 13 numbers (all pub.). 
The short-lived Ornithologist contains several articles of importance and value and was the first periodical devoted exclusively to British ornithology. 

ORNITHOLOGIST, THE. A monthly paper of N a tura l History. Especially devoted to the study of birds, their nests and habits. Ed. by C. L. McCollum, 8vo. Twin Eluffs, H'is. 1885. Nos. 1-7. 
F. L. Burns (105) furnishes these notes: 
1885. Vol. I, Nos. 1-7, May-Dec. pp. 60. Suspended. 
Fox notes that No. 6 was not issued, so that there were in reality only six numbers published. 
Several good paper, were contributeu to this short-lived monthly. W. L. Kells wrote a series of notes on Canadian Wild Birds, and there were also papers by C. H. Andres, Chas. H. Marsh, A. M. Shields, and others. 

ORNITHOLOGIST AND BOTANIST . Monthly. J oseph E. Blain, editor and publisher, Binghampton, N.Y., and Des Moines, la. 
1891-2. 8vo. (All pub.) 
Frank L. Burns furnishes the following notes: 
1891. Vol. I, Nos. I-XII, Jan.-Dec. pp. 96. index. 
1892. Vol. II, Nos. 1, 2, (3), and 6, Jan.-July. pp. 32. Suspended. 
This magazine seems to have passed through several editorial and publistng hands until it was finally merged in the California Trave rand Naturalist. After the fourth number Willard N. Clute becam editor. At the beginning of the second volume Letson BaUiet and Wm. S. Sanford, Des :i\Ioines, Iowa, became editors and publishers; finally W. S. Sanford & Co. alone. Among contributors are the editors, B. S. Bowdish, W. N. Clute, Wm. L. Kells, J. B. Lewis, J. M. Swain, A. H . Norton et al. 

ORNITHOLOGIST AND OOLOGIST ; birds , their nests and eggs . 
Vols. 6-18, Mar. 1881-0ct. 1893. (All pub.) Rockville, Conn.; Bost., Mass.; Pawtucket, Conn.; Hyde Park, Mass., 1881-93. 8vo . Contination of Oologist, Utica, N.Y., 1875-81. 
This magazine was very popular and in its day enjoyed a wide circulation and extensive patronage. Its list of contributors include the names of nearly every practical ornithologist in the country and it seems a pity that it was unable to continue its useful career . 

L'ORNITHOLOGISTE. Organe officiel de la Societe suisse pour l'etude des oiseaux et leur protection. 
The foregoing is the French title of Der ornith. Beobachter. That magazine was separately edited (in French) by Prof. MatheyDurpaz, N euchatel, Switzerland; beginning with J ahrg. (Annee) VII, 1909-10. 
See DER ORNITHOLOGISCHE BEODA.CHTER. 

ORNITHOLOGISTS' AND OOLOGISTS' SEMI-ANNUAL. 8vo. Published by W. H. Foote, Pittsfield, Mass. Editor (second volume), C. C. Maxfield, Willard, N .Y. In two editions. F . L. Burns (108) furnishes these notes: 
1889. Vol. I, Nos. 1 and 2, Jan. and July. pp. 48 + 46. illust . 1 pl. 
1890. Vol. II, Nos. 1 and 2, Jan. and July. pp. 48 + 44. illust. 2 pl. 
This periodical was continued as The Semi
Annual. 
The succession of these seven related periodicals 
is as follows: 

1888-9; continued as (2) The Semi-Annual, 1889, 1890. 
Continued as (3) The Wilson Quarterly. A Journal of Ornithology, official organ of the Wilson Ornithological Chapter of the Agassiz Association. One vol. (IV), Nos. 1 and 2, April and J uly, published 1892. 8vo. Oberlin, Ohio. Pub. by R. M. Strong and ed. by Lynds Jones et al. 
Continued as ( 4) The Journal of the Wilson Orn ithological Chapter of the Agassiz Association, 2 vols., 1893. 
Continued as (5) The Wilson Ornithological Chapter, 1894. 
Continued as (6) Bulletin Number [ 4-19] of the H' ilson Ornithological Chapter of the Agassiz Association, 1895-8. 
Continued as (7) The 1Vilson Bulletin, 1898-date. 

ORNITHOTROPHIE ARTIFICIJLE, etc. · 
1780. Anonymous. r Paris. 

ORSTED, ANDERS SANDji}E [1816-72]. 
1844. De regionibus marinis. Elementa topog-raphiae historiconaturalis freti Oresund. 8vo. pp. [10]+88. (Copenhagen. Universitas Havniensis [theses].) Havniae. 
n.d . Udtog af en Beskrivelse af Grenlands Annulata dorsibranchiata. 8vo. pp. 33. 

ORTENBURGER, A. I. 
1928. The Whip Snakes and Racers: Genera Masticophis and Coluber. (Mem. Univ. Michigan Mus., vol. 1.) 4to. pp. 18+247. 36 pl. 

Ann Arbor. ORTON, JAMES [1830-77]. 
1870. The Andes and the Amazon, or across the Continent of South America. 8vo. pp. 25 +356. 36 figs. 1 map (fold.). 3 append. index. New York. 
The result of a scientific expedition to the equatorial Andes and the river Amazon in 1867. There are numerous references to animals throughout the book, more especially to the Condor, Parrots, Toucans, and Humming-birds, etc., with two illustrations. A third edition was published in 1876. 
1876. The Andes and the Amazon. 3rd ed. 8vo. pp. 23+645. 14 pl. 64 figs. 2 maps (fo ld.). 4 append. index. New York. 
A much enlarged edition, divided into two parts, the first containing the results Qf expedition No. 1, in 1867, and the second that of expedition No. 2, in 1873. There are further references to animals, especially to birds. 

ORTUS SANITATIS. See HORTUS SANITATIS. 
OSBALDISTON, W. A. 

1792. The British Sportsman. Dictionary, etc. 4to. col. pl. London. 
A cyclopedia of game animals with (rare) colored illustrations. 

OSBORN, HENRY FAIRFIELD [1857- ]. 
1881. A memoir upon Loxolophodon and Uintalherium, two genera of the sub-order D inocerata. 4lo. pp. 5 +54. 4 pl. map. Princeton, N .J. 
Author' s reprint. 
1894. From the Greeks to Darwin. 12mo . 

New Y ork. 
1907. Origin of life. 8vo. illust. New Y ork. 
1910. Age of Mammals in Europe, Asia and North America. New York. ( 1) Ornithologists' and 0Dlogists' Semi-Annual, (, One of the best of our treatises on vertebrate paleontology. 

JJ/ 

I 
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~ ,. [OSBORN, H. I ... (contd.)] 

1910. A naturalist in the Bahamas. See NORTHROP, 

JOH . 
(1921]. Evolution, phylogeny, and classification 

of the Mastodontoidea. 4to. pp. 6. (Paleontologi

cal Society, Proceeding .) New 1 ork. 

Author' reprint. 

1926. On the trail of ancient man. 
R. C. 

OSBORN' liERBERT [1856- ] 0 

--.ee A DREWS, 

1926. Economic zoology; an introductory text

book on zoology. 8uo. pp. 16+490. New 1'ork. 

One of the Lest manuals in English. 

OSCULATI, GAETAJ.'<O [1808-? 79]. 
1850. Esplorazione delle regioni equatoriali 

d'Amazzoni. },filano. 

An accom1t of the vertebrate zoology of this district is fmnished by 

the author. 

OSGOOD, I. and WYNDHAM, II. 
1914. The \\'inged Anthology, etc. 8vo. London. 

OSGOOD, \VrLFRED HcD o [1875- ] . 

1901. atural history of the Queen Charlotte 

Islands, British Columbia. 1 atural history of the 

Cook Inlet region, Alaska. 8uo. pp. 87. front. 

(map). 6 pl. 1 fig. bibliogr. index. VVashinglon. 

OSLER, SIR \VrLLIAl\1 [1849-Hll9]. 
1923. Incunabula 1edica. A studv of the earliest 

printed Medical Books, 1467-1480 . ..Jlo. tn;fonl. 

l\fany of these contain descriptioni:i of animals, quite a few of the 

authors being famous natmalists. 

1929. Bibliotheea Osleriana. A catalogue of books 

illustrating· the history of .Medicine and Science

bequeathed to MeGill Universily. ..Jlo. pp. 36 + 
7 85. index. Oxford. 

Extensive use has been made of this fine treatise b} the Compiler. 

.For an account of the Osier Library ee pp. JW,..,and 1h of this 

lNTRODFCTJON and CATALOGCE. - 1- ~ 

OSLO UNIVERSITET. 
1847 ?-date. . arsberetning. 

OSPREY, THE. An illustrated Monthly 

Magazine of (later Popular) Ornithology. 

Editea by \\'alter Adam Johnson, associated 

with Dr. A. C. Murchison and Dr. Elliott Coues. 

Illust. 
1896-1902. Vols. I-VI. 8vo. (All pub.) (Mostly) 

12 nos. per vol. There was a vol. VI, 'o. 7, 

July 1 ~u-~, actually printed, buL it was not mailed 

to subscribers. Galesburg, Ill. 

Frank L. Burns gh es the followin~ accom1t and appreciation of 

this magazine with which the Comp1ler agrees. 'Dr. Gill, who had 

withdrawn fromthr April and ~lay no ., again a sumrd the editorship 

in JunP, upon the retirement of Dr. Coues. Beginning with Vol. V 

.~:·o. i, thl' ehief editors were Dr. Gill and Paul Bartsch in collaboratimi 

with Robert Ridgway, Leonard. Stejneger, F. A. Lucas, Chas. W. 

Richmond, Wm. Palmer, Harry C. Oberhalser of Washington, and 

Witmer toneof Philadelphia.' 
This was by far the most brilliant of all the minor [American] 

ornithological periodicals. 

OSSENDOWSKI, FERDl A D. 
(1923]. Beasts, men and gods. 8vo. pp. ix+325. 

front. (map). glossary. index. ew 1"ork. 

A very popular account of personal adventme. There are many 

references to and descriptions of ~longolian and Chinese Natmal 

History, especially of birds. The first edition was published in 

August 1922, the present one in J tmc 192:3, it being the twenty-fir~t 

edition! 

OSTRICH (THE). Medium of Records of Mem

bers of South African Ornithological Society. 

Edited by AusLin Roberts. 
1930. Vol. I, No. 1, March. Natal. 

OSWALD, FELIX LEOPOLD [1845-1906]. 

1880. Summerland sketches, or Rambles in the 

backwoods of Me. ico and Central America. 8uo. 

pp. 5+425. front. 75 figs. Philadelphia. 

::11auy references to the natural hi. tory of the region Yisited, especially 

to its bird life. Dr . .Felix Oswald was a great nature lover and wrote 

many &tilTing chapters ou the charms aud benefits of outdoor life for 

the early Yolumes of the Popular Science J1onthly. 

OTTAWA FIELD NATURALISTS' CLUB. 
FIELD NATURALIST. 

OTTE, E. C. 
1857. The rambles of a naturalist. See QUATRE

FAGES DE BREA , JEA LOUIS AR lA D DE. 

OTTO, \YILHEL:\1 A. 
1914. Praklische Vogelkunde und Vogelpflege. 

32mo. pp. (16) +191 . .30 pl. (col.). 2 figs. Leipzig. 

OUDEMANS' A. TOI:NE CORNEILLE. 
1892. The great sea-serpent. An historical and 

critical Lreatise. \Yith the reports of 187 appear

an es ... the suppositions and suggestions of 

scientific and non-scienLific persons, and the 

author's conclu ions. 8uo. pp. 15 + 592. illust. 
· London. 

OUDEMANS, JOHA 'ES THL(JDOHLS. 
1917. Dodo Studit'n. (Verhandl. der Kon. Akad. 

\Yetenskap. Am terdam, June 1917.) In Dutch. 

4to. pp. 140. 16 pl. T. o{ c. 
An elalJorate historical account of the DoJo and its allies, with 

lJibliof]'raphies and lists of published illustrations, many of which 

are rPproduced. .Author's eparate . 

OUR ANIMAL FRIENDS. (American So

ciety for the Prevention of Cruelty to Ani

mals. ) 1874?-1909? ew l·ork. 

OUR BIRDS. Monthly. Publi hed by Legion 1, 

Knights of . udubon, Holyoke, Mass. Richard S. 

Brooks, Editor. 
1880. Vol. I, No. 1, May. 12nw. pp. 8. (A ll pub.) 

OUR DUMB ANIMALS. (Massachusetts 

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to 

Animals. ) 1868-date. Boston. 

OUR FEATHERED FRIENDS. \Vilson B. 

Rector, Belington, \\' st Va. (Allegheny and 

Cheat Mountain Club.) 
'Publication ceased years ago' is all the information the Compiler is 

able to licit. 

OUR FOURFOOTED FRIENDS. 
Rescue League. ) 1902-date. 

OUSTALET, EMILE [1844-1905] 0 

1877. See DAVID anrl. OUSTALET. 

(Animal 
Boston. 

1882. See REVOIL, G. 

1885-91. Oiseaux. 4to. 
(Mission scientifique du 
Zoologie.) 

pp. 342. 6 col. pl. 
cap Horn, 1882-83. 

Paris. 

.An account of th birds observed <luring the French expedition to 

Cape Horn in 188~-a. to which is a<lded the results obtained by 

other investigators in tl,r same region. Only one new species is 

catalogued. The volume in hand is Prof. Reichenow's autographed 

~opy. 
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~93. See MILNE EDWARDS, ALPHONSE. 

1894. SeeJAN-MAYEN. 

ji 

1922. Nos oiseaux de mer de riviere et de marais. See TER IER, L. 
1926. Les oiseaux de la Chine. See also DAVID, A. and OUSTALET, E. 
n.d. Les oiseaux rlu Cambodge, du Laos, de l'Annam et du Tonkin. folio. pp. 76. pl. Paris. Author's excerpt from Museum d'histoire naturelle. Nouvelles archires, .j,e ser. 

OU-YANG HSttN [557-645]. 
n .d. I wen lei chil ; Encyclopedia on all kinds of subjects, including animals, birds, fishes, insects, etc., chilan 90-100. 28·2 x 18·6 cm. [G.] 

OVE R S IGT OVER DET . . . F ORHANDLINGER K . DANSK VIDENS KABERN ES SELSKAB . 1816, (1837), 1842-date. See COPENHAGEN. 

OWEN , CHARLES [fl. 1746]. 
1742. An Essay towards a natural history of Serpents, etc. 4to. pp. 23+240+12. 7 pl. London. A useful accom1t of the subject written in the popular style of the period. 

OWEN, JEAN A. 
1892. See JORDA , DENHAM. 

****and BOULGER, G. S. 
1894-5. The country month by month. 12 vols. in 2. 12mo. London. This is a popular account of outdoor life, especially of the birds. Several editions were published-one by Lord Lilford in 1902-- most of them in the E.S.W. Library. 

1895. The wild-fowl and sea-fowl of Great Britain, &c. See JORDAN, DENHAM. 
**** and HER MAN , d,. 

1909. Birds useful and l'irds harmful. See HERMAN, f. and OWEN, J. A. 

OWEN, RICHARD [1804-92]. 
1834. A monograph of the Ramphastidae, or family of toucans. Anatomy. See GOVLD, JOHN. This celebrated naturalist was head of the Natural History depattment of the British Museum, and added much to our knowledge of biology, especially of paleontology. He did not accept the more advanced concepts of the doctrine of evolution but was, nevertheless, an acute and accurate observer. 
1839- 43. See ZOOLOGY OF THE VOYAGE OF H.M.S. BEAGLE. 
1846. A history of British fossil mammals and birds. 8vo. pp. 46+560. illusl. London. 
1846. Lectures on the comparative anatomy and physiology of the vertebrate animals. Part I. Fishes. (All pub.) 8vo. pp. 12+308. illust. 

London. 
1849. On the nature of limbs. 8vo. pp. (2) +119. front. 2 pl. (1 fold.). 11 figs. London. In tllis discourse on animal movements, references to the wings and legs of birds will be found throughout. 
1853. Descriptive catalogue of the osteological series contained in the museum of the Royal College of Surgeons. 2 vols. 4to. Vol. I, pp. xlv + 350. Vol. 11, pp. 351 +914. London. 
CoNTENTS. Vol. 1. Pisces, Reptilia, Aves, Marsupialia. 2. Mammalia Placentalia. 

1854. A monograph of the Ramphastidae. Revised ed. Anatomy. See GOVLD, JOHN. 
1859. On the Classification and Geographical Distribution of the Mammalia, etc. 8vo. [0.] 

London. 
1860. Palreontology; or, A systematic summary of extinct animals and their geological relations. 8vo. pp. xv+420. 142 figs. (1 fold.). index. 

Edinburgh. 
1861. Palreontology or A systematic summary of extinct animals and their geological relations. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. xvi+463. 174 figs. index. 

Edinburgh. Some parts of the 1860 edition are here omitted ; a little is altered ; and much is added. The portion dealing with birds is unaltered. 
1862. Signed, unpublished, autograph letter of two pages on natural history subjects, written to Prof. Scherzer. In the Blacker Library. 
1862. On the extent and aims of a National Museum of natural history. 8vo. pp. 4+126. illust. London. 
1863. Monograph of the Aye-Aye. 4to. London. 
1865. Memoir on the Gorilla. 4to. London. 
1866. Memoir on the dodo (Didus ineptus, Linn.); with an historical introduction by W. J. Broderip. folio. pp. [6] +55. 12 pl. (2 col., 1 fold.). 5 figs. 

London. The author's memoir, revised and augmented, with reprints of W. J. Broderip's papers on the Dodo. The present copy is a presentation one from the author to His Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge. . 
1866-8. On the anatomy of vertebrates. 3 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xlii+650. 452 figs. bibliogr. Vol. II, pp. viii+592. 406 figs. bibliogr. Vol. Ill, pp. x+915. 613 figs. bibliogr. 2 indexes. London. The present work completes the outline of the Organization of the Animal Kingdom, which was begun in 1843. 
1879. Memoirs on the extinct wingless birds of New Zealand; with an appendix on those of England, Australia, Newfoundland, Mauritius, and Rodriguez. 2 vols. 1 vol. text. 1 vol. plates. folio. pp. 10+465+25. 128 pl. London. A classic treatise comprising text of a series of 41 chapters, with a volume of plates, in which all that is known of the subjects above is fully expounded. The osteology of the extinct birds is especially well treat.ed and illustrated. 

n.d. Aves. 4to. pp. 94. illust. (Todd's Cyclopaedia of Anatomy and Physiology, vol. 1.) 
n .d. Description of the skeleton of the Great Auk, or Garfowl (Alca impennis, L.). folio. pp. 19. pl. 

London. OWEN. (Son of the Marshes.) 
1892. Within an hour of London town. Among wild birds and their haunts, by a son of the Marshes. pp . 314. London. A popular work by this well-known writer. 

OWL , THE . Issued by Chapter 711, Agassiz Association. Devoted to the Cause of Increasing an Interest in Natural History, especially among Young Folks. H. Pearl Peck and Edward Wait, Editors. Quarterly. 
~ 1885- 8 . 3 vols. 8vo. (All issued.) 

Glen Falls, N. Y. 
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OWL , THE. Pub. bv F. E. Bir·h and :\". B . 

Dalev. _ Ionlhl . · 
1890 ~ I. I. · o. l. F b . vo. pp. 4. u pend d. 

Clzatham. L ·.1 . 

h ·ci n ific n m of ;, 

OXFORDSHIRE NATURAL HISTORY SO

CIETY. 
1900. l niled '·it h . hmolean "" ·ieh 

A.:hmol an . ·atural Hi ton t~ of 
:hir . . 

form 
. f rd-

OXFORD UNIVERSITY. Rope Department 

of Zoology. 
1897--i/ate. Ho} e1 orts. 

OYO-DOBUTSUGAKU -ZASSRI . Tokyo. 

Print ·tl in J ap:m and En~li 

1930. Mar·h. \ ol. '2 • . ·o. 1. I ll " ale I. Pul

ILhed uy the- Japane:::- ... ri, for .\J plie l 

Zo I !!.' · 

PACIFIC COAST AVIFAUNA. Pul.l s'.ed by 

the . oper .1.lll olog-i ·al 'lub of alii rni~ . · 

L'O. il/u. t. . Pl ear;:, irr aularly. Each 

aged seJ arat ly. 
~anta Clara and Lo Angele . Gal. 

PACIFIC FUR AND FEATHER . .:ee ·. TrRE 

0 E. DI .E T ... FEATHER. 

PACIFIC NORTH EST BIRD AND A 

AL CLUB. e .ICRRELET. 

PACXARD, . LPHEC 

186 . ee A IERI .• 

1879. Zool av for ~tud nt ~ aiid £:"eneral readers. 

LO. pp. viii 1 119. 5-1/i fig._ glo "'~ary. index. 
1\ el l'ork. 

PAESSLER, ARL YILHEU.l OTTFRIED (1 1._ ]. 

n .d . ie Eier d r Eur paeb ·hen Yoegel. e 

BAEDEKER , F. W. J. 

PAEZ, RAw.·. 
186 . TraY I- and ·td\ entur in outh and .en

tral Amerka. Fir t ~erte~: Lite in lh llano;::, o 

\ enezuela. LO. pp. 'Lll :! +i::t-xlviii-4 

47 3. map. 13 pi. 19 ftt.J • u l" urk. 

~o~~lii~ ny rt'ierenc " to h<" 1 WI 

YERTEBR~ TE z L y 

PAGE , H R~ •• A [luti0-

1 9 . Feathe ·e 1 l et:. L~th e L pi. 
D ,'.\loin . Ju. 

[1906: . Pan Jl , 1 

ar and lr· 
fig.'. index. 

PAGE , 0_ 'm :1 11-7. - . 

1 6 1. Tht pa t and prt nl lif' of th gl be. 

H ·in!:!' , ketrh in outline the '·orlLL li e-

-t m. l'O. pp. 2/i6. :!0- Jz . in lex. Edinburgh. 

PAGE , \YE LEY A tEOD RE d. L ·!3 

191 . Yiar.e l ir l-r om · :. nd age- . e 

ORM\. , H. 

19 12 . viart .. , lda,ianlife. L'O. 

front. 1,-3 fiv· 14 plan i col.~ Id . . 

1919. · orei!!n bir L: 1 r b g-inner.:. 

front. col. fold. . i pi. i fig·. i ul 
LO. pp. 6-+- 60. 

London. 

PAGET HAR E J. '1211-4-1 and PAGET, 

PALAEONTOLOGIA INDICA. 

PALAEONTOLOGIA S 

1922 I li . erie- : . 

1922-ttat . 

192 late. 

1923-date. 

B. 

ICA. 

auf l r r:le. 
\\ ien. 

6--19 
""'a lcu lta. 

PeJ,·in . 

PALAEONTOLOGIA U 

12. 

IVERSALIS. l 03-
L m I. 

PALAEONTOLOGISCRE 

1913-dat . 

ZEITSCHRIFT. 
Berlin. 

P ALEONTOLOGICAL BULLETIN. 1 72- 5? 
P hi lad lphia. 

PALEO TOLOGIE LO BARDE. 1 5-1. 
JJ i /an . 

PALEO TOLOGIS . 1 7 - 3. Cincinrwti. 0 . 
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[17 1-1211. 
ool Q"i 'a, ete. 

H agaf Comitu 11. 

1767. ~ picileQ"ia zooloQ"i 'a quibtL n wae i 1 primi · et obscurae animalium ~I e 'ie: tconibtL, ie::; ·riptionibus at que c nuuentarii: illustrantm. ~ t I". 4to. ilhrt. Brrlin. 
1767-70. DierhmdiQ" meng-elwerl-. in het welke de nieuwe of nog- dmstere zoorten Yan diereu door 
naauwkeuri~e afbeeldin~en. be::: hn Yin!!en en Yerhandelingen op!!ehelde~·l word en. 4to. iOcol. pi. 

l. trechl. 
This · · Palla, · Jli.:;cellany. i5'-'UNi in 6 part5. I indu les original de cription" of '-'Ome m:uine form." that stili bear the Pt' ific nam " g:rven to trem by the author. The romplete " t i;; very r, r uo ropy lH ~1 in the Cnt. Br. Jfu.~. (Sat Hi.·tvry). 

771-6. Reiue dur1. h Yt'I'' 'hiedPne Pro\ inzen de~ Rw~i chen Reichs 17 '2-7-.t . 3 pl.. t•o/. . . lto. illu l. .;;l. Peter ·burg. 
To each ,-olume of the·e journeys there i' an ,tp n.lix uealin:! with he natural history. ··ewral .;;ub.;;equent elliti us and translations (one into Engli·h. Lonll .. p-::o~-~{. ~ YOl" .. illu,;t.) of thi,; cla~d~· work hM·e appeared. T11e Frent'h trartlation. E'ight Yolum " ami an • tla., edited anti amendt•d by Lnmarek and others, apPt'ared in 179! 

1774-84. ~""ee G.:\IELL., <;. G. 

1778. • Tovae "'pecie quadrupedum e f!"lirium rdine, cum illtL. ,-ariL complurium e. hoc ordine animalium. 4to. pp. .J..3.'1 . 39 pl. Erhm[!ae. 
1778. ~Ii cellanea Zoologicn. lto. pi .. Lii[]d. Butm. 
A later printing of the 1766 edition. 

1778- 9. -aturgeschichle merkwOrdiO'et· Thiere, in 'velcher vornehmlich neue un t unbekannte Thierarten durch Kupfer ti 'he, Be chreibungen und ErkliirunQ"en erH\utert werden. ~ t•ol'. l'O. illu l. ~ Berlin. 
One of the note"'orth.- treat·· · on animal life by this celebmtell trawler and naturalist. 

1794. YoyaO'e' clu profes eur Pallas, daw plusieurv province- de l'empire ie RtL ie et c.ians l' ie eptenlrionale · tr. de L llemand p~n' Jhl C. Gauthier de la Pevronie .. TOll\. e l., reY. et enrichie de note par 'le~ CL. Lumarck ... [et' Langlev. ' vols. and atlas. L'O and folio. Paris. 
A :French cllition of Palla ' f.1mou · Rei.~e. "ith Ya1uab1e note b\ other naturalist . 

cu . 1800. Dierkuudig-' beocch. eenio-er o zehlzame dieren. 6 sluliken \inl vol.). 4to. 
en van 
col. pi. 

Om oi th' many eilltions oi the author's Dierkundi[J Jlengelzterk. 
18 11-42. Zoographiu Ro o-.·Liatica, isten omnium .\ nimalium in extenso Imperi Ro ico eL adjacentibus maribus, etc. 3 vol . 4to. illust. ~ \\ anting.) Pelropoli. 

According to the Cat. Br. Jlus. (Xat. Hi t.), p. 1505, the first two Yolumes of this da. ,ic were completed ,hortl~· after the author' death; that on .fishe -e ·tended by G. T. Tilesius-was fini bed in 

. rin::;ka F g-r l~i.g-g. 

l' i. 4 l /,. 

1 etrupolz. 

I. on 

fle 1,mqfor 
\ o~·el. l o. 

"-l lHI \ , )~L. 
Hidrag- tilll iinnulomen om ~'tbi i ka I ·hafskut:ten,· Fog-elfnuna. enligt Vcgn- E pc iiti netL iaktt.tQ'elsero 1samliw~ar. to. pp. 1+:!61. tab . 

... tockholm. 
P AL E R, . . ll. 

1 95. The Lire of Jo l'I I \\ If, . uimal Painter. 'vo. pp. 1 3~~..:. illu. t. London. 
This ndtuirablt bio ·raph~ o1 , lanH>ll" .1rth-t l!h t' the reader Ill! n: tine picturr-. of auim: llitt' a-. \HII a.· 1 ~:ornl h'h•list or tht' numerou<::. well-known \\' r ·;; whieh '' olt illu"tnthlll \\ itll hi· ladlt pt'n Rnd bru<:h. 

PALMER , ,l( H l'"- l.BI'O" . 
1 I . \\ ild life in Lht> wot,d::; ~, strrum rmnblino-lelters. L'O. pp . .1. v :!0,). pi. 50 fig·. append. 

I.ondon. Tal "" of bird and othE'r .mim;tl..: snitahl(' r r ~ onng pt>ople. 
PALMER TllEOlHJRl: liEH~l ' [lt () 

1 93. Sec PE l'll \ Ll fY E PIT>l"l 10 
] . 

1 96. fhe jark rahbiL nr the l nited 
pp. '4. J pi. 3 map . te.rt-fiu . 
\.uthor': t'1lition of an intt rt'>"tinl! mtlll0!>!r.tph. :ll'P and in kPI. 

tdtes. l'O. 
\\ a. Jungton. 
\ r '' i5\ 'd i><»ne 

1900. [ aws r g-ulati11g· the tr:.msportation and ale of zame. t'vo. pfJ. < 9. front. map . t pi. (map. and diagr .. . imle.r. \ a.·Nnylon. D.C. 
1902. Lt'zi 'la lion for t hl' 11' le ·I ion of birds other than g-anH' bird:::-. r·v. pp. f.J.'L J pl. (map.). , fiy::-:. I map). index. \\as/tiny/on D.C. 
.\ re' i~t·ll Nlition or Build in • o. I:!. l>il>lo~th·al ;::;nnt''. i~, U('d in 1900. in \\hie ~mnt> TW'' matt •r ha:- bt 01 ml kd. \it h eorrN•tiou;o neees'ary to bring the 1\0rk down to !HO:!. 
1904. IndL• · gem't'lllll manuunlium; n list of the gene1·u nnd fumilips or Ill<~ 11mnlt: ... preparrd under lllL' l i1·t>dion 11l Dr. C. riart Ml'niam. pp. 9 l. indeJ.·e~. H ashinf7lon. 
This C'Otnl>reht>nsh •. inllispl'nsah!t•. an l alphnbt•tkally arrang('d eatulogue of f!('Ul'ra iuelnde,. onh•rs nllll l.nniliP,o. lt wa. is~ued a. Sarth Awe-ric w Faunn • • o. ~a. but it~ vahu' a~ n hook of rt'ft'rence t!eruand~ special mention IH·re. 
1922. Gumc as n uatio11al re~ourc<'. L'l'O. pp. 4 . ,J fiys. (mnp.). \\ a nin!flon, D.C. 
Bulletin summarizing prt•tst'nt informatil'll tHI !<Ollll' of the lllrger prt,blems of Anwrkan game rLmserYatinn both national nud international. It L prepared for U!:<l' in let4i~lat i n l'sprdally. 

PALM ER, \Y~I . 
1898-9. 'ee • IrED 
FI IIERIES. 

x__ 
Q, ]VJV 

ST fE~. Bl'RL'.,U; OF 
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p ALMSTR UCH' J OllA w ILHELM [ 1770-81] . 

1806-9(25). Svensk Zoologi ... af C. Quensel, etc. 

2 vols. 8vo. 72 col. pi. tocf.cholm. 

This scarce but quite important treatise on the zoology of Sweden 

was begun by G. J. Billing. The text was written for Heft 1 by 

C. Quensel, after whose death it was continue l by 0. wartz. 

Heft 12 was supplied by J. W. Dalman. 

PANDER, CHRISTIA HEI RICH [1794- 1865] and 

ALTON, J. vV. E. o'. 
1821-38. Vcrgleichende Osteologie, etc. 2 vols. 

ob. folio. illust. (\Vanting.) Bonn. 

An early but very important, profusely illustrated work on com

parative osteology, including all the subclasses of wrtebrate zoology. 

1856. Monographie der fossilen Fische des siluri

schen System der Russisch-Baltischen Gouverne

ments. 4to. pp. 10+91. 9 pi. St. Petersburg. 

A useful contribution to the paleontology of the Russian Bmpire. 

PANSCH, AooLF [1841-87]. 1873-4. See IIART

LAUB and LINDEMAN, eds. 

p•AN TZU-MU [12th cent.]. 
1579. Chi tsuan yoan hai. A classified encyclo

pedia, with material on animals, birds, butterflies, 

aquatic creatures, etc., chuan 97- 100. 26·2 x 

17 cm. [G.] 

PANUM, PETER LUD\VIG [1820-85]. 

1860. Untersuchungen uber die Entstehung der 

Missbildungen zunachst in den Eiern der Vogel. 

8vo. pp. 12+260. 12 pl. (107 figs.). Berlin. 

An important work on malformations in the eggs of birrls, with 

chapters on the cat1ses of their abnormal dr>velopment. The volume 

is a valuable contribution to comparativP r>mbryology. 

1880. Naturvidenskabernes dvikling i Danmark 

1648-1766. 
A report of the University program during the stated period. 

PAPEZ, JAMES WE CESLAS [1883- ] . 

1929. Comparative Neurology. 8vo. pp. 554. 315 

illust. New } -ork. 

An introductory laboratory course on the form of the [wrtebrate) 

nervous system, that furnishes the best outline in English of an 

important subject. This useful treatisr is divided into three parts: 

the gross structure of the brain of animals; the micro copic structure 

of the mammalian nervous system, and the brains of lower verte

brates, including amphioxu , fishrs, and amphibians. 

PAPPENHEIM, P. 
1901-3. See GERMANY. 
Expedition. 

1909. See BRAUER, AUGUST. 

Deutsche Sudpolar-

PAQUET, HE RI REMI RE E: [1845- ], (pseud.) 

NEREE QUEPAT. 
1873. Monographie du chardonnerat. 8vo. pp. 4 

+46. illust. Paris. 

A complete account of the Goldfinch, 'le plus bel oisf'au cl'Europt>'. 

1874. Ornithologie Parisienne; ou, C81alogue des 

oiseaux sedentaires et de passage qui vivcnt a 
l'etat sauvage dans l'enreinle de la Ville de Paris. 

8vo. pp. 65 + 2. J>11ris. 

1875. 1onographie du cini. 8vo. pp. 2 +59. 

2 col. pl, Paris. 

Thr St>rins arp systematirally dralt '~ith in the ahovr monograph 

the author d<tin:ing that thrRe rommon birds havr heen neglPrt,eci 

by writ••rs. 

1899. Ornithologie du Val de Metz. Vogelkunde 

des Metzer-Tl als. 8vo. pp. 7 +175. raris. 

~ f\cie~tific account of t~f' birds that frequf'nt thf' Woippy territory, 

mcluomg thr )fetz regwn. Both thr vernacular and syf\tematic 

name are giYen. From the Cabanis-Rcirhenow collection. 

PARA, BRAZIL. See MUSEO GOELDI DE HISTORIA 

NATURAL. 

PARIS, PA L. 

1906. Les oiseaux d' Europe, tableaux synop

tiques. 12mo. pp. 248 + 2. 25 pl. figs. in text. 
Paris. 

A handy pocket manual , in tabular form, for the u e of students 

?.n rl ornithologists in thr fiel rl. .560 species and subspecies are li ted, 

most of them depicted in the text. 

1907. Catalogue des Oiseaux observes en France. 

8uo. pp. 87. Paris. 

PARIS. 
1687-1702. A ·ademie des sciences. The natural 

history of animals, containing the anatomical 

description of several creatures dissected by the 

Royal . cademy of sciences at Paris ... done into 

English by [Alexander Pitfield]. Extra engr. t.-p, 

dated 1687 called ' 1emoires for a natural history 

of animals'. folio. London. 

1836-77. Annales des Sciences aturelles de 

Paris: Zoologie et. Paleon tologie. 

1839-56. Archives du .Museum d'Histoire Natu

relle. Publiees par les Professeurs-Administrateurs 

de cet Etablissement.. Vols. I-VIII. 4lo. 

1865-74. Nouvellcs rchives. Vol . I-X. 

1854-69. Societe Zoologique d'Ac limatation. 

[First Series], 10 vol . 'econd Series, vols. I-VI. 

8vo. 

1922-30. 1' ederation cles groupemeutf' fran~ais 

pour la protection des oiseaux. Bulletin. 4lo. 

illust. Paris. 

See also IN TIT T DE FR NCE. 

See also .Mu. EUM o '1-u. TOIRE , AI ·nELLE. 

PARK, CARTO"\f MOORE. 
1900. A Book of Birds. folio. no p. 26 half-lone pl. 

London. 

Popular, arti tic pictnrr>s of 2G birds with hort. descripti,·e text on 

oppo!'\ite sheets. 

PARKER, ERIC [1870- J. 
1918. Shooting days. 8vo. pp. x+344. index. 

London. 

Dealing with the sport of shooting game and. wildfmll in Great 

Britain. bttt from the YiPwpoint of t.he naturalist, rather than of 

the expert >lith the gun. 

PARKER, TIIO.YIAS J EFFHEY [1850-97]. 

1900. A course of instruction in zootomj (Yerte

brata). 8vo. pp. :r.riii + 39t. 72 figs. index. 
r,ondon. 

A continnntion of thf' zoological part of llnxley and \lartin' 

Elementary Biolo(Jy. It has been sr vrral times reprintPCI. 

**** and HASWELL, vV. A. 
1910. lext-booh. of zoology. :zncl eel. 2 l'ols. 8uo. 

Vol. I, pp. x.r:ri:r -!.. 8.)[). 704 fiqs. inde.r. \ ol. IJ, 

pp. xx + 728. fiys. 70u-1241. Uf•fJend. inrle:r. 
London. 

**** and PARKER, W. N. 
1920. n elenwnlnry course of prarl ical zoo log~. 

12mo. pp. xii + fi.38. 168 figs. incle.r. London. 

**** and HAS WELL, \V. A. 
1920 . . \ manual of zoology. 8vo. pp. J'XV ,.;63. 

327 figs. index. .~.Vew 1'ork. 
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PARKER, WILLIAM KITCHEN [1823-90]. 
1868. A monograph on the structure and develop
ment of the shoulder-girdle and sternum in the 
Vertebrata. 4to. pp. xi+209. 30 pl. (col.). 21 figs. 
index. London. 
Reprinted by the Ray Society. 

1873. On .!Egithognathous Birds. 9 pl. London. 

**** and THOMSON , C. W. 
1880-95. See CHALLENGER, VOYAGE OF. 
1890. On the Morphology of the Duck and Auk 
tribes. 9 pl. Dublin. 
1891. On the morphology of a reptilian bird, 
Opisthocomus cristatus. folio. pp. 43. pl. London. 

PARKHURST. Hnwa"Qn Pn.-r-.n~ flOAO 

!JJ!· 

PARROT, CARL. 
1903. Ornithologische Wahrnehmungen auf einer 
Fahrt nach Aegypten. 8vo. pp. 50. Miinchen. 
1905-14. Genera Avium. See WYTSMAN, P'\\ · 

P ARRY, WILLIAM EDWARD [1790-85]. 
1828. Narrative of an attempt to reach the North 
Pole in boats ... [from] H.M.S. Hecla in 1827. 
4to. pp. 22 + 229. 6 pl. 2 maps. London. 
One of several accounts of Parry's celebrated voyages to the North Pole, appendices to which describe the zoology of the regions visited, in this instance by J. C. Ross. The fauna of the 1818 voyage ('Hecla' and 'Griper') was described by E. Sabine; that of 1821-3 ('Fury' and 'Hecla') by J. Richardson; of the same ships in 1824-5 by J. C. Ross. 

PARSONS, JAMES [1705-70]. 
1747. (Die)r0turliche Historie des Nashorns, 
welche von Doctor Parsons in einem Schreiben 
an Martin Folkes ... und aus dem Englischen in 
das Deutsche ubersetzt worden von G. L. Huth. 
4to. pp. 16. 3 pl. Niirnberg. 

PARZUDAKI, EMILE. 
1856. Catalogue des oiseaux d'Europe offerts en 
1856 aux ornithologistes. 4to. pp. [2] +25. Paris. 
This is a briefly annotated, systematic list of the birds of Europe to which is added an appendix treating in the same fashion the birds of Algiers ; and a second appendix listing exotic birds acclimatized in Europe. Finally, a list of migrants. From the P. L. Sclater collection. 

PASADENA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. 
1897-8. Publications. (All pub.?) No. 1. Joseph 
Grinnell, Report on the birds recorded during 
a visit to t he islands of Santa Barbara, San 
Nicolas and San Clemente, in the spring of 1897. 
No. 2. Birds of the Pacific Slope by J. Grinnell, 
pp. 52, 1898. 

PASCAL, iJ..:-
1915. Manuale teorico practico 
12mo. pp. 280. illusl. 

d'avicoltura. 
Catania. 

PASCOE, FRANCIS PoLKINGHORNE [1813-93]. 
1885. List of British vertebrate animals. 16mo. 
pp. 12+85. index. London. 

PASHLEY, H. N. [1843-1925]. 
1925. Notes on the birds of Cley, Norfolk. 8vo. 
pp. 8+138. 2 pl. London. 

PATCH, EDITH MARION [1876- J. 
1922. Bird stories. 8vo. pp. 212. 38 figs. Boston. 

PATERSON, vVILLIAM [1755-1810]. 
1789. A narrative of four journeys into the 

~~~L L..!:_·~-~~~ 
~---

1906. The aquatic birds of Great Britain and 
Ireland. 8vo. London. ~~ . · .L Second edition, with appendices. The editio princeps was issued ~ 
in 1902. ----4 [X il 

PATTEN, WILLIAM [1861- ]. 
1912. The evolution of the vertebrates and their 
kin. 4to. pp. 21 +486. illust. Philadelphia. 

PATTERSON' ROBERT [1802-72]. 
1852. Introduction to zoology, for the use of 
schools. 2 pts. 12mo. 330 figs. London. 
The first issue appeared in 1846, with a twenty-eighth thousand in 1863. 

PATTERSON' ROBERT LLOYD. 
1880. Birds, Fishes, etc., of Belfast Lough. 8vo. 
pp. 267. map. Belfast. 
1881. The birds, fishes & cetacea of Belfast. 
Lough. 2nd ed. London. 

PAULLI , SIMON [1865- ]. 
1899. Om Pneumaticiteten af Kraniet hos 
Pattedyrene; en morfologisk Studie. 8vo. pp. 6 + 
178. illust. Kjebenhavn. 

PAULLINI , CHRISTIAN FRANZ [1643-1712]. 
1685. Cynographia curiosa seu Canis DescripLio, 
etc. 4to. [0. 3631.] Norimb 
1695. De Asino. 8vo. 

The author, a physician-naturalist, was better known as a botanist but wrote several monographs on vertebrates as the foregoing titles show-from the Osier Library. 

PAULSEN, J. H. 
1854 . Ornithologischer Beitrag zur Fauna Groen
lands . See HOLBOLL, c. P. 

PA UW, J OH ANN CORNELIUS DE. 1730 . See PHILES. 
3 u 
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uite important treatise on the zoology of Sweden 

J. Billing. The text was written for Heft 1 by 

· whose death it wa!'l continued by 0. Swartz. 

lied by J. W. D:tlman. 

'HRISTIA HEL RrCH [1794- 1865] and 

\V. E. D '. 

~rgleichende Osteologic, etc. 2 vols. 

tst. (\Vanting.) Bonn. 

rY important, profusely illustrated work on com

., including all the subclasses of wrtebrate zoology. 

.rraphie cler fossilen Fische des siluri

n cler Russisch-Baltischen Gouverne-
pp. 10+91. 9 pl. St. Petersburg. 

~tion to the paleontology of the Russian J<Jmpire. 

, DOLF [1841- 87]. 1873-4. See IIART

I.!,.::.:.:.:_ __ ====~...,.~:U B and LI DEMAN 1 eds. 

P'AN TZU-MU [12th cent.]. 
1579. Chi tsuan y\ian hai. A classified encyclo

pedia, with material on animals, birds, butterflies, 

aquatic creatures, etc., chiian 97-100. 26·2 x 

17 cm. [G.] 

PANUM, PETER LUDWIG [1820-85]. 

1860. Untersuchungen iiber die Entstehung der 

Missbildungen zunachst in den Eiern der Vogel. 

8uo. pp. 12+260. 12 pi. (107 figs. ). Berlin. 

An important work on malformations in the eggs of birds, with 

chapters on the callses of their abnormal development. The volume 

is a valuable contribution to comparative embryology. 

1880. Naturvidenskabernes Uclvikling i Danmark 

1648-1766. 
A report of the University program during the stated period. 

PAPEZ, JAMES WE CESLAS [1883- ] . 

1929. Comparative Neurology. 8uo. pp. 554. 315 

illust. New l'ork. 

An introdnct<>ry laboratory cour e on the form of the [vertebrate] 

nervous system, that furniRhes the best outline in English of an 

important subject. This useful treatise i divided into three parts: 

the gross structure of the brain of animals; the microscopic structure 

of the mammalian nervous system, and the brains of lower verte

bratrs, including amphioxus, fishrs, and amphibians. 

PAPPENHEIM, P. 
1901-3. See GERMANY. 
Expedition. 

1909. See BRAUER, A G ST. 

Deutsche Siidpolar-

PAQUET, HE RI REMI RE E: [1845- ], (pseud.) 

NEREE QUEPAT. 
1873. Monographie clu chardonnerat. 8uo. pp. 4 

+ 46. illust. Paris. 

A complete acc01mt of the Goldfinch, 'le plus brl oi f>au d'Europe'. 

1874. Ornithologie Parisienne; ou, Catalogue des 

oiseaux sedentaires et de passage qui vivcnL a 
l'etat sauvage dans !'enceinte de la Ville de Paris. 

8uo. pp. 65 +2. Paris. 

1875. Monographic clu eini. 
2 col. pl. 

8uo. pp. 2+59. 
Paris. 

'T'he Srrins are systematically clralt "ith in the ahoYe mono~raph 

the author clain1ing that thrRc common bircl have hcrn neglrctrd 

by writ<>rs. 

1899. Ornithologie du Val de Metz. Vogelkunde 

des Metzer-Thais. 8vo. pp. 7 + 175. Paris. 

A Rciei_J.tific account of tl).e binls that frequf>nt tllf> Woippy territory, 

mcluclmg thr :If etz regiOn. Both thr vernacular an cl s:vstrmatic 

names are giYcn. From the Cabanis-Rcichenow collection. 

PARA, BRAZIL. See MUSED GOELDI DE HISTORIA 

ATURAL. 

PARIS, PAUL. 
1906. Les oiseaux cl ' Europe, tableaux synop

Liques. 12mo. pp. 248 t 2. 25 pl. figs. in text. 
Paris. 

A handy pocket manual, in tabular form, foT tlte use of students 

:mfl ornithologists in thr lielcl. 560 speciPs and subspecies are listed 

most of th m rlcpictcd in thr text. ' 

1907. Catalogue des Oiseaux observes en France. 

8uo. pp. 87. Paris. 

PARIS . 
1687-1702. Academie des sciences. The natural 

history of animals, containing the anatomical 

description of seYeral creatures dissected by the 

Royal .\cademy of sciences at Paris ... done into 

English by [Alexander Pitfield]. Extra engr. t.-p. 

dated 1687 called 'Memoires for a natural history 

of animal '. folio. London. 

1836-77. Annales des Sciences 'aturelles de 

Paris: Zoologie et Paleontologie. 

1839-56. Archives du Museum d'Histoire Natu

relle. Publiees par les Professeurs-Administrateurs 

de cet ELablissemenL.. Vols. I-Vlll. 4to. 

1865-74. Nouvelles Archives. Vols. I-X. 

1854-69. Societe Zoologiquc d'Acclimatation. 

[First Series], 10 vols. Second Scrie, vols. I-VI. 

8uo. 

1922-30. Federation des groupemeut fran~ais 

pour la protection des oiseaux. Bulletin. 4to. 

illust. Pnris. 

See also I STITl'T DE FRA CE. 

See also .M sE: M D 'HISTOIRE . 'ATURELLE. 

PARK, C RT01 Moo nE. 

1900. A Book of Birds. folio. no p. 26 half-lone pl. 
l,ondon. 

Popuhu, artistic pictmPs of 2(i birds with short clescriptiYe text on 

oppo!=lite sheets. 

PARKER, ERIC [1870- J. 
1918. Shooting clays. 8uo. pp. x+344. index. 

London. 

Dealing wilh the Rport of shooting game and \lildf0\1) in Great 

Britain, bnt from thr YiPwpoint of the naturali t, rather than of 

the expert with the ~tm. 

PARKER, TIIOM-\ JEFFREY [1850-97]. 

1900. A course of insl.ruction in zootomy (Yerte

brata). 8uo. pp. ;r.ciii + 397. 72 (igs. index. 
London. 

A continnntion of the wological part of Rnxley ancl \lartin's 

Elementary Biolo(Jy. It has bren sPwral times reprintecl. 

**** anct HASWELL, \V. A. 
1910. A lcxt-booh. of zoology. 2nd eel. 2 uols. 8vo. 

Vol. I, pp. :r:rJ.'i?· + 83."J. 704 (ius. inde.1·. vol. IT. 

pp. x:r + 72 . fius. lfJfi- 1241. aJ•fJend. inrlex. 
London. 

**** and PARKER, \V. N. 
1920. n elementary course of practical zoology. 

12mo. pp. xii + (i38. 168 fius. inde.r. T.ondon. 

**** and HAS WELL, \V. A. 
1920 .• \ manual of zoology. 8uo. pp. xxu+S63. 

327 figs. index. 1Yew } ·ork. 
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PARKER, WILLIAM KITCHEN [1823-90]. 
1868. A monograph on the structure and develop
ment of the shoulder-girdle and sternum in the 
Vertebrata. 4to. pp. xi+209. 30 pl. (col.). 21 figs. 
index. London. 
Reprinted by the Ray Society. 

1873. On 1Egithognathous Birds. 9 pl. London. 

**** and THOMSON , C. W. 
1880-95. See CHALLE GER, VOYAGE OF. 
1890. On the Morphology of the Duck and Auk 
tribes. 9 pl. Dublin. 
1891. On the morphology of a reptilian bird, 
Opisthocomuscristatus. folio. pp. 43. pl. London. 

PARXHURST . Hnw .P~n Rn ... r.-n~ flOAO 

!Jll· 

PARROT, CARL. 
1903. Orni thologische W ahrnehmungen a uf einer 
Fahrt nach Aegypten. 8vo. pp. 50. Miinchen. 
1905-14. Genera Avium. See WYTSMAN, P'\\ · 

PARRy' w ILLIAM EDWARD [ 1790-85 J. 
1828. Narrative of an attempt to reach the North 
Pole in boats ... [from] H.M.S. Hecla in 1827. 
4to. pp. 22 + 229. 6 pl. 2 maps. London . 
One of several accounts of Parry's celebrated voyages to the North Pole, appendices to which describe the zoology of the regions visited, in this instance by J. C. Ross. The fauna of the 1818 voyage ('Hecla' and 'Griper') was described by E. Sabine; that of 1821-3 ('Fury' and 'Hecla') by J. Richardson; of the same ships in 1824-5 by J. C. Ross. 

PARSONS, JAMES [1705-70]. 
1747. (Die)r0turliche Historie des Nashorns, 
welche von Doctor Parsons in einem Schreiben 
an Martin Folkes ... und aus dem Englischen in 
das Deutsche ubersetzt worden von G. L. Huth. 
4lo. pp. 16. 3 pl. Niirnberg. 

PARZUDAKI, EMILE. 
1856. Catalogue des oiseaux d'Europe offerts en 
1856 aux ornithologistes. 4to. pp. [2] +25. Paris. 
This is a briefly annotated, systematic list of the birds of Europe to which is added an appendix treating in the same fashion the birds of Algiers; and a second appendix listing exotic birds acclimatized in Europe. Finally, a list of migrants. From the P. L. Sclater collection. 

PASADENA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. 
1897-8. Publications. (All pub.?) No. 1. Joseph 
Grinnell, Report on the birds recorded during 
a visit to the islands of Santa Barbara, San 
Nicolas and San Clemente, in the spring of 1897. 
No. 2. Birds of the Pacific Slope by J. Grinnell, 
pp. 52, 1898. 

PASCAL,~ 
1915. Manuale teorico practico 
12mo. pp. 280. illust. 

d'avicoltura. 
Catania. 

PASCOE, FRANCIS PoLKINGHORNE [1813-93]. 
1885. List of British vertebrate animals. 16mo. 
pp. 12+85. index. London. 

PASHLEY, H. N. [1843-1925]. 
1925. Notes on the birds of Cley, Norfolk. 8vo. 
pp. 8+138. 2 pl. London. 

PATCH, EDITH MARION [1876- J. 
1922. Bird stories. 8uo. pp. 212. 38 figs. Boston. 

PATERSON, vVILLIAM [1755-1810]. 
1789. A narrative of four journeys into the 

i~triJ ~·~-~~ 

1906. The aquatic birds of Great Britain and 
Ireland. 8vo. London. 
Second edition, with appendices. The editio princeps was issued 
in 1902. ----1 

PATTEN, WILLIAM [1861- ]. 
1912. The evolution of the vertebrates and their 
kin. 4to. pp. 21 + 486. illust. Philadelphia. 

PATTERSON, RoBERT [1802-72]. 
1852. Introduction to zoology, for the use of 
schools. 2 pts. 12mo. 330 figs. London. 
The first issue appeared in 1846, with a twenty-eighth thousand in 1863. 

PATTERSON, ROBERT LLOYD. 
1880. Birds, Fishes, etc., of Belfast Lough. Suo. 
pp. 267. map. Belfast. 
1881. The birds, fishes & cetacea of Belfast 
Lough. 2nd ed. London. 

PAULLI, SIMON [1865- ] . 
1899. Om Pneumaticiteten af Kraniet hos 
Pattedyrene; en morfologisk Studie. Suo. pp. 6 + 
17S. illust. Kj0benhavn. 

PAULLINI , CHRISTIAN FRANZ [1643-1712]. 
1685. Cynographia curiosa seu Canis Descriptio, 
etc. 4to. [0. 3631.] Norimb 
1695. De Asino. 8vo. 

The author, a physician-naturalist, was better known as a botanist but wrote several monographs on vertebrates as the foregoing titles show-from the Osler Library. 

PAULSEN, J. H. 
1854. Ornithologischer Beitrag zur Fauna Groen
lands. See HOLBOLL, c. P. 

PA UW , J OH ANN CORNELIUS DE. 1730 . See PHILES. 
3 u 
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j~AYNE-GAL:aWEY, RALPH WILLIAM FRANK-

I LAND [1848-19'16]. 
1882. The fowler in Ireland. 8vo. pp. 13+503. 

17 pl. text-figs. London. 

The works of this author describe effective methods of reducing the 

wild bird population by more or less discriminating slaughter. His 

incidental contributions to natural history, that sometimes palliate 

the deeds of the so-called 'sportsman', are not of much scientific 

value. 

1886. The book of duck decoys, their construc

tion, management and history. 4to. pp. 10+214. 

15 col. pl. 24 text-figs. London. 

1896. Letters to young shooters, third series, 

comprising a short natural history of British 

wildfowl and complete directions in shooting 

wildfowl. 8vo. pp. 29+630. 37 pl. 164 text-figs. 
London. 

1913. High pheasants in theory and practice. 

8vo. pp. vi+ 79. 7 figs. T. of c. London. 

PEABODY, WILLIAM BouR E OLIVER [1799-

1847]. 
1839. See MASSACHUSETTS. Reports on the fishes, 

reptiles and birds of Massachusetts. 

PEABODY MUSEUM OF SALEM. 
Sa lem, JVl ass. 

1867-87. Annual Report. 

1869-86. Memoirs of the Peabody Academy of 

Sciences. 

PEALE, TITIA RAMSAY [1800-85]. 

1845-76. See U ITED STATES. VOYAGES, WILKES 

EXPEDITION. 

1848. United States Exploring Expedition. 

During the years 1838, 1839, 1840, 1841, 1842. 

Under the command of Charles Wilkes, U .S.N. 

Vol. V 11 I. Mammalia and Ornithology by Titian R. 

Peale. 4to. Pt. I, pp. (4)+v-xxv+17-57. 9 figs. 

Pt. 11, pp. 58-299+(3)+303-38. 12 figs. 
Philadelphia. 

The above is the title of a photostat copy of the original edition 

which is very rare, the present entry having been prepared from 

a copy in the library of the U.S. National Museum. It is an accotmt 

of the expedition, which visited numerous localities in a voyage 

arotmd the world, vol. VIII being originally prepared by Peale, 

the ornithologist and mammalogist of the expedition, and which 

was published in 1848, without the plates, however, which he had 

prepared. The volume was suppressed and replaced by Mammalouy 

and OrnitholO(Jy by John Cassin, 1858, with a folio atlas. In the 

preface to this later volume, the author says: In 1851 I was engaged 

... to superintend the preparation of plates for the Atla of l\1am

malogy and Ornithology ... and subsequently to prepare the present 

volume ... From the notes and observations of l\Ir. Titian R. Peale 

... much ... has been derived ... ::\!any of the drawings [for the 

plates of the Atlas] were made by l\Ir. Peale.' In the present colla

tion, part I refers to the mammal&, and part II to the birds, pp. 58-

299, the remainder of the volume, pp. 303-38, consisting of a cata

logue of the specimens obtained, mammals, etc., 84, birds 762. 

[1924]. Typed copy of the (suppressed) intro

duction Lo [as well a a history, both manuscripts 

in the handwriting of the author] ... the 

United States Exploring Expedition under com

mand of Charles Wilkes, U.S.N. No. VIII. Mam

malia and ornithology. folio. n.p. 

The original of this' Introduction' to Peale's volume of 1848 i in the 

library of the American Muse1111~ of Natural History, together with 

a MS. copy of the report itself, both in T. R. Peale's handwriting. 

Whether thry are the actual originals of Peale's::\18., or only a draft, 

Dr. C. W. Richmond says he does not know, but as they arc done in 

Peale's hand they are presumably authentic. The MS. of the 

report has some notes and memoranda that did not appear in the 

printed volume. The 'Introduction' was suppressed in the printed 

volume. The above typed copy was made by Dr. Chas. R. Rich

mond for Dr. Casey Wood on January 4, 1924. 

FEARLESS, Mrs. A NE (born PRATT) [1806-93]. 

1852. Ollr native songsters. 12mo. pp. 8+350. 

72 col. pl. figs. in text. T. of c. London. 

An interesting popular account of British song-birds (that ran 

through several editions) interspersed with numerous personal 

observations about them. 

1857. Our native songsters. 
Another printing, identical with the edition of 1852. 

PEARSE, ARTHUR SPERRY [1877- J. 
1926. Animal Ecology. 1st ed. 8vo. pp. 9+417. 

New York. 

Introductory manual "ith a good bibliography on titles relatinrV J 
to the life-conditions of animals. 

**** and HALL, F. G. 
1928. Homoiothermism; the or1gm of warm

blooded vertebrates. 8vo. pp. 10+119. illust. 
New York. 

PEARSON, EDWIN. 
1868. Catalogue of ... collection of books and 

wood engravings by, or relating to Thomas and 

John Bewick. 4to. pp. iv+57. 23 figs. London. 

PEARSON' HENRY J. [1850- J. 
1899. 'Beyond Petsora eastward'; two summer 

voyages to N ovaya Zemlya and the islands of 

Barents Sea. 8vo. pp. xiv+335. front. (col., eggs). 

88 pl. 8 figs. 7 append. index. London. 

The text is principally ornithological, Appendix G, pp. 311-24, 

containing an annotated list of the species of birds observed by 

the party. 

1904. Three summers among the birds of Russian 

Lapland. 8vo. pp. 16+216. 68 pl. 2 append. 

index. London. 

PEARS ON, LEo ARD [1868- ] and WARREN, 

B. H. 

~ H arrisburg, Pa. 

1897. Diseases [and enemies] of poultry. 2 vols. 

8vo. Indexes. Vol. I, pp. 116. 2 pl. (col.). 39 figs. f 
Vol. 11, pp. xxiv+750. 93 pl. (col.). 8 pl£' 

PEARSON , THOMA GILBERT [1873- ]. 

1901. Stories of bird life. 12mo. pp. 236. 79 figs. 

T. of c. 2 append. Richmond, V a. 

An early appeal for an intimate and universal study of bird life 

by this well-known naturalist, now the active head of the National 

Association of A. udubon Societies. 

**** and others. 
1917. Birds of America. 3 vols. 4to. index. 

Vol. I, pp. xviii+272. front. (col.). 40 pl. (col., 

2 eggs). 208 figs. in text. Vol. 11, pp. xiv+271. 

front. (col.). 36 pl. (col., 1 eggs). 195 figs. Vol. Ill, 

pp. xviii+289. front. (col.). 31 pl. (col., 1 eggs). 

177 figs. (2 maps, 2 charts). glossary. bibliogr. 
ew }'ork. 

This actrnirably illustrated and well-written treati e certainly • meets 

the demand for a single work which will present a complete reYiew 

of what is known to-day about American birds'. 

1917. The bird tudy book. 8vo. pp. xv+258. 

front. (col.). 16 pl. 26 figs. Garden City, N. Y. 

This is the tlrst edition; an identical reissue was made in 1919. 

1918. Tales from birdland. 8vo. pp. (12)+237. 

front. (col.). 45 figs. Garden City, N. 1·. 

****, BRIMLEY, C. S., and BRIMLEY, H. H. 

1919. Birds of North Carolina. 8vo. pp. xxiii+ 

380. 24 pl. (col.). map. 276 figs. append. 3 

indexes. Raleigh, N.C. 

1\ 
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CATALOGUE OF TITLES IN M0GILL UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 515 ~ 1919 . Birds of field, forest and park. See GILMORE, A. F. 

1927. Bulletin of The International Committee 

\ :::,~:::,~:: t,::::;.ti::: ~f :::.2~.:::t~:!~~~ ~\ important study, with an account of the organization. \ 
PEASE'S FEATHERED WORLD . Monthly Journal devoted to Cage Birds, etc. Vol. I, No. 1 (?),July, 1883; No. 2 (?),Aug. 1883; No. 3, Sept. 1883. (All issued?) 
Pf:CHE MARITIME. 1918-date. Paris. 
Pf:CHE ET PISCICULTURE. 1891- 1914 ? 

PECHEUR. 1889-date. 
PECHU:fL-LOESCHE , EDUARD 1890-3 . See BREHM, A. E. 

Brussels. 
Paris. 

[1840- J. 

PEEK , HEDLEY. Seej.[HE"ENCYCLOPEDIA o 
PEEL , CHARLES VICTOR ALEXANDER. 1900. Somaliland; being an account of two expeditions into the far interior together with a complete list of every animal and bird known to inhabit that country, and a list of the reptiles collected by the author. 8vo. pp. xv+345. front. 7 pl. 38 figs. 1 map (fold.). append. index. London. 
PEKIN NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. 1926-9. Bulletin. Vols . 1-3. 4to. Peking. 
PELICAN. Newark. 1903-date. 
PELLECHET, M. 
1897-1909. Catalogue generale des incunables. Vols. 1-3. (All pub.) Paris. A well-known, important work of reference. 

PELLEGRIN, J ACQUES. 1907 . See CHEVALIER, AUGUSTE. 

PELLY, STANLEY AUGUSTUS. 
[1918] . Glossary and notes on vertebrate palaeontology. 8vo. pp. 9+113. London. 

PELZELN, AUGUST VON [1825-91]. 1862-3. Uebersicht der Geier und Falken der k.k. ornithologischen Sammlung. 2 vols . 8vo. 
Wien. 

1865. Vogel. folio. pp. 4+176. 6 p l. Wien. An important contribution to the systematic study of the birds collected during the Reise der Oesterreichischen Fregatta Novara um die Erde in den Jahren 1857-59. A number of new species are fully described. 
1871. Zur Ornithologie Brasiliens; Resultate von Johann Natterers Reisen in den Jahren 1817 bis 1835. 8vo. pp. 6+462+77. 2 maps (1 col.) . Wien. According to the reverse of the title-page this catalogue of the birds of Brazil from the N atterer collection and other sources-in all representing 1,680 species-was issued in four parts between 1868 and 1870. The monograph is indispensable to students of South American ornithology, as it contains not merely an aJlllotated list of the avifauna of Brazil but an analysis of the bird life by the best authority of his day. The volume in hand is a presentation copy with the author's autograph. 

****and HOLUB, E. 
1882 . Beitrage zur Ornithologie Sudafrikas. See HOLUB, E. and PELZEL , A. VON. 
1886. See FISCHER, FERDI AND. 

**** and MADARASZ , J ULIUS voN. 1887. Monographie der Pipridae, oder Manakin-· Vogel. folio. pp. (2) +13. 5 pl. (col.). BudapeSf. 
PEMBER, KARL ALBRECHT [1880-1928]. 1923. A list of birds of \Voodstock, Hartland and vicinity. 8vo. pp. 9. pl. Woodstock. 
PENARD , FREDERIK PAuL and PENARD , A. P. 1908-10. De vogels van Guyana (Suriname, Cayenne en Demerara). 2 vols. 4to. index. Vol. I [1908], pp. xliii+587. 161 figs. in text. Vol. II, 1910, pp. 587. 122 figs. in text. Paramaribo. The best systematic treatise on the birds of the Guianas extant. The illustrations are numerous but not very clear. 

PEN ARD ' THOMAS E. 
1924. Historical sketch of the ornithology of Surinam. 8vo. pp. 24. The Hague. In this brief sketch the high spots, so to speak, are touched only, the outline, however, being sufficiently comprehensive to give the reader a fair idea of what has already been accomplished. Reprint from De lVest-Indische Gid8. Aug. 1924. Autographed copy by the author to Dr. Casey Wood. 

P ':f:NG TA-I [17th cent. J. 
1615. Shan t'ang ssu k'ao; Encyclopedia, containing material for animals, birds, fishes, insects, etc. 28 x 17·2 cm . [G.] 

PENNANT , THOMAS [1726-98]. 

/ 

1766. The British zoology. Class 1. Quadrupeds. Class 2. Birds. Published (anonymously) under the insp~ction of the Cymmrodorion society .. folio. pp. (14)+162+(4). 125 pl. (col.). index. 
London. Issued in four parts from 1761-6 with the 107 plates as specified on the title-page. To this a fifth part containing 25 additional plates was afterwards added, bringing the number of plates to 132 (11 of mammals and 121 of birds). The above is the flrst edition and is anonymous, the author's name not appearing on the title·page (according to Coues) until the issue of the fifth edition, although it occurred at the end of the preface of the fourth edition, 1776. Other editions appeared at various dates, a new one in 1812. 

1773. Genera of birds . 8vo. pp. 32 + 66. illust~ index. Edinburgh . This is the rare first printing, from the Cabanis-Reichenow collection, without plates. It is a well-known catalogue of birds arranged under their (generic) vulgar names, with equivalents in Latin. The work opens with a description of birds in general, and there is an anatomical figure of a bird vignetted on the title-page. A second edition was printed in 1781, with 15 plates. 

1776. Brit ish Zoology. 4th ed. 4 vols. 8vo. index. 
W arrington and London . This the fourth edition appeared in two issues, 8vo and 4to, the text, however, being different from that of the first edition, 1766. The regular issue appears to have uncolored plates. The illuminated title-pages and subtitle-pages of vols. I-III bear a London imprint at variance with the Warrington imprint on the printed title-pages, but agreeing with that on the illuminated (and only) title-page of vol. IV. The ornithological matter is contained in vol. I, pp. 153-418, pl. XV-LIX, and vol. II entire. OnlyYol. I is inscribed 'Fourth edition'. 

1776. British zoology. 4th ed. (variant). 4 vols. 8vo. Warrington. The copy in hand is unique. It differs from the regular issue of 1776 in that 26 of the plates are colored, and there are inserted 31 extra plates from other sources, 19 of which are original watercalor drawings. The ornithological and other matters are the same as in the regular issue of same date. 

\ 

1781. Genera of birds. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. xxv+68. 15 pl. 1 fig. index. ' London. The second edition of the rare first printing of 1773, which was issued without plates. The original intention of giving a plate to each genus seems to have been discouraged by the appearance of Latham's General Synopsis of Birds, 1781-5. 

~ 
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. .aPENNANT, T. (contd.)] 

~~r l·1781. History of Quadrupeds. 2 vols. 4to. pp. 24 

+566. 52 pl. 
London. 

Second edition (with new title) of the rare Synopsis of Quadrupeds, 

1771. A third edition appeared in 1793. 

1784-5. Arctic zoology. 2 vols. 8vo. indexes. 

Vol. I, pp. 200+185. 8 pl. Vol. 11, pp. 187-899. 

15 pl. 
London. 

This famous treatise, for which a Supplement (1787) was afterwards 

written and of which a second edition appeared in 1792, was at first 

intended to bear a title indicating a study of the fauna of King 

George's dominions in Nqrth America. However, about this time 

the American colonies separated from the mother country, and the 

author adopted the above rather misleading caption. 

1786. Histoire naturelle des oiseaux par le Comte 

~~ de Buffon and les Planches enluminee~~ 

IJX»(]T~ ~~atieall
r d:ispgs~ 4to. pp. vii+122. 2 in'ilexes. 

/ 
London. 

I~ 

This work consists of two Indexes. The first and important one 

gives facility to the reading of the last nine volumes of Buffon's 

Ornithologie and the other to the Planches Enluminees. In the first 

column of Index I are the birds, named according to Buffon with 

reference to vohune and page with the addition of the Linnaean 

names. In the second column are references to the Planches as 

quoted by Buffon, the last column . containing the English names 

used by Latham in his Synopsis of Birds. 

1787. Thiergeschichte der 

landern. 2 vols. 
N ordlichen Polar

Leipzig. 

A German translation of the Arctic Zoology. There is also a Dutch 

(Amsterdam) edition in the Blacker Library. 

1789. Le nord du globe; ou, Tableau de la nature, 

dans les contrees septentrionales; tr. de l'anglais 

par Pierre Le Tourneur. 2 vols. 8vo. Paris. 

A French translation of the Arctic Zoology. 

1790. Indian zoology. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. viii+161. 

16 pl. 
London. 

A reprint of the author's very rare original Indian Zoology, 

with a translation of certain matters by Forster from his Latin

German edition of 1781; also a list of oriental and near·oriental 

animals in The Indian Faunula. 

1792. Arctic Zoology. 3 vols. 4to. Vol. I, pp. (4)+ 

376. 3 vignettes (2 col.). 14 pl. (7 col.). 36 text-figs. 

(35 col.). Vol. 11, pp. (4)+418+(13). 2 vignettes 

(col.). 20 pl. (10 col.). 30 text-figs. (col.). index. 

Vol. Ill, pp. (14)+cccxxxiv+(8). 2 front. (1 col.). 

55 pl. (49 col., 2 fold.). 127 text-figs. (125 col.). 

4 maps (2 col., 2 fold.). index. London. 

A unique copy of an edition de luxe, printed on large paper with the 

plates in two states. The volumes are further enriched by a series 

of over 170 exquisite original water-color drawings of natural 

history specimens and scenes in the arctic regions. These drawings 

are on separate leaves or they decorate the wide margins to the text 

and are by Mercatti and Moses Griffiths, in many cases from 

sketches by Pennant himself. Vol. I contains the quadrupeds and 

part of the birds, vol. 11 the remainder of the birds, reptiles, fish, 

and insects, wllile vol. Ill is devoted to the introduction to the 

Arctic zoology. They form three remarkable volumes on Natural 

History. 

1792. Arctic Zoology. 2 vols. folio. Vol. I, 

pp. (4)+376. 7 pl. (5 birds_). Vol. 11, pp. (4)+ 

418+(13). 10 pl. (birds). index. London. 

This copy of the second edition differs from that of the first in the 

addition of the supplement (vol. 11) which takes in reptiles, fish, 

insects, and shells. The vignettes to both volumes are colored 

instead of plain as in the previous edition. 

1793. History of quadrupeds. 3rd ed. 2 vols. 8vo. 

69 pl. 
London. 

This is a unique author's copy with Pennant's manuscript notes 

throughout. 

1812. British zoology. 2 vols. 8vo. append. 
London. 

The fifth edition, in Bvo and 4to, with engraved titles and 294 plates. 

This was the first edition in which the author's name appears on 

the title-page. It was published posthumously and, according to 

Mull ens, it was edited by his son-in-law Hanmer, who had assistance 

from Latham and others. It contains much matter for which 

Pennant is not responsible. It is also said to have been published 

by his son, D. Pennant. A good deal of mystery surrounds these 

matters. 

PENNSYLVANIA AUDUBON SOCIETY. 

Bird call. M. Nos. 1-6, January-June 1887. 

Phila., 1887. 4to. 

The Compiler is indebted to Dr. Wit mer Stone for the following notes 

on this rare periodical:' So far as I know only six numbers (January 

to June) were published in Philadelphia by the original Pennsyl

vania Audubon Society in 1887. They had no cover, the title being 

printed across the top of the first page, and they covered eight 

pages each, the last page being devoted to advertisements. The 

subject-matter was almost entirely quotations from other journals, 

largely those of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. 

I am not sure who was the editor, as no name is given, but I think 

the late :Mrs. Brinton Coxe was the responsible one.' 

PENNSYLVANIA UNIVERSITY. Zoologi

cal Laboratory. 
1893-date. Contributions. 

PENZANCE NATURAL HISTORY AND 

ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. See ATURAL 

HISTORY SOCIETY OF PLYMOUTH, ENGLAND. 

PERCHERON, GASTO . 

1878. Le perroquet, histoire naturelle, hygiene, 

maladies. 8vo. pp. 11 +208. 20 col. pl. T. of c. 
Paris. 

PERCIVAL, RoBERT [1765-1826]. 

1805. An account of the island of Ceylon, con

taining its history, geography, natural history. 

4to. pp. xii+446. 4 pl. 3 maps (fold.). append. 

index. 
London. 

The first edition appeared in 1803, without the appendix. 

PERINI, GAETANO [d. 1869]. 

[1858]. Degli uccelli veronesi. 8vo. pp. 13 + 320. 

index. 
Verona. 

A separately published, systematic, complete, and valuable con

tribution to the study of the birds found in and about Verona. 

The present copy is from the God man Library. 

1874. Manuale dell' Ornitologia Veronese. 2 (pts.) 

vols. 8vo. 
Verona. 

PERIODICO DI SCIENZE MATHEMA

TICHE E NATURAL! PER L'INSEGNA

MENTO SECONDARIO, ROME. 1873-85. 

PERIODICO ZOOLOGICO. (Sociedad Zool_2.-

gica Argentina.) Buenos Aires, Cordoba. 

1874-81. Vols. I-III (all pub.). -

PERIQUET, L. 
1915-16. Missions de delimitation Afrique Equi

toriale fran~aise, etc. 3 vols. 4to. 

PERLEY, MosEs H. [1804-62]. 

1852. Reports on the sea and river fisheries of 

New Brunswick. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. 16+294. 
Fredericton. 

PERMANENT WILD LIFE PROTECTION 

FUND. 
New 1"ork. 

1915-22? Bulletin. 

PERNAU, F. A. VON. 

1754. Grundliche Anweisung alle Arten Vogel zu 

fangen etc., nebst Anmerkungen ueber Hervieux 

von Canarien Vogelen. 8vo. pp. 696. front. 45 pl. 

index. 
Nurnberg. 

A rare work on the capture of wild birds, with an appendix referring 

to Hervieux's well-known book on Canaries. Not in the Br . .llus. 

/\Gat. (Nat. Hist.). 

~ 
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1807-16. Voyage de decouvertes aux terres Australes, execute ... pendant les annees 1800-1804. 3 vols. 4to and folio. Paris. CoNTENTS. Vols. [1-'2]. Texte par Fran'.;ois Peron. [3.] Atlas par C. A. Lesueur et N. M. Petit [et L. C. D. de Freycinet]. 
A very important contribution to Australasian natural history. 

PERRAULT , CLAUDE [1613-88]. 
1671-[6 ]. Memoires pour servir a l'histoire des Animaux. folio. illust. Paris. 
This publication of the Aca(lrfmie des Sciences has had several editions and has been translated into English (1688). The figured fauna form a distinct contribution to comparative anatomy. 

PERRIER, JEAN OCTAVE EDMOND [1844-19'21]. 
1893-1928. Traite de Zoologie. 3 vols. 8vo. 8 fascicles. illust. text. Paris. 
This is among the largest and most complete treatises on zoology in any language begun (if not completed) by a famous French naturalist and writer. 

1902- 6 . La Vie des Animaux illustree, sous la direction de E. Perrier. 4 vols. 8vo. col. illust. 
Paris. 

The mammals are described and portrayed in vols. I and II by A. Menegaux (1902-4); the birds in vols. Ill and IV by J. Salmon, and all well done. 

1913. (L')elevage de 1 'autruche. See MENEGAUX, 
H. A. 

PERRY, GEORGE. 
1811 . Arcana; or, The museum of natural history: containing the most recent discovered objects, embellished with coloured plates and corresponding descriptions; with extracts relating to animals, and remarks of celebrated travellers; combining a general survey of nature. 8vo. pp. (6)+284+(4). front. (col.). 71 pl. (col., 1 plain). index. London. 

This rare treatise was issued in parts, and probably began to appear in 1810, for the earlier plates are marked as published on Jan. 1 of that year. The British Museum Catalogue gives the number of colored plates as 84 and the size of the volume as 4to. The present copy is 8vo and contains 72 plates only, of which one is uncolored. A MS. note states that 'this volume contains all the numbers that were published of this work; the Publisher failed'; also that the work is 'excessively rare, 72 col. pl., complete set 84'. 

. PERRY, MATTHEW CALBRAITH [1795-1858]. 
1856. Narrative of the expedition of an American squadron to the China seas and Japan ... 185'2-54. 3 vols. 4to. illust. Washington. 
Although this expedition was not projected nor organized for exploring or scientific purposes, the artist, William Heine, made many valuable zoological collections at various points in the course of the voyage. The birds are described in vol. II, pp. 219--48, by J ohn Cassin, with six colored illustrations. 

PERSICO, IGNAZIO DA. 
1728. I Canarini. 8vo. pp. 34. 1 fig. several vignettes. Verona. 
Poem in praise of the canary, which the author wrote for a friend, describing his method (illustrated) of teaching canaries vocal music by means of his flute. Very rare. 

PERTHSHIRE NATURAL HISTORY MU-SEUM. Perth, Scotland. 
1902- 13 ? Report. 

PERTHSHIRE SOCIETY OF NATURAL SCIENCE. 
1869-70. P roceedings. 
1871-80. Proceedings. In Scottish Naturalist. 

1880-6. Proceedings and Transacti~ns. 
1886-date. Proceedings and Transactions. 
series. New 

PETENYI , SALAMON JANOS VON [I 799-1855]. 
1905. Ornithologische Fragmente. 4to. pp. 36 + 400. 4 col. pl. text-figs. Gera-Untermhaus. 
An interesting biography, with incidental chapters on Hungarian and South European ornithology, by a famous ornithologist. A presentation copy from the translator. 

PETERS , J. L. 1928. See BANGS, OUTRAM. 

PETERS , MADISON CLINTON [1859- ] . 
1901. The birds of the Bible. 12mo. pp. 119. T. of c. New York. 
A meagre study of this subject-in sermons. Only seven birds are considered. 

PETERS , WILHELM CARL HARTWIG [1815-83]. 
1852- 82 . Naturwissenschaftliche Reise nach Mosambique ... in 184'2-48. 4to. Berlin. 
An important scientific expedition, the mammals collected being described in one of six published parts, with pp. 16 +202, and 46 col. pl.; the amphibia (part 3) pp. 15 +191, 32 col. pl.; and the fishes (part 4) pp. 12+116, 20 pl. 

1869-79 . See DECKEN, C. C. VON DER. 
1873-4. See HARTLAUB AND LINDEMAN, eds. 
1874. Saugethiere und Fische [of the Polar regions]. 8vo. Bremen. 

PETERSEN, SEVER IN. 
1890. Yore Sangfugle. '2nd gjennemsete Oplag. 12mo. pp. 4+210. 30texi-figs. index. Kjobenhavn. 
Second Danish edition (first in 1878) of a popular work on song-birds. 

PETHERICX, J. and B. H. 
1869. Travels in Central Africa. 
illust. 

2 vols. 8vo. 
London. 

In the appendix A. Gtinther describes the fishes of the Nile and its tributaries. 

PETIT, NICHOLAS MARTIN. 
1811. Voyages de decouvertes aux terres Australes; atlas par C. A. Lesueur [and others]. 2 vols . fo lio. Paris. 
The first edition of an important zoological treatise; the second was published in 1824. 

PETITCLERC, PAUL. 
1925. Note d'ornithologie; remarques et observations sur !'habitat, les mamrs, la migration, etc. de la Becassine double ( Gallinago media Frisch, 1763). 8vo. pp. 87 +2. 3 pl. Paris. 

PETIT-THOUARS, DU . See DUPETIT-THOUARS. 

PETIVER, JAMES C. [1658-1718]. 
1764. Opera, historiam naturalem spectantia ; or, Gazophylacium. 3 vols. 8uo and folio. illust. 

London. 
This work is known as Petiver's Gazophylaciurn. The cover-title is simply 'Petiver '. The figures of plants and shells and birds are mingled together on the same plates. A memorandum states that 'Petiver, some time before his death, was offered, by Sir Hans Sloane, £4,000 for his museum; the contents of which are preserved in his works. He was one of the very few, after the Tradescants, who made any considerable coJlection; and such was his 1.eal for his favourite study, that he engaged, at a considerable expense, the !\Captains and Surgeons of ships to bring him specimens from abroad'. 

~ 
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--r 
~ PETREL, THE. An illustrated Monthly Maga-

zine devoted to Ornithology and Oology. Edited 

by John \Villiam Martin. 

1901. Vol. No. 1, Jan. pp. 16. illust. T. of c. 

(All pub.) Palestine, Oregon. 

Among the contributors of this short-lived journal was the veteran 

Canadian ornithologist, Wm. L. Kells; also Jas. J. Carron, R. 

Nichola , and others, who furnished articles, which though popular 

are not without scientific interest. 

P E TRINI , P. G. V. 1755. See HALLER,"A. 

PET RI V ON HARTENFELSS, GEORG CHRIS

TOPH [1633-1718]. 
1715. Elephantographia curiosa; seu, Elephanti 

descriptio. 8vo. pp. [ 30] + 284. 26 pl. Erfordiae. 

P ETS AND ANIMALS . Springfield, 0. 1904. 

PET T I GREW , JAMES BELL [1834-1908]. 

[1867]. On the mechanical appliances by which 

flight is attained in the animal kingdom. ( Tr. 

Linnean Society, vol. XXVI.) 4to. pp. 197-277. 

4 pl. 19 figs. 
London. 

1871. On the physi9_logy of wings. ( Tr. Royal 

Society, Edinburgh, vol~ XXVI.) 4to. pp. iv+321-

446. pl. (2 col.). 73 figs. Edinburgh. 

1874. Animal locomotion; or, Walking, swim

ming, and flying. 8vo. pp. xiii+264. 2 pl. 130 

figs. index. 
New l'ork. 

A volume of the International Scientific Series, a fourth edition 

appearing in 1891. 

1887. La locomotion chez les animaux ... sui vie 

d'une dissertation sur l'aeronautique. pp. 360. 

131 figs. 
Paris. 

A French translation of the original English work on animal 

locomotion, the first printing of which was published in 1873. 

1891. Animal locomotion; or, Walking, swim

ming, and flying, with a dissertation on aero

nautics. 4th ed. An identical reprint of the 1874 

issue. 
London. 

PEYER, JOHA CONRAD [1653-1712]. 

1685. Merycologia sive de ruminantibus et 

ruminatione commentarius. 4to. pp. 288. 6 pl. 
Berolini. 

Thi, is the fir t modern treatise on the digestion apparatus of the 

ruminantia. [0. 3666.] 

PFEFFER, GEORG JOHA [1854- ]. 

1891-1901. See STUIILMA N, F. L. 

1893-1930 . See DEUTSCH-OST-AFRIKA. 

1896 . Die Fiche Ost-Afrikas. 4to. pp. 18+72. 
Berlin. 

PFENNINGSTORFF' FRITZ. 

1921-2. nser Hausgeflugel; ein ausfi.ihrliches 

Handbuch i.iber Zucht, Haltung und Pflege un

seres Hausgelflugels. 4th ed. 2 vols. 8vo. indexes. 

Vol. I_,.PP· viii+424. 59 pl. (c.ol.). 187 figs. Vol. II, 

pp. VllL+432. 5 pl. (col.). 304 figs. Berlin. 

PHILADELPHIA. ACADEMY OF NA

TURAL SCIENCES . See ACAD~MY OF NATURAL 

ClENCES OF PHILADELPHIA. 

PHILADELPHIA MUSEUM , or Register of 

N a tural History and the Arts . 1824. 
Philadelphia. 

PHILES, MANUEL [1275-1340]. 

1730. Phile de animalium proprietate, ex prima 

editione Arsenii et libro Oxoniensi restitutus a 

Joanne Cornelio de Pauw, cum ejusdem animad

versionibus et versione Latina Gregorii Bersinanni. 

Accedunt ex eodem libro Oxonien i non pauca 

hactenus inedita. 8vo. pp. xv+350. index. 
Trajecti ad Rhenum. 

One of tlJ{£ editions (either in :\f . or print) of Philes' poems 

descriptive-' of birds and other animals. The text of the Greek 

writer's 11 ., ,, Zwuw ·,s,onp"~ is given, with Latin paraphrases in 

parallel co~umns. E)alrnfiilefootnotes are furnished by the editor, 

J.C.dePa~ 

PHILLIP, ARTIIUR [1738-1814]. 

1789 . The voyage of Governor Phillip to Botany 

Bay; with an account of the establishment of the 

colonies of Port J ackson & Norfolk Island. 4lo. 

pp. 10+298+74. 55 pl. (19 birds). 7 maps and 

charts (fold.). append. London. 

There were at least three English and several French and German 

editions of this important voyage-well known to informed 

naturalists. 

PHILIPPI, RUDOLF AMA DUS [1808-1904]. 

1860. Reise durch die wueste Atacama (Chile) ... 

im 1853-54. 4to. pp. 192. 27 pi. ( 7 col.). map. 
Halle. 

1868 . Catru.ogo de las aves chilenas existente en 

el Museo nacional de Santiago. 4lo. pp. 100. 
Santiago de Chile. 

PHILLIPS, E . CAMBRIDGE. 

1899 . The birds of Breconshire. 8vo. pp. xxi + 
168. 1 pl. addend. index. Brecon. 

The second edition, the first having been issued in 1881-2. 

PHILLIPS' ETHELBERT LORT. 

1896. On birds observed in the Goolis Mountains 

in northern Somali-land. 8vo . pp. 27. fro nt. (col.). 
London. 

Author's reprint, with additions, from Ibis, Jan. 1896. The present 

copy is a gift from the author to Philip Lutley Sclater. 

PHILLIPS, Jon [1800-74]. 

184 1 . Figures and descriptions of the palaeozoic 

fossils of Cornwall, Devon, and West Somerset. 

8vo. pp. 12+2J1. pi. London. 

PHILLIPS , Jon CHARL:I! [1876- ] and 

CASTLE, vV. E. 

1911. On Germinal Tran plantation in Yerte

brates. 8vo. pp. 26. 2 pi. Washington. 

1914. Piebald Rats ?-nd Selection. 8vo . pp. 56. 

3 pl. 
VF ashington. 

1922- 6 . A natural history of the duck , with 

plates in color and in black and white from draw

ings by Frank \V. Benson, Allan Brool and Louis 

Agassiz Fuertes. 4 vols. 4to. Vol. I, pp. x+264. 

front. (col.). 17 pi. (8 col.) . 27 maps (1 fold.) . 

T. of c. Vol. II, pp. xii+409. front. (col .). 25 pl. 

(.19 col.) . 38 maps (6 fold.). T. of c. Vol. Ill, 

pp. ix+383. front. (col.). 25 pl. (20 col.) . 30 maps 

(4 fold.). T. of c. Vol. IV, pp. ix+489. front. (col.). 

31 pi. (23 col.). 23 maps (8 fold.). bibliogr. index. 
Boston. 

This rare work hmd in the front rank of modern illu trated mono

graph . It is an exhaustive account of the cluck of the world, 

with synonymy, description, di tribution, and characteristic habit. , 

etc. of each species. A useful and lengthy gibliography is adde~ Ill 

vol. iv, pp. 321--!-!7. The colored illustration are al. o Ycry fine, 

and the great number of di tributional maps are quite a feature 

of the work. 
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**** and LINCOLN, FREDERICK C. 
1930. American Waterfowl. Their Preselilt Situa
tion and the Outlook for their futuPe. 8uo:pp. 16 
+312. 7 pl. 7 maps. index. Cambridge, Mass. 
The best treatise on the subject yet published. The authors favor private gun clubs and wild life refuges, such as our National Parks system, as the best method of conserving wildfowl, and they condemn the useless drainage of unproductive marshlands, and commercialized, semi-public organizations for the shooting of game as the chief causes of extennination of water birds. 

PHILLIPS, RUTH LAURA [1882- J. 
1925. A text-book of vertebrate embryology, 
treated from the comparative standpoint. 8vo. 
pp. xii+302. 137 figs. index. Philadelphia. 

PHILLOTT, DouGLAS CRAVEN [1860- ]. 
1908. Baz-Nama Yi Nasiri. A Persian Treatise 
on Falconry. 4lo. pp. 145. 25 pl. London. 
This modern contribution to the extensive literature of the subject is a translation by a well-known authority, Taymur l\iirza, a Persian prince. It was composed in A.H. 1285 (A.D. 1868) and several lithograms of it have been published in Teheran and in India. An important item in the treatise, which is profusely illustrated with figures of birds and hunting scenes, lies in the description of Persian accipitres1 with their English names. 

PHILOSOPHICAL INSTITUTE OF CAN
TERBURY, CHRISTCHURCH, NEW ZEA
LAND. 
1909. The sub antarctic islands of New Zealand. 
See CHILTON, CHAS. 

PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS. See 
ROYAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

PHIPSON, EMMA. 
1883. The animal-lore of Shakspeare's time, in
cluding quadrupeds, birds, reptiles, fish and in
sects. 8vo. pp. xvi+476. index. London. 

PHISALIX-PICOT, Mme MARIE [1861-1922]. 
1922. Animaux venimeux et venins. 2 vols. 4to. 

. illust. pi.' Paris. 
PHYSIOLOGICAL ZOOLOGY. (Periodical.) 
1928-30. Managing editor, Chas. Manning Child, 
Chicago. 

PHYSIOLOGUS. See DIALOGus CREATURARUM, 
1923; also VAN LEU, PETER. 

PICHOT, PIERRE AMEDEE [1841-1917]. 
1873. Le Jardin d'Acclimatation illustre, Ani
maux et Plantes ... Avec une preface par M. A. 
Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire, etc. 8vo. pp. 8+336. 40 
col. pl. figs. in text. Paris. 
A descriptive catalogue of the plants and animals in a famous zoological collection. 

PICKEREL (pseud.). 
1881. The Migration of Birds on Our British 
Coasts. Reprinted from the Falkirk Express. 
12mo. pp. 16. Falkirk. 
This small but interesting pamphlet (repaged and separately entitled) is from the library of J. A. Harvi~-Brown. It must be very rare as it is not mentioned in the Nat. Htst. Br. Mus. Cat. 

PICTET' FRAN<,;OIS JULES [1809-72]. 
1853-7. Traite de paleontologie. 2nd ed. 4 vols., 

PIDGEON, EDWARD. 
1827-35. The animal kingdom. See CUVIER, 
G. L. C. F. D. 

PIDSLEY, WILLIAM E. H. 
1891. The (287) birds of Devonshire. 8vo. pp. 
xxx+194 .. front. (col.). map. index. London. 

PIERQUIN DE GEMBLOUX, CLAUDE CHARLES 
[1798-1863]. 
1844. Idiomologie des animaux. 8uo. pp. 4+156. 

Paris. 
A rare and classic essay on sound production, calls, and speech of birds and other animals. It is divided into and probably was issued in five parts. 

PIETREMENT, CHARLES ALEXANDRE. 
1883. (Les) chevaux dans les temps prehistoriques 
et historiques. 8uo. pp. 20+ 776. Paris. 
Contains a chapter on the presence of dogs in America before its discovery. 

PIETSCH, J. 
1888. Herleitung und Aussprache der wissen
schaftlichen Namen in dem E. F. von Hof
meyer'schen Verzeichnisse der Vogel Deutsch
lands. 8uo. pp. 6 +57. vrien. 

PIGOTT' THOMAS DIG BY [1840- J. 
1892. London birds and other sketches. 8uo. 
pp. 8+168. 18 figs. 3 append. London. 
The first edition was issued in 1884 ; another in 1902. 

PIKE' OLIVER GREGORY. 
[1900] . In bird-land with field-glass and camera. 
12mo. pp. xvi+280. front. 82 figs. London. 
Tales and photographs of birds and their nests in their natural surroundings. A book typical of this popular writer's work. 
1906. Home life in bird-land. 8uo. pp. 16+323. 
38 pl. (4 col.). 48 figs. T. of c. London. 
1908. Behind the veil in birdland. folio. pp. 106 . 
24 pl. T. of c. London. 
1910. Through birdland byways with pen and 
camera. 8vo. pp. x+212. 47 pl. 10 figs. index. 

London. 
1914. The scout's book of birds. 8vo. pp. xi+ 158. 
40 pl. index. New York. 
1924. More stories from birdland. 8vo. pp. 106. 

London. 
1925. Picture stories from birdland. 8uo. pp. x+ 
128. 50 pl. T. of c. London. 
Another edition was issued in 1928. 

1929. See PATON, E. RICHMOND. 
n.d. Bird biographies and other bird sketches. 
pp. xi+180. 44 pl. 6 figs. index. London. 
n .d. Farther afield in birdland. 8vo. pp. 12+ 
224. 60 pl. index. Toronto. 

PILLER, MATHIAS [1733-88] and MITTER
PACHER, LUDWIG. 
1783. Iter per Poseganam Sclavoniae provinciam, 
anno 1782. 4to. pp. 148. 16 pl. 2 col. fi,qs. of 
birds. Budae. 

8vo, and atlas, folio. illusl. Paris. PIRNIE,M.D . 1927 . SeeALLEN,A.A. 
PICTORIUS, GEORG [b. 1500]. PISA. Societa Toscana di Se. Nat. 1560. ZWOTPOct>EION ,seu,Leporarium. SeecoN- 1875-1925. Atti (Processi Verbali, 34 STANTINUS, AFRICANUS. " Memorie, 35 VOls.). 

vols.; 
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PISO, WILLEM [1611-78] and MARCGRAVIUS, 

G. 
1648. Historia naturalis Brasiliae ... In qua non 

tantum plantae et arrimalia, etc. 2 vols. folio. 

pp.10+122+10+293+7. 510 text-figs. 
Lugdun. Batavorum. 

A very important, fundamental treatise. The part by l\larcgravius 

has its own title-page, pagination, and index. 

1658. Gulielmi Pisonis ... De Indire utriusque re 

naturali et medica libri qvatvordecim, quorum 

contenta pagina sequens exhibet. 3 pts. folio. 

pp. 24+327+39+226. illust. Amsterdam. 

A well-known seventeenth-century natural history of the East 

and West Indies, from the Elzevir press. 

PISTORIUS, G. 
1799. Anleitung. zur Au topfen und Aufbewahren 

der Vogel. Darmstadt. 

PITFEILD, A. 
1701. Memoirs For A Natural History of Animals 

. . . English'd by R. W. folio. 35 pl. London. 

A very rare and curious translation, not listed in the Cat. Br. !.Ius. 

(Nat. Hist.) . 

PITT, FRA CES. 

1920. 'Vild creatures of garden and hedgerow. 

8vo. pp. ix+284. 16 pl. T. of c. London. 

1922. vVoodland creatures; being some wild life 

studies. 8vo. pp. 255. 24 pl. T. o( c. London. 

[1925]. Waterside creatures. 8vo. pp. 252. 24 pl. 

T. of c. London. 

PIUMATI, GIOVANNI. 
1893. Codice sul Volo degli Uccelli, etc. Trad. 

di Carlo Ravaisson-Mollien. pp. 30. London. 

A facsimile and translation of a very interesting sL"Xteenth-century 

manuscript on the flight of birds. 

PLATE , LUDWIG HERMANN [1862- ] . 

1913. Selektionsprinzip und Probleme der Art

bildung; ein Handbuch der Darwinism us. 4th ed. 

8vo. pp. 16 +650. illust. Leipzig. 

1913. Vererbungslehre, mit besonderer Beruck

sichtigung des Menschen. 8vo. pp. 12 + 520. pl. 

PLATH , KARL. See ORIGI AL DRAWl Gs. 
Leipzig. 

PLAYFAIR, RoBERT LAMBERT [1828-99] and 

GtJ'NTHE R , A. C. L. 

1866. The fishes of Zanzibar. 4to. pp. 14+153. 

21 col. pl. text-figs. London. 

Including a list of fishes of the East African coast. The copy in 

hand has severall\ISS. inserted, including a receipted bill from the 

illustrator, J. Smit. · 

PLES KE, ~EDOR D IiTRIEViCH [1858- ] . 

1886. VbersiCht der Saugethiere und Vogel der 

Kola-IIalbinsel. 2 pts. -4to. col. illust. Russian 

and German. St. Petersbourg. 

1889-92 .. Ornithographia Rossica; die Vogelfauna 

des Russ1schen Reichs. 5 pts. folio. Pt. [I], vol. II. 

Pt. 1, 1889, pp. 153+2. 1 col. pl. Pt. [II], Vol. II. 

Pt. Z, 1889, pp. xviii + 153 bis-320 + 2. 1 col. pl. 

Pt. [III], vol. II. Pt. 3, 1890, pp. xxxiii+321-431. 

Pt. [IV], vol. II. Pt. 4, 1890, pp. xl+431 (bis)-

560+ ~· . !. col. pl. Pt. [V], vol. I I. Pt. 5, 1891, 

pp. xlL-luz + 561-665. 1 col. pl. St. Petersburg. 

A monog~aph on the Warblers of RuRsia, printed in both German 

and Russum. No vol. I was ever issued, the first part being entitled 

'Band II, Lieferung 1 '. It was probably intended to bring out later 

a first volume devoted to some other group, but this was never done. 

The treatise in hand (tn the original wrappers) is a presentation copy 

from the author to Prof. Ant. Reichenow to whose library it formerly 

belonged. 

**** and BIANCH I, V. L. 
1889-1905. Vogel, continued by V. L. Bianchi. 

Lief. 1- 4. 4 vols. col. pl. (Vol. 2, Zoologischer 

Theil, Wissenschaft. Resultate der von N. 1\1. 

Przewalski nach Central-Asien unternommenen 

Reisen.) Russian and German in parallel cols. 
St. Petersburg. 

Rare natural history treati e; not listed in Cat. Br. M us. (Nat. 

Hist.). 

**** and A LLEN, GLOVER M. 

1928. Birds of the Eurasian Tundra. folio. pp. 

485. index. Boston. 

This very useful account of arctic and sub-arctic avifauna forms 

vol. IV, no. 3 of the Merrwirs of the Boston Society of Natural 

History. The original manuscript was submitted in French and was 

translated and edited by Dr. Glover M. Alien although, with 

characteristic modesty, he suppresses any mention of that fact in 

the text . 

P LEYEL, JosEF vo . 
n.d. Die Eingewohnung und Pflege unserer ein

heimischen Sing- und Stubenvogel. 16mo. pp. 104. 

index. 
lVien. 

PLINIUS , CAm (Secundus) [23-79]. 

1469. [Incipit] Plinius secundus nouocomensis ... 

Libros Naturalis Historiae, etc. folio. 355 fol., 

50 lines to a complete page. no pp. or sigs. [0.] 
Venice, J. Spira. 

The editio princeps (from the Osier Library) of this immortal 

treatise on animal life, as recognized in ancient Greco-Roman times. 

The l\1cGill libraries possess many subsequent printings, transla

tions, and excerpts (the titles of the more important given in extenso) 

from this treatise. As stated in the present Introduction, all the 

natural history works of the Second Pliny were regarded as of high 

authority from the days of Imperial Rome through the Middle Ages. 

According to Green the Historia Naturalis is Pliny's monument; 

no other work of his has survived. Since the publication of de 

Spira's edition 42 printings in several languages, including English, 

were issued before 1536. The Second Pliny may be re~arded not only 

as the most famous but as also the most trustworthy of the ancient 

Roman naturalists. 

1472. Naturalis historiae libri tricesimiseptimi. 

pp. 357. N. Jenson. Hain 13089. Venetiis. 

This work (from the Osier Library) is a copy of the third edition of 

the ?ook, containing a fifteenth-century imtial representing Pliny 

offermg the book to the Emperor, and was one of the most beautiful 

volumes produced by Jenson's Press. It also influenced to some 

degree the type of the Kelmscott Press. the copy in hand having 

belonged to the library of William Morris, and still bears his book 

label. It is consequently of considerable historical value. 

1473. Historia naturalis. Sweynheym & Pan- / 

nartz. folio. Hain-C. 13090. Fir t and last 

leaves wanting. [0.] Rome. 

1481. Historia naturalis. Andreas Portilia . folio. 

Hain-C.* 13094. [0.] Parma. 

1483. Historia naturalis. folio. Reynaldus de 

Novimagio. Hain* 13095. renice. 

The library copy is from the Carmelite mona tery of Dijon, having 

b~longed t? the poet and preacher, Laurentius Durellus, later 

Bishop of S1stcron. In erted are descriptive note by Clifford nlaggs. 

1511. Naturalis historiae libri XXXVII. 4to. 

20 + 262 ff. Paris. 

l!rom Dean Adams' Library. 

1513. Historia Naturale, di lingua latina in 

fiorentina tradocta per Chr. Landino, nouamete 

correcta; et da infinit~errori purgado. Roman 

Letter. \Vith woodcut initials and woodcuts in 

the text. sm. folio, double columns, title-page in 

red. 14+219 ff. map of Africa. index. Printed 

by M. Sessa. Venetiis. 
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1518. C. Plynii Secundi Naturae historiarum li i XXXVII e castigationibus Hermolai Barbari q am emendatissime editi; additus est ad maiorem udiosorum commoditatem, index Ioannis earneris minoritani, quo Plynius ipse totus breui mora temporis edisci potest; [ed. by J. B. Palmarius]. index of pp. 190, with separate l.-p. Brunet, iv. 715. folio. pp. 286. Thomae Anshelmi. H ahenoae. 
1520. Naturae historiae libri XXXVII. 2nd ed. folio. indices bound in. Edited by H. Barbarus. 

Venice. 
1525. Naturalis hisLoriae libri XXXVII. 4lo. 20 + 262 ff. Venice. In Dean Adams' Library. 
1532. Historiarum Naturae libri XXXVII. fol. 

Paris. 
1543. C. Plinii Secundi historiae mundi libri XXXVII ex postrema ad vetustos codices collatione cum annotationibus, et indice. folio. pp. 36 + 671. Apud Audoenum Parum. Index has a separate t.-p. without pagination. Parisiis. 
1573. Historia naturale; tr. [from the Lat. ] per Lodouico Domenichi; con le postille in margine. 8vo. pp. 1188. G. Vidali. Venezia. A rare Italian translation, not listed in the Cat. Br. M us. (Nat. Hist.). 
1584. Des weitberumbten hochgelehrten alten Philosophi unns Naturkilndigers Bilcher und Schriften von Natur Art und Eygenschafft aller Creaturen oder Geschopffe Gottes, als nemlich von den Menschen [etc.]. Ebert 17322. folio. pp. 12 +388+15. illust. Franckfort am Mayn. Rare German edition, not in Cat. Br. Mus. (Nat. Hist.). 
1599. Historia Mundi. folio. Frankfurt. 
1601. The Historie of the World, etc. 2 vols. in 1. folio. A dam I slip. Tr. by P. Holland. First English edition. Also in the Osier Library. 
1615. Historia Mundi. folio. 
1622. Histoire du Monde. Trad. par Du Pinet. 2 vols. in 1. folio. Paris. 
1634-5. The Historie of the World. 2nd ed. 2 vols. in 1. folio. Adam Islip. London. 
1635. Historiae naturalis libri XXXVII. Elzevir Press. 2 vols. 12mo. Lugd. Bat. 
1651. Caii Plinii Secundi desz weitberrilhmbten hochgelehrten Philosophi und Naturkundigers Bilcher und Schriften von Natur Art und Eigenschafft aller Creaturen oder Geschopffe Gottes. [hrsg. von Johannes Heyden von Dhaun]. 8vo. pp.16 + 604+20. illust. A. Hammen. Franckfurt. 
1657. Des wijdt-vermaerden natuurkondigers vijf boecken, handelende v. de nature, v. de menschen, v. de vogeln, visschen, viervoetige en kruypende dieren. front. and num. engravings. 

Amsterdam. A Dutch edition of the famous Historia Naturalis. 

1785-1910. Collections of about 100 monographs in several languages-most of them rare and out of print-on the Natural History of Pliny. 
Of the greatest importance and value to bibliographers and advanced students. 

1802. Histoire naturelle des Animaux. Tract. par P.C. B. G~roult. 3 vols. 
1831-6. Naturalis historia libri XXXVII. J. Sillig. 5 vols. Lipsiae. 
1921. See DANNEMANN, F. 

PLISCHKE, HANS [1890- ] . 
1926. Fernao de Magalhaes; die erste Weltumseglung. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. 158. pl. map. Leipzig. The story of the first world circumnavigator contains a number of early natural history observations. 

PLON. Biologische Station. 
1905-12. Forschungsberichte; von Otto Zacharias. 20 vols. 8vo. Including Neue Folgen and Supplement. · Berlin and Stuttgart. 

PLOT' ROBERT. 
1686. Natural History of Staffordshire. folio. pp. 16 + 450. 37 pl. Oxford. One of the rare treatises of this English naturalist. 

PLUCHE, NOEL ANTOINE [1688- 1761 ] . 
1733. Spectacle de la nature; or, Nature display 'd; being discourses on such particulars of natural history as were thought most proper to excite the curiosity, and form the minds of youth. 2 vols. 12mo. Pt. I, pp. xvi+279. 13 pl. Pt. II, pp. 300+ (16). 8 pl. index. London .. A general pre-Linnean natural history of considerable merit; in two parts, and written in dialogues. Numerous editions were issued, the fourth in 1743, a sixth in 1744, a tenth in 1766-70. The French original in 8 vols. appeared in 1732-51. 

1739-68. Spectacle de la nature, etc. 8vo. illust. 
Paris. Another French edition. 

1740. Spectacle de la Nature; or Nature Displayed, being Discourses on Fish, Birds, etc. Edited and translated by S. Humphreys. 3 vols. 
London. 

1743-4. Spectacle de la nature: or, Nature display' d. 12mo. London, The present, sixth edition, contains three volumes only, of which vol. II contains the account of the birds, pp. 157- 200, accompanied by two copper plates representing 12 species. Vol. IV appears to be of the fourth edition (1743), with the omission of the translator's name on the title-page. 

1744. Spectacle de la Nature, or nature delineated, etc. Vol. Ill. 8vo. pp. 32+370. Tr. from the French by John Kelly, D. Bellamy, and J. Sparrow. London. From Dean A dams' Library. 

1754-6. Spectacle de la Nature, etc. . . . de l'Histoire Naturelle. Vols. II-VI. 8vo. 145 pl. 
Paris. 1778-91. Naturalis Historia. Ed. J. G. F. Still another French edition, lacking vol. I. Franzius. 10 vols. 8vo. Lipziae. PLYMOUTH INSTITUTION AND DEVON 1783-4. Caii Plinii Secundi Historiae naturalis AND CORNWALL NATURAL HISTORY libri XXXVII ex recensione Joannis Harduini{' SOCIETY. Plymouth, Eng. praemittitur notitia literari~ accedit index ~tudii.s 1855-6/date. Annual Reports and Transactions. societatis Bipontinae. 5 vol'S. 8vo. Bzpontt. This is a copy of the Deux Ponts edition of Pliny's Natural History. 1830. Transactions of the Plymouth Institution. 3x 
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~ ~ POCCI, FRA z VON. 
1906. Der Fasan in Bayern; eine historische und 

zoologische Darstellung. 8vo. pp. 8+225. 10col. 

pl. map. index. Miinchen. 

PO CH'tt -I [772-846 J and K'UNG CHU AN. 

n.d. Tang Sung po k'ung liu t'ieh. Work of 

information, including animals, birds, butterflies, 

fishes, etc., chuan 94-8. 28·5 x 18·4 cm. [G.] 

POCOCK, Co STANCE I ES. 
1913. Highways & byways of the Zoological 

gardens. 8vo. pp. 12+192. illust. London. 

POEMS ABOUT BIRDS IN SINHALESE. 

1915-25. 6 vols. 8vo. Vols. 1-6, pp. 600. 1 fig. 

(portr.). Ceylon. 

Co TE TS. Vol. [1]. Nilakobo sandesaya; or, 

The blue pigeon's message, by Baranaganit 

Acharya. [2]. Wanasiwue sandesa; or, The jungle 

cock's message. [3]. GinJsandesa; or, The parrot's 

message, by T. Sugatapafa. [4]. Tisara andesayg; 

or, The swan's message. [5]. Selalihini sandesa 

warnanawa; or, The blackbird's message, by 

Bomunuwe Saranda Thera. [6]. Selalihini sandesa, 

by Sangharaja Sri Rahula. 
All of these poems arc published by the Native Press in Ccylon. 

. ~a There are several others of like character, some of them centuries 

~- old, in modern type as well as in Ea.ll.scriptl<<llaatin the form of 

dialogues and other media dealing With Sinha'le e Bird-IJore; and 

these messages are good, typical examples of native folk-lore 

literature. 

POEPPIG, EDUARD FRIEDRICH [1798-1868]. 

1847-8. Illustrirte Naturgeschichte des Thier

reichs. 4 vols. folio. Leipzig. 

CoNTENTs. Vol. 1. Saugethiere. 2. Vogel. 3. 

Reptilien und Fische. 4. Wirbellose Thiere. 

All of these volumes have been separately published as independent 

treatises. 

POEY y ALOY, FELIPE [1799-1891]. 

1851-8. Memorias sobre la historia natural de la 

Isla de Cuba, etc. 2 vols. 4to. 53 pl. (17 col.). 
Habana. 

'English literature, as by its use, for one thing, consultation of an 

enormous number of other books will be rendered unnecessary. It 

contains entries of over 26,000 different books in their various 

editions.' [0. 7676.] 

POLLARD, EvELYN H. 
1900. The birds of my parish. 12mo. pp. xiii + 
294. 6 pl. London. 

POLLARD, HuGI-I B. C. 
1928. \Vildfowl and Waders: Nature and Sport 

in the Coastlands. 4to. 64 pl. (16 col.). London. 

POLLEN, FRA <;OIS P. L. and DAM, D. C. VA 

[ -1886]. 
1868-77. Recherches sur la Faune de Madagascar. 

Vols. l-5 (all pub.). 4to. col. pl. Leyden. 

A rare and important series, vol. 3 of which was (?) unpublished. 

H. chlegel and F. P. L. Pollen described the mammals and birds; 

P. Bleeker the fishes. 

POLLICHIA. Diirkheim. 

1843-1922. Mitteilungen. (All pub.) 

1843-54. As Jahresbericht der Pollichia 

Naturwissen. Verein d. Bayer. Pfalz. 

1920-2. Mitteilungen. New series. 

PONTING, HERBERT GEORGE. 

eines 

[1926 ] . The great white South; or, With Scott 

in the Antarctic; being an account of experiences 

with Captain Scott's South pole expedition and 

of the nature life of the Antarctic. 8vo. pp. xxvi+ 

306. front. 76 pl. 1 map. T. of c. London. 

A most interesting account of a thrilling adventure. Birds are 

treated mostly on pp. 217-60 accompanied by 19 plates representing 

41 figures. The first edition was published in 1921, the present one 

being the seventh impression. 

PONTOPPIDAN, ERIK LUDVIGSEN [1698-1764]. 

1755. The Natural History of Norway. Tr. from 

the original Danish. 2 pts. folio. Lond. 

The author, Bishop of Bergen, published the first edition of this 

important work at Copenhagen before 1753, when a German 

translation was also made. 

1766-7. Daenischer Atlas oder Beschreibung des 

Daennemark, etc. 2 vols. Kopenhagen. 

German translation from the Danish by J. A. Scheibe. 

-..olume contains the zoology. Thofi"t -~} 
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[1907]. What I have done with birds. 8vo. pp. 1842. The history and antiquities of Charnwood (xxii ) +257. 42 pl. (16 col.). 66 figs . Indianapolis. Forest. 4to. pp. 8+192+80. illust. London. i sufficiPntly explanatory. Unfortunately the worl{ is 

~ full of error '/\a pointed out in margin notes by the on - POUCH ET, HE RI CHAR LE GEORGES [ 1833-94 J. Cl ' 'ttille"OWiier of the present volume. Insert{'d is an autographed · ..J/ letter from the author to the said owner, in reply to his letter 1894. ee JAN-MAYE . ~ regardina thef;e errors. 
1909. Birds of the Bible. 8vo. pp. 467. 81 pl. POUL TON , Em.vARD BAG ALL [1856- ]. 7 figs. 1 rnap (col.). Cincinnati. 1890. Colour of animals, their meaning and use. 
1910. Music of the wild, with reproductions of 
the performer._, their instruments and fe iival halls. 8vo. pp. 426. illust. London. 
[1912]. The ong of the cardinal. 8vo. pp. ( 6) + 136. 4 figs. lndianapolis. 
1919. Homing with the birds; the hi tory of a 
lifetime of personal experience with the birds. 8vo. pp . xv+381. front. 83 figs. index. Toronto. 
1925. Tales you won't believe [about bird and 
flowers]. 8vo . pp . ix + 327. 24 pl. 

Garden City, N. Y. PORTER, RosE [1843-1906]. 
1897. A charm of birds [poems]. 12mo. pp. 206. 

New York. An avian anthology from Shakespeare to Whittier. 
PORTICI. Laboratorio di Zoologia Generale e Agraria. 
1905-date. Bollettino. 

PORTIS, ALESSANDRO [1853- J. 
1884-7. Contribu zioni a lla Ornit~ogia Italiana. 4to. pp . 26. 2 pi. T orino. 

PORTLAND SOCIETY OF NATURAL HIS-TORY. Portland, Me. 1846. Journal. 
1862-date. Proceedings. 
1880-9. Proceedings. 

PORTLOCK, ATHA IEL [1748 ?- 18 14]. 
1789. (A) Voyage round the World ; b ut more 
particularly to t h e north-w est coast of Am erica . . . in 1 785-88 in th e King George and Qu een 
Charlotte. 4lo. pp. 384+40. 19 pl. 1 map . 

London. 
PORTO RICO AND VIRGIN ISLANDS, SURVEY. 

1927-date. cientific Survey of Porto Rico. 
New Y ork. 

At the end of 1930, 31 parts of thi monumental review of the natural history (including all the vertebrates) of the U.S. pose ions in the West Indies, conducted by the N.Y. Academy of Sciences and the Government of Porto Rico, have appeared. These publications include documents on mammalogy and the other vertt>brate cla ses. 

PORTUGALIA. 
1899-1908. Continues Revista de 
t u rae e ocieas. 

POSTGATE, I ABELLA J . 

Oporto. 
ciencia a-

1914. Song & wings, a posy of bird poems for you nO' and old. 8vo . pp. x+50. 14 pl. (col .). T. of c. London. 

8vo. pp. xiii+360. 1 pl. (col. ). 66 figs. index. 
New York. 

POWYS, THos. L. See LILFORD, LORD. 

POYNTING, FRA K [1848- 97 ] . 
1895-6. Eggs of British birds, with an account of 
their breeding-habits. Limicolre. 4to. pp. xvi + (254 ). 54 pl. (col.). bibliogr. index. London. 
The work was abandoned, owing to the death of the author, after t.he first four parts had appeared. 

PRACE ZOOLOGICZNE. 
1922-4. Polskiego Paristwowego Museum Przy~d
niczego . Tom I, II, Ill No. I. 2. lVarszawa. 

PRACTICAL NATURALIST. London. 1883? 

PRAGUE . Statni Hvezdarne . Zoologicky Ustav. 
1915 ? Sbornik Zoologicky. 

PRAKTISCHE GEFLttGEL-, KANIN-CHEN-, FISCH- UND BIENEN ZttCHTER· 
1879. Vienna. 

PRAKTISCHE GEFLttGEL- UND KLEINVIEHWIRTSCHAFT. 1919-d.afe. 
Frankfurt-a-0. 

PRAKTISCHE GEFL'U'GEL Z'U'CHTER,DER. Zeitschrift f. Ge:ftiigelzucht und Vogelschuts. 
1881. Hamelin. 

PRATJE, A DRE. 
1923. D as L euchten der Organismen eine Vber
sicht Ober d ie neu ere Literatur. 4to. pp. 109. illust. l\1iinchen. 

PRATT, A E [1806-93]. See PEARLESS, A!rs. A E (b orn PRATT). 

PRATT, A TWERP E. 
1892. To Lhe Snows of Tibet through China. 8vo. pp. 18+268. 30 pl. 1 map. illust. text. London. 
In the appendixes a list of Chinese birds is ~riwn; whilr A. Giinther describe the reptiles and fishes (among them new species) collected during the expedition. 

PRATT, SAMUEL JACKSO . [1749- 1814]. 
1798. Pity's gift; a collection of interesting tales to excite the compas ion of youlh for the animal creation. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. viii +147. 15 pl. T . of c. London . 

PRATTEN, HE RY. 1852. ee UNITED TATE • 
GEOLOC •. 'S RVEY, \VI CO IN, etc ., 1 52. A econd edition was i sued in 1922. 

POTOMAC-SIDE NATURALISTS' 
ee FIELD AND FOREST. 

'B\ PRAY, LEON L TUER [1882- ] . CLU _j'\ 1913. Taxidermy. 12mo. pp . 113. 44 fig . T. of c. 
New York. 
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q r POCCI, FRANZ vo . 
1906. Der Fasan in Bayern; eine historische und 

zoologische Darstellung. 8vo. pp. 8 +225. 10 col. 

pl. map. index. Miinchen. 

PO CHtt -I [772-846 J and X'UNG CHU AN. 

n.d. Tang Sung po k'ung liu t'ieh. Work of 

information, including animals, birds, butterflies, 

fishes, etc., chuan 94- 8. 28·5 x 18·4 cm. [G.] 

POCOCX, CONSTANCE I E . 

1913. Highways & byways of the Zoological 

o-ardens. 8vo. pp. 12+192. illust. London. 

POEMS ABOUT BIRDS IN SINHALESE. 

1915-25. 6 vols. 8vo. Vols. 1-6, pp. 600. 1 fig. 

(portr.). Ceylon. 

CoNTE TS. Vol. [1]. Nilakobo sandesaya; or, 

The blue pigeon's message, by Baranaganil 

Acharya. [2]. vVanasiwue sandesa; or, The jungle 

cock's message. [3]. GinJsandesa; or, The parrot 's 

message, by T. Sugatapa:fa. [ 4]. Tisara sandesa.Y.:!; 

or, The swan's message. [5]. Selalihini sandesa 

warnanawa; or, The blackbird's message, by 

Bomunuwe Saranda Thera. [6]. Selalihini sandesa, 

by Sangharaja Sri Rahula. 

All of these poems arc published by the Native Press in Ceylon. 

. ~ n There are several others of like character, some of them centuries 

~· old, in modern type as well as in P.a.ll.scriptl<~in the form of 

dialogues and other media dealing With Sinha'lese Bird-Lore ; and 

these messages are good, typical examples of native folk-lore 

literature. 

POEPPIG, EDUARD FRIEDRICH [1798-1868]. 

1847-8. Illustrirte Naturgeschichte des Thier

reichs. 4 vols. folio. Leipzig. 

CoNTENTs. Vol. 1. Saugethiere. 2. Vogel. 3. 

Reptilien und Fische. 4. Wirbellose Thiere. 

All of these volumes have been separately published as independent 

treatises. 

POEY y ALOY, FELIPE [1799-1891]. 

1851-8. Memorias sobre la historia natural de la 

Isla de Cuba, etc. 2 vols. 4to. 53 pl. (17 col.). 

!English literature, as by its use, for one thing, consultation of an 

l :normous number of other books will be rendered unnecessary. It 

contains entries of over 26,000 different books in their various 

editions.' [0 . 7676.] 

POLLARD, EvELY H. 
1900. The birds of my parish. 12mo. pp. xiii + 
294. 6 pl. London. 

POLLARD, H uG H B. C. 
1928. \Vildfowl and Waders: Nature and port 

in the Coastlands. 4to. 64 pl. (16 col.). London. 

POLLEN, FRAN<,;OIS P. L. and DAM, D. C. VA 

[ - 1886]. 
1868-77. Recherches sur la Faune de Madagascar. 

Vols. 1-5 (all pub.). 4to. col. pl. Leyden. 

A rare and important series, vol. 3 of which was (?) unpublished. 

H. Schlegel and F. P. L. Pollen described the mammals and birds; 

P. Bleeker the fishes. 

POLLICHIA. Diirkheim. 

1843-1922. Mitteilungen. (All pub.) 

1843-54. As Jahresbericht der Pollichia eines 

Naturwissen. Verein d. Bayer. Pfalz. 

1920-2. Mitteilungen. New series. 

PONTING, HERBERT GEORGE. 

[1926]. The great white outh; or, With Scott 

in the Antarctic; being an account of experiences 

with Captain Scott's South pole expedition and 

of the nature life of the Antarctic. 8vo. pp. xxvi+ 

306. front. 76 pl. 1 map. T. of c. London. 

A most interesting account of a thrilling adventure. Birds are 

treated mostly on pp. 217-60 accompanied by 19 plates representing 

41 figures. The first edition was published in 1921, the present one 

being the seventh impression. 

PONTOPPIDAN' ERIK L UDVIGSEN [ 1698-1764 J. 
1755. The Natural History of Norway. Tr. from 

the original Danish. 2 pts. folio. Lond. 

The author, Bishop of Bergen, published the first edition of this 

important. work at Copenhagen before 1753, when a German 

translation was also made. 

1766-7. Daenischer Atlas oder Beschreibung des 

Daennemark, etc. 2 vols. Kopenhagen. 

Habana. 

One of the classic accounts of animal life in Cuba, by a well-known 

Spanish naturalist. 

POGGESI, ANG. 

Tho=-~) German translation from the Danish by J. A. Scheibe. 

volume contains the zoology. 

~;~~~~!J. ef :QipEl Poems. 8~e. 
1697. Della Pisana Caccia Libri 11. Pisa. 

A very rare book on hunting, with a description of animal life. 

POLE HAMPTON, EDWARD and GOOD, J. M. 

1821. The gallery of nature and art; or, A tour 

through creation and science. 6 vols. 8vo. illust. 
London. 

POLLARD, ALFRED w. 
1908-13. Catalogue of Books printed in the 15th 

Century now in the British Museum. Pts. 1-111. 

folio. 
London. 

All of this noted bibliographer's works are valuable for a study of 

vertebrate zoology. 

1926. Early Illustrated Books. 8vo. London. 

POPE, ALEXANDER [1849- ] and INGERSOLL, 

ERNEST. 
1878. Upland game birds and water fowl of the 

United States. folio. pp. (2)+ (40). 20 pl. (col.). 
New J"ork. 

A s ries of mounted chromolithographs (in portfolio) by the author 

accompanied by brief accounts of each species which, according to 

Coues, were written by Ernest Ingersoll. The work was issued in 

ten parts, each with two plates and corresponding text. The copy 

recorded by oues appears to have the copyright dated 1877 for 

the first part, and 187 for the remainder. 

POPE, ""0.7 • H. 
1905. Wild-fowl. See SHAW, L. H. DE V. 

A hand~· and useful little treatise by a well-known bibliographrr. POPULAR BULLETINS. 

**** and REDGRAVE, G. R. 1908-14. Edited by Dr. A. Haagner, Pretoria, 

1926. Books printed in England, cotland, and Transvaal. Issued by the S. African Ornith. Union. 

See JOURNAL 0 TH AFR. OR ITH. U IO , also 

Ireland, and English Books printed Abroad, 

1475-1640. 8vo. pp. 16+609. London. BULLET! ERIE . J 
'This book, which Jl!ar~s an epoch in the history of Engli.sh bi~lio- POPULAR SCIENCE REVIEW. 1861-81. 

graphy, forms an md1spensablc work of reference to hbranans 
I' Jl 

book-collectors and owners of libraries, bibliographers, students of A. '\" 
London- \.:JV""f 
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[1907]. What I have done with birds. 8uo. pp. 1842. The history and antiquities of Charnwood 

~
xxii)+257. 42 pl. (16 col.). 66 figs. Indianapolis. Forest. 4to. pp. 8+192+80. illust. London. is sufficiently explanatory. Unfortunately the work is 

~ full of errorl'\a pointed out in margin notes lJy the one- POUCHET, HE RI CHARLES GEORGES [1833-94]. Cl ' ~er of the present volume. Insertf'cl is an autographed 1894 . ee JA -MA.YE . ...J/ letter from the author to the said mvner, in reply to his letter ~ regardinll these errors. 

POULTON' EDWARD BAG ALL [1856- ] . 

V 

1909. Birds of the Bible. 8uo. pp. 467. 81 pl. 7 figs. 1 map (col.). Cincinnali. 
1910. Mu ic of the wild, with reproductions of the performer~, their instruments and festival halls. 8uo. pp. 426. illust. London. 
[1912]. The ong of the cardinal. 8uo. pp. (6)+ 136. 4 figs. Indianapolis. 
1919. Homing with the birds; the hi tory of a lifetime of personal experience wiLh the birds. 8vo. pp. xv+381. front. 83 figs. index. Toronto. 
1925. Tales you won't believe [about birds and flowers]. 8uo. pp. ix+327. 24 pl. 

Garden City, N. Y. PORTER, RosE [1843-1906 J. 
1897. A charm of birds [poems]. 12mo. pp. 206. 

New York. An avian anthology from Shakespeare to "\"\nittier. 

PORTICI. Laboratorio di Zoologia Generale e Agraria. 
1905-date. Bollettino. 

PORTIS, ALESSANDRO [1853- ]. 
1884-7. Contribuzioni alla Ornit~ogia Italiana. 4lo. pp. 26. 2 pl. Torino. 

PORTLAND SOCIETY OF NATURAL HIS-TORY. Portland, Me. 1846. Journal. 
1862-date. Proceedings. 
1880-9. Proceedings. 

PORTLOCK, NATHA IEL [1748 ?-1814]. 
1789. (A) Voyage round the World; but more particularly to the north-west coast of America . . . in 1785-88 in the KinO' George and Queen Charlotte. 4lo. pp. 384+40. 19 pl. 1 map. 

London. 
PORTO RICO AND VIRGIN ISLANDS, SURVEY. 
1927-date. cientific Survey of Porto Rico. 

New York. 
At the end of 1930, 31 parts of this monumental review of the natural history (including all the vertebrates) of the U.S. pos es ions in the West Indies, conducted by the N.Y. Academy of cience and the Government of Porto Rico, have appeared. These publications include documents on mammalogy and the other vertebrate classe . 

PORTUGALIA. Oporlo. 
1899-1908. Continue Revista de Sciencias Naturaes e Socieas. 

POSTGATE, ISABELLA J. 
1914. Song & wings, a posy of bird poems for young and old. 8uo. pp. x+50. 14 pl. (col.). T. of c. London. 
A econd edition was issued in 1922. 

1890. Colours of animals, their meaning and use. 8uo. pp. xiii+360. 1 pl. (col.). 66 figs. index. 
New York. 

POWYS, Tu os. L. See LILFORD, LORD. 
POYNTING, FRA K [1848-97]. 
1895-6. Eggs of British birds, with an account of their breeding-habits. Limicolce. 4to. pp. xvi + (254) . 54 pl. (col.). bibliogr. index. London. 
The work was abandoned, owing to the death of the author, after the first four parts had appeared. 

PRACE ZOOLOGICZNE. 
1922-4. Polskiego Panstwowego Museum Przy_~dniczego. Tom I, 11, Ill No. 1. 2. ~Varszawa. 

PRACTICAL NATURALIST. London. 1883? 

PRAGUE. Statni Hvezdarne. Zoologicky Ustav. 
1915? Sbornik Zoologicky. 

PRAKTISCHE GEFL1tGEL-, KANIN-CHEN -, FISCH- UND BIENEN ZttCHTEB.· 
1879. Vienna. 

PRAKTISCHE GEFLttGEL- UND KLEI!JVIEHWIRTSCHAFT. 1919-date. 
Frankfurt-a-0. 

PRAKTISCHE GEFL1.tGELZ1.tCHTER,DEB.. Zeitschrift f. Gefliigelzucht und Vogelschuts. 
1881. Hamelin. 

PRATJE, ANDRE. 
1923. Das Leuchten der Organismen eine Cbersicht uber die neuere Literatur. 4lo. pp. 109 . illusl. 1\1 iinchen. 

PRATT, AN E [1806-93]. See PEARLESS, ~'Hrs. A E (born PRATT). 

PRATT' ANTWERP E. 
1892. To the nows of Tibet through China. 8uo. pp. 18+268. 30 pl. 1 map. illust. text. London. 
In the appendixes a list of Chinese birds is giwn; while A. Giinther describes the reptile and fi hes (among them new species) collected during the expedition. 

PRATT, SAM EL JACKSO [1749-1814]. 
1798. Pity's gift; a collection of interesting tales to excite the compas ion of youlh for the animal creation. 2nd ed. 8uo. pp. viii+147. 15 pl. T. of c. London. 

PRATTEN, liE RY. 1852. See u ITED STATES. GEOLOG. RVEY, WISCO I , etc., 1852. 

POTOMAC-SIDE NATURALISTS' 
ee FIELD A D FOREST. 

PRAY, LEO L TllER [1882- ]. 
CLU.:J\ 1913. Taxidermy. 12mo. pp. 113. 44 figs. T. of c. 

New Fork. 
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J~ PRAZAX, J. P. 
1897. Ueber die Vergangenheit und Gegenwart der 

Ornithologie in Bohmen. 8vo. pp. 86. Gera. 

A contribution to the history of Bohemian ornithology with a 

complete bibliography of the literature to date. The volume in 

hand is a presentation copy from the writer to Prof. A. Reichenow, 
from whose library it was secured. 

PREBLE , EDWARD ALEXANDER [1871- ] . 

1908. A biological investigation of the Athabaska

Mackenzie region. 8vo. pp. 57 4. Washington. 

A separate volume of NCJrth .American Fauna, No. 27, treating the 
Zoology of an important area of the Canadian Northwest. 

PRENTIS, WALTER. 
1894. Notes on the birds of Rainham including 

the district between Chatham and Sittingbourne. 

8vo. pp. 92. index. London. 

PRENTISS, DANIEL WEBSTER [1843-96] and 

COUES, E. 
1883. Avifauna Columbiana. See covEs, E. and 

PRENTISS, D. W. 

PRESSBURG. Verein f . Naturkunde . 

1856- 66. Verhandlungen. Vols. 1-9. 

PRETORIA. 
1908-date. Annals of the Transvaal Museum. 

{X. ) PREUSSICHE AKADEMIE DER WIS-

SENSCHAFTEN. Berlin. 

1804-1907. Abhandlu n gen. 

1908-date. Abhandlu ngen (P hysikalisch-mathema

tische k lasse). 

1836-55. B er icht. 

1808-U. Denkschriften. 

188l-97. Mathematische und naturwissenschaft

liche mitteilungen. 

17S6-1804. Memoires. 

1856-81. Monatsberichte. 

1770-86. Nouveaux Memoires. 

1882-1921. Sitzungsberichte. · 

1922-date. Sitzungsberichte (Physikalisch-mathe

matische k lasse). 
About one-half the above are in the McGilllibraries. 

PREVOST' FLORENT . 
1838-43 ? See KNIP, Mme PAULINE. 

'*'*** and DES MURS, M . A. P. E. 

1840-64 . See VOYAGES FRENCH, AUTOUR DU MONDE 

SUR ... LA VENUS. 

1847-51 . [Mammals of Abyssinia.] See voYAGEs, 

FRENCH, EN ABYSS! IE. 
An important contribution to African mammalogy. 

**** and LEMAIRE , C. L. 
[1879]. Histoire naturelle des oiseaux exotiqu es. 

3rd ed. 8vo. pp . 168. 80 col. pi. Paris. 

PREYER, THIERRY WILLIAM [1841-97]. 1882 . 

See BLAKISTON and PREYER. 

PRICE, J OH B. 
1931. Familiar Birds of the Stanford Campus. 

12mo. pp. 8+71. front. 
Stanford University, California. 

PRI CHARD, JAMES COWLES [1786-1848]. 

1855. The natural history of man. 2 vols. 8vo. 

pp. 677. col. pl. text-figs. London. 

PRIEST' CECIL D. 
1929. A guide to the birds of southern Rhodesia 

and a record of their nesting habits. 8vo. pp. xix+ 

233. 15 pl. (14 col.). 111 figs . glossary. index. 
London. 

PRINCE , E. E. 
1893. A great ScottishNaturalist(Prof. Mclntosh) . 

Leeds. 

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY BIRD CLUB. 

See BIRD CLUB OF PRI CETO UNIVERSITY. 

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY EXPEDI

TIONS TO PATAGONIA, 1896-9. 
1904-12. Reports of the Prince ton university 

expeditions to Patagonia, 1896-1899. See scoTT 

W.B . 

PRITCHARD, E. 
1895. Movement. See MAREY, ETIENNE JULES. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE AGASSIZ INSTI

TUTE. 1872-3 . See AGASSIZ INSTITUTE. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE BELFAST NA

TURAL HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHICAL 

SOCIETY. 1871-date. See BELFAST. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE BERWICKSHIRE 

NATUBALISTS' CLUB . 1831-da te. See BER

WICKSHIRE NATURALISTS' CLUB . 

PROCEEDINGS OF TXE BXOLOGICAL 

SOCIETY 0!" WASHINGTON. 
1880-date. Index: 1- 35. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE BIRMINGHAM 

NATURAL HISTORY AND MICROSCOPI

CAL SOCIETY. 1869-72 . See also ANNUAL 

REPORTS. 
Society founded in 1858 but in 1894 it was amalgamated with the 
Birmingham Pl!ilosO'phical Soeiety to form the Birmingham Natural 

Hist01'y and Philosophical Soeiety. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE BRISTOL NA

TURALISTS' SOCIETY, ENGLAND. 1863-

da te. 

PROCEEDINGS 
ACADEMY OF 
1849-59 . 

OF THE CLEVELAND 
NATURAL SCIENCES. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE DAVENPORT 

ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES. 

1867-dafe. See DAVE PORT. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE DELAWARE 

VALLEY ORNITHOLOGICAL CLUB OF 

PHILADELPHIA. 
Years 1890, 1891. pp. 13. Years 1892-7. pp . 42. 

index. illust. Years 1898, 1899. pp. 28. index. 

Year 1900. pp. 16. index. 
Counting each 'Year' as a 'number' these four (abstracted) reports 
ate forerunners of Cassinia (q.v.) that begins with No. V (I), 1901. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE DORSET NATU

RAL HISTORY AND ANTIQUARIAN 

FIELD CLUB. 

~r;.ell-written, popular guide to local birds, with a useful descriptive f\- 1877-da le. I ndex 1-41 . See DORSET. 
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CATALOGUE OF TITLES IN M0 GILL UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 525 ~PROCEEDINGS OF THE ELLIOTT SO- !amiiles, genres et espCces. 8vo. pp. ( 4) + 26. CIETY OF NATURAL HISTORY OF vignette. 1 fig. Quebec. CHARLES TON AND SOUTH CAROLINA. Key to the birds of Canada by the well-known French-Canadian 1853-90. (All pub.) ee ELLIOTT SOCIETY, etc. naturalist. Two hundred and forty-five species are listed. . 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE FOLKESTONE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. 1884-dale. ee FOLKESTO E ... SOCIETY. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL ORNITHOLOGICAL CONGRESS. ee ORNIS. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NEBRASKA ORNITHOLOGICAL UNION. 
1899-1930. Irregular. 8vo. illust. Lincoln, Neb. 
A number of useful papers have been presented by field observers of repute at the meetings of thi Union. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NEW ENGLAND ZOOLOGICAL CLUB. 1900-30. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NEWPORT NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. 1883-99. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ORNITHOLOGICAL SUB-SECTION OF THE BIOLOGICAL SECTION OF THE CANADIAN INSTITUTE. 
The following data were kindly furnished by Mr. J. H. Fleming, Toronto: 
(I). 1889. Including the Meeting for Org~nization, Dec. 28, 1888. pp. 25. 
(II). 1890. Jan., Feb., and March. pp. 25. (Ill). 1890-1. pp. 27-89. (Pagination from Trans. of the Canadian Institute.) 
The Proceedings were then merged in and succeeded by the Biological Review of Ontario. 
These publications contain a number of valuable papers on Canadian and other North American avifauna. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION OF BIRDS. See ROYAL SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION OF BIRDS. Annual report ... with Proceedings of the Annual meeting. 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE SOUTH LONDON ENTOMOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. 
1907-25. 8vo. col. pl. London. 

PROCTOR, RICHARD A THONY [1837-88] and others. 
1882. Nature studies. 
342. 12 pl. T. of c. 

PROTHEROE, ER ET. 

ew ed. 8vo. pp. [6]+ 
London. 

n.d. New illustrated natural history of the world. 8vo. pp. 20+564. 24 pl. (col.). 291 figs. index. 
London. 

1860-2. 1-3. 8vo. --, This is the only reference kno·wn to the Compiler and is found in thl Cat. Lib. Harvard Uni~·ersity, Scientific Serials, 187~. 

1874. Le oiseaux insectivores et le arbres d'ornement et forestiers. 8vo. pp. 30. 1 pl. 4 figs. 
Quebec. A brief di cussion of some beneficial birds of Quebec, with a plea for their protection. 

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC. Society for the Protection of Birds. 
1917. Themes age of the rossignol. 18mo. pp. 18. 7 figs. (1 col.). Nlontreal. This tractate sets forth the aim and objects of the Society ,fotrnded January 4, 1917 The cover bears a colored figure of a Song parrow, the emblem of thc Society. 

PROVINCIAAL UTRECHTSCH GE-NOOTSCH. V AN KUNSTEN EN WE TENSCHAPPEN. 
1845-1921. Aanteekeningen. 
1862-70. atuurkundige Verhandelingen. 
1822-54. Nieuwe Verhandelingen. 
1781-1821. Verhandelingen. 

PRUSSIA. ee MARTENS, EDUARD c., 1867-76. 
PRttTZ, G TAZ and DIETZ, H. 
1883. Die TOmmler- und Purzlertauben. 'ee DIETZ, H. and PRUTZ, G. 
1887. Illustrirtes Mustertauben-Buch; enthaltend das Gesammte der Taubenzucht. 2 vols. in 1. 4to. pp. 7 + 438. 81 col. pl. T. of c. Hamburg. 
The most complete and best illustrated of all the works on domestic pigeons, their varieties and culture. The work seems to be quite scarce. 

PRZIBRAM, HANS (1874- ] . 
1907-13. Experimental-Zoologie. 4 vols. to date. 8vo. illust. Leipzig and Wien. 
One of the best and most modern of treatises on this important subject. 

PTIZEWODN;E, etc. [In Russian.] Title in German, Journal fOr Vogelzucht. 
Herausgegeben von der Kaiser!. Russischen Gesellschaft fOr Vogelzucht. Redigirt von d. Chalturin. 4to. 
1898-1 916. (All pub.?) Moscow. 

PTIZEWODSTWO, etc. (Wochenschrift fOr Vogelzucht.) Weekly. In Russian. 4to. 
The following brief notes from Naturae Novitates: Jahrg. 1898. 52 nos.-Jahrg. 1915. 52 nos. (All pub.?) 1\lloscow. 

PUBLICATIONS OF ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, PASADENA. 1897-8. 'ee ACADEMY OF CIENCES, PA ADENA. 
PUBLICATIONS OF THE FIELD MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY, CHICAGO. 1894-date. See FIELD MUSE M, etc. 
PUBLICATIONS OF LYNN NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. ee LY N NATURAL HISTORY OCIETY. 

PROVANCHER, L:EoN, Abbe [1820-92]. PUBLICATIONS OF McGILL UNIVER-1874. Les oiseaux du Canada, clef systematique SITY. ee C ADA MCGILL UNIVER ITY, PUBLI-pour !'identification des ordres, sous-ordres, tribus, f-.-. CATIO 
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~ 1PUBLIC SCHOOL SERIES. 
n.d. Nature in New Zealand. See DRUMMOND, J. 

PUBLIKATIONER. Copenhagen Universi
tat, Zoologiske Museum. 1917-dale. See 
COPE HAGE . 

PUCHERAN, JACQUES [1817-94]. See voYAGE 
AU POLE SUD, 1841-54. 

PUJOULX, JEAN BAPTISTE [1762-1821 J. . 
An. XIII- 1805. Le Naturaliste du Second Age, 
ouvrage destine a servir de suite et de complement 
au Livre du Second Age, etc. 8vo. 14 pl. many figs. 
index. Paris. 

PULTENEY, RICHARD [1730-1801 J. 
1805. A general view of the writings of Linnaeus. 
4to. pp. 15+595. 2 pl. 2 portr. London. 
Among the best of the many Lives of the celebrated natnralist. 
The prrsent volume is the second edition containing ::\Iemoirs by 
W. G. Maton. The iirst edition was published in 1781. 

PU SHIH [2nd cent. A.n.J. 
1884. Yang yang fa. How Lo raise sheep. pp. 2. 
(In } ' ii han shan fang chi i shu.) 20 x 12·6 cm. [G.] 

PUTNAM, F.\V. 1868. eeAMERICAN ATURAL
IST. 

PUTNAM, GEORGE HAVE . 
1896. Books and their Makers during the ::vliddle 
Ages. A Study of the Conditions of the Production 
and Distribution of Literature from the Fall of 
the Roman Empire to the Close of the Seventeenth 
Century. 2nd ed. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, 476-1600. 
Vol. II, 1500-1709. New York. 
A masterly treatise worthy of any library. 'It is seldom that such 
wide learning, such historical grasp and insight, have been employed 
in their service.'-Atlantic Monthly. 

PUXLEY' w. LAVALLI . 
1925. Green islands in glittering seas. 8vo. pp. 
315. front. 15 pl. T. of c. London. 
Wanderings of a naturaHst among the islands of the outh Pacific, 
.r ew Guinea in particular. 

PYCRAFT, \VILLIAM PLA E [1868- ]. 
1890. A contribution to the pterylography of 
birds' wings. 8vo. pp. 24. bibliogr. Leicester. 
Author's reprint, a valuable contribution to our knowledge of the 
subject. 

1894. The Courtship of Animals. 8vo. London. 

1898-1902. See WILLEY, A. 

1898. A contribution towards our knowledge of 
the morphology of the owls. 4to. pp. 223-75. 
pl. 24-9. 5 figs. bibliogr. (Author's ex erpt.) 

[London.] 

1901. The Story of Fish-Life. pp. 210. 1 pl. 
illust. text. 
A well-~Titten popular work, one of the Library of Useful torie . 

[1901-2]. See coR 1 H, c. J., ed. 

1908. A book of birds. 4to. pp. viii + 155. 30 col. 
pl. 15 cuts in text. London. 
A popular treatise with a scientific fiaYor. Despite their small size 
the colored (plate) figures are helpful aids to identification. 

[1910]. A history of birds ... with an introduction 

1910. Ruwenzori expedition reports. See OGILVIE
GRA T, WILLIAM ROBERT. 

1911-13. The British bird book. See KIRKMA , 
F. B. B. 

1914. The courtship of animals. 2nd ed. 8uo. 
pp.xvi+318. front. 39pl. index. London. 
The first edition appeared in 1894. 

1922. Birds in flight. 8vo. pp. 10+139. 29 pl. 
(12 col.). T. of c. London. 
Bird-flight is well treated, and in popular fashion, with the aid of 
artistically drawn pictures by Roland Green. everal original 
examples of this illustrator (used in this copy) are in the E .S.W. 
Library. 

[1925]. Camouflage in nature. 8uo. pp. 14+280. 
London. 

[ca.1928]. SeeBOULE GER,E.G. 

n.d. The infancy of animals. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. 
xiv+272. 64 pl. 22 figs. index. London. 

QASIM, MUI;IAMMAD SuLAYMAN. 
1794. Faras-nama. (Persian Manuscript.) 
A detailed treatise on the horse, recognition of good and healthy 
animals, different stocks, etc., also on treatment of diseases of 
horses, their upkeep, hygiene, etc. It is a very valuable and com
paratively rare version of the translation of the ancient Indian 
treatise, 'alihotra, prepared by 'Abdu'l-lah ibn :?afi: by the order of 
the Babmanide king of the Deccan, Al;lmad I, then the heir apparent, 
in .A..H. 810 or .A..D. 1407. The work is divided into 51 bfibs, or 
chapters, each subdivided into a different number of paragraphs, 
or fa~ls. At the end (pp. 342-51) there is another short treatise on 
the same subject, in which the name of the author and the date 
of composition are not given. 
The copy is dated the 27th Ramadan .A..H. 1208 or the 9th Apr. 1794. 
Scribe: ::\'luhammad Sulayman b. Muhammad Qasim, written at 
Changhat, :Persia. Crude illustrations. · Condition fairly good. 

QUARITCH, BERNARD [1819-99]. 
1912. Catalogue of books on natural history. 8uo. 
pp. (4)+316. T. of c. addend. London. 

QUARLES, EMMET AUGUSTUS (1876- ]. 
1916. American pheasant breeding. 8uo. pp. (10) 
+128. 52 figs. append. index. New York. 

QUARTERLY BULLETIN OF ZOOLOGY . 
1903-5. Vols. I-II. Harrisburg, Pa. 

QUARTERLY OF THE CHARLESTON 
MUSEUM, CHARLESTON, S.C. 192.3-date. 

QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF AFRICAN 
ORNITHOLOGY. 
1929. Vol. 1. Edited by Capt. A. F. Stoneham, 
Parknasilla P.O., Kitale Kenya Colony, Africa. 

QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF THE FOLKE
STONE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. 
1868-9. Nos.1-4 (all pub.). ee FOLKESTO E .. · 
SOCIETY. 

QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF MICROSCO-
PICAL SCIENCE. London. 
1853-60. 

1861-date. ew series. 
Includes Transactions of Royal Microscopical 
Society. 

by ir Ray Lankester. 4to. pp. 31 +458. illust. QUARTERLY JOURNAL 

index. London. /\.See JOUR AL OF CJE CE. 
OF SCIENCE . 

London. 
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v-"J.,<..N-- QUATREFAGES DE BREAU, JEAN LoUI ARMA D DE [1810-92]. 

' 

1854 . Souvenirs d'un aturaliste. 2 vols. 12mo. 
Paris. Edited excerpts from the Rel'ue des Deux Mondes. 

1857. The rambles of a naturali i on the coasts of France, pain, and icily. Tr. by E. C. Otte. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xix+355. append. Vol. II, pp. vii+375. append. London. 
1861. Unite de l'espece humaine. 12mo. pp. 16 + 420. Paris. 

QUEENSLAND MUSEUM . Brisbane. 1891-1911. Annal . Continued as Memoirs. 
1912- date. Memoirs. 

QUEENSLAND NATURALIST. (F ield N aturalists' Club , Brisbane .) 1908-date. 
Brisbane. 

QUEENSLAND ROYAL SOCIETY. See ROYAL SOCIETY OF QUEENS LA D. 

QUEKETT MICROSCOPICAL CLUB . London. 1868-81. Journal. Series 1. 
1882-date. Journal. Series 2. 

QUENSEL, CONRAD. 
1804. Utkast till Elefantens Naturalhistoria. 8uo. pp. 31. pl. S tockholm. 

QUENSTEDT, FRIEDRICH AUGUST VON [1809-89] 1855. Ueber Pterodactylus suevicus im lithographischen Schiefer Wurttembergs. 4to. pp. 4+ 52. illust. Tiibingen. 
QUEPAT, NEREE. See PAQUET, H. R. R. 

(THE ) QUILL AND THE CANDLE . 
1927. Poems of Birdland in Canada. Toronto. 

QUOY, JEAN RENE Co STA T [1790-1869] . See YOYAGESifRE CH, L'ASTROLABE, 1830, and VOYAGE ... [DEj"L'URA lE ET LA PHYSICIE NE, 1824-6. 
****and GAIMARD, JosEPH PA L [1790-1858]. [1827]. Observations zoologiques faiies a bord de !'Astrolabe en Mai 1826, etc. 8vo. 8 col. pl. Paris. An important section of the report on this famous voyage. 

.RABANUS MAURUS, Archbishop of 1\llainz [776-856]. 
1467 . De ermonum Proprietate, eu de Universo. Roman Letter:, double column of 56 lines. Initial spaces, initials, paragraph-marks, and initial-strokes painted in red . Without printed signatures, foliation, or catchwords. [Strassburg, R-Printer = Adolf Rusch, before 20 July 1467.] folio. Proctor 239 [0.] 

Book VII, Chapter I, contain the earlie t drscriptions of animals ever printed. 'l'he other chapter of Book VII are as follow : De minutis- animalibus; D sE>rpentibus; D vermibus; De piscibus; De avibus; Dr minuti a vi bus. This, first of all printed Encyclopaedia , has the distinction of being Number One in ir William Osier's chronologically arrangrd Incunabula Medic~J-, as it al o contaius the earliest accoLmt of Medicine to appear in print. 
Without place or date of impres ion like all the 'R-Printer's' (Adolf Ru eh's) books, but printed in a Roman type, t11e first Roman type used in Germany, witl~pecuJiar capital R from which the press is named. The Biblio ~ ue Nationale copy bear 

the full datE> of purchase, July 20th, 1467, in cribed by the first owner. 
This EncyclopaE>dia is va tly interrsting for the information it gives on every branch of human knowledge, and throws light on the belief current in the )Iid<lle Ages. Rabanus was born at ::\Iainz about 776, and reigned a Abbot in the Benedictine lllona tcry of Fulda from 22--t2. From 8-t 7 he wa Archhishop of ::\Iainz. He and his maRtl>r. Alcuin (who named him )lauru in memory of the famous <liscipl<' of 't. Benedict), were the foremo t cholars of the age of Charlrmagnc, and may be justly called the creators of education and chools in Germany. Three copieR only of this rare edition are known in the United taws, one in the College of Physicians Library, one in Corn ell University Library, and a third in the Bibliotheca Osleriana. :J.IcGill University. 

RABAT . M emoires de la Societe des Sciences naturelles d u M aroc. 1920-30. 

RABAUD, ETIEl'u-E [1868- ] . 
1928. How animal find their way about. A tudy of distant Orientation and Place-Recognition. Tr. by I. H. Myer . 8vo. pp. ix+142. 30 figs. index. 

London. 
RABIE, i\llajor-General. ·ee ORIGL AL DRAWI:-.i<; , 1767-84 . 

RACCOLTA D I STORIA NATURALE. 1784-5? Rome. 
RACOVIT ZA, EMILE G. [1868- ]. See BELGI M. 'La Belgica', 1901-13. 

RADCLIFFE , LEWI 
BARTO WARRE 

1917. See EVERMA::'\X, 

RADCLIFFE COLLEGE MONOGRAPHS . Boston. 
1888-1911 . 1, 2, 8 published also as Contributions. from the Zoological Laboratory of the Museum of Comparative Zoology of Harvard College. 

RADDE , GusTAv FERDINAND RICHARD [1831-1903]. 
1862. Die Saugethierfauna im Suden v. 0 tSibirien. 4to. 14 col. pl. 4 maps. t. Petersburg. On the mammalia of South-Eastern iberia. by an authority on Russian fauna. 

1884. Ornis Caucasica. Die Vogelwelt de Kaukasus systematisch und biologischgeographisch beschrieben. 4to. pp. 12 + 592. 25 col. pl. 6 textfigs. map. Cassel. A systematic and thorough descriptive treatise on the bird of the Cauca us. The work wa. issued to subscribers in (four) part . The plates were colored by the author. 
1890. Vierter achtrag zur Ornis caucasica. 8vo . pp. 44. Wien. The fourth upplement to Ornis Caucasica, being a specially entitled excerpt from Ornis, 1890. 
1892-1900. Berichte Ober das Kauka ische Museum und die Offentliche Bibliothek in Tiflis, for die Jahre 189:?.-1000. 9 pts. 8vo. pl. Tiflis. A useful catalogue and bibliography of the natural history of the Caucasus, e pecially of its binls. From the Cabani -Rcichenow collection. 

1899. Sammlung-en d. kauka . Mu eums. Bd. I. Zoologie. (German and Russian.) 24 pl. 

RADEL , EMMA. ·t;EL. See RADL, EMMANUEL. 

RADL, MMA. 'UEL. 
1905- 13 . Geschichte der biologischen Theorien. 2 vols. [0.] Leipzig. 1\ 

l. \ 
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RAFF' GEORG CHRISTIA . 
1788. Naturgeschichte fUr Kinder, etc. 8vo. 

Tiibingen. 

1798. Naturgeschichte fOr Kinder. 8vo. pp. 18+ 

724. illust. Tiibingen. 

ixth edition, published after the author's death by F. A. A. Meyer. 

RAFINESQUE- SCHMALTZ, Co STANTINE 

SAMUEL [1783-1840]. 
1816. Circular address on botany and zoology; 

followed by the prospectus of two periodical 

works; Annals of nature and Somiology of North 

America. pp. 36. Printed for the author by 

S. Merritt. Philadelphia. 

Tllis excessively rare Americana was secured for the Blacker 

Library from Taeuber and Weil. ;\ftmich. The copy in hand i 

a presentation by the author to Robert Brown, the English botanist. 

1820. Annals of Nature. Photostat through the 

courtesy of the library of the U.S. National 

Museum, Washington. 
An unfinished work intended to appear as a regular periodical. ee 

the author's Circular address on Botany and Zoology. 

1899. Ichthyologia Ohioensis, etc. Reprint and 

sketch by R. E. Call. 8vo. pp. 17 5. illust. 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

1908. Annals of nature; or, Annual synopsis of 

new genera and species of animals, plants, &c., 

discovered in North America. First annual num

ber, for 1820. [Lexington, Ky., Printed by T. 

Smith, 1820.] 8vo. pp. (2) +16. Iowa City, la. 

The present edition (privately reprinted by T. J. Fitzpatrick of 

Iowa City, Iowa, January 15, 1908) is an exact copy, line for line, and 

page for page, of the rare pamphlet entitled Annals of Nature, by C. S. 

Rafinesque, issued on the frontier at Lexington, Kentucky, in 1820. 

On the pages of this pamphlet 25 new genera and 124- new species 

are proposed and characterized, distributed throughout the animal 

and ve~etable kingdoms. Of birds four new species are described, 

Milvus leucomelas, Ardea phaioma, Charadrius viridis, and Hirundo 

phenicephala. 

.RAIMONDI, EUGENIO. 
1785. La Caccia delle fiere, etc. pp. 393. illust. 

? Roma. 

RAINE, WALTER. 
1892. Bird-nesting in North-West Canada. 8vo. 

pp. vii+197. 6 pl. (col ., eggs.) 28 pl. (monochr.). 

6 figs. index. Toronto. 

RAJA RAJ'ESWAR-RAO of Hydarabad. 

1906. Tashrihu'l-faras. Various breeds of horses. 

In Hindustan1. 4to. pp. 23. lithogram. Lucknow. 

A modern treatise. 

RALFE, PILCIIER GEORGE. 
1905. The birds of the Isle of Man [183 species]. 

8vo. pp. lv +321. 49 pl. 2 maps (col.). addend. 

index. Edinburgh. 

RAMBERT, E GE 'E [1830-86] and ROBERT 

LEO PAUL. 
1878. Les oiseaux dans la nature; description 

pittore que des oiseaux utiles. folio. n.p. 60 col. 

and 50 plain pl. 122 figs. in text. Paris. 

This ponderous • parlor edition', although written and printed in 

popular style, i till a scientific work of reference and the portrait 

of the birds are well reproduced. It is not listed in the Cat. Br. JJlus. 

(Nat. Hist.). 

1916. Die Vogel und ihre \Velt [von] EugEme 

Rambert und L. P. Robert; Vorwort von Philippe 

God et; a us dem franzosischen Obertragen von 

H. Forster; mit zwei Beitragen von Alfred Huggen

berger. 4to. pp. (4)+414. 50 pl. (col.). index. 
Bern. 

The book first appeared in French 38 years previously. The text 

is by Rambert, the aquarelles by Robert. The copy in hand i an 

edition de luxe. 

1922. Die Vogel und ihre Welt. 50 col. pl. Zurich . 

Another Swiss edition of this popular work. 

RAMfREZ, RICARDO. 
1898. Zoologica agricola mexicana. Mexico .. 

RAM SAy' EDWARD PIER SON. 

1876-94. Catalogue of the Australian birds in the 

Australian Museum, Sydney, N.S.W. Pts. I-IV 

and supplement. 8vo. Pt. I, pp. viii+64+3. 2 

indexes. Pt. II, pp. 26 + ( 5). 2 indexes. Pt. Ill, 

pp. (8)+106+iv. 2 indexes. Pt. IV, pp. (8)+23 

+(1). 2 indexes. supplement, pp. 9+(6). 2 

indexes. Sydney. 

1888. Tabular list of all the Australian birds at 

present known to the author, showing the dis

tribution of the species over the continent of 

Australia and adjacent islands. 4to. pp. 4+38 ff. 
map. Sydney. 

1890-8. Catalogue of the Australian birds in the 

Australian Museum, Sydney, N.S.W. Pts. I and II. 

Accipitres and Striges: By E. P. Ramsay. 2nd ed. 

With additions by A. J. North. 8vo. Pt. I, pp. xiii 

+ 7 4. 2 indexes. Pt. II, pp. ( 8) + 30. 2 indexes. 
Sydney. 

1891. The Psittaci or Parrots of Australia in the 

Australian Museum (59 species). pp. 130. Sydney. 

n.d. Contributions to the zoology of New Guinea. 

pp. (2)+15. 1 pl. (5 figs.). Sydney. 

Author's reprint from Trans. Linn. Soc. New South Wales. Descrip

tions of collections from the interior of the island, and on the slopes 

of l\Iount Astrolabe. Seven new species of birds are described. 

RAMSAY, RoBERT GEORGE WARDLAW [1852-

1921 J. 
1881. The ornithological works of Arthur, ninth 

Marquis of Tweeddale. See TWEEDDALE, A. H. 

1923. Guide to the birds of Europe and North 

Africa; with a biographical memoir by W. E. 

Clarke. 8vo. pp. 12 + 355. illusl. index. London. 

RAMSEYER, JoH. ULRICH. 

1912. Der Gesang, das Leben und Lieben un erer 

Singvogel. 2nd ed. 12mo. pp. 12+83. 4 col. pl. 

T. of c. Aarau. 

1912-13. Unsere gefiederten Freunde; Freud und 

Leid der Vogelwelt. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, 1912, 

pp. 98+2. 16 col. pl. 60 text-figs. Vol. II, 1913, 

pp. 8!. 16 col. pl. 38 text-figs. Bern. 

RANDOM NOTES ON NATURAL HIS-

TORY. 1884-6. Providence, R.I. 

RANGIN SAiADAT YAR KHAN OF DELHI 

[d. 1835]. 
1886. Faras-nama-i-Rangin . .-S+o-~ 

horse . Hindustan~itho ram. 

RANZANI, CAMILLO 1775-1841]. 

tract on 
Cawnpore. 

1819-26. Elementi di zooloo-ia. 3 vols. 8vo. illust. 
Bologna. 
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RAPINE, Jo EPH [1884- ] and MENEGAUX, H. A. 

(1921). Les noms des oiseaux trouves en France, etc. See MENEGAUX, H. A. and RAPINE, J. 
1828-9. See REBOUSSIN~, ROGER. 

RASMUSSEN, K UD JOIIAN VICTOR [1879- J. 1921. Greenland by the Polar sea; the story of the Thule expedition from Melville Bay to Cape Morris Jesup, translated from the Danish by Asta and Rowland Kenney. 4to. pp. xxiii + 326. 104 pl. (8 col. ). 11 maps. 2 figs. index. London. References to birds occur throughout the book. 

RASPE, RunoLF ERICH [1737- 94 ] . 1763. Specimen historiae naturalis globi terraeque, etc. 
Lipsiae. 

RASSEGNA DELLE SCIENZE BIOLO-GICHE. 1919-date. Florence. 
RATHBUN, FRA KLIN RooT [1838- ] and others. 
1879. (A) revised list of [236 species of] birds of central New York. 8uo. pp. 47. Auburn, N. Y. 
1880-2. Bright feathers; or, Some North American birds of beauty. 5 pts. 4to. pp. vii + 88. 5 pl. (col. ). 16 figs. (2 col.). Auburn, N. Y. 
1905. The United States National museum: an account of the buildings occupied by the national collections. Author's reprint. 8uo. pp. 135. illusl. 

Washington. 
RATHKE, J. See MULLER, o. F., 1788. 
RATHKE, MARTIN HEINRICH [1793- 1860]. 1861. Entwickelungsgeschichte der Wirbelthiere. 8uo. pp. 8+ 201. Leipzig. 
RAUBER, H. and KOSSMANN, R. 1877. Pisces [Red Sea]. Authors' reprint. 4lo. pp. 34+2. illust. Leipzig. 
RAUSCH, MATHIAS. 
1899. Die gefiederten Sangerftirsten des europaischen Festlandes. 2nd ed. 8uo. pp. 8+192. 3 col. pl. 16 text-figs. Magdeburg. A carefully prepared work on European song-birds, their domestic care and culture. From the collection of Prof. Cabanis. 

RAVEN, CHARLES EARLE [1885- ]. 1916. Vogelleven in duin en veld. 8uo. pp. 171 + 5. photos. Alkmaar. A study of bird life among the Dutch sand dunes, etc. 
1925. In praise of birds, pictures of bird life. pp. xiv+148. 48 pl. 2 append. London. 
1927. The ramblings of a bird lover. 8uo. pp. xvi +186. 30 pl. index. London. 

RA VN' EDVARD. 
1888. Om Dannelsen af Skillevreggen mellem Bryst- og Bughulen hos Pattedyrfostre; en embryologisk Studie. 8uo. pp. 4+ 62. illust. 

RAY (orWRAY), JoHN [1628-1705]. 1670. Catalogus Plantarum Angliae, et Insularum adjacentium, etc. 8uo. [0.] London. The literary productions of John Ray, who also spells his name Wray, are so bound up with his fulus Achates, F. Willughby, that it is difficult to separate them. However, the chief scribe was undoubtedly Ray, most of whose zoolo~ical titles will be found in the }fcGill libraries. The volume on pisces (as well as his other works) has run through many editions, commentaries, and translations. They are properly classed among the fundamentals of a knowledge of British (and general) zoology. 

1673. Observations topographical, moral and physiological; made in a journey through part of the Low-countries, Germany, Italy and France, with a Catalogue of Plants not native of England, found spontaneously growing in those Parts, and I their virtues. Whereunto is added a brief account fr/ of Francis Willughzy Esq. ; his voyage through a great part of Spain. 8uo. pp. 13+499+115. 4 pl. figs. in text. London. 
1674. (A) collection of English vvords [sic] not generally used, with their significations and original, in two alphabetical catalogues, the one of such as are proper to the northern, the other to the southern counties. With catalogues of English birds and fishes; and an account of the preparing and refining such metals and minerals as are gotten in England. 1st ed. 12mo. pp. 11 + 150. [0.] London. The important parts of this work are the 'early lists of birds and fishes. 

1676. Francisci Willughbeii ornithologiae libri tres; totum opus recognovit, digessit, supplevit Joannes Raius. See WILLUGHBY, F. 
1678. The ornithology ofF. Willughby ... Translated into English ... with ... additions ... by J. Ray. See WILLUGHBY, F. 
1686. F. Willughbeii . . . de Historia Piscium libri quatuor ... adjecit J. Raius. folio. See WILLUGBY, F. 
1693. Synopsis methodica Animalium Quadrupedum et Serpentini generi s.e~. 8uo. pp. 16 + 336 + 8. 1 portr. - London. A curious caption but an important early treatise on mammals and snakes. 

1713. J. Raii Synopsis methodica Avium and Piscium; opus posthumum, etc. Ed. by W. Derham. 8uo. pp. 2+198+18+166+12. 4 pl. 
London. This classic treatise completes (with the Synopsis Quadrupedum et Serpentini) the author's contributions to vertebrate zoology, a series that should form part of every flrst-cla s library on natural history. 

1718. Philosophical letters between the late learned Mr. Ray and several of his ingenious correspondents, natives and foreigners; to which are added those of Francis Willughby, the whole consisting of many curious discoveries and improvements in the history of quadrupeds, birds, fishes, insects, plants, fossiles, fountains, etc. 8uo. pp. (8)+376+(10). 12 figs. append. index. 
London. 

Kj£Jbenhavn. RAY, ISAAC [1807-81]. 1738. Travels through the Low-Countries, Ger-1829. Conversations on the animal economy, many, Italy and France, with ... observations, 
desianed for the instruction of youth and the natural ... physiological, etc. Also a Catalogue of 
peru0

sal of general readers. 8uo. pp. xi+ 242. Plants, found spontaneously growing in those Portland. parts ... By ... J. Ray ... To which is added, an / 
3Y ~()/ ~ 

J 
I 
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~RAY, J. (contd.)] 
account of the Travels of F. Willughby Esq., 
through great part of Spain. (A Collection of 
curious Travels and Voyages. Containing 
L. Rauwolf's Journey into the Eastern Countries 
. . . Translated from the original High Dutch, by 
N. Staphorst. And also Travels into Greece ... 
etc., collected from the observations of MQ.U§.. 
Belon, P. Alp in us ... and others. To which 'fl.re 
added three Catalogues of such Trees, Shrubs, and 
Herbs, as grow in the Levant. By ... J. Ray.) 
The second edition, etc. 2 vols. 8vo. illust. 

London. 

A reprint of two clistinct works: Vol.~. pp. iv+428+120_, 3 pls., 
containing Ray's own travels, appeared m 1673 as (!bservatums · ... 
made in a journey through part of the Low-Countrws, etc.; whilst 
vol. II, pp. (viii) +489 +44, the Collection of curious Travels, came 
out in 1693 in two volumes. 

1767. L 'his to ire naturelle, eclaircie dans une de 
.ses parties priricipales, l'ornithologie, qui traite 
des oiseaux de terre, de mer et de riviere, tant de 
nos climats que des pays etrangers. Ouvrage tr. 
du latin du Synopsis avium de Ray, augm. d'un 
grand nombre de descriptions & de remarques 
historiques sur le caract~e des oiseaux, leur in
dustrie & leurs ruses. folio. pp. 12 + 464. 31 
col. pl. Paris. 

The rare edition with the plates colored. This treatise, on the birds 
of the world, is a French translation by Salerne of John Ray's 
Synopsis methodica Avium et Piscium, 1713, with considerable 
additions by the translator. The whole constitutes a work on 
ornithology of considerable value, furnishing a description of manY 
species of birds, their habits, physical characters, vulgar names, etc. 

RAY, MuRDOCK and DALL, W. H. 
1885. Report of the International Polar Expedi
tion to Point Barrow, Alaska. 21 pl. (2 col., birds). 

Washington. 

RAY SOCIETY (founded 1844). Publications 

on Zoology. 
The vertebrate and other zoological titles published by this ex
tremely useful organization are shelved in the McGill libraries, 
except-so far 'wanting'-the annotated reprints of Reports on the 
Progress of Zoology and Botany, 1841-2; and Reports on Zoology for 
1843-4. 

REA , PAUL M. 
1910. Birds of South Carolina. See WAYNE, A. T. 

REAUMUR , RE E ANTOil E FERCHAULT DE 
[1683-1757]. 
1750 . The art of hatching and bringing up domes
tic fowls, by means of artificial heat [tr. from the 
French by Abraham Trembley]. 8vo. pp. 2+61. 

London. 

The :McGill libraries have not only this English translation of an 
important early work on artificial incubation (mostly experiments 
with manure heaps and the baker's oven) but a French and a 
German edition. 

1751. Pratique de l'art de faire eclorre et d'elever 
en toute saison des oiseaux domestiques de 
toutes especes, soit par le moyen de la chaleur du 
fumier, soit par le moyen de celle du feu ordinaire. 
16mo. pp. xii +144. 4 pl. 2 figs. T. of c. Paris. 

1767-8. Anweisung wie man zu jeder Jahreszeit 
allerley zahmes Geflugel entweder vermittelst der 
".tirme des Mistes oder des gemeinen Feuers 
au brGten und aufziehen solle; aus dem fran
zosischen ubersetzt von J. C. Thenn. 2 vols. illust. 

Augsburg. 

REB OUSSIN, RoGER and RAPINE , J. 
1928-9. L 'oiseau chez lui; livre couleur du temps, 
avec diagnoses par J. Rapine. Fascicules 1-6. 
Series I. folio. pp. 48. 6 pl. (col.). 68 figs. Paris. 
Highly ori~inal text and illustrations. Series I is to be completed 
in ten fascicule!! . 

RECCH US (RECCHI), NARDUS ANTONIUS. 
1651. Rerum medicarum ~~ 

thesaurus ... ex F. Hernande~folio. • 't.__l)\\ 'U· ~·) 
RECHERCHES ASIATIQUES . See ASIATIC """ 

SOCIETY OF BENGAL, CALCUTTA. 

R E CORD OF ZOOLOGICAL LITERATURE . 

See ZOOLOGICAL RECORD. 

R ECOR D S OF A M ERICAN SOCIETY OF 

NATURALIST S . 1883-date. See AMERICAN 
SOCIETY OF NATURALISTS. 

RECORDS OF T H E AUSTRALIAN MU
SEU M , SYDNEY. 1890-dale. 

R E CORD S OF WALKS AND TALKS WITH 

NATURE . Conducted by C. J. Maynard, West 
Newton, Mass. Weekly. Irregular. 
1908-21. Vols. 1-13. 40 nos. to a vol. 12mo. 
illust. index to each vol. 
These little records are replete with interest and deal almost entirely 
with bird life. 

RECREATIONS IN AGRICULTURE, NA
TURAL HISTORY, ARTS AND MISCEL
LANEOUS LITERATURE . 1799- 1802. 

London. 

RECREATIONS IN NATURAL HISTORY ; 

or Popular Sketches of British Quadrupeds, 

etc., after L. Clennell. 
1815. Anonymous. 4to. 

RECREATIVE SCIENCE . 1858-61. See also 
INTELLECTUAL OBSERVER, and STUDENT AND 
INTELLECTUAL OBSERVER. London. 

RECUEIL DE L ' INSTITUT ZOOLOGIQUE 

TORLEY -ROUSSEA U . 
1927. (A. Lameere.) Suite des Annales de biologie 
lacustre. Tome 1. Bruxelles. 

RECUEIL ZOOLOGIQUE SUISSE. Geneva. 
1884-92. Continued as Revue Suisse de Zoologie. 

REDI , FRANCESCO [1626-98]. 
1664 . Osservazioni intorno alle Vipere, etc. 4lo. 
Also 0. 3774. Firenze. 

1671. Esperienze intorno a diverse cose naturali, 
etc. 4to. illust. [0. 3776.] Firenze. 

1684. Osservazioni intorno agli Animali viventi 
che si trovano negli Animali viventi. illusl. 
[0. 3777.] Firenze. 

1712-30 . Opere. With Recti's biography by 
Salvino Salvini, funeral speech by Ant. Maria 
Salvini, several letters and remarks by Giac. 
Cestoni and Ant. Vallisnieri, etc. "'ith portraits, 
frontispieces, vignettes, and a great number of 
engraved plates. 7 vols. 4to. V en ice. 
The works (including the letters) of this celebrated medical naturalist 
are best presented in this scarce Venetian edition. The valuable 
notes by Apostolo Zeno are found in this printing. The author's 
observations on vipers and his chapters A cose naturali are of especial 
value. The first volume is entirely devoted to natural history. 

" 

-
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.::;:;{,48. Opere ... nuova editione. (Including 
zoological works.] 7 vols. 4to. illust. [0. 3772.] 

Napoli. 
Supposed to be even a more complete edition than the Venice print of 1712. 

REDINGTON, PAuL GooDWIN [1878- ] and 
HIGGINS, ELMER [1892- J. 
1930. Wild life. New York. 
Based on Van Rise's Conserration of natural resources in the United tates. 

REED, CHARLES K. [1851- and REED, 
CHESTER A. 
1914. Guide to taxidermy. 8vo. pp. 304+(4). 
44 pl. 175 figs. index. "YVorcester, A1ass. 
An enlarged edition of the original published in 1903. 

REED, CHESTER ALBERT [1876-1912]. 
1903. Color Key to North American Birds. See 
CHAPMAN, F. M. 
1904. NorthAmericanbirds'eggs. 8vo. pp.(lO)+ 
356. front. (col.). 931 figs. and sketches (2 col.). 
index. . New }"ork. 
1910. Nature study; birds. 12mo. pp. 97 +viii. 
80 figs. (40 col.). index. Worcester, Mass. 
1911. Camera studies of wild birds in their homes. 
8vo. pp. 312. 7 pl. (col.). 260 figs. index. 

Worcester, Mass. 
1912. Birds of eastern North America. 8vo. 
pp. xiv+451. front. (col.). 408 figs. (col.). 23 figs. 
index. Garden City, N. Y. 
1913. Bird guide. Water birds, game birds and 
birds of prey east of the Rockies. 8vo. pp. 240. 
illusl. Worcester, Mass. 
1914. See REED, c. K. 

1916. Bird guide; water birds, game birds and 
birds of prey east of the Rockies. 32mo. pp. 240. 
217 figs. (col.). 66 figs. index. Garden City, N. Y. 
Another edition of this popular and very useful pocket-sized bandbook for the identification of water birds, game birds, and birds of prey east of the Rockies. A colored figure is given of each species, together with a brief description, to which is added also a 'field key' at the commencement of the volume. The first edition was published in 1906. 

1920. Western bird guide, birds of the Rockies 
and west to the Pacific. 32mo. pp. 252. 234 figs. 
(col.). index. New York. 
A work similar to the author's Bird Guide, 1923, to which it forms a companion volume. 

1923. Western bird guide; birds of the Rockies 
and west to the Pacific. 32mo. pp. 252. col. figs. 

Garden City, N. Y. 
REES, THOMAS ALFRED WELLESLEY [1872-1917]. 
1920. The heron of Castle Creek and other sketches 
of bird life. 8vo. pp. (12) +218. index. London. 

REESE, ALBERT MOORE. 
1915. The Alligator and its Allies. col. front. 
28 pl. 68 figs. in text. N. Y. 
A scientific treatise written in popular fashion, and with a good bibliography. 

REEVE AND COMPANY. 
1853-60. atura1 History. 23 vols. 8vo. London. 
A popular cyclopedia with several volumes devoted to vert brate zoology. 

REGAN, CHARLE TATE. 
1879-1915. ee GODMA AND ALVI , Biologia 
Cen trali -Americana. 
1914- 22. ee BR. M S. (NAT.HIST.), 'TerraNova'. 
(1 914]-16. See OGILVIE-GRA T, WM. R., ed. 

REGENSBURG. Naturwissenschaftl. Verein. 
1849-64. Abhandlungen. 
1847-87. Correspondenz-Blatt [continued as] 
1888-1930. Berichte. 

REGUIS, J. F. MARIUS [1850- ] . 
1882. Essai sur l'histoire naturelle des vertebres 
de la Provence et des departements circonvoisins. 
V erU~bres anallantiodiens. ( Poissons et ba tra
ciens.) 8vo. pp. 425. text-figs. Marseille. 
The volume in hand i a presentation copy of an important treatise. with the author's autograph. 

REICHENBACH, A TO BENEDICT [1807- 80]. 
1850. Praktische Naturgeschichte der Vogel, fOr 
Gebildete aller Stande. 4to. pp. 740. 89 pl. (col.). 
2 indexes. Leipzig. 
Practical natural history of birds illu tratcd with fine, colored steel engravings. 

REICHENBACH, HEINRICII GOTTLIEB LUDWIG 
[1793-1879]. 
1834-63. Der aturfreund, oder ... Natur
geschichte des In- und Auslandes, etc. 4to. 
(Wanting.) Dresden and Leipzig. 
The numerous faunal (and floral) work of this important and versatile naturalist are mostly rare, as well as confusing to the bibliographer. They are commonly regarded with despair by the cataloguer. The above title was continued as a Central-.Atla• fur Zoologische Garten (1862-3) and is made up of a long array of important monographs, a complete list of which will be found in the Cat. Br. M us. (Nat. Hist.) , p. 1669, to which the student is referred. The complete series is extremely scarce, although parts, more available, are found as separate publications, a number of them in the McGilllibraries. The librarian and bibliographer should consult A. B. Mayer's Index zu L. Reichenbach's Ornithologischen Werke, in which a more or less successful effort is made to bring order out ot the author's literary chaos. 

1837-9. Deutschlands Fauna; oder, Praktisch
gemeinniitzige Naturgeschichte der Thiere des 
Inlandes mit naturgetreuen Abbildungen aller 
Arten. 2 vols. 4to. illusl. Leipzig. 
Co TE TS. Vol. 1. Saugethiere. 2. Voo-el. 
1845-62. Vollstandigste Naturgeschichte der 
Vogel des In- und Auslandes. 13 vols. 4lo and 8vo. 
920 col. pl. and 106 plain pl. index. Dresden. 
The E .. W. Library has also several sections of this treatise published separately with independent titles. See the Ayer-Zimmer Cat. Field Mus. library. 

1849-53. Avium systema naturale. Das nator
liche _§ystem der '[9gel, mit hundert _1.afeln gross
tentheils original-abbildungen der bis jetzt ent
deckten rast zwolfhundert typischen formen. 
Vorlaufer einer l£_onographie der arten der vogel 
aller wlttheile ... von L. Reichenbach. folio and 
4to. atlas. 100 pl. Dresden and Leipzig. 
Co TE T . PI. 1-10. Natatores. Die gatungen 
der Schwimmvogel. 11-1 . Grallatores. "Die Gat
tungen der Sumpfvogel. 19-32. Rasore . Die 
Gattungen der Hiihnervogel. 33-51. In es ores. 
Investigatores. Die Spaher. 52-71. Inses ores. 
Trepidatores. Die Trippler. 72-86. Inses ores. 
Enucleatores. Die Knacker. 87-100. Inses ores. 
Raptatores. Die Raubvogel. 

"This well-known atla , with titles both in .French and English, ha 
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£ltEICHENBACH, H. G. L. (contd.)] 

been issued (in parts and otherwise) under various guises as a pic

torial collection of the feet, wings, heads, and tails of the various 

orders of birds. 
It is really an introductory part of the author's ambitious Die 

vollstiindiuste Naturgeschichte, published in 1845-62. The text con

tains a disquisition on avian classification and furnishes a systematic 

catalogue intended to include all the avian orders, a task only 

partly completed. The McGill libraries have three copies of the 

A~>ium systema naturale, each with a different title-page and on 

different size or quality of paper, but with identical plates. 

1850. Avium systema naturale. Das natorliche 

.System der Vogel, etc. 8vo. pp. (4). 7 engr. t.-p. 

(Orders). 100 pl. Dresden. 

Another (smaller format on thin paper) printing of this famous work. 

1850-63. [Synopsis avium; plates.] [Dresden, 

1850-63.] [12] vols. 
Co TENTS. Vol. 1. Schwimmvogel. 2. Sumpf

vogel. 3. Wasserhuhner und Rallen. 4. Tauben

vogel. 5. Huhnervogel. 6. Eisvogel. 7. Bienen

fresser. 8. Klettervogel. 9. Colibris. 10. Baum-

1aufer. 11. Spechte. 12. Auslandische Singvogel. 

List of contents supplied from binder's title. 
The above 12 volumes of Reichenbach's work, in the E.S.W. 

Library, are without descriptive text, most of the titles and con

tents being supplied as above. The collection consists of hundreds 

of fine hand-colored plates with thousands of figures depicting the 

birds of the world. 

1852. I cones ad synopsin avium: Meropinae. 

Continuatio No. IX. 4to. pp. [4] +45-144. 67 

col. pl. (1 inserted). T. of c. Leipzig. 

Being Lieferung 9 of his Deutschlands Fauna; 

oder, Praktisch-gemeinniitzige N aturgeschichte der 

Thiere des Inlandes. 
These beautifully colored plates of the Bee-eaters have an inserted 

title-page as above, dated 1837, but the mono~raph itself bears 

date March 1, 1852. The separately bound volume in hand is, of 

course, only one portion of the author's Handbuch der speciellen 

Ornithologie. 

1854. Aufzahlung der Colibris, oder Trochilideen, 

in ihrer wahren natOrlichen Verwandtschaft, 

nebst Schl0sse1 ihrer Synonymik. 8vo . pp. 24. 
Cassel. 

Issued as an author's separate from the Journal f. Ornithologie, 

Jahrg. I. 

1862-3. Die vollstandigste Naturgeschichte der 

Tauben und taubenartigen Vogel. 2 pts. 4to. 

7 5 hand-col. pl. atlas. Leipzig. 

1862. Die Singvogel als Fortsetzung der voll

standigsten Naturgeschichte und zugleich als 

Central-Atlas fUr zoologisch Garten und fOr 

Thierfreunde. 8vo. pp. 4+90. 50 col. pl. 
Dresden. 

A volume on exotic song-birds, the illustrations for which were 

taken from author's earlier works. 

n .d . Die Vogel Deutschlands. Neue vermehrte 

Ausgabe. 4to. pp. iv+346+36. 55 pl. (col.). 

750 figs. bibliogr. index. Dresden. 

ltEICHENOW , ANTO [1847-? 1915]. 
1869- 96 . An ton Reichenow; ein Verzeichniss sei

ner bisherigen Arbeiten 1869-96. See scHALow, H. 

1878-83. Vogelbilder a us fernen Zonen; Abbil

dungen und Beschreibungen der Pagageien. folio. 

Pt. I, pp. (84). index. Pt. II, pp. (2). 18 pl. (col.). 

Pt. Ill, 15 pl. (col.). Cassel. 

A series of colored plates illustrating the known parrots, accom

panied by short descriptions of each and notes on their distribution· 

contained in three portfolios. The supplement contains descriptions 

(without figures) of the species discovered after the publication of 

the other portions of the work. Is ued in 11 parts of three plates each. 

1880. Vogelbilder a us fernen Zonen; Abbildungen 

und Beschreibungen der Papageien. folio. Pts. I

VI, pp. (36). 18 pl. (col.). Cassel. 

A trimmed and bound copy wanting title-page but with cover 

bearing the date 1880, of parts I-VI of the 1878-83 edition. The 

36 pages of text are typewritten lists of the various parrots figured 

on each of the 18 colored plates. 

1882. Conspectus Psittacorum. Systematische 

Uebersicht aller bekannten Papageienarten. pp. 

234. folding table. Berlin. 

This is an important, separately issued (Selbstverlau des Vertassers) 

and systematic catalogue of the Parrots of the world, with a brief 

description of species, their synonymy and distribution. It appears 

to be an amended edition or variant of the author's Vogelbilder . .. 

der Papaueien, 1878-83. 

1882-4. Die Voge1 der Zoologischen Garten. 

2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xxx+278. 1 fig. Vol. II, 

pp. xix+456. index. Leipzig. 

A descriptive catalogue of 1,500 birds to be found in European 

zoological gardens. 

1889. Systematisches Verzeichnis der 

Deutschlands und des angrenzenden 

Europas. 8vo. pp. 4+68. 

Vogel 
Mitte1-
Berlin. 

A brief, descriptive list of 396 species, with numerous ~fS. notes 

and additions to the text made by Prof. Reichenow in his own 

hand, the present volume being the author's own copy. 

1891. Entwurf von Regeln fUr die zoologische 

Nomenclatur, dem II. Intern. Ornith. Congress 

in Budapest 1891. folio. pp. 14. Budapest. 

1891-1901. See STUHLMA N, F. L. 

1893. See also DEUTSCH-OST-AFRIKA. 

1894. Die Yogel Deutsch-Ost-Afrikas. 4to. pp. 4 

+250. 108 figs. in text (44 col.). Berlin. 

A valuable, systematic descriptive treatise on the birds of German 

East Africa. The present copy forms part of the Cabanis-Reichenow 

collection on the E.S.W. Library. 

1896 . See MOBIUS, KARL AUGUST. 

1900-5. Die vogel Afrikas. 3 vols. text. 1 vol. 

atlas. 4to. indexes. Vol. I, 1900-1, pp. 104+706. 

Vol.II,1902-3,pp.16+752. 5col.maps. Vol.III, 

1904-5, pp. 25+880. 19 col. pl. Vol. IV, Atlas, 

1902-5, pp. 50. 30 col. pl. maps. 5 text-figs. 
Neudamm. 

The most complete and most important monograph on the Birds of 

Africa so far written. It appeared in six parts. 

1902. Die Kennzeichen der Voge1 Deutschlands, 

Schl0sse1 zum Bestimmen, deutsche und wissen

schaftliche Benennungen geographische Verbrei

tung, Brut- und Zugzeiten der deutschen Vogel. 

8vo. pp. 4+150. 8 pl. Neudamm. 

An anatomical and descriptive key to 405 German species. 

1905 . See SCHILLINGS, CARL GEORG. 

1906 . See VOELTZKOW, ALFRED. 

1909 . See BRAUER, AUGUST. 

1913. Die vogel; handbuch der systematischen 

ornithologie. 2 vols. in 1. 4to. pp. 8+529. map. 

185 text-figs. index. Stuttgart. 

The author believes that in spite of the many treatises on systematic 

ornithology accessible to the student one dealing more particularly 

with the interrelations of birds is needed; hence this carefully 

prepared and well-illustrated work. 

ltEICHLING, HERMANN [1890- ]. 
191 5. Die FlOgelfederkennzeichen der nordwest

deutschen Vogel. 8vo. pp. 99. 7 pl. Bernberg. 

An illustrated monograph on the wings of North German birds. 

('.Inaugural thesis (:M:iinster) from the Cabanis-Reichenow collection. 

~ 
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1890 . Catalogue of the birds in the Provincial museum, N.-W.P. and Oudh. 8vo. pp. 4+357. index. Allahabad. A record of the purely Indian birds in the Lucknow Museum to the number of 783 species represented by 5,360 specimens. Jerdon's classification is followed. This volume is a presentation copy from the compiler. 

l.tEID, PHILIP SAVILE GREY. 
1883. The birds of the Bermudas. 8vo. pp. 44. 

Hamilton. This small brochure first appeared in The Zoologist, 1877, and is now 'reprinted by permission, with an Appendix'. 
1884. The birds of Bermuda. pp. 118. 

Washington. A separately issued memoir (Bull . 25, U.S. Nat. Museum) giving an excellent account of Bermudan birds. The present copy (from Canon Tristram's library) is especially interesting because of three inserted letters from the author to H. B. Tristram discussing the avifauna of the Island. 
1884. See JONES, H. E. E. and GOODE, G. B. 
1901-12. Catalogue of the collection of birds' eggs in the British museum. See BRITISH MUSEUM ( ATURAL HISTORY). 

'REIDER, J. E. voN and HAHN, C. W. 1830-5. Fauna Boica ... Naturgeschichte der Thiere Bayerns. 6 Abtheil. 8vo. illust. in col. 
Niirnberg. A valuable contribution to the faunalliterature of Bavaria, usually bound in four volumes. There were in all ten parts, irregularly issued but giving a full account of all the faunae (including the vertebrates) then known. 

REIGHARD , JACOB ELLSWORTH [1861- ] and J'ENNINGS , H. S. 
1901. Anatomy of the cat. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. 20+ 398. illust. New York. 

BEIMA RUS, HERMA N SAMUEL [1694- 1765]. 1798. Allgemeine Betrachtungen uber die Triebe der Thiere ... aufs Neue durchgesehen, etc. 4th ed. 2 pts. in 1 vol. 8vo. pp. 20+528+104+28. 
Hamburg. The first edition was published in 1760. 

BEINHARDT, JOHAN ES THEODOR [1816- 82]. 1870. Bidrag til Kundskab om Fuglefaunaen i Brasiliens Campos. 8vo. pp. 146. illust. 
Kjebenhavn. BEISER, 0THMAR. 

1894-1905. Materialien zu einer Ornis Balcanica. 2 vols. 4to. [Vol. I not yet published.] Vol. 11, 1894 Birds of Bulgaria. pp. xii + 204. 3 col. pl. map: index. Vol. Ill, 1905. Birds of Greece and Montenegro. pp. xiv+589. 4 col. pl. map. 5 figs. index. SaraJevo. Well-known monographs, probably tne ·best treatises ~o far published on the subjects indicated. The first volume was mtended to describe the birds of (former) J3osnia and Herzegovina, but it has not yet been issued. The copy in hand was presented by the author to Bowdler Sharpe. 

l.tELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY. 
1840 . British birds. 24mo. pp. vii + 216. 24 pl. (col.). London. 
1842. Birds. 12mo. London. 
n .d . Birds. 5 vols. in 1. 32mo. illust. London. 
n .d . A book about Birds. 12mo. pp. 4+68. 6 col. pl. 4 text-figs. London. 

REN ARD, LoUis. 
1754. Poissons Ecrevisses et Crabes ... que l'on trouve autour des isles Moluques, et sur les cOtes des Terres Australes. 2 vols. (in 1). folio. pp. xvi. 100 col. pl. Amsterdam. This important treatise was first published in 1718-19, vol. I having been based on original matter furnished by B. Coyett; the second volume on observations by A. Vander Stell. The present edition is really a reissue of the first with a new title-page and a preface by A. Vosmaer. Both printings are quite rare. 

RENDICONTI DELLA CLA SSE D I SCIENZE FISI CHE D. (R.) ACCADEM IA DEI LINCEI , R OM A. 1892-date.l See (R.) ACCADEMIA DEI Ll CEI, ROMA. __... 
RENGGER, JoHA RunoLPH [1795- 1832]. 1830. Naturgeschichte der Saeugethiere von Paraguay. 8vo. pp. 16+394. Basel. 
RENNI E , JAMES [1787-1867]. 
1831. (The) architecture of birds. 12mo. pp. xvii +390. 78 figs. Boston. A popular compilation, frequently reprinted and translated. 
1832. The natural history and antiquities of Selborne. See WHITE, Rev. GILBERT. 
1833. Die Baukunst der Vogel. Leipzig, The first German edition. 
1835. The field naturalist; a review of animals, etc. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. viii + 552. text-figs. Vol. 11, pp. 220. 2 pl. (col.). 37 figs. in text. 

London. 
1835. (The) faculties of birds. 12mo. pp. xvi + 338. 15 pl. 49 figs. index. London. 
1844. Bird-architecture. 16mo. pp. 304. 50 figs. 

London. 
1847. DieBaukunstderVogel; aus demEnglischen nach der neuesten verbesserten Aufl. von Franz Kottenkamp. 8vo. pp. 289. illust. Stuttgart. 
n.d. The architecture of birds. pp. xii + 384. 7 8 figs. London. 

RENNIE , JOHN. 
19 10 . The aims and methods of nature study, a guide for teachers. 12mo. pp. xvi+352. 178 figs. glossary. index. London. 
191 2. School lessons in plant and animal life. 12mo. pp. xvi+480. 195 text-figs. glossary. index. 

London. RENSHA w , GRAHAM. 
1911. More animal romances. 8vo. pp. (12) + 252. 13 pl. London. 
1925 . Pet birds of Bengal. See LAW, s. c. 

REPERTORIUM DER NATURWISSEN-SCHAFTEN. 1875. Berlin. 
REPERTORIUM DES NEUESTEN UND WISSENW1tRDIGSTEN AUS DER GESAMMTEN NATURXUNDE . 1811-13. 

Berlin. 
REPERTORIUM DER TECHNISCHEN, MATHEMATISCHEN UND NATUR-WISSENSCHAFTLICHEN JOURNAL-

1\ 
LITERATUR. 1869-71. Leipzig. 

~ 
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rP REPERTORIUM 
KUNDE . 1840- 93 . 

DER T HIE RHEIL
Stuttgart. 

REPOR T OF THE ADELAIDE SOCI ETY 

FOR THE PROTECTION OF BIRDS. 

1908-12 . 1-5. Annual. Adelaide, Australasia. 

The Compiler has not been able to obtain reliable data of this 

yearly report. 

REPORT ON BIRDS IN DENMARK. A 

roman numeral precedes and the year of the report 

follows the title. Separates from Ornis. See also 

FUGLENE VED DE DANSKE FYR. 
This publication is issued as an independent periodical. 

REPORT OF BRUSH HILL BIRD CLUB . 

1914. Report No. 1. pp. 123. illust. 

This is the only number the Compiler has seen. 

REPORT OF THE CAGE-BIRD SOCIETY. 

See FOREIG BIRD NOTES. 

REPORT OF THE ESSEX CO. (M A SS .) 

ORNITHOLOGICAL CLUB . See BULLETIN OF 

ESSEX CO. ORNITH. CLUB. 

REPORT ON THE MIGRATION OF BIRDS. 

1880-7 . Nos. I- IX. 8vo. Annual. 
The first Annual Report appeared in The Zoologist , May 1880; and 

the series were mainly penned by such observers as Harvie-Brown, 

Cordcaux, Barrington More, W. Eagle Clark, and Kermode. The· 

Compiler has not been able to place the final issue. 

REPORT ON THE MOVEMENTS AND 

OCCURRENCE OF BIRDS IN SCOTLAND. 

By Lionel W. Hinxman and T. G. Laidlaw. 

1892-9. Reprinted from the Annals of Scottish 

N at. H istory . 
The title of this valuable report sufficiently indicates its scope. Its 

standing as a genuine periodical is doubtful but it may be regarded 

as t he forerunner of the Report on Scottish Ornithology. 

REPORT OF THE NATIONAL AUDUBON 

SOCIETIES . SeeAUDUBON sociETIES, ATIONAL. 

REPORT OF THE ORNITHOLOGIST, Dept . 

of Agriculture [U .S.A. J. By C. Hart Merriam, 

Washington, D.C. Printed separately from the 

Annual Report of the Department, but usually 

with the paging of the latter. 
The following have been examined by the Com

piler: 
1886. pp. 227-58. map and separate title-page. 

1887 . pp. 4+(399-456) . illust. index. 

These interesting annuals are largely devoted to economic ornitho· 

logy but are of the greatest value to every student of bird life con

taining as they do essays on bird protection and on the balance of 

Uie in its relations to agriculture, forestry, etc. 

REPORT ON SCOTTISH ORNITHOLOGY 

in [year] including Migration. By Evelyn V. 

Baxter and Leonora J. Rintoul. 1909-20. 
Edinburgh and London . 

These interesting and, from a scientific viewpoint. most valuable 

annuals will, it is to be hoped, be continued indrfinitcly. 

REPORTS OF THE ACCLIMATISATION 

AND ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF 

LONDON. 

REPORTS OF THE AUSTRALASIAN 

ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCE

MENT OF SCIENCE . 1888-1930 . Sydney . 

REPORTS OF THE AUSTRALIAN MU~ 

SEUM , SYDNEY. 1874- 1930 . 

REPORTS OF THE BELFAST NATURAL 

HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SO

CIETY. 1871-date. See BELFAST . 

REPORTS OF THE CANADIAN ARCTIC 

EXPEDITION. 1913-18 . See CANADA, 1906. 

REPORTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM 

AND FOREIGN CAGE-BIRD SOCIETY. 

Edited by W. Osbaldeston for the Society. 

1890-5 . (All pub.) Irregular. 12mo. 4 vols. 

indexes. Preston. 

The issues are not numbered, while the parts of the fi rst volume 

bear irregular dates, and are separately paged; occasionally the 

pagination is continuous and includes two or more numbers. 

This useful little periodical contained in addition to a list of society 

members, many short, interesting papers on cage-birds, especially 

by the Editor, by W. T. Greene, and other well-known naturalists. 

RETZIUS , ANDERS J 01-IA [1742-1821] . 1800 . 

See LI NAEUS, C. 

RETZIUS , MAGNUS GUSTAF [1842-1919]. 

1881-4. Das Gehororgan der Wirbelthiere. 2 vols. 

illust. Stockholm. 

Vol. 1. Das Gehororgan der Fische und Amphi

bien. 2. Das Gehororgan der Reptilen, der Vogel 

und der Sa ugethiere. 

1881-date. Biologische Untersuchungen. 19 vols. 

4to. num. pl. Continued as Neue Folge, etc.,. 

1890- · Stockholm and Leipzig. 

Although both series of these truly monumental volumes are mostly 

taken up with the histology of invertebrates, human craniology, 

and general studies of the nervous system, there are many chaptex:s 

devoted to the morphology of vertebrates. 

REUTER, 0Do MoRANNAL [1850- ] and MELA, 

A. J. 
1883-93. Finlands fiskar, malade eft er naturen 

af G. Sundman. (The Fishes of Finland drawn 

and coloured from life.) Haft. 1-12. foli o. 40 col. 

pl. H elsingfors. 

Twelve parts of this standard work on the fishes of Finland are 

all that have appeared to the present date. The published portions 

are of great importance, especially as the descriptive text is in 

EngUsh (as well as Swedish). 

REVISTA (R. ), ACADEMIA DE CIENCIAS 

EXACTAS, FISICAS Y NATURALES DE 

MADRID. 1904-date. See (R.) ACADEMIA DE 

CIENCIAS, etc ., . .. MADRID . 

REVISTA ACADEMIA DE CIENCIAS EX

ACTAS, FISICO-QUIMICAS Y N ATU

RALES DE ZARAGOZA. 1916-da te. ee ACA

DEMIA DE CIENCIAS . . . ZARAGOZA. 

REVISTA ARGENTINA DE HISTORIA 

NATURAL. B uenos Aires. 

1891. Nos. 1-6 (all pub. ). 

REVISTA DI BIOLOGIA. 1919-dale. Rome. 

186 1-8. Annual reports, 1st-8th. 8 vols. in 1. REVISTA DI BIOLOGIA GENERALE. 

London. (\_ 1899-1901. Turin. 
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:REVISTA CHILENA DE HISTORIA NA
TURAL. (Museo de Historia Natural. ) 1897-
date. ?' Valparaiso. 

.REVISTA CIENT.,tFICA. Universidad Cen
tral de Venezuela. ee CARACAS. 

REVISTA DE CIENCIAS NATURALES D~ 
MADRID. 1842. Madri~ 

:REVISTAITALIANA DI ORNI'l\!!lOLOGIA. 
Ed. by E. Arrigoni degli Oddi and others. Quarterly. 
1911-20. (All pub.?) 8vo. illust. No issue in 
1917-18. Bologna. 
The Rivista not only gave a practical review of general ornithological literature but published many original articles of value. Among its contributors (and editors) were Francesco Chigi, Alesandro Ghigi, F. Cavazza, Giac. 1\fartorclli, Tommaso Salvadori, and G. Vallin. 

REVISTA DE MALAGA. (Sociedad de Cien
cias, Fisicas e Naturales. ) 1876? 

REVISTA MEXICANA DE BIOLOGIA. 
1920-date. Af exico. 

REVISTA DE SCIENCIAS NATURAES. 
1907-30. See BROTERIA. Lisbon. 

REVISTA DE SCIENCIAS NATURAES E SOCIAES. Oporlo. 
1890-8. Continued as Portugalia. 

REVISTA DE ZOOTECHNIA E VETERI-
NARIA. 1911-dafe. Rio de Janeiro. 

REVISTA ZOOTECNICA. 1909-date. 
Buenos Aires. REVOIL, GEORGES [1852-1926]. 

1882. Faune et Flore des Pays Comalis (Afrique Orientale). 10 pis. in 1 vol. 8vo. illust. Paris. 
This valuable contribution to the :flOia....and fauna of Somaliland includes an account of the birds by :E. Oustalet, pp. 14, 1 col. pl., and the reptiles and batrachians, pp. 25, by L. Vaillant. 

REVUE D'ANTHROPOLOGIE. 
1872-7. Series l. 
1878-85. Series 2. 
1886-9. Series 3. 

Paris. 

United with other journals to form Anthropologie. 
REVUE AVICOLE. (Societe Centrale d'Avi-
culture de France. ) 1890-date. Paris. 

REVUE BIOLOGIQUE DU NORD DE LA 
FRANCE. 1888-95. Lille. 

REVUE CRITIQUE DE PALEOZOOLOGIE. 
1897-1924. Par~. 

REVUE DER FORTSCHRITTE DER 
NATURWISSENSCHF . IN THEORE
TISCHER U. PRAXTISCHER BEZIE
HUNG. 
1873-90. Vols. I-XVII. Cologne and Leipzig. 

REVUE FRANQAISE D'ORNITHOLOGIE SCIENTIFIQUE ET PRATIQUE. First 
Editor, L. Denise; later, A. Menegaux, Paris. 
1909-30. Vols. I-XXI I. 8vo. Monthly. The first two volumes are paged continuou ly. col. pl. T. of c. Orleans. 
Although the French ornithological journals do not, as a rule, equal 

the principal English, American, and German periodicals in any c;lepartment of the zoological subject to which they are severally devoted (certainly not at all in illustrative matter) yet this Revue is a valuable and efficient vehicle for the publication of contributions affecting the bird of France and her dependencies. Among the ornithologists (other than those of the editorial staff) on the contributors' li tare Xavicr Raspail, A. Philipon, F. Daguin, E. Simon, Comte de Zedlitz, A. Hughes et al. The Revne ha from it inception been a firm advocate of the protection of birds. 

REVUE D'HISTOIRE NATURELLE AP-
PLIQUEE. Paris. 
1920-date. Mammaloo-ie. Part 1. 
1920-date. Ornithologie. Part 2. 

REVUE INTERNATIONALE DES SCI
ENCES BIOLOGIQUES. 
1878-83. (de Lanessan.) I-XII (all pub.). 

REVUE ET MAGASIN DE ZOOLOGIE 
PURE ET APPLIQUEE. Paris. 
1838-48. Series l. 
1849-72. Series 2. 
1873-9. Series 3. 
Formed by union of Magasin de Zoologie and 
Revue Zoologique. 

REVUE DES REVUES D'HISTOIRE NA
TURELLE. Paris. 
1900. Continued as Revue des Revues Scienti~ 
fiques. 

REVUE DES REVUES SCIENTIFIQUES. 
Paris. 

1901. Continues Revue des Revues d'Histoire 
Naturelle. 

REVUE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES. 
1872-85. Paris, Montpellier. 

REVUE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES. 
See vfEsTNIK ESTESTvoz A I fA. Si. Petersburg. 

REVUE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES 
APPLIQUEES. See soCIETE NATION ALE D 'Ac
CLIMATATION DE FRANCE; Bulletin. 

REVUE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES DE 
L'OUEST. ( Institut International de Biblio-
graphie Scientifique. ) 1891-7. Paris. 

REVUE SUISSE DE ZOOLOGIE . Geneva. 
1893-date. Continues Recueil Zoologique Suisse. 

REVUE DE ZOOLOGIE PURE ET APPLI-
QUEE. 1871-5. Paris. 

REVUE ZOOLOGIQUE. See REVUE ET MAGASIN 
DE ZOOLOGIE PURE ET APPLIQUEE. Paris. 

REVUE ZOOLOGIQUE AFRICAINE. (Cer
cle Zoologique Congolais. ) 1911-dale. Brussels. 

REVUE ZOOLOGIQUE RUSSE. 1916-date. 
See RV SKII ZOOLOGICHESKII ZHUR AL. 

REVUE DE ZOOTECHNIE. 1921-date. Paris. 
REY, JEA GUILLAUMECHARLES EUGENE [1838- ]. 1872. Synonymik der Europaischen Brutvogel 
und Gaste. 8vo. pp. 16+257. index. Halle. 
Catalogue of 61 avian species, Jiving anll extinct, migratotY and constant that are or were found in Europe. Their distribution, synony~y, an extensive bibliography, index of auth?r and of systematic names are also given. '!'he volume in hand IS from the library of Prof. Reichenow. 
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[REY, J. G. C. E. (contd.)] 
1888-1905. Die Eier der Vogel Mitteleuropas. 
2 vols. Vol. 1, text; vol. 2, plates. 4to. pp. 681. 
128 col. pl. Gera-Untermhaus. 

The first edition---quite rare- issued in 30 parts, with most of the 
plates tinted bluish. 

1912. Die eier der vogel Mitteleuropas. 2 vols. 
4to. 128 col. pl. index. Gera-Untermhaus. 

The second, cheap, edition of a very important work on the eggs 
and nests of Middle European birds, the first edition of which was 
issued in 1889-1905. The two editions (including the beautiful 
plates) are practically identical. 

n.d. Die Ornis von Halle. 8vo. pp . 37. Halle. 

A separately published catalogue, describing the birds seen about 
the city of Halle. 

REYES y PROSPER, VENTURA. 
1886. Catalogo de las aves de Espafia, Portugal 
e Islas Baleares. 8vo. pp. 109. Madrid. 

A brief descriptive list, in Latin and Portuguese, of the a vi fa una of 
Spain, Portugal, and the Balearic Islands. Published as a separate 
volume, this work was first contributed to the A.nal. de la . 'oc. de 
Hist. Nat., tomo xv, 1886. 

REYGER , GOTTFRIED [1704-88]. 
1760 . Verbesserte und vollstandigere historie der 
Vogel. See KLEIN, J. T. 

REYNOLDS, SIDNEY HUGH [1867- J. 
1897. The Vertebrate Skeleton. 8vo. pp. 16+ 
559. illust. Cambridge. 

A valuable student's textbook, one of the Cambridge Biological 
Series. 

1913. TheVertebrateSkeleton. 8vo. pp.16+535. 
Cambridge. 

Second edition. 

RHEA. Zeitschrift fiir die gesammte Orni
thologie. Im Vereine mit Ornithologischen 
Freunden herausgegeben von Dr. F riedrich 
August Ludwig Thienemann. 
1846-9. Hefte I-II. (All issued.) 8vo. Leipzig. 

1846. Erstes Heft. pp. 128. col. front. 

1849. Zweites Heft. pp. 230. col. front. 

This short-lived periodical contains a number of valuable papers by 
several early German naturalists-Naumann, Baldamus et al. 

RHINEBECK BIRD CLUB. 
1918-23. Year Book and Supplementary Notes. 

RHOADS, SAMUEL NICHOLSON [1862- J. 
1894 . A reprint of the North American zoology. 
See ORD, GEORGE. 

1919 . The passenger pigeon in Pennsylvania. See 
FRENCH, J. C. 

RHODE ISLAND . Commissioners of inland 
fisheries. 
1900-29. Annual reports. 10 vols. 8vo. pl. maps. 

Providence, R.I. 

RHODE ISLAND . Commissioners of Birds. 
[1919]. Bird and game laws of Rhode Island 
revised to June 1, 1919. 16mo. pp. 38. 

Providence, R.I. 
The general and public laws of Rhode Island, with the open sca!:'on 
under both ] ederal and State laws. 

RHYS , ERNEST [1859- J. 
1929. Mainly horses, edited by Ernest Rhys and 
C. A. Dawson-Scott. New l" ork. 

RIBOISIERE, J. DE LA. 
1910. Recherches organometriques en fonction du 
regime alimentaire sur les oiseaux. 8vo. pp. 2 + 
194. figs. in text. index. Paris. 

A philosophical and experimental treatise on the effects of various 
diets on body weight, etc., of birds and other animal . A presenta
tion copy from the author. 

RICE, ELM ER CooK. 
1909. The national standard squab book . . . 
management of a successful squab plant. New ed. 
8vo. pp. 11 +303. 108 figs. 6 append. Boston. 

RICE' w ILLIAM. 
1884. Indian game; (from quail to tiger). 4to. 
pp. iv+221. 13 pl. (col.). 2 figs. append. London. 

The usual story of animal slaughter by a 'sportsman', with lists of 
'game' animals in the Bombay Presidency. Nothing new. 

RICH, WALTER HERBERT [1866- . ] . 
1907. Feathered game of the Northeast. 8vo. 
pp. xvi+432. 85 pl. index. New York. 

An American 'sportsman's' manual describing the most effective 
and modern methods of slaughtering birds. 

1908. Feathered game of New England. 8vo. 

pp. xvi + 432. 85 pl. index. London. 

One of that numerous class of books in which the letterpress and 
illustrations are identical with a former issue, the sole difference 
being in the title. 

RICHARDSON , E. W. 
1916. A veteran naturalist; being the life and 
work of W. B. Tegetmeier. 8vo. pp. xxiv+232. 
front. (portr.). 19 pl. 25 figs. 2 append. index. 

RICHARDSON, JOHN [1787-1865 J. 
1828 . See FRANKLIN, JOHN. 

1828 . See PARRY, W. E. 

""""** and SWAINSON, WILLIAM. 

London. 

1829-37. Fauna boreali-americana; or The zoo
logy of the northern parts of British America. 
4 vols. 4to. 110 pl. (72 col.). London. 

This important land voyage of Sir John Franklin is described so 
far as concerns the quadrupeds, 1829, pp. 46 +300, 28 pl., seen and 
collected by J. Richardson; birds, 1831, pp. 63+524, 49 col. pl., 
by W. Swainson and J. Richardson; and fish and mollusca, 1836, 

pp. lli +327, 33 pl., by Richardson and J. de C. Sowerby. The 
monograph on birds exists, also, with uncolored plates, such a copy 
being in the E.S.W. Library. Dr. Cha . Richmond's copy (with 
uncolored plates), now in the same library, differs from the usual 
issue in having as a subtitle, in advance of the regular title-page, 
the words ll<'auna I Boreali-Americana. I Part Second, 1 containing 
The Birds. 

1831. American ornithology. See WIL oN, A. and 
BO APARTE, C. L. 

1835 . See Ross, Sir JAMES c. 

**** and others. 
1839. The zoology of Captain Beechey's voyage 
... during a voyage to the Pacific and Behring's 
Straits in His Majesty's ship Blossom. 4to . pp. xii 
+180. 44 pl. (col.). 3 maps. L ondon. 

The ornithology of this voyage wa written by N. A. Yigors, 
pp. 15--!0, with 12 colored plates. 

1843 . ee D IEFFE BACH, ER ST. 

****and GRAY, JoH Em,YARD. 
1844-75. (The) zoology of the voyage of H.l\I .S. 
Erebus and Terror, durino- the years 1839-43. 
2 vols. 4to. many col. pl. London. 

The mammals and reptiles were described by J. E. Gray and A. 
Gi.inther; the fishes by J. Richardson. and the birds of New Zealand 
by Gray and R. B. harpe. Gray's original paper was published 
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in arts (as was all of the work) at dates which are not all definitely wn. A complete list of the plates is given by Sharpe on pp. 38-9. new title-page, or subtitle, is supplied for the ornithology and for ost of the other sections of the work. This differs from the general title-page principally in the date, here given as 1846-75. 
1848-1850. See ADAMS, ARTHUR. 
1854. The zoology of the voyage of H.M.S. Herald . . . during the years 1845-51. The Vertebrata, including fossil mammals. 2nd ed. 4to. pp. 11+171. 33 pl. London. 
1859. See YARRELL, WM. 

*«<** and others. 
? 1868. (The) museum of natural history; being a popular account of the structure, habits, and classification of the various departments of the animal kingdom. 2 vols. 4to. Vol. I, pp. ( 4) + 446. 76 pl. (16 col.). 137 figs. 2 indexes. Vol. 11, pp. (2)+405. 71 pl. (7 col.). 235 figs. append. 4 indexes. London. The portion relating to birds, written by William S. Dallas, will be found in vol. I, pp. 229-432, with 31 plates, 7 colored, and 44 text-tigures. The work was originally issued in parts at Glasgow [1859-621 with another edition in 1868. 

RICHMOND, CHARLES WALLACE [1868- ]. [1 834-45.] Manuscript of ornithologic articles in the L'Echo du Monde Savant. 4to. pp. 235. 
[Paris.] The Compiler and the E.S.W. Library of Ornithology are much indebted to Dr. Richmond who with his own hand carefully copied these articles, reviews, etc. that are of great importance to the bibliographer and student of vertebrate zoology. The copying has been legibly done and stands as evidence of the scribe's well-known meticulous industry. As will be seen by consulting the bibliography in G. ~I. l\Iathews' Birds of Au$tralifJ, pp. 47S-7, 1919, there arc few American naturalists that have directly and indirectly contributed so much to the literature of systematic ornithology as this erudite and well-known writer, yet his essays and treatises having appeared almost exclusively in scientific journals and in Government serials and reports, necessarily make a meagre showing in this Catalogue. Howe\'er, the Compiler knows from personal experience how much of Dr. Richmond's time and energies have been freely and generously expended in aiding his colleagues to prepare manuscript for their own publications--quite as useful work as writing books with independent titles. 

1892. Fishes of Nicaragua. (Forest and Stream, June 9, 1892.) 
Author's reprint. 

1895. Check-list of North American Birds. 2nd ed. See AMERICAN OR ITHOLOGISTS' U ION. 
1896. List of Birds of the District of Columbia. Pt. I. 8vo. pp. 2+12. (All pub.) Washington. A note on the cover, dated 1917, reports that the destruction of some of the printed pages and other difficulties attendant upon the efforts of an amateur with a private hand-press caused the author to abandon the project of completing the task of publication. 100 copies were made and distributed. The copy in hand is a present from the writer to the E.S.W. Library. 
1902. List of generic terms proposed for birds during the years 1890 to 1900, inclusive, to which are added names omitted by Waterhouse in his ' Index generum avium'. 8vo. Washington. 1908. Generic names applied to birds during the years 1901 to 1905 inclusive, with further additions to \Vaterhouse's 'Index generum avium'. 8vo. (Proceedings United States National Nluseum, vol. xxxv, pp. 583-655.) lVashington. Author's excerpt. Of great importance to the student ot systematic ornithology. 

1908. The code of nomenclature adopted by the American ornithologists' union. [By a committee of the Union.] ee AMERICA OR ITHOLOGISTS' • 10 • 

1910. Check-list of North American birds. 3rd ed. See AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNION. 
1917-27. Generic Names applied to Bird , with Additions and Corrections to Waterhouse 's 'Index Genera Avium'. (Proc. U.S. Nat . • Vfuseum.) Two papers, forming an author's separate of considerable systematic importance, supplementary to the lists of 1902 and 1908. 

•••• and BILEY, J. R. 
1923-4. A Partial Bibliography of Chinese Birds. North China Branch, Roy. Asiatic Soc. LIII and LIV. 
Author's separate. 

[1926 ]. Charles \Vallace Richmond. Biographical sketch from Supplt. No. 4, Vol. XII, Mathews' Birds of Australia. 4to. pp. 5. [London]. Inscribed [to Robert Ridgway] 'To the first ornithologist I ever knew'. 

RICHTER, JOHANN CHRISTOPH. 1743. Museum Richterianum. folio. pp. 384. 16 pl. 
Lipsiae. RICHTER, REINHARD [1813- and UNGER, F. J.A.N. 

1856. Beitrag zur Palaontologie des ThOringer Waldes. folio. pp. 100. 16 pl. text-figs. Wien,. 
RICXER, EvERETT W. 
1896. Notes on the birds [78 species] of Hull, Massachusetts. pp. 36. 3 pl. 4 figs. append. 

Newtonville, Mass. RICXS, GEORGE. 
1903. Natural history object lessons, manual for teachers. 12mo. pp. 352. 7 pl. 121 figs. append. index. 

Boston. 
RIDGEWAY, WILLIAM [1853-1926]. 1905. Origin and Influence of the Thoroughbred Horse. 8vo. illust. [0. 3804.] Cambridge. 
RIDGWAY, ROBERT (1850-1929]. 1873. Catalogue of the ornithological collection in the Museum of the Boston Society of Natural History. 11. Falconidae. 8vo. pp. 66. append. 

Boston. This is almo t the first Of this famous naturalist's many contributions to science, practically all of which are shelved in the zoolo~ical libraries of McGill University. 

•••• and others. 
1874. A history of North American bird . 'ee BAIRD, S. F., BREWER, T. M., and RIDGWAY, R. 
1874. The Lower Wabash Valley, etc. 
1875. Outlines of a natural arrangement of the Falconidae. 8vo. Washington. 
Author's reprint. A natural classification of the Falconidae based on Huxley's studies of the osteology of raptorial birds. 
1875. See BAIRD, SPENCER FULLERTON. 
[ 1877]. Ornithology. Author's edition extracted from vol. iv, Report of Geological Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel. Pt. Ill. Ornithology. folio. 3 indexes. lVashington. Part Ill i Ridgway's report (362 pp.) on the avifauna of the region lying between Sacramento, California, and the vicinity of Salt-Lake City, Utah, as investigated between June 1~67 and Au!Zust 1869. There i a note that a report on the same subJect was prepare~! and stereotyped in 1870, but suppressed on account of unavOidable delay in its publication. The present report was t~en prep!lred, differing considerably from the original. The copy m hand 1s an autographed presentation from the author . 

3z 
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~RIDGWAY, R. (contd.)] 

1878. Studies of the American Herodiones. Pt. I. 

Synopsis of the American genera of ardeidae and 

ciconiidae. Author's edition, extracted from the 

Bulletin of the Survey, vol. iv, no. 1. 8vo. pp. 33. 

1 fig. Washington. 

1881. Nomenclature of North American birds 

chiefly contained in the United States National 

museum. Author's reprint. 8vo. pp. 94. index. 
Washington. 

The present catalogue is said by the author to be 'a revised edition, 

very materially modified, however', of his former catalogue, pub

lished in 1880, on pp. 163-246 of Proc. U.S . .A. Nat. Mu8., but not 

issued separately. The present copy is from the Godman Library 

and is a presentation (autographed) from the author to F. Du Cane 

Godman. A second copy in the E.S.W. Library is from the P. L. 

Sclater Library, also an autographed present. 

1883. Catalogue of the aquatic and fish-eating 

birds exhibited by the United States National 

Museum. Author's reprint. 8vo. pp. 46. 
Washington. 

1884. The water birds of North America. See 

BAIRD, S. F., BREWER, T. M., and RIDGWAY, R. 

1886. A Nomenclature of Colors for naturalists, 

etc. pp. 129. 17 col. pl. Boston. 

This is the earlier of the two color-index schemes invented by this 

noted naturalist for the exact description of plumage, fur, and other 

animal parts. The enlarged schema is now used for reference pur

poses in every well·equipped laboratory and museum and has done 

at least something towards a universal color index that both the 

scientific and commercial world so badly needs and so decidedly 

lacks. 

1886. The code of nomenclature and check-list of 

North American birds. See AMERICA OR ITHOLO

GISTS' UNION. 

1887. A manual of North American birds. 8vo. 

pp. 4+631. 124 pl. append. index. Philadelphia. 

A complete account of the birds of North America reduced to the 

smallest compass possible. A second, enlarged edition appeared 

in 1896, and a fourth in 1915. 

****and FORBES, STEPHE A. 

1889-[95). Natural history survey of Illinois. 

Pt. I. The Ornithology of Illinois. Descriptive 

ea talogue by Robert Ridgway. Pt. I I. Economic 

Ornithology by S. A. Forbes. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, 

pp. viii+520. front. (col. by Ridgway). 32 pl. 

bibliogr. index. Vol. 11 (wanting in this set). 
Springfield, Ill. 

Yol. II, pt. II, on economic ornithology by S. A. Forbes was not 

published. 
Th~ present set contains Yol. I only, which is from the Godman 

Library, and has the (rare) colored plate of the Meadow-lark by 

R. Ridgway, as well as being an autographed presentation copy to 

F. Du Cane Godman from the author. 

1891. Directions for collecting birds. (Part A of 

Bulletin of the United States National Jl.1useum, 

no. 39.) Author's reprint. 8vo. pp. 27. 9 figs. 

T. of c. vVashington. 

1896 . A manual of North American birds. 2nd 

ed. 8vo. pp. xiii+653. 124 pl. append. index. 
Philadelphia. 

1901-19. The birds of North and Middle America; 

a descriptive catalogue of the families, genera, 

species and subspecies of birds known to occur 

in North America from the Arctic lands to the 

Isthmus of Panama, the West Indies and other 

islands of the Caribbean Sea, and the Galapagos 

Archipelago. Vols. I-VIII. 4to. ·washington. 

The most noteworthy of all the ystematic works on North and 

.Middle American ornithology, and by far the most complete treatise 

in the literature of the subject. It was unfinished at the author's 

death. Each volume is provided with an index of all previous 

volumes. 
Vol. I, 1901, pp. xxx+715. 20 pl. 
Vol. II, 1902, pp. xx+834. 22 pl. 
Vol. Ill, 1904, pp. xx+801. 19 pl. 
Vol. IV, 1907, pp. xxxii+973. 34 pl. 

Vol. V, 1911, pp. xxxiii+859. 33 pl. 

Vol. VI, 1914, pp. xx+882. 36 pl. 
Vol. VII, 1916, pp. xiii+543. 24 pl. 
Vol. VIII, 1919, pp. xvi+852. 34 pl. 

As a lesson for the research student of the future in patient 

industry and as an exhibition of unusual knowledge of the subject 

the original manuscript of the first four volumes of this famous 

work is preserved as one of the treasures of the E.S.W. Library of 

Ornithology. a joint presentation from the learned author and the 

Smithsonian Institution. The l\lcGill Library is also indebted to 

Dr. Chas. W. Richmond for his courtesy in assembling and re

arranging the ~18. for the binder. 

1909. See KNOWLTON and RIDGWAY. 

1912. Color standards and color nomenclature. 

2nd ed. 8vo. pp. 8 + 44. 53 col. pl. Washington. 

A well-known and indispensable color scheme for ornithologists. 

This second edition is in all respects a better and more extended 

work than the first issue. 

**** and FORBES, STEP HE A. 

1913. The ornithology of Illinois. 2 vols. 8vo. 

Vol. I, pp. viii+520. 32 pl. bibliogr. index. 

Vol. 11, pp. (4)+282. 33 pl. index. 
Bloomington, Ill. 

A reprint of the first edition (with vol. II completed) issued in 

1889-95. It differs in the wording of the title-pages, and in having 

no colored portrait of the )leadow-lark. 

[1915]. A manual of North American birds. 4th 

ed. 8vo. pp. xiii + 653. 124 pl. append. index. 
Philadelphia. 

**** and WOOD , CASEY A. 
1922. The story of Bird Haven' [Sanctuary] as 

told by Robert Ridgway with a few comments by 

Casey Wood. 4to. 33 ff. portr. pl. photo. 
Coronado, Calif. 

A collection of printed, typewritten, and ::\18. letters in connection 

with the above, the whole contained in a portfolio. The article on 

Bird Haven is reprinted from the Olney Dail.11 Mail, August 23, 

1920. with a print and photograph attached. 

1923. Bird Haven, Olney, Illinois. Typescript. 

folio. pp. (46)+(2). 
A typewritten manuscript given to the Compiler by the author. 

It is an account of Bird Haven, a wildwood sanctuary of about 

18 acres, established by Robt. Ridgway as a preserve for native 

trees, shrub , and other plants of Illinois, a well as a safe refuge 

for native birds. 

(THE ) RIDGWAY ORNITHOLOGICAL 

CLUB OF CHICAGO. 
1883-7. Bulletin, nos. 1-2. 2 vols. 8vo. Chicago. 

Several important items appeared in this short-lived periodical. 

RIEDEL, G. F. and KIRSCHNER, F. 

[1750)-86. Tabulae regni animalis, omnes VI 

classes, etc. 4to. 85 pl. 1,288 figs. Augsburg. 

RIESENTHAL. 0SKAR vo [? 1831-98). 

~ 

1876 . Die Raubvogel Deutschlands und des 

angrenzenden Mitteleuropas. 2 vols. 8vo. pp. 

xxi + 522. 6 pl. T. of c. atlas. 60 col. pl. Cassel. 

A subscription work issued in parts, describing midclle European 

bird of prey, how to hunt them and how to u e them in hunting 

other birds (falconry). The atlas of rather fine chromolithograph 

depicts on 60 plates most of the species systematically described 

in the text. The nomenclature has, however, been criticized as not 

up to date. The E.S.W. Library has two issues, both of text, and 

three atlases, one copy of the latter in the undated, original wrappers. 

1876. Die Raubvogel Deutschlands und des 

angrenzenden Mitteleuropas. 2 vols. 8vo. pp. [15] 

+xxi + 522. atlas. folio. 60 pl. mounted. Cassel. 

This is the printing with the introductory list of ubscribers and the 

dedication to the King of Prussia. It is otherwise identical with the 

usual text. The Atlas in this issue has the plates mounted on large

sized cardboard, with a special title-page. The impressions (chromo

lithographs) are clearer than in the smaller edition . 

;wJv 
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,.Jv----;:89. Die Kennzeichen unserer Raub Ogel nebst kurzer Anleitung zu Jagd und Fang und einem Anhang, die rebenartigen Vogel und Wurger enthaltend. 4th ed. 4to. pp. 6 + 68. 1 col. pl. 22 text-figs . T. of c. Berlin. A short but excellent account of :.'\Iiddle European birds of prey as part of the author's larger work, and an abbreviated manual of his Raubvogel IJeutscltlands. The four editions are practically identical, the first one having appeared in 1884. 

RIGA. Zoologijas Instituta. 
1921-date. Darbi. 

RIJKSMUSEUM VAN NATURLIJKE HISTORIE. See SCHLEGEL, H., 1862-1908. 
RILEY, J OSEPH HARVEY [1873- J. 
1905 . Birds of the Bahama Islands. (The Geographical Society of Baltimore.)· pp. 347-68. 

Baltimore. 1930 . Birds from the small island off the Northeast Coast of Dutch Borneo. (Author's reprint. Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., vol. 77. ) 8uo. pp . 23. map. 
Washington. A _very interesting review of 42 forms by an authority on the av1fauna of Borneo. 

RING IUS, GUSTAF ERLAI D. 
1874. J emfOrande framstallning af benbyggnaden hos Fulica, Grus, Ciconia och Ardea. (Upsala University thesis.) 8vo. pp. 6 + 74. Upsala. 

RINTOUL, LEO ORA J. and BAXTER, E. V. 1928 . The geographical distribution and status of birds in Scotland. See BAXTER, E. V. and RINTOUL, L. J. 

RIO DE JANEIRO. See MUSED NACIO AL DE RIO DE JANEIRO. 

RIOUCOUR, Comte DE. See ANONYMOUS, 1829. Catalogue des Oiseaux, etc. 

RISTORI; G. See FLORE CE. Rea le Istituto, 1877. 

RISVEGLIO ZOOTECNICO. 1889-91 ? 
Reggio-Emilia. 

RITCHIE, ARTH R DAVID [1891- J. 
1928. The comparative physiology of muscular tissue. 8uo. pp. 12+111. Cambridge. 

RITCHIE, JAMES [1882- ] . 
1920. The influence of man on animal life in Scotland; a study in faunal evolution. 8uo. pp. xvi + 550. 90 figs. 8 maps. index. Cambridge. 

RITCHIE, J oH W. 
1920 . Zoology : New World Science Series . See COCKERELL, THEODORE D. A. 

RITGEN, F. A . 
1826. Versuch einer Nato.rlichen eintheilung der Vogel. 4to. pp . 25. 
An original seri s of suggestion for a ystematic, Latinized class!· tication of birds based chiefly on their osteology and other anatoiDIcal details. Tract from the library of Prof. abanis. 

RIVES, WILLIAM c . 
1890. A catalogue of the birds [305 species] of the Virginias. 8uo. pp. 100. 1 map (co l.). index. 

Newport, R. 1. 

RIVIERA SCIENTIFIQUE. (Association des Naturalistes de Nice et des Alpes-Maritimes, Nice. ) 1914--date. Nice. 
RIVIERE, B. B. 
1930. A History of the Birds of Norfolk. 16 photo. pl. 1 map. London. A supplement to Stevenson's treatise, with a good account of the shore-birds and marsh-birds. 

RIVISTA ITALIANA DI ORNITOLOGIA. 1911-date. (See REVISTA, etc., p. 535). 
RIVISTA ITALIANA DI 
LOGIA. 1895-date. 

PALEONTO
Bologna. 

RIVISTA DI ZOOTECNIA. 1924-date. 

RIVOLI, Due DE. See MASSENA, A. 
ROBB, W ALLACE HA VELOCK. 

Portici. 

[ 1927] . The quill and the candle; poems of birdland in Canada. 8vo. pp. [10]+54. front. 7 pl. T. of c. Toronto. An attractive little book. Of the illustrations the first three are from photographs by the author, thr remaining five from photographs of the original water-colors in the Wallace Havelock Robb Collection of paintings of Canadian Birds by :.'\Iajor Allan Brooks, now in the .Royal Ontario l\Iuseum of Zoology. 

ROBBINS, REG I ALD c. 
[1901 ] . Bird-killing as a method in ornithology. 8uo. pp. 16. Cambridge, Mass. In this .essay the author gives his reasons for the extreme position he has taken as regard the killing of birds for scientific purposes, a position which he admits is not likely to meet with the sympathy of ornithologists in general. 

ROBELS, CARL. 
1881. Ein Beitrag zur Characteristik der Huxley'schen Raubvogel-Familien. 8uo. pp. 28+2. 

Bonn. A fairly full discussion, with the comparative osteology, of Huxley's division of bird of prey. A Bonn University inaugural thesis. 
ROBERT, L:Eo PA Land RAMBERT, E. 1878. Les oiseaux dans la nature, &c. See RAMBERT, E. and ROBERT, L. P. 

****and HARTING, J. E. 
1880 . Glimpses of bird life poy rtrayed with pen and pencil , &c . See HARTI TG, J. E. and ROBERT, 
L. P . 

ROBERT, LOUIS EUGENE [1806- ]. 
1838-51 . Voyage en Islande ... sur la Recherche . See GAIMARD, JOSEPH PAUL. 

ROBERT, NICOLAS [1610-84]. 
1676. Receuil d'Oyseaux les plus rares tirez de la Menagerie Royalle du Pare de Versailles. folio. 23 pl. Paris. This rare little bird atlas of copper-plate engravings i generally found in two small volumes; in the present instance the two parts (first printing and suite, both dated 1676) are bound together. The present copy is from th library of the Earl of Jersey, 0 terley Park. 

ROBERTS, A . J . R. 
1903. The [British] bird book. 12mo. pp . 13+ 1.36. 24 pl. index. L ondon. 

ROBERTS, CHARLES GEORGE DouGLAS [1860- ] . 1924. They who walk in the wilds. 8vo. pp. 212. 
1Yew J"ork. /\Legends and storie of animal life. 

~ 

j 
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~ ltOBEB'l'S, HowARD ARMSTRO G [1885- J. 
1918. Commercial poultry raising. 8vo. pp. xix + 

582. 341 figs. index. Philadelphia. 

ltOBEBTS, THOMAS SADLER [1858- J. 
1919. Review of the Ornithology of Minnesota. 

12mo. pp. 10. illusl. index. Minneapolis. 

ltOBEBTS, W. J. 
n.d. · Zoo folk interviewed. 8vo. pp. viii + 215. 

26 pl. index. London. 

BOBIEN, PAUL. 
1920. Die Vogelwelt des Bezirks Stettin. 8vo. 

pp. 112. index. Stettin. 

BOBINEAU-DESVOlDY, ANDRE JEAN BAP

TISTE (1799-1857]. 
1828. Recherches sur !'organisation vertebrale 

des crustaces, des arachnides et des insectes. 8vo. 

pp. 7 8 + 228. pl. Paris. 

Autographed letter of author inserted. 

ltOBINSON, EDWARD KA Y [ 1857- ] and FINN, 

F. . 
[1922-3]. Birds of our country. See FINN, F. and 

ROBINSON, E. K. 

n.d. To know British birds at sight. 18mo. pp. 

128. text-figs. index. London. 

ROBINSO.ll, HERJ3ERT C. [? 1867-1929]. 

1903. See ANNANDALE, T. N. 

1927. The birds of the Malay Peninsula; a general 

account of the birds inhabiting the region from 

the Isthmus of Kra to Singapore with the adjacent 

islands. Vol. I. The commoner birds. (Federated 

Malay States Government.) 8vo. pp. 50+329. 

front. (map). 25 pl. (col.). bibliogr. index. London. 

The present volume forms the first of five, intended to cover the 

700 species of birds within the limits of the Malay Peninsula. No 

one was better qualified to write on the subject than the author with 

his 20 years' experience of 1\Ialaya as Director of the Federated 

Malay States Museum. The order of the birds is that of Sharpe's 

hand-list with scientific, Malayan, and English names, concise 

descriptions, and accounts of the ranges both within and without 

the Peninsula, as weJI as excellent notes on nidification and general 

habits, etc. The fine colored plates are by Gronvold and they add 

greatly to the value of the work. 

BOBINSON, JOHN HENRY [1863- ]. 

[1913]. Our domestic birds; elementary lessons 

in aviculture. 8vo. pp. x+317. 236 figs. index. 
Boston. 

ROBINSON, L. 
1898. Wild Traits in Tame Animals : Familiar 

Studies in Evolution. 8vo. London. 

ltO}liNSON, PHILIP STEWART [1847-1902]. 

1883. The poet's birds. 8vo. pp. x+ 490. T. of c. 
London. 

1894. Birds of the wave and woodland. 8vo. 

pp. 224. 17 pl. 27 text-figs. index. London. 

ltO~INSON, WmT. 
1895. A Flying Trip to the Tropics. Record of 

an ornithological visit to the United States of 

Colombia, West Indies, etc. 8vo. pp. 10+194. 

4 col. pl. 1 col. map. text-figs. Cambridge, Mass. 

.ROBSON, J. (?). 
1776. Some memoirs of the life and works of 

George Edwards ... [intended to serve as a 

supplement to George Edwards' Natural History]. 

4to. pp. 38. London. 

BOBSON' JOHN. 
1910. Canaries, hybrids and British birds in cage 

and aviary. 4to. pp. x+424. 18 pl. (col.). 209 figs. 

index. London. 

BOBSON' TH!JMAS [1864- J. 
1896. Birds [137 species] of the Derwent Valley. 

8vo. pp. 64. 13 figs. index. Conselt. 

BOCHEFOBT, CESAR DE. 
1716. Histoire naturelle et morale des nes 

Antilles de l'Amerique; avec un vocabulaire 

Caralbe. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. 34+ 583. Amsterdam. 

The first edition of this popular work was published anonymously in 

1658. The copy in hand was probably one of a third or follJt\re

printing instead of the second. The derniere edition, a quarto With 

contents identical with those of the present volume, was issued from 

Rotterdam in 1681! 

BOCHESTEB ACADEMY OF SCIENCE. 
Rochester, N. Y. 

1886? Bulletin. 

1889-dale. Proceedings. 

BOCHESTER NATURALIST. (Bochester 

Naturalists' Club.) 1883-date. 
Rochester, England. 

ltODD, EDWARD HEARLE (1810-80]. 

1880. The birds of Cornwall and the Scilly islands; 

edited with an appendix and memoir by J. E. 

Harting. 8vo. pp. lvi+320. front. (portr.). map. 

append. index. London. 

RODBIGUEZ, ZOOLOGY OF. See ROYAL 

SOCIETY OF LONDON, 1879. 

BODWAY, JAMES [1848-1925). 

1894. In the Guiana forest; studies of nature in 

relation to the struggle for life. With introduction 

by Grant Allen. 3rd ed. 8vo. pp. xxiii+242. 

16 pl. T. of c. London. 

A faithful picture of the tropical forest, as well as of the beasts, 

birds, reptiles, and insects that ha\mt it in their fight for existence. 

Presentation copy to Dr. Casey Wood with the author's autograph. 

BOEBUCK, WILLIAM DENISON and CLABKE, 

W.E. 
1881. A handbook of the vertebrate fauna of 

Yorkshire. See CLARKE, W. E. and ROEBUCK, W. D. 

BOEMEB, AUGUST [d. 1899]. 

1863. Verzeichniss der im Herzogthum Nassau 

insebesondere in der Umgegend von Wiesbaden 

vorkommenden Saugetheire und Vogel. 8vo. 

pp. 76. 2 tab. Wiesbaden. 

BOEMEB, FERDINAND [1818-91 J. 
1876. Lethaea palaeozoica; oder, Beschreibung 

und Abbildung der fur die einzelnen Abtheilungen 

der palaeozoischen Formation bezeichnendsten 

Versteinerungen. 2 vols. text and atlas. 4to. 
Stuttgart. 

ROEMEB, FRITZ [1866-1909] and SCHAU

DINN, F. R. 
1900-10. Fauna Arctica, etc. 5 vols. 4to. Jena. 

This very important report of the German Expedition to Spitz

bergen (and other polar areas) in 1898 filled five large volumes to 

1910 and was then unfinished. The publication thus far was mostly 

concerned with invertebrates, but in vol. II E. Ehrenbaum gives an 

account of arctic fishes; and H. Schalow (in vol. IV) a description 

of the birds. A memorial of the deceased editors is printed in vol. V 

by A. Brauer. Fritz Richard Schaudinn's life dates are 1871-1906. 

~th mon w•re nored natmaH'" who w"' eut off all too wly. 

~ 



CATALOGUE OF TITLES IN M0 GILL UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 541 ~li.OEMElt , JoHANN JACOB [1763-1819]. !tOME. Istituto Zoologico. 1797. Anleitung alle Arten natOrlicher Corper, 1923-date. Bollettino. als: Saugethiere, Vogel, Amphibien, Fische. 4to. 8vo. pp. 6 +255. 3 pl. Zurich. A German translation of the very rare editio princeps of Edward :ponovan's Instructions for Collecting and Preserving t'a1·ious subJects of Natural History, London, 1794. Both the original and the present German edition are not listed in the Cat. Br. Mu.Y. (Nat. Hist .). 

. ltOEMElt, K. 
1905. Die landwirtschaftliche Geflogelhaltung. 3te Aufl. neubearbeitet von August Fehsenmeier und Hermann Doll. 3rd ed. 8vo. pp. 6 + 106. 10 pi. Berlin. 

ltOEP ER, OSCAR. 
1895. Das elastische Ruder. Ein Beitrag zur Theorie des Vogelflugs. 4to. pp. 38. 17 text-figs. 

Hamburg. A study of the mechanic of bird flight accompanied by explanatory diagrams. The copy in hand was presented by the author to Prof. Reichenow and is from the library of the latter. 

R OESEL VON ltOSENHOF ' AUGUST J OHANN [1705-59]. 
1758. Historia naturalis Ranarum nostratium, etc. folio. pp. 8 + 6 + 115. 24 col. pl. and engr. title. N iirnberg. The present volume is one of the classics of amphibiology. The illustrations are of the finest and the whole work is admirably done. The title and text appear both in Latin and German and there is a preface by A. von Hailer-altogether a very valuable, early contribution to the literature of the batrachia. 

.ltOGET, PETER MARK [1779-1869]. 
1834 . Animal and vegetable physiology, considered with reference to natural theology. 2 vols. 8vo. (Bridgewater Treatises.) London. 

ltOHWEDER, J. 
1875. Die Vogel Schleswig-Holsteins. und ihre Verbreitung in der Provinz nebst einer graphischen Darstellung ihrer Brutveraltnisse. 4to. pp. 24. 

Husum. 1902. Unsere Schnepfen. 4to. pp. 2 + 63. 
Gera- V ntermhaus. 

BOLLAND, EuGENE [1846-1909]. 1877-83. Faune populaire de la France. Noms vulgaires, Dictons, Proverbes, Contes et Superstitions. 6 vols. 8vo. Paris. 
ltOLLESTON' GEORGE [1829-81 J. 1870 . Forms of animal life; being outlines of zoological classification based upon anatomical investigation. 8vo. pp. 168 + 268. 12 pl. index. 

Oxford. •••• and J ACKSON , W. HA TCHETT. 1888. Forms of animal life; a manual of comparative anatomy with descriptions of selected types. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. 32+937. 14 pl. index. 
Oxford. ll.OMANES, GEORGE JOHN [1848-94]. 1883. Animal Intelligence. 3rd ed. 8vo. pp. 14+ 520. text-figs. London and New 1'ork. The first edition of this well-known work appeared in 1879; the second formed vol. XLI of the International Scientific Series. 

1892-5. Darwin, and after Darwin, an exposition of the Darwinian theory and a discussion of postDarwinian questions. 3 vols. 8vo. illust. London. • >\n American two-volume edition, 1892-5, was also published in Chicago. 

ltOMMEL, PETRUS. 
1680. De foetibus leporinis extra uterum repertis. 

Ulm. RONDELETIUS J GULIELMU [ 1507- 66 J. 1554-5. G. R .... Libri de Piscibus Marinis etc. 2 vols. folio. illust. Lugduni . The life and works of this famous grandfather of modern ichthyology have been_consiq_ered_in t~slntroduction. The literature, produced alone and m conJunction with others, based on his fauna! treatises is abundant ;
1 

m~ch o~ it will be .found in the RJII 8Bol8~ 
1558. L H1stmre entlere des Poisson~ 300 engr. figs. A French translation (probably of Boussuet's edition), published at (?) Lyons. 
1558. See BOUSSUETUS, FRANCISCUS. 

ROOD , E. lRENE. 
1896. Papers presented to the World 's congress on ornithology. Edited by Mrs. E. Irene Rood Chairman Woman's Committee of the Congres~ under the direction of Dr. Elliott Coues, President of the Congress. pp. 208. T. of c. Chicago. The division of ornithology of the Woman's Branch World's Congress Auxiliary, Columbian Exposition, 189a, Chi~ago, wa. attended by numerous Ame_rican and foreign visitors, many of whom presented papers, reprmted in this volume. 

ROOIJ, NELLY DE. 
1915-17. The Reptiles of the Indo-Australian Archipelago. I. Lacertilia, Chelonia, Emydosauria. II. Ophidia. 2 vols. 8vo. pp. 14+384 + pp. 14+334. Leiden. 

ROOSEVELT, KERMIT. See ROOSEVELT, THEODORE (2nd) and ROOSEVELT, KERMIT , 1929. 
ROOSEVELT, RoBERT BARNWELL [1829- 1906]. 1866. Florida and the Game Water Birds, etc. 8vo. illust. New York. The first edition; several reprints have since appeared. 
1884. Florida and the game water-birds of the Atlantic coast and the lakes of the United States. 8vo. pp. 443. 11 pl. 5 figs. append. New York. 
1884 . Game Fish of the Northern States. 8vo. illust. New York. 

ROOSEVELT, THEODORE [1858-1919]. 1886. Hunting Trips of a Ranchman. Sketches of Sport on the Northern Cattle Plains. 8vo. pp. 16+347. 26 pl. London. One of this sportsman-naturalist's early books in which many North American animals are depicted. 
1893. The Wilderness Hunter. Account of the Big Game of the United States and its chase. 8vo. pp. 16 +472. illust. index. New York. A well-written, popular work on the subject, furnishing much original information about many North American mammals. The present volume is from the library of J. G. l\lillais. 

•••• and others . 
1902. The Deer Family. 8vo. pp. 12+334. 20 pl. 5 maps. London and New York. One volume of the American Sportsman's Library with, in addition to an essay 'by Ex-President Roo evelt on the Deer and Antelope of North America, one on the Deer and Elk of the Pacific Coast, by T. S. Van Dyke; on the Caribou, by D. G. Elliot; and on the Moose, by A. J. Stone. 

1905. Outdoor Pastimes of an American Hunter. 8vo. pp. 12 + 369. llust 'L n.don. Onto f several books or huntin by tb~ patUialis . 
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~ROOSEVELT, T'. (contd.)] 

1905. Wild wings. See JOB, H. K. 

1911. Revealing and Concealing Coloration in 

Birds and Mammals. 8vo. pp. 119-231. append. 
New }'ork. 

Author' reprint. A contribution to the controversial literature of 

this much discu sed subject. 

1916. A book-lover's holidays in the open. 8vo. 

pp. 10+373. 2 col. pl. 1 fig. 2 append. New l'ork. 

1919. Letters to his children; edited by J. B. 

Bishop. New I'ork. 

**** and MINOT, H. D. 
1925. The summer birds of Lhe Adirondacks in 

Franklin County, N.Y .... and some of the birds 

of Oyster Bay, Long Island. 8vo. pp. (6)+4+(4). 

portr. New 1·ork. 

A privately printed facsimile of the rare 187i edition-a catalogue 

of 97 species based upon observations made by the authors in 

August 1874 and 1875, and June 22 to July 9, 1877. Thr Oyster 

Bay record is of 17 species. The present copy is X o. 00 of a limit<'d 

€'dition of 200 copies. 

ROOSEVELT, THEODORE (2nd) and ROOSE

VELT, KERMIT. 
1929. Trailing the Great Panda [in Yunnan and 

zechuan]. 8vo. pp. 12+278. col. pl. map. index. 
New York. 

An account of many North hina animals as well a of the bear-like 

mammal, Aelurcrpus 1\felanoleucus, especially in search of which 

the expedition was outfitted. 

ROOSEVELT WILD LIFE ANNALS. 1926-

30. 
New J'ork. 

ROOSEVELT WILD 
1921-date. 

LIFE BULLETIN. 
~Vew J'ork. 

ROOY, N. DE. 1906. See wrcHMAN , c. E. A. 

ROPER, PAuL M. and LACKOWITZ, WILHELM. 

1884. Unsere Vogel, Bilder aus dem Vogelleben 

~ord-deutschlands und seiner NachbarHi.nder. 

4to. pp. 8 + 621. 204 text-figs. index. Berlin. 

RORIG, G. 
1899. .Magenuntersuchungen land- und for t

wirtschaftlich wichtiger Vogel. pp. 85. Berlin. 

Author's excerpt, a u efuJ study of the stomach content of 1,735 

pecies of birds with especial relation to economic ornithology. 

'Ihe present copy is from Prof. Reichenow's library, and wa a 

gift to him from the "Titer. 

ROSENBERG, C. B. HERMA vo [1817-88]. 

1867. Reis naar de Zuidoostereilanden, etc. 8vo. 

pp. 37 + 125. 7 col. pl. 's Gravenhage. 

1875. Reistochten naar de Geelvinkbaai op 

1
1 ieuw-Guinea in 1869-70. 4to. 20 pl., some col., 

of birds. 's Gravenhage. 

Birds and otl1Pr fauna of New Guinea, Andai, etc. An important 

zoological item. 

1878. Der Malayische Archip l. 8vo. pp. 16 + 
615. 8 pl. text-figs. Leipzig. 

• -\ Gtrmal!. tran lation of the original Dutch monograph, 'lith notes, 

by P. J. \ eth. 

ROSENHAUER, \VILHELl\1 GOTTLOB [1 13-81]. 

1856. Die Thiere Andalusien , etc. 8vo. pp. 8+ 

.J-29. 3 pl. Erlangen. 

The :1uthor claims the di con'ry and de cription of 240 hitherto 

m1de cribed genera and specie of Spani h fauna, including in ect 

. .forms. 

ROSENIUS, PAUL. 
1913-19. Sveriges faglar och fagelbom. 

pp. 362. 105 photos. 
folio. 

Lund. 

A semi-popular, well-illustrated work on Swedish birds, their 

distribution, nests, and nesting habit . The present collection (from 

Prof. Reichenow's library) does not extend beyond 21 parts(? 1919), 

and the Compiler has been unable to find an account of the total 

publications to date. 

ROSENSTOCK, RuDOLF. 

1895. Heligoland as an ornithological observa

tory. See GATKE, H. 

1901. See SCHMEIL, F. 0. 

ROSENTHAL, DoRis. 
n.d. Pertaining to birds. [50 pl. in portfolio.] 

New York. 

A collection of 50 plates (14 x 11 in.) in black and white embodying 

bird subjects from designs on old Italian, Japanese, Russian, 

Indian, Javanese, Persian, Siberian, Peruvian, Sicilian, Grecian, 

German, Chinese, and Venetian vases, lace, pottery, etc., from 

the large museums of the world. The Compiler has made a ome

what similar collection of photographs, with note . See wooD, c. A. 

BIRD PORTRAIT IN ANCIENT AND :MEDIEVAL ART, 193,. 

ROSENTHAL, FRIEDRICH CHRISTIAN 

1829]. 
1812-26. Ichthyotomische Tafeln. 6 pts. text. 

4to. atlas in ob. folio. 27 pl. 

This editio princeps, with all the plates, i quite a rare publication. 

It is not listed in the Cat. Br. il11lS. (Nat. Hist.). A second edition 

was published in 1839. 

ROSLER, JOHANN CARL. 

1903. Nutzen und schaden der vogel. See HER

MA , 1· 
ROSS, ALEXANDER MILTON [1832-97]. 

1871. Catalogue of Canadian birds [99 species], 

insects, and squirrtils, collected in the vicinity of 

Toronto. 8vo. pp. 10. Toronto. 

1871. The Birds of Canada; with descriptions of 

their plumage, habits, etc. 8vo. pp. 132. Toronto. 

First edition, very rare. Not in Cat. Br. lJius. (Nat. Hist.). 

1872. The birds of Canada: with descriptions of 

their plumage, habits, food, ong; ne ts, eggs, 

times of arrival and departure. 2nd ed. 8vo. 

pp. xvi+152+(6). 38 figs. index. Toronto. 

1872. A classified catalogue of the bird of Canada· 

including every specie known to visit the severai 

provinces which now form the Dominion of 

Canada. 8vo. pp. 9. Toronto. 

ROSS, E. DE I ON. 
1909. A polyglot list of birds in Turki, Manchu and 

Chinese. Edited with Identifications, Notes, and 

Indexes. 4to. pp. 253-340. Calcutta. 

This monograph is a )lemoir (Yol. II, .1: o. 9) of the Asiatic ociety 

of Bengal, with a separate title-page indicating the content . 

ROSS, JAME CLARK [1800-62]. 

1828. See PARRY, Sir \V. E. 

1835. (Zoology of the) Narrative 

Voyage in search of a North-we t 

2 vols. 4to. 

of a Second 
Pas age, etc. 

London . 

It is the AppendLx that contain an account of the vertebrate 

di coYercd on thi voyage, the )lammal , Birds, and Fi h by J. C. 

Ro ; almone by J. Richard on. Th€' expedition wa in charg€' 

of ir John Ross. ee also RO~ JOHN. 

ROSS, JOHN [1777-1856]. 

1819. A oyaae of di covery [in the] ship Isabella 

t.. and Alexander, for the purpo e of exploring 

/ 



CATALOGUE OF TITLES IN M0 GILL UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 543 ~ Baffin's Bay, and inquiring into the probability of a north-west passage. 4to. pp. (6)+39+252+ 144. 25 pl. (15 col.). 5 maps. 9 figs. append. 
London. The description of the animals found during this notable voyage will be found in the Zoological memoranda, Appendix No. II. 

1835. Narrative of a Second Voyage in search of a North-west Passage, etc. 2 vols. 4to. illust. 
London. Iammals, birds, and fishes were described by J. C. Ross; Salmones by J. Richardson. 

ROSS, W. 
1908. The Works of Aristotle. See ARI TOTLE. 

ROSSANDER, C. P. 
1797. Cogit~ de Instinctu animalium. 

ROSTOCKER ZEITUNG. See SCHENDE GESELLSCHAFT ZU ROSTOCK. 

Lund. 

ATURFOR-

ROSTOCK UNIVERSITAT. ZootomischPhysiologisches Insti tu t. 
1840? Bericht. 

ROTH' SANTIAGO. 
1903. Los ungulados sudamericanos. In Spanish and German. folio. pp. 36. 4 pl. text-figs. 

La Plata. 
ROTH, WALTER E. 1922. ee BERKEL, ADRIAA VAN. 

ROTHSCHILD,LIONEL WALTER, Baron[! 68- ]. 1893-1900. The avifauna of Laysan and the neighbouring islands: with a complete history to date of the birds of the Hawaiian possessions. folio. pp. 34+320+21. 83 col. pl. index. London. A comprehensive accOtmt of the birds of Laysan and nearby islands. A bibliography and (supplement) a Resume of Palmer's Dian; form part of the text. This important brochure was issued in three parts, the edition being limited to 250 copies. 
1898. Paradiseidae. 4to. pp. 6 +52. text-figs. 

Berlin. Author's excerpt from Das Tierreich, Lief. 2. 
1900. A monograph of the genus Casuarius. 4to. col. pl. London. Author's reprint from the Trans. Zool. Soc. London. A beautifully illustrated treatise. 
1907. Extinct birds. An attempt to unite in one volume a short account of those birds which have become extinct in historical times--that is, within the last six or seven hundred years. To which ,are added a few which still exist, but are on the verge of extinction. 4to. pp. 29+244. 45 col. pl. 

London. The highest authority on the subject, beautifully illustrated with drawings by Keulemans, Gronvold, Lodge, and other famous artists. 
ROTTERDAM. Nederlandsche Dierkundige Vereeniging. 
1875-1930. Tijdschrift. Later volumes also issued from The Hague and Leiden. 

ROTZELL, W. E. 
1895. Birds of arberth, Pa., and vicinity [108 pecies]. 8vo. pp. 8. Narberth, Pa. 

B.OUEN. Museum d'Histoire Naturelle. 1862-1920. Actes. 
1924-date. Actes-new series. 

ROUGHLEY, T. C. 
1916. Fishes of ustralia and their Technology. 8vo. 70 col. pl. 

ROUGIER, EMMANUEL. 
1914. Ile Christmas South seas (Oceanie); birds, fishes, etc. 8vo. pp. 158. 65 figs. 3 maps (1 fold.). 

Brioude. An interesting account of Christmas J land and its faunae, written in a mixture of French and English. 

ROULE, LOUIS [1861- J. 
1898. L'Anatomie comparee des Animaux ba ee sur l'embryologie. 2 vols. 4to. pp. 36+1971. 

Paris. An erudite treati e with a full bibliography to date of publication. 
1911-24. See CHARCOT, J. B. A. E. 

ROUX, JEAN LoUis FLORE T PoLYDORE [1792-1833]. 
1825-30. Ornithologie provengale; ou, description avec figures coloriees de tous les oiseaux qui habitent constamment la Provence, ou qui n'y sont que de passage. 2 vols. 4to. Vol. [I], 1825, pp. 55+388. 294 pl. (293 col.). Vol. 11, 1830, pp. 48. 131 col. pl. Paris and Alarseille. This treatise, though unfinished, may be regarded as e scntial to a thorou~h study of the avifauna of Southern .!<'ranee. ~ystematic treatment of the subject is well carried out; synonymy (including vernacular names), generic and specific characters, habits, and distribution are all fully treated. The work is rare in any state hut especially so with the full quota of 425 plates. 

ROVARTANI LAPOK. 1884-1918. Budapest. 
ROWE, SAMUEL [1793-1853]. 
1856. A perambulation of the antient and royal forest of Dartmoor and the Venville precincts ... with the Natural History. 8vo. pp. 4 + 362. 11 pl. 7 append. index. Plymouth. The first edition was published in 1848, and a third in 1896. 

ROWLEY, GEORGE DAWSO [1822-78]. 1875-8. Ornithological Miscellany. 3 vols. 4to. 
London and Brighton This valuable serial was published at irregular intervals in 14 parts. The title is included elsewhere in this Catalogue as a periodical, written, it is true, mostly by Rowley but containing important • papers by Dresser, Alfred Newton, R . .B. Sharpe, P. L. Sclater, and other noted ornithologists. 

ROY' CHARLES SMART [1854-97]. 1893-6 . A dictionary of birds. See NEWTON, A. 
ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND. London. 1909-date. Asiatic Society Monographs. 
1834-63. Journal. Series 1. 
1864-89. Journal. Series 2. 
1890-dale. Journal. Series 3. 
1823-33. Transactions. ConLinued as Journal. 

**** Bombay Branch. 
1841-1923. Journal. 
1925-date. Journal. New series. 
1819-23. Transactions. 

**** Ceylon Branch. 
1845-date. Journal. Colombo. 
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(ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY OF GREAT 

BRITAIN AND IRELAND (conld.)] 

****China Branch. 
1886-95. Journal. 

1847-59. Transactions. 

**** Korea Branch. 
1900-date. Transactions. 

~·•• Malayan Branch. 

Seoul. 

1923-dafe. Journal. Continues Journal of the 

Straits Branch. Singapore. 

-****North China Branch. 
1915-dafe. Extra Volume. 

1858-60. Journal. Series 1. 

1864-date. Journal. New series. 

1915-date. Publications. 

**** Straits Branch. 
1878-1922. Journal. Continued as Journal of the 

Malayan Branch. 

1895-6. Publications. Singapore. 

ROYAL AUSTRALASIAN ORNITHOLO

GISTS' UNION. 
1926. Official check-list of the birds of Australia. 

2nd ed. 8vo. pp. x+212. map (fold.). append. 

vocab. 2 indexes. Melbourne. 

A comprehensive check-list of the birds of Australia giving: (1) 

The consecutive number of the species; (2) Accepted generic name; 

(3) Specific name; (4) Vernacular name; (5) Consecutive number of 

species in the first ed. of Check-list; (6) No. of col. pl in Gould's 

Birds of Australia; (7) Species No. in Gould's Handbook to the Birds 

of Australia; (8) No. of pl. in Mathews' Birds of Australia; (9) 

Range of each bird in Australia and beyond; (10) Original reference 

of the accepted specific name; and (11) After the necessary references 

for the accepted name, the references to plates and standard works, 

and the range of the species, the various names used in Australian 

works are given in chronological order. The present copy is a. pre

sentation one from the Council to Dr. Casey Wood. See also EMU. 

ROYAL CANADIAN INSTITUTE. Toronto. 

1879-89. Proceedings of Canadian Institute. 

1897-1904. Proceedings. 

1889-date. Transactions. 

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF 

ENGLAND. 
1845. Descriptive and illustrated catalogue of the 

fossil organic remains of A1 ammalia and Aves con

tained in the Museum of the Royal college of 

surgeons of England. 4to. pp. vii+391. 10 pl. 

T. of c. London. 

ROYAL IRISH ACADEMY. 
1841-1930. Proceedings. Three Series and Sec

tions A and B. 

ROYAL NATURAL HISTORY. 
1895. Edited by Lydekker, Richard, with con

tributions by P. L. Sclater and others. 12 vols. 

4to. 72 col. pl. 1,600 figs. London and New rorJ.c. 

The birds are described in six volumes. 

ROYAL PHYSICAL SOCIETY OF EDIN

BURGH. 
1854-date. Proceedings. 

ROYAL SOCIETY OF ARTS AN]) SCI

ENCES OF MAURITIUS. See SOCIET:E ROY ALE 

DES ARTS ET DES SCIENCES DE MAURICE. 

ROYAL SOCIETY OF CANADA. 
Ottawa, j\tf ontreal. 

1882-date. Proceedings and Transactions. 

ROYAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH. 

1832-date. Proceedings. 

1783-date. Transactions. 

ROYAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 
1867-1925. Catalogue of Scientific Papers. 

1679-82. Philosophical Collections. Published as 

substitute for Philosophical Transactions for 

these years. 
1665-1886. Philosophical Transactions. 

1887-date. Philosophical Transactions. Series A. 

1887-date. Philosophical Transactions. Series B. 

1800-1905. Proceedings. 

1<)05-date. Proceedings. Series A. 

1905-date. Proceedings. Series B. 

1896--date. Yearbook. 

1902-9. Evolution Committee reports. 

1879. An account of the ... zoological collections 

made in Kerguelen's Land and Rodriguez during 

the Transit of Venus Expeditions ... 1874-5. 

4to. pp. 9+ 579. illust. text. 55 pl. London. 

This elaborate, systematic natural history report is eparately 

published from the Society's Phiwsophical Transactions, vol. cl},.'Viii, 

and the zoological descriptions given are, first, of the collections 

from Kerguele~nd, a desolate area in the Southern Ocean. 

Seals and Cetfu:eans are described by W. H. Flower; Birds by ---

R. B. Sharpe ;._Oology by H. Saunders; Fishes by A. Gi.inther. --

The zoological collections from Rodriguez were reported upon as 

follows: Extinct Fauna: Birds by A. Giinther, H. H. Slater, E. 

Newton, and J. W. Clark; Reptiles by A. Giinther. Recent fauna: 

Mammalia by G. E. Dobson ; Birds, R. B. Sharpe ; Reptiles and 

Fishes, A. Giinther. Many species new to science were among the 

results of these explorations. 

1912. Catalogue of the periodical publications in 

the library. 4to. pp. 8+455. London. 

ROYAL SOCIETY OF NEW SOUTH WALES. 
Sydney. 

1867-date. Journal and Proceedings. 

ROYAL SOCIETY FOR THE PRO~ECTION 

OF BIRDS. 
1891-date. Annual report. London. 

The first report (12mo. pp. 12) is dated October 1891. Besides 

business matter connected with the Society there are valuable 

contributions to the history of bird protection. 

1903-30. Bird notes and news. Vols. l-17. 

Circular letter issued periodically by the Society. 

Addressed to members and friends of the Society, and to all persons 

interested in bird protection. 
In addition to the publication of this well-edited periodical, organ 

of a Society doing admirable work in the British Empire, the Society 

publishes many leaflets on such topics as 'The Plume Trade', 

'Bird and Tree Day·, 'Bird Sanctuaries', etc., and endeavors to 

encourage public education on the subject of Bird protection, Bird 

culture, and the advocacy of the rights of animals. 

The membership of the Society and contributors to its organ include 

many prominent ornithologists-such men as the late W. H. 

Hudson. 
The present Secretary of the Society and the principal contributor 

to the columns of this maga1.ine, is :\fiss L. Gardiner. 

1911. Feathers and facts. A reply to the Feather

trade, and review of facts with reference to the 

persecution of birds. 8uo. pp. 74. append. index. 
London. 

The contents of this reply are divided into two parts: (1) The story 

of the plume trade; (2) Some chapters in the Story; whilst the 



CATALOGUE OF TITLES IN M0GILL UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 545 appendix contains the text of the plumage bills of 1908 and 1911. A vigorous reply to the misstatements of the ·Trade', who alarmed at the threatened loss of their profits, are industriously engaged in scattering their letters, circu.lars, and pamphlets broadcast over the country. 

ROYAL SOCIETY OF QUEENSLAND . 
Brisbane. 1884-dale. Proceedings. 

ROYAL SOCIETY OF SOUTH AFRICA. 
Cape Town. 1908-dale. Transactions. 

ROYAL SOCIETY OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. 
Adelaide. 1899-dale. Memoirs. 

1877-dale. Proceedings and Transactions. 
ROYAL SOCIETY OF TASMANIA. Hobart. 1848-dale. Papers and Proceedings. 
1845- 90 ? Report. 
1856. Catalogue of books in the library. 8vo. pp. 83. 

Tasmania. 
ROYAL SOCIETY OF VAN DIEMEN'S LAND . See ROYAL sociETY oF TASMANIA. 
ROYAL SOCIETY OF VICTORIA. 
1854- 87. Proceedings. 
1888-date. Proceedings. New Series. 
1888-date. Transactions. 

Melbourne. 

ROYAL SOCIETY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA. 
1914-date. Journal and Proceedings. 

ROYAL ZOOLOGICAL AND ACCLIMATISATION SOCIETY OF VICTORIA. Melbourne. 1861- 70. As Acclimatisation Society of Victoria. 1871- 1909. As Zoological and Acclim. Soc. of Victoria. 
1861-dale. Annual Report. (None issued in 1869.) 1872-8. Proceedings. 
1922. Official guide to the gardens. See LE SOUEF, WILLIAM HENRY DUDLEY. 

ROYAL ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF IRE-LAND. 
Dublin. 1832-date '? Annual Report. 

1840-60. Proceedings. See also IRISH NATURALIST. 

ROYAL ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF NEW SOUTH WALES. See AUSTRALIAN zooLOGIST. 
ROYDS, T. F. 
1918. The beasts, birds, ete., of Virgil. 2nd ed. 

Oxford. ROYLE , JOHN FORBES [1799-1858]. 1833-40. Illustrations ... of the Natural History of the Himalayan Mountains and Cashmere. 2 vols. 4lo. pp. 82+472. 1 col. pl. atlas. 100 col. pl. 
London. The only vertebrate title in this fine work is a Memoir on the Mammalogy, etc., by W. Ogilby. 

RUBOW , CARL. 
1911. The life of the common gull told in photographs. Tr. from the Danish. 8vo. pp. 6. 2.5 pl. (1 fold.). 

London. 
RUDBECKIUS , 0LOF (the Younger) [1660--1740]. 1705. Ichthyologiae Biblicae pars prima. (All pub.) pp. 8+148. illust. Upsala. Intended to describe all the fishes mentioned in the bible. 
RUDOLF , FRANZ KARL JosEF, Crown Prince of Austria [1858-89]. 
1889. Notes on sport and ornithology [tr. from the German edition, 1877], by C. G. Danford. 8vo. pp. 8+648. index. London. 

RUDOLPHI, CARL ASMUND [1771-1832]. 1812. Beytrage zur Anthropologie, etc. 8vo. pp. 118. 
Berlin. 

RUEL (RuELLIUs), JoANNES [1474 ?-1537]. 1530. Twv hrmcnptKoov j3tj3:A{a 5vo. Veterinariae Medicinae libri duo, etc. folio. [0. 3851.] Paris. The copy of this popular treatise on the horse and veterinary medicine contains a glossary of six leaves by Pierre Ruel (probably) a brother of the author. Osier says (Bibliotheca OsleriaM, p. 33) that Jean Ruel of Soissons taught himself Greek and Latin and put his knowledge to good account by translating, among many others, the works of naturalists. The Osier Library has copies of many of these translations. Of interest to zoologists are his transcriptions of Dioscorides and Pliny. From his facility in this work Budaeus called the translator 'L' Aigle des interpretes '. 1537. Twv lTimaTptKwv j3tj3A{a Svo. Veterinariae Medicinae libri duo, etc. 4to. Basil. Edited by Simon Grynaeus. This Greek treatise (that passed through many editions) is compiled from Hippiater, Hierocles, Eumelos, Apsyrtus, and many other Greek writers on domestic wology. [0. 3850.] 

RUETIMEYER, CARL LUDWIG [1825-95]. 1861. Untersuchungen ilber die Geschichte der wilden und die Haus-Saugethiere von MittelEuropa. 4to. 
Basel. Author's reprint. 1\Iost of the essays of this noted paleontolo~Zist were written for Swiss journals, to be consulted in one or other of the l\lcGill libraries. 

1881. Ver~·· derungen der Thierwelt in der Schweiz sei Anwesenheit des Menschen. New . 8vo. illust. ' 
Ba . The first edition was issued in 1875. 

RUGBY SCHOOL NATURAL HISTOR Y SOCIETY. 
Rugby. 1867-d.ate. Report. 

R UGGLES-BRISE ' CECILY J. [1927]. Notes on some birds of Dar es Salaam. 8vo. pp. xvii + 95. 21 pl. 9 figs. index. Norwich. 
RUINI , CARLO [d. 1598]. 1618. Anatomia del Cavallo, etc. 2 vols. Venice. The first edition of this early treatise on the anatomy of the horse appeared in 1598. [0. 918.j 

R UMPF ' GEORG EBERHARD [ 1627-1702]. 1705. D'Amboinische raritetkamer, behelz. eene 

dv-f 

weeten krabbe~fkreeften, en diergelijke zeedieren, J 

beschryv. van allerhande schaalvisschen, te ( 
als mede hoo~ti't.jes en schulpen, mineralen, gesteenten, enz., die men in d'Amboinsche eilanden vindt. folio. pp. 30+340+43. 62 pl. Amsterdam. This rare folio is important because of its early descriptions and depiction of faunal (mainly marine) life in the Dutch East Jndles (the l\loluccas especially) at the end of the seventeenth century. The copy in hand is of the editio princeps, published after the author's death. Several subsequent printings, includJng Latin and German translations, are well known. 

4A 
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[RUMPF, G. E. (contd.)] 

1739. Thesaurus imaginum Piscium, etc. folio. 

pp. 10+15. 60 pl. Lugdun. Bat. 

A compilation from the A.~ische raritetkammer with its pla~es. 
The copy in hand belonged to Thomas Pennan~ _and has. margmal 

and other notes in his handwriting. The first editiOn of this extract 

was (probably) issued in 1711. 

17{)6. Amboinische raritatencammer, oder Ab

handlung von den· steinschaalichten thieren, 

welche man schnecken und muscheln nennet, aus 

dem hollandischen ubersetzt von Philipp Ludwig 

Statius Muller ... und mit Zusatzen aus den 

besten schriftstellern der conchyliologie vermehret 

von Johann Hieronymus Chemnitz. folio. pp. 146 

+200. 33 pl. lVien. 

RttPPELL, WILHELM PETER EDUARD SIMON 

[1794-1884]. 
1826-8. Atlas zu der Reise im nordlichen Afrika, 

etc. 5 pts. folio. col. illust. 

This supplement was issued by the Senkenberg N aturf. Gesell. 

The birds and mammals are described by P. J. Cretzschmar, the 

former in pp. 55 with 36 col. pl.; the latter in pp. 78 with 30 col. pl. 

C. H. G. von Heyden gives an account of the reptilia in ~p. 24 with 

6 col. pl. The fishes of the Red Sea are treated by E. Ruppell, pp. 

144 and 35 col. pl. 

1835-40. Neue Wirbelthiere, zu der Fauna von 

Abyssinien gehorig, etc. 4 pts. folio. pp. 6 + 140. 

95 (partly col.) pl. Frankfurt-am-Main. 

In another publication the author treats the birds of this work as 

part of a monograph on Abyssinian fauna, but with the title be

ginning Systematische Uebersicht, 1845. 

1845. Systematische Uebersichi der Vogel Nord

ost-Afrika's. 4to. pp. 7 + 140. 50 col. pl. 
Frankfurt-a-JH a in. 

The above forms a supplement to the author's Neue Wirbelthiere, 

1835-40, in which he describes new speeies from North-East Africa. 

The plates are unusually good, hand-colored illustrations. The 

present copy is a presentation from the writer. 

RUSCHENBERGER, WILLIAM SAMUEL WAITH

MAN [1807-95 J. 
1842. Ornithology: the natural history of birds. 

Third-book of natural history. 12mo. pp.11 + 125. 

8 pl. Philadelphia and New York. 

Only of value as a rare and early American school compend. The 

cover date is 1844. 

1849. Ruschenberger's Series. First books of 

Natural History. Elements of Anatomy and 

Physiology (of Mammalogy ... Ornithology .. . 

Herpetology ... Ichthyology ... Geology) .. . 

From the text of Milne Edwards and A. Compte. 

With plates. 8 pts. 2 vols. 12mo. Philadelphia. 

RUSXIN, JOHN [1819-1900]. 

1897. Love's meinie; 3 lectures on Greek and 

English birds. Oxford. 

RUBS, KARL FRIEDRICH 0TTO [1833-99]. 

1871. Handbuch fOr Vogelliebhaber, -ZOchter und 

-Handler. 8vo. pp. 377. Hannover. 

This is an abbreviated edition of the author's larger work, Die 

Frenuiliindi$Chen Stubenv(jgel, and a companion volume to vol. IJ, 

Einheimi$che Stu/lem·ouel, both written for popular reading. The 

volume in hand was specially bound by an unknown English pur

chaser with added blank leaves, tilled with clippings and notes 

relating to birds and bird shows. 

1877. Die Brieftaube; ein Iland- und Lehrbuch 

fur ihre Verpflegung, ZOchtung und Abrichtung. 

12mo. pp. xvi + 480. 13 figs. bibliogr. index. 
Hannover. 

1879. Die Prachtfinken, ihre Naturgeschichte, 

Pflege und Zucht. 12mo. pp. 18+258. illust. 

index. H annover. 

A popular but systematic treatise on the Finches of the world, 

especially of those seen in Germany as cage-birds. 

1879-99. Die fremdlandischen Stubenvogel, ihre 

Naturgeschichte, Pflege und Zucht. 4 vols. 8vo. 

bibliogr. indexes. Vol. I, pp. xxiii+710. 14 pl. 

(col.). Vol. 11, pp. xxviii+928. 10 pl. (col.). 

Vol. Ill, pp. xxviii+891. 10 pl. (col.). Vol. IV, 

pp. xxvi+950. 2 pl. (col.). 96 figs. 
Hannover and 1\.lagdeburg. 

From 1875 to 1879 the number of birus imported for the market 

of cage-birds as pets increase~ from 2~0 species to !lbout. 700 specie.s. 

These four volumes on exotic cage-brrds and therr mamtenance m 

captivity were the life-work of the author. It is probably ~he stan

dard work on the subject. Vols. II and IV were published at 

1\Iagdeburg. 

1882. Die sprechenden Papaaeien; ein Hand- und 

Lehrbuch. 8vo. pp. 16+404. index. Berlin. 

A classic work on Parrots as animals capable of human speech. 

The various species observed as cage-birds, their talking a~d other 

habits, methods of training, culture, and care are all fully discussed. 

An English translation was published in 1884. 

1884. The speaking parrots; tr. from the German 

by Leonora Schultze. 8vo. pp. viii+296. 8 pl. 

(col.). 9 pl. 2 figs. index. London. 

1884. Die Webervogel und 'Yidafinken; ihre 

Naturgeschichte, Pflege und Zucht. 8vo. pp. xiii 

+218. 13 figs. index. 1\.lagdeburg. 

Weaver-birds as caRe·birds, with an account of their natural histor~·. 

1887. Die sprechenden Papageien. 2nd ed. 12mo. 

pp. xx+457. index. 1\Iagdeburg. 

A third edition was published in 1898. 

1889. Allerlei sprechendes gefiederte Yolk. 

(Rabenoder krahenarlige [mit Einschluss der 

Pfeifkrahen oder FlOtenvogel und der Lauben

vogel], Pastorvogel, Starvogel, Drosseln, Kanarien

vogel und Gimpel oder Dompfaff.) Ein Hand- and 

Lehrbuch. 8vo. pp. xv+238. T. of c. l\1agdeburg. 

A supplement to the author's Die Sprechenden Papageien. This 

treatise furnishes a very interesting account of crows, ravens, 

starlings, bulbuls, mynahs, canaries, and other birds that have been 

taught to utter words and sentences. 

1896. Vogelzucht-Buch (StubenvogelzOchtung 

zum Erwerb und fOr wissenschaftliche Zwecke). 

8vo. pp.16+127. 13 pl. 30 text-figs. Magdeburg. 

1898. Der Wellensittich; seine Naturgeschichte, 

Pflege und Zucht. 8vo. pp. 4 + 121. 1 pl. 14 text

figs. Magdeburg. 

The fourth edition of an interesting and popular work on bndgcri· 

gars, Psittacus undulatus, their natural history, care, and culture. 

1906. Der Kanarienvogel. 12mo. pp. 16 +244. 

3 col. pl. text-figs. 1\l agdeburg. 

The eleventh (posthumous) edition of a very popular work on the 

canary bird, its varieties, care, and culture. A twelfth edition was 

published in Hlll. 

1907. Vogelzuchtbuch; ein Handbuch fOr ZOchter 

von Stubenvogeln. 
The third edition of a well-known systematic work on cage and 

aviary birds. From the Cabanis-Reichenow collection. It. is edited 

by K arl N eunzig. 

1913-21. Handbuch fOr Vog·ellielJhaber, etc. 

2 vols. 4to. pp. 3 + 895. 42 col. pl. 400 text-figs. 
j'\1 agdeburg. 

A much enlarged (fifth) edition of this famous work on foreign 

aviary and cage-birds. 

t\ 1914. Amazonen Papageien, etc. 2nd ed. 

~ 
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1756. The natural history of Aleppo and part adjacent; containing a de cription of the city and the principal natural productions in its neighbourhood. 4to. pp. 8+266+[10]. 16 pl. London. 
l3y a misprint the date on the title reads 1856. This is th~> first edition. 

****and RUSSELL, PATRICK. 
1794. The natural history of Aleppo. Containing a description of the city, and the principal natural productions in its neighbourhood. 2nd ed. 2 vols. 4lo . Vol. I, pp. 45+446. 3 pl. (2 fold.). append. Vol. II, pp. 69+430. 14 pl. append. index. 

London. RUSSELL, C. 
1885 . The house sparrow. See GURNEY, J. H. 

RUSSELL, PATRICK [1727-1805]. 
1756. The natural history of Aleppo. See RUSSELL, ALEXA DER. 
1796. An account of Indian serpents collected on the coast of Coromandel. fo lio. pp. 8+91. 45 col. pl. London. 
The species illustrated on the colored plates are !liven vernacular names. The famous Russell Viper was called 'K atuka Rekula Poda' and is so entitled on Plate VII. This snake, as frequent and as poisonous a the Cobra, wa not exhibited at public shows. This account was followNI in 1801 by a' Continuation' describing opbidia from other parts of India. 

1801. A continuation of an account of Indian serpents containing descripLions and figures from specimens and drawings transmitted from various par ts of India to the East India company. folio. pp. 15+57. 41 col. p l. London. 
1803 . Descriptions and figures of two hundred fishes; collected at Vizagapatam on the coast of Coromandel. 2 vols. folio. 208 pl. London. 
The author was appointed Naturalist to the East India Company in 1785. His collection of fishes wa deposited in the Company's Museum at l\Iadras. Included in the collection is Russell's Ribbonfish (Regalecus russellii, Shaw), finely illustrated on plate 40. It was caught on the outside of the surf at Vizagapatam in March 1788 and the fishermen could give no name to it. 

RUSSELL, WH.LIAM HOWARD [1820-1907] . 1881. A. Hay, Ninth Marqu is of Tweeddale. A Biographical sketch by W. H. R ussell. See TWEED ALE, A. H., 9TH MARQ I OF. 

RUSSK!i ZOOLOGICHESK!i ZHURNAL. (RevueZoologiqueRusse. ) 1916-dale . Moscow. 
RUSSKOE OBSHCHESTVO AKKLIMATIZATSII ZHIVOTNYKH I RASTENii. 1906-8. Dnevnik. Otdiel IkhUologli. 
1907-13. Trudy. Otdiel Ikht'iologli. 
1887-1908 ? Zhurnal. Otdiel Ikhtlolog'ii. 
Otdielen'ie OrnitologH. 
PTITSEVODSTVO. 

See PTITSEVIEDiENIE I 

RUSSKOE PALEONTOLOGICHESKOE OBSHCHESTVO. Pelrograd. 1918 ? Zapiski. 
French title: Societe Paleon tologique de R ussie. 

RUTTY, JOHN [1698-1 775]. 
1772. An essay towards a natural history of the county of Dublin. 2 vols. 8vo. illust. D ublin. 

RUYSCH, FRIEDRICH [1638-1731] . 
1724- 9 . Thesaurus animalium primus. 4to. pp. 56+40. 7 pi. Amsleloedami. 
Latin and Dutch in parallel column . 

RUYSCH, HE RICUS [d. 1727]. 
1718. Theatrum universale omnium animalium piscium, avium, quadrupedum, exanguium, aquaticorum, insectorum et angium. Ac plus quam Trecentis Pi cibu Nuperrime ex Indiis Orientalibus allatis, ac nunquam antea his ierris visis, locupletatum. 2 vols. (7 pts.). folio. front. 270 pl. 

Amsteloedami. 
RYMSDYK, JAN VA1 [fl. 1767-78]. 
1791. Museum britannicum; or, A display of thirty two plates, in antiquities and natural curiosities. 2nd ed. folio. pp. 4+17+88. 30 col. pi. text-figs. London. The first edition appeared in 1778. 

RYSTEDT, FREDERICUS MELCHIOR. 
1823 . Fauna Americae m eridionalis [sic]. THUNBERG, C. P. 

SABINE' EDWARD 
PARRY, Sir W. E. 

[1788-1883]. 

SACCHO, FILIPPO DA TAGLIACOZZO. 

1828. 

See 

See 

1591. Opera di Mescalzia ... de' caualli, etc. 4lo. illust. [0. 3925.] Roma. A treatise on horses and their diseases and treatment. 
SACHSISCH-THttRINGISCHER Verein f iir Vogelkunde und Vogels chutz zu H a.lle , Mona.tsschrift. See DEUTSCHER VEREIN ZUM CHUTZE DER VOGELWELT, OR ITHOLOGISCHE MONATSSCHRIFT. 
SADAHIDE . 
1863. Animal Sketches in Color. 3 pis. Arranged in European order. 
Illustrated sketches of Japane e zoology; text in Japanese. 

4lo. 

SADRU'D-DIN MUHAMMAD B . ZABAR-DAST KHAN. -
1720. Khawa~u'l-!J.aywan. A treatise on zoology. 8vo. 81 ff. Persian MS. 
Author's copy, with an alphabetical list of animals in Arabic, Persian, and Hindi. 

SAGE, JoHN HALL [1847-1928] and other s . 1913. The birds of Connecticut . . . and Louis Bennett Bishop" ... assisted by Waiter Parks Bliss. 2 pls. 8vo. pp. ( 8) + 370. append. bibliogr. index . H arlford. Part 1 contains an annotated list of the species. Part 2, by Bishop, alone, contains a discus ion of the economic ornithology. 
SAGEMEHL, M. 1859 . See BRONN, H. G. Die Klassen, etc., 1859-97. 
SAGRA, RAM6 DE LA [1801-71], ed. 
1839-61. Historia fisica, politica y natural de la Isla de Cuba. 13 vols. fo lio. Atlas of Zoology, 1855. P aris. A very important work on Cuba. A French edition was issued at the same time-an exact translation of this Spanish treatise. Vols. II, Ill, and IV deal with vertebrate zoology, the.mammals being described by R. de la agra and F. L. P. q.erva1s, pp. 39, 8 col. pl., 1845; birds by A. d'Orbigny, pp. 220, 33 col. pl., 1839; vol. IV Is entirely devoted to reptiles by Cocteau and Bibron, and fishes by A. Guichenot, pp. 255. 36 col. pl., 1843-53. The section on fishes wa not published until 1853. The excellent Atlas in the French reprint lacks ome engravings of shells but is otherwise identical with the Spanish ori~~:inal, in which the numbered plates correspond with references in the text. 

)\ 
;wfL 
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-1l,J1Y7 SAINT-CYR, D. N. 
; [ 1886]. Report of a voyage made to the Canadian 

Labrador coast; also a copy of his catalogue of 

plants and birds of the North Shore and of the 

islands belonging to the Canadian Labrador. 8vo. 

pp. 153. Author's reprint. Quebec. 

The above forms Sessional Paper, No. 37, of the Leuislatit•e Assembly, 

Pro1•ince of Quebec. A list of the birds is on pp. 3-!- 8. 

ST. GALLISCHE NATURWISSENSCHAFT-

LICHE GESELLSCHAFT. St. Gallen. 

1858/60-date. Bericht und Jahrbuch. 

SAINT-HILAIRE, ALEX BOURJOT. 

1837-8. Histoire naturelle des perroquets, troi

sh~me volume (supplementaire), pour faire suite 

aux deux volumes de Levaillant, contenant les 

especes laissees inedites par cet auteur ou recem

ment decouvertes. folio. pp. 42 + 220. 111 col. pl. 

6 text-figs. Paris. 

This is supplement number three to Levaillant's Histoire Naturelle 

des Perroquets, and had already been published in 29 parts as the 

author's Collection des Perroquets. The work is a valuable, systematic 

contribution to our knowledge of Psittaci. The hand-colored litho

graphs are excellent. The fourth supplement is Souance's Icono

graphie des Perroquets also in the E.S.W. Library. See also LEVAIL

LANT, FRANQOIS. 

SAINT-HILAIRE, ETIENNE GEOFFROY. See 

GEOFFROY SAINT-HILAIRE, E. 

SAINT-HILAIRE, Is moRE GEOFFROY. See 

GEOFFROY SAINT-HILAIRE, I. 

SAINT-HILAIRE, JAUME JEA HE 'RI. See 

JAUME-SAINT-HILAIRE 1 JEAN HENRI. 

ST. JOHN, CHARLESWILLIAM GEORGE [1809-56]. 

1878. Sketches of the wild sports & natural 

history of the Highlands. 8vo. pp. 15 + 338. 69 

figs. London. 

1919. Wild sports & natural hiE!tory of the High

lands. 4io. pp. xxix+471. 39 pl. (28 col.). 26 

figs. index. London and Edinburgh. 

ST. JOHN, CLAUDE and others. 

[1911]. Our canaries. 8vo. pp. 382. 63 pl. (31 

col.). 164 figs. 3 indexes. London. 

1919. Bird ailments and accidents and how to 

treat them. 12mo. pp. 118. glossary. London. 

1920. Canary breeding for beginners. 8vo. pp. 83. 

17 figs. London. 

ST. JOHN, HENRY CRAVEN [1837- ]. 

1880. Notes and sketches from the wild coasts of 

Nipon. 8vo. pp. xxiii + 392. 8 pl. 5 maps (col.). 

41 figs. append. Edinburgh. 

References to animals, especially birds, occur throughout the book. 

A list (Siebold's) is given in the appendix of Japanese birds with 

additions by the author. The present copy is a presentation from 

the author to Howard Saunders, from whose library it was secured. 

ST. JOHN, Mrs. HoRACE. 
1856. Audubon, the naturalist of the New World. 

His adventures and discoveries. 12mo. New rork. 

There were several editions, with slightly varying titles of this 

interesting work published both in America and Great Britain. 

1862. Audubon, the naturalist of the new world. 

His adventures and discoveries. New, revised ed. 

72mo. pp. xxiv+311. 4 pl. 1 fig. Boston. 

ST. JOHN' 0LIVER BEAU CHAMP COVENTRY [1831-

91]. 
1876. Persia. See BLANFORD, W. T. 

ST. JOHN, SPE SER BucKINGHAM [1825- 1910]. 

1863. Life in the forests of the far east; or Travels 

in northern Borneo. 2nd ed. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, 

pp. xvi+406. 10 pl. (col.). 2 maps (fold.). Vol. II, 

pp. xi+424. 6 pl. (col.). 1 map. index. London. 

ST. LOUIS NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM 

ASSOCIATION. St. Louis, Mo. 

1918-21? Bulletin. 

ST. LOUIS. Transactions of Academy of 

Science. See ACADEMY OF SCIE CE OF ST. LOUIS. 

ST. PETERSBURG. Annuaire du Musee 

Zoologique de 1' Academie d. Sciences. See 

ANNUAIRE DU MUSEE, etc. 1896- date. 

SAINT-PIERRE, JACQUES HE RI BERNARDIN 

DE [1737- 1814 J. 
1809. Studies of nature. 5th ed. 4 vols. 8uo. 

London. 

Tlw first. Pditiou of this work was published in 178-!. The present 

edition is translated from the French by Henry HuntPr. 

1815. Harmonies of nature. 3 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, 

pp. xxviii+.J39. front. (portr.). Vol. 11, pp. viii+ 

467. Vol. Ill, pp. vii +525. London. 

A sequel to the author's Studies of Nature, edited with notes by 

L. Aime-:Martin and translated by W. Meeston. 

SALA, C. F. 1885. See BUTTIKOFER, JOHANN. 

SALERNE, FRAN(_;OIS [d. 1760]. 

1767. L 'his to ire naturelle , eclaircie dans une de 

ses parties principales, l 'ornithologie. See RAY, J. 

SALIHOTRA (SALIHUTAR). 
1839. Tarjuma-i-Salihotar. ~A treatise on the 

horse and his diseases. 4to. 158 ff. Persian MS. 

copy, with variations, of a famous ancient, original 

Sanskrit manuscript. 

SALMON, J. 1902-6. See PERRIER, J. o. E. 

SALMON, JOHN DREW [1802- 59]. 

1849. The letters of Rusticus. See EWMAN, E. 

SALT, HE RY [1780-18:27]. 
1816. Voyage en Abyssinie ... 1809-10. 2 vols. 

and atlas. Text, 8vo. Atlas, 4to. 32 pi. text-figs. 
? Paris. 

The French translation (by P. F. Henry) of the English edition, 

181-!. In an appendix the birds are described by J. Latham and 

Lord Stanley. 

SALT, HENRYS. 
1905. Animals' Rights. 12mo. 

An eloquent appeal for the (often grudgingly given) rights of the 

so-called lower animals. 

SALTER, JoHN H. 
1913. [British] Bird life throughout the year. 8vo. 

pp. 8+256. 23 pl. (8 col.). index. London. 

SALVADORI, TOMMASO ADLARD [1835-? 1912]. 

1864. Catalogo degli Uccelli di Sardegna, etc. 

8vo. pp. 138. Milan. 

One of the many monographs of this celebrated naturalist, who 

wrote most of his essays for journals, author's reprints of which

like the present title-are frequently met with Count Salvador! 

contributed largely to the well-known Catalogues on natural l\ history published by the British Museum. 
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1871. Uccelli. [Pt. 2, Fauna d' Italia.] 4lo. pp. 56 +352. 

Milano. This systematic account of the birds of Italy gives full details of their natural history, vernacular names, synonymy, sexual differences, distribution, nidification, migratory habits, etc. A manuscript title reads 'J.'aunad' ltalia. Partaseconda, Fascicolo primo', with the date, 1871, instead of 1872, as furnished by the preface. The copy in hand i~ a present from the writer to Bowdler Sharpe. 
1871-2. See COR ALIA, E. 
1873. Viaggio dei Signori 0. Antinori, 0. Beccari ed A. lssel nel mar Rosso, nel territorio dei Bogos e regioni circostanti durante gli anni 1870-71. 

Genova. A record of animal life made during a voyage to the Red Sea. 
1880. On the birds collected in Ternate, Amboyna, etc. See THOMSON, C. W. and MURRAY, J. 
1880-2. Ornitologia della Papuasia e delle Molucche. 3 vols. 4to. Parta prima. pp. xi+573 + 7. bibliogr. of T. Salvadori. Parta seconda. pp.xvi+705+1. Parta terza. pp.xv + 595. Torino. This fine monograph on the birds of Papua aud the )Joluccas was published in the 1!-Iemarie R. Acad. Sci. Torirw, vol. 33, 1881. Provided with a new title-page and special wrappers the treatise was separately printed in the above three volumes. Later, supplements were issued in the same manner. The present copy, in the original wrappers, is from the Godman Library. 

1882. Monografia del gen. Casuarius, Briss. 4to. pp. 2+44. 2 col. pl. 10 figs. 6 cuts in text. Turin. Extract from the Mem. d. Reale Accad. d. Se. di Torino with a separate title-page. Presentation copy from the writer to P. L. Sclater. 

1884. ccelli dello Scioa e della regione fra Zeila e lo Scioa. 8vo. pp. 268. index. Genova. This is the original monograph on the birds of Shoa, Abyssinia, collected by the Italian Expedition to Equatorial Africa. The Antinori collection comprised 307 species, bringing the total number of Shoa birds to 364. 

1884-6. Catalogi di una collezione di uccelli [276 species] dello Scioa [Abyssinia] fa tt a dal Dott. Vincenze Ragazzi negli anni 1884-86. 4to. pp. 146. 
Genova. A second edition was published in 1888, a copy of which, from Canon Tristram's collection, a presentation from the author, is now in the E.S.W. Library. 

1887. Elenco degli Uccelli ltaliani. 4to. pp . . 331. index. 
Genova. A brief, systematic and descriptive catalogue of 428 species of Italian birds. This work was compiled for the Annali del Museo civ. di Stor. Nat. di Genom, Serie 2e, vol. iii, and issued as a separate work. The copy in hand is from Prof. A. Reichenow's library. The preface is dated Deer. 1886. 

1889-91. Aggiunte alla ornitologia della Papuasia e delle Molucche. 3 pis. in 1 vol. folio. pp. 244 [paged continuously). Tori~o. Three supplements to the author's well-known Ornithology of Papua and theMoluccas. The present volume is from the Godman Library. 
1891. Catalogue of Psittaci, or parrots, in the collection of the British museum. (Catalogue of the birds in the British Museum, vol. XX.) 8vo. pp. 17+658. 18 col. pl. 5 text-figs. addend. 2 indexes. London. 

1893. Catalogue of the Columbae, or pigeons, in the collection of the British museum. 8vo. pp. xvii+676. 15 pl. (cOL.)., append. 2 indexes. 
London. Forming vol. XXIII of the Catalogue of the Birds in the British M11seum. The collection consists of 7,359 specimens, referred by the author to 415 species. Only about one-tenth of the known species are unrepresented in the collection. The fine colored plates are by J. G. Keulemans. 

1895. Catalogue of the Chenomorphae (Palamedeae, Phoenicopteri, Anseres) Crypturi and Ralitae in the collection of the British museum. 8vo. pp. xv+636+(2). 19 pl. (col.). 2 indexes. 
London. Vol. XXVII of the Catalogue of the Birds in the British Museum. These families are represented by 5,541 specimens, embracing 296 species (67 types), of which only 19 are unrepresented in the l\Iuseum. I The fine plates are by J. Smit and J. G. Keulemans. 

1905-14. Genera Avium. See WYTSMAN, P. ~ Jt ___ J~ K SALVIANI, IPPOLITO [1514-7~). ~ 1554. Aqvatilivm animalivm hislorire lj.ber ;:;::;::;:-primvs, cvm eorvmdem formis, rere excvs· . folio. pp. 16. ff. 256. 83 pi. Romae. 

SALVIN, FRANCIS HE Ry 17- 1904). 1869. See also FREEM~G. E. 

**** and BROD~, \V ILLIAM 1873. Falconry in the British Isl s. ~nd ed. 4to. pp. 8+171. 28 col. pl. index. ylossary. London. This is the 'best· L'<lition, the plates of the first issue having been redrawn and several new ones added. The work is regarded as the authority on falconry, the illustrations being most intrrf'sting and informing. 

SALVIN, 0SBERT [1835-98). 
1861-96. Birds of South and Central America. 3 vols. 
This is a collection of reprints from various jomnals, Ibis, Proc. Zool. ,Soc., etc.-some of them author's special separates, and several written conjointly with P. L. Sclater and others. They form practically a complete collection of Salvin's contributions to periodical and serial ornithologic literature. 

****and SCLATER, P. L. 
1866-9. Exotic ornithology, &c. See SCLATER, P. L. 

[1867-70). On some Collections of Birds [216 species] from Veragua. 2 pts. 8vo. Pt. 1, pp. 33. 1 pl. (col.). Pt. 11, pp. 47. map ((old. ). [London.] The present copy is interleaved with numerous .US. notes and is from the Godman Library with bookplate. 

****and SCLATER, P. L. 
1873. Nomenclator avium neotropicalium, &c. See SCLATER, P. L. and SALVIN, 0. 

**** and GODMAN, FREDERICK DucA E. 1879-1904. Biologia centrali-americana. Aves. 4 vols. 4lo. Vol. I, pp. xliv + 512. Vol. 11, pp. 598. Vol. Ill, pp. iv+510. Vol. IV, pp. vii. 84 pl. (col.). T. of c. London. This importaRt•mol\ograph, issued in 257 parts, treats of the comJ.llet.e natural history of the region. The 1,413 species of birds 'included in the work embrace representatives of 78 families and 539 genera, the 84 plates depicting 149 species. Salvin died in 1898 and Godman completed the work with the assistance of R. B. Sharpe and W. R. Ogilvie-Grant. All portions of vol. III after p. 18-1 bear only Godman's name, on the original wrappers. f:Jee also GODMAN, F. D. 

1881. See SCLATER, P. L. and SALVIN, 0. 
1882. A catalogue of the collection of birds formed by the late H. E. Strickland [6,006 specimens]. 4to. pp. 16 + 625. Cambridge. 

**** and GOD MAN, F. Du cANE. [1882-6). Notes on birds [589 species] from British Guiana. 9 pts. in 1 vol. 8vo. 6 pl. (col.). 
[London.] Authors' extracts from Ibis. The above notes are based on a series of collections made by Henry Whiteley in British Guiana during 1879-86. Whiteley's travels included the ascent of Roraima to upwards of 7,000 ft. The only 

I 
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[SALVIN, 0. (conld. )] 
other authoritv on the birds of Guiana at that time wa Richard 

~chomburgk, \\"110 explored the cotmtry in 1 4G-4. The pre ent 

copy is from the Godman Library \\ith new paper clipping in erted, 

about Whlt{'ley' journey , and the climbing of Roraima by Everard 

im Thurm and other . The E. . W. Library ha a second copy of 

tllis collection from the library of P. L. clater with that \\Titer' 

manuscript correction and addenda. 

1885-97. Coloured figure of the birds of the 

Briti hi land. ee LILFORD, T. L. P. 

****and HARTERT, ER.· T. 
1892. Catalogue of the Picariae in the collection 

of the British museum. 8vo. pp. xvi -r 703. 14 pl. 

(col.). 11 figs. addend. 2 indexes. London. 

Forming vol. X YI of the Catalogue (}(the Birds in the British Jluseum. 

The collection con ist of 12.2 6 specimen repre enting 687 species 

(211 types). 

1896 . ee A ~DERS, HO\,'ARD. 

SALVINI, A.'TO, 'MARIA. See OPPIAN , 1864. 

' SAMARANG', H.M.S. 
1850. The Zoology of the Yo age. folio. See 

also DA~t , ARTHDR. London. 

The Yertebrata, pp. 43, rol. pl., were de cribed by J. E . Gray, and 

the Fishe by ir J . Richardson, pp. 2 , 10 rol. pl. The section 

were eparat.ely paged. 

SAMMLUNG NATURWISSENSCHAFT-

LICHER VORTRAGE. ee ABH ·nL . 'GE~ 

G. 'D VORTRAGE AUS DE I GESAM.MTGEBIETE DER 

. . ATGRWI E. CHAFTE. ' . 

SAMUELS, EDWARD A GU TUS [1835-1908]. 

1867. Ornithology and oology of _ ·ew England. 

8vo. pp. vii,... 583. 23 pl. 4 pl. (eggs, col. ). 3 figs. 

2 indexes. Boston. 

De criptions of the birds taken from Baird (Pacific Railroad uneys, 

Yol. ix, 1858), with general di cussion of the pecie mo,tly from 

\Yilson, .'uttall, and Audubon, with ome original matter. William 

C ouper UpJJlied note on the di tribution, et.c .. of certain pecie 

in Quebec. The illu trations of egg were prepared bY 11. :ll. Tidd 

and atban Brown: mo t of the other plate are copied from Audu· 

bon. The work pa d through a large number of editions under 

,·arious title . 

1868. Among the birds; a serie of ketche for 

young folks. 8vo. pp. viii +223. 4 pl. 9 figs. 
Boston. 

1868. Ornithology and oology of 'ew England. 

This edition ha the identical text of the editio princeps of 1 67. but 

Ita a tall paper format, an appendix, and uperior all-colored 

lithographed plate . 

1869. Ornithology and oology of ·ew England. 

The format and plate of the 1 67 edition haYe been adopted in 

tlli printing, the bird portrait , however, being colored. There is 

no change in the text. 

1870. The bird of ~ Tew EnD'land and adjacent 

state . 5th ed. 8vo. pp. vii + 591. pi. (col. ). 

3 figs. append. 2 indexe . Bo ton. 

This edition difler from the 1 69 i ue in having eight colored plate 

(containing -!7 figure of birds on a reduced cale) in place of the 

23 plates of th former issue. The four plate of egg are also 

omitted. There is an extra five page to the appendix whlch in

clude the addition of ome new pecie" a well a the deletion of 

others. Otherwise the general body of the work is exactly the ame 

a that of previous editions. 

1883. Our northern and ea tern bird . ontaininD' 

descriptions of the bird of th northern and 

eastern tate and Briti h province . \\'ith a 

supplement from Holder ·American fauna'. vo. 

pp. vii + 600. 41 pl. ( 6 col. ). 35 figs. append. 

supplement. 2 indexes. iYew rork. 

SANDARS, En~1c. ' D. 

1929. A Bird Book for the Pocket. 2nd ed. 12mo. 

col. pl. London 

A popular guide to :WO pecie of British bird , useful to the ama· 

te ur. The colored illustration are poor but erYe as a mean of 

identification. 

SANDE , G. A. J. VA~ DER [? 1840-191 ]. 1906. 

ee \VICH:\IA. · .. , C. E. A. 

SANDERSON, LYLE \YARD. 
[1 916 ] . Chickadee-dee and hi friend . 8vo. pp. 

xii+148. 16 pl. (8 col. ). ~Vew 1'ork. 

SANDFORD, L. C. ee SA •. FORD, L. c. 

SAN DIEGO SOCIETY OF NATURAL HIS

TORY. 
1905-30. Tran actions. 

ee a /so WE T .UIERICA.: . CIE. 'TI T. 

1924. A brief hi tory ... on [its] Fiftieth Anniver

sary. 8vo. pp. 24. 1 pl. an Diego, Calif. 

SANDIFORT, G:ERARD [1779-1 4 ] . 

1839-44. OntleedkundiD'e be chouwinD' van een' 

volwa en Oran0'-oetan imia atyru pp. 3i. 
[Leiden.] 

Author' excerpt. 

SANDYS, Enwy~ and VAN DYKE, T. 

1902. Cpland O'ame bird . vo. pp. ix....-429. 9 pl. 

index. .. 'ew rork. 

A popular work that has p u through veral editions. The 

Compiler' main objection to the content lie in the continued 

stimulus to laughter rather than to pre- rYe • ome of our mo t 

beautiful American birds. Th E .. W . Library ha (identical) 

reprints, dated re pectively 1902 and 1924. 

SANFORD, LEO. 'ARD CGTLER [1 69- ], 

BISHOP, L. B., and VAN DYXE, T. 

1903. The \\'ater-fowl family. vo. pp. ix+ 598. 

20 pl. 1 fig. index. [\'ew rork. 

A companion to andy and Yan D~ ke'~ Upland Game Birds, 1902. 

Another edition appeared in 1924. 

SAQNE-ET-LOIRE. 
1865-6. Hi toir 1 'aturelle de aone-et-Loire. 

SANTABARBARA. MuseumofComparative 

Oology. ...,an la Barbara, Ca l. 

1919-22. Journal. 
.ontinued a omparative OoloO'ist. 

SANTABARBARASOCIETYOFNATURAL 

HISTORY. 
1887-1902. Bulletin. 

SAO PAULO. Museu Paulista. 
1895-1930. Revi ta. 

1907-30. .ataloO'o~ da Fauna Brazil ira. Vol. I. 

A a e do Brazil pel Pro . H. von Ihering e 

Rodolpho von lh rinD'. pp. 3 -1-4 b. 2 col. maps. 

SAPPORO NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. 

1905--date. Tran a tion . 
ontribution in Japane e. EnD'li h, and German. 

SARAJEVO. Bosnisch - Hercegovinisches 

Landesmuseum. 
1888. KataloD'. l'O. pp. 92. Sarajevo. 

1894. ~faterialen zu einer rni Balcanica. 11. 

Bulgarien. . ReLer. vo. pp. 12+204. 3 col. pl. 

1 map. Wien. 
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SARASIN' CARL FRIEDRICH FRITZ [1859- ] . 1913. Die Vogel Neu-Caledoniens und der LoyaltyInseln. 4to. pp. 6+78. 28 pl . n ·iesbaden. Author's excerpt from Nova Caledonia. Zoologie, Bd. 1, Heft 1. 

SARASIN, PAUL [1856- J and SABASIN, CARL FRIED RICH FRITZ. 
1896- 1906. Materialien zur naturgeschichte der insel Celebes. 5 vols. 4to. illust. \Viesbaden. 
Although the two Sarasin wrote extensively-especially for ~~;rdl~~~~tef~~~Jslli~r~h!s nrr~:ea1!"~~~~ o~~~~~~l~b;sv~~~ g;~: zoology. 

SABATOVSKOE OBSHCHESTVO ESTESTVOISPYTATELEI I LIUBITELEI ESTESTVOZN ANI ::fA. 
1910-date. Otchet. 
1895-date. Trudy. 
1924-date. Volzhskaia Biologicheskaia StantsiiaMonografii. 
French title: Societe des Naturalistes de Saratov. 

SARA WAX MUSEUM JOURNAL ; for the Promotion of Scientific Knowledge and . . . Natural History of the Island of Borneo . 1911-date. J{uching . 
SARS, GEoRG Os IAN [1837- ] . 

1896-date. Fauna N orvegiae. Christiania . 
In Norwegian and English. A continuation of F'auna littoralis Non•egiae by Michael Sars. 

L\c,c .. 1.. SABS, ,riCHAEi) [1805-69], and others. -r~ 1846-7~ Fauna littoralis Norvegiae. 3 pts. folio. col. illust. Christiania and Bergen. 
Jn Swedish, German, and French. SLtcceeded by Fauna NorL•egiae by G. 0 . Sars. 

1857. On the littoral fauna of the Mediterranean. 
Author's excerpt from the Bergen :Museum's Aarbok, vol. Lx. 
1865. Om de i orge forekommende fossile dyrelevninger fra qvari~rperioden, et bidrag til vor faunas historie. 4to. pp. 8+134. 4 pl. 

Christiania. 
SARTORIUS, JoHA' ES CHRISTOPHOR s (Engraver ). 
1718. Thierbuch, Oder; Merckwurdige Beschreibung Der Thieren und Vogeln, etc. 2 pts . 4to . many copper pl. . Caspar Wussin, Prag. 
This is a very rare atlas of animals with descriptive text. Not in Cat. Br. Mus. (Nat. Hist.). 

SABWEY, Nlajor-General vo . 
1890. Von den Vogelen zum Balkan. 2 vols. 8vo. illust . 1Hagdeburg. 

.SATCHELL, THOMAS. 1883 . See WESTWOOD, THOMAS. 

SAUNDERS, ARETA A. 
1929. Bird Song. 8vo. pp. 201. 83 figs. in text. Separate ediLion of New l ·ork State Museum Handbook. Albany. 
A most useful anti informing work on the subject, of local birds. 

gether 339 species are briefly but carefully catalogued with their synonymies and occasional notes on habits and distribution. The author acknowled~es the assistance of Irby and Lord Lilford, both of whom have written on certain aspects of his subject. From the Godman Library, originally a presentation copy to Osbert Salvin. 
1879 . See ROYAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 
1881. Varidae collected during the 'Challenger' expedition. ee THOMSON, C. W. and MURRA Y, J. 
1882-5 . A history of British birds. See YARRELL,w. 
1887. A list of British birds, revised to April, 1887. For labelling specimens or for reference. 8vo. pp. 22. London. A revi ed edition appeared in 1892. 

1889. An illustrated Manual of British Birds. pp. 40+754. num. text-figs. index. London. 
This treatise is one of the best works on the subject. Saunders was a principal contributor to Yarrell's History of British Birds and some of the illustrations and part of the text in thiS work are derived from that source. A useful diagnosis of orders and genera forms the introduction. The present volume has an A.L.S. from the author on 'Long-tailed Ducks'. A second edition was issued in 1899. 
1892 . The birds of Lancashire. See MITCHELL, 
F. S. 

1892. A list of British birds, revised to July, 189't) 0/ 8vo. pp. 24. London. ( 
**** and SAL VIN , OsBERT. 

1896. Catalogue of the Gaviae and Tubinares in the British museum. Gaviae (terns, gulls, and skuas) by Howard Saunders. Tubinares (petrels and albatrosses) by Osbert Salvin. 8uo. pp. xv+ 475. 8 pl. (col.). 60 figs. append. addend. 2 indexes. London. Forming vol. 25 of the Catalogue of the Birds in the British ... l!useum. The collection consists of ll5 specie of GaYiae and 109 of Tubinares, represented by 5, 735 specimens. 

1899 . An illustrated manual of British birds. 8vo. pp. 40 + 776. 3 maps. 384 figs. append. index. 
London. 

Issued in 20 parts as a revised edition of the 1889 edition, and by many regarded as the best work of its kind ever published. 

**** and CLARKE , WILLIAM EAGLE. 
1927 . Manual of British birds. 3rd ed. 8vo. pp. viii + 834. 405 figs. index. London. 

SAUNDEBS, MARGARET MAR. HALL [1861- ] . [ 1919]. Golden Dicky ; the story of a canary and his friends . 12mo. pp. xi+280. front. (col.). T. of c. New l ork. 

SAUSSURE, HE RI Lo rs FREDERIC DE. 
1858. Observations sur les mreurs de divers oiseaux du Mexique. 8vo. pp. 55. 1 pl. Geneve. 
Interesting account of eagles, woodpeckers, and other ~lexican birds. Repaged excerpt f~om the Archives de la B~bliotheque Unit·erselle de Genet'e. Presentation copy to Prof. Cabarus. 

SAUVAGE, H ENRI EMILE [1844- ] . 
1875-1900 . SeeGRA DIDIER,A. H istoirephysique de Madagascar . 
1891. H istoire naturelle des poissons. folio . pp. 543. 63 pl. Paris. SAUNDERS, HowARD [1835-1907]. 

1877. Catalogue des oiseaux du midi de 1'Espagne. 4to . pp. 57. P aris. 
Author's excerpt on the birds of Central and Southern Spain. Alto- 1\.. 

SAVI, P AOLO [1798-1871] . 
1827- 31. Ornitologia Toscana. 3 vols. 8vo. illust. 

Pis a. 
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SAVIGNY, MARIE JULES CESAR LELORG E DE 

[1777-1851]. 
1805. Histoire naturelle et mythologique de l'ibis. 

8vo. pp. 14+224. 6 col. pl. Paris. 

A learned essay on the Ibis, with observations made during the 

author's sojourn in Egypt. A rare book, the present copy from the 

library of the Earl of Northesk. 

**** and others. 
1809-22. Description d'Egypte; ou Recueil des 

observations et des recherches qui ont ete faites 

en .Egypte pendant r expedition de l'armee fran

gaise, [1798-1801]. double elephant folio. 9 vols. 

text. 10 vols. plates. Paris. 

This magnificent work has been referred to several times and in 

part described and collated in this Introduction. The fine, full

page plates of the birds and some other animals are colored in the 

present copy of the original publication (from the Blacker Library), 

but are plain in the reprinted Systerne des Oiseaux that appeared 

as a second edition several years later. 

1810. Oiseaux de l'Egypte et de la Syrie. Partie 

systematique. Systeme des Oiseaux de l'Egypte 

et de la Syrie, presente a l'Assemblee generale de 

la Comission, le 29 Aout, 1808. folio. pp. 54. 

14 pl. (folded double el. folio). 

A repaged print of the ornithological portion of the celebrated 

Description de l' Egypte, the report of the scientific aspects of the 

.first Napoleon's ill-fated expedition. The accompanying (uncolored) 

plates are folded to fit the smaller size of the Systeme. The treatise 

furnishes a complete, systematic description of 27 birds of prey. In 

some instanees, however, the text is abbreviated and the external 

characters of the beautiful plates are not fully brought out. 

1810. Observations sur le systeme des oiseaux de 

l'Egypt et de la Syrie. folio. pp. 2+11. Paris. 

A defence of the statements made by Savigny in the ornithological 

I!?rti~n of the Descrivtion rfp, f.'li!nwnt.o ~""'""~ - -·· • -

SCAMMON' CHARLES MELVILLE [1825- ] . 

1874. The marine mammals of the north-western 

coast of North America, described and illustrated: 

together with an account of the American 'whale

fishery. folio. pp. 319. 26 pl. New York. 

SCHACHT' HEINRICH. 

1877. Die Vogelwelt des Teutoburger Waldes. 

8vo. pp. 12+268. lexl-figs. T. of c. Detmold. 

A popular account, from personal observation, of the avifauna of 

the Teutoburg forest. From the Cabanis-Reichenow collection, in 

which, also, is a copy of the second, 1907, edition. 

1885. Aus dem Vogelleben der Heimat; Orni

thologische Vortrage. pp. 2 + 302. Detmold. 

From the library of Prof. Reichenow. 

1907. Die Vogelwelt des Teutoburger 

2nd ed. 12mo. pp. 8+269. 30 col. pl. ~· ~~-------...... 

Lemgo. 

SCHAEFFER, JAKOB CHRISTIAN [1718-90]. 

1760. Epistola ... de studii ichthyologici faciliori 

ac tutiori methodo. 8vo. pp. 24. col. illust. 
Ratisbonae. 

A rare tract by an early entomologist who occasionally wrote on 

vertebrate zoology. The title in hand is not in the Cat. Br. Mus . 

(Nat. Hist.). 
. 

1761. Piscium Bavarico-Ratisbonensium Q._enta~ ~ 
8vo. pp. 12 + 82. 4 col. pl. Ratisbonae--:'--. ' J:'e.. 

1774. Elementa ornithologica iconibus V1v1s 

coloribus expressis illustrata. 4to. pp. viii + ( 80). 

70 pl. (col.). index. n-~: - • · 

~\~+-] p. S'S'~"\ 

------~~~"""?"!R,'~~~ .... MIIIIf~~r=e,r,•I~n~c~o:m~m~o~n~"~r:ibth~o~t~he~;1-71;8~9~3~.~A~n~l;e
~it~u~n~g;-~z:u~m:- Bestimmen d-ei-. d- e-u-ts-chen 

students of wild African mammals, wonders how long every T R 
'sportsman' who can afford a gun and an escort will be allowed to ag- aubvogel nach dem Fangen (FOssen). 8vo. 

devastate the country, and when the white settlers of the Continent pp. 35. 21 figs. Berlin. 

will be able effectively to protest against this continual and stupid 

extermination of their native fauna. At least, the perpetrators of 'Birds of ~rey · (many of them rtuite harmless and often use1ul) are 

such evil deeds might henceforth haYe the decency to refrain from destroyed m great numbers ewry year and their feet are sent in 

writing a book about them. for the payment of the premium offered for their destruction. This 

pamphlet shows how the birds may be identified by their legs and 

the proper reward adjudicated. 

SAVILLE-KENT, WILLIAM. 

1897. The naturalist in Australia. 4lo. pp. xv+ 

302. front. 60 pl. (5 col.). 104 figs. append. index. 
London. 

An tmusually attractive and well-written work with manv scientific 

discussions of faunallife problems. · 

[1901-2]. See CORNISH, C. J ., ed. 

SAXBY, HE RY Lr CKMEYER [1836- 73 ] and 

SAXBY, STEPHEN 11. 

1874. The birds of Shetland. 8vo. pp. xv+398. 

8 pl. append. index. Edinburgh. 

SAY, THOMAS [1787- 1834f. 1825. See KEATIJ\G, 

W.H. 

1905. Ornithologisches Taschenbuch flir J ager 

und Jagdfreunde. 8vo. pp. 12+210. 67 text-figs. 

index. N eudamm. 

Second edition. The copy in hand is from the Cabanis-Reichenow 

collection. 

[1908]. 

SCHAFFER, P. ALEXANDER. 

1904. Pfarrer P. Blasius Hanf als Ornitholog. 

8vo. pp. 10+382. illusl. index. St. Lambrecht. 

SCHAGER, CARL liE RIK [186::>- ] . 

1920. Svenskt fiskerilexikon. 8vo. pp. 520. 
Stockholm. 
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1869-96. An ton Reichenow; ein Verzeichni s seiner bisherigen Arbeiten 186\)-96. 8vo. pp. 6 + 28. 

Berlin. Bibliography of 359 titles contributed to ornithological literature by Prof. Anton Reichenow, to whom the copy in hand formerly belonged. 
1904. (Die) Vogel cler Arktis. folio. pp. 212. pl. 

.Jena. Provided with separate wrapper and title this excerpt from the 5-volume Faunct Arctica of Ri:imer and Schaudinn was issued as a 'Nicht im Burhhandel', the copy in hand having been presented by the author to the editor of The Auk. 270 birds of the Arctic Ocean and its i lands nre fully described. 
1919. Beitrage zur Vogelfauna der Mark Brandenburg. 4to. pp. 2+602. 13 pl. index. Berlin. A detailed account of the avifauna of Brandenburg. The present copy is a gift from the author to Dr. Ant. Reichenow. 

SCHANNING. 
1928. Birds from the North-Eastern Siberian Norwegian North Polar Expedition 'Maud' 1919-25. Scientific Results, vol. V, no. 6. 

SCHANTZ, 0RPHEUS MOYER. 1928. Birds of Illinois. 8vo. col. map. many figs. in text. index. Springfield, Ill. A useful guide to local bird life, by a practical ornithologist. SCHARFF, RoBERT FRA c1s [1858- ] . 1899. The history of lhe European fauna. 8vo. pp. vii + 364. 21 figs. index. London. One of the volume of The Contemporary Science Series, edited by Havclock Ellis. 
1907. European animals: their geological history and geographical distribution. 8vo. pp. xiv + 258. 71 figs. append. index. London. 1911. Distribution and origin of life in America. 8vo. pp. xvi + 497. 21 figs. bilJliogr. index. 

London. SCHAUDINN, F. R. [1871-1906], and ROMER, F. 
1900-10. Fauna Arclica. 'ee ROMER, F. and SCHAUDI 'F. 

SCHEIDT' LEOPOLD. 
1902. Vogel unserer Heimat. 8vo. pp. 16 + 252. 8 rol. pl. 65 text-figs. index. Freiburg-im-Breisgau. The first edition of this popular treatise on the domestic birds of Germany appeared in 1890. This second edition is much enlarged and improved. 

SCHEMBRI, A 'TO ' IO. 
1843. Calalogo ornitologico del gruppo di Malta. 8vo. pp. J.J6. 1 pl. index. 1Ualta. 1843. Quadro geografico-ornitologico, ossia quadro comparativo; le ornilologie di Malta, Sicilia, Homa, Toscana, Liguria, izza, e la provincia di Gard. 4lo. pp. 66. • JJ alia. SCHEPELMANN, E~IIL. 

1906. Uber die gestalteude '' irkung ver chiedrner Ern~thrung auf die Organe cler Gans. 8vo. pp. [4]+11. 2.3 (iys. in text. Leipziy. A wrll-illnstrated, anatomical, antl physiological brochure on the internal organs of the domestic goose. 

SCHEUZER, JOHANN JACOB [1672-1733]. 1716-18. Helvetiae historia naturalis. (In Latin and German.) 3 pts. 4to. Zurich. SCHILLING, WILHELM. 
1822. Beitrage zur Vogelkunde. 8vo. See BREHM, C. L. 

SCHILLINGS, CARL GEORG [1866- J . 1905. Mit Blitzlicht und BO.chse ... der Thierwelt von Aequatorial-Ostafrika. 8vo. pp. xvi + 550. 23 pl. 1 portr. illust. text. Leipzig. The first edition of this important account of East African fauna appeared in 1904. P. l\Iatschie described the mammals collected during the expedition; A. Reichenow the bixds. 
****and WHYTE, FREDERIC, translator. 1907. In wildest Africa. With over 300 photographic studies direct from the author's negatives. 8vo. pp.xvi+716. 195pl. 90figs. New York. SCHINZ, HEI RICH RUDOLF [1777-1861 J. 1815. SeeMEISNER, c. F. A. 
1819. Beschreibung und Abbildung der kOnstlichen N ester und Eier der V ogel, welche in der Schweiz, in Deutschland und den angranzenden Landern brO.ten. 2 pis. pp. 8 + 147. 7 3 col. pl. 

Ziirich. Originally issued in 13 parts. 
1827-32. Naturgeschichte und Abbildungen der Saugethiere. 28 pis. folio. pp. 4+349+8. atlas. 168 pl. 

Zurich. The first edition (quite rare) was issued in (29 parts) 1824-9; and there is still another printing of this important treatise and Atlas, published in 1840. Parts of the work have also been issued separately. 1830. Naturgeschichte und Abbildungen der Vogel-Gattungen; nach der Natur. 2 vols. folio. Vol. I, pp. 36+445. Vol. II. pp. 13. 144 pl. T. of c. 
Ziirich. This large, well-illustrated work is something more than a mere translation of the ornithological part of Cuvier's Reune Ani·male upon which it is evidently based. The text and the illustrations by Brodtmann show many signs of originality; hence it is treated here as a distinct monograph. This Ztirich, 1830, edition must be quite rare ; it is not listed in any of the larger catalogues accessible to the Compiler. 

1836. Naturgeschichte und Abbildungen der Fische. folio. 97 col. pl. Schaffhausen. A well-illustrated, systematic monograph. 
1837. Verzeichniss der in der Schweiz vorkommenden \\'irbelthiere. 4lo. pp. 165. illust. 

Neuchatel. Author's reprint. 
1840. Europaische fauna; oder Verzeichniss der wirbelthiere Europa's. 2 vols. 8vo. Stuttgart. 1853. Naturgeschichte der Vogel, etc. 2nd ed. 2 vols., text and atlas. folio. Zurich. This well-known treatise, with several hundred colored figures, forms an enlarged and improved edition of the original (1830) publication. The Atlas has 1 27 plates, all but two colored. 

SCHINZE, GEORGE. 
1844. On the history, rearing, treatment, diseases and cures of piping bullfinches and German canary birds. 16mo. Bristol. SCHI0DTE, J0RGE MATTHIAS CHRISTIAN [1815-

SCHERREN, HENRY. 
] [1905]. The Zoological society of London; a sketch ~~78_1907 . zoologica Danica. Afbildninger af 

of its foundation and development aud th~ story Danske Dyr med. populrer Text. Hfte. 1-12. 
of its farm, museum, garden , menagerie and 410 . pp. 968. 72 col. pl. Kjebenhavn. 

\ 

77 text-figs. index. London. D•nonouk. /Y 
library. 8vo. PP· xii + 252. 12 col. pl. 50 pl. One of the best illustrated treatises on the vertebrate zoolog/fyf 

4B ¥ 
/wmr-r£·. 
~v~tY\, ) 
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... :r SCHI0LER, E. LEH [1874-1929]. 

Y"'"' 1925-6. Danmarks Fugle. Med henblik paa de 

i Gmnland, paa faereerne og i kongeriget island 

forekommende arter. 2 vols. folio. bibliogr. 
Kjobenhavn. 

The most comprehensive and be t illustrated work on the Birds 

of Denmark and its European dependencies yet published. Hrrlnf 

Winge contributes an article on the remains of birds in kitchen

middens. Vol. II contains an appendix to both volumes. A brief 

collation shows : 
Vol. I, 1925, pp. 552. pl. 98 (56 col.). 160 figs. in text (10 col.). index. 

Vol. II, 1926, pp. 338. pl. 86 (46 col.). 117 figs. in text. -5 maps. 

inde-r. 

SCHLAG, F. 
1904. Der Dompfaff. 8vo. pp. 55. T. of c. 

1\1 agdeburg. 

The fifth edition of a popular small work on the Bullfinch (Pynula 

t>Ul(laris). 

SCHLEGEL, HERMA [1804-84 J. 
1833-50 . SeeSIEBOLD, P. F. vo . Fauna Japonica. 

1839- 45 . See MULLER, S. and SCHLEGEL, H. 

1841. See WAGNER, M. F. 

1844. Kritische ebersicht der Europaischen 

Vogel. 2 pis. 8vo. pp. 135+116. Leiden and Paris. 

The text and title-page are in French and German, several new 

forms being described. The copy in hand is from the Godman 

Library. 

1844. See MULLER, SALOMO . 

1850 . See SIEBOLD, P. F. 

1860- 78 . Natuurlijke historie van Nederlancl. 

De Dieren van Nederland. 6 vols. 8vo. (\Vanting.) 
Haarlem. 

On the whole the most comprehensive systematic treatise on the 

vertebrate fauna of the Netherlands. The mammals (1862) are 

described in pp. 2+8+133, 20 col. pl.; birds (1868), pp. 71 +263, 

18 col. pl.: fi shes (1862)1 pp. 12+ 12+211, 21 pl.; reptilian forms and 

amphibia (1 862), pp. '1.3, 11 col. pl. The section on birds went to a 

second edition at Amsterdam, 1878. 

1860. De dieren van N ederland. Gewervelde 

dieren. Vogels. (Natuurlijke Historie van Neder

land.) 2nd ed. 2 pts. 8vo. pp. 72+263. 53 col. pl. 
Haarlem. 

1862-1908. Rijksmuseum van Natuurlijke His

torie. Museum d'histoire naturelle des Pays-Bas. 

14 vols . 
Leiden. 

Issued in 14 parts. The noted author wa at one time director of the 

important )luseum whose activities he describes. 

1863-6. De vogels Nederlandsch Indie. Les 

oiseaux des In des N eerlandaises. In Dutch and 

French . 3 vols. in 1. 3 pis. pp. 38; 79; 68. 

50 pl. (col. ). 3 indexes. Leiden. 

1878. De vogels van Nederland . Tweede herziene 

druk. 2 vols . 8vo. col. pl. 
~ lmsterdwn and 11 aarlem. 

A second, enlarged dition of thi well-known treatise on thr bird~:~ 

of the Nrtherlands. 

SCHLEGEL, RICHARD. 

1925. Die Vogelwelt [-269 species] de nordwest

lichen achenslands. 8vo. pp. v+274. 5 pl. index. 
Leip::ig. 

SCHLESISCHE GESELLSCHAF T F UR 

VATERLANDISCHE KULTUR . Nat urwis-

senschaftliche Sektion. 1851 ? -80 "? Bres lau. 

SCHLESISCHE JAHRBUCHER FUR 

GEISTES- UND NATURWISSENSCHA F

TEN. 1922-4. Breslau. 

SCH LESWIG-HOLSTEINISCHE NATU R

UND VOGELSCHUTZBLA TTER. Zeit

schrift des Natur- und Vogelschutzvereins 

fiir Schleswig-Holstein-Lauenberg. 

1912. Jahrgang I. 4 no . [all puh. ?]. 8vo. Kiel. 

SCHLEY' FRA~K. 
1877. merican parLridge and pheasant shooting. 

8vo. pp. 222. 8 pl. Frederick, JJ d. 

One of the mmal boo!-: informing the public how most cftcctnaliy 

to slaughter somr of their most beautiful birriR. The author says it 

was 'written by himself', but he does not, nevertheless, disdain 

lengthy (.Juotations (about 40 pp.) 'lifted· from Baircl, Brewer and 

Rid~way's / .and Birds of 1874. 

SCH MAR DA, LUDWIG KARL [1819-?- 89]. 

1853. Die geoO'raphische Verbreitung der Thiere. 

8vo. pp. 8 + 7 5.5. col. map. (\YantinO'.) n ien. 

Probably this naturalist's excellent treatise wa. in part the outcome 

of his journey around the world. At any rate, his ob rrvations arc 

regarded as among the fundamental of zoogeography. 

1865-83. Bericht ueher die geographische Yer

breitung der Tiere. Jahrg. 1-X. 

The Blacker Library has only the first ten numbers of this important 

serial. 

1871-2. Zoologie. 2 vols. 8vo. illust. "\,Vien. 

This, the first rdition of a well-known textbook, is quite rare; at 

lrast a second erlition (q.v.) (1877- 8) , onsiderably improved. wus 

issuerl. 

1877-8. Zoologie. Zte umgearbeitete ufl. 2nd 

ed. 8vo. 
"\,\ ien. 

SCHMEIL, FRA z Orro [1860- J. 
1901. Text-book of zoology, treated from a bio

logical standpoint; tr. from the German by 

Rudolf Ro enstock, eel. by J. T. Cunningham. 

4to. pp.16+493. illust. London. 

S CHMID, BA TIAN [1870- J. 
[1921]. Liebe und Ehe im Tierreich. 8vo. pp. 111. 

illust. 
Leip=iy. 

On the sexual relations of animals, their loves, courtships, an<l 

mating. 

1922. Die Saugetiere, etc. 2nd ed. 8vo. 29 col. pl. 
"\,\ iesbaden. 

1924. Die Vo<Yel. '2nd ed. 8vo. pp. 8+168. 

30 col. pl. 49 te.J.:t-figs. \i iesbaden . 

SCHMIDT, Eo ARD 0 CAR [1823-86]. 

1884. Die SaugeLhiere in ihrem VerhalLniss zm 

VorwelL. 8vo. pp. 12 + 280. lexl-figs. Leip:iy. 

SCH MITT ' J OSEPH. 
1904. Monographie de l'ile d' \.nticosLi (Golfe 

Saint-Laurent). 4lo. pp. 6 + 370. 35 pl. 1 \Ltis. 

The zoology is fairly well cleseribecl. 

SCHNEIDER, Gr.oHG. 

1930 . IIandbuch der Billliogruphie. Jto. .tu(. 

8vo. pp. 9 -t- 67-t. iwle.r:. I l'itr:iy. 

SCHNEIDER, GusTAV [1833- 99]. 

n.d.. Die \ ogelfauna Sumatras, mit Dcmonstra

tionen und Streifli<'hLern Ober die i.U rige Tien\ ell 

und die Pflanzen die er (;eg ndcn. ~uo. pp. 1 t. 
lJttsl'l. 

SCHNEIDER, JOIL\.~. GorLLOlL [17~)0 18·2·2]. 

1783. . llg-emeine 1 ' alm'!S<'~<·hirhiL' drr Sl'llilrl

krOlrn, nrhsl cincm syslc'lll<liJsciH'Il \ l'rzcwlJJlissl' 

der einzelncn .\.rlrn. ; vo. pp. 3Ul. ·! fJI. J.cip.i!J. 

1788. See FHEDEHICK II. 

SCHNEIDER, l<AHL r, \.~liLLO. 

1911. Ein1'Cihru11g in dit' Dcszew.leasLhP 

(\cd. 4lo. pp. 1:3+"387. illw>l. 

? 
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1853. Tllr hook of nature: an elementarv introduclion to the rienccs of ... zoology, elc. 1 t . nwrit':tll rd., from the ~nd Engli heel .. tr. from !IH' Gth Crrman eel. by ITenr)T Mecllork. 8vo. fJfJ •. rii G91. GrJ7 (iys. index. Philadelphia. 

"' RI'<'OJHl Pclit ion nppeared in London, 1862. 

SCHOEPF, JOIIA.-.· DAVID [1752-1800]. 
1792. . ' atur·gc~cbirhte der childkrOtcn. folio. /Jli. 11+160 .. J5 pi. Er/a,1gen. This is tlw Grrmn11 rrndering ot thr author's Ilistoria testudim1m, of tht· l':lllll' <l<l1 1', !'ssa:.·s on tmtlrs in general. 
1792-[1801 ]. JlLLoria Te luclinum. 4 pts. folio. pfJ. 1:2 + 186. 35 pl. Er!angne. 

SCHOMBURGK, :\IORI1 z RICHARD [1811-91]. 1847-8. Heisen in BriLisch-Guiana in ... 1840-44, et('. .3 pis. 8vo. Leipzig. 'l'lu• natural history of J~ritish Guiann, which nwan prnrtkally that of northl'm South Amrrica, i. bound up with the !'Xp!orations nn!l umlwroui'\ rrport. of the Schomburgk family. Thr publication of thr prr. rnt volumr was largely due to the assistance aml annotation of Hir RobPrt H. Rchomhmgk [1804-o:>], while the lntter'A accOtmt of his own R('i81!11 in G11iana ond am Orinoko ll'&hrend . .. 1836- 9 wa puhliflll<'d in Lripzig, 1841, Ly 0. A. 'chomhurgk. Altogrther they JH'l'. <'111 an admirablr rrvirw of the flora and fauna of the countric~ 'h;it!'d: tit!' amphibia nnd tishrs by .J. :\liillcr and l!'. H. Troschel, t11c· mammals nn!l binls bv J. Cabanis. The original manuscript ul a tranfllation (see 1922-3) of the Jm•sc·nt tre:1ti e into English by t ltP C'ompilPr's frh'lHl, Dr. Waltrr Roth, Dirrctor of the British Guiana Mm;(•um in UcorgPtown, waJ> pre entrd to thr E.S.\Y. Library Ly thr tranAlator himself. 
1922-3. Travels in British Guiana, 1840-44; Lr. [from Lhe Germ.] and ed. with geographical and geuPral indices anc! route maps by \\'. E. Roth. 2 vols. 8l'o. Vol. I, pp. 38 f- .J02. 8 pl. 4 maps. 2 fi!f.'. 2 indexes. Vol. II, pp. ( 12 ) + 443. 8 pl. 7 maps. index. Georgetown. 

SCHOMBURGK, ROBERT IlERl\fA [1804-65]. 1847-8. /iee CHOl\lBURGK, IORITZ RICHARD. 
SCHONEVELDE, STEPIIA vs A. 

1624. Ichthyologia et Nornenclaturae Animalium marinorum, etc . Jlo. pp . 87. 7 pl. Hamlmrgi. 
A rarr work on north Enr!Jpran liRhes :1ncl somr original remarks on their nomcnclaturr. 

SCHOOEK, _1ARTL [1614-69]. 
1661. ~Iartini choo<.'kii de Ciconii TracLatus. Editio altera, priori auclior et emendatior. 12mo. pp. 82 + 6. T. of c. . Amstelaedami. This rare, enrioui'l, and interesting little work entrrs fully !nto all that wa ·known of the stork from the !:'arliest times to the nnddlf' of the Yenteenth century, especially • apud Latinos, Graeeos et Ebraeo '. 

SCHOPFFER, H. 1896. See FREDERICK 11, Emperor of Germany. 

SCHOTT , GASPAR [1608-66]. 
1697. Physica curio a; sive, Mirabilia naturae et nrti libri XII comprehen a. 8vo. pp. 3G + 1390+20. 60 pl. Heruipoli . A very rare, early treati r (with nothing original) on natural hi tory and other subjects. 

SCHOUTEN , GAUTIER [ -c. 1680]. 1708. Voiage de Gaulier SchouLen aux Indes Orientnles, etc. 
'evcral editions and tran lations of this work have tlJl]Wan·d, amo!lg them.one in German dated 1754. The title above seem to be qmte rare. 

SCHRAGER, CARL H. 
1920. Svenskt fiskerilexikon. 8uo. Stockholm. A Swedish dictionary of terms used in piscine literature and corn· merce . 

S CHREBER, J OHA N CHRISTIAN DAN IEL VON [1739-1810]. 
[1774]-1846. Die augethiere in Abbildungen nach cler Natur, mit Beschreibungen. 7 pis. 4to. rol. illust. (? 347 pl.) Leipzig. This title may be regarded as of the second edition (the first, 1774-l810) of a truly admirable treatise on world mammalogy. It was is ued and printed, with the collaboration of D. A. Goldfuss and .1. A. Wagnrr, and a Supplementband, published in five sections by J. A. Wagnrr (q.v.), o that thf' whole work forms a reliable, systematic hi tory of mammals for three-quarters of a century. 
1840-4. Die saugthiere in abbildungen nach der na1 ur, miL .beschreibungen. . . Fortgesetzt von Johann \ndreas V\'agner Supplementband, 1-J abth. 4io. col. illust. Leipzig. 

SCHREIBER, EGm. 
1875. Herpetologia Europaea. Eine systematische BearbeiLung Jer Amphibien u. Reptilien, welche bisher in Europa aufgefunden sind. 8uo. pp. 17 + 6.'39. text-figs. Braunschweig. .\ valuable, sdcntific contribution to European herpetology pre· . ented in systematic form by an acknowledged authority. 
1912-13. Herpelologia europaea. Eine systematisrhr BearbeiLung der Amphibien und Reptilien, etr. '2tc Auflage. 8vo. pp. 960. 188 text-(igs. index. (Nachtrag, pp. 54.) ? J ena. Tllis edition is regarded by ome as the best German textbook on the subject yet issued. It treat the entire field in a scientific yet very readable manner. 

SCHRENK, PETER LEOPOLD VON [1826-94]. 1858-1900. Reisen und Forschungen in AmurLande in ... 1854-56. 4 vols. 4to. col. illust. 
St. Petersburg. This excellent account of the fauna of Manchuria was issued serially. Yol. I, containing an a9count of tpe vertebrates ~only birds and mammals are systematiCally descnbed), was published in 1858-60. 

SCHRIFTEN D. GESELLSCHAFT NATURFORSCHENDER FREUNDE, BERLIN. 1780- 94 . (All pub.) See GESELLSCHAFT . .. FREU DE. 

SCHRIFTEN . .. DER NATURFORSCHER. GESELLSCH. BEl DER UNIVERSITAT D. DORPAT. 
1884- 1925. Vols. I-XXIV. ee TARTU, ESTONIA. 

SCHROEDER, JOHA [1600-64]. 
1659. Zwo:Aoyicx; or the History of Animals ... in Physick and Chirurgery. Tr. from t he German by T . Bate on. 4 pts. 8vo. pp. 6+159. [0 . 3937.] 

London . SCHROTER, FR. 
1878 . The homoeopathic poultry physician (poultry veterinarian); or, Plain directions for t he homoeopathic treatment of the ailments of fowls, dueks, ete. 16mo. pp. 9+84. New Y ork . 

SCHUBERT' GOTTHILF HEI RICH VON [1780-1860). . . . ?1860 . aturgeschichte der Reptihen, Ampht-bien Fi che etc. lOth ed. 8vo. 30 col. pl. ' ' ? Esslingen . 
n.d. at urge chichte der Vogel. 9te Auflage. _folio . 1\ pp. 22. 30 pl. (col . ). 47 figs. 2 indexes. Esslmgen. 
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~ -1 SCHULTZE , LEONHARD SIGISMU D. 

1908- 14. Zoologische und anthropologisclw Ergeb

nisse ... im westlichen und zentralen Siidafrika, 

etc. 5 vols. 4to. maps. col. illusl. .Jena. 

A valuable treatise on African natural history based on trawls in 

t.he dark continent during 1903- 5. It constitutes fi\•e \'olnmes of 

Denkschriffim of the J en a 111 ed. · N aturwiss. Gesellschaft. 

SCHULTZE, LEO ORA . 
1884 . The speaking parrots. See Russ, KARL. 

SCHULZ' GEORG E. F . 
1908-9. Natur- rkunden; Biologisch crliiuLerte 

photographische Aufnahmen frei lebender Tiere 

und P fl anzen. 2 vols . 8vo. Vol. I, pp. 20. :20 pl. 

Vol. II , pp . 16. 20 pl. Berlin. 

Wonderful photographs of nesting birds. 

SCHULZE, ELIZA J. 
[1879]-86 . I llustrations of the nests and eggs of 

birds of Ohio. See Jo E , II. E. 

SCHULZE, FRA z ErLHARD [1840- 19:2.1 ] , ed. 

1896-dale. Das Tierreich. Eine Zusamme11 Lellung 

... der rezenten Tierformen. Ilerausgegebeu von 

der Deutschen Zoologischen GesellschafL. 8vo. 

(\Vanting.) Berlin. 

This extensive treatise on general zoology has been issued in parts 

with the collaboration of well-known German zoologi ts. 

1926-7. Nomenclator animalium generum et sub

generum. See AKADEMIE D. WISSENSCHAFT. 
Berlin. 

SCHULZE ' p AUL. 
1928. Biologie der Tiere DeuLschlands. Lief. ~-23. 

illust. 

SCHUMACHER, J . H . 
1773. De cultu animalium inter .\egyptos et 

Judaeos. Braunschweig. 

SCH1tPBACH, P. 
1905. Beitrage zur Anatomie und Physiologie 

der Ganglienzellen im Zentralnervensy tern der 

Taube. (Bern University thesis. ) 8vo. pp. 38. 

1 pl. (co l.). 2 figs. bibliogr. .11iinchen. 

SCH1tSTER, M. T. 
[1883] . Der P apageien-Freund; Beschreibung, 

Pflege, Zucht, Abrichtung, etc., sammtlicher bis 

jetzt bekannten Papageien. 3rd ed. 12mo. pp. 

148. index. Ismenau in Thiiringen. 

SCHttSTER, W ILHELM. 

1906. \ V er tscha tz ung der V ogel. 8vo. pp . .J + 9 2. 

illusl. index . Gera. 

An able effort to appraise the value of bird life from Yarious tand

points. The colored blocks, representing the 'advantages and dis

advantages' of certain species, are quite ingenious. It is a book to 

be read carefully by the student of bird protection. 

1907. Deu tsche K afigvogel : zur Pflege d. heimi

schenSingvogel. 8vo. pp.11+71. 10pl. text-figs. 
Berlin. 

n.d. Vogelhandbuch. 8vo. pp. 8+98. 70 text

figs . T. of c. Berlin. 

SCHUTZ, FEDERICO. 1890 . See STEMPELMA 

HUGO. 

SCHWALBE (DIE). (K .k. Zoologisch-Bo

t a n i s che Gesellschaft in W ien .) (Ornitholo

gische Section. ) Vienna. 

1775-81. Preceded hy Ornithologischer Verein in 

\\'ien. 

SCHWALBE , DIE. The quarto issues of this 

periodical are described under J l itthei l. d. Ornith. 

l "erein, H'ien . The three eu~ Folge folio volumes 

form the Berichle des C'omit6Ys fiir Ornithologische 

Beohachtungs-Stationen in Oeslerreich Rediairt von 

Ludwig Ritter Lorenz YOn Liburnau. Neue 

Folge I, 1898-~); E'lle Folge II, 1900- 1; Neue 

Folge III, 190:2- 13. (.\11 pub.) 

This periodical gives <t goo<l arcount of the migration of birds in 

A nstria and other part of Cent ral li; nrope. Contributions by such 

trained observers as Lwlwig von Lorrnz, A. J>efa11t, R. Lit. chauer, 

W. (l;,apck, and others will bl' found in thiR magazine, that came to 

snrh an untimely end \\i th tlw "orl<l War. 

SCHWARZ , E ucE E A I A -nu and BAR-

ROWS , \Y. B. 
1895. The common rrow of Lhe nited States, 

See BARTIOWS , W. B. and CHWARZ, E. A. 

S CHW E ITZER , CtlRISTOPHER. 

1700 . Yoyages to the East In dies. .See FRYKE, 

CTIRI STOPII ER. 

SCH WEIZE R ARCHIV F 1tR TIERHEIL-

KUNDE. 1859- date. Zurich . 

SCH WEIZERISCH E B LAT TER FUR OR

NITHOLOGIE. Edited by F. \Yirth, Zug, 

S'vitzerlawl , 1877- l U1 5. Bimonthly aL first, then 

weekl). Vols. I- XXXIX. Change of Litle in 1895 

to B.{.O. und f{aninchenw cht. 

SCH\VEIZE RISCHE BLAETT E R FUER 

ORNITHOLOGIE UND K ANINCHEN

ZUCHT . See CHWEIZERISCH E BLATTER F .. R 

OR ITHOLOGIE. 

S C H W EIZE R ISCHE N ATURFOR-

SCHEN D E GE S ELLSCHAFT. 

--Actes (see V erhandlungen ) . 

1824-5. Annalen. Bern. 

1880-1909. ompt s rendus des travaux. 

1829-33. Denkschriften. 

1837- date. Neue Denkschriften. 

1817- date. Verhandlungen. 

Zurich. 

1817-22 . ... • aturwissenschaftlkher .\nzeiger. Bern. 

?-1920. Schweizerische Gesellschaft fOr anthro

pologie und ethnologic. 

SCIENCE. 
1883-94. 

1895-date . .... ew series. 

Cambridge, 1\.t!ass . 

ince 1901, it includes most papers of the American .Association for 

the .Admncement of cience. 

SCIENCE ADVOCATE. (Natural Science 

Society of A tco , N .J.) 1880-2 . 

SCIENCE GOSSIP . London . 

SCHUYL, FRANCIS. 1732. See LEIDE 

SITY, 

u IVER- 1865-93 . . s Hardwicke's Science Gossip. 

f\ 1894-1902. 

r> 

~I 



CATALOGUE OF TITLES IN M0 GILL UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 557 ? SCIENCE LECTURES FOR THE PEOPLE. 1883-5. Series I -XI. 8vo. J1anchesterand London. The e dmirable popular f. ays, the first of which was published I in 1866, haYe been frequently reprinted. ~lany of them arc on ubject int res he pre ent compilation, among them ( ·erirs I) 'hos. Alco , on Z gy; Pour plans of Creation, 188-!; ( eries II) :Animal Mechan · , H. ~r. Bradley; ( crie VU) Birds of the Ulobe, R. B. ha , reat Extinct Quadrupeds, P. M. Duncan; (Serie X) Ani ntelliyenre, G. J. Romanes; (Series XI) Age of Draoons, 

e 
. Hawkins. 

SCIENCE NEWS-LETTER. 1915-30. 
Hrashington, D.C. A valuable 'weekly summary of scienct-', containing much zoological material. 

SCIENCE PROGRESS. 1894-8. London. 
SCIENCE RECORD; a monthly magazine. Nov. 1882-0ct. 1883. Vol. l. 8vo. Boston. 
SCIENCES, ART, NATURE. 1888-1905. 

Paris. 
SCIENTIA. Paris. 1899-date. Serie Biologique. 

SCIENTIFIC AFRICAN. 1895-6. Cape Town. 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 

1845-59. 
1859-dale. ew series. 

New l ork. 

SCIENTIFIC AND LITERARY GOSSIP. 1882-3. A Monthly Magazine of otes, News and Reviews in Science and Literature. Edited by J. S. Kingsley. Vol. 1, os. 1-12 (a ll pub.). 
Boston. 

SCIENTIFIC ASSOCIATION OF TRINI-DAD. Port of .Spain. 1866-81. Proceedings. 
1863-6. Transa lions. 

SCIENTIFIC AUSTRALIAN. 1893-1924. t 
.\ l elbourne, Sydney. 

~FICENGLISHMAN. 1859. London. 
SCIENTIFIC MEMOIRS. 
1837-52. First Serie . 5 vols. 59 pl. 

SCIENTIFIC OPINION. 1868-70. London. 
SCIENTIFIC RESULTS OF THE SECOND YARKAND MISSION. 
1878-91. Based on the collections and notes of F. Stoliczka. 14 pis. J vo l. folio. illusl. Calcutta. A London printing is dated 1891. 
The vertebrate zoology of this famous expedition was well provided for, in parts 4 to 7 inclusive. In part 4 W. T. Blanford described the Mammals (Chiroptera by G. E. Dobson), pp. 4 + 94, 29 col. pl., 1879; pt. 5, Aves, by R. B. Sharpe, pp. 17 +153, 24 col. pl., 1891; reptiJia and amphibia by W. T. Blanford, pp. 26, 3 pl., 1878; ichthyology by F. Day, pp. 25, 5 pl., 1878. 

SCIENTIFIC SURVEY OF PORTO RICO AND THE VIRGIN ISLANDS. See PORTO RICO A D VIRGIN ISLA DS, SURVEY, 1927-dale. 
SCILLA, AGOSTINO [1639-1700]. 1752. De corporibus Marinis de Glossopetris. 

Romae. { 

SCLATER, PHILIP LUTLEY [18'29-1913]. 1851. Synop i of lhe aenu~ Euphonia, vvith df"scriptions of new pecie . 8vo. pp. 21. Rdin. This monograph is one of the earliP!'.t cont.ribnt ions to zoology madP by this taknted al'\d versatile naturalist whose \ITitings form so large and important a part of the literature of Y<·rteln·ate zoologY. Like the majority of hi monographs, thr pn· ·pnt tit lP is an author'•s separate in this C<\ f' from Contri1Jittion8 to Ornitltolorm. 1 G 1. 
1851-7. Mi cellaneous ornithological papers. no t.-p. 20 pis. index. 
An interlfaved copy of 20 or the author's ornithological pap<'rs with hi· ~IS. notes. tablr of content:, and li t of othrr J>a)wrs. In the E.S.W. Library. 

1853. A synop i of the Callmlidae. 8vo. pp. 10. 
l"!.'dinuurglz. A revision, with aclditions, from Janline's Uontriblttions to Orllithology, 1852. The presf'nt copy is from the author's librat·y, with a manuscript. list in his own hand of thP Galbuliclae plate,; in his .Monograph of the Jacamars and Puff-ldrds, 1879. JnsertNI are two long letters on the same subject to Dr. Sdater from Emile Oustalt-t, \\Titten in 1879. 

1854. Synopsi of the fi sirostral family Bucconidae. pp. 24. 4 pl. (col.). London. Reprinted, with auditions, from the Annals and Jlagazine of Natural History, 2nd serie , 1 5-!. This i an interleaved copy with )IS. notes by the author. 

1855-7. On the birds received in collections from Santa Fe cli Bogota. Three author's reprint . 8vo. pp. 38+7+6. London. According to these three papprs the total numbrr of binls known as belonging to tlw ornithology of the interior of Xf'w Granada is upwards of 51 0. The present copy is an intf'rlfa wd one \\ith copious marginal and other ~IS. notes by the author. 
1856. ynopsis avium lanagrinarum; a descriptive catalogue of the known species of tanagers. 8vo. pp. (2)+ 107. London. 272 species ar<> df'scribed, supplemcntc'd with <"Opions ~1. . marginal notes by the author. 

1856-70. Birds of Mexiro. 8vo. pp. (129). 8 pl. (7 col.). London. Excerpts from the Proceedings of the Zoological Society; the author's 01\11 interleaYed and annotate<! cop;, from tlw Goclman Library. The work consists of a catalogH<' of thl' birds t'Olleeted by Auguste Salle in souUwrn ~Jexico, with descrip1 ions and c·olorf'd illustrations of new speeies. 

1857-8. A monograpl1 of l11e [5·2 speeie. of] lJircls forming tile tnnagl'ine gcuus Calliste. 8110. pp. xvii+JOJ. 4G pl. (col. ). London. Additions to 1 hi~:~ monograph were mad<' by Sclat\'r in Ibi.~. 1863, pp. -!50-:~. The prespnt. copy is an autographed pr<' Pntation one from the author to Osbert Salvin. 
1860. On the slruthious birds living in the Society' rnenagerie. 4to. pp. 12. 5 col. figs. 

London. Author's reprint (Zool. Soc. Trans. , 1 60). 
1861-2. Catalogue of [his] collection of American birds. 4to. pp. 14+338. 20 col. pl. T. of c. supplement and append. London. There are listed in this important catalogue owr 4,100 specimens of American birds, representing 2,169 species and 386 type-specimens. 'The publisher state that only 100 complete and perfect copies of this work have been is ue<l. ' ome lack the plates. 
1861-7. See WOLF, JOSEF. 

**** and SAL VIN, OsBERT . 1861-96. A collection of 90 papers on the birds of South and Central America. Author's reprints from various journals, especially ibis and the Proc. of the London Zoological Soc. 
1863. List of [56] species of Phasianidae. 8vo. pp. iv + 15. 13 pl. (col. ). London. An extra-illustrated excerpt from Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., April 21, 1863. 
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~~SCLATER, P. L. (rontd.)] 

1863. List of the species 
pp. iv + 15. 17 pl. (col.). 

of Phasianidae. 8uo. 
London. 

This printing <lifrers from the other (1803) work in the addition of 

four extra eolored plates. 

****and SALVIN, OsBERT. 
1864. • 1 oles on a collection of [·273 species of] 

birds from the Isthmus of Panama. 8vo. pp. 33. 

pl. London. 

Anthorg' reprint from Proc. Zool. Soc. London . Thi copy is an 

interleaYe<l one with copious ::IJS.note in ink, and isrepaged. From 

the God man Library. 

**** and SALVIN, OsBEHT. 
1866-9. E 'Olic ornithology, containing figures 

and descriptions of [104] new or rare species of 

1\merican Lirds. folio. pp. vi +204. 100 pl. 12 

figs. index. London. 

Issued in 13 parts. 

1867. Pterylography. See ITZSCH, CHRISTIA 

LUDWIG. 

1868. Descriptions of some new or little-known 

species of Formicarians. 8uo. pp. 5. 1 pl. 3 figs. 
London. 

Author's excerpt from Proc. Zool. Soc. Land., 1868. 

****and SALVIN, OsBIWT. 
1873. Nomenclator avium neotropicalium; sh'e 

. \. vium quae in regione neotropica hu1usque 

repertae sunt. folio. pp. 8 + 163. J. ondini. 

i::!ynopsis of aYian speries inhabiting the Americas south of .S. 

territory, altogether 3,565 species. Nine new gen<'ra an<l 31 new 

specirs are catalognc<l and described. .An important work of 

reference. The present copy is a present to W. B. Tegetmricr from 

the ·authors. A second copy (in the E.S.W. Library) belonged to 

H. Kirke Swann, and is ftlled with MS. notes. It also has a printed 

pro pectus of the first proposed treatise (by Swann) on thP Birds 

of South America, merged later in the (unfinished) monograph by 

Brabourne and Chubb. 

****, SALVIN, OsBERT, and BARTLETT, 

EDWARD. 
[1873]. On the [473 species of] birds of Easter11 

Peru, with notes on their habits Ly Edward 

Bartlett. 8uo. pp. 60. 1 pl. (col.). map (col.). 

1 fig. bibliogr. London. 

Authors' excerpt from the Proc. Zool. Soc. Land. The present copy 

has numerous marginal )I . notes by P. L. clatrr, to whose library 

it originally belonged. 

1875. On the Curassows now or lately living in the 

society's gardens. 4to. pp. 16. 14 col. pl. London. 

.Author's interleaved copy, t10m Trans. Zoo/. oc. Land., 1 75. 

1875. On the present state of our knowledge of 

geographical zoology. 8vo. pp. 49. append. 
London. 

An address delivered to the Biological Section of the Briti h 

Association at Bristol, August 25, 1875, in which the earth's surface 

is divided into seven regions, with an account of and referrncr to 

the best book or books appertaining to the mammals, birds, etc., of 

each region. 

1876. On the birds collected by Dr. Comrie on 

the south-east coast of New Guinea during the 

survey of H.M.S. 'Basilisk '. 8uo. pp. 4. 4 pl. 

[map.] London. 

Author's separate, to which he has added an original map and ::us. 
note . 

1877. Report on the Birds of the 'Challenger' 

Expeditions. 8uo. London. 

1879-82. A monogTaph of the jacamars and puff

birds, or families Galbulidce and Bucconidce. 4lo. 

1879-1915. See c;oDl\L\ _ and SAL\ 1 . 

C:rn1rnli-,\mcl·irana. 

[1880) . Li I of Ll1P crrlainly kno\\ n 

• \n:J Liclac. hno. pp. 42. T. o{ c. 

**** and SAL VIN, OsnERT. 

Biologia 

ref'iE'S ot' 
f.onrlnn . 

1881. On tile birds collrrtcd in Antarctic America. 

See TI!OMSO. , c. w. an(l :.\1L'RRAY, J. 

**** and others. 
1881. Hcporl on Lhc hird rollcdcd during l he 

yoyago of II.~l.S. Cllalleno·er in the years 1873-

1 76. folio. pp . .J + luG. 30 col. pl. index. J.ondon. 

This Reetion of the famous n· purt on tl H' Zoology of thr ( 'hallenj!f'l 

f•xprtlition is COllllJOSPd or l;l papers hy P. J,. Hclater, thf· _\larquis 

of Tw<'rddal<•, 0. Finseh, T. :salvaclori, \\' .. A. Forlws, 0 hNt Sa!Yin, 

ancl Howard Sanndcrs, that were all publisht>tl elf<ewherr as wdl as 

reprinted in onr \'Olume with slight changt·s i11 tilt' text. 'J'Jw hand· 

eolorcd plates are Yr ry fin e re prod nctions of original rlrawing~ ll) 

Smit. The copy in hand is from the Godman Library. 

1886. C:ataloguc of Lhe l)asseriformcs, or peeching 

Lirds, in the colleclion of the Briti h mu eum. 8vo. 

pp. xvii + 431. 18 pl. (col. ). 108 figs. 2 indexes. 
London. 

Yol. XI of the Catalogue of the Birds in the Briti.~h JTIISell/11. 'l'lwSt' 

three families are n ·prcsentcd by 5,-J-94 pecimens, which rmhraet' 

575 specir s {1 01 types), 011ly 30 of which are unrepn·. f'ntcrl in 1 he 

:\lnscum. 

1888. Catalogue of the Pa scriformes, or pcr(;bing 

birds, in the collection of tlle Brilish museum, 

coniinurcl. 8uo. pp. xix + 4.'J4. 26 pl. (col.). 69 figs. 

2 inde.t:es. London. 

Vol. XIY of the Catalog11e of the Birds in the British Jluseum. The 

specimens enumcratcd total 7,3G(• , rc ferrNI to !i65 . pecies (I (l I typl's), 

leaYing onl~ 38 species recognizf'Ll n. probably Yalid, but unrrpre-

rnted in the )Juscum. 

1888. See JAMES, F. L. 

**** and HUDSON' vVILLIAM liE 'RY. 

1888-9. Argenline ornithology. A descriptive 

catalogue of the birds of the Argentine repuiJlic. 

2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xxiv + 208. 10 pl. (col.). 

1 fig. Vol. II, pp. xv + 251. 10 pl. (col.). 18 figs. 

append. index. London. 

Thi importam work treats of 434 sp cics. The dr cription and 

synonymy of each peckil arr giYeu by Sclatcr, Hudson supplying 

notes on habit , ong, etr . The latter portion of the "ork was 

reprinted in 1920 by W. B. Iluclson under the title Birds of La l'lata. 

This rare e<lition ' •as limited to 200 copies for subscriber!'\ signed by 

the authors, of which the copy in hand is No. 17. 

1890. Catalogue of Lhe Pas eriformes, or perching 

birds, in Lhe colledion of the British mu eum, 

continued. 8vo. pp. xvii+371. 20 pl. (col.). 45 

figs. 2 indexes. London. 

Yol. XY of thr Catalogue of the Birds in Uze British i"lluseurn. The 

collection consist of 4.48:2 sp<'cimc·ns, 531 . pecies, with 172 types. 

**** and SHELLEY, G. 
1891. Calalogue of the Picariae in the collection 

of the British mu eum. 8vo. pp. xii + 484. 13 pl. 

(col.). addend. 2 indexes. London. 

Yol. XlX of the Cataloyue of the Birds in the BrWslt ~'IIuseum. In 

this coli ction (0,231 flpecimcns) 448 spf'cil's (73 type ) are rerorued, 

only 32 of which arr not represented in tl1c ~1usenm. 

1892. See JAl\IES, HARRY BERKELEY. 

1894-6. (The) Royal Natural History. 

L YDEKKER, RICHARD. 

See 

pp. 52+171. 55 pl. (col.). 14 figs. · · . index.h 
London.;,./ 

**** and THOMAS, M. R. OLD FIELD. 

1894-1900. The book of antelopes. 4 vols. 4lo. 

pp. 100. col. pl. London. 

The fine colored illustrations were furnished by J. Smit. 

~ 
J 
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/ 1896. A Bibliography of the publi hell writings 
of P. L. claler by G. B. Goode. 8vo. pp. 13u. 
Bull. U.S. Nal. Jlus., o. 49. 

1899. See SCLATER, \VILLI M L TLEY. 

1905-14. Genera Avium. See WYTS..\IA"i, P. 

SCLATER, WILLIAM LUTLEY [1863- ]. 
1881-91. See I DIA MUSEUM, CALC TTA. 
An early work of t!JP author the well-known son of Philip Lutley 
Sclater, and (like him) during a considerable portion of his career 
one of the editors of Ibis. 

1896. See HELLEY, GEORGE ERNEST. 

**** and SCLATER, P. L. 
1899. (The) geography of mammals. 8vo. pp. 18 
+ 335. illust. London. 
The first even chap( ers of this Yolurne were writ! en by \V. L . . 'cla trr, 
and publi. heel in the Grographical Journal (189-l- 7). Thr righth 
rhapter was read by P. L. i::klatr>r at a meeting of the :;t;oological 
:5ociety of London in 1897, and subsequently published in the 
society's Proceedin(fs. The remaining ehaptcrs have lwrn prcparrd 
by P. L. Sclater specially for this work. 

****and STARK, A. C. 
1900-6. The Fauna of South Africa. 6 vols. 8vo. 
illust. London. 
This important trrati e waR begun h) Stark on the Bird~ (.! vols.) in 
1900 and completed by clater in 1906; the )lammals by ~clatPr, 
2 vols., 1900-1. A projectrd \Olume on the Rrptilia wa not 
published. 

1905. Chec:.k list of [868 pecies of] the hirds of 
South Africa, containing additions and rorrcdions 
ince the issue of the successive volume of the 

birds in the Fauna of 'ouLh Afrita rries. 8vo. 
pp. 86. bibliogr. London. 
Author' separate from Annals ,<..'o11th Afriran Jfuseum, \'Ol. iii. 

1905. See FLINT, '" . 

1912. A bisLory of Lhe birds of ColorR.do. 8vo. 
pp. xxiv + 576. 17 pl. 1 map. biblioyr. inde;r. 

J.ondon. 
A hanrlbook to 392 species of Colorado bird , with a <lr~>cription of 
their distribution, habit , etc .. largrly hvscd on notes by ('harles K 
Aiken and others. Inserted in tlw prcsrnt copy is a portrait of 
P. L Sclater, and a let1cr fro1n tlw author to E. Ing(•rsoll. 

1924-30. Systema avium .\etlliopi ·anmt; a 
sy temaLic list of the birds of the Ethiopian region. 
8vo. Pt. I, pp. 4+304. 19'24. J>t. II, PfJ .. ws-
922. 1930. l.ondo11. 
The s:vstem of classification used i that of A. H. Evan;; in his Bird8 
(Camh. Nat. Hist. Series). The total uumher of forms treated i~ 
4 439. An attempt. has h(•rn mn<le to giYe anpropriatr• English 
n:u1H's to all thr birds. Tlw .\ppendix brings the Jirs1 part, pnblisllc<l 
in JD:.:-t to 1928. This work is clone in eonjunction witlt a <'0njoint 
committee of the American and BritiRh Ornithologisti:l' rniou,. 

SCOFIELD, NoRMA BI HOP. See 
FISHERY REPORT , 1808- 9. 

lTED S'IATES, 

SCOPOLI, Gwv r I A . TOl IO [1i~3-88]. 
1769-[72]. .\nnus I-(\') HisLorico-Natnr'11:c;. 
5 l'ols. 8vo. Lipsiae. 
,\n intrn• ting earl;\-' srrial b~· a famo11s ph,n;ician-naturalist that 
ront:Jiw,, however, vrry littlr on vcrtPlJratr zoology. 

J 786-8. Delicine Dorae rt faunae insubricae, seu 
ovar, aut minu. cog1iitne species plantarum eL 

Hninwlium qu:1s iq In ·ni)J'ia austriaca Lam spon
lan ';\~ cru~Ull c 'oLkas vidiL. 3 pts. folio. 7 5 pl. 

' Ticini. 
1 :.,u;s "' 1 !11 · flora and t'anna or Lombardy, incltu.ling nativr and 
••xotk s:w1·ip:, whil'h ha\·f' lhrd tlu•rP. Contain many typ(' illu tra
f i<llls .;I inqH >I'l ;!IH 'P. E:wll {'OPJl< ' r platP was PX(•cut.'' 'l at t~w cxpPn e 
,., a s••nara1(· patron. 'J'Il,•!Jook is,., r.\ rare, th~ ormth<?IOgJeal papers 
ha' iug IWPII n·printed by UH \\'illughlJy ~oc1ety (rdJted by Alfred 
~cwtou) in 188:.!. 

1882. Scopoli's Ornithological paper from his 
Delidnr florae et faunar insulJricae (Ticini: 
17 6 17 8 ). hd. by Alfred 1 TewLon. Jto. pp . .J 1-
20. London. 

SCORESBY, \VILLI M [17 9 1857]. 
1823. .Journal of a vovagr. to Lhe northern whale
fishery; iududiug researches nnd discoveries on 
the easLern coast of \YesL Greenland. 8vo. pp. 43 
+ 17:!. 8 pl. (1 maps ). ~tppend. glossary. 

Edinburgh. 
The third appen1lix give. a list of animnl. (including 1 i specirs of 
birds), \I ith notes by R . . J ameson anrl 1'. s. Trail!. 

1862. The \\ haleman's 1\dventures in the South-
ern Ocean. 12mo. pp. 304. illust. London. 

SCOTIA, VOYAGE OF THE. 1908-10. .See 
. COTTJSII OCEA OC:RAPIIICAL LABORAfORY. 

SCOTT, G-. C. 
[1875]. Fishing iu . \.meri('an \VaLers, etc. 8vo. 
pp. 539. illust. New 1·ork. 
The library Ita also an edition of l8G9, T e\~ York. 

SCOTT' GEORGE G. 
1930. The Scienee of Biology. Revised ed. 8vo. 
pp. :!0 +- {j.).3. texl-(i(JS. indeJ'. .Yew l ork. 
On I' of t hi' hrst tPxtbooks on thr :ubjeet. Thl' biologic rrlationf', 
morphology, histology, pllylogeny, l'tr. of the vertrhrata are fully 
and proprrly 1lealt with; an admirable ltan!lhook for thr advanrrd student. 

SCOTT, 1 r. IT. and LORD, C. • ... 
1924. A synopsis of the vertebrate unim<lls of 
Tasmania. See LORD, c. E. and COJ"f, II. H. 

SCOTT, ROBEH1 FALCO . [18G8- 191:2 ] . 
1905. TJw voyage of the ' Discovery '. 2 vols . 
VoJ. I , pp. xix+ 556. 9:! pl. ( 7 col.) . 3 maps. 
16 figs. Vol. II, pp. J'ii + 508. 9.~ pl. (6 col. ). 
2 maps. 9 figs. 2 append. inde:r. London. 
Tht·rc arP manv rcfl'fC'JH'PR to anilnnlH throughout hoth volnmr8 . 
A srcond imprrRsion apprarrd in 1 !JO::i, togcthPr with a smal11•r 
edition "it ll fcwrr platPs. All thr 'Discovery' rPports are in the 
::\IcGill lihrarie . 

1913. ~t·ot t' I as! expeuition; being the journals 
of H. 1" . .'cott and the reports of the journeys 
and t lH' sl'icntific work underlaken by E. .\. 
\i ilson and the urviving member. of the expedi
tion, arranged by Leouard llu:-.Jr). '! vols. 81•o. 
illusl. Toronto. 
. \. graphle :tC!'Otmt of the SPeOn!l an1t lnsl rxpedition in which 
Captain. eot1 lo~t hi<> lifr. 

1929. The \ oyagt' of l he 'Dist·ov<>r) ' . 8vo. pp. 
11 --1- 7'20. !llflfJ. 16 il!ust. indr.r. .Yew l ·orl.'. 
Another Amrriran, single volume cuition dc;;cribing the famous 
expetlition. 

SCOTT' \\"Tl,LrA~I BERRYl\IA~ [1858- J. 
1885. See KINGSLEY, J. S. 

1901-7. See . ATAL. 

1903-4. Mammalia of the Sanla Cruz beds. folio. 
Princclon, N.J. 

Author's 8eparate from Reports of Princeton Fni1•nsif;1 ErpeditionR 
to Patagonia, vol. 5, pt. 1. 

1904-12. See PRL CETO U IVERSITY EXPEDITIONS 
TO PATAGO IA. 

1907 .. \ collcclion of fossil mammal from the 
coast of Zululand. 4to. pp. 15. illusl. 
Author's rrpr. from thr Third Report of the GeolO(Jical Sun:ey of 
.Natal ctnd Zululand. 

A 
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[SCOTT, \Y. B. (conld.)] 

1913. A history of land mammal in the western 

hemisphere. 8vo. pp. xiv + 693. 304 figs. 
New 1"ork. 

1927. See STO E, WITMER. 

SCOTT , \VrLLJAl\I EARLE DoD<.E [185·~-1910]. 

1891-3. Observations on the birds of Jamaica, 

vYest Indies. 8 pis. in 1 vol. 8vo . 

Author's reprint; a well-aunotatrcl list of 212 sprcies ancl sub

species. Presentation copy from the author, with autograph. (Thr 

A11k, vols. 8--10.) 

1898. Bird studies; an account of the land birds 

of eastern orth America. 8vo. pp. xii + 363. 

front. 165 figs. index. ew 1·ork. 

1903. The story of a bird lover. 8vo. pp. xi+ 3 72. 
New 1'ork. 

A reprint of tllis interesting biography was published in l 90-!. 

****and SHARPE , R. BowDLER. 

1904-12. Ornithology of Patagonia. ol. II. 

Pts. I-III. Reports of Princeton niv. Expect. to 

Patagonia, 1896-99. 4to. Pt. I, pp. 1-112. 66 figs. 

Pt. II, pp. 113-344. figs. 67-174. Pt. III, pp. 345-

504. 1 pl. figs. 17 5-252. Princeton, 1 .J. 

SCOTTISH NATIONAL ANTARCTIC EX

PEDITION. 
1907. Life in the Antarctic. ee BR cE, \\'. s. 

SCOTTISH N ATURAL HISTOR Y S OCIETY. 
Edinburgh. 

1898-1902. TransacLions. 

SCOTTISH NATURALIS T . Edinburgh. 

1912-dale. Continues .\nnals of Scottish ~ atural 

H istory. 

SCOTTI SH NATURALI ST AND J OURNAL 

OF THE PERTHSHIRE SOCI ETY OF 

NATURAL SCI ENCE . 
Perth, l!.'dinburgh, l,ondon. 

1871-91. Continued as Annal of Scottish I\ atural 

Hi tory. 

SCOTTISH OCEANOGRAPHICAL LA-

BORATORY. 
1908-10. 'cotiish "'atioual .\ntardic Expedition. 

Report on the scientifi re ull . .J.to. 
Edinburgh and Glusgow. 

Five volmm have .o far been puhli~hcd, the wolo;z~· chief!~· in 

vol. lV pp . 8 +313, 36 I'Ol. pl., 1909. A 'Zoologic-al Log· was krpt 

by n. W. Wilton, .T. H. R. Pirie, and R . .X. Rudmo. c Brown. 

SCOVILLE , S. 
1927. Ian and Beast. 8vo . pp . 255. London. 

SCRANTON , P .J.. E ver hart M useum of Na

t ural H i s t ory, Scien ce, and Art . 

1915. atural History Bulletin. 

1913-15. 1 ' atural IIislory Leaflet. 

SCUDDER , AMUEL Hens RD [1837-1911 J. 
1882. . T omenclalor zoologiru an alphab lil'al 

li t of all generic name . . . lo the close of they •ar 

18/g. In two part , upplement and Index. 

pp . 19 + 376 and 340. 

Thi extremely useful pulJ!ication is F .. Nfl/. J!t1.~ . JJ11ll. Hl antl 

forms a complete list of generic JHtmr, in zoolog~· anrl paleontolO"\ 

found in the corrrsponding worl\R of . I gaf'"iz, .\larsrhall. ami t ll;' 

Zoological Record . Thr lttdex zooluuicus of ('. 0. \laterhoww, 

London, 1902-12, is a further npplement to the above important 

work. 

SEABRA, A THERO FREDERICO DE. 

1905 . regenera<;;ao da. fauna ornithologica da 

Mata acional do Bu ... aco. 4to. pp. v+ 160. ~j 

append. inde:r. Lisb?a . .2 
Separately published treatise on agricultural zoology, or an account 

of useful and injurious animals in Portugal, including mammals, / 

birds. and insPct . . 

SEABURY, J. S. 
1921. Reflections of a Moose Hunter. 8vo. 

New 1 ork. 

The Compiler cannot beliew that they could have been very 

plea ant after looking into the dimmed eyes of some of his harmles 

and noble victims. 

SEAGER , HERBERT \VEST. 

1896. ratural history in Shakespeare s time; 

being extracts illustrative of the subject as he 

knew it. 8vo. pp. viii + 358. 46 figs. glossary. 
London . 

SEALY, ALFRED FoRBES. 

1853. A classified list of the names and Latin 

synonyms of the Briti h birds, including the 

names of all species ob ervecl up to the present 

time in the British Isles. 8vo. pp. 6 +29 fo l. 

(Privately printed. ) Cambridge. 

The present volume is a presentation copy. Tt is interleaved and 

full of the author's l\1 . notes. 

SEBA, ALBERT [1665-1736]. 

1734-65. Locupleti simi rerum naturalium the

auri accurata de riptio , et iconibus arlificio is

simi expre sio, per universam physice hi

storiam. 4 vols. folio. 449 col. pi. Latin and Dutch. 
41mstelnedam i. 

The author was a wealth~· Dutchman who a embled the rirhPst 

collection of natural history object in his time. Hi private 

mu eum wa afterwards purchaserl by Peter the Great and rf'mOvPcl 

to t. Petersburg. Preface by Hcrmann Boerhaave; vignettes by 

Pieter Tanje. There i . in addition to the Latin-Dutch and Latin

French edition., a third (rxtremrly rare) printing, edited by Guerin, 

Paris, 1827-30. The rcis. uf' was carried out tmrler Cm·ier's super

viRion , the fin e platf'. of the original bf'ing reproduced. To this 

rla sic rarity many noted naturalist -H. Boerhaaw. P. Artedi, 

H. D. Gaubius, and P. )la suet among them--contributed. Artedi 

wrote mo t of the de criptions of Fishe . 

SEBASTOPOL . Laboratoire zoologique et 

s tation biologique . .See LABORATOIRE ZOOLO

GIQUE ... SEBASTOPOL. 

SEBRIGHT, Jon. S ·• DER [1767-1846] . 

1826. Observations upon IIa\\ king, etc . &•o. 
London. 

S E DALIA NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. 
...,edalia Jlo. 

1885. Bulletin. 

S E D GWICK , AD l\I [1854-1913]. 

1885. The ·works of F. ~I. Balfour. 'ee BALFOUR, 

F. 1. 

1885. Elemeniai y Lext-book of zoology . See 

CLAL , C. F. \V. 

1898-1909. .\ tu dent's te. ·t-book uf zoology. 

3 uols. 'uo. 'ol. I, [>fJ .. rii -+- 619. U:J fi!J:i. i ndu. 

Vol. II, pp. :rv + 705. 8J3 figs. index. Yol. Ill . 

[>p. x i 1-90-5. inde.x:. London. 

Prohahlr. tlw mo. t t•ompletl' worl\ o[ it. kind (to date) a ere. sib!!' to 

English rea<lcn:, containing all tlw information that eYcn an ad 

vanced student rc,Jnircs about the anatomy and cla>;sification of 

vertebrated animals. 
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DGWICX, SIDNEY NEWMA . 
922. The British nature book; embracing the 

mammals, birds, reptiles, fish, etc. Bvo. pp. xi+ 
495. 40 pl. ( 8 col.). 505 figs. append. index. 

London. 
SEEBOHM , HENRY [1832-95]. 

1880. Siberia in Europe: a visit to the valley of 
the Petchora, in north-east Russia; with descrip
tions of the natural history. Bvo . pp. xvi + 311. 
48 text-figs. 1 map. index. London. 
An account of the author's journey with J. A. Harvie-Brown in 
search of the breeding-grounds of the Grey Plover, Little Stint, 
Sanderling, Curlew Sandpiper, Knot, and Bewick's Swan. 

1881. Catalogue of the Passeriformes, or perching 
birds, in the collection of the British museum. 
8vo. pp. xvi+426. 18 pl. (col.). 15 figs. 2 indexes. 

London. 
Vol. V of the Catalouue of the Birds in the British Museum. It con
tains an account of all the Warblers and Thrushes known at the 
time, amounting to 344 species, of which 303 are in the 1\Iuseum, 
being represented by 2,560 examples. 

1882. Siberia in Asia, a visit to the valley of the 
Yenesay in east Siberia. Bvo. pp. xviii + 304. 
67 figs. map. index. London. 
A companion volume to the author's Siberia in Europe, 1880. The 
two volumes, combined, revised, and reissued form in 1901 The 
Birds of Siberia. 

1882- 5 . A history of British birds, with coloured 
illustrations of their eggs. 4 vols. 4to. pp. 684 + 
18. 68 col. pl. index. London. 
The work appeared in six parts, part 1 being published in 1882 
(dated 1883); parts 5 and 6 not until 1885. A second edition ap
peared in 1896, and a third edition (or reissue with some added notes) 
was published in 1904. The above is a brief description of the 
ordinary copy, but there is in the E.S.W. Library also a specially 
bound copy, extra-illustrated with 267 plates from Lord Lilford's 
British Birds, thus adding greatly to the value of a work much 
lacking in many respects but especially in colored plates. 

1887. The geographical distribution of the family 
Charadriidae, or the plovers, sandpipers, snipes, 
and their allies. 4lo. pp. xxix+ 524. 21 pl. (col.). 
265 figs. 1 map. 2 indexes. London. 

1890. The birds of the Japanese empire. Bvo. 
pp. xxiv+386. 98 figs. bibliogr. index. London. 
An unsuccessful attempt to collect all our available knowledge of 
Japanese ornithology into a single volume. A critical review of the 
work was given by Stejneger in the Auk, 1891, pp. 99-101. The 
copy in hand is an autographed presentation by the author. 

1890. Classification of Birds: an attempt to 
classify the subclasses, orders, suborders and some 
of the families of existing birds. 8vo. pp. 11+53. 

London. 
This systematic work was followed by a Supplement (pp. 8 +28) in 
1895. The E.S.W. Library has another edition, dated 1918. 

1893. Geographical Distribution of British Birds. 
Address to the Yorkshire Naturalists' nion. 
Skipton. Bvo. pp. 36. 
This paper appears to have been printed for private distribution. 
From the P. L. clater eollection in the E.S.W. Library. 

•••• and SHARPE, R. BowDLER. 
1896. Coloured figures of the eggs of British 
birds, with descriptive notices. Bvo. pp. xxiv+ 
304. portr. 60 col. pl. 2 indexes. London. 
Edited after the author's death by R. Bowdler Sharpe. 

1901 . The bird of iberia; a record of a natural
ist' visit to the valleys of the Petchora and 
Yenesei. Bvo. pp. xi:c+512. 112 figs. map (col.). 
index. London. 
This work in a one-volume compilation from the accmmts of the 
author's two visits to Siberia in 1875 and 1877. 

4c 

J 

1902. (A) monograph of the Turdidae. Or family 
of thrushes. Ed. and completed (after hhe author's 
death) by R. Bowdler Sharpe. 2 vols. 4to. Issued 
in 13 parts. Vol. I, pp. xi+336. portr. 78 pl. (col.). 
Vol. II, pp. ix+250. 71 pl. (col.). addend. index. 

London. 
SEELEY, HARRY GOVIER [1839-1909]. 

1870. The ornithosauria; an elementary study of 
the bones of pterodactyles. Bvo. pp. 12 + 135. 
12 pl. Cambridge. 
1886. The fresh-water fishes of Europe; a history 
of their genera, species, structure, habits, and 
distribution. Bvo. pp. 10+444. 1 pl. figs. in text. 

London. 
1896. Index to the fossil remains of aves, orni
thosauria and reptilia from the secondary system 
of strata in the Woodwardian Museum of th 
University of Cambridge. 8vo. pp. xxiii +143. 
T. of c. Cambridge. 
1901. Dragons of the air, an account of extinct 
flying reptiles. 8vo. pp. 13 + 239. 11 pl. text-figs. 

SEERS, H. WADDINGHAM. 
London. 

1921. The book of nature stories. Bvo. pp. 6+ 
256. 8 pl. (col.). New York. 

SEIDEL, HEINRICH. 
1909 . Naturbilder. 8vo. pp. 7+174. Leipzig. 

SEIDLITZ, GEORG KARL MARIA VON [1840- ]. 
1869. Die Bildungsgesetze der Vogeleier in histo
logischer und genetischer Beziehung. 8vo. pp. 4+ 
58. labs. Leipzig. 

SEITEI, WATANABE (SEJTEI KWACHO GWAFU). 
1890. Colored Sketches of Birds and Flowers. 
3 vols. Tokio. 

SELBORNE MAGAZINE. London. 
1890-date. (1890-1908 as Nature Notes.) 

SELBORNE MAGAZINE FOR LOVERS 
AND STUDENTS OF LIVING NATURE. 
(Selborne Society .) London. 
1888-9. Continues Letters of Selborne Society; 
continued as Selborne Magazine. 

SELBORNE SOCIETY, LONDON . 
1887. Letters. Continued as Selborne Magazine 
for Lovers and Students of Living Nature. 

SELBY, PRIDEAUX JOHN [1788-1867]. 
1821-34. [Illustrations of British ornithology.] 
Plates to Selby's illustrations of British ornitho
logy. 2 vols. el. folio. 222 col. pl. Vol. I (pt. I),. 
8vo. pp. 36+335. Land Birds, 1821. Vol. I, 
Land Birds [2nd ed.], pp. 37+450. 93 pl. 1833. 
Vol. II, Water Birds, Bvo. pp. 12+538. 129 col. pl. 
1833. Volumes, parts, and plates dated, num
bered, and issued irregularly. 

London, Edinburgh, and Dublin. 
A series of fine, life- ized, colored plates of British birds. There are 
numerous editions of the work. In the preface to vol. I of the text 
Ill11strations of British OrnitholO(Jy, 1833, the author apologizes for 
a • slight want of regularity in the numbering of the plates 'I The 
present copy differs from that of the .Ayer CatalO(Jue (p. 571) in 
that all of the plates in vol. 11 are colored, instead of only 125 there 
recorded, evidently an editorial error, the four plain ones being 
credited here instead of to vol. I. Vol. I has the paper watermarked 
'1832 ', while that of vol. II is '1827 ', there bemg a wide range in 
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~[SELBY, P. J. (conld.)] 
the watermarks of the various rditions. Yol. l was issurcl iu 8 part 

and vol. U in 11 part . According to Bernard Quaritcli the <'lder, 

many of t.he plates of the Edinburgh i!'>sues were colore<l by Danirl 

McNee. Quaritch was at one tim< assistant 1o Henry Bohn who 

published the edition of 18·!1. 

**** and J ARDINE, W. 
[1826-43]. Illustrations of ornilhology. See 

JARDINE, W. and SELBY, P. J. 

1835. The natural history of pigeons. 8vo. pp. 1.5 

+228. 30 col. pl. T. of c. Edinburgh. 

A volume in the famous Naturalist's Library, edited by William 

Jardine. In this particular edition Pigeons (as a srction of gal

linaceous birds) are assigned a . eparate part, the text consisting of 

a brief but sufficient de cription of the various speci<'R with their 

synonymy, habits, distribution, etc. The work is finely illustrated 

with the usual haml-colored plates. A biography of Pliny by 

A. Crichton introduces the monograph. 

I,ist, and is one of thr fundamental,;, to be conRu N y w 1H -

vanced or.n}thologist in his study of the Rynonymics of sprcirR. The 

catalogue mtroduces several new namcR of wrll-lmow:n, accPptr<l 

genera. 

1841. [Illustrations of British ornithology.] 

Plates to Selby's illustrations of British ornilho

logy. 2 vols. el. folio. 222 col. pl. Published IJy 

Henry G. Bohn. Vol. I, engr. lit. (col.). 9-3 pi. 

(89 col.). Vol. 11, engr. tit. (col.). 129 pl. (col.). 
London. 

This edition is the reissue commonly known a· Bohn's reprint. It 

differs from the (1821)-34 edition, in having the engravrcl titlrs 

colored, in tead of plain; otherwise the number of plate in both 

volumes is the same. 

SELENKA, EMIL [1842-1902]. 
1859-97. See BRO]\: ', H. G., Die Klassen, etc. 

----EBRATE ZOOLOGY 

Realitie of hird life. 8vo. pp. 16+350. 

inde;x·. London. 

------------------~ 
SELOUS, FnEDERICI CouRTENEY [1851- -y.----- ~} 

1893. Travel and adveutme in Sol - .ust Africa. 

8vo. pp. 18 +- 503. 23 pl. .35 figs. index. 
London. 

1901-2. See COR:\'ISH, c. J., ed. 
/ 

SELYS-LONGCHAMPS, MICHEL En 10ND DE 

[1 813-1900]. 
1842. Fauna Beige, pe Partie, etc. 8vo. A;p. 12 + 
-310. 9 col. pl. Li/ ue f~M~tt('f3ruxelles. 

This treatise does not apprar 1o have been completed. Jt undertook 

an • indication mtthodiqne' of all the Belgian vertebrates from the 

earliest times to he present. 

1 

I 

~I 

8r.tD. 'f· lf+1lS~ 

Edilcu hy Lynds J ones, > , nn, UTrru-. 

1889-91. (_[ 11 pull. ) Continuation of The Orni

lholouisls' and Oologisls' Semi-~lnmwl. 

This magazine was the organ of the \\ ilson Ornithological Chapter 

of 1he AgasKiz Association. It was continued as The Jrilson 

Quarter{)}. 

SEMON, RICHARD \VoLFGA, G [18;)9-1918] . 

1893-1913. Zoologischc Forschungsreisen in us

tralieH und dem l\-1alayischen Archipel, etc. Vols. 

I-V. 4io. Jena. 

The reports of the author's expedit,ions into the coa tal wild of 

Australia and :\Ialaysia "ere published as erials extending OYrr ten 

years. They form impbrtant contribution:-; to the wrtebrate zoology 

of the explored rrgions. 

1899. In Lhe Australian bush anJ on Lhe coast of 

the Coral Sea; being the experiences and observa

tions of a naturalist in .\ustralia, 1 revi Guinea and 

the :\Iolucca . 8uo. pp. 15 + 552. 86 figs. 4 maps. 

append. inde.r. London and New 1 ·ork. 

The li.:nglish translation of the author's lm Australischen B11Sch, 

188~-1903. Studien ilber Entwickelun,gsge

schich te der Thiere. 4to. n. iesoad en. 

Five volumes of thi~ monumental work on faunal embryology and 

development were Issued to 1892, and further continuation wa. 

provided after the death of the author in 1902. It is a work that 

in its complete form should be on the !'helves of ewtT advanced 

natural history library. Hefte I-X are thr work of Seh,;nka, Rnb. e

quent parts form the posthumous portion. ' etc., published in 1896 (, e<"ond edition, l 003), Leipzig. 

SELOUS ' ED.MU D. 

190 1. Beautiful birds. 12mo. pp. 10+224+(1). 

13 pl. London. 

Simple tales of beautiful bkcls that evidence the cruelty of killing 

them for the sake of their feathers, when those of the 0. trich 

raised on farms answer all useful purposes. 

1901. Bird watching [in the Brilish Isles]. Suo. 

pp. 11 + 347. pl. and text-figs. index. London. 

A reliable, popular, and interesting book. 

1905. Bird life glimpses. 8vo. pp. 8 + 355. 6 pl. 

text-figs. London. 

1905. The bird waLcher in the Shellands. 8vo. 

pp. 10+388. 10 pl. index. London. 

1911-13. The British bird book. See KIRKMA , 

F. B. B. 

1920. Die .Mneme als erhallendes Prinzip im 

\\ echsel des organisehen Geschehcns. ;)th cd. 

8vo. pp. 20+420. illust. Leipzig. 

1922. Die mnelllischen Empfindunaen in ihren 

Beziehungrn zu Lien Originalempfindungcn; erste 

Fortselzung cler '1lneme '. ·2nd eeL 8vo. pp. 16 + 
392. Lllust. Leipzig. 

SEMPER, C'\RL GOTTFRIED [ 183"2-93]. 

1876. Der Haeckelismus in dcr Zoologie. 8vo. 

pp. 36. Hamburg. 

1881. The nutural condilions of exisLence as they 

affcd animal life. 8vo. pp . .rvi+47:!. 106 figs. 

2 rnaps. index. London 

Vol. XXXI of the International Scientific Series. 
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1,~ lsENCKENBERGISCHE NATURFOR-/v- CHENDE GESELLSCHAFT. 

1854-rlrtlf. I >hn n< flunQ"rn. 
1829-69. BPrich I. 

1869-dflle. Bet'icltt. 

Fmnl.frzrl-u- H. 

1834-45. :\Tu rum SruC'kenhcrginnum. 

1918-date. Senckcnhcrginna. 

SENECA, lxcn.-~ ,\" AEl s [' I n .c .-,\.n. ti:-> J. 
1522. ~nluJ·aliurn (Juar:lionunt Libl'i VTJ. 
In fhiR dislwrtatiou flu· Homan J)ltilosoplwr <lis('ll . . I'S 111:111~ natural 
liiRtory prohl(' lllf;. Tlw cop~ i11 han(l i: all .\!din" Pdif ion. Ol1f'l' in 
thP lihrar~· of thP Dogp :\Iareo Fo;;<'arini and st;UIIJH'd with his arm:. 

1614. Tltc• \Yorkr ' of' Ludu · , nn:J('ll~ Senrra, 
IJolh }Toruli nn<l . Tnlurnll. Tr. b~T Tl1o. Lodge. 
folio. [ 0.]. l~onrlon. 
A second edition, alilo <'ontaining hb obs<·rYations 011 animal life, 
apprare<l in 1620. 

SENNERT, D.\ rt-:r [1;)7:2 Hi37J. 
1618. Epitomr JJHLurulis L'lCntiuc, <'l ·. ·? \"enice. 
Tlwre wPre s<·Y,·rnl ~·ditions or 1 hi. naturali ·t'R \\Tit ings. none· of 
thent listed in till' ('at. Ur. Jlus. (Nat. Hist.). The aiJm·t' sPcms to 
)),, tilt' (short) titiP of thl' editio wince}Js. 

1651. Epilome nalurali cienliae. folio. pp. 8S. 
r·eneliis. 

Part of the author's huger work. From Dean Adams' J.ibrary. 

SENNETT, GEORGE B. aml COUES, ELLIOTT. 
1878. l role on the (Jt'lliLholug-y of Lhc Lowe1· Hio 
(;rande of Te. ·a , ft•om observation made during 
t )I( . Pa on of 1877. 8uo. pp. 66. H usltinglon. 
'l'he result of lhe trip wa. the securing of over 500 birds, three of 
which n·<>re new to our fauna and one new to . l'irnce; about a 
thou and rggs, many of which were also new or r;ne, and < few 
intere ting mammals. The ropy in hnnd i. the authors' Nlition, 
presentation copy autographe<l. 

1879. Further noles on the ornithology of the 
Lower Rio Grandt> of Texas, from obser·valions 
made during Lhe spring of 1878. Suo. pp .. 571-440. 

H'ashinglon. 
Authors' autographed edition. 'l'lte result of this sN·mul expedition 
W;'re 500 birds, including a largP majority of the 16 speeics Ob· 
served (five new to scienc·e); 1,-!00 <·ggs, nearly all rare, and some 
entirely new, together with a few mammals and reptiles. 

SEPARATES. 
In the McGill libraries there are many Lhou ands 
of separate (extra cl , excerpts) or reprints of 
articles in periodical , serial , encyclopedia~ and 
other works relaling Lo zoology. The majority of 
these are bound, inde eel, and Lheir titles filed 
in carded repo itorie , and are lhu a vuilal>le u 
distinct heads to slmlenls. In some in tance , 
when the original source is not availaiJle or difficult 
of access, Lhe heading have been prinled and in 
some instance annotated in t.hi r:ataloyue. A 
a rule, however, the e captions have IJeeu confined 
to authors' eparaLely issued copie . Mo l of the 
pamphlels have belonged to collections nwcte by 
such men as P. L. clater, Hcichenow, Cahnni , 

I 

J. A. Alien, A. II. Clark, et al. 
Many tractates hR\C manu:;cript and m~rginalJ!lOtations; till_more 
are interesting, autograplwcl presentatiOns fJ.fO'ln one zoolog1st to 
another. 

SERAO, FRA 'C:ESCO [170"2- :3 J. 
1766. Opuscoli di Dsiro Ul'gornrn to; I. Dr~crizione 
dell' Elcf:mt r. I l. Sag·gio di <·ou. idcrazioni ana
loiJii·IJc f':tltc ~ u <l'un LPune. lii. 0 enazioni 
'Opra u11 f"nome11o O(·<·orso nell'nprire un Cin
gltialc. .f.to. pp. 1:2 99. illusl. .Vapoli. 
Tlw fir.-t part is a rnrp Pari~ monograph on thr Elrphant; thr two 
of flpr,; rlcal with thP lion and !hP wild hog. A C'Ontribution to 
<'omparntiw zoology. 

SERRES, PmHRE .\-lrciiEL ToussArl T DE [1780-
1 6:2 J. 
1842. De· rauses liP .\Iigmtion de. :\nimaux ... 
dp, Oi ·pau. · el drs Poi ont~. .f.lo. pp. t + 322. 

.\ standanl \rork on animal migration. 
lfaarlem. 

SETH-SMITH, D_\ \ w [187;)- J. 
1902-3. ParTakeel': u handbook to the imported 
:;pecie . 8uo. pp. 18 281. 20 pl. (col.). 24 figs. 
append. 2 indexes. London. 
I sued in :-;ix part~ -a treatis(• on l :n ~'l><'<'il's of captive birds with 
dl's<•rintions of their hnbitR in JiiP and in captivit:v. A srrond revised 
\'Clition wa!' issued in lH~Ii. 

1926. Panakeel ; a handbook lo the imported 
~pecit's. Hcvi~ed Pd . .Jlo. pp. 18+295. London. 
On 1G2 :peril's of raptin• bir<IR, with a cliscnssion of their systematic 
relations. The tra(le names are al~o giYl'n, a us!'ful feature ignored 
by most. handbooks. The illnst rations an• very good, and are the 
samr as tho,;p employpcl in the first edition. The copy in hand has 
inlaicl an A. L.H. to Dr. Casey Wood. 

SETON, En. EST THOMPso [1860- ] . 
1891. ThP bird of .:\Ianiloba. 8uo. pp. 87. map. 
biblioyr. index. n·aslzinglon. 
A wdl-annotatl'cl list of ~66 specie . Author's reprint from the 
U.S . . Nat. llllls. l'roc., vol. xiii. 

**** and HOFFMANN, RALPH. 
1901. [Twenty] Bird portraits. 4lo. pp. 40. 20 pl. 
T. of c. Boston. 

1909. Fauna of :\-ianitooa. 16mo. pp. 47. 
'Winnipeg. 

Special n•print. lrom British A.~sociation Handbook, Winnipeg, 1909. 
The mammals occupy pp. 3-ll (59 species); an annotated list of 
birds (268 sprcit• ), pp. 11--!i. 

1909. Life-hi t.ories of Northern Animals. An 
account of Lhe mammals of Manitoba. Vol. I, 
Gra s-ealer , pp. xxx-t-67.3. 46 pl. 182 figs. Vol. 2, 
Fle h-ealers, pp. xii "T 677-1267. pl. 47-100. figs. 
183 2G6. 68 maps. New York. 

1911. The Arclie Prairies. Suo. Toronto. 

1929. Lives of game animals; an account of land 
animals ... north of the \1exitan border. .J vols. 
.Jto. illusl. pl. Garden City. 
A wl'll-illustrat<•<l, rather popular work, the copy in hand issued as 
an edition rle lu.re. 

n.d. Thr. Book of \Voodcraft. 
An interesting book on outdoor life, by this popular writer. 

SETON, GEORCE [18~"2-1!)08]. 
1878. St. Kilda, pa L and pre ent. 
346. 1.'2 fJ/. (:!maps). 1 fig. T. of c. 

.Jlo. pp. xv+ 
addend. 

Edinburgh. 

SETTERWALL, CARL G ST F [1872- ]. !A SEPP, CHRI n1:-- . 1770-1829. See , 'OZE"L\. , 

- COR ELIUS. -"' - 1901. . · Ludier Ofver yrin · hos polymyoda Pas-
// seres. 4lo. pp. 128. 7 pl. Lund. 

~ 
I 
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.~--1 SEVERINI, JANOS [1716-89]. 

yor- 1779. Tentamen zoologiae Hungari<.;ae; seu Hi

storiae animalium quorum magnam partem alit 

Hungaria. 8vo. pp. 111. Posonii. 

SEVERINUS, MARCUS AURELIUS [1580- 1656]. 

1644-61. Antiperipatias hoc est adversus Ari

stoteleos de respiratione piscium, etc. 2 pis. folio. 

pp.10+128+70. Naples and Amsterdam. 

This curious mixture of essays on fishes, seals, turtles, etc. seems 

to have been printed at different dates. bound whPn the printing 

was complete, and the resulting volume given imprint and date 

(generally 1661, Amstelodami) at different times and places. How

ever, it is an interesting and valuable contribution to zoological 

literature. 

1645. Zootomia democritaea iLl est Anatome 

generalis totius animantium opificii. 4to. front. 

11 ll. including 2 portr. pp. 408. 17 ll. many 

woodcuts in the text. Noribergae. 

This is the first printed book to deal exclusively with Zootomy. It 

is exceedingly rare. 

1650. Vipera Pythia. Id est, De \'iperae atura, 

etc. [0.] Palavii, Ill. 

SEVERTZOW, SEWERTZOW, SEWER

ZOW. See SYEVERTzov. 

SEWARD, ALBERT CHARLES [1863- ]. 

1909. Darwin and modern science; essays in 

commemoration of the centenary of the birth of 

Charles Darwin and of the fiftieth anniversary of 

the publication of the 'Origin of Species'. 8vo. 

pp. 17+595. 3 pl. (1 col.). porlr. text-figs. 
Cambridge. 

~
lq11.,SHACKLETON, ERNEST HI<.: RY [1874- ,]. 

1909. The heart of tlJe Antarctic; being the story 

of the British Antarctic expedition 1907-1909. 

2vols. 8vo. Vol. I,pp.xlviii+372. 112pl. (6co l., 

2 fold.). 11 figs. Vol. 11, pp. xv+419. front. 104 

pl. (6 col., 2 fold.). 3 maps (col. fold.). 10 append. 

index. 
London. 

Appendix I, vol. II, contains Notes on the Biology by J. ~furray. 

Here the life of the penguins is described, accompanied by 35 

illustrations. There is, also, in the Blacker Library, a large paper, 

special edition autographed by the editor. 

1909. The heart of the Antarctic; being the story 

of the British Antarctic expedition 1907-1909. 

2 vols. 8vo. Philadelphia. 

The American edition, differing in no essential from the original 

edition published in London in 1909. 

1911. In the Antarctic. 8vo. illust. London. 

Interesting descriptions of the birds and other South Polar animals. 

SHAHMARDAN B. ABi'L-KHAYR. 

1404. (A.H. 807.) Nuzhat-nama-i-'Ala'L 

The above titl<' represents one of the three remaining copies of 

a celebrated encyclopedia of the flora, fauna, and other natural 

history objects known to the medieval Persians. It was dedicated 

by the author to a prince of the Banfi Kakuya dynasty, 'Aia'u'd

dawla Abfi Kalinjar Garshasp b. 'AII b. Faramurz, who ruled.A..D. 

1095-1119. The oldest (.A..D. 1304) and most complete copy of the 

treatise is in the Bodleian Library (H. EtM's Cat., No. 14SO) · the 

second one, described in W. Pertsch's Catalogue, No. 10, dates from 

the beginning of the fifteenth century, the present copy is in the 

Blacker Library of Zoology. It. is not quite complete but all the 

zoological parts are intact and, very important, it is illustrat<'d by 

well-drawn colored figures. Considering that it is w<'ll over 500 years 

old this priceless manuscript is in a good state of preservation. 

The Asiatic Soc. (Ivanow's Cat., 1924, o. 1358) of Bengal and the 

Vienna copy (Fli.lgel's Cat., No. 14-!9) contain only short extracts 

from the Nuzhat-nama. See also FARAH-NAi\U. 

SHAKESPEARE, NATURAL HISTOlt Y OF. 

1877. See MA YOU, BESSIE. 

SHARAF. 
1928. English-Arabic Diet. of Medicine, Biology 

and Allied Sciences. Cairo. 

SHARP, DAVID [1840- ]. 
1888. The walks abroad of two young naturalists. 

See BEAUGRA D, c. 

SHARP' GRA VILLE. 
1903. Birds in the garden; studies with a camera. 

pp.11 + 109. 107figs. London. 

SHARPE, RICHARD BovvDLER [!.§!_7-1909]. 

1844-1875. The zoology of the voyage of H.M.S. 

Erei5"us and Terror, eLc . .See RICHARDSO , JOHN. 

1868-71. A monogruph ur the Alcedinidce: or, 

family of kingfishers. 4to. pp. 71+80+304+11. 

122 pl. (121 col.). 2 figs. index. London. 

The work appeared in 15 parts, the elates of which are given by 

Coues. The plates ar<' unnumbere~, and the chapter on tl~e ana~omy 

stops abruptly at p. 80: otherwise a useful and beautifully Illus

trated treatise. 

1871. Catalogue of _\frican birds [703 species] in 

the collection of R. B. Sharp e. 8vo. pp. iv + 76. 

index. 
London. 

1871-90. A history of the birds of Europe. See 

DRESSER, H. E. 

**** and others. 
1874-98. Catalogue of the birds in the British 

museum. 27 vols. 8vo. 387 col. pl. Zoology. 

[Aves.] London. 

Every authority agrees that this is the most useful, as it is the most 

important, of all the works in any language on systematic ornithology. 

It fm11ishes a complete list of every bird not only in the immense 

collections of the British :Museum but of numerous public and private 

museums elsewhere. Dist.ribution, synonymy, essential illustrations, 

both colored prints and cuts in the text, are given, all combining to 

mak<' this magnificent enterprise of the greatest value to every class 

of ornithological stud\'nts. Bowcller Sharpe himself wrote 14 volumes 

and was appointed to edit all of the others. The titles of the latter 

are listed under the respective authors' names in this Catalogue. 

1875. The birds of the globe. 8vo. pp. 23. 
1\1 anchesler. 

A public lecture, as it appeared in an author's reprint. 

1875-88. The birds of New Guinea and the ad

jacent Papuan Islands. See Go LD, J. 

[1878]. On the geugr·aphical distribution of the 

Accipitres. Pt. 1. The Yulturidae. 8vo. pp. 26. 

9 col. maps. London. 

Author's excerpt from th<' Journal of the Linnean Society, Zoology, 

\'Ol. 13. 

1878-91. See SCIE TIFIC RESULTS SECOND YAR

KA D MISSIO . 

1879. See ROYAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

1879-1915. See GODMAN and SALVIN, Biologia 

Cen trali-Americana. 

1880. A contribution to the avifauna of the Sulu 

Islands. See BURBIDGE, F. w. 

1880-[1]. Monographofthe~ittidae. SeeGOULD,J. 

1880-7. A monograph of the trochilidae, or family 

of humming-birds. See GOULD, J. 

1882-3. The birds of Asia. See GOULD, JOHN. 

1881. See GUENTHER, A. C. L. G. 

1881-2. Report on the zoological collections made 

in the Indo-Pacific ocean, etc. See BRITISH 

MUSEUM. 
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)~· ****and OATES, FRANK. 
1881. Matabele land and the Victoria Falls from 
the letters and journals of the late Frank Oates. 
Appendix II. Ornithology. pp. 36. 2 pl. (col. ). 
map. London. 
A second edition appeared in 1889. 

1883. The young collector's handbook of British 
birds. 18mo. pp. 32. 6 figs. London. 

1883. See A ONYMous. [List of British Birds.] 

1883-5. See CIE CE LECTURES. 

•••• and DUN CAN, P. MARTIN. 
1883-9. Cassell's atural History. Edited by 
P. Martin Duncan. 6 vols. 4to. Vols. Ill and IV, 
Aves, by R. Bowdler Sharpe. London. 
Tl1e volumes of the History are sometimes published or old 
separately. There is another edition with slightlr altered introduction and without date. 

****and WYATT, CLAUDE WILMOTT. 
1885-94. A monograph of the Hirundinidce or 
family of swallows. 2 vols. 4lo. Vol. I, pp. lxx + 
364. 53 pl. (9 col. ). 11 maps. 1 fiy . bibliogr. 
Vol. II, pp. viii + 357- 673. 50 pl. (G col.) . 16 maps. 
1 fig. append. index . London. 
A monograph (issued in 20 parts) of all the known species of swallows, 
with 103 fine plates by the jwlior author, only 15 of which are 
colored, however, although in the edition published by Henry 
Sotheran & Co. apparently all are colored. 

1888. Birds in nature. 4lo. pp. vi+ 7 8. 39 col. pl. 
7 8 figs. London. 

1888. List of [my] works and essays on ornitho
logy. 8vo. pp. 15. London. 

(1888]. See FER A DO DE ~ORO HA. 

1889. Matabele land and the Victoria1 Falls. See 
OATES , FRA K. 

1889-90. The Ornithology of Northern Borneo
Collection of 7 Papers, in l vol. 9 col. pl. 
Separately bound, constituting almost a complete account (from 
Ibis) of the Aves. 

1890. (The) ornithological work of J. S. Jameson. 
See JAMESO , J. s. 

1891. Scientific results of the second Yarkand 
mission. See STOLICZKA, FERDINAND. 

1891. A Review of recent attempts to classify 
birds. 8vo. pp. 90. 3 pl. illust. text. Budapest. 
An address before the Second Intern. Gong. of Omithology. 

1894-7. A hand-book to the birds of Great Britain. 
4 vols. 8vo. illust. (:-\lien's . ' aturalist's Library.) 

London. 
1896. Coloured figures of the eggs of British birds. 
See SEEBOHM, HENRY. 

1896-7. A hand-book to the birds of Great 
Britain. 4 vols. 8vo. illusl. (Lloyd's Natural 
History. Edited by R. B. Sharpe. ) London. 
The general text seems to be the same as that in Alien's Naturalist's 
Library, 1894-7, but the pagination and introductory matter in vols. 1 and 2 is somewhat different. 
1897. ee LYDEKKER, R. 

1898. Royal ~atural History . 
devoted to Birds. illusl. 
One of the best popular works on the subject. 

**** and L YDON, C. 

Vols. 3 and 4 
London. 

1898. Sketch-book of [ 445 species of] British 
birds. 8vo. pp. 20 + 255. front. (col. ). 306 figs. 
(col.). 1 diagr. index. London. 

[1898]. \\'onders of the bird world. 8vo. pp. 16 + 
399. illusl. index. London and New J'ork. 

1899-1909. Hand-List of the Genera and Species 
of Birds in the British Museum. 6 vols. General 
Index, by \V. R. Ogilvie-Grant, 1912, together 
6 vols. 8vo. London. 
A famous textbook, essential to all zoological libraries. 
1900. Aves. See ANDREws, c. w. 

1900. The natural history and antiquities of Sel
borne. See WHITE, GILBERT. 

1901-12. Catalogue of the Collection of Birds' 
Eggs in the British Mu seum. 6 vols. 8vo. 79 
col. pl. London. 

1902. See BR. MU EUM ( AT. HI ST.), 'SOUTHERN 
CROSS'. 

1902. A monograph of the Turdidae. See SEE
BOHM,HENRY. 

1904. The Concise Knowledge of Natural History. 
See LYDEKKER, R. and others. 

1904-12. Reports of the Princeton University 
expeditions to Patagonia. See scoTT, w. B. 

1907-10. See GODMA , F. D. 

n.d. On the birds collected by Prof. J. B. Steere 
in the Philippine Archipelago. Author's excerpt 
from Trans. Linnean Soc., Series 2, Zoology. 
Vol. I. folio. pp. 49. pl. London. 

SHAVEB, NELLIE E. 
1918. A nest study of the Maryland yellow-throat. 
8vo. pp. 12. 4 pl. (8 figs.). Iowa City, Iowa. 
Author's excerpt from the University of lowa Studies in Natural 
History. 

1891. Catalogue of the specimens illustrating the 
osteology of vertebrated animals, recent and 
extinct contained in the museum of the Royal 
College' of Surgeons of England. Part Ill. Class 
Aves. 4to. pp. lvii+469. 49 figs. append. 
2 indexes. London. 
The volume in hand is the author's own copy with his signature 
and a letter attached from R. W. Shufeldt praising the work. From 

the Mullens Library. SHAW, GEORGE [1751-1813] and NODDEB, 
1891-8. Monograph of the Paradiseidce, or ~irds F. p. 
of paradise and Ptilonorhynchidce, or bower-birds. [1789-1813]. The naturalists' miscellany: or 
2 vols. folio. Vol. I, 39 col. pl. append. Vol. II, Coloured figures of natural objects; drawn and 
pp. 6 + 104. 40 col. pl. 6 figs. London. described immediately from nature. 24 vols. 8vo. 
A splendid monograph issued in eight parts, with hand-colored Vols. I- XXIV, 1,064 pi. (col., 282 of birds). 2 
plates by J. Gould and W . Hart. indexes. London. 
1893. An analytical index to the works of the This remarkable serial was originally issued in 267 numbers, the . / 
late John Gould. 4to. pp. 48 + 37 6. portr. London. /\ text in Latin and English, the pages unnumbered. In the~/'--
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[SHAW, n. (ronfrl.)] 
l'OJlY 2~~ of tiH' C'Oiored plates relate to birds. Thes<• are acronrpan.iNl 

ln: a d<·seription of the genPrir and gpecitic charactC'rs of C'ach specJes, 

followed bv a hort, genrral df'scription or rang . de. Yols. 1- 12 

are b\ HIHiw and F. P. Nodder; 13-U by Hhaw and E. and R. P. 

J'o<lrl't-r. The work was continued by W. J;;. ],each and R. P. odcler 

as the Zoologiral Miscellany , 1814- 17. 

1790. Vivarium ,-aLurae or the Naturalist'sMi

cellany. Figs. by Nodder. 12 vols. in 6. 8vo. 

·l9:! hand-col. pl. (137 of birds). London. 

This is a R<'para1C'ly issued edition of a section of The Naturalists' 

11JisCPllmly, 1789-Hl13. 

[? 1791 ]. Oriainal drawings made expressly to 

illustrate George Shaw's Museum Leverianum by 

C. H. Hyley and others. 100 folio s/1eets in port

folio. 
This uniqm· colleetion has been desrribrd under ORIGINAL DRAWING , 

and elsewhrre rderred to in this Introduction. 

1792-6. Museum Leverianum, containing select 

specimens from the museum of the late Sir 

•\shLon Lever; with descriptions in Latin and 

English. Pts. I-VI. 4to. 72 col. pl. letterpress. 
London. 

Thr copy in hand of thi wf'll-known cataloguP ha an extra t~tlc

page. 'M usei l eYeriani Expliratio '. Part Vl has its st•parate title

page and pagination. 

1794. Zoology of 1 • ew IJ olland; the figures by 

James Sowerby. folio. col. pl. London. 

Colored platrs of mammals and birds interspersed. togl'ther with 

one plate each of fish, tortoisr, snake, and lobster. This must be 

an extremely rare work, in which were probably utilized some of the 

figures from the author's 'peculurn Linn01anum for which James 

Sowerby madr the illustrations. 

1796. Cimelia physica. Figures of rare and curious 

quadrupeds, birds, &c. together with several of 

the most elegant plants. Engrnvecl and coloured 

rrum Lbe subjects themselves by John Freuerick 

~1iller. folio. pp. 2+106. 70 col. pl. See also 

MILLER, J. F. London. 

1800-26. General zoology, or Systematic natural 

history. 14 vols. in 28. 8vo. Vols. I-XI only 

paged contiuuously. London. 

CoNTENTS. Vols. I- II. Mammalia, 1880- 1. Ill. 

Amphibia, 1802. IV-V. Pisces, 1803-4. Vl. 

Insecta, 1806. VII- VIII. Aves, 1809- 12. IX

XIV, pt. 1. Aves, by J. F. Stephens, 1815-26. 

[XIV, pt. 2]. Genernl index to the zoology, by 

G. Shaw and J. F. Stephens, 1826. 
After the death of Dr. Shaw the text for the Aves, vols. IX-XIV, 

was written by J. 1r., tephen . The 505 plates for this portion of the 

work were engraved principally by ~lrs. Griffiths. 

1809. [Twelve] Zoological lectures delivered at the 

Royal institution in the years 1806 and 1 07. 

2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. xiv+248. 87 pl. Vol. II, 

pp. iv+225. 80 pl. London. 

SHAW, G. F. 
1819. A history of the earth and animated nature. 

See GOLDSMITH, OLIVER. 

SHAW, L. H. DE VISME. 
1903. Snipe and woodcock; with chapters on 

snipe and woodcock in Ireland, by Richard J. 

Ussher, cookery, by Alexander Innes Shand. 8vo. 

pp. viii+298. 8 pl. 2 {tgs. London. 

Another of the Fur and Feather Series edited by Alfred E. T. 

Watson, the present and succeedi11g title heading a combined 

natural history and sportsman's cookery book I 

1905. Wild-fowl; chapters on shooting I he duck 

and the goose, by \V. H. Pope. Cookery by .t\.. I. 

Shand. 8vo. pp. 8 + 27 8. 8 pl. London. 

SHAW, TIIOMAS [1G94- 1Tl]. 
1738. Trm els, or OlJscn. uLiuns relating Lo eYeral 

parts of Barbnry and Lhe Le\ ant. 4 pis. folio. 

.pp. 1J + 142 + 60. illusl. U.1'(ord. 

The pagination is continuous bnt thp, Bt>Yrral part~ haw separ~te 

tables of contents. lntludes (,l,serYat wns on IHnlR 111 UH' conn tne. 

Yisitecl and note on the sacred animals of Egypt. 

SHAW, V. 
n.d. The IllusLraLeJ Book of the Dog. 28 col. pi. 

London. 

SHA W, \VILLIAM TnOMA [1873- ] . 
1908. The China or Denny phea ant in Oregon, 

with note on the native grouse of Lhe l_,acific 

l\orthwe t. 8vo. pp. 24. 1() pl. Philadelphia. 

1927. Mammals and Lirds of .Mount Rainier 

National Park. See TAYLOR, WALTER PE' 

SHELFORD, ROBERT \VAL1ER CAMPBELL [187:(-

1912]. 
[1916] . A naturalist in Borneo, with a biographi

cal iutroduction by Edward B. Poulton. 8vo. 

pp. xxvii + 331. 32 pl. index. London. 

..: otrs and memories of SPY<'ll years (l 97- 1 00-!) in .Borneo written 

during a long illness which culminated in the author's death. 

Chapter ll. pp. -!9 - /:1 , contaim ~inl-notc·s, with three platrs of 

illustrations. 

SHELLEY, GEORGE ER:.'-IEST [1840-1910]. 

1872. .\ handbook to the birds of Egypt. 8vo . 

pp. viii + 342. 14 pl. (col. ). index . London. 

The information in thL ex('elient work is tlrrived chiefly from a 

collection of nearly a thousand skin of birds. 

1876-80. (A ) monograph of the Neclariniidre, or 

family of sunbirds. 4lo. pp. 108+393. 1:21 col . pi. 

index. London. 

An important monograph wf1il'h appear<d in I~ parts. A total of 

138 species of the group ar recognized, all of which, except one, 

are figured on fine hand-colored plates by J. G. Keulemans, who was 

himself ac<1ualnted \rith thrse small birds in their native haunts. 

and whose notes on the Sun-birds inhabiting Prince's Island have 

been incorporated in the \YOrk . The original title of the work wa 

A monograph of the Cinuyrida>, ete., but it was later changed. Two 

new g<'nf'm and ten liP\\ spLL·ies are clescribe<l, and tables of geo

graphic·al tlistrihntimt of the whole group arr proYide(l. 

1886. See JOIJ sTo , n. H. 

1888. See JAME , F. L. 

1891. See SCLATER, P. L. 

****and SCLATER, vYILLIAM LUTLEY. 

1896-1912. The bird of Africa, comprising all 

the species which occur in 1 he Ethiopian region. 

5 vols. 8vo. pp. 502. num. col. pl. indexes. London. 

A comprelwnsive review of the hirds of Afriea and surrounding 

islands, excepting 'those countries bordering on the ~Iediterranean 

and eastward of the R<·u He a •. _\lany new genera are described, 

and the plate. by Grtim old are f'Xcrllent. The work was published 

in eight parts; completed after the author's <IPatlt hy W. I ... Sclater. 

SH~N T'UNG iJL ~[18th cent.]. 

1884. Shih ku ;¥~-~ 1!J•; A description of the 

human & animal skeleton. pp. 8. (In Yii han 

sfzan fang chi i shu 3i :!f 11 f m " 1!Jc ~ )· 
20 x 12·6 cm. [G.] 

SHEPHERD, CH RLES ~'ILLIAM. 

1907. l'\ otes on the birds of Kent. 

A R. J. 

~ 

See BALSTO , 
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1926. A Frolic around the Zoo. Being the ad' en
tures of Blin - and Buncla. f.ondon. 
The author is rightl~ famous for his hHmoT·ous animal Rtudk:<, nnd 
in this Yolume lte ha . giYen hiR srnsc of humour full n·in. ThcsP 
drawing show thP emotions, pa. sions, and m;umcrR of thr birds 
and brasts eneounterrd in the ramble through the 7-oo. 

SHEPPARD' RE\ ETT. 
1824. A catalogue of the 1 T orfolk and SufTolk 
birds. 4to. pp. 61. London . 

HERBORN, CHARLES DAVIES [1861- ]. 
C!nn 'l'l rAAf""'\ "l""{ • t nn A T>'T'TTTTO C' 

SHIRLING, A. E. 
1920. Birds of wope Park, etc. 12mo. 

SHOEMAKER, HE. 'RY \\ . 
1\.ansas City, llo. 

1919. The passenger pigeon in Pennsylvania. 
FR E:\ C I I , J . C . 

SHOOSMITH, F. H. 

ee 

n.d. Nature study and the 1Jlackboard. (The 
I ingS\\ ay series.) 2 vols. 8vo. illust. London. 

SHORE, F. J. 
1827-9. Manu crinl Aooendi - to Latham's 

r 

----------.---------_.....,..,......,.. __ 1901-10. Transactions. Serres 0. Aims to liRt all generic an<l SJJPeilic namrs appliPd by author<i to 
animals since the publiration of tlw tPnth ('(lition of Linuneus' 1911- dfllf. Transaction Series 4. 4 Systema Natural" in 1758, with rxart rrfer<>nre to the \\Ork in which 
the name is ub'i\d. A monuiiJPlltal contribution to animal rlal'l:itira-l4,.~t · tion, the rrsult of manr ,\PRfH of pain,;taking rffort un llw part of SHUCXARD, \\'u LI\M En\\·'\nD [1802-68]. 
thP en1dite compiler. It if; a nerrssary work of referrmce in rYcry [1860"?]. Chamber <'lnd cage bird.s. See BECH-well-cquipped library. 

STEil\, J. 111. an cl BAR:'\E~BY, (;. J. 

1 

SHIELD, GEORGE. 1879. nolhcr edition. 
ea. 1840. Ornitholog-ia Brilannica. folio. U col. pl. 
.:\o text. Enaraved h~' T. ;\ il mau. (\\ ~mting.) 
ExcessiYely rare plates, 11ho!>c hi~-<tory the CompiiPr coulcl not trace. 

SHIGEMASA. 
1805. Flowers alld Bird in Colors. (Signed l~ila(l 
Kosuisai.) Arranaeu in European Sequence. 
Vols. 1-3 (in 1). J rrlo. 

SHIPLEY, AwnicR E\ ERET1 [l8fl- 19"2RJ. 
1895- 1909. The Cambridae 1 ;-Jtul'nl Ilislorv. 8uo. 

£i {j /l t nirJ,'f(l 
This admirable ~<Prirs, whose Yalnahlr ,·oJumrf' on HTtebratr 
zoology are listrd in thi. Catalogue, was rditrll h~ .\. f•;. ~hipll'.' ' and others. 

**** and MacB RIDE , E. W. 
1901. Zooloo·y; an elcmentar) le.xl-booh.. SPn. 
pp. 21 + 632. 349 figs. index. _Yew J orlr. 
This fir~t edition (!'lame <late as ;ll>oYe) wa~ pnbli hrd at ('ambri•ll!c', 
England, with a seeoncl in HlO-*, a third in H)l;), and a fourth in 
1920, all of them in thr .\lcUill libraries. 

191 7 . Studie in insect life and oLllcr e say . 8vo. 
pp. ix+338. 12 pl. 9 firts. inde,c. i.ondon. 

1922-4. The fauna of British India . .See BAKER, 
E. C. 

SHIRAS, GEORGT.;; 
[1918]. How bird 
· "ee :\'\TIO'\AL GEO<;J{APHlC MAG\ZL"E. 

SHUFELDT, noBERT \VILSOJ [1850- ]. 
1881. Osteology of Lanius lurlovirianus excubi
toriclcs. 8T'O. pp. '351-9. 1 pl. \uLhor's ed. 

i l'ashinglon. 
1881. Ostc>ology of Speoiyio ·unicularia var. 
b) pogat>a and of Eremophila alpestri . 8vo. 
pp. 87 11 i. 4 pl . . uthor's ed. \l ashington. 

1882. C011l riiHll ions to tl1e analom~· of birds. 8uo. 
pp. -593 80u. '5 pi. ·) 1 f'ff-"· \I ashin,r;ton. 

1887. Conlr·ibutious to sdenee and hibliographica] 
resume' of lhe ''Titings [1"2.3 titles] of R. \\'. 
Shufelul, 18 l -87. [By thPir author.] 8uo. pp. :20. 

New l ork. 
1887 . . rP\if'\ ,- of lbc mu cles U 't'ti in the classi
ficalion of bir·ds. 8t'O. pp. :! 1. 13fiys. 
Authnr's rr•J•rint. 

1890. Thr rnvolo~v of Uw rnven (Corvus cora:r 
sinuatu~). . ' guide ' to lllc stud~ of the rnuscular 
sy tem in bird.. 8vo. pp. 19 -343. 76 figs. 
bibliogr. index . London. 
One of the fpw monographs on tlw mu~enlar s~·strm of birds. The 
Raven was C'ltosPn beeause it is reprpsentntiYr or a numerous aud 
cosmopolitan family of birds, the CorYidae. 

1893-6. A dictionary of bird . See ;-.;EwToN, A. 

1900. Chapter on the natural hi torv of the 
Tnilell taLes. 8vo. pp. 47:2. 130 figs. 'index. 

~The first cilitiou wa publi bed in 1807. 
New York. 

& 
I 
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[SHUFELDT, R. V/. (contd. )] 

1909. Osteology of bird . 8vo. pp. 381. illusl. 

( .Y. State Museum, Bulletin 130. ) Albany. 

A very important work on the subject. 

19 14 . Contribution to the tudy of the ' Tree

ducks ' of the genus Dendrocygna. 8vo. pp. 70. 

16 pl. (2 col. ). 
Jena. 

Author's reprint. 

1915. Fossil birds in the .\larsh collection of Yale 

University. 4to. pp. 109. 15 pl. New Haven. 

SHUMWAY, WALDO [1891- ] . 

1927. Vertebrate embryology ; a text book for 

colleges and universities. 8vo. pp. viii -r 314. 195 

figs. index. New }'ork. 

1928. The frog; a laboratory guide. 8vo. pp. 8 + 
87. illusl. New Fork. 

SIAM . See NATURAL HISTORY ot::IETY OF. 

SIAM SOCIETY, BANGKOK. 

1904-date. Journal. 

1926-date. Journal-Natural History Supple

ment. 

SIBBALD , RoBERT [1641-1722]. 

1684. Scotia illustrata sive Prodromus historire 

naturalis in quo, etc. 3 vols. (pts. ). folio. illust. 
Edinburgh. 

The plates illustrating animal life- 'tam feris quam domesticis'

include an original illustration of the Loon, Colymbus max im11S 

ltellatus, the Greatest Diver, from the i land of Ketham. 

SIBOGA-EXPEDITIE . 

1901-30. Uitkomsten op zoologisch botanisch, 

oceanographisch en geologisch gebied verzameld 

in Nederlandsch Oost-Indie, 1899-1900, uit gege

ven door Max Weber. Livraison 1-106. folio. 

See also WEBER, M. c. w. Leiden. 

SIBREE, JAMES [1836- ] . 

1891- 2 . On the birds of Madagascar and their 

connection with native folk-lore, proverbs, and 

superstitions. 8vo. pp. 108. London. 

Author's reprint from Ibis. The present volume i. a presentation 

from the author to the Rev. Canon Tristram. 

1915. A naturalist in Madagascar: a record of 

observation ... of the animal life of the island. 

8vo. pp. 320. 37 pl. 3 maps. index. London. 

Sketches of animal life occur throughout. the volume; 210 species of 

birds inhabit the island, nearly a seventh of which are rapacious. 

SIDDALL, JoHN D. 
1911. The formation of the Chester society of 

natural science, literature, and art, and an epitome 

of its subsequent history. 8vo. pp. 63. illust. 
Chester. 

SIDEBOTHAM, HELE M. 

[1927]. Mysteries of the zoo. pp. 191. 8 pl. 

T. of c. 
London. 

SIEBENBttRGISCHER VEREIN FttR 

NATURWISSENSCHAFTEN, HER-

MANNSTADT. 
1901- 2. Abhandlungen. 

1849-dale. Verhandlungen und Mitteilungen. 

SIEBENROCK, FRIED RICH. 1906 . See VOELTZ

KOW, ALFRED. 

SIEBERT, G. 1901. ee LYDEKKER, R. 

SIEBOLD , KARL THEODOR ER.T T vo~ [1804-85]. 

1863. Die O.sswa erfi che von :\-1itteleuropa. 8J)o. 

pp. 8 + 430. 2 col. pl. text-figs. Leipzig. 

A very important, systematic treatise on European frp hwat~r 

fishes. 

SIEBOLD , PHrLIPP FRA.'Z vo , [1796-1866] and 

others. 
1833-50. Fauna Japonica, ive descriptio ani

malium, quae in itinere per Japoniam ... 1823-30, 

etc. 6 vols. folio. Lugduni Batav. 

This classic treati-e, when complete , r'' very carce, partly because 

it was irregularly i ued over a period of 17 years. The author was 

assisted in its preparation by everal distinguished naturalists, 

C. J. Temminck and H. chlegel de cribing the R~ptile , a ection 

with pp. 21 + 144, 27 plll., 1 map, 1833- 8 ; Land :llammals by C. J. 

Temminck, pp. 59, and 20 pl. (1 H ). The remaining vertebrates 

are described and depicted by the author, i.e. Marine }lammals, 

pp. 26, 10 pl. , 1844 ; Birds, pp. 141, 120 col. pl., 1 44-50; Fishes, 

pp. 323, 160 col. pl., 1842-50. Various part of this eriP have been 

published separately. 

1850. Mammalia faunaeJaponi ae. folio. 30 col. pl. 
Lugduni Balav. 

A rare and Yaluable work on Japane e mammals, illustrated with 

well-executed colored plate . 

SIEDHOF ' CARL FRIEDRICH \\TILHEL I. 

1845. Naturgeschichte der Stubenvogel Deutsch

lands. 8vo. pp. 16 + 360. 4 pl. Braunschweig. 

SIENA UNIVERSITA. Istitu to Anatomico. 

See :MONITORE ZOOLOGICO ITALIANO. 

SILCOX, SmNEY SHEDDON [1866- and 

STEVENSON, 0. J. [1869- ] . 

1906 . The nature study course. 8vo. pp. (6)+121. 

7 figs. T. of c. 4 append. Toronto. 

A manual of ~ature tud:v course (including all forms of animal 

life) suggestive to teachers in the variou provinces of the Dominion 

of Canada. That for Ontario is giYen in Appendix A; for ~Ianit{)ba 

in B, and for Nova Scotia in C. 

1908 . Modern nature study. 12mo. pp. 9 + 339. 

12 pl. (col. ). 350 figs. bibliogr. index. Toronto. 

An excellent, popular manual on Nature tudy divided into two 

parts. 

SILLIMAN'S JOURNAL OF SCIENCE. See 

A 1ERICA JOURNAL OF SCIE. CE. 

SILLOWAY, PERLEY MILTOiT . 

1897. Sketches of some common birds. 8vo. 

pp. 331. 18 pl. T. of c. Cincinnati. 

1901 . Summer birds of Flathead Lake, Montana . 

8vo. pp. 83. 16 pl. index. 1Uissoula, 1\!ontana. 

1903. The birds [176 species] of Fergus County, 

Montana. 8vo. pp. 77. 19 pl. bibliogr. index. 
Lewistown, Mont. 

1920 . Guide to the summer birds of the Bear 

Mountain and Harriman Park sections of the 

Palisades Interstate Park, New York. 8vo. 

pp. 105. 33 figs. index. Syracuse, N . L 

SIM, GEORGE [1835- 1908]. 

1903. The vertebrate fauna of' Dee ·. 8vo. pp. 295. 

8 pl. bibliogr. index. ~ lberdeen. 

SIMEON, CoR wALL. 

1860. Stray notes on fishing and natural h istory. 

12mo. pp. 20+263. 11 figs. index. 
Cambridge, E ngland. 
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SIMLA NATURALISTS' SOCIETY. 1885-6. Journal. 

SIMON , EuG:E E Louis [1838- ] . 1921. Histoire naturelle des Trochilid::e (Synopsis et catalogue). 4to. pp. 6 + 416. Paris. ThiR important contribution to our knowlf'dgc of humming-birds is a much enlarged successor of his Catalo{1ue , 1897, to which the author refers in the preface. Thf' work is divided into two partst he first one, Pntitlrd Synop.~is . gives a diagnostic drsrrlption of genera and s:peries, while thr second part, OatalO(JIIe, furnishes a brief but sufficient systematic description of the diff<'rent varieties, with a rompletP synonymy, range, etc. 

SIMPSON, ALEXA DER NICOL. 1905. Familiar Scottish birds. T. of c. 16mo. pp. 160. 
Paisley. 

SIMPSON-BAIXIE, EDWI . 
[1878-9]. The international dictionary, for nat uralists and sportsmen, in English, French, and German. 8uo. pp. 281. London. A most useful dictionary, the general contents of which are set forth in the title. 

J. C. 1909 . See CAMBRIDGE L I-VERSITY. 

SIMROTH , HEINRICH [1851-1923]. 1891. Die Entst.Phung der Landtiere; ein biologischerVersuch. 8vo. pp. 8 + 492. illust. Leipzig. 
1914. Die Pendula lionsthcorie. :2nd cd. 8vo. pp . 16 + 597. illust. Berlin. 

SINCLAIR, WILLIA 1 JoH [1877- ]. 1906. Marsupialia of the Santa Cruz beds. folio. pp. 128. illust. Princeton, N.J. Author'A sl'parate from Report.~ Princelon Fni1•ersify Expeditions to Patagonia, 1 906. 

SIN EL ' J OSEPH. 
1906. An Outline of Lhe 1\atural History of our shores, eLc. 8vo. pp. 16 + 347. 1 pl. te.ci-figs. 

London. SINGAPORE NATURALIST. (Singapore Natural History Society.) 
1922-date. Includes Socie1 y's Proceedings and Transactions. 

SINGER, CHARJ ES [1876- J and oth-2rs. 1917-21. Studies in the Ilistorv anrl Method of Sc ien ce . 2 U(l /s. [0. ] · 
T hcSt' Atudir~ inducle admirahlr chapters on Arir-;to11P :1nfl nrrrk biolog~. 

1927. The Herbal in Antiquity. 10 co l. p l. text illu t. 
8vo. pp. 52. 

London. • \ uthor's reprint from lh Journal of Hellenic , t11dies. Yol. xiYii, rontaining numerous refPrPncr to animals. 

SINHALESE OLA (Palm-leaf Manuscrip t ) . ea. 1812 . atura l hislory, with anatomical illustrations of sorpenls, fishes, monsters, ete. 4 x :!{. in. Modern f'Overs (laf·quered and painted after antique models), cord nnd JmLlun . 
:-i inhalet;e ~I S. literatnr contai11 very frw tl'xts on zoolog~· . ilUd this exampk is E'Xecs~iYrh· rarr. The iluthor and srrihE' arc both 1mknown, nor is thrre an~· indication of the place in which it wa written. 

SITGREAVES, LoRE zo. 1853 . See u HED rATES. R eport of an Expedition down Lhe Zuni and Colorado R ivers. 

SITZUNGSBERICHTE D . GESELLSCHAFT NATURFORSCHENDER FREUNDE , BERLIN. 1839- dale. See GESELLSCHAFT ... FREU DE. 

S.JOSTEDT, BROR y GYE [1866- ] . 1895. Zur Ornithologie Kameruns, nebst . . die Saugetiere, etc. 4to. pp. 120. 10 col. pl. 
Stockholm. The ahove title forms Bd. XXVII, :ro. 1, of the Handlingar, St·enska Vetenskaps-Akademien, and is a useful contribution to the vertebrate zoology of the Cameroons. 

1897. Reptilien aus Kamerun . .3 pl. Stockholm. 
1910. \Vissenschaftliche Ergebnisse der Schwedischen Zoologischen Expedition nach dem Kilimandjaro ... Deutsch-Ostafrika, 1905- 6, etc. 3 vols. 4to. pp. 2,328. 87 pl. text-figs. Stockholm. This is one of the most valuable records of exploration into the wilds of East Africa we possr s. The approaches and -plateaux of the highest mountain in Africa are the habitat of many rare fauna! and floral species described and de-picted by the author and his colleagues. Authors' separates were issued (beginning with 1 907) and are commonly met with. E. Lonnberg dl'scribed the mammals, Bd. II, pp. 56, 1 pl.; birds by Y . Sjo tedt, Bel. Ill, pp. 173, 5 pl., illu3t. text; reptiles and batrachians, Bd. IV, pp. 28, 1 pl. , and fishes, pp. 8, by E. Lonnberg. llfost of the volumes are devoted to entomology. 

S.J OSTEDT, Y. See SJ osTEDT, B. Y. 

SXANDIN AVISXE 
MOEDE. 

NATURFORSXERES 
Got henburg. 1840-98. Forhandlinger. 

SXERTCHLY, SYD EYBARBERJOSIAH [1850- ]. 1878. ee MILLER, SAMUEL HE RY. 
1886 . See TYLOR, ALFRED. 

SKINNER , E. R. 
1905. A list of lhe birds of British India. 8vo. pp. 44. St. J4ary Gray, Kent. 

SKINNER, J OSEPH. 
1805. The Present State of Peru . 8vo. pp . 14+ 487. 1 col. pl. text-figs. index. London. 

SKINNER , MILTO PHILO [1879- J. 1928. A guide to the winter birds of the North Carolina sandhills. 8uo. pp. xiv+301. front. (co l.). 14 pl. (13 col.). 30 figs. bibliogr. index . A lbany. 
SXOTTSBERG, CARL JOHA FREDRIK [1880-and LONNBERG, Er AR. 

1920- 4. The natural history of Juan Fernandez and Easter Island. 3 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. 20. 15 pl. 3 figs. Vol. 11, pp. 550. 33 pl. (3 col.). 165 figs. bibliogr. index. Vol. I ll, pp. 128. 5 p l. 39 fi gs. bibliogt . Up psala . General zoology is rhiefly discussed in Vol. Ill. The portion devoted to ornithologr of the two islands by Einar Lonnberg i in part 1 of vol. JJI, '~ith four illwtrations in thr text. 

SXOVGAARD, P. 
1920. Den sorte Stork srerlig i Danmark. 4to. pp. 56. 39 figs. 1 map. bibliogr. V iborg. Th<' Black :::>torl- in Drnmark, the north-westerly extremity of the range of Ciconia niqm, illustrated from photographs of the young birds in the nest at all f'ltages. 

SLANEY, ROBERT AGLIONBY [1792-1862]. 
·2nd ed . 8vo . pp . viii +168. 13 figs. T. of c. 

L ondon. 

1833. .\ n outline of the smaller British birds. ~ 

4 D ? 
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~~sLATER, HE1 RY HORROCK . 
1879 . See ROYAL SOCIETY OF LO:"DO:'-.. 

1898. Limicolae. See B TLER, A. G. 

1901. Manual of the Birds of Iceland. 8vo. pp. 23 

+150. 3 pl. 1 map. Edinburgh. 

SLOANE, HANS [1660-1753]. 
1707-25. A voyage to the islands Madera, Bar

bados, Nieves, S. Chri tophers and Jamaica, with 

the natural history of the herbs and trees, four

footed beasts, fishes, bird , in ect , reptile , &c. 

of the last of those islands. 2 vols. folio. pp. 9+ 

274. pl. map. London. 

This great work, by the founder of the British ~Iuseum, wa!'< pub

lished after being submitted for the criticism and approval of John 

Ray. 

SLONAKER, JAMES RoLLI [1866- ] . 

1912. See STA FORD U IVERSITY, CALIFOR lA. 

1915. The eyelids and lachrymal apparatus of 

birds. See WOOD, CASEY A. 

1918. Eye of the English Sparrow. 8vo. pp. 50. 

illust. Boston. 

Author's reprint from the Journal of i'.Iorpholof]y. 

SMALL ANIMAL WORLD. 
1914-date. 

1914-19. As Pet Stock \Vorld. 

SMALLWOOD, vV. M. 

Baltimore. 

1927. Man-the Animal. Revised edition. 12mo. 

pp. 16+235. 32 illust. rew l'ork. 

The distinguished author applies the fundamental laws of biogenesis 

to the species Homo sapiens as he would to any other animal 

elabor~ting certain aspects of the problem-reprod\tction, heredity: 

evolutiOnary processes, etc. 

SMART' THOMA GREGORY. 
1886. Birds on the British list. 8vo. pp. xxiv+ 

148. London. 

SMEE, ALFRED [1818-77]. 
1872. My garden, together with a general de crip

tion of its natural history. 8vo. pp. xx--r 650. 

22 pl. J2 vignettes. 1,197 figs. index. London. 

r~in~~~:t~~~~ing the garden are described on pp. 522-55, with 

SMELLIE, WILLIAM [1740-95]. 
1790-9. The philosophy of natural history. 2 vols. 

4to. Vol. I, pp. xiii+547. inrle.1·. Vol. II, pp. xii+ 

515. index. Edinburgh. 

A mem~ir of t)1is distinguished zoologist was publi hPd in Janlinc's 

Naturahst's Library, Yol. 24, 1 39. 

1792-3. The atural Hislory of Bird . See 

BUFFON, G. L. 

**** and WARE, J OIL . 

1824. The philosophy of naLurul hislory, ... 

WiLh an introducLion and various acldilion · and 

alterations, inLended Lo ad:1pL iL to the JH'C cuL 

state of knowledge. By John \\arc. 8vo. pp. vi 

+336. glossary. Boston. 

SMILES, SA~tUEL [l 1:-G-1904]. 
1876. Life of a coL eh nul urali t: Thomas Eclwmcl 

a sociatc of Lhc Liumc:.m sodcLy. 8uu. JlfJ. xix J-138: 

7 pl. 25 figs. T. of c. append. London. 

This popular biograplty (by the famous aut llor of Sel{-IleltJ) n·<·ounts 

not only his hero's contributions to ~:;cicncc but also the hardships 

and di appointment~ the humble shoemakrr suffrred in hi!' search 

after knowledge. The apprn<lix contains an annotated list of 

Banffshire bird (215 species) collected hy E<lward. A fifth edition 

appeared in 'l 77, with an American printing in the same year. 

SMITH, A. C. 
1870 .. ·an·ative of a pring Tour in Portugal. 8vo. 

London. 
Chapter XV deal with the birds. 

SMITH, LFRED CHARLES [1822-98] . 
1887. The bird of \ ·ut hire. 8vo. pp. 25 + 588. 

index. London 

[1891 ?]. Recent occurrence of the great bustard 

in \Yilts. 8vo. pp. 1:. [Devizes?] 

SMITH, A. DREW [1797-187:2]. 
1838-49. Illustrations of the zoology of South 

Africa; consisting chiefly of figures and descrip

tions of the objects of natural history collected 

durino- an expediLion into the interior of South 

Africa, in the years 1834, 1 35, and 1836. J\.lam

malia, Aves, Reptilia, Pisces, Invertebratae. 5 

vols. in 4. 4to. 270 col . pl. Aves, vol. II, 132 ll. 

114 pl. (col. by Ford). index. London. 

This work wa i sued in 2 parts, the dates and content of which 

are given by Waterhou e in the Proc. Zool. Soc. Lon<lon. 18 0. 

pp. 489 91. 

1880. Sir A. Smith's miscellaneou Ornithological 

Paper . Edited by 0. Salvin. 4to. pp. vi + 127. 
London. 

The pagination of the original papers in the 'Routh African Quarterly 

Journal' an cl the 'Report of the Experlition for Exploring Central 

Africa' is givt>n in each casr. See also WILLUOHBY OCTRTY. 

SMITH, ARTHL"R DO='<ALDSON [1864- ] . 

1897. Through unknown _,\frican countries; the 

fir t e pedition from Somaliland to Lake Lamu. 

8vo. pp. xvi+471. :27 pl. 44 figs. 6 maps. 10 

append. index. New }'ork and London. 

This i the fir t impre,;;ion (printed in the United tates), in which 

'Lake La mu' appears instead of 'T,akc Rudolf '. References to 

African faunae frequently occur, and in Apprndix A there i a 

systematic report on the l<'ishes, by A. Giinthcr. 

SMITH, B. \VEBSTER. 
[c. 1926]. The world in the past. 16mo. pp. xii+ 

355. 111 pl. (48 col.) . text-figs. index. London. 

SMITH, C. \V. and D'OYLY, C. 
1829. Oriental ornithology [illust.] by C. W. 

Smith and Sir C. D'Oyly. Behar Lithographic 

Pre s. folio. ilium. lit. 12 pl. (co l. ). Belwr(?) . 

A cries of 12 colorecl plates of Indian birds, unnamed and without 

text. The 11late range from ! x 12 to 7! x 9t. mounted on !'.hef'ts 

of a lar~er si~e. A printrd cowr i lettrred, • X. 2 of the Oriental 

Ornithology, containing 12 c;ubjects '. 

SMITH, CECIL. 
1869. The bird of Somer et hire. 12mo. pp. 10+ 

643. London. 

!879. The bird uf Guernsey and the neighbouring 

1 land , Alderney, 'ark, J ethou, Herm. 8uo. 
pp. a:ix,:223. index. London. 

SMITH, },Jrs. CHARLOrTE (born TuRNER) [1749-

1 UoJ. 
1815 . • \ natural history of birds. :2 vols. 18mo. 

yol. I, pp. iv--r115. 11 pl. \ ul. II, pp. 157. 11 pl. 

uzde.c. errata. London. 

~\.nothL·r <·.di1iuu, witlt tlw t'rrrtf'l ot th" pru,t nt copy made good, 

~~ppran·d_JU 11'\lfl. l'hc library cop~ of the lnlln i!'! a Jtr~>scrttation 

from :.\laJor \[ullen;; to .JnRt'l)h Whitakcr with illlaid autograph 

/t"\ letter. 

~ 
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SMITH , H 
1 7. .\nin ' 

SMITH ll\.RL 
19 14. :an, da. 
book o th Ho ·k ~ un 
pp. l:!U. front. T~ of c. bil t 

SMITH , H ROLD H.\..lEL :1 67- ]. 1910. Aiu-r tt ~ .._\: bird.;;kin . th lruth aboul their collection and e. ·port. vo. pp. 16) + 13 . T. of c. 
London. In thi book the <\Uthor · cha. t'' the de,il round the bu ·h' in trying to show that • Judged by the standanl that prevails in England (the mo t humane and con 'iderate country with reganl to animal and bird ), the metllocL employed in the collection of bird- kin rl1 

and feather in the ~opic~ are not cruel'. The pre ent Compiler sugge ts that h · pen a few month in . 'outb and )liddle America in an unprejurl' din e. tigation of this matter-with hi rye· wide op n. lmdimmed by the fog. of trade. 

SMITH, H. G THRIE-. See nuniRIE- MITH, \V I LLIAM HERBERT. 

SMITH , J. A. 1908 .. ee ARr TOTLE . 

SMITH, JAME~ EDWARD [17;:}9-18·_ ] . 1811. Lache i Lapponica, elc. See u. -::'\AE s, CAROL 

1821. A election of the corre pondence of Linnaeu and other naturali l from the original manu cripts. 2 vols. 8vo. illust. London. 
SMITH' J ERO'.\IE '. c. ' 1833. 1 atural IIi tory of the Fi hes of Ma sachusetts. 2 pts. 12mo. pp. 400. illust. Boston. A well written little manual (part 2 being devoted to Trout) by a New England phy ician. 

SMITH, MALCOLl\1. 
1926. Monograph of the Sea-Snake . 8vo. 2 pl. 

? London and Singapore . 
**** and KLOSS, DonE . 1930. The Reptilia and Amphibia of the :Malay Penin ula. 8vo. pp . 18+149. inyapore. Authors' reprint (Bull . Raffles ll!u.~eum. No. 3). A valuable and much needed treatise. 

SMITH, 1\.l rs. A ·cy\V. PAI:'o~E and FORBUSH, EDWARD H OWE. 
(1922] . (The) Provincetown book. pp. 260. front. 38 figs. Brockton, .f'I.Iass. 

IE 571 

ITH, n. c.\ w. r.AnR. 
d:' and their ' ay.-. l'!mo. pp. . [Jl. 

_ ·eu ) · OJ·k. 
ITH, H ~t I \I.D no-..wORTH [1 :m-H ll J. Hirtt lil'e anti bird lor~. w. pp. 19-+-434. pl. il/u.·. te.1t. intfe:r. London. 
ITH, l'u \lA". of "Pa Field,·· hapel. 10. l.t' rnhinrl tlu jeune naluruli t uu, • ,1 •h ~HI intt'res..::anls llt> l"hi-toire de-. anirnau.·; t •. h l'andai.;; 6 vol:". 16mo. illll,' l. Pari'. 

S ITH, \\. 11. 
l. Ht'ptilia and mphibin. ee onro. TAT. OF. 

S M ITH, \\ 11 LL\11 HA)l~AY [1 59- and NOR-TELL .J .... l'E\YAH.T. 
u.d. llluslralions of zoolug-v: inYcrl hrale and ,·~r t 'bra le . ·2nd eel. 4io . ._ . pp. 11-t , 0. 70 pl. append. index. Edinburgh. .\n int resting work on eomparatin· anatomy, illustratt•d b~· many lwlplul <liagrams. 

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUT ION . (Founded l 1(j.) 
1847-1930. _\nnual Heporl, Le. n·a.·hington. Th · curl~ Reports of this ramous series to which most oi the noted naturalist in ~·orth Amrrica han• contrilnlh'<l -an• ven rare. lu I ' i3 the large collection. of tiH' Institution were gatlllrl'll n. a department oi the 'Cnited "'tate~> Xalional J!useu11t. nnd in 1 4 A.;awal Report11 of these appeared as d'parate publieation,; .. A· in the ea e of otlwr publieationi'\ by the parent In ·titutivn mHI it' branche , many of the contributed paper· h;lve been pulili hed as author's reprint and, a uch, have be 'll eparatt-ly annotated in this Catalogue. 

1848- 1930 . Smith onian ontrihution to Knowledge. 4to. 
A very important erie to which mo t Amrrican zoologists of note have contributed <luring the pa t 0 ye;us. 
1861. Circular in reference to Collecting Test and Egas of 1 Torth American Bird . l:!mo. pp. 11 +PP· 22. 
Introductory remark.· arc made by the 'ecret:uy, Jo t-ph Hrnrr, 'ith a list of birds breeding in various ections of ~Torth America. Bound in i a econd (unnumbered) mithsonian Jlisc. Coll., 'Instruction in r fereme to collecting nests', etc., undated, with a igned AppendLx, all introductory to Prof. A. Xewton's previously published article on • Suggestion for forming Collection of Birds' Eggs, fig . in text'. 

1862-1930. Smithsonian Miscellaneous .ollections. 
Another erie containing many valuable e ays on zoological ubjects. There was a quarterly is uc under thi~ heading, 1903-10. 

****· U .S. Nation al Museum. 1875-1930 . Bulletin, etc. 8vo. Washington. Nos. 1-16 of this important periodical were al o i sued a part of the Srnitltsonian Miscellaneous Collections, but they now have a separat exi tence and i sue. 
1879-1930. Proceeding, elc. Vol. 1-dale. 8vo . Yols. I-YI form part of the Smithsonian .J!iscellaneous Collections, altogether one of the most important natural history periodicals. 
1892-1930. Special Bulletin. ro . !-date. 4lo. One of the most 'aluable of the mith ·onian publications. 

SMITHWICK, J. \Y. P. 
1897. A Li t of Bird of~ 1 0rl.h Carolina. 

Raleigh, 1 .C. Author's separate from Journ. Elislta liiitchell cienti/ic Soc., vol. 8. 
SMITT' FREDRIK ADAM [1 39-1904 J. 1892-5. , ee \\RH; HT, W. \ 0 . 
1899-1907 . See swEDE . Voyages. Magallanes. 
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~~ SMUTS, JOHANNES. 
1832. Disserlatio Zoologica, enumeratio Mam

malium Capensium continens. 4lo. pp. 14+108. 

3 col. pl. Leidae. 

SNE LLEMAN , JoH. F. [1852- ]. 
1881-92. See VETH, P. J. 

1887. Bijdragen tot de kennis der fauna van 

Midden-Sumatra. 4to. ,\ u thor's excerpt from the 

K. ederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap. 

Alidden-Sumatra. neizen en ondersoekingen, vol. 4, 

pt. 1. Leiden. 

SNETHLAGE, EMILIA. 
1914. Catalogo das aves amazonicas, contendo 

todas as especies descripLas e mencionadas ate 

1913. 8vo. pp. 530. 6 pl. Burg, Germany. 

Author' reprint published in Germany. A descriptive catalogue 

(in I'ortu~<nese) of thr J~ird8 of Brazil illustrated only by six plates 

of detail in outline. 

SNODGRASS, RoBERT E. and HELLER, 

EDl\IUND. 
1902. Birds of Clipperton and Cocos Islands. 

pp. 13. 

SNOUCKAERT 
R.C.E.G.J. 

VAN SCHAUBURG, 

1908. _-\ vifauna • eerlandica. Lijst der tot dus

verre in N ederland in wild en staat waargenomen 

Vogelsoorten. 4to. pp. 160. 12 col. pl. index. 
Leeuwarden. 

In all, 3-lo6 form. of :Xetherlands avifatma are carefully and fully 

described. A bibliography, a list of vernacular names, and a number 

of local records are among the rontents of this important treatise 

on Dutch ornithology. 

SNOW, FRANC IS HUNT! GTON [1840- ]. 
1872. A_ ca ta logu e of the b irds of Kansas. ·2nd ed. 

8vo. pp. 16. Kansas City. 

The list is based upon the author's personal observations during 

six years residence in Kansas, the present edition containing addi

t ions by Baird ai1d Alien. It lists 282 speries, represent.ing 39 

families. A third edition was issued in 1875. 

1875 . A catalogue of the birds of Kansas. 8vo. 

pp. 14. Kansas City. 

In this edition 13 sp -cie' and one variety have been added (a total 

of 295 species representing -15 families) since the publication of the 

second edition, in October 1872. 

SNOW' HE RY JAMES [1848- J. 
1897. No tes on the Kuril Islands. 8vo. pp. 91. 

2 maps. index. London. 

SOCIEDAD COLOMBIANA DE CIENCIAS 

NATURALES . Bogota. 

1913-date. Boletjn. 

1913- 18. As Sociedad de Ciencias aturales del 

Instituto de la Salle, Bogota. 

SOCIEDAD CUBANA DE HISTORIA NA

TURAL 'FELIPE POEY', HAVANA. 

191 5-date. Memorias. 

SOCIEDAD DE CIENCIAS, FISICAS E 

NATURALES DE CARACAS. See VARGASIA . 

SOCIEDAD DE CIENCIAS, FfSICAS E 

NATURALES, MALAGA. See REVISTA DE 

MALAGA. 

SOCIEDAD DE CIENCIAS NATURALES 

DEL INSTIT'UTO DE LA SALLE, BOGOTA. 

See SOCIEDAD COLOMB IANADE CIENCIAS ATURALES . 

SOCIEDADE PORTUGUESA 
CIAS NATURA_!S. 

DE SCIEN- 'Oct[ 
Lisb~ ~ 1 

1907-date. Bulletin. 

1913-date. Memorias-serie Zoologiq u e. 

See also AHCHIVES PORTUGAl ES DES SCIE CE~ 

BIOLOGIQUES, and JOR AL DE CIE. CIAS ~ATURAI S. 

SOCIEDAD ESPANOLA DE 
NATURAL. 
1872-1901. Anales. 

1901-dale. Boletin. 

1903-date. Memorias. 

HISTORIA 
1\iadrid. 

SOCIEDAD IB E RICAUDE CIENCIAS 
TURALES,~ARAGO A. 
1892-7. Boletm. 

1902-date. Boletin. ew series . 

1919-date. .Ylemorias. 

SOCIEDAD MEXICANA DE HISTORIA 

NATURAL. See :--iAT RALEZA. l\1exi co . 

SOCIEDAD N A TUR ALISTAS NEO-GRAN-

DINOS . Bogold. 

1860-1. Contribueiones. 

SOCIEDAD OR NIT OLOGICJ\ ... DEL PLATA. 

See HORNERO. 

SOCIEDAD P A LEOliTOLOGICA, BUENOS 

AIRES. 
1866-8. Aetas. 

SOCIEDAD ZOOLOGICA ARGENTINA. :iee 

PERI6DICO ZOOLl~GTCO. 

SOCIETA ADRIATICA DI SCIEl:iZE N A

TURA LI IN TRIESTE. 
1874-dale . Boll cltino. 

SOCIETA ITALIANA DI SCIENZE NA

TURAL! E MUSEO CI VICO DI STORIA 

NATURALE . JVIilan. 

1855/9-dale . . \tli. 

1864-7 1. Memorie. 

1895-dale. :\Iemorie. 1 ew series. 

Seea lsoNAT RA . 

SOCIET A D E I NATURALIST! E MATE

MATICI D I MODENA. 
1886-date. Atti (and t\nnuario). 

SOCI ETA DI NATURALIST! IN NAPOLI. 

1887-dale . BolleLtino . 
See also RIVISTA ITALIA A DI SCIENZE NATURALI 

E LORO APPLICAZIO I. 

SOCIETA DEI NATURALIST! SICILIANI, 

PALERMO. See ATURALI TA s rc rLIANO. 

SOCI ETA ROMANA PER GLI STUDI 

ZOOLOGICI. 
1892-1911. B ollettino. Vols . I-VIII. Continued 

as Societd Z oologica ltal iana. Bollettino. 

SOCIETA DI SCIENZE NATURALI ED 

ECONOMICHE DI PALERMO. 
1877-9. Bollettino. 

1891-date. B ollettino. New series. 

~j 
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;;;J SOCIET.A. DI SCIENZE NATURAL! TOSr CANA. S OCIETE H E LVETI QU E (SUISSE) DES S CIENCES N A T U R E LLES . See ALLGEMEINE 

N.' 

1895-date. Atti e Proce si. 

SOCIET .A SICILIAN A DI SCIENZE N A TURALI. See AT RALISTA SICILIANO. 
SOCIETAS PRO FAUNA ET FLORA FEN NICA. ee HEL 1 GFOR . 

SOCIETAS NATURAE SCRUTATORUM LIP~ENSIS . See ATURFORSCHE DE GESELL-SCHAFT Z LEIPZIG. 

SOCIETAS SCIENTIARUM NATURALIUM CROATICA. ee IIRVATSKO PRIRODoSLov A DRUSTVO U ZAGREBU. 

SOCIETAS SCIENTIARUM NATURALIUM MORA VIAE. See MORAVSKA PRiRODOVEDikKA SPOLECNOST, BRU N. 

(R .) SOCIETAS SCIENTIARUM UPSALIENSIS . See (K.) VETE KAP -socmTETE I l'PSALA. 

SOCIETAS ZOOLOGICA TOKYONENSIS . See A OTATIONES ZOOLOGICAE JAPO E, SE . 
SOCIETAS ZOOLOGICO-BOTANICA V ANAMO . See s OMALAISE ELAI -JA KASVITIETEELLI E. SEURA VA1 AMO. 

SOCIET .A TICINESE DI SCIENZE N A-TURALI. 1904-da te. Locarno. 
SOCIET .A TOSCAN A DI SCIENZE N A TURALI D I PISA. 
1875- dale. Memorie. 
1878- date. Processi erbali. 

CHWEIZERISCHE UE ELLSCHAFT. 

SOCIETE D'HISTOIRE NAT URELLE DE L' AFRIQUE DU NORD . Algiers. 1909-dale. Bulletin. 

SOCIET E D 'HISTOIRE NATURELLE ET D'ANTHROPOLOGIE DE L OIRE-ETCHARENTE , CHAMBERY. 
1883-date. Bulletin. 

SOCIETE D'HISTOIRE NAT URELLE DES ARDE NNES , CHARL EVILLE . 
1894-1911. Bulletin. 

SOCIETE D'HIST OIRE NATURE LLE D 'AUTUN. 
1888-date. Bulletin. 

SOCIETE D 'HISTOIRE NATURELLE D ' AUVER GNE, CLERMON T -FERRAND . 1890 . Bulletin. 

S OCIETE D 'HIST OI RE NATURELLE DE COLMAR-. 
1860-88. Bulletin. 
1889-date. Bulletin. New series. 
1889-1917. Has also German title: Naturhistorische G esellschaft in Colmar. 
1883- 5. Bulletin- Supplement. 

SOCIETE D ' HIST OIRE NAT U R ELLE DE L ' ILE MAURICE. :iee socnh·:E ROYALE DES ARTS ET DES SCIE CES DE l\IA RICE. 

SOCIETE D'HIST OIRE N ATURE LLE DE SOCIETA ZOOF ILA NAPOLETANA. See MACON. ZOOFILO. 
1S'93-ilJl5. B ulletin. 

SOCIETA ZOOLOGICA ITALIANA. 1892-8. Bollfttino. Series l. 
Rome. 1920-date. Bulletin. ew series. 

1900- 11 . Bollettino . Series 2. 
1912-14. Bollettino. Series 3. 
1919. Bollettino. Series 4. 
1926-date. Bollettino. Series 5. 
See a [so SOCIETA ROI\IA A PER GLI STUD I ZOOLOGICI. 

SOCIETA DEI ZOOTECNICI , MILAN. 1882-5 . 

SOCIETE ANONYME SCIAMA. 1912. P lumes et panaches; un centenaire (1812-19 12). f olio. pp. 74. illust. Paris. 
SOCIETE DE BIOLOGIE, PARIS . 

1849-1930. Comptes rendus. 

SOCIETE DE BORDA A DAX. 
1876--dale. Bulletin. index. 

SOCIETE FRIBOURGEOISE DES SCI-ENCES NATURELLES. Fribourg. 1879/80-date. Bulletin (Comptes Hendus). 
1907-date. Memoirs (Zoologie). 

SOCIETE D 'HISTOIRE NATURELLE DE METZ. 'ee SOCI:ETE D 'HISTOIRE ATURELLE DE LA MOSELLE. 

SOCIETE D'HISTOIRE NATURELLE DE LA MOSELLE. Metz. 1835-date. Bulletin. 

SOCIETE D ' HISTOI RE N ATURELLE DE PARIS. 
1792. Actes. 
1799. Memoires. 
1823-34 . Memoires. 

SOCIETE D 'HISTOIRE NATURELLE DE REIMS. 
1877--dale. Bulletin. 
1878-80 . As Proces-Verbaux. 

SOCIETE D 'HISTOIRE NATURELLE DE SAVOIE, CHAMBERY. 
1887--dale. Bulletin. 

/1. 1923-date. Compte-rendu. 

~ 
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'"-v.aSOCIETE D ' HISTOIRE NATURELLE ET 
DES SCIENCES BIOLOGIQUES ET ENER
GETIQUES; TOULOUSE . See socrETE D 'Hrs
TOIRE AT RELLE DE TOULOUSE. 

SOCIETE D'HISTOIRE N ATURELLE DE 
STRASBOURG. See socrETE DES scm CES DE 

A CY. 

SOCIETE D'HISTOIRE N ATURELLE DE 
TOULON. 
1910-21. Annales. 

SOCIETE D'HISTOIRE NATURELLE DE 
TOULOUSE. 
1866-date. Bulletin. 

SOCIETE D'HISTOIRE NATURELLE DU 
DOUBS , BESANQON. 
1899-date. Bulletin. 

SOCIETE IMPERIALE DES AMIS DES 
SCIENCES NATURELLES, ANTHROPO
LOGIQUES ET ETHNOGRAPHI QUES, 
MOSCOW. See OB HCHESTVO LI BITELE'i' Es
TESTvoz ANIIA 1 ANTROPOLOGII I ETNOGRAFII 1 10S
COW. 

SOCIETE IMPERIALE DES NAT URA
LISTES DE MOSCOU. ( Mos k ovsk oe Ob
s h chestvo Lfubitelei Prir ody. 1Vloscow. 
1829- 86. Bulletin. 

1887-date. Bulletin. New series. 
-- Mernoires. See ouvEAux MEi\10IRES. 

1806- da ie. ~ouveaux Memoires. Only one has 
Hussian Lille. 

Zapiski. See NOUVEAUX l\IEMOIRES. 
See a lso ......... 

SOCIETE IMPERIALE DES SCIENCES 
NATURELLES DE CHERBOURG. See so
CIETE NAT IONALE DES SCIE CES ATURELLES ET 
MATHEMATIQUES DE CHERBOURG. 

SOCIETE IMPERIALE ZOOLOGIQUE 
D'ACCLIMATATION. SeesocrETE ATIO ALE 
D 'ACCLIMATATION DE FRA 'CE. 

SOCIETE LINNEENNE DE BORDEAUX. 
1826-date. Actes. 

1829-75. Proces-Verbaux (in Actes). 

1875- date. P roces-Verbaux. 
See also BORDEAUX. 

SOCIETE LINNEENNE DU CAL V ADOS. 
See SOCIETE LINNEE E DE ORMA DIE. 

SOCIETE LINNEENNE DE LA CHA-
RENTE-INFERIEURE, SAINT-JEAN-
D'ANGELY. 
1877/9- 82. Bullelin . 

SOCIETE LINNEENNE DU DEPARTE
MENT DE MAINE-ET-LOiltE. 
1853-79. Annales. (All pub.) 

SOCIE TE LINNEENNE DE LYON . 
1826-52. Annales. Series 1. 

1852/3-date. Annales. Series 2. 

1926-date. Bulletin. 

1839-44. Cornpte-rendu. 

SOCIETE LINNE ENNE DU NORD DE LA 
FRANCE. A miens . 
1840-72. BulleLin. 

1872-daie. Bulletin Mensuel. 

1838. Cornpte-rendu. 

1905-8. Memoires. 

SOCIETE LINNEENNE DE NORMANDIE. 

1855- 65 . Bulletin. Series 1. 

1866- 76. Bulletin. Series 2. 

1876-86. Bulletin. Series 3. 

1886-96. Bulletin. Series 4. 

1897-1906. Bulletin. Series 5. 

1907-17. Bulletin. Series 6. 

191 8- date. Bulletin. Series 7. 

Caen. 

1824- daie. Memoires. (Suspended, 1873-9 1. ) 

1834--7. Seance Publique. 

S OCIETE LINNEENNE DE PARIS. 
1874-97. Bulletin. Series 1. 

1899. Bulletin. Series 2. (All pu b.) 

1788/1822- 7. Memoires. (All pub.) 

SOCIETE LINNEENNE DE PROVENCE. 

1909-daie. Bulletin. 

1909-daie. Memoires . 

M arsei lies. 

SOCIETE LINNEENNE DE LA SEINE
MARITIME. 
1913-date. Bulletin. 

SOCIETE NATIONALE D'ACCLIMATA
TION DE FRANCE. 
1854. As Societe Zoologique d'Acclimatation. 

1854- 70. As Societe Imperiale Zoologique d 'Ac
climatation . 

1871- 81. As Societe d'Acclimaiation . 

1854-63. Bulletin. (Revue des Sciences Natu
relles Appliquees.) 

1864-73. Bulletin. Series 2. 

1874-83. Bulletin . Series 3. 

1884-8. Bulletin. Series 4. 

1889-dale. Bulletin. 
See a lso REV E D 'HI TOIRE NATURELLE APPLIQUEE. 

SOCIETE NATIONALE DES SCIENCES 
NATURELLES ET MATHE-.TIQUES 
DE CHERBOURG. 
1852-date. Memoires. 
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BOURG. 

GIQUE . 
Antwerp. 

1901-date. B u lletin. 
1858-62. Bulletin. SOCIETE DES NATURALIST E S ET D E S AMATEURS DES SCIENCES N A T URELLES DE BESSARABIE , KISHIN E V . 

SOCIETE DES NATURALISTES ET D ES AMIS DE LA NATURE EN CRIMEE. See KRYMSKOE OBSHCHESTVO ESTE TVOISPYTATELE@ I LllJB ITELEl PRIRODY, SEVA TOPOL. 

SOCIETE DES NATURALISTES ET ARCHEOLOGUES DU NORD DE LA MEUSE. 
1889-dale. Recu eil. 

SOCIETE DES NATURALISTES D'IRKOUTSK. ee IRK TSKOE OB IICHESTVO ESTESTv oiSPYTATELEi. 

SOCIETE DES NATURALISTES DE JAROSLAW. See IAROSLAVSKOE ESTESTVEN o-ISTORI CH ESKOE OBSHCHESTVO. 

SOCIETE DES NATURALISTES DE KIEV. See K IEF U IVERSITET. 

SOCIETE DES NATURALISTES LUXEM-BOURGEOIS. See VEREL LUXEMBURGER NATURFREUNDE . Luxembourg . 
SOCIETE DES NATURALISTES DE LA NOUVELLE RUSSIE. See NOVORossHsKOE OBSHCH ESTVO E TESTVOISPYT TELEl, ODESSA. 
SOCIETE DES NATURALISTES PARIBIENS, PARIS. 
1904- 19. Bulletin. 

SOCIETE DES N ATURALISTES .A. ST. PETERSBOURG. See LE. " rNG RADSKOE oB-

S OCIETE PALEONT OLOGI QUE DE RUSS I E. See RU SSKOE PALEO TOLOGICHESKOE OBSHCHESTVO, PETROGRAD. 

SOCIETE PALEONTOLOGIQUE SUISSE. See SCHWEIZERISCHE PALEONTOLOGISCHE GESELLSCHAFT. 

SOCIETE POR TUGAISE DES SCIENCES NATURELLE S . See s ociEDADE PORTUGUESA DE SCIE CIAS NAT RA,.!S, LISBO . 

SOCIETE DE PHYSIQUE ET D 'HISTOIRE NATURELLE DE GENEVE. 1884-dale . Compte Rendu. 
1821-date . Memoires. 

SOCIETE PROTECTRICE DES ANIMAUX. 
Paris. 1855-1900 ? Bulletin. 

? -1854. Recueil des Rapportes et Memoires. 

SOCIETE ROYALE DES ARTS ET DES SCIENCES DE MAURICE. 1829-46 . As Societe d'Histoire 1 aturelle de l'l l e Maurice. 

1842-6. Proces-Verbaux. 
1830-42 . Rapport i\nnuel. 
1848-52 . Transactions. 

1860-86 . Transactions. New series. 

SOCIETE ROYALE HONGROISE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES, BUDAPEST. See MAGYATI TERMESZETT DOMANY I TARSU LAT, 
SH CH ESTVO ESTESTVOISPYTATELE l. BUDAPEST . 

SOCIETE DES NATURALISTES DE SARA- S OCIETE ROYALE LINNEENNE DE 
TOV. See SARATOVSKOE OBSHCHE TVO ESTEST- BRUXELLES. VOI SPYTATELEl I Ll BITELEl ESTESTVOZ A IIA. 1872-1906 . Bulletin. SOCIETE DES N ATURALISTES .A. L'UNIVERSITE IMPERIALE D E KHARKOV. See K HARKOF U ' IVERSITET. 

SOCIETE NEUCHA TELOISE D ES S CI -ENCES NATURELLES. ' euclzalel. 1843-date. Bulletin. 

1835-1914. Memoires . 

SOCIETE D'OCEANOGRAPHIE DE FRANCE. 1921-dale. Paris . 
SOCIETE D'ORNITHOLOGIE DU CENTRE DE LA BELGIQUE . ·ee GERFAUT. 

SOCIETE ORNITHOLOGIQUE DE FRANCE . See REVUE FRA ' gAISE n 'oRNITHOLOGIE SCIENTIFlQ E ET PRATIQUE. 

SOCIETE ORNITHOLOGIQUE SUISSE. 
Geneva. 1865-70. Bulletin. 

SOCIETE ROYALE ZOOLOGIQUE DE BEL-GIQUE. 
B russe ls . 1863-date. Annales. 

-- Bulletin des Seances. ::,ee AN ALES . 
-- Memoires. See AN ALES. 
1872- 98. Proces-Verbaux. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES HISTORIQUES ET NATURELLES DE L'YONNE, AUXERRE. 
1847-dale. Bulletin. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES DE N ANCY. 1868- 71. Bulletin. A Bulletin de l a Societe des Sciences 1 1aturelles de Strasb o urg . (\ 

~ 
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[SOCIETE DES SCIENCES DE NANCY 

( conltl.)] · 
1873-99. Bulletin. Series ·!. 

1900-14. Bulletin. Series 3. 

1920-date. Htdletin. Series 4. 

1830-70. lernoires de la Societe d' H1stoire l\ atu

relle de Strasbourg. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCE S NATURELLES 

ET D'ARCHEOLOGIE DE L'AIN, BOURG

EN-BRESSE. 
1894--date. Bulletin. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES 

ET ARCHEOLOGIQUES DE LA CREUSE. 
Gueret. 

1847-date. Mernoires. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES 

ET DES ARTS DE SAINT-ETIENNE. 
Loire. 

1847-56. Bulletin. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES 

DEBRUGES. 
1839-42. Annales. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES 

. . . DE CANNES ET DE L'ARRONDISSE

MENT DE GRASSE. 
1868-79. Memoires. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES 

DE LA CHARENTE-INFERIEURE. 
La Rochelle. 

1851- date. Annales. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES 

DE CHERBOURG. See socrEn~: NATIONALE DES 

SCIENCES ATURELLES ET MATHEl\1ATIQrES DE 

CHERBOURG. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES 

ET D'ENSEIGNEMENT POPULAIRE DE 

TARARE. 
1896-date. Bulletin. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES NATUR.ELLES 

DE FRANCE. 
1835. Bulletin. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES 

DU GRAND-DUCHE DE LUXEMBOURG. 

See INSTIT T <-!RA D-DCCAL DE LUXE::,\-lBOl ' RG; 

SECTION DES SCIE 'CES NATCRELLES. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES 

DE LA HAUTE-MARNE. 
1903-12. Bulletin. (1\ll pub.) Lanures. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES 

ET HISTORIQUES DE L' ARDECHE PRI-
VAS. ' 

1861-77. Bulletin. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES 

DU MAROC. Rabal. 

1921-date. Bulletin. 

1921--date. Memoires. 

1922? Varietes Scientifiques. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES 

ET MEDICALES DE SEINE-ET-OISE. 

See SOCIETE DES SCIE CES ATURELLES DE SEINE

ET-OISE. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES 

DE NEUCHATEL. See sociETE NEUCHATELOISE 

DES SCIE CES 1 ATURELLES. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES N ATURELLES 

DE L'OUEST DE LA FRANCE. Nantes. 

1891-1900. Bulletin. Series 1. 

1901-10. Bulletin. Series 2. 

1911-20. Bulletin. Series 3. 

1921-date. Bulletin. Series 4. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES 

ET PHYSIQUES DE MONTPELLIER. 

1887-date '? Bulletin. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES 

DE SAONE-ET-LOIRE. Chalon-sur -S a6ne. 

1875-dale. Bulletin. 

1878-90. l\lemoires. (All pub.) 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES 

DE SEINE-ET-OISE. l'ersail!~ . 

1835-1910. Memoires. 

1919-dale. Memoires. New series. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES 

DE STRASBOURG. See sociETE DES SCIE CES 

DE A CY. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES 

DU SUD-EST. Grenoble. 

1882--date 'l Bulletin. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES PHYSIQUES ET 

NATURELLES DE BORDEAUX. 
1854-75 . .Mernoires. Series 1. 

1876-83. Memoires. Series 2. 

1884-90. 1emoires. Series 3. 

1893-5. Memoires. Series 4. 

1896-1901. Memoires. Series 5. 

1901-14. Memoires. Series 6. 

1917-date. Mrmoires. Series 7. 

1894-date. Proc s-Verbaux. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES PHYSIQUES ET 

NATURELLES DU DEPARTEMENT 

D'ILLE-ET-VILAINE, RENNES. 
1863-5. Memoircs. 

SOCIETE DES SCIENCES PHYSIQUES ET 

NATURELLES DE TOULOUSE. 
1872-89. Bulletin. 

SOCIETES ORNITHOLOG!QUES DE LA 

SUISSE ROMANDE. See ME SAGER. 

SOCIETE DE STATISTIQUE, DES SCI

ENCES NATURELLES ... DE L'ISERE. 

See SOCIETE SCIENTIFIQUE DE L'ISERE, GRENOBLE. 
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OCIETE V UDOISE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES . Lmranne. 1842-daf . ull tin. 

1922----drzt . - em 1 5 

SOCIETE ZOOLOGIQUE D ' CCLI ATA-TION. 
~ LL 1. T TIO .. DE FRA. ·cE. 

SOCIETE ZOOLOGIQUE DE PRANCE . Pari 1876-date. Bulletin . 
1900-6. <.auseries Sci ntifique::-. 
1888-date. ~Iemo1re~ . 

SOCIETE ZOOLOGIQUE DE GENEVE. 1906-date. Bulletin. 
SOCIETE ZOOLOGIQUE SUISSE. 1898. Bulletin. Bern. 

SOCIETY POR THE ACCLIMATISATION OP ANIMALS, BIRDS , FISHES, INSECTS AND VEGETABLES, WITHIN THE UNITED KINGDOM. ..._ ee ACCLI IATISATION A. "D OR. ·nHOLO(,IC L SOCIETY OF LO. DO . . 
SOCIETY OP ALASXAN NATURAL HIS-TORY AND ETHNOLOGY. itka. 1889-90. Bulletin. 
SOCIETY OP NATURALISTS OP THE EASTERN UNITED STATES. ee AMERICA OCIETY OF ATURALI T . 
SOCIETY POR THE PROTECTION OP BIRDS . 'ee ROYAL SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTIO OF BIRD . . 

SODERBERG, RuooLF. 1926. 'ee KOLTHOFF, G. I. 

SOXOLOWSKY, ALEXA DER [1866- ]. 1903. See BAU 1, HERMANN. 
1910. Aus dem Seelenleben hoherer Tiere. 8vo. pp. 74. illust. (Deutsche naturwi sen chaftliche Gesellschaft. ) 

Leipzig. .A valuable contribution to the p ychology and moral characters of the higher animals . 

SHLLER, FRIEDRICH K~L. 1876. Des Wellensittic~ zucht und Pflege. 8vo. pp. 45. T. of c. H'eimar. On the care and culture of the smaller parrots, especially of "11elopsittacus 11ndulatus. 

SOLOMIRSKY, D. 
1914-15. Europas faglar och deras bon. Fotografisk bilderatla . tla . Oi eaux d ' Europe. Recueil de ( environ 600 ) photographies pour servir d'illustraLion a l'OrniLhologie Europeennc de (C.-D.) Degland et (Z. ) GerlJe. Avec nomenclature en 6 langue (laLin, franQai , russe, uedois, allemand, anglais ). Tome 1- :leL Appendice du Torn_e 1: Nids d'oiseaux. folio. pp. 620. 600 reproductwns of photos. 

.Stockholm. This treatise i. an unfiuishPd attempt to illustrate the Ornitholo[Jie E1~ropt!enne of Dcgland and GPrbe , the nomenclature being_ supphetl in J,atin , French, Russian , Swedish, German. and E~gllsh . Un· fortunately only the flrst two volumes and an appendLX to vol. I (on the nests of the birds) have so far appeared. 

SOMEREN, RoBERT BR H l\1 LoG N " . · and SOMEREN , Y. G. L . vA, . 
1911. tudie of birdlife in C o-anda. 4to. pp. 22. :?J pl. T. of c. 

London. 
SOMERSET HILLS BIRD CLUB. ee ORIOLE. Bernardsvi !le, i.Y .J. 
SOMERSETSHIRE ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. 

Taunton. 1849-date. Proceeding . 
SOMOW' JIKOLA TIK. 

1897. Faune ornithologique du gouvernement de Kharko\v. In Ru ian, with French half-title. 4to. pp. 9+ 680. index. Kharkow. .A comprehensive tudy of the avifauna observed in a large and important province of Russia. From the Cabanis-Reichenow collection. 

SONNENBURG, LUDWIG. 1857. Zoo1ogisch-kriti che Bemerkungen zu Aristoteles Thiergeschichte. 4to. pp. 2 + 27. ee also . RI TOTLE, 1857. Bonn. 
SONNERAT, PIERRE [1749-1814] . 1776. Voyage a la N ouvelle Guinee, etc. 4lo. pp. xii + 206. 120 pl. Paris. This volume, well known to systematic students. furnishes an early account of Papuasian ftora and fa1ma by a noted traveler and naturalist. -
1782. Voyage aux lndes Orientales et a la Chine de puis 177 4 j usqu' en 17 1, etc. 2 vols. illust. 

Paris. A classic record of natural history explorations and di coverles in the Far East, which included e>.:plorations in Ceylon, the Phlllppines, Moluccas, Cape of Good Hope, etc., adding many new species to the li t of vertebrata. 

SONNINI DE MANONCOURT, CHARLES NICOLAS SIGISBERT (1751-1812]. 1800. Travels in upper and lower Egypt, undertaken by order of the government of France; tr. from the French. 4to. pp. 40+730. 27 pl. 1 map. 
London. The original French treatise was published in three volumes (2 vols. text, 8vo, and 1 vol. 4to Atlas) in An IX (1800) and is an Important source of early information regarding the flora and fa1ma of Egypt. 1802-5. (An XI- XIII.) Histoire naturelle, generale et particuliere de Poissons. Ouvrage faisant suite a I' His to ire na turelle par L. de Buffon. 14 vol . 8vo. 82 col. pi. Paris. This Buffon ' uite' , one of the classic treatises on pisces, includes a volume on whales, the whole wonderfully well illu trated by colored figures. 

1810. Voyage aux ile de Teneriffe, La Trinite, Saint-Thomas, Sainte-Croix et Porto-Ricco ..• 1796-8, etc. 2 vols. 8vo. 1 map. (Wanting.) Paris. Though Sonnini probabl~ wrote only a part of the natural history text of this report on Andre Pierre Ledru's well-known expedition to the Canary Island and the West. Indie (including Porto Rioo and what are now the U.S.A. Virgin Islands) the above title is generally listed under Sonnini's name. 
SON OP THE MARSHES. See owE ( on of the Marshes). 
SORDELLI, FERDI:"'ANDO. 1865-71. ee BET-TO I, E GE IO. 
S0RENSEN' \VILLIA 1 .., 1IL [1848- 19'22). 

4E 

1884. Om Lydorganer ho Fiske; en physiologisk og comparaLiv-anaLomi k Under 0gelse. 8vo. pp. 8 + 245. pl. Kjebenhaun. 
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~SORENSON , EDWARD s. 
n.d. Spotty, the bower bird and other nature 
stories, life histories of Au tralian birds and 
animals. 12mo. pp. 104. 12 pl. 13 figs. T. of c. 

J\1 elbourne. 

sou ANCE ' CHARLES DE. 
1857. Iconographie des perroquets non figures 
dans les publication de Levaillant et de Bourjot 
Saint-Hilaire, avec la cooperation de S. A. le 
prince Bonaparte et de M. Emile Blanchard. 
Histoire naturelle des perroquets. folio. n.p. 48 

col. pl. T. of c. Paris. 

A most important, systematil', and well-illustrated contribution to 
the literature of the Parrots. The treatise was issued in 12 livraisons 
and forms a systematic account of the order as a econd supplement 
to Levaillant's Histoire Naturelle des Perroquets (pub. 1801- 5) and 
the work of Bourjot-Saint-Hilaire (1837). In the copy in hand the 
final plate is numbered LXXIX (Cones says LXXIV). 

SOULEYET, F. L. A. 1841-52. See EYDO x, 

J. F. T. 

SOUSA, Jos:E A G STO DE [ -1889]. 
1869-73 . Catalogo das collecg6es ornithologicas. 
Psittaci- papagaios. Accipitres- aves de rapina. 
[Pigeons and gallinaceous birds also.] 2 pts. 8vo. 
Pt. I, pp. 62. Pt. 11, pp. 49. Lisb§_a. 

SOUTH AFRICAN ASSOCIATION FOR 

THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE . 
1903- 8. Report. Continued as South African 

Journal of Science. 

1905. Science in South Africa: a handbook and 
review prepared under the auspices of the South 
African governments and the South African 
association for the Advancement of Science; ed. 
by R ev. W. F lint and J. D. F. Gilchrist. 8vo. 
pp. x+505. col. map. 7 p l. (2 col. ). 5 maps. 62 

figs. index. Cape Town. 

A handbook on scientific work and progress in South Africa, pre
pared on the occasion of the visit of the British As ociation to South 
Africa in 1905. 

SOUTHAFRICANJOURNALOFNATURAL 

HISTORY. 191 8-date. Pretoria. 

SOUTH AFRICAN JOURNAL OF SCIENCE. 

(S.A. Assoc. for the Advancement of Science .) 

1903-date. Cape Town. 

SOUTH AFRICAN MUSEUM . 
1898-date. Annals. 
1881 ?-date. Report. 

Cape Town. 

SOUTH AFRICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS' 
UNION. 
1905- 16. Journal (The) of the South African 

Ornithologists' nion. Published at Pretoria, 
Transvaal. 8vo. Edited bv a Committee of the 
Union . Semi-annual. Printed in London. After 
issue of eleven Volume and Bulletins (' Popular 
Bulletins' and' Bulletin eries '), the Journal 'vas, 
after dissolution of the . \.O.U . in 1916, incor
porated with the South African Journal of Natural 
History. 
This prriodkal, foundrd chiefly through the acthities of W. L. 

Sclater, at that time Director of tlw South African ::lluseum, Cape 
Town, and continuf'd h~· tltP c·nrrgrtif' labor. of th editorial corn· 
mittee ancl PspPC'ially by _\. K. Haagnrr, Director of thr Zoologiral 
Gardens, Pretoria, containH nHmy important contributions to Afric·a11 
ornithology. The first volume oprns with a biography of the better-

known African ornithologist b~ W. L. Sclater, followed during the 
, ucreeding 11 years by essay that form a most valuable addition to 
our knowledge of African birds. It is to be regretted that a magazine 
so ably edited should not have received the support it deserved. 

SOUTH AFRICAN QUARTERLY JOUR-
NAL . 1829-35. Cape Town . 

SOUTHARD , CHAS. z. 
1928. The Evolution of Trout and Trout Fi hing 
in America. 4ln. pp. 264. 9 col. pl. New 1 ork. 

A complete history of the Trout in America and 'how to catch him'. 

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN 
1919-date. 

NATURALIST. 
Adelaide . 

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN ORNITHOLOGIST, 

THE . A Magazi ne of Ornithology. 
191 4-date. 8vo. Parts issued quarterly; ome 

issues more frequently . Vol. I, 1914. Edited by 
a Committee: F. R. Zeitz, . M. Morgan, S. A. 

vVhite, and R. Crompton. 
This ably edited magazine counts among it contributors many 
noted Australian ornithologists. In addition to recording the 
activities of the South Au tralian Ornithological As ociation, of 
which it is t.he organ, the periodical deals in a scientific fashion with 
local avifauna. In addition to the Secretary and )!ember. of Com
mittee, such widely known specialitieR as G. ::11. ::11athews, Edwin 
Ashby, J . G. Ha tings, A. J. Campbell, and several others figure 
as contributors. 

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN ZOOLOGICAL AND 

ACCLIMATIZATION SOCIETY. Adelaide. 

1880- 1919 ? Annual Report. 

SOUTH DAKOTA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. 

1916- date. Proceedings. 

SOUTH EASTERN NATURALIST. (Dover 

Natural History Society; East Kent Scienti

fic Society. 1890-date. Can terbury. 

SOUTH EASTERN UNION OF SCIENTI
FIC SOCIETIES. 
1909. survey and record of W oolwich and West 
Kent, containing descriptions and records ... 

zoology, etc. 8vo. pp. 8 + 526. 3 indexes. 
Woo lwich. 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ACADEMY OF 

SCIENCES , LOS ANGELES . 
1902-date. Bulletin. 

'SOUTHERN CROSS'. VOYAGE TO THE 
ANTARCTIC . 
1898. Reports on the Collections. 
Inlaid in the library copy are 11 original water-color drawings of 
seals and two of birds' eggs by GronYold; also correctrd proof of some 
of the Seal paper . Of the 5~ plates in this section nine are colored 

1902 . See BRITISH MU EUM. AT RAL HI TORY. 

Southern Cross Antarctic Expedition. 

SOUTHERNNATURALIST. 1884 ? 
Nashvi lle, Tenn . 

SOUTHERN OOLOGIST. Edited by H . J . 

Twiggs, Summcrville, ugusta, Georgia, U .S . 
l\lay 1891. Yol. I, N'o . 1, 12mo. (f,ll is uecl .) 

SOUTH LONDON ENTOMOLOGICAL AND 

NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. 
1885-date. Proceeding . 

SOUTHPORT SOCIETY 
SCIENCE. 

\.1890-date. 1 epol'L. 

OF NATURAL 
·ou thport, Eng land . 
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1879 . Ob er ations of the fauna of Norfolk. See 
LUBBOCK, R. 

SPARROW, W. S. 
1923. Angling in British Art through 5 centuries. 

1890 . 

1902 . 
'ee STEVE SON, HENRY. 

ee BROW E, Sir T. 

SOWERBY, ARTIIUR DE CARLE [1885- ]. 
1912 . See CLARK, R. S. and SOWERBY, A. DE C. 

1922-3. The naturalist in Manchuria. 3 vols. 
.Jto. illust. pl. maps. Vol. I. Travel and explora
tion. 2. Mammals. 3. Birds. Tientsin. 

1923. \ naturalist's holiday by the sea ... shore
land life of the Cornish peninsula. 8vo. pp. 11 + 
262. 16pl. 42flgs. T.ofc. LondonandNewYork. 

SOWERBY, GEORGE BRETTJ GHAM [1812-84]. 
1857. Popular history of the aquarium of marine 
and fresh-water animals and plants. 8vo. pp. 16 + 
327. illust. London. 

SOWERBY, JAME [1757-1822]. 
1804-6. The British miscellany; or, Coloured 
figures of nev;·, rare, or little known animal sub
jects ... of the British Isles. 2 vols. 8vo. pp . vi+ 
137 +31. 76 col. pi. index. I~ondon. 
Twrlve partR-the prPsent ropy has the Povrr bound in-only 
were issued, the first flve rach containing four plates, and the last 
seven, eight plates !:'ach. 

SOWERBY, JAMES DECARLE [1787-1871]. 1872. 
See LEAR, E. and SOWER BY, J. D C. 

SPAIN . Comision perma nente de Pesca. 
1870. E ploraci6n ·ienlifica ... del Ferrol. 8vo. 
pp. {i40. 16 pl. (\Yanting.) .\!adrid. 
This department of the Spanish Government has published several 
similar reports on the fishr of the Spanish dominions, federal and colonial. 

SPALLANZANI ' LAZARO [ 1729-99]. 
1782. Fisica· animale e vegetabile-dissertata
tioni del abate, etc. 3 lomi. 12mo. 3 fold. pl. [0.] 

Venezia. 
1787. CEuvre , tome 1-III. Tomes I and II con
tain the observation on animals. 8uo. [0.] Pavia. 
This is a French translation (from the original Italian) by Charles Bonnet. 

SPALLANZANI. (Rivist a d i S cienze Medi ch e 
e Naturali. ) 1863-93. J\1odena, Rome. 

SPARRMAN, A DERS [1748-1820]. 
1784. Reise nach de m Vorgebirge der gu ten 
Hoffnung, etc. Schwedischen frey Obersetzt von 
C. H. Groskurd; hrsg. und mit einer Vorrede 
begleitet von Georg Forster. 8uo. pp. 30+626. 
pl. map. Berlin. 
This German translation of the Dutch editio princeps (1783) must 
be very rare; unlike the Engli h and French translations it is not 
listed in the Cat. Br. i11u.s. (Nat. Hist.). It is a treatise of much 
7.oological importance. 

1786-9. Museum Carlsonianum, in quo novas et 
selectas aves, coloribus ad vivum brevique 
descriptione il!ustratas. 4 vols. 4to. 100 col. pl. 
one leaf of letterpress for each pl. Holmiae. 
A very important and rare work, published in four fascicles, with 
25 colored plat{'. in cacll, and of extreme valur to the student. It 
furnishes description·, using the binomial cla sification of the 
numerous specimen in the famous 8wedi h mu eum of Gustavus 
Carlson. Thi collection was studied and partly uescribed by C. J. 
Sundevall who identified most of the species, many of them new 
to science. 

London. 
SPECHT, F. 1883. See VOGT c. and SPECHT F 

1883. ' ' ., 

SPENCER, BALDWI . 1896. See HORN w. A., 
Report on the Horn Scientific Expedition: 

SPENCER, HERBERT [1820-1903]. 
1864-7. The Principles of Biology. 2 vols. 8vo . 
[ 0 ·] London. 
A mn.sterly and philosophic exposition of an abstruse subject · no food for amateur students. ' 

S PIT.§BERGEN [33] PAPERS. 
1925. Scientific result of the first Oxford univer
sity expedition Lo Spit bergen ( 1921 ). 8vo. pp. xi 
+173. 17 pl. 114 figs. append. Oxford. 

SPITTEL, RICHARD LIO EL [1881- ] . 
1924. \Vild Ceylon. 8vo. pp. (16)+260. 63 pl. 
1 map. Colombo. 
There are many references to animals, especially to birds, throughout 
the book, such as tlronga , lapwings, owls, pigeons, bulbuls, bee· catchers, and cuckoos. 

SPIX, J OHA BAPTIST vo [1781-1826]. 
1811. Geschichte ... alJer Systeme in der Zoo
logie, etc. 2 vols. 8vo. pp. 26 + 710. Niirnberg. 
This scholarly treatise on systematic zoology since the days of 
Aristotle to the beginning of the nineteenth century should find 
a place in every naturalist's library. 

1815. Cephalogenesis; ive, Capitis o sei stru
ctura, formatio et significatio per omnes anima
lium cla ses, familias, genera ac aetates diaesta. 
folio. pp. [6] + 72. 9 pl. Each plate is accom
panied by an outline key. Afonachii. 

1823. Simiarum et vespertilionum Brasiliensium 
species novae; ou, Histoirf' nalurelle des especes 
nouvelles de singes el rle chauves-souris observees 
et recueillies pendant le oyage dans I interieur du 
Bresil dans les annee 1 17-'20. folio. pp. 16 + 72. 
38 col. pl. 1\.J onachii. 

****and MARTIUS, C. F. P. vo 
1823-31. Reise in Brasilien in den jahren 1817 
bis 1820. 4 vols . .3 (pis.) vols. 4to. Text. 1 (pt.) vol. 
folio. Atlas. Miinchen. 
A noted expedition, with accounts of many new floral and fauna! 
species. The original report has been several times translated and republished. 

**** and MARTIUS , C. F. P. voN. 
1824. Travels in Brazil in the years 1817-20. 
[Tr. from the German by H. E. Lloyd.J 2 vols. 8vo. 
Vol. I, pp. 24+327. 4 pl. Vol. II, pp. 8+298. 
6 pl. T. of c. London. 

1824. Animalia nova; sive, pecies novae Testu
dinum et Ranarum, qua in itinere per Brasiliam 
annis 1817-·.w collegil el de crip it. folio. pp. 4+ 
63. 22 pl. A1onachii. 
This fu·st printing of an important tractate is quite rare. There 
were several subsequent editions published. 

1824. Serpentum Bra ilien ium pecie novae; 
ou, Ili toire naturellc de e pcces nouvelle de 
erpen , recueillie et ob erv 'es pendant le voyage 

dau l'interieur du Bresil dan le annee 1817-20; 
ecrile d'aprcs les note du "\Oyageur par J. G. 

/\\Vagler. folio. pp. 8+76. 28 col. pl. 1V1onaclzii. 
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~ [SPIX, J. B. VON (contd.)] 
1824-5. Avium species novae, quas in itinere per 

'1-J ~ . A Braziliam annis 1817-20, etc~ 2 vols. folio. Vol. I, 
~VV"' 1824, pp. [10]+90+47. Jl04 col. pl. Vol. 11, 

1825, pp. [4] +85. 118 col. pl. 
A classic and fundamental treatise on the birds of Brazil, with a 
description and portrayal of many new species. C. E. Hellmayer has 
carefully examined most of the specimens obtained during several 
expeditions to South America, upon which this monograph is based 
See his Revision der Spix'schen Typen brasilianischer T'oqel in the 
Abh. d. K. Bayer Akad. H'issenschaft .. :\lay 20, 1906. The copy in 
hand is from the Godman Library and has the full number of plates. 
A second copy in the library is a variant of this, having several 
plates quite differently colored. 

1825. Animalia nova; sive, Species novae Lacer
tarum, quas in itinere per Brasiliam armis 1817-20 
collegil et descripsit. folio. pp. 2 + 26. 28 pl. 

1\Jonachii. 
***ll<, AGASSIZ, Louis, and others. 
1829-31. Selecta genera el species piscium ... 
Brasiliam annis 1817-20. folio. pp. 30+138. 
95 col. pl. portr. i\Jonachii. 
Issued in 2 parts: part 1, pp. 82, 48 col. pl., 1829; part 2, the re
mainder in 1831. 

**""""and MARTIUS, C. F. P. voN. 
1830-4. Delectus animalium articulalorum, quae 
in itinere per Brasilian annis 1817-20; cligessit, 
descripsit, pingenda curavil [J. A.] l\I. Perty, 
praefatus est et edidit C. F. P. von ~Iartius. folio. 
pp. 55+224. 40 col. pl. J,l[onachii. 

SPRATT, Mrs. G. 
1851. The language of birds, comprising poetic 
and prose illustrations of the mosl favourite cage 
birds. With highly coloured plates. 16mo. pp. vii 
+342. 12 pl. (col.). T. of c. London. 
An extraordinary book. The plates are certainly 'highly coloured', 
the Wren being depicted with a blue head, a long blue tail, and 
a black throat. ! ! 

SPRINGFIELD, MASS. Report of the Allen 
Bird Club. 
1912-15 and continuation. Miss E. M. \Yilcox, 
148 Carew St., Springfield, Mass., Secy.-Trea . 
Annual Report. Yearly volume. 8vo. 

Springfield, .1\-lass. 
These periodical reports show the Alien Club to be an active and 
effective organization for the cultivation of Bird Study and Protec
tion among its members in and about Springfield. 

SPRINGFIELD MUSEUM OF NATURAL 
HISTORY. Springfield, 1\!fass. 
1904-dale. Bulletin. 

1895-date. Report. 

ST. See SAINT. 

STABILI, FRANCESCO DEGLI, 
n'ASCOLI [1257-1327]. 
1516. Lo illustro poeta Cecho, 
Four books, of which Book Ill 
and animals. 4to. illusl. 

called CECCO 

etc. In verse. 
is on minerals 

Venezia. 
The author, professor of mathematics at Bologna and a man of 
great learning, in this poem, known as the 'Acerba ', dared to express 
an opinion of Dante not consonant with the teachings of the 
dominant church, so, after a trial for 'impiety', he was, for the 
benefit of his soul, burned at the stake. Osier says that this work 
was among the most popular of the medieval bestiaries. [0. 5469.] 

STAHL, AUGUST! . 
1887. Beitrag zur Vogelfauna von Portorico. 8vo. 
pp. 6. 
Brief notes, systematically arranged, on some birds of Porto Rico. 
From the Cabanis·Reichenow collection. 

STAMPFLI, F. X. 1884-6. See BiJTTIKOFER, 
JOHA 

STANDARD NATURAL HISTORY. See 
KI GSLEY,J.S. 

STANFORD UNIVERSITY, CALIFORNIA. 
1895. Publications. (1eology and Paleonlology. 

1908. University eries. No. 1, 1908, and con
tinuation. 
1912. The effect of a vegetable diet ... on the Albino Rat. J. R. 
::;lonaker, pp. 36. illust. 
1913. KC'. Starke, Fi hes of the Stanford UnivPrsity Expedition to 
Brazil, pp. 75. illust. 
The Uni1·ersity Series is mostly taken u11 with subjects outside 
the realm of vertPbrate wology. 

1920-rlale. Biologi(·al SLiences. 

""""**· Hopkins Seaside Laboratory. 
1895-1904. Contribu lions lo biology. 8 vols. 
1\os. 1- 3:2. 8vo. illusl. pl. (.\11 pub.) 

Palo Alto, California. 

STANLEY, 
1849]. 

DWARD (Bp. of Norwich) [1779-

1835. A fall1iliar history of birds; their nature, 
habils and inslinds. T\ o volumes, wilh engrav
ings. 2 vols. 16mo. Vol. I, pp. vii+254. 7 pl. 
43 figs. Vol. 11, pp. vi + 279. 9 pl. 30 figs. index. 

London. 
Although untrustworthy as a modern treatise on bird life, this 
popular work has pas ed through many editions, all of them in the 
E.S.W. Ubrary. The present copy is of the first edition, the sixth 
appearing in 1854.. 

STANLEY, ED\\ RD SMITH, Earl of Derby [1775-
1851]. 
1850. Gleanings from the :\Tenagerie ... Knowsley 
Hall. 8eeGRAY,J.E. 

STANNARD, HE RY. 
1873. Outdoor common birds. 8vo. pp. 6+215. 
fronl. 55 figs. (birds). 55 figs. (eggs). T. of c. 

London. 

STANNIUS, FRIEDRICH HERMA [1808-83]. 

1856. Zootomie der Amphibia. 
One of the few early works on the anatomy of amphibians. 

STANSBURY, JTowARD. 1852. See BAIRD, s. F. 

STARK, RTHUR CO\YELL -1899] and 
SCLATER, W. L. 
1900-1. The Birds of South Africa. 4 vols. 8vo. 
See SCLATER, w. L. 

STARK, JoH . 
1828. Elements of natural history. 2 vols. 8vo. 
pl. illusl. text. Edinburgh. 

STARKE, E. C. 1913. See STANFORD UNIVERSITY, 
CALIFOR lA. 

STATEN ISLAND INSTITUTE OF ARTS 
AND SCIENCES. 
1883-1905. As Natural Science Association of 
Staten Island. 

1905-18. As Staten Island Association of Arts and 
Sciences. 

1908-14. Museum Bulletin. Series 1. 

t\~14-18. Museum Bulletin. Series 2. 

-rU)--'p.l 
! 
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1918-date. Museum Bulletin. Series 3. 
1883-1905. Proceedings. Series 1. 
1905-18. Proceedings. Series 2. 
1918-date. Proceedings. Series 3. 

STATHAM, JOHN CHARLES BARO [1872- ]. 1924. Wilh my wife across Africa by canoe and caravan. 8vo. pp. 323. 32 pi. 3 maps. bibliogr. 4 append. London. There are many descriptions of animals. Appendix II has Notes on Water and Game birds. 

STATION MARITIME, CETTE. See MONTPELLIER u IVERSITE. Institut de Zoologie Maritime. 

STATION MARITIME DE WIMEREUX. .See WJl\lEREUX, STATIO ZOOLOGIQUE. Lille. 
STATION ZOOLOGIQUE DE CETTE. See A CY IVERSITE. 

STAVANGER MUSEUM. Stavanger, Norway. 1890-daie. Aarshefte. 

STEAD, DAVID G. 
1906. Fishes of ustralia; a popular and systematic guide, etc. 8vo. pp. 12+278. 10 pl. text-figs. 

Sydney. Written for the .S.W. Dept. of Fisheries by an acknowledged authority on the subject. 
1908. The edible fishes of New South \Vales. 8vo. pp. 123. 81 pi. Sydney. 

STEARNS, \VINFRID ALDEN [1852- ] . 1880. List of Birds ... of Fishkill-on-Hudson, N.Y. 

*""*"" and COUES, ELLIOTT. 1881-3. New England bird life: being a manual of New England ornithology. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. 1, pp. 324. 56 figs. 2 indexes. Vol. 2, pp. 409. 88 figs. 2 indexes. Boston. The original manuscript of this treatise was written by Stearns at the suggestion of Coues who afterwards altered and amended it at the request of Steams, thus becoming equally responsible for the accuracy and completeness of the work. 
1881-94. New England bird life, being a manual of ornithology. 4th ed. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. 1, pp. 328. 56 figs. append. 2 indexes. Vol. 2, pp. 409. 88 figs. 2 indexes. Boston. 
1883. Notes on the natural history of Labrador. 8vo. pp. 74. 15 figs. New Haven, Conn. Author's revised reprint. from Proc. U.S. Nat. ]}f1(Seum, vol. 6. The notes furnish an annotated list of birds (112 species) collected during a stay of twelve months on the coa!lt in 1880-2. 
1890. Bird life in Labrador. 8vo. pp. 65. 

New York. Reprinted from the American 1/ield, 1890. 

STEBBING, EDWARD PERCY [1870- ] . 1908. A manual of elementary forest zoology for India. 8vo. pp. 40 + 230. 118 pl. index. Calcutta. 
STEDMAN, JoH GABRIEL [1744-97]. 1813. Narrative of a five years' expedition, against the rev~lted negroes of Surinam, in Guiana ... describing Quadrupeds, Birds, Fishes, Reptiles, etc. 2 vols. Vol. I, pp. 18 + 423. 38 pl. 

3 maps. index. Vol. II, pp. 9+419+(5). 38 pl. 2 maps. index. London. ~here ar se_veral references to birds in both volumes, with descriptions and mght plates of some of the more notable species. The present copy is from the library of Canon Tri tram. 

STEELE, ROBERT. 1893. See BARTHOLOMAEUS A GLICUS. 

STEENSTRUP, JOHA ES 
[1813-97]. 
1842. Om Forplantning og 
vexlende Genera tionsrrekker, 
for Opfostringen i de lavere 
pp. 4+ 76. pl. 

JAPETUS SMITH 

dvikling gjennem 
en S<Bregen Form 
Dyreklasser. 8vo. 

Kjobenlzavn. The very rare Danish original of a well-known contribution to the philosophy of animal and floral descent. 

1845. On the alternation of generations; or, The propagation and development of animals through alternate generations. Tr. from the German version of C. II. Lorenzen, by George Busk. 8vo. pp. 7 + 132. 3 pl. London. One of the Ray Society's publications. 

[1855]. EL Bidrag til Geirfuglens, Alca impennis Lin., Jaturhislorie, og sa>rligt til Kundskaben om dens tidligere Udl>reuningskreds. Nvo. pp. 83. map. Rjobenhavn. Author's reprint. Contains the complete history of the Garefowl or Great Auk. 

STEERE, J. B. 
1880. A list of the mammals and birds [111 species] of Ann Arbor and vicinity. 8vo. pp. 8. 

Ann Arbor, .Uich. 
1890. A list of the birds [367] and mammals collected by the Steere expedition to the Philippines, with localities, and with brief preliminary descriptions of supposed new [52] species. 8vo. pp. 39. Ann Arbor, 1'\lich. 

STEIERMARK, VEREIN FttR. See MITTHEILU G DES ATURWISSE SCH. 1888-1920. 

STEINDACHNER, FRA z. 
1867. Reise der Osterreichischen Fregatte Novara urn die Erde in den Jahren 1857-9. Zoologischer Theil. Reptilien. Erster Band. 8vo. pp. 98. 3 pls. index. (~·anting.) H' ien. 
1870. Herpetologische Notizen. 8vo. pp. 25. 8 pl. 

¥Vien. Author's reprint. 

1876. Die Schlangen und Eidechsen der Galapagos-Inseln. 8vo. pp. 31. 7 pl. Wien. Author's reprint. 

1886. See VIE A. K. ACAD. D. WISSE SCH. 
1891. Ueber die Reptilien und Batrachien der westlichen und ostlichen Gruppe der canarischen Inseln. pp. 20. Wien. Author's reprint. 

1900. Bericht Ober die Herpeto1ogischen Au.fsammlungen. Expedition S. M. Schiff 'Pola' m das Rothe .Meer nordliche und sodlic~e Half.t.e. 1895/6 und 1897/8. (Zoologische Ergebmsse, x~u.) . Wun. 
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;...;-)-'/ STEINMANN, JoHA N HEr RICH CoNRAD GoTT-

.; FRIED GusT AV [1856- ] . 
1903. Einfllhrung in die palaontologie. 2nd ed. 
8uo. pp. 10+466. illust. Leipzig. 

1908. Die geologischen grundlagen der abstam
mungslehre. 8vo. pp. 8 + 284. illust. Leipzig. 

STEJNEGER, LEO HARD HESS [1851- ] . 
1885. Results of ornithological explorations in 
the Commander Islands and Kamtschatka. 8uo. 
pp. 382. 8 col. pl. H'ashington. 

A separately issued and valuable contribution to North Amrrican 
arctic ornithology, ovN -lOO species being <lescribeu or noticed. In 
most instances a full synonymy, and distributional account, with the 
native and Russian names, are given. 

1885. Birds: Standard Natural History, Boston. 
This well-known naturalist's contribution to the volumes of a 
popular work. See KINGSJ,EY, J. s., ed. 

1886. On Turdus Alpestris and Turdus Torquatus, 
two distinct species of European thrushes. 8uo. 
pp. 365-73. \Vashington. 
The present copy from Canon Tristram's library. Author's reprint 
from Proc. U.S. Nat. 1}1us., 1886. 

1886. On a collection of birds made by M. 
Namiye in the Liu Kiu Islands, Japan, with 
descriptions of new species. 8uo. pp. 634--51. 

V\ ashington. 

Author's excerpt from Proc. U.S. Nat. M us., 1886; the copy in hand 
from Canon Tristram's library, with bookplate. 

1886. Review of Japanese birds. I. The \Vood
peckers. 8uo. pp. 99-124. 12 pl. (11 col.). n.p. 

This first of a series of papers on Japanese birds treats of ten species 
and one subspecies of Woodpeckers, two of the former being new 
to science. The present copy of this tractate is from the Tristram 
Library and contains a letter from Pierre Louis Jouy to Canon 
Tristram, dated April 28, 1887. Author's reprint from Proc. U.S. 
Nat. Mus., vol. viii. 

1893. The Death Valley expedition. See DEAR
BORN, 

1898-9. See UNITED STATES. FISHERY REPORTS. 

1903-10. See PRINCETO , 1904-12. 

1907. Herpetology of Japan and adjacent terri
tory. 8uo. pp. 20+ 577. 35 pl. 409 figs. 

"H ' ashington. 

Author's separate. Bulletin 58, U.S. National .1\lus. The chief 
authority on the subject to date. 

**** and BARB OUR, THOMAS. 
1917. A Check List of North American Amphi
bians and Reptiles. 8uo. pp. 4+125. Washington. 

A second edition of this admirable catalogue was published in 1922. 

STEMPELL, WALTER [1869- ] . 
1925--date. Zoologie im Grundriss. 4to. illust. 

Berlin. 

An introduction to general zoology now (1930) being issueu in 
parts; a valuable, up-to-date book for the student. 

STEMPELMANN, HuGo and SCHULZ, 
FEDERICO. 
1890. Enumeraci6n de las aves de la provincia 
de C6rdoba (Republica Argentina). 8uo. pp. 18. 

Buenos Aires. 
STENBECK, THOR. 

1891. Einige Worte uber die Theorie des Ilerrn. 
Prof. Dr. Blix vom Segeln oder Kreisen der Vogel. 
8vo. pp. 20. illust. Stockholm. 

STENHOUSE, ER EST. 
1904. An introduction to nature-study. 12mo . 
pp. x+422. 236 figs. index. · London. 

STEP, EDWARD [1855- ]. 
1921. Animal life of the British Isles, a pocket 
guide to the mammals, r pUles and hatraehians. 
1~mo. pp. 6+180. 111 pl. (48 col.). index. 

London. 

STEPHENS, JAMES FRA Cl [179:2- 1853]. 
1800-26. General zoology. .See SHAw, c;. 

STEPHENSON, J. 1928. See AL-ML'STAUFI. 

STERLAND, W. J. 
1869. The birds of Sherwood forest. 8uo. pp. i.L' --l-

244. 4 pl. (3 col.). index. London. 

****and WHITAKER, J. 
1879. Descriptive list of the birds [:238 species] of 
Nottinghamshire. 8uo. pp. 71. Jfans(ield. 

STERNBERG, H. F. 
1909. Life of a Fossil Hunter. 8vo. illust. 

New Fork. 

STERNDALE, ROBERT ARMITAGE [1839-1902]. 
1884. Natural historv of the rnammalia of India 
and Ceylon. 12mo. ·pp. 32 + 540. col. pl. 170 

text-figs. Calcutta. 

A valuable contribution to the systematic study of Far Eastern 
Zoology. 

STERNFELD, R. 
1910-30. See ADOLF FRIEDRICH OF MECKLE BURG. 

1913. Die Reptilien und Amphibien Mittel
europas. 8uo. pp. 82. 30 col. pl. text-figs. Leipzig. 

STETTIN. 
1877-1911. See ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PRAKTISCHE 
GEFLUGELZUCHT U1 D ORNITHOLOGIE. 

1919-30. Abhandlungen und Berichte der Pom
merschen N aturforsch. Gesellschaft. 

STETTNER, TH. 
1924. Mittelfrankisehe Naturforscher von 1720-
1820. 8uo. 

STEVENSO:ti, FRED. J. See TIMI s, no GLAS, 
1929. 

STEVENSON, HE RY [1833-88] and SOUTH
WELL, THOMAS. 
1866-90. The birds of Norfolk. 
Vol. 1, pp. Lxxii+445. 2 pl. (col.). 
pp. x+449. 3 pl. index. Vol. 3, 
4 pl. (col.) . . index. 

3 vols. 8vo. 
index. Vol. Z, 
pp. xiii+432. 

London. 

1879. Memoir of ... R. Lubbock. See LUBBOCK, R. 

1880. On the abundance of pomatorhine and 
smaller skuas on the Norfolk coast in October and 
November, 1879. 8uo. pp. 24. 
Repaged excerpt (Trans. Norfolk and Nondch Naturalists' Soc., 
1880). 

STEVENSON, 0. J. 1906. See. ILCox, sm EYS. 

STEVENSON' SARA YORKE. 
1894. The feather and the wing in early mytho-

[\ 1ogy. gvo. pp. 40. 3 pl. Philadelphia? 

01\,vJy 
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1929 . The Low-Veld: its wild Life and its People. \Vith Foreword by Lt.-Gen. J. C. Smuts. 8vo. pp. 288. 16 pl. index. London. An admirable scientific and popular description (the result of 25 years study) of the wild life in the low.est zone of the Transvaal. Included is an account of the Kruger ~ atwnal Park - a reserYe that proteds the flora and fauna of . outhern Africa . Thf> app~'ndix giYes a Ji t (both systrmatic and wrnacnlar) of the animal and plant life of the region. 

STEWART, CHARLES [(1. 1787- 1817]. 1801-2. Elements of natural history, being an introduction to the Systema naturae of Linnaeus. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. iv + 408. 6 pl. bibliogr. glossary. index. Vol. II, pp. iv+49.l. 6 pl. bibliogr. glossary. index. London. Published anonymously, and yery rare .. This work is d~v~ded up into six classes, (I) Mammalia, (Il) Brrds, (Ill) Amplub1a, (IV) Fi8hes (Y) Insects, and (VI) Vermes. The present copy, from the librar~ of l\lajor Mullens, has a note that a second edition, with considerable additions, was published in 1817, with the author's name attached. 
1817 . E lements of the natural history of the animal kingdom. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. vi + 446. 6 pl. bibliogr. index. Vol. II, pp. 511. 6 pl. bibliogr. glossary. index. Edinburgh. The second edition, with considerable additions, and with the author's name attached, this not appearing in the first edition. 

STEWART, H. E. 
1897. The birds of our [British] country. 12mo. pp. uiii+397. front. 145 figs. index. London. 

STEYER, KARL. 
n.d. Die Natur am Meerestrande. 8vo. pp. 88. illust. 

Leipzig. 
STIEDA, LUDWIG [1837- ] . 

1886. Karl Ernst von Baer. Eine biographische Skizze. '2nd ed. 8vo. pp. 12 + 301. portr. 
Braunschweig. 

STIGAND, CHA NCEY HUGH [1877-1919]. 1923. Equatoria; the Lado [Sudan] Enclave. 8vo. pp. lu + 253. 5 maps. 7 figs. append. bibliogr. index. 
London. 

STILES, CHARLES \VA !DELL [1867- ]. 1898-9 . See li'\IITED STATES. FISHERY REPORTS. 
1912. Index-Catalogue of Veteri11ary Zoology. 8uo. [0. 7351.] 1Vashington. 

STILL, JoH . 
1930. The Jungle Tide. 8vo. pp. 8 + 254. illust. 

Edinburgh. A charming series of chapters, mainly on the natural history of Ceylon where the author held an official position for many years. 
STILLINGFLEET , BENJ. [170'2-71]. 1762. Miscellaneous Tracts relating to 1'\atural History, etc. Znd ed. 8uo. [0.] London. The author was an early supporter of Linnaeus. Thi8 worl ·. introducing his Systema for the first time to Rnglish readers, went tlrrough four editions. 

STILLMAN , JACOB DAVID BABCOCK [1826- ]. 1882. The horse in motion as shown by instantaneous photography, with a study on animal mechanics. folio . pp . 8+127. 107 pl. (some col.). 
Boston. 

STIRLING NATURAL HISTORY AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY, STIRLING, SCOTLAND . 
1878-dale. o issue 1014-18. 

STOCX, CnEsmR andlll!ERRtA'!.)Joa~ c. u(.~s./..,_1_ • 1925. [Vertebrate] Paleonlology of California and '"'• J" Oregon. 8uo. pp. R- 9:2. 10 pl. 54 lext-(igs. 
~rash ington. 1931. The Felidae of Hancho La Brea. 4to. 
Washington. 

STOCKHOLM. Biologiska Foreningen. 1888-92. Forhandlingar. Verhandlungen des Biologischen Vereins in Stockholm. Vols. l-4. 4lo. illusi. (All pub. ) 

STOCKHOL M . K. Svenska Akademien. (Founded 1739.) 
1739-1930. H andlingar. 4 series. 
1905-30. Arkiv fOr Zoologi. 

Vetenskaps· 

1907. Carl von Linnes betydelse sa so m naturforskare och lakare. Skildringar utgifna af Kungl. Vetenskapsakademien i anledning · af tvahundraarsdagen af Linnes fOdelse. 5 vols. 4to. pl. 
Uppsala. 

S T OCKHOL M . H OGSKOLAN . Zootomiska I nst itutet. 
1884-1915. Arbeten. New series, 1919- 30. 

STODDARD, H. L. 
1931. The BolJ\YhiLe Quail. 
illust. 

8uo. pp. 30 + 569. 
London. 

STOL ICZKA , FERDI A D [1838-74] and SHARPE , R. BO\VDLER. 
1891. Scientific results of the second Yarkand m1sswn. A ves, by R. Bowdler Sharp e. folio. pp. 18 + 153. 24 col. pl. append. London. Dr. St.oliczka unforttmately perished on the l\Iission jomney in 187 ~. 'T'he report on his ornithological collf>ctions was first prepared by Allan Hume. the l\TSS. of which, however. was stolen by a dishonest servant and sold for waste papf>r, during the rf>huilding of a portion of Hume's museum at Simla. The collections werf> then brought owr to F~ngland by Dr. Sharpe with t11e rest of the Hume collection, and from t.hcsc, and other sourees, thf> present mono· graph was preparf>rl. The copy in hand is a prrsentation from the Sccretar~· of State in Council of India. 

STOLKER, CARL. 
1876. Die .\lpenvogel der Schweiz. folio. photos. in 2 portfolios. St. Fiden bei St. Gallen. 

STONE , A DREW J.ACKSO~ [1859- ] . 1902. The 1oose: where it lives and how it lives. The Deer Family. See ROOSE"ELT, THEODORE. 
STONE , WITMER [1866- J. 

1894. The birds of eastern Pennsylvania, et•·. 8vo. pp. vii + 185. portr. 2 maps. 2 (iqs: bibliog_r. addend. index. Phzladelphza. An annotatf>d Ji;,t of 3!l2 specirs of birds inhahiting thr rrgion, with notr8 on bahit~. distribution. rtr. 
1895. Check-list of North American birds. 2nd and revised ed. See AM. Ofl'\'ITHOLOGISTS' UNIO . 
1900 . Report on the Bird and Mammals ... the Mcllhenny Expedition to Pt. Barrow, Alaska. pp. 46. Philadelphia. Although published in the Proc. of the J>l~ila. A.cad. of, Nat: ~ciences, 1900, this important title also appeared m an authors r<htJOn. 

**** and CRAM , Vv. E. 1902. American Animals. New l"ork. 
A rf>liablr, popular treatm~nt .of the sub)ect .. The Blacker Library has the five printings of th1s title noted m this Catalogue. 
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[STONE, W. (contd.)] 

****and CRAM, \V. E. 
1903. American Animals. A Popular Guide to the 
Mammals of North America, North of Mexico, 
with intimate Biographies of the more familiar 
species. 8vo. col. illust. text-figs. London. 

****and CRAM, W. E. 
1904. American Animals: the Mammals of North 
America. 8vo. col. pl. New 1'ork. 

1908. The code of nomenclature adopted by the 
American Ornithologists' Union. See AMERICAN 
ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNION. 

1908. The mammals of New Jersey. 8vo. pp. 211. 
9 pl. Trenton, N .J. 
Author's excerpt from the AnnV-al Report of the New Jersey State 
Museum, 1907. 

****and FOWLER, HENRY W. 
1909. The Annual Report [1908] of the New 
Jersey State Museum ... with a report of the 
Birds . . . New Jersey Fishes, Amphibians and 
Reptiles. 8vo. pp. 432. front. 84 pl. index. 

Trenton, N .J. 
Part I of thls report contains the general annual report for 1908, 
and Part III, the notes on fishes, amphibians, and reptiles by 
Henry W. Fowler, that of Part II being devoted to a descriptive 
catalogue of the birds of New Jersey. Concise descriptions of each 
avian species are followed by notes on distribution, local occurrence, 
song, habits, etc., with a Key under family headings for the identi
fication of species. 

1910. Check-list of North American birds. 3rd ed. 
(revised). See AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNION. 

1912. The phylogenetic value of color characters 
in birds. Author's reprint. Journal of Natural 
Sciences of Philadelphia. 4lo. pp. 5. 1 col. pl. 10 
text-figs. Philadelphia. 
Written to emphasize the need of a more thorough study of the 
coloration of birds, especially of the juvenal plumages of brilliant 
tropical birds. 

****and CRAM, W. E. 
1918. American Animals. A Guide to the Mam
mals of North America, North of Mexico, with 
Intimate Biographies, etc. 4to. pp. 318. col. pl. 
illust. text. New J'ork. 

****and CRAM, W. E. 
1922. American animals; a popular guide to the 
mammals of North America north of Mexico, with 
intimate biographies of the more familiar species. 
4to. pp. 23+318. col. pl. text-figs. 

Garden City, N. Y. 
Forming one of the volumes of the New Natttre Library. 

1924. The Ornithology of Today and Tomorrow. 
4to. pp. 25. Cambridge ( J1~ass.). 

Privately printed. 

1927. Ornithology of Pa tagonia. Reports of the 
Princeton University Expeditions to Patagonia, 
1896- 9. folio. pp. 719- 857. 15 col. pl. 

- Princeton, N.J., and Stuttgart, Germany. 
This finr treatise forms YOI. II, part 5, on the Psittacidae--Irteride 
of the explored arras. The Reports are edited by William B. Scott 
and the series is issued by thP. Pierpont J\Iorgan Publication Fund. 
The volume in hand is a presentation copy from the author. 

STONEHAM, H. F. 1929. See BATELEUR (THE). 

STONER, DAYTON. 
1918. Rodents of Iowa. pp. 176. 36 text-figs. 

Dayton, Iowa. 

1924. Spring birds. Author's reprint. (Iowa 
(State) University Service bulleLin. 1924.) 8vo. 
pp. 8. Iowa City, Iowa. 

1924. Winter birds. 8vo. pp. 8. Iowa City, Iowa. 

STONEYHURST MAGAZINE. 1888. See 
ANONYMous. Birds of the Stoneyhurst district. 

STONHAM, CHARLES [1858- 1916]. 
1906-11. The birds of the British Islands. . . 
Illustrated by Lilian M. Medland. 5 vols. 4to. 
Vol. I, pp. vii+152. 64 pl. 2 maps. 2 figs. Vol. II, 
pp. vii + 153-324. 60 pl. Vol. Ill, pp. vii+325-
514+ (12). 73 pl. Vol. IV, pp. vii+515-706. 50 pl. 
Vol. V, pp. viii + 707- 976. 71 pl. glossary. 
bibliogr. 2 indexes. London. 
A popular account of British birds. The plates vary, some being 
excellent. The work appeared in 20 parts. The covers of the parts 
are, in this library copy, bound in at the end of the volumes. 

****and BAKER, E. C. STUART. 
1930-date. The Birds of the British Islands. 6 vols. 
4to. photogravure pl. 318 illust. index. New, 
enlarged and revised edition by E. C. Stuart Baker. 
A reliable, semi-popular work that brings the whole subject up to 
date. It seems a pity that the publishers were not able to employ 
colored instead of black-and-white illustrations for so admirable 
a treatise. 

STORER, DAvm HuMPHREYS [1804-91]. 
1838-9. See MASSACHUSETTS, STATE OF. 

**** and PEABODY, W. B. 0. 
1839. Report on the Fishes, etc., of Massachusetts. 
8vo. 4 pl. Boston. 

1846. A Synopsis of the Fishes of North America. 
4to. pp. 298. (\.Vanting.) Cambridge, Mass. 
Originally published as a Memoir of the American Academy, Boston. 

STORER, TRACY lRWIN and GRINNELL, J. 
1924. Animal life in the Yosemite; etc. See 
GRINNELL, J. and STORER, T. I. 

STORIES FROM NATURE. 1897-8. Deland. 

STORMY PETREL. A paper devoted to 
Oology and Ornithology. 
1890. Pub. and editors: M. Smith & Co., Mendota, 
Illinois. 8vo. 
F. L. Burns (Bibliog. of rare North Am. periodicals devoted to orni
thology, 1915, No. 123) notes: 
Vol. I , 1890, NoR. 1- 5. pp. 32(allissued). Each no. paged separately. 
The periodical was the successor of The Exchange, and contained 
notes by S. H. Bowdish, E. B. Peck, J. W. P. Smith.vick and other 
ornithologistR. ' 

STRADANUS, J. 1566. See STRAET, JAN VAN DE. 

STRAET, JAN VAN DE [1536?- 1605]. 
1566? Venationes ferarum, avium, piscium. 
Pugnae bestiariorum: & mutuae bestiarum, de
pictae a J oanne Stradano: editae a Philippo 
Gallaeo: carmine illustratae a C. Kiliano Dufflaeo. 
4to. 101 pl. Latinized name of author Johannes 
Stradanus. Antwero. 
This curioustreatiseonhuntingbirds and beasts andon animal con
tests (bull-baiting, et.c.) is well illustrated by numerous plat.es. 
Souhart's Biuliog-ra:phie Generate des Ow•rages su:r la Chasse, p. 4-!6, 
places the date of one copy at 1580 with 104 pl. Perhaps the copy 
in hand (undated) is the one referred to. In any event the example 
in the Blacker Library (q.v.) certainly is. · 

1580. Venationesferarum, Auium, Piscium, Pugnae 
Bestiariorum, etc. Eng. title. folio. 97 (of 105) pl. 

Antverpiae . 



CATALOGUE OF TITLES IN M0GILL UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 585 RAITS BRANCH OF THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND. See ROYAL ASIA TIC SOCIETY ... STRAITS BRA CH. 
STRALSUND MUSEUM . 

1869. Tabellen zur BesLimmung deutscher \Yirbelthiere. Aves. 8vo. pp. [2] + 38. Slralsund. A list of the German Ycrtebrates in the Stralsund )lu eum birds occupying pp. 9- 2-!. }~rorn Prof. Reichenow's library. ' 
STRASBOURG, 
NATURELLE. 

A CY. 

MUSEUM D'HISTOIRE 
See SOCilhE DES SCIENCES DE 

STRASBOURG. Societe des Sciences Naturelles. 
1868-1930. Bulletin. Suspended 1914-19. After 1874 pub. in ancy and continued as Bulletin des Seances. 
1830-70. Memoires. 

STRASSEN, 0TTO L. ZUR. 
1911-13. Die Vogel. See BREHM, A. E. 

STRATTON-PORTER, GENE. See PORTER, j\!Jrs. GE E (born STRATTON) [1868-1924]. 
STRAY FEATHERS. A Journal of Ornithology for India and its Dependencies. 1872-99. Edited by 1\llan C. Hume. \\'ith maps and colored plates. 8vo. Calcutta. Issued irregularly, six numbers per volume. Vols. I- XI and Index, Vol. XII, the last by C. Chubb. 'A Systematic and General Index Lo Vols. I-XI.' 8vo. London, 1899. Each volume has a table of contents. 

Although constantly laboring under the disadvantages of other and more absorbin!Z work and finally obliged, owing to the latter circumstances, to abandon the enterprise, the editor of this most interestin~ and valuable pf'fioclical has added greatly to our knowledge of the birds of Asia. 
Although he contributed mof;t of the papers, some of them rlassical essays on Indian bircls, yet other well-lmown ornithologistB also furnished papers of the highest. value. Among these we 1ind the names of D. G. Elliot, W. Edwin Brooks, E. A. Butler, Y. Ball, W. Y. T.egge. Jercton, E. W. Oates, W. T. Blanford, and many other authorities on the birds of India. 

STRECKER, J. K., jr. 
1912. The Birds of Texas. 1 n annotated check list. 

H'aco, Tex. 
STREETS, THOMAS IlALE [1847- ] . 1877. Contributions to Lhe natural history of the Hawaiian aud Fanning I lands and Lower California, made in connection wiLh the Cnilecl StaLes .North Pacific urveying expedition, 1873-75. 8uo. pp. 7 72. index. \\ 'ashinrfton. Anthor's issue of Bulletin United Stale.~ National ilbueurn, No. 7. The coiiPctions that furnished the material were made by Snrg.eon W. H. Jones, r.,'.N .. and thP writt>r. the identification of tile l'Jrds by Elliott CouPs. 

STRESEMANN, ERWI . 
1919. l ber die Formen der Gruppe Aeg-ithalos caurlatus. 8vo. pp. -56. illust. Jliinc/7('11. 
1920. J\ vifauna nHH'eclonica. Die ornithologischen ergebnisse rler for chungsreise.n, unlernommen nach Mazedonien durch Doflem und L. MCillrr ... in <len jahrcn 1 ~H 7 uncl UH . f<uo. pp. 24+270. 6 pl. · Jfiinchen. An exrrllrnt, drtai lrfl accotmt of 1 HR YarietieR of ~irds r·ollerlPd or seen in ::\Iarcdonia. A s\'stematir rlescription, w1th plumagr H!ld other charaC"ters a check list and mention of several new spcctes will be found in these pages. ' 

STRICKLAND, H u <;n Emvr MELVILLE, A. G. 
[I811- 53] and 

1848: . The dodo aucl its kindred; or, The history, affimbes, and osteology of the dodo solitaire and other extinct birds of the islan'ds Maurttius Rodriguez, and Bourbon. folio. pp. iv+14/ 18 pi. (2 col. ). 10 figs. 2 append. index. London. The standard work on the subject. 
1848-54. Bibliographia Zoologiae . . . by L. Agassiz. Edited by H. E. Strickland. 4 vols. 8vo. Published by the Ray Society. See AGAssrz,tk." 

****, STRICKLAND, Mrs. H. E., and JARDINE, WILLIAM. 
1855. Ornithological synonyms. Vol. I. Accipitres. 8vo. pp. 46 + 222. T. of c. London. This widely known and very useful work of reference is a posthumous treatise intended to form one of several volume!!, but nothing further was issued except a couple of sheets of vol. II. The present copy is interleaved and crowded throughout with notes by R. Bowdler Sharpe (in whose library it at one time was) who evidently used it in the preparation of some of his works. 

****and JARDINE, WILLIAM. 1858. Memoirs of Hugh Edwin Strickland. pp. 287+441. portr. 9 pl. 11 maps. 41 T. of c. 
1882. A Catalogue of the collection formed by H. E. Strickland. See SALVIN, o. 

STROMER VON REICHENBACH, ERNST [187I - ] . 
1902. Die \Virbel der Land-Raubtiere, etc. 4to. pp. 8+276. 24 tab. 5 pl. 
An important study in morphology; an author's reprint from Zoologica, 1902. 

1909-12. Lehrbuch der PaH:i.ozoologie. 2 pis. (vols. ). 8vo. illust. Leipzig and Berlin. 
STRUGNELL, W. B. 1892. See WITCHELL, c. A. 

STUART-WORTLEY, A. J. 1893-5. See MACPHERSO , Rev. HUGH A. 
STUDENT AND INTELLECTUAL OBSER-VER. 1868-71. London. 
STUDENT AND INTELLECTUAL OBSERVER OF SCIENCE, LITERATURE AND ART. 1868-71. See also I TELLECTUAL OBSERVER. 

London. STUDER, JACOB HE RY [1840-1904] and JASPER, THEODORE . 
1874-5. Studer's popular ornithology, ... The Birds of North America, etc. folio. pp. ( 4) + 182. 119 col. pl. 2 inde:res. Columbus, 0. PubliE<hed in .J.O parts in combination with the. same authors' Ornithology, or the .Science of Birds, 1878. Cones gtves the date of i<~8 ue of thP first part as January 29. 1874, and the last as October J,S78, and liRts five other impre~sions of tll~ same ~ork ; there Is, also, at least one other rdition, all of wh1ch ar~ m the E.S.W. Library. 1\lost of them are under the ~bo:·e headmg or follow the caption. ,JARPFR. '~'IIEODORE .. Thr treatJs~ Jf; a popular 3;ccount of North American bJrtls, romp1led from vanous sources and Il.lustrated hy chromolithogra})hs. Cowrs of parts 1-20 arc bound m at the end of thr pre ent volume. 

4F 

1881. Studee's popular ornithology; the birds .of ort 11 mrrica ; upward. of 700 different species and variPI ie compri ing a1l that are known to exist on thi' continent, artistically drawn a~d colored from nature by Theodore Jasper. folw. pp. [10]+182. 119 col. pl. New York. 

-
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~ l sTUDER, J. II. (contd.)] 

1894. The birds of North America, prefaced by 

a systematic table arranged according to the 

classification adopted by the American Ornitho

logists' nion. folio. illust. New 1 ork. 

1897. The Birds of orth America, etc. folio. 

pp. 182. 119 col. pl. index. 1Vew 1'ork. 

1903. Birds of North America, etc. folio. pp. 190. 

119 col. pl. New York. 

n .d . The Birds of North America, etc. folio. 

pp.182. 119 col. pl. index. Uontreal. 

Another of the numerous family of Studer-Ja per Yolumes that 

differ from one another mostly in the title, year, and place of 

publication, the text and illustrations being practically identical. 

n .d . Birds of North America, etc. 4to. 119 

crayon pl. (T. Jasper.) New l'ork. 

Still another printing, differing from those li ted supra by a slight 

difference in size and in the lettering of the title-page. 

STUDER,. THEOPHIL [1845-1922], FATIO, 

VICTOR, and BURG, GusTAV vo ; KNOPFLI, 

W. and ot h ers . 
1889- 1930 . Katalog der Schweizerischen Vogel. 

Lieferungen I-XVI. 8vo. pp. ,3,279. 21 col. charts. 

indexes. Easel, Bern, and Genf. 

This excellent description of Swiss birds wa begun by Studer and 

Fatio and continuerl by Burg in 1907. A French ertition-Cata

logue des Oiseaux de la Suisse. closely translated from the German, 

appeared at about the same dates. With the 13th part. the titles 

were altered, to Die Vogel der Schweiz and Les Oiseaux de la Suisse 

respectively. The Liefenmgen arc continupusly paged and there is 

in J,ief. XI an index to the first eleven parts. Distributional, 

colored, maps are also furnished. Unfortunately there are no colored 

pictures of the 274 species of birds. The present series is a presenta

tion copy from G. von Burg. 

**** and FATIO, VICTOR. 
1892. Catalogue distributif des oiseaux de la 

Suisse. 8vo. pp. 69. map. Berne. 

The title and contents given in French, Italian, and German. 

****and BURG, GusT AV voN. 
1916 . Verzeichniss der schweizer Vogel und ihrer 

Verbreitungsgebiete. 8vo. pp. 92. illust. 1 col. 

map. Bern. 

First published in both French (Catalogue) and German (Kataloq) 

in 1892 by tuder and Fatio alone. J n the present printing von Burg 

takes Fatio's place. There are blank pages provided for notes on thr 

360 species of Swis birds whose sy tematic names arc given, 

followed by the vernacular equivalents in German, French, and 

Italian and a brief description of each bird. 

STUHLMANN, FRA z LUDWIG [1863- J. 
1891-1901. Zoologische Ergebnis e einer in den 

Jahren 1888-90 ... t()st-Afrika unternommenen 

Reise. 2 vols. 8vo. (\Vanting.) Berlin. 

The mammals of tllis important expedition were described by 

T. oack, pp. 88, 2 col. pl., 1891; birds by A. Reichenow, pp. 27, 

1893; reptiles and amphibia by G. Pfeffer, pp. 37, 2 pl., 1893; 

fishes by the same writer, pp. 4.9, 3 pl., 1893. 

STURGIS , Mrs. BERTHA BEME T. 
1928 . Field-book of Birds of the Panama Canal 

Zone. 8vo. pp. 39+466. 6 col. and 18 plain pl. 

107 text-figs. map. New l·ork. 

A very useful handbook dealing '"'.ith 434 pecies. Keys are furnished 

to the humming-birds and trogons. 

STURM , FRIEDRICII. 1820-60 . See NAUMA 

JOHA , DREAS. 

Vol. I, pp. 80+219. 5 pl. (2 col., birds). map. 

6 append. Vol. II, pp. 5+271. 9 pl. (2 col ., birds). 

2 append. London. 

Thi is the rare editio princeps, marked 'wanting' in the Cat. Br. 

.11'tts. (Nat. Hist.). 

1849. Narrative of an expedition into central 

.\uslralia ... during 18..t4-G. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, 

pp. 10 1 416. 8 pl. (4 col.). 1 map. 11 figs. Vol. II, 

pp. vi+308+92. 8 pl. (2 col.). 4 figs. T. of c. 

append. London. 

An account of one of several exploratory excursions into various 

regions of Australia, the first one of which included the natural 

history of New ,'outh Wales and appeared in 1833, with a second 

edition in 1834. The Appendix of vol. II, present tit.le, contains 

the natural history report. 

STURTEVANT, EDWARD. 
1899. See HOWE, R. H. and STURTEVA T, E. 

1903. See HOWE, R. H. and TURTEVA T, E. 

STUTTGA RT, Naturaliens ammlung. 

1896-date. Mittrilungen. 

1896-1917. As (K.) aturalienkabinett. 

STUTTGART. Verein fiir vaterHi.ndische Na

turkunde in Wurttemberg. (Founded 1844.) 

1845-1930. J ahreshefte. 

STUXBERG, A"-'TON J LI s [1849-1902]. 

1895. Sveriges och 1 0rO'es fiskar. 8vo. pp. 4+ 

678. .308 figs. Goteberg. 

A ystematic and important study of Rcanclinavian fishe . 

SUCHETET, A~DRE [1849- ]. 
1894. Histoire du bimaculated duck de Pennant. 

4to. pp. 5+49. 4 pl. (2 col.). Lille. 

1896. Des hybrides a l'etat sauvage. Regne ani

mal. 1. volume. (Classe des oiseaux.) 4to. pp. 152 

+1001. index. Lille. 

A comprehensive study of avian hybrid -probably the most 

comJ?Iete work on this subject in any language. It is, unfortunately, 

not 1llu trated. 'o far a. the Compiler knows none of the other 

(advertised) volumes in this series were is ued. In the present copy 

the title-page is dated 1896. The Ayer Catalo(Jue has it 1897. 

SUCKLE Y, GEORGE [1830-1905] and COOPER, 

J. G. 
1859-60. The l TaLural Hislory of \Yashington 

Territory and Oregon ... Minnesota, Nebraska, 

Kan a , Utah awl California, etc. Pts. I-III. 4lo. 

illust. New l'ork. 

Copies of this admirable work (in three parts) are becoming rare. 

The material in the present volume has been Yariously utilized in 

thr preparation of other publication , most of which haYe been 

li ted in the appended catalogue. According to thr preface the 

d cription of the collected vertebrate is by G. Gibbs and 

G. , uckle~', Water Birds baYing been written entirely by the latter. 

The Zoological Report, Part Ill, pp. + 399 + 72, is illu trated by 

54 finr colorcd plates. ,..,'ee aiso COOPER, J. G., 1859. 

S U E , P. 
1808. Tables analytiques et raisonnees pour la 

nouvelle edition de l'Histoire ;.\aturelle de Buffon. 

,3 vols. (\Vanting.) Paris. 

S U F F OLK INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEO

L OGY AND N ATURAL HISTORY. 1848-

date. I pswich . 

SUISANKAI . (Jour nal of the 

S ociety of J apan.) 1883?-date. 
Fisheries 

Tokyo . 

STURT' CHARLES [1795-1869]. 
1833. Two xpeuiliou into the interior of south- SULPHUR, V OY A GE OF THE. 1843-4 . S ee 

ern Auslralia, during 18:2.8-31. 2 vols. 8vo. f\ Hl1 DS, RICHARD BRI SLEY. 

~ 
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1876 . Btrds of Southwestern Mexico. 8vo. pp. 56. 
U.S. Nat. Jlus. Bulletin, No. 4. 
The work of arranging and di'scribing this collection was done 
chiefly by G. N. Lawrence. 

SUNDEVALL , CARL JACOB [1801-75 J. 
1836 . Ornitholoai kt System; af C. J. Sundevall. 
no l.-p. pp. 43-130. Stockholm. 
A.n early exposition of the au~hor's peculiar system of classifying 
birds, a~d a forerunner of Ius Tentamen, 1872- 3. The present 
·volumt> IS a separately bound pamphlet from the Godman IAbrary. 

1856- 87 . Svenska Foalarna med Text· tecknade 
och Lithographierade af Peter Akerlu~d. 4 vols. 
and Atlas. 4to. pp. 1,570. 84 col. pl. T. of c. 

Stockholm. 
An intcrc. ting and yste1!1atic account of 238 species of birds 
obsPrved m • weden hy th1s well-known ornithologist. Thi' plates 
nre well made a_ncl greatly a sist the identification of varieties. The 
work appeared m 22 parts, at irregular intervals. After Snnclt>vall's 
d;ath. three supplemen~ary volumes were published, the last part, 
XL, m 1887. A collatiOn of all the e parts is given by Zimmer 
(Ayer Cat ., p. 61 0). A complete set i rare. 

?1857. Einleitung zu seinem Versuch einer natur
lichen Eintheilung der Vogel-classe aus dem 
Schwedischen Libersetzt und mit Zu atzen ver
sehen von W. Meves; hrsg. vom Permanenten 
Internationalen Ornithologischen C:omite. 8vo. no 
t.-p. pp. 53. 
This is a translation of Sunclevall's ":ratural ystem of classification 
of birds i!l ord~r. to render it more accessible to ornithologists than 
the wedish ongmal. The latest date referred to in the text is 1857. 

1857. KriLisk framstallning af Fogelarterna uti 
aldre Ornithologiska arbeten. 1. Museum Carl
sonianum. 2. Le Vaillant, Oiseaux d'Afrique. 4to. 
pp. 60. Stockholm. 
Author's reprint from the Cabanis collection. 

1863 . ee ARISTOTLE. 

1866. Conspectu 
+ 116. index. 

avium picinarum. 8vo. pp. 14 
Stockholmiae. 

A C?mplete rev!ew of )lelherbe's "llonographie des Picidees, 1859-62, 
3;n mdex to which prefaces this work. The copy in hand is from the 
library of P. L. Sclater who has added numerous marginal notes 
on many of the woodpeckers. 

1869. [Opera minora.] 4 pts. in 1 vol. 8vo. no t.-p. 
O!versigt aj Kongl. Vetenskaps-Akad. Forhandlingar, 186H, no. 6. 
Paged continuously. 

1872-3. Methodi naturali a ium di ponendarum 
tentamen. Forsok till fogelklassens naturenliga 
~ppstallning. 4lo. pp. 69+187+12. 1 pi. append. 
zndex. Stockholm. 
An exposition of the author's system of classification of birds. 
Numerous new genera and one new species arc described. The 
treatise was is ued in two part , the first in 1872, tht> Recond in 
1873, having been delayed by the illness of the author. The intro
duction is given in both Swedish and French. 

1872. Om Rudbecks Fogelbok. 4to. pp. 20. 
Uppsala. 

A reprinted account of a pre-Linnt>an, seventeenth-century 'Bird 
B_ook' in which several hundred species are more or le s plainly 
Pictured. From the Cabanis-Reichenow collection. 

1889. Sundevall's Tentamen. [Methodi naturalis 
av ium disponendarum tentamen]; tr. into Engli h 
with notes by Francis 1 icholson. 8vo. pp. 14+ 
316. portr. 2 append. index. London . 
An English tran lation of a well-known ornithological fundamentaL 
fi:st publisht>d in 1 72-3. In it is giYen the author's own clas~ifica
tJOn. For each specie thr types including tho e new to science, 
are given, while many new gent>r<~ arr also de cribt>d. Thr portra!t 
was made e. perially for thi edition. The work is quite rtut> and J!il 
not mentioned in any of the standard catalogue . The present copy 
is from the Godman Library. 

1893-5 . See FRIES, B. 

SUNDIUS., PETRus (PETER Su n). 

~ 742. Surmamensis arilliana. Inaug. Diss. 8vo. 
Lllust. Carolus Linnaeus, Professor. Stockholm. 
.\ stucly in nat~ra~ hi tory based on the Grill collection of Snri· 
nam fauna . It 1 mteresting a the candidate was a student in 
the cla . o.f t~e celebra~ed Linnaeu , at the time profes or of botany 
~J!d med}{'nlf' m the.Umversity of Stockholm and who certainly super
; 1sed the P:rparat~on of the paper. It is a typical example of the 
maugnral dissertatwn about the middle of the eighteenth century. 

SUNDMAN, GosTA and PALM.JN, JOJ-IA N 
AXEL. 7 
1879-(88. ~inska Fogelagg. folio. pp. 52. 25 pl. 
(col., 234 [tgs. of eggs). Helsingfors. 
A_ series of good chromolithographir. plates of the eggs of Finnish 
bifds. by Sundman, t'th introduction and text in Swedish and 
Fmm h by J .. A. Palm n. The work was issued in nine parts with 
three platr. m each f part 1- 7 and two in each of parts and 9 
partR l and ~ appearing in 1879, and 8 ancl 9 in 1888. The text by 
Palmen w~l~ ISsuecl with part. 1-5 in German and English (according 
to th~ BntLsh J!~us~urn CatalO(Jile), but in the copy at hand it is in 
Swed!sll and F mm h. The figures on the plates are in Latin 
Swedish, and Finnish. The original covers are bound in. ' 

SUNDSTROM, CARL RUDOLF. 

1877. Fauna oefver Sveriges Ryggradsdjur. 
Stockholm. 

1886. Verzeichniss der Voae1 Schwedens. 8vo. 
pp. 13. Stockholm. 
A li t of aoi b~rd!! visiting or indigenou to Swrden, with a systematic 
arrangrment m tabular form. From Prof. Reichenow's library. 

SUNNY SOUTH OOLOGIST. 
1886. A Monthly devoled to the interest of Orni
thologisls and Oologists. Edited and published 
by Edwin C. Davis. 12mo. (;ainesville, Texas. 
Frank L. Burn notes: 
Vol. I, l 86, os. 1-3, Mar.-May. pp. 40. 
Suspended and subscriptions returned. A neat little magazine 
containing notes by W. L. Kells, G. Noble, Geo. H. Selover and 
otht>r \\Titers on ornithological subjects. 

SUOLAHTI, HuGo. 
1909. Die deutschen Vogelnamen; eine wort
geschichtliche Unter uchung. 8vo. pp. 34+ 540. 
index. Strassburg. 
A valuable contribution to cla,sification, "ith a complete biblio
graphy of German avifaunal glossaries, rlictionaries, and cyclopedias. 

SUPINO, FELTCE. 

1916. I pe ci d'acqua dolce d'Italia. 4to. pp. 12+ 
87. 30 col. pl. 31 text-figs. index. J,filano. 
An excellently written, systematic, and popular manual on the 
freshwater fishes of Italy. 

SUSCHKIN (or Su HKi' ), PETER PETRovicH. 
1899. Nouveaux MemOires. 4to. Moscow. 

SUSEMIHL, ERWL' EnwARD. 1839-51 . ee 
s EMIHL, JOHA T CO RAD. 

SUSEMIHL, .J OHA. x Co RAD [1767-1837]. 
1839-51. Abbildungen der Vogel Europa . 36 
Lief. 4to. pp. 116+16. 106 col. pi. Stuttgart. 
Tht>re werr quite a fpw changes in title of this fine atlas. Several 
names E. E. Susemihl, F. Gergens, and Dr. Schlegel-were 
associated in it publication at various dates while (as the sub
title explains) the text that cndR abruptly with p. 116 is that of 
Temminck', JfanuP/ d'Ornithologie. In most copies no formal 
titlt> apart from tlw "TapperR of tlw everal parts, is showll, and 
there arr sewral other signs of incompletrnes ahout the work. 
According to tilt• Cat. Br. JT11s. (Nat. Hist.), pp. 1-100 of Schlegel's 
t(•xt Diurnal Bird~; of Prey, with 44 of tlw colored plat-es were 
eparatrly i . u d as the well-known Die ~uropiiischen Tao-J!.ayb

t•ogel beschrieben 1·on H. Schlegel. The copy m hand has the or1gmal 
( \\-Tapper bound in and the very rare formal title-page. 
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A _,(}!1./ [SUSEMIHL, J. C. (contd.)] 

JW" (1839-51]. [Abbildungen der Vi:igel Europas, 

herausgegeben, gezeichnei und in Stahl gestochen 

von J. C. Susemihl ... uncl E. Susemihl ... Text 

nach Temminck's Manuel <l'Ornithologie und den 
vorzuglichsten neueren Schriften und mit Bei

tragen von mehreren . . . aturforschern, bear

beitet von ... Dr. [F.] Gergens [and afterwards] 

Dr. Schlegel. 36 Lief.] 4to. pp. 116+16. 106 

pl. (col.). 
Stuttgart [Darmstadl and Leipzig, 183~)-51]. 

Title supplied from the wrapper to Lief. J in the Printed Book 

Department, British Museum. Gergens' text (issuer! in Lief. 1 and 2) 

extended to 16 pp., and was replaced by Schlegel's; Lhe title, which 

on the wrapper of Lief. 2 reads simply 'Susemibl's Vogel Europas ', 
being changed to 'Die Vogel Europas. Gezeicbnet ', etc. Schlegel's 

text of 116 pp. ends abruptly in the midst of the Nocturnal Birds of 

Prey, and, though Homeyer was announced in 1851 (wrapper to 

Lief. 36, 2nd cd.) as about to continue it, no more letterpress ap
peared. PI. 49 and onwards are therefore undescribed. Pp. 1-100 

?f Schlegel's text, the Diurnal Birds of Prey, "ith -±4 pl. eorrespond
mg, was afterwards reissued under the title of ·Die Europaischen 

Tag-Raubvogel, beschrieben von ... H. Schlegel '. This second 
copy in the E.S.W. Library,)IcGiJJ, is the one usually found on the 
market. 

SUTTON, GEORGE MIKSCH. 
1928. An introduction to the birds of Pennsyl

vania. 8vo. pp. ix+169. front. (col.). lo4 figs. 

index. Harrisbu.rg, Pa. 

Written by the State Ornithologist in popular style. 

SUTTON, J. and MORGAN, A. M. 
1924. An ornithological trip around Eyre penin

sula. The nest and eggs of Diaplwrillas textilis 

myal. A. M. Morgan. 8vo. pp. 46. 1 map (fold.). 

1 fig. Adelaide. 

Authors' reprint. An annotated list of birds comprises 1-±4 species. 

SVALEN. 1883-4. 
The Compiler was informed by Hendrik Gronvold that the first two 

volumes of this periodical fThe Swallow] were published at Copen
hagen in 1883--±. It then remained. dormant for a number of years 

but was revived and became the organ-published annually-of 

a society of the same name, ·svalen', mostly devoted to birds but 

also for the protection of animals in general, under the presidency 

of Madame Malvina Mehrn and (later) of Mr. Dedenroth-Berg of 

Copenhagen. First editor and publisher, E. :Hadsen. ' 

SVENSK FISKERI-TIDSKRIFT. 
1892-1930. 8vo. Stockholm. 

SVENSKA NATURSKYDDSFORENIN-
GEN. See SVERIGES NATUR. 

(K. ) SVENSKA 
MIEN. 

VETENSKAPSAKADE
Siockholm. 

1820-5. Arsberattelser. 

1826-46. Arsberattelser om zoologiens framsteg. 

1903-date. Arsbok. 

1739-79. Handlingar. Series 1. 

1780-1812. Handlingar. Series 2. 

1813-54. Handlingar. Series 3. 

1855-1923. Handlingar. Series 4. 

1924-date. Handlingar. Series 5. 

1823-5. Jahresbericht der Schwed. Acad. d. 

wissensch. u .. d. fort. d. Naturgeschichte, anatomie 

und physiologie, etc. 

1854-dale. Lefnadsteckningar. 

1844-1902. Ofversigt af ... forhandlingar. 

1919-date. Skrifter i N aturskyddsarenden. 

SVERIGES NATUR. 1910-20? Stockholm. 

SW AINSON' CHARLES. 
1885. Provincial names and folk lore of British 

birds. 8vo. pp. 10+243. front. bibliogr. 2 indexes. 
London. 

Published by the English Dialect Society and the Folk Lore Society; 

a compilation of the proYincial names of British wild birds, with 

popular sayings and superstitions attached to them. There are two 

copies in the McGilllibraries, one donated by Peter Redpath from 

his private collection and the other from the library of R. J. Balston 

with his marginal notes. 

SWAINSON, WILLIAM [1789~1855]. 

(\ 

1820-3. Zoological illustrations, or Original figures 

and descriptions of new, rare, or interesting ani

mals. First series. 3 vols. 8vo. 182 pl. (col.). 

bibliogr. indexes. London. 

Plates of new, rare, or interesting animals, with one leaf of text 

to each plate. A second of this fine series was issued in 1829-33 

(q.v.). The pages are not numbered in either series. 

1829-33. Zoological illustrations; arranged ac

cording to their apparent affinities. Second series. 

3 vols. 8vo. 136 pl. (col .). bibliogr. indexes. 
London. 

1831. American ornithology. See WILSON, A. and 
JA!\1ESO , ROBERT . . 

1831. Fauna boreali-americana. See RICHARDSON, 

Sir JOHN. 

1834. . preliminary discourse on the study of 

natural history. 8vo. pp. 8 + 462. append. index. 
London. 

1835. A treatise on the geography and classifica

tion of animals. 8vo. pp. 7 + 367. 55 figs. index. 
London. 

1836-7. On Lhe natural history and classification 

of birds. 2 vols. 338 figs. London. 

The original edition of a classic treatise on uvian nomenclature. 

1836-7. On the natural hisLory and classification 

of birds. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. vi+ 365. 113 cuts 

in text. Vol. II, pp. vi+398. 225 (114-338) text 

cuts. London. 

The commoner of the two 'Cabin et· editions of this very useful 

~extbook. With the exception of an added title-page this printing 
IS identical "ith the original issue. The copies may, indeed, be 
unbouml remainders provided with n<>w titles and covers. 

1837. (The) natural hisLory of the birds of Western 

Africa. 2 vols. 12mo. Vol. I, pp. 16+286. 32 

col. pl. portr. 9 text-figs. Vol. II, pp. 16+263. 

9 text-figs. portr. index. Edinburgh. 

Vols. VII and Y.III of Jardine's well-known Naturalist's Library. 

[1838]. Animals in menageries. (Lardner's 

Cabinet Cyclopaedia.) 12mo. pp. 6+373. front. 

71 figs. 2 indexes. London. 

1838. Animals in menageries. 12mo, London. 

This copy differs from another issue only in having an added date 
and title-page. · 

1838. The natural arrangement and relations of 

the family of flycatchers, or muscicapidae. 12mo. 

pp. 14 +256. fronl. portr. 31 col. pl. Edinburgh. 

:rws is YoL '/{.in th~ famous Jarcline Library, and it is quite eljual 
m text and illustratwn to the other monographs of that series. 

1838-9. The natural history and classification of 

fishes, amphibians, and reptiles or, Monocardian 

animals. 2 vols. illusl. London. 

Another and well-written treatise from Lardner's Cabinet Cyclo
paedia. 

~ 
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~ 1841. A selection of the birds of Brazil and Mexico. The drawings by William Swain on. 8vo. London. 

A series of 78 hand-colored plates of eotropical birds with a list of species prefixed, giving both English and Latin na1~es, most of which appear on the plates. The work was issued originally in (probably) six parts of 13 plates each, 183-!- 6. No text appears to have been published with the original edition , the title of which was 'Ornithological Drawings ·. All of the plates in the present copy are printed on fairly stout paper. Engelmann catalogues both this and the original edition as among the rarest books on South American ornithology. 

SWAMMERDAM, JA . [1637- 80]. 
1669. Historia Insectorum generalis, ofte Algemeene Verhandling van de bloedeloose Dierkens. 4to. Pub. by M. van Dreunen. Uttrechl (sic). 
The first edition (from the Osier Library) of a well-known treatise by this famous physician-naturalist. lost of his writings appeared in both Dutch and Latin and several of them were translated into Engli.h, French, and German, sub equently appearing in numerous editions. Although in the first instance a practising physician he paid most attention to entomology and comparative anatomy. He became nielancholic (and was probably insane) before his death at the early age of 43, after falling under the influence of that religion fanatic, Antoinette Bourignon, with whose 'pious sentiments' his Ephemeri Vita is beclouded. 
1675. Ephemeri Vita, of, afbeeldingh van 's Menschen Leven, vertoont in de ... Historie van het vliegent ende een- dagh-levent Haft of OeverAas, &c. 8vo. ..tlmslerdam. 
This work (title from the Osier Library, 0. 963) was al:>o translated (by E. Tyson) and published in I"ondon, 1681. 
1681. Ephemeri viLa, or the natural history and anatomy of the Ephemeron, etc. Translated, with a preface, by E. Tyson. 4lo. pp. 8+44+8. 5 pl. 

London. 
1685. His to ire generale des Insectes ... ~ \ vec des figures. 4lo. Utrecht. 
This is an exact rendering of the editio princeps, 1669, but issued from the press of a different publisher, J. Ribbius. 
1758. The Book of Nature; or, The History of IusecLs ... Including the generation of the Frog. \~ iLh the Life of the Author, by Herman Boerhaave. Trans. from the Dutch aml Latin original ed., by Thos. Flloyd. Revised and improved by otes from Reaumur and others by John Hill. fol. pp. 20 + 236+153+63. 53 pl. [0. 964.] London. 

Issued in two parts each with separate pagination; a collection of all Swammerdam's works. With the title Biblia Naturae, etc., this same treatise had been issued by Boerhaave in 1737. It also appeared at various dates as the Bybel der Natuure; the Bibel der Natur, etc. 

SWANN , HARRY KIRKE [1871-1926]. 
1893. The birds of London. 12mo. pp. 15 + 136. index. London. 
A useful pocket manual on the subject. 
1895. NatureinAcadie. 8vo. pp. 8+74. append. 

London. 
An account of the author's fir t voyage from England to Nova Scotia and the birds he saw there. The Appendix contains a systematic list of the species of North American birds mentioned in the work, but is not intended to represent a complete list of Nova cotian birds. 

1896. A concise handbook of [381 species of] British birds. pp. 8+210. append. London. 
1913. A dictionary of English and folk-names of British birds. 8vo. pp. 12 + 266. London. 
The preface states that thi treatise embraces altogether 5,000 booknames from past authors, accepted-names of species, proviJ?.cial, local, and dialect names in use in the British Isles, folk-lore, bJbliography, and legends. Blank pages are providrd for additional notes . 
[1915]-17. Illustrations of the game birds and water fowl of South America. See GRONVOLD, H. 

1919. A Bibliography of British Ornithology. See MULLE S and SWA . 

19~ 9-20. ~ synoptical list of the Accipitres (Dmrnal Btrds of Prey). Comprising Species and Sub pecies described up to 1919, with their Characters and Distribution. Pts. I-IV. 8vo. pp. 6 + 16 4. index and corrigenda. London. 
The t!tle of this useful list fully explains the contents. The present ~opy 1s the author's own working voh1me with the wrappers bound m. The wrapper for part I is dated 1919, the title-page 1920. 
1 ?21-2. A synopsis of the Accipitres (diurnal btrds of prey) comprising species and subspecies described up to 1920, with their characters and distribution. Znd ed. 8vo. pp. viii+233+(8). index. 3 addend. London. 
A rev1sed edition of the Synoptical List of the Accipitres, 1919-20. It was is~ued in four parts. The present copy is an autographed pre entatwn. 

1921-2. A synopsis of the Accipitres, etc. 4lo. pp. viii +233+(10). front. (porlr.). 55 pl. (col.). 22 pl. (col., eggs). index. 3 addend. London. 
Identical with the regular second edition in 8vo of the same date except for the size of the paper and the inclusion of a half-title, the colored plates of birds and eggs, and two leaves of explanation of the latter. The covers of the four parts are bound in at the end of the volume. The fine colored plates are by Keulemans, Wolfe, and others. The fronti piece portrait is of the author. The copy is No. 2 of 12 copies privately printed on large hand-made paper, and is an autographed presentation from the author to Dr. Casey Wood. 

1923. A bibliography of Briti h ornithology from the earliest times. ::;uppleiJlenl: A chronological list of British birds. 8vo. pp. xvii + 42. London. 
This supplement to ~lullens and Swam1's A Bibliography of British Ornitholouy furnishes the specific names of British birds arranged chronologically and with the original literary references. See 1\IULLEN , W. H. and SWANN, H. K. 

1924-dale. A monograph of the Birds of Prey (Order AccipiLres) ... Illustrated by Plates ... by H. Gronvold, etc. Pts. 1-o by H. Kirke Swann; pt. 7 and continuation by Alexandrr· \\'etmore. 4to. London. 
Thi magnificent treatise, whose publication was interrupted by the death of the original author, is being continued by Dr. Alex. Wetmore of the Smithsonian Institution. The original drawings, first proofs of the plates, and the original ~IS. arr now the property of the Blacker Library. 

****and M cNEILE, J. H. 
1925. Two ornithologists on the lower Danube, being a record of a journey tu the Dobrogea and the Danube delta, with a systematic list of the birds observed. 8vo. pp. 8 + 67. illusl. T. of c. 

London. 
An annotated list of Roumanian birds ·with observations made during the trip. An autographed presentation. 

SWARTH , HARRY SCHELWALD [1878- ]. 1904. Birds of the Huachuca Mountains, Arizona. (Pacific Coast Avifauna, ' o. 4.) 8vo. pp. 70. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

1914. Distributional List of Birds of Arizona. 8vo. pp. 133. 1 col. pl. Hollywood, Calif. 
Author's separate, Pacific Coast Ari(awna, No. 10. 
1915. Guide to the exhibit of fo il animals from Ram:ho Sa Brea. (Los ngele County Museum of History Science and Art.) 8vo. pp. 34. 1 pl. 19 figs: in text. Los Angeles, Calif. I\ Author's reprint, containing references to Pleistocene birds. 

~ 
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;4rswARTH, H. s. (contd. )J 

1920. Birds of the Papago Saguaro national 

monument and the neighboring region, Arizona. 

Contribution from the Museum .of Vertebrate 

Zoology of the University of California. 8vo. 

pp. 63. 8 pi. 1 fig. index. Washington. 

110 species were noted, nearly a third of the total number (375) 

known to inhabit Arizona. Two species were added to the list of 

birds of Arizona, the Indigo Bunting and Bendire's Crossbill. This 
tractate is an author's separate, issued by the U.S. Dept. of the 

Interior, National Park Service. 

1925. See BROOKS, A. 

1929. (A) systematic study of the Cooper orni

thological club. 8vo. pp. 7 8. illust. San Francisco. 

1931. Avifauna of the Galapagos Islands. 8vo. 

pp. 250. 58 illust. San Francisco. 

SWARTZ, 0LOF [1760-1817]. 
1794. Natural-Historian i Sverige. Stockholm. 

1807-19. See PALMSTRUCH, J. W. 

SWAYSGOOD, Mrs. SusAN. 
1915. California poultry practice. 8vo. pp. 157. 

front. (portr.). 7 pl. 10 figs. index. San Francisco. 

The result of 45 years of experience. 

SW A YSLAND, W ALTER [ -1888] and others. 

1877-80. The illustrated book of Canaries, etc. 

See BLAKSTON, W. A. and others. 

1883-8? Familiar wild birds. Series 1-4. 4 vols. 

8vo. index in vol. IV. London. 

The collation in Mullens and Swann is as follows: 'Vol. I, pp. viii+ 
160. 40col.pl. Vol.II,pp.viii + 160. 40col.pl. Vol.III,pp.viii + 
160. 40 col. pl. Vol. IV, pp. viii + 160. 40 col. pl. In this (original) 

issue vol. I is dated 1883, the others are undated. At the end of 
each vol. is a part on Eggs and Egg-Collecting, by R. Kearton, 

including 4 of the col. pl. in each vol.' 
A popular work on the habits and other characteristics of a long list 

of British birds. The 1 44 colored lit.hographs by Thorburn add much 

to the attractions of the book and greatly increase its value. 

SWEDEN. 
1857-1910. Kongliga Svenska Eugenies Reska, 

etc. 2 vols. illust. Stockholm and Uppsala. 

Although important for the invertebrates collected during the 

voyage, a report on vertebrates was never published. 

••••· Landtbruksstyrelsen. Fiskeribyra. 
1895-1914. Fiskeripublikationer. 8vo. Stockholm. 

1915-27. U nderso kningar rorande sveriges fis

kerier, fiskar och fiskevatten. 8vo. Stockholm. 

•***. Voyage. Magallanes. 
1899-1907. Wissenschaftliche Ergebnisse der 

Schwedischen Expedition ... 1895-7 ... unter 

Leitung von 0. Nordenskjold. 3 vols. 8vo. illusl. 

(Wanting.) Stockholm. 

This important report is partly made in English. It is a valuable 

addition to our knowledge of the natural history of the extreme 
southern areas of South America. The zoology of the expedition 

is given in vol. II, with 306 pp., 25 pl., and illust. in the text. Fishes 

are described by F. A. Smitt, while a list of reptiles and batrachians 

is furnished by L. G. Andersson. 

SWEDISH ZOOLOGICAL EXPEDITION TO 

EGYPT AND THE WHITE NILE. See 

JAGERSKIOLD, L. A., 1904-28 . 

SWEET' ROBERT [1783-1835]. 
1823-32. The British warblers. An account of 

the genus sylvia. 8vo. pp. 24+(20). 16 pi. (col.). 
London. 

A rather rare work about which there is a decided difference of 

opiniorr among bibliographers. The 'six' plates of the title appears 

to have been genc·rall? taken ns a misprint for 'sixtern ',although 

copies exist Vlrith bot.il six and sixteen platf's. :\lnllens and Swann 
believe that t.he work was lirs1 issnr<l \\ith six eolonccl plate'S and 

full descriptive t.ext, and that lntPr tlw otlwr ten plates with 
extended text followed. 

1853. The British Warblers. Cage ~md ('hamber

birds; ... Incotporating the whole of Sweet's 

British warblers. See BECHSTEI ' , J. r. 

SWENANDER, GUSTAF . 
1902. Studien uber den Bau des Sclllundes und 

des Magens der Vogel. 8vo. pp. 2 + 210 . 8 pl. 
Uppsala. 

SWENX, MYRON HARMON. 
1904. A preliminary review of the birds of Ne

braska. See BRUNER, L. 

1919. The [ 427] birds and mammals of elJraska. 

8vo. pp. 21. Lincoln, Neb. 

SWINDEREN' THEODOR VAN. 
1820. Buffoni et Daubentoni figurarum Avium 

coloratarum nomina systematica. See KUIIL, H. 

SWINHOE, ROBERT [1836-77]. 
1870. Chinese zoology. 18 pts. in 1 vol. 8vo. 

illust. pl. London. 

This is a valuable contribution to sciPnce, consisting of a collection 
of the author's publications with a manuscript title, index, and 

pagination. 

SWISS CROSS. (AgassizAssociation. ) 1887-9. 

SYDNEY UNIVERSITY. 
1924-date. University Reprints (Series 13). Zoo

logy. 

SYED NIZAM-UD-DIN. 
1914. Aql-0-Shur. Popular encyclopedia in 

Hindustani, with numerous references to natural 

history. folio. pp. 490. many cuts in text. litho

graph. Lucknow. 

SYEVERTZOV' NiKOLAI ALEKSYEEVICH [1825-

~]. - -
1873. Vert.Lkal'noe i ghorizontal'noe raspredye

lenie Turkestanskikh Zhivotnuikh. [Vertical and 

horizontal distribution of Turkestan animals.] 

folio. pp. 2 + 157. 10 pl. Moskva. 

1873-4. Fauna Turkestaniens, etc. 10 col. pl. 

Russian. (Title in German.) .f\.1oscow. 

1883-94. Ornithologie du Turkestan. Lief. 1-4. 4to. 

Written conjointly with Menzbir, l\1. A. (q.v.). 

1921. Uber die zoologischen (hauptsachlich orni

thologischen) Gebiete der ausserhalb der Tropen 

gelegenen Teile unseres Kontinents; ubersetzt 

[from the Russian] und eingeleitel von Hermann 

Grote. 8vo. pp. 32. illust. NiiJnchen. 

SYKES, WILLIAM HENRY [1790-1872]. 
1832. A catalogue of the mammalia and birds 

observed in Dukhun, East Indies. 2 vols. 8vo. 
London. 

SYME, PATRJCK [1774-1845]. 
1823. A treatise on British song-birds. 8vo. pp. 6 

+ 231. 15 col. pl. T. of c. Edinburgh. 

A rather 1·are, well-written a.ccount of 33 species, with excellent 

plates. 

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY. Zoological La

boratory. 
~ 1903-date. Contributions. 

~ 
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SZIELASKO, A G ST .. MIL ALFRED [1864- J. 
1902. Die Bi1dung geselze <ler Voge1eier bezCtglich 
ihrer Gestalt. 8vo. pp. 23. 4 lext-(igs. Gera. 
On the mathematical measm·emrnt of birds' egg , with formulae 
for determining their rate and form of clevrlopment. A prr ent to 
Prof. Reichenow from the author. 

1904. ntersuchungen uber die ge lalt und die 
bildung der vogeleier. 8vo. pp. 29. Konigsberg. 
An inaugural dissertation. 

1920. Die Gestalten der normalen und abnormen 
Vogeleier. 8vo. pp. 6 +119. 2 pl. 34 tab. T. of c. 

Berlin. 
An extensive, mathematical study of the development, shape, and 
size of both normal and abnormal birds' eggs. From the Cabanis collection. 

SZYMONOWICZ, LADI LAGS. 
1901. Lehrbuch der Histologie und der mikro
skopischen Anatomie. 8vo. pp. 11 +455. 52 col. 
pl. texl-(igs. W iirzburg. 

TABLETTES ZOOLOGIQUES. 1885-92. 

Poiliers. 
TACZANOWSXI, \Vt.ADYSLAW [or L DISLAS, or 
YLADiSLAVJ (1819-89]. 
1862. K. Hr. Tyzenhauza Oologia Ptak6w Pol
skich, wystawiona na 170 tablicach ... do kt6rych 
opisy utozyt \N. Taczanowski. [K. Tyzenhauz 's 
Oolooy of Polish Birds, displayed in 170 plates 
... to which descriptions have been arranged by 
\V. Taczanowski. ] 1 vol. and atlas. 8vo. pp. 524. 
170 col. pl. index. l \ arsaw. 

1874-82. [Les oiseaux du Perou.] 6 vols. 8vo. 
A large number of author's extracts (from various publications) ou 
outh American avifauna. 

****and BERLEPSCH, HA s VOI\". 
1883-5. Liste des oiseaux re<..:ueillis:apar MM. 
tolzrnann et Siemiradzki dans l'Ecua eur acci

dental. 3 pts. 8vo. n.p. 
Author ' reprint. 

1884-6. OrniLhologie du Perou. 4 vols. 8vo. 
Rennes. 

There are no illustrations. The fourth part or volume consists of 
s~·noptic la bles to cletC'rminc the l'ermian genera and species of hirds. 

TAEUBER UND WEIL. 
[1926-7]. Alte. Taturwissenschaften. 8vo. pp.172. 
illu~l. irzde.'C. J I iinchen. 
A. draler's illustrated catalogue li ting 239 early works un nattu·aJ 
hJstOiy, mostly published iu the lifLPcnth and sixtf'enth centuries. 

'TALISMAN', VOYAGE OF THE l'ltENCH 
STEAMER. 1888. See 'TRAVAILLEUH '. 

TALSKY, Jo EF. 
1~~0? Talsky's ornithologische Sammlung im 
stadti chen .Mu eum. 8vo. pp. 11. illust. 

N eutilschein. 
A brit.>f notice of a small town (Czechoslovakia) collection of birds. 

1893. Der Staar (Sturnus vulgaris L.) und die 
Landwirtschaft. 8vo. pp. 13. Lieben. 
A pamphlet on the Starling in Czechoslovakia. 

TANAXA, SHIGEHO. 
1911-27. Figures and descriptions of the fishes 
of Japan, including Riukiu Islands, Binin Islands 
Formosa, Kurile Island , Korea and Souther~ 
Sakhalin. 42 pls. 4to. paged continuously. illust. 

Tokyo. 
An important, comprehensive, and recent serial on Japanese 
ichthyology in course of publication. 

TANCRED, THOMAS [1808-80]. 
n.d. otes on the natural history of the Province 
of Canterbury in the Middle Island of New 
Zealand. 8vo. pp. 34. n.p. 

TANNENBERG, E. DE. 1872. ee CARus, J. v. 

TANSLEY, A. G. 1923-4. See GARDINER, JOHN 
STA LEY. 

T'AO CHU-XUNG ~ * ~~ [1122-249 B.c.]. 

1844. Yang yo ching ~ ~ ~~- How to rear 

fish. pp. 2. (In l"ii han shan fang chi i shu 3i 
7~ if ffj rFlt1Jc ~-) 20 x 12·6 cm. [G.] 

TARTU, ESTONIA. ttlikool. 
·?-1 905. 1\ Dorpater Naturforscher Gesellschaft. 
1853-dale. ~\ruahded. 

1884-dale. Schriften. 

TASCHENBERG, ER ST 0TTO \\-ILHELM [1854-
19:l8 J. 
1886-1930. Bibliotheca Zoologica. Continuation 
of Carus' HiblioLheca Zoologica. 8vo. See ENGEL
:tvrA N, w. Leipzig. 

1909. Die giftigen Tiere; ein Lebrbuch fOr Zoo
logeu, J,Jediziner und Phal'mazeuLen. 8vo. pp. 16 
+ J:JJ. illust. Stuttgart. 

TAGSBERICHTE UBER DIE FORT
SCHRI'rTE DER N ATUR- UND 4ElL
KUNDE. 1850-2. See also ~onz.~.:. A. u. 
GEBlETE D. i'IATUR- D HE ILK' NDE. \V eimar. TASMANIAN JOURNAL OF NATURAL 

TAIT, \VILLIAM CHASTER. 
1924. The birds of Portugal. 8vo. pp. 12+260. 
front. 9 pl. map. 2 append. index. London. 

TAIWANHAKUBUTSUGAKKWAI. Taiwan. 
1~11-date. [Tran actions.] English title, atural 
Ih tory ociety of Taiwan. 

TALBOT, PERCY A 1~ RY (1877- ]. 
1923. LifeinSouthern igeria. 8vo. pp.16+356. 
32 pl. map. 1 fig. index. London. 

SCIENCE. Hobart, Tasmania. 
1842-9. Nos. 1-7. 

TASMANIAN NATURALIST. (Journal of 
Tasmanian Field Naturalists' Club. ) 
1907-11. 

1924-date. New series. 

TASSY, GARCIN DE. 
1860. Le Langage des Oiseaux. 3rd ed. 8vo. 

Paris. pp. 72. 
Extract from La Ret•ue Contemporaine, tome xxiv. 

(\ 

~ 
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~SWARTH, H. S. (contd.)J 

1920. Birds of the Papago Saguaro national 
monument and the neighboring region, Arizona. 

Contribution from the Museum _of Vertebrate 

Zoology of the University of California. 8vo. 

pp. 63. 8 pi. 1 fig. index. · Washington. 

110 species were noted, nearly a third of the total number (375) 
known to inhabit Arizona. Two species were added to the list of 

birds of Arizona, the Indigo Bunting and Bendire's Crossbill. This 
tractate is an authbr's separate, issued by the U.S. De]Jt. of the 

Interior, National Park Service. 

1925. See BROOKS, A. 

1929. (A) systematic study of the Cooper orni

thological club. 8vo. pp. 7 8. illust. San Francisco. 

1931. Avifauna of the Galapagos Islands. 8vo. 

pp. 250. 58 illust. San Francisco. 

SWARTZ, 0LOF [1760-1817]. 
1794. Natural-Historian i Sverige. Stockholm. 

1807-19. See PALMSTRUCH, J. W, 

SWAYSGOOD, Mrs. SusAN. 
1915. California poultry practice. 8vo. pp. 157. 

front. (portr.). 7 pl. 10 figs. index. San Francisco. 

The result of 45 years of experience. 

SW A YSLAND, W ALTER [ -1888] and others. 

1877-80. The illustrated book of Canaries, etc. 

See BLAKSTON, W. A. and others. 

1883-8? Familiar wild birds. Series 1-4. 4 vols. 

8vo. index in vol. IV. London. 

The collation in Mullens and Swam1 is as follows: 'Vol. I, pp. viii+ 
160. 40 col. pl. Vol. II, pp. viii + 160. 40 col. pl. Vol. Ill, pp. viii + 

160. 40 col. pl. Vol. IV, pp. viii + 160. 40 col. pl. In this (original) 

issue vol. I is dated 1883, the others are undated. At the end of 
each vol. is a part on Eggs and Egg-Collecting, by R. Kearton, 
including 4 of the col. pl. in each vol.' 
A popular work on the habits and other characteristics of a long list 
of British birds. The 1 44 colored lithographs by Thorburn add much 

to the attractions of the book and greatly increase its value. 

SWEDEN. 
1857-1910. Kongliga Svenska Eugenies Reska, 

etc. 2 vols. illust. Stockholm and Uppsala. 

Although important for the invertebrates collected during the 

voyage, a report on vertebrates was never published. 

****· Landtbruksstyrelsen. Fiskeribyra. 
1895-1914. Fiskeripublikationer. 8vo. Stockholm. 

1915-27. Undersokningar rorande sveriges fis

kerier, fiskar och fiskevatten. 8vo. Stockholm. 

•***. Voyage. Magallanes. 
1899-1907. Wissenschaftliche Ergebnisse der 

Schwedischen Expedition ... 1895-7 ... unter 

Leitung von 0. Nordenskjold. 3 vols. 8vo. illust. 

(Wanting.) Stockholm. 

This important report is partly made in English. It is a valuable 

addition to our knowledge of the natural history of the extreme 

southern areas of South America. The zoology of the expedition 
is given in vol. II, with 306 pp., 25 pl., and illust. in the text. Fishes 

are described by F. A. Smitt, while a list of reptiles and batrachians 

is furnished by L. G. Andersson. 

SWEDISH ZOOLOGICAL EXPEDITION TO 

EGYPT AND THE WHITE NILE. See 

JAGERSKIOLD, L. A., 1904-28. 

SWEET' ROBERT [1783-1835 J. 
1823-32. The British warblers. An account of 

the genus sylvia. 8vo. pp. 24+(20). 16 pl. (col.). 
London. 

A rather rare work about which there is a decided difference of 

opinion- among bibliographers. The 'six' plates of the title appears 

to have been generally taken as a misprint for 'sixtt>en', although 
copies exist with both six and sixteen plntrs. ~lHllei1S and Swann 
believe that the work was lirst, issm•d witlt six tolored plates and 

full dt>scriptiw text, and that lllt t> r tllr other ten plates with 
extended text followed. 

1853. The British \iVarblers. Cage nncl chamber

birds; ... Incorporating the whole of Sweet's 
British warblers. See BEcnsTm T , J . .1\I. 

SWENANDER, GusTAF. 
1902. Studien uber den Bau des Schlundes und 

des Magens der Vogel. 8vo. pp. 2 + 240. 8 pl. 
Uppsala. 

SWENK, MYRON HARMON. 
1904. A preliminary review of the birds of re

braska. See BRU ER, L. 

1919. The [4"27] birds and mammals of ebraska. 

8vo. pp. 21. Lincoln, 1\'elJ. 

SWINDEREN' THEODOR VAN. 
1820. Buffoni et Daubentoni figurarum Avium 

coloratarum nomina systematica. See KUHL, n. 

SWINHOE, ROBERT [1836- 77]. 
1870. Chinese zoology. 18 pts. in 1 vol. 8vo. 

illust. pl. London. 

This is a valuable contribution to ~cicnce , consisting of a collection 
of the author's publications with a manuscript title, index, and 
pagination. 

SWISS CROSS. (AgassizAssociation.) 1887-9. 

SYDNEY UNIVERSITY. 
1924-date. University Reprints (Series 13). Zoo
logy. 

SYED NIZAM-UD-DIN. 
1914. Aql-0-Shur. Popular encyclopedia in 

Hindustani, with numerous references to natural 

history. folio. pp. 490. many cuts in text. litho

graph. Lucknow. 

SYEVERTZOV, NiKOLAI ALEKSYEEVICH [1825-
85]. - -
1873. Vert.Lkal'noe i ghorizontal'noe raspredye

lenie Turkestanskikh Zhivotnuikh. [Vertical and 

horizontal distribution of Turkestan animals.] 

folio. pp. 2 + 157. 10 pl. M oskva. 

1873-4. Fauna Turkestaniens, etc. 10 col. pl. 

Russian. (Title in German.) Moscow. 

1883-94. Ornithologiedu Turkestan. Lief.1-4. 4to. 

Written conjointly with Menzbir, llf. A. (q.v.). 

1921. Uber die zoologischen (hauptsachlich orni

thologischen) Gebiete der ausserhalb der Tropen 
gelegenen Teile unseres Kontinents; ubersetzt 

[from the Russian] und eingeleitet von Hermann 
Grate. 8vo. pp. 32. illust. J\l!iinchen. 

SYKES, WILLIAM HENRY [1790-1872]. 
1832. A catalogue of the marnmalia and birds 

observed in Dukhun, East Indies. 2 vols. 8vo. 
London. 

SYME, PATRJCK [1774-1845]. 
1823. A treatise on British song-birds. 8vo. pp. 6 

+ 231. 15 col. pl. T. of c. Edinburgh. 

A rather rare, ·well-written account of 33 species, with excellent 

plates. 

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY. Zoological La

boratory. 
;\ 1903-date. Contributions. 

~ 
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SZIELASKO, A G ST El\1IL ALFRED [1864- J. 
1902. Die Bildungsge elze der Vogeleier hezCLglich 
ihrer Gestalt. 8vo. pp. :23. 4 text-figs. Gera. 
On the mathematical measuremrnt of birds' eggs, with formular 
for determining their rate and form of development. A prPsE'nt to 
Prof. Rcichenow from the author. 

1904. Cntersuchungen i.iher die ge lalt und die 
bildung der vogeleier. 8vo. pp. 29. Koniysberg. 
An inaugural uissertation. 

1920. Die Gestalten der normalen und abnormen 
Vogeleier. 8vo. pp. 6 + 119. 2 pl. 34 tab. T. of c. 

Berlin. 
An exteu iYe, mathematical study of the development, shape, and 
size of both normal and abnormal birds' eggs. :From the Cabanis collection. 

SZYMONOWICZ, LADISLAGS. 
1901. Lehrbuch der Histologie und der mikro
skopischen Anatomie. 8uo. pp. 11 +455. 52 col. 
pl. text-figs. ~ViJ.rzburg. 

TABLETTES ZOOLOGIQUES. 1885-92. 

Poiliers. 
TACZANOWSKI, Wt.ADYSLAW [or LADISLAS, or 
YLADiSLAVJ [1819- 89]. 
1862. K. Hr. Tyzenhauza Oologia Ptak6w Pol
skich, wystawiona na 170 tablicach ... do kt6rych 
opisy utozyt V\'. Taczanowski. [K. Tyzenhauz 's 
Oology of Polish Birds, displayed in 170 plates 
... to which descriptions have been arranged by 
W. Taczanowski.] 1 vol. and atlas. 8vo. pp. 524. 
170 col. pl. index. I I arsaw. 

1874-82. [Les oiseaux du Perou. ] 6 vols. 8vo. 
A large number of author's extracts (from various publications) on 
outh American avifauna. 

****and BERLEPSCH, HA s vo ~ . 
1883-5. Liste des oiseaux recueillis:.;ar M.M. 
Stolzmann et Siemiradzki clans l 'Ecua · eur occi
denLal. 3 pis. 8vo. n.p. 
Authors' reprint. 

1884-6. OrniLhologie du Perou. 4 vols. 8vo. 
Rennes. 

There are no illustrations. The fourth part or Yolumc consi ts of 
s~·noptic tables to determine the Peruvian genera and species of bird. 

TAEUBER UND WElL. 
[1926-7]. Alte ... aturwissenschaften. 8vo. pp.lt 2. 
illust. irzde.'C. J i iJ.nchen. 
A. dealer's illustrated catalogue listing 239 early "·orks on nattu·al 
lu tOJ Y, rno tly published in the l]ft('enth an cl sixtrcnth centuries. 

'TALISMAN', VOYAGE OF THE FRENCH 
STEAMER. 1888. See 'TRAVAILLEUH '. 

TALSXY, Jo EF. 
1~~0? Tal ky's ornithologi che 'ammlung im 
tadtischen Museum. 8vo. pp. 11. illust. 

N eutitschein. 
A brief notice of a small town (Czechoslovakia) collection of birds. 

1893. Der Staar (Sturnus vulgaris L.) und die 
Landwirtschaft. 8vo. pp. 13. Lieben. 
A pamphlet on the Starling iu Czechoslovakia. 

TANAKA, SHIGEIIO. 
1911-27. Figures and descriptions of the fishes 
of Japan, inclu.ding Riukiu Islands, Binin Islands, 
Formosa, Kurlle Islands, Korea and Southern 
Sakhalin. 42 pts. 4to. paged continuously. illust. 

Tokyo. 
An important, comprehensive, and recent serial on Japanese 
ichthyology in course of publicat-ion. 

TANCRED, THOMAS [1808-80]. 
n.d. Notes on the natural history of the Province 
of Canterbury in the Middle Island of New 
Zealand. 8vo. pp. 34. n.p. 

TANNENBERG, E. DE. 1872. See CARus, J. v. 

TANSLEY, A. G. 1923-4. See GARD INER, JOHN 
STA LEY. 

T'AO CHU-XUNG ~ * ~;~ [1122-249 B.c.]. 

1844. Yang yu ching ~ ~ ~W· How to rear 

fish. pp. 2. (In I'ii han shan fang chi i shu 3I 
7~ I [ 1ij rFJt 1'Jc ~.) 20 x 12·6 cm. [G.] 

TARTU, ESTONIA. ttlikool. 
·?-1 905. As Dorpater Naturforscher Gesellschaft. 
1853-date. Aruai1ded. 

1884-date. Schriften. 

TASCHENBERG, ERNST 0TTO \\-~ILHELM [1854-
19:.28]. 
1886-1930. Bibliotheca ZooloO'ica. Continuation 
of Carus' BiblioLheca Zoologica. 8vo. See ENGEL
MA · , w. Leipzig. 

1909. Die gifLigen Tiere; ein Lehrbuch fUr Zoo
logen, .:\J ediziner und Pharmazeuten. 8vo. pp. 16 
-f 32J. illust. Stuttgart. 

TAGSBERICHTE 'UBER DIE FORT
SCHRI'rTE DER N ATUR- UND REIL
XUNDE. 1850-2. See also xonzL1 A. D. 
GEBIETE D. i'IATUR- u TD IIEILK' DE. n·einwr. TASMANIAN JOURNAL OF NATURAL 

TAIT, ·wrLLIAM CHASTER. 
1924. The birds of Portugal. 8vo. pp. 12 +260. 
front. 9 pl. map. :2 append. index. London. 

TAIWANHAKUBUTSUGAKKWAI. Taiwan. 
19.11-daie. [Transactions.] English title, atural 
II1 tory ociety of Taiwan. 

TALBOT, PERCY AM~URY [1877- ]. 
1923. Life in Southern igeria. 8vo. pp. 16 + 356. 
32 pi. map. 1 fig. index. London. 

SCIENCE. Hobart, Tasmania. 
1842-9. Nos. 1-7. 

TASMANIAN NATURALIST. (Journal of 
Tasmanian Field Naturalists' Club. ) 
1907-11. 

1 924-d.ale. New series. 

TASSY, GARCI DE. 
1860. Le Langage des Oiseaux. 3rd ed. 8vo. 

Paris. pp. 72. . . 
Extract from La Rm:ue Contemporame, tome XXIV. 

(\ 
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TAVERNER, PERCY ALGERNON [1875- ]. 
1919. Birds of eastern Canada. (Canada. Depart
ment of Mines. No. 3. Biological Series.) 8uo. 

pp. 297. 50 col. pl. 68 figs. glossary. index. Ottawa. 

An excellent catalogue of the birds of eastern Canada between the 
Atlantic coast and the prairies north of the International Boundary. 
Following a general description of each species are notes on dis
tinctions, field marks, nesting. and clistribut.ion, etc. English and 
French vernacular names are given as well as a Glossary and Biblio
graphy. A sccoml edition was issued in 1922. 

1922. Birds of eastern Canada. (Canada. Depart. 
of Mines. Memoir 104. No. 3. Biological Series.) 
2nd ed. 8uo. pp. 3 + 290. 50 col. pl. · 68 figs. 

glossary. index. Ottawa. 

A revised and improved issue. 

[ 1922 ?] . Bird houses and their occupants. 8uo. 

pp. 15. 33 figs. Ottawa. 

Author's reprint from the Canadian Field Natu·ralist, 1919. The 
present copy is of the third edition; the first appeared in 1920, and 
the second in 1921. 

1925. See LAING, H. M. 

1926. Birds of Western Canada. (Canada. De
partment of Mines. Museum Bulletin No. 41.) 
8uo. pp. 4+380. 84 col. pl. 385 figs. bibliogr. 

glossary. index. Ottawa. 

This work coYers all the birds known to occur in Canada from the 
Ontario-l\Ianitoba boundary line to the Pacific coast, and is com
plementary to Bir-ds of Eastem Canada by the same author, thus 
forming a popular manual of all the birds of the Dominion. Follow
ing a general description of each species are notes as to field marks, 
nesting habits, and distribution. The fine colored plates are by 
Allan Brooks and F. C. Hennessey; and there are many additional 
figures in the text. The present copy is autographed by the author, 
and presented to Dr. Casey A. Wood by the Hon. Charles Stewart, 
Minister of 1\Iines, in commemoration of the first meeting of the 
American Ornithologists' Union ever held in Canada, October 11- 14, 
1926. 

1927. A study of Buteo borealis, the red-tailed 
hawk, and its varieties in Canada. 8uo. pp. ( 4) + 
20. front. (map). 3 col. pl. T. of c. bibliogr. Ottawa. 

Author's reprint from Museum Bulletin No. 28, Biological Series 
No. 13. A critical study of the species, derived from an examination 
and comparison of 157 skins. 

n.d. Vanished and vanishing birds. 16mo. pp. 8. 
? Ottawa. 

A short account of the birds that have vanished or are on the point 
of disappearing from the Dominion of Canada. Amongst them are 
the Passenger Pigeon, Great Auk, Labrador Duck, Eskimo Curlew, 
Hudsonian Godwit, and the Wood Duck. 

TA VERNIER, JEAN BAPTISTE [1605-89]. 
1690. Viaggi nella Turchia, nella Persia e nell' 
Indie; [tr. from the French]. 3 vols. illusi. 

Bologna. 

This traveler, on his famous journey to the Far East, often mentions 
and describes the faunallife he encotmtered. He depicts a number 
of 'curious' bircls, among them the Bird of Paradise (vol. iii, p. 391), 
and explains why they were without legs and feet for which, of 
course, they had no use since they ·floated and flew in the empyrean 
and never came to roost'. The copy in hand is very rare. .From 
Dean Adams' library. An ~nglish edition of Ta.vernier's Voyages 
was published by J. Pinl{erton in 1811. 

TAVISTOCX, Marque~:;s of. 
1929. Parrots and Parro Llike Birds in Aviculture. 
8uo. London. 

A11 excellent monograph on the subject, tltc substance of which 
appeared in Cage Birds. 

TAXIDERMIST, THE. 
1891. A rrionthly journal devoted primarily to 
practical Taxidermy, Ornithology and Oology. 
Editor: E. W. MarLin. 8uo. Medina, Ohio. 

Fox says there were 12 nos., 1891 (all pub.). 

TAYLOR' ALFRED. 
1913. Birds of a county palatine county of 
Lancaster. folio. pp. 148. 15 pl. text-figs. London. 

An unusually good example of a treatise on local ornithology . .For 
the information of the uninformed, Lancashire and Cheshire are 
still- nominally at least- under the jurisdiction of an Earl Palati
nate and not under the Sovereign. 

TAYLOR, EDWARD H. 
1921. Amphibia and Turtles of the Philippine 
Islands. 8uo. pp. 193. 17 pl. Manila. 

One of several fine, well-.illustrated monographs on the fatmae of 
the Philippines by this careful, systematic writer. 

1922. The Lizards of the Philippine Islands. 8uo. 

pp. 269. 23 pl. Manila. 

1922. The Snakes of the Philippine Islands. 8uo. 

pp. 312. 37 pl. Manila. 

TAYLOR, GEORGE CAVENDISH. 
[1860]. On birds collected or observed [93 species] 
in the republic of Honduras. 4 pis. in 1 vol. 8uo. 

[London.] 

Author's separate from Ibis. The present copy is from the God
man Library. 

TAYLOR, HENRY OsBORN [1856- ]. 
[1922]. Greek Biology and Medicine. 8uo. [0.] 

London. 

TAYLOR, H. R. 
1897. (The) story of the Farallones. See BARLOW ~c. 

TAYLOR, JoHN ELLOR [1837-95]. 
1876. Notes on collecting and preserving natural 
history objects. 12mo. pp. viii+215. 45 figs. 

index. London. 

1901. Half-hours in the green lanes: a book for 
a country stroll. 12mo. pp. 8 + 328. front. 262 

figs. index. Edinburgh. 

The ninth edition of a very popular volume. The first edition 
appeared in 1873. 

TAYLOR, JOSEPH [? 1761-1844]. 
1807. Ornithologia curiosa; or, The wonders of 
the feathered creation. 16mo. pp. 216. index. 

London. 

A compilation of anecdotes from Yarious authors, such as Buffon, 
Pennant, Latham, et al. 

1815. Tales of the robin, and other small birds, 
selected from the British poets. 12mo. pp. 144. 
5 pl. London. 

TAYLOR, RICHARD. 
1855. Te Ika a Maui; or, New Zealand and its 
inhabitants. 8uo. pp. 14+490. fronl. 10 pl. 

( 8 col.). 63 figs. 1 map. 9 append. indea:. London. 

The natural history will be found on pp. 394-+29. 

TAYLOR, WALTER PE ' [1888- ] and SHAW , 
\\'ILLIAM TIIOJ\IAS [1873- ]. 
1927. l'viammals and birds of Mount Rainier 
National Park. Illust. by William L. Finley, 
Irene Finlc'y: \Villiam T. Shaw, J. B. Flett, and 
others. 8uo. pp. uiii+249. 109 fiys. ('old. map. 

index. (U .S. DepL. of the Interior.) 
\ Vasflingion, D.C. 

Author's reprint. A most. interesting and well-written monograph. 

TAYMUR M IRZA . .See PHILLOTT, D. 
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TCHI ATCHEFF, PIERRE A. DE [1812-90]. 
853- . Asie Mineure, etc. 9 vols. with atlases. 

8vo. nd 4lo. Pt. II. Zoologie. See also CHi
KHA liEV, P.A. Paris. 

TE CHERS' NOTES ON NATURE STUDY; 
P ANTS AND ANIMALS. 

. d. 12mo. pp. viii + 232. 72 pl. 2 figs. T. of c. 
London. 

The animals are depicted as blackboard drawings-a good idea in teaching. 

TEGETMEIER, WILLIAM BER HARD [1816-
1912]. 
1867. The poultry book: comprising the breeding 
and management of profitable and ornamental 
poultry. 8vo. pp. 8 + 356. 30 col. pl. 15 pl. 39 
figs. append. index. London. 
A classic manual for the poultry-keeper. 

1868. Pigeons : their structure, varieties, habits, 
and management. 8vo. pp. 6 +190. 17 pl. (16 
col. ). 24 figs. index. London. 

1874. Reprint of Boddaert 's Table des Planches, 
etc. See BODDAERT, PIETER. 

1881. Pheasants: their natural history and prac
tical management. 2nd ed. 4to. pp. 4+142. 
13 pl. 28 figs. append. index. London. 
A very popular work that passed through many editions. 

1881 . The natural history of the cranes. See 
BLYTH , E. 

1882. Reprint of Lichtenstein's Catalogus Reru!ll 
Naturalium rarissimarum. Edited for the \Vtl
lughby Society. 
An extremely rare work. There were so many errors in this edition 
that the subsequent reprint of Ji'. du Cane Godman, made the same 
year, wa~ substituted for the former. The COf!lPiler and the :Ip.S.W. 
Library are under obligation to Dr. C. W. RIChmo!ld for this rare 
tractate, not listed in the Cat. Br. lllus. Nat. Htstory. See also 
WILLUGHBY SOCIETY. 

1888. Pallas's Sand Grouse (Syrrhaptes para
doxus), its history, habits, food, etc. 8vo. pp. 5 + 
23. front. (co l. ). 4 figs. bibliogr. London. 

1896. See MORRIS, FRANCIS ORPEN. 

1897-8. British Birds, etc. See BUTLER, A. G. 

uu and ORMEROD, ELEA OR A. 
1899. The house sparrow (the avian rat), in 
relation to agriculture and gardening, with prac
tical suggestions for lessening its numbers. 8vo. 
pp. 6 + 90. front . (j figs. append. London. 

1904. Pheasants; their natural history and prac
tical management. 4th ed. London. 

1916. A veteran naturalist, W. B. Tegetmeier. 
.See RICHARD SON, E. W. 

TEMMINCK COENRAAD JACOB [1770-1858]. 
1807. Catalog~e systematique du cabinet d'orni
lhologie et de la collection de quadrumanes. 4to. 
pp. 8+270+34. Amsterdam. 
.A rare and useful work, a description of the aut~or's collecti<?n of 
monkey and birds. On pp. 197-270 new specH'S arr desc~I~ed. 
This fundamental treatise was u. cd for many years as an ongmal 
source of zoological information. 

1813-15. Histoire naturelle generale des pigeons 
et des gallinaces. Accompagne de planche ana
tomiques. 3 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. 16 + 499. 1 pi. 

4G 

I{) (J/) ) 

index. Vol. II, pp. 4+477. Vol. Ill, pp. 4+757. 
11 pl. index. Amsterdam. 
A monograph of the pigeons and gallinaceous birds. Vol. I contains 
an account of the pigeons, being a reprint of the text which Tem
minck had prepared for his illustrated folio that was stolen by 
~fadame Knip. Vols. II and Ill relate to gallinaceous birds, which 
Temminck intended for his proposed folio on the pigeons, but which 
was not published in that form owing to the loss of the text of the 
latter, an account of which will be found on pp. 640-4 of vol. Ill . 
A number of new names are used in this treatise. See also KNIP, llfadame, nee P. DE COURCELLES. 

1815. Manuel d'ornithologie; ou tableau syste
matique des oiseaux qui se trouvent en Europe. 
8vo. pp. 38+618. Amsterdam and Paris. 
The rather scarce first edition of a well-known handbook on the 
birds of Europe. This treatise was published in both Amsterdam 
and Paris. It gives a detailed, systematic account of the avifauna 
but is not illustrated. The present copy is from the Cabanis
Reichenow collection. An amended edition was published in 1840. 

1817. Observations sur la classification metho
dique des oiseaux, et Remarques sur !'analyse 
d 'une nouvelle ornithologie elementaire, par L. P 
Vieillot. 8vo. pp. 60. Amsterdam. 

1820-40. Manuel d'ornithologie, ou Tableau sys
tematique des oiseaux qui se trouvent en Europe; 
precede d'une analyse du systeme general d'orni
thologie, et suivi d'une table alphabetique d.es 
especes. 2nd ed. 4 vols. 8vo. ParLs. 
The second edition of this important handbook was much enlarged 
to include some of the non-European avifauna, and to furnish a 
description or mention of species new .to science. . The. followin~ 
brief collation of the four volumes Will serve to Identify them. 
Vol. I. Premiere partie 1820, pp. cxv+439. Vol. II. Seconde partie, 
1820, pp. 440-950. Vol. Ill. Troisieme partie, 1835, pp. lxxxiv+ 
305. Vol. IV. Quatrieme partie, 1840, pp. 307-691. Suppl. to part 2. 
Index to four parts. . 
The present copy has marginal notes and printed inserts of English 
synonyms by a former owner. 

1824-41. Monographies de mammalogie, ou 
Description de quelques genres de mammiferes, 
dont les especes ont ete observees dans les dif~ 
ferens musees de !'Europe. Ouvrage accompagne 
de planches d'osteologie, po_uvant servir d~ suite 
et de complement aux notices sur les ammaux 
vivans publiees par M. le baron G. Cuvier, dans 
ses Re~herches sur les ossemens fossiles. 2 vols. 
12 pis. 4to. illust. 71 pl. Paris and Amsterdam. 

1833-50. Fauna Japonica; sive, Descriptio ani
malium, quae in itinere per J aponiam,. jussu ~t 
auspiciis superiorum, qui summum . m India 
Batava imperium tenent, suscepto, anms 1~2~30 
collegit, uotis observ~tionibus et adum~ratwmbus 
illustravit P. F. de S1ebold. 5 vols. folw. pl. See 
also SIEBOLD, P. F. VON. Lugduni Balavorum. 

**** and LAUGIER DE CHARTROUSE, 
MEIFFRE . 
1838 [1820-39] . Nouveau .recueil. de planches 
coloriees d'oiseaux, pour serv1r ~e smte et de com
plement aux planches enluminees ~e ButTon, . · .. 
1770 d'apres clessins de Huet et Pretre. 5 vols. m 
7. (olio. Text. Vol. I, pp. (6)+(304)+(4)+ 
(i! 96). Vol.II,pp.(4)+(324)+(4)+(402). Vol.III, 
pp. (4)+ (326)+109 (table of pl.). Plates. Vol. I, 
150 pl. (co l. ). Vol. II, 150 pl. (co l.). Vol. Ill, 150 pl. 
(co l.). Vol. IV, 150 pi. (co l.). Pans . 
This fine treatise with its remarkable colored illus~r~tionh was 
intended as a supplement to BuO'on's Planche$ Enlumm es. was 
issued in 102 tirraisons, between :ugt~st /~20 (~g) ~r~~it1~~~ 
The present copy ha. thr fulll~~Wo erL~}i:r~s share of the work is 
the Tableau ll{e:hod1~1{;e fa~t that '~any ~f the speci~ens described 
~: f~g~ J~i~~ou:gflon ; Tfemthminck ;~ stofr~~ c~~~~~ ~~t~~~~mig~ clature ; the Prospectus o e wor 1 

--
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Jl~ ~TEMMINCK, C. J. (contd.)] 
page of Postscript by Temminck is in liwaison 101 and is dated 
August 30, 1836. Zimmer (Ayer Catalo(Jue) draws attention to 
many irregularities throughout the work, not only in the general 
text but in the Tableau Methodique. The -present copy lacks the 
Prospectus which is furnished by the following title. 

1838 [1820-?]. Nouveau recueil de planches 
coloriees d'oiseaux, pour servir de suite et de 
complement aux planches enluminees de Buffon, 
etc. 3 vols. 4lo. Vol. I, pp. 11+(1)+(111). 43 pl. 
(col.). Vol. II, pp. (114). 50 pl. (col.). Vol. Ill, 
pp. (128). 53 pl. (col., 1 fold.). Paris. 
The copy in hand has the rare Cuvier's Prospectus but only the 
descriptive text (pp. 353) and 146 of the 600 plates that accompany 
the complete edition of 1838 (182Q-39) fully described in the present 
Catalogue. 

1842. Atlas des oiseaux d 'Europe d 'apres C. J. 
Temminck et dessines par J. C. Werner. See 
WERNER, J. C. 

TENNENT, JAMES EMERSON [1804-69]. 
1859-60. Ceylon. An account of the Island. 
2 vols. 8vo. London 
Vol. II (pp. 127-307) of this classic history is largely devoted to 
zoology; pp. 163-80 give an account of the birds. 

1861. Sketches of the natural history of Ceylon; 
with narratives and anecdotes illustrative of the 
habits and instincts of the mammalia, birds, 
reptiles, fishes, insects, &c., including a mono
graph of the elephant. 8vo. pp. xxiii+500. 10 pl. 
72 figs. index. London. 
A portion of the author's original work, Ceylon. An account of the 
Island, etc., 1859-60, republished in an extended form. The portion 
devoted to a description of the avifauna will be fotmd in Chap. VIII, 
pp. 241-70. There are, also, two lists of birds, one, the birds of 
Ceylon, the other, of those species peculiar to the island. 

1867. The Wild Elephant ... in Ceylon. 8vo. 
pp. 19+198. 3 pl. and text illust. London. 
This naturalist was in his day the principal authority on the natural 
history of Ceylon. The library copy is a presentation volume with 
his autograph. 

TERNIER, LOUIS. 
1922. Nos oiseaux de mer de riviere et de marais; 
la sauvagine en France. [With a preface by 
E. Ousta1et.] 4to. pp. 15+523. ~ pl. 125 text
figs. index. Paris. 
The author groups the sea, river , and marsh birds tmder the con
venient name of • La Sauvagine ', of which about 160 species visit 
France annually. These are carefully described and depicted. The 
first edition was published in J 897; the above (second edition) is 
a reprint identical with the first issue. 

****and MASSE, FERNAND. 
n.d. Les canards sauvages et leurs congeneres. 
8vo. pp. 22 + 7 52. illust. Paris. 
A systematic description of wild ducks, geese, and allied forms. 
The book is essentially a hunter's manual, with elaborate account! 
of the implements employed in France for killing birds. The cuts 
are not very good. The copy in hand is a presentation from the 
senior author. 

(DE) TERRA, P. 
1911. Vergl. Ana tomie des menschlichen Gebisses 
und der Zahne der Vertebraten. 8vo. pp. 468. 
200 figs. Jena. 
An extensive monograph on the comparative odontology of verte
brates. 

TERRA; Geografi.ska foreningens tidskrift. 
1918-29. Helsingfors. 

1888/9-1912 as Geografiska Foreningens Tidskrift. 
Publishes an occasional paper on vertebrate zoology. 

'TERRA NOVA', VOYAGE OF THE. 1910. 
See BR. MUS. (NAT. HIST.). 

TERRAS, HILDA. 
n.d. (The) story of a cuckoo's egg. 8vo. pp. 93. 
24 pl. (7 col.). New York. 

TESDORPF, P. H. 
1754. Versuch einer Beschreibung ... Vogel. 
Colibri, etc. 4to. Leipzig. 
A rare volume, not in the Cat. Br. Mus. (Nat. Hist.). 

TENNESSEE 
CIETY. 

ORNITHOLOGICAL SO- TEXAS ACADEMY OF SCIENCE. 
1892-1912. Transactions. Nos. 1-12 (all pub.). 

1917. Preliminary List of the birds of Tennessee. 
Nashville. 

TENNEY, ABBY A. 
1866. Natural History of Animals. See TENNEY, 
SANBORN. 

TENNEY, SANBORN [1827-77]. 
1865. Natural history; a manual of zoology for 
schools and colleges. 8vo. pp. 11 + 540. 539 figs. 
index. New 1· ork. 
Intended to give a general idea of the animal kingdom. The present 
copy is a presentation, with a letter from the author inserted. 

****and TENNEY, ABBY AMY (GovE). 
1866. Natural history of animals. Containing 
brief descriptions of the animals figured on 
Tenney's Natural history tablets. 8vo. pp. 8+ 261 
+29. front. 520 figs. append. index. New 1'ork. 
The seventh edition of this popular work. 

1875. Elements of zoology. A text-book. 8vo. 
pp.12 + 5q3. 753 figs. index. ~Vew 1·orh:. 

TERMESZETRAJZI FUZETEK. Budapest. 
1877-1902. Continued as BudapcsL- Magyar 
Nemzeti Muzeum; Annales Historica-Naturales. 
(Articles are in J 1 ungarian, German , French, 
Latin, English, or Italian. ) 

TEXAS UNIVERSITY. 
1904-14. Scientific Series. Vols. 1-29 (all pub.). 

THACXER, A. GoRDON and ELLIOT, H. S. R. 
1909. See HAGENBECK, C. 

THAYER, ABBOTT H. 
1909. Concealing-coloration in the animal king
dom. See THAYER, G. H. 

THAYER, EvELYN and XEYES, VIRGINIA. 
1913. Catalogue of a collection of books on orni
thology in the library of John E. Thayer. 8vo. 
pp. 186. Privately printed. Boston. 
List of a small collection of books with occasional annotations. 

THAYER, GERALD HANDERSON [1883- ] and 
THAYER, ABBOTT H. 
1909. Concealing--coloration in Lhe animal king
dom; an e/position of Lhc hrws of disguise through 
color and pattern: being a summary of J\bbott H. 
Thayer 's discoveries, wiLll an inLroductory essay 
by .\. H. Thayer. -Jto. pf>. 1.9 + 2GO. 16 pl. (col.). 
143 figs. 2 append. index. Xew l·ork. 
An eA position of tl1e tlu·ory that almo;,t all auilllali" possrss a · colot"<<
tion 1 hat watcl1es the baclquound' i!Jld spn·c as ;;_ device for thl' 
concealment of tile IH'::trer , tlte illns1rations hPing designer! to 
demonstrate the theory. This work and theory ha,·e lJ f>Il both 
severely criticized and wannly defended. 

L' 
Jf/ 
j 
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;vf1 THAYER, JoH ELIOT [1862- J. 1913. 
THAYER, EVELY1 and 1 EYE , VIR<1L JA. 

See 

THEEL, HJALMAR [184 -? 191 2]. 
1872. Beskrifning Ofver hufnnlct 
Boscllas. 8vo. pp . .30. 
Inaugural the i of rp ala l niYersity. 

hen hos .\nas 
Stockholm. 

1895. Sverig-es Zoolog. ITafs lation Kt·istineberg. 
Stockholm. 

THEOBALD , WrLLIAl\I [18:.29- 1908 ] . 
1876. Descriplive C:aLalogue of Lhe Reptile of 
British India . .Jlo. pp. 10 +238+.5.3. 5 pl. 

Calculla. 
The writer discu sr chiefly tlw nwan, of disrriminating bt>twPen 
poisonous :md harmless nakes. 

THEOBALDUS EPISCOPUS. 
[Before 1489]. Phisiologu theolJaldi epi eopi Lil' 
naLuri duocle<:im auimalium. 4lo. [0.] Coloyne. 
A wry rarr incnna ble. Ha in* 15467, from thr 0, ler Library. It 
is a wrsifird, moral bestiary, ascrihr<l to at least tltrre erdesia, tics 
lh·iug in tlw eleYenth or twelfth centurit·.. Th ' rt' nrr numerous 
printt'd and :JIR. editions of tlw poPm, with its dialog-w•f1 brtween 
membt>rs of 12 animal group~. 

[ 1 502~. PhisioloO'u Theobaldi eiJiscopi de naturis 
duodecim animalium. Text in verse wilh eom
menlary . .Jio. illusl. (Cologne. ) 
Thi moral bestiary is assigned by C'houlant to the twelfth century, 
and has been attributed to several different authors. [0. 5513.] ln 
his comments on this very rare edition Osier says it is not among the 
12 printings described by C'houlant. 

1928. Physiologus. Metrical Bestiary. Facsimile 
of the 1492 Cologne print. 12 chapters. Translated 
by A.\.\.' . Rendell. 8vo. front. 12 photos. London. 
An excellently illustrated English rendering, with faithful reproduc
tions of original folios. 

THEOPHILUS CREMONENSIS D E FER
RARIIS. 
1493. Propositions ex omnibus Aristotelis libris 
philosophie, moralis, naturalis, etc. [ ed. by 
Benedictus Soncina ]. 4to. pp. 56 and ff. 287. 

l " enetiis. 
Rain 6997. A very earlv incunabulum (or incru1able) furnishing, 
inter alia, an excellent re\~iew of Ari totle's zoology. 

1493. Propositiones ex omnibus Aristoteli libris. 
J. and G. Gregorius. Perg. cover. Manuscript. 

Venetiis. 
.t\ unique manuscript copy. The scribe has not. given tht; date of 
lus.own work. There is a printed edition in the Blacker Library of 
Which the above is a written copy. 

THESING, CURT EGo [1879- ] . 
1911. Fortpflanzung und Vererbung. 8vo. pp. 96. 
illust. Leipzig. 

'THETIS' ET DE ... L ''ESPERANCE', 
Navigation autour du globe , etc. 
1837. 2 vols. and atlas. Histoire Naturelle par 
R. P. Lesson. See BOUGAINVILLE, Baron DE. 

THEURIET, A DRE [1833-1907]. 
[1888] . Song birds and seasons. 4to. pp. 16+200. 
21 pi. 78 figs. Tray, N. Y. 

[1894]. Nos oiseaux. 4lo. pp. 16+246. 41 pl. 
(col.). 65 figs. Lille. 
A literary and poetical document on the birds of Belgium. 

[1895]. 1 Tos Oi eaux. 8uo. 41 col. pi. 110 figs. 
in lexi. Lil!P and Paris. 
One of several r<litions- a wry well-illustrated copy. 

THIENEMANN, AVGL'ST [188:2.- ]. 
1925. (Die) Binnengewa st>r Mi tteleuropas; eine 
Iimnologi ehe EinfOhrunO'. 8vo. pp. 265. illust. 

Siullgart. 

THIENEMANN' FRIEDRICTI AUGUST LUDWIG 
[1793-1858]. 
1845-56. Einhundert Tafeln colorirter Abbil
clungen von Vogeleiern; zur Fortpflanzungs
ge chichte der ge ammten Vogel. 2 vols. folio. 
1 vol. text. 1 vol. plates. (All pub.). pp. xvii +(5) 
1 4.32. 100 pi. (10 col.). Leip:;ig. 
The present work is imilar to thr author's, 'ystematische Darstellunu 
de., 1825-38, but is not confined to European species. It. was issued 
in ten parts. An author's note on p. iii, tlated Ottober 1856, states 
that ill health interrupted the course of the work and that there are 
threr plates yet unpnblishe<l and much of the text unwritten. The 
trxt (p. 432) stops short in thr mi<l!llt> of a ,Pntrnce and unfortunately 
wa, IH'YCr complrted. 

THIENEMANN, J. 
1910. Die VoO'elwarle Hos itten det· Deutschen 
ornitholoO'i chen Gesell chart und da Kenn-
zeiehen der Vogrl. 8vo. pp . .'36. 4 pi. Berlin. 
An account of the ob ervation station at ltossitten established by 
the German Ornithological Society, and of thr birds seen there. 

1928. Rossillen. Drei J ahrzehnte auf cl er Kuri
schen Nehrung. 2nd ed. 8vo. illust. ? Berlin. 

THIER. See TIER. 

THIJSSE, JAc. P. 
1904. Het vogeljaar; handleiding tot het leeren 
kennen der meest voorkomende N ederlandsche 
vogel . folio. pp . .316. 14 col. pl. figs. in text. 

Amsterdam. 
A popular Dutch 'Bird Year', well illustrated by Keulemans and 
van Oort. · 

THILLAYAMPALAM, E. MUTHAMMAH [1895-
J. . 

1928. Scoliodon (the common shark of the Indmn 
seas). 8vo. pp. 12+116. illusl. Lucknow. 
A ('olumbia Univer ity thesis, published in India. 

T HOMAS MICHAEL ROGERS 0LDFIELD [1858- ]. 
1879-1915.' See GODMA and SALVIN, Biologia 
Cen trali -Americana . 
The important contributions to zoologic~l sci~nce made ~Y .this 
well-known naturalist generally appeared m senals and penodJCals 
or were made in the form of joint authorship. 

1881. See GUENTHER, A. C. L. G. 

1886. See JOH STON, H. H. 

1888. See BR. MUS. (NAT. HIST.). 

1888. See JAME , F. L. 

1893. See HOSE, CHARLES. 

1894-1900. See CLATER, PHILIP LUTLEY. 

1914-16. See OGILVIE-GRANT, WM. R., ed. 

THOMAS, WILLIAM BEACH [1868- ] and COL
LETT, A. K. 
1922. Birds through the year. 8uo. pp. 6 + 366. 
24 pl. (col.). 2.35 figs. index. ~ond?n. 
Popular accounts of the arrival and . depar.ture of. Bnhsh brrds 
throughout the year, with notes on therr habits, nestmg songs, etc. 
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4}/'Y THOMPSON' BENJAMIN FRANKLIN [1784-1849] 
' and WERNER, CHAS. J. 

1918. History of Long Island. 3rd ed. 3 vols. 
8vo. Vol. I, pp. 50+538. 4 pi. 1 map. Vol. 11, 
pp. (10)+649. 10 pi. Vol. Ill, pp. (10)+677. 
6 pi. 1 map. index. New York. 
The portion devoted to the birds in thls edition will be found in 
vol. Ill, pp. 282-91, and consists of a list embracing 372 species, 
those breeding on the island being denoted by an asterisk. It was 
prepared by L. Nelson Nichols, Dr. James E. De Kay having pre
pared the one in the second edition of 18-!3. The first edition, in 
one volume, appeared in 1839. 

THOMPSON, D'ARCYWENTWORTH [1860-- ]. 
1895. A Glossary of Greek Birds. 8vo. [0.] 
The avian names and other captions are given in Greek capital 
letters, arranged in alphabetical order. The little treatise thus 
constitutes- a very useful compendium of excerpts from PUny, 
Aristotle, Aelian, Phlle, and other classic writers on zoology. The 
writer was professor of zoology at University C'ollege, Dundee. 
There is a copy of this treatise in the E.S.W. Library, with London 
as the place of publication. 

1913. On Aristotle as a Biologist, with a Proe
mium on Herbert Spencer. 8vo. [0.]. See also 
ARISTOTLE, 1913. Oxford. 

1917. On growth and form. 8vo. pp. 15 + 793. 
408 figs. index. Cambridge. 
An important introduction to the study of organic form. The flight 
and form of birds are treated on pp. 24- 7 and 673 ; and the shapes 
of eggs on pp. 652-60. 

THOMPSON' EDWARD PETT. 
1845. The note-book of a naturalist. 12mo. pp. 12 
+275. T. of c. London. 

THOMPSON, ERN EST SETON (surname changed) 
[1860- J. 
1891. The birds of Manitoba. (Proc. U.S. Nat. 
Museum, vol. XIII.) 8vo. pp. 457-643. 1 map 
(fold . .). bibliogr. index. Washington. 
A well-annotated list of the birds of the province-over 266 species 
and subspecies, and bibliography of the works consulted. See also 
SETON, E. THOllfPSON. 

THOMPSON, G. W. ST. CLAIR. 
1928. Protection of Woodlands, etc. 8vo. pp. 225. 
illust. London. 
A valuable work on a subject that has a very important bearing 
on fauna! life. 

THOMPSON' J AMES MAURICE [ 1844-1901]. 
1885. By-ways and bird notes. 8vo. pp. 179. 
portr. T. of c. New York. 

1887. Sylvan secrets, in bird-songs and books. 
8vo. pp. 4+139. T. of c. New York. 

THOMPSON, Mrs. JEAN MAY (born FowLER) 
[1867- ] . 
1922. Wild kindred. 8vo. pp. 14+251. 8 pi. 
T. of c. 

1922. Wings and pads. 
T. of c. 

London. 

8vo. pp. 14+251. 8 pi. 
London. 

THOMPSON' WILLIAM [1805- 52]. 
1849-56. The natural history of Ireland. 4 vols. 
8vo. Vol. I, pp. 20+434. 2 indexes. Vol. 11, pp. 11 
+350. 2 indexes. Vol. Ill, pp. 7+491. append. 
2 indexes. Vol. IV, pp. 32 + 516. portr. 9 figs. 
append. index. London. 
The first three . volumes o(this work are devoted entirely to a syste
matic deacription of the birds. It was the evident intention of the 

author to issue similar volumes on all the zoological groups. His 
death, however, defeated t.he project, but his notes were bequeathed 
to Robert Patterson who, with others, completed this most valuable 
contribution to natural science. 

THOMPSON' WILLIAM EDGAR. 
1925. Aunt Chloe and her birds. 8vo. pp. 11 + 
118. 10 pl. (col. ). T. of c. Lynchburg, V a. 

THOMSON, ALLEN [1809- 84]. 
1877. The Development of the Forms of Animal 
Life. 8vo. [0.] London. 
Presidential Address of the British Assoc. Adv. Se. 

THOMSON' ARTHUR LANDSBOROUGH [1890-- ] . 
1910. Britain's birds and their nests. 4to. pp. 28 
+ 340. 132 pl. (col. ). index. London. 
The main reason for the publicat.ion of this work is (as stated in the 
preface) to furnish letterpress for George Rankin's admirable series 
of plates. 

1911-13. The British Bird Book. See KIRKMAN, 
F. B. B. 

1926. Problems of bird-migration. 8vo. pp. 15+ 
350. 12 figs. append. index. London. 
Reading between the lines of this valuable contribution to the 
subject one realizes the magnitude of the problem, and the seenling 
futility of most speculations and theories. In connection with this 
treatise it would be well to read A. Wetmore's The Migrations of 
Birds, 1927. Although differing radically in character, the con
clusion of both agree to an interesting extent. 

1927. Birds; an introduction to ornithology. 
12mo. pp. 7 + 256. index. London. 
A book for the general reader; it forms vol. 130 of the Home Uni
versity Library of Modern Rnowledge. 

THOMSON, CHARLES WYVILLE [1830-82]. 
1877. The voyage of the' Challenger'. The Atlan
tic; a preliminary account of the general results 
of the exploring voyage of H.M.S. 'Challenger' 
during the year 1873 and the early part of the 
year 1876. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. 29+424. 15 pi. 
110 figs. T. of c. 4 append. Vol. 11, pp. 14+396. 
2 col. maps. 15 pl. 66 figs. 3 append. index. 

London. 
An abstract of the less technical portions of the author's journal, 
incorporated with some of the more novel observations by his 
colleagues, during the first year of the voyage of the Challenger 
(1873), and the early part of the fourth year (1876). 

1878. The voyage of the 'Challenger'. The 
Atlantic, etc. 2 vols. 8vo. New York. 
The American edition of the original edition, London, 1877, and 
identical with it. 

1880-95. Report .on the Scientific Results of the 
Voyage of H.M.S. Challenger ... during 1873-76. 
40 vols. 4to. London. 
Thls monument to British seafaring naturalists is also a most 
valuable contribution to general vertebrate zoology. The volumes 
devoted to t.he faunae of the countries visited are written by men 
well known by students of biology. Among them, W. Turner wrote 
a paper on the bones of Cet.acea, PP. 45, 3 pl.; an essay on the Green 
Turtle by W. K. Parker, pp. 58, 13 pl.; on Shore Fishes by A. 
Giinther, pp. 82, 32 pl.; and Birds by P. L. Sclater, pp.J66, 30 col. pl. 
Special chapters on avian lore are contributed by the Marquis of 
Tweed dale (Birds collected in the Philippine Islands); on birds from 
the Admiralty Islands, by P. I •. Sclater; from Fiji, Tongatabu, Api 
(New Hebrides), and Tahiti, by 0. Finsch; from Ternate, Amboyna, 
and the Arrou (Aru) Islands, by T. Salvadori; from Cape York 
(Australia) and neigh boring islands, by W. A. Forbes; from the 
Sandwich Islands , by P. L. Sclater; from Antarctic America, by 
P. L. Sclater and 0. Salvin; and from the Atlantic Islands and 
Kcrguelen Island, by P. L. Sclater. The Steganopodes and Impenes 
are describ€d by P. L. Sclater and 0. Salvin; the Laridae, by H. 
Saunders; and t.he Procella.ridae , by 0. Salvin. The collections of 
eggs are described by P . L. Sclater. Part 57 is devoted to Deep-Sea 
Fishes by A. Giinther (1887), pp. 65 + 335 and 73 pl. Quite a few 
of these parts were published separately, a.nd at least one (an extract) 
with an altered title, viz. Deep-Sea Fauna of New Zealand, by 
A. Hamilton, 8vo, 1896. 
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1892. Outlines of zoology. 12mo. pp. 14+641. 
32 pl. index. New York. 
An excellent and popular manual for the use of students in the lecture-room, mu eum, and laboratory. It has had deservedlv many editions. The present, editio princeps, was publlshed both ~~ Edinburgh and New York; the rcond in 1895 a third in 1899 a sixth in 191-!, another in 1919, still another in 1920, and so on. ' 

n•• and NEWBIGIN , MAR ION. 
1895. Outlines of zoology. 2nd ed. 
+820. 266 figs. append. index. 
1896. The Study of Animal Life. 
71 figs. 

12mo. pp. 18 
Edinburgh. 

pp. 12+375. 
New York. 

~~~ri~llC:~m~~~~-popular work, one of ... crilmer's University 

1910. See MACGILLIVRAY, WILLIAM. 
·1910 . Threads in the web of life. See THOMSON, 
MARGARET R. 

1914. Outlines of zoology. 6th ed. 12mo. pp. 21 
+855. 420 figs. append. index. Edinburgh. 
1915. (The) wonder of life. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. 21 + 
658. 23 pl. (col.). 76 figs. index. London. 
An unconventional introduction to Natural History and Biology. 
1917. The study of animal life. 4th ed. 8vo. 
pp. 16 + 477. 124 figs. append. index. London. 
A popular work that ran through many editions, the first in 1892. 
1919. Outlines of zoology. 8vo. pp. 21 + 855. 
420 fi gs . append. index. Edinburgh. 
A reprint of the 1914 edition. 

1920. Outlines of Zoology. 
1921. Natural history studies; an anthology from 
the author 's own works. 12mo. pp. 8+244. 30 
figs. T . of c. New York. 
1922. The outline of science, a plain story simply 
told . 4 vols. 4to. Vols. I-IV, pp. 1,220. 40 pl. 
(col.). 800 figs. bibliogr. index. New York. 
Edited by the author. 

1923. The Biology of Birds. 8vo. pp. 11+436. 
9 pi. 59 figs. bibliogr. index. London. 
An important work, illustrating biological ideas about a particular group of animals. The treatise includes such biological concepts as adaptation, struggle, sex, heredity, variation, selection, and behavior. 

1926. The new natural history. 3 vols. 8vo. 
Vol. I, pp. 10+384. 16 pl. (col.). 480 figs. index. 
Vol. II , pp . 10+38~768. 16 pl. (col.). 418 figs. 
index. Vol. Ill, pp. 10+769-1152+14. 15 pl. 
(col. ). 430 figs. 2 indexes. New York. 

THOMSON, MARGARET R. and THOMSON, 
J . A . 
1910. Threads in the web of life. 12mo. pp. 8+ 
198. 72 figs. London. 
A volume in the eries Readable Books in Natural Knou·ledge. 

THOMSON, M. E. 1896 . ee BREHM, A. E. 

THOBBURN, ARCHIBALD [1860- ]. 
1883-8 . See SWAYSLAND, WALTER. 
1885-97 . See LILFORD, T. L. P. 

1918-19. British birds. 4 vols. 4to. Vols. I and 
II , 4th ed. ; vols. Ill and IV, 3rd ed. V:ol. I, 
pp. viii+ 142. 20 pl. (col.). Vol. 11, pp. vz+71. 

20 pl. (col.). Vol. Ill, pp. vi+86. 20 pl. (col.). 
Vol. IV, pp. vii+115. 22 pl. (col.). index. J.ondon. 
A series of beautiful and accurate plate (by the author) of British birds accompanied by short accounts of each peci£>s. The first edition was i sued in 1915-16. The series in hand has two additional plates of rare warblers that have recently visited the Briti h Islands, apparently for the first time, a well a ome dra"ings of ubspecie and. racial forms that have lately aroused much intere t among ornithologist . Except for short account of the r, the text of the first edition remains unchanged. 

1919. British Birds, etc. 4 vols. 4to. 82 col. pi. 
500 text-figs. London. 
A complete set of the fifth edition. 
1919. A naturalist's sketch book. 4to. pp. 8 + 71. 
60 pl. (24 col.). T. of c. London. 
1920-1. British Mammals. 2 vols. 4lo. 50 col. pi. 
text-figs. London. 
The e beautiful plates, representing the best-known mammals inhabiting the United Kingdom, are reproductions of this artistauthor's best brush and pencil work. 

1923. [Fifty-eight] Game birds and wild-fowl of 
Great Britain and Ireland [with letterpress]. folio. 
pp. 7 + 78. 30 pl. (col.). index. London. 
1925-6. British birds. Vol. 1, pp. 12+176. 48 pl. 
(col.). Vol. 2, pp. 9+129. 48 pl. (col.). Vol. 3, 
pp. 10+167. 48 pl. (col.). Vol. 4, pp. 10+154. 
48 pl. (col.). index. London. 
To avoid overcrowding of the colored figures (in previous editions) the number of plates has been increased from 80 in the first edition to 192 in the present printing. 

T HOREAU, HENRY DAvm [1817-62] and 
ALLEN , F. H. 
1925. Thoreau's bird-lore; being notes on New 
England birds from the Journal of H. D. Thoreau. 
12mo. pp. 9 + 452. 8 pl. 1 map. append. index. 

Boston. 
Excerpts from the Journal, with an appendix in which is given an index to the bird matter contained in Thoreau's other works. The map is furnished with an index enabling admirers of Thoreau to locate and identify his favorite resorts. 

THORHALLESEN, E. V. 
1914. Beskriv. Missionerne Grenlands Semdre 
Distrikt. Copenhagen. 
An interesting excerpt from Grpnland. Selsk., Skrift I, ed. by L. Bobee. 

THORNDIKE , E. L. 
191 1. Animal Intelligence. New York. 

THRUPP, J. GODFREY. 
1888 . The Unknown Horn of Africa, etc. See 
JAMES, F. L. 

THUNBERG, CARL PEHR [1743-1928]. 

A 

1822. Fauna Surinamensis ... quam praeside 
C. P. Thunberg ... irespondente Gabriel Dar:tiel 
Collin. 8vo. pp. 8+2. Upsahae. 
A rare inaugural thesis from th~ collection of _Dr. Chas. W .. Richmond and now in the Blacker Library. There IS a copy also m the Osier Library. Thunberg acted as editDr of a ~cien~fic serie (!Dost of them Upp ala inaugural theses over whose discussiOn he prestded) descriptive of numerous zoological area . The the es are all important, fundamental, and rare monographs, depicting. animal.life mainly in Middle America, Brazil, French and Dutch Gmana, China, Guinea, Japan, and Australia. 
1822. Fauna Novae Hollandiae . . . quam 
praeside C. P. Thunberg ... -<respondente John 
Axel Huss. 8vo. pp. 8. 1 Upsaliae. 
1823. Fauna Gvineensis . . . quam praeside c. P. Thunberg . lrespondente Matthias Kalm. 
8vo. pp. 9. J.... . Upsaliae. 

~ 
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~THUNBERG, C. P. (contcl.)] 
1823. Illustratio animalium Sveciae rario.rum. 
Responclente L. G. Tigerhjelm. 8vo. pp. 4+ 10. 
illust. Upsaliae. 

1823. Fauna Americae miredionalis [sic] . . . 
praeside C. P. ThuHberg ... respondente Frederi
cus Melch. Rystedt. 3 partes. 8vo. pp. 11 + 1. 
Pars prima. Upsaliae. 

1823. Pars secunda. Respondente .Jol1. Nath. 
Gestrin. pp. 9+1. / 

1823. Pars terlia. Respondente J onas Mellander. 
pp. 11+1. 
These three tractates, covering the fauna of South and Middle 
America, form important and rare lists; from the library of Dr. 
Chas. W. Richmond. 

1912. Ahand-listofBritishbirds. SeeHARTERT,E. 

:md oL11ers. 

1919-24. See \YITHERBY, H. F. 

1925. 8ee DENNlS, Rev. R. N. 

TIDSSKRIFT FOR FISKERI. 
1866-73. 8vo. Vols. 1- 7 (all pub.). Kjf!Jbenhavn. 

TIDSSKRIFT FOR FUGELVE N NER. 
[.Journal for Bird Lovers. ] Udgivet af Foreningen 
!'or Fuglevenner. Rcdigeret af V. \Viese, Aarhuss. 
1897-1930? Aarg·ang 1- 34? [Denmark.] 

TIDSSKRIFT FOR NATURVIDENSKA-
BERNE. Copenhagen. 
1822-8. Vols. 1-5 (all pub. ). 

1823. Fauna chinensis ... quam praeside C. P. 
Thunberg ... respondente Petrus Magnus Acksell. TIERREICH, DAS. 1897-1930. See DEUTSCHE 
8vo. pp. 7+1. Upsaliae. ZOOLOGISCHE GESELLSCHAFT. 

1823. Fauna brasliensis [sic] ... quam praeside 
C. P. Thunberg ... respondente Carol us Henricus 
Ekstrand. 8vo. pp. 9+1. Upsaliae. 
From the library of Dr. Chas. W. Richmond. 

1823. Fauna cayanensis ... quam praeside C. P. 
Thunberg ... respondente Andr. Kjeller. · 8vo. 
pp. 12. Upsaliae. 
One of many inaugural theses on natural history of the University 
of Uppsala, giving the results of work due to the suggestion and help 
of the celebrate<l professor of botany and medicine, C. P. Thtmberg. 
The present useful tract is from the Osier Library. 

1824. Canis species, Scandinaviam inhabitantes, 
quas ... praeside C. P. Thunberg ... respondente 
Carolus Reinh. Stjernsten. 8vo. pp. 8+2. 2 figs. 

Upsaliae. 
This inaugural thesis was largely the work of that famous, versatile 
professor of botany who was responsible for many treatises on 
general zoology as well as on vertebrates. The tractate in hand is 
from the Bibliotheca Osleriana. 

THttNGEN' c. E. VON. 
1876. Das Rebhuhn dessen Naturgeschichte, 
,Jagd und Hege. 8vo. pp. 10+125. T. of c. 

1Veimar. 
On the classification, distribution, natural history, aviculture, and 
hunting of the various species of Perdrix. A rare tract from the 
Cabanis-Reichenow collection. Not in the Cat. Br. Mus. (Nat . Hist.). 

THURGAUISCHE N ATURFORSCHENDE 
GESELLSCHAFT . 
1857-date. Mitteilungen. 

THWAITES, REUBEN GOLD. 
1904. A brief history of Ro_cky Mountain Explora
tions wi~h especial reference to the expedition 

TIERW ELT (D IE), M ITTELE UROPAS. 
Edited by P. Brohmer. Leipzig. 

T I ER W ELT. Zeitschrift fOr Ornithologie, 
Geflilgel und Kaninchensucht. Zentralorgan und 
Eigenthum der Schweizerischen Ornithologischen 
Gesellschaft und deren Sektionen. 
.J ahrgang I ( 1890)-XXXIX ( 1930). folio. illust. 

Aarau. 
The title of this excellent, well-illustrated, popular, and long estab· 
lished Swiss periodical (often containing serious papers on orni
thology) sufficiently explains its object. 

T IERWELT DEUTSCHLANDS , DIE, u . d . 
angrenzenden Meeresteile nach ihren Merkmalen 
u . n. ihrer Lebensweise. 
1925-date. Hrsg. v. F. Dahl. Teill-17. Jena . 
When complete this work will rank among the best of the recent 
semi-popular treatises on middle European fauna! literature. To 
1929 17 parts have been issued. 

T IFL IS . Kavkazskii Musei i Publichnaya 
Bib liotheka. 
1899-? Die Sammlungen des Kaukasischen 
Museums; im Vereine mit Special-Gelehrten bear
beitet. Published in Russian and German. Ti fl is. 

DSCHRIFT DER NEDERLANDSCHE 
ERKUNDIGE VEREENIGING. 1876. 

_ Rotterdam. 

TIJDSCHRIFT OVER LAND- EN TUIN-
BOUWXUNDE EN VERDERE NATUUR
WETENSCHAPPEN. 1866-70. A ntwerp. 

ofLewisandClark. pp.13+276. illust. NewYork. ' TIJDSCHRIFT VOOR NATUURKUNDIGE 
1904-7. Early western travels, 1748-1846, etc. WETENSCHAPPEN EN XUNSTEN. 1810-
32 vols. illust. Cleveland. 12? Amsterdam . 
The journals and accounts of 35 individuals, many of whom were 
naturalists recording their discoveries, are given in this voluminous 
and useful record. The famous Lewis and Clark exploration party 
is separately treated by the editor in another publication. 

TIBB-I-ASPAN. 
[ea. 1812]. Treatise on Diseases of Horses. 8vo. 
no p. index. Anon. Red and black caligraphy. 
Htndustani manuscript collected for the Blacker Library bY W. 
Ivanow in North India. 

TICEHURST, NoRMAN FREDERICK [1873- ]. 
1909. A history of the birds of Kent. 8vo. pp. 56 
+ 568. 24 pl. map. · London. 

TIJDSCHRIFT VOOR 
GESCHIEDENIS EN 
1834-45. 

k 

NATUURLIJKE 
PHYSIOLOGIE. 

Amsterdam, Leyden. ___.-- " 

TIMEHRI. (Royal Agricultural and Com
mercial Society of British Guiana. ) 

1\ 

1882- 6. 

1887-99. New series. 

1900-2. 

1911-date. Series 3. · 

~ 

!IXP 
i!ll. 
~.!! 
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1929. A Traveller of the Sixties. 8uo. pp. 308. 1607. The historie of foure-footed beastes 
portr. London. d~scribin~ the true and lively figure of every beast; 
This Yolume contains extracts from the diaries of Freclrrick J ames Wl th a discourse of their severall names condt. _ tevenson of travels in .Brazil, Peru, Argentina, Patagonia Chile ' 
and Bolivia during 1867-n. Edited with a memoir. It ha nu;nerous tions, kindes, vertues ... collected out of all the 
descriptions of th flora and fauna of the countries visited.. Auto- volumes of Conradus Gesner and all other Wri'ters graphed copy pre ented to the Compiler. 

~o this present day. folio. pp. 42+758+12. 1 pl. 
tllust. London. 
T~e original edition of a famous work, with a facsimile of the 
'P~c~ure of the vulgar Bugill'. This treatise passed through several editiOns. 

TIMPEL, MAX. 

1912. Die Vogel von Erfurt und Umgegend. 8uo. 
pp. 98. T. of c. Erfurt. 
Author's reprint. 

TIMS, H. W. M. 1907 . See BR. Mus. ( 
Voyage 'Discovery'. 

TIMUR-MIRZA QAJAR, Prince. 
1890. Baz-Nama-1-Na~irL 

AT.HI T.). 

A well-known treatise on falcons and hunting-birds in general. It 
ha been Jeprinted and translated many times and is one of the 
standard works on falconry. The author lived and wrote in the 
middle of the nineteenth century. The present volume is the very 
rare lithographed edition printed in Bombay. 

TIRABOSCO, A. 
1803. L 'uccellagione. 8uo. Parma. 
Lessons in the gentle art of snaring birds, still carried on almost as 
,;gorouRly as ever in Italy and elsewhere after a lap e of a century 
and a quarter. It is remarkable that there are any ong-birds left 
in outh Europe. 

TIRANT' GILBERT. 

1879. Les oiseaux [352 species] de la Basse
Cochinchine. 8uo. pp. 73-174. bibliogr. 2 indexes. 

Paris. 
Author's excerpt. Annotated list of the birds of the peninsula of 
Cochin China collected by the author, with a table of Annamite 
name of birds. l\Iore than 350 species are recorded, none new. The 
present copy is from the Godman Library. 

TISCHLER, FRIEDRICH. 

1914. (Die) [305 species of] Vogel der Provinz 
Ost-Preussen. 4to. pp. 331. illust. index. Berlin. 
A systematic description of 305 varieties of birds found in East 
Prussia. A bibliography and check-list are added. 

TODD, ROBERT BENTLEY [1809-60]. 
1835-59. The Cyclopaedia of Anatomy and 
Physiology. 5 vols. 8uo. illust. London. 
One of the best of its kind, containing much of intrrest to the 
zoologist. Sir Richard Owen wrote the caption A ves. 

1836-52. (The) cyclopredia of anatomy and 
physiology. 4 vols. 8uo. Vol. I, pp. 6 + 813. 436 
figs. index. Vols. 11- IV, pp. 18 +3587. 1,930 figs. 
3 indexes. London. 
A four-volume edition of 4,!00 pagC's, illustrated by means of :2,366 
text-figures. 

TOXUGA WA INSTITUTE OF BIOLOGICAL 
RESEARCH. Tokyo. 
1924-date. Studies. 

TOKYO. Annotationes Ornithologicae Orien
talis. 
1927. \ ol. 1, _ ·o. 1. 

1928. ::\"o. ·2. 

TOKYO. Imperial Museum. ::\"atural History 
Department. 
1904. Proceedings. 

TOMLINSON, Il . .\T. [1873- ]. . 

Considerable difference of opinion exists as to the scientific value of 
Topsell' writings or, rather, compilations, but then he did not 
pretend to much originality. ' ' 
From.~he catalogue of a dealer: 'Hazlitt, Handbook, p. 612, No. 4, 
says: Top ell retlected the credulity of his age, but his exhaustive 
accotm~ of ~he prevailing ~oologieal traditions and bAliefs give his 
work h1stoncal value." This book was the great picture book of the 
seventeenth century, and is consequently nearly always tattered 
dog-eared and imperfect. We endeavour to give an idea. of th~ 
contents: The "Satyre" is included in the ape family (pp. 1Q-13); 
we also have the "Sphynx" (pp. 14-15); "Of the Lamia" (pp. 352-
355); "Of the Unicorn" (pp. 551-557); "Of the Cockatrice" (pp. 
677-681); "Of the Dragon" (pp. 701-705); "Of the winged
Dragon" (pp. 705-716); "Of the Serpents called Elephants" (p. 718); 
"Of the Hydra" (pp. 735-736); "Of the Sea-Serpents" (pp. 759-
761); p. 727 contains an account of the toad-stone.' 
The editio princeps is not listed in the Cat. Br. Jfus. (Nat. Hist.). 
The Blacker Library copy, almost perfect in every respect, is bound 
by Riviere. 

1608. The historie of serpents; or, The second 
booke of living creatures; wherein is contained 
their divine, naturall, and morall descriptions. 
folio. pp. 10+316+8. London. 
The 'second booke' is generally botmd with Tlte Historie of Foure
footed beastes, 1607, although the latter has a separate title-page 
and preface. 

1658. (The) history of four-footed beasts and 
serpents ... Collected out of the writings of Con
radus Gesner and other authors. \\hereunto is 
now added, The theater of insects ... by T. 
Muffet ... The whole rev., cor. and inl. with the 
addition of two useful physical tables, by J( ohn] 
R[ owland]. 2 vols. paged continuously. folio 
pp. 14+1130. illusl. London. 
Editio altna; the first issued in 1607-8. 

TORELLE, ELLE [1870- ]. 
1912. Plant and animal children. 12mo. pp. 4+ 
230. 335 figs. index. Boston. 

TORI NIHON TORIGAXU KWAI. [English 
title: Tori, The ~lues. BulleLin of the Ornithologi
cal ociety of Japan. 
[1915-30 ]. ~emi-annual. 8uo. Tokio. 
The .Japanese title-page (4th page of cover) is variously decorated 
in black and white; sometimes in colors. 
Occasionally a paper (beginning with - o. 8) h~& it.s title-page and 
table of contents printed in English. There are numerous illustra
tions, black and white and colored. 
More in detail : ~ 
Vol. I No. 1 :IIay 26, 1915; No. 2, Dec. 10, 1915; No. 3, Dec. 31, 
1916;'l·o. -t. ,'Aprill5, 1917; ... ~o. 5. Dec. 7, 19ti. ~ 
Yol. II, No. li, ..\Jay :31, 1918; 4 o. i, Dec. 31, J9J ; 1\o. 8, July 21, 
19Hl; No. fl, Ailri.l H, 1920; ~o. 10, Dec. !920 
A 11'011" the contnbutor to tlus excrllent JOUrHal are the names of 
wrll-h..-i1o,m Japanrse zoologists, e.g. I . Ijima, .'. lc~ida, :N. Kuroda, 
_\.. Oka, . Iznl\a, and othl'rs. Each number of Ton has 40-80 pp. 

TORNIER, Gu TAV. 

1828-45 . 'ee EIIRE BERG, C. G. 

1893 dale. See DEUTSCH-0 T-AFRIKA. 

1896. I {cptilien und ~\mphibien ( Vrir.chthier~)
Jln. pp. 13 UN. pl. illusl. tc:rl. Berltn. 
This monograph i. ba. rd mainly on thr antho.r'!' inn~tigations of 
n·ptilia and llmphibia from (former) Grrman I.a~t Afnca. 

1909 . , ·ee BRAuER, AUGU T. 

r t9~4]. TidP:n:H·ks: some records of a Journey to 
I hP lwrc1ches or t11c .\lolurc::ts anct Lh forest of 
:O!al:t,\:1. in 1!1·::3. 8n(•. pp. G-r-.311. front. London. 
\n intcrr>~ting di;:uy of tnl\ d :-tn<l a(l\ enturr in. tl1P l<'ar East, 1\"i.th 
many descriptions of animallHe, c pecially of buds. 
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TORQUAY NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. 
Torquay, England. 

1909/14-date. Transactions and Proceedings. 

TORREY, BRADFORD [1843-1912]. 
[1889] . A rambler's lease. 8vo. pp. 4 + 226. index. 

Boston. 
The tit.le is a good example of this accomplished natLualist's mixture 
of sentimental and scientific attainments. It furnishes an instructive 
account of his ramblings about New England in search of natural 
history subjects, birds forming a considerable item. 

**** and MAYNARD , C. J. 
(1890]. Das Brullen der amerikanischen Rohr
dommel. 8vo. pp. 25. illust. n.p. 
This interesting essay on the drumming of the American Bittern was 
translated by Paul Leverkiihn and published in the Ornitholog. 
Monatsschrijt for 1890. 

[1892]. The foot-path way. 8vo. pp. (4)+245. 
index. Boston. 

1903. Theclerkofthewoods. 12mo. pp. 8+280. 
index. Boston. 

First edition. 

[1913]. Birds in the bush. 
index. 

8vo. pp. (6)+300. 
Boston. 

Popular essays on birds observed by the author rotmd Boston, in 
the White Mountains, New Hampshire, and Lake Memphremagog, 
Canada. The first edition was issued in 1885. 

[1913]. Field-days in California. 8vo. pp. (12) + 
235. 9 pl. index. Boston. 

TOTA KAHANI ; [or Indian folklore story of a 
pm·rot]. 1920 . See ANONYMOUS. 

TOTA MAIN A ; [or Indian folklore tales of the 
parrot and the Mynah]. 1925. See ANONYMous. 

TOULOUSE. Musee d 'Histoire Naturelle . 
1879- 92 ? Archives . 

TOULOUSE . Station de Pisciculture et 
d'Hydrobiol ogie . 
1903-9. Bulletin. 

TOURNEFORT, JosEPH PITTON DE [1656-1708]. 
174 1. A voyage into the Levant. To which is 
prefix'd the author's life [by Lauthier] ... also 
his Elogium, pronounc'd by M. Fontenelle ... 
Adorn'd with an accurate map of the author's 
travels, not in the French edition. 2nd English ed. 
3 vols. 8vo. London. 
The English translation, by John Ozell, of the rare (French) editio 
princeps of 1717. It gives a full accmmt of the Eastern travels of 
a noted naturalist. 

TOUSSENEL, ALPHONSE [1803-85 J. 
1853. L'esprit des betes. Le monde des oiseaux; 
ornithologie passionnelle. 8vo. pp. 10+ 484. Pt. I 
(all pub.?). Paris. 
A treatise on the sociological and psychic relations of birds. Only 
·the first part, taking up about half the avian genera, has been seen 
by the Compiler. Not in the Cat. Br. Mus. (Nat. Hist.). 

TOWER MENAGERIE , etc . 1829 . See BEN
NETT, E. T. 

TOWNSEND, CHARLES HASKINS [1859- ], edi 
[1912- 25]. The U.S.S. 'Albatross' in Lower 
Californian seas. Cruise of 1911. [Fifteen] 
Articles collected from the American museum 
Bulletin and Novitates, and from Zoologica, of 
the years 1912-1925, by C. H. Townsend, J. A. 
Grossbeck, H. L. Clark, R. C. Osburn, J. T. 

Nichols, M. C. Dickerson, K. P. Schmidt, A. L. 
Treadwell, C. B. Wilson, M. J. Rathbun, C. R . 
Shoemaker. 8vo. pp. 7 + 502. 46 col. pl. 4 maps. 
129 figs. T. of c. New Y ork. 

TOWNSEND , CHARLES WENDELL [1859- J. 
1905 . (The) birds of Essex County, Massachusetts. 
(Nuttall Ornithological Club. Memoir, No. 3.) 
8vo. pp. 352. front. 1 map. bibliogr. index. 

Cambridge, M ass. 
A systematic and well-annotated list of 321 species and subspecies, 
of which the author remarks that he had seen 215 alive, and bad 
examined specimens from the County of all but two. 

**** and ALLAN , G. M. 
1909 . List of the birds of Labrador. See GRENFELL, 
w. T. Labrador, Appendix V. 

1923. Pourtraits of celebrated Avian Historiens 
lately known as Ornithologici, etc. By Carolus 
Adexitumville, Loudon, 1634. 27 photos. 26 ll . 
Shown at the dinner of the A.O.U. in Cambridge 
[Mass.], October 1923. Title-page printed, the 
remainder typescript. 12mo. 
This is a whimsical collection (with a faked title-page) of photo
graphs portraying well-known American ornithologists garbed in 
ancient or foreign clothing, with humorous descriptive verse. Al
though intended only for an evening's entertainment the facial 
portraits are good and the doggerel accompanying them serves to 
point out one or more scientific activities in which the originals 
have been for many years seriously engaged. Presented to the 
E.S.W. Library of Ornithology, :McGill University. 

TRADE MARKET, THE . 
19 10 . Supplement to Bird Notes. 
Trade supplement of an ornithological jotunal and generally bound 
with it. 

TRADESCANT, JoHN [1608-62]. 
1656. Museum Tradescantianum; or, A collection 
of rarities preserved at South-Lambeth neer [sic] 
London. 12mo. pp. (20)+179+(4). front. 2 pi. 
2 porlr. London. 
An account of this extremely interesting collection-including a 
stuffed 'Dodar '. It is the first English Museum of which we have 
any detailed knowledge or printed account. It owed its incept ion 
not to an Englishman but to the enterprise of a Hollander and his 
son who had settled in England dming the reign of J ames I. The 
little volume has now become very scarce owing to the fact that the 
two portraits (perfect in the present copy) of both father and son 
were engraved by Hollar. 'l.'his fact is well known to print collectors 
who have plundered most of the copies of these impressions. 

TRAFTON' GILBERT HAVEN [1874- J. 
1910. Methods of attracting birds. P ublished 
under the auspices of the National association of 
Audubon societies. 8vo. pp. 15 + 171. 8 pl. 21 
figs. append. index. B oston. 

[ 191 6]. Bird friends; a corn plete bird book for 
Americans. 8vo. pp. 18+330. 5 pl. (col. ). 24 pi. 
index. B oston. 

TRANSACTIONS OF ACADEMY OF SCI
ENCE OF ST . LOUIS . 1856/60-date . See 
ACADEMY OF SCIENCE OF ST. LOUIS. 

TRANSACTIONS OF THE CAGE-BIRD 
CLUB. Edited by vV. li. Betts and Thos. Mar 
shall. 
1893-6 . (All pub.) 12mo. London . 
This was a useful little magazine devoted to binls iu capt.ivit.y. 

TRANSACTIONS OF THE CHICAGO ACA
DEMY OF S CIENCES. 1867- 70 . See CH ICAGO. 

TRANSACTIONS OF THE FOREIGN BIRD 
CLUB . See BIRD NOTES (ENGLAND) . 
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TRANSACTIONS OF THE INTER-NATIONAL ORNITHOLOGICAL CONGRESS. See CONGRESS, PROCEEDINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL, etc., also ORNIS. 
TRANSIT - OF - VENUS EXPEDITION, 1874-5. 
1875. Ornithology [of Kerguelen Island]. See COUES, ELLIOTT. 
1879. See ROYAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

TRANSUNTI D. (B. ) ACCADEMIA DEI LINCEI, BOMA. 1876-date. See (R.) ACCADEMIA DEI LI CEI, ROMA. 

•TRAVAILLEUR', FRENCH STEAMER. 1885. See 'TRAVAILLEUR' AND 'TALISMA '. 
'TRAVAILLEUR' AND 'TALISMAN'. 

1888-1906. Expeditions scientifiques ... pendant les annees 1880-3, sous la direction de A. Milne Edwards, etc. 8 vols. 4to. Paris. 
These celebrated voyages were productive of much scientific literature on the natural history of the areas visited and examined. Zoology was mostly vertebrate. Fishes were described by L. Vaillant in the volume of pp. 406, 28 pl. 

TRAVAUX DU LABOBATOIBE DE ZOOLOGIE GENERALE, ALGIERS. 1920-date. 
TRAVAUX DE LA SOCIETE ORNITHOLOGIQUE DE XIEF du nom de K. Th.Kessler, sous la redaction du president de la societe V. M. Artobolevsky. Kief, Russia. The titles in both Russian and French, the text in Russian only. 

1913. Tome I, Livraison 1. 8vo. pp. 219. (All pub.?) 
.A note on the cover of the first number says that tome 1, livraison 2, 1914, 'is in the press'. It has not been seen by the Compiler. The initial issue of this valuable contribution to scientific ornithology was established in memory and honor of Professor Kessler, the founder of the Society. It contains a paper by the Russian zoologist, B. Dombrowski, on the birds of Colchis, Anzarien, and neighboring lo'cl!-lities, and two essays by E. A. Charlemagne. Like other Russian penodicals devoted to science it was swept aside by the World War. 

TRAVELLER AND NATURALIST. See CALIFORNIA TRAVELLER AND NATURALIST. 
TRAVIES, EDOUARD. 

[c. 1857]. [Les oiseaux; illustrations.] folio. 79 col. pl. Paris. 
Some of the plates are simply wonderful, and are among the best portraits of birds ever painted. Some of them bear the date 1~57. The legends on the plates require revision, e.g. the Crowned .Afncan Crane, or L'Oiseatt royal of Brisson, is named Ardea pavonia. 

TREAT, Mrs. MARY LuA ADELIA (born DAvis) [1835- ] . 
1885. Home studies in nature. 12mo. pp. 243. 67 figs. index. New York. 

(A) TREATISE ON DOMESTIC PIGEONS; comprehending all the different species known in England ... carefully compiled from the best authors. 
1765. Anonymous. 8vo. pp. 16+144. illust. See A ONYMOUS, p. 198. London. 
This is the Columbarium of Moore amplified . . . by a practical fancier. There is a second copy in the Library. 

TREDERN, LuDOVICUS SEBASTIANUS AB, Count. 1808. Dissertatio inauguralis medica sistens ovi avium historiae et incubationis prodromum [etc.]. 8vo. pp. 4+16. illust. Ienae. 

TBEGABTHEN, JoHN CouLSON (1854- ). 
1904. Wild life at the Land's End; observations of the habits and haunts of the fox, badger, otter, seal, hare, and of their pursuers in Cornwall. 8vo. pp. 12+236. 25 pl. glossary. London. 

TBEITSCXE, FRIEDRICH [1776-1842]. 
1840. Naturhistor. Bildersaal d. Tierreichs. 4 vols. 180 col. pl. Pesth. 
A remarkable collection of colored animal portraits. 

TBEMBLEY, ABRAHAM [1710-84]. 1750. See REAUMUR,R.A.F.DE. 

TRENTON N A TUBAL HISTORY SOCIETY. See NEW JERSEY NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. 

TBETTER, LUDWIG. 
1914. Lehrbuch fOr Gefangskanarienzochter, Preisrichter und Vereine. 8vo. pp. 196. index. 

Altenburg. 
One of a numerous collection of popular German works on canary birds. 

TREUBIA; Becueil de Travaux Zoologiques, Hydro biologiq ues et Oceanogra phiq ues. 
Batavia. 1919-date. Continues Contributions a la Faune des Indes N eerlandaises. 

TREVES, FREDERICK [1853-1923]. 
1920. The cradle of the deep; an account of a voyage to the West Indies. 8vo. pp. 12+378. front. (col.). 44 pl. index. London. 
A popular travelogue by a versatile surgeon-naturalist, a teacher of the present Compiler, who in his frequent journeys about the world never failed to report his observations of animal life. The first edition of this work appeared in 1908 and there have been many since. 

TREVOB-BATTYE, AUBYN (1855- ] . 
1894. Pictures in Prose of Nature, Wild Sport, and Humble life. 8vo. pp.10+243. front. London. 
1895. Ice-bound on Kolguev, a chapter in the exploration of arctic Europe to which is added a record of the natural history of the Island. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. 28 + 458. 25 pl. 3 maps. 61 figs. index. Westminster. 
1903 . See LILFORD, T. L. P. 

**** and BATE, DoROTHEA M. A. 
1913. Camping in Crete, with notes upon the animal and plant life of the island. pp. xxi+(1)+ 308. front. 31pl. 1map(col.fold.). T.ofc. index. 

London. 
A clear impression of the island, not conveyed in other naturalists' guide-books. There is an annotated list of 56 species of birds. 

TRIMMER, Mrs. SARAH [1741-1810]. 
1821. Fabulous histories; or, The history of the robins, designed for the instruction of children respecting their treatment of animals. 13th ed. with woodcuts by Bewick. 8vo. pp. 8+164. 18 figs. London. 
The first edition of t.his popuJar and much read book wa issued probably about 1785. 

TRING, ENGLAND. Zoological Museum. See NOVITATES ZOOLOGICAE. 
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~ ~RINIDAD FIELD NATURALISTS' CLUB, 
PORT-OF-SPAIN, TRINIDAD. 
1892-6. Journal. (?All pub.) 

TRINIDAD. Scientific Association. See 
SCIENTIFIC ASSOCIATION OF TRINIDAD. 

TRINITY COLLEGE, HARTFORD, CONN. 
Natural History Department. 
1902-6? Contributions- Biological Laboratory. 

TRISTRAM, HENRY BAKER, Canon [1822-1906]. 
1871. [List of British Birds, Gray's arrangement.] 
Privately printed. 1 el. folio sheet printed in 
five cols. on one side only, and dated August 1st, 
1871. 
A useful list of the English names of 350 British species and 32 
'doubtful British birds'. This paper was found in a volume of 
Canon Tristram's minor contributions to ornithology from the 
author's own library. The present Compiler has not seen it cata
logued and attributes the compilation to the reverend ornithologist 
with some hesitation. 

1883. The natural history of the Bible, with a 
description of every animal and plant mentioned 
in Holy Scripture. 7th ed. 12mo. pp. 8 + 520. 
131 figs. append. 2 indexes. London. 

1884. Fauna and Flora of Palestine. 4to. pp. 22 + 
455. 20 col. pl. London. 
The best-lmown work on the subject. From the Survey of Western 
Palestine. 

1889. Catalogue of a collection of birds belonging 
to H. B. Tristram. 4to. pp. 16+278. index. 

Durham. 
An aggregation of over 17,000 specimens carefully mounted and 
labelled with all the usual scientific details. 

1902-20. See VICTORIA HISTORY OF THE COUNTIES 
OF ENGLAND. 

TRISTRAM-VALENTINE, J. T. 
· 1895. London birds and beasts, with a preface 

by F. E. Beddard. 12mo. pp. xii+319. T. of c. 
London. 

Collected papers from the Saturday Re'IJiew. 

TROMSO MUSEUM, TROMSO, NORWAY. 
· 1873-date. Aarsberetning. 

1878-date. Aarshefter. 

1925-8. Skrifter. 

TROPISCHE NATUUR. (Nederlandsch-In
dische Natuur-Historische Vereeniging.) 
1912-date. Weltevreden. 

TROTTER, SPENCER. 
1910-25. An Inquiry into the History of the 

· current English Names of North American Land 
Birds. 8vo. ? New York. 

TROUESSART, EDOUARD LOUIS [1842-?1914]. 
(1891]. Les oiseaux utiles. folio. pp. 8+(88). 
44 col. pl. Paris. 
This important and beautifully illustrated work has for its motto 
a saying- of Edmond AbOut to the effect that man spends half his 
life fighting his enemies and the other half killing his friends. 

1898-9. Catalogus mammalium tarn viventium 
quam fossilium. Nova ed. (prima completa). 
2 vols. 8vo. paged continuously. Vol. I, pp. 11 + 

.A-"'10..--~64. Vol. II, pp. 665-1469. append. Berolini. 
excellent, indeed necessary, work of reference for every good 

n tural history library. It was issued in six ffel\cicl~ each with 
special title-page. In 1904 a needed supp emen (q.v.) was 

ublished. 

1904-5. Quinquennale supplementum, anno 1904. 

:~~- q~~~u;n~~:::~lement was published in four;~~~:in:: ~ 
a continuation of the Catalouus mammalium, and sho e ound . 
up with it. 

(1906 J-8. See FRANCE. EXPEDITION ANTARCTIQUE, 

1912. Catalogue des oiseaux d'Europe, pour servir 
de complement et de supplement a l'ornithologie 
europeenne de Degland et Gerbe (1867). 8vo. 
pp. xviii + 545. index. Paris. 
This work is peculiarly arranged, showing two distinct categories. 
On the right hand (usually odd-numbered) pages is given a concise 
description of the avian fauna of Europe according to the ideas of 
the compiler, who employs mostly the classifications of Hartert 
and Dresser. On the left (even-numbered) pages appear the 
nomenclature, etc. , employed by Degland and Gerbe, 1867. 
Species not noticed by these joint authors are briefly described by 
the compiler. See also DEGLAND, c. D., 1867. 

TROZELIUS, CLAS BLECHERT [1719-94]. 
[ 1768]. Dissertatio gradualis de animalibus hiber
nantibus, quam ... praeside C. B. Trozelio, ... 
publico eruditorum examini offert Jonas Sveno
nius. 8uo. pp. 13. Londini Gothorum. 
Mainly because the author 'presided' when this Lund inaugural 
address was defended the essay is credited to him · instead of to 
Jonas Svenonius, the candidate. It is an interesting tractate on 
hibernating animals. 

TRUBNER, NICHOLAS. 
1859. Bibliographical guide to American Litera
ture: a classed list of books published in the 
United States of America during the last forty 
years; with biographical introduction, notes, and 
alphabetical index. pp.149+554. 
Useful (for the period covered) because of the evaluations of scientific 
serials and on account of the bibliographic introduction. The first 
edition appeared in 1855. 

TRUE, FREDERICK WILLIAM [1858- ] . 
1884-7. See UNITED STATES. FISHERIES. 

1887. See NELSON, E. W. and TRUE, F. W. 

1898-9. See JORDAN, D. s. and others. 

1898-9. See UNITED STATES. BUREAU FISHERIES. 

1910. An account of the Beaked Whales ... in 
the U.S. National Museum. 4to. pp. 1 + 89. 42 pl. 

W ashinglon. 
This is a separately published monograph by a noted systematist. 
It forms Bull. No. 73 of the Museum and is extremely well illus
trated. The -author has- written many other valuable monographs 
on aquatic mammals, mostly issued by the U.S. National Museum. 
He also wrote (with E. W. Nelson) an excellent report on the 
mammals of Northern Alaska, 1887. 

TRUMBULL, GuRDON [1841-1903]. 
[1888]. Names and portraits of birds which 
interest gunners. 8uo. pp. 8+221. 91 figs. index. 

New York. 
Another book by a semi-professional bird killer. His accounts of 
61 species of North American game birds somewhat mitigate the 
misdeeds he would have his compatriots commit by describing the 
plumage, habitat, etc. of his prospective victims. He also furnishes 
the various vernacular names of the species applied by hunters in 
various parts of the eastern half of the United States. 

TRUTHS OF NATURE. A Monthly Journal 
of Natural Science. 1889. Boston. 

TSCHUDI, FRIEDRICH VON [1820-86]. 
1856. Das Thierleben der Alpenwelt. 3rd ed. 8vo. 

Leipzig. 
The first edition of this important and popular work appeared in 
1853; the ninth in 1872. The copy in hand is of the third edition . 
The various McGill libraries have also the eighth and eleventh 
printings whose contents do not vary essentially from those of the 
present copy. 

1870. Le Monde des Alpes, etc. 2nd ed. Bale. 
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1845-6. [Untersuchungen uber die Fauna Peruana] Ornithologie, mit Anmerkungen von J. [L.] Cabanis. folio. pp. 316. 36 col. pl. St. Gallen. 
The ornithological portion of a complete work on Peruvian fauna which appeared in 12 parts. The volume in hand, from the Godman Library, gives a descriptive and systematic catalogue of the birds of Peru, with rrmarks by Cabanis who describes several new species. 
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TSCHUSI ZU SCHMIDHOFEN, VICTOR, Bitter VON. 

[1873]. Der Tannenheher (Nucifraga caryocatactes). 4to. pp. 4+31. 2 pl. T. of c. Dresden. 
A complete de cription of the Nutcracker. 

1877. Die Vogel SalzburgQ. Eine Aufzahlung aller in diesem Lande beobachteten Arten, etc. 8vo. pp. xxi + 90. Salzburg. 
A concise catalogue of 239 species of birds found in and near Salzburg. This brochure is an enlarged and revised edition of a paper on the same subject contributed to vols. XVI and XVII of Der Zoologische Garten. The present tract is a gift from the author to Dr. Ant. Reichenow. 

1890. Das Steppenhuhn (Syrrhaptes paradoxus, Pall.) in Oesterreich-Ungarn. 8vo. pp. 4+100. map. Graz. 
On the phenomenal irruption into western Europe of a vast horde of the Pallas Asiatic Sand-Grouse in 1883. 

1901-16. Ornithologische Literatur OsterreichUngarns und des Okkupationsgebietes. no t.-p. 
16 vols. in 1. 8vo. Wien. 
Edited by the author, founder of the Ornithologisches Jahrbuch (q.v.). Although this important annual contribution to the ornithological literature of Austria-Hungary is a separate publication from the Verhandlungen £Ur k. k. zoologisch-botanischen Gesellschajt in Wien, yet it was also issued and bound separately as a serial and as such is entitled to a place in this Catalogue. It is a useful work of reference for the student. 

1912. See DOMBROWSKI, ROBERT VON. 

TUAN CH'~NG-SHIH J}j 1ft j\ [9thcentA.D.]· 
1806. J ou kuo pu ~ flf g~; Description of 
birds of prey, such as eagles, and the way to catch 
them. pp.7. (InT'angtaits'ungshu}§"f-\:ii~ )~ 
18·6 x 11·9 cm. [G.] 

~UANO, JACOPO AUGUSTO. 
1735. Il Falconiere di J. A. Tuano ... dall'esametro Latino all'endecasillabo Italiano trasferito, ed interpretato. Coll'Uccellatura a vischio di P. Angelio Bargeo ... Poemetto pur Latino~ similmente tradotto, e commentato. Ozii, e amem studii de G. P. Bergantini. 4to. pp. 36 +223 +50+ 17. 1 pl. 1 portr. Venezia. 
This rather scarce treatise is divided into three distinct sec~i<?ns. The first is a translation into hendecasyllabic Italian verse of ongmal Latin hexameters dealing with falconry in general; the second part, also in verse, describes a method of catching b~rds by means . of birdlime (still widely used in Italy) and, third, leisure-hour studies by G. P. Bergantini. 

TUCKER, ANDREW G. c. 
1809 . Ornithologia Danmoniensis; or, A~ his~ory of the habits and economy of Devonshire birds. 4to. pp. lxxxviii. 12 pl. (6 col.), London. 
The first of the local histories of English birds. It is an ambit~ous work, the text of which ends abruptly at p. 88 of the IntroductiOn. The two parts printed show the autJ:tor t? hav~ been a~ educated naturalist. The present copy contams siX plam and SIX color.ed plate by W. R. Jordan. The covers to the two parts are botmd m. 

TUCKEY, JAMES KINGSTON [1776-1816]. 
1818. Narrative of an Expedition to explore . the Congo, etc. 4to. pp. 82+498. 13 pl. 1 map. illust. text. London. 
A relatively important scientific travelogu~1 W. E. Leach having described a new species of Rafincsque's Ocyuwe. J. Cranch gave an acco:unt of the collected animals as a whole, including 36 bird species. 

TUCUMAN, ARGENTINA. Museo de Historia Natural. 
1924::-date. Boletin. 

TUEBINGEN ZOOLOGISCHE ARBEITEN. 1894-8. Leipzig. 

TUEBINGER BLXTTER FttR NATUR
ARZNEI

Tiibingen. 

WISSENSCHAFTEN UND 
KUNDE. 1815-17. 

TUEBINGER NATURWISSENSCHAFT-LICHEABHANDLUNGEN. 1922-date. 
Tiibingen. 

TUFTS, ROBIE WILFRID. 
1917. Notes on the birds of the Grand Pre region, King's county, Nova Scotia. 8vo. pp. 154-99. 

Halifax, N.S. 
Author's separate, published Sept. 22, 1917. The observations are the results of field-work extending over 20 years. The annotated list contains 180 species and subspecies of birds, one-half of which breed in the area. 

TUHF ATU'S-SA'IDIN. 
1870. Hindustani lithogram by Abid b. Husayn Ansari, on the lawfulness of the flesh of different animals for food. pp. 16. Lucknow (?). 

TULK, ALFRED and HENFREY, ARTHUR [1819-
59]. 
1844. Anatomical manipulation; or, The methods of pursuing practical investigations in comparative anatomy and physiology. 8vo. pp. 16 + 413. text-figs. London. 

TULLBERG, TYCHO FREDERIK HUGO [1842- ]. 
1899. Ueber das system der nagethiere; eine phyljgenetische studie. 4to. pp. 514+18. 57 pl. (- Upsala. 
Author's reprint of an elaborate monograph on the rodentia. 

TULPIUS, NICOLAUS [1593-1674]. 
1652. Observationes medicae. Elzevir ed. 4 vols. 8vo. pp. 403. 18 pl. Amsteloedami. 
This physician, with the vernacular name of (!laes Pi~te:szo~n Tulp, was a Dutch naturalist of repute. He wrote, tnter alta, m this work, one of the earliest descriptions of the Chimpanzee, with plate, erroneously called the Orang tang. The Osler Library has the 1672 edition, the editio princeps ~av.ing be n published in 1641, since when at least hali a dozen prmtmg have appeared. 
1672. N. Tulpii ... observationes medicae. Ed. 
nova. [0.] 8vo. 

TUNG SSU-CHANG m )f}f ~[7th cent.?]. 
1761. Kuang po wu chih Jf HIJ 4~ ~; 
Encyclopedic work, including material on animals, birds, insects, fishes, etc., chuan 44-50. :25·7 X 

(\ 16·6 cm. [G.] 
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TUNSTALL, MARMADUKE [1743-90]. 
1771. Ornithologia britannica: seu Avium om
nium britannicarum tarn terrestrium, quam 
aquaticarum catalogus, sermone latino, anglico 
& gallico redditus: cui subjicitur appendix, avec 
alienigenas, in Angliam raro advenientes, com
plectens. Printed for the author by J. Dixwell, 
1771. folio. pp. (2) +4. 1 fig. London. 
A list of species with names in Latin, English, and French. Since the 
·vernacular names are identifiable, the Latin ones are tenable, and 
various avian names date from this publication. This original folio 
is very rare (the copy in hand is in the E.S.W. Library) and for that 
reason was reprinted in 1880 by the Willughby Society. The text
figure of two Water-Ouzels is by P. Brown. 

[1780-90]. [Original manuscript notes and addi
tions to the zoological works of Thomas Pennant; 
with water-coloured drawings of birds.] 4 vols. 4to. 
Vot I, pp. 268. 6 pl. 8 figs. Vol. II, pp. 412. 
14 col. drawings (15 figs.). 4 pl. 1 fig. Vol. Ill, 
pp. 296. 6 col. drawings (8 figs.). 2 pl. 2 figs. 
(1 tab.). Vol. IV, pp. 304. 1 pl. 5 figs. 

[Wycliffe Hall.] 
For the meagre information we possess about this eminent ornitho
logist one must turn to the Memoirs of Marmaduke Tunstall in 
George Fox's Synopsis of the Newcastle Museum, 1827, a copy of 
which, with portrait, is bound in with vol. I of the present unique 
and extremely interesting collection of MS. notes. The 20 water
calor drawings (23 figs.) mostly represent birds not figured in 
Pennant's British Zooloyy, edition 1776 (q.v.). These drawings and 
the accompanying manuscript are certainly the work of Tunstall, 
and were probably prepared for future publication. 

•*** and NEWTON, ALFRED, ed. . 
1880. The Willughby Society. Tunstall's Orni
thologia Britannica [ 1771]. Edited by Alfred 
Newton. 8vo. pp. iv+(2) +4+(6). 1 fig. London. 
A facsimile reduced from the original folio of 1771 (q.v.) by photo
lithographic process. A preface by the editor gives a few facts 
relative to the author. See also WILLUGHBY SOCIETY. 

TURATI, ERCOLE [1828-81]. 
1865-[71 ]. Storia naturale degli Uccelli ... Lom
bardia. 2 vols. folio. See also BETTONI, E. 

TURBERVILE [TURBERVILLE], GEORGE [1540-
1610]. 
1611. The booke of Falconrie or Havnting; For 
the onely delight and pleasure of all Noblemen and 
Gentlemen: Collected out of the best Authors, 
aswell Italians as Frenchmen, and some English 
prac-tises withall concerning Falconrie; Hereto
fore published by George Turbervile, Gentleman. 
And now newly reviued, corrected and aug
mented, with many new Additions proper to 
these present times. 4to. title with illust. of 
Hawking. pp. iv (Poem) +370. 2 ll. Epilogue in 
verse. num. cuts of accipitres. London. 
The second edition (first A.D. 1575, extremely rare) of -one of the 
most prized and best illustrated of early English books on hawking. 
The woodcuts of birds and hunting scenes are remarkably well 
made. As usual, bound up with this volume, and by the same 
author, is the Noble Art of Venerie, M Hunting. This augmented 
printing further differs from the first in having had (pp. 81 and 112) 
the figure of James I substituted for that of Queen Elizabeth. The 
author was also well known as a poet. 

1611. The noble art of venerie or hunting. 
Wherein is handled and set out the vertues, 
nature, and properties of fifteene sundry chaces, 
together with the order and manner how to hunt 
and kill every one of them. Translated & col
lected for the pleasure of all noblemen and gentle
men, out of the best approved authors, whieh 
have written any thing concerning the same: and 
reduced into such order and proper termes as are 

vsed here in this noble Realme of Great Britaine. 
8vo. pp. (6) +250+(4). vignette. 52 figs. (4 music). 
T. of c. London. 
What a word-painting of the noble art of bird-killing by 'our betters• 
in the sixteenth and seventeenth century is the above title! This 
work is generally ascribed to Turberville and usually found bound 
with the first edition of his work the Booke of Faulconrie M Hawking, 
1575, but in the present instance with the second edition, 1611. 
Much of the text is given over to describing various beasts of the 
chase, on the treatment of diseases in hounds, and frequently the 
writer, like Mr. Wegg, breaks into (descriptive) poetry. 

TURF, FIELD AND FARM. 1865-1903. 
New York. 

TURGOT, ETIENNE FRAN<;;OIS [1721-89]. 
1758. Memoire ... sur la mani€~re de rassembler, 
... les divers curiosites d'Histoire naturelle, etc. 

Lyon. 

TURIN. See (R.) ACCADEMIA DELLA scrENZE DI 
TORINO. 

TURIN. Musei di Zoologia ed Anatomia Com
parata. 
1886-date. Bollettino. 

TURNBULL, WILLIAM PATERSON [1830-71]. 
[1863]. Birds of East Lothian and a portion of 
the adjoining counties, from memorandums made 
between 1845-50. 8vo. pp. 15+(1). 

Philadelphia. 
A list of 201 birds of East Lothian, Scotland, with notes on distribu
tion, etc. The book is undated and '1863' is quoted on the authority 
of Coues and of Taschenberg. The present volume was the author's 
own copy, and was purchased from his grandson. 

1867. Birds of East Lothian and a portion of the 
adjoining counties. 8vo. pp. 7 +48. 13 figs. 

Glasgow. 
An annotated list of 235 species. The present volume, in the E.S.W. 
Library, is one of two printed on pure white vellum, and is the 
author's own copy. The owner of the other copy is unknown. The 
first edition (q.v.) according to Coues was issued in 1863. If we are 
to believe the statement on the opposite side of the title-page the 
two vellum copies were in the 8vo edition and not in the 4to as 
stated by Mullens. 

1869. The birds of east Pennsylvania and New 
Jersey. Printed for private circulation. 4to. pp. x 
+62. 19 figs. Glasgow. 
An annotated list of 342 birds of that part of 'Pennsylvania east
ward of Alleghany Mountains, and of New Jersey, including the 
coast line which extends from Sandy Hook to Cape May'. Notes are 
given on abundance, dates of arrival and departure, vernacular 
names, etc. The drawings (after Wilson) were taken from his port;.. 

folio after his death. The edition of this work was limited to 150 
copies 8vo, and 50 4to-two of the former being on vellum. The 
one under discussion is the author's own copy and was purchased 
from his grandson. There is an edition of this same date published 
in Philadelphia, but printed in Glasgow, which Coues is of the opinion 
may have been the first one, but which Zimmer (Ayer GatalO(Jue, 
p. 643) considers to be the second. A detailed account of the work 
appeared in Gassinia, No. xx, pp. 1-6, 1916. 

1869. The birds of east Pennsylvania and New 
Jersey. 8vo. pp. vii+50. vignette (on orig. 
UH'apper). Philadelphia. 
An American edition of the work (published the same year in Glas
gow under the same title) but without illustrations, except the 
vignette on the wrapper. Two changes in nomenclature occur, 
besides various other alterations, a full account of which are given 
by Zimmer in the Ayer GatalO(Jue, p. 643. 

T URNER, EMMA LoursA and BAHR, P. H. 
1907. The home-life of some marsh-birds. 8vo. 
pp. 62. 32 pl. 12 figs. T. of c. London. 

1911-13. (The) British bird book, etc. See KIRK
MAN, F. B. B. 

1924. Broadland birds. 
!\index. 

~ 

8vo. pp. 16+172. 70 pl. 
London. 
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flY TYSON. EDWARD [1650-1708]. 
1699. Orang-outang; sive, Homo sylvestris; or, 
The anatomy of a pygmy compared with that of 
a monkey, an ape, and a man. To which is added, 
A philological essay concerning the pygmies, the 
cynocephali, the satyrs, and sphinges of the 
ancients. 2 vols. in 1. 4to. pp. 12+108+55. 8 pi. 
[0. 4139.] London. 
Description of an ape which Tyson dissected. It proved to be a 
Chimpanzee, whose skeleton is still preserved in the Brit. Mus., Nat. 
Hist. Dept. 

TYZENHAUS , H. v. 
1843-6. Ornithologia powszechnia, etc. In Polish. 
3 vols. (\iVanting.) Wilna. 

-TYZENHAUZ , KoNSTANTY [1786-1853]. 1862. 

See TACZANOWSKI, W. [L.J 

UEXK'ULL, JAKOB JOHANN VON [1864- ]. 
1928. Theoretische biologie. 2nd ed. 7 pl. Berlin. 

UITGELEEZE NATURKUNDIGE VER-
HANDLINGEN . 1734-64 ? Amsterdam. 

ULLOA, ANTONIO DE [1~6-95]. 
1772. N oticias american , etc. 4to. Madrid. 
'l'he observations of this Spani adventurer to South America 
included many descriptions of its fauna. 

ULSTER FISHERIES AND BIOLOGY AS
SOCIATION. 
1907. Scientific Papers. 

UNCLE WARREN, pseud. 
1897. Birds; their homes and their habits. 4to. 
pp. 4+192. 24 pl. Philadelphia. 

UNDERWOOD, CECIL F. 
1889. Avifauna Costarriquena Lista Revisada. 
(Wanting.) San Jos~, Costa Rica. 

UNGARISCHE NATURWISSENSCHAFT
LICHE GESELLSCHAFT. See (K.) MAGYAR 
TERMESZETTUDOMANYI T ARSULAT, BUDAPEST. 

UNIONE ZOOLOGICA ITALIANA. See AR
cHrvro ZOOLOGICO. 

UNION LIST OF SERIALS, etc. 1927 . 

A valuable work of reference which has been of signal value in 
preparing the presente,talo~U('f 

UNITED KINGDOM AND FOREIGN CAGE
BIRD SOCIETY. 
1890-5. Reports edited by W. Osbaldeston for 
the Society. Vols. I-IV (all pub.). 12mo. Preston . 
The issues are not numbered; the numbers of the first volume bear 
irregular dates, and are separately paged; occasionally the pagina
tion is continuous and includes two or more numbers. 
This useful little periodical contained in addition to a list of society 
members, many short, interesting papers on cage-birds, by the 
Editor, by W. T. Greene, and other well-known naturalists. 

UNITED STATES. [G'overnment voyages, ex
peditions, exp lorations, surveys, etc ., in chrono-
logic order.] I\ 

1845-76. United States Exploring Expedition 
... 1838-42, by Charles Wilkes. 20 vols. folio. 

Philadelphia. 
This represents the first full report of a famous expedition, a 
Synopsis in one volume having been published in 1842. The section 

on mammalogy and ornithology was originally written and pictured 
by Titian R. Peale, and published in 1848, but the text was subse-· 
quently suppressed and the drawings made by him were not repro
duced on that date. Although Peale was the chief zoologist of the 
expedition his work was utilized by J. Cassin (tmder Government 
instruction) and little credit was given him in the elaborate report 
fvol. VIII, 1858] on Mammalogy and Ornithology, pp. viii+466, 
46 col. pl. C. Girard wrote the section on herpetology, pp.17 +496+ 
10, with 32 col. pl. At least two reissues of parts of the present title 
were made, one of vol. XV, pt. 1, pp.l68+44 in 1863, and another 
of the botany (Musci), vol. XVII, pp. 32, 26 pl. The editio princeps 
(1844) of this Voyage was a very limited one, and copies (especially 
of Titian Peale's section) are among the rarest of American scientific 
literature. A photostat copy of the latter is in the E.S.W. Library 
at McGill. 

1845. Narrative of the United States exploring 
expedition, 1838-42, by Charles Wilkes. 5 vols~ 

8vo. 300 figs. Washington. 
Contains the same type, page, and reading matter as the large 
paper edition, but with the substitution of 47 woodcuts for that 
number of steel vignettes, the omission of the 64 plates, and the use 
of 10 of the 14 maps, 3 of which are on a reduced scale. References 
to birds will be found throughout the :five volumes, but the best 
accotmts of these are in the volume dealing with the Mammalogy 
and Ornithology of the expedition by John Cassin, 1858, together 
with a folio atlas containing 42 colored plates of the birds. A con
densed and abridged edition in one vol. was issued in 1845. 

[1845 ?]. Narrative of the United States exploring 
expedition during the years 1838-42, by Charles 
Wilkes. Condensed and abridged. 8vo. pp. ( 8) + 
372. 4 append. index. London. 
A condensation containing the pith of the larger edition published 
by the American Government in :five vols., 1845. References to 
birds will be found throughout the volume, but the best account of 
these will be found in the volume dealing with the Mammalogy and 
Ornithology of the expedition by John Cassin, 1858, together with 
a folio atlas containing 42 colored plates of the birds. 

1845 . Narrative of the United States exploring 
expedition, 1838-42, by Charles Wilkes. 5 vols. 
8vo. illust. Philadelphia. 
A reprint of the original edition issued the same year. 

1848. United States Exploring Expedition. See 
PEALE, TITIAN RAM SAY. 

1852. Geol. Survey, vVisconsin, Iowa and Minne
sota, etc. Report, etc. By D. D. Owen. 4to. 
pp. 638. 46 col. pl. 4 col. maps. illusl. text. 

Philadelphia. 
In this Report J. Leidy describes the remains of extinct chelonia 
and mammalia and H. Pratten furnishes a systematic catalogue of 
the birds. 

1853. Report of an expedition down the Zuni and 
Colorado Rivers by Capt. L. Sitgreaves. 8vo. 
pp. 198. 78 pl. 1 map. Washington. 
This important Federal publication contains several sections on 
vertebrate zoology: a general report by S. W. Woodhouse; on 
mammals and birds by the same author; reptiles by E. Hallowell; 
:fishes by S. F. Baird and C. Girard. 

1853-4. Exploration of the Valley of the Amazon 
. .. made by W. L. Herndon and L. Gibbon. 2 vols. 
illust., and 2 vols . atlas. 8vo. ('\¥anting.) 

vV ashinglon. 
Valuable contributions to the natural history of South America are 
to be found in this noteworthy report. 

1855-6. The U.S. Naval astronomical expedition 
to the southern hemisphere, during the years 
1849-'50-'51-'52. Lieut. J. M. Gilliss, super
intendent. 4 vols. Vols. I, II, Ill, and VI. 4to. 
front. col. and plain pl. maps. plans. Washington. 
Among the zoological reports were, in vol. II, Appendix F, the 
Mamma~;> by S. F. Baird, Birds by J. Cassin, Reptiles and Fishes 
by C. Grrard; Appendix G, Fossil mammals by J. Wyman-all 
published in 1855. 

1855-9. Pacific Railroad Survey .. 
A Reports of Explorations and surveys 

~ 

1853-54. 
. . route 

li 
p 

fol 
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for a railroad from the Mississippi to the Pacific 
Ocean. 11 vols. 4to. illust. lilashington. 
This is an extremely valuable and extensive early cientific report 
on the zoology of the western half of the North American continent 
Vol. Ill (1859) contains a report on land birds and reptiles by J G. 
Cooper; mammals by J. G. Cooper, G. Suckley, and G. Gibbs. 'fhe 
Appendix of vol. V (1859) has an article on fossil fishes by L 
Agassiz; vol. IV (a second zoological report, pp. 114 + 4 16 col pl) 
furnishes a description of fishes by C. Girard, and a'n essay 0~ general zoology by J. S. Newberry. Vol. VIII gives an important 
description of the mammals by . F. Baird, 1857, pp.19-48+757 
44 pl. ~nd illust. in text. Vol. IX, birds, 1858, by S. F. Baird; 
J. Cassm, and G. N. Lawrence, pp. 56 + 1005. Vol. X, reptiles, by 
S. F. Baird, pp.16, 13 pl., 1859; fishes, by C. Girard, pp. 14+400, 
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21 pl., 1858. 
Continuing vol. II, there was issued a special zoological report of 
27 pp. and 20 pl. For this sectionS. F. Baird commented on certain 
mammals, birds, and reptiles, while C. Girard described a few fishes 
To this volume, also, A. L. Heermann added remarks on some birds· 
and E. Hallowell on reptiles. There was also added to vol. IV ~ 
report in 1859 (pp. 64, 34 col. pl.) by C. B. R. Kennerley on mammals 
and birds, by"S. F. Baird on reptiles, and by C. Girard on fishes. 
To vol. V, a zoological report (1859) of pp. 97, with 26 col. pl., con
taining a description of certain reptiles by E. Hallowell; birds by 
A. L. Heermann, mammals by S. F. Baird, fishes by C. Girard. 
Continued from vol. VI a few pages were \Hitten by S. F. Baird 
(1857) on reptiles, illustrated by 4 pl. 
A second edition (q.v.) of tl1is rather mb:ed and confusing record 
was issued as 12 vols., 1855-61. Several of the volumes as well as 
many of the individual parts of both editions have been separately 
published. 

1855-61. Pacific Railroad Survey ... 1853-54. 
Reports of Explorations and Surveys, etc. 12 vols. 
4to. Washington. 
The second edition of this well-known series. Vols. I-XI are 
practically identical with the editio princeps, the added vol. XII 
(Books L and 2) giving chiefly a history of a (new) transcontinental 
route from St. Paul to Pug t Sound. Book 2 has the Zoological 
Report (1860) consisting of pp. 9+399, and 47 col. pl., in which the 
mammals are described by J. G. Cooper, G. Suckley, and G. Gibbs; 
land birds by J. G. Cooper, water birds by G. Suckley; reptiles by 
J. G. Cooper, and fishes by G. Suckley. 

1857-9. Report on the United States and Mexican 
boundary survey. 2 vols. 4to. Vol. I, pl. and maps. 
Vol. II, 271 pl. (25 col., birds). indexes. 

Washington. 
T~e report on 226 species of birds was prepared by Spencer 1<'. Baird, 
With 25 colored plates. 

1858. United States Exploring Expedition. 
During the years 1838, 1839, 1840, 1841, 1842. 
Under the Command of Charles Wilkes. Mam
malogy and Ornithology by John Cassin, with 
a folio atlas. pp. viii+466. index. Atlas, 11 +42 
pi. index. Philadelphia. 
The above forms vol. VIII of the edition (in 24 vols.) published in 
1~~4-74. It was first issued as Mammalia and Ornithology by 
T1tJan R. Peale ... Philadelphia, without plates. This volume was 
later suppressed and replaced by the present one by John Cassin. 

1858. Reports of Explorations and Surveys, to 
ascertain the most practicable and economical 
route for a railroad from the Mississippi River to 
the Pacific Ocean, 1853-56. Vol. IX. Birds; by 
Spencer F. Baird. With the co-operation of John 
Cassin and George N. Lawrence. 4to. pp. 56+ 
1005. 3 append. bibliogr. 2 indexes. Washington. 
The most important work on North American birds up to its date 
since Audubon and Wilson. The work is not restricted to the 
species collected by the Pacific Railroad Surveys, but embraces 
a descriptive accotmt of all the birds of North America, north of 
Mexico. l\Iost of it is by Baird but pp. 4-64,689-753, and900-18 are 
by Cassin, and pp. 820-900 by' Lawrence. Pp. xvii--lvi were reissued, 
with separate title-page, in 1858 a Baird's Catalogue of North 
American Birds. The entire volume was reprinted in 1860 with few 
alterations and issued together with plates from other volumes of 
the Pacific Railroad Smvey reports, the U.S. and Mexican Boundary 
S~vey, and other sources, as Baird, Cassin, and Lawrence's 'l'he 
Btrds of North America. 
The present volume also exists as Senate Ex. Doe., No. 78. 

1870-80. Geologic Exploration of the Fortieth 
Parallel. Report, etc. 7 vols. with atlases. 4to and 
folio. Washington. 
The sections that interest vertebrate zoologists are vol. IV, part 3, 

I~ 

Ornithology by R. Ridgway, 1877, and vol. VII, Odontornithes 
~Y 0. C. :Marsh, pp. xv+201, 34 pl. and illust. text. Both these 
Important monographs are listed and elsewhere commented on in 
the pages of this Introduction. 

Department of Fisheries. 
1871-date. Reports. 

1881-date. Bulletin. 

Washington. 

'-----------------~~~-4 1873-80. Geologic and Geographic Surv 
Territories. Miscellaneous Publications . . Nos. 1-
12. 8vo. vVashington. 
This is a noteworthy and important series separately paged and often 
published as individual volumes. The titles on vertebrate zoology 
are all listed in this Catalogue and several of them commented on 
in the Introduction. 

1873-90. Geologic and Geographic Survey of the 
Territories. Report, etc. Vols. I-III-V-XIII. 4to. 

Washington. 
Vol. IV of this important series wa never issurd. liany of the 
(separately paged) volumes were published independently; those 
relating to vertebrate zoology are listed as such in this Catalogue. 
They are: vol. I, pt. 1, J. Leidy, Contributions to the extinct 
Vertebrate l<'auna of the Western Territories, 1873, pp. 358, 37 pl.; 
vol. II, E. D. Cope, Vertebrata of the Cretaceous formations of the 
West, 1875, pp. 4 +302, 57 pl. and illust. in text; vol. Ill, Vertebrata 
of the Tertiary formations of the West, 1883-4, 2 pts., pp. 34 +1009, 
text illust. Atlas with 134 pl., also by E. D. Cope; ~Ionographs of 
North American Rodentia, by E. Coues and J. A. Alien, 1 77, 
pp.12+10+1091, 6 pl. and illust. text. 

1874-89. Geographic and Geologic Explorations 
West of the Hundredth Meridian. Reports, etc. 
Vols. I-VI and atlas. 4to. and folio. 

Washington, D.C. 
One of the most valuable of Federal contributions to Zoology, 
pp. 1021, 45 pl., 28 of them colored, and numerous text illustrations, 
1875. H. W. Henshaw described the birds; H. C. Yarrow and E. 
Coues the batrachians and reptiles; E. D. Cope and H. C. Yarrow 
the fishes . 

1883. Voyage to Alaska. Cruise of the Revenue
Steamer 'Corwin' in Alaska and the N.W. Arctic 
Ocean in 1881. 4to. pp. 120. 12 pl. illust. text. 

Washington. 
In this important work the birds are described by E. W. Nelson, 
the fishes by T. H. Bean. 

1885. Voyage to Alaska. Report of the Inter
national Polar Expedition to Point Barrow, 
Alaska, etc. 4ot. pp. 695. 21 pl. Washington. 
The mammals, birds, and fishes collected on this expedition were 
described by J. Murdoch. 

1889-1930. Department of Agriculture. North 
American Fauna. 
A very important serial, many of whose titles (on vertebrate zoology) 
are separately listed in this Catalogue. 

1920. Department of Agriculture. Game laws for 
1920. A summary of the provisions of federal, 
state, and provincial statutes. 8vo.. ~ -----
T. of c. [Washzngton.] 
The objects of this Bulletin, containing the twenty-first annual 
summary of Federal and other game laws and regulations, are to 
present the provisions of game legislation in convenient form for 
sportsmen and others and to show its general condition and trend 
from year to year. 

1922-30. Department of Agriculture. Bureau of 
Biological Survey. Bird banding notes. Irreg. 
4to. Issued by E. H. Nelson, Director. Mimeo
graphed. Washington. 
Although the Director deprecates listing this useful circular as 
a ·periodical' yet it comes well within th~ defin!tion adopted by 
the Compiler, and he is gl3:d to. draw at~entwn to It ~xtreme v~lue 
as a record of work done m brrd bandmg, not only m the Umted 
States but abroad. 

1924. Committee on agriculture. Migratory bird 
refuge act. A bill for the establishment of migra
tory-bird refuges to furnish in perpetuity horn~ 
for migratory birds, the establishment of public 

~ 
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[UNITED STATES (contd.)] 
shooting grounds to preserve the American system 
of free shooting, the provision of funds for estab
lishing such areas, and the furnishing of adequate 
protection for migratory birds. 8vo. pp. 3+ 63. 
T. of c. Washington. 

'1898-9. Bureau of Fisheries. The Fur-Seals and 
Fur-Seal Islands of the North Pacific Ocean. By 
D. S. Jordan and others. 4 vols. 8vo. illust. 

Washington. 
Under the heading supra is included many sections whose valuable 
contributions to the natural history are not indicated by the major 
title. The chief editor, David Starr Jordan, in conjunction with 
G. A. Clark, C. W. Stiles, A. Hassall, and L. Stejneger, gives an 
elaborate account of the seals; F. W. True describes the mammals; 
W. Palmer the avifauna; D. S. Jordan, C. H. Gilbert, and N. B. 
Scofield the fishes. 

1884-7. Fisheries and Fishery Industries of the 
United States. By G. B. Goode [and others]. 
5 sections. 8vo. Washington. 
This important governmental publication contains a number of 
papers on various aspects of American fishes and fisheries by G. B. 
Goode, on whales and porpoises by the same author; seals and 
walruses by J. A. Alien; habits of the Fur·seal by H. W. Elliott; 
Manatees and Arctic Sea Cow by F. W. True; and on reptiles and 
batrachians by the last named naturalist. 

National Museum. 
1875-date. Bulletin. 

1878-date. Proceedings. 
See a [SO SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 

Washington. 

1918. National park service. Department of the 
interior. Wild animals of Glacier national park. 
The mammals, ... by V. Bailey, The birds, by 
F. M. Bailey. See BAILEY, v. and BAILEY, F. A. 
(born MERRIAM). 

19.20. Superintendent of Documents. Price list 39. 
9th ed. Birds and wild animals. List of publica
tions relating to above subjects for sale. 8vo. 
pp. 12. Washington, D.C. 

UNIVERSITETETS 
SEUM. 
Publikationer. 

ZOOLOGISKE MU
Copenhagen. 

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO SCHOOL SCI
ENCE SERIES. 
19.24. Our living world. See DOWNING, E. R. 

UNSERE VOGELZUCHT. Illustrirte Zeit
schrift, herausgegeben von Baron G. Heyking. 
[German translation of the Russian title.] 
1907-16. (All pub.? ) Kief, Russia. 
The Compiler's information is that this deservedly successful 
monthly was interrupted by the World War and its aftermath, 
but that it may yet be continued. 

UNSERE WELT. Illustrierte Monaiti:Jchrift 
zur Forderung der Naturkenntnis. 1 cJ()9-date. 

Bonn, Detmold. 
UNTERHALTUNGEN AUS DER NATUR-
GESCHICHTE. 179.2-18.25? Augsburg. 

UNTERRICHT F. 
XANARIENVtiGEL. 
1864. Anonymous. 

LIEBHABER DER 
Quedlinburg. 

UNTERRICHTSBLATTER FttR MATHE
MATIX UND NATURWISSENSCHAF
TEN. 1895-date. Berlin. 

.•. 

UNTERSTEINER, LEOPOLDO. 
190.2. (I) nostri migliori uccelli canori. 12mo. 
pp. 9 + 175. T. of c. Milano. 

UNTERSUCHUNGENZURNATURLEHRE 
DES MENSCHEN UND DER THIERE. 
1856-1901? Frankfurt-a-M. 

UPSALA. Universitet. 
1861-date. Arsskrift. 

191.2-date. Zoologiska Bidrag fran Uppsala. 

URAGUS. In Russian -and German. Journal der 
Sibirischen Ornithologischen Gesellschaft. Pub
lished by the U .S.S.R. Siberian Tomsk University, 
Siberia in Russia. Quarterly. 
19.26-30. 4to. illust. covers. Devoted to Siberian 
ornithology. 
The first number gives the history and plans of the Sib. Ornith. Soc., 
and several papers on the bird life of Siberia. It is proposed to 
issue as supplements monographs on Asiatic birds. 

'URANIE AND PHYSICIENNE', VOYAGES 
OF THE. 18.24-6. See FREYCINET, Lours DE. 

URE' GEORGE. 
1890. Our fancy pigeons. 8vo. pp. 16+313. 6 pl. 
index. London. 

URSINUS' J OHANNES. 
1541. Prosopopeia Animalium Aliquot: in qua 
multa de eorum uiribus, natura, proprietatibus 
precipue ·ad rem Medicam, etc. Apud Mathiam 
Bonhomme. 4to. pp. 55. illust. title. Viennae. 
A curious and rare treatise in verse on certain animals whose parts 
are used in medicine. 

USSHER, RICHARD JoHN [1841-1913] and 
wARREN' ROBERT. 
1900. The birds of Ireland. An account of the 
distribution, migrations and habits of birds as 
observed in Ireland, with all additions to the 
Irish list. 8vo. pp. 31 +419. 7 pl. (1 col.). text
figs. map. London. 
An excellent account of Irish birds-the best in recent years
giving a systematic catalogue of the various species with a full 
description of their characteristics and habits. 

1903 . Snipe and woodcock. See SHAW, L. H. DE 

VISME. 

UTAH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. Salt Lake 
City. 
1908. Transactions. 

~~;!~'R!~~:.~anat. Modern treatise on f~' ( 
z~wlogy. In Arabic. 4to. pp. 23+775. text-figs. 
llthogram. ( ?) Cairo. 

UTRECHT. Rijksuniversiteit. 
1889-94. Studies from the Zoological Laboratory. 

VAGRANT. Pseud. (GREENWOOD, HARRY, ed.) 
1868. Random notes on Indian and Burman 
ornithology. 8vo. pp. (2) +27. Bangalore. 
Notes on about 116 species of Indian and Burmese birds based on 
Jerdon's Birds of India, 1862-4. ' 

VAHL, MARTIN HENDRIKSEN [1749-1804]. 1788~ 
See MULLER, o. F . 
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AILLANT, AUGUSTE NICOLAS [1793-1858]. 
840-66. See also VOYAGES, FRENCH. Voyage 

autour du monde ... sur 'La Bonite', commandee 
par M. Vaillant. Paris. 
The reports of this famous scientific expedition were published in 15 vols. text and 3 vols. atlas. Vertebrate zoology is fairly represented, and the separate portions of vol. I covering general zoology and edited by Eydoux and Souleyet are found separately published. 

Y.ILLANT, LEON Louis (1834-1914] and BO
COUBT, F. 
1868-1909. See MISSION SCIENTIFIQUE AU 
MEXIQUE. 

1875-1900. See GRANDIDlER, A., Histoire physique 
de Madagascar. 

1882. See REVOIL, G. 

1885-91. See MISSION SCIENTIFIQUE DU CAP HORN. 
1886-1906. See 'TRAVAILLEUR' AND 'TALISMAN'. 
1894. See JAN-MAYEN, VOYAGE TO. 
1906-8. See FRANCE. EXPEDITION ANTARCTIQUE. 
1910. Histoire naturelle des reptiles. (Histoire 
physique, naturelle et politique de Madagascar, 
vol. 17.) 4to. pp. 2+86. 27 pl. Paris. 

VALENCIENNES, AcHILLE [1794-1865 ]. 
1825-37. See HUMBOLDT, F. H. A. and BONPLAND, 
A.J. A. 
This accomplished French zoologist published no independent treatises of any Importance. llis 11'titier seemed to be that of joint authorship and esi)ecially of making reports on the collections of otherfJ-and yet he performed very important functions in the world of science during the flnt half of the nineteenth century. . 
1828749. See CUVIER, G. C. L. and VALENCIENNES, A. 
[1831-46 J. See VOYAGES, FRENCH : AUX INDES
ORIENTALES. 

1835-44. See WEBB, P. B. and BERTHELOT, S. 
1835-47. (Fishes of South America.) See voYAGES, 
FRENCH: DANS L 'AMERIQUE MERIDIONALE. 
184()..-64. See VOYAGES, FRENCH: AUTOUR DU M ON DE 
SUR ..• LA VENUS. 

1840-66. See VOYAGES, FRENCH: AUTOUR DU MONDE 
SUR LA BONITE. 

1847. Poissons. folio. pp. 11. Paris. 
One of the most valuable minor wor}ca of the author who in it reported on the fishes of South America in the well-known Voyage dans l'.A11'tirique MeridioMle. 

VALENTIJN, FRAN«;OIS [?1666-1725]. 
1773. Abhandlung von Schnecken, Muscheln und 
Seegewachsen welche urn Amboina . un~ den um
liegenden Inseln gefunden werden. Als em Anhang 
zu G. E. Rumphs Amboinischen Raritatenkam
mer aus dem Hollandischen i.ibersetzt von P. L. S. 
Mulier. folio. pp. 8+148. 18 pl. lVien. 
In this curious and interesting work, the plate containing Valentyn's illustration of the mermaid is reproduced from his Oud en m.euw Oost-Indiin (1724-6), though without tbe origi?al narrative whic? is quoted in Tennent's Ceylon. In the explanatiOn of the plate this 'fish' is pronounced to be fabulous. 

VALENTIN, RuPERT. 1924. See BOYSON, v. F. 

VALENTINI, MICHAEL BERNHARD [1657-1729]. 
1714. Museum Museorum oder vollstandige 
Schau-Bi.ihne, etc. Zweyte ed. Printed in double 

column. folio. pp. 22+520. 7 pl. text-figs.: 
pp. 2+76. text-figs.: pp. 2+119. 9 pl. 

Franckfurt am M ayn. 
Minerals, plants, and animals are well described and illustrated. The 'dritter Buch' contains the description of the animals in the museum, with many quaint pictures. The first edition appeared in 1704. From the Frank Adams Library. 

1720. Amphitheatrum Zootomicum ... exhibens. 
historiam animalium anatomicam. 3 pts. in 1 vol. 
folio. 104 pl. Francofurti ad Moenum. 
The first extensive work on the comparative anatomy of vertebrates. 

'VALHALLA', VOYAGE 01' 'l'HE. See NICOLL,. 
M. J., 1908. 

VALLEY NATURALIST. 1878-80. St. Louits. 

VALLISNIERI (orVALISNIERI), ANTONIO [1661-
1730]. 
1710. Considerazioni, ed Esperienze intorno al 
creduto Cervello di Bue impietrito, vivente ancor 
l'Animale, etc. 8vo. pp. 15+51. 10 pl. [0. 4155.] 

Padoa. 
1715. Istoria del Camaleonte Affricano, e de varj 
Animali d'ltalia. 4to. pp. 8+200. 13 pl. 1 portr. 

Venezia. 
First edition of a well-known work containing an early description of a chameleon. 

1715. Raccolta di varj Trattati del Sig. Antonio 
Vallisnieri. 4to. pp. 261. 16 fold. copper pl. index. 

Venezia. 
This instructive collection of 19 papers covers an intelligent and wide discussio~ of many natural history subjects. 

VALMONT DE BOMARE, JACQ~S CHRIS
TOPHE [1731-1807). 
1791. Dictionnaire raisonne universe! d 'histoire 
naturelle, etc., contenant l'histoire des animaux. 
4th ed. 15 vols. 8vo. Lyon. 
The first edition in five volumes was published in 1765. 

VAN DENBUBGH, JoHN. 
1897. The Reptiles of the Pacific Coast and Great 
Basin, etc. 8vo. pp. 236. text illust. San Francisco. 
This systematic paper-issued as author's separate-was contributed to vol. V, Occasiornzl Papers, California .Academy of Science•. 
1922. The Reptiles of western North America. 
2 vols. 128 pl. San Francisco. 
One of the best treatises on the subject extant. 

VAN DYKE, THEODORE STRONG [1842-? ]. 

4I 

1886. Southern California: its animals, birds, and 
fishes, etc. 8vo. pp. 12 + 233. T. of c. New York. 
Mainly a condensation of a book originally written for The .American Field. 

1895. Game birds at home. 8vo. pp. 219. T. of c. 
New York. 

The author was a semi-professional bird-killer, and in this work he tells how most effectually to accomplish the purposes of the hunter. 
1902. See ROOSEVELT, THEODORE. 
1903. (The)water-fowlfamily. SeesANFORD, L. c. 
1924. Upland game birds. See SANDYS, EDWYN. 

VAN HAVRE, G. C. M. 
1928. Les oiseaux de la faune beige; releve 
documente des especes sauvages observees en 
Belgique. 4to. pp. 497. illust. Bruxelles. 
A useful and up-to-date work on Belgian avifauna. 
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-; 
1~ 1 V ANHOEFFEN, ERNST [1858- J. 

1895. Zoologie und Botanik d. 

Gebietes. 

Sued polar. 
Berlin. 

V A N HOES EN, HENRY BARTLETT and 

WALTER, FRANK KELLER. 

1928 . Bibliography Practical, Enumerative, His

torical. An Introductory Manual. 8vo. pp. 519. 
illust. index. New York. 
A valuable treatise that in every sense justifies its title. The biblio· 
graphical Appendix furnishes valuable information on every aspect 
of book-making and library administration. The whole work is 
a model of compact usefulness for the student. 

V AN KAMPEN, P. N. 
1890-1 907. See WEBER, MAX C. W. 

1923. The Amphibia of the Indo-Australian 

Archipelago. 8uo. pp. xii +304. Leiden. 
The most important modern treatise on a subject but rarely 
considered. 

V A N LEU, PETER. 1923. See ANONYMous. Die 

Zweisprach der Tiere. 

VAN MONS , J. B. 1819-21. See ANNALES 

GENERALES DES SCIENCES PHYSIQUES. 

VANNI , VIOLANTE [ -1775] and others . 
1767-73. Ornithologiae Methodice Digesta, atque 

Iconibus aeneis ad vivum illuminatis ornata. See 
ANONYMOUS, and MANETTI, XAVERIO. 

VAN OORT, E. D. 
1904. Beitrage z. Osteologie d. Vogelschwanzes. 

5 col. pl. 8 Leiden. 
Author's reprint on the osteology of the bird's caudal appendages. 

VAUX, CHARLES MAURICE, Baron DE. 

1898. Les grands fusils de France; histoire

portraits-chateaux-chasses au marais-plaine 

-bois-cuisine de chasseur-elevage-mceurs

coutumes-du gibier a plumes, etc. folio. pp. 20+ 
182. 50 col. pl. 265 figs. T. of c. Paris. 
This sumptuous volume which, inter alia, furnishes directions how 
properly to cook game, is a product of scions of the French aristo· 
cracy. It may be regarded as the legitimate (the preface is written 
by an Orlean's prince) successor of those earlier tomes on certain 
forms of animal slaughter that for several centuries were among the 
perquisites and protected privileges of ·our betters' the world over. 
The present copy is No. 129 of an edition limited to 500 copies. 

'VEGA', VOYAGES OF THE. 1881. See NOR

DENSKIOLD, NILS ADOLPH ERIK vo·N. 

VELEZ DE ARCINEGA, FRANCISCO. 

1597. Libro de los quadrupedes, etc. lst ed. 8uo. 
M adrid. 

This curious little work treats of certain animals and reptiles and 
their uses in medicine. The author was an apothecary of Madrid 
who wrote also an equally scarce Latin pharmacopeia. The work 
is very rare; there is no copy mentioned in Osier's Bibliotheca nor 
by the Cat. Br. Mus. (Nat. Hist.). 

VENABLES, EDMUND [1819-95]. 
1860. The Isle of Wight. 8uo. pp. 16 + 526. 

London. 
The vertebrata in this local guide are described by Alexander 
Goodman More. 225 species of birds are listed. 

VENEZUELA. Universidad Central. See 
CARACAS. 

VENNOR, HENRY GEORGE [1840-84]. 
1876 . Our birds of prey; or, The eagles, h awks 

and owls of Canada. 4to. pp . 8 + 154. 30 pl. 
T. of c. M ontreal. 

190 . M u seu m d'Histoire Natu relle des Pays-

~ 
Bas. Catalogue osteologique des O iseau x . T ome Short descriptions of the 25 or 26 species of these birds inhabiting 

Canada to date. Following these descriptions are more detailed 

X. Premiere Partie. 8vo. pp. 384. 14 pl. ~~ accounts of their habits, nesting, etc.; illustrated by photographs 

/

tv5 Leiden.J of mounted specimens taken by Wm. Notman of Montreal. 

This admirable and separately published monograph deals with · 'VENUS' VOYAGE 0 
3,300 skeletons of birds, 56 partial skeletons, 456 crania, representing ' F THE· 1846-55 . See 
1, 794 species. 

. 1918-dale. Ornithologia Neerlandica . De Vogels 

van Nederland. 4to. To be comp leted in five vols ., 

with text and over 400 color ed p lates. Issu e d 

irregula rly in par ts. 
A magnificent monograph on the birds of Holland with a ful l 
description of all the Dutch species, an account of their habits and 
distribution, and complete notes on their generic and special 
characters. 

VAN PELT LECHNER, A . A. 
1911-14. Oolog ia Neerlandica, eggs o f bir d s 

breedin g in the Netherlands. W i t h 191 p lates 

containing 667 objects of which 617 p rinted in 

colours and 50 in co llotype, taken from specimens 

in the a u thor's collection. 2 vols. 4to. Vol. I, 

pp . (6)+(228). 99 pi. (86 col.). T. of c. Vol. 11, 
pp. (6)+( 176). 92 pl. (89 col.). T. of c. 4 indexes. 

The Hague. 
A beautiful and unusually well-designed work on the eggs of the 
birds of Holland. The plates consist of separate figures of single 
eggs mounted in panels with suitable tinted backgrounds, to show 
their markings and colors. The treatise was issued in seven parts, 
whose covers are bound in the present copy. The edition is of 250 
copies, 100 in English, including the set in hand. 

VARGASIA. (Sociedad de Ciencias , Fisicas 
y Naturales de Car!cas. ) 1868-9 . 

VARIETES SCIENTIFIQUES. See sociETE 

DES SCIENCES NATURELLES DU MAROC. 

DU PETIT-THOUARS, ABEL AUBERT . 

VEREIN DER FREUNDE DER NATUB
GESCHICHTE IN MECKLENBURG. 
1847-da te. A r chiv . See a lso NATURFORSCHENDE 

GESELLSCHAFT ZU ROSTOCK . 

VEREIN DER FREUNDE DES NATUB
HISTORISCHEN MUSEUMS, WIEN. 
1924--date. V eroffentlichu ngen. 

VEREIN FttR GESCHICHTE UND NATUB
GESCHICHTE DER BAAR UND DEB 
ANGRENZENDEN LANDESTEILE IN 
DONAUESCHINGEN. Karlsruhe, Tiib ingen . 
1870-date . Schriften. 

VEREIN FttR GESCHICHTE 
TURWISSENSCHAFT VON 
HAUSEN UND UMGEGEND. 
1896-1910. Mitteilu ngen. 

VEREIN LUXEMBURGER 
FREUNDE, VORM . FAUNA. 
1891-1906. Mitteilungen. 

UND NA
SANGEB-

NATUB-

VEREIN DER NATURFREUNDE, GREIZ. 
1898-1911 ? A b handlungen u n d Berichte. 

r\ 
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~ VEREIN DER NATURFREUNDE, REI- VEREIN ZUR VERBREITUNG NATUR-CHENBERG. WISSENSCHAFTLICHEN KENNTNISSE 1877 ?-date. Mitteilungen. IN WIEN. 
VEREIN FttR NATURHEILXUNDE, 1860-date. Schriften. 
BERLIN. See DEUTSCHER VEREIN FUR VOLKS- VERHANDLUNGEN ~ACAD~MIA CAES. VERSTANDLICHE GESUNDHEITSPFLEGE UND FUR LEOPOLD-CAROL. GERMA NATURAE 
NATURHEILKUNDE. CURIOS. See ACADEMIA CAES., c. 

VEREIN FttR N ATURKUNDE ZU CASSEL. 
See VEREIN FUR NATURKUNDE, KASSEL. 

VEREIN FttR NATURXUNDE , FULDA. 
1865/9-1909 ? Bericht. 

VEREIN FttR NATURKUNDE IM HER
ZOGTHUM NASSAU. See NASSAUISCHER VB
REIN FUR NATURKUNDE, WIESBADEN. 

VEREIN FttR NATURXUNDE, XASSEL. 
1837-date. Abhandlungen und Bericht. 

VEREIN FttR NATURXUNDE, MANN
HEIM. 
1834-1908 ? Jahresbericht. 
1885. As Mannheimer Verein fOr Naturkunde. 

VEREIN FttR NATURXUNDE IN OSTER
REICH OB DER ENNS, LINZ. 
1870-date -:-:Ia.hresberich t. 

VEREIN FttR NATURXUNDE AN DER 
UNTERWESER, GEESTEMttNDE. 
1898-1906? J ahresbericht. 
1902-date. Separate Schriften. 
-- Jahrbuch. See AUS DER HEIMAT; FUR DIE 
HEIMAT. 

VEREIN FttR NATURKUNDE, VEGE
SACX. 
1901-16? Mittheilungen. 

VEREIN FttR NATURXUNDE ZU ZWIX
XAU. 
1871-date. Jahresbericht. 

VEREIN FttR NATURWISSENSCHAFT 
ZU BRAUNSCHWEIG. 
1879 /80-date. J ahresberich t. 

VEREIN FttR NATURWISSENSCHAFT
LICHE ERFORSCHUNG DES NIEDER
RHEINS, CREFELD. 
1~13-16? Abhandlungen. 

VEREIN FttR NATURWISSENSCHAFT
LICHE UNTERHALTUNG, HAMBURG. 
1871 /4-date. Verhandlungen. 

VEREIN FttR VATERLANDISCHE NA
TURXUNDE IN WttRTTEMBERG. 

Stuttgart. 
1845-date. J ahreshefte. 
1845-78. As WOrttembergische Naturwissen
schaftliche J ahreshefte. 

VEREIN ZUR VERBREITUNG VON NA
TURXENNTNIS UND HOHERER WAHR-
BEIT. 1822-4. Halle.f... 

VERHANDLUNGEN DER BASEL. NA
TURFORSCH. GESELLSCH. 1834-date. 

VERHANDLUNGEN D. DARMSTADT, NA
TURHISTORISCHER VEREIN FttR ... 
HESSEN U. UMGEBUNG. 1847-8. See 
DARMSTADT. 

VERHANDLUNGEN D. GESELLSCHAFT 
DEUTSCHER NATURFORSCHER ' UND 
ARTZE. 1822-date. See GESELLSCHAFT DEUT
SCHER, etc. 

VERHANDLUNGEN D. GESELLSCHAFT 
NATURFORSCHENDER FREUNDE, 
BERLIN. 1819-29. (All pub.) See GESELL
scHAFT .•. FREUNDE. 

VERHANDLUNGEN DES V. INTER
NATIONALEN ORNITHOLOGEN-KON
GRESSES. 1910. See ORNIS. Berlin. 
This report was issued however, as a separate publicat.ion anu not as a volume of the official organ of the Congress, Orms, that sus
pended in 1905. 

VERHANDLUNGEN DES VI. INTERNA-
TIONAL-XONGRESSES IN XOPEN-
HAGEN, 1926. 
1929. pp. 6+641. 20 pl. Berlin. 
As a rule, the transac.tions of this Congress ar~ published in Omis, but after its suspension m 1905 they appear as mdependent volumes. 

VERHANDLUNGEN DES NATURFOR
SCHENDER VEREIN IN BRttNN. 1863-
dale. See BRUNN. 

VERHANDLUNGEN D. NATURHIS-
TORISCH. VEREIN F. ANHALT. See 
ANHALT, 1840-73. 

VERHANDLUNGEN D. NATURHIST. 
VEREIN D. PREUSS. RHEINL. U. WEST
FALENS, etc .... BONN. 1844-dale. See 
BONN. 

VERHANDLUNGEN DER ORNITHOLO
GISCHEN GESELLSCHAFT IN BAYERN. 
See JAHRESBERICHT DES OR ITHOL. VEREINS IN 
MUNCHEN. 

VERLUYS, J. 
1912. Amphibia. (Wanting.) 
An important excerpt from the Harul:wortb. d. J!!qturwiss. V~l.. I the contribution of an eminent authonty on reptiba and amplnbia. 

VERMONT BIRD CLUB. Burlington. 
1906-14. Bulletin. ee BULLETIN OF THE VERMONT 
BIRD CLUB. 

VERMONT BIRD CLUB BULLETIN. See 
BULLETIN OF THE VERMONT BIRD CLUB· 
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(~.) VET:E:NSKAPS SOCtETE'l'EN I tJP ... 
SALA. 

CL •• ;::{VERMONT BIBD JOUR!fAL. Tidings from 
; v-v Nature. 

1884-6. 2 vols. (all pub.?). Rutland, Vt. 

VEBNER, WILLIAMWILLOUGHBY CoLE [1852- ] 
1909. My life among the wild birds in Spain. 
8vo. pp. 16 +468. 125 pl. 60 figs. 1 map. index. 

London. 
An interesting, semi-popular work in which most of the Spanish 
species are well described and pictured. The copy in hand is a 
presentation from the· author and is elaborately bound by Zaehils· 
dorf in Ievant morroco, with the gilt design of a wild bird on the 
cover. 

VEltNON, HORACE MIDDLETON [1870- ] . 
1903. Variation in animals and plants. 8vo. pp. 
10+415. illust. New York. 
An identical British edition of the same date was published in 
London. 

VERREAUX, JEAN BAPTISTE EDOUARD [1810-
69]. 1865. See MULSANT, MARTIAL ETIENNE, 
1874-7. 

'VEltltEAl1X, JuLES [1807-73] and DES 
MUBS, M. A. P. CE. 
[1860]. Description d'Oiseaux nouveaux de la 
Nouvelle-Caledonie. 8vo. pp. 27. 1 col. pl. Paris. 

1865. See MULSANT, MARTIAL ETIENNE. 

·•••• and MULSANT, M. E. 
[1866]. Essai d'une classification methodique des 
trochilides ou oiseaux-mouches. 8vo. pp. 98. 

Paris. 

VBBBILL, ADDISON EMORY [183~1911]. 
1862. Notes on the natural history of Anticosti. 
8vo. pp. 20. Boston. 
Author's reprint from the Proc. Boston Soc. of Nat. Hist., 1862. 

1862. See BOARD MAN, GEORGE A. 

18S5. Results of the explorations made by the 
steamer ' Albatross ' off the northern coast 6f the 
United States in 1883. Washington. 

1902. The Bermuda Islands. An account of their 
~ .. natural history and the changes in their flora 
.and fauna due to man. 8vo. pp. x+548. 40 pl. 
252 figs. bibliogr. index. New Haven, Conn. 
The volume is an amended reprint ff<Jtn the Trans. of the ConnectiCut 

;Acad. of Science, vol. xi. 

n.d. Catalogue of the birds found at Norway, 
Oxford Co., Maine. 8vo. pp. 25. 
Author's reprint from the Proc. Essex Institute, vol. iii. 

'VEltltiLL, ALPHEUS HYATT [1811-
1916. Pets for Pleasure and Profit. 

1929. Thirty years in the Jungle. 

J. 
New York. 

New York. 

·vEBSUCHE UND ABHANDLtJNGEN D. 
NATURFORSCHENDE GESELLSCHAFT. 
1746 .... 56. See DANTZIG. 

VERWEY, JAN. 1925. See ooRDT, G. J. vAN. 

VIESTNIK ESTESTVOZNAN!IA. 
St. Petersburg. 

1990-3. Title also in French: Revue des Sciences 
Naturelles. 

1740-50. Acta. ContinUed as Nova Acta. Series 1. 

1860-1. Arsskrift. 
1773-1850. Nova Acta. (R.) Societas Scierttiarutn 
U psaliensis. 
1855-1904. Nova Acta. Series 3. 

1905-date. Nova Acta. Series 4. 

VETH, PIETER JAN [1814-95] and others. 
1881-92. Midden-Sumatra. Reizen en onder
zoekingen der Sumatra-Expeditie, etc. [9 vols. 
and Atlas.] Deel IV. 1. Fauna. Zoogdieren en 
Vogels. Kruipende Dieren en Visschen. 4to. 
38 col. pl. Leiden. 
The above are the separately bound parts relating to the vertebrate 
zoology of this noted expedition. J. F. Snelleman Wl'ote a preface 
and supplied the text for the reports on mammals and birds; 
A. A. W. Hubrecht sUpplied the letterpress for the reptiles and fishes. 

VIC'.l'O:ItiA HISTOB Y OF THE COUXTIBII 
OF ENGLAND; the Bird Portions from 21 
Counties. 
1902-20. 2 vols. folio. London. 
The above are the Proof sheets which were sent to Howard Saunders 
for supervision, his system in his List of British Birds having beea 
followed in the bird portions of the above series. Inserted are two 
letters addressed to him from the publishers concerning the arrange· 
ment of the History, as far as the Natural History portion is con· 
cerned. 
The Bird portions are from the following Counties: Beds., Berks., 
Buoks., Cornwall, CUmberland, Derbyshire1 Devonshire, Durham, 
Essex, Rants, Herts., Lancs., Norfolk, Northants, Notts., Sometset, 
Surrey, Sussex, WarWickshire, Worcestershire, and Yorkshire . 
.Among the chief contributors are J. A. Bucknill, E. Hartert, the 
Rev. F. C. R. Jourdain, J. G. Millais, Canon Tristram, and J. 
Whitaker. 
The first section was published in1902. Aftet that date the Hist017J 
was issued in parts and divided into various sections-geography, 
paleclntology, geology, zoology, etc. 4w. Lond. There were, dUring 
this period, several editors and numerous contributors ; but the 
entire work was never completed. The separate titles are given in 
this CaUJ,logue, each under the name of the author. The copy in 
hand is from the Mllllens Library, with two letters on local natural 
history inlaid. 

VICTOBIA. [Australia.] Natural History. 
1878-90. Prodromus of the Zoology of Victoria, 
etc. Decades I-XX. 4to. col. illusl. Melbourne. 
A valuable serial, figuring and describing all the indigenous animals 
of Victoria. 

VICTORIAN NAT'UltALIST. (Field Na
turalists' tlub of Victoria.) 1884-date. 

Melbourne. 

VIDENSKABS-SELSXABET. OSLO. 
1858-1924. Forhandlinger. 

1894-date. 
Klasse. 

Sk"rifter- Math.- Naturvidenskabelig 
'"" 

VlEILLOT, LOUIS JEAN PIERRE (1748-1831]. 
1802. Oiseaux dores, ou a reflets metalliques. 
2 tom. See AUDEBERT, J. B. 

1805-?. His to ire naturelle des plus beaux oiseaux 
()hanteurs de la zone torride. folio. pp. 4+114. 
72 pl. index. Paris. 
Descriptions, with 72 fine colored plates by Pretre of a number of 
tropical weaver-birds, finches, and tanagers. AccOrding to Engel· 
mann the work appeared in 12 liwaisons between 1805 onward and 
another doubtful date. 

1807. Hist. Naturelle des Oiseaux de l'Amerique 
septentrionale, etc. 2 vols. folio. 131 col. pi. 

Paris. 
A rematkably good example of ah early contribution to the litera· 
ture of South American ornithology. The copy in the E.S.W. 

(\ Library has all the colored plates in a fine state of preservation. 
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elementaire. 8vo. pp. 70. 

Ornithologie 
Paris. This very scarce and fundamental work of reference was reprinted (notes by H. Saunders) by the Willughby Society, 1883. The library copy has a most interesting provenance, having been purchased by Dr. Charles W. Richmond at the sale of the A. Milne Edwards Library. It bears the latter's autograph together with MS. addenda by that author himself. There are 120 new genera proposed in this work and some 18 new species-hence its importance to the systematist. 

1817. C. J. Temminck, observations sur la classification methodique des Oiseaux, et remarques sur !'analyse d'une nouvelle ornithologie elementaire. 8vo. pp. 2 + 60. Amsterdam. A critique of the views of C. J. Temminck by Vieillot. 

••nand OUTART, P. L. 
1820-6. La Galerie des Oiseaux du cabinet d'histoire naturelle du jardin du roi. 2 vols. 4lo. Paris. This fine ornithologic atlas was published (irregularly) in 82 livraisOfl$. The present copy has only 118 plates of which 99 are colored; there are at least 300 colored and 33 black-and-white plates in the complete set, which is now excessively rare. 

••n and others. 
1820-30. Faune Frangaise, etc. 8 vols. and 4 vols. atlases. 8vo. and 4to. (Wanting.) Paris. This encyclopedic, systematic treatise was published without titlepages. Moreover, only th\l text for the birds(written by the author himself) is complete. The collaborators were, for mammals and reptiles, A. G. Desmarest, and fot fishes, H. M. D. Blainville. Eighty pages and four colored plates are devoted to mammals; 443 pages and 88 colored plates to birds ; 18 colored plates to reptiles; and 96 pages and 22 colored plates to fishes. The livrauons were irregularly issued, their dates of publication having been fixed by Sherborn and Woodward (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hut., 1901, p. 493). 

•••• and Al1DEBE:.8.-r, J. B. 
1830-40. Storia naturale generale, etc. See AUDEBERT, J. B. and VIEILLOT, L. J. P. 

1883. Vieillot's Analyse d'une nouvelle Ornithologie elementaire (1816). Edited by H. Saunders. 8vo. pp. iv+ 70. See WILLUGHBY SOCIETY. London. 

VIENNA. See also WIEN. 

VIENM'A. X. Akad. der Wissenschaften. 1886. Die Internationale Polarforschung, 1882-3, etc. 3 vols. 4to. Wien. The Beobachtungs-Ergebnisse include an account of the Austrian Polar Station Jan Mayen (an island between Spitsbergen and Iceland) in whose neighborhood most of the zoological collections and observations were made. The third volume (pp. 132, 9 pl.) contains an account of the ichthyology by F. Steindachner; ornithology and mammalogy by F. Fischer and A. von Pelzeln. A number of the Theile were also issued as author's separates. 

VIENNA. Naturhistorisches Hof (Staats) Musetun. 
1886-date. Annalen. Nos. 1-32 as Naturhistoriches Hofmuseum. 
1917-date. Denkschriften. 
1924-date. Veroffentlichungen. 
1921-date. Geologisch-Palaontologische Reihe. 

VIENNA. X. X. Oesterreichisches HandelsMuseum. 
1895. Japanische Vogelstudien. folio. 12 pl. (c~l.). 

Wlen. Studies (7 in. x 9 in.) in color of various Japanese birds, mounted on cards, and contained in a large portfolio. 

VIENNA. Ornithologischer Verein. 1877-97. Mittheilungen. (Beiblatt, 1884-5.) Vols. I-XXI. Wien. From vol. XIII continued as Die Schwalbe; then continued as N eue Folge. Die Schwalbe; Berichte des Comites fOr Ornithologische Beobachtung~ Stationen in Oesterreich, 1898-1913. See DIE SCHWALBE. 

VIENNA UNIVERSITAT. 
scha.ftlicher Verein. 
1903-14. Mitteilungen. 

Naturwissen-

VIENNA. Verein der Freunde des Naturhistorischen Museums. · 1924-8. Veroffentlichungen. Hft. 1-17 in I. 8vo. illust. Wien. 
VIENNA. Verein zur Verbreitung naturwissel1schaftlicher Xenntnisse. 
1863-1901. Schriften. Vols. 1-14. Wien. 

VIENNA. X. X. Zoologisch-Botanische Gesellschaft. 
1901-24. Abhandlungen. Wien. 

VIERTELJAKRESSCHRIFT DER NATUBFORSCHENDENGESELLSCHAFTZV ZttRICH. 
1856-1927. Jahrg. 1-71. 

VIGORS, NICHOLAS AYLWARD [1785-1840] and BORSFIELD, T. 
1827. A description of the Australian Birds ... of the Linnean Society, etc. 4to. London. Author's reprint from the Trans. Linn. Soc., vol. xv. 
1832. (A) century of birds . . See GOULD, J. 
1839. Ornithology of the 'Blossom'. See BEECHEY, F.W. 

VINCELOT,M. 
1865. Essais etymol. sur l'ornithologie de Maineet-Loire. ? Paris. 

VINCENT, J. 
1898. Nos oiseaux. 8vo. pp. 17 +215. 37 figs. 3 append. index. Bruxelles. A treatise in which the musical notation of bird song is given. 

VINCENT OF BEAUVAIS [1190?-1264]. [Not after 1478]. Speculum naturale. Press of Adolf Rusch. 2 uols. folio. [0.] Strasburg. This work forms part of an immense, cyclopedic compilation :popular in the Middle Ages that the author called Speculum maJU$, aut Imago mundi. The treatise was divided into Speculum natu~ale, doctinale et historiale; a fourth, morale, being added by a later wn~r. It is a rare and interesting incunable. The Cat. Br.lJ!Jus. (Nat. Hu;t.) gives the date of its single-volume edition as ? 1473. 

VINCI, LEONARDO DA [1452-1519]. 
1909- 11 Codice di L. da Vinci della biblioteca di Lord Leicester, etc. folio. pp. 33 + 242. 7 3 pl. (Wanting.) Milano. This excellent printing of a remarkable, English-owned :MS. by a famous sculptor was done at the expense of the Istituto Lombardo di Scieme e Lettere. It is of interest to students of comparative anatomy. 

VIRGIN' CHRISTIAN ADOLF [1797-1870]. 1857-1910. See SWEDEN. 
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~ VISSCHER, NIKOLAAS. . 

1659. Avium vivae et artificiosissimae Delinea

tiones Amstelodami impressae apud Nicholaum 

Visscher [Jr.], Anno 1659. 8vo. 24 pl. 
Amstelodami. 

A curious and very rare atlas of birds of the world by a well-known 

Dutch etcher. There are over 100 easily identifiable figures of birds 

on 24 copper plates, with either the generic or specific names (or 

both) of each engraved on the surface of the plate. The engraved 

frontispiece depicts the sale of birds- alive and dead-in the market

place. 

VLAAMSCH NATUUR- EN GENEESKUN-

DIG CONGRES. Antwerp, Ghent, Deventer. 

1897-1913? Handelingen. 

VOCABULARIUS RERUM. 
1478. [?WenceslausBrack.] folio. 126ff. Johann 

Keller. Hain 3699. Pellechet 2806. Osier 142. 
Augsburg. 

The first dated edition of a Latin-German Dictionary, often mis

ascribed to Wenceslaus Brack. An important section gives the 

Latin and German names for the known animals and briefly 

describes them. Apparently this extremely rare incunable is the 

first production of the Augsburg printer, Johann Keller, whose 

registered output is only four books. 

VOEGLER, ROBERT. 
1895. Der Praparator und Konservator. 8vo. 

pp. 148. 36 figs. Magdeburg. 

The second edition of a popular work on taxidermy, including the 

preparation of bird skins and group-making for museums. 

VOELTZKOW, ALFRED [1860- ]. 

1906. Reise in Ostafrika ... in 1903-5, etc. 

Wissenschaftliche Ergebnisse. 5 vols. 4to. illusl. 

(Wanting.) Stuttgart. 

A valuable, systematic study of African zoology, in which the 

collection of avifauna from East Africa and the neighboring islands 

(Madagascar in particular) are described by A. Reichenow, the 

reptiles and amphibia by F. Siebenrock and 0. Boettger. 

VOGEL FERNER LANDER. (Periodical.) 

1927. Jahrg. I. Hannover, 

VOGELFREUND, DER. Monatsschrift zum 

Schutze und zur Erforschung der heimischen 

Vogelwelt. 
1908. 4to. 12 nos. Munster. 

VOGELLIEBHABER. 
1890-8. (All pub.?) Der Blatter fur Vogel

kunde, -Zucht und -Pflege, inbesondere der 

Stubenvogel. 8vo. Bimonthly. Edited by C. 

· Wahl. Leipzig. 

(DIE) VOGELWELT. 
1879-98. (All pub.?) Zeitschrift uber Vogel

schutz, Zuchtung von auslandischen Sing

Schmuckvogeln, if\besondere von Harzer Can ien 

und uber Geflugelzucht; Organ des Lan es

verbandes der Vereine der Vogelfreunde in 

Wurttemberg. 4to. illust. Heilbronn. 

VOGT' CARL CHRISTOPH [1817-95 J. 
1842. Embryologie des Salmones. 4to and folio. 

pp. 196. 18 pl. Neuchatel. 

One of the early systematic studies of this noted naturalist, carried 

on in collaboration with J. L. R. Agassiz. 

1851. Zoologische Briefe. Naturgeschichte der 

lebenden und untergegangenen Thiere. 2 vols. 

8vo. 1,492 figs. in text. Frankfurt am Main. 

1851. Untersuchungen uber Thierstaaten. 8vo. 

pp. 16 +248. 2 pl. Frankfurt am Main. 

1852. Bilder a us dem Thierleben. 8vo. pp. 6 + 
452. figs. in text. Frankfurt am Main. 

1864. Lectures on man: his place in creation, and 

in the history of the earth. 8vo. pp. 22+475. 

illust. London. 

English translation (with notes) by J ames Hunt of the author's. 

Vorlesungen ueber den ll1enschen, Giessen, 1863. 

**** and SPECHT, F. 
1883. Die Saugethiere im Wort und Bild. illust .. 

Munich. 

The plates and text of this excellent work have been widely copied 

in other popular editions, translations, and compilations. 

1884. Les Mammiferes. 4to. illust. Paris. 

t8ra~nch edition of the two authors' Siiugethiere im Wort undBild, 

1887. Natural history of Animals, etc. 2 vols. 4to. 
London. 

Issued in six parts. An English edition of Vogt and Specht's Die 

Saugethiere translated by Chisholm. The Blacker Library has also 

a Subscriber's edition, 1889, London. 

****and YUNG, E. 
1888-94. Traite d'Anatomie comparee pratique. 

2 vols. 8vo. Paris. 

****and HOFER, BR. 
1909. Die Si.isswasserfische von Mitteleuropa. 4to. 

31 col. pl. atlas. Leipzig. 

This treatise, with the accompanying atlas, is by some regarded as 

the best German work on the subject. 

VOICE OF HUMANITY. (Association for 

Promoting Rational Humanity towards the 

Animal Creation.) 1833? London. 

VOIGT' ALWIN [1852- ] . 
1894. Excursionsbuch zum studium der vogel

stimmen. Praktische anleitung zum bestimmen 

der vogel nach ihrem gesange. 12mo. pp. 8+213. 

illust. index. Berlin. 

The third edition of a well-known, popular work on bird notes and 

song. 

1908. Deutsches Vogelleben. 12mo. pp. 4+156. 

index. Leipzig. 

The object of this book is to furnish a guide to the birds of Germany, 

their nesting habits and voice-production, arranged according to 

their different habitats and landscapes. 

1913.- Excursionsbuch zum studium der vogel

stimmen. Praktische anleitung zum bestimmen 

der vogel nach ihrem gesange. 12mo. pp. 8+327. 

figs. in text. index. Leipzig. 

The sixth edition of a popular book on bird-song. 

1921. Wasservogelleben, ein Fuhrer zum Strande. 

12mo. pp. 109. 29 text-figs. T. of c. Leipzig. 

1922. Unsere Singvogel. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. ( 8) + 
186. 2 col. pl. 10 figs. index. Leipzig. 

VOIGT' FRIEDRICH SIEGMUND [1781-1850]. 

1831-43. Das Thierreich, etc. 6 vols. 8vo. 

This is one of the numerous translations of Cuvier's Rerme Animal, 

with notes and emendations by the author. 

VOITELLIER, CHARLES. 

1\ 

1925. Aviculture. Les races de volailles; poules, 

pintades, dindons, canards, oies, pigeons. 12mo. 

pp. 287. 176 pl. and text-figs. Paris. 
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) VOLGER, EDUARD. 
1877. Der Vogelfreund als Vogelkenner. 8vo. 
pp. 8+307. T. of c. Hannover. 
A well-written treatise on the care and culture of various species of caged birds. From the Cabanis-Reichenow collection. 

VOLZ, WILHELM THEODOR AUGUST HERMANN 
(1870- J. 
1906. Zoologische Ergebnisse einer Reise in Ostasien und auf den Sandwich Inseln. illust. 

Jena. VORDERMAN, A. G. 
1882-5. Bataviasche Vogels. 6 pts. and 1 pt. 
index. Pt. I, 1882. Pt. II, 1882. Pt. Ill, 1882. 
Pt. IV, 1883. Pt. V, 1883. Pt. VI, 1884. Pt. [VI], Index, 1885. 
A separately entitled and repaged reprint, constituting an important, systematic review of the birds of the Dutch East Indies. The monograph was printed (and finally issued) with a separate index to all the numbers. The copy in hand is in the original wrappers from the P. L. Sclater collection, and has laid in a letter from the author. 

VOS, GEORGE H. 
n.d. Birds and their nests a/tggs, found in and I -Ill near great towns. Series - . . 8vo. Serie~. I, 

/

pp. ix+148. 58 pl. T. of c. erws II, pp. vu=F 
223. 61 pl. T. of c. Series Ill, pp. vii+240. 
35 pl. T. of c. index to three ser-re8. London. 
A popular and excellently illustrated treatise on urban and suburban J3ritish birds, including a description of their nests and eggs. 

VOSMAER, AR OUT ( 1720-99]. 
1766-1804. Natuurkundige beschryving (Regnum 
animale], etc. 4to. Amsterdam. 
A collection of 33 separates, papers all in Dutch and most of them on the zoology of the Far East, although quite a few treat of American fauna. A French edition (of which there are several variants) was issued in 1804. Practically all of these volumes or parts have been separately issued. The J3lacker Library has a number of them, and the Compiler refers students to that collection for any of the Author's monographs. Professor Arthur Willey remarks of the collection that it contains many type illustrations, colored. The first is the African Wart Hog called the Africaansch Breedsnuitig Varken. This original drawing is not noticed in the British Museum Catalogue of Pachydermatous Mammalia (1869, seep. 353). There is also a noteworthy description of the Orang-outang from J3omeo, with two plates, dating from 1778. 

'VOUGT, E. B. 
1655. De Spiritu animali. Upsala. 
An early and rare essay on animal psychology. 

VOYAGES, FRENCH. See also FRANCE, and under names of vessels. 
1824-42. Voyage autour du monde ... execute sur ... l'Uranie et la Physicienne, pendant ... 
1817-20. Par M. L. de Freycinet. 7 vols. text and 
4 vols. atlas. 
One of the most important of the French governmental expeditions devoted to scientific inquiry. The zoology report is a classical document by Quoy and Gaimard descriptive of many species in their day new to science. It is furnished in a volume of 4 + 712 pages with an atlas of 96 plates, 1824-6. 

1826-30. Voyage autour du monde ... sur ... la Coquille pendant ... 1822-25. text, 6 vols.; atlas, 
5 vols. 4to and folio. Paris. 
The vertebrate zoology of this Voyage was written entirely by R. P. Lesson in 2 vols. text and an atlas of 157 col. pl. Many of the projected reports were never published. 
1830-5. Voyage ... de !'Astrolabe ... pendant 
1826-29, etc. 14 vols. text and 7 vols. atlas. 8vo, 4to, and folio. Paris. 
One of the most famous of the great scientific expeditions, especially from the standpoint of vertebrate zoology. It is especially n?ted for the large number of new species recorded and fully descni?ed by J. R. C. Quoy and J. P. Gaimard, the first three vo!umes havmg 

been written by these noted zoologists, also the chief zoologists or the Uranie et Physicienne Voya$e (q.v.). The titles of the former contributions are Tom. I, L'Homme-~iammW~res-Oiseaux, pp. 50 +268, 59 col. pl., 183G-3; Tom. II et Ill, Mollusques [et Poissons], 107 col. pl., 1832-5. The voyage was around the world and included New Zealand whose flora is also described and pictured. 
1831-46. Voyage aux Indes-Orientales par le nord de l'Europe ... pendant 1825-29, publie par 
M. C. Belanger. 4 vols. text and 2 vols. atlas. 8vo and folio. (Wanting.) Paris. 
The zoology of this scientifically important expedition (in a volume of pp. 39+535 and atlas of 40 col. pl.) was edited by ~I. F. Cuvier. The mammals of the regions visited were treated systematically by M. I. Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire; birds and reptiles by R. P. Lesson; and the fishes by A. Valenciennes. 

1833-9. Voyage autour du monde par les mers de l' In de et de Chine ... sur la Favorite pendant 1830-32, etc. 5 vols. text and 2 vols. atlas. 8vo 
and folio. Paris. 
Of this important scientific expedition J. F. T. Eydoux wrote one part of vol. I on 'Zoologie' and (with J. F. J. Laurent) another on mar upial mammalia. This was followed by supplementary reports by J. F. T. Eydoux and F. L. P. Gervais on the zoology of the voyage, pp. 200 and 60 col. pl., the parts on mammals and birds appearing in 1836, on reptiles and fishes in 1837. 

1835-44. Voyage dans l'Inde, par V. Jacquemont, pendant les annees 1828 a 1832. 4 vols. 
text and 2 vols. atlas. 
The mammalia and aves collected during this expedition were described by I. Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire in vol. IV and depicted in vol. II of the Atlas. 

1835-47. Voyage dans l'Amerique meridionale (le Brazil, la Republique Argentine ... Chili, Peru, etc.) pendant 1826-33 par A. d'Orbigny. 
7 vols. text and 2 vols. atlas. 4to. maps. Paris. 
The zoological sections of this important work are of the greatest value to research students interested in the fauna of South Americ~ A. d'Orbigny and P. Gervais described the mammalia, with little text-pp. 32-but the Atlas depicts 22 col. pl.; d'Orbigny alone had charge of the birds, pp. 3 + 395, 67 col. pl.; reptiles by G. J3ibron pp. 12 and 9 col. pl.; while fishes were described by A. Valenclennes illustrated by 16 col. pl. The subdivisions of this valuable report were irregularly issued. 
1838-52. Voyage en Islande et au GroJnland~, execute pendant 1835-36 sur la Reche~he ... publie ... sous la direction de M. P. Gaimard. 
7 vols. text and 4 vols. atlas. 8vo and folio. Paris. 
This expedition, under the directiOJ?. <?f the _Fre_nch govemmen~, as one of the activities of the Commtsswn Sctentiflque du Nord, Js of value mainly for the list of birds by R. Angles. 
1840-64. Voyage autour du monde sur ... la Venus, pendant 1836-1839. _11 vols. text and 4 vo~s. 
atlas. 8vo. and folio. (Wantmg.) Parzs. 
Another scientific expedition under the French governm!'lnt whose zoologic discoveries were fully reported by competent wnters. The mammalia were systematically described by I. Geoffroy. SaintHilaire · the birds by F. Prevost and 0. des Murs; reptlles by Dumerii; fishes by A. Valenciennes-all illustrated in an atlas of 79 col. pl. 

1840-66. Voyage autour du monde execute pendant 1836-37 sur la Bonite, commande par 
M. [A. N.] Vaillant, etc. 15 vols. text and 3 vo~s. 
atlas. 8vo and folio. ParLs. 
An important voyage for the student of vertebrate~ anim3:Is. Vaillant is supposed to have written mos~ of ~he text with t_he ~Id, in the case of the mammals, of P. G~rvais; brrds, of de J3lamville; reptiles, of Bibron; fishes, of ValenCJenne .. These par~s appearea irregularly, the sections on mammals and b1rds appearmg m 1841, the remainder in 1842. 
1841-54. Voyage au Pole Sud et dans l'Oceanie sur !'Astrolabe et la Zelee ... pendant 1837-40, etc. 23 vols. and atlas, 7 vols. 8vo and folio. Paris. 
The history of this famous expedition was written by Dum?nt d'Urville in 10 vols. and 2 atlases; the anthrop<;>logy by Dumoutter. c E Blanchard Hombron and C. H. Jacqumot; mammals !lfid birds. by Jacquinot and J. Pucheran; reptiles and fishe~ by Jacqmnot d H Guichenot. In the atlases mammals were Illustrated by ~~col. pl.; birds, 37 col. pl.; reptiles, 12 col. pl.; fishes, 5 col. pi. 

~/ 
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(VOYAGES, FREHCH (contd.)] 
184~-55. Voyages ... en Scandinavie, en Laponie, 
etc., pendant 1838-40, sur __ . la Rechercbe, ... 
publies sous la direction de M. P. Gaimard, etc. 
16 vols. text and 5 vols. atlas. 8vo and folio. 
(Wanting.) Paris. 
The zoology of these expeditions (part of the activities of the 
French government's Commission Scientifique d~ Nord) was ex
ploited in several volumes and an atlas of 86 col. pi. 

1845-51. Voyage en Abyssinie . . . pendant 
1839-43 par une commission scientifique composee 
de MM. T. Lefebvre, [et al]. 6 vols. and 3 vols. 
atlas. 8vo and folio. Paris. 
The reports of this classic expedition include the natural history 
of Abyssinia by well-known wologists, among them 0. Des Murs 
and F. Prevost on the mammals and birds ; reptiles and fishes by 
Guichenot. The zoological atlas contains 40 col. pi. Dates of issue 
of the parts in the zoological (IVth) volume, are given in the Annals 
and Maq. of Nat. Hist., Ser. VII, vol. viii. 

1847-50. Voyage en Abyssinie, dans les provinces 
du Tigre, du Sainen et de l'Amhara, etc. (1839-43). 
8vo and folio. Paris. 
The reports of this French governmental expedition were issued 
irregularly in parts, the mammals being 'enumerated' by F. E. 
Guerin·Meneville, and the birqs by tne same writer in collaboration 
with De la Fresnaie. 

1897-8. Mission ... dans la Haute Asie. List of 
birds by E. Oustalet. Paris. 

VRIEND DER NATUU.R. 1893-5? Turnhout. 

VROLIK, WILLEM [180l-63]. 
1841. Recherches d'anatomie comparee sur le 
chimpanse. folio. pp. 4+51. 7 pl. Amsterdam. 

WAGLER, JOHANN GEORG [1800-32]. 
1824. SerpentQm Brasiliensium species novae. 
Publiee par J. de Spix, .. ecrite par J. Wagler. 4to. 
See also SPIX, J. B. VON. 

The author, a brilliant naturalist who gave promise of a long life 
of usefulness, died at the early age of 32, leaving many a scientific 
project unfulfilled. 

1827. Systema avium. Pars L 8vo. pp. 411. 
addend. Stuttgarliae et Tubingae. 
An unfinished classic describing many new genera and species of 
birds. The present copy is from Prof. Reichenow's library. This 
item is becoming very scarce. 

1884. Wagler's Six Ornithological Memoirs from 
'lsis ', 1829-32. Edited by P. L. Sclater. 8vo. 
pp. iv+(i)+137+(i). 
The numeration of the columns of the original is also given. See also 
WILLUGHBY SOCIETY. 

WAGNER, ANTONI. 

1921-3. Prace Zoologiczne Polskiego Panstwowego 
Muzeum Przyrodniczego. (Annales Zoologici 
Musei Polonici Historiae Naturalis.) Zeszyt 1-4. 

Warszawa. 

WAGNER, JoHANN ANDREAS [1797-1861]. 1840-
44. See SCHREBER, J. C. D. VON. 

WAGNER, MORITZ FRIEDRICH [1813-87]. 
1841. Reisen in der Regenschaft Algier in 
1836-8, etc. 3 vols. atlas. 8vo and 4to. (Wanting.) 

Leipzig. 
During his travels in Algiers the author collected and subsequently 
described a number of mammals and birds, while H. Schlegel 
reported on the amphibia. 

W AGN;Elt FREE INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE 
OF PHILADELPHIA. 
1887-dale. Transactions. 

WAIT' w ALTER ERNEST. 

1916-22. Notes on the birds of Ceylon. 5 pts. in 1~ 
8vo. Colombo, Ceylon. 
}... collection of papers (typed title-page) separ;l.tely bound and 
utilized in preparing Wait's Manual of the birds of Ceylon. The 
volume in band was presented to the E.S.W. Library by the author. 

1925. Manual of the birds of Ceylon. [Supplement 
of the Ceylon Journal of Science.] Fly-leaf 
guards printed with explanations of plates. Map 
of Ceylon. Indexes of English and scientific 
names of species. 4to. pp. 4+496. 20 pl. glossary. 

Colombo. 
The only systematic account of the birds of the Island since the 
publication of the comprehensive History by Legge. A full descrip
tion is given of all the Sinbalese species (in trinomial n.omenclatQre) 
with a brief statement of their habits, distribution, and nidification. 
The E.S.W. Library has an interleaved copy with copious notes 
made by Casey Wood and other Ceylon ornithologists during a 
two years' residence of the former on the Island. 

1925. Manual of the birds of Ceylon. 2 vols. 4lo. 
Vol. I, pp. (6)+264. front. 1 fig. index. Vol. 11,. 
pp. 265-496. 20 pl. glossary. 2 indexes. 

Colombo, Ceylon. 
A preseqtation, interleaved and autographed copy of the original 
edition given Dr. Casey Wood by the author. Attached to the inter
leaves are ma,ny newspaper clippings, as well as typewritten and 
MS. notes by Dr. Casey Wood. Pockets l!-t the end of each volume 
also contain further notes. Scattered throughout both volumes are 
photographs and water-color drawings of birds by W. ;r. Belcher, 
as well as pressed leaves and other portions of a Tailor Bird's nest 
showing method of sewing together the component parts. 

1925. Manual of the birds of Ceylon. Type-
,written manuscript. 4lo. pp. 546. Colombo. 
The MSS. of W. E. Wait's Manual of the Bird,s of Ceylon, :!-925, 
enclosed in a box constructed of Sapu (Michelia champar.a), one of 
the most serviceable timber-woods of the Island. Medallions on the 
box were cut by a native village artist, and the title printed on a 
native press. The two birds shown on the medallions are the Sacred 
Goose of Lanka, portrayed on Kandyan and other monuments for 
over twenty centuries. 

1927-30. Coloured plates of [ 48 indigenous] 
birds of Ceylon by G. M. Henry; with a short 
description of each bird by W. E. Wait. 3 pts. 
folio. 48 col, pl. London. 
In 1925 Wait's comprehensive Manual of the Birds of Ceylon was 
published by the Ceylon Government. Its purpose was to supple· 
ment Legge's classic work on the subject, now out of print. This 
object was achieved in most respects except that financial considera
tions made it impossible to illustrate Wait's book in color. Through 
the interest of Dr. Casey Wood the publication of the present work, 
the main purpose of which was to provide a series of faithfully 
executed colored plates of the indigenous birds of the island, became 
possible. The plates are not issued in systematic sequence, nor are 
they numbered; and no pagination has been provided with the 
letterpress, thus enabling the plates to be rebound in accordance 
with the arrangement adopted by Wait in his Manual, when the 
wor~ is completed. The original paintings, by G. M. Henry, are 
now in the E.S.W. Library. 

WAITE, EDGAR RAVENSWOOD [1866- ]. 
1909. The Subantarctic Islands of New Zealand. 
2 vols. 4to. See CHILTON, c. Canterbury, N.Z. 

WALCOTT, CHARLES DOOLITTLE [1850- ]. 
1890. Fauna of the lower Cambrian or Oleuellus 
zone. 4lo. pp. 266. illust. Washington. 
Author's reprint from the Annual Report of the U.S. Geol. Survey, 
vol.lO. 

WALCOTT, JoHN [fl. 1778-1822]. 
1788-9. The Figures, Description, and History 
of Exotic Animals, comprised under the Classes 
Amphibia and Pisces of Linnaeus. 4to. 60 pl. 
with text beneath. London. 

The present copy was presented by Walcott's son to a frie!ld· Iht 
has two original drawings by the author himself of the K1te-tls 
and Six-lined Lizard inserted, 
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1789. Synopsis of British birds. 2 pts. (vols.) in 1. 
4lo. 315 ff. 255 copper pl. Continuous pagination 
in 1\1S. and added l\1S. T. of c. London. 
A full description, including diagnosis, habits, etc. with the portraits of 255 birds of Great Britain. The author tells us that 200 plates are copies of his own drawings, the remainder from the Parkinson and Latham Museums. To these are added a very few plates (indicat<'cl by an asterisk) from Brisson and others. The copy in hand posses es ~''68-made MS. table of contents by a former owner, who also " ' tlle following note, quoted from Donovan: 'I am credibly inf(jrnkj}"that no more than 25 copies of this work were struck off. Tin( plates were subsequently destroyed. The figures I know to be genuine and to be in general copied from the birds in the Leverian Museum. I offered 4 guas. for a copy to Thompson nearly 30 years ago, but I could not then procure it.' 
1789. Synopsis of British birds. 2 vols. 8vo. 
Vol. I, pp. (298). 122 figs. Vol. II, pp. (332). 
133 figs. London. 
The present copy differs from others of the same date (q.Y.) by the insertion of three small water-color drawings of birds by the author, one of which is signed. Otherwise the text and number of copper plates (255) is the same. 

WALDEN , Viscount ARTHUR [1824-78]. 
1875. A List of Birds known to inhabit the 
Philippine Archipelago. 4to. 11 col. pl. map. 

London. A classic catalogue with notes on 219 species. Author's reprint from the Trans. Zool. Soc., London. See also TWEEDDALE, Marquess of. 

WALDRAPP , DER. Mitteilungen des 
Deutschoesterr. Orni thologischen Insti
tutes und der V ogelschutz-Station Salzburg. 
1919- 21. Jahrg. I-III. 4to. 
Der lraldrapp (of which the Compiler has seen only the first three volumes) contains mostly reports of observations and. scientific articles by the editor on local ornithology. Count von Tschusi zu Schmidhofen, E. Streseman, J. ltoth, and others have also contributed papers. 

WALDUNGUS , WOLFFGANGUS [1554-1621]. 
1619. Lagographia. Natura 1eporum, etc. 4lo. 
pp. 82. illusl. Ambergae. 

WALES .. National M useum. Department of 
Zoology. 
1913-15. Report on Marine and Freshwater 
Investigations. 
1922-daie. ReporL on Marine and Freshwater 
Investigations. New series. 

WALKER , ERNEST PILLSBURY [1891- ] and 
GRAVE , B. H. 
1913 . (The) birds of Wyoq:ting, &c. See GRAVE, 
B. H. and WALKER, E. P. 

WALKER, JAMES J. and JOURD A I N , F. C. R. 
1926. The natural history of the Oxford district. 
12mo. pp. 8+336. 18 figs. T. of c. London. 
Compiled for the use of members attending the meeting of the British As oeiation at Oxford, 1926. 

WALKS AND TALKS W ITH NATURE . See 
RECORDS OF WALKS A D TALKS WITH NATURE. 

WALL , FRANK. 
1921. Ophidia taprobanchia or the Snakes of 
Ceylon. 8vo. pp. 22+581. illust. map. Colombo. 
A very important and up-to-date account of these interesting reptiles. 

WALLACE , ALFRED RUSSEL [1823-1913]. 
1853. A narrative of travels on the Amazon and 
Rio Negro, etc. 8vo. pp. 8+541. 8 pl. 2 maps 

London. 
One of the earliest scientific explorations of thi noted naturalist. He describes many species of vertebrates. 

4K 

1858. On the Tendency of Varieties to depart 
indefinitely from the Original type. [0.] London. 
A broehur': ~amous .in the a~!'-ls of evolutionary doctrine; it was ~~d~~d JOmtly with Darwm s paper to the Linnaean ociety of 

1869. The Malay Archipelago: the land of the 
orang-utan, and the bird of paradise. A narrative 
of travel, with studies of man and nature. 2 vols. 
8vo. Vol. I, pp. 23+478. 3 pl. 5 maps. 24 figs. 
T. of c. Vol. 11, pp. 524. 5 pl. 5 maps. 20 figs. 
append. index. London. 
A. fascinating a~cotmt of the author's travels during 1854-62. Ofbirds 8,050 specimens were collected, many of which are described. A second (American) edition was is uecl the same year · a third in 1872, wi~h others in one volume in 1886, L890 (lOth eel\ and still another m 1902. 

1870. Contributions to the Theory of Natural 
Selection. 8vo. [0.] London. 
1871. Contributions to the Theory of Natural 
Selection. A eries of essays. '2nd ed. 8vo. pp. 
16 +384. London. 
In this brochure the author informs us, inter alia, wherein several of the original concepts of evolution have been modified. 

1876. The geographical distribution of animals, 
with a study of the relations of living and extinct 
faunas as elucidating the past changes of the earth's 
surface. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. 21 + 503. 14 pl. 
4 col. maps index. Vol. II, pp. 8+607. 7 pl. 
2 maps (col.). T. of c. index. London. 
To those more interested in facts than in theories, this book will serve as a kind of dictionary of the geography and affinities of animals. By means of the copious Index, the native country, the systematic position, and the numerical extent of every important and well established genus of land-animal may be at once discovered, -information (until the publication of the author' monograph) scattered through hundreds of other volumes. 

1876. The geographical distribution of animals. 
2 vols. 8vo. New York. 
An American reprint of the London edition. 

1876. Die geographische Verbreitung der Thiere. 
2 vols. pp. 1,274. 7 maps. 20 pl. Dresden. 
A German edition of the famous work on the geographical distribution of animal life, translated by A. B. Meyer. 

1878. Tropical nature and other essays. 8vo. 
pp. 13+356. index. London. 
A work detailing the characteristics of the tropical, as disting1Jished from the temperate zones, concerning which many erroneous ideas are still current. 

1879. Islands, as illustrating the laws of the 
geographical distribution of animals. 8vo. pp. 18. 

AJ anchesler. Given as one of the Science Lectures for the People, eries XI, 187!}--80. 
1880. Island life; the phenomena and eau es of 
insular faunas and floras. 8vo. pp. 17 + 526. 3 pl. 
23 figs. index. London. 
A popular and attractive supplement to the author's Geographical DistrilYution of Animals. A second edition was issued in 1892. 

1881. I land life. 8vo. New 1 ork. 
The first American edition of this fa cinating work. 
1886 . The Malay Archipelago. 8vo. pp. 16 + 653. 
7 pl. 10 maps. 44 figs. append. index. London. 
A popular one-volume edition. The subsequent editions. of this famous work do not greatly vary in contents from the copy m hand. 
1889. Darwinism, an exposition of the theory of 
natural election, with some of its applications. 
2nd ed. 8vo. pp. 16 +494. 1 pi. map. text-figs. [0.] 

London. 
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~{WALLACE, A. R. (contd.)] 
1891. Natural selection and 
New ed. 8vo. pp. 504. 

tropical nature. 

1892. Island life. 8vo. pp. 20+563. 
23 figs. index. 
Second, revised edition. 

London. 

3 col. pl. 
London. 

1900. Studies scientific & social. 2 vols. 8vo. 
Vol. I, pp. 16+532. 89 figs. index. Vol. 11, 
pp. 8+535. 25 figs. index. London. 

Reprints of important articles from reviews and other periodicals 
from 1865-99. 

1902. The Malay Archipelago. 
This printing is almost identical with the tenth edition of 1890, 
which has not been annotated although several copies are in the 
McGill libraries. 

1903. Man's Place in the Universe. 1st ed. 8vo. 
London. 

1905. My life; a record of events and opinions ... 
with facsimile letters, illustrations and portraits. 
2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. 12+435. 27 pl. 2 maps. 
Vol. 11, pp. 8+459. 18 pl. 9 figs. index. 

London and New York. 

1911. The world of life; a manifestation of crea
tive power, directive mind and ultimate purpose. 
3rd ed. 8vo. pp. 16 + 408. illust. London. 

1916. Alfred Russel Wallace; letters and re
miniscences, by James Marchant. 2 vols. 8vo. 
Vol. I, pp. xi+319. 4 pl. Vol. 11, pp. 8+291. 
6 pl. append. index. London. 
A selection of this famous naturalist's writings, 1853-1912. The 
historic correspondence between Darwin and W allace on Natural 
Selection, etc., with new additions is here included for the first 
time as a whole. 

WALLACE, HAROLD FRANK. 
1913. The Big Game of Central and Western 
China. 8vo. pp. 20+318. maps and illust. index. 

London. 
A scientific account of many Chinese mammals and their habitat. 

WALLACE, ROBERT L. 
[ 1893]. The canary book: containing full direc
tions for the breeding, rearing, and management 
of canaries and canary mules. 3rd enlarged ed. 
2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. 6+208. 7 pl. 47 figs. 
Vol. 11, pp. 209-429. 6 pl. index. London. 
The first edition was published in 1879, and there hln'e been several 
since that date. The treatise is generally regarded as the prime 
authority on its subject. 

WALLENIUS, JOHAN FREDERIC [1765-1836]. 
1810-19. Fauna Fennica sive enumeratio Ani
malium, quae alit terra Finlandiae insulaeque ei 
adjacentes. 3 pts. 8vo. pp. 72. Aboae. 

This important inaugural thesis 'presided over' by Prof. Wallenius, 
on the fauna of Finland, is not often seen with its complete three 
parts, that are apparently now and then published separately. See 
Cat. Br. Mus. Nat. History, p. 2259, where only the first part, on 
mammals and birds, is listed. 

WALL IS, SAMUEL [ 1728-95 J. 
1773. An account of a Voyage round the World 
in 1766-78. 4 vols. 4to. London. 

WALPOLE-BOND, JOHN ARTHINGTON [1878- ]. 
1904. Bird life in wild Wales. 12mo. pp. 15+283. 
60 pl. T. of c. London. 
Vol. No. 6 of the Briuhtwen Series. 

• 

WALTER, ALICE HALL and WALTER, H. E. 
1904. Wild birds in city parks. See WALTER, H. E. 
and WALTER, A. H. 

WALTER, E. W. 
1928. Biology of the Vertebrates. New York. 

WALTER, F. K. 1928. See VAN HOESEN, H. B. 

WALTER, HERBERT EuGENE [1867- and 
WALTER, ALICE HALL. 
1904. Wild birds in city parks; being hints on 
identifying 145 birds, prepared primarily for the 
spring migration in Lincoln Park, Chicago. 16mo. 
pp. 66. 2 charts. glossary. index. Chicago. 
A revised (third) edition; the first dated 1901. This edition adds 
details about 45 birds- the majority of which are shore and water 
birds-and a simple field key. The charts show the relative abun· 
dance of the birds and the height of the migration in Lincoln Park. 

1910. Wild birds in city parks; being hints on 
identifying 200 birds, prepared primarily for the 
spring migration in Lincoln park, Chicago, but 
adapted to other localities. 4th ed., with chart 
and key. 8vo. pp. 91. 1 chart. index. 

St. Johnsbury, Vt. 

1928. Biology of the Vertebrates; a comparative 
Study of Man and his Animal Allies. 8vo. 

New York. 

WALTER, J OHANN ERNST CHRISTIAN [? 1800-61] 
1828. Nordisk Ornithologie, eller trovrerdige 
efter Naturen egenhrendig tegnede, stukne og 
colorerede Afbildninger af danske, faeroiske, 
grolandske og islandske Fugle med tydsk og 
dansk Beskrivelse. Text in Danish and German. 
folio. pp. 72. 60 col. pl. KjfJbenhaun. 
A systematic description, with a full synonymy, of Norwegian birds, 
comprising 77 genera and 277 species. The colored illustrations are 
admirable. An early, important and rare contribution to Scandi· 
navian ornithology. The present copy is from Paul Leverkuhn's 
library and bears his autograph. 

WALTER, LEOPOLD. 
[ 1896]. U nsere einheimischen Finkenvogel, ihre 
Beschreibung, Wartung, Pflege und Zucht. 8uo. 
pp. 93. 7 text-figs. index. Leipzig. 

n.d. Unsere einheimischen kerbthierfressenden 
Stubenvogel. 8vo. pp. 155. illust. index. Leipzig. 
One of many pamphlets on the care of domestic insectivorous birds. 

WALTON, lzAAK [1593-1683]. 
[1653] 1876. The Compleat Angler, or the Con
templative Man's Recreation. pp. 10+16+246. 
portr. London. 
This is one of several facsimile editions of the first printing (1653) 
of this famous book, which contains much that is valuable for the 
student of British ichthyology. The work vies with Gilbert White's 
Natural History of Selbome in popularity and in number of editions. 
Of Walton's volume literaJly hundreds of editions and reprints have 
appeared during the past 250 years. A few of these, among them 
the following, are shelved in the libraries of McGill. 

1822. Walton and Cotton's Complete Angler, 
with notes by Sir. John Hawkins. 8vo. 15 pl. 
Original bds. and advert. London. 

1824. Walton and Cotton's Complete Angler. 
John Major's ed. 8vo. figs. in text. pl. London. 

1825. The Complete Angler, two parts, the first 
by Izaak Walton, the second by Chas. Cotton. 
pp. 16+314+[6]. pl. Printed by Wm. Pickering. 

(\ London. 

;wft- " 
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1846. The Complete Angler, with Lives and Notes by Sir John Hawkins. Ed. by James Rennie. pp. 4+328. pl. and portr. 1\1anchester. 
1856. The Complete Angler, ed. by Edward Jesse. Bohn's Library. pp. 19+[3] +496. pl. and portr. London. 
Another of Bohn's editions (1870) identical with this printing is also in a McGilllibrary. 

1896. The Compleat Angler, etc. With a preface by Richard Le Gallienne. pp. 10+ [16] +246. illust. London. 
Another facsimile reprint of the first (1653) edition. 
[1925]. The Complete Angler, with illustrations by James Thorpe. pp. 16 +221. portr. and pl. 

London. 
n.d. The Complete Angler, with an Introduction by C. H. Dick. pp. 20+245~. London. 

WANGANUI PUBLIC MUSEUM. 
Wanganui, New Zealand. 1895-date. Annual Report. 

WANG CH•I ::£ :}:JT [16th cent.]. 
1609. San ts•ai t •u hui /f liJ fl ; Illus
trated encyclopedic work, including material on animals, worms, birds, etc. 24·4 x 16 cm. [G.] 

WANG CHO :±. A'· 
1834. Lung ching ~~ *~ ; A short compilation 
on the dragon. pp. 4. (In Chao tai ts•ung shu 
~~ 1~ ii ~ lfl ~ ~ :Ji + ~.) 24·2 x 15·5 cm. [G.] 

WANG CH.UNG ::£ Jt [A.D. 27-97] 
1626. Lun heng ~ f~j ; A treatise on con
temporary beliefs, customs, manners, etc., including several essays on animals and insects 
(~ _ft ~ lfffl). 27x 17·5 cm. [G.] 

WANG YING-LIN :±. .ffj M [1223-96]. 
ea.? 1500. Yu hai _3i '/fij:; An encyclopedic 
work, containing material on animals, birds, insects, etc., chuan 198-9; published in the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) . 27 x 17 cm. [G.] 

WARBLER. (Long Island Natural History Club.) 1903-21. Floral Park, N. Y. 
This periodical, from 1904 to 1913, was the official ?rgan of the Long I sland Natural History Club and (1907-13) J!ullettn of the {ohn Lewis Childs Museum and Library of Natural Htstory. The ed1t9rs were (1903) H. C. :Munson and (1905- 13) J. L. Childs. The mag~zme a sumed the title of Warbler on the issue of vol. 3 .. It was published bimonthly, 1903-4; quarterly, 1905-6; am~ua~y, 1907-19, 1913. Publication was uspended 1911-12 and publicatiOn ceased m 1921. 

WARD, A. E. Paintings of the birds of Fiji. ee 
ORIGI AL DRAWl GS; BELCHER, W. J. 

1927. Charles Darwin ; the man and 1!.!§ warfare. 8vo. pp. 12+472. 27 pl. append. index. 

/ WARD, CHARLE HENSHAW [1872- ]. I 

Indianapolis. rrt • · ~-~ WARD, FRANCIS. 
..Jtu..(.. ~ -:~A· ,_ I 1919. Animal life under water. 8vo. pp. 10+178. /t:.:A... ~ ~ 53 pl. (5 col.). index. London. t · 1 ~ The principal thesis of this work holds that an accmmt of fish- o.v.J- Q....' • • 1C>-L-- · 1 eating bird and other animals cannot be considered complete • 

1,._ .. , 1 ~ ·, , unless described as een from below the surface of the water. The t'_ ~ dl._ y~ ~ birds who e under-water views are described arc Cormorants, -'I....... -T Penguin , Heron , Gulls, and Kingfishers. S ~ .._t ~ 
'1~ ~ WARD, HENRY B. 

1924. Banding v rhiLe Pelicans. 
Reprinted from The Condor, vol. xxvi, pp. 136-40, July 1924. 

WARD, R. H. 1868. See AMERICAN NATURALIST. 

WARD, RowLA D [? 1848-1912]. 
1923. Sportsman's handbook to collecting and preserving trophies and specimens. 11th ed. 12mo. pp. 10+74. 1 pl. 75 figs. index. London. 
Th first edition was issued in 1880. 

[WARD, THOMAS.] 
? 1728. The Bird-Fancier's Recreation, being curious remarks on the Nature of Song-Birds, etc. A New Edition. 1 vol. 12mo. pp. 89. front. 

London. 
This old and rather scarce handbook for the dealer and aviculturalist is generally listed, as in this Catalogue, under ANONYMOUS, its author and date of publication bemg uncertain. See Zimmer, Aye·r Cat., p. 662. 

WARD, THOMAS. 
1907. Rambles of an Australian Naturalist. 8vo. 
These interesting observations in natural history were made by Paul .Fountain from Ward' notes and .Journals. 

WARD'S NATURAL HISTORY BULLETIN. 188t-9. Roches ter, N. Y. 

WARE, JOHN [1795-1864] . 1824. ee SMELLIE, W. 

WARING, S. 
1832. The minstrelsy of the wood ; or, ketches and songs connected with the natural hi tory of 

I I 
some of the most interesting British and foreign ~ p 1 birds. 8vo. pp. xi +227. 17 pl. (col.). London. Jr ~ ~ 

wARREN, BE. JAMIN IIARRY [1858- J. s~.t .. "r.. .. _ L-_k.. 1888. Report on the birds of Pennsylvania. v /J. ~~ -V 
Harrisburg. . '-U- ~ The first printing of an important monograph. • ~ 

1890. Report on the birds of Pennsylvania, with WARD, ARCHIBALD RoBI so [1875- ] and special reference to their food-habit . ~nd ed. GALLAGHER, B. A. 8vo. pp. 14+434. 99 pi. (col. after ~ludubon). 1920. Diseases of domesticated birds. 8vo. PP.· 12 1 diagr. append. bibliogr. index. Harnsburg, Pa. +333. 69 figs. 2 indexes. New York. An enlarged and revised version of the first (188) ~tlition. T~e · · · lt · b t t t also check-list of the latter is omitted but there is an extcn JYe appcu<lix 
This work d_eals not on_ly w1th d1se!lses ?f pou q d u ?a t!d .DJ 1 (pp 333 _424) containing additional paper of importancP by well-
of the ostnch, cage-b1rds, and w1ld buds sem1- omes ICa 1 (.{ kn · •th 

1 · t Zoological gardens. 
own orm o ogJs s. 
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~[VtTARREN, B. H. (contd.)] 
1896. Taxidermy; how to collect, skin, preserve 
and mount birds. 8vo. pp. 128. 11 figs. index. 

H arrisburg, Pa. 

**** and PEARSON, L. 
1897. Diseases of Poultry. See PEARSON, L. 

1919. The Passenger Pigeon in Pennsylvania. See 
FRENCH, J. C. 

WARREN, EDWARD ROYAL [1860- ]. 
1910. The Mammals of Colorado, etc. pp. 200. 
3 maps. 81 illust. (from photos.). , New York. 
A valuable contribution to a study of the mammalia of western 
North America. It includes the author's Notes and Further Notes 
on the same subject, published several years previously. 

1_914. The birds of El Paso County, Colorado. See 
AIKEN, C. E. H. and WARREN, E. R. 

WARREN, JOHN [1874-1928]. 
[1911]. Development of the Paraphysis and 
Pineal Region in Reptilia. 8vo. illust. [0. 4186.] 

Baltimore. 

WARREN, JOHN COLLINS [1778-1856]. 
1854. Remarks on some fossil impressions in the 
sandstone rocks of Connecticut River. 8vo. pp. 54. 
3 figs. Boston. 

1855. The Mastodon giganteus of North America. 
2nd ed. folio. pp. 8 + 260. 30 pl. Boston. 

WARREN, RoBERT and USSHER, R. J. 
f900. (The) birds of Ireland, etc. See ussHER, 
R. J. and WARREN, R. 

WARSAW UNIVERSITET. Zootomiche
skaia. La bora tori:ia. 
1892-1914? Raboty. 

WARWICKSHIRE NATURAL HISTORY 
AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY, WAR
WICK, ENGLAND. 
1836-84. Annual Report. 

'WARWICKSHIRE NATURALISTS' AND 
ARCHAEOLOGISTS' FIELD CLUB. 1887 ?-
9? Warwick, England. 

WASHBURN COLLEGE, TOPEKA, KAN
S.L\S. Laboratory of Natural History. 
1884-90. Bulletin. (All pub.) 

WASHINGTON ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. 
1911-date. Journal. 

1899-1911. Proceedings. 

WASHINGTON, BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 
1880-date. Proceedings. See PROCEEDINGS .. 
WASHINGTON. 

WASHINGTON, CARNEGIE INSTITU
TION OF. 
1902-30. Publications. ¥Vashington, D.C. 

·w ASHINGTON UNIVERSITY. 
1915-date. Publications in Mathematics and 
Physical Science. 

WATERHOUSE, CHARLES OwEN [1843- ]. 
1902-12. Index Zoologicus (No. II) ... names of 
Genera and Subgenera proposed for use in Zoology 
as recorded in the 'Zoological Record'. 8vo. 

London. 
One of the most important of modern tractates in zoology. 

WATERHOUSE, FREDERICK HERSCHEL [1845- ]. 
1885. The dates of publication of some of the 
zoological works of the late John Gould. 8vo. 
pp. 17+59. T. of c. London. 

1889. Index generum avium. A list of the genera 
and subgenera of birds. 8vo. pp. 6+240. London. 
A most important classic for the student of systematic ornithology. 
The copy in hand is interleaved and supplied with notes by 'F. N., 
1889'. Supplements to this Index have been issued from time to 
time by C. W. Richmond in the Proc. U.S. National Museum. The 
E.S.W. Library has a presentation copy from R. Bowdler Sharpe 
to Charles Chubb. 

WATERHOUSE, GEORGE ROBERT [1810-88]. 
1838-9. See ZOOLOGY OF THE VOYAGE OF H.M.S. 
BEAGLE. 

1846-8. A natural history of the Mammalia. 
2 vols. 8vo. 45 col. pl. London. 
Vol. I. Marsupiata, or pouched animals. Vol. II. Rodentia, or 
gnawing Mammalia. 

WATERTON, CHARLES [1782-1865]. 
1825. Wanderings in South America, the north
west of the United States and the Antilles in 
1812, 1816, 1820 and 1824. With instructions for 
the preservation of birds. 4to. pp. 7 +326. 2 pl. 
figs. in text. London. 
The editio princeps of a natural history classic. The author is mostly 
known for his studies of South American flora and fauna. He 
resided in British Guiana, the United States, and the B.W.I. at 
various times. 

1838. Essays on Natural History, chiefly orni
thology ... with an autobiography of the author. 
8vo. (Wanting.) London. 
The first edition, first series. Subsequent editions and series ap· 
peared at intervals for the succeeding 20 years. 

1844-57. Essays on natural history, chiefly orni
thology. With an autobiography of the author. 
3 vols. Series I-III. 8vo. Lettered on back: 
1st series; 2nd series; 3rd series. First series, 
1845, 6th ed. Preface date, 1837. pp. 83+334. 
Second series, 2nd ed., 1844. Preface date, 1844. 
pp. 143 + 204. Third series, 1857. Preface date, 
1857. pp. 47 +290. London. 
One of the numerous printings or editions of a famous series of 
essays on zoological-mainly ornithological-subjects. The present 
volumes constitute the complete work, uniformly lettered and 
bound, but the title-pages indicate different 'editions' in each 
instance. Two impressions are known to have been issued during 
1844, the fifth edition and the second series, first printing. 

1846. Essays on natural history, chiefly orni
thology. 8vo. pp. 142+204. front. append. 

London. 
A third edition of the second series. 

[1870]. Natural History Essays. Edited with a 
Life of the Author, by Norman Moo re. 8vo. porlr. 
illust. [0. 4196.] London. 

**** and WOOD, Rev. J. G. 
1879. Wanderings in South America, etc. 8vo. 
pp. 16+520. 107 figs. index. London. 
The present edition contains the Wanderings with a biogtaphy 
and explanatory index compiled by the editor of every animal and 
tree mentioned by Waterton. 
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;wYI WATFORD NATURAL HISTORY SO
CIETY. 1875-9. See also HERTFORDSHIRE 
NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. 

WATKINS, MORGA GEORGE. 
1896. Gleanings from the natural history of the 
ancients. 8vo. pp. 13 +258. T. of c. London. 
This collection includes a Homeric bestiary, and Virgil as an 
ornithologist. 

WATKINS, WATKI [1869- ]. 
1897. Wild birds protection acts. See MAR CHANT, 
JAMES ROBERT VER AM. 

1903. The birds of Tennyson. 8vo. pp. 8+202. 
10 pl. index. London. 
A useful anthology for the naturalist. Presentation copy from the 
author with autograph. 

WATSON, ALFRED E. T. 
1893. (The) partridge. See MACPHERSO , HUGH A. 

1903. Snipe and woodcock. See SHAw, L. H. DE 
VISME. 

WATSON, JOHN, ed. 
1893. Ornithology in relation to agriculture and 
horticulture by various writers. 8vo. pp. 8 +220. 
T. of c. append. London. 

WATTERS, JoH J. 
1853. The natural history of the birds of Ireland, 
indigenous and migratory. 12mo. pp. 15+299. 
index. Dublin. 
A systematic and descriptive catalogue including an account. of 
the migration, geographic distribution, and habits of 261 speCI!lS· 
The work was suggested by William Thompson as a cheaper treatise 
than his Natural HiWJry of Ireland, 1849. 

WAYNE, ARTHUR TREZEVANT [1863-1930] and 
REA, PAUL M., ed. 
1910. Birds of South Carolina. With an introduc
duction by the editor. 8vo. pp. 21 +254. front. 
bibliogr. index. Charleston. 
An annotated list of 309 species of coast birds of the State, followed 
by another list of 28 species from the interior; with a further 
catalogue of 22 hypothetical species. Bound in with the volume 
in hand are copies of the Bulletin of the Oharleston Museum, the 
periodical in which much of the letterpress of the treatise first 
appeared. 

WEBB, PHILIP BARKER [1793- 1854] and 
BERTHELOT, SABI .[1794-1880]. 
1835-44. Histoire naturelle des lies Canaries, etc. 
3 vols. and atlas. 4to. and folio. Paris. 
According to the Oat. Br. Mus. (Nat. Hist.) this large work was 
issued in 106 fortnightly parts. Vol. II contains the vertebrate 
zoology, 12 pages being given to mammalogy by P. Barker-Webb; 
ornithology by Barker-Webb, S. Berthelot, and A. Moquin-Tandon, 
PP. 48 and 4 col. pl.; herpetology by P. Gervais, pp. 5 and 1 pl.; 
ichthyology by A. Valenciennes, pp. 109, 26 pl. 

1841. Ornithologie canarienne. Zoologie II. ze 
partie. folio. pp. 48. 4 col. pl. Paris. 
A portion of the Histoire naturalle des fles Canaries, apparently 
used as a prospectus for the remainder of the work. On the eo': er of 
the volume it is stated that the work is to be issued to subscnbers 
and completed in three large volumes, the second of which will treat, 
inter alia, the zoology of the Canaries. The plates are probably first 
states and are fine portraits of the birds of the islands. 

WEBBER, CHARLES WILKI s [1819-56]. 
1854. Wild scenes and song-birds. 4to. pp.10+ 
347. 20 col. pl. New York and London. 
This is probably the first edition of a collection of chapters on nature
study, most of them about birds. With the exce~tion of ome 
triVial changes in the title-page the 1858 edition (also m the E.S.W. 
Library) is identical with the above. 

WEBER, FRIEDRICH A. 
1774-84. Naturgeschichte der Vogel, etc. 4 vols. 
11 pis. folio. 43 (i nstead of 46) pl. Heilbronn. 
An early, rare, and important treatise, not li ted by the Oat. Br. .Mus. (Nat. Hist.). 

WEBER, JoHA" CARL [1801- ] and XRANZ, 
C. A. 
1870. Die Fische Deutschlands und der Schweiz. 
2nd ed. 8vo. pp. 61. 67 col. pl. J1.un"clzen. 
A handy manual of middle and north European fi hes. 

WEBER, MAURICE. 
1915. Monographie des hirudinees sud-ameri
caines. (Neuchatel University the is.) 8vo. pp.134. 
6 pl. 52 text-figs. Neuchatel. 
A full account of the swallows of South America illustrated by 
excellent plates. The copy in hand is a presentation from the writf'r. 

WEBER, MAx CARL WILHELM [1852-1926?]. 
1890-1907. Zoologische Ergebnisse einer Reise in 
NiederHindisch Ost-Indien, etc. 4 vols. in 5 pis. 
8vo. 93 col. pl. 3 maps. many text-figs. Leiden. 
This interesting and well-known record of the natural history of the 
Dutch East lndies devotes parts of three volumes to vertebrate 
zoology. The mammals of ::\Jalaysia are de cribed (1890) by the 
author and F. A. Jentink; the reptilia by the author and T. W. van 
Lidth de Jeude (1891); the birds by .T. Biittikofer; the fishes by the 
author, and the amphibia by P. T . van Kampen. 

1901-date. Siboga-Expeditie, etc. 4to. Monog. 1~ 
Leiden. 

So far as published there is little to interest the vertebrate-zoologist 
in these otherwise important biological monographs, based on col
lections made during the voyage of the Dutch Government vessel 
'Siboga'. They have been regularly issued to date. 

1904. Die saugetiere. EinfOhrung in die anatomie 
und systematik der recenten und fossilen Mam
malia. 1st ed. 4to. pp. 11 + 866. text-figs. Jena. 
1906. See WICHMANN, C. E. A. 

****and BEAUFORT, L. F. DE. 
1911-28. The fishes of the Indo-Australian Archi
pelago. 5 vols. 8vo. 2 porlr. Over 500 figs. Leiden. 
This important monograph is to be completed in 8 vols. It will then 
rank with the indispensables for research students. 

1913. Die Fische der Siboga-Expedition. 4to. 
Leyden. 

An important section of this scientific expedition whose vertebrate 
zoology was not described until the invertebrates had been reported 
upon. 

****, BURLET, H. M. DE, and ABEL, 0TIIE TIO 

[1875- J. . . . 
1927-8. Die Saugetiere. EmfOhrung m die 
Anatomie und Systematik der Recenten und 
Fossilen Mammalia. Bd. 1. Anatomischer Teil 
(H. M. de Burlet). pp. xv+444. 316 figs. 1927. 
Bd. II. Systematischer Teil (Othenio Abel). pp. 
xxiv+898. 573 figs. 1928. Jena. 
This is the second and much enlarged edition of a well-known 
monograph edited by two mammalogists of repute (probably) after 
Weber's death. 

WEBSTER, G. WATMOUGH. 
1895. Twenty-five Photograph of the Life
History Groups of Birds in the Grosvenor Museum. 
folio. T. of c. Chester. 
This fine series has descriptive text with each plate. 

WEBSTER, PETER. . . 
1912. \Vild birds at home. Fourth eries. S1xt.Y 
photographs from life of Brilish Birds and thmr 
nests. 32mo. pp. 76. 60 pl. London. 
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~-zWEBSTER, WILLIAM HENRY BAYLEY. 
1834. Narrative of a voyage to the southern 
Atlantic Ocean, in the years 1828, 29, 30, in H.M. 
sloop Chanticleer. 2 vols. 8vo . Vol. I, pp. 11 + 
399. front . Vol. II, pp. 8+398. 1 fig. append. 
index. London. 

WECKMANN~WITTENBURG, P. F. 
1922 . Ornithologisch-photographische Naturstu
dien. 8vo . pp. 7 + 192. 7 8 figs. T. of c. Bielefeld. 
Practical instructions how best to photograph birds and their nests. 

WEDDERBURN' JOHN w ALLIS. 
1859 . (The) naturalist in Bermuda. See JONES, 
J. M. 

WEED , CLARENCE MooRES [1864- ] and DEAR
BORN, NED. 
1903 . Birds in their relations to man; a manual 
of economic ornithology for the United States 
and Canada. 8vo. pp. 8+380. 19 pl. 96 figs. 
(5 maps). 4 append. index. Philadelphia. 
A useful and very thorough treatise on the economic ornithology 
of the United States and Canada. 

1924. Birds in their relations to man. 8vo. pp. 8 + 
414. 142 figs. (2 maps). 4 append. index. 

Philadelphia. 
This (third) edition has an extra chapter on bird houses and how to 
build them, illustrated with 48 figures in the text. 

WEGNER, GOTTFRIED [1644-1709]. 
1699. Tractatus curiosus ... de Rattis. 4to. 
[0 . 6529.] Gedani. 
A good account of the rat from the historical standpoint. 

WEIDENREICH, FRANZ [1873- J~ 
1927. Rasse und korperbau , mit 201 abbildungen. 

B erlin. 
A comprehensive, pictorial study in human and comparative 
anatomy. 

WEIGEL, OswALD. 1896-date. See ANZEIGER 
FUR BOTANIK UND ZOOLOGIE. 

WEIGOLD, H. 
1930 . Der Vogelzug auf Helgoland graphisch 
dargestellt. 4to. pp. 24. 91 p l. 
This is No. 1 of the Abhand. a. d. Gebiete d. Vogelzugforschwng. 

WEINREICH, WILHELM G. [1886- ]. 
1925. Verzeichnis der laufenden auslandischen 
Zeitschriften. Frankfor t (Main). 
A valuable catalogue of current, non-German periodicals, including 
those on natural history. 

WEIS, HENNING [1892-1922]. 
1923. Life of the harrier in Denmark; observa
tions from breeding places in west Jutland. 4to. 
pp. 80. 44 figs. London. 
An excellent account of the home-life of the Marsh, and l\Iontagu's 
Harrier, the only two species now breeding in Denmark, with 
beautiful illustrations from photographs by the author. It is 
believed that the strain the author put upon himself by spending 
weeks at a time in the marshy wilderness (where these birds nest) 
during the years 1913-18, undermined his constitution and hastened 
his death at the early age of 30. 

WEISMANN' FRIEDRICH LEOPOLD AUGUST 
[!834-1914 J. 
1877. Das Thierleben im Bodensee. 4to. pp. 31. 
1 pl . Lindau. 

1882. Studies in the Theories of Descent. With a 
prefatory Notice by Charles Darwin. 2 vo ls. 8vo. 
8 col. pl. London. 
This is an English translation by R. Meldola of the original Studien, 
published in Leipzig, 1875-6. Professor Weismann was one of the 
most famous naturalists in Germany. 

WELLER,C. 
1900. Catalogue of a collection of birds' eggs. 8vo~ 
pp. 2 + 64. Copenhagen. 
The specimens numbered over 7,600, representing 1,758 species. 

WELLES , E. E. 
[1850]. Series of Interesting Etchings on Natural 
History. 4to. 

WELLINGTON , N .Z. DOMINION MU-· 
SEUM . 
1923-date. Bulletin. 

1922-date. Monographs. 

WELLINGTON FIELD NATURALISTS'. 
CLUB . See ONTARIO NATURAL SCIENCE BULLETIN. 

WELLS ' CARVETH. 
1925. Six years in the Malay jungle. 8vo. pp. 13 + 
261. 16 pl. append. bibliogr. Garden Ci ty, N. Y. 
A very interesting narrative of the author's experiences, compiled 
from his notebooks. 

WELLS, HERBERT GEORGE [1866- and 
DAVIES, A. M. . 
1923. Text-book of zoology. 12mo. pp. 8+487. 
207 figs. append. index. London. 
The sixth (revised) edition of an excellent manual. 

WELLS, J OHN GRANT . 
1886. A list of t he birds of Grenada, W est Indies~ 
8vo. pp. 4+ 12. Grenada. 
Most of the birds obtained by the author were sent to the Smith· 
sonian Institution, and determined by G. N. Lawrence. The list em
braces 93 species, two of which were new to science. The present 
copy is an autographed presentation from the author to P. L. 
Sclater. 

WELLS , THOMAS. 
1911-13 . (The) British bird book. See KIRK.t\1AN , 
F. B. B. 

WERNER, CHAS . J. 
1918 . History of Long Island. See THOMPSON, 
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN. 
The third edition; the first appeared in 1839. 

WERNER, JOHANN CARL . 
1842. Atlas des oiseaux d'Europe d'apres C. J. 
Temminck et dessines par J. C. Werner. 4 vo ls. 
8vo. 516 col. pl. Paris. 
The first issue of Werner's celebrated Atlas to Temminck's Manuel 
d:Ornit~ologie, 1820-.40, a P?rtion of the former having been pub
lished (m parts) dunng the Issue of the latter. The above series of 
colorecl plates is described in the second edition of the Manuel, 
which may account for the small amount of textual description in 
the Atlas. The present copy consists of 52 livraisons with most of 
their original, dated ·wrappers, and as such is a rare and valuable 
worl< of reference for the student. A two-volume edition, with 530 
plates, appeared at Paris and London in 1848 but the illustrations 
are said to be inferior to those of the first issue. 

WERNERIAN NATURAL 
CIETY. 

t;_808-38 . Memoirs. 

? 
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CATALOGUE OF TITLES IN M0 GILL UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 623 0 WERNIGERODE. Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein des Harzes in Wernigerode. 1886-96. Schriften. (All pub.) 

WESENBERG-LUND, C. 
1923. Fran Sjoe och Strand. Stockholm. A translation into Swedish of the original work. 

WESLEY SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY ,LONDON. 1887-9. Wesley Naturalist. 

WEST AMERICAN SCIENTIST. (San Diego Society of Natural History. ) 1884-1919. San Diego, Gal. 
WEST AUSTRALIAN NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. See ATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE SOCIETY OF WESTER AUSTRALIA, PERTH . 
WEST CHESTER BIRD CLUB. 1918-21. Bulletin. 3 vols. 8vo. illust. 

West Chester, Pa. 
WESTELL, WILLIAM PERCIVAL. 
[1900]. A year with nature. 8vo. pp. 16+276. 173 figs. T. of c. London. A collection of essays and magazine articles. 
1905. British bird life, being popular sketches of every species of bird now regularly nesting in the British Isles. 8vo. pp. 35 + 338. 60 text-figs. T. of c. London. 
1908. Country Rambles, etc. London. 
[1911]. The young ornithologist; a guide to the haunts, homes and habits of British birds. 8vo. pp.15+311. col.front. 65text-figs. index. London. 
[ 1918]. My life as a naturalist. 8vo. pp. 18+268. 103 figs. append. index. London. 
?1927. British Mammals. 12mo. pp. 127. 2 col. pl. 26 text-figs. index. London. One of the popular Abbey Nature Books for the amateur. 
( ?) 1928. British Reptiles, Amphibians, and Fresh-water Fishes. 12mo. pp. 9+113. 64 textfigs. index. London. One of the Abbey Nature Books for amateurs. 

n.d. Nature photography and some British mammals and birds. pp . (8)+ 174. 39 figs. index. 
London. n.d. The Songs of a Nature Lover. 4to. pp. 221. index. 
London. 

WESTERN FIELD AND STREAM. See FIELD A D STREAM (ST . PAUL, MIN .). 
WESTERN NATURALIST. 
1887-8. (All pub.) 

Madison. 

WESTERN OOLOGIST. Devoted to the Study of Birds, their Nests and Eggs. Ed. by \V. S. Burnham and L. H. Cannon, Milwaukee, \Vis. 1878. Vol. I, Nos. 1-8. 8vo. (All pub.) The Western Oologist (1885) was probably a revival of this magazine. 
WESTERN OOLOGIST, THE. Devoted to the Study of Birds, their Nests and Eggs. Published Monthly by F . M. Sherin, Milwaukee, Wis. 

Green, and others. A periodical of the same name also appeared (and suspended) about 1878. Perhaps this is the journal said to have continued The Oologist of :\-Iilwaukee. 

WESTERN ORNITHOLOGIST, THE. 1900. 8vo. Bimonthly. Editor: C. C. Tyron. 
Avoca, Iowa. This periodical is the continuation of the 4 vols. of the Iowa Omi· thologist, 1894-1900. Vol. V, HlOO, os. I-III, Jan., Feb.-~:Iay, Jtme. pp. 66. 1 pl. (All pub.) In addition to the editorial staff, :\I. E. Peck, B. H. Wilson, J. N. Clark, Wm. Savage, and other writers contributed papers to this short-lived but excellent journal. 

WESTERN 
1893. 

RESERVE NATURALIST. 
Geneva. 

WESTERN YUNNAN EXPEDITION. 1878. Anatomical and Zoological Researches. By John Anderson. 2 vols. 4to. pp. 25+980+41. 81 col. pl. London. This important work furnishes the zoological results of two expeditions to S.W. China (Bttrma bonier) in 1868 and 1875. The vertebrata are described and depicted by John Anderson, except Chiroptera by G. E. Dobson. 

WEST KENT NATURAL HISTORY, MICROSCOPICAL AND PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 1873 ?-1903? London. 
WESTPREUSSISCHER BOTANISCH-ZOOLOGISCHER VEREIN, DANZIG. 1878-date. Bericht. 

WESTON, G. E. 
1911. Our canaries. See ST. JOHN, CLAUDE . 
n.d. Cage-bird hybrids. See HOULTO , c. 

WESTWOOD, THOMAS -1888] and SAT-CHELL, THOMAS. 
1883. Bibliotheca piscatoria. 8vo. pp. 24+397. 

London. This is a valuable work of rrference to books on fishes, fisheries, angling, etc., with bibliographical notes and an appendix. 
WETMORE, ALEXA DER [1886- ] . 1916. Birds of Porto Rico. 8vo. pp. 134. 1 col. pl. text-figs. Washington. This admirable monograph first appeared as Bulletin 326 of the Biological Survey. 
1921. Wild ducks and duck foods of the Bear River marshes Utah. 8vo. pp . 20. 4 pl. T. of c. ' lV ashington. Author's reprint, Bulletin of the Biological Survey, No. 036. 
1923. Migration records from wild ducks and other birds banded in the Salt Lake Valley, Utah. 8vo. pp. 14+(2). 2 pl. map. Washingt~n. This Bulletin of the Bureau of the Biological Survey, author's r~prmt, is really a study in bird migration as related to the protectiOn of game birds. 
1925. Food of American phalaropes, avocets, and stilts. 8vo. pp. 20. 3 pl. T. of c. 1Vashington. Author's reprint of Dept. of Agriculture Bulletin, No. 1359. 

**** and WOOD, CASEY A. 1925-6. Birds of the Fiji Islands. See wooD, CASEY A. and WETMORE, ALEXA DER. 
1926. Descriptions of additional fossil birds from the miocene of Nebraska. 8vo. pp. 5. 6 figs. _ 

New l ork. 
1885. Nos. 1-3. 8vo. (All pub.) 
Contains notes by H. A. Berry, W. N. Clute, C. A. Keeler, F. C. J..._ 

An account of further remains of birds collected by Albert Thomso,n in the Snake Creek quarries of north-.westerr; Nebraska. Authors separate from .American Museum Nomtates, No. 211. 
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fWETMORE, A. (contd.)] 
1926. Observations on the birds of Argentina, 
Paraguay, Uruguay, and Chile. 8vo. pp. 4+448. 
20 pl. index. Washington. 

This excellent systematic treatise forms Bulletin 133 of the (U.S. 
National Muse·um) Smithsonian Institution and is the result mostly 
of personal observation and examination of the material in the native 
habitat of the birds whose history is here recorded. The volume in 
hand is a donation to the E.S.W. Libra.r~ from the author. 

1927. The migrations of birds. 12mo. pp. 8+ 
217. front. 6 figs. ( 5 maps). T. of c. 

Cambridge, lVI ass. 
This fascinating volume is practically a revision of six lectures 
delivered before the Lowell Institute in Boston. The whole work 
teems with original matter, as little reference as possible being made 
to the work of others. It is the most thorough treatise on avian 
migration hitherto published in America, and should be read in 
conjunction with J. Landsborough Thompson's Problems of Bird 
Migration, 1926. 

WETTERAUISCHE GESELLSCHAFT FUR 
DIE GESAMMTE NATURKUNDE ZU 
HANAU. 
1809-19. Annal~n. (All pub.) 

1843-dale. Bericht. 

WETTSTEIN' 0TTO VON. 
1917. Wissenschaftliche ergebnisse .. von F. 
Werner unternommenen zoologischen Expedition 
nach dem Anglo-Agyptischen Sudan (Kordofan) 
1914. II. Bearbeitung der auf der Expedition 
gesammelten Vogel und Saugetiere. folio. pp. 2 + 
139. 4 pl. 14 text-figs. 1 map. Wien. 
Author's special separate of an important contribution to our 
knowledge of the mammals and birds of the Sudan, 215 of the avian 
species being listed and described briefly but systematically. 
Presentation copy to Prof. A. Reichenow. 

WHARTON' HENRY THORNTON [ 1846-95]. 
1877. A list of British birds; the genera arranged 
according to Sundevall's method, the nomencla
ture revised. 8vo. pp. 4 + 20. index. London. 
A rare pamphlet and useful list, with systematic and local names, 
of British birds. The present copy is from the Mullens Library. 

WHEATON, JoHN M. [? 1841-87]. 
1860. [Catalogue of the birds of Ohio.] 8vo. pp. 21. 
Author's edition specially paged from the Ohio Agricu.ltu.ral Report. 
The Catalogue contains the names of 285 species. 

1882. Report on the birds of Ohio. 8vo. pp. 188-
628. 3 append. bibliogr. glossary. [Columbus.] 
This work was long delayed in publication. It was begun in 1873, 
started through the press in 1879, completed in 1881, and actually 
published late in 1882. It was revised in 1903 and brought up to date . 
by Lynds Jones in the Ohio State Acad. Science, Special Papers, 
No. 6, The Birds of Ohio. A manual of the birds found in Ohio with 
a Check-List of 298 species. 

WHEELER, GEORGE MONTAGUE [1842- J. 
1875. Annual report upon the geographical ex
plorations and surveys west of the one hundredth 
meridian, in California, Nevada, Nebraska, Utah, 
Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming, and 
Montana; being appendix LL of the annual report 
of the chief of engineers for 1875. 8vo. pp. 6 + 196. 
index. Washington. 
An important, fundamental treatise on the bird life of south
western United States. The appendix gives an annotated catalogue 
of the birds of the Surveys by H. W. Henshaw. There are full 
descriptions of species with their synonymies, measurements, and 
other field notes. The present volume is a specially arranged 
excerpt, a presentation copy from Lieut. Wheeler. 

WHEELER, J. F. G. 1925. See 'DISCOVERY' 
REPORTS. 

WHEELOCK, Mrs. IRENE GROSVENOR. 
1902. Nestlings of forest and marsh. 8vo. pp. 8+ 
257. 12 pl. 56 figs. T. of c. Chicago. 

1910. Birds of California; an introduction to more 
than three hundred common birds of the state 
and adjacent islands. 8vo. pp. 18+578. front. 
(col.) . 9 pl. 1 diagr. 1 map. 75 figs. index. 

Chicago. 

A short account of the distribution, breeding range, and nidification 
of each species is given, with a supplementary list of California birds 
compiled by Harry C. Oberholser to January 1, 1909. 

WHEELWRIGHT, HORACEWILLIAM [1815-65]. 
1859. Comparatif forteckning pa Skandinaviens 
och Stor-Britanniens Faglar. Comparative list of 
the Birds of Scandinavia and Great Britain. 4to. 
pp. 18. Printed in double columns, Swedish and 
English. Carlstad. 

The author is better known under his pen-name of 'An Old Bush· 
man'. The present copy (no title-page) is from the libraries of 
Thos. Parkin and W. H. Uullens, and has a portrait and appended 
a MS. biography (by the former) of Wheelwright. 

1861. Bush wanderings of a naturalist; or, Notes 
on the field sports and fauna of Australia Felix. 
By an Old Bushman. 16mo. pp. 15+272. index .. 

London. 

1865. Ten years in Sweden: being a description 
of the ... fauna of Scandinavia. 8vo. pp. 16+ 
592. T. of c. London~ 

1871. A spring and summer in Lapland. 2nd ed. 
8vo. pp. 8+407. 6 pl. (col.). London. 

The first edition, without colored plates, was published in 1864. 

WHISHA w' FREDERICK J. 
1893. Out of doors in Tsarland; a record of the 
seeings and doings of a wanderer in Russia. 8vo. 
pp. 6+380. 2 fig. T. of c. London .. 

WHISTLER, HUGH. 
1924. In the high Himalayas; ... with some notes 
on the natural history. 8vo. pp. 4+223. 17 pl. 
(1 map). index. London. 

1928. Popular handbook of Indian birds. 8vo. 
pp. 24+438. 17 pl. (4 col.). 85 text-figs. index. 

London. 
An excellent treatise that fills the gap between brief accounts and 
the more elaborate Fauna of British India. 

WHITAKER, JOSEPH I. s. 
1879. Descriptive list of the birds of Nottingham
shire. See STERLAND, W. J. 

1902-20. See VICTORIA HISTORY OF THE COUNTIES 
OF ENGLAND. 

1905. The birds of Tunisia; being a history of 
the birds found in the regency of Tunis. 2 vols. 
8vo. Vol. I, pp. 32+294. 15 pl. (13 col.). 1 map. 
bibliogr. index. Vol. II, pp. 18+410. 4 pl. (2 col.). 
1 map. index. London. 

In 1924 Louis Lavauden with others published their ContributiOfiS 
a l'omitholorrie Tunisienne which was intended as a supplement to 
this meritorious work. 

1907. · Notes on [259 species of] the birds of 
Nottinghamshire. 8vo. pp. 19+298. col. front. 
11 text-figs. Nottingham. 
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WHITE, ADAl\1 [1817-79]. 
1850. A popular history of Mammalia, etc. 8vo. pp. 8+346+14. 16 col. pl. London. 
A valuable and trustworthy treatise for the beginner by a celebrated British naturalist. . 

1855. A popular history of birds, comprising a familiar account of their classification and habits. 8vo. pp. 8,347. 20 col. pl. index. London. 
A popular review of all the A ves, written in interesting fashion. The colored plates are rather poor. The Ayer-Zimmer Cat. gives the date of publication as 1885. This is probably one of the very few typographical errors in that admirable catalogue as the copy in hand is dat.l•d, both on the title-page and in the preface, 1855. The treatiRe must be rare; it is not listed in the Cat. Br. M us. (Nat. Hist.). 

WHITE, ERNEST WILLIAM. 
1881-2. Cameos from the Silver-land; or, The experiences of a young naturalist in the Argentine Republic. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. 18+436. 1 map. index. Vol. II, pp. 16+527. index. London. 
Reference to animal life, especially to the birds, of the country are numerous. 

WHITE, Rev. GILBERT [1720-93]. 
1789. The natural history and antiquities of Selborne, in the county of Southampton. 4to. pp. 5+468+(13). 9 pl. 5 append. index. London. 
The original edition of this immortal classic. The large folding engraving facing the title-page in this COPY. )C' entitled 'North-east view of Selborne', is reproduced in the

1
oni?(}ther 4to edition(1813) and on a smaller scale in Jardine's edition of 1853, also in Bowdler Sharpe's edition of 1900. No end of editions--over one hundredhave appeared of this famous book, most of whose titles will be found in A Biblio{Jraphy of Gilbert White of Selborne, by Edward A. Martin, 1897, and in the Biblio{Jraphy by Dr. C. Davics Sherborn in Sharpe's edition of Selborne, 1900. The chief editions are in the Blacker and E.S.W.Iibraries, most of them listed in thisfataloguej 

1795. A naturalist's calendar, with observations in various branches of natural history. 8vo. pp. 5 +170+( 5). 1 pl. (col.). T. of c. London. 
The edit!o princeps of the Naturalist's Calendar, which is usually bound w1t~ the Natural History. It was published as a separate volume, ed1ted by Dr. John Aikin, and included (1) The Naturalist's Calendar, (2) Observations on various parts of Nature, (3) :Meteorological Observations, {4) A Poem, (5) Summary of the weather and Table. of Contents. A co~ored picture of a 'Hybrid Bird' appears opposite p. 65. Inserted m the present copy is a letter to Bowdler Sharpe regarding a reference to the Hen Harrier. 

1802. Works in natural history, comprising the natural history of Selborne; the naturalist's calendar; and miscellaneous observations extracted from his papers; to which are added A calendar and observations by William Markwick. 2 vols. 8vo. 4 pl. London. 
1813. The natural history and antiquities of Selborne in the county of Southampton; to which are ad~ed, The naturalist's calendar; observations on varwus parts of nature; and poems. New ed., with engravings. 4to. pp.10+588. col. pl. London. 
1822. The natural history of Selborne, to which are added, The naturalist's calendar, miscellaneous observations, and poems. A new ed., with engravings. 2 vols. in 1. 8vo. pl. London. 
1825. The Natural History of Selborne; to which are added, theN aturalist's Calendar, miscellaneous observations, and Poems. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, f!P· 8+351. 2 pl. Vol. II, pp. 364. front. 1 pl. zndex. London. 
This edition, published by C. and J. Rivington, has the colored plate of a 'Hybrid Bird' as a frontispiece to vol. I. 
1829. Nat. Hist. elborne. Wm. Jardine. London. 

4L 

1832. The natural history and antiquities of Selborne. 8vo. pp. 12 + 562. 15 figs. 2 indexes. 
London. ~his edition is known as Prof. Renn1e's, and contains good illustratiOns of Selborne as well as of the Calendar of British Zoology. 

1836. The natural history of Selborne with its antiquities; naturalist's calendar, etc. 8~o. pp. 19 +418. map. 100 figs. 2 indexes. London. 
This little-known edition of Gilbert White's classic is of importance on account of footnotes by the eminent ornithologist Edward Blyth, and because several new species are mentioned by' him. 
1836. The natural history of Selborne, with additions, by William Jardine. 8vo. pp. 15+323. front. 18 pl. index. London. 
This very rare edition has only the Natural History with extracts from Miscellaneo-us Observations, to which the editOr Sir William Jardine, has subjoined sundry additional memoranda. Not listed in the Cat. Br. M?tseum (Nat. Hist.) nor mentionecl by most bibliographies. · 
(1837]. The natural history and antiquities of Selborne. A new ed., with notes by E. T. Bennett. 8vo. pp. 24+ 640. text-figs. London. 
1854. The Natural History of Selborne. With additions and supplementary notes by Sir \Villiam Jardine. 8vo. pp. xxiv + 416. front. 40 text-figs. index. London. 
1861. The natural history of Selborne. 8vo. pp. 24 +416. 41 pl. (col.). index. London. 
One of several re-issues, in this case the 1850, of Bohn's Illustrated Library. Ed. by E. Jes e as were 1876 and 1881 prints. 
1866. The natural history of Selborne, with miscellaneous observations and explanatory notes. 16mo. pp. 6 + 430. index. Boston. 
An American reprint of the London, 1862, issue. 
1875. Natural history and antiquities of Selborne, with notes by Frank Buckland; a chapter on antiquities, by Lord Selborne, and new letters. 8vo. pp. 30 + 591. 9 pl. 1 map. 120 figs. append. index. London and New York. 
1876. The natural history of Selborne. 8vo. pp. 24+416. 41 col. pl. index. London. 
Another issue of Bohn's Illustrated Library, with notes by Sir William Jardine. 

1877. The natural history and antiquities of Selborne in the county of Southampton. Ed. by Thomas Bell. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. 58+507. 5pl. 3figs. Vol.II,pp.6+410. 5pl. 1fig. index. 
London. 

Large paper editiO!f of this date. Inserted at the end of yol. I a~e two extra illustratiOns. The mall paper octavo (1877) 1s also m the Blacker Library. 

1877. atural history and antiquities of elborne; with notes by Frank Buckland. 8vo. pp. 32 + 591. 10 pl. 1 map. 120 figs. append. index. London. 
A reissue of the 1875 edition. This copy contains the colored plate Jacking in that printing. 
1883. Natural history and antiquities of Selborne. 8vo. pp.29+480. 126figs. append. index. London. 
A cheaper edition of the 1875 i sue. 
1887. The natural history of Selborne. 8vo. 
pp. xii + 366. London. 
A volume of The Camelot Series, edited by Ernest Rhys, with a preface by Richard J etferies. 

1890. The natural history of elborne. 8vo. pp. 16 + 470. 88 figs. index. London. 
A volume of the Chandos Classics, rdited by G. C. Da'i('S. 
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~-rWIGAND, ALBERT. 
1874-7. Der Darwinismus und die Naturforschung 
Newtons und Cuviers. Beitrage z'ur Methodik der 
Naturforschung und der Speciesfrage. 3 vols. 8vo. 
pp. 462+515+320. Braunschweig. 
These philosophic volumes consider scientific reseaxch in its relation 
to Newton, Cuvicr, and Darwin, their discoveries and the theories 
of specific origin they or their followers advocated. It all culminated 
in the great Origin of Species and the School of Evolution based 
upon its teachings. Wigand details at length the modifications in 
the Darwinian theory that were accepted at the end of the nine
teenth century and the difficulties that stand in the way of their 
entire acceptance at a later date. 

WIGLESWORTH, LIONEL W. 
1892. Aves Polynesiae. 4to. pp. 10+92. Dresden. 
This systematic treatise does not include the birds of Hawaii. It 
originally appeared in periodical form, the present title being an 
author's sepaxate. 

1898. (The) birds of Celebes and the neighbouring 
islands. See MEYER, ADOLF BERNARD. 

W I LBRAN D , JOHANN BERNHARD [1779-1846]. 
1815. Vber die Classification der Thiere. pp. 156. 
illust. Giessen. 
A prize essay of the Haarlem Akademiie that discusses and criticizes 
the Systema Naturae of Linnaeus. 

WILBUR, HARRIETTE. 
1920 . Bird gossip. 8vo. pp. 279. 26 pl. (col.). 
T. of c. Philadelphia. 

WILD , JOHN J AMES. 
1878 . At anchor; a narrative of experiences afloat 
and ashore during the voyage of H.M.S. 'Chal
lenger' from 1872-1876. folio. pp. 198. 13 col. pl. 
map. London. 

WILD BIRD INVESTIGATION SOCIETY, 
Journal. 
1919-22. Irregular. Edited by W. E. Collinge, 
University of St. Andrews, Scotland. Vols. I-II I. 
(All pub.) 
Three numbers were issued when the Journal suspended publication 
in 1922. It was devoted chiefly to the preservation and protection 
of native British birds. Short papers were contributed by the 
Editor, George Abbey, L. T. Thornton, Miss Rintoul, and others. 

WILD BIRDS AT HOME. 
n .d . 2 vols. 12mo. First and Second Series. 
Anonymous. 

WILDER, HARRIS HAWTHORNE. 
1902. A synopsis of animal classification. 8vo. 
pp. 3+57. New York. 

WILD LIFE . (M i s s our i Fish and Game 
League .) 1917- 20 ? St. Louis. 

WILD LIFE. 
19 13-18. An Illustrated Monthly, edited by 
Douglas English. Vols. I-X. 4to. illust. 

WILD LIFE . 
[?London.] 

1908-9. Devoted to Field Sports, Natural .History, 
and Game and Forest Preservation. 

Endeavour, Wis. 

THE WILEY AGRICULTURAL SERIES. 
1925. See JONES, D. F. 

WILHELM , GOTTLIEB TOBIAS [ -1811]. 
1810. Unterhaltungen aus der Naturgeschichte 
... Vogel. 2 pis. 8vo. col. pl. Wien. 

WILKES, CHARLES [1798-1877]. 
1845. Narrative of the United States exploring 
expedition, 1838-42. See UNITED STATES EX
PLORING EXPEDITION. 

WILXINSON, E. S. 
1929. Shanghai Birds. A Study of Bird Life in 
Shanghai and the Surrounding Districts. 4to. 
pp. 22 + 243. 23 col. pl. index. Shanghai. 
A very useful and well prepared systematic account of local Chinese 
birds. 

W ILLCOX, MARY ALICE [1856- ]. 
1895. Pocket guide to the common land birds of 
New England. 8vo. pp. 12+158. index. Boston. 

WILLETT' GEORGE. 
1912. Birds of the Pacific slope of southern Cali
fornia. (Pacific Coast Avifauna, No. 7.) 8vo. 
pp. 122. index. Hollywood, Gal. 
A well-annotated catalogue of 390 species, including 13 on the 
hypothetical list. 

WILLEY, ARTHUR [1867- ] . 
1894. Amphioxus and the ancestry of the Verte
brates ... with a preface by H. F. Osborn. 8vo. 
pp. 14+316. 1 pl. text-figs. New York. 
This important scientific contribution to the problems of evolution 
was also published as · Columbia University Biological Series, No. 2. 

1898-1902. Zoological Results based on material 
from New Britain, New Guinea, Loyalty Islands 
... during 1895-7. 6 pis. in 2 vols. 4to. pp. 23+ 
830. 90 col. pl. 1 map. figs. in text. 

Cambridge (Eng.). 
Although the above is a well-known and most valuable contribution 
to the faunal life of Oceania there are few sections on the verte
brates. However, G. A. Boulenger has written on two species of 
Snakes and W. P. Pycraft on the Megapodes. 

1930. Lectures on Darwinism. 
7 figs. and fro nt. index. 

8vo. pp. 198. 
Boston. 

A masterly exposition by the Professor of Zoology in McGill 
University of the principles of evolution in the form of what the 
author speaks of as 'conversations rather than lectures'. 
In whatever light the reader may regard these essays they may wen 
be read-especially the interesting 'Gallery of Facts' (chap. XI) 
and the accompanying notes and references (pp. 163-89)-by every 
student of vertebrate zoology. It will be remembered that Pro
fessor Willey contributed to the literature of the subject an earlier 
(1911) brochure on Convergence in Evolution (with 12 illustrations) in 
which he also expressed original ideas on the subject. 

WILLIAM OF SWEDEN, Prince. 
1923. Wild African Animals I have Known. 4to. 
pp. 14+315. 211 photos. ? London.___,-
A well-illustrated description of many interesting African birds>/"'~ 
mammals, and reptiles. / / 

WILLIAMS, GRAEME. 
?1920. Wonders by Lan~ and Sea. 4 vols . 8vo. 

London. 
WILLIAMS, HENRY SHALER [1847- J. 

1895. Geological biology. 8vo. pp. 20+395. 
New York. 

WILLIAMS,M.B. 1928. SeecANADA. NATIONAL 
PARKS BRANCH. 

WILL IAMSON' HENRY. 
1930 . Tarka the Otter, etc. 8vo. pp. 286. Leipzig. 
A sad but well-written story, giving the life-history and violent end 
of a European otter at the hands of his ancient enemies--dogs and 
men. An introduction is furnished by Sir John Fortescue. The 
Compiler has elsewhere taken the disgusting English otter-hunt 
as his text for denouncing all useless murders of animals by anybody, 
wherever he (or she) may live or whatever station in life he (or she) 

\ may occupy. 

~ 
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WILLIAMSON' R · 1855-9. ee U 1 TfED cvrnt, it is _the only known colorrd copy of the English t•dition, 
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STATES, Pacific Rd. urvey, p. 606. London, l~l8. 1hc book was )JUICha,('(l by the pn•vious owner 
from .a fmmly namrd Hallowc'. \Vc know that Brabazon Hallowes 
marne~ ~!me ~ackson, t?e da_ughtPr of Pcpy ·heir. ~amnel Pcpys 
left by \\.ill lu~ wondcrtt~l D1ary and all hi!-1 hooks to Magclalen 
Collegr, C.unbndge, but tins volume SCP!ll to haw escaped the notice 
of t~P. exccuto~s, _or they may have given it as a duplicate to a 
relatn e. The. dran t make a number oi allusions to his collection of 
book., of which he was very proud. In this connection it is to be 
rem.cmbered that th~ corrm;ponding work on Fi hes. 1686, was 
dedJCated _by ~he e~1tor, ~o~n Ray, to his friend Samuel Pcpys. 
The copy m Cambndge B~blwtheca Pepysiana has the plates liD
colored. and the pages are not decorat d. 

WILLIBALD, 
1854. Die N ester und Eier dcr in De ut chland 
und den angrenzenden Landern briHenden Vogel. 
12mo. pp. 2 + 142. 8 col. pl. 228 figs. T. of c. 

Luckau. 
First edition of a semi-popula~ but systematic, descriptive catalogue 
of the ne~t~ and eg~s of 1~11ddlc and northern European birds . 
. everal ed1t10ns of this tre~t!se l:ave appeared; an identical reprint 
m 187± and an enlarged editiOn m 1886. 

1886. Die Nester und Eier der in Deutschland 
etc. 12mo. pp.4+180. 8col.pl. 229figs. Leipzig: 
An enlarged and amendrd third edition of this a popular work. 

WILLIS, THOMAS [1621-75 J. 
1672. De Anima Brutorum, etc. 8vo. [0. 4250.] 

London. 
1684. Practice of Physick, etc. Two discourses 
concerning the Soul of Brutes. folio. [0. 4248.] 

London. 

WILLISTON , SAM EL \VE DALL [1852-?1927]. 
1911. Ameri?an P~rmian Vertebrates. 8vo. pp. 
145. 39 pl. tllust. m text. Chicago. 
A systematic treatise on American vertebrate paleontoloav pub-
lished by the Chicago University Press. "'·' 

1914. Water Reptiles of the Past and Present. 

A popular work presented in an interesting fashion. 
Chicago. 

1925. Osteology of reptiles. (Wanting.) 

WILLUGRBY, FRA CIS [1635-72]. 
1676 . Francisci Willughbeii ornithologiae libri 
tres; totum opus recognovit, digessit, supplevit 
~oannes Raius. folio. pp. 10+307+15. 77 pl. 
mdex. Londini. 
OI!e of the most important treatises on ornithology of all time 
bemg the first systematic classification of the birds of the world: 
The w?r~ was not completed by Willughby; that task, with the 
author s mcomJ?lete manuscript as a basis, having been undertaken 
by John ~a~ w1th the aid of funds provid.ed by Willughby's widow. 
The treatJse.Is divided i_nto.three sections, birds in general, land birds, 
an_d _water brrds, to wh1ch IS added an appendix on birds of doubtful 
ongm: A_Oatalogus .A.v_ium.Britannica;um occupies pp. 17-23, and 
a foldmg mset (p. 25 bis) g1ves an Avtum terrestrium tabula. The 
volume in hand is a 'Large Paper Copy' described by :\Iullens and 
Swann 'as printed on thick and fine paper; size of a cut copy 
15i x 9!. Title reset and printed in red and black with addition 
aft~r "J oha_nnes Rains", of the words "Sumptus in Calgographos 
!eCJ_t Ill~stns~ _D. ~mma.Willughby, Vidua'". The copy in hand, 
W1dow s editiOn , bearmg the Willughby arms, was bound by 

Roger Payne and was known as the Woodhull Copy. It is now in 
the E.S.W. Library. See also RAY, .JOHN. 

1685. Icthyographia ad Amplissimum virum 
Dnun:. S~muelem Pepys, Praesidem Soc. Reg. 
Londmensi concilium. et Socios ejusdem. folio. 
pp. 5+343 +30 + 13. 188 pl. Londini. 
:rhe copy in hand is a fine example of the first large Enalish work on 
Ichthyology. Engraved frontispiece and 1 4 full-pag~ copper en
gravings, showing every kind of fish. These plates were engraved 
by ~aul ':'an So~ner at the expense of various members of the Royal 
Soc1ety, meludmg Samuel Pepys, Sir Christopher Wren and l''Pr
nan~ez Mendez. This is the first issue of these plates. They wPre 
published a year later with a Latin text. 

WILLUGHBY SOCIETY PUBLICATIONS. 
1880-4. Reprints of rare ornithological works. 
Complete set of 12 pis. 4to and 8vo. London. 
The volumes reprinted by this most. useful Socictv are manv of 
them on ~ubjects of great' intPrest to tlw zoologist.· It is proposed 
here to hst those that are in the :\IcGill libraries, especially the 
Blacker and E .. W. collections. All of the originals are of extreme 
rarity, a few of them, however, being on the shelves of :\JcGill. 
Individual title , in particular those of original copies, will al 'O be 
found under authors' names in this Catalogue. The Compilrr is 
indebted to the Oat. Zool. Library, Br. Mvseum, for the extrmled 
titles. 

1880. Tunstall's Ornithologia Britannica. Edited 
by A. Newton. 8vo. pp. 4+2+4. illust. text. 
1880. Desfontaine's Memoire sur quelques nou
velles especes d'Oiseaux des Cotes de Barbarie. 
Edited by A. Newton. 8vo. pp. 4+496-505. 7 pl. 
1880. Sir A. Smith's Miscellaneous Ornithological 
Papers. Edited by 0. Salvin. 4lo. pp. 6 + 127. 
1882. Forster's Catalogue of the Animals of 
North America, or Faunula Americana (1771). 
1882. [1793]. Lichtenstein's Catalogus Rerum 
naturalium Rarissimarum. Edited by W. B. 
Tegetmeier and by F. Du Cane God man. 8vo_ 
pp. 4+11 +60. 
Dr. Charles W. Richmond has drawn the Compiler's attention to 
the fact that there were two independent editors of this rare tract. 
Both reprints are dated 1882, one edited by W. B. Tegetmeier, 
F.Z.S. (printed by Horace Cox, 10 Wellington St. 1 Strand, W.C.), 
and the other by F. Du Cane Godman, F.R.S. (prmted by Taylor 
and Francis, Red Lion Court, Fleet t.). Tegetmeier signed hi 
preface but Godman did not. The prefaces are quite different; 
Dr. Richmond does not know why two editions were published, 
both under the auspices of the Willughby Society . .Mr. England, 
Librarian of the Zoological Section, British l\1useum, has dra·wn 
attention to the following extract from A Veteran Nat~tralist, Life 
and Work; IT'. B. Tegetmeier, by E. W. lUchardson, p. 200, 1916, 
London: • Whf'n the Willughby Society was formed by members 
of the British Ornithologists' Union, with the object of reprinting 
rare and important ornithological works, he [Tegetmeier] undertook 
the duties of general editor, and him elf contributed two volumes 
to the series, viz. Boddaert's Table des Planches Enluminies d'His
toire Naturelle (1783), and, in 1882, Lichtenstein's Oatalogus Rerum 
Naturalium Rarissimarum of 1793.' 
The Tegetmeier edition (very rare) was prob~bly withdra_v,rn 
because, as Mr. Harting found, of a~number of errors m the transcnpt. 

1882. Forster' Animals of Hudson's Bay. 
Edited by P. L. Sclater. 8vo. pp. 4+53. 
1882. Scopoli's Ornithological Papers from hi 
Deliciae Florae et Faunae Insubricae (Ticini: 
1786-1788). Edited by A. Newton. 4to. pp. 4+20. 
1882. Leach's Systematic Catalogue of the 
specimens of the indigenou~ Mammalia an~ Bird 
in the British Museum. Edited by 0. Salvm. 4to_ 

1678. The ornithology of Francis Willughby . .. 
In three books. \Vherein all the birds hitherto 
known ... are accurately described. Tr. into 
English, with many additions. To which are 
added, three considerable discourses, I. Of the 
~rt of fowling: with a description of several nets 
m two large copper plates. II. Of the ordering 
of singing birds. Ill. Of falconry. By John Ray. 
folio. red and black l.-p. pp. 12 + 441 + 6. 80 pl. 
99 col. figs. of birds. 97 col. backgrounds. London. 
A. translation of Willnghby's Ornithologia, edited by John Ray, 
With throo added plates. There is also an appendix which should 
really be credited to Nieremberg and not to Hcrnandez. There are 
two copies of this fundamental and classical treatise in the McGill 
libraries, an ordinary copy (except that 99 figures of birds and 97 
backgrounds are colored) and one from the famous library of the 
eele~rated ~iarist, amuel Pepys. This second, unique ~opy has 
~he Illustrations hand-colored and the pages red-lined. It IS bound 
m contemporary leather, bears the Pepys gilt coat-of-arms on the 
COYer and the diarist's bookplates on the first and last page. In 
all probability this specially prepared copy was presented to Pepys 
when he was President of the Royal Society by his friend and fellow 
member, John Ray, both being sympathetic naturalists. In any f pp. 4+42+1. 

? 
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1883. Vieillot's ' Analyse d'une nouvelle Orni
thologie elementaire (1816). Edited by H. 
Saunders. 8vo. pp. 4+ 70. 

1883. Adouin's Explication sommaire des Plan
ches d'Oiseaux de l'Egypte et de la Syrie publiees 
par J. C. Savigny. 

1883. Barton's Fragments of the Natural History 
of Pennsylvania. Edited by 0. Salvin. 4to. pp. 18 
+24. 

1884. Wagler's Six Ornithological Memoirs from 
the 'Isis'. Edited by P. L. Selater. 8vo. pp. 4+ 
137. 

WILMORE, A. and others. 
1925. The natural history of Hertfordshire. 8vo. 
pp. 8+152. 16 pl. 12 figs. append. glossary. 
index. London. 

WILSER, LuowiG [1850-1924]. 
1910. Leben und Heimat des Urmenschen. 8vo. 
pp. 93. illust. Leipzig. 

WILSON, ALEXANDER [1766-1813] and ORD, 
GEORGE. 
1808- 14. American ornithology; or, The natural 
history of the birds of the United States. 9 vols. 
folio. Vol. I, pp. 6+158. 9 col. pl. index. Vol. 11, 
pp.12+167. 9col.pl. index. Vol.III,pp.16+120. 
9 col. pl. index. Vol. IV, pp. 12 +100. 9 col. pl. 
index. Vol. V, pp. 12+122. 9 col. pl. index. 
Vol. VI, pp. 20+102. 9 col. pl. 2 indexes. Vol. VII, 
pp. 12+132. 9 col. pl. index. Vol. VIII, pp. 11+ 
146. 9 col. pl. 2 figs. index. Vol. IX, pp. 57+ 
133+(22). 4 col. pl. 2 figs. 3 indexes. 

Philadelphia. 
Wilson's life-work, the importance of which can be judged from 
what Coues wrote: 'Science would lose little, but, on the contrary, 
would gain much, if every scrap of pre-Wilsonian writing about 
United States birds could be annihilated.' Vols. I-VII appeared 

t during the life of the author; vol. VIII, edited by Ord, was pub
lished the year after his death, and vol. IX, with four plates left 
by Wilson but with text written by Ord from personal,observations 
and notes left by Wilson, completed the work th~same year. 

__.---- Several editisms appeared later under various editors. There 
probably has never been an American treatise on zoology so 
thoroughly exploited and out of which so many composite works 
have been fashioned-so many veritable cold literary dishes-as 
Wilson's Ornithology. Most of these are in the E.S.W. Library and 
will receive attention here. 

****and ORD, GEORGE. 
1828-9. American ornithology; or, the natural 
history of the birds of the United States. 3 vols. 
text. 1 vol. atlas. 8vo. Vol. I, pp, 199 +230. 2 figs. 
Vol. 11, pp. 6+456. Vol. Ill, pp. 6+396. 2 figs. 
index. Vol. IV (atlas ), 76 col. pl. 

New York and Philadelphia. 
The first (1808-14) edition arranged in the systematic sequence of 
the species, not in the irregular order of the original work. The 
editor states that he 'has adhered to the original text, correcting 
only some erroneous references, and a few verbal inaccuracies, 
most of which were probably typographical errors'. However, 
much new matter is added in the form of footnotes, some signed 
G. Ord; others are unsigned. The sketch of Wilson's life in the 
present edition has been extended. The hand-colored drawings in 
the atlas are from the original copper plates, colored anew by 
pigments which seem to have been 0f better quality than those 
used by Wilson. In the copy under notice, the colors are very 
fresh; those of the original are faded and in some cases quite 
disintegrated. There apperu·s to be also some differences between 
the coloration of the originals and that of the copy. 

1829. American Ornithology; or, The Natural 
History of the Birds of the United States. The 

Volume of Plates containing 76 full-page engrav
ings coloured from original drawings taken from 
nature. 1 vol. 4to. New York. 
This is the Atlas of the 1828-9 edition sold separately, as it some
times was. It is a fine copy with the plates in good condition. 

**** , J'AMESON, RoBERT, and others. 
1831. American ornithology; or The natural his
tory of the birds of the United States. 4 vols. 8vo. 
Vol. I, pp. (2)+96+271. front. (portr.). 1 pl. 
Vol. 11, pp. 9+334. front. Vol. Ill, pp. 8+320. 
front. Vol. IV, pp. 10+362. front. T. of c. 

Edinburgh. 
Vols. I-III are a reprint of Wilson's 1808-U edition rearranged 
with occasional editorial notes by Jameson. Reference is given 
under each species to the number of Wilson's original plates, but 
the synonomy is transferred to a separate place at the end of vol. Ill 
where it is arranged in the order adopted for the text. A sketch of 
the life of Wilson is given in vol. I by W. M. Hetherington. Vol. IV 
(pp. J -217) contains a reprint of the first three volumes of Bonaparte's 
American Ornithology, 1825-33, with the synonymy transferred to 
pp. 219-38. On pp. 241- 4 there is a catalogue of the species described 
and figured by Audubon in his Ornithological Biography, 1831-9, 
and Birds of America, 1827-38. The remainder of the volume 
consists of extracts made from the proof-sheets of Richardson and 
Swainson's Northern Zoology, 1832, including the diagnoses of 
numerous new species, and with annotations after other authors. 
The work forms vols. LXVIII-LXXI of Constable's Miscellany. 
Coues notes his copy as without any other illustration than the 
portrait of Wilson in vol. I, but the present set, like that in the Ayer 
Library, has an engraved plate in each volume in addition to the 
portrait in the first volume. The publishers' advertisement in 
vol. I announces the publication of part 1 of Captain Thomas 
Brown's Illustrations of American Ornithology as a compa.nion to 
the four volumes of letterpress here collated. 

****, J'AMESON, RoBERT, and others. 
1831. American ornithology; or, The natural 
history of the birds of the United States. 4 vols. 
8vo. Edinburgh. 
An impression of the earlier 1831 edition. The present copy differs 
but little from it ; for example, each volume lacks the printing 
'Constable's Miscellany', the place of publication is lacking at the 
head and foot of each plate, and so on. Otherwise the two printings 
are identical. 

****, BONAPARTE, CHARLES LuciEN, and 
J'ARDINE, WILLIAM. 

(\ 

1832. American ornithology; or, The natural 
history of the birds of the United States. 3 vols. 
8vo. Vol. I, pp. 107 +408. 28 pl. (co l. by Wilson). 
Vol. 11, pp. 7+390. 33 pl. (col.). Vol. Ill, pp. 8+ 
523. 16 pl. (co l.).+27 pl. (col. by Titian R. Peale 
and A. Rider). 2 figs. index. 

London and Edinburgh. 
Vols. I and II and Vol. III top. 257 are reprints of Wilson's original 
American Ornitholog'!l, 1808-U, including vol. IX by Ord, with 
notes by J ardine; vol. III, pp. 259-507, is a reprint of the first three 
volumes (all then published) of Bonaparte's American Ornithology, 
1825-33, with the subtitle Continua-tion of 'Wilson's American 
Ornithology. The original plates of both authors were re-engraved 
by Lizars on a smaller scale and hand-colored except for the back
grounds which were left plain. Vol. I, pp. ix-cvii, has a life of Wilson 
by Jardine. 

1840. Wilson's American Ornithology, with 
Additions Including the Birds Described by 
Audubon, Bonaparte, Nuttall, and Richardson. 
1 vol. 12mo. pp. 8 + 7 46. 25 pl. 2 figs. Boston. 
This is the first Brewer's edition, to which he appends a Synopsis, 
and a systematic, descriptive list of 491 species not in the previous 
Wilson treatise. Several reprints of this fundamental volume have 
been made. 

1843. Memoir of Alex. Wilson. See JARDINE, 
WILLIAM. Birds of Great Britain and Ireland, 
Pt. 4. 8vo. 1843; also in the second issue, 1845-6. 

1853. Wilson's AmeriCan Ornithology, with notes 
by J ardine: to which is added a Synopsis of 
American Birds ... by T. M. Brewer. 1 voi. 12mo. 

~ 
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~ol. I ill e. pp. 8 + 746. 2 5 pi. (I col. ). 8 fiys. in le.rl. 
(\Vanting-.) .Sew l"ork. 
The text of thi second Brewer edition is an exact reprint of t he 
1 -!0 edition. There is some difficulty about establishing the date 
of the i . ue; there may have been sev~ral di_tferently rhted title
page, published. The Br. ~Ius. (Nat. H1st) Library l!as one dated 
1 5-!, while Coues gives the elate of the retssue as 1 ;)~. 

1854. \Vilson s merican Ornithology, with notes 
by J ardine: to which is added a Synopsis of Ameri
can Birds, etc. By T. M. Brewer. N.Y. T. M. 
Ma()'nagnos & Co ., 16 Beekman St. 8vo. pp. 8+ 
74l extra col. and gilt t .-p. and front. Copyright 
dated 1839. 322 plain figs. in text. 
This rare variant (not in the Cat. Br .• lius. (Nat. Hist.) or Library) 
ha two title-pages, the major one (colored and gilt). reading Wilson's j 
~merican I Ornithology I with I Additions including the Birds 
deRcribed by 1 Audubon, Bonaparte. Nuttall, I & Richardson. I ew 
York. 1 T. L. :i\Iagnagnos & Co. I 16. Beekman St., n.d. )fS. note 
on back. The text is otherwise identical with the usual edition. 
The Compiler is indebted to Dr .. C'has. W. Richmond for this raris
sima and for notes on the work Itself. 

nu, BONAPARTE , CHARLES LucmN, and 
other s. 
1876. American ornithology; or, The natural 
history of the birds of the United States; the 
illustrative notes and life of 'vVilson by Sir \Villiam 
Jardine . 3 vols . 4to. Vol. I, pp. 105+408. front. 
(porlr.) . 27 pl. (col. by Wilson). Vol. II, pp. 7 + 
495. 41 pl. (col. by 1Vilson). Vol. Ill, pp. 7 + 540. 
8 pl. (col. by Wilson) + 27 (col. by Titian R. Peale 
and A. Rider) . 2 figs. index. London. 
The present edition-to p. 400 of vol. HI-copies the text of the 
1832 Jardine edition of Wilson and Bonaparte, whilst the remainder 
is a copy of the fourth volume of Bonaparte's American Ornithology, 
182[}--33, without the editorial annotations, which had not been 
publi hed at the date of the earlier work. The plates are mainly 
tho e of the 1832 e<lition. Their coloring is exaggerated and not 
a close copy of the originals. 

****: BONAPARTE, CHARLES LucmN, and 
others. 
1877. American orni t h ology; or, The natural 
history of the bir ds of the United States [with] 
illustrative notes a n d life of \Vilson by Sir \Villiam 
Jardine. 3 vols. 8vo. New York. 
The text of the present ( ew York) edition is printed from the same 
plat.es as the 4to edition of 1876. The colored plates are poor 
chromolithographic reproductions of the engravings by Lizars and 
others in the same issue. 

uu, BONAPARTE, C. L., and BAIRD, S. F. 
1878. American ornithology. Popular ed. 3 vols. 
in 1. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. 132+16+214. 28 pl. 
Vol. II, pp . 8+390. Vol. III, pp. (2)+9+426. 
2 figs. index. Philadelphia. 
A co~posite reprint, consisting of Ord's (1828-9) edition of Wilson's 
text, mcluding Ord's biography of the author, and (vol. Ill, pp. J ~5-
408) Bonaparte's American Ornithology 1825-33, vols. I-IV, With 
the prefaces to the first threP volumes. 'A combined index is given 
at the enrl of the work. The plates con ist of zinc etchi.ngs after the 
origi!lal dra,,ings of Wil on' and Bonaparte's works, reduced and 
1J!Odll1ed by the omission of backgrounds, etc., and u~ually com
bmed, four to the page. The original numbers are retame~ for the 
compone~t drawings, those of Bonaparte being d~tingmshect by 
the m crt10n of the letter B. Vol. I, pp. i-xvi, contams a Catalogue 
of North American Birds by Baird reprinted from the 1859, 8vo e~. 
of the original matter first published in vol. IX of the Pacific J!latl
road Surveys. This edition i in its turn a reprint of a five-vol. Issue 
by the same publishers in 1871 3 vols. text and 2 vols. colored plates. 
The pagination appears to be tliC same, although the colore~ pla~s 
ha~e bee~ replaced by cheaper illustrations. The present Issue IS 
reviewed m the Bulletin of the Nuttall Ornithological Club, 1879. 

WILSON, ANDREW [1852-19 12]. 
18~9. Leisure-time studies, chiefly biological. A 
serws of essays and lectures. 1st ed. 8vo. pp. 15 + 
381. 68 figs. New York. 

1882. Wild animals and birds: their haunts and 
habits. 8uo. pp. 9 + 192. 46 pl . .35 figs. T. of c. 

London. 
1883. Chapters on evolution. 2nd ed. 8vo. pp. 15 
+383. illust. London. 

WILSON, EDWARD ADRIA 
1899-1901. See ORIGINAL DRAWl G • Southern 
Cross Antarctic Expedition. 

1902. See BR. MU . (NAT. HIST.). 

1907-dale. ee BR. MUS. ( AT. HIST.) VOYAGE 
'DI COVERY'. 

WILSON' J AMES [ 1795-1856 J. 
1839. n introduction to the natural history of 
birds, being the article 'Ornithology' from the 
seventh edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica. 
4lo. pp.105. 135texl-figs. 16 pl. index. Edinburgh. 
Although this is a reprint yet it is provided with a new title-page 
and makes a useful separate, giving a very practical, illustrated 
review of ornithology to date. 

WILS ON, COTT BAR CHARD and EV ANS, A. H. 
1890-9. A ves hawaiienses: the birds of the and
wich Islands. folio. pp. 25+257. 72 pl. (64 col.). 
index. London. 
This well-known monograph appeared in eight parts, and forms a 
model account of local avifauna. A complete history of Hawaiian 
birds is given, with native names, notes on distribution, ynonymy, 
habits, etc. Prof. Hans Gadow contributed an illustrated paper on 
the Drepanididae. The copy in hand has the original, dated wrappers 
bOlmd in. Part VIII contains table of contents, list of plates, and 
index. 

WILSON BULLETI N. (Wilson Ornithologi
cal Club; N ebraska Ornithologists' Union.) 
1859-1930. Oberlin, 0., Sioux City, la. 

1889-91. As Ornithologists' and Oologists' Semi
Annual. 

1892. As vVilson Q u arterly. 

1893. As Journa l of the Wilson Ornithological 
Chapter of the Agassiz Association. 

The Wilson Club was founded in 1858, and in 
1859 the Bulletin appeared. 
Under various names this magazine is one of the most impo~tant 
as it is one of the oldest Ame~ica~ peri?dicals devoted to Ormtho
logy. It has had a vigorous sCientific existence of over 70 years,. and 
the list of its contributors includes most of the competent wnters 
on avian subjects in America. 

WILSON ORNITHOLOGICAL CHAPTER . 
See OR ITIIOLOGISTS' A D OOLOGIST ' EMI-A NUAL. 

WILSON ORNITHOLOGICAL CLUB. See 
WILSO BULLETIN. 

WILSON QUARTERLY, a Journal o.f ornit~o
logy · official organ of the Wilson ormtholog1?al 
chapter of the Agassiz associati~_n . . 8v~ . ~berlm. 
A continuation of the Ornithofogists' and Oolog~sts Sem~-annual. 
continued as the Wilson Bulletw (q.v.). 

WILTSHIRE ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND 
NATURAL HISTORY MAGAZINE. . 
1854-1907. Vol . 1-35. (?All pub.) DeUlzes. 

WIMEREUX, STATION ZOOLOGIQUE . . 
1877-date. Travaux. Pas-de-Calats. 1882 . 1 ature Stu dies. See PROCTOR, R. A. 
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reprint. WISCONSIN NATURALIST. Madison. 

WINCHESTER COLLEGE NATURAL HIS
TORY SOCIETY. 
1871-1913. Report. 

WINGE, ADOLF HERLUF [1857- J. 
1894. Fuglene ved de danske Fyr. 8vo. 

? KjfJbenhavn. 
Two volumes of a very useful periodical, elsewhere annotated. 

1898. Gremlands Fugle. (Conspectus Faunae 
Groenlandicae . Aves. ) 8vo. pp. 316. map. 

KjfJbenhavn. 
A well-known systematic work on the birds of Greenland by a 
trained ornithologist. A separately published, repaged paper from 
vol. XXI of Meddelelser om Gr~land. 

1902. Gr,mlands Pattedyr. (Conspectus Faunae 
Groenlandicae. Mammalia.) 8vo. pp. 205. map. 

KjfJbenhavn. 

1906. J orgfundne og nulevende Hovdyr . . . 
Brasilien. 4to. pp. 237. 9 pl. KjfJbenhavn. 
On the Ungulata of Brazil. One of several separately bound papers 
from the publications of the Danish Zoologiske Museum, on various 
Brazilian natural history subjects. 

1923-4. Pattedyr-Slaegter. 3 vols. KjfJbenhavn. 

1925-6. Danmarks Fugle. See SCHI0LER, E. LEHN. 

WINXLER, VALENTINE. 
[1920]. The value of birds to agriculture. See 
CANADA. DOMINION PARKS BRANCH. 

WINSLOW' HELEN M. 
1900. Concerning Cats. 8vo. pp. 284. illust. 

Boston. 

WINTERTHUR. Naturwissenschaftliche 
Gesellschaft. 
1899-1927. Mitteilungen. 8vo. 

WINTLE, ERNEST D. [1852- 1917]. 
1896. The birds of Montreal. Birds observed in 
the vicinity of Montreal, Province of Quebec, 
Dominion of Canada, with annotations as to 
whether they are 'permanent residents' or those 
that are found regularly throughout the year ... 
data of nests and eggs when found, and especially 
noting the species that breed in the city and Mount 
Royal Park; also data of migratory arrivals and 
departures, and other notes, from original observa
tions made during fifteen years. 8vo. pp. 14+ 281. 
5 pl. index. M onlreal. 
An annotated list of 254 species, with brief descriptions of status, 
nidification, etc., pp. 1-214. Pp. 229- 74 with special title-page, 
contain a series of Original Sporting Sketches compiled by David 
Denne, 1895, followed by the Provincial fish and game laws for 1896, 
in French and English, pp. 275-81. The present copy is a presenta
tion to a Governor of McGill University, autographed by the author. 

WINTON, W. E. DE. 
1902. Zoology of Egypt. See ANDERSON, J. 

WISCONSIN AUDUBON SOCIETY. 1898-
1914. See BY THE WAYSIDE. 

WISCONSIN NATURAL HISTORY SO
CIETY. (Founded 1857.) 
1858-82. Jahresbericht. (All pub.) 

1890-1. (All pub.) 

WIS- EN NATUURXUNDIG TIJD
SCHRIFT. (Vlaamsch N atuur-, wis- en Genees-
kundig Congres.) 1921-date. Ghenl. 

WISSENSCHAFTLICHE ERGEBNISSE 
DER DEUTSCHEN GRAN -CHACO-EX
PEDITION 1925- 26. 
1930. 8vo. Stuttgart. 
The report of a very important natural history expedition to 
Argentina, Bolivia, and Paraguay. The account of the birds is 
published in 22 parts, 43 plates, and 13 text-figures by Dr. Alfred 
Laubmann. A volume devoted to other vertebrate classes is in 
course of preparation .. 

WISSENSCHAFTLICHE FORSCHUNGS-
BERICHTE. Dresden. 
1921-date. N aturwissenschaftliche Reihe. 

WISSENSCHAFTLICHE 
TERS.UCHUNGEN. 
1871-91. Vols. 1-21. 

1894-date. New series. 

MEERESUN
Helgoland. 

WISTAR INSTITUTE OF ANATOMY AND 
BIOLOGY. See JOURNAL OF MORPHOLOGY AND 
PHYSIQLOGY. 

WITCHELL, CHARLES A. [d. 1907] andSTRUG
NELL, w. BISHOP. 
1892. The fauna and flora of Gloucestershire. 
8vo. pp. 24+301. 10 pl. 5 figs. 2 indexes. Stroud. 

London. 

WITHERBY, HENRY FoRBES [1873- ]. 
1894. Forest Birds: their Haunts and Habits. 
8vo. pp. 98. 8 pl. text-figs. London. 

1902. Bird hunting on the White Nile; a na
turalist's experiences in the Soudan. 8vo. pp. 12 + 
117. front. 24 figs. 2 append. index. London. 
A very interesting account of Egyptian bird life, having been re
printed with slight alterations from Knowled(!e, 1901. 

1912. (A) hand-list of British birds. See HAR
TERT, E. 

[1913]. The sequence of plumages of the rook. 
\'Vith special reference to the moult of the 'face'. 
8vo. pp. 14. 7 pl. London. 
_<\.uthor's reprint. 

****and others. 
1919-24. A practical handbook of British birds. 
2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. 16+532. 17 pl. (6 col.). 
196 figs. glossary. 2 indexes. Vol. 2 (Pt. 1), 
pp. 12+448. 6 pl. (2 col.). 122 figs. (Pt. 2), 
pp. 449-959. 7 pl. (2 coL). index. London. 
A comprehensive manual of .British ornithology with descriptions 
of different plumages, measurements, habits, distribution, migra
tion, glossary of terms, keys to the species, etc. The text is by 
various authors, each of whom is responsible for certain sections. 
The work was published in 18 parts. In the copy from the E.S.W. 
Library the covers of parts 9-18 are bound in. 
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1924. A check-list of British birds. 8vo. pp. 6 + 78. London. A print of pp. 903-36, Witherby's A Practical Handbook, printed 0 one side of the sheets only, leaving roo~ for notes 3:fid remarks, , . The list registers 496 forms, representmg 418 species. 

WJESTNIX PTIZEWODST W A. Russian. Title in German: Zeitschrift fUr Vogelzucht. ( ?) 1897- 19 16 . Monthly. 8vo. Suspended? From Nat. Novitates: 1897-1916; each year 12 monthly parts. St. Petersburg. 
WOBURN LIBRARY OF N A TURAL HISTORY. 

1903-4. Edited by the Duke of Bedford. 5 vols. Three volumes of this admirable series are on vertebrate zoology: :British Mammals by Sir Harry Johnston, 1903; British Freshwater J;'ishes by Sir H. Maxwell, 1904; and British Salt-water Fishes by F. G. Aflalo, 1904. All these are in the Blacker Library of Zoology. 

WOCHENSCHRIFT F'UR VOGELZUCHT. See PTIZEWODSTWO, etc. 

WOLCOTT' ROBERT HENRY. 
1904 . (A) preliminary review of the birds of Nebraska. See BRUNER, L. 

WOLF, JoHA [1765-1824] and MEYER, B. 1805-21. Naturgeschichte der Vogel Deutschlands, etc. 2 vols. and atlas. folio. 176 col. pl. (Wanting.) Niirnberg. This elaborate and well-illustrated treatise was issued in 29 parts of six plates each. Additional parts were in preparation. It is quite rare. 

nu and 'M.EYER, B. ¥ 1810 . Taschenbuch der deutschen V elkunde. See MEYER, B. 
1816-22. Abbildungen und Beschreibungen merkwOrdiger naturgeschichtlicher Gegenstande. 2 vols. 4to. 72 col. pl. Niirnberg. The l'tfcGill copy is incomplete. 

1822. Zusatze zu dem Taschenbuch der Deutschen V_Qgelkunde. 3 T heile. 8vo. 

WOLF, JOSEF [1820-99]. 
1854. Feathered favourites, twelve coloured pictures of British birds. 8vo. pp. ( 6) +54. 12 pl. (col.). · London. 
Good .examples of the work produced by this master of animal portraiture. A few of the numerous volumes that he illustrated are mentioned in this Catalogue. 

1~61-7 . Zoological Sketches. Edited by D. W. Mitchell andP.L.Sclater. folio. 50col.pl. London. :r'here are two series of this Atlas (with its descriptive text) by an ill~strator. who is generally regarded as the most artistic of British ammal pamters. The subjects are in this instance from the London Zoo. 

ea. 1870 . See ORIGI AL DRAWINGS. WOLF, JOSEPH. 
• ••• and ELLIOT, D . G. 
1874. The life and habits of wild animals. With descriptive letter-press by Daniel Giraud Elliot. 4to. pp. (10) + 72. 20 pl. T. of c. London. 'f];e col!y in h.and is of the large paper edition and contains the (last) e senes of illustrations drawn by this noted artist. 

95 . Life of J osefWolf. See PALMER, A. H. 

WOLFENDEN' RICHARD N ORRIS. 1909 . See CHALLENGER SOCIETY. 

WOLF-HARNIER, EDUARD. 
[1910]. Gefiederte Baukun tier; Charakterschil- · derungen aus der Vogelwelt, miL besonderer Berucksichtigung der Nestbauart der Vogel. 8vo. pp. 7+150. 3 pl. (col.). 36 figs. T. of c. Leipzig. 

WOLLASTON' ALEXANDER FREDERICK RICHMOND [1875- ]. 
1912. Pigmies and Papuans, with Appendix on Birds. ? London. 
1916. Reports on the collections made by the British ornithologists' union expedition and the Wollaston expedition in Dutch New Guinea. See BRITISH ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNIO EXPEDITION. 
1921. Life of Alfred Newton, professor of comparative anatomy, Cambridge university, 1866-1907. 8vo. pp. 15+332. 5 pl. (portr.). append. index. London. This life of the famous ornithologist, by one of his pupils, was not completed until 1921. Newton was an indefatigable worker and writer as may be judged from the appendix, pp. 316- 2-i, which contains a list of his published papers. 

W OLLEY, JoH [1823-59] and NEWTON, ALFRED. 
1864-1907. Ootheca Wolleyana: an illustrate catalogue of the collection of birds' eggs, begun by the late John Wolley, jun .... and continued with additions, by the editor, Alfred Newton. 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. 39+531. 26 col. pl. 1 fig. (portr.). index. Vol. II, pp. 6+665+96. 11 col. pl. 1 map. 2 figs. index. append. London. This famous work was issued in four parts. 

WOLSTE NHOLME, DEAN [1757-1837]. 1852-1915. [Pigeons; a scrapbook including engravings by Dean W olstenholme, and various pictures and articles on pigeons by others.] folio. 16 pl. (col.). 38 figs. [London.] The first 12 plates are fine portraits of fancy pigeons by D. Wolstenholme ; the other pictures are taken from the Fanciers' Gazette and Featl!ered World. 

WONDERS OF THE WORLD (THE). n.d. A Popular and Authentic Account of the Marvels of Nature and of Man, by Sir Harry Johnston and others. 2 vols. 4to. 26 col. pl. 976 pl. (photos.). London. 
WOOD , CASEY ALBERT [1856- ] and SLONAXER, JAMBS ROLL! . 

1915. The eyelids and lachrymal apparatus of birds. 8vo. pp. 18. 11 figs. Chicago. The results of these researches were first reported to the Ophthalmological Congress at Oxford, in July 1914, and published in Casey Wood's American Encyclopedia of Ophtl!almology, July 1915. The present paper is an author's reprint. 
19 17 . The fundus oculi of birds, especially as viewed by the ophthalmoscope; a study in com-parative anatomy and physiology. Illust~ated by 145 drawings in the text; also by sixty-one colored paintings prepared for this work by Arthur W. Head. folio. pp. 5+180. 61 col. pl. 145 text-figs. Chicago. The above is thus appraised by Zimmer _(Ayer Cat.1 I!· 68,~): 'A mo~t important monograph on the eyes of ~rrd~, .descr!bmg the conditions found in such birds (especially m hvu:~g brrds) as are m~.~ likely to be useful in a study of comparative ophthalmology , "description of the intraocular appearances and the methods a m lo ed in viewing them". In preparing the monograph, the :ulhoi' examined the eyes of some represen~ti~e of almost all of th different orders of birds, and the descnptwns and e~cellent fi e res and plates describe and illustrate the results of th1R com-

4M 
/ , 

p~ative study.' See also ORIGINAL DRAWINGS. HEAD, A. W. ~ 

/. 
./ 
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~WOOD, C. A. (contd.)] 
1919. The Eyes of the Burrowing Owl. 
1 col. pl. 

8vo. pp. 25. 
New York. 

Author't; reprint from Contributions to Medical and Biological 
Research, dedicated to Sir William Osier on his seventieth birthday. 

[1920-7]. Material for a work on the birds of Fiji. 
4lo. (165 l.). n.p. 
Manuscript notes and typewritten material (attached to 165 leaves 
of bound scrap-book) together with 22 photographs of paintings of 
Fiji birds and five snapshots of a collecting trip in 1923. 

1922. My quest of the British nightingale. 4lo. 
pp. 40. n.p. 
A MS. account with newspaper clippings from British and American 
papers of the writer's journey to England to make a study of the 
nightingale in his native haunts, as did before him John Burroughs 
and after him J oseph Bock and others. Two poems from Punch on 
the subject of the author's quest are included. 

1922. Letter from Georgetown, British Guiana. 
4lo. no t.-p. pp. 20+6. 
A mimeographed letter from Dr. Casey Wood to a few relatives and 
personal friends describing the delights of a journey to South 
America, with descriptions of interesting birds, other animals, and 
flowers-especially orchids-met with on the trip. 

1922-4. Zoological odds and ends collected during 
a journey through Australasia and the islands of 
central Polynesia. 4lo. no l.-p. illusl. (photos.). n.p. 
Unpublished ~IS., clippings from newspapers, and other documents 
relating a year's tour in Australasia and Polynesia. 

1923. The birds of Fiji. 8vo. pp. 8. [Suva?] 
A short general account of the birds of the islands, reprinted from 
the Handbook of Fiji, 1923. 

1923. In sunny southern seas. 4lo. pp. [2]+39. 
Suva. 

An account by the author, written from Oceania, describing some 
of his experiences during the year 1 923, and which was published 
under this caption by the Montreal Daily Gazette in 11 instalments, 
May 20 to May 31, 1924. In an autographed note the author states 
that there are several typographical and other errors in the news
paper instalments which are uncorrected. 

1923. Letter from Suva, Fiji Islands. 4lo. 35 ff. 
map. Suva. 
Privately printed account of ten months in the South Seas mostly 
for the study of its bird life. 

1923-6. E Scriptoribus. A few Author's reprints, 
separately bound. 
CoNTENTs: 
My Quest of the Imperial Parrot. 1924. 
The Fijian Crimson-Breasted Parrot. 1923. 
Heterochorsis in the Crimson-Breasted Parrot. 
1924. 
Sketches from the Notebook of a Naturalist
Traveler in Oceania during the Year 1923. 1925. 
A Letter from T. M. Brewer to Osbert Salvin. 1923. 
The Cayenne or River Ibis in British Guiana. 1923. 
Developmental Color Changes in the Eyes of New 
Zealand Gulls. 1924. 
The Starling Family at Home and Abroad. 1924. 
Lessons in Aviculture from English Aviaries. 1926. 
The Nest of the Baya Weaver Bird. 1926. 

1924. Birds of Fiji. 8vo. pp. 119-25. 
Author's reprint from Colony of Fiji, 1874-1924. 

Suva. 

[1924]. The golden doves of Fiji. 
1 fig. 

8vo. pp. [4]. 
[Chicago.] 

Reprinted from Bird-Lore, 1924. A detailed account (during a ten 
mouths' residence) of the indigenous Golden Dove of the Fiji 
Islands, perhaps the most interesting, although not the rarest and 
most beautiful of the indigenous doves of these islands. The illus
tration is from a painting made for the author by C. Cheverlange. 

****and INGERSOLL, ERNEST. 
1924. On the Spanish Main; notes on the natural 
history of the \\'esL Indies and British Guiana. 
folio. 7 ll. 9 figs. [i\1onlreaZ..] 
A series of cutting from the :J,Iontreal Star pasted on one side of 
seven large leaves with nine illustrations and bound with Jerdon's 
Illustrations of Indian Ornithology, No. 4. The notes are observa· 
tions of fauna! and fioral life made during two winters spent in 
Barbadoes and British Guiana, one of them with William Beebe at 
the Tropical Station of the New York Zoological Society, Kartabo, 
on the Essequibo River. The editor, Ernest Ingersoll, has added 
a few notes and is responsible for the illustrations. 

1925. Lady (Elizabeth) Gwillhn, artist and orni
thologist. 8vo. pp. 594-9. [London.} 
Author's separate from the Ibis, July 1925. An account of how the 
writer accidentally found in a London bookshop a large portfolio 
containing 121 choice colored drawings of Indian birds by Lady 
Gwillim. Following a description of the • find' comes some account 
of the drawings, and the career of the artist herself. 

****and WETMORE, ALEXANDER. 
1925-6. A collection of birds from the Fiji 
Islands. 8vo. pp. (3)+(43)+(46). 2 pl. (col.). 
2 figs. (maps). [London.] 
Author's reprint from the Ibis of October 1925 and January 1926. 
The collection secured through the efforts of Dr. Casey Wood (to 
October 1924) included 259 skins and one skeleton, the annotated 
list of these being by Dr. Wetmore, while Dr. Casey Wood supplied 
the introductory matter, with notes on the species that came under 
his own personal observation, as well as remarks on bird protection, 
extinct birds, etc., in Fiji. The two colored plates are by W. J. 
Belcher, one of the artists engaged by Dr. Casey Wood to illustrate 
the birds of the Islands. See BELCHER, W. J. AND OTHERS, Paintings 
of the Birds of Fiji, 1917-27, in this Catalogue. 

[1 928] . Eyes of birds and other vertebrates. 
72 l. 20 pl. (col.). n.p. 
Typewritten abstract of a paper read before the Pacific DiviBion of 
the American Association for the Advancement of Science at Clare· 
mont, Calli., June 14, 1928. The drawings (attached to the leave& 
of the bound scrap-book) are accompanied by MS. notes by Dr. 
Wood, but most of them were never published. Incorporated with 
the above is a review-also typewritten-by Dr. Wood of G. L. 
Johnson's Contributions to the Comparative Anatomy of the Reptilian 
and the Amphibian Eye (Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. of Londmt, Series B, 
vol. 215, pp. 315-53, plates 2G-5). 

1929. See FREDERICK 11, EMPEROR, 13th century. 
1929. Some Adventures of a Naturalist in the 
Ceylon Jungle. 8vo. 6 pl. Washington. 
Author's reprint from Smithsonian Report, 1928, Publication 2999, 
giving an account of two years' exploration of the forest and tank 
districts of Ceylon, especially of its fiora and fauna. 

1930. Psittacosis; or the Fate of John IIIrd. 8vo,. 
[London.] 

An account of the parrot fever scare and its tragic effect on thousands 
of innocent birds, among them the death of the famous Amazona 
oratria, John the 'fhird, whose portrait adorns the bookplate of the 
E.S.W. Library. 

1931. Bird portraits in Ancient and Medieval 
Art. ff. 200. 190 (collected) photographs. [Rome.] 

WOOD, CHARLES THOROLD [1777-1852]. 
1835? The ornithological guide, in which are 
discussed several interesting points in ornithology. 
8vo. pp. 18+236. index. London. 
A popular manual with an appendix listing certain British and some 
non-British birds, with their French, German, and Latin synonyms. 

WOOD, JOHN GEORGE [1827-99]. 

h 

1857. Sketches and Anecdotes of animal life. 
4th ed. London. 
1858. My feathered friends. 12mo. pp. 12+396. 
20 pl. index. London. 
1864. The illustrated natural history. 3 vols. 4to. 
Vol. I, Mammalia. Vol. II, Reptiles, fishes, etc. 
Vol. Ill, Birds. pp. ( 4) + 7 86. front. 494 figs. 
index. London. 
The first edition of this popular treatise is rare. It was published 
in 1851-3; and there have since appeared several impressions, one 
with the title Animate Creation. 

~ 
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1864-5. Homes without Hands, etc. 8vo. (Wanting.) London. One of the numerous works of this deservedly popular writer, in this instance an attempt to explain indirectly and in simple language the principles of fauna! anatomy and clas ification. 
1866. Homes without hands, beinO' a description of the habitations of animals. 8vo. pp. 20+632. 21 pl. 84 fi!JS. index. New York. An American edition of this popular work. 
1868-70. 
illust. 

The natural history of man. 2 vols. 
London. 

1870. Bible animals; being a description of every living creature mentioned in the Scriptures from the ape to the coral. 8vo. pp. 29+652. 24 pl. 78 figs. index. New York. The American edition of the (London) first issue of 1869. 
1871. Strange dwellings; being a description of the habitations of animals. 12mo. pp. 12+411. front. 56 figs. index. London. Abridged from Homes without hands. 

1877. Nature's teachings: human invention anticipaLed by nature. 8vo. pp. 20+533. front. figs. index. London. This work is intended to show the clo e connection between nature and human inventions, there being hardly an invention of man that has not its prototype in ature. Birds figure at intervals all through these pages, such, for instance, as the woodpecker with its beak and feetrepre enting the boring and grasping tools invented by man, etc. 
1879 . Wanderings in South America. ee wATERTO , CHARLES. 

*'***and HOLDER, Jo EPH B. 
(1885]. Animate creation; popular edition of' Our living World', a natural history. 3 vols. 4to. Vol. I, Mammals. Vol. II, Birds. Vol. III, Fishes, Reptiles, etc. New York. Originally published in 60 parts. First edition as The Illustrated Natural History, the text, however, in this edition, where it relates to American animals, being revised and adapted by the editor , with the lat est information added . The classification adopted for t he birds, vol. Il, is that of Rober t Ridgway. 
1893. Illustrated natural history: comprising descriptions of animals, birds, fishes, reptiles, insects, etc. 8vo. pp. 470. illust. New l'ork. 

*'*** and WOOD , THEODORE. 
n.d. The field naturalist's handbook. 8vo. pp. 7 + 167. London. Largely a compilation. An interleaved copy with ink ::\18. annotations. 

n.d. Illustrated natural history. Birds. 4to. pp. 788. many figs. in text. index. New York. This work, crudely printed and illustra~d and on poor paper, see~s to be an American reprint of the author volume on Bml from his Illustrated Natural History, London, 1861-3. 
n .d . Our domestic pets. 12mo. pp. 339. 13 pl. 95 figs. London. 

WOOD , NEVILLE [fl. 1835-9]. 
1836 . British song birds; being popular descriptions and anecdotes of the choristers of the groves. 12mo. pp. 12 + 408. index. London. A popular but ~ystematic ~escri~tion of song-birds with r_nany original observatiOns of therr habits. The present volume IS an autographed copy that once belonged to Henry G. Vennor. 
1836. The ornithologist' text-book; being r~v iew of ornithological work ; with an appendix 

containing discussions on various topics of mtere t. 8vo. pp. 4 + 232. index. London. A rather well-written compendium containing a useful review of ornithological works accessible to the author, as well as a useful Synopsis of Systems, including those of Willughby, Brisson, Linnaeus, Latham, et al; On the English Nomenclature of Birds, and other articles. 

WOOD, ROBERT WILLIAM [1868- ] . 
[ 1907]. How to tell the Birds from the Flower . Verse. 8vo. illust. [0. 5597.] San Francisco. 
[1908]. Animal Analogues. Ver e. 8vo. illust. [0. 5598.] San Francisco. Both this volume and the previous one are whimsical studies intended to while away a weary hour. 

WOOD , SARA. 
1892. Dwellers in our gardens; their lives and works. 12mo. pp. (8)+184. 3 pl. (col.). 94 figs. T. of c. London. 

WOOD , THEODORE [1862- ]. 
1887. Our bird allie . 8vo. pp. 10+214. text-figs. T. of c. London. 
1905. The zoo, past and pre ent, etc. ~ee ELWE , 
A. J. 

1921. Birds one should know, beneficial and mischievous. 8vo. pp. 11+132. 24 pl. (8 col.). 188 figs. T. of c. London. 
n .d . (The) field naturalist's handbook. 'ee WOOD, JOHN GEORGE. 

WOOD , THOMAS \VILLIAM. 
n .d . Curiosities of ornithology. 8vo. pp. 64. 9 col. pl. 2 text-figs. London. Nine chapters, written in popular style, on some of the rare and curious birds of the world. The book is scarce, not listed in the Cat. Br. Mus. (Nat. Hist.). 

WOOD, WALTER. 
n .d . Adventure with big fish. 8vo. pp. 319. 12 illust. London. 'tories of adventures with dolphins, whales, manatees, and walrus (these mammals being called 'fish' for the purposes of the author); also with sawfish, swordfish, tarpon, sharks, etc. 

WOOD , WILLIAM [1774-1857]. 
1807. Zoography; or, The beauties of nature displayed. In elect descriptions from the animal ... kingdom. 3 vols. 8vo. illust. London. Vol. I is devoted to natural history in general, vol. Ill to domestic animals. The pre ent copy i from the l\lullens Library with book· plate. 

1824. Catalogue of an xtensive and valuable collection of the best works on natural his I ory, arranged in classe according to the Linnean system. 8vo. pp. ( 4) + 136. front. T. of c. London. An interesting old priced catalogue, showing the valuf' plared on books in former days as compared with the pre ent timP. The ornithological portion occupies pp. 6-16. 

WOODCOCK, ARTH R RoY [1880- ] . 
1902. Annotated list of [325 pecie of] the birds of Oregon. 8vo. pp. 2+117. illusl. addend. index. 

Oregon. (Oregon Agric. Expcr. Station, Bulletin No. 68.) 

WOODFORD, CHARLES MORRI [1 53- ]. 1890. A naturalist among the head-hunLer ; being an account of the three visit to the olomon islands in the year 1886 . 8vo. pp. 12 -l- 249. illust. London. 
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WOODHOUSE, S. W. 1853. See UNITED STATES. 
SITGHEAVES EXPEDITION. 

WOODROFFE, \Y. L. 
1902. Bird catching. See TWDSO , w. H. 

WOODRUFF' FRANK YIORLEY. 
1907. (The) birds of the Chicago area. (Chicago 
Acad. of Sciences. ~at. Hist. Survey Bulletin.) 
pp. 222. 12 pl. bibliogr. 2 indexes. Chicago. 
An annotat.ed list of the species known to inhabit an area comprised 
of all of Cook and Du Page Counties, the nine townships of Will 
f'om1ty, and the northern portion of Lake County, Indiana. Notes 
furnish local distribution, etc., with scientific and vernacular 
synonyms, followed by a local bibliography. 

WOODRUFFE-PEACOCX, EDWARD ADRIAN 
[1858- ] . 
1898. The natural history of Lincolnshire. 8vo. 
pp. 136. 2 pl. index. Horncastle. 
The Natural History section of Lincolnshire Notes and Queries. 

WOODS , HENRY (F.G.S.). 
189 1. Catalogue of the type fossils in the Wood
wardian Museum, Cambridge. With a preface by 
T. M. Hughes. 8vo. pp. 14+180. T. of c. 

Cambridge. 
WOODS , J LIA EDMUND TE ISON [183:2.-89]. 

1882 . Fish and fisheries of New South Wales. 8vo. 
pp. 11 +213. 46 photo. pl. text-figs. Sydney. 

WOOD'S HOLE , MASS . See MARI E BIOLOGICAL 
LABORATORY. 

WOODWARD , ARTHTJR SMITH [1864- ] and 
SHE RBORN' c. DAVIES. 
1890. A Catalogue of British Fossil Ver tebrata. 
8vo. pp. xxxv+396. T. of c. London. 
Among the important contributions to this extensive study. 

1898. Outlines of Vertebrate Paleontology. 8vo. 
pp. 24+470. 1 pl. figs. in text. Cambridge. 
Admirably adapted to the wants of advanced students. 

1904. A guide to the fossil mammals and birds in 
the dept. of geology and palaeontology in the 
British Museum. 8th ed. 8vo. pp. 16+100. 6 pl. 
88 figs. index. London. 
An entirely rewritten edition of the 1896 issue. An almost identical 
ninth edition was published in 1909, and a similar tenth edition 
in 19~3. A presentation copy from the Trustees of the British 
l\1uscum. 

1907. Fossil Fish from 1 a tal. Third and Final 
Report. See NATAL. 

WOODWARD , BER ARD BARHAM [ 1853- ] and 
others. 
1903-date. Catalogue of the Books, Manuscripts, 
Maps and Drawings in the British Museum 
(Natural History) . 4to. A-Z. London. 
Six volumes (one of which is Supplement, A- I, 1922) of this indis
pensable work of reference have already been issued by the l\Iuseum 
authorities. Too much cannot be said in praise of this very remark
able liRt. What workers in the bibliography of natural history 
would do without it is impossible to say; and for librarians, the 
tasks involved in their dealings with an immense subject are greatly 
lightened. The Compiler of this Catalogue wishes once more to 
express his appreciation of the literary and scientific excellence of 
a monograph of which he has made ,;uch liberal use. 

WOODWARD, (Nlrs.) ELLEl'< S., Collector. 
n .d . [Letters and autographs of zoologists with 

biographies and portraits. ] 12 vols. 4to. no t.-p. 
illust. [London.] 
A collection of 12 vols. of autograph and signed letters of zoologists, 
including many ornithologists, with their portraits and biographies. 
About 1,500 letters. This unique and valuable series includes four 
letters of Darwin, some of Alfred R. Wallace, Huxley, et al. 

WOODWARD , HE RY [1832-1921]. 

1877. List of the [the author's] principal scientific 
papers. Monographs, & addresses. 8vo. pp. 12. 

Hertford. 
A supplementary list, 1877-97, was published in 1897. 

WOODWARD , R. B. and WOODWARD , 
J. D. S. 
1899. Natal birds, including the species belonging 
to Natal and the eastern districts of the Cape 
Colony. 8vo. pp. 6+21.5. front. (col.). append. 
index. Pietermaritzburg. 

WOODWARDIAN MUSEUM , CAM-
BRIDGE . 
1891. Catalogue of the type fossils in the Wood
wardian Museum. See wooDs, HENRY. 

WOODWORTH , FRA CIS CHANNI G [1812-59]. 
1854. Stories about birds. 8vo . pp. 13 + 336. .59 
pi. 21 figs. T . of c. Auburn. 

WOOLHOPE NATURALISTS' FIELD 
CLUB . (Founded 1851.) 
1856-1930. Transactions, etc. 

1888. Notes on the Birds of Herefordshire. 

WOOLWICH AND WEST KENT. 
1909. A Survey and record of Woolwich and W est 
Kent, contain ing geology, botany, and zoology. 

Woolwich. 

W ORCESTER , DEA CoNA T [1866- ] and 
BOURNS' FRANK s. 
1894. Preliminary Note on the Birds and Mam
mals ... of the Menage Scientific Expedition to 
the Philippine Islands. 4to. pp. 64. 8vo. 

St. Paul and 1Hinneapolis, 1'.1inn. 
Authors' excerpt from Occasional Papers, vol. i, No. 1, Minnesota 
Academy of Natural Sciences. 

**** and BOURNS , FRANK S. 
1898. Contributions to Philippine ornithology. 
8vo. pp. 649-626. Pl. L Y-LX I. bibliogr. index. 

"\tVashington. 
From the Proceedings of the U.S. Nat. Mus., vol. xx. Part I of this 
volume has a list of birds known to inhabit the Philippine and 
Palawan Islands. Part II consists of notes on the distribution of 
Philippine birds. The present copy is an interleaved presentation, 
autographed by the senior author. 

1906. (A) hand-list of the birds of the Philippine 
Islands. See McGREGOR, RICHARD c . 

WORCESTER NATURAL HISTORY SO-
CIETY. Worcester, Mass. 
1883 ?-dale. Annual Reports. 

WORCESTERSHIRE NATURALISTS' 
CLUB . Worcester, England. 
1847/96-19 10 ? Transactions. 
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WORLD LIST OF SCIENTIFIC PERIODICALS PUBLISHED IN THE YEARS 1900-1921. 2 vols. 4to. London. 

A. valuabl~ alphab~tical list of 24,02 tith•s (not a catalogue) compiled by ". A. Sm1th and L. A. Sheppard (with L. Wharton for the . lavonic.entrics) under the direction of A. W. Pollard. Procreding of mtcrnatwnal congresses are collected under this heading. 
W ORLD'S CONGRESS OF ORNITHOLOGY. See Roon, E. IRI<. E. 

WORM , 0LE [15 8-1654]. 
16~5. Museum Wormianurn; eu, Historia rerum rarrorum, tam naturalium, quam artificialium, tarn domesticarum, quam exaticarum, quae Hafniae Danorum in aedibus authoris sevantur. folio. pp. 10 +388. 2 pl. text-figs. Lugduni Batavorum. One of the rarliest and rarest drscriptive catalogur of the first mu cum in Coprnhagen, publi hed in Leyden. It contains an original illustration and description of the Loon, called Lumme in Iceland; and a crlebratcd chapter on the Lemming or Jius Norvagic?IS, rrcording the story of its descent from the clouds. The true nature of the ~arwhal (Unicornu marinum) is rrvcaled for the fir t time in this work. Among other objects in the collection were numbers of stuffed bird specimens. ap. ---vi, pp. 290-312, is devoted to avian life in general with appropriate, and rather good copper-plate portrait of ten specirs, e.g. the penguin and the guinea-fowl. There arc two copies available for the student in the McGilllibrarics, one from the Dean Arlams Library, both Elzcvirs. 

WORSLEY-BENISON , H. W. S. 
1889. Ilaunt of nature. 8vo. pp. 6 + 252. 2 pl. T. o( c. London. 

WOSSIDLO, PAUL [1836- ]. 
1888 . Leitfaden der Zoologie. 2nd ed. illust. 

Berlin. WOTTON, EDWARD [1492-1555 J. 
1552. Edoardi \Y ottoni . . . De differentiis animalivm libri decem. folio. (pp. viii) +ff. 220+ (pp. 26.) Lutetiae Parisiorum. 
This book is distinguished from others of its class in the sixteenth century by it marginal notes and excellent index. The initial letter of each of the ten books is enlarged and decorated but there are no other illustrations. Both the Blacker and Osier libraries have a copy of this fundamental treatise. 

WREN, THE. 
1909. Bulletin of the orfolk Bird Club. A Monthly Magazine devoted to t he Interests of the Club . Editor, Jame L. Peters. Vol. I, 1909, o. 1, January-. To. 7, October. (All issued.) 

Cambridge, A1 ass. 
The former editor kindly wrote the ompiler: 'The principal contributors were J o eph Kittredge, Richard ~1. ::11 arble, J ames L. Peters Barron Brainerd, and W. Charles Levey. The paJH'r contained notes of local interest, reports on migration activitie of members, etc.' 

WRIGHT, ALBERT HAZEN . 
1914. The Anura of Ithaca. 8vo. pp. 7 + 98. 21 pl. 

~Vashington. 
WRIGHT , liORACE WI SLOW [1848-1920] . 1909. [ 120 specie of] Birds of the Boston Public garden, a study in migration. 8vo. pp. 20 + 238. 8 pi. index. Boston. 
1911. The [186 specie of] birds of the Jefferson region in the \Vhite mountains, ew Ilamp hire. (Proc. A1anchester Institute of Arts and Sciences, vol. 5.) 8vo. pp. 126. index. Jlanchester, N.H. 

WRIGHT , LEWI [1838-1908]. 
[1874-6]. (The) illustrated book of pigeons. See 
FULTO. , R. 
1879. The pra-:;•~cal pigeon keeper. 8vo. pp. 6 + 2a.2.. 9 pl. 59 J(gs. T. of c. London. 
~The illustrated book of poultry. London. 

WRIGHT, Airs. ~1ABEL (born 0 (.oon) [1 :->fland COUES, ELLIOTT. 
1900. Citizen bird; scene fron1 bird-life. 8vo. pp. 14+430. 136 figs. index. New 1-orlr. 
A popular book, the firl'lt edition in 1 9i with ('Wral :snbsequrnt printing. 

1906. The friend hip of nature; a . Tew England chronicle of bird and Dowers. 8vo. pp. 7 + 238. front. ew 1·ork and London. 
1907. Gray Lady nnd the birds; tories of the bird year. 8vo. pp. 20+437. 12 pl. (col.). 1\ew rork. 
1917. Birdcraft, a field book of two hundred ong, game, and water bird . 8vo. pp. 23-l- 317. 80 pl. 2 indexes. New 1"ork. 

W R IGHT, MAc. ·u. YO • . 
1847. Ilel ingfors traklens fogelfauna, jemte anmarkningar vid en del dithorande arter (Enligt· anteckningar ifran och med sommaren l 31 till och med varen l 4 7). 4lo. pp. 36. col. pl. 

He/. inyfors. 
An account of the birds of Helsingfors and, incidrntally, thr chirf species of Finland's avifauna. 

**** and PALM E N , .J. A. 
1859-73. Finland foglar, hufvud akligen till deras dragler be krifna; enare af delningen, efter fOrfattarens dod omarbetad med arskild han yn till arternas utbredning och ulgifven af .J. A. Palmen. (Finska Vetenskaps- ocieteten. Bidrag i.Zll kannedom af Finlands natur och folk, pt. ~2.) 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I (\\'right), 185U, pp. xiv-t-315. Vol. II (Palmen), 1873, pp. xvii + 681. Helsingfors. 
A systematic treatise on the birds of Finland, begun by Wright in l 59 and completed after his death by Palmen. Vol. II L in the original wrapper and from C. Hart l\fcrriam's library. 

****' WRIGHT , W., and L ONNBERG, E. 1917-29. Svenska foglar efter naturen, etc. 
Professor Einar Lonnberg is engaged on this revi ed edition of the Wrights' well-known treatise on 'wedish avifauna. The present work consists of 105 part , with over 200 colored plates. Doubtless tllis extremely valuable printing will be completed. The first edition appeared in 1828-38, and has long been regarded a. the most important work on the subject. 

WRIGHT, R. G. and DEWAR, Do GLAS. 1925. The du ~k of India. 8vo. pp. 231. 22 pl. (col.). index. London. 
WRIGHT, ROBERT RAl\lSAY [1852- ]. 
1885 . See KINGSLEY, J. S. 

1898-date. Toronto university Studies. 
Serie . 8vo. 

WRIGHT, S . and CASTLE, W . E . 

Biological 
Toronto. 

1916. Inherilanre in Guinea-Pig and Hats. bvo. pp. 198. 7 pi. 7 (i[Js. ·waslzington. 
WRIGHT' THOMA [1810-77]. 
1841. Popular Treati e on cience. 8vo. Contain Philip de Thaun' Livre de~ Creatures, and Be Liary. [0 . 6554.] London. 

WRIGHT, WILHELM vo:-. [1 10- ]. 
1892- 5 . kandinaviens fi kar. Bearb. och fort • af F. A. Smitt. 2 vols . pp. 1,239. 53 col. pl. 207 figs. 308 illu~l. in text. loch:holm. A beautiful work on candinavian fishes, enlargl·d from the original edition published in 1836--57. The present monograph has the text in English· the fir t edition waR printed in •. 'wcdish an\l Latin. It i probably the most important of the many treatises on fi.he!i of the North Europran ea . 
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WUERZBURGER NATURWISSENSCH. 
ZEITSCHRIFT. 
1860-7. Vols. I-VI. (All pub.) 

WUESTNEI, CARL [1843-1902] and CLODIUS, 
G. 
1900. Die Vogel der ... Mecklenburg. 8uo. pp. 
363. Gijstrow. 
This local history is an authors' separate, describing at considerable 
length and in scientific, systematic fashion the birds of the Mecklen
burg area. 

WUNDT,W. 
1892. Vorlesungen 
Tierseele. 2nd ed. 

iiber die Menschen- und 
Hamburg. 

WURFFBAIN' J OHANNE p AULUS [ 1655-1711]. 
1683. Salamandrologia h. e. descriptio ... sala
mandrae, etc. 4to. [0. 4291.] Norimbergae. 

WURM, WILHELM. 
1885. Das Auerwild, dessen Naturgeschichte, 
Jagd und Hege. 2nd ed. 4to. pp. 20+339. 2 pl. 
T. of c. Wien. 
A complete treatise on the Black Cock especially from the view
point of the gamekeeper and huntsman. From the Cabanis-Reiche
now collection. 

WttRTTEMBERGISCHE NATURWIS-
SENSCHAFTLICHE JAHRESHEFTE. See 
VEREIN FUR VATERLANDISCHE NATURKUNDE IN 
WURTTEMBERG. 

WttRZBURG. Frankisches Museum fiir Na
turkunde. 
1920-4. Bericht. 

WttRZBURG. Zoologisch-Zootomisches In
stitut. 
1874-89. Arbeiten. 

1824-48. Bericht. 

WU SHU ~ ~ [947-1002]. 

? ea. 1500. Shih lei fu $ lJ:i Jit; A classified 
encyclopedia, composed in the irregular verse 
style, including material on animals, birds, fishes, 
etc., chiian 18-23; chiian 28-30; published in the 
Ming Dynasty (1368-1644). 30·8 x 19·2 cm. [G.] 

WttSTNEI, CARL. See WUESTNEI, CARL. 

WYATT, CLAUDE WILMOTT [1842-1900]. 
1885-94. (A) monograph of the Hirundinidae. 
See SHARPE, R. B. 

1894. British birds: being coloured illustrations 
of all the species of passerine birds resident in 
the British isles. Vol. I (separately published). 
folio. pp. (7)+25. 25 pl. (col.). T. of c. London. 
Part. of a series of fine hand-colored plates by the author, represent
ing 50 species of resident birds. See also Vol. TI. 

1899. British birds: with some notes in reference 
to their plumage. Vol. II (published separately). 
folio. pp. (7)+42. 42 pl. (col.). T. of c. London. 
A series of fine hand-colored plates by the author, representing 
53 British passerine birds. See also Vol. I. 

WYMAN, JEFFRIES [1814-74]. 
1862. Observations upon the remains of extinct 
and existing sp':'cies of Mammalia found ... within 

Lhe Lead region of Wisconsin, Iowa and Illinois. 
8uo. illust. Albany, N. Y. 
Author's reprint from a Report of the Geological Survey of the State 
of Wisconsin, vol. I. 

WYMAN, LuTHER E. and BURNELL, ELIZA
BETH F. 
1925. Field book of birds of the southwestern 
United States. 8uo. pp. 24+308. front. (col.). 
3 maps. 346 figs. glossary. bibliogr. append. 
index. Boston. 
A reliable handbook of the birds of Arizona, southern California, 
and Nevada. 

WYTHE, MARGARET W. and GRINNELL, 
JOSEPH. 
1927. Directory to the Bird-life of the San 
Francisco Bay Region. 8vo. pp. 160. col. front. 

Berkeley. 

WYTSMAN' PHILOGENE AUGUSTE GALILEE 
[1866- ] . 
1905-14. Genera Avium. 4to. illust. Brussels. 
Edited by P. Wytsman. 
This monumental work consists of a classified cyclopedia of the 
avian families in which each family is treated in a distinct (and 
separately paged) section by independent authors. At the present 
writing 26 parts have been issued (parts 1-26, 1905-14). Among 
the contributors are Louis Brasil, Ernfst Hartert, C. E. Hellmayr, 
T. Salvadori, P. L. Sclater, R. Bowdler Sharpe, and W. R. Ogilvie 
Grant. 

XANTUS, JOHN. 
1859. Catalogue of birds collected in the vicinity 
of Fort Tejon, California. (Proc. Academy of 
Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.) 8uo. pp. 5. 

Author's separate. 
[Philadelphia.] 

XENOPHON [430-357 B.c.). 
1545. Opera ... omnia. Eleven translators. On 
Horses, by J. Camerarius. Very rare ed. [0. 5605.] 

Basil. 
1802. Xenophon's Rules ... for Horses. 4to. 
Anon. tr. of De re equestri. An early cavalry 
manual. (0. 5607.] Westminster. 

YARXAND MISSION. 1878-91. See SCIENTI
FIC RESULTS OF SECOND YARKAND MISSION; also 
INDIA; also STOLICZKA, F. 

YAR MUHAMMAD XHAN SHAWXAT. 
1884. Sayd-gah-i-Shawkati (or Baz-nama). On 
falconry and birds. Lithograph. pp. 338. 22 text
figs. Rampur. 
This treatise was first written in Hindustani in 1883 but not pub
lished until the following year. It is said by Ivanow to be a fairly 
accurate treatise. 

YARRELL, WILLIAM [1784-1856]. 
1827. Observations on the tracheae of birds; with 
descriptions and representations of several not 
hitherto figured; and on the change in the plumage 
of some hen-pheasants. 4to. Pt. I, pp. 16. 9 pl. 
Pt. II, pp. 10. 1 pl. London. 
Two author's separates; I. from the Trans. Linnean Society; II. 
from the Phil. Transactions, 1927. 
William Yarrell was a famous English naturalist, the son of a book
seller whose business he later carried on. He was a keen student of 
Natural History and had a profound knowledge of the haunts and 
habits of birds and fish. 

1835-6. A History of British Fishes. 2 vols. 8uo. 
illusl. (Wanting.) London. 
This is the editio princeps of a well-known treatise, at least two 
others (1841 and 1E!.i9) being recognized. It waai!)ufdi]t 19 parts 
and is comparatin .,. :ran. f'. "' 

---
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1837-43. .\ hi tory of Briti h birds. 3 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. 32+525. 194 figs. index. Vol. 2, pp. ( 4) + 669. 209 figs. Vol. 3, pp. ( 4)-+ 528. 1 pl . 192 figs. London. 
For many years the standard work. It was is ued in 37 part of threr sheets each, at interval. of about two months. A second edition appeared in 1845, together with a supplement to the pn' ent edition, bringing it up to date: a third edition and second supplement were issued in 1856; a fourth edition (edited by Newton and Saunders) was published in 1871-85. An Illustrated "Uannal of Brilish Birds by Saunders, 1899, is rf'ally a condensed version of the present work. The copy in hand is a special one, many of the cut being hand colored, besides a colored plate of a Guillemot's egg at thr end of vol. 3, 

1845. A history of British birds. 2nd ed. 3 vols. 8vo. illust. London. The copy in hand deserves special mention since it consists of three unique volumes extra-illustrated by the addition of more than 300 woodcut of birds by Bewick and a few proofs by the illustrator , William R . Fisher. With it are nine A.L .. letters from William Yarrell to W. R. Fisher re pecting the present copy and the work the latter had done on it in the matter of the extra-illustrations. The letters comprise 18 pp., 8Yo and 4to, ranging in date from 1844 to 1855. 

1845-56 . Supplement. I845.-Second Supplement. I856. 2 vols. 8vo. Both supplements. (History of British Birds. ) London. 
1856. A history of British birds. 3 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. 35+614. 212 figs. index. Vol. 2, pp. (4) +702. 197 figs. Vol. 3, pp. (4)+679. 225 fig . London. 
The third edition. The additions made in the present edition to the econd are embodied in a Second Supplement, which brings the second edition (and with the first supplement bring the first edition) up to the date of the third. 

1859. A history of British fishes. 2 vols. 8vo. front. portr. illust. London. 
The third edition of this important monograph, edited by Sir .Tohn Richardson, with a memoir of Yarrell. 

****' NEWTON, ALFRED, and SAUNDERS, HowARD. 
1871-85. A history of British birds. 4 vols. 8vo. Vol. I, pp. 12+646. 186 figs. Vol. 2, pp. 7+494. 127 figs . Vol. 3, pp . 16+684. 255 figs. Vol. 4, pp. 8+531. 173 figs . index. London . The fourth edition. Much extra material, with a number of new illustrations, is added, the work being thoroughly revised and rewritten by Newton and Saunders. The present edition was published in 30 parts. In 1889 Saunders condensed the text and published it, with some of its illu trations, under the title of An illustrated Manual of British Birds. 

YARROW, HE RY Cm~:cY [1840] and HENSHAW, HENRYW. 
1874. Geographical and geological explorations and surveys west of the one hundredth meridian. Report upon ornithological specimens collected in the years I87I, I872, and 1873. 8vo. pp. (2)_+148. T. of c. W ashmgton. 
The above Report embodies an annotated list of the birds of Utah, consisting of 214 pecies. 
1875. Notes upon eoaraphical distribution and variation with regard to the Zoology of . the Western United States ... Mammals and B1rds. Report ... upon Batrachians and Reptiles made in Nevada Utah California, Colorado, New Mexico and'Arizon~ ... 187I-74. (United States. Geog. and Geolog. Explorations and Surveys West of the One Hundredth Meridian. ~ol. v. Report, etc.). 4to. . . 1Vashmgton_. A similar report was made of the Fishe embodied m the same classic Report. 

YEAR BOOK OF THE RHINEBECK CLUB. 1918-20. R hinebeck, N .1' 

YERKES, RoBERT M EARN [ 1876- and YERKES, ADA V\'. 
1929. The great apes; a study of anthropoid life. 4lo. pp. 20+652. 172 text-figs. New Haven. 
A monO{..'Taph of great importance, especially in its treatment of the behavior of the animals studiC'<l. 

YORKSHIRE NATURALISTS' UNION, HULL, ENGLAND. 
1877-1912. Vols. I-35. (All pub.) Transaction 
1907. Birds of Yorkshire. 'ee NELS01 , T. II. 

YOSEMITE NATURE NOTES [monthly]; the publication of the Yo emite educational department and the Yosemite natural history association. 1925-30. 8vo. }' osemite ational Park. 
YOUNG, ARCHIBALD [d. 1900]. 

1877. Sea fisheries by E. W. H. Holdsworth. Salmon fisheries by Archibald Young. 8vo. pp. 6 +300. illust. London. 
YOUNG, HE RY c. 
1876. List of birds which breed in the vicinity of Glasgow. 8vo. Glasgow. 
Prepared for the visit to Glasgow in 1876 of Brit. Assoc./or the A.dv. of Se. 

YOUNG, JAMES. 1906. See FERG so , JOHN. 
Y OUNG , ROBERT THOMPSO [I874- ]. 
1924. The life of Devils Lake, North Dakota. (North Dakota Biological Station, I924. ) 8vo. pp. 114. 8 pl. 15 maps and diagr .. 25 figs. bibliogr. index. Demls Lake, N. Dak. 

YOUNG, STA LEY PAUL [I889- ]. 
1929. The last stand of the pack. 8vo. pp. xx + 295. 16 figs. T. of c. append. New York. 
Joint author with Car hart, Arthur H. 

YOUNG AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGI S T. 1881. A Monthly Magazine devoted to the Interests of Collectors of Birds and their Eggs. Ed. by J. C. Chesebrough and C. C. Truesdale. Each number six pages. Syracuse, N. Y. 
In all about eight monthly numbers were publi hed. This small but excellent magazine contained, among other excellent sketches of bird life, a paper by W. W. Worthington on the Piping Plover. 

YOUNG COLLECTOR ; a monthly journal devoted to the interests of collectors of specimens of natural history. 8vo. Des Moines, la. 
Two volumes only, 1881-2, were issued when the title was changed to The Collector. 

YOUNGHUSBAND , FRANCIS EDWARD [I863- ]. 192 1. The heart of nature; or, The quest fo:r natural beauty. 8vo. pp. 4+235. T. of c. London. 
The author describe the natural ~eaut~es and gi~es. an account of the flora and fauna of the Sikh1m Himalaya, listmg about 550 species of birds. 

YOUNG NATURALIST. 
1879-90 . Continued as British 

London. 
aturali t. 

YOUNG NATURALIST. 1884. 
Ga lesburg, Illinois 

YOUNG OOLOGIST, THE . For the Student of 
Birds "Their ests and Eggs. . 1SS34..'5. 8vo. Monthly, Continued a th~Oolog1sA 

Games, V 1 
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YOUNG ORNITHOLOGIST, THE. 
1885-6. Edited and Published 1onthly by 
Arthur A. Child, Boston, Mass. 8vo. Boston. 
This short-lived periodical was suspended on the completion of its first 
volume. It was the organ of the Young Ornithologists' Association, 
and quite a number of American ornithologists of repute supplied 
papers and notes. Among these one may mention J. C. Cahoon, 
D. H. Eaton, G. F. Breninger, C. J. )faynard, E. Slade, et al . 

YUNG, El\1ILE JEAN JACQUES [1854- ] and 
VOGT, C. C. 
1885-94. Lehrbuch der pkt. vergleichenden 
Anatomie. 2 vols. 8vo. See voGT, c. c. 

ZABARELLA, J. 
1590. De Rebus Naturalibus libri XXX. folio. 

Venetiis. 
ZACHARIAS, EMIL 0TTO (1846- J. 

1889. Bilder u. Skizzen aus dem Naturleben. 8vo. 
illust. .; Pna. 

ZAKARIYA B. MUHAMMED AL QAZ
WINI. 
1912. Aja-ibul-makhluqat, or Wonders of Crea
tion. 4to. pp. 616. more than 100 col. cuts in text. 
Hindustani translation from the original Arabic. 
Lithographed. Lucknow. 
A well-known )!oslem work on natural history composed and i sued 
by the author about A.D. 1250. lt was edited by F. Wtisterfeld in 
1848, was partly translated by Ethe in 1868, and numerous editions 
in MS. and print have appeared from time to time. Several of these 
are in the Black('r Library. See also AL-QAZ'iVINI. 

ZAMBRINI, FRA CESCO. 
1874. Scelta di curiosita letterarie inedite o rare 
dal secolo XIII al XVII in Appendice alia 
Collezione di Opere inedite o rare. Dispensa 
CXL. Con figure in cromolitografia a fac-simile 
del Codice. Trattatello di falconeria. Libro delle 
nature degli uccelli fatto per lo re Danchi testo 
antico toscano messo in luce da Francesco Zam
brini. 8vo. pp. 34 + 71. col. initials. 31 col. cuts 
in text. index. Bologna. 
A r('production, as near as modern color and print allow, of a copy 
(A.D. 1-±44) of an ancient Tuscan codex on falconry and the care of 
birds in general. The editor gives a short bibliologic history of (mostly 
Italian) hunting with birds. Even the facsimile in hand is rare. 

ZARAGO~A, REVISTA D. ACADEMIA DE 
CIENCI!S EXACT AS, FISICO-QUIMI
CAS Y NATURALES DE. 1916- dale. See 
ACADEMIA DE CIENCIAS ... ZAHAGO,A. 

ZAROUDNOI, N. A. 
1885. Oiseaux de la contree Trans-Caspienne. 
4to. pp. 73. 1\1oscou. 
A separately printed, repaged paper, with an introduction by 
)f. l\lenzbier. on the birds of Transcaspia. The account includes 
J 84 species. 

ZA w ADZKI' ALEXANDER [ 1798-1868]. 
1840. Fauna der galizisch-bukowinischen \Vir
belthiere; eine systematische Uebersicht der in 
diesen Provinzen vorkommenden Saugthiere, 
Vogel, Amphibien und Fische, mit Rucksicht auf 
ihre Lebensweise und Verbreitung. 8vo. pp. 8+ 
195. Stuttgart. 

ZEITSCHRIFT FUR BIOLOGIE. 1865- dale. 
J.f iinich, Berlin. 

ZEITSCHRIFT FUR FISCHEREI. 
1893-1930. Vols. l-'28. Berlin. 

ZEITSCHRIFT FUR DIE GESAMMTEN 
N ATUR WISSENSCHAFTEN. ( Zeitschrift 
fiir Naturwissenschaften.) 
1853-1918. Vols. 1- 86. (All pub. ) 

ZEITSCHRIFT FUR DIE GESAMMTE OR
NITHOLOGIE. 
1884-8. Herausgegeben von Dr. Julius von 
Madarasz. Quarterly. Jahrg. I- VI. 4 vols. 8vo. 
(All pub.) Budapest. 
During its comparatively brief cxL tcnce this Zeitschrijt occupied 
a high place in zoological literature. It was well conducted in ewry 
respect and numbered among its contributor some of the dominant 
names in ornithology. Among these were Stejncger, Csate, Bohm, 
Schalow, Landois, Tschusi zu Schmiclhofen, Berlepsch, Blasius, 
Finsch, )feyer, et al. 

ZEITSCHRIFT FUR MORPHOLOGIE UND 
ANTHROPOLOGIE. 1899 clair>. See also ;\lOR
PHOLOGISCHE ARBEITEN. Stuttgart. 

ZEITSCHRIFT FUR OOLOGIE. 
1891-1930. Organ fUr Wissenschafl und Lieb
haberei. Monthly. 8vo. \Vith vol. XV (1905) 
the title of the periodical was altered to Zeit
schrift fiir Oologie und Ornithologie, mit Beilage 
Ornithologische Rundschau, the latter edited by 
the Reverend Schuster. illust. 
The editors of these journals were as follows: Hocke, 
I-XX (1891-1911); Grote, XXI (1911, in part); 
Rudiger, XXII-XXVI (1921). 
There were only seven numbers issued in 1910, 
and eight (of the Zeitschr. f. Oologie und Orni
thologie) in 1913; none during the \Yar period, 
1914-18. 

ZEITSCHRIFT FUR OOLOGIE, unter be
sonderer Berucksichtigung der Nidologie und 
aller das Brutgeschaft betreffender Beobach
tungen. 
1911-14. Herausgegeben von G. Krause. 4to. 
Illustrations and other figures. Jahrg. I-VI 
(?All pub.) [When the above title was assumed 
the original Zeitsch. f. Oologie had been changed 
to Zeitsch. f. Oologie und Ornilhologie. ] Stuttgart. 

ZEITSCHRIFT FUR ORNITHOLOGIE 
UND PRACTISCHE GEFLUGELZUCHT. 
1884-1913. Organ des Verbandes der ornitholo
gischen Vereine Pommerns und :\1ecklenburgs. 
Jahrg. Ill (VIII)-XXXVII. 8vo. The continua
tion of the Z eitschrifl des Y erbandes der ornithol. 
Vereine Pommerns und 1\1ecklenburgs. Stettin. 
This is one of the oldest of the combined popular and scientific 
journals published in Germany. It had many well-trained obserYers 
as contributors of valuable papers. 

ZEITSCHRIFT DES ORNITHOLOG. VE
REINS IN STETTIN. 
1877-81. Organ of the Verein. Six double num
bers yearly. Jahrg. I-V. Continued as the 
Zeitschr. des l 'erband. d. Ornith. Yerein. Pommerns, 
etc. Stettin. 

ZEITSCHRIFT FUR PRAKTISCHE GE
FLUGELZUCHT UND ORNITHOLOGIE. 
1877-1911. Stettin. 
1883-99. As Ornithologischer Verein zu Stettin. 

ZEITSCHRIFT FUR SAUGETIERKUNDE, 
im Auftrag~ der Deulschen Ge.eellschaft fUr s9 ug:e~ierkunde. 
1 2 - . 8vo. Berlin~ 
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ZEITSCHRIFT DES VERBANDES DER ORNITHOLOG. VEREINE POMMERNS UND MECKLENBURGS. 
1882-3. Herausgeaeben und redig-irL vom Verstande des teLtiner Zweigverein . 8uo. This periodical is the forerunner of the Zeitschrifl f. Ornithologie und Practische Gefliigelzrzcht; and itself continue the Zeitsclzr. des Ornith. Vereins in 'tettin. Stetlin. 

ZEITSCHRIFT FttR VOGELLIEBHABER, ZUCHTER UND HANDLER. [1872]. Berlin. The Compiler knows nothing of this periodical except the reference to it in Ibis, 1873, p. -!93. tlupplement. 

ZEITSCHRIFT FUR VOGELSCHUTZ UND ANDERE GEBIETE DER NATUR-SCHUTZES. 
1920. Mitteilungen des Bundes fUr Vogelschutz E. V. (Sitz StuttaarL). Herausgegeben von Dr. Herman Heifer. 8uo. illust. Jahrgang. I Heft, Januar, HlZO. Wiirttemberg. The 'Bund fi.ir Vogelschutz' forms a widespread league for the popular protection and propagation of bird life in Germany. Its officers are well-known philanthroph:;ts, and the collaborators in the conduct of its organ arc equally well-known names in ornithology. 

ZEITSCHRIFT FttR VOGELZUCHT. The German title of the (Russian) Wjestnik Ptizewodstwa (q.v.). 

ZEITSCHRIFT F. WISSENSCHAFTL. BIOLOGIE. 
1924-30. Abteilung A. (or) Zeitschrift f. Morphologie u. Oekologie d. Tiere. Berlin. 

ZEITSCHRIFT FttR WISSENSCHAFT-LICHE ZOOLOGIE. 1848-date. Leipzig. 
ZEITSCHRIFT FttR ZOOLOGIE UND VERGLEICHENDE ANATOMIE. See FAU us. 
ZEITUNG FfiR ZOOLOGIE, ZOOTOMIE UND PALAEOZOOLOGIE. Leipzig. 1848-9. (All pub.). 

ZEITZ, A. 1896. ee HOR , w. A., Report on the . . . Scientific Expedition. 

ZELEDON, Jo :E C. 
1882. Catalogo de las aves de Costa-Rica. 8vo. pp. 39. index. an Jose, Costa-Rica. A li t (without comment) of the birds visiting and indigenous to Costa Rica, 388 species in all. There is also an index of genera. The volume in hand is a rare item, a presentation copy to F. Ducane Godman, from whose library it was obtained. 

ELEE. French Corvette. 
1842-54. VOYAGE A POLE UD . . . SUJL 
L 'A. TROLABE ET LA ZELEE. ee VOYAGE , FRE CII. 

ZELL, Tn. 
1908. Cnterscheidet das Tier Mann und Frau? 

Berlin. 
An important question from the sociologic-bio_logic side. of c<~nnparative zoology, which the author answers to lus own sat1sfactwn, 

ZENTRALBLATT FUR ZOOLOGIE, ALLGEMEINE UND EXPERIMENTELLE BIOLOGIE. 
1912-81. Vols. I-VI. (All pub.) Leipzig. 

ZERBST. Bericht d. Na.turwissenschaft. Vereins zu Zerbst. 1922-7. 

ZICHY, .JK () [1837- 1906 ] . 
1901. Dritte Asiati che Forschung rei e Bd. I I. Zooloai che Ergebnisse. 4to. pp. 41 +470. 28 col. pl. text-figs. Budapest and Leip-:ig. A valuable contribution to Asiatic biology, printed in Hungarian and either Latin, French, or German in p,trallel columns. The mammals, reptiles, and amphibia are de cribed by L. )lehelY , and the birds by J. }ladarasz. 

ZIEGLER, HEINRICII ERN T [1858- J. 
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